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Abbott, Bros., their ex

hibits at the Interna-

tional, 182, 199, 365;
."•varded a .silver medal,
431

Aunott, C. N., on the pro-

lrfioness of Syrians, 167

Acsrldaa, or mites, 175

Act, an, worth copying, 316

Adulteration of honey, 2

Affiliation, rules of, to

county associations, 131),

117, 278, 279
Afr 1)00-

keepine; in, 410
Agriculture, Instituteof,94

Auditing board, angle of,

424
Amateur, experience of, 31

Amateur hive-makers, 210

American enamelled cloth,

89, 439
American honey, 316 ;

Ben-
jamin Franklin's opinion

of, 75 ; its introduction

into England, 310
Amsterdam exhibition, 366

Analysis of honey, 138

Analvsts, 374
Anapucs, 130 n

Andr
19

Aphid
Apian

rana, 175,

re,106,S65
incd, 155

, B9, L75

.Swiss, 8,9,2S,4o,:,7

rearranging, 180

;

Lord Sudeley's, 409

Apiculture and the Educa-
tion Act, 252

Apiculture in 1883, 2

Artilieial fertilisation, 141

Artificial pollen, 39

Artificial swarm, 88, 141;

after honey harvest, 229

Artilieial swarming, 112,

175, 176
Aspect for hives, 53; in

Isle of Man, 54
Association deficiency fund,

21
*Audi alteram partem,' 311

Autumn feeding, 277, 293

Awards at the Healt hones,

389,434
Bee-diseases, 317
Bacillus alvoi, 260, 274, 318,

338, 369 ; autumn treat-

ment of hives affected

with, 293,; treatment of

d to, 355
with

,258Bacillus aiithrs

Bacillus Gavtoni, or depi-

lis, 317, 338, 366
Bacterium lineola and sub

-

tilis, 318
Baldwin, K. .T., exhibits :it

tin- International, 365;

m ;>! : ».u.: -\ l.», 39U

from, 179
Bar-frames, 174; number

of, 18 ; reduction for win-
ter, 247 ; fixed, 248

Barlev-sugar, 72

Bee, vitality of, 240
Beo-api'iiaiices, 3a, 75, 373,

411

fee-culture, letters 011,3111

lee-farms, 3M, 321,411
jeo-rior:. or flowers, 39, 51,

87, 92, 111, 160,404
3EE-FLOBA:—
Apples, 54; Arabis al-

pina, 39, 131; Azalea pon-
tics, 203; Aster nevei,

346 ; Astrantia major. 9
;

Aubrietia grieca, 3i>; Ber-

"beris, 40 ; Bird-cherry,

421 ; Black currant, 15 I
;

Blue lungwort, 56; Bor-
age, 18, 40; Brassica, 10;

Broom, 121; Buckwheat,
in, 351 : (Jallima vulgaris,

oi-'r ; Canada balsam, 55

;

Canadian creeper, 271

;

Cardamiue rotundifu-
lium, 56 ; Ceutaurea ni-

7

INDEX.
2'

gra, 331 ; Charlock, or
wild mustard, 72 ; Cher-
ries, 56 ; Cinerarias, 175

;

Clarkia, 15 ;
Chni.itis

vitalba,271; Clover, 141

;

Coltsfoot, 72 ; Cronus, 59,

40, 134 ; Currants, 56 ;

Dahlias, 88; Eehiuin (vi-

per's bugloss), 93; Epi-

lobium,39; Erica caruea,

40 ; Erica tetralix, 331
;

Eryrraginm, 92; Euca-
lyptus globulus, 106 ;

Eucalypl '
.
"i

'
1 1 1

' rum-
tree, 296; 1

!-.' it. 37 I;

Golden r.,1, lo6; Goose-

lliger,3tl; Hemlock, 312
;

June berry, 238 ; Kale
bloom, 39 ; Kalmia lati-

folia, 203; Knapweed,
368; Limuanthes Doug-
lasii, 39, 40, 56, 213;
Marjoram, knotted, 39,

40; Melilot, 93; Mig-
nonette, 10; Nasturtium,
72 ; reaches, 56 ; Pea-
blossom, 90 ; Persian clo-

ver, 40, 75 ; Phaoelia cou-

gesta, 40 ; Plums, 56

;

Pulmonaria azurea, 56;
Raspberries, 56, 134 ;

Rhododendrons, 248 ;

Saxifraga ligulata, 93;

Scarlet runner, 72 ; Sca-

biosasuccisa, 331 ; Single

dahlia, 368; Suowbeiry,
87 ; Snowy mespilus, 40 ;

Strawberry, 124; Sun.
flowers, 405 ; Sweet pea,

71, 72 ; Tenormin scoro-

donia, 39; Turnip, 39;
Tussilago, 51; Verbas-

cum phceuicum, 56 ; Ve-
ronica rupestris, 39

;

Wall-flowers, 39, 40, 131

;

Winter aconite, 39, 40

;

Wood sage, 40

Bee and Fruit Company,
the, 391

Bee census, 437

Bee-food, planting for, 101

Bee-house, four years in a,

132-134; iua, 433
Bee-houses, 370 ; and bee-

hives, 36; plans for, 72,370

Bee-keeper, how I became
a, 403

BtvJ.'«jv,VEci"vd, Cowan's,
215, 227, 291

Bee-keeper's diary, 13; ex-

perience, 380, 402

Bee-keepers, at homo, 1, 5,

23, 69, 127 ; in North of

England, 112; confer-

ences of, 328
Bee - keepers' Associa-

tions and Shows :

—

Antrim and Down, 201 ;

Armagh, 130 ; Bath and
West "of England, 218;
Bedfordfordshire,12,118,
282; Belfast, 363; Berks,
315,336,355,412; Brecon-
shire, 40, 45, 304 ; Bridge-

water, 3, 81 ; British, 1,

11, 22, 41, 59, 73,78,91,
06, 109, 116, 125, 117, 182,

217, 227. 236, 256, 279, 2so,

3lil, 338, 373, 407, 412;
Buckingham-hire, 27,17,
109, 118, 163, 310; Cale-

donian, 199, 255,305,414;
Camhridm'skire and Isle

of Ely, 117 ; Cardigan-
shire, 21s, 536; Carmar-
thenshire, 97. 330; Che-
shire, 118, 131 ;

Cornwall,
27,339,411; Cumberland,
164; Derbyshire, 45, 338

;

Devon and Exeter, 97,

201; Dorsetshire, 27, 271,

301 ; Durham, 285, 355;
K-.kdale. 377 ; Essex, 17,

150; Forfar, 256; Glamor-
ganshire, 146, 381, 391',;

Gloucestershire, 47, 61,

85, 97, 111, 118, 165,526;
Grantham, 116, 289.336,

351, 576 ; Hampshire' and
Isle of Wight, 96, 117,282,

327; Hawardon,31S,362
;

Hemsley, 283 ; Hereford-

shire, 61, 237, 326 ; Hert-
fordshire, 8j, 199,236,410,

412 ; Hunstanton, 327 ;

Huntingdonshire, 45,117,

327,311,378; Irish, 118;

150, 200, 530, 115, 431 ;

Irishand Scotch, 150; Isle

of Mau, 256, 305 ; Kent,
12,28; Kniahtsbriilge.3,

81; Lancashire, 335, 361

;

Lancashire and Cheshire,

385; Leicestershire, 28,

61, 201, 285, 501, 339 ;

Line, .'.a .hire, 146, 391 ;

Lmeoii.-liire Agricultu-
l, - :. 92, 280 ;' Louth,

281 ,
Malvern, 61; Mid-

dli . 37 I-. 804,218,

34, Nor
Norwich, 46,

North Wales,304; North-
east of Ireland, 115, 431 ;

Nottinghamshire, 146,

lfil.199. ;28,:;: ;, tl 1,128,

1 10; P* ' .i.. 112, 109.

J12 ; Beading ,355; Royal
Agricultural at Preston,

409, 412; Rutherelen,
411; Scotch and Irish,

144; Shrewsbury, 215.253;

Strah' rsot-

d-hire.

28,255,325,3 5; Suffolk,
bi:;,.;77; Snrrey,82 ; Sus-

sex, 117 ; Warwickshire,
97, 293, 326 ; Westmore-
land, 396 ; Wevhill, 377 ;

Wilts, 236, 303, 527
;

Worcester, 15, 183, 282;

Yarmouth, 301; York,
3. SI. 346

rudiments of,

simplicity in,

land, ;.'-

u, 4, 63, 83,

9S, 102, 131, 200, 405 ;

beginning, 71. 195. 288,

311,331,195: an industry
for ladies, 206

;
gossip,

278, 291. 566; remunera-
tive, 289; advancing. 381;

reading-book for schools

on, 128

154, 166, 107, 361

6, 26, 131

;

421 ; in Qn
lectun

110, 123, 124; Itali;

157; Cypr 5167,225,110;

out, 239; strange loca-

tion for, 309; distance

they travel, 310 ; out all

night, 312 ; afflicted with
bacillus, 311; in a porch,

311 ; killing, for inount-
din.g,

hori:

hibitim

361 ;
pe

Cypi
ght, 381 ; from
nd Syria, 383;

the roof of a church,

386 ; aud fly - catchers,

397 ; dissecting, for ex-

amination, 417

Bee-stings, cure for, 207

Bees'-wax, purifying, 187,

206 ; refining, '125 ; ex-

traction of, 221
Bce-tonts, 81
I'.i e-tent elejaeelilenf 5 17".

218,258,267, 306,327
Bee-veil, a, 209
Bse-veils, 9

Bee-wagon, 34
15 in ihe Mnestion, 291

I;,, r'- difficulties, 249

iiejn i.e, j, ad-rice to, 173
Bell. 111-., on the analysis

of honey, 138
Bell-staples, 370
Benton, Frank, on the Car-
niolan bee, 111 ; and
Eastern bees, 234

Bertrand. M., his apiary, 9,

28,29,40; his fumigating
lamp, 30, 286

Beware of false prophets,

251
Bineham smoker, 157

Black bees, 36, 270 ; a re-

quest for, 277
Blacks l'. Ligurians and
other foreign bees, 154,

166, 167, 361
Black honey, 14, 33, 48

Bligli Competition, 2, 3, 4,

16, 38. 49, 55. 65, 91, 98,

99, 109, 119, 142, 141, 145.

151,152,157,160,176,216,
42S

Bligh, Rev. H., letter by,

t,, the Rmcs, 293
Blow, T. B., consignment

of Eastern bees to New
Zealand, 199

•tit, pl(

Blue-: ill 61, 118

salieylii
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Correction, a, 330

Con, E., 110

Coti -
1

1 1 lee-keepers, hints

to, 170 ; instmctions to,

411
Cottage 'Woodburj
County Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciations, 3, 57, 38, 56, 71,

92,159, 187, 197,354; im-

portant to, 125 ; the dis-

trict systems i ir, 143;

privileges _
of , 144, 227;

increase or, 274

County experts, 73, 12",

135,177 . ,„
County represent

County secretaries, notice

to, 233 ; hints to, 294

County shows, 81

Covering np hiv<

Cowan, "T. W., '.

boot, 72, 2S6; his -Vote

,210; on foul brood,

128; on comb-honey in

sections, 160;

at the I. H. V. ..

recommendati' m
cylic acid as a cure for

|

foul brood, 201

Cow-dung, dry, fuel for the

smoki

Crooked conihs, - -

Cruciferous plants, 56
Crystallisation, prevention

of, 15»;

Cubic capacity of a pound
of hon

Cyprian
Customs, curious country
420

Dauipn
Davie-, it W., his metal

358
Dawson, '

hibits, 365
-'i, 271

Decoy hi

Deficiency fund,

Depressed cells, 27o

Dextrin
Dextro
D

Digestion, hoiu ,

Ll

>
:

: i, 351
It, : rnduction,

:;n, I5E

117. -'

DiMnlectiiuj diseasedcomb,

District

143,165,187; and ootto

Dial i

Division hi lers,S9

Double hive, 136
-, 18,53, 106, 12!

Double -

Driven be 1,271, 288 02
Driving bees, 7, 142, -i t,

217, 271,8
Driving, difficul; .1

and transferring,
17.7

Echoes, 17,

Economic Apiaries Corape-

tition, 41, 81. S« liligh

Competition
Edeyand Sons' metal-ends,

92 ; eshiblt-, ''V

Edinburgh Industrial Mu-
seum, 32

Editorial i.2oi"ranee,4i.'2'45s

Education:.! Art and api-

culture, 215, 22". 2 -'

Eggs, worker and drone,

77 ;
destruction of, 135

E"g fertilising pouch, 422

Ekes, 333
Enamel cloth for bses in

winter, 10, 439

Enamelled quilts, 350, 439

. 107

Entrances to be examined,

4 ; what to placa around,

9; to hive-, 17 ;
shifting

position of, 107; width

of, 175
Enealyptol. 296

Eucalyptus globi
'

brood ei

Examinations of hivi -. 1

Examine'

397

Driving and uniting, 288
i

> '. del ,171

Drone-cell

78, 124, 175, 21 ;,

230; early, 157: on.

hatched,thrown out, 318;
,i

i no of, 151 ; second

crop of, 807

Drone-trap, 112

,
IS", 2D!',

.", :..

1 1,-, '/.irs, 352
Dummies, 106, 373

;
propo-

Exaniination sub -commit-
tee, 182, 280

|

, 08, 103,

ve, an, 88
Excluder-iine, 18, 51, 230,

248
Expert ezamhiAl 01

is ccrtifi-

ExpertH, 213, 317; lower

85, 151 ; certified, 188

;

tionoi.
best In-

duce of. •
;,;

28b, 311

I
•

'. 157

174,17.5, 229, 25.

35 , with super on, 5 I

.

I

with
i

couth. n
I

874, ••'-'

id, 194

. I "7, 191,

15, L07

Flour-cak . I

17, 8 18

Food and Drugs Adultcra-

...

Amerii
I ,62, I 19;

fir'r'niBnv. I, S. II

keepers, 274; in drones

ana workers, 300 ; its

nature, E6. ; and carbolic

acid or phenol. 329, : -
'

treatment of, 336 ; cure

of, at close of season,

337 ; cure without drugs

or chemicals, 434

Foul-broody stock, 270

Foundation, keeping, 10

Foundations. 90; insertion

of, 112 ; fixer, 136, 206 ;

use of, 155 ; not worked
out, 175 ; fixing in sec-

tion-boxes, 180, 194

;

guides for, 185 ; fixing,

194; weak, 230; in sec-

tion-, 270; for supers,

2S8; full, 3.12

Founrlation-sheets, 352

Frames, arrangement of,

54 ; across entrance, 105,

312; distance between,

106; and distance-keep-

ers, how I n:

ntion of,

Iterent in same
hive, 142 ; distance of,

behind excluder, 155 ;

covering of, 174 ;
number

of, 171. -

shallow, 209, 223 ; taper-

Mi. ins, 15

French bee Uteri'

Fruit-iu:

Fuel for the smol

Fungus iii cellar a fuel for

brew-
and Sous' honey

Fnsay, M . his apiary, 40

B

1 n.'O-koop-

-

red foundations,

G
. ognition

lis ,
121

Darhoitti Association for,

285
Durrant, E., lecturo by, 131

Dysenteric -vmptoms, 19
Dysentery, 107, 123, 121,

174 ;
preventing, Is,

Dzierzon, Dr. 63; on tho
Camiolan bee, 110

Early swarm, 136

'

land, 303, 122

51'.'
;

.-.'.

Foul bi 1, ll-ii. 72, B9,

128, 112, 2'"', 213, 217,

248, 271, 2-5. 2

. ..,, I ;l oul hi •

by eucsJyptns, 02 ; and
willows, 84 ; in America,
165; ti In" i!' "I. '.',

Mr. Chi
ments, 217, 233,252 Mr.

i.'s paper on, 25'i-

268, 296 ;
cui-i

828, 879 : mo le m emu
adopted by Ital

Granulated hon.. .

Hampshire Hog, 150, 165,

B

ends, 50,

121

.honey at,

1

Heathap
Heather

t imo for, 53, 253,

101
i'.. analyst to tho

I; i: I,

of hen i

.

, thcadulteratiiin

i

J., on Syrians, 10

;

i

I
bive, 123,

;
Lis candy, 169

;

his wax-spoon, 200 ;
his

Hilbert, M., his application

of salicylic acid, 231

. 13

II ir.i ' lie' '.!'. '--. 1' '

Hive, the, and its contents,

58, 77, '.'5; the- best, 157
;

in.

backs, i2i

a
112; dampness of, 4;
Layens, 8; single, or

two-story, 9; home-made,
15 ; treatment of, in win-

ter, 30 ;
preparations for,

. examining, 54,

107, 151, 175; colour of,

124 ; temperature of, 150,

189, 268 ;
position for,

174 ; crowded, 175 ;

strength of, fl'. :
opening,

221'
, el. anile.', 323 ; sim-

ple, 370; fortheheathi r,

$06
Hiving bees, 230; swarms,
90

Hobbies, 34S

H020, Mr., his 1:

. 1,268, 510,353
Home-made hives, 33, 49

Honev, value of imported,

4 ; black, 14, 55. 18, 271 ;

clover, 19; sample of, 71 ;

of, -5
; comb or ex-

np, 121 ;
analysis

of, 138

traded, '.. ; in cooking,

i'.i. ; receptacles for, 174

;

Hotel v :

194; spurious, 197 ; I'ali-

I

prices of, 271,
.

1 by bees from
supers.

16; con.

i

United Kingdom, 571 ;

from a commercial point

, 3y Mr.

B

mbs, deceptive,

1,822
tew, 269

, 278 , 278

Honoy a

2 0, 281

0, 72
1

-
,. I

"I.

ill '.
,

ll''

i,,i 1 1

. ils ad, 348

Honey nie'lii ine-, 1'.".'

Honey produol i,
-''^

I

Honoy-ripeiu
ii.

i,, i
;

"i; vagaries

of, 401
Hers, prosecution

Honey vinegar, LOS

Honey j ield of 1884, 437

Huber, his observations on
I,. , .1 I..; In- leaf-hive, '3.

Hudson's dry soap a cure

for bee--'

Humble bees -tin-', 249;

for Now Zealand. Ill,

335, 862, !"', 121, 155

Huntlej '. Palmer's Honey

Incredible, and yet true, 72

India, bee-keeping in, 4

;

}f.i«3i"el; I.'.' £a'-ti>i"i!v

Droi
H-.

.
'."7

Indian bees, 193
International Health Ex-

hibition, 1, 11, 21. 38, 41.

55, 110. 145. 147,181,278,
364, 366, 372 : its awards
aud results, ;>,'. 151

Ireland, Bee Associations

in, 30
Irish bee-keepers and the

on, 252 ; among
tile, 5l,5

Isle of Man, bee-keeping in,

Italian bees, 222 ; their su-

periority to blacks, 100.

.See Lieurians
Italian bee-keepers, their

means of curing foul

brood, 299

Ivy honey, 312
.1. P., 37,274,315,

89, 3.15, mi
Jam-making at Lord

Sinleley s fruit farm, i"7

Japanese boe-kc, pin .

"

Jsker, M. J., 57. 115, 110

Jenyns, Rev. F. Gr., bis

letter to the Times, 315,

319
Jenkins', II., lecture, 4

i uni, 1 12

Jottings for the j..i ;.

the, 90. 91, 127.
', 127

1 18, 358
Judging, 395, 152. 415

Lancashire and 01
nit, 212

ipulation

and ana. t0]

In Dr.,ut Toronto
on,9, 10

I.. i
mi

. 08 ill)" out, 172

i.eike\ , Rev. .v., his exer-
m i "5 bei

. :i I, ,eeli i.i

odnoation, 215,

252, 298
I

' ..over, Hon. A. F.
I •.

.,!. q,26 I

i

Ligllliail be, .
1.9, I"e. 222.

289, 131, -is".

and red elm ,176
Ligurinnisii :, 1 17, 219

Lincoln 3m , ,
i,, -keeping

in. 25!'. 21n

i
. Rev, -3 Ci.,

his hive, 293, 305, 432

1. ok, in i

Liver] ' -' ;

Little W I. r, 72. 89

Loai '

in'1

I
wen'

'

riee, ill

Local advia rs, 151

Lyon, P., his phenolated
,. :, i. bumping'

i ,275,512,511

Hal '
5, iii bive ,

115

M 51" i

,
251

M'Nally, 13 and El3, '
,

I In, 115

m.i.i, bowing affiliated

on ,
i

1

'

Manufaetnrii 'S and '^'i

bitors, important to, 110

Martin, J., his veal re-

port, 179

Martin, W., 296,297
,i, ,,i win .iii. "i

Meltiii" combs with can-

die,', honey, 230
Metul-euds, 157, 370

Metal- iers, 157
Mothi",'lin, 153
Metropolitan depot for salo

Of honey, 79
Micrococcus, 257, 260
Mi. ro copes, 106

Milk-ainl-''",-! ,|,,.| I,.,

01
;;,„(. , , /:.. 5..-|,"e|,NI,31il.

proposal t" i inn lute 5

into Welsh language, 5,3-1

Moving bias. 13, 55, 50.

in;,, 1115, 1U7. 217. 271.

; ;;, ;;:;!, :ii9, lixi, 121,4-31
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Mouldy bombs, 72, 107
Monnting bees. 311
Mouse in a hive, 19

Movie, Rev. V. H., 159,

164, 200, 238, 27::, 278,

292. 29:',. 316, 390
Much Hadkam, reminis-
cences of a day at, 21:;

Mullein, 56
Mundella, Mr., 280
Xarbonne honey, 323
Nectary, 264
Neighbour and Sons, their

exhibits at the Inter-
national. 365; medals
awarded to, 390

New members, 3
Xi'w Zealand, humble bees

for, 111. 335, 362, 400, 124,

436
Noblest things, the two, 9
Non -swarming, 90; system,

123
North Wales, county asso-
ciations for, 256

Nuclei, queens from, 212;
wintering, ib. ; beea for,

369 ; entrances to, 4f»5
;

forming', ib. : making
entrances to, ib.

Nucleus hives, 51
Nucleus qneen-rearinsr, 147
Observatory hive-, 32, 69,

156, 157
Old comb to be utilised, 312
Outer and inner combs in
Combination hive, dis-

tance between, 370
Overcrowding, 424
Over-manipulating-, 124

Packages for shipping-
honey, 10

Packing bees, 217: for the
heather, 249 : swarms,
157, 180; for winter. 212,

336
Painting hives, 89, 312, 388,

406, 424
Painting thorax, 1(17

Paper for packing trays, 406
Peach-trees in a green-
house, bees visiting, 19

Pea-meal, 36, 39, 54
'

P.-brine, 259, 276
Peel, Rev. H. R., his resig-

nation of the Hon. Secre-
taryship of the B.B.K.A.
22 ; proposed testimonial
to, 73 ; sketch of his life,

113, 115, 127, 128
Peel Challenge Cup, 37
Peel Testimonial Fund, 98,

148, 149, 179, 182, 216,
235, 267,293, 315,410,437

Perforated zinc, size of
holes in, 53

Pettigrew, Mr. Alexander,
death of, 114

Pettigrew hives, 174
Phenol, a. cure for foul
brood, 262, 273, 274. 285,
289. 299, 30?, 309, 312;
its use by Italian and
German bee-keepers, 274

;

is it a cure for foul brood?
i autumn,

I'M

215

cake, 337
soap, 274
heal thyself,"

Pinner, 37<>

Planting for bees, 134
Pollen, stored, 54; dark,

ib. . and its uses, 370
Pollen-masses, 106
Pollen-tilled combs, 288
Pollen-gathering, 334
Poppies, 157

Preventing swarming, 49
Press, the, and bee-keep-

ing, 292, 291

Proper names of things,

166, 191,242
Propolis, 78, 95, 123, 406
Propolising section*, 352
Protruding stings, 350
Ptyaline, 264
Pubescence, absence of, 247
Public opinion in the bee-
keeping world, 126

Putt-ball, 142
Purifying bees*-wax, 20(

425

Queen, at what age to be
superseded, 1"

; clipping
wings of, 10, 271, 369

;

impregnation of, 19

;

cause of death, 124;
seizing the, 156: dead,
14; age of, 175, 333, 334,

351 : depositing more
than one c^-j; in a cell,

195; removing,toincrease
honey harvest, 226, 307;
liberating, 248; old, 112,

288 ; in second year,
142, 270; unfertile, 271

;

and vj;>j;* containing
Bacillus alvei, 276; and
the bees, 223; vagaries
of the. 309; failing, 312

;

a small, 367 ; minus a
foot, 388 ; cast out of the
hive, 388; e --organs of,

391, 422, 429; condition
of, 424

Queens, hatching, 89; rais-

ing, 135 ; andnon-swarm-
ing skeps, 1 12 ; distin-

guishing age of, 157 ; in-

troduction of. 188; taking

hy pre-
venting i-nti'i u\^ vipers,
212 ;

front pueh-i, lb, ; two.
inahive,229 ; with second
swarms. 247 ; piping. 249 :

time for rai.-iie... 2ss re-

commencing breeding,
288 ; extra,during winter,
289 ; young, to be kept
in nuclei. 2S!i

: best time
for changing. 312; killing,

334; spare, 351 ; utilising,

3 19 ; encasement, 370
;

night of, un
Queen-mating, 388
<
t
>uern-eell, lid of. 289

Queen-cells, 18, 142, 333;
cutting out, 157, 193; in
drone brood, 213 ; re-

jected, 249 ; fertilisation

of, 429
yueen-intraduction,09, 123,

136, 175, 378, 386. 3HS.

399, 432; suggestions for,

156;Mi\Simmins' method,
165. See Direct Intro-
duction

Queenless stocks, 107. 112,

219, 271, 288, 370, 405
Queenlessness, 311, 334
Queen-rearing, 146, 405
Queen-wasps. 211, 224
Queries, 35, ei passim
Quilting, material for, 373
Quilts, 106, 124, 333, 373;
washing, 388

Railway slopes and waste
places, 411

Random shot, a, 206
Raynor, Rev. G-., sketch of

his life, 5.23; his Eclectic
hive, 286; his feeder, 153.

334
Reading-room, museum,
and hive depot, 81
Lecords of bee-work, 75
Reducing number of
frames. 370

Refined crystallised sugar.

311
Removable metal ends, 102

Reports of affili?ted Asso-
ciations, volume of, 177

;

Re-.iueening, 1<>3, 147,157
time for, 174

Reversible frames, 240, 330
Rilieiueourt, C. de, his

hive, 115
Ripening honey. 31, 54, 289,

351

Robbers, 207,294
Robbing, 75, 206. 333, 105,

424 ; cure for, 288
Romans, their knowledge

of bee-keeping, 95
Roofs of hives, 337,411, 410
Root, A. I., his tent for
bee operations, 405 ; his
lamp nursery, ib.

Rows of hives,' distance be-
tween, 107

Roval Agricultural, 215,

253; and B.B.K.A., 328;
for 1835, 436

Rudiments of bee-keeping,
58, 77, 95, 131, 183,204

Saccharum, 142
Saddler's tablets, 6^
Sale of Food and Drugs
Act, 266

Salicylic acid, 71. lo;. IlM,

129*. 261, 284. 296, 3(Ml
: in

water. Hi* ;
and was, 176

;

and phenol, 388
Scales for hives, 369
SchoritVld, Dr., his re-
searches into the nature
of fo»I brood, 257

Scented syrup, 334
Schoolmasters and apicul-
ture, 215

Fcoteh bee-keeping, 341
Sent la ml, bee-keeping in,

438
Scott, Rev. F. T., sketch

of his life, 69, 76
Scouts and swarming. 225
Seagcr, Rev. J. L.. 143

Sealed honey, 35
Sealed sections, 249
Season, 380 ; operations

for, 112 ; result of, 352
Seci etaries, notice to, 428
Section crates, 175
Section honey, 289 ; calcu-

lated 'ost of, 48; storing,
235 ; price of, 398

Section racks, 194
Sections. .54, 90, l'oi». 221.

231, 253; best parts of
the hive for, 9; placing,

124,171,248; size of, 135;
proposed future size of,

412; not filled, L75, 248,
3S8 ; double sealing of,

ib. ; removing, 213, 2 '<>,

2ss, |.u:i
; examination of,

235; sealed, 249; when
to be placed on hives.
2s:i

; extracted honey for
completion of, 294 ; right

way up, 380; uniform, ioi;

width of, 438
Separators. 53. 271, 347,438
Shows, 127. 336, 399
' Silence gives consent,' 85
Silos, 107

Simadns, S., his economic
or business hive, 24. 48,

100 ; his paper on his ex-
perience with foul brood,
41, 48 ; discussion on his

paper, 59 ; letters on his
hive, 63-65 ; his dry
sugar feeder, 2o7, 27l";

his mode of curing foul
brood, 261

Skep, how to feed in, in
spring, 53 ; doubling, ib.

;

thickness of, 271 ; weight
of, 351 ; with horizontal
comb, 367

Skep-knife, 307
Skep-. 4, 39, 112; how to
make, 53, 120; supering,
(''.

: artificial swarming
from. ib.

; tarring. 176 ;

selecting to stand for
winter, 337 ; for travel-
ling, 253 ; contracting
and expanding. 269 ; old,

288; treatment of, 312 .

loaded with honey, 316

;

Simmins's method of
feeding, 360, 440

Smoke, 54. 13 i. 288: effect

of. on honey, 288
Smoking bees, 247, 271
Snow, precaution against,
411

334
Sparrows, 289
Spermatneea, diseased. 355
Spirea ulmaria, an antidote

to foul brood, 300
Spiteful stock. handling.370
Spreading brood, 54, 107,

124, 174, 194
Spring feeding, 39, 88,89

194
H.,242

Standard sections, 191,

Standard frame, 388
Stand-. 373

Staples, 112

Starvation of bees, 36
Starved brood, 43, 44

Starch sugar, 265
Stewarton hive, 65, 157

;

boxes, 71
Stimulative feeding, 39
Stimulating-, 312
Stings, 124 ; protection
from, 8!)

;
remedy for, 333

Stocks, 216; strength of,

72 ; examination of, 74,

112 ; weak, 75, 157, 180;
overhauling, 112

;
pur-

chasing, 216
Stores, consumption of, 4

:

amount of, 54; sealer], 373
Straightening combs, 157,

369
Straw dummies, 48
Straw skep, old, 242
Straw hives, manufacture

of, 210
Strong stock, what consti-

tutes, 175
Sudeley, Lord, his bee-
farm, 178, 273, 321, W7,
411

Sugar for feeding. 71, 106,
173, 176, 203, 271, 311

;

rancand '.'rape, 155 ; boil-

ing, 156, 172; amount of,

secreted by Mower-, 264 .

best, for syrup. 370, 124;

'Castor, 347: crystallised,
439

Super honey, 71
Supering, 35. 106, 112, 124,

146. 174. 176
Supers, 230; and swarms,
71 ; removing, 166, 17.'-,

180, 2r>.;-, extension of,

212 ; removing bees from,
230

Suspended animation. 142
Sutton & Sons, 182, 202
Swallows, 175
Swarm, time to make a, 8<v

an early, 166; placing, in

a bar-frame hive, 223;
an erratic, 241

Swarming, 49, 146, 157, 16S;

how to prevent, 12, 33,

49, 174, 351 : expediting.
174 ; artificial, 179 ; im-
pulse, 193 ; in inaccessi-

ble places, 224 ; undesir-
able. 235

Swarms, 112, 216; deser-
tion of, 18, 180; from
bar-frame hives, 179

;

packing, 180 ; receiving,
lb. ; hiving, £6 ; natural,
ib. ; returning, 211 ; feed-
ing, 213 ; natural, build-
ing queen-cells, 230; de-
parting before queen-
cells are sealed, 2ss

Swiss bee-keepers, amongst
the. 7, 28, 40, 56, 73, 94,

115, 170

Swiss honey, 265, 321
Sycamore honey, 207
Syrian 1 s, 31, 101, 167;
and Ligurians, 225,350,
410

Syrians, ancient, reference
to smoking, 308

Syrup, 155, 157, 406; for
autumn and spring, IS

;

for spring, ^, 96 ; for
autumn, 96 ; feeding, 90

;

making, ib, ; keeping,
107 ; bees refusing, 194

;

in -keps, ascertaining,
271 ; and honey, 334

;

candying, 351
Temperature for bee-eellar,

10; of hives. 205,268; in

winter, 369 ; of brood-
nest, 424

Tent for bee-operations,
540

Testing wax, 378
Thin foundation. 112

Third-class certificates, 130,

274, 362, 382
Thomson, W., his 'Essay on

Fes-keeping, 255, 286
Three colonies out of two,
289

Thymol. 60, 129, 213
Tones, the, and apiculture,
336

Tits, 398, 41S; and fly-

catchers, 364, 380, 418;
and bees, 224. See Tom-
tits

Toad and bees, 3('j

Toads, 271
Tobacco-paper, 212
Tom-tits, 4, 13, 32, 364
Top-bars, split, 41
Toronto Convention, 9
Transferring. 18, 19, 31,72.

-:, -in, H2, 157. 230, 248,
21!'. 270, 271, 312; froma
box hive, 72, 271 ; froma
skep, 72, 174, 440; eg*s,
15

Transparent hive, 194
Triple hive, 53
Twiu hives, 30, 124
Unfertilised queen, 124
Uniting stocks, 7, 123, 213.

249,312, 334, 350
Uniting, natural, of bees,

262
Unsealed honey, 249
Unsealed food, 331

Useful hints, 38, 53, 74, 111,
146, 179, 216, 235, 252,

293, 316, 336,372,411
Ventilation, 136
Verein Schweizer Bieucn-

freuude, 76, 115

Virgin queens, hatching of,

213; size of, ib.

Wales, progress of bee-
keeping in, 273, 278

Walker's, Dr. G., paper on
feeding I -. 371

j
disous-

Bion on Ins paper, 393

351

54,

;

Wasps' nest, 229, 253; ill

abed-room, 3m;

Water for bees, 10, 3:\ 102,

124, 157; in hive, 157
Water, lime, 369
Watkins, A., his lantern-

slides showing phases in

bee-life, 199

Was, amount and value of,

imported, 4 ; cleansing,
10; Japanese and Indian,
14 ; origin of. 15, 16 ; im-
portation of, 47 ; melt-
ing, 71 ; of a comb in
standard frame, weight
of, 369

Was-extractor, 222
Was-foundation, test for

genuine, 355
Wax-moth, 10, 107, 212,

270, 388,440
Wax-refining, 411,424
Wax-spoon. 185
Weather, 252, 336
Westmoreland, an appeal,
239

White, C. N., his hive, 365
Why is it? 331, 361
Wild bees, 195, 351 ; raid-

ing nest of. 241; under
lime-trees, 3-17

Wilkie. John, 116, 365
Willcsden waterproof card,

32, 48, 334
Willows and foul brood, 188
Wings, defective, 247
Winter, treatment of bees

in, 36 ; single queens and
nuclei in, 54 ; number of
frames for. 2S8. 333; food
for, 271, 333, 369, I S
passages, 334, 337, •<^,
lor,, 424

Winter drones, 88
Winter, parking, 312, ;x;

Wintering, 169, 334, 369,
370

Wired foundation, 168,
209

Wood for hives, 289; for
bee-houses, 405

Woodleigh's Twin - hive
porches, 66

Worker-cells, cappings off,

how disposed of by bees,
289

Workers in queen-cells, 223
Wren, Mr., of Lowestoft,

;>r>\i

Xenophon's army and
poisonous honey, 203

Year's report, a, 419
Zinc-escluder in front of

hive, 230
Zinc, action of, 270
Zouhurod:, M., his cure o

foul brood by camphor
268
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editorial, Notices, #c.

JANUARY.
TnE past year has been a very anxious and

arduous one for the British Bee-keepers' Association,

but through the exertions and liberality of a small

section of its members (we wish wc could say by

the united effort of the bee-keepers of Great

Britain) the storm lias been weathered, and the

bark of t he Association is now in smoother water.

It is only right that the generosity of the President

and Committee in advancing the sum of one

hundred and fifty pounds (for which they have de-

clined to accept any interest) should be publicly

acknowledged, as by this means the Association

has been saved from collapse and disintegration.

Recognising the fact that its main object is to

instruct the agricultural and other labouring classes

of Great Britain in the most humane and profitable

methods of bee-keeping, the Association baa round

that the simplest and most effective method of

accomplishing this object is the establishment of

County Associations affiliated with the Central in

every County of England and Wales in which Bee-

keeping is possible, and where the inhabitants take

sufficient interest in this pursuit. It was never

supposed when these County Associations were

first started that ladies and gentlemen who had

joined the Association from philanthropic motives

would refuse to continue their very small sub-

scription of five shillings to the Parent Association,

because an Association had been started in their

own county, and they had felt themselves called to

belong to it. Such is, however, the experience of

those whose uphill task it has been to manage the

affairs of the British Bee-keepers' Association during

the last few years. If the Association had died, it

would not have died a natural death, but have

been killed, like the eagle, by an arrow winged

from its own feathers. Those who should have

given the Central Association an extra amount of

support, because it had been the means of con-

ferring a benefit on their own County, have made
that very benefit an excuse for deserting the Old

Association, and in many cases, after having en-

joyed its privileges for the space of a year without

any acknowledgment. The loss upon the Bridge-

waiter and Knightsbridgo Shows last year was, no

doubt, a very considerable one, being over 1-50/. :

but this loss was sustained under extraordinary

circumstances, which are not likely to occur again.

The desertion of our Members because they join

County Associations is a far more serious loss, inas-

much as it is constantly recurring j and this must

be checked and remedied by every means possible.

The Central Association does not increase in mem-
bers as it should do, because, though new members
join us, old members arc continually deserting us,

on the flimsy excuse above mentioned. It is the-

punishment of the daughters of Danaus inflicted

upon innocent mortals. We arc trying to till ves-

sels from which the water is always running out.

We must turn from such frail, bending reeds

as these cheap philanthropists to the true sup-

porters of our Association, who have come forward

to help it in the day of its adversity, and thank

them heartily for the response which they have

lately made to the appeal issued on behalf of the

Show Deficiency Fund. Valuable as th"ir aid has-

been in a pecuniary sense, almost doubly valuable

is the encouragement which it has given to the Pre

Bident and Committee in continuing the task which

has been assigned to them. To feel that they have

the sympathy of the members of the Association.

and to know that the time, trouble, and money
which they have spent on the Association's behalf

are acknowledged and appreciated, is worth very

much to them. It is an assurance that their t;isk

has not been altogether a thankless one.

But to the members who have made no response

to the Appeal Circular, and yet belong to the Asso-

ciation, wo must make one further appeal, and

beg them, if they are resolved to ignore the Defi-

ciency Fund, to consider whether they cannot afford:

to ,/„,//,/. their svbscriptiotu for the year 1881.

There is a great deal before the Association. To
say nothing of the Exhibition which is to bo held

at Shrewsbury in connexion with the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, which is to open up North Wales-

to a sense of its shortcomings, wc ought not to- bo-

satisfied unless the British Bee-keepers' Association

finds a place in the International Health Exhibition

at South Kensington. A display of unadulterated 1

British honey, and of the means of its production or-

collection, continued during six months of next year,

would give an interest in bee-keeping to thousands

and thousands of visitors, and give them all soma
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idea of the work in which the British Bee-keepers'

Association is engaged. What an advantage would

such a display give to our manufacturers of hives

and l>ee-keeping appliances! How many new edi-

tions of Modern Bee-keeping and our other publi-

cations would it necessitate ! How many new
Members might we hope to enlist

!

Then there is on all sides an earnest expectation

of another Bligh Competition, under improved rules,

which is likely to attract a much larger number of

competitors than those who entered for the first

experiment. Nor must we forget that the supply of

medals for the Annual Shows of the County Asso-

ciations must be kept up, and that Bee Tents must
be lent out for these occasions ; that the Quar-

terly Conversaziones must be continued, and the

papers then read printed and circulated among the

members ; that Experts are to be sent out with

the Bee Tents throughout the length and breadth

of England and Wales, and Judges supplied for the

County Shows. This year also must advance, if

not achieve, a solution of the Honey Market Ques-

tion, and of the establishment of a Central

Depot, perhaps in connexion with a Museum and

Reading Room. And there is an even more im-

portant task looming in the future with regard

to the Adulteration of Honey, and the prosecution

of those who persist in attempting to palm off

upon the British public some spurious article

(glucose or other) bearing the name of honey,

but of which it may be truly said

—

' Plus aloes quam mellis habet.'

With all this before us, no one can say that the

Central Association will not have abundance of

work upon its hands during the year 1884; and we
hope that its members will be ready to afford it

additional support, in view of the additional labour

which it has undertaken in the last few years. This

is the season at which we forget all that it has been

hard to bear, and devote ourselves to good wishes

and anticipations of blessings and happiness in the

coming year. In offering our accustomed greetings

to all readers of the Journal, we take the oppor-

tunity of reminding them that Christmas is a

season in which the hearts of men are naturally

enlarged, and are more accessible to appeals for

help and assistance from those who need and
deserve it. We think that the British Bee-keepers'

Association has shown itself deserving of help at

this particular stage of its history. That help is

needed, must be obvious to all. We have many
aew Life Members, but we must remember that

the greater number of these have hitherto been
Annual Subscribers, and that these subscriptions,

amounting to 10/. or more, may be lost to the

Association, and its income diminished in pro-

portion. If those who have as yet done nothing to

help us will double their subscriptions for 1884, this

loss will be remedied, as well as that entailed by
desertions, and the Association will enter upon the

new year with renewed confidence, more determined

than ever to accomplish the task which it under-

took ten years ago.

ASSOCIATION DEFICIENCY FUND.
The following is a list of new Life Memberships

and of Donations to the Fund :

—

J. N. Bower, Esq. ; E. Bostock, Esq. ; H. Bostock,

Esq. ; Duke of Buckingham and Chandos ; A. H.

Heath, Esq.; C. H. Hodgson, Esq.; Rev. F. G.

Jenyns ; Rev. W. E. Medlicott ; T. Nottidge, Esq. ;

C. P. Ogilvie, Esq. ; Col. Pearson ; Col. E. Smyth
;

Mrs. Thos. Wain ; Captain C. D. Campbell ; Mrs.

Meekiug ; J. Marten ; C. E. Fletcher ; Colonel C.

T. Caldecott ....
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veyors of bee-appliances, and by the general spirit

of inquiry which has been evoked respecting the

management and the economy of the honey-bee.

During the past year the work of the British

Bee-keepers' Association and that of the affiliated

associations has been very arduous ; but great and
lasting results have followed their exertions. A
large increase in the number of members has

taken place, and the work of several Associations

has been rendered more perfect by being enabled

to employ experts for the examination of the hives

of the members.
Let us endeavour to particularise some "f the

work of the Central Society.

New Members.—Nearly 100 new members have

joined the Association during the past year. It is

to be hoped that the example of those who have

become Life Members during the last few weeks

will stimulate others to do likewise.

Bridgewater Show. — Though the Committee
were unable to obtain a grant from the West of

England Agricultural Society, it was deemed desir-

able, in the interests of bee-keeping, to hold an

exhibition of hives, honey, ic, at Bridgewater

while the Agricultural Show was in progress.

Much good was effected to the bee-keeping cause

by this Show, but financially the Parent Society

suffered severely, having incurred a loss of upwards
of 70/.

EkiGHTSORIDOE SHOW. The Annual Show was

held at Knightsbridge in the Duke of Wellington's

Biding School, the South Kensington Horticultural

Gardens being occupied by the fisheries Exhibition.

This was undoubtedly the most successful Show

that has been held by the Association. It is,

however, much to be regretted that an exhibition)

so desirable from a bee-keeping point of view, should

have proved so disastrous as a financial speculation.

For special reasons the exhibition was held much
'earlier in the season than usual, and it was much
feared that there would be but a small display of

hone}'. However, these fears were not <

for the show of honey was exceedingly good. The
sales effected am ited to nearly 200L, being 501.

in excess Of any previous year. In the honey
department, it was gratifying to find that a

cottager, one of the class that the Association seeks

more especially to benefit, far out distai i

other competitors both as regards the prizes of
honey and sales effected : he received upwards of

201. from these two Bources. Though then has

been so considerable a loss on the Bridgewater and
the Knightsbridge Shows, it has produced a kindly
feeling towards the Parent Association, and there

lias arisen a spontaneity of feeling among bee-

keepers that no ill results should happen to it or

retard or impede the progress of the great work it

has in hand. Up to the present time upwards of
120/. lias been subscribed towards the liquidation

of the 1 deficiency Fund
The York Show. -As in former years, the bee

department of the Royo] Agricultural Society Show
was a great success, and showed a decided
on those which preceded it. The interest taken
In the various bee-appliances, manipulations, and I

lectures, was very great. Many persons travelled

long distances to learn all they conld about bees,

and remained in the bee-tent nearly the whole day.
The sale of bee-literature at the Show at York was
also most encouraging.

County Associations.—Three new County Asso-

ciations have been established during the year.

The number of affiliated Associations is now thirty-

four. It is to be hoped that Associations may be

speedily formed in the remaining cov.nti s of

England and Wales that are not represented, and
that those in which they have been established may
continue to increase in numbers, and be able to

provide experts, bee-tents, and other auxiliary

adjuncts. Lecturers have been sent free of cost

to Northants, Bucks, Somerset, Carmarthen,
Brecon, Bedfordshire, Staffordshire, and Hunts.

15ei: Literature.—The fourth edition (the 24th
thousand) of Modern Bee-keeping, was issued in the

month of July ; and already a considerable portion

of the edition has been disposed of. The Asso-

ciation have also compiled a pamphlet on the
management of 'Skeps,' which has met with a

large and ready sale.

Examination op Candidates fob CsBTtFiQATES
op Competence in- Bee-Culture.—The candidates

at the Knightsbridge Exhibition amounted to ten

in number, but only seven presented themselves
for examination. This number was not so great is

in the previous year ; which may be accounted for

by the subjects being more extensive and difficult

It was -ratifying to find among the candidates one
clergyman and several Schoolmasters.

Honei Faib at Grantham.— This fair, which
established in L867 by the Lincolnshire

U. K. A. under the auspices of Mr. I!. I!. Godfrey,
was a great success this year. \ho\e 5000 lbs.

of honey were staged, and almost all of it was sold.

The example shown by the Lincolnshire, and

proved by that Association to be successful, should
be adopted by every county possessing a Bee-

Association.

Bliqb Competition.—One of the chief features

of the past year DBS be, 11 the experiment which

has been entitled 'the Bligh Competition,'—

a

competition which had its origin in the desire of

the Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh that there should be

Borne authentic information as to the cost and
profit of beekeeping, and that there might be

some col 1

1

pa

i

i the various systems now

in Use. The value of the results ha been \eiy

beneficial, and will prove of great service to intend-

ing beekeepers. Hut, as the Competition was wry
limited, there h*s been a general expression of

opinion that there should be a repetition of the

experiment, and that it should be conducted on

a broader basis and with amended rules.

Conversaziones.—Two conversaziones have been
held during the year; at the first, the Kev. II. R.

Peel read a paper on 'Who is the bond'jUle

i I' and at the second Mr. Otto llehner

delivered a lecture on the ' Chemistry of the Hive:'

these were followed by very animated discussions.

At the Knightsbridge Show, Mr. Cheshire ,],-

livered a very interesting lecture on 'Bees as
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Hybridizers and Fruit - producers ; or the De-

pendence of Orchard Crops upon Bees.'

British Bee Journal.— The fortnightly issue

of the Journal since May has met with great

acceptance. Its circulation amongst County Asso-

ciations, clubs, <fec, is constantly increasing. The
number of readers now probably amounts to

10,000. One correspondent writes :
' It will be

encouraging to know that six Journals are taken

in this parish, the population being only 560.' All

those interested in the future of bee-keeping should

seek to increase the circulation of the Journal, and

we venture to solicit a renewal of the support of

our readers for this new volume.

Honey and Wax. — We are much indebted to

E. H. Bellairs, Esq., of Christchurch, for the trouble

he has taken in furnishing our readers with the

monthly value of the honey imported into the

United Kingdom. We find that in the first eleven

months of the year 1883, the value of honey was,

fromJanuary to November, £32,616; being a monthly

average of about £3000. The following tabular

statement shows the amount of was imported,

and its value for the year 1882, with the names of

the countries whence it was exported :—
Cwta. £

Germany 11,090 30,015

Portugal 4/14:; 24,064

Japan 7,337 16,910

United States 4,213 10,626

British East Indies 1,025 6,758

British "West Indies 1,194 7,:<7S

Other countries 5,736 25,175

120,026

From the preceding figures it would appear that

nearly £160,000 per annum is expended in honey

and wax ; the bare mention of this fact ought to

energize the bee-keepers in the United Kingdom,

so that so large an amount of money should not

be spent for those articles which it is possible for

them to raise in their own land.

The Honey Season. — In the various shows

throughout England, there has been a good display

of honey. In some counties the produce has been

fairly good ; but from others—Cornwall for example

—the reports have been very disheartening. In

Scotland the yield has been very small ; in Ireland

under the average.

India.—The attention of bee-keepers has, during

the year, been directed to India, and the possibilities

of the cultivators of the soil in that large country

taking a greater interest in the promotion of bee-

culture. Various interesting reports have been

made at the instance of the Agricultural Depart-

ment of the Government of India ; and though the

Government have declined to give any direct aid to

bee-keeping, yet the information respecting the bees

of India which has been educed will not fail to

stimulate many to take a greater interest in bee-

keeping.

We should not omit to mention in this review of

the year, the admirable lecture given by Mr. H.

Jenkins, on ' Some of the duties of a Farmer's

Wife,' the object of which was to stimulate the

wives and daughters of farmers to undertake bee-

keeping with a view to increase the income of the
family.

We have thus taken a cursory glance at the

principal events of bee-keeping of the year 1883;
and we hope that with renewed zest, and increased

energy and interest, bee-keepers may proceed with

their labours during the coming year, anil that these

labours may be crowned with great success.

—

G. H., Haling.

USEFUL HINTS.

Stores.—The weather during December has not

been altogether unfavourable to bees. The tem-

perature has not been so high as to cause much
consumption of stores, while there have been

sufficient opportunities for cleansing flights. Still,

there may be some stocks which, in the probable-

event of a long frost, may find themselves within

measurable distance of starvation. Therefore, our

hints for December still hold good. Those stocks

which appear active on days when all others are

quiet should be specially attended to, as this may
be taken as a probable sign of approaching famine,

and a forlorn hope of foraging.

Dampness.—Remove all causes of this deadly

enemy to bees. Many hives are sent out, in which

the body rests on the floor-board. This is a fruit-

ful source of dampness ; the wet draws under,

spreads over the floor-board, and causes any dead

bees or chippings of comb, or other rubbish, to

become mouldy, and the whole hive damp and

unhealthy. The best remedy is to screw fillets to

the edges of the hive body, and if these are

smeared with white lead before fixing, a good

water-tight joint is formed. The hive sides in

every well-made hive should be outside the floor-

board.

Entrances.—See that these are not in danger

of being choked with dead bees. Search with a

bent wire, and withdraw all dead bees and rubbish

within reach.

Examinations.—After examining a stock, be very

careful to replace the quilt to avoid any draught.

It is a good plan to pass a warm flat-iron over

the undermost layer to re-seal the propolis.

Tom-tits.—These birds are troublesome enemies.

They tap at the entrances until a bee appears to-

see what is the matter, when she is instantly

snapped up. The remedy is to put a piece of wire

netting over the front of the hive, so that Tom
cannot get to the alighting board.

Hives and Appliances.—Now is the time to

order these, with the prospect of being better

served than in the height of the season. An
order for bee appliances in January is like the

quality of mercy, ' 'Tis twice blessed ; it blesses

him that gives, and him that takes.' Look over

all spare tackle, paint, repair, and put in order.

Combs.— Look over your stock of combs removed

from hives when reducing for winter. Those con-

taining stores will be useful to give to needy stocks.

Before doing so, however, let the comb be warmed
to the temperature of the hive. To introduce a

mass of sealed honey without warming is like

putting a block of ice into the hive. If there is-
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anv trace of moth in the spare combs, cut out the

trails and submit the combs to the fumes of

burning sulphur in a bos. Melt down all useless

combs. Clarify the wax, and send it to be made
into foundation, now, while you can get it done

without delay.

Skbps. — The remarks above as to clearing

entrances anil prevention of dampness, apply to

skeps as well as bar-frame hives ; the roofs of skeps

should throw the wet quite clear of the floor-

boards.

BLIGH COMPETITION.

May I be allowed to write a few words in answer

to Mr. Hewitt's criticism on the competition to

which the bee world has kindly attached my name.

I note with pleasure the high compliment which he

pays to the scheme generally, and trust that it

may prove, as he puts it, a very good thing for

the advancement of bee-keeping.

With regard to the rules, I think I may say on

behalf of the B. B. Committee, who framed them,

that they were the best which suggested themselves

at the outset of a novel experiment ; but us one of

the judges, I may add that we certainly found them

faulty. If a fresh competition is decided upon, the

judges would advise that the rules should be

amended.
Mr. Hewitt's suggestion that the time spent in the

apiary at each visit should be recorded, seems to be a

very good one, but I do not quite agree with him as to

the advisability of making a charge for the time occu-

pied by the competit. r in his apiary. Onr theory

is, that every cottager and his wife between them

raw leisure, elome time in which to avoid the

dulness which befell 'Jack,' who had 'all work and

no play.' We accept it as an established fact that

every cottager who has a comfortable homo lias

some leisure (playtime we may call it) which he

I
o his garden, his living pets, some handicraft

or book on the winter's evening, a gossip and pipe

with his neighbours, or a walk abroad in summer.

His wife, whose time is generally at Iter own die-

probably has more. I think all bee-keepers

will agree that we could not find our cottager a

more interesting and pleasure-giving recreation

than l>ee-keeping. This is what we offer him in

return for the time Which he is willing to devote to

bees. But then we go on further to show him that

he can enjoy this pleasure free of cost, that it is

n it necessary for him to lay out a great deal of

i the squire at the hall does on his pets,

iiis poultry and pigeons, and bees too, which may
ppear to give him much return. A small

capital only is necessary, and he may expect to

have it soon returned to him, and may further

expect his bees to pay Ids rent, and provide, per-

haps, some other comforts also. Surely he would
not set a price on the leisure time devoted to an

interesting pastime which should produce such a

result as this.

Itulc 6 certainly was improperly worded, and we
must ask pardon of those competitors who were

misled, and thus, perhaps, kept back from a higher

place in the price list. Our real object was, I believe,

to bar the introduction into the apiary, whether by
a system of credit or otherwise, of anything more
than the 2/. capital would cover. Profits, however,
passed to capital account I, for my part, alwavs in

tended to allow, and still think that it would be

unwise in a business competition not to allow tin.

extension of the business by capitalising a portion of

the profits.

In estimating the value of the honey produced it

will probably be found best to have a fixed price

for all, so much per pound for comb-honey and so

much for extracted. In the table of comparative

results of the past competition, no attempt was
made by the judges to do more than register the

number of pounds produced.

Wc should gladly have published a record of the

failures of the unsuccessful candidates, but none
volunteered to produce their diaries. The Rules

required all competitors to produce them, I

soon as they retired from the competition no further

pressure could be used.

In conclusion, let me state my belief that neither

the Committee nor the judges are at, all impatient of

such friendly criticism as is contained in Mr. Hewitt's

letter, but rather invite it, and trust that the

wisdom of many experienced bee-keepers expressed

in letters to the lire Journal may help towards tie

faiming of much more perfect rules for the next

competition.

—

Henry Buoii, Hampton Hill.

l'.S. It is very desirable, if the next competit >i

is to commence in May [884, that those who wish

to promote it should announce the donations which

they intend to make towards the prize ft;

owing to the deficiency upon the two -1

the year 1883, the Commit! f the IV 1'.. K.JL
may not feel justified in embarking up
a competition unless the prize fund is fully

guaranteed.

BEE-KEEPEKS AT HOME.

No. IN'. TilK RbV. GEORGE Uaynoi:, at H.ue-

UUQH Rectobt, Mai.Hon, Essex.

Tin- subject of our present .sketch was born on
the 2nd of August, 1819, at CropweTI Butler, in the

county of Nottingham, the eldest son of John
Raynor, Esq., of Cropwell, and Gunthorpe, in the

same county : sprung from a family possessed of

considerable landed estates in various parts of that

county, and one of whose members was High
Sheriff in 1660, and a staunch Royalist, who pro-

claimed the 1 test.. rati' in of Charles 1 1, in the ancient

borough of Nottingham in that year. On the

mother's side his descent was from the Innocent

family, also possessed of landed property at Crop-

well at that timo, and of the same stock as the

noted Dean of St. Paul's, the master of the Hos-

pital St. Cross, Winchester, and the founder of the
' Free Scholc and chauntry in Barkhampsteddi .

h

the year 1541.

Left an orphan at the early ago of five, during

a long minority Mr. Raynors interests suffered

considerably. In consequence of a delicate con-
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stitntion, his education was conducted privately ;

and it was not until the year 1845 that he finally

selected the Church as his profession ; and in the

autumn of that year entered into residence at Clare

College, Cambridge. Previous to this event,

although engaged in country pursuits generally, he

had not become a bee-keeper to any extent, though

always taking interest in the cottage apiaries ; and

once in his boyhood having secured a vagrant

swarm which took possession of a chimney in the

paternal abode, by placing a skep on the top

and driving the bees in by means of smoke from

below.

It was during his University course that his

tutor, the late Rev. W. Williamson—who was

second Wrangler of his year, and took also a high

classical degree—had occasion to deliver a course

cf lectures upon the writings of Virgil in general,

and the Georgics in particular. This most inter-

esting course closed with the fourth Georgic, when
beautifully wrought honey-comb was introduced

into the lecture-room, and that abstruse problem,

proving the economy of space in the use by the

bees of the hexagonal cell, was thoroughly

explained and worked out. From this time Mr.

Raynor became an enthusiast on the subject of

apiculture ; and although for some years no oppor-

tunity occurred of indulging his taste, he never

afterwards lost the interest which had been evoked

in this all-absorbing pursuit. At that early period

he well remembers the beautiful supers of honey-

comb, both in glass and straw, displayed in the

shops of several of the University purveyors, and

his country walks around Cambridge were often

directed to the producers of these. After pro-

ceeding to the usual degree, Mr. Rayuor was

ordained in June, 1849, by Dr. Murray, Bishop of

Rochester, to the curacy of Hemel Hempstead, in

that diocese ; and, after his marriage in the fol-

lowing year, having obtained an appointment in

the diocese of Newcastle, Australia, sailed from

England in November of the same year.

Having previously made the acquaintance of

Bishop Abraham, who left England about the same
time for New Zealand, he learned that the wTell-

known apiarian, the Rev. W. Cotton, who, three

years previously, had accompanied Bishop Selwyn

as private chaplain, had taken out some colonies of

English bees to that dependency of the British

crown. This fact, together with an assurance that

there was no scarcity of the domesticated honey-

bee in the Australian colonies, induced him to

forego his original intention of carrying out several

stocks. On his arrival at Morpeth, N. S.W., the

episcopal seat, he soon discovered that his bishop,

Dr. Tyrrell, was already a possessor of some half-

dozen hives, which, however, were left entirely in

the hands of the gardener, and, as we usually find

to be the case with the episcopal bees in the old

country, brought their owner little profit. This

neglected apiary was soon put into shape, a system
«f supering adopted, sloping hives placed upright,

and under cover, and henceforth the Bishop's bees

supplied their master's table with many a luscious

Eomb of honejT
.

The arduous duties of a colonial clergyman—for

the office of private chaplain, the mastership of the

model school, with the sole charge of Morpeth and
two other parishes, fell to Mr. Raynor's share of

work—allowed but little time for the pursuit of

apiculture. The missionary voyage of Bishop

Tyrrell, in company with Bishop Selwyn, to the

South Sea Islands, about this time, together with

the gold discoveries, and the consequent depletion

of the male population of his three parishes, added
so enormously to his parochial duties that his

health entirely broke down, and eventually neces-

sitated his return to England.

Of the capabilities of New South Wales, Victoria,

and South Australia, as a honey-producing country,

Mr. Raynor speaks in glowing terms. Its orange

groves, its extensive ' bush,' literally covered with

magnificent creepers, its myriads of square miles

of gum-trees (eucalyptus), forests, mangroves, and
numerous other nectar-producing plants and trees,

should render it a most extensive honey-exporting

country. The bush, in those early times, around

the settlements, was well stocked with bees, and

from the hollow gum-trees the settler obtained

sufficient honey for his own wants.

The climate, together with the receptacles used

as hives, conduced to over-swarming. The skeps,

imported, of the usual English cottage type, were

by far too small for a climate where frost and snow
are unknown, and where the country teems with

nectar. On the issuing of a swarm, a tea-chest, or

other half-rotten box, full of chinks,— in fact, any

thing which comes to hand, is thought good enough

for hiving the swarm, and is at once set down on

the spot, bereft of covering or shade. What won-

der that the bees, driven out by the intense heat

—at times 1 20° in the shade—take their departure

for the woods !

With our modern system of expanding, or twiu-

hives, double-walled, and roof protected ; with our

sectional, and other supers,—in one word, indeed,

with all our modern scientific apicultural ap-

pliances, what may not be achieved in such a

climate 1

Here it was, while located in the pretty rural par-

sonage of Morpeth, covered with its adolichus and
westeria, and surrounded by its six-foot scarlet hedge

of perennial geranium, that Mr. Raynor obtained his

first Australian swarm, vagrant and towering aloft,

brought to his feet, apparently, by the 'jingling of

the cymbals of Mother Cybele.'

(To he continued.)

RUDIMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING, INTENDED
FOE BEGINNERS.

It lias been pointed out that much of the contents of

the Journal, however useful and interesting to existing

bee-keepers, can he of little use to beginners, for the

simple reason that they require something more ele-

mentary. Modern Bee-keeping, and similar hooks, it is

true, tell them of the best and most modern methods of

management ; hut to apply the knowledge thus given at

proper times and in the best ways is a task which all do
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not find easy. AVe therefore propose, from time to time

to give under the heading of

Rudiments of Bef.-kreping,

a series of short, simple articles, in which the beginner

will find woven together the information he stands in

need of. Now that the Journal is circulated amongst

so many cottagers and others anxious to adopt a more

enlightened and humane system of managing their bees,

we hope that these articles may be specially of service to

them.

At the present moment, any one wishing to commence
bee-keeping, or wishing to adopt moveable comb-hives,

must begin to make preparations for starting off in the

spring. If he has no bees as yet, now is the time to try

and get hold of bees which would otherwise be killed by
their owners, and by making up from them a strong

stock, and carefully feeding them, he will tind in the

spring that with but small outlay he has got the bees

necessary to commence 'with. We suppose either that

yon knew of some one willing to let yon drive

and take them home with you, and that you have

already in your garden some stocks in sleeps. The honey

harvest is rapidly drawing to a close, and t li»- beee will

soon have gathered all the honey obtainable this season.

The moment this time arrive-, drive the bees in the

manner described in Modern Bee-keeping, and having

united together a sufficient number to make a really

Strong stock, you must feed them carefully and with

judgment, until you are satisfied thai they have sufficient

food for tin- winter. li you are afraid of being stung,

by all means protect your fare with a gauze veil and

your bands with woollen gloves. It i- easy to in, ike

yourself quite safe from stings. Wedo not, however,
recommend gloves, as they are apl t i make you clumsy,

and the bees dislike the glovi dan the naked

hand. Unless squeezed, they usually wil

hand. Make sure, in ease you do not wear gloves, that

the bees cannot get up your sleeve. Before commencing
to drive, gel all m readiness': an empty ekep, two pieces

of wood with a nail in each end to keep the empty hive

in position, a skewer, some smoke, and, if you are going
to unite, so syrup scented with peppermint. \h-

blowing enough smoke into the hive to thoroughly

frighten the bees, allow them sufficient time to lill their

sacks with 1 y, after which they are in a condition
for being driven. You must hinge tl tnpty hive on to

the full one already turned upside down, sufficient smoke
being used to male' the bees think of themselves instead

of what yon are doing. Bui be careful not to use too

much smoke, because should the bees become stupid and
inactive, you will find great difficulty in driving them.
And now the drumming must begin. 'Sou must have
taken care to make the binge in such a position thai it

comes on one of the edei of the full hive toward* which
the combs run. This gives a to- pa age between the

Combs for the bees to run up into the hive above. 'Son

must take care not to hit the sides ,,f the bivi

thai you break the combs, or else you may crush man]
of your bee.-, as well as damage the combs. The object

of your drumming the hive ul to make the combs shake.

Hit it iis low down as you ran, and Dot harder than re-

quired. Once you have the bees in the empty hive,

remove and carefully COVer the full one, and then pro-

ceed to drive any other stocks you may require.

Uniting the bees so as to form a strong stock i- the
next step. It will be unwise for a beginner to attempt
to start driven bees off in a moveable comb-hive at this

time of year without a good adviser close at hand. Far
better winter them in a .-lop and then establish them or
their swarm next spring. If you have a akep with clean
combs in good condition, you might use this for your
bee-' winter quarters. It will be a great help to the bees
to save them the labour of building comb. But be

careful not to give them comb tainted in any way, aui
be sure thoroughly to air the hive before using it. Now
take, say, three lots of driven bees, scent them with
scented syrup, throw them boldly all together on a sheet

or piece of newspaper, and place the hive you are going

to use near by, taking care to slightly raise the edge
nearest to the bees to enable them more easily to enter.

They will soon do this peaceably, but should you see

signs of fighting, or they do not seem inclined to go in

the right direction, a little smoke will be of use to keep

them peaceable and guide them.
You must now- feed them from a hole in the top of

your skep with syrup, made carefully according to the

receipt in Modern Bee-ke?jrinr/. Be careful not to burn

it when on the tire, and do not let it thicken by boiling

so as to become thick like treacle, For autumn feeding

a good proportion is 5 lbs. of sugar to 1 quart of water.

If the bees have to make their comb, you must be very

careful not to give the syrup in such quantities as to over-

weight and break down the tender young combs; other-

wise they can be fed pretty liberally. -!•'. 8. Sclatf.R.

AMONGST THE SWISS BEE-KEEPERS.—
No. IV.

On my arrival in Montreux, taking an especial

in bee-keeping, I made inquiries to tind out if

there were am bee-kei |
ere in the n. ighbourhood and if

I
these there were any progressive he, -keepers

using moveable comb-hives. The landlord of the hotel,

whom I found very intelligent, told me there were

several, but h Ij knew of one who h id the improved

hive- and offered togowith me and introduce me to

him. Thi-w.i ' to he thrown away ,
so 1

availed myself of his offer, and one tine afternoon we
started off to Grandchamp, where I was introduced toM.
J. von Biebenthal. The conversation immediately com-

menced about he,-, and I BOOn found that I was in thu

,f one who was thoroughly vers.il in the theory

of bee-keeping at any rate. Any doubl as to his practical

ability was quickly dispelled when he invited me to see

his hives. Be said this place was not very good for bees

except in the spring, so be only kept some half-dozen hives

here to amuse himself with, his principal apiary being

in),- miles distant in the valley of the Rhone at St.

Triphon. The hives, although few in number, were,

however, immensely strong in bees, Carniolan being the

pi here. On asking if M. de Siebentbal had any

difficulty to prevent them from swarming, he told me
that he kept th for swarming, but could prevent them

doing so in a great measure by giv ing them plenty of room

for breeding purposes. Tic hives used are the Layens,anB
are huge boxes with twenty fiames, the inside dimensions

being SO] inches long bj I - , inches wide, and L6} inches

deep. Could such large hives be filled f This question

was soon answered by M. de Biebenthal proceeding

quietly to remove the quilt without using any smoke, nor

had anj of us any protection, but the lees behaved re-

markably well and sustained their character for gentleness,

and allowed us to handle and examine the combs with

ini| ity. The hive was perfectly crammed with bees,

and about sixteen of the twenty combs contained brood.

Several of tl ther hives were also examined and were

found equally strong. The neighbourhood, although very

lovel] as far as regards scenery, being OS the holders of the

Lac i.einan, dose to the celebrated I fostle of I 'billon, with

sloping vine-chid bills surmounted by precipitous crags,

bad one for bees. Vineyards on the slopes capable

of cultivation and woody precipices rising almost from
the water's edge do not furnish g I pasturage, SO the

bees have tones a great height before they can react

suitable honey plants, and amongst these Alpine flowers

they revel. There are a few fruit trees and flower-

gardens, but these are only available in the spring, after
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which time the bees get very little. The hives, how-
ever, can he transported, and only a few miles journey

will take them into the fertile pastures of the Rhone
Valley, where three and four crops of hay are obtained,

these pastures being crowded with splendid honey-
yielding plants, which we consider valuable enough to

grow in our gardens at home, here only food for beasts.

Our inspection of the hives completed, M. de Siebenthal

invited me to see his apiary at St. Triphon.

Selecting a charming day I took the train from Montreux
up the Valley of the Rhone, which at Villineuve, the first

station in the valley, is very wide and uninteresting, being a

fiat alluvial plain formed by the mud brought down by the

liver for ages. It is, however, well drained, and cultivated.

Vines are still cultivated on the slopes of the hills, but

the plain is full of rich honey-producing plants and
rnelilot clover growing wild in every possible place. The
train carries us past Yvorne, a small village standing in

the centre of vineyards and producing a wine of some
reputation, on to Aigle, noted for its black marble
quarries. All along the line from here to St. Triphon
grow acacias, said to be good honey-yielding plants. A
walk of about a quarter of an hour through well-cul-

tivated fields, consisting of clover and esparcet, brings us

to M. de Siebenthal's apiary. Here we find eighteen hives

of the Layens pattern well filled with bees. Six of

these hives are in the open air against a wall, and there

not being a passage behind them, the operations had to

be performed from the front rather to tlie annoyance of

bees and the discomfort of the operators. Rut what
does a bee-keeper care for stings so long as he is at his

favourite pursuit? So,regardless of stings,we proceededto
examine the hives. We found the bees were collecting

vigorously, and the glistening honey in the open cells

delighted my host. There was plenty of brood in all

stages, and the queens were mostly young and vigorous.

The other hives were kept in a loft, to which we had to

climb by a ladder. Here were kept empty hives and all

the requisites of an apiary, including a smoker which was
filled with rotten wood and tobacco, lighted, and then we
proceeded to examine some of the other hives. Some of

these were swarms and were on five to six frames, but all

were working as well as they should do, and were making
beautiful straight combs. These are started on whole
sheets of foundation kept in its place by three wires

embedded into it.

M. de Siebenthal considers it advantageous to cultivate

crops that are of service to bees, and has here got a

plot of mustard which was just coming into seed and had
yielded its honey in its season. Esparcet and lucerne were
both in full bloom and weie covered with bees. The bees

iiept here are C'arniolans and the common black bees and
ii cross between the two. M. de Siebenthal considers the

cross an improvement on the common bees ; but they
are certainly not as amiable as the C'arniolans. From
bere his brother, M. P. de Siebenthal, who is a bee-

keeper and a hive-manufacturer at Aigle, accompanied
us for a walk across the fields of a couple of miles, to the

.apiary of M. Sumi at Grand Pre\

M. Sumi is a German Swiss from the Canton of Berne,
and has a proclivity for the hives of his countrymen.
There were fifty-five hives, mostly containing Carniolan
bees, each hive having from eleven to fourteen frames.
These were arranged in pavilions of twelve to sixteen,

each having a ridged roof, the hives opening at the back.
Some of these hives were opened and examined, all

-were strong and evidently had been well cared for.

M. Sumi, although engaged in farming, does not consider
bee-keeping as unworthy of attention, and bestows
on his bees the same careful attention that he does to

his other farm stock. He has one hive on the Layens
-principle, but this is a twin hive and contains forty
frames. He acknowledges that hives opening from the
top have an advantage over the others, and is so well
satisfied with this plan that he intends increasing the

number of such hives. Surrounding his hives he has
planted borage, on which the bees were very busy, and
considers this one of the best honey plants. We then
went to his extracting house and saw his extractor,

which had recently been used in extracting honey
from some of the combs. After this a homely repast

under the trees was partaken of. Here milk and honey,
both produced on the farm, with good bread and butter,

was food good enough for a king, and fortified us for

the next journey.

During our conversation I mentioned that I intended
to call and see M. Bertrand's apiary at Nyon ; whereupon
my host told me that M. Bertrand was at that moment
at his country chalet up in the mountains at Grion ; and
that, as we were only a few hours' journey from there,

it was a pity to leave the neighbourhood without calling

upon him. The distance being beyond a walk, the

question was how to get there ; and this was soon solved

by M. Sumi insisting on taking a holiday and driving

us all up to Grion.

A beautiful young horse was soon harnessed to a
' char,' in which we four seated ourselves, and to the

merry tune of the bells on the horse's bridle we jogged
along across the fields. The fields about here are not

separated by hedges as with us, the only boundary marks
of the various properties being stones about six inches

square, and standing about six inches out of the ground.
To remove one of these stones would be in reality ' to

remove one's neighbour's landmark,' and would subject

you to a heavy penalty.

This truly rural drive before very long brought us

to the main road leading to Bex. The road along the

foot of the mountains is rather flat, and passing La
Gryonne, which is an unwholesome stream charged with
sulphur and impregnated with salt, we arrive at the

picturesque and favourite village of Bex, remarkable for

its salt-mines and works, and as the resting-place of

t.'harpentier the naturalist, who is buried in the pretty

little cemetery, his tombstone being simply a boulder.

The scenery at this spot is enchanting, in front to the

right the snow-capped Dent du Midi, on the left the

Dent de Morcles, their bases nearly touching and forming
the Gorge de St. Maurice, through which the Rhone
rushes angrily at being restrained within such a narrow
channel.

At about the centre of the village, we stopped to

examine the apiary of M. Borel, who has sixteen Layens
hives all well filled. M. Borel not being at home, we
proceeded to the end of the village and inspected the

apiary of M. P. de Siebenthal, who has here twelve hives

on the same principle. We found the bees bringing in

honey in large quantities, some of the large frames being
two-thirds sealed over. There was one large hive

capable of taking three or four colonies of twenty frames
each. It contained three colonies, and M.de. Siebenthal's

idea was to have them merely separated by division-

boards, so that they coidd be joined at any time should

they lose queens, and he thought it would be an
advantage in wintering to bring the frames close to-

gether. The bees were the common black bees of the
country, and signified their disapproval of our inspection

by a free use of their stings.

Taking our seats in the char, we left Bex and com-
menced the ascent to Grion, which is about two and
a half hours drive from the former place.

An excellent though narrow carriage-road leads from
Bex to Grion for about a mile by the River Avencon

;

the road here leaves the stream and begins to ascend to

the left by numerous zig-zags, partly through beautifully

shaded woods of fir, beech, and walnut. A little higher

fertile pastures are passed, and all along the road I

noticed chestnut-trees, lime-trees, sycamores, and other

honey-yielding trees. Fruit-trees of all sorts are also

cultivated amongst the pastures, and there was evidence on
all sides of its being a land flowing with milk and honey.
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As m rose higher and higher, first one mountain-

peak, then another, came in view, and M. Suini pointed

out some almost inaccessible crags that he had sur-

mounted in search of chamois, for he, in addition to

being an enthusiastic bee-keeper and farmer, was a hardy
mountaineer and chamois-hunter.

The scenery of this pass is extremely interesting, above
us the Diablerets with its mountain slip, and below us

in a valley surrounded on three sides by mountains, the

little village of Frenieres. I should have liked to have
spent more time in admiring the scenery, but we had to

press on, and in due time reached Orion. Here we soon

found M. Bertrand's chaltt, and I need hardly say that

we were most courteously received and heartily wel-

comed.
There is a sort of freemasonry amongst bee-keepers;

and although we had up to this time only read of each

other, we were very soon on friendly terms and engrossed

in bee talk.

M. Bertrand took us to see his bees, but told us that

they were not doing very well, because his man in

whose charge they were left during the greater part of

the season wished, as he thought, to economise, and
-on neglected to purchase sugar to feed them;

the consequence being that a large number had died, and
those that bad survived had not sufficiently recovered to

store up a large quantity of provisions. Here was a

row, however, of about forty hives of the Dadant and

Layens type, two or three of which were examined. I

•d to cut out and taste some of the honey, which

I did, and found it of a peculiar smell and flavour. In

fact, the 6ame smell was noticed when the hives were
opened, and M. Bertrand told me it was because the

bees collected the honey from a flower called Attrantia

major, which is very plentiful in the pastures in the

mountain?. M. Bertrand stated that he lia.l noticed the

peculiar flavour, but did ii"t know whence it was derived,

so therefore he watched his bees and found tl

flew straight out of the hive in a direct line to the other

side of the valley, SO he determine! to find cut what

took them there; bi I to the valley, and

ascended the other side kwpjlg the bee-line in view.

On arriving at the spot, he saw his bees on the Attrantia,

gathered a flower, smelt it, and there sure enough was
the smell of his own honey SO familiar to him.

Orion is at an elevation of 3707 feet, and t
1

d here is rather 'lark in appearance, and the

flavour strong, but not at nil disagreeable.

After a little more bee talk and a cup of t. a, we lift,

premising to visit M. Bertrand, at Nyon, tosee his bees

there as well 'eya, « here bis hives

\-\<v 1. It was with great regret

that we left Gh aiabk host; but it wasgetting
late, and we hi ilffa lurs journey before catch-

ing the last train back from Bex, We followed the same
i apiaries : but in I

bees were kepi od shelves in straw hives a- well as

plain boxes without frames, and trunks of trees hol-

lowed "ut ; and my companion told me that mosl of

were destini d to be killed, the natives bu

the winters too severe t<> allow of any but the

surviving.

The journey to Bei station was soon accomplished,

; ad I parted with my pleasant companions, after having
; most agreeable day in their company.

In my next I shall describe wme of the other apiaries

I visited, ami what I saw there.—Tlios. \V.\t. Cowan.

Thf. Two Noblest Things.—Mr. Matthew Arnold,

i' is said, borrowed his well-known phrase, 'Swi
and light,' from Swift. In his Battle of the Books the

Dean makes .K- .p Bay,' We have chosen to till our hives

with honey and wax, thus furnishing mankind with the

eetness and light.'

foreign.

AMERICA.
Tohonto Convention.

[Continued from page 2S\.K vol. XI.)

What is the betf time/or Im*rease ?—The question was

asked, ' If 100 colonies are to be increased to 150, will I

get more increase by making the increase before, durii g,

or after the honey-flow?' Prof. Cook said, before, if

possible; if not, afterward ; during, never. Miller,

Poppleton, and others, strongly lav mud during the

honey-harvest.
lY'here shall extra room be given—over a case parity

filled, or under it .'—J. li. Hall puts the empty sections

under the partly filled ones, in the fore part of the

season; but when the crop began to wind up. puts them

on top.

Single- --ton/ Hives.—Friend .Ion-. Prof.

Cook, and Poppleton, 1 ry hives wit]

spread out horizontally. I objected, and Mr. .1. I'.. Hall

was called on : he said he used hives

: opinion

in this matter.

What thai! tie put around ' \ \ rii ' \ of

plans was suggested. 1 gave oar
| ; friend Jones

mentioned ashes : but oth r- -aid i

grow too w-.ll. Mr. Hall pn
wide, and two feet long. Although I did not bave time

•
, tin- 1. aid, on the ground

that it would t and other like i

bees.

By a unanimous vote, tie I I

day, ws \i>iting the lair. Mr. Ls
and after the building had bet D

and reviewed. Jones and Clark introduced tli' !

to Mr. Langatroth. He shook hands with them

as he could stand it, and th.eti he was taken awa; I

awhile. Knots of h. 6-mi d were '

only through the honey-hou

and implements, and on the grass outside. Sm
- were held around at vari

: such a

friendly, pleasant meeting i1 ine any-

out among a lot of bei -mi D, li B» tned to he

emphatically a

There was not I

friends, because they had only to point t

back up their special belli

things; and I verilj believe that no i
i featuri

fair-grounds attract": enti

apiarian department ; and
and old indieat. d

of information that was given t

people by the bet-show-. I . tl n we beld a

i_rain.

I b, and

there was a varietj .t opinio] bi f hi lieve

it was pretty generally decided thai there i not!

I hat is just w
I

Silk

and Brussels net, woven ol

mesh, makes the best mat. rial to put bei

[f

I

t through it, it would c ime

pretty near filling the bill, although it mid
|
robably

than the Bl

Somebody called me to order, askin that I

had so much to say about veils, when I claimed that 1

never used them. 1 replied, that my work and I

principally fi t t! e bi ."tit of the A B C class, at d these

whom I would not date to advise to work with beesj

Without the use of tile \eil.

L. L. Zangetroth. At this point Mr. Langetroth was
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usht red into the Convention; and at a signal every
member arose to liis feet, while our friend was conducted
to 1he Mayor's chair. The afternoon was consumed in

speeches of welcome from our Canadian brethren, and
responses from different friends. Mr. Langstroth con-

cluded with some interesting facts in regard to his

earlier experience with bees and bee-hives. Friend L.
was feeling extremely well, and his remarks were given
in his happiest vein of humour. Those who have never
heard him speak cannot well imagine the kind, pleasant,

winning way in which he talks, and no one can for a
moment doubt his disinterested love for all of the bee
fraternity, as well as fervent and earnest devotion to the

great God who gave us this world of wonders. In the
evening, business was resumed as follows

:

Clipping Queen's wings.—This, also, was discussed with
much energy ; while many prominent bee-keepers de-
clared they would not have an undipped queen, other
apiarists there stoutly maintained that they wanted their

queens to have the full use of their wings. I presume
each man will have to tix his queens' wings to suit him-
self, as the matter stands.

At what age should a Queen be superseded?—Mr. Hal!
thought no definite age could be given. Some queens
are young when they are old, and others are old when
they are young; therefore we should keep queens just as

long as they are profitable, and no longer. Mr.
Langstroth thought that it seldom paid to keep them
beyond two seasons, and also that the Italians generally

reared their new queens as soon as the old ones began to

fail.

Best method of feeding Bees.— Mr. Jones advised
granulated sugar, and recommended tilting the hive hack
and pouring the feed in the entrance in the evening.

Mr. Locke recommended the Mason fruit-jar, with the

cover perforated with a number of holes.

Does Foundation deteriorate by being kept?—Mr. Jones
said it becomes hard on the surface, so that the bees
find difficulty iu manipulating it, but that if the sheets

were dipped in water, just as hot as it could be without
melting the foundation, they would be annealed, as it

were, and would be worked by the bees just as quickly
as if it were made the very day it was put into the hive.

Others related their experience in regard to using old
and new foundation ; and while some found it to answer
well after it was a year old, others strongly objected.

Friend Jones said a bee-keeper could make no better
investment than to hang frames of foundation in the

hives in fall, so as to get them partly built out, or, at

least, to get the bees to go over them before winter

:

these sheets would then be worth double piice for use in

the spring. From what experience I have had with
this partly drawn out foundation, I should quite agree
with friend Jones. The best plan of cleansing wax is

to keep it some time melted in deep tanks. The finest

wax can be dipped off first, to use for starters in section

boxes, and the lower grades for brood-rearing; even that
which contains considerable dark matter would answer
very well for wired frames.

The third day was commenced by a discussion in regard
to moth worms.

What is the best wag of preserving theframesfrom the

ravages of the Moth ?— Many different experiences were
given, and some of the Southern friends were inclined to

think that the moth worm they have is somewhat dif-

ferent from the one we have. Prof. Cook replied, that
only one bee-moth was known to entomology. Different
reports seemed to be caused mainly by the difference in

temperature. Where the combs are kept a little

distance apart they are seldom troubled much, even if

left in the open air. Friend Jones suggested, that in

building a honey-house the joists be put just the right
distance apart, so that combs may be hung between
them, resting on strips so placed as to catch the end of
the top-bar; then when placed a little apart they are

right under the eyes, or, rather, over the head of the
bee-keeper, and he can examine them at a glance, and
remove any single one without troubling the others. I

agree here, and would warn bee-keepers about leaving
combs tumbled around cerelessly, or piled up one on
top of another. This latter method seems to be the very-

best way for propagating the moth.
-Right temperature for a Bee-cellar.—Mr. Jones used

to think that 10° was about right, but now prefers from
45° to 50°.

Waterfor Bees in Winter.—Prof . Cook says they tried

giving bees water from a sponge in the winter, and
colonies so watered were carefully marked, and every
one of them had dysentery badly, while others came out
healthy. Considerable discussion was brought out in

regard to ventilation of bee-cellars.

Enamel cloth for Bees in Winter.—This matter was
pretty fully discussed. While some think it harmful,,

others winter with a non-porous cover, without an}r

trouble. Mr. McKnight prefers ground cork for an
absorbent, placed over the bees. The general friendly

feeling that existed among the bee-friends present found
vent in singing the doxology, before we adjourned for

dinner. In the afternoon, the subject of

—

Packages for shipping Honey was discus, ed. Mr.
Muth, with his large experience, gave some valuable

facts, He said great losses were constantly being sus-

tained by shipping honey in poor barrels. Second-hand
barrels make a large amount of trouble. Friend Jones
said lie had also been troubled to get thoroughly tight

barrels.

The Convention will meet next year in Rochester
N. Y. The time is not yet decided on. I predict

a larger gathering than we have ever yet had.

—

A. I. Root ( Gleanings for October).

BURMA.
There are many kinds of honey-bees in Burma, India,

both large and small. Every freshly flowering tree or

shrub is soon covered with swarms of bees of various sizes

and colours, and their humming wings are very musical.

There is little or no effort made to domesticate them,
though there would seem to be but little difficulty in

di ling BO. Whatever attempts have been made have been
attended with some success. Some tribes of natives care

for certain trees where they find swarms housed, stopping

up the entrances, save a small place for the bee.-, to shut

out enemies, or surrounding the tree with sharpened
sticks to keep away Bruin, who is as fond of honey here

as his brother in America.
The bee I am now speaking of, and which I will desig-

nate asXii. 1, resembles, as far as lean judge, the domestic
bee iii America very much, speaking generally. lie has

three yellow bands, is about the size, and as lively and
social as the home species. The honey and brood are

deposited in any safe hollow place, usually in trees, and,

of course, the flavour of the honey depends much on the
kind of flower from which it is gathered; but it is \erv

good, and much sought after. The bee is very indus-

trious, and of a peaceable disposition, and will seldom

molest one, except its nest be attacked, when it knows
how to sting as sharply as its mate over the sea. The
natives say, the time for taking the honey is the full

moon during the dry season. The swarms are usually

small, a few pints only, and a few pounds of honey is the-

most obtained from any nest. These bees are often seen

Hying through the air in a bee-line for some distant home,
and in old forests are very abundant. The bears often

find them, and wrench off, if able, large splints from the

tree with their teeth and claws, to get the honey ; but

manv trees, as varieties of the ebony, defy the teeth of

the strongest bear.

I see no reason why this species could not be domesti-
cated, and become very profitable servants. The experi-

ment has never been tried, to my knowledge. A swarm
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of these bees took up its lodgings under the desk in the

office of an agent of a timber company here, and remained
there for a long time, troubling no one, though in the

same room with numbers of people.

The second kind of bees is similar to the above, though
perhaps a little smaller. This variety builds its nest

under, or in rocks. The swarms are usually much larger

than No. 1, and resemble those at home more in size of

the swarms, and kind of honey produced. The honey is

very fine flavoured, and abundant. This variety is. how-
ever, much less numerous than Xo. 1.

No. •'), perhaps, ranks first in importance in theprot inoe,

It 18 a large bee, about one-half an inch in length, rather

small around in proportion to its length, long-waisted,

and bright red and yellow, lb- is a gay fellow, with a

iii:.'. lb- attaches hi~ nests to the under aide of

great limbs of the dammer-oil tree, and on n<> other kind
that I am aware of. There are often from fifteen to

twenty nests on a single tree. As the bees occupy tli

trees from year to year, tli.- trees become valuable

firoperty, and their owners collect only a portion of the

icmej each year, ;i-. if aome nests are left, they will

return again to their old home after the rains. During
the rains they ' go west.' probably to some dry country,

or of less ram. These nests are very large, from two to

four fcit in length, and one or two feet iii depth. The
natives climb these grand old trees in the [light time.

smoke off the bees, and cut off tli" comb into a basket,

and l<t it down to the ground with creepers or vines a

perilous operation. Tli honey is ratlin- rank, but is

much sought after. The wax has a ready sale,

No. i i- larger than No. 8, with a similar shaped 1> dy.
The hark i-, however, dark brown, and the belly and
thorax jel black. The honey of tin- bee i* mui
flavoured than that of the above : and nesl of this

In.. i> found in a place, which is usually Boms giant

a a d< use thicket ot i ri •-. Tin-
i :omb i- often

(ram two to five feel in length, and from two to three

feet in depth. This be i- very fierce, and woe to the
native who dan b to attack him without dm' caution, I

saw a nati\ i one occasion assay to rifle one of these

swarms, about fifty feet from the ground. The \in" to

which it was attached was large, and twining in and oul

from tree to tree. Chi bees took the initiative in the

battle, and the native was soon making the best of bis

way down the vine to Bafer quarters. Hut the be
too much for him, and he dropped some twenty feel to

• earth i yet the bees kept hi- trail and Bel on him
at the foot of th.' tree. lb' was marly naked and they
had a fair chance at him. The poor fellow shot out from
under thai tin- with a good deal of agility, and took to

hi of water near by: and only bj HUM
(lurking under the water, and splashing it about, did he
finally e

No. :, is Mmilai lo the above, though not found in BUCh
large col Dies, its prevailing coloui i reddish, and a

parte are light red: sting very badly. The peculiarity

of this bee is> thai it always places its nest so as to receive

the rays of the rising or setting sun, It also builds on
large vines. The h ly i- excellent, and much sought
for. No*. 3 and 4 build only one n.-.-t in a place, and Jo
not seek the same place from yea* to year, as do the
second kind described.

No. ii is a small bee, which selects a .-mall limb on the

orange-tree, or the pendulous end of the bamboo, for its

home. '1 he swarms are small, and the comb is seldom
mure than one or two quarts. The comb is irregularly

shaped, and a part is placed above the limb to which it is

attached, and bo shaped as to form a water-shed to the

brood below. The comb is very white, and the honey
nveel and delicately flavoured. The bees are not much

than rice kernels, and their sting causes very little

irritation. They seem to rely on the position of their

neste for protection. There are other kind.- of this species
of tiny bee, each having its peculiar ways, hut of little

importance, save as a delightful study to those interested

in them. They are found in small colonies only.

The last kind. No. 7, I will mention, seems to be a
distinct species of bee from all others. This kind is found

in large colonies, and in some parts of the province is very

numerous. The bee is about the size of the last variety

mentioned, dark-coloured , with white-tipped wings, and
has no sting. The wax is very valuable, and forms a

considerable article of trade. It is used for stopping

leaks in boats, and similar purposes. The honey is acid,

and not used. This bee builds covered ways to its nest,

and one often meets tie—' liny covered ways projecting

from a few inches to a foot from the tree in which the

nest is. The tree most often occupied is the banyan, with

its many openings in the trunk and roots. This little

fellow, though he cannot sting, is not a favourite; for,

attracted. I suppose, by the perspiration of the body, he
seeks an entrance int i

the eye;, mouth, and nose, or

crawls over the hand- and person most persistently,

though lots of his fellows die in the attempt, and the

tickling sensation 18 very annoying.

The 1: .f the hollow tree is our favourite, perhaps

lie remind- us of the dear old home. In an] case

honey here seldom tastes like that we used to bring away
in tubs and pails from some grand old forest -tree in New
England, when the golden rod in bloom told us boys that

fall wa- upon us,

January, February, March, and April, are the honey

months in this land, as the man] forest-trees are a mass

of flowers, Bweet-scented, till the air is heavy with sweet

odours, which are almost overpowering. Then the bees

h\. l\
. and are the one thing that shows enter-

prise and activity in this heathen land. \. Bunxxb,
ma, Oct. 26, 1882. (GHeamngsfor

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION,

next quarter!] meeting of theCountTj represen-

tatives will be held' at L06 Jermyn Street, on Wed-
nesday, January 16th, at five o'clock i" 'he afternoon.

Notices of motions for this meeting must be sent to the

Secretary, J. Buckle, King's Langley, not later than

lav, January 9th. A I lonverearione will be held

at six o'clock. Subjecl for discussion^ ' Foul Br I,' bj

Mi. s. siiumins, Rottingdean, neat Brighton.

Committee meeting, held at L06 Jermyn Street, on

r IB; present, T. w. Cowan (in

,. If, n. and Kev. II. liligh, Kev. E. Harlrum,

Ilex. <;. Raynor, Rer. P. T. Scott, .1. M. Hooker,

D. Stewart, W. 0*B. Glennie (treasurer), and the Kev.

II. B, Peel (hon. secretary). The finance committee

d a statement of accounts, showing cash in

hand, 133/. LO*. Resolved unanimously, ' That the loan

of In/., due to each member of the committee, be paid

without interest.' Tie- Secretary reported thai )ixty-

five persons were still in arrear with tneir subscriptions

for the current year, Resolved, ' That the Secretary

make an appeal' for the payment of the same, and

a post-card requesting each member to state

whether tiny would continue their support to the

Association or not.'

The Secretary reported thai the exhibition of honey

was specially provided for in the Food Section of the

International Hearth Exhibition to he held at South

Kensington in 1884. Resolved, 'That the Key. II. R.

Peel, I'. Stewart, and .1. M. Hooker, do form a sub-

committee lo consider the necessary arrangements for the

exhibition ot honey, &C, at the International Health

Exhibition, mid to report to the next committee

meeting.'
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The folio-wing letter was read in regard to the awards
made in the recent Bligh Competition :

—

• Silver Street, Lincoln, 21st Nov., 1383.
' Sib,—I am desired by my client, Mr. G. T. Mel-

bourne, of Nocton, to protest against the unwarrantable
decision of the Judges in the Bligh Competition, and
to inform you that, unless the First Prize is remitted
before the 30th inst., he will commence legal proceed-
ings to compel compliance with hia request. As Mr.
Melbourne assures me that he shall be able to prove
that he has fairly won the First Prize, within the
limits of the Competition, he feels that, in justice
to himself, he cannot tamely submit to Mr. Hooker,
though a life member of your Association,* walking
away with honours that do not belong to him, par-
ticularly as Mr. Melbourne's results are rather more than
twice as successful as Mr. Hooker's, as shown by the
balance-sheets published in the British Bee Journal of
the 1st inst. It is not at all a matter of money, but
simply one of justice and prestige, with Mr. Melbourne,
who has done perhaps more than any one else to popu-
larise bee-keeping in Lincolnshire. I trust that some
satisfactory mode of arranging the difficulty may be hit

upon without having to resort to litigation. I have
only to add that my client believes that, though the
Judges have endeavoured to award the prizes with fair-

ness, }
-et they have been unknowingly deceived by

plausible misrepresentations, or at any rate by a mis-
apprehension of the facts of the case.

' I am, your obedient Servant,
'Frederick Andrew.'

Resolved unanimously, 'That the Committee, having
appointed judges to award the prizes in the Bligh Com-
petition, and having no reason to doubt either their

competency or integrity, regard their decision as final.'

The judges in this competition were requested to revise
the rules, with the view to the arrangement of a second
competition, and to report to the next Committee Meeting.
In order to avoid delay in the transaction of the Associa-
tion's business, and unnecessary expense in postage, &c,
it was decided that all correspondence should be conducted
by the Secretary, the Rev. II. I!. Peel retiring from the
office of Honorary Secretary, and offering himself for
election on the new Committee for 1884. All correspon-
dence in the future must therefore be addressed to Mr.
John Huckle, Secretary, B.B.K.A., King's Langley , Herts.

The Library.—The Librarian begs to intimate that he
has changed his residence to ' Langholm, Montpelier
Road. Ealing,' and that he would be obliged by all com-
munications being directed to him at that address.

BEDFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
A general meeting of members of the above Association

was held at the 'Blue Ribbon Booms,' Bedford (which
had been kindly lent for the occasion), on Saturday after-

noon, December 15th.

The Rev. N. Royds, Rector of Little Barford, was
elected Honorary Secretary for the county in the place of
the Bev. L. R. Whig-ham, Rector of Millbrook, resigned.
Mr. Carter, of Bedford, wasadded to the committee; audit
was decided that the Hon. Secretary- should take steps to
find how a ready sale for members' honey could be had

;

and he was empowered, if it seemed desirable to him, to
subscribe on behalf of the Association to the central depot
for sale of honey. Several skilled bee-keepers present
kindly offered to visit gratis such bee-keepers in their own
neighbourhood a? would welcome them, and give advice
upon bee-culture. This, it was hoped, would stimulate
interest in bee-keeping and afford valuable information at

no cost to the Association. The balance in hand of the
Bedford B. K. A. is about 18/.

* The words, ' though a life member of your Association,'

vrere erased in the manuscript.

KENT BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Dovbr District.

A meeting of the Dover Branch of the above Associa-
tion, was held at West Hougham, on Thursday, 13th
Dec, the Rev. E. R. Orger, M.A., in the chair. There
were present bee-keepers from Dover, Folkestone, Houg-
ham, and River. The following resolution was carried

unanimously :
—

' That this meeting is strongly of opinion
that a bee and honey show in connexion with the Fruit
and Flower Show at Dover in the coming summer will

tend to promote the cause of Apiculture in this district

;

and as the bills announcing the Dover Flower Show will

be issued in February next, the district Secretary is

requested to forward a copy of this resolution to the

Secretary of the Kent Association at once.'

An interesting discussion on ' supers ' then took place.

By the aid of these meetings we may hope for a good honey
show at Dover next summer. The next meeting of bee-

keepers will take place at St. Margarets if the Secretary

get a favourable reply from the Rev. E. C. Hucey, to win mi
he has written on the subject—This to be decided by the

Committee.
A discussion took place on Lectures, and it was

decided that a lecture ou 'Bees and Bee-keeping'
should be delivered in the Schoolroom, at Church Houg-
ham, or elsewhere in the neighbourhood, in the coming
spring.

—

Wyatt J. Pettitt, Son. Sec, Dover Distinct.

CniTesponuenct.

*»* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Reports "/'Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes
from the Jliees, Queries, tic., are requested to direr/ their com-

cms to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," e/o

Messrs. Strangcwaijs <fc Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.

The value of honey imported into the United King-
dom during the month of November, 1833, amounted to

the sum of 1008/.

[From a private return sent bv the Principal of the

Statistical Office, II. M. Customs, to E. II. Bellairs,

Cb.ristch.urch.]

HOW TO PREVENT SWARMING.
Under this heading a correspondent (p. 203, Vol. xi.)

inquires whether it be possible to prevent swarming, and
also suggests that the queen be confined in a frame of

excluder zinc. The only purpose for which perforated

zinc can be depended on is that of entrapping undesirable,

or confining other drones. Repeated trials have forced

me to come to that conclusion. Laying queens will very

often pass it, either for swarming or to get to other combs.

When confined to a small space, her ovipositing powers
are limited, when she soon becomes as small as a virgin

queen, and finds little difficulty in passing the barrier.

Before swarming too, a queen frequently becomes much
smaller, as she lays but few eggs for several dayspreviously.

I have had so many virgin queens pass the excluder,

that I never use it for confining them, but hold them
securely behind woven wire until I want them to fly ; I

then know that they fly only as I wish. Another very

great objection to the practice of confining fertile queens

on one or few combs is, that where they do not manage
to escape with the swarm, they are often missing. A
young one is found in their place, and possibly another

has led off a swarm. As a rule, too, removing the queen

does not give satisfactory results. I have tried all ways,

and find that the best plan is to keep a good queen

always breeding in about nine frames (standard). The
colony is then ever ready to take advantage of any
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opportunity our variable climate may offer. On the

other hand, where the queen is confined or removed, the
weather may suddenly change for the worse, and when
the next glut comes the stock will be much reduced, and
one week of hard work will so thin their ranks, that the

colony will be of little use without the addition of brood
from other hives. If on hand, of course another queen
could be inserted as soon as the first change occurred, but
in all probability the bee-keeper would not give them
one, hoping from day to day the weather would improve.

If your correspondent attempts to prevent swarming
he will in many cases fail. But though we cannot as a
rule prevent it, we can control that desire ; at the same
time permitting the bees to gratify their natural impulse
of starting a new home; and by working together the

bee-keeper will find his willing workers pay him much
better than if he thwarted their wishes.

My method of ' swarming without increase ' is as

follow.--. When a colony working in sections is on the
point of swarming, I remove the whole of the brood
frames, and shake off every bee into the hive again, and
give them nine frames of foundation only; replace the
sections, which are at once proceeded with, and the
colony is as contented as a new swarm. The r

brood combs are given to other colonies that ma\ Dei '1

them, or are inserted where frames axe removed for ex-

tracting. Thus others are benefited, while the vagrant
colony has settled down to work with even noon
When swarms come out they are returned with all the
other bees on to foundation as before. When it is not
known from which hive the swarm cornea i which is

seldom), it is united with any other lot, whose combs are

first removed and replaced with foundation. Where
there are queen-cells i >mbs, they should be
excised before being added to other colonies.

I am very particular to state that foundation only
should be given to the newly made swarm, because if put

back on brood, the bees will soonjwant to come out again;
and should empty combs be given them, the Bectii

be neglected for some time, whereas with foundation the
queen will occupy the cells almost as soon as drawn out,

and all surplus must be carried above.
The fact must v. .t be overlooked that swarming i-

often brought about by (he bee-i cting to

give plenty of room in the sections. Bj p i I

have stated, swarming loses all its disadvantages, and no
time is wasted in repeatedly looking f >r queen-i
crowded combe, when often the most experienced will

overlook one oi more.
Refw to perforated rinc, I may saj I

use it to keep the queen from the supers, and never
have lirood in them.

—

S\mm:i. SntXTNS, jRottinydean,
Brighton.

DO TOMTITS I.\'I BEESf
There ha- b itroversy in our local news-

papers about tomtits eating bees, i
I

extract from my manuscript Bee-book, which concli

settled the dispute:

—

'On November 80th, 1872, I saw on one of my bee-
benches a number of wings, legs, stings, and outsid
of the bodies of bees,] ion laid, " The tomtit {Pants

I
has bei n busj here." I had not noticed i t

seen it before thai year; bu1 about four o'clocl I aw
three tomtits eating my bees. One of them I

and saw him fly down on the ahghting-board of one of
my hives, he began tapping it with his bill. Shortly a
bee came out to see who was there, and was immediately
snapped up by the tomtit which flew with it into an
apple-ti near the hive. Hi then beat the bi e

the bough of the tree on which he stood until
killed. Then the tomtit, with its right foot and 1".-!

,

pulled the bee's wings, legs, stings, and head off, letting
tb" rejected parte fall to tin I, and 1

dainty parts of the bee. The tomtit was soon down on
the alighting-board of the hive again,—tap, tap, tap, and
another bee came out to see who was there, then the
same process was repeated. I saw him take five bees in

this way in seven minutes, when I could stand it no
longer. So I frightened the tomtit away, as I was afraid
he might have the nightmare with eating such an enor-
mous supper. The tomtits were eating my bees again
before ten o'clock the next morning. So I brought out
my gun and shot three of them; and in opening their

craws I found them nearly filled with bees—one, head.
antennas and tongue complete. This bird must have been
very hungry, as they generally reject the head. I found
no wings, legs, or stings, in the eraws. It grieved me
very much to have to kill these useful, beautiful, and
interesting birds ; but it required the patience of Job to

see my pets, the bees, so mercilessly destroyed.1

Your experienced correspondent ' G.D.' is quite correct.
The tomtit does little harm to the bees in summer, there
being at that time such an abundance of insect foi d
which the tomtit prefers. It is only when its natural

ils, that it attacks the bee-hives. Wishing all

bee-keepers a very happy and successful new year.-
Wii.uam Cum, Newton Heath Apiary, near Man-
chaster.

A BEE-KEEPER'S Dl \KV.
Thinking that you may deem the following worth

inserting in your Journal, and your readers m
a;

sider it worth r I I to send some particulai of

keeping. \- yon will perceive, it is in diary
form, and for about the same time as the diaries of the
Bligh Competition, Not having the opportunity oJ

attending to and examining my hives and feeding un
bees in spring, 1 do not think ( have succ led as w< il

j

as I otherwise might have, but I am satisfied with n. ,

success.

June 76th, I- ping (previous
to this year not having knov > between a

1

i

i

i, bj putting s d

swarm, received from a friend, into a bar-frame hive

IQJ, n ad prioot-box got from
mj grocer free, and outside which I put a lai

which alio cost nothing; tin

one inch, being filled with cork-dust (No. 1 hive), Gave
-I ly filled with

a, and fed tl up made of Hbe. ol

sugar.

July (end of).—Hived another Datura! swarm; also
I from a friend a hive 164 M - Hi, same plan

as No. 1, but of ta-w timl '

Ids in frame
i hive four 2-lb. ecti is; all mj hive b

made for working sections in this way (No. 2 hivi I.

Fed No. - with I lb-, of sure

t

'••, (end of). Tool i

I comb-1 om
i it into No. 2, which

for winter. (N.B.
the iliflioniix of putting a frame from No. 1 int

gave me a lesson to have all hives in apiary of such a

aild l»' interchangeable, i < !onfined

bees in each hive to five frames, and over quilt

thicknesses of carpet put e c a k-dt I eu bion

U in. thick; also same thickness of cork-dust cu bi

back of division-bi aid.

April, 1888.—Gave 1 lb. (J oi a lb. at a time) of

barley sugar bought at grocer's to each hive on e piece

of excluder-zinc Frami , and it seemed to

answer very well.

May.—red both hivee with sugar made into syrup

(4 lbs. each).

June Ofh.—Took 2 lbs. of honey from No. 1.

lOth.— No. 1 showed strong signs of swarming; and i^

prevent this I on—
\\th.— Changed bees, and transferred some combs

with brood and honey from No. 1 into No. 3 (a Standard
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tar-frame, larger than No. 1), and condemned No. 1, as

I resolved to adopt the Standard hive (this hive is long

enough to hold seven frames, and three frames for sec-

tions); and took 19A lbs. comb and .'! lbs. run-honey.
19th.—Took 4i lbs. from No. 2.

End ofJune.—Had swarm from No. .3 (old No. 1), and
put them into No. 4. Fed No. 4 with 4 lbs. sugar syrup.

No. 4 and subsequent hives contain ten frames, and
three for sections.

July 3rd.—Took 14 lbs. from No. 2.

25th.—Took 8 lbs. in sections from No. 3, and 2^ lbs.

from No. 2.

September 3rd.—Took If in sections from No. 3.

October l&.h.—Took 3} from No. 3, and If from
No. 2. Found, as I considered, Nos. 2 and 3 then well

supplied with storage for winter (a good deal more than

they had last year) ; but No. 4 had not sufficient, and I

gave them a frame of candy. (Transferred them to

No. ;">, as No. 4 had not been painted, nor space between
walls filled with cork-dust.) Tut cork-dust cushions

over quilt and carpets, and at back of division-board, as

last year, after confining bees to five frames.

October 28th.—Lifted corner of quilt of No. 5 (for-

merly No. 4), and found that all candy had been re-

moved into cells, probably owing to mildness of weather,

but I omitted to remove empty frame.

December 9th.—Again lifted corner of quilt of No. 5,

and found bees hanging like a swarm in empty frame

between the two combs. Query—When wintering bees,

would it be desirable to give them an empty frame to

enable them to cluster in this manner F

Balance Sheet.

1882. Expenditure. £ s. d.

Two hives (including frames with Dr. Pine's

metal
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HOME-MADE HIVES.

The possibility of even a ' clever' amateur making a hive
has been ' stoutly denied ' by one of your correspondents.
Without any claim to being ' clever/ I beg to give my expe-
rience for the encouragement of those who are inclined to

make the attempt. In order toget agood copy, I obtained
a hive from Messrs. Abbott, and I have found it in all its

essentials a very simple thing to copy. The two sides are '2

feet long by tif inches deep, and it has a front end only.
The back end is loose, and slides in between the sides,

as far as it may be required, thus forming a good dummy.
The floor-board is also loose. To pi-event the back ends
gaping, I put a small wooden bar across. Now, -ur.lv,

it does not require a very ' clever ' amateur to make a

box of this sort. I went to a grocer's and bought a good
stout box, which had stuff enough in it to allow- of its

being knocked to pieces, and then put together in its

proper form, for which I paid^rf. : and having converted
it into a useful hive, I indulged in one a little more
expensive, and procured a plank 12 feet long by 9 inches
wide and 1 inch thick, for 1». 6rf., which supplied me
with sufficient wood to make a real, good hive; and I

have several of these hives in use, whieh have not cost
me more than 2s. each for material. I um Abbotts'
Woodbury broad-shouldered frames, which cost -'*. Gd.

per doz., and, as yet, I know of nothing so convenient
and pleasant to use. As for supers, I make simple trays

to hold seven sections each, three of which trays I place
side by side on the top of the frames, and can remove
anyone of them without disturbing the others. As mv
hives are in houses I have no occasion to make covers;
but if I had to do so, I should use Croggon's asphalte
roofing, wliich is both cheap and good. When I began
bee-keeping, I got a Langstroth hive, and I found the
top bars of the frames were smeared with wax inside,

and this was all the guide the bees had for building
their combs; and I have never seen more perfectly
regular combs than they built in this hive. If, there-
fore, any cottagers are inclined to make their own
wooden hives, I recommend them to buy the frames,
and not to go to the expense of purchasing comb-founda-
tion, but simply to heat a little wax and brnsfa along
inside the top bar, and 1 should serve the sections in the
same way. I would suggest that all Associations should
keep a small stock of pattern lii \ •-, frames, sections
trays, and every requisite, to lend out as copies for

cottagers to make by, or, if desired, to purchase. There
is probably, at least, one advanced bee-keeper in every
town who would undertake this trouble, and it would
confer a great benefit upon the class, whom, above all

Others, the A-sociations are formed to serve.— A Sru-
BCBIBBB.

FREE OPINIONS.
Will you permit me to make B few remarks; first,

i think there is a considerable amount of rubbish
put iii the Journal about double-walled hives, as
topacMugthe sides up with cork-dust or chaff; this

is Dot required, foT if you stock two hives with equal
number of bees with young queens, one with chaff
or cork-dust packing, and the other with only air-space,

where is the difference in springf The reason 1 mention
this is, because I am afraid it keeps people from begin-
ning, as it makes it look a lot of trouble and mess, whieh
I know, and I think you will su, is not required. As to
candy, for my part 1 can't see that there wants any
for bees. Packing hees close together, in frames,
so that every frame is covered, I do not believe in, for
they cannot move in a body as they would <lo if they
had room, for I lind if they have a frame or two more
than they can cover, that after a cold spell of weather
that they all move in u body to a different place of
the hive: now don't you think it is for si good
purpose on their part ' for their health I' 1 should

think, in straw skeps for instance, the combs are
not all covered, and they winter in them as well
as where the combs are all covered. But ventilation
I believe in for boxes of any sort, but not as that
gentleman spoke of in the Journal of the 15th October,
• For a sharp draught to pass through all the winter.'
But it would not be so if a small box or feeder were left

on for the reek, it would get away in the boxes, and the
combs would be quite dry, but, of course, skeps do not
want any. I have seen, when a mild day had set in in
winter, the sweat or reek from the bees run out of the
entrances, and others with a super left on quite dry : I'm
speaking of boxes. The less trouble people have the
more they will speculate, and it is just so in bee-keeping,
for I want to see it flourish, and all we want to try is

the things that are really required, and do away with
those that are not, for I know bees are very profitable.

And there ought to be more encouragement amongst the
cottagers ; for at the late Ipswich show there was not a
prize given for the poor cottagers that made hives, and I

I
think there ought to be more notice taken of them, con-

I

sidering the hours they must have spent over them after

|
their hard day's work.—A AVki.i.-wisheh.

ROYAL CELLS—TRANSFERRING EGGS-
ORIGIN OF WAX.

lioi/al Cell*.—Throughout last summer I kept a two-
framed observatory-hive, always without a fertile queen,
and usuallvqueenlesSjthenuniber of bees being maintained
by occasionally substituting for an empty frame one full of

brood from another hive. From these frames full of brood
the bees constantly endeavoured to raise new queens, and
almost as constantly commenced true royal cells, which,
however, never got larger than those described by Iluher
as the sort in which iiurnens saw the queen lav eggs.

[Now. Obt. Vol. I., Letter IV. I I did not watch the

building of these cell-, but am positive they were built in

the observatory-hive. I think, too, that on Mveral
occasions, after removing a queen from a hive, 1 have
seen the cup-shaped, true royal cells increase in number.
Iluher mentions a ease in which true royal cells were com-
menced when he made a stock queenless; but he mentions
it ill such a way as to show that he regarded it as very
unusual.

stocks with unfertilised queens seem also sometimes to

commence true royal cells, although they do not wish to

swarm. Iluher iNouv. Obi., Vol. 1., Letter III.) says
that the workers in his hives with queens whose fertilisa-

tion bad been retarded, frequently commenced true royal
cells. And there is also the following note in the

Bee Journal, Vol. X., p. 80: 'It i not at all un-
usual for bees, especially with unfertile queen-, to

exhibit their anxiety by constructing queen-cell cups
" ready for the egg," whieh they seem tOOe hoping for;

but on the queen becoming fertilised the idea \t aban-
doned.'

Transferring Eggt. Langstroth would have a d

that the bees sometimes do transfer them : in his work
on the Honey-bee, 3rd edition, p, 219, he says, ' lluber
has proved that bees do not ordinarily transport the
eggs of the queen from one cell to another. I have,
however, on several instances known them to earrj
worker eggs into royal Cells. Mr. Wagner put some
queenless bees, brought from a distance, into empty combs,
which had lain for two years in his garret. When sup-
plied with br 1 they raised their queen in thisuld comb.'

Langstroth then unhesitatingly admits the value of

II uber's proof, that his bees ordinarily did not transfer

eggs, whilst, at the same time, he not only admits that

bees do transfer eggs, but even that queenless bees may
sometimes transfer eggs to royal cells. Langstroth then

clearly allowed that there might be great variability in

the instincts of bees.

Origin of Wax.—The question of the origin of wax
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and fat in the animal body has been taken up by phy-
siologists, and the following instructive passage occurs

in Dr. Foster's Text-Book of Physiology, 3rd edition,

p. 394:— 'Long ago, in opposition to the views of Dumas
and his school, who taught that all construction of

organic material, and all actual manufacture of pro-

toplasm, or even of its organic constituents, was con-

fined to vegetables, and unknown in animals, Liebig

showed that the butter present in the milk of a cow
was much greater than could be accounted for by the

scanty fat present on the grass, or other fodder she con-

sumed, lie also urged, as an argument in the same
direction, that the wax produced by bees is out of all

proportion to the fat contained in their food, consisting,

as this does, chiefly of sugar. And Lawes and Gilbert

have shown, by direct analysis, that for every one

hundred parts of fat in the food of a fattening pig, 472
parts were stored up as fat during the fattening period.

It is clear, then, that fat is formed in the body out

of something which is not fat.'—II.

HISSING FOK BEES.

The following extracts from an old work on Natural

History may be interesting to some readers of the Bee
Journal. The author was Abbe Le Plouche, born at

Rheims in 1G68. His Spectacle de la Nature was trans-

lated into English ; the second edition of which was
' printed for James Hodges, at the Looking-glass on

London Bridge, 1740,' having as its title Nature
Delineated.

In the third volume (pp. 25, 26) occurs the following

curious allusion to the sense of hearing which bees were
generally thought to possess, until a series of recent

experiments has proved that as far as can be ascer-

tained bees show no sign of appreciating sound. The
b>ook is written in the form of a dialogue between four

persons much after the manner of Walton's Complete

Angler.
' Prior The most infertile and northern

countries, such, for instance, as Lithuania* and Mus-
covy,* are peculiarly adapted to the rearing of bees.

And though those little animals sufficiently secure to

their owners the fruits of their industry, by that

excellent form of government, and that exact order and
harmony that is inviolably preserved amongst them ;

yet by an instinct of nature they aTe fond, as it were, of

their master's service, are as obedient to his signals, and
attend him in as regular a manner, as a herd of cattle

obey the directions of their driver Thus the

proprietor of the bee-hives, with one single whistle, can

summons all the bees in the village round about him,

and by that well known signal conduct them sometime
into one large bed of flowers, and sometimes into

another, altering their situation from time to time as he
thinks most convenient, that the flowers may have
sufficient time to recruit their exhausted stores, and by
that means afford the bees a fresh supply of sweets.

With another whistle he reconducts them home upon
the approach of night, or some impending shower.

' Chevalier.-—I can't think 'tis possible, Sir, for a large

swarm of bees to be made thus tractable, and obedient

to their master's call.

'Prior.—This was not only a very common, but an
antient Custom in the East : And the Prophet Isaiah,

when he compares the armies which the Almighty
introduces into a Country, when he is determined to

punish the Inhabitants for their Disobedience, alludes

to a Swarm of Bees, which their Proprietor thus gathers

together, or discharges by a Signal to which they are all

accustomed : The Lord, says he, shall hiss for the fly
that is in the uttermost Part of the Rivers of Egypt, and

* Lithuania and Moscovy now form part of Kussia.

for the Bee. that, is in the Zand of Assyria. This
Practice subsisted likewise in Asia in the fourth and
fifth Centuries ; and St. Cyril takes Notice of it, as a
Thing that was no Novelty in his Time, and which he
had seen frequently performed.'

—

Edwd. J. Gibbins,
Neath.

MR. HEWITT ON SYRIANS.
There appears to be great difference of opinion amongst

those who nave tried Syrian bees ; one well-known bee-
master describing them as ' truculent pests, too fierce for

ordinary management,' whilst Mr. Hewitt has been re-

newing his advocacy of them as paragons of gentleness.

This being so, will Mr. Hewitt be good enough to answer
two or three questions, and so give the benefit of his

experience a little more fully to bee-keepers who like

myself are tempted by the prospect of eighteen frames
continuously filled all through the summer with solid

slabs of brood, and honey to match, but who consider that

the acquisition of expensive queens, like the acquisition

of a wife, ' is not by any to be enterprised, nor taken in

hand, unadvisedly, lightly, or wantonly,' especially when
assured by many of her ladyship's familiars that she is

likely, unadvisedly, lightly, and wantonly, to enterprise

and take you in hand.

(1.) Are pure Syrians, upon the whole, when not

smoked, as gentle and good-tempered as pure Ligurians?

(2.) Are ' Sj-rian-blacks ' (i.e. the offspring of a Syrian
queen fertilised b}' a black drone) as amiable as pure
black bees of average temper? (3.) What are the

characteristics of the offspring of black queen and Syrian
drone, in respect of appearance, temper, honey-getting,

and prolificness? (4.) How far are the qualities of the

first cross shared by a second cross, i.e. between hybrid

queen and black drone, or black queen and hybrid
drone?—W.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
As a young bee-keeper, and a cottager of the labouring

class, I woidd like to thank the competitors in the Bligh

Competition, together with its public-spirited originator,

for the effort they have made to show the public that

bee-keeping is a profitable pastime. At the same time 1

think there is a great deal of truth in what Mr. Hewitt
says. AVho is there amongst us who could spare time to

attend to artificial swarm-making, queen-raising, Ac, as

Mr. Melbourne did, or sell them as he did after we had
got them ;—at least, I could not. My bees have in a

great sense to take care of themselves ; they are located

away from home, alongside of the railway, often not seen

by me for days. My hours of work are from six in the

morning to 5.30 in the evening, effectually preventing

that style of procedure before mentioned, if I had the

desire to adopt it. To my mind the production of

honey and wax should be the principal thing aimed at.

Another thing I should like to speak about concerning

County Associations is this. It is well known that the

Parent Association does give certificates to qualified ex

perts that can give a stump lecture to a hall full of people.

But most labourers would, to say the least of it, feel

rather awkward in that position. Would it be practical

for County Associations to do something of this kind

;

say have a private examination at some convenient time

and place ? Would it not raise Hodge without puffing

of him, besides not driving him to the expense of a long

journey to I don't know where : sleepless nights, and
general fidgetiness for a week ! It may be asked

what good would it do ? This is the answer, in the

advancing state of apiculture, when many gentlemen

keep bees, it is plain a man with some sort of certificate

of competency stands a better chance of getting a good
situation. In my own parish I am certain it would
carry its weight in a case or two.

—

Platelayeb, Buck-
inye, Ashfjrd.
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THE HONEY BEE.

The honey bee wanders from flower to flower, her labour
begins with the day,

O'er fields of ripe clover; she stops at each bower to carry

its fragrance away.
She labours incessant each bright sunny hour, you hear

her brisk hum as she flies,

She sips the sweet dew of each opening flower, and carries

it home to the hives.

So, you honey tees all, in the gay world of life, just copy
tlu- innocent fly,

She toils for mankind without anger or strife, you can
all do the same if you try.

She flies far away to the valley below when the early

spring flowers appear,

And from cowslip, or bluebell, or white-blossom'd sloe,

she culls the first-fruits of the year.

O'er briar, o'er bramble, through dingle and dell, far away
from her home she must go,

And finds in her ramble the gay daffodil peeping out

through the hoar-frost and" snow.

The sunshine and shower her riches provide, giving sweet
honey-dew to the rose,

And the pretty wild flower that decks the wayside receives

a sweet kiss as she goes.

In her little green bower she yields up her power at the

close of her labouring day,
And through life's sunny hours she has lived for the

flow'rs, and dies when they're fading away,
you honey bees all, in the gay world of life just

copy this innocent little fly,

She toils for mankind without anger or strife, you can
all do the same if you try.

Jakes Goodyxab.

[The above may be sung to Haynes Bayley's old ballad

of "The Butterfly was a Gentleman,' The words I ave

bees composed by an aged blind man in the Strand Union,

3treet, Edmonton.]

and Beb-ksbping. — At a meeting of the
Natural History Society, held on Wednesday, Dec. 6,

at the Institute, Wisbech, Mr. James Dann read a very
instructive paper on 'Bees and Modern Bee-keeping.'
Mr. Dann first traced the history "f I s, showing that

they bad claimed tlu- interest <>f man from the n

age, being mentioned no less than thirty times in the

Bible, ana pointed out that bee-keeping had been a study

for the past -">00 years, as he proved, by referring to

ancient Look-. Mr. Dann spoke of the queen-bee, her
1

power, laying a j many as WyO
m one season; he described the working bee, or honey-
gatherer, from the laying of the egg to the grub, and tho

perfect bee; also the drone and its utility. lie.spoke of

the cottager's system of bee-keeping with the old straw-

gkep and brimstone-pit ; then the modern bee-hives and
the honey-extractor; and, lastly, of the honey, the old

I and strained honey, and the pure extracted

honey, comparing the old way and the new. lie said it

was like putting the nectar of the Olympian gods on a

par with forty-rod whisky! He then referred to the

bee-keeping societies, especially mentioning the

head Society, and the help it had tendered to the

science; also to the grand success of the Lincolnshire

Society, and their honey fair, this year pitching two tons

and a half I t honey. A vote of thanks was unanimously
i - Mr. Dann for his valuable paper. Mr. Dann

illustrated his paper by exhibiting a -lop, showing tho

manner in which bees built their comb, and a bar-hive,
used in the modern and improved system of apiculture ;

1

hone} extracted with the slinger.

(Btym from % |3tbcs.

Rottinydean, Saeteg.— Except for a few days from
the 1th of December, the weather still remains mild.
On the night of the oth, a heavy fall of snow occurred
with frost, but all was gone within two or three days.
On the :21st, the bees were out in great numbers, and
though the occasional flights they have had so far have
done them no harm, it is to be "hoped more seasonable
weather will prevent them flying much more until
breeding can be safely stimulated. The warmth that
has induced the bees to come out occasionally has also
enabled them to bring their stores nearer the cluster.
They will, therefore, be prepared for a spell of cold
weather, should it come, as in all probability it will.

—

Samuel Simmixs.

Hunt*, Somershom, December 'lith,— The weather
during the past month has Been very tine, but suffi-

ciently cold to beep the bees in during' the greater part
of the month. On the morning of the [fth inst. we
wen- visited by a terrific gale. When 1 went into my
apiary, I found a stock topsy-turvy. The examination
revealed a ruined stock. Unfortunately, the stock
belonged to a friend. It was in a very light hive. 1 am
pleased to say my stocks are in thoroughly substantial
hives, such as all" hive-makers should supply, Rein has
fallen only on four days since November 34th. Snow
fell on December 6th, but soon disappeared.— 0. N.
W'lIITK.

Wetton, Leamington, Dec. -l~ih.—A fortnight ago a
friend of mine gave me live stocks in -],, pg, ||e did not

I
to the trouble and expense of feeding them, as

they were Very short of food, he only want' A ! I Id Bp 01 S

stock: so I fetched them home; fortunately, it was verj
mild weather, and there was no difficulty about the bees
taking a little fo.nl and storing it. The last fortnight beet

n on the wing very much, and no doubt are
consuming their stores fast. Tom-tits are a great
nuisance here.— JoiSfc Walton.

QaUuhiehf A. A'. —This has been one of the worst
seasons that has Wen for many a year; a good many
stocks brought home dead from the heather, and the
most of them almost empty. I got nothing from the
straw hives, and just about six pounds from the bar-
frame ones.

—

John Allan.

TimtheliJ, Ireland, C/irixfiium 7iir.-Ii.-es, all out;
their joyous notes of gladness greet your ear at every
turn, very line, like summer. Some I keepers are

already, thinking of their liive-stocl; tor next year.

Examined bees, without disturbing cluster, and found
Supply of candy and honey quite Sufficient.— I. Tn.VYNOIi.

(Qutvics anu 3.1 cp lies.

QubhvNo.729. (Q.)l. EntrancetoEives. I low many
inches wide should the entrance to hives be in winter (a)

to hives with frames at right angles!' ami (/<) parallel to

P The height of my entrances is \ inch.

—

A. The
chief requisite, after the hives are closed for winter, is

rest. The lues must never be disturbed, and all

exciting causes must Ik' absent. Now the more air you
admit the more oxygen, which is not only an exciting
cause tohuman life, oat to bee-life also. When, therefore,
we have admitted sufficient air to support life we have
dor.e all that is required. We always close our entrances
by means of sliding bli cks to

[ inch, opening them to the

full width of ,-ix iuchew when the weather is sufficiently

mill and bright to enable the bees to fly, and closing

them again in the evening, after ciearin^ away dead I.e.

and refuse with a long piece of wire. We should make
no difference whichever way the frames are placed.
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2. Balling Queens in Uniting.—A couple of weeks ago

I put a lot of condemned bees with a stock of my own
without removing any of the queens, expecting that the

two queens would ' fight it out,' as stated in recent num-
bers of British Bee Journal. Contrary to expectation, the

queens did not fight at all, but the workers in the stock

seized the queen of the condemned bees, and formed
themselves into a ball round her, and when I released

her she was almost dead. I have no means now of

knowing whether my own queen was not similarly

treated by the condemned bees, as the weather is too cold

to permit of any examination of the frames. How am I

to know whether the bees may not now be queenless?
—^4.JThe queen of the condemned bees was seized by the

workers of the hive and encased immediately on her

introduction, their own queen being securely protected

from harm by closely surrounding guard. This is almost

invariably the case on the introduction of strange bees

with their queen to an established colony. The encased
queen is destroyed by the pressure of the ball of bees and
suffocation combined. She is not stung to death simply
because the embrace of the encasing bees is so close that
they are unable to use their stings. The queen of the

hive is safe. You may rest quite satisfied of this. Do
not attempt an examination unless you wish to destroy

the colony.

.3. Bottom of the Box of Chaff.—Would you disapprove

of boarding the bottom of the box of chaff which covers

the quilt in winter ? Is there no danger of the bees cut-

ting the quilt and ascending into the chaff?

—

A. A piece

of open meshed canvas forms a better bottom for the

chaff-box than boards. The bees will never gnaw through
this, nor the quilt either. The latter should consist of

several thicknesses of woollen material.

4. Preventing Dysentery.—How can one who has no
extractor do with frames containing unsealed honey so

as to prevent dysentery ?

—

A. Extractors can be obtained

at so low a price that we cannot understand why the

possessor of a few hives should be without one. If the

case you put were our own we should simply leave the
unsealed honey, trusting to the chapter of accidents

rather than disturb the hive.

5. Borage.—When should borage be planted for bees?—A. At any time, from the middle of February throughout
the summer and autumn months. It is very hardy, thrives

best in a moist soil, should be sown thin, not transplanted,

and is about the best bee plant grown.

Query No. 730.—(A. S. J.) Doubling.—It seems to be
generally admitted that it is more profitable to extract

honey than to take it in the comb, and it appears to me
that in order to obtain all extracted honey the hives must
be on the doubling principle, but I can find very little

information on this subject in any of the books on bee-

keeping, will 3'ou therefore state your opinion on this

matter ; also describe the process of doubling, and inform
me in what books this method is fully dealt with ? How
is the upper box kept secure ; which is the best bar frame-
hive for this principle; andjrom whom may it be ob-
tained, as I cannot find hives, adapted for doubling adver-
tised, except those of the Great Hampshire Bee-Farm, near
Stockbridge ?

—

A. There is no doubt that a much larger

amount of honey can be obtained by extracting than by
supering for comb-honey. Professor Cook, in his ' Manual
of the Apiary,'—which you would do well to consult-

-

asserts that ' By the use of the extractor, at any time or

season, the apiarist can secure nearly, if not quite double the

amount of honey that he could get in combs.' We must
bear in mind, nevertheless, the difference in price between
extracted and comb-honey, the former being worth in

the market barely two-thirds as much as the latter.

The extra cost in labour should also be considered.

With a view to extracting, the doubling system is the
best, and it is very simple. You will find it described in

Koot's A B C of Bee-Culture and also in Mr. Cowan's

British Bee - Keeper's Guide. These books may be
obtained of Mr. Huckle, of King's Langley, Herts.
Messrs. Dines and Son, of Maldon, supply a good and
cheap hive, worked on the doubling system, and no doubt
other vendors of hives do the same. The only thing re-

quired is that the hives and frames should be of precisely

the same size and shade, in order that all parts may be
thoroughly interchangeable. There is no better hive for

this purpose than one taking ten or twelve of the British

Standard frame. The upper box is quickly proportioned
to the lower one by the bees; and the weight of the
roof, or cover, renders all secure. The method of doubling
usually adopted in this country is to select a couple of

strong colonies in equal sized and similar hives, and from
one of these to remove all the combs supplying their

place with frames of empty comb, or foundation, on to

which the bees are brushed or shaken. Their combs, con-
taining brood and honey, are then placed in an empty
hive and at once set upon the other selected colony,

where, from the brood hatching out above and below, the
population becomes enormous, and the upper frames are

soon stored with honey. These are repeatedly passed
through the extractor, and returned to the hive. Should
the queen ascend and deposit brood in the upper hive,

the lower one will also require its outside frames, at least,

to be extracted. Much, however, will depend upon the

influx of honey, the fecundity of the queen, the season,

and the locality.

Query No. 731.—(W. Abbott.) Desertion of Swarms.
Towards the end of July, 1881, 1 had two swarms, rather

small. The autumn being favourable, they collected a little

honey, which I supplemented by a constant supply of

crushed sugar. In 1882, each cast two swarms, but
immediately afterwards they each deserted their hives.

Whether they went into their swarms, which were close

beside them, or not, I could not discover, but my impres-

sion is that they did. Would you kindly say what may
have caused them to desert, as each left a quantity of

honey after them?

—

A. It is very probable that the

swarms returned to the parent hives. The cause of

desertion we cannot state unless the conditions are fully

given. It might have been from excessive heat, or want
of shade, or from a dearth of honey ; they may have
been attacked by robbers, and driven from their hives

;

or, indeed, any one of many other causes may have
produced the result. It is always best to place the

new swarms at a distance from the parent hives, in

order to prevent confusion, disorder, and robbing. If

your mishap occurred from robbing, during cold and dull

weather, the return of sunshine, and the renewal of

income, will account for the honey left in the hives.

Query' No. 732.—(E. Holliday.)—1. Number »f Bar-
frames.—Does the number of frames allowed in a liar-

frame hive for breeding depend on the neighbourhood, or

on what does it depend ? And how many frames would
you allow for a cold or uncertain neighbourhood ?

—

A.
The number of frames depends upon the locality, and also

upon the strength of the stock, and the proliticness of the
queen. From eight to twelve Standard frames is about
the number.

2. Excluder-zinc and Drones.—In the case of Abbott's
Combination hive, how is the queen confined to a certain

number of frames without confining the drones also that

may happen to be behind the excluder-zinc ?

—

A. The
excluder-zinc which confines a queen will necessarily

confine drones, but the combs on which the queen is

confined should not contain any drone-cells, and thus no
drones are produced to be confined.

3. Transferring Combs.—I have some comb, taken
from a skep, tied in frames, and wishing to make the

most of them, I did very little cutting. Will tin- bees

repair and till up spaces from A in. to 1A in., or should the

pieces of comb fit close to each other.

—

A. In transferring

combs from sleeps to frames they should be neatly
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squared and crowded in tightly, and will be joined by
the bees into one comb. Discard all drone comb, except

three or four inches in an outside frame.

4. Syrup. — Having prepared more syrup than I

•wanted for supplying sealed store in the autumn, I put

the syrup in bottles. Will it do for stimulative feeding

in Bpring ? Demerara sugar with a little vinegar and
salt.

—

A. Your syrup prepared for autumn feeding must
be largely diluted f< ir --pring feeding.

5. Queen Cell*.—When bees build queen-cells, having
a queen, is it a sign that the queen is old?—A. Building

queen-cells in spring and summer is a sign of swarming
being about to take place. But after the swarming
season has passed, it is, especially when drones are

present, a sign that the queen is worn out.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

A Young Bee-farmer.— Beet Visiting Peach-trees in a

Oreen-house.—If the weather is cold it is not probable

that the bees will leave the hive; but if it is warm
there will be no difficulty in getting them to rial the

flowers, especially if they are enticed by a small piece

of honey-comb, taking care that all the windows are

open to allow them free egress.

A. F. Ramsdbn.—Mooing Site.—This maybe done at

the present time. Care should be taken to fix each

frames firmly, BO that the jarring in travelling may
be minimised; attention should also be paid to proper
ventilation. {/She index to previous volume.)

BbIAB Ton.—Heather honey can be extracted a few
days after it has been gathered by the bees. If not
done at that time it solidifies to that degree that there

itgreat difficulty in causing it to leave the cells. It

would be advisable to rely on supers for heather-

honey. There is, however, not the same difficulty in

extracting clover honey. (See p. 182, vol. XI.)

MonA.— Transferring.—The best time for transferring

bees from a skep to a bar-frame hive is about twenty-
one days after swarming. The amount of food in the

combs will determine the necessity of feeding.

('. W.

—

Dysenteric Symptoms.—Your description does

not seem altogether to indicate dysentery, especially

as the weather has been warm enough to give plenty

of opportunities for cleansing flights. Probably b:e;d-

ing is going on in the Ligunan stock, hence consump-
tion of pollen, and more profuse excreta than in other

stocks, if on examination (which we should recom-
mend) you hud dysenteric stains inside the hive, give

a cleansing flight in a warm room, as advised to

F. A. G.

V. A. G.

—

Mouldy Combs.— Your combs getting mouldy
and your bees dying from dysentery, both arise from
one cause, viz. dampness. The remedy is to ascertain

the cause, which may be entry of wet or want of exit

for the moisture from the bees; and having ascertained

it, to remove it by stopping the entry of wet, or gi\ ing

increased ventilation by more porous quilts : also

reduce the size of the hive by removing the outside

frames not covered by bees, and close up the division-

boards. If you can put the bive bodilj into a large

box of wire-cloth or perforated zinc, and bring the

whole into a warm room, at the same time giving a

feed of warm syrup with salicylic acid, it will do the

bees a great deal of good.

T. T.

—

Monte in a Hire.—The skeleton is that of g mouse.
With your description of the small entrance to the

hive, there is n difficult] in unravelling the mystery as

to hot» it got inside.

BhISWING.— In our in'Xt.

EDEY &c SOIT'S
Humane Bar-Frame Hives, and Bee-keepers' Supplies,

MANUFACTURED ON SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES,

By an experienced Staff of Joiners,

WITH THE AID OF MODERN STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

'Hives of carved cork.'

—

Viiic.il.

No. l.-CORK HIVE.
ork, from its non-conducting properties, has for centuries been acknowledged the

best known material for inner walls.

Trice of No. 1 Hive, with all modern improvements, 27s. Od.

No. 8.-COTTAGER'S HIVE.
The cheapest complete Hive manufactured. Has double end walls, '.I Standard Frames, Foundation Guides; Wide
Frame containing 6 Sections, with Foundation and Separators ; Zinc Queen Excluder, Floor-board, Plinths, Entrance

Slides, Porch and Cover. Price 10s. 6<f. Also Hives from G». to 30s.

BUBS.
Especial care is taken to insure Purity and Prolific qualities, in our strain of LIGURIANS.

they arc of remarkable docility, and equal to any imported at the following low prices:—

September, 5«. Crf. ; October, 5<r. BLACK QUEENS, 2s. Gil.

GLASS JABS specially made for Extracted Honey.

We beg to call attention to our WHITE FLINT JAR8, they^ are giving universal

satisfaction, and are cheaper than any other make of equal quality,

per gross. Air-tight Cork-lined STOPPERS, 6s. per gross.

1 lb. 17s. yd. ;
21b. Us.

The COVERED SIMPLICITY, with Glass Slider, U each.

SIMPLICITY, No. 90, id. each. BOTTLE and STAGE, Is. each.

LISTS FREE OF ALL BEE FURNITURE.

THOS. EDET & SON, Steam Joinery Works, St. Neots, Hun's. (19)
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NEW-YEAR'S GIFTS.
OOME of the pretty CHINA HONEY BOXESO and .TABS, as sold at the Knightsbridge Show, may be
obtained of Mr. J. Hockle, King's Langley. The Boxes
are suitable in size for holding 1 lb. Sections, and the Jars
about 11 lbs. of Extracted Honey, both are very ornamental
and convenient for the Breakfast Table. Price, Boxes 2/6
(3/0), Jars 1/0 (1/3). Can be forwarded by Parcels post on
payment of the cost of carriage, amounting to 6</. for one
Box ; two Boxes, 9<(.

Bee-keeping as a Business.

CTUDENTS are accepted at any time at theO GREAT SUSSEX BEE FARMS on reasonable terms.
Almost anyone can keep Bees ; but it is a fact that not one
in fifty will ever make it a profitable business unless Prac-
tical Lessons are taken for at least one Season on a large
Bee Farm, conducted on modern principles. Without such
instruction, it takes years to acquire the knowledge neces-
sary to ensure success in this most fascinating and health-
giving pursuit.

As the Proprietor devotes his time entirely to the produc-
tion and sale of Honey and Bees, those studying with him
will have his undivided attention, and will be qualified to
start out at once on a recognised system of management

;

thus saving much needless expense and labour conducted in
a wrong direction. Particulars on application to S. Simmiks,
Proprietor, Great Sussex Apiaries, Bottingdean, Brighton.

(47)

Bronze Medal awarded for Straw Sleeps at the Great
Crystal Palace Sliow, 187-5.

Seventeenth Edition. Price One Shilling.

SEVENTY POUNDS A -YEAR:
HOW I MAKE IT BY MY BEES.

By the late J. W. Pagden.

Also, by the same Author, price Sixpence.

Early Artificial Bee- Swarming.
No watching required.

Apply to Mrs. J. W. Pagden, The Chestnuts, Alfriston,

Sussex, by whom the same manufacturers of ' Economical
Bee Furniture ' are employed as formerly. (40)

ACENTS FOR BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
WANTED.—Two or three energetic Men in

every County to undertake AGENCIES for the
SALE of BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES of the highest
class. A rare opportunity for men having spare time and
an acquaintance with Bee-keepers. Liberal commission.
For terms and full particulars apply to Alfred H. Hatnes,
125 Houndsditeh, London, E. (.54)

METAL ENDS FOR FRAMES.
NOTICE.—We beg to call the at-

tention of all Bee-keepers to our latest

improvement in Metal Ends for Frames,
which entirely supersede the use of Zinc
Runners and Broad-shouldered Frames,
while their weight and fixing- keep the
Frames perfectly perpendicular.

Price, lOd. per doz., 9s. per gross.
Specimen sent en receipt of two stumps.

All Hives above 10s. each are fitted with these
Ends.

Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Silucr Medal, Knightbridge, 1883.
First and Second Prir.cs at Stanley, Coventry, ic.

C. G-. HARRISON & CO.,
Hive Makers and Dealers in all Apiarian Appliances,

Halesowen, Worcestershire. C>0)

Imported Cyprians & Syrians.
THE undersigned will visit Cyprus and Syria this Winter,

and bring back full Colonies and Nuclei, with only

selected Queens, part of which will be raised by himself in

March. Fine Queen sent before June 1st, 22s. ; during June,

July, or August, 20s. ; after September 1st, 18s. These are

to be Selected Queens of fine grade. A limited number of

exceptionally Fine Queens can be supplied at an additional

price of 5s. each.

Imported Carniolans & Italians.
Fine Queen before June 1st, 9s. ; Extra Fine, 12s. ; during

June, 8s. ; Extra Fine, 10s. I accept and send out none
but Choice Queens. The very Choicest Selected Queens
are those denoted above as ' Extra Fine.'

Any Six Queens, 5 °/ off; Ten Queens, 10 7, off.

Carriage prei a :

d. Safe arrival guaranteed.

A. RARE CHANGS!
Cash orders till Jan. 15th, 10 "/„ less than above prices.

FRANK BENTON, Georgen St. 8, Munich, Germany. (50)

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
VOL. XI., MAY— DECEMBER, 1883.

Containing 300 pages of Useful and Instructive Information to all Classes of Bee-keepers,

IT IS ACCOMPANIED WITH A COPIOUS INDEX.

The Contents include Papers on— Hives: Twin, Triple, Stewarton, Observatory, Anglo-Cyprian, Cheap, Single and
Double Walled, Skeps— Bees: Blacks, Ligurians, Carniolans, Cyprians, Holy Lands, Syrians, Humble and Wild—
Honey and Wax— Feeding, Extracting, Queen-raising and Introducing, Nuclei, Uniting, Bee-farming— Bee-stings

and their Remedies— Bee Flowers and their Names— Candy, Syrup, Sugar-cake— Smokers and their Fuel— Lectures

—Reviews— Useful Hints from Month to Month— Correspondence on all Apicultural Matters— Queries and Replies-
Notices to Correspondents—Reports of Associations, Shows, and Honey Fairs—Bee-culture in Europe, America, India,

Australia, &c. —Translations of the best Articles in Continental Bee Periodicals—The Zurich Exhibition—Papers read

at Conversaziones—Biographies of Celebrated Bee-Masters—Descriptions of Apiaries—History of County Associations

—Reports of the Bligh Competition—Presentation of Testimonial to Mr. Abbott, &c, &c, &c.

Neatly bound in Cloth, price 5s.; post free 5s. Gd. Cloth Covers for binding the Volume, Is. each.

%* All the back Numbers of this Volume are still in print.

Vols. 65 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, price 5s. each, post free 5*. Gd., may be obtained of J. HUCKLE, King's Langley,

Heiits ; KENT & Co., Paternoster llovr, London ; and all Booksellers.
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INTERNATIONAL EEALTH EXHIBITION.

At the closing ceremony of the very interesting

and highly successful International Fisher

hibition held last year, the Prince ofWales suggested

that the buildings which hail been erected should

lie utilised for holding othei exhibitions of an

equally comprehensive character. The Prince

menti id three topics which appeared to bim to

be of the greatest importance. These were health,

both bodily and mental, industrial inventions, and

i iwing resources of our colonies and of our

Indian Empire.

To carry out the ideas pf the Prince an Executive

Council has been formed ; and it has been deter-

mined that the Exhibition shall be held under the

patronage of Her Majesty, and under the presidency

of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales; thai it will he

opened on the I si of May, and will continue open

for o period nol less than six months. The classifies

tionis very simple. The main divisions are, Health

and Education. The first and larger division is dis-

tributed into five groups, —Food, Dress, the Dwell

ing-house, theScl 1, the Workshop, as affecting th

conditions of healthy life. These groups again are

subdivided into different classes. Under the third

of these classes of the first group will I"' exhibited,

' F 1 produced by Insects, such as Honey, iV-e.'

This opportunity of exhibiting the produce of

bees having been brought before the last monthly

meeting of the British Bee-keepers
1
Association, it

wasresolved, 'Thai theRev. H. R. Peel, D. Stewart,

and J. M, Hooker, do form a sub-committee to con-

sider the neci ssarj arrangements for the exhibition

of honey, &C, at the International Health Exhibition

and to report to the next committee meeting.'

Messrs. Hooker and Stewart have had a preliminary

interview with the Food Committee, the result of

which we hope to give in our next issue.

ASSOCIATION- DEFICIENCY FUND.

The following is a further list of new Life

Memberships and of Donations to the Fund :

—

The Earl of Harewood; R 3. Hinton; Rev.

<:. Raynor; Rev. F. T. Scott £20
.1. R. W. Hole . . . . 6

S. Hart 2 6

G.Kettle 10
G. Wells 2 6

Anonymous 5
R. Thorpe 10

J. S. Murphy . . . • 5
M Beach 4
Rev. J. B. Humfrey . . . L 1

c. .1. Price I"

i laptain Heysham . . . 6
J.T.Olarke 5
\V. Woodley . . . • 5

W.T.Joyce . . . • 6

W. Groombridge . . . •
"I" ''•

P. II. Phillips . . . 10

Rev. T. B. Garland ... O 5 <>

Rev. W.S. Walford . . . 6

W. Bassan <> I"

Rev. E. Bartrum . . . . <> 10 6

J. T. Harveyeon . . . . 6 o

T. Sells ' 6
W. Sella 6
( Oxfordshire Association . . L 1

W. Debnam 6
T. B. Blow o lo o

Rev. T. B. Blundell . . •
LOO

W.Churchill . • • 10
Amount previously acknowledged

.

122 I

£162 lo

Beside the above, many of the Members have

intimated their willingness to increase their sub-

scription for the current year.

The preceding result is moBt encouraging ;
and

it is with no slight satisfaction we announce that

the whole of the debt which lias been incurred has

been full] discharged. Our thanks are due to all

who have extended a helping hand to the Associa

tion in their late emergency. It proves that the

I

Association have won the confidence of all bec-

I 3 by the work done by them in the past
;

and it affords encouragement to them in their

laboui i for the future. These labours will be

neither lew nor slight. The International Health

Exhibition at South Kensington must liud Apicul

;
ture fully represented in all its branches, The
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Royal Agricultural Society at Shrewsbury should

also find bee-keepers to the front. There will pro-

bably be a renewal of the Bligh experiment.

Several counties are still to bo opened up by the

establishment of Associations. The questions of

the Honey market, the Central Depot for hive

appliances and bee produce, and the Reading-room,

will require solution. Everything indicates that

the present year will be one of activity, and we

trust of progress.

CONVERSAZIONE.

On Wednesday, January 16, a conversazione will

be held at 109 Jermyn Street, at six o'clock, after

the Quarterly Meeting of the county representa-

tives, when a paper by Mr. S. Simniins, Rottingdean,

Brighton, will be read on that scourge of the apiary
' Foul Brood.' It is hoped that the members of the

Bee-keepers' Association will assemble in large num-
bers, as no subject of greater importance to all bee-

keepers could be selected.

HON. SECRETARYSHIP.
A letter has been forwarded to us for publication

in the Journal from J. 1'. Jackson, Esq., of Liver-

pool, broaching the idea of raising a testimonial to

the Rev. H. R. Peel, on his resignation of the

honorary secretaryship of the Association ; but at

the special request of Mr. Peel this has not been

carried out.

The Rev. H. R. Peel, having retired from the

office of Honorary Secretary, has offered himself

for election on the Committee. It is requested

that all communications should be addressed to J.

Huckle, Secretary B.B.K.A., King's Langley, Hci-ts.

Remittances should be made by Postal Order,

Post-office Order, or Cheque ; Post-office Orders to

be made payable at the King's Langley Post Office,

Cheques crossed ' Bucks and Oxon Bank.'

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The Annual General Meeting of the members

will be held at 10.5 Jermyn Street, near Piccadilly

Circus, on Wednesday, February 20th. Notices of

motions for this meeting must be sent to the

Secretary on or before Monday, February 4th.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Since the publication of our last number voting-

papers for the election of the Committee for IS84
have been issued to each member of the Associa-
tion. The number of candidates is in excess of
any former year. In addition to the retiring

members who have served the Association so well
in the past, the list contains the names of several

gentlemen well known in the bee world. The re-

tiring members of the committee are the Rev. E.

Bartrum, Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, Captaiu Camp-
bell, T. W. Cowan, J. M. Hooker, H. Jonas, Rev.
G. Raynor, Rev. F. T. Scott, and O. Stewart.
The Rev. T. B. II. Blundell and Mr. H. G.

Morris again solicit the suffrages of the members,
and are ready to take a part in the onerous

duties of acting on the committee. The new
candidates are Mr. J. N. Bower, Hon. Sec-

retary of the Warwickshire Association ; Mr. A. H.

Heath, Hon. Secretary of the Staffordshire Asso-

ciation ; the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, Representative

of the Hertfordshire Association ; the Rev. H. R.

Peel, late Hon. Secretary of the Central Society
;

the Rev. F. S. Sclater, Hon. Secretary of the

Buckinghamshire Association ; the remaining can-

didates being Captain Bush, W. Martin, Rev.

W. E. Medlicott, and C. P. Ogilvie. As the com-
mittee consists of only' nine members, it is inevit-

able that the Association must lose the services of

several good men, who would gladly give their

time and energies for the furtherance of the So-

ciety's work. The manner of voting is easily un-

derstood. Members have only to mark the names
of the candidates for whom they are desirous of

voting.

Members are entitled to one vote for each 5s.

subscribed ; but no member has more than four

votes. Example : A subscriber of one pound per

annum, or a life member, is entitled to four votes.

If the member marks the names of nine candi-

dates, this counts as four votes to each candidate

so marked. In case he only marks the name of one

candidate, it counts as four votes to that candidate.

The same rule applies whether the member be

entitled to one, two, three, or four votes. Members
are only entitled to vote whose subscriptions arc

paid for the current year. We venture to hope

that a large number of the members will record

their votes iu the election, thus showing their

anxiety for the prosperity of the Association.

The Voting Papers must be returned to the

Secretary on or before the 19th inst.

A LOWER GRADE OF EXPERTS.

'A Platelayer, Ruckinge, Ashford,' in your last

issue, makes a suggestion to the effect that the

County Bee-keepers' Associations should hold pri-

vate examinations of cottagers and farm-labourers

at numerous points in their several districts, with

a view to granting them certificates as experts
;

his idea being that county gentlemen, who take an

interest in apiculture, would readily give employ-

ment to these so-called experts.

He further states that he is aware that the

parent Society give certificates to experts who are

qualified to give a stunrp lecture. Allow me to

refer him to p. 62 of your issue of June 15th, of

last volume of the Bee Journal, where he will find

the Syllabus of Subjects for Examination of Ex-

perts—a list which, so far from prescribing a stump
lecture only, embraces the whole science, theoretical

and practical, of modern apiculture. The lecture,

indeed, occupies merely twenty minutes, out of two
long days' examination, and is entirely optional,

save the short explanatory lecture given during

manipulation. When I state that the candidates

include clergymen of the Church of England, Non-
conformist ministers, certificated schoolmasters, and
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others of the better educated classes, your corre-

spondent will perceive that the requirements are

far beyond the powers of simple ' Hodge.' as he

designates, I presume, the countryman or agri-

cultural labourer. The examination-papers contain

thirty lengthy questions each, and grammatical

construction, and especially orthography, are taken

into consideration in^iwarding the marks.

There is no limit to the number of certificated

experts in any particular county, hence it appears

to me that, instead of creating a lower grade of

experts, it will be more advantageous for each

county to increase the number of the present

grades, and extend its exhibitions and tent mani

pulations to every Horticultural or Cottage-garden

Show within its own area, in preference to under-

taking the expensive and, in all probability, futile

attempt to certificate ' Hodge ' throughout the

United Kingdom.
If' Hodge' lie intelligent, and really fond of his

bees, he will, by the plan above suggested, enjoy

every Opportunity, at the smallest possible expense,

of becoming a skilful, practised expert, under the

guidance and teaching of really able men; and his

own apiary, with its improved produce, will become
a better certificate for procuring apicultural em-
ployment from his master, and the country squire

in general, than any parchment d might
otherwise obtain. George Raynor, Hazeleigh Rec

tory, -l.i.i. Mh.

I'.S. By r< ferenci t" 'he S\ Uabus and rul

Examination, it will lie seen that ii

candidates are arranged in tin- ilasa*

To descend belon I
Ins scale would seem t., n

able.

BEE-KEEPERS AT lloMK.

No. IV.—Tim Rev. (h .oia.r: Raynor, m Hazkleiqb
Rectoby, M.u.i.on, Essex,

{Continued from page 6.)

On Mr. Raynor's return to England, after holding

temporary char uire and Worcestershire, we

liml liim in the autumn of 1853 in sole charg f the

parish of Totternl , near Dunstable, Bedfordshire, with

an established apiary, consisting chiefly of bar-hh

an adaptation of Nntt's 1 1 1 \. • , with one collateral box

only, the communication being by an entrance sunk in

the floor-hoard between the boxes, and which appears to

wered its purpose well. The prett;ha

\ illage of Totternl standing at the foot of lofty downs
covered with wild thyme, was noted for the excellence
of its boney; and in those early days of its c

possessed an apiary of tine. Iceps, which yield d

mpplies of honey, taken chiefly in straw supers of from
>i\ to twelve pounds each, These were beautifully

woven, owing to the skill of the country-folk in the

manipulation of straw for the manufacture of 'straw-

plait, to which the children are trained fr arly

child! 1. In tlmse days it was impossible to procure

attendance :it school except by giving up half the .lav to

straw-plaiting; all other work, including tin' three R's,

being termed 'hindering work' hence the skill with
which the straw sleeps were wrought from the pe-

culiarly tine quality of the straw grown in those parts,

So close was their texture, and so great their strength,'

that a skep was not allowed to pa>s muster unless i

would bear the weight of the heaviest man. To this day
.Mr. Raynor obtains hi- skeps from the same locality.

Here he worked also skeps on the Grecian pattern,

contracted towards the bottom, with comb-bars and
straw cover, and in one of tics., he kept a colony for

fifteen years, working supers and supplying tine speci-

mens of comb-honey from the outside bars. This hive

is considered to rank next after the bar-framo for general

usefulness, and is, indeed, a moveable comb-hive, in

which the bees winter remarkably well. lie also used

the Iluber observatory, or leaf-hive, but from the

propolising of its close-ended frames, and the consequent

irritation of the bees on openinsr, with the unavoidable

crushing in closing it. he s i discarded this hive, and

adopted as an observatory the unicomb-hive with its

idass don-, as used by Iluher, and improved by Hevau,

Golding, and others, and which still remains the best

ohservat iry-hive we possess, all points considered.

The lares et penates were removed from Bedfordshire

t.p Esse* at tie- close of I860; a dozen hives of various

construction, well ventilated; and carefully packed in

road-van fir a journey of more than filty miles, and
which safely arrived, without a broken comb, or scarcely

i. iir destination of Kelvedon Hatch,

to tli.' Bole charge of which Mr. Raynor was now
app linted. Here he remained for a period of teli years,

during which he was as ardent in his apicultural

pursuits as ever, and became a correspondent to the

Journal of Horticulture and the Field newspaper, the

only organs of the science at the time in this country.

[n their columns, amongst other interesting matter, the

Stewarton system was fully discussed, and many colonies

at Kelvedon were placed tn th hives -hives which,

although \ ielding large amounts of honey, did not satisfy

the a-pe rvi i
. a ill irding hut little

or no acquaintance with the internal economy of the

e mini uiwe illh of tin' honi
]

Uthough the Italian bee had 1 ii introduced into

England in 1851 the Bupply was very limited, and it

I in few hin I- for ten or a dozen years after its

introduction. It was not until L805 that Mr. Raynor
had any thought of making dial of the golden-handed

bee, when he corresp led with that father of apiarians,

\|
,

i M, ..i Newton Heath, respecting its merits and

demerits, and being favourably impressed with the

\ iew - "f this gentleman, and those of Messrs. Woodbury,
Neighbour, and Pettitt, he determined on the first

opportunity to give it a full and fair trial. Being on the

punt of leaving Kelvedon, he was unable at that time

Intent upon the introduction of anew race "f

bees to his apiary. The singular circumstance of the lo

of one year's entire liarvest of honey, occurring at

Kelvedon, deserves notice here. For -Mine time during

tl,,- -ui -

- -Hi "i onions

ticed when mar the hives, and the flavour of

mh taken from a hive was found to he equally

rhe cause ft a not fai to leek, Within a mile of

discovered a quantity of w ild garlic in full

. 1 1 ! i numbers of bees busily at work upon it ;
a

of this honey was submitted to Me .Neighbour,

who proi need it worthle . and quite unsaleable,

I; (ring to Tonbridge in 1800, some two 'I".

loniea wi re placed in an outhouse adapted as an apiary ol

Kelvedon, where they remained the whole of the su ter

witl supervision of am kind, filling spacious supers

and not a Single Stock having given off a -warm.

Then came anothei transit, the whole being removed

to Tonbridge, by van, will t loss. And hen- the

wisbed-for opportunity of Italianising his apiary was

afforded to Mr. Raynor, Having paid a visit to .Mr.

Pettitt' apiary at Dover, he was introduced to some of

the most beautiful specimens of Italian queens he ever

remembers to hav n, and Bpeedily became possessed
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of several, which, with one or two losses, were placed at

the head of strong colonies, whose dusky population soon

changed to the golden-striped Italians. Several colonies

were now transferred from straw sleeps to Pettitt's

"Woodbury bar frame-hive, and the skep all but disap-

peared from the apiary, displaced by the moveable-comb

hive with all its advantages of facility of manipulation

and interehangeability of combs.
During his five years' sojourn at Tonbridge, Mr.

Baynor continued to make the acquaintance of apiarian

notabilities, and the proofs of Major Munn's edition of

Dr. Sevan's ' Honey Bee ' were submitted to him for

correction and suggestion. He also carried on a corre-

spondence with Mr. Woodbury, and received from him a

considerable number of Italian queens, for experimental

introduction, and for other purposes. His plan of intro-

duction, at this time, was chiefly that of Mr. Woodbury,
by means of the German pipe-cover cage, and which he

still practises, and strongly recommends iu his second

edition of Queen Introduction, or the Liyurian Bet, &c,
the onty exception being that of stupefying the bees by
the fumes of puff-ball, as described by him in the

British Bee Journal (Vol. I. page 103), before intro-

ducing the alien queen. That history repeats itself is

clearly shown from the favourite plan of D. A. Jones,

the most prominent apiarist probably of the new world,

coinciding entirely with Mr. Kaynor's, the anaesthetic

used being chloroform instead of puff-ball. By this

means Mr. Jones claims to have introduced successfully

fifty queens in fifty minutes.

Early in 1870 Mr. Baynor was presented to the Bectory

of Ilazeleigh, Essex, but, in consequence of a new
Bectory-house being required, he obtained a year's grace

before going into residence, and it was not until August
1871 that he quitted Tonbridge to return to bis old

county of Essex.

The site chosen for the Bectory was the apex of a hill,

commanding extensive views of the whole of the sur-

rounding country, includiug the ancient borough of

Maldon and the estuary of the Blackwater. The apiary,

which had to undergo another removal, was not for-

gotten in the laying-out of the Bectory grounds, and,

although at first the fostering shade of the sheltering

tree was sadly missed, the bees now enjoy a most pic-

turesque and protected position, and in good seasons the

yield of honey from 30 to 40 hives has been from 10 to

I -5 cwt., one season's yield alone having produced a nett

result of 73/.

On the establishment, by Mr. Abbott, of the British

Bee Journal, in 1873, Mr. Baynor became a contributor,

and his connexion therewith has continued to the present

time. On the holding of the first show of the British

Bee-keepers' Association—of which he became a member
from the first—at the Crystal Palace, Mr. Baynor was an

exhibitor and a judge, the first prize of SI. beiug awarded
to him for ' the best exhibition of super-honey from one

apiary.'

It was here that the acquaintance of all the prominent
bee-keepers of the time was made ; that general feeling

of friendliness, which obtains amongst all really earnest

cultivators of the bee, conducing to the formation of

sincere and lasting friendships, not a few of which have,

alas ! been severed by the hand of death. The Ilazeleigh

apiary has now become an established institution of the

Eastern Counties generally, and numerous are the visits

paid to it by all classes interested in the subject during
the summer months. Here every known variety of the

domesticated honey-bee may be seen, located in almost
every kind of modern hive. Three houses, containing an
aggregate number of twenty-six hives, and as many more
on separate stands—tastefully interspersed with evergreen
bushes—bearing supers, sectional, glass, and straw, of

varied form and style—queen-raiting nuclei, and, indeed,

all the appliances of a modern apiary, may be seen here,

and explanations and advice are freely given. A hearty

welcome is accorded to all interested in apiculture ; and
we cannot better conclude this sketch than by wishing
its subject many years of health and happiness in the
prosecution, amidst the duties of his sacred calling, of his

long-loved and cherished pursuit of apiculture.

MB. SIMMINS'S ECONOMIC OR BUSINESS
HIVE.

There has been so much said about ' cheap ' or ' make-
shift' hives, that I think it is time to consider whether
true economy is really studied by those who advocate

and make them. Many such cost in the end more than

a good substantial hive made from even timber; and
while one is about it, he may just as well have a good
article, which can be made from even stuff in less time,

with less labour, and very much more credit to himself.

Makeshift hives, too, are often unsuited to the best

methods of working, and by using them the bee-keeper

may soon lose several times the value of a good article.

If the price of wood is considered, it will be found that

the cost of the material used in my hive as presently

described comes to little more than the amount that

would have to be paid for odd boxes, without the ' tin-

kering' and loss of time necessary with the latter.

The hive now used in my apiary is the result of much
study and practice. I have been endeavouring to obtain

that which woidd give the best results under all con-

ditions, and have produced it with the greatest economy
of labour and material that could be represented in a

complete but substantial hive. If a hive be made from
ordinary 9-in. boards, after planing both edges, the

width will be barely 8| in.; and as the wood will in

time shrink quite \ in. more, we shall then have the

frames resting on the floor-board, which for many
reasons is not desirable. Therefore I use 11-in. boards,

ripped down to leave 9g in. for the two sides ; and
when the edges are planed we have left 9 in., or \ in.

under the frames, which are 8-j in. deep. This -i-in.

space will allow for any shrinkage that may occur.

Fig. 1.

I |have found J-in. material quite thick enough, but

should not care to use thinner, or the work would not be

rigid. For the body-box, floor, &c, white deal is used,

being cheaper and 'lighter to handle than yellow deal

;

but for the covers I have found no economy in using

anything but the best yellow pine. This wood is less

likely to crack or shrink, and though expensive, I can

make my covers (fig. 4) cheaper and quicker with that

wood than the ordinary cumbersome covers, having

super rims, and made of common wood.

The floor-board is made of two pieces 17j in. long:

one 11 in. wide and the other 5 in.; halved together at

the joint, and prevented from warping by two strips

screwed across underneath. For this purpose the pieces

are used which have been cut from the 11-in, boards to
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reduce them to the necessary depth for the side walls.

The landing-stage is the same length, and oh in. wide,

slanting off at .'! in. from the inner edge, and is more-
able, being held to the floor-board proper by two tenons

or tongues, set 3 in. from either end, each being U x |
in., and projecting 2 in.: with a corresponding mortice

in the floor-hoard to receive them. The 8-in. space is

left flat, so that the draught-preventer (fig. 2), presently to

be described, can Li- fastened securely there, and when not

required, the alighting-board is simply reversed, and the

full summer entrance given. I have no porch or en-

trance-slides to hit hives, considering them useless in-

cumbrances, and submit to the draught-preventer only-

while building up in spring, because actual practice has

convinced me that it is invaluable at that lime. Bees

can put up with any amount of cold if not in the shape

of damp or draught; and since using the wind-break, I

have been able to build up much faster, and at the same
time have had no chilled brood, while many others have

suffered from that cau-e during the disastrous galea thai

have visited US in the spring of late years. My draught-

preventer as now made has 8-in. passages, and gives all

the space necessary ae an entrance until the bees are

strong enough to protect themselves from a sudden

change in temperature.

Fit;. 2.

A board placed slanting before the entrance lias been

recommended, but thai is not of the slighted u i .

preventing draught, and though acting as a shade from
thee it has the disadvantage of destroying the 'sit.'

of the entrance. 1 have used the 'draugnAVpreventer'

extensively, sometimes leaving it mi all summer as a test.

and never have it blocked with dead bees. In fact,

as I now make it, it is practically as good as a plain

entrance, and has the great advantage of stopping all

draught.

The body-box (fig. 1) has two plain sides 17jx!>in.,

which are nailed on, and project Over the back and front

J in.; the latter being 16 <8fj in., the top edge of each

being rabbeted out | in. deep to form a narrow ledge on
the inner side for the frames to rest On

J
said runner

being £ in. lower than tin' sides to take the thickness of

lie- Ihl'* or ears of the frames. Tie' pieces cut off to

reduce the hack and front boards to the right width
then come in to till out the space ll ft above lie in.

Thus we have a body-box square outside (17, 17ji,

but inside 14Jx 16 in., taking eleven frames for ordinary

use, In spring, however, I build up to twelve frai

that sp ;lre | 16 in. I, and reduce to nine before placing on

supers, crowding the bees into the sections at once.

The frames are Stand-

fr x w * a, 'l ~' zr
. 14x8J in. (tif.'.

8). The top bar I prefer

made from j in. wood,
because it will then never
war]), ami better -I ill.

the sides can he nailed

under the shoulder with-

out the leads showing at

top of bar. The side-

are [ in. thick, and I find

tii.it quite sufficient, The

!5! »—5^-

5»"-W

Fig. B.

bottom rail is
| in. thick, all one inch wide

I use no distance-pins, broad, or under-shoulders as

guides, as I can manipulate much quicker without them,
and would not uset hem again for any consideration. The

illustration will show the form and dimensions of the
frame better than can lie described; and let' me here
suggest that the Association have some similar standing
illustration of their' Standard frame' in the advertising

(or other) columns of the British Bee Journal. I am of
the opinion that this would as much as anything tend
towards the universal adoption of the Association

frame.

The long top bar (17 in.) now made to Standard
frames not only looks but is awkward, and necessitates

a waste of mateiial in making hives to accommodate it.

Presumably it is so made to be altered to, or to tit where
wide-shouldered frames are in use. The originators of

the idea seem to have ignored the fact that the more
economic shorter top bar will go in anywhere, while the

long bar must he shortened before it w ill fit in with those

of the more sensible length. Those who must have
guides can use nothing better than wire nails or staples,

and before adopting broad shoulders will do well to

remember that the latter are subject to every change in

the weather ; shrinking and leaving space for propone in

summer, and expanding to such an extent at other times

as to be extremely difficult to remove or replace, and
after long use are so propolised as to greatly impede
manipulation.

There are two dummies for use with each hive. A
frame of . in. stuff, 14 x 8j >"•• 'a , ' rst made, \\ in.

vv ide. A board of suitable thickness is then talked inside

the rim, flush to one side, giving it a neat appearance,
Thin vv hen the nine frames are used in BUpering, the hive
is reduced to the correct space by inserting the two
dummies one at either end. For small colonies, or for

wintering, a dummy is kept close to on.- side, while the

other is brought up towards it . according to the number
of comb- in use, I know I am here trespassing >>n pre-

-eiit theories, but I have given tight, and partly tight-

fitting dummies a lengthened trial, and am glad to come
hack to one that is so easily moved, and answers every

of mv own management. Even where used,

fitting tight to tie- sides, it i- bad policy to have them
n to tie- floor-board, ae should any stray bees

pit behind their doom is scaled, a- they eanuoi regain

the cluster. for various other reasons I have often

found it desirable to have a space under the division-

board. I If Bourse when n ed I dividing colonies, the

board must lit close all round, though I must say I

find 1 can work independent colonies to much greater

advantage.

The roof ne\( claims our attention (Fig. I). As will

Pig. 4.

be seen, it is very simple in construction, takes little

wood, tits almost any hive, ami throws off the water

better than any cover I have been able to make, and

though comparatively light its shape mokes it almost

impossible for wind to blow it off; It has stood the

severest gales without moving, but to make assurance

doubly sure, a kiln brick ran be fastened at the top

of the roof, inside, with two little rafters screwed

across.

For covering the square hive, each side is cut out

exactly the same, from 11-inch pine, in the manner shown

by the accompanying sketch, and there is, as will he

noticed, barely any waste of material (Fig. C).
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To make the corners fit true, for

edge is gauged
at i-in. on the

under side, and
planed off, slant-

ing to that. For
greater accuracy

I have a gunge

to lay the boards against, at the proper angle, on my
circular saw bench. The narrow (top) end of each side

should have a shallow piece 1-in. wide cut out at the

centre for ventilation. The top board is inches square,

and having its edges chamfered off is set on the centre

and held secure by screws from underneath. Besides

being painted well outside, the covers are given at least

two coats, three inches up all round, inside.

It will be observed that the customary plinths around
the joints are dispensed with. This is one point I have
always aimed at. The shape of the cover does away with
the necessity of them where it fits over the body, and
there are none attached to the super crates, simply be-

cause they are never on long enough to need any; of

course they are only in use during the summer months,
and I have in no single instance found the wet enter the

hive while they were on. As to having plinths to pro-

tect the floor-board, I never could see the use of having
them on three sides, -while the fourth (front) had none,

where the water could soak under without hindrance.
Again, wherever I have seen them they have not been
painted inside, thus permitting any wet, after reaching
the bottom edge, to be drawn up by the bare wood, and
thence to the quilt. Plinths do not by any means add
to the appearance of the line, and besides, causing extra

labour and expense; I find that, however well fastened in

the first place, they are often getting out of order, warp-
ing slightly from the main walls, and water soaks
betwesn. The bee-keeper need fear little from dam] ss

if the floor-hoard is well painted, if not all over, at least

three inches in all round, painting also the bottom edge
of the hive. It is the bare wood just inside that attracts

the water, and a little more paint properly applied will

enable us to do away with such useless incumbrances.
For simplicity in management, I say, therefore, have
neither bevelled, rabbeted, nor plinth-covered joints,

where hives or covers rest on each other, or the floor-

board. Our desideratum should be a hive, permitting
any number of them or their crates, to be readily piled,

one above the other, to an unlimited extent.

Where one intends to make a number of hives, a saw-
bench is a necessity, and if not too expensive, will soon
pay for itself. If properly constructed, it should be
made to cut all the boards from the plank, do all the
grooving, and rabbeting throughout the hive; and,
consequently do all its work to proper gauge.
The reader will probably smile when I state that the

whole of my work is done on a small bench fitted up by
myself, over, and driven by, the power obtained by
turning an American grindstone. The bench, which
can be readily lifted off, when the stone is required for

grinding, has a shelf arranged to carry the sawdust
away from the bearings.

The Section and Cisates.

I make all my own sections, and they cost me less

than the American ' one-piece.' The illustration
(Fig. 6) gives the section fitted together, being for 1-lb.,

and is ±h x -14 inches. The sides are
each 4i inches long by If inches wide,
cut from 11 x -j in. ' stuff into pieces
of that length first being planed on one
side. These pieces (11 x 4A inches) are
next grooved half-through on one side

at | inch from each end, for receiving |j-C
the top and bottom rails, which are of
the thickness of the width of the
groove, so that they may fit tight. By Fig- C.

arranging' a saw of suitable thickness, each board cuts

into exactly six pieces. The bottom rail is 1A inches
wide, and 4|- inches long. The top is composed of two
pieces, each being barely half the width of the bottom
rail, but of the same length. The upper rail is made
in this manner for the insertion of foundation between

;

and I find this the neatest, quickest, and most accurate

way of faltering the starters; the two halves being
simply pressed together on to the foundation, holding-

it securely in a perpendicular position. I have neither

made nor used any other sections for several years, and
all who have seen them have been greatly pleased with
their excellent appearance, and, what is more, they

are preferred to any other in the market.

Though in several pieces, the section is more rapidly

put together than the 'one-piece,' and there are no

joiuts to nail or glue, as with that section, which often

breaks at the corners.

I use no such impediments as separators or blocking

arrangements. For straight combs I depend upon the

following conditions being present :—A narrow section
;

the foundation hangs exactly perpendicular from the

centre of the section; while supering, the hive is set

upright, I use only three sections across the crate, and
keep all partly worked sections together.

My crates (lie. 1 ) are not simply racks, but are made
of f in. stuff with sides the same depth as the section.

Three crates are used on top of the hive, each holding

four rows of three sections. Thus there are thirty-six

sections mi at one time, arranged in three crates side by
side, either of which can lie removed independently of

the other, giving {]„, best possible arrangement for

working the supers on the correct principle of bringing

all partly worked sections to the centre according as full

ones are taken out. Of course if the thirty-six do not

gh e the colony sufficient space, other sets of crates can be

placed above to an unlimited extent, though, if properly

worked, the three will often be sufficient. The crates

being the full depth of the sections, does away with the

necessity of a super rim to the cover of the hive, making
the whole arrangement more compact, simple and less

expensive.

The bottom of the crate is composed of four laths, with

another 1 in. wide at the ends to hold them together.

The centre two are 1', in. wide, while those at the sides

an- only I in. wide, giving three spaces of nearly § in.

between them. The laths are cut from § in. wood, and
planed on the under side, and when fastened together,

they are secured inside the rim, flush with the bottom of

the crate.

These are set close on the top bars of the brood frames

with the slats at right angles to them. There is then no

space for comb to be built above the frame-bars, which
w il'u other crates or racks so impedes manipulation. <)!'

course slight propolisation takes place, but I have found

this far preferable to having pieces of comb built in the

usual f-in. space above the bars. If I want to examine

the brood frames while working the supers, I take off

each crate just as easily as I can remove a frame : they

are then stood down at the side on end, leaning againsl

the hive, and when I am ready are replaced with as little

trouble without crushing a bee.

My sections give their own bee space under and above,

there are therefore no laths required for raising either

them or the crate. By no means should the slats at

bottom of the crate be placed on the hive parallel to the

bars of the frames, or it can not be removed without

lifting the frames under it. Neither would it be possible

to use a full-size crate with the bars crossed as with the

narrow crates, or the whole of the frames would lift

when the attempt was made to remove it. As before

stated the sections are If in. wide. The three therefore

occupy a space of 5| in. ; butif this were to be the width

of the* crate, it is evident that the middle section would

be much heavier than the two outside ones, each of which
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would have one side to the wall of the crate. To correct

this, and to obtain comhs as even as possible, strips 5 in.

thick, are tucked on the inside of the crates where the

sections meet I Fig 1 1, making the width of the

crate oi in. (inside). The sections fit nearly tight, and I

have never yet found the necessity of wasting space on
wedging arrangements. The length of the crate, inside,

is of course 18 in. taking four 4» in. sections. Tin- Btrips

tacked to the side are sawn from the f-in. pieces [taken

from the floor-boards where halved together, and other

similar pieces, which otherwise would be useless. The\
are rapidly tacked in place by the aid of a board L8 in.

(nearly) long, having -lot- cut on one edge, at the proper

distance, to run over and guide the several pieces.

For the purpose of observation during summer, the top

and bottom rails are of glass : and nothing can be more
interesting, especially to visitors, who like to see the bees

actually at work. No other arrangement will permit
such a thorough insight into the ways adopted by the

bees in building their combs, and storing the honey. With
their feet to the glass, the little scales of wax can be
readily perceived, as they are being moulded into shape
w it li such wonderful precision. The honey-laden bee is

also to be seen placing its store in the delicate!] formed
cell, witli its little red tongue systematically moi

le walls to make the honey adhere, while at the

time it i- gradually relieving itself of its load.

For this purpose, the top rail (halved to receive
foundation I should be of equal width with the sides.

With glass the cost will be considerably more than the
A meriean section.

.Many minor particulars have of necessifrj I n omitted,
bill I -hull be happy to supply any further information
on receipt of stamped envelope. Samvei Simmins,
Rottingdean, Brighton,

l.'l DIMENTS "l BEE-KEEPING,
imudfrom page 7.)

It is of the
|

ih.it nil feeding with
liquid food should cease early enough in the autumn to

enable the bee to eal it over. Otherwise, the watery
s\ in p may cause disease in the hive. If additional store

i- required late in thi autumn, or during the winter,
candy should be used. Sufficient autumn feeding is of
tie utmost importance, for the loss of most of the stocks

which die during the winter is occasioned by sheer
starvation. It is so easy to ascertain how mi
a hive contains, and it i BO es \ to BUpph any deficiency,

tarvation should not occur, and bee-keepers who
allow their bees to starve are u- culpably negligent as
they would be it the;, i: I, i I

'., -tipply "their d tie

animals with sufficient food. As a precaution, B

either inside the hive in a frame, or ah
i '!. Modern A'. -Iceeping tells of the way to

make such candy. Never feed with syrup or candj in

trance or on the floor-board inside, for, if you' do,

robbing will bo encouraged; and, in winter, your bee

mil it also inn the ii k of 1 1, m- chilled in getting to their
food.

There i a great differenci in thi winter consumption
of food iii diffi rent bivt , an 1 it i impossible to |m
down any hard-and-fast rule as to the amount required.
However, no risk -l Id be run. Bee-keepers generally
consider that a hive containing l'O lbs. of gton

o anxiety, Whilst feeding bees, and throughout
tlie winter, the entrant I the hue should be mad<
smaller. In the case of old-fashioned skeps with high
semi-circular entrances, this can be done by a well-
fitting plug of wood with a hole in it three-eighths inch
high, and broad enough to allow two bees abreast to pass
through, If your feep has a wooden band ou its lower
edge,—as it should have you will then be able to
narrov Ll U1 the v o "I much in the
same way a. tie entrances of frame-hives ate con-

tracted by wooden slides. Special care must be taken
to thoroughly confine the heat in the hive. In skeps,
the hole in the top should be securely plugged with
some old piece of rag. In moveable -comb hives a
sufficient thickness of quilts must be used to check the
radiation of heat. Chaff-cushions or cork-dust are very
useful for the same purpose. The use of winter passages
either above the frames (between two slips of wood
placed under the quilt), or passages cut in the combs
themselves, is very desirable to enable the bees to move
safely from one part of the hive to another as occasion
requires.

This done, you should keep your hive carefully shaded
from the sunshine, and at intervals satisfy yourself that
the entrance is not blocked by an accumulation of A?«'s
which can be done by using a wire rake. And now, like

a dormouse, the less your bees are disturbed for a time
the better. Keep a careful look-out to see that no
mouse establishes himself inside your hive, or a slug.

In fact try and guard against all enemies, -wind, damp,
draughts, mice, slugs, moth. Now, too, is the right time to

prepare for the early spring. Too often necessaries are
not thought of until required, and then delay and con-
sequent lose of valuable honey follow. Let the b

dn what he is likely to require at the commence-
ment of tie' season,—supers, sections, foundation, ar-

tificial pollen (pea-flour), additional hives, \ c . These
should all be in readiness f"t- use by the time the season
i imences. did appliances also should be thoroughly
overhauled and cleaned, 'Hid Salicylic acid solution freeh
sprinkled over everything connected with the apiarj with
a spraj diffu ler. I . 8. S< i. \ ran.

\>^OCIATIONS.

I OUJN IV ASSOCIATIONS.
About tins time of the year the annual meeting's

of the County Associations are held, when tin

balance-sheets are presented, and reports of the

preceding year are read. We shall be pleased to

have condensed reports from the secretaries of the

respective Associations, and to the extent of our
ability give insertion to them.

Bl CKINGHAM8HIRE BEE-KEEPERS
ASSOCIATK IN.

We are informed that the General Meeting of th

ciatioD will be held at

i \ on tin 17th met.

CORNWALL BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting of Members will be In hi at the

Town Hall, Truro, on Wedm iday, January 23rd iust.,

at I p.m.
"

DORSETSHIRE BEE-KEEPER'S ASSOCIATION.
The Report and balance-sheet of the Dorsetshire

ion for 1888 art to hand. It is satisfactory to

Hoi, .in increase of 75 new Members, the total number
hi ing 177. We also notice with much satisfaction that

the list includes the names of 57 bond fide cottagers

and labourers.

We regret to observe that the balance-sheet, shows a

deficiency of upwards of 14J. ; the cause is clear: several

show, were held at which prizes were awarded to tho

amount of 201., the expenses of these shows amounting
to an additional 207. Wo venture to siiffeeat to our
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Dorset friends the advisability of their offering- a certain

amount in prizes for hone}', &c, at various Horticultural

Shows. The small amount of space required for this

purpose would be gladly provided by the local Society,

and the County Bee-keepers' Association would thus be

relieved of a considerable item of expense.

A small charge for admission to the Bee Tent, which
should be erected in the Show Grounds, will generally

bring a small addition to the funds.

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association is to be congratulated on its first

year's work. The annual meeting was held on the 2nd

of January at Stafford—Mr. Thos. Salt, M.P., in the

chair, when forty-eight members were present. From
the report of the Iron, secretary, it was shown that there

were in the Association upwards of 220 members, and

although there was shown to be a deficit in the accounts

to the extent of 11?., the treasurer explained that the

amount was easily covered by tiie assets and gave

promise that within another year the expenditure would

be covered by the income. The Bee Tent be-

longing to the County Association has been hard at

work : and the expert, Mr. A. W. Rollins, has given

great satisfaction in attendance on it. Mr. Rollins paid

a visit, during twenty-seven days in the autumn, to

more than one hundred members, and is to have another

tour in the ensuing spring. The old committee were
re-elected for the ensuing year, with some addition ; and

Mr. A. H. Heath was re-elected lion, secretary and

treasurer.

LEICESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPEPs' ASSO-

CIATK )\.

This Association have forwarded their second annual

report. Tlic committee feel thai they may fairly con-

gratulate tin' members mi tie- sure"-- of the Ass iciatioil

during the past year. There has been an incri

members, and the interest taken by all classes in tin'

work of the Association shows no abatement. Shows
have been held during the year at Malton and Lutter-

worth. The financial position of the Society is also

good. The vacant vice-presidentship, caused by tie'

death of Major-General Burnaby, M.P., has been taken

up by his successor, Major Montague Curzon, M.P.

KENT ASSOCIATION.
This Association held its Annual Meeting on Wed-

nesday, January 9th, at the rooms of the Royal Society

for Prevent inn of Cruelty to Animal at Jenny n Si reel

.

Samuel Morley, M.P., in the chair.

AMONGST THE SWISS BEE-KEEPERS.
No. V.

The day was bright when I took the train from
Montreux about eight o'clock one morning fin- a threebours

1

journey to Nyon, to pay my promised visit to M. Ed,
Bertrand. The railway keeps along the shore of the

beautiful Lake Leman the whole way, passing amidsl the

vine-covered slopes which rise from the shore towards
the Jura mountains to the north, and forming a strong
contrast to the abrupt, rocky precipices of Savoy on the
opposite side. Picturesque villages and thriving towns
are passed on the way, as well as many spots of

historical interest ; but space will not allow me to enlarge

ou these, and I would advise all those who take an

interest in beautiful scenery and antique buildings to

pay Switzerland a visit. The buildings in many towns
are found unchanged since a very early period, and the

Swiss have a respect for antiquity which we in England
should consider decidedly aristocratic. Passing through
Vevey, about four miles to the right stands the Castle

of Blonay, which has belonged to the same family for

700 years, and which I mention because its present pro-

prietor, M. Henri de Blonay, is an ardent bee-keeper,

and by his invitation we spent an agreeable afternoon at

the castle discussing bees. M. de Blonay was one of

the judges at the Zurich Exhibition, and takes an active

interest in the Svcic/c JRumande oVApiculture, as a

member of the committee. His bees are kept at his

town residence at Lausanne, but it is his intention to

establish an apiary here, tie sloping grounds exposed to

the south, and well sheltered from the cold north winds,

being admirably suited for this purpose.

In contemplating and admiring the scenery the time

passed quickly, and before I had time to tire of the

journey the train stopped at Nyon, where my host

was waiting to welcome me. A quarter of an hour's

drive brought us to his residence, charmingly situated

on the borders of the lake opposite to the gulf of

Thonon, with the snowy peak of Mont Blauc plainly

visible peering over the heads of all the other mountain.-,

and presenting a scene of sublime grandeur impossible

to describe. It was arranged that after lunch we should

go to see the apiary at Allevays, and in the meantime I

was introduced to Madame Bertrand, whom I found in

sympathy with her husband on the subject of bees, and
encouraging him in his work of spreading a kuowdedge of

bee-keeping in the country. An inspection of the apiary

here was reserved until the next day, so we walked in

the garden, and admired the view and the flowers. My
host, in addition to being an ardent bee-keeper, was also

an excellent botanist, and the garden was full of in-

teresting plants. At every turn of the winding paths

one came upon something to arrest one's. attention ; here,

amongst some stones, the different varieties of cyclamen;
a little further various primula-: and Alpine plant ,

amongst which a natural stream trickled its crystal

drops, moi-tening their leaves, and glistening like

diamonds in [the sun. Well-known bee-flowers were
seen in different spots, as well as many not so well

known, and some said to be good honey-yielding plants

in America, but as we say in Scotland ' not proven ' yet

here, but whose good or bad qualities would be before

long determined by M. Bertrand's persevering obser-

vations. It frequently happens that if a bee is observed

on a particular flower, it is at once set down as a good
one for bees, and in this maimer a number of flovi m .u

included in our list of honey-yielding plants which have
no right to )>r there. I was particularly struck as to the

neo sity of a careful observation by the following

account of a plant (JEryngium planum), of which there

was a largo patch growing in a bed clo-e to the lake.

It was said that this plant was a rich honey-yielding

plant, and in I I M. Bertrand procured some plants,

i ad i ommenced its cultivation to determine its qualities

with certainty. The plant is a perennial of easy

cultivation, attains o height of from .'i to 5 feet, anil

has from 15 to 25 large teazel-like flowers of a light

blue tint. The plant blooms in July, and every flower

is literally covered with bees from early morning until

late in the evening: frequently as many as tw-elve to

fifteen bees being counted on one flower. Here then was

a (lower which an ordinary observer would put down as a

good honey plant, and would probably write off

immediately to the Bee Journal, giving the supposed

quantity of honey each flower contained, and by an

intricate and ingenious mathematical calculation would

tell us that by planting a certain number of acres so

many thousand stocks of bees could be kept, and at least

so many hundred pounds income could be obtained.

M. Bertrand is, however, not an ordinary observer, and

does not rush at such hasty conclusions, but is content to

go the slower but surer way. of systematic obse-rvatiqns
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extended over a. considerable period. It is only such

observations that are of any value, and it i- not

astonishing to find that M. Bertram] would not commit
himself as to the value of this flower as a honey-
yielding plant. He had cultivated it for three year-.

gradually increasing the quantity of plants, and his

conclusion now is thai it is not a g I honey-]

plant at all, and that previous observers had been

d a- to it- quality. Her' 1 was a long border, with

about 300 plants that had flowered abundantly, and
ill.' thousands of heads of bloom produced bj them
had been literalrj covered with bees from morning till

night, without making any difference i" the stores in

tl>>- lii\.\ In fact, a alked over the

whole head of blossom, and had dipped it- tongue into

even Beparate nectar-tube, it took a turn upon a

nring one and amused itself there in tin

: rked and w.i- attl nth elj

ed, and after it had remained on the -am.- flower

for fifty minutes, it passed on t" the next, when
watched for another twenty-five minutes. Wi

i'!i i 1 1 -tin it w atehit

tn watch, and came to a conclusion which brought forth

tho appropriate remark that 'thi- flower isthepublic-
i hey amuse themselves tin-.' ,

themselves, and return home in tli tL empty
After thn-c years' experiment, M. Bertram!

has decided not to cultivateEryngiwn planum an
although it was a great favourite with the bees. I thinks

great many others, -aid to In good bone] flowers, would
nave to be excluded from our ii-t- if thej v

1 Iveii bi e-kei pi
i sequin refreshmi t,

'l.in- nf Lunch we started for a drive t" the apian at

-which I was very anxioi Lllevays

i situated at a height "f 2l

iix miles from Nyon, on tie road to St. Cergu i the

drive was verj picturesque, ami
In i ami higher, til t one peali and tin ll

another of tin- Mont Blanc range
tiii- arrival at \ II • net bj two English

ii n w In j had been attracted thithi

\ iew .i! the a| ini \ n hich .
|

tune since in

ti h Bee Journal. This apiary, as will bi

by referring to the accompanying picture, is Bituated on
" !

isi '"I" ed in the American
tyle. lie hi

irds close to

«l 1.; mi i from the
wind- by the fore t which extends on three aidi

it -i\ IVei apart, in row b, the dista
i,

i bein abou ten fi I L fro

:<l i In re, are plant d hi uba v hii b

guides i mark their lioine . In the cent re

ol 1 1" apis ivi ii i In d, u hich i i
i inipuln-

n m, and a o tori and extrai tinj room. Ii

i In the

Inch has be n useful to n

bi d i" has b i n Kept late at work with hi ;

From the n indow ; plendid para i

I. Lillian and the Alps. These windows are o(

1 1 1 ulii nsti in
I
ioi , being made i., revert i pivots

at the top and bott o thai bj merely turning them
thai had gol in- idi I hi bed

i

'I low
the ghi s, could be turned out without anj difficulty.

A wide path divides the apiary, Layens hives being on
the left . and I ladai : be right, so that bj

working the I a comparison might
: there being about fiftj bivef in tie i nclosure.

In front of th mall in -i rees destined to
atiraei iiie -waiin-, ami bordei ' containing experimental
plantations of honey-yielding plant . uch a . crophu-
laria, yellow and white uieluot, 'i e al [ki

• 1 .' I
.

1 lii i I neighbourhood foi lit bees, for in

tie pring they'find pollen on the willow-, maple,-, nuts,
and coltsfoot, and honey on the maples and wild cherry
tree-: later, on the cultivated esparcet, wild sage, and the
Bowers of the pastures. After the grass is mown, there
are the lime-trees, raspberries, wild thyme, golden rod,

a-trantia, and others. This apiary i- one of the few

which \ n|,| ;i ri eiil.u .mil . boWB that
'

M. Bertrand
l.ich is, without ex< eption,
e journal in the French

oted to modern he, -keeping in mi ivi able-

comb fiivi . Being in h n inn ti c and authority, it was
i.ii hi ' 1 lo expect that bis apian would be worth vi iting,

!
L'd, foi Ul o- v a ieall\ | I. I

apiary in ever I

I'll I

bere, there

the hives, and
found 1

1

'I n markabl]

M. Bertrand ha a valuable and able assistant in

the person of M , C. A ixbea on, v ho i a i boobna tei at

in thra -e no tera of an hour's w all, aboi e

A lie vii\ -. n Lo, iii addition to looking after his own bees,

i'\l. Bertrand at a time w hen thej were
stricken by fonl-brood, and when coo tani supervision

v..i me. . ,,i j to -i:iii,| t the disea a, VI. bertrand'a

from Allevavs
i be i"'e

i be nece arj al ti ntion. As the

aibjei t of foul brood wi 6t particular interest to inp,

having on irs ago bad to battle with this disease

my ilf, :n
I

'. 'i "_
Ihat it was only by perseverance

:

bi cured of it, I was
to know how M. Bertrand h.el m led,
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When I cured rny bees, fumigation with salicylic acid

according to ' HUbertY method was not known, and it

was much more trouble than now. Experiments made on

foul-broody hives during the last two years, however, con-

vinced me that fumigation, if properly done,was the simpler

process. I was not satisfied with my way of fumigating,

therefore was curious to see how M. Bertram! acted :

and his method is so simple that, for the benefit of those

who have foul brood, I will give a description of it, anil

in doing so will give the French weights so that no mis-

take should be made. M. Bertrand told me that sine
the establishment of the apiary be had had foul brood in

some of his hives, these at first he burned, but being
induced to try to cure them he persevered and never
allowed the disease to get to the worst stage, when a

cure would be more difficult. The hives were constantly

examined, and if the slightest trace of dead brood was
detected they were at once operated upon. Most of the

hives in the apiary were now perfectly healthy ; there was
one, however, that had only recently been cured, it is the

one standing just behind the gentleman in the wide-awake
hat in the engraving, and M. Bertrand and M. Auber-
son proceeded to operate upon this one in my presence.

For fumigating lie has had constructed a lamp, which is

cylindrical in form, (>\ ins. diameter, and with an elbow
at the top, ending in an opening 5 ins. by 1

-J-
in. The

total height of lamp with elbow being 11 ins. Inside

the cylinder is placed a spirit-lamp and above this is a

small tin dish about .'5A ins. above the wick of the lamp.
The hive is not removed from its stand, but is raised up
at the back off its floor-board by means of blocks of

wood, and wedges are inserted at the sides, so that all

the space is closed except enough to admit the nozzle of

the fumigator. One gramme of salicylic acid is placed
in the dish and the flame regulated so that the acid is

gently evaporated. Too much flame would cause it to

boil over and waste, not enough would not even melt it,

so the right amount can be found out by experiment. The
nozzle of the fumigator in operation is now inserted in the

opening at the bottom and the corners of the quilt turned
up so as to allow the vapour of the acid to circulate freely.

A few minutes after the acid had all evaporated the hive

was examined and the bees did not seem t.i be in the

least inconvenienced by the fumigation. M. Bertrand
said that neither brood nor worker bees were hurt, but

"he was not sure whether or not the queens suffered some-
times as he had lost some. Hilbert says that each hive
should be fumigated every six days, four fumigations
being sufficient ; but M. Bertrand has continued longer
so as to be certain of a cure. The operations should be
performed in the morning or in the evening when all the

bees are at home. Besides the fumigations the entrance,

alighting-board, and the ground round hive, and any
portion not reached by the vapour, should be washed with
a solution of salicylic acid. This is done with an ordi-

nary syringe. The foul-broody colonies receive every
other evening one-sixth of a litre of syrup containing
30 to 50 drops of Hubert's solution No. 1 (8 grammes or

cubic centimetres of pure alcohol to 1 gramme of salicylic

acid).

A foul-broody hive should be fumigated previous to its

being opened, and all diseased brood cut out and thrown
away, as few frames left as the bees can conveniently
occupy, and if possible the Ix'es should be forced to build
new combs. All the hives in the apiary should be fid,

at least once a-week with a syrup containing acid while
the disease lasts. After this treatment M. Bertrand found
that at about the end of six weeks all trace of the dis-

ease had disappeared, and the convalescent colonies gave
a good harvest of honey. I was glad to see that in all

his operations M. Bertrand took the same precautions I

have always insisted upon and to the neglect of which
so many have failed to cure their hives. After a hive
bad been examined everything used as well as the hands
were washed in water containing 50 drops of solution

No. 1 in 50 grammes of tepid rain water. A special dress

made of linen, which can be easily washed, is used in oper-

ating; and the great care taken is shown by the fact that

M, Auberson, although constantly manipulating amongst
thediseased stocks, had not introduced the disease into his

own apiary. These operations are very simple, but not one

of the precautions taken can lie dispensed with. I prefer

to scald hives that contained foul brood, and I have my
hives constructed with a view to this ; but M. Bertrand
pointed out that it would be very inconvenient to do so with
such large hives as the Lavens, and I also prefer to give

my bees salicylic acid in their food whenever they have
any. It is now several years since I cured my bees of

foul brood, but they have always been fed on syrup con-

taining salicylic acid in the proportions set forth in the

British liii-Kcijn ;'.< Guide Book, and, although situated

in an infected area, I attribute the absence of disease

in my apian to the constant use of salicylic acid in the
food.

I have known many persons who had foul brood who
would run nut most of the instructions, and yet would
fail in every case from neglecting some precaution. For
instance, I remember being called in to see a foul-broody

hive on one occasion, and the first tiling I saw was the

smoker on one of the hives—this had been left there

after examining the hive—and had not been disinfected,

ami was there ready to spread the disease. The bee-

keeper had taken great care in getting the proper

solution, hut failed to effect a cure because he neglected

to disinfect all his utensils. I could mention a number
of similar cases, and I am persuaded that in the majority

of cases it is the fault of the bee-keeper if a speedy cure

is not effected. Many others who have followed M.
Bertraud's instructions in the Bulletin d'Apiculture have

been equally successful, and it gave me very great

pleasure to have the opportunity of seeing his model
apiary. I did not mention that in the shed there is a

cupboard in which all the frames containing combs are

hung, and these are all fumigated before being used

again. Tin.' afternoon spent at Allevays was both pleasant

and instructive ; and after parting with M. Auberson,
we drove back to Nyon, and reached home as it was
getting dark. After dinner we continued our conversation

on bees and bee-keeping until far into the night, and
reluctantly retired to bed, having spent a most agreeable

day.—Tnos. Wm. Cowan.

Ccrrresponamtc.

*»* All Correspondents forwarding Letters fm insertion in

the Journal, Re} I ations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes
from ike Hires, Queries, tfce., are requested to direct their com-
munications to "The Editok of the "British Bee Journal." c/o

Met— , Strangeways di Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, It'.''.'

TWIN HIVE.
I beg to '•Iter vim my best wishes on thi i a

-

in. mi meiit of a New Year and a new volume. May
it prove a happy and prosperous year to you, sir, and to

the Journal, and to the bee-keepers everywhere ; anil if

the new ' tome ' contain as many and as, practical in-

structions as those that have gone before, there is

not the slightest doubt but English bee-keepers will be

in the vanguard of the army of advanced bee-culture.

Having reached the first month of 1834, it is time to

overhaul llie slock of hives and appliances, and make up

one's mind as to the extent of the increase we intend

making iu our apiaries ; and if our means allow us to

purchase our hives, Sec., ready for use, our orders should

soon lie given, so that makers may know what style and

quantity to produce, and so prevent delay and disappoint-

ment by-and-hyc, when orders are given, and expect) i

to be executed, per return, if not of post, by next train
;
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and to those who have a liking: for carpentry, and make
their own hives and appliances, now is the time to set

about the work, get it well in hand ere the busj

comes, when one's attention is required in the out-door

duties of the apiary.

I enclose a rough sketch of a twin-hive, of which
patten; I have three in my apiary, containing six

colonies of bees at the present time, packed with only

thin 1 inch division-board between the two colonies in

each hive, so that they may cluster .1- neai t igethei as

possible for mutual warmth. I have made my en

both on the side near the ends, with good projecting

porches, forming a g 1 shelter from tic wind, and also

from vain or snow; they open with binges (butl

each porch, and the cover when tuned up makes a good
shelf on which to put anything while manipulating.

I find they answer very well,

. equal to two single hives, and can be made at

one-third less cos) than two single iderable

item in > [QH.

CENTRAL SHOW-ROOM A.ND READING-
ROOM.

.... I am fond of carpentering, so I moke my own
hives, and a few other thing-, but

make, and others give me more trouble than I care

for. When I happen to !«' in town I find it -

little undertaking to go down to Abbotts' ami carrj ell

my thing- hack with in.', nor do I like to ^r i \ . him the

t rouble to .-how mo things thai pel ha
1

1 [ do not ealre to

have after seeing them, besides, possibly, both he and his

son am out. The only bee-shop I Know in L01

Neighbours'. If nm want a well-known thing, and he

happens to have it . all very well, hut it is hardly tin' plan

to look over a lot of 1

1

itely.

Now it has often occurred to me that it would be very

nice if tin' Association had a show-room of their

sort ofpermanent exhibition, where everything connected
with bee-keeping is »ld. It would be a visibl

prooi 01 it- existence, and ven much help to

hold it together, and enlarge it. I should n

go to town without going there to refresh my mi

ami Bee if there was anything I could make
and I suppose others am pretty much like myself.
The library might he kept there, and would ho .1

con iderable attraction.

It noed not cause jealousj to dealei -. thi j d ul I ad

their goods, of course paying a percentage. It might
suit a small tradesman doing business in a central part,

and haying a large room at hi- disposal, Of course he

11111-t ho u]i to tin 1 mark, and keep him.-. 'If well posted up.

I can no insurmountable difficulty, and I think it

would pay very well if prop. 1 1\ managed, A WoliKKit
r.i.i .

[The idea of an exhibition of bee-hives and appliances

is most desirable, hut not quite as proposed in the &bov<
letter. A commission on sale would almost certainly

provoke jealousy among rival dealers ; hut an exhibition
open to all at a moderate rent, where each article should

hoar the maker's name, and address, and selling price,

with no profit on sale <" any one in connexion with the

exhibition, would he useful to every one. This in con-
nexion with a reading-room and honey depot is what
Mi. D. Stewart has long been seeking support for, and it

is hoped he will briug the proposal again before the
general 111. .-tin-.

EXPERIENCE OF AN A.MATEUR.
Transferring is generally recommended to be done in

the autumn, but I prefer the spring; in fact, I have
always succeeded at th.' latter time, hut failed during
autumn when robbing is so likely to take place, and
should the weather become wet the bees cannot prepare

properly for th.- winter. Whereas in the spring robbing
i- not at all likely to take place, and if done when honey

is to be had. no feeding is required. For example: on
16th .May. 1883, I drove a stock of bees from a skep

into (20 14§) bar hive, my own make, tied combs with
brood from skep int.. thme frames, and gave three

frame- of foundation; on LStb May, took away tapes,

comb- nil well fastened up, g.i\ le more frame of

foundation; bees strong, and at intervals of a few days

gave bars a- required, and on 29th May, bee- were

working in sections at back and on top; the following

month these bees -warmed, besides giving me several

pounds of honey.
In mgard to ripe honey, instead of the expensive

machine for rip
]

by running il over hot-water
pip.-. I propose having a spirit-lamp under a large can

nill hold fifty or Bixty pounds of honey, an.

I

muslin over the t in, - . that the h .my will evaporate in

ae w a\ . onlj of c nirse tnke a r-w hat longi r

time.- 1'. T. i'. '

S3 i;l \\ BEES.
• \Y.' asks ni" a numb r I . rarding these

: I -t. ' Are pure S) nan-, upon the

whole, when not Binoki I. as gentle and good-tempered as

pure ] 5 88, and m.re BO, if VOU only

keep oil ..it mdingthem with smoke or jarring their combs
or hives, and 1 might add crushing them, but they do

hi - barbarism as much as the above,

iking a pipe, or

are even in the habit of smoking, you had better let

the pure ones alone, or you will < to the same con-

. in ion 11- lie 1 ' well-known bee-master' quoted that is,

1
1 1 , btly w ho ' W.' means, I have never been

able to make or induce these bee to gorge themselves

with honey fr th.-ir own hives. \ h \ perimi nl to

show the tameness of thesi ba is to led a comb on
which the queen is found in a stock In swarming con-

dition, t" leave in the hive, and lift out all the ..1 hers and
.. in a frame-box, lill up the hive with empty

1 ib and cover it up; now get a vessel large enom_.li to

hold the bees, lilt out the frames from the boi bj

ring each a shake int.. the vessel, when off will

drop the bees. Now when you havi done thi (providing

it is a sunshiny day of course), you can lake oil as many
garments a- you think proper, and just jar or knock

them about a- you like (they will stand any amount of

jarring w hen not on comb), making them take w fog, which

they will quickly do, except the verj y gest, and go

back to their old hive, and if you get a single -ling from

them, just furnish an affidavit of the fact, attested bj two
credible witnesses ami -worn before a commissioner duly
appointed to administer oaths, or a justice of the peace.

that it was a Syrian which did it, or I shall not believe

it. I will stake my reputation that you will say the

bee-master referred to does not understand Syrians; but

we mil 1 n. 1 blame him for not doing' so, if it is true he

1 lor and believes in the infallibility of smoke on

bees, which quite accounts for his opinion.'

1 am very sorry that the character for fierceness was
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given them by our leading bee-keepers, as it has deterred

many from getting these bees, but, like many another

truth, it comes out at last ; and I venture to think many
champions will be found for them, for undoubtedly they

only require to be known to replace Italians, except with

those who smoke ; but then they might keep hybrids.

Since I first gave instructions in managing these bees on

pages 49, 50, Vol. XL, of the Journal, no one has had a

word for them either bad or good. Surely those who
have them can add their testimony either for or against.

I hope to see the Rev. Geo. Raynor again giving his

experience of them.

2nd, Are ' Syrian-blacks (i.e. the offspring of a Syrian

queen fertilised by a black drone) as amiable as pure

black bees of average temper ?
' Answer, So far as 1 can

judge they are ; but their temper varies, one stock was

quite as mild and tame as any pure Italians, and another

was as cross as hybrids, that is, in the ordinary way

;

but the moment they had resolved to swarm, even before

eggs were laid in the queen-cell cups, they were all of

them 'cross' enough, flying at and stinging you when
going near their hives," which they never do at other

times. I consider this of great practical advantage,

fur with a stock of these bees with 76,000 brood from

the egg up, and double that number of bees in the

winged state working in the piles of supers and sections

above, it is a great advantage to have a week's notice

of their intention to quit, even if it is given with the

point of a lance. I once had some pure blacks which I

could not look at in the day time, even by peeping at

them over a hedge twenty yards off. And which I

utilised to prevent some fruit from being pilfered, and

right well they did it too. For they would not be
' squared ' anyhow, and no fear of being prosecuted for

keeping savage animals ; and perhaps the queen of the

crossest lot of hybrids was mated with a drone of these.

3rd query I can't answer as I have not had or seen

any.

4th, 'How far are the qualities of the first cross shared

by a second cross, i.e. between hybrid queen and black

drone, or black queen and hybrid drone?' Answer,

between a hybrid queen and black drone the cross seems

to be exactly like a first cross of Italians in markings,

which are very mixed, and this is one point which

seems to show "that Italians are not a pure race. As
regards other qualities, I cannot give an opinion, as I

have reared but one specimen, the queen being only

raised last July, and the bees did not get properly to

work last year for me to judge. Between a black queen

and a hybrid drone, I cannot say, not having had or

even seen a specimen.

—

Joun Hewitt, Sheffield.

TOMTITS AND BEES.

Some years ago, I was watching a tomtit tapping for

bees and "returning each time to a neighbouring postto

eat it ; on that post I counted seventeen beestings which

he had pulled out. AVe are not troubled with them

here ; but a friend a few miles off catches numbers at

his hive-doors in small gins; being a lover of birds

he was loth to believe what he had heard of these

pretty little fellows, till careful observation convinced

him that it was no libel.—W. E. Burkitt, Buttermere

Rectory, Hungerford.

OBSERVATORY HIVES.

As ' Ebor's ' letter asking instructions how to make a

cheap efficient Observatory hive seems in a fair way of

being relegated to the oblivion of unanswered com-

munications, perhaps I may be allowed, if not taking up

too much of your valuable space, to tell him how I

made myself an observatory hive ; and I may add it is

very interesting to visitors to one's apiary to show them
the" bees in a normal state. I generally show visitors my

other hives, and then, as a climax, I open my observatory
hive where the bees can be seen on all sides and the
top at same time,—except, of course, when sections are

on.

In the first place, my hive is made to hold ten frames
Woodbury size. The woodwork of the hive cost perhaps
Is. ; frames, 'Abbott's,' 2s. Id.; glass at 'Ad. per square

foot, about 2s: ; making a total of 5s. The outside cover

is made of the pattern of Woodbury hives in general use,

except that I have made mine with hinges fastened at

front, so that the sides of cover and back can swing out

of the way, and give a full view of three sides of the

hive, viz., the two sides and the back without disturbing

the bees. I made the bottom of the woodwork first,

mortising the side pieces into front and back pieces,

then the four upright corner pieces grooving each with
two grooves to take the squares of glass, and mortising

the bottom ends through the bottom frame; then the

top frame I made to match the bottom frame mortised

together, and with mortise holes at the corners to fit

on tenons of upright corner pillars ; and after placing

the glass in the grooves, I put on the top frame, and
there was the body of the hive with double glass sides

with dead-air space of about an inch between the glass
;

and to crown all a glass crown board, or rather a glass

cover to the hive; and I can assure you, Mr. Editor, that

my stock of bees has wintered well in the said hive for

two winters, but I have transferred the stock now into

a Woodbury to make further improvements' in the

Observatory hive; and I may tell ' Ebor,' that I intend

maldng a cover similar to the one of ' Gibbons','

advertised in Journal, so that I may be able to show-

visitors to my apiary the queen surrounded with her

loyal subjects. An}' further instructions ' Ebor ' may
want, if I have not made everything plain, I shall be

only too pleased to give as far as I can.

—

Woodi.eigh .

['Ebor's' inquiries were not altogether without results,

having elicited two very simple and practical observatory

hives, see Vol. XI.]

EDINBURGH INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM.
Allow me through your valuable Bee Journal to draw

the attention of Scotch bee-keepers to the lack in the

Edinburgh Industrial Museum of Scotch-made straw

skeps, Stewartons, and modern bar-frame hives, honey,

wax, &e. Also to suggest that they combine and furnish

such a collection that would both be pleasing and in-

structive.

—

Bandy.

WILLESDEN WATERPROOF CARD.

In an article on 'Home-made Hives' in B. B. J.

of January 1st, ' Subscriber ' advises ' Croggon's

Asphalte Felt' for covering hives. This is all well

enough for a time (except that it is very hot in summer),

but it must be occasionally tarred to keep it waterproof,

and then one cannot touch it in warm weather without

tarring one's hands.

The ' Willesden Waterproof Card ' (I use 2 ply at

Is. per yard, 54 inches wide) has neither of these

disadvantages, is cheaper and neater, and requires

neither paint nor tar. I have used it largely for two
seasons; some put on hives two years ago is still in

perfect order, as good as ever.

Query.—Has any one tried the ' Willesden Card ' for

dividers in section racks? Ordinary card and paste board

I know the bees will bite to pieces ; but the ' Willesden
'

is so smooth and hard I doubt if they could. If it

answers, it would be the cheapest and most handy

article out. I am trying it for the sides of cork

dummies. If the bees do not bite it, could it not be

punched and used as excluders instead of zinc ?—W. E.

Burkitt, Buttermere Rectory, Hungerford.
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HOW TO PREVENT SWARMING.
Anything bearing on the above has always interested

me very much, and at one time I believed it was a

workable thing and pretty generally accepted by almost

all advanced bee-keeper* as a thing- easily to be practised

in an apiary wrought on modern principles. Hut as 1

never could bind my bees to any ' hard-and-fast ' lines. ]

thought it was my inexperience, and a* I grew older,

and with more experience, I would find out all about it,

and be able to on things like other folks. Since I

imported into my apiary the Lignrians 1 have had less

faith in preventing swarming than before. 1 think that

blocks well managed could be kept almost on the non-

Bwarming system ; I saj almost, for I never havi

wholly able to prevent them issuing at least once, but

after having been overhauled, some frames taken out,

and more sections put on, they did nol again come forth

that season, but I find thai no matter what room I

provide for Lignrians they still go on to hive.

Mr. Siinmins, of Etottingdean, in Journal, January

I-t, 1884, like many others, only ' darkens counsel bj a

multitude "f words:' for in bis paper in the above

number he does not teach how to prevent swarming at

all, bm how to male- Bwarms, or rather by artificial

swarming. I confess 1 like bis plan, il i

where preventionis a failure, ana one advocated long

ago bj a very thoughtful writer, Mr. Wm.Raitt. The

plan adopted by Etsitl was nol on all points exactly the

same as .Mr. Simmins'. hut very mnch the same. Mr.

1,'ain ai thai time (in Journal of Horticulture) plainly

stated thai be had found thai rigid non-swarming was a

failure in practice, and he then suggested the plan

similar to thai practised by Mr. Simmins. There is a

wide-spread idea abroad that the non-swarming
ran be carried out successfully, and I for one do nol

believe il can with body boxes containing nine or ten

standard-frames, and the sooner the 1 world is told

that the better, so thai it may nol be fighting

strong nature to a greal loss of honey, and disappoint-

ment in even way. I would most respectfully say t"

men of greal experience to tell us if bees can be kepi

from swarming. Then,howP Or, if it would be better

to practise swarming, vhal Kind:- Oris Mr. Simmins'
plan the very bestf This is a grand ti ( tl

for thi discussion, so thai we can be prepared for the

coming season with our plana laid sure. 1 having a

few hives all very strong in June, say six. They are all

SUpered, and all ready to swarm at any moment. I

don't want anymore hives, 1 only want, perhaps, anothi t

one to make seven; but to act on Mr. Simmins' plan 1

could not have less than ten, t" remove all brood-c imh
out of six, and put them into less than lour; but he

writes aa if I would only have one very strong one, and

all the rest ready to receive brood-combs from il i

being manipulated. This I could nol do in my apiary at

swarming tunes, for if nol just at the point of swarming
the hives are aU so full thai there is little room for an

addition of brood; in point of fact. I would rather take

:
noes of brood from i hem to keep I hem u

Long-hivists will smile at all these difficulties of mine,

for with their twenty-frame hives they have no such

trouble as I speak of, bn1 then I tell them that I go in

for sections alone, and these you cannol get off a twenty-

Frame hive. So that ti. obtain the two classes of honey
it would require two distincl systems of management.
'i'n obtain actions under the non-swarming bj stem is no
easy matter, and to obtain them and allow the bees to

swarm is also no easy matter in districts like this

I I later) where our glut does Hot exceed live weeks, and
little or no heather in these parte. When bees swarm
About the firsl or second week and returned again, they

about half work, so that much most valuable time is

wasted that might be economised on a better system
b.ing adopted. Ef I could 'master' my bees from June
to 1 -t August I would consider I had gained mj

important point of management of the apiary. I fancy

I can bring my army well up to fighting trim, but in

action I am a p lOI general. 1 ask hints from other

b >tter generals through these pages, How would it do to

remove the old queen at swarming point, and allow a

virgin to take her place ':—Paddy.

BLACK IK INKY.

'Mr. II. Matthews' and \V. Crisp' do not seem to

think that this i< blackberrj honey; the latter seeming

to think bees do not go anj c msiderable distance in

search of honey. Well, one spring I had a stock, the

bees of which were coming in very heavily laden with

honey; and no (lowers- being about I could not make il

OUt where the] got it: but as the I
- left and returned

in on.- straight direction, 1 resolved to follow the ' line,'

when 1 came up ,n a clusteT of stone-fruit trees—looked

like plums -in a snug corner sheltered from north and

east, in full bloom nnd covered with bee8, and this was

upwards .I' half-a-mile ..IT. Again, last year. I had an

apiary fully live and a half miles from, and in sight of,

the moors in a 'line,' and my bees when they left the

hive went and returned that win ; the honey they

brought in tasted and behaved in every waj exactly like

heather honey, and the 1 s dwindled down very much;
while in another apiary a quarter of a mile farther off

they had none of this honey. Now, no matter in -which

v. r. I look at it. and bearing in mind man] little items,

too numerous t" mention, to prove the contrary,

1 cannot believe they wenl Hint distance for honey; but

still I believe they go much farther than some people

imagine, as I have found my Syrian hybrids working
hr., mile. ;,wa\ ; 90 ver] likely Mr. Crisp only failed to

find them. Perhaps, it may help to solve the question

if I give my way of finding out where an] particular

from; \i/.. I go to the suspected source,

catch the h.a\ily loaded bees, Kill them and draw out

their sacs of homy, which 1 unite into one, then I

examine it for colour, and then taste it for flavour (of

course it i- thin, hut the taste and colour are there) ; and I

haveno hesitation in saying the black,ink] -looking hone]
|

got, came from blackberries. 1 have seen I a collecting

honey dew from a deceased-looking oak-tree two or

three ti s, but never OOUld Catch them at it (owing t 1

the difficulty of getting in the tree), to determine the

colour and flavour ; but 1 neversaw them working on a

vigorous-looking 1
However, 'oak dew' may be

black also, and there ma] be several kinds of 'black

honej .' John I [bwitt, Sheffield.

HOME-W \l'l. HIVES.
• \ Subscriber,' on page 16, says, 'The possibility of

even :i clever amateur making a hive has been stonily

denied bj one of your correspondents.' Well, a- a n the

correspondence published in the Journal is in existence,

will he please give the exact particulars where a o

n1 lei madi such an assertion P

I once made a remark' to ibis etlecl regarding n

certain kind ot frame, to wit. \ bbott's wide-ended i

(which makes a hive of itself, and can be put into any
bo\ which ma] be large enough to contain it), but never

hn , as ordinarily unaeratooa, a thi context will show-

on reference to pages 208-4, vol. \\ 'A Subscriber' does not

appear able to make an] kind of fra s, but buys them

ready made at 2s. Qd. per dozen neither do 1 remember
anv one else saying so; therefore, I am anxious to know
w here it can he found t

When he has told us, I will tell him how he can make
a seven bar-frame, half-inch, walled hive, complete with

division board (minus the frames ), planed, painted, and

coofed all in twenty minutes for mnepence—no knock-

in pieces, but a hive to be proud of.—John Hhwitt,

Sheffield.
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THE HEATH APIARISTS.
In no other part of the German empire is bee-keeping

in such a flourishing condition as in the Province of

Hanover, the Dukedom of Brunswick, and some other

provinces of Prussia, especially in that portion of the

Province of Hanover called the Eiiueburger Heide, where
are extensive plains covered with the Erica vulgaris

(Heide). Here live in scattered villages a great number
of bee-keepers who get their livelihood by keeping bees.

They are called the Heidimker, heath apiarists, and their

bee the Jleidbiene, or heath-bee. The bee. is a species of

the common German bee. These bee-keepers winter

every year some 50 to 300 colonies, and increase them in

the spring 200 per cent, from 50 to 160 stocks. In the

fall they kill two-thirds by means of the sulphur pit to

get their stores. If the year be a favourable one, the

yield from seven or eight colonies will be a barrel of

honey of 300 pounds. If you visit the heath apiarist

you will see in his honey chamber (a room of his cottage)

barrels full of honey from the harvest of the previous

two, three, and more years. The greater portion of the

honey in Germany is gathered by the heath apiarists.

The majority of these men are cottagers and craftsmen.

Their bees are their wealth. Their knowledge of bee-

keeping has been handed down from generation to

generation. In fiet, the heath apiarists are so skilful

in their management of bees, that the late Baron von
Berlepsch, one of the greatest bee-masters of Germany,
after he had visited the Luneberger Heide said, ' The
most skilful bee-masters in all Europe are the heath

apiarists.'

But you must not consider that the home of the

heath apiarist is an Eldorado, a geld land for lues ami
bee-keepers. Nothing of the kind. From the beginning

of the spring to the first of July the bees in the heath

have not enough to live upon. You ask, perhaps, how is

it possible to keep bees in such a country ? Our bee-

keeper of the heath knows how to shift for himself.

Early in the month of March he packs his hives,

50 to 100, on a waggon, as seen in the accompanying
illustration.

The Bienen-ieagen* (bee-waggon ) is very simple, as you
will see. The weather being at this time still cool, he

conveys his bees during the day. and takes them some
twenty to forty miles to the south, where he rents a

corner of an orchard. Here he has built a bee-house. In

this he places his hives in two or three rows on shelves,

one above the other. Having secured his hives he goes

home ; but visits his colonies in the months of April and
May three or four times to feed them if necessary till

th.' beginning of swarming. Some years lie feeds very

little, when the bees get plenty of honey from the willows,

fruit trees, rape, and other honey plants. This last year

he had no occasion to feed,

As soon as the swarming time has arrived, the bee-

keeper will sit before his bee-house watching for the

issuing of his bees. Every swarm is soon hived, though

some days he may get ten to twenty, and even more
swarms. At the end of the swarming time he has

increased his colonies 200 per cent.

Now the time to go home with his bees draws near :

buckwheat will soon begin to blossom, and swarming
and the honey-flow in the south are over. Having pre-

pared his bee-waggons, on the evening of a fine day he

again packs his bees on them, and goes forth at night

to his home in the heath. Should he be unable to reach

his village before sun-rise he is obliged to take his hives

from the waggons, and set them a distance from the road-

* The above engraving has appeared in The Practical

Apiarist and in Deutsche Illustrierie Ilicneii Zeitwng, edited

by C. F. H. Gravenhorst, of Brunswick. Particulars re-

specting these will be found in our advertising columns.

We are indebted to the kindness of the publishers for the

use of the engraving.

side, open the entrances, and let them have a flight. After
sunset he repacks the bees, and sets forward on his way.
Some of the bee-keepers have their bees transported on
the railroad.

Arrived at home, the bees will have a good pasturage
from the buckwheat. On the 11th and 12th of August

the heath, Erica vulgaris, comes into blossom, but this

plant does not yield every year a good honey crop.

By the end of September the honey harvest is over. As
before said, two-thirds of the colonies are destroyed by
the sulphur-pit, and one-third is kept for the winter.

The wax he is able to harvest pays the expenses of

transport.

In my next I purpose to give you some information-

respecting the hires in use in the heath.— ('. J. II.

Gkavkniiohst, Brunswick, (ia-man:/.

(irtjxercs front % |)ibcs.

Sheffield, January 10//}.—The weather here is just the

wrong way about. East night the mercury showed 52°,

and to-day it is like May. I verily believe it was colder

last July than any time yet this year : this month
should be the coldest month of all. Crocuses nicely up,

and from all appearances will bo in full bloom in a

fortnight; buttercups and dairies in profusion. — J.

Hewitt.

North Leicestershire.—December proved on the whole
a much quieter month for the bees, though they were on

the wing several times, notably on Christmas Eve, when
they were in flight from sunrise to sunset. They have

been on the wing on the second and sixth of the present

month. On examination to-day (9lh) one stock was
found dead, and several others at starvation point, though
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they had been well supplied in ( tetober. All were re-

markably strong in bees.—E. B.

Welling, Kent.— I have had the whole of my fifteen

stocks flying strong this last week; the weather is ex-

tremely mild for the time of the year. Of cnvtr.se they

came bach as they went, except being a little lighter.

My bees have done well last season; my best stoi ]

posed of three lots of condemned bees |
lit into one hive,

produced 76 1-lb. sections, besides filling eleven frames.

My system of wintering is in double-walled hives, with

two dummies, bo that I can pack with chaff all round,

and five inches deep on top, with a small box four inches

square over feed-hole, so that I can place a few
|

candy on to make fine, or feed with Byrup later on, by

placing a piece of glass tlat on top of the box 1 can

see when they have eaten it. and I find it arts firstn la -

in ventilating and purifying the hive. I put the chafl

over the glass when not examining to beep heat in. I

have studied and schemed a really fine observatory-

hive, for fan- combs, standard s
:
ze, •> that you can

see both sides of four combs with bell glass, or

.super < if any sort, in summer, and fine stock hive for

winter combi I, by changing the combs, double walls

all round. 1 intend to exhibit il at the next show.
—AniiKt) Clayton.

(iju cries unb ileplics.

Query No. 1 'so.
i Brood in Supers.

Will Mr. Samuel Siaunins be good enough to state in the

next B. Bee Journal, how lie Keep bis queens out "f his

supers without using perforated zinc? 1 lost a quantity

of bees last summer by their getting through the zinc,

and in.t being able to
{

tin. This happened in

the top and Bide Bup t . in that hive al out a

pint of bees was thus killed in the middle "f the honey
Beason. In another hive with perforated zinc the loss

w, i- nut bo great, but I con ider it an al ination in

every \\ ;
i \ , thi rocb better into the Bupers

without it, but bow i- the que in t" b i kept out ? I lo-t

two supers last sun t bj the queen filling them with

dr i-brood. I bad 130 ] idsofbonej from five hives

including the two spoilt sup swarms and a

cast.

—

A. To answer this question fully, would require

quite a lengthi paper, as neorbj everything depends upon
the manner in which the bees are fed and built up
previous to the first Bow of boney. I will, however, in

as few words as p ssible, rive the res ons n uj I can do
without the queen-excluding zinc. The formation and
arrangement of my crates and sections have jom i little to

do with it ; but whether such crates or the ordinal'} rack

with American sections 1» used, the bee-keeper should

always have hi- stock combs full of brood before thej

are put on. That is to say, with the exception of perhaps
one or two pounds of Byrup or boney, aud some pollen.

When supers an sol put on until the hive is in this

condition, which should be attained before hone] con:,.

in in any quantity, the whole of the surplus i- earned
above, and the queen is left in full possession of the

hundreds of cells daily left vacant l>\ young bees 1 a

out. Many do noi build their stocks up in time, or do not

put on sections until much honey has been stored in the

stock c bs; and when the surplus arrangements are al

last in place, the queen will generally go up and spoil

some of the new combs, as in both cases of neglect men-
tioned, the first stoi f lion placed in t h<-

body of the hive, and when the bees have once commenced
to do that, tic, will do so all the season, because for the

same reasons they have I n unable to breed extensively

at the outset, and do not bei strong colonies. One
other thing [use no drone foundation in my.
Where thi- is placed in supers, brood will nearly always

be found there, especially when all the .stock combs have
been built from worker foundation. I have found it

useless to en leavour to exclude drone-comb entirely from
the stock hive, as in swarming tim the bees will raise

drones somehow or other, aud by giving foundation of

that kind the bee-keeper is simply inviting the queen
into the supers. The same management that keeps the

[ueen busj below, also does away with the necessity of

continually extracting honey from the brood-combs, while

working for comb honey.

—

Sami i;i. Simmixs.

Qubrx No. 734. 1 Bkkswing. | Drilling holes in i/lass.—
Will you 1> good enough to tell me how to drill a pin-

hole through the b ittoinof a glass bottle, as rec mi mended
b\ .I.e. li m 'lis in his • 1! le < lulture in India,' in /•'. II. J.

if December 1st, 1833. It i- a first-rate idea for simple
and cleanly feeding. A. Glass may Ix 1 drilled by a well-

tempered drill, Buch as would bo us '! for drilling metal

;

applied ven steadily, and moistene 1 with a drop of oil of

thyme. This process requires great care, but is not

otherwise difficult. Menders of cliiua and glass would do
the work for a mere trifle.

Qubby No. 735. (F.T.O.) What capacity doesona
pound of honey take in cubic inches:- ./. The specific

gravity of different sample- of unclarified honej varies

considerably, in accordance with the ripeness of the

or the evaporation of the watery particles; hence

it is difficult to state the precise number of cubic inches

contained in one pound of honey. As a genera] average,

however, we shall not be far wrong in taking 28 cubic

inch,.- as the standard for one pound.

Qintin No. 736. (T, P. C, Poat-ar-frau, Brecon.)

ag quiescent, can 1 now move hives eight or ten

rod to the other side of a hedge? Would
a disused croquet-ground in on orchard be a good place

for hives f M\ gardener is not an enthusiast, and objects

t,, bees stinging him as they did lost year often after

thej hod been annoyed bj interference with them, and I

could moi e thet . round if unobject ion-

able. There is, of course, no shelter there. .1. Vi-;

ove the bi •, at pi oposi d, with \ cry little

loss if the removal be made immediately. Let it bo
done in tl vening, verj quietly, with no jarring or

the hives. Be careful to place the hives, re-

latively to each other, in the same position as occupied
formerly, and let them have the same external app ar-

once. Itemove all relics fr the old place. The new

position b ill be an improvement upon the old.

Qi i:nv No. 737. (I •". \. Q.) I. Sealed Honey. Is li

poBtibli to tin e - laled hone} in comb too lone t,, be

extracted with Abbott'- Little Wonder:-' A. if honey
bei s granulated in the comb it cannot be extracted.

All boney will granulate during the winter months,
unless carefully preserved,

2. Distance of Flight of Bees. What distance uro
in search of honey ? ./. There are

opinions on this Bubj dntaining that

bees will forage to I i il -i\ or seven miles;
other- that t« three is the extent to which they By,

\\ e believe about three miles to be the g reati t dial am e

at which they can forage with advantage
i. Supering.— When is the best time for superingr

./. When honey begins to come in freely, and when the

hives are full of bees. These conditions vary with the
ami the locality, rarely occurring before the

middle of .May.

•I. Feeding. Which is the best nth to commence
feeding?

—

A. This also depends on the weather and the

state of the bees, \- a rule, we never begin syrup-

before the end of February, and then only

strong colonies.

5, Card-board, -Will card-board do for separators ?
-

./. No; the bees would destroy cord-board. Tin, or

wood, separators are the best.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Jkdhaiit.—The bees which you send are common
black bees. The material is apparently felt, such as is

used for covering boilers. It is a good non-conductor

of heat and porous. It is an admirable winter cov-

ering or ' quilt.'

Inquirer.— It is not advisable to lift out the frames

for examination at this time of year. The bees

which you found dead or crawling were those which

dropped from the cluster and could not regain it and

were consequently lost. You can ascertain pretty

nearly the amount of stores left by lifting the quilt.

At this period there should be three or four frames

containing sealed food two or three inches down from
the top and the outside combs nearly untouched.

Next month breeding will commence and stores very

rapidly decrease. Then will be the time to feed.

"We will refer more particularly to this point in our

'Useful Hints' for February 1st. If, however, you

found the stoves nearly exhausted, barley-sugar i-

the most suitable food for present use.

T. II. Yarley.— 1. Tea-flour.—Dredging pea-flour into

empty combs and putting them into the hive is not

likely to be of service. Some years ago Mr. Cheshire

made pea-flour into a paste with honey and filled

combs with it forcing it into the cells. The bees in

some cases refused it, and in others accepted it. 2.

Warming Hirex.— If you artificially warm your hives

in the house while the weather outside is too cold for

flight, you will lose numbers of bees. They will leave

the hive supposing warm weather prevails and be

chilled and die. •">. Starvation.—The cause of some
of your bees flying when others are quiet, is ap-

parently starvation, which is also the cause of dead

and dying bees on the floor-board. When did you
last ascertain that they had ' plenty of store ?

'

A. Uowkll.—Moving Bee?.— Your question has been

several times answered in previous numbers. (See

p. 10, and index to previous volume.) The chief

concern is that each frame should be firmly fixed; that

the hives be subject to as little shaking as possible,

and that there should be free ventilation. Bees may
be moved at the present time.

J. 1'. Douglas.—For the last two years, examinations

have been held at the Annual Show of the B. P.. K. A.

of those desiring to obtain certificates of their abilities

as experts. As the time approaches, place yourself in

communication with the Secretary, Mr. Iluckle, who
will advise you as to the nature of the examination,

the books to be studied, and the degree of competency
required.

A Lover of Bees.—There is no doubt that many parts

of Canada are very favourable for bee-farming. Mr.
D. A. Jones of Beeton, Ontario, who possesses perhaps

the largest apiaries in America, is a notable example of

a successful tee-farmer.

N. PaiLrs—Is thanked for trouble taken.

J. DavIBS.—We are much obliged for extract from the

Illustrated ILondon Neios of 1851. We probably shall

give it insertion in some future number.

A. Robinson, Doncaster.—Bee-houses and Bee-hires.—
The house you describe will, no doubt, answer your
purpose well. It should have an eaves-board in front

and at back to carry off the wet ; and if the entrances

were separated by weather-boards, both vertically and
horizontally, and painted different colours alternately,

you would find it practically a great improvement.
As regards the hive, the running floor-board we do not
like, since it does not work in practice, becoming a fix-

ture by swelling of the wood, propolising by the bees,

and the adhesion of wax-particles. A plaiuloose floor-

board, projecting \ inch beyond the hive on three sides,

and flush in front, witli an entrance cut in it, and one
corresponding in the front of the house, is much better.

The hive is then pushed close up to the front, and the

bees are excluded from the interior of the house, the

alighting-board being attached to the house itself. The
floor-hoard should be clamped on the under side. The
hive proposed will, doubtless, answer your purpose,

but it \i more substantive than necessary for use inside

a bouse. The corner posts may very well he dispensed

with, and inch-stuff—planed down to f—would be

strong enough. If it were desired to place such a hive

on a separate stand we should prefer a light outer case,

with roof, as a receptacle, allowing three inches of

space around the hive for winter packing, with chaff

or other material—room being given above the hive

for supering. On pages 136 and 137, vol. iv. of the

British Bee Journal, engravings of these outer cases

and floor-hoards may be seen in the ' Ray nor Hive
'

there portrayed. The fullest dimensions for hives

are given in Langstroth's Honey Bee, and Knot's

A B (' of Apiculture.

Thomas J. Cruses, Fethard.—l. Treatment of Bees

in Winter.—There is little doubt that the Ligurian

queen perished from the dampness and coldness of the

Give in which you attempted to winter the bees.

Glass is the very worst material for a winter hive.

The breath of the bees condenses on the cold surface

of the glass, and the moisture resulting therefrom

causes dampness, dysentery, and mouldiness of the

combs. After the catastrophe you did wrong in

attempting to unite the bees to another colony. So
small a number could have been of little advantage to

another hive, and by attempting the union in »iid-

irinter you ran the greatest possible risk of losing both

colonies. If there is one thing of more importance

than another in bee-culture it is this, that bees should

be never manipulated or disturbed during the winter

months in this climate. All unions, feeding, winter

preparation, &c, should be completed by the middle
or end of October, and from that time the bees should

enjoy perfect rest until the middle or end of February.

Ail excitement results in loss. To sprinkle your bees

with syrup, and thoroughly to rouse them in the

months of Xovernber and December, when they might

to have been at rest in a state of semi-hybernation,

was most unwise, and it is probable that you will lose

the other colony also. Your queen died in the hive,

and was carried out dead by the bees. After in-

troducing her no stimulation should have been used.

A colony breeding through the winter is in an ab-

normal state, the young bees become dysenteric, the

population dwindles, and death is generally the result.

Experientia doeet.—2. Bee-keepers' Associations in

Ire/and.—There are two branches of the British Bee-

keepers' Association in Ireland: (1) The Irish Bee-

keepers' Association, Hon. Secretary, E. D'Olier,

Eustace Street, Dublin; (2) County Armagh Bee-

keepers' Association; Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. Greer,

\Voodville, Lucan, Ireland.

Toon Bee-man.—Clarke's American is a cold blast

smoker. It is much appreciated by those who use it.

Having a large interior, it is chiefly used with pieces

of decayed wood.

E. Lb P.—Abbe Collin's Natural History of Bees (Paris:

Levraut & Co.), and M. Layens' Bee-Keeping, are re-

commended. They may be procured through Messrs.

Neighbour.

Correction.—The Honey Fair at Grantham was

established iu 1877, not in 1807, as stated in our last.
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PEEL CHALLENGE CUP
In our last v.v mentioned that J. P. Jackson,

Esq., of Liverpool, had conceived the idea oi

a Testimonial to the Rev. II. R. I'> l on tl icasion

of his relinquishing the hon. secretaryship of the

B. B. K. A., and, with the view of directing the

attention of bee-keepers to it, had inserted in the

1 1 rgan of the Lancashire and

Cheshire B. K. A.) for Jan. 15 the following para-

graph :—

'Sevi ral of ii- v. ho I" long to the Lo i hire and
( Iheshire B e-I iation have In

with the" British" from its earliest daj .

bach upon the victories and with a

faction, arising from the facl I

selves hi ve assisted in " inning, or have b • i engaged in

them. Since it- birth, ten j ears ag >. th

k< epers' Association has led n mosl usel 'I lifi . It hi

made considerable progress in the fo London
Honey Market . it has got tog I her -' fim Libra:

I ks, it has at its numerou - com ersa sic

many interesting, and - valuable contributi n

knowledge of bees, and it has bound together British bee-

imitj and fellow ship. \\ hat

pr I oi' i~, how i'\ er,
i

work. I : inj exhibitions it has held,

by th" fre i lecturing tours throughout the country of its

experts, and bj th circulation of some 24,000 co

its Hand-bool for Cott<iger»,\\ has educated
ad taste to

that England possi

—

I in 1871 numb
many thousands, bee-keeping has been promoted to n

i industry wit I English
i hat liavi not now an affiliated B ie-kee] ei s'

Associat own. These have
and iiii vi - aderful >

with, since the Rev. H. R. Peel took the helm as Hon-
orary Secretary of the Association. It is to hi- m

i

combined with an unlimited expenditure on his

pari of time and money, thai the present positi i

i

British bee-keeping may be traced. It i- therefore with
the greatest regret that we learn thai he is retiring from
the office of Honorary Secretary, and we feel sure thai
nil who know how he has laboured, and whal difficulties

in.', will feel thai a great blow ha I

fallen on the Association. We think that this

of showing in whal esteem Mr. Peel is held bj British

pet shi uld not be all a A, Bn I

riptions towards the presentation to Mm
of a Testimonial, which shall be worthy alike of the

and the recipient.

This intention having been communicated to

Mr. Peel, Mr. Jackson was informed thai Mr.

I pei mi. il Tesl imonial.

Mr. Jackson then inserted the following in the

I
.

—

ll. I.'. I'ii i. Testimonial Fund. It being

id that Mr.Peel is unwilling to personally accept

a in the nature of a Testimonial as usually under-

9tood,i1 w 11 ' I
i ithl he subscribi cs to decide,

fund i cl sed, whether their memorial
shall take the form of- 1. II. R. Peel Bee Ten1 : 2. II.

R. Peel I. ian Collection of B e Hives, &c; 8. II. R.

I'. |
\| ,.!, : \;m;,i\ : or ther suitable means of increasing

urces and usefulness of the British Bee-keepers
•cm.'

The proposed Tcstii ial having thu assumed

another aspect, Mr. Peel has fell thai he could nol

p1 any expression of I he g 1 « ill of

the I keeping world whicb would ' increase thi

il the Bril h Bei keepei

n .1 to him I he tnosl appro-

ad useful i m.i i k of g ! « ill would be a

• Peel Challi uge < lup,' to d annually for

by County Associations affiliated with the British,

to be held annualb by the Count; [ ocia

tion which shall exhibit the best display of sectional

honey at a great metropolitan Honey Fair to be held

timi of the Smithfield

Show, o inual show of the Bril isfa Bee

M r. Peel ested to Mr. Jackson I he pri -

in eting of the county sccrc-

i he B. B. K. A General Meetinj

Feb, 20th, and discussing the matter with them
;

forming a committee if the scheme recommend

itself i" them, and associating with them omi

members of the < lentral • lommittee.

The matter will in this waj ve due consider-

ation; and if the idea prove to be desirable, ami

t in to stimulate the County Associations, we feel

assured thai it willgladden the heortofMr. Peelfar

more than any personal Testimonial possibly could.
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THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBI-
TION.

We mentioned in our last issue that Messrs.

Hooker and Stewart, two of the members forming
the sub-committee to consider the necessary

arrangements for the exhibition of honey, &c, at

the International Exhibition, were about to have
an interview with the executive department of the

class in which Honey, &c., were to be represented.

The interview with the Secretary was very en-

oouraging. The space to be appropriated to Honey
and Wax, and the various methods which lead to

their production, has not yet been determined
;

tb iugh we fear that it will lie much less than
could be profitably employed by the Association.

A guarantee fund has been commenced to guard
against possible less. It would lie very desirable

that the arrangement of the articles to be repre-

sented could be placed in the hands of the Asso-

ciation. If this could be carried out we might
rest assured that this portion of the Exhibition
would be a success, and that it would be creditable

to the Association, interesting to the public, and
give a fresh impulse to bee-keeping.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
As, through the liberality of the bee-keepers

throughout the kingdom, the B. B. K. A. lias hap-

pily been relieved from the incumbrance of debt, it

is desirable that the Committee should forthwith

direct their attention to consider the best mode of

repeating the Bligh Competition. A very general
desire has been expressed that this experiment on
a broader basis should be once more tried. The
rules in the first instance were evidently not suffi-

ciently elastic and explicit
; but with the experi-

ence gained from the first, it will lie the more
easy to avoid the same difficulties in the second
Economic Apiaries Competition. The committee,
doubtless, would be pleased to have suggestions
as to improvements in the rules, and the induce-
ments that may be offered that other systems
of bee-keeping besides the bar-frame, viz., the
sleep, the Stewarton, and so forth, might take
part in the contest. We conceive that this is an
experiment that the Secretaries of the various

County Associations might take up with some de-

gree of interest and energy, so that a proper spirit

of emulation amongst the counties might be created.

The Rev. G. Shipton, of Chesterfield, who has
already offered a liberal donation towards the Prize

Fund, has, in the present issue, suggested various

alterations in the rules for the consideration of the
Committee. We are also pleased to hear that several

donations have been received towards the same fund.

Sufficient progress has evidently been made to en-

courage the Committee in framing the new rules.

ADDITIONS TO DEFICIENCY FUND.
W. Seabrook £0 5

Rev. W V. Turner .. .. 5

Brecon Association .

.

. .
-2 2

Rev. J. Lawson Sisson . . 10
O. HalLtm r>

£3 : o

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.
Reports of several County Associations for the

past year are to hand. We purpose giving a state-

ment of the number of Members of each Association.

The following is the list already received :

—

Association.

Buckinghamshire
Dorsetshire . .

East of Scotland

Herefordshire

Huntingdonshire
Leicestershire

i>.-i8

177
144
Hi'
00

127

USEFUL HINTS.

The weather during January having been unusu-
ally mild has brought everything forward, and we
hear from all parts of the country of birds building

nests, spring flowers in blossom, and bees on the

wing gathering pollen. But, within the last few

days, snow has at last fallen in places, and, while

writing, the house is being shaken by a furious

gale with hail and rain.

Our first hint is one that may prove very useful,

viz., Do notbein too great almrryto induce breeding.

We arc not out of winter yet, and the advent of a

severe frost, with biting easterly winds, would
prove most disastrous to a stock with the brood-

uest filled with 'brood, preventing that close clus-

tering necessary in cold weather, and requiring

food which the nurse-bees would have difficulty in

supplying. The effect of the condensation of the

bees to the centre of the hive would be to leave

the outer seams of brood to lie chilled and die,

leading, according to some opinions, to foul brood.

Although it is as well not to be too eager to

commence, yet towards the end of this month the

bee-keeper's season may be considered to begin.

Preparation- of Hives. — On the approach of

the breeding season a different arrangement of the

hives is required. Whereas during the period of

rest, our object was to give gentle ventilation, and

so carry off the moisture arising from the breath of

the bees, we now want all the moisture and heat

we can get ; a warm, moist atmosphere being

essential to the welfare of the young brood.

Therefore, always supposing the weather remain

propitious, towards the latter part of February

remove the porous quilts or trays of chaff, leaving

one or two layers only, in which a hole must be

cut for feeding, and on which place a board with

hole corresponding. Screw the board down, if the

construction of hive admit of it, or weight it with

stones or bricks, so as to make the top of the

hive as air-tight as possible. Remove all combs

not covered by bees when at rest. If a hive is

opened in the middle of a fine day, the bees will

be found spread all over the combs. If the combs
removed contain food unseal it. and place them
behind the division boards, propping these up

\ inch, or making a small hole near the bottom to

enable the bees to get at the combs. Stop all

draughts, and reduce all entrances to allow only

two bees to pass. Take every care to preserve the

heat in the hive and to prevent robbing. Look to

the stands, and if sunk at all, level the hives
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before putting on the feeders. If they do not

iite level bottle-feeders are apt to run.

Feeders.—Of these there is so large a choice

in the market that every one has his favourite.

A very good form is the divisional feeder as

described in Cook's Manual. In this a float-

feeder is contained in the division-board, which is

made hollow for the purpose. Abbott's divisional

feeder has an inverted bottle instead of the float.

Tin' great advantage of these is that no robbing

ssibly take place, and also that no cutting

of the quilt is required. Of those feeders to lie

oi the top tlio best are those consisting of a

bottle h iving a tight-fitting cover with holes in it.

which is inverted over a si perforated, so

that by turning it round i

1. These may be had ol

simple bottle placed upon the Lid of a tin box,

with a single hole in it. and the "hole quickly in-

verted, is the cheapest feeder, and with a little

care is is any. It hum
covered so thai bi ! from

itaide of tin' hive.

Winn the iii" uses are in full bloom, or the

latter end of February, may be taken a- tl.

to commeniSe stimulative feeding. It is

ock is well supplied with food thai no

It nni-t not be I'
I -

that bees regulate their breeding, nol so much by
their possessions, as by theii

of nature breeding would not naturally con

until there was an ini te of honey, bul ou

are in an artificial state of existence, and •>

them to be strong and ready to gather a surplus
for us when the fruit bio ir. Hence we
must cheat tlio qui pposing the

bas arrived bj giving food. The smallest

quantity regular!} given will be sufficii nt to Btimu
late her. Hut this must be steadily borne in mind,
thai when once feeding is '"! meed, it must !„

regularly continued, or more harm than g I will

ho don '. Tho syrup for Bpring feeding n

much thinner than for autumn. At that season we
wished to save the bees as much labour in

rating it to the proper consistence for sealing as we
mid. Now we must provide them not only food

suitable for feeding their br 1. but an ex©
water with which to dibit.' the sealed f 1 to the

. thinness. When breed:. _• on a

quanl itj .d water is required, and many bei - leave
tin- hive in search of tins ueoessary ami ore lost,

01 at any rate worn out by their labours, which
mighi remain at home and help to maintain the

1 they could find water in the form of thin

syrup there. To commenc . one 1. 1 of thi

is sufficient
;
in the divisional feeders a -ill, or 1. 38,

given every night will be sufficient.

A f:ii ii< iai. Pollen. Although pollen may be

had by the bees in almost any quantities for the
labour of gathering, we want to save them that

lab.ur
; and if they can find it in a sheltered spol

within a few yards of the hive, many valuable lives

will be saved. Almost any meal, if fine enough, will

be taken, but pea-meal is ill.- best, A little

difficulty is sometimes experienced in getting

pf artificial pollen, but by placing it in the
cups of crocuses it will be quickly carried away,
and once the taste is acquired the main supply will

soon be found.

Appliances.— Give your orders early. Manu-
facturers and dealers are every wi ngmore
busy.

Skeps.—To prepare these for feeding cut a hole,
if none already exist, in the centre of the top.about
two inches in diameter, get ready a piece of wood
with a corresponding hole in it, make a ring of clay
or putty round the hole in the skep, and press the
board firmly down, quite level. On this you can
put a bottle feeder. If the board is about ten
inches square it will serve to place sections upon
when the hive comes. The
and draught apply equally to skeps as to frame-

. is do als.. the general hints above.
Extracting ll • Lsthet mi - h b

for making preparations for the coming season, it is

desirable that bee-keepers shoul full con-
sideration the relative advantagi s f extracted and
section honey, and, therefore, we would desire to

direct their attention to a well-considered article in
i column on The Product of Exti

. by W. Ditty, jun.

BEMARKS ON BEE FLOWERS.
My . puted to

I"' BO, : Card many, and to retain

and extend the culture of a comparatively limited

number.
I have observed th

I honey-
yielding plant, in quanl

travel n idely in pin suit of other t

nor do they make ital i -says of the

numerous Bowers I ad this

main source of supply. The . .oi. in.' of that

supply seems to he communicated to the occupants
of the i

their flight to it. Masses of turnip, or kale bloom,
and limnunthes, claim, while they last, the

undivided attention of the bees. It is another
in early Bpring, when llowers are

and much distributed : then every opening flo

investigated, and the nectar and pollen distilled

by the early Aral. is. winter Aconite,

. and Wallflowers, are eagerl; ght for.

\ la . son of preparation is approaching, and it.

desii able I i subsidise the natural past urage
with flowers of acknowledged utility, 1 will name
those shrubs, hardy plants, annuals and biennials,

which I have found acceptable to beesj ami I will

add a few remarks concerning those less generally

known and cultivated. I will eschew all rar '

expensive plants, or any that are not easily man-
aged. Adaptability to various eireumstan

habit of free seeding, and facility of propagation,

must be amongst the recommendations of a bee

plant for general use.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants. Arabia, Aubrietia,

Helleborus niger, Epilobium angustifolium album,

Veronic L'eucrium orodonia, Marjoram
(knotted).
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Annuals and Biennial*.—Clarkia, Borage, Lirn-

nanthes, Mignonette, Wallflower, Phaoelia con-

gesta, Trifolium (Persian), Buckwheat, Brassicas.

Bulbs.—Crocus, Winter Aconite.

Shrubby Plant*.—Berberis, Erica carnea, Snowy
mespilus.

There are three plants named under the hardy
herbaceous heading which are sufficiently common,
and are destined to be cultivated by bee-keepers.

One has the merit of great beauty as well as utility.

Veronica rupestris, or dwarf-growing free-blooming
Veronica, is always sought for by bees. The next
is a plant very common in the north, known as

Wood sage, or Teucrium. I collected seed in Scot-

land, and grew a quantity ; and, with the tempta-
tion of many brighter and sweeter flowers about, it

nevertheless always attracted bees. Unluckily it

was greatly in favour with humble-bees also. The
third to which I wish to direct attention is the
common knotted Marjoram of our herb-borders.

No flower was so pertinaciously sought for as this

while it lasted, and I have extended its culture.

Amongst annuals, Clarkia alba may be mentioned,
and my newly-introduced Persian clover, which has
the scent of orange-blossom, and seems likely to

become a good bee-flower.—W. Ingram, Belvoir,

Mr. Simmins requests us to state that he wishes

it to be distinctly understood that he does not deal

in hives and appliances. He will, however, be
happy to forward a ' pattern ' of any article used

by him at a nominal sum.

AMONGST Tin: SWISS BEE-KEEi'EB.S.

Ni .. VI.

We got up early the next morning and beheld the
sunrise on the snowy head of Mont Blanc; and while
contemplating- the beautiful tints from the balcony, I

heard the voice of M. Bertrand, who was readj for

breakfast and then to visit his I s.

The apiary here at Nyon consists of Dadant hives,

there being about thirty of these placed here and there

in the kitchen-garden, including a row of about twenty,

having a path behind them and protected from the north

by a wall covered with fruit trees.

M. Bertrand has had considerable experience and
success with the Dadant hive. This hive is similar to

the Eangstroth, but is a little larger, the frames being
18| inches long by 10f inches deep inside measure,
and of which there are eleven. The hive is double-
walled, and has a floor-board projecting in front for

a distance of about 10 inches, and a porch like the

Langstroth. There is a super which is provided with
frames just half the depth of those in the body of the
hive, and combs built in these are used for extracting.

This hive being used principally for extracting, the
appearance of the honeycomb is not of first importance,
so one super is placed above another as long as the bees
will occupy them and collect honey. At the end of

the season the supers are removed, all the honey, which
by this time is well ripened, extracted from the combs;
and these are then fumigated with salicylic acid, as

explained in my last article, in a cupboard arranged for

the purpose, and are stored away to be used the next
season.

If the supers are required to be used for sections,

three 2-lb. sections just till one of the frames, but M.
Bertrand, like most of the Swiss bee-keepers, gives his

attention principally to the production of extracted honey.
The hives are all raised a few inches from the ground,
and the alighting-boards are made to touch the ground
similar to the arrangement in my hives.

A building has been constructed and set apart for use

as an extracting - house aud store for frames, combs,
honey, and all the small utensils necessary in the apiary.

Here was a good substantial extractor of the 'Excelsior'

pattern that had done good work, aud a great variety of

small apparatus.

M. Bertrand, at his own cost, introduces all the best

bee-keeping appliances into the country, and places them
at the disposal of the Swiss bee-keepers as patterns, and
in this way does a great deal for the advancement of

bee-keeping. There were also some very good honey
barrels made on the same plan as those used for wine,

also some large cans for holding 30 to 50 lbs. of honey.

Amongst various discarded apparatus was the De-
beam ois hive, which is claimed by some French bee-

keepers to be the first practical frame-hive; but it has

nothing in common with our present hives, and is cer-

tainly very complicated, and I was net surprised to see

it placed amongst the things of bygone days.

M. Bertrand does not consider Nyon a very good place

for bees, as it is very exposed to cold winds, and, being

close to the lake, they are able to collect honey from

flowers on only half the area accessible to others

situated further inland ; but, notwithstanding this, the

yield of honey is very good, averaging from 00 to SO lbs.,

showing what can be done by a scientific bee-keeper

even under unfavourable circumstances.

Some of the hives here had been transported to

Allevays, and had returned bringing foul brood with
thnii : hut by taking proper steps the disease had been

stamped out. We examined some of the hives and they

were remarkably strong, and had no signs of foul brood.

As we were gi ling to visit another apiary that day,

we took the precaution to wash our hands in a solution

of salicylic acid when we had done our inspection. I

found that the same systematic order prevailed here as

at Allevays, and came away fully convinced that M.
Bertrand was a thorough bee-master, and not being in

any way connected with the sale of appliances, his

opinion of their merits is perfectly disinterested. May
he live long to carry on the work he has so well

begun, and by means of the Journal spread a knowledge
of I -keeping throughout the country !

I was very loth to leave, but the steamboat which
was to take us to Geneva was approaching, and witli a

promise to return at some future time I left this

hospitable family and hurried off to the pier.

M. Bertrand accompanied me, and our destination

was Bessinges, near Geneva, to see the apiary of M.
Fusay, who is Vice-president of the Society Romande
d'Apiculture, and is an extensive farmer, cattle-breeder,

vine-grower, and bee-keeper. The weather was charm-
ing, the lake calm, and the scenery sublime, and every-

thing seemed to favour us in our expedition. The
northern shore of the lake from Nyon to Geneva is a

gentle slope, scattered over with villas and pleasure-

grounds very much hire English country-houses, with
here and there a large manse, the Jura mountains in the

distance forming an agreeable and suitable background.
On the southern shore the great charm of the prospect

is the Mont Blanc and the range of the Savoy Alps,
which, owing to the clearness of the atmosphere, was
this day seen to perfection. Our journey to Geneva
last.' I an hour, but when we landed we felt it had been
far too short, and we should have enjoyed staying on
the lake the whole day. to gaze at the scenery and
watch the picturesque boats with latteen sails, like those

of the Mediterranean, moving along the surface of the

water; the splashing of the oars and puffiug of the

steamer only breaking the stillness of the air. As we
landed at Geneva, M. Fusay welcomed us, and we were
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not long before we were en route for Bessinges, which is

about three-quarters of an hour's drive from the steam-

boat pier. On arriving there we were hospitably en-

tertained at luncheon, and then went out to see the

apiary. This is situated iu a garden, and the hivi -. of

which there are about fifty, were arranged concentrically,

the entrances of the hives facing the centre, bo that there

were hives here facing every point of the c impaas being

worked side by aide. M. Fusaj is one of those who has

done the most in Switzerland to perfect bee-keeping

appliances, and it was natural to expect to tin 1 a well-

kept apiary. This we found, ami we also found him
ready to converse and impart his experiences freely. I

found the Layens hive was the favourite, and this hive,

which had ben rejected bypreviou is being

much too large, ha-, through M. Fusay'a persev:

become the leading hive in this part of Switzerland,

yielding the best return- with the least amount <>f

trouble, lie has had something to do ni imp
it- manufacture and applying methods which have

also reduced tie cost of manufacture, One "f his

improvements consists of an apparatus for fixing the

wire gu i
|iing the trail ier di—

apart. Another is his feeder. I

which any quantity of food can bi iven

apidly. This consists of a tin trough, which
;- lei ii of the hive about half n aj up.

a tube passing through the hive aide, and
ith it a -mall trough on tii

which i< fixed to the hive. Hinged to this is a flat

bottle made of tin. and coi ach a manner
that when it is filled and turned up against thi

titside, the neck of the bottle

. within about an eighth of an inch of th.

ufficient to keep tie

constant
, it. Tie' in. ;tl- can be ii|]e, i ever] night, and

.',it bout an]

or robbing. For measuring the proper quantity

id M. l-'u-a\ has a graduate. 1 funnel with a

valve,

ipidly.

\\ ben i d is i bout to be administered, a button
Keeping the bottle upright i- turned, the bottle then

falls back on it- binge, the funnel i- inserted in the

e proper quant it] of 8j i up poured into this,

the valve touched, which can- the syrup to flow into

the bottle, and then by turning it up and fixing it with

the button it can be left until more f 1 is required.

It takes much lea time t Iminister tie i i
-•

of these feeders than it takes to d

ami although these simphfi. . super-

fluous to those who have only a few hive- to Ii

: time is of verj great importance when it

i a quest! f feeding a large Dumber of c

M . I ii
i

.ill hives

og about twe] h H
of these -mall hives about, but the trouble is to -t .el, n

hi\e having a different-sized frame to thai adopted for

use in the apiary. It i- also a qui

in such hives an- n..t very inferior to th raised

in the parent hive, lie bees kepi here are all Italian-.

but 81. I
•"

1
1
-

;
i \ has another apian of bl

at some diets I !.- makes bee-k

regular business, and supplies -warm-, queens, hive-,

honej ,
and ha- latel] commenced making

tion. This district i- a good one for bees, living in the
midst of well-cultivated farm and mountain pastures

rich in honey-yielding flowers, 1 laving a

journey before me. and wishing to catch tie- last train to

Montieuv. I was n..t able to devote as much tin

ed, and lia\ uiir spent a mOSl enjoy-

able and profitable day, reluctantly tool; leave of our
host, who dr..\e ii- back to the railway station at

( leneva. Thob. Wm. i !owak.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
A.wu.u. tipxEKAL Meeting.

Members of the Association are requested to note that
Monday, February 4th. is the last day for receiving
notices of motions for the Annual General Meeting, to

be held o i Wednes lay, February 20th,

Quarterly committee meeting held at 105 .Termvn
Street on Wednesday, Jan. 16. Present: Rev. E. Bar-
trum (in the chair), Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, 1>.

Stewart, II. Jonas, J. M. Booker, Rev. II. II. Peel,
W.OBJ ; ai i

, and the Rev. W. E. Burkitt
(representative of the Wiltshire Association), The
balance- past year was submitted and read
bj the Assistant Secretary, and much satisfaction was
expressed at the financial positi n of the Association.

It was resolved, That suggestions should be solicited

in the British Bee Journal iot the purpose of assisting

the sub-committee in framing a revised set of rule- and
the management of a Si cot i Economic

Apiaries Competition. [Tie sub-committ I

inquiries respecting the exhibition of honey,

thcoming International Health Exhibition,
I that the sub

i

I an inten iew yi ith

and w.re informed
that His Grace tie- Duke of Buckingham, Chairman of

nmittee, and the Council, were anxious
that an exhibition of 1

used in n, a- thoroughly representative of

keeping indusl ited Kingdom, should
form pai

I I
II |. dtli Exhlbitii n.

!.'• - ih ed, l bat mfScient pace be applied for a- w ill

enable i h i tnge for an exhibition w bicb

be thoroughly representative of the I -keeping
industry in all

i Hie following amount- were
tccrue from this

Exhibition, viz., Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, 67. 6>. ; Rev.
II. R. Peel, 67. o«.; H. Jonas, 6/. 6«. ; D. Stewart, 67. 6s.

;

J. M. H ; Rev. E. Bartrum, 2/. 2s. The
next committee meeting was fixed for Wednesday, Feb-
ruary I

At -i ii. .ii ig resolved itself into a < lon-

i

| of the Kent
lb K.A.i wa- voted I

The Chairman -aid thai Mr. S. Simmins of I.'

mthor of tie- paper to be n

evening, w a- unavoidably absent, but that Mr. 1

1

had kindl] ci rasi uted to read it.

A I'm. ii. vi. EXPERIENCE vmiii l'..ii. Bni

I he'. < 't BED.

HON

.

In presenting my experience to bee-keeper . through
I i 01 the lbiti-ll lire-Keep. 1-' Assiciati I

would draw attention to the aracter of this

disease, especially in the hands of the novicej and tie

worse than useless plan of endeavouring to cure it bj

anything less than the total </ (ruction of the combs,
and reducing the 1 9 to .a state of starvation before

ced in a clean hive on foundation,

1 have purpose!] exposed mj first blunder- an.

I

>t. i tual attempts I re tl • disea ., that the be-

ginner may profit by the same, and ii. it attempt to trifle

with it.

I shall i f I rget niv first experience with foul

l.i 1. It I . ...in the second year aft.-r I had com need
with the bat-frame hive. 1 had about a dozen stock- at

the time, ami it- ravage- were sucll that for man]
month- 1 did nothing hut buy new swaim.-: at first
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open a few of the cells, when be will perceive the
healthy larvse within.

Chilled Brood
Generally results from a cold snap after the weather
has li i.'ii mild enough to induce the bees to expand their

cluster and brood-nest in spring. The sudden change to

a lower temperature compels the bees to crowd together

for their own protection, leaving the brood at the edges
of the combs unprotected. All health}' and strong

colonies will remove the chilled brood on the first warm
day, and no harm results farther than the loss of that

number of young bees. Should an accident occur by
which the whole of the brood becomes chilled, as might
happen by the hive being turned over, or the cover

driven off during a gale, and the combs and b ies

he saturated with wet, something more serious than
simple chilled brood might ensue, especially if the bees
wore unable to remove all the dead larvre. Such cases

should be watched, and if the brood is not thrown out
within a reasonable time by the bees, it should be cut out
and so prevent what might in time, if neglected, heroine

foul brood. The beginner, with his first frame-hive,
will often keep the combs of brood out from the cluster

longer than is necessary, and this is a fruitful ran - of

chill, especially if his operations be conducted in cool

weather. This practice cannot be too strongly con-
demned. No brood should be exposed to a low tem-
perature, and even during summer all manipulations
with brood combs should lie carried out with care.

The liquid food surrounding chilled brood is licked up
by the bees, and even when allowed to remain in the

cells the older capped brood will generally dry up to a

white cinder. The uncapped larva; are removed first,

but by keeping some away from the bees I found that it

was many days before it would decompose, whereas that

dying from foul brood would rapidly change colour and
become rotten, adhering to the cell walls.

Starved Brood.
In spring, and sometimes in summer, it happens that a

colony, which to all outside appearances is perfectly
strong and healthy, and perhaps on the point of swarm-
ing, suddenly exhausts its stores, or the bees are unable
through bad weather to gather sufficient for themselves
and the daily increasing number of young bees in the

larva state. At this critical stage their first impulse is

to save themselves. They therefore commence to suck
up the juices surrounding the brood, and those cells

capped over are torn open, and the young of all stages of

growth are then thrown out at the entrance ; and if the
farsl sign of the work of destruction is not noticed by the

careless owner in two or three days more the whole
colony will die.

Causes oe Fori. Biiood.

Notwithstanding other assertions to the contrary, I

am positive that neglected chilled brood will in time
create the disease, though perhaps it may be many
weeks before it shows itself as such. I shall always
consider this was what brought it on in my own apiary.
As soon as I discovered my first case, I remembered that

one morning of the previous June I had at five o'clock
•extracted the honey from every comb in the hive, and
all contained brood in different stages of growth.
Though not actually cold, it was chilly at the time, and
the rapid circulation of cold air affecting it while in the
extractor must have killed a large portion of the young
brood. Probably the bees were not able to remove such
a quantity, or perhaps neglected only a few cells, and
the brood in time turned putrid, and thus started the
fungoid growth of the disease, which spread farther and
farther (though unnoticed by my then uninitiated eyes)
until nearly the whole of the cells contained nothing but
diseased larvse. From what I afterwards knew of the
malady, I was convinced that, considering the state in

which I found the combs, it must have originated some
months previously, and, seemingly, at about the time I

extracted the honey. There had been no fresh brood
started since autumn, and what there was had sunk, and
lying at the bottom of the cells so as to be hardly
noticeable.

There were previously no other infected hives in the

neighbourhood from which this stock could have robbed
the honey, neither bad the disease been communicated
from imported bees, nor were they at any time subject

to dysentery, which latter is sometimes considered to be
the forerunner of foul brood; though for my part I

believe dysentery is very seldom the cause, but more
often it is to be traced to careless handling of combs
containing brood, and of course in many instances to

robbing. Large apiaries have been known to be
frequently visited with and partially destroyed by
dysentery, and yet foul brood is never seen among them;
while in other localities, where the climate is such that

bees can fly nearly all the year round, and dysentery is

not known, foul brood is rampant, being brought on by
the unwise manner of extracting honey from combs
containing brood.

When once the disease has made its appearance, no
colony in the neighbourhood is safe, as at any time
stocks that have dwindled down from its effects are

liable to be robbed, and all one can do is to endeavour
to prevent its appearance in his own apiary by keeping
!ii~ stocks supplied with disinfected syrup during spring

and autumn, and doing all in his power to search out
those of bis neighbours that have any sign of the disease,

and help them to cure it.

Foul Brood i>j Skeps.

Cottagers who are so unfortunate as to have the

disease iii their hives, are strongly recommended to burn
every scrap of cornb, as well a- the skep, block, and
hackle, even if they be otherwise in good repair. It will

be mistaken economy to think of using such articles'

again, as the result will be only to perpetuate the
disease, and dishearten the owner.

Should bees in these tixed-comb hives at any time
become unprofitable, do not swarm, and show e\ ident

signs of dwindling, the bee-keeper should have bis

suspicions, and if, on turning up his hives, he finds few
bees, and the combs containing brood, with the cappings
black, pierced, and sunken, and giving forth a very bad
odour, he can be assured he has the disease in its worst
form, and unless lie wishes it to spread to all the bees in

the neighbourhood he must eradicate it at once. I have
in this case supposed that the straw-hivist, having had
no experience with it, will not find out the disease until

it has reached an advanced state ,' and as by that time
the few bees remaining- will be old and worthless, they
should be sulphured at night, and everything connected

with the hive burnt there and then.

This is the only ease in which I advise (])' dost ruction

of the bees, as what few there are can never be utilised,

and by endeavouring to save them the novice will

probably cause the destruction of a thousand times their

number in the future.

I would advise all who have had one experience to

profit by it, and see that their neighbours' bees are

healthy, and in cases where they appear not to be doing

well, to obtain permission to examine such, and so put
an end to the disease at once.

It is only by acting up to these directions that the

malady can be stamped out; the greatest caution being

absolutely necessary, or it will spread over whole
districts, as is the case in some localities at the present

time, where, instead of bee-keeping being one of the

most profitable and pleasant of rural pursuits, it is ren-

dered a source of constant anxiety and profitless labour.

In conclusion, I again repeat that neglected chilled-

brood in the hands of the novice and careless bee-keepers
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is the prime cause of foul brood : it is therefore very
desirable that the beginner be impressed with the

\ of handling frames of brood with care, and n ;

at all with a low temperature. Neither should he place

combs containing 1 rood in the extractor; if not actually

chilled ich of the brood is displaci d

and dies forthwith. In warm weather thin h

be extracted from brood-frames by an expert without
much danger, but a beginner should be imbued with a
healthy dread of all such op<

ted with the dire cons breaking these

if fewi r outb
the future.

[The di< tussion on] . in our
next issi

W( >R1 JESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASS< '-

CIATION.

Thi \ '.! lal

Association was held the 21st

Janu.it Mayor of V\

(Mr. W. B. "Will

1 '. W. X. Ogilvy
- Wilson, Miss K

Miss Bird, Colonel H. \V. Preedy, Dr. I

Hayrn i, Mr. 1 \. Dim k, Mr. W. I!, Henley, Mr. R.

J. M lv, Mr. M. . Mr. II.

Beakbane, Mr. R. Oordell, Air. J. Partridge, Mr. T.

Martin, Mr. \. \\ , R Ilii . Mr. C. Bi • n, Mr. A. II.

Martin i Hon. Sec. I, i nd othi rs. In all eixtj peo]

present.

The financial nting to

I
I

"<'. -
.

'.if/., including mi tubers' ul scnptioni

.

:
I ;

1 1 Sho VI
•

and prize fund [31. ii-'. 6d., donation from VN

Agricultural 3 to fund for
p

of bee tent 18/. 12*. Orf. Tl hand of
.".!/.

I I

Mr. A. II. Marti i (hon. report,

which v ed thai thi

was plai I well for the
coming he committee appointed Mr.

a, of Dudley, - \ i ation. Mr. Brown
has visited a gi bersof theA ssociation,

he has ; ims for lecturing, and the committee

of the < nty, as by this means great kni el

subject '

:

ted. On
June 10th, 201

and apiarian a] v

nexion with the meeting of thi W> re tei hire Vgrii ul-

tural Society. In the month of June, the hon.
after consulting with a few members of th

det« mined to order a
i his was

obtained al a cosl of 2] '., and ' thi Si-st time
at Evesham Regatta a id Horticultural Sh
July 27th. It visited Dudley and Welland in tl

month, and was erected a1 Pershore, August 0th;
' r, Augusl loth and IGth; Kidderminster,

Augusl L8th : Ti abury, V.ug isl 2 !rd; \

August 25th; and I ten, September 13th.
Mr. Brown conducted the manipulations in the tenl on
all theft short lectures ; and it

was constantly crowded bj a m • attentive audience,
and a greal interesl in bee-

created in the placi - -, sated, and induced
to join the Association. 'I he toti I reo ip1 from the

1

ti 30/. L5». I'-/.,

and from this source and from donation- an
131. 12s. Qd., riven bi th< members, the tenl has been

i ntirelj paid for, and bi d me the property of the \ o-
ciation, and after ded penses at \ Ulagi and
other .-hows, a balance of 16/. 9*. 6<f. has been added to

• \ iation,

Colonel Preedy moved the adoption of the n rt,

which was seconded bv the Mayor.
On the motion of Mr. Henley, Earl Beauchanvp was

re-elected President; Mr. Slat: r. Hon. Treasurer; and
Mr. .Martin, Hon. Secretary.

The Rev. f. W. X. Ogilvy, in secondi -

for the re-election of the si rotary, said that to Mr.
Martin their thanks were s] The work had
fallen heavily upi n a busy '. S ii -! -ty would
not have flourished as it ha * ( j£r. Martin's

- work.
Mr. \. II. Martin said t.': them for

re-elected him as 1 y, and was es-

ilvy for th" kind manner in

which 1.
! ad n adi red to

the Association. Wl he had no
idea that it would entail so much work upon him, but

out of loi the Asso-
ciation had in view; are! I

the as istance he ha I and the

great success that had iation; and he

looked forward with confid tilll

ming year.

ted.

\ draw for two
W. X. Ogilvy, and Mr. W. A
Winch.

Mr. A. 11. Martin p
' .ml.-, to tl"'

Mai and ated that his

v, orship I

. and the
. . which was a i

DERBYSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSCM LATION.

January

Mr. R. \V.
i lhandos-Pole, of Rad
The - • md annual eporl ced

a di cidi d impri i • men1 in tl \

« as being sub

riveninstruction,andtl

121 to 172. [t would en 1 a thi

balai "
1 Id. In April
Mr. W. 11

I [e had made
82 visit Burton-on-Trent,

he prin-

as again held,

D Agricul-

tural Soi iety I as

find 7th. Mr. Edwards,who had held the

for the pa , had re-
1

The Chairman, in moving the ado i report
and balance-shi '.

i .iation

ingratulate themselves upon the satisfy

to the

. expert. Mr. i [andb] had
.
_ Ideal of support, and it was to be regretted

that through n I nol been able to pa]

i i-it to the who], of the members.
Mr. Holbrook seconded the adoption of the report.

The Chairman said the cxi-t.ni f the \-- .nation

itirely owing to the exertions of Mr. Edwi cd .

to whom tli" members could not be too sufficiently

grateful.

The president, \ ice-president . treasurer, and secretary

,

were re-appointed, and the committer were also re-

appointed, with Mr. Edwards, Mr. Robert ( Larke, and
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Mr. Smith, of Uttoxeter Road, Derby, to fill the vacan-

cies.

A drawing- for two bar-frame hires took place (not

reported); winners, Mr. K. W. Chandos-Pole and Mr.

.I.Cooper.

BREI !KN( M IKSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Annual General Meeting- of members was held

at Brecon on the 11th of January, 1884, when the

Committee presented their second annual report. Two
exhibitions of honey, &c, have been held during- the

past year. The season, on the whole, was a fairly g 1

one, and the honey of Buperior quality. There is n

steady increase in the number of subscribers, especially

amongst cottagers, who are beginning to appreciate the

profits of the human.' system. A vote of thanks was
passed to the Parent Association ( I'. B. K. A.) for their

liberality in sending down a lecturer to the district.

Mr. Blow delivered his addresses at Builth, Crickhowell,

Glasbury, and Defynocfe Although the lectures were

not as well attended as they should have been, still they

have been of great use in < 1 i t'tu.-in^r a knowledge of the

objects of the Association. Lectures have also been de-

livered liv members of lln- local Association, which have

been well received. The meeting- decided to make a

donation of two guineas towards the special fund being

raised to relieve the Parent Society from debt. A great

want is felt iii this neighbourhood for a resident expert

to visit the apiaries of members at the critical periods of

the year. At present there does not appear an likelihood

of a i petent person turning up in the neighbourhood.

At the meeting it was thought that if some one could

combine such work with the manufacture of hives and

appliances there would be a fair opening for him. The
accounts were presented bj the Secretary, Miss Swinton.
It appears that there is a balance in favour of the Society

of about IT/. The Association enters on the third year

of its existence with increasing hopes of progress.

occupied by the Rev-. A. II. Malan, and there were also

present the Revs. W. Rogers, C. R. Sowell, and A. R.

Tomlinson, Mrs. Polwhele, Mrs. Tom, Messrs. T. 1!.

Polwhele, J. W. Wilkinson, G.H. Chilcptt, G. Grad-
i'lge. C. Truscott, T. Peters, C. Sandoe, and C. Kent.

( Hon. Secretary).

The report .stated that the committee had the

pleasure of announcing a substantial increase in the

number of members. There were now on the books of

the Association 16G members, compared with 134 in

January, 1883, an increase during- the year of thirty-two.

The total income for the year was 01/. 2s. Gd. Of this

there had been expended'6tW. 15s. 10d., but there were still

outstanding bills amounting to 131. 7s. Wd. They com-
menced the year with a debt of 241. os., so that it will

lie seen they have succeeded in reducing by one-half the

debt inclined in establishing the Association. The
report having been adopted, the following officers were
elected:— President: The Right Hon/ Karl Mount-

Edgcumbe. Vice-President : The Hon. and Rev. .1.

Townshend Boscawen, Mrs. I lollins (Truthan), Sir James

McGarel-Hogg, Bart., M.P., Rev. A. II. Malan, Mr. T.

Martin (St. Austell), Lord Robartes,Sir John St. Aubyn,
I '.art.. M.I'., the Right Hon. Earl St. Germans, Mr. A.
Pendarves Vivian, M.P. Treasurer: Mr. A. P. Nix.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. C. Kent. Assistant Secretary:

Mr. o. Gradidge. Committee: Mr. A. Bailey, Mr. W.
K.Baker, Mr. J. Bronwell, inn.. Mr. O. II. Chilcott,

Mr. G.Dixon, Mr. G.H. Fox, Mr. II. B. Neame, Mr.

W. N. Griffin, Mr. J. II.-ii.ly, Mrs. J. "W. Hockin, Mr.

J. Rows -. Rev. J. A. Kempe. Mr. W. Procter, Mr. T. R.

Polwhele, Mrs. Polwhele, -Mr. J. Lander, Rev. W.
Rogers, Rev. C. R. Sowell, Mr. O. Gradidge, Rev. J.

Symonds, Mrs. Tom, Rev. A. R. Tomlinson, Mr. J. W.
Wilkinson, Mr. J. Williams.

HUNTINGDI INSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS
ASSOCIATION.

The first annual meeting of this Association was held

at tie- Fountain Hotel, Huntingdon, [on Saturday,

January 12th. A. W. Marshall, Esq., ex-Mayor of

Huntingdon, presided, and there was between twenty

and thirty members present. The annual reporl was
read, and the balance-sheel presented, showing a balance

in hand, after a very active year, of 11. Ss. 10'./. The
report was adopted, and ordered to be printed and cir-

culated. Mr. Marshall was then re-elected treasurer.

The appointment of lion. sec. was next considered, and it

was first agreed that district hon. sees, should be

appointed, the selection to be left to the committee, anil

if possible the committee will also appoint an expert. Mi-.

White, in reply to the Ke\ . C. O. Hill, said that he felt

able to carry on the work of the Association now that

district lion, sees,, and an expert, would he appointed;

and as no one seemed willing to accept the office of hon.

sec, be should have much pleasure in meeting the wish
of the meeting by accepting the office. Mr. C. X. White
was then unanimously re-elected sole hon. sec. The
committee was re-elected with the addition of Mr. .1. II.

Howard, of Holme; Mr. R. Brown, of Karith; Rev.

F. W. Crielc, of Huntingdon; and Rev. J. W. B. Laurie,

of Holme. A hive was then drawn for, the winning
paper being drawn by Mr. Woodham.

CORNWALL BKK-KKKPERS- ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the members of the Cornwall

I e .-keepers' Association was held on Wednesday, Jan-
uary 23rd, at the Town-hall, Truro. The chair was

NORFOLK ANH NORWICH BEE-KEEPERS-'
ASSOCIATION.

On the 23rd of January last the Annual General

Meeting of this Association was held at Norwich, 1!.

Harvey Mason, Esq., in the chair. In spite of the very

stormy, wet weather, there was a good attendance, some
members coming great distances, and from all parts of

inty, showing the keen interest they took in the

welfare of the Society. The Chairman read tin- Annual
Report, and also the balance-sheet. The number of

members appeared on the increase, and the funds proved

-t satisfactory. Expenditure during the year,

]i!7/. ins. liv,.. Receipts, 1921. 8s. 3d., leaving a balance

in the Treasurer's hands of 2-il. 17*. •«/., not including

capital consisting of bee-tent, furniture, hooks, \-c

On this occasion the new- committee were elected by

voting-papers, each member present at the meeting

taking a paper, and writing down and marking' off those

persons whom he thought desirable loserveon it. There

were nineteen gentlemen nominated. Amongst them
were the Rev. J. L. Sisson. Rev. A. E. Booker-Hill,

Messrs. S. Barge and J. Rice. The following fifteen

w.-re, however, elected to serve on the committee for the

en-nine year, \i/... W, II. Back, Rev. i;. F. Bellman,

Rev. John Blake-IIunifivy, J. O. Cattermole, Rev. II.

CoUison, Rev. W. II. Cooke, J. N. Eldridge, W. J.

Gidney, Rev. E. Harris. R. Harvey Mason, C. W.
Middleton, Rev. J. II. Payne, A. W. Preston, Rev. II.

Smith, Rev. W. J. Stracey.

Mr. II. 1!. Km nis was unanimously elected Honorary
Secretary in the place of the Rev. John Blake-llumfrcv

| resigned). Mr. G. II. Littleboy was re-elected Honorary
Treasurer. These two gentlemen are, of course, e i-qfficio

members of the Committee.
It is particularly requested that all communications

should be addressed to the Hon. Sec, II. R. Emms, Esq.,

Til- Bank, Haymarket, Norwich.
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ESSEX COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of this Association was held at

the Corn Exchange, Chelmsford, on Friday, the 19th
Jan. Mr. Edmund Durrant (Chelmsford) presided, and
there were also present Mr. R. Christy (Boynton Hall,
Roxwell), Mr. Robinson (Witham), Mr. V. H.Meggy
(Chelmsford), Mr. G. II. sYubrey (Springfield, Hon.
Secretary), Mr. C. R. Finch (Great Baddow), Mr. W.
Debnam (Chelmsford), and Mr. Robjent (Sussex).

The Hon. Secretary read the annual report, which
Btated -'The increase in tit. number of members lias

1 ii very satisfactory, fifty-six having been enrolled,

while eight have been struck off, leaving a total of L8b\

In the matter of final inittee have to report
a balance in hand o( 1/. 9a. 2d., and, considering thai

there was a debt of 71. It, Sd. al the commencement of

the year, there was now a fail surplus, and, if we in-

clude unpaid subscriptions, the position of th Asso-

ciation may be said ictory. <in the other
hand, it must be remi mbered that an Exhibition
held during the year, which would have considerably re-

duced the surplus. I, delivi red bj Mr. E,

Durrant ai Brents lod, I
i roe, and

Great Waltham. The expert (Mr. W.TJebman) paid
visits to the apiaries of 121 members in the spring and
to eleven in the autumn, when he examined 'Wo akeps,

r-framed hives, and twenty-one box ditto in tne
and twenty-t d thirty bar-framed

hives in the autumn.'

The officers of thi \ ociatioh for the ensuing year
I. with the following exceptions: The

1

' mop i f St. Albans was
President in th Earl of Rosslyn ; Mr. P.

I
rhobj Priory) and Mr. C. J. II. Tower (Weald

Hall were added t i the I ts; Mr.
Edmund Durrant and Mr. G. II. Aubrey were appointed
delegates to the British B \ tion, the latter

taking the pli ( Mr. I.'. I

: ish
;
Mr. < I. Trimmer

and Mr. .1. Self were elected U] on the c immittee in the
place 'it' Mr. < lorder and Mr. < lapham : and M I

Durrant was appi inted auditor.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' U3SO-
01 ATION.

The annual ii e of this A ssociation was
held "ii Thursday .

.1 inuan 17th, at 1 G
Aylesburj .

In the ah a Asso-
his < Jrace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,

the chair was tak< n by the Rei H< rb r( R. Peel. The
Hon. Secretary, tl a Rei . I . Sclater, of B
age, Maidi nhi ad, < ad thi I

I
- - In it the

members were congratulate 'I on the remai kabl
of the Asa iciation in it- fii istence. The
memb i ceed 2 10. The n ork of the \

t i' ii for the p described a h, The
balance-el t Bnows a total income foi I 333 of In I/, i' ». Id.,

102/. I
11 -.. leai ing a

in hat d ol I/. 12*. Id. A I -tent has been
purchased at aeosl of 28/, l«. 8d,, without ani

fund being raised for the purpose. Bearing this in mind,
it will n..t be surprising to find that the liabiliti

isting exceed the assets bj 11/. 1I-. 8d. A second
diture will, it i- confident!] antici-

pated, remove this adi

The adoption of th Ken . T.
.I.W'illiam-. seconded b] the Rev. E. K. • llaj . and carried
unanimously.

Votes of thanks were unanimously passed to the Pre-
sident and Vice-Pieaidents, who were re-elected. The

tee of 1883 were also re-elected, and a vote of
thanks passed to them. The drawingfor thn e hii' - then
took place, the fortunate members being I.. Harris,
Bradenham, 1st prize; Rev.t '. G. Hutching, Dunl 2nd;
\V. i Ixlade, < tadmore End, 3rd.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

You were kind enough some time ago to insert a
untie- in the Journal inviting any disposed to help in

forming a Bee-keepers' Association for Gloucestershire
to communicate with me, or with Mr. Slade, of Chelten-
ham. Only a few offer.- of co-operation were received

by either of us, but I thought that some further effort

should be made ti ascertain if there was sufficient in-

, i justify the starring oi an Asso-
ciation for tin- county. 1 called, therefore, a meeting at

Gloucester on Monday last, the 14th inst., to consider the
- \\ ere, of < iurs ', addn ssed to all

who had communicated with Mr. Slade or myself, and
to a number of others who we thought might be in-

terested in the movement. Only three besides

ii -nt :it the meeting, and, though we had letters

from ii - ^pressing interest and promising
Bupport, we fi It compelled to believe that there was not

sufficient encouragement to justify us in going further.

vVi ild not like to abandi a the idi a of n County
A-- k iation, but und I fear it

must be post po

If th. piarians in this count} who think
that there is more promise of success than our meeting
oflastMondaj would sv, and who would like

i a further attempt, I Bhall be glad to co-operate
with them, and to place in their hands the letters I lone

i offering support to an Association for Glouces-
tershire if it can be establish! d. S. E Ki bt,

orth Vicarage, near Glouceeter, Jan. 19.

CLoncspouLiciuc.

*.* All •

I

I!

B Journal

[MPORTA1 ION OF \\ \.\.

The ; >ge 4 of values and
quantities of wax imported fi mi

large an a wax e might
I e Bup]

No less than 18,427 cwt., or nearlj 52nercenl of the

total, were imported i tl • and Ja pan, The
1

1
,000 ni i. fn hi thi ire ol mineral

>.
.' and the value

2/. 14*. per cwt., while the 7337 cwt. from Japan
consist ol vegetable wax, of the value oi about 2/. C».

per cm t.

The val f bees East and West Indies

ut 6/, per cwt. That from the 1 tiited States,

which probably incl

i '-'I. \St.

Under the modern system of oee-ki ping the cot p-

tion of wax for fotmdation-rnaking i- probably greater

than the product from those combs made naturally bj

the bei -. and thus bee-keepei i

' inej out

of the country for wax.
I hi earth wax from ( ca about

two inches thick, and about I
- inches long and 12 wide

of a bright colour, with no particular amell, but thel -

ture is verj different from that of bees wax. It entei

largely into the composition of the so-called beeswax
sold in shops. I replied to an ndt irti ement of 'Genuine

Wax' in ;i publication devoted to the sale and exchange

of articles bj private people, and the sample sent me 63

the advertiser was this earth-wax pure and simple,
!'. L.
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BLACK HONEY.
There is living near here, and close by a wn.nl, a

cottager who owns about twenty stocks (skeps) of bees,

whose honey is not black, but very dark always : and he

states that he has watched his bees bringing it from the

oaks with which the wood abounds, and that when he

was living near Baldock, in Herts, hi* honey used to be

as white as mine; but I should not like to say whethi r

it is the oaks that darken his honey, or, as Mr. Hewitt
says, the blackberries, but as there are quite as many
blackberries grown around me (there are only 2A miles

between my bees and his), I rather incline to the suppi -

sition that it is the oaks, or something foreign to both

which the bees find in the wood. There is also an

immense tract of garlic grows around him, in fact at one

time of the year the fields for a mile square are as

yellow with garlic as if it were a crop of turnip-seed

growing on the hill; whether this makes any difference

I don't know, but can never trace my bees more than

half-a-mile from home.—A. F., Cople.

STiiAW DUMMIES AND HIVES.

Anent the correspondence in your Journal on straw
dummies, Mr. H. Jonas seni me a straw dummy made
by J. Lee, of Sevenoaks, Kent ; I have made some straw

hives nil the sam<- principle, which, with your permission,

I will try to describe.

First, 1 take two pieces of wood, Bay 20s inches long

by 1 j inches square, throngh which I bore 6 oj i

as at A. I next take two pieces, 8| inches long by

1| x A inch, these I nail on the others as at 11. then iiil

the inside with straw and sew with split cane, then cut

off the ends of the straw with a sharp knife; this forms

one side.

A
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the arraugenient which he points out. My improved

moveable alighting-board meets the objection by covering

the junction at front of hive, and in this way the hive

is perfectly protected all round the bottom.—J. R. W.
Hole, Tarriw/ton, Ledbury.

BLIGII COMPETITION.

I i _r<-t thai there has not been a more liberal re-

a.1 for fund- wherewith t.

another Economic Apiaries Competition. 1;

a] w Mi that the experiment

should I"- repeated, I would respectfullj

Committee thai they should at once proi

the rules, and make other necessa

npetition, trusting that before the funds are

actually required a sufficiency will !>• forthc

'IK.' actual amount of pi

uncertain ; there ought not i
.

\d,1 even though these pri dd not be so 1

could be desin I. yel I thii

Mid in — would
amount to something i atually

I «

tions in the rules :

Rule 1 1. I

shall pay
- ni rance-fee for • nch : and

.d distinct, no
.

mitted.

Rule VI. After'2/.,' in rl actually

realised and available.'

I \ III. Add ' Allli >u

trary to the nil*'-, m a to

piarii a which show a p 'ofil ly from

I 'i rfield.

• HOME-MADE HIVES.'

I quite agree with your correspondent, ' \ S

ur need nol be ' clever '

i 'der

n all\ good hive. My exp rience in In

Profi or A. J. C ! of the
i , I,, 1 580 I b in so interest! 1 in

bee-keeping thai 1 b led on makinj
ah e. I

'
il — is I soon

completed my firs) hive. Ila\ ing

I spent more time over it than was necessary; in May
of the same year I drove a strong hive of b
placed them in my new hive. Mr. Langstroth's I !.

into my hand- I decidi d on trj ing his hi

made two. ttj ' < look ' hh e gai e me I

.Inn.-, which I placed iii my Langstroth's.
My next venture was a . hive on the

Langstroth principle, which 1 placed i
j drawing-

room window, and had the pleasure of seeing a queen-
cell made, hear her call, and finally wall
comb among her subjet I

' in the loth September I

weighing sixty-five lbs. Thus ended nrj

Having to leave the north of Ireland, where 1 was re-

al the time, I did not resume bee-keeping till

1882 ; since thai time 1 have mad, thirteen hives, fire
of which arc made out of co-op. -rati vo packing-ci
which my stores were sent, i I ails, paint, and
zinc under two shillings a hive. Cook's bivi

18x12x12, the w 1 ui these and other cases was
generally | inch thick, the ends one inch, the width from
five to nine inches. I' became necessary to build up my
hives with many pieces. First I made my hive '. inch

thick, then I covered it with another coating of A inch

wood, being careful that the joints of the inner case

were covered by the outer one. Very little planing was
,-

; putty stopped up all nail-holes, sandpaper
th, and finally two coats of paint made it

look quite equal to those made ,,f solid inch wood. I

i b s in one of these hives. They are

in perfect condition, and quit dry. The supers are of

i-inch wood, 1 all shapes, being made t i suit

the widl
!

id.—E. LB P., '• e- y, 9th Jan.

SWARMING, .v. .

1 read with pleasure Mr. Simmins' article on

ir most able and
p

is his letters i \ ince. 1 wish to ask him
1 use a hive 25 inches

ten frame- i i
,| have

in rear i ( bro i

X >w, 1 wish to I

instead i f moi ing frames of brood to other hives, I could

instituting foundation in their plat

,1 hatched ul in these i

I old b

i

a numb 1 accumulal

haps the plan has advantages which will paj forth

foundation even year. 1 -had !<• pi 1 if Mr.

Simmii - (an i feeding [feed

shortly. 1 close witl

i improvement on the i Hark, 1 ho]

ful will give \ "I detail- later. .1.
(

'. LAMBERT.
I

i

respondent will find several
'

I

|e Will silllj.ll

|
d work in the ction plai d

above will be discontinued at one.. • while those

in the v centre, with

dationin front, will pi

, of both bn I iiereturned

gwarra U occupy the brood

to the f lation, though

and in time the whole, of the latter would
. l.ut all this would I. done a! the ex-

: : ly endea to -h.m

i

, i

di I to the

1(1 p only a fl v, b

S.OIMJJ

HOW TO PREVENT s\\ \i:MI.\c.

In an- ver to ' Paddj '

in your lasl issue I 1

him my experience, In the firsl place,! don't use ex-

I remove or confine the queen a!

swarming-point, The Kind of hive I u i for obtaining

supers is a common LO-frame, double-walled hive, with

i parte. Towards thi end of the month of

i i ami ft eh ock; again

about the l-t of April I re ve other two. I maj

bal ii ie th it-id. frame- « hich are taken,

hi hand and two on the left. \ erj often

,,,. to feed nt this period, and by the l-t of

.In ne, if the weather is fa-. urable,our -i\ frame- v, ill be

filled with bro d ! >u i > work i i nlargemenl : a

frame with a lation is inserted right in the

middle of the I l-ni it : in the cour f three dai

another frame d until the hive ho

reached it- full size. We havenow ten frames Idled w ni

hi !. I lur next work is a crate * ith foxrrtet n section

[2 lbs. each); this we plat i the hive, with what result?

Every drop of honey (exceptwhaf is needed to feed the

grubs) i- put right up into the sections. Where else

could it be storedP Cn the i se of a short time an-
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other crate is required, all finished sections being removed.
Very often I have three crates all at work on one hive.

In a word, the whole secret is plenty of room, but not

mure than is required. When working sections I never
use an extractor, and have no need for one ; neither do I

interfere with the brood-frames in any way— just let

them alone. I might also state that hone}' is not abun-
dant until about the "20th of June, and the first week of

July is the ordinary swarming time. I often wish I

lived in a district where swarming takes place in May.
One remark and I conclude, viz. keep super; well pro-

tected; there should be an outer casing, and two inches

of packing all round ; this is of much more importance
than bee-keepers are aware of.—A. Cockevux, Honey
Grove, Cairnie by Keith, X. B.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL.
I am glad to see that Mr. Peel li us 'put his footdown,'

and lias prohibited the testimonial. There could not be
a better opportunity of stopping this nuisance, which has
been the mean* of disintegrating so many societies, for
all would gladly honour our late Hon. Sec. ami recognise
the value of his iucessanl and self-sacriticing services,

but a testimonial is not the way to show it. A testi-

monial is usually started by some one who wishes to

bring himself into notice; and after a certain number of

persons have been drawn into it, others do not see how to

say ' No,' however they dislike the project, and when
one is oxer another quickly follows, until the association

is wrecked.

—

Member B.B.K.A.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION.
I gather from the last copy of the B. B. J. that the

13. li. K. A. have appointed a Committee to arrange
for a display of honey, &c, at the forthcoming
International Health Exhibition at South Kensing-
ton. Do you think it would be possible to get an
exhibit of six 1-lb. sections and six 1-lb. bottles of

run honey from every county in England and from
various parts of Scotland and Ireland!- I think it

might be done through the secretaries of the County
Associations, and the principal bee-keepers where no
such body exists. It would be very interesting if it

could be carried out, and I think the general public
would take more interest in it than it would if the ex-
hibits belonged to a few persons only, no matter how
large they may be. There is one thing against it, viz.,

the Exhibition opens on the 1st of May, and there
would be very little honey of either sort gathered la-

titat time, and I am afraid that nearly all of last year's

harvest would have been disposed of.

—

Richakd \Y.
Lloyd, Badminton, C7uppen7iam.
[We think the idea a good one if it could be carried

out, hut unless every county were represented it would
hardly be satisfactory. Six sections and six jars from
each would occupy a large space, and there could be no
comparison of the respective products except in their
appearance to the eye. We hope last season's honey
will be admitted until the new can be shown ; it will

also perhaps be necessary to renew the exhibits from time
to time, which might militate against the above sug-
gestion.]

THE PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY.
Some time ago I promised to give the readers of the

Bee Journal, the benefit of my experience in producing
extracted honey, I therefore make the effort in the hope
that beginners and amateurs like myself in the pursuit
may pre fit thereby.

I do not intend this article for experienced bee-
keepers, as I am quite sure they have other and more
satisfactory ways of their own : but at the same time I

hope they will compare it with their methods, and that

we may all have an honest, land, and profitable criticism

on the subject.

I am sure you are all agreed, that we can get nearly
double as much honey by extracting as when we work
for comb-honey, and we can also get extracted honey in

some seasons when it would be impossible to secure anv
comb-honey. It is unfortunately the experience of us ail

that in some seasons a few days constitute the entire

honey-gathering, ami such was the case with me the past
season. Xow when we compare the price of each, is.

per lb. for extracted, and Is. 4'/. for comb, and also the
quantity to be obtained it will be evident that it pays
much better for bee-keepers generally to work for ex-
tracted honey.

I do not wisli to deter bee-keepers from producing those
specimens of bee handy-work which we all admire, and
which must ever remain a fancy article in our climate. I

generally work one or two colonies myself every year for

comb honey, but I find it pays better to produce ex-
tracted honey. We then have not a lot of half-finished

section* on our hands at the end of the season. Howl
work my bees then for extracted honey shall be the object

of the following. I use a long hive containing twenty
frames on the Combination or longitudinal principle,

having double sides, and front with one-inch space
between the sides packed with chaff and the back of the
hive is single. Mr. Abbott who invented this style of

hive ha* properly called it 'The best hive for the ad-
vancing bee-keeper.' Some may think a colony of bees
would never increase to till such a hive. My bees have
filled twenty-frame hives every season, nay, more I have
been obliged to put on a crate of supers to keep them
from swarming. I have tried the doubling principle, and
put this hive far before any double story hive for ex-
tracting honey. It is unnecessary here to state my
objections to the double-story system. The great secret

in successful honey-getting is to have strong hives ready
to take advantage of a flow of honey when the weather
answers.

In order to have our colonies strone at the right time
each bee-keeper should study his locality and know when
the bloom which constitutes his honej flow opens, and
commence to stimulate his bees in spring, to have them
ready to take every advantage when the elements are

favourable. Here in my locality, I get nearly all my
honey from white clover, which usually opens about the

1st of June, consequently I commence to stimulate ami
encourage my bses to rapid breeding between the middle;

of March and 1st of April. I do not attend to them by
fits and starts, but keep up their breeding by feeding in

greater or less degrees, according as the weather gives
opportunity for gathering from natural supplies. By the
1st of June, I generally manage to have about twelve
frames well tilled witli brood, and as soon as I see the
clover out freely, I insert the excluder (described further

on) enclosing nine frames as a brood-nest. Before I

insert the excluder, I shake off all the drones (if any are

present ) from the frames I place behind the excluder,

and I am careful to see that I have the queen in the front

part of the hive. I also only put seven frames of brood
in the front part, thus inserting two frames of foundation
which gives the bees a little comb-building to do, and has
the effect of preventing any inclination to swarm, and in

fact in the after management, if I see the bees inclined to

swarm, I repeat this operation of substituting a couple of

frames of foundation for brood. We now have about
five frames of brood behind the excluder, and in selecting

these frames, I take those soonest to hatcli which can be
known by the capping to the cells.

If the weather is now favourable the bees will he-

storing in the evacuated brood-cells, and when the hive is

at all crowded I insert frame after frame of empty comb
or foundation until the hive is full of frames. In five or

six days perhaps, all the brood will have hatched out
behind the excluder, and about this time the honey
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season will be at it- height, and on the matiagi ment of

the fram. >sin the hone; chamber vi ill depend our
Tin- bees will generally accept the first empty comb after

. through the excluder to deposit their !

A- soon as the three frames nearest the excluder are

about two thirds full, I shift them to the hack of the
hive, and 1 repeat this until 1 have about nine fran

of the eleven in the honey chamber) from almost to about
two thirds full, with perhaps rather more than the half

of each capp \- soon as 1 1 1 i — i- the ca6e 1 g i to

the hive prepared with mj smoker in full swing, i

wing or turkey quill, and we had better take a large table-

knife with n-. I throw both 'juilt ~ back as far as

the excluder; and here allow me to say, that our in-

terference will be the more acceptable if we give the bees

a complete smi iking dow n befi ire we make the first jar. I

then t» the fullest o
extracting house, thus leaving one comb prettj well filled

which is placed again at the back of the hive. This
comb together with what honey i- in the other two will

•. eather should break.

It is not wise to take away all the honey, and if we have
eight empty i e can then trad" combs with our

and thus be able to op n and close the hives at

ration.

Iii the building into which we carried our con

should have a table, a larg

which to immer Dives, a plat
to hold the cappings; and we might requii

in which to wash the hands fr honey, and I

ii it least, our extractor, which, if a cylinder mi

le of our juniors may
ask what style i purchase. To those
who have six or eight colonies, and who, in the near
future, intend to keep more, I most decidedly say,

Purchasi f the Cowan machines. Thej an- simply
all thai is required : and everj time I

mj machine I am the more pleased with it. However,
there may be some to whom expense i- everything,
and who h« i lid of S

little lab. air. and have g I patience, such 1 would ad', ise

to get Abbott's Little Wonder. Aft.',

combs, wo place th. in in our •-.
I turn jusl

so hard that we can sec th- upper part of ti,

le. A littl.. practice will enable a

rer a number of combs rapidly, and tl rtracti r

will hold about lOlbs., the am .
! in our

eight combs. When tl stractor is filled to prevent
working, raise it on a boj about two ( tfn
and tie a flannel strainer-bag on to th.- valve, and the
honey will -train itself int.. a vessel below, and
work away and let thi This

. ben extracting from eight or
I let my honey strain into 601b. crocks, and

when lill.d I tie mu-iin cloth over each crock and
some warm place. II.,],. v thus treated w ill in

;

I

condition, as evaporation and gravitation will ripen it

considerably. We should skim all the thin stun ofl

ick, and lea\ ily a good and reliable article

lor sal i. quir< d to

Condition of our honey will

much on the state of thel
ah ,,f time it ha- been in the hive. I

produce the thinnest honey at the Brat, and the thickest
and best quality .wen to the strippings. The experienced
bee-keeper knows that when the morning indicates a daj
of elect He Condition- lli- bees will Ml lllo-t ho|,e\ .

The foregoing management should be repeated
B tie bees lill tic combs ;

and if in. 'lined to

or place bone} in the brood-nest, the bee-keeper must us.-

and tak it l,r 1-combs, and insert

foundation ami cut away queen-cells; in fact, the great
i old I..- to beep nothing but brood and

j

the brood-nest, and honey alone in tic honey-chamber.

A careful examination once a-week of the bra

with applied wisdom will 1 During the

honey-glut keep the entrance ('which should be 10 or 12
::;d if the bees show themselves

heat".! -lid.- tie- cover of the hive towards the front,

which will allow full ventilation, and a! the same time

the cover will act as a shade from the sun's ray-.

All th.—.' and several other minor details will suggest

themseli ughtful and observing bee-

Some may say that we would get more honey if we did

not allow ;h" i' vi r. Now in the end there is

little difference, a- we w,,ald then have to apply I

allow th settle to the bottom of some
tall vessel and then skim off the watery stuff on the top.

My plan gives us nearly all the hone] in a ripe condition

hive; and at the - tme time as fast as

till each COmb they are placed back to allow

the li-at of th i it, and an empty comb i-

placed up against tic . icfud je the b es to

•I'ti. There is no artificial means yet dis-

covered that v. ill ripen hone] a- well a- it can he done in the

hive. It is thei that rich, oily, and agreeable

flavour bo pleasing to the palate- of the British public.

When I am exhibiting none] [always take.

it has b.oii all sealed over, and exposed :

The excluder i- mad ,i of an oraii ai \ dummy, with

cross-pieces at tic ends to prevent warping, 1 cut a

i, ith to'p

and botl I
'I h' t w, . n

the two. I nail on the zinc BO that it coin.- down to

1, and tiie top and ie

nailed on to thu the dummy so that the bees

\ opportunity of going to and fro.

Mj ti for extracting i- about an hour

before the sun-down, Lj all returned
to their line- and We are U"t trail. I.,

I with the

lh ing I... - loan "tl lo cur work
quicker; besides, in tic evening the bees have ceased

. f..r the daj . and a day's

work, f..r they are all settl norning;

and anotlcr reason is th.- -hade- of evening prevent

any inclination to rob. and we can work quicker, not

being exposed to tl,,. heat of tic sun.

iclusion, 1 may say I have obtained more hone]

ij than have -one -,
I .-keepers who

— I..

I ..-u lit \ . I a,| ipti 'I in- n a i tgemi nt thi'i

and have had iuc.ee

her. There is no -ul

tic greatest

By from his be. s : and I hope this subject

will receive full ventilation in tie
•'

spring, and that we may have a moliiio-

of the h to 1 lie ad-

vantage of us nil.

I

to., reticent in e municating thei] idei , and that the]

that our rank- am 1, ing continually swollen in

on hopi Dg I hat this article

will encourage and assist the readers of the Journal, and

iter -hill f.el ainpU repaid for any little

efforts made on it- behalf. If there is anything that I

niiled. or that
I

nid, -ay

so through the Journal, and I will try and explain

W. Qjtty, Ji v. The Apiary, Moritta, aew-
townards, Co. Down, Ireland.

I 1 1 Musii A. ii.,-.. Between tic 10th and loth of

January, s ivil-minded person or persons destroyed

with burning brimstone eleven stocks of bees, cut out

ilc honey-combs which theycarried off aid -cashed up

tic other cmb- and fiane -.1 elongingtoMr.W.T.t I

of \j siianou Street, Sheffield; the motive being, it is

t he bees had left.
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(&t\m fxmn % gibes.

Hunts, Somersham, Jan. 23rd.—The weather during

the past month has been very fine and mild. Rain lias

not fallen till to-day, and now it is accompanied by a

very high wind. The average mid-day temperature for

the month has been 48 degrees, the lowest mid-day tem-

perature was 43 degrees on 18th and 19th. The ther-

mometer was lowest on the mornings of 14th (32 degrees),

16th and 19th (31 degrees). Bees have been out a great

deal. Many stocks are at starvation point in con-

sequence of the owners neglecting to feed after such a

bad season as we had here last year. I found two
crocuses in flower on Monday, and to-day, temperature

52 degrees, I saw about two dozen more. Primroses

have already been gathered here. I have quantities of

snowdrops in bloom.—C, N. WHITE.
Devonshire.— During December the weather was

variable, for the most part mild, although Ave had a few
days of frost, there were twelve wet days with a total

rain-fall of 2*42 inches; the most in twenty-four hours

was on the 10th when "59 inches fell. The cor-

responding month in 1882, there were twenty-six wet
days with a total rainfall of (i-:;:; inches. The total fall

for 1883 was 42'83 inches, which compared very favour-

ably with the previous year; in ls82 we had a total

rain-fall of 52'54 inches. Bees have generally been

quiet. As I have often remarked there is still a very

great deal of ignorance prevailing with the public with
reference to apiculture ; the other day a lady, whilst

buying some comb honey in a fashionable shop in

Dublin, remarked that the comb was dark, ' Oh, madam,
that is accounted for by the young bees having made it,

as it is some time before they are able to make it of a

lighter colour.'—W. N. G-., Hon. Sec, D. $ E. B. K. A.

Tunbridge Wells, Kent, Jan. 21, 1884. No better

proof of the abnormal mildness of the season can be given

than the fact that the bees in this neighbourhood have

commenced breeding. I noticed them to-day at work on

the furze-blossom, and found they were bringing home
pollen in considerable quantity. Most of my hives are

very light. I am feeding with barley-sugaT, but enter-

tain a good deal of apprehension as to the state of the

strength of the bees by the end of March.—F. Simmonds.

Warwickshire, Honey ('"it. Weston, Leamington, Jan.

23rd.—Nearly the whole of the month has been very

mild, with two or three foggy and many dark dull days,

but fine, so that bees have been Aery much on the wing-,

and on the look-out for flowers. 1 saw a few on some
Arabis alpinus, commonly called here February-May.
I saw a bee come in loaded with yellow pollen on Sunday,

the 10th, which, I expect, wa- collected from gorse or

furze, of which there is a nice lot in bloom round about

in waste places. Monday, the 21st, the bees were on the

a\ ing very much, nearly all day : they were out so much
as to look like swarming—a pretty sure indication of

change to bad weather, which began next da}' with very
windy, and to-day very wet and stormy weather. I have
not been troubled much with tomtits since I shot half-

a-dozen of them.

—

John "Walton.
West Gloucestershire, Jan. 23, 1884.—The month of

January has been hitherto one of the mildest on record.

The first week was very foggy and damp, reminding one

very much of November. Since then it has been dull

and very mild, with occasional gleams of sunshine.

Consequently, bees have been on the wing, more or less,

every day. Yesterday, the 22nd. the weather changed,
and it rained a regular down-pour for eighteen hours,

blowing a gale all the time, which still continues with
every appearance of more rain. I examined my fourteen

hives on the 3rd, and found all well and healthy, plenty

of bees, and a good supply of stores; and although the

season has been so mild, I find the bees have not con-

sumed more food than they do in an ordinary season.
Shall we suffer for this mild weather as the spring ad-

\ ances ? I trust not.—J. B.

Sheffield, Jan. 28th.—Since the 10th inst. the weather
has been somewhat colder on the whole, though still too
warm. Snow has fallen several times the past three days,
but quickly disappears ; the rule now seems to be strong
gales, rain and snow, but the wind is nothing in compar-
ison to the ' blow ' which visited us on the 12th tilt., and
overhauled trees, roofs, stacks, buildings, and all but one
stock of bees in one of my apiaries, though I considered
they were safe against any wind I ever knew to blow in

this country. At first sight I thought they were done
for, but those with fast floor-boards were no worse (quilts

all in place), while two with loose ones suffered very
much—the wind getting between the combs, chilling the

bees, and blowing them away, however by warming and
uniting I only count one less. A week ago Arabis alba

was coming in bloom freely, but if we get a little frost it

will keep it back until a more seasonable time of the
year.

—

John Hewitt.

Wexford, Fethard, Jan. 9th.—Weather mild, ther-

mometer at 48°. A great number of bees flying about in

fn nit i if apiary, apparently as busily working as if in mid-
summer. \2th lust.—Thermometer at o0\ Not so many
bees out as on the 9th, but those which were seemed
going to, and comma: from, a plantation near at hand.
Subsequently saw four bees take the pollen. What is

the earliest date I could purchase an Italian queen, and
from -n horn P Would she come safely by parcel post ?

—

J. J. Cetises. [If properly packed, the queen could be
sent safely by parcels post. Our advertisements will give

you the information as to the time and from whom queens
can be purchased. It would be invidious on our part to

indicate our preferences.]

Newtmonards, Co. Down.—The winter here has been
very mild, and in consequence bees have been flying very
often, and have consumed a great quantity of stores. I

examined one colony early in January, and I found they
had used a great deal of food. I wotdd advise bte-

keepers to keep a sharp look-out for starved colonies as

the season is deceiving from that of previous years.

The blacks are wintering best.

—

Wm. Ditty, Ji/n.

Curh, Jan. 19th.—The weather here has been ex-
tremely mild. To-day and on fine days bees are

bringing in pollen, and flying in and out of the hive as

if it were summer. Ou the alighting-board of one hive

a number of the bees killed another, one of them flew

away with her about ten yards, let her drop and re-

turned to the hive. Could this have been a robber bee ?

All my hives have honey in the combs and candy on
top of frames. I think it is strange that the only hive

in which I have noticed any killing of bees, in autumn
and now, is my strongest stock and the only one with a

zigzag entrance as recommended to prevent robbing.

They are, however, a very cross stock, and perhaps fight

between themselves.—Boz.

Ballinacurra, Co. Cork.—No echoes from many, as

starvation has told its tale on the already diminished

number of straw skeps in this country, which have been

getting fewer every year. Many of those I transferred

to bar-frame hives had not an atom of honey in them.
Old-times bee-keepers cannot understand why all their

bees have died, so many and so great losses are a strong

argument in favour of bar-frame hives, so easily can bees

be fed and managed in them. Not having fed up suffi-

ciently early, and from the length of time the rearing of

brood was continued, I was obliged to give a cake of

sugar over the frames of each hive, that kept them in

movement all this fine winter, so that hardly a day-

passed but some were on the wing. Extraordinary as it

may- appear, I saw pollen being taken into a hive on

Christmas day. On Sunday, 0th January, I saw it being

taken into several hives; and on Sunday, 20th, bees were
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very busy. I timed nine bees going into one hive with

pollen in one minute, while steady work was going on
the same day for a considerable time through my apiary;

but I fear that should cold, hard weather come it will he

injurious to brood that I expect may be in each hive,

I did not wish to disturb the bees by looking to see if it

was there. Unpropitious as the honey seasons have been

of late years we must onlyhope for better,— .1. J. Smyth.

(Queries ana 11 ep lies.

Query No. 738.

—

(Bekman, Isle ofMan.)— 1. What
are the bees' hours of business ':—A. From si

sunset when the weather is warm enough.

2. i"i Does a southerly aspect reallj get more -work

,mt of bees? (b) Is not abundance of light and elbow-

room all that is required f A. (a) No. (6) Yes.

\. When does the second or heather commi
finish?

—

A. It depends upon locality and weather; but,

generally speaking, from first week in August to

week in September.
1. Would you approve of a triple hii .

he sides and to one in the front ?

—

A. We greatly prefi of bees to be in a

hh e and "ii a eparate stand. For I b

among other.- which would take too mi

enumerate, that the manipulation oi i a joint

occupation hive disturbs the others, and if you do not

scked.

5. I)-, you think the situation • Apiary,

(as sketched) ; it is the best [ can find. A, We would
not advise any of tl ntrances facing due north and

due east, as snown in sketch; but should turn them to

the south or west giving them as far from the wall ns

n,
i by No. 730. (C. W. l'.i— I. ' b-founda-
Ca ' summer, be

used this year?

—

A. Last year's foundation maj be used

this year, if become brittle place it in a warm
;

I

a few hours.

2, if ao, i - it of an use if it has h
u the mould off :- ./. Brush

off ili" mouldinees, and spongi or brush over with weak
salicy lie solution, which will pn sent ii - f irming again.

.;. What i- the best way of feeding in sprin

round-topped skepP A. You will find it <

lit a squi p of i ach round-topped skep.

Put a ring of clay or puttj i

board, which must have a bole in the centre, d >wn level.

(in this you can place your upers oi feeders, which may
1 Lmilar kinds to those used for bar-frame hives.

Take ever] i
i

bing.

I. I- it possible to feed in summi r upon the I

super in had wi I
i, bow : A. in thi

the wca; her

remove the super and f l, ri placing it on the arrival of

better I

6. What should be the size of the hole in vi ha

sidered to be 'finely perforated' zincf i P

zinc for ea (on which to stand a bottle)

may have holes oi any size, small enough to prevent the
t when refilling the bottle.

6. Skeps,—Where can instruction be found on the art

p-makingf Would not b pap i or so on the subject

>d thin;.':- [t is difficult in the country to get skepa

made fco order. A. First, get some long trailing

i 'ui off allthorne thosi n ithout side -1
1

split into three, -crap- out the pith, and point one end.

But by far the easier plan is to buy bod

which cost from 2*. I
lb. Next, take some

nice, clean, straight wheal straw, cut off all thi i

:

strip off all the nags or loose hanging pieces; da
hi/, the straw. Next, take a ring oi about \\ inches

in diameter (a common curtain ring will answer the

purpose well.) Xow take a roll of damp straw, about
a- thick as your little ringer at the thinnest end. Tie
a piece of string tight round the level thin ends, slip on the
ring; take the roll in the left hand, then mKa
bend the straw round to form a circle thus: «i^3—Tie at the junction. This forms the
hole in the centre of top. Proceed to sew round with the
cane, increasing the stitches each round: after the first

the -traw until the'ring is full
;
gradually twist i'

away from you. The ring must
be kept full, and gradually pushed
hack as required; when rounds

' are done to make the
top the size you require, thus:

—

Bend the -traw SO as to form the

first round of side. < tontinue until

the hive is as large as you require
it. when the last round must be gradually tapered to

make a nice level finish. N.K Each
-titch of the cane mu-t he passed through
the stitch Kef., re it, also a port i m i if

the -traw to Mil up the crevice-, thus:
the dots show the underside of cane.

7. Useful Hints.— Are the '
1 seful

Hint-' given monthly last year pub-
lished separately? They would I xceedinglj useful to

distribut igei I for insertion in Parish
Magazine-. A. I'll .

'I «ful Hint- ' are DOt published

separately. We would, however, b l to see

them reproduced in the various Parish IVtagazini -. Ii i-

otir general practice to is.-ue them on the I -t "f each

I- there an] li-t in had, Numbers of the

British Bee Journal of bee-flowers with their common
, may we have one f Botanical names

are useless to those a . itfa botany . A. In

No. 116, Vol. X. p. 176, you will find a complete list oi

-. v. ith their ]. lal i\ e

value for l k< eping purposes, Consult also the indices,

\. and \1.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

tl in would not

c in the waj t. You bad bettei

b i of Irani"- you pro-

d
;

i
a and the frames

on thi '
i no 1 1. oi bive, making a lift to

the roof, if not di p i sough.

Doi i.ii'i i.. Locatioi, J Bees. You are likelj to do

fairly well where you are situated, unless the ground
i.- wholly occupied bj market-gardens, which are

d< \ i blee for table. These are the worst
are thej not allowed to

bloss but k.pi down. In suburban

London the gardi is a i filled v. ith Bowers that

bei can .
i it a living in ummer ; hut do not ton

I

lus, and mu I be fed for « inter.

C. W.—Do no! ! 't in a

rerj few will find their way hack to their

hive. You may, with a little trouble, make a flight

apparatus, with muslin I reti bed on 1 ps, made bee-

ii hi, and fastened over the front of the bive.

,1. E, Kosoman, Leatherhead. Skep-Doubling.—We
• doubling ' of skeps. Tn the

..i skeps 'doubling' would be merely another

nam for ' rtorifying.' The term ' doubling' i- applied

to moveable-comb nil es onlj .

c. Poland. I. Diminution oj Bees. Your handful of

I.
i

.if t!,. \ have a vigorous queen, will probably build

themselves up into a strong lot, but the cause of their

Bmall number maj be queenlessness. Leave themalone

(or the presi nl ; n duce the size of the hive by

removing side frame-, and close up the division-1 rd,

and do all you can to prevent loss of heat. :.'. Carrying
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through Winter.— Yes, by the addition of a frame of

sealed brood when the weak lot have (if they do so at

all) increased sufficiently to cover it until hatched. •'!.

Old and Young Bees.—The old bees adhering to the

comb will fly home ; the young ones will remain.

John J. Smyth.—Consult Rev. G. Raynor's paper on

Bee-houses
;

price, 3d., to be had of Mr. Iluckle,

King's Langley, Herts.

II.. Bideford.—Your suggestion will receive due attentii m.

Thank Benton, Munich.—There was nothing absolute

iu our statement. Perhaps it would have been more
precise to have substituted 'Canada' for 'America.'

We can assure our correspondent that the respect in

which tin' honoured names mentioned are held by all

British bee-keepers is only second to his own.

A Subscriber, Oundle.—1. Spreading Brood.—"When
the bees cover the seven combs you may introduce a

comb into the centre of the brood-nest. This will,

probably, not be required before the end of March.

See Mr. Cowan's book under 'Spreading Brood.'

2. Spare Combs.— Yes, you may give them to a

swarm with advantage.

3Iona.— 1. Gorze.— Gorze, furze, or whin, is a good bee-

flower : more useful, perhaps, for its pollen than its

honey. 2. Hawthorn.— The bees collect from the

hawthorn-bloom also, and its nectar is of peculiarly

fine quality. '). Aspect.—In Douglas Bay, which we
know well, we should certainly prefer a south-easterly

aspect, with shelter from E. round by X. to W.
F. F. M'Kenv.ie.— Mouldy Combs.—Keep your combs

in a dry warm place—a closet is best—and when
given to the bees they will quickly cleanse them.

1". ('. \\\, Southampton.— 1. Smoke.—You can ascertain

the amount of stores by just raising the quilt and
noticing if the bees are at the top or bottom of the

combs. If at the top the cells on which they are

clustered are empty, or being emptied. Those combs
not covered by the bees you can see whether full or

• tnp \ . You do not need smoke for this slight exam-
ination. 2. Amount of si,, res. - If well supplied,

where i< the need to give candy? It is too early yet

to begin stimulating, but when you do so give them
syrup. '!. Aged Bees.—The bees which fall are aged
and worn out, and have not sufficient vitality to stand

tlir chilly wind. 4. Examining Wees.—Not if you
are quick about it. Hold the frames over the hive so

that tiny bees which drop may fall into it.

W. 4. K., Firsby.— Ripening llnneij.— In order to

thoroughly evaporate water from honey, it should be
br mght up to a temperature of about 200° Fahr. We
cannot answer your question as to tint.' required in

ripening from experience; but should think several

hours would be required, with occasional stirring.

'E. C. Lander.— 1. Pea-flour.—You can get pea-flour

at most corn-chandlers; you ought not to pay more
than ')<!. or Gd. per lb. It i< generally sold in packets

at 1(7. and 2d. each. 2. Feeding,—Both the feeders

you name are suitable. •'!. Excluder-sine.—Excluder-
zinc should be of such a size hole as to exclude the

queen, but permit workers to pass; and if you leave a
way round it, it will no longer exclude the queen, and
will be useless. 4. Arrangement of Frames.—Y'es,

the arrangement of the frames across the entrance is

preferable to the other. •">. Separators.—Any veneer,

if thin, will do for separata's, except woods with a

strong odour, such as cedar, &c. f>. Sections.— Yes,
the only alteration would be in the size.

N. Philps, Albourne.— Wenl; Stock.—Please refer to

reply to 0. Poland. Your case is similar.

Boz, Cork.— 1. Stored Pol/en.—When the bees have in-

creased in numbers sufficiently to well cover the frames
which they already have, you may add those removed
in autumn one at a time. Or, if in need of stores,

exchange one containing honey and pollen for an

empty one. Owing to the mildness of the season,
there are many sources from which bees are now
obtaining pollen. 2. Tussilago,— Tussilago fragans
has some merits which entitle it to the considera-

tion of bee-keepers : it grows wild in damp, waste
places, and flowers abundantly, with a pleasant
scent, very early in the year, before the crocus
comes into bloom. Bees are often to be seen busy on
the flowers of the Tussilago when no other plants

were flowering. Mr. Ingram, a high authority on bee
flora, says of it :

' As a plant which produces very
early flowers, and may he grown in any wild and un-
considered spot, the Tussilago may be mentioned.'

T.farfara (coltsfoot) is the only British species. T.

fragrans is a species imported" from the south of

France : is it possible that it is the former which is

troubling our correspondent ? •'!. Bee Flora.—We
have already complied with your suggestion as to

bee flora, and would recommend you to procure
No. 116 of the Journal from our publishers.

A Subscriber, Carlingford.— Dark Pollen.—The dark
green pollen (propolis r) is, we think, gathered from
pines, or fir-trees, of various kinds. These are fre-

quently infested by aphides from which the bees

collect very dark-coloured and unwholesome honey,
lusciously sweet, but by no means pleasant in

flavour.

SuBSCMBBE, Fethard.— 1. Wintering in Glass Hives.—
It is quite possible to winter bees in glass hives; we
have done so ourselves, but never satisfactorily, for rea-

sons previously stated, Your colony is suffering from
dysentery, induced, probably, by the disturbance caused

by uniting. You might, by removing the hive into a

moderately warm room, change the combs, frames and
bees into a dry, clean hive, as quickly as possible, giv-

ing a comb or two of sealed honey on the ou'tsides of

the cluster, merely unsealing a few cells near the bees,

and return the colon}- to its accustomed stand. If the

operation is long in hand the warmth will cause the

bees to fly, and loss will result. A clean, dry floor-

board and quilts should be given also. 2. Nucleus
Hires.—To describe the ' nucleus system' would occupy
too much space. You will find it explained in our for-

mer pages, and in all the modern books, notably in

Mr. Cowan's. •'!. Wasps.—Wasps were more numerous
last season than we ever remember them in an expe-

rience of forty years, and more destructive to the bees.

Nevertheless where colonies were kept strong, and
entrances protected, no lossresulted. In ourown apiary

of forty hives we suffered n > loss, although the hives

were beset from morn till night. Even on Christmas-

day we detected wasps trying to gain an entrance to

our hives. 4. Singh Queens and Nud'eiin Winter.—
You cannot keep single queens, nor even ' nuclei' with-
out uniting through the winter. Bead < look's Mann,,

I

of the Apiary and I Jowan's British Bee-keepers' Guide.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE; or, Manual of the
AriAEY. 10,000 sold since 187G. Eleventh Thousand

and 191 elegant Illustrations. Hundreds of copies of this

work have been sold in England, and the many improve-

ments will make it even more popular in Great Britain and
on the Continent. Price by mail, #1.25, Liberal discount

made to Dealers and to Clubs. Address A. J. Cook, Lansing,
Michigan, U.S., Author and Publisher.

State Agricultural College, Nor. 10, 1883.

SECTIONS, FOUNDATION, SMOKERS,
can now be sent by Parcels Post to any part of the United

Kingdom, as follows, for cash with order :

—

Foundation (best rolled), J-lb. 2/-, 24-lb. 6/-, 4i-lb. 10/-,

6-lb. 13/-. Sections, 50, 2
'3 ; 100 4/3.

Bingham Pattern Smokers, 4 6 each.

W. HOLLANDS, Harrison Rise, Croydon.
Sole Maker of the present pattern CHESHIRE HIVE.
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Special jgreptb ^bbortiscmenis.

For Sales and Purchases of Bee Appliances, Honey, Books,

Pamphlets, Diagrams, da, Exchanges and Situations.

Terms: Tirelvt word* arid under, Fourpena
ditto One 1 ttra ; no reduction can
be made ) r c mtinu

Advertisements will not be received for insertion under this

heading from Manufacturers or Dealers in Bee Furniture,

except for the Sales of Honey and Bee Literature.

«3" SPECIAL NOTICE.-We cannot under any circum-
stances be responsible for the truth of statements
made in Advertisements, or for the trustworthiness
of either Buyers or Sellers.

THE SIMMINS- METHOD OF DIRECT INTBODUC-
TION. Enlarged to 32 pages. Pric

of the Author, Bottingdean, Brighton; Messrs. Neigb
Suns. 149 Regent Strict; and Mr. J. Huckle,
Langley, Herts, (53)

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASII.—Plants supplied at 6d.

per 100, "i 1-. per 1 1, \ Idn -

Fairford, Gloucestershire. \55

ENGLISH and Ligurian Bees in Bar-fra

Sale; also several New Bai I ,15 in. by
15 in., 10 in. Jeep, to be sold '

:

lands, Cannock Itoad, near Wolverhampton. 56

AFEW Strongly Stocked Hives Wanted by Rector, Twin-
stead, Sudbury, Sin

OWING to the mali

Brst-cl IS8 Sta >me-made
tor, foi Sale. Will ta

.• for several. W. T. Gaknltt, -12 Sharro (

a58

A A T
1I,I, some one kindly Lend me Vol. II. ol the British

\ \ /:, e Journal, or the nu
that Vol., for a few days .' Address C. N. White, Hon. See.

Hunts B. K. A.. Somersham.

EVTIONAL.— Quantity

Books. Sale or exchange. Want I

'American Bee Journal.
1

Address Cj lrk, Allerton, S
i 59

WIRTTEK, LECTURES.
I

\ Si i ol LANTERN SLIDES suitable Ibrillu •

irther Parliculai >

ABB OTT BRO S., Southall, Middlesex.

ACENTS FOR BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
WANTED. -Two or three i In in

AGENCIES foi th<

SALE mi BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES i

I

class. A rare opportunity for men I

laintance with Bee-keepei Liberal comi
ms and full particulars apply to Alpi B

laditch, London, E.

METAL ENDS FOR FRAMES.
NOTICE.— V\V !,._ i . call t|,„ at-

lenti f all HiT-iii-i ji.rs i r l,,t,-i i' ,-..

iiiijiruM in. - : j t iii .Mi -till Kii'l-furl-'r. lines, j^MSi
which entireh uj Ii the useofZinc
Runners and Broad-sl i nidi red Frami .

while their w< igbt and fixing keep the
perfectly ] erj endicular.

Price. lOd. per doz., 9s. per gross.
n - nt an •• ipi oj two

All Hivei above 10 fitted with those

I P ii
i I •

. ., ,i,-.

C. G. HARRISON & CO.,
Hive Makers and Dealers in all Apiarian Appliances,

Halesowen, Worcestershire. 1779

OREHOUND
ONEY>

QtsUCfcemista.

-.(itirn; ll nt I ronsidef
•or.derlul remedy

Lions /or the i

Price Is. I'd. per bottle. belief guaranteed;
w. 11, ll—<- i C, LeconfieM Iii^od, Loudon, 14-

THOIVI-A.S IB- ^ImO~W,
WELWYN, HERTS,

Manufacturer of Bea-keepiag Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

T>EGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

-t* productions. By the ai 1 oi special power machinery

he is enaoled to combine rnoi

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at a- accurate tit

and finish, all goods being ad ipted both for the con

of the Bees and ease il teeper.

PRICE LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
CjUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and everythi

,
i

i ulture. HIVES m
of the bi I

lantity of which is

kept re idy cut and •

Awardi 3 ti tor a Hi
, 1888, on 1 1 . 1 l!

variou L884.

J. I*. -OT. XX O X. X2,
// : h B B. A'.. I.

Address TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.
CHARLES T. OVERTON,
THIRIEE BRIDGES, SUSSEX,
NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,

ami hopei to ''

:
, 1

1

Bee Hives, Bets,

I

I

I
spring

will arrivi

SPECIALITIES.
Tho ' COWAN ]ll\'i:.' i

ii Comb 1

I \T TOP STB LW HIV]
ling and raperui Seotloi

Straw Hives, mploto.

( ii,-,li'. Cilln^liU'/.-ir mi ,i
,r l.'.-,lllOH.

THE BEST BEE FEEDER for Autumn use is

BUTT'S NEW !'l l DEB, made of White Stone

China, the merits of which tut fully described h\ the Kditur

f tin- J i il in the ii le of June 1st, p, 18. A ig

,
thi Pei der is so constructed as to admit

,,f the Bei i mid with perfect safety; and

the loss of heat to the Hive (a fault common to many Bee

Feeders) is entirely obvi B made of white ware it

C mi be more easily cleanc 1 than cither zinc or tin, and keep

the food sweeter and fresher, and cannot rust. Thi iFeedei

has been tried bj many i perienced Bi i ki epere as I I

perta and prom Sent post freetoanj addre

For 3«. 6d. Tradi pplication. Edwabd J.Bwtt,

turn- of Bar-frame Hives and Apiarian Appliances,

Scotland House, Barnstaple. (
12

)
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Thied Thousand.

At all Railway Bookstalls, Booksellers, and Hive-makers.

Large erown 8vo. toned paper, 144 pp. Illustrated wrapper,

27 Illustrations, Is. 6rf. ;
postage 2d. extra.

BEE-KEEPING; Plain and Practical

:

HOW TO MAKE IT PAY.

By ALFRED RUSBKIDGE.

LONDON : E. W. ALLEN, 4 ATE MABIA LANE.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' All his observations are founded in truth and common

sense, and all his proposals are of a thoroughly practical

nature. The man who intends to keep bees profitably, and
to put all toy systems out of sight, can do no better, in the

first instance, than invest Is. Gil. in Eusbridge's Bee-
keeping.'

—

The Gardener's Magazine.

' Ably and cheerily written .... Those who wish to go
into the interesting speculation are not likely to find a wiser
counsellor than our author.'

—

The Western Tim< >.

' In which the most advanced methods of apiarists are

carefully explained. Bustic prejudices, born of ignorance,
are heartily laughed at, and the best systems of procedure
clearly set forth.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

' Bee-keepers who wish to make money, and gather honey
by. the hundredweight, should get the book and be guided
by it.'

—

The Western Morning News.

' Clearly printed on good paper, written in a plain chatty
style, and contains many illustrations.'

Journal of Horticulture.

' The author is a well-known apiarian, and this cheap
little book is well timed .... We cordially recommend
Mr. Eusbridge's book.'

—

Hardwicke's Science Gossip.

' The low price at which the book is published brings it

within the reach of all, and we confidently recommend it.'

West Sussex Gazi tfi

.

' The book . . . should be in the possession of everybody
who desires to become a practical and skilled apiarian.'

Derbyshire Advertiser.

' Mr. B. goes thoroughly into every part of the subject,

and explains it in a plain and chatty style, which makes
what he has to say agreeable as well as instructive

j

The book is essentially practical throughout, and whether
j

a person wishes to take up bee-keeping as a " hobby," or
with a view to profit, or with both objects combined, he can
hardly have a better guide than Mr. B. in Ms "Plain and
Practical Bee-keeping." '

—

Gloucester Journal.

' This is a useful and valuable little book.'

The Cambrid

' Well printed, well illustrated, and well written
Interesting even to such as cannot keep bees.'

Isle of Wight Advertiser.

Mr. B. is not a new aspirant for literary honours
Apiculturists who wish to combine pleasure with profit

should study the author's instructions " How to make it

Pay.'"—The Paper and Printing Trades' Journal.

' Those who contemplate keeping bees, as well as those
who already do so, cannot have a better qualified guide than
Mr. E., nor a better handbook than that which he has just

written. . . . Even those who do not keep bees, and never
intend to do so, will find much to interest them in these
pages ; for, besides his instructions about the management
of bees, Mr. R. treats of them from a natural-history point
of view, and also gives a chapter on rustic superstitions
about bees which is very amusing.

—

Brighton Herald.

'An interesting work, full of information, and worthy the
notice of all persons engaged in bee-culture.'

The Grantham Journal.

For Bevic-w in this Journal, vide issue June 1, 1883.

For Contents, see May No., 1883. (56)

FOR FINEST IMPORTED QUEENS, see Jan.
No., page 20. Frank Benton, Munich, Germany.

ATEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOC4UE of
1\ HIVES, &c, just out, Gratis, and Post free. Ad-
dress G. Stothakd, Welwyn, Herts. 178G

BARGAIN, Two HIVES, 10.*. each, original
price, 15s., Standard Frames, 16 in. Top bar, saw-

cut. New Frames, never used, well painted, Address E.
Jackson, The Grange, Welwyn, Herts. 1784

pHINA HONEY BOXES and JARS, as sold

\_J at the Knightsbridge Show, may by obtained of Mr.
J. Ht-cicLE, King's Langley. The Boxes are suitable in

size for holding 1 lb. Sections, and the Jars about 1J lbs.

of Extracted Honey, both are very ornamental and con-
venient for the Breakfast Table. Price reduced to, Boxes
2/6, Jars 1/0. Can be forwarded by Parcels post on pay-
ment of the cost of carriage, amounting to 6d. for one
Box ; two Boxes, Qd.

Bee-keeping as a Business.

QTUDENTS are accepted at any time at the

O GBEAT SUSSEX BEE FAEMS on reasonable terms.
Almost anyone can keep Bees ; but it is a fact that not one
in fifty will ever make it a profitable business unless Prac-

tical Lessons are taken for at least one Season on a large

Bee Farm, conducted on modern principles. Without such
instruction, it takes years to acquire the knowledge neces-

sary to ensure success in this most fascinating and health-

giving pursuit.

As the Proprietor devotes his time entirely to the produc-
tion and sale of Honey and Bees, those studying with him
will have his undivided attention, and will be qualified to

start out at once on a recognised system of management

;

thus saving much needless expense and labour conducted in

a wrong direction. Particulars on application to S. Simmins,
Proprietor, Great Sussex Apiaries, Bottingdean, Brighton.

(17)

Bronze Medal awarded for Straw Skeps at the Great
Crystal Palace Show, 1875.

Seventeenth Edition. Price One Shilling.

SEVENTY POUNDS A-YEAR:
HOW I MAKE IT BY MY BEES.

By the late J. W. Paoden.

Also, by the same Author, price Sixpence.

Eably Abtificial Bee-Swarming.
No watching required.

Apply to Mrs. J. W. Pagden, The Chestnuts, Alfriston,

Sussex, by whom the same manufacturers of 'Economical
Bee Furniture ' are employed as formerly. (40

Imported Cyprians & Syrians.
THE undersigned will visit Cyprus and Syria this Winter,

and bring back full Colonies and Nuclei, with only

selected Queens, part of which will be raised by himself in

March. Fine Queen sent before June 1st, 22s. ; during June
July, or August, 20s. ; after September 1st, 18s. These are

to be Selected Queens of fine grade. A limited number of

exceptionally prolific Queens can be supplied at an addi

tional price of 5s. each.

Imported Carniolans & Italians.
Fine Queen before June 1st, 9s. ; Extra Fine, 12s. ; during

June, 8s. ; Extra Fine, 10s. I accept and send out none
but Choice Queens. The very Choicest Selected Queens
are those denoted above as 'Extra Fine.'

Any Six Queens, 5 °/„ of; Ten Queens, 10 °/ off.

Carriage prepaid. Safe arrival guaranteed.

FRANK BENTON, Georgen St. 8, Munich, Germany. (50
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INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION.

The Sab-Committee of the British Bee-Ki
it ion have applied to the Executive I

tl the forthcoming Internationa]

Health Exhibition a colli mpn hensn e

exhibition of the honey industry of the United
Kingdom, and they desire thai it should include

—

1. Hires of bees at woi i

I
I ing screens of

glass i.

2. \ -Umu of pure honey (to be supplied in the Bret
• from the best samples of lait season's honey,

placed fron
|

fresh produce
if the season of 1884 .

•';. Specimens of the most approved hives and appa-
i atus for harvesting bone} .

I. Specimen ofthe implements employed in modern
eping.

5. Objects illustrative of the natural histon of tl»'

honey bee and its kindred varieties and of bee flora.

(J. The means of detecting adulterated oj spurious

lioney, with analyses of impui r manufactured ' bone}
'

now sold in the market -.

7. The I" ri ragi in which honey forms an important
constituent, \\ ith the recipes for making them.

8. The delivery of one or more lectures in connexion
with the development of bone} production of the British

Isles and the best means of extending it.

The Committee inform the Executive Council

that they have, through the oi of their

affiliated County Associations, the fullest communi-
cations with the dealers and producers throughout
the country, and thai therefore they would be en

abled to secure a full and representative ?ie\t ofthe
subject.

In order to make a proper exhibit of tin; whole
ubject, the Committee would desire to have an

area spare of 10 feet by 80 feet, so situated that the
(forking bees could have light to the open air.

As the honey exhibited would after a time be

subject tn depreciation in value, the Committee
would desire to have liberty to sell it in small

quantities on the premises, subject to the due
maintenance of a full display of each kind during
the exhibition.

The Committee have also applied for liberty to

jell their publications, diagrams, &&, and to adver-
tise them and their other exhibits by the issue of

handbills.

BLIGH COMPETITION.

Kindly alien me a fe^ words on this subject.

The object, if] understand it aright, is to get at

the cottager, and to teach him how to improve Ins

condition by a profitable culture of bees. N"« are

we likely tn accomplish this laudable desire by

attempting, at the very beginning, to launch him
into all tie more occult and difficult operations of

the art of modern bee-culture, such as queen-rearing

in nuclei, queen-introduction— for profit from the

sale of queens implies all this— artificial swarming,

by dividing and by other means—since competition

by sale of swarms implies this also—and all the

thousand and one scientific methods of practising

the art ' In the late competition, by admitting

into the balance-sheets Buch items as sale or pur

cha se of queens, swarms, lues by weight

all this is implied without doubt. No, Sit

must teach 'Hodge' to walk before we can expect

him to fly.

I- seems, therefore, to me thai the only le ;iti-

mate Bource of profil to be allowed in this com-

petition, for the present at least, should be derived

alone from the Bale of comb-honey and extracted.

Teach him the use of an improved skep, of the

Stewarton hive also, or any other storifying hive, if

you will, and, above all, tl RCh him the use and the

advantages of the simplest form of the frame-hive

which admits of doubling for procuring the large I

ai ml of extracted honey such, for instance, as

tl ae so well described by Mr. Simmins in your

issue of Jan. 15th and from which maj be ob

tailed comb honej also in its gi eate i perfeel ion

and most saleable form, and you will be doing that

at which you aim. and performing an excellent and
really charitable work.

The work. I know, is beset with difficulties, such

as the wide area of many of our County Associa-

tions, and their lack of qualified experts, their work

being already beyond their powers; all of which

entails the necessity of B Well-digested code of

rules. But if the production of honey be the only

allowed source of profit, the matter becomes at

once simplified, The one difficulty then would be

the price at which the produce is sold, which, no

doubt) must be according to quality, but must not.

be left to the award of the competitor himself, nor

to the officials of his County Association. Could

not the Central Association decide this point by
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undertaking the sale of all the honey produced by

competitors, without loss accruing to itself? I

merely wish to throw out these suggestions, so

pray take them for what they are worth. I cer-

tainly have the feeling that the managers of the

late competition were drawn into sanctioning many
items in the balance-sheets which were never con-

templated by the originators and manipulators of

the scheme.

—

Georg%. Raynor, Hazeleigh Rectory,

Feb. M, 1884.
'

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.

Reports of several County Associations for the

past year are to hand. We purpose giving a state-

ment of the number of Members of each Association.

Tbe following is the list already received :

—

Association. Members. Association. Members

Buckinghamshire . . iW8 Kent 300
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tern of bee-keeping. All arrangements being made I left

Montreux one morning in September at abi iut six o'clock

;

and at Lausanne station, where the line branches off, I

met M. Bertrand and M. Gr. de Layens, who had come
from Nyon to meet me there. We then continued our

journey together, taking the train from Lausanne, by
xverdon, Neuchatel, Bienne, and Soleure, to Subingen.

The journey was a long one, taking eight hours; but it

was a very pleasant one, the scenery being varied, and

always charming; the weather everything that c

desired, and my companions agreeable and chatty. I need

hardly say that our principal conversation was about bees,

and this subject we certainly failed to exhaust. After

leaving Lausanne we lost sight of the Lake Leman, and

passing through some green and pleasant valleys, and then

through a couple of short tunnels, the train proceeded,

amidst a fertile and thriving country, along the valley of

the Thiele,

with tine

views ">

Jura M t-

tains, and

often a view
i >f grn iw -

peaks,which
we were
now fast

leaving

hind US.

About an

hour and a

balfhroughl

as to i ver-

i1 the

lower ''iid

Lake
.if Neucha-
tel,and from

herethe rail-

way skirts

tin- ltd

far

t . IW 1

.

Neuchat. 1.

Tothenorth
. I ma

VI u tains,
i I ii.. chain forming the north-west boundary of Switzer-

land, and stretching from the Canton \ and to the Canton
\ ii. The scenery of the lake is not quite as i

ime of the other Swiss laki 9, and thi 1
1 idscape is

composed of undulating country ; hills tufted with woods,
! which are villages

;
pictnresqi

k projecting a1 intervals; fertile meadows, which

I

luce thi ir threi

a-year, presenting a carpel of the loveliest verdure, and
nourishing myriads of honey-yielding plant-. The fre-

quent hedge-rows and gardens before the cottages remind

I

urn try nf England. The principal produce of the

Cantcn of Neuchatel is wine, vineyards covering the

southern Blopeof the Jura. Neuchatel is itself built upon
i he steep slope 'if the Jura Mountains, and along a narrow
slip of ground between the mountain- and the lake.

The entire southern slope of the Jura, a limestone

formation, i« -tivwed with granitic blocks, which have

irived from the high Alps, and are supposed to have

been transported there by the agency or glaciers at a

period when these covered a large portion of Switzerland.

From Neuchatel the train passed along the shores of the

Lake of Bienne, whose banks are neither bold nor strik-

ing, although it possessi - much quaint beauty of scenery.

This lake is well as that of Neuchatel have been much
spoilt by being lowered, the receding waters having left

Qgly strands of gravel incapable of cultivation. It is hard
to imagine how a people, for the sake of a small gain,

c uld submit to have these lakes thus disfigured. From
balf-an-hour's journey brought us to Soleure, the

capital of the canton of that name, and prettily situated

mi the Aar, at the foot of the Jura range. At this place

ged trains, and in about a quarter of an hour reached
Subingen,where at the station we were met and welcomed
by M. Jeker, who conducted us to his residence, a quiet

tge-house about the centre "f the village.

After spending eight hours on the journey we were
ready for a wash and brush-up, and then joined our host

at lunch. Here we were introduced to M. Jeker's

mother and sister, who 1 oth not only take an interest in

• t do much of the work of extracting the honey
and looking after the bees. M. Jeker is the parson of the

village, and the authority on bees, devoting part of bis

time to the car.- of his nock, and the rest to the care of

his bee-, and neglecting neithi r the one nor the other.

One Could

not be long

inhis society

without feel-

ing thai to

know him
w as to
appreciate
him, his re-

marks being

always full

Of good hu-
mour, and
at the 'Ul-

timo "f

sound prac-

tical sense.

Afterlunch
we followed

him to his

'i to

. e the bees,

and In re

we -aw an
apiary, con-

- of

abouteighty
, ail

in splendid

older. Bv
raving it will 1.'- -'in bow well

tie- apiary is situated. Sheltered from tin- north by
1 Forest i

tie- distance stand three pavilions,

of which tin- largest, that on tie- right-hand Bide of

tie- engraving, contains fifty-one hives. The pavilion

i- built in tie- -bap of a federal cross, there being

ows of five hives in tie- front and two sides,

the fourth side of the cross being occupied by the

entrance doors, on each -id.- of which an- three hivep^ In

the angles are windows closed by shutters inside, and there

is also a window in the top for tin- purpose of giving light

ami ventilation. Tie- doors at tl ntrance have also

glass let into them, and all these windows are so contrived

that they can be reversed at any time t-> allow am bees

living against them from the inside to escape. Inside is

a chamber, large enough to contain several persons, and

into this chamber all the hives open, Each hive is pro-

vided with a separate door, Rnd on these doors are fixed

in frame.- the photographs of various bee-keepers. The
hive here u-ed is of tin- (iemiaii pattern, improved by M.

Jeker, and called tie- ' Burki-Jeker ' hive. It is hardly

necessary to say here through what different modifications

the hive went through before it reached its present form.

Suffice it to say, that as now modified by M. Jeker it has

received the approval of most of 1 1»- members of the Swiss

Jt keepers' Society, so that it may be taken as a type

of the hive in use" in the German-speaking canton- of

Switzerland.
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The inside dimensions of the hive are 24j in. high, llf
in. wide, and 17J deep, and contains thirteen frames. It

is also provided with a division-board, into which is let

in a piece of glass. The frames are made one inch wide,
and are kept the proper distance apart by distance-pins
placed nearly at the ends of the bars at tup and bottom
on alternate sides, so that the frames can be turned round
as occasion may require. There are three different sizes

of frames in these hives, the largest being 18$ in. by 10|
in. inside measure ; the smallest, lOf in. by "<5 in. ; aiid the
medium size lOf iu. by 8| in., all inside measure. The
larger frames being used for the brood chamber, and the
smaller ones for honey, and are placed on the top.

M. Jeker uses six or seven of the largest frames for
strung stocks, and tills up the hive with the medium and
small-size ones. For small colonies he finds the medium
and small sizes sufficient, and they can be built up, gra-
dually introducing the larger ones. The frames aie in-

troduced from the back of the hive, and are drawn out

by means of pincers made for the purpose. When the
small frames are not used above the larger ones the space
is shut off by means of slips of wood which are placed on
the tops of the lower frames forming a roof to the hive,

and in winter a chaff cushion is placed on this, and allowed
to hang over the division-board. There is a considerable
space left between the bottom of the frame and the floor-

board, and this isjfor allowing the accumulated rubbish
to be easily raked out by means of a rake made fur tin--

purpose.

In the division-board is a small opening at the bottom
for introducing a feeder, and all the bees are fed from the
inside of the pavilion. The whole thing is very compact,
and its advantages are, that it occupies a very small space,
that the bees help to keep each other warm iu winter,
that operations may be performed at all times inside,

even during rainy weather, that the operator is less liable

to being stung, and danger of robbing whilst operating is

obviated. Bees are also said to consume less food during
winter, and feeding can be rapidly performed.
On the other hand,thedisadvantages are very great, and

examining one of these hives is much more troublesome
than one opening at the top. Changing the position of

the colonies in making artificial swarms, and such-like

operations, are much more troublesome, the chances of

losing queens from such a close proximity of the entrances
is also very great, although this is. to a certain extent,

overcome by having the fronts painted different colours.

Ventilation is difficult, and in case of foul brood its eradi-

cation would be most troublesome.
All these disadvantages disappear when the hives art-

each on a separate stand, but in this case those with a small

space at their command would have to be content with
fewer hives. M. Jeker, however, is of opinion that where
plenty of space is available hives opening at the top are

preferable. A little to the left, in the engraving, standing
by a summer-house, is M, Jeker himself, watching intently

the bees flying in and out of the entrances of a smaller pavi-
lion containing twelve hives; and further to the left, is a
still smaller one, containing only four hives. These two
last have no chambers behind them, and have only doors,

so that the bees may be locked up as in a cupboard, but
otherwise they are similar in construction to the larger
one ; they are also neatly ornamented, the roofs being
covered with the small wooden shingles used so extensively
in this part of the country for protecting the outer walls
of the houses from the weather. Standing at M. Jeker's
feet is one of the large straw hives and cap used by those
who do not believe in frame-hives. Besides the hives
seen in the engraving there are a number of others, some
under a cover to the left, and several single hives placed
here and there in the garden.
One of the hives was on a weighing machine, so that

its owner was able to register the daily income and ex-
penditure. "We were also shown several improvements
m apparatus made by M. Jeker, one of which was a double

pipe for smoking bees, similar to, but an improvement on,
that figured in Dzierzon's Rational Bee-keeping ; also a
hive with the side walls extended upwards, as some hives
used by us, and where frames can be manipulated in windy
weather without chilling the brood.

—

Thos. W. Cowan.

RUDIMENTS OF BEE-KEEl'INl i.

THE HIVE AND ITS CONTENTS.

Now that ' our bees' should be keeping as quiet as we
can induce them to, by carefully shading the entrances to

our hives, tliu novice in bee-keeping must not be tempted
impatiently to disturb or open his hives until warmer
spring weather makes it safe to do so. After satisfying

himself that his hive is well provided with food sufficient

to last until honey can again be gathered, he should use
the present season of repose as a time for becoming more
familiar with the habits of his bees, and the necessary
conditions under which they need to be kept. IK- will

find such information iu the numerous books published
on bee-keeping.

The hive is a chamber in which the bees make their

home, and should be warm, dry, and free from draught.
It- size and shape outside may vary, according to the
fancy of its owner, although care must be taken that it

is neither too small nor ton large fur its occupants' re-

quirements. Different districts require hives of varying
size, according as the honey-yield in the neighbourhood is

generally large or small.

As a rule, a medium-sized hive is the best, if you are

in any doubt. Moveable comb hives, provided they are

large enough for ordinary summer requirements, can at

other seasons he reduced in .size by dummies when a

smaller brood-chamber is desirable. On the ground of
expense, hives larger than we are likely to need should
not be used. It is most important that the frames in all

moveable comb-hives should be exactly of one size, so

that they can be used in any hive desired. If this is not
the case, the operations of the bee-keeper will be greatly
hindered.

In this warm, dry chamber-hive a great number of

insects, usually iu seeming perfect harmony, all possessing

a common mother, the queen, and all working for the

welfare of the whole community. In our hives, at the
present time (Feb.) we should only find the queen sur-

rounded by her worker subjects, but in summer we shall

find in them a third kind of occupant, the drone. The
queen's principal duty is to lay the eggs, from which are-

hatched the succeeding generations of bees. Since inces-

sant work soon weakens, injures, and destroys the worker-
1 at the busy time of the year, it is absolutely neces-
sary for success to have in your hive a vigorous, young
queen, able to lay a sufficient number of eggs to maintain
the colony in a strong condition, full of bees. Each
queen's age should be noted, and when she is getting old.

and shows signs of failing in her powers of laying, we
should replace her by a young queen. The method of

doing this will be explained in the course of time in
' Rudiments.' It is described at length in Cowan's Guide,

p. 1 IS.

The eggs once laid by the queen require the worker's

care to bring them to maturity. Food must be provided
for the grub's support, both honey and pollen, properly
prepared. Water, too, is necessary for the well-being of

the hive. When the breeding-season commences all these

elements are usually found inside the hive, honey and
pollen in the cells, stored ready for use, and moisture,

which more or less is to be found in the interior of even
the most water-tight hive. It must not, however, be
supposed, from water being required to prepare food for

the brood, that damp hives are not injurious. The hive
should lie kept externally as water-tight as possible, and
full of bees, to prevent undue condensation of water
inside it. Should the bees require more water than the
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interior of the hive naturally affords, they will procure it

outside.

By the use of these three essentials, honey, pollen, water,

the workers prepare the food for the brood. It i- .-ti-

the workers' task to maintain in the hive the temperature
needed to mature the young grubs. Heal is gem
the bee's body, and if increased warmth is required an
increased amount of food is consumed to produce it.

More beat is consequently generated, and this is supple-

mented, if required, by the movement of the wing-, the

exertion of which adds to the heat given off.

[To be c mtinued.

)

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS1 ASSOCIATION.
We beg to remind the Members that the Annual

General Meeting takes place on the 20th inst.

There are two very important questions sot down
mi the agenda fox discussion, viz.—

•

1. The formation of a metropolitan depot for the

sale of honey, reading i , and museum.
2. The adulteration of honey, and the appoint-

menl of an analj -t

The meeting will be held at 105 Jennyn Street,

and the chair will be taken bythi Burdett

President i >i d ion.

DISCUSSION
(in Mr. S. Simmins'f papei on 'A Practical] Ixperience

with Foul Brood, and Flow Cured.'

The Chairman, in inviting a discussion on thi

said thai the whole question had been treated

eminently practical waj quite api cientific

hi.. A recenl number of the Bee Journal cont

of Mr. Cowan's visil to some apiaries in Switzer-
land, in which it is explained how the d

with scientifically. There irre two ways of dealing with
he hoped thai those w ho wei conversant with

the subject would express their opinion as to which was
the more preferable.

Mr. Baldwin thought Mr. Simmins' plain a

of describing the dises e of foul-bi I and its fea-

tures, which were pretty well known to everj

tical bee-keeper, was a serviceable addition

literature. W hen Mr. Simmins r mmended that a

watch should be kepi byeverj bee-keeper on the con-

dition of his neighbours bees no doubl he suggested a

very practical way of stopping tli'' spread of the disease
;

luit he had found many obstacles during bis experience
in carrying out this advice. On he knew
thai a neighbour had foul-br I to a bad extent, for it

could positively be smelt at tl ntrance to the hive.

<>n getting into conversation with the bee-keeper, he
offered to examine the hives and take can- of tne bees
it' he liked, Eventually after some further talk and
persuasion, he succeeded in showing that the bees

were diseased. Hi* surprise could be imagined when
keeper said that this was all brought about by

the new-fangled hives in the neighbour! a which were
no g 1 to anybody. Be had discovered foul-brood in

existence in many neighbours Is where there was
scarcely a frame-hive to be found. As regarded cot-

tagers, hU experience taught him that, the only way to

get rid of foul-brood with them was to purchase their
stocks, for tlm cottagers themselves were generally too

apathetic to take any a-uies t > stamp oul the disease
even when assistance was proffered them. lie re-

membered an occasion at Haslemere, in Surrey, where
he had a bet-tent, and went in search of bees for mani-
pulations. The gentleman on whose ground the tent
stood sent his gardener to help him. On visiting some
of the bee-keepers, he ascertained that for along time
thej ha 1 sui :eeded very well; but during the last four
or rive year- their efforts had resulted incomplete failure.

The cause of this was soon made apparent, for shortly
after he found three or four skeps in the neighbourhood
which were positively rotten. He cut out the combs
and showed the disease to the owner, who had the
impudence to blame the new hives in the locality for all

the misfortune. Of course, the only mean- of curing
this ignorance was by education, the importance of

which he was glad to know the British Bee-keepers'
tion fully recognised. He thought thai not a

particle of food should be given without the salicylic

solution. He fully endorsed Mr. Simmins' remark-- to

the effed that honey should never be extracted from
led brood. To the unpractised eve

it was difficult to say what was sealed and what was un-
sealed hi- 1: and he, therefore, thought it was better

hould not b extracted at all

mbs ci mtaining brood, because ei en in 1

ded brood an unskilled person would very likely

displace the larvse, or gel the brood chilled. Mr.
Cowan's plan of treatment, riven in the G
thought sufficient to meet all circumstances. He quite
approved of the caution enjoined by Mr. Simmins
respecting the necessity of disinfecting hands, glove .

Bmoker, and indeed even article brougb.1 into use. The
slightest touch of foul-brood was sufficienl ;

municate the disease, Water Bhould be used freely,

and always have the salicylic solution in it. The disease

or quilts from
one hive to another, In winter extra cushions and
quilts were used. These, perhaps, become slightly

tainted without the knowledge of tl wner. As the

spring advanced, the} were dispensed with and brought

oul again the . of c mrse wil h i un-
fortunate heap enough, and he

nded thai if there were the slightest taint the

j

should be d< si royed.

The Rev, W, E, I'.urkitt was happj to ay thai he
. little of foul I I himself, The only

circumstance w hich had ever come under hi- own notice
happened in 1883. He was at the time doing what Mr.
Baldwin and Mr. Simmins had both advised should not

be done, name! from a comb that

contained br I, The honey was particularly wanted
for a show at the beginning of the next week-. During

ration he upset the can in which was the capping-

knife, over a comb containing brood, The hoi water
ill over the comb. lb' thought, however, the

brood would not be hurt. If any harm, however, si Id

believed the bees would soon be able to repair

it. Three months afterwards, in that hive he found very
iuspiciou looking cells, and he asked a friend to come,
who SOOT Concluded that there was a Case of foul brood.

lie thereupon destroyed every comb that had br 1, and
thoroughly disinfected thi old hive, washing it with

Salicylic acid. lie gave salicylic acid liberally in the

be,.-' I' I, and put them in winter quarters very much
diminished, but quite healthy, apparently. However,
after < 'hi istina- he found they were all dead. After this

the hive was fumigated with sulphur, and purified with

lime-wash. During the presenl autumn he had eo

across a few cases of incipient foul brood, in which them
was no stencli, and no decayed br I. The capping was
sunk and the brood was dead, but the disease never

advanced further than that. lie destroyed all be found

in that way, and used salicylic acid profusely. He bad

happily not encountered a single case of foul brood in

cottagers' hives.

Mr. P. Zehetmayr was of opinion that salicylic acid
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was not an effectual remedy in cases of foul brood.

When he was a boy at home the custom was to burn

the hive in which there was any taint of the disease,

salicylic acid at that time being unknown. Two )-ears

ago he had a very bad experience of foul brood. On
coming home from a journey he discovered it to be

raging in one hive, brought about, no doubt, by making
use of an old and tainted comb. He at once began to

use salicylic acid, but very shortly two other hives

became affected. He reduced the hives to two, burning

the combs; but still it was impossible to eradicate the

taint. Being loth to destroy them he tried again to save

what he could, and reduced the two to one hive, of

course washing and purifying it with salicylic acid, etc.

However, this last effort failed like all the others, and

after a month or two he was compelled to burn every-

thing. He recommended the use of thymol as a

powerful disinfectant. He had made a little machine

by which he steamed the bees with this substance. It

might be used in another way, namely, by placing a

little bit of it in a sound hive infection was prevented,

because the bees of the infected hive would not come
near it. Thymol had a smell which the bees did not

like, and they often carried it out and put it before the

hive; but when they became accustomed to the smell

the objection wore off. It was his opinion (although

there might be some cases in wliieh remedies had proved

successful), that taking into consideration the risk of

infection, the safest plan in all cases of foul brood was
to burn comb, hive, and everything ; which view was
also held by a great German bee-keeper who owned at

least 2000 hives. If he had followed out this advice in

the first instance he would have saved two hives instead

of losing all.

Mr. T. 1). Blow had seen a great number of cases of

foul brood in Herts, and quite agreed with Mr. Simmins
in saving that half measures employed to combat that

evil were of no use at all. Instances had come under

his notice in which all the combs had been removed
from the bees, and the bees placed in hives on founda-

tion, and then in the course of two or three weeks foul

brood had broken out again. The only satisfactory way
to deal with the evil was to remove the combs in bars,

quarantine the bees for a week, and then place them in a

clean hive. Of course, as had been pointed out, great

care must be used in this operation to avoid the trans-

ference of taint. He recommended that a solution of

thymol should be used in washing hives which needed
purification, and a few lumps placed therein afterwards

would certainly act as a disinfectant.

Mr. Zehetmayr was quite of Mr. Blow's opinion, and
suggested that infected hives should be steamed witli

thymol, which would, no doubt, destroy all bacteria.

Mr. F. Lyon remarked that supposing the disease were
of fungoid character there would be a large number of

microscopic spores. The difficulty was to get at these.

No doubt this could be best done by fumigating. He
would like to know whether the vapour of sulphurous

acid would destroy these germs. He himself had had no
experience of foul brood.

Mr. Zehetmayr replied that the disease was of fungoid

growth, but that the vapour of sulphur was not effectual.

He recommended steaming with thymol.

Mr. R. G. Hinton explained that there was great

difficulty in curing foul brood by means of fumes. If

there were any mass of brood at all the outward portion

of the mass only became affected by the fuming, which
did not penetrate to the minute bacteria inside.

The Chairman believed that all bee-keepers were
certain to encounter foul brood at some time or other

during their experience. It would undoubtedly be a

great gain if science could devise some practical means
of preventing the disease, and he wished scientists would
direct their attention to this subject. As to the method
of dealing with it after it had developed itself, he was

very much inclined to agree with the majority who bad
spoken that evening. He had had very considerable
trouble with foul brood, especially during his first

season's experience, and he could suggest no better

remedy for it than that of removing the combs, and
quarantining the bees before placing them in a new hive.

The success of any treatment, however, depended very
much on the weather he thought, for the experience of

one season was sometimes quite different to that of

another. In the case of a hive of his own badly in-

fected with foul brood, he had killed the queen at once,

and left the bees to themselves to raise a queen if they
liked. That seemed to answer, and as soon as a young
queen was raised he drew the swarm and put them into

a skep, kept them for two days, and then put them on
to foundation. They amply repaid him. The stock was
built up very rapidly afterwards, and the weather being
fine he got a large quantity of honey from that stock of

bees. If the weather had not been good, and there had
been a check to breeding, the result would probably
have been very different. There was no doubt that foul

brood existed a good deal in cottagers' hives, where it

spread contagion owing to the ignorance and apathy of

the owners. One might offer them advice, but as a rule

they would not trouble to carry it into practice. They
were quite content to let things be as they were. Any
improvements must be carried out by the person sug-
gesting them. He had frequently been obliged to pur-
chase stocks of cottagers, but this iuvolved an expense
that could not be continued without limit. Often as

much as a guinea was demanded by cottagers for small

hives. Foul brood was very often brought about by the

injudicious treatment of novices in bee-keeping. The
charge against what was called ' the new-fangled hives'

might lie possibly in some shallow minds. No doubt if

the bees were exposed too much and too often, a bad
effect would result. Nobody was so fond of using the
extractor as beginners. The beginner set himself up
with all the gear necessary, and was not satisfied unless

he was using it. The bees were thus too much exposed
to draughts in all kinds of weather.

Mr. "NV. O'B. Glennie quite indorsed the Chairman's
remarks respecting cottagers, who, when they got pos-

session of a new hive, were constantly meddling and
interfering with the bees, causing them to lead a very
troubled life. He had pointed this out to cottagers, and
the reply he got was, ' "Well, but we cannot tell what
they are doing. You made us do away with the skep,

which was a sealed book.' He answered that if they
did not abstain from pulling them out and looking at

them so much the bees would soon die. Referring to

the Chairman's remarks, he concluded that when he
(Mr. Garratt) drew out his bees, and put them into a
skep for two days, that he did not feed them, but acted
on the starvation principle. He (the speaker) would like

to know whether Mr. Garratt sprayed them in any way,
because the bees themselves were apt to take the spores

of foul brood on their bodies. He had found it a good
plan to spray them with salicylic acid, keep them more
than two days in quarantine, and put them into new
hives on foundation. He had always been successful

with this treatment, and was strongly in favour of

spraying.

The Chairman intimated that he did spray, to a slight

extent, the bees to which he had referred.

Mr. Blow did not think spraying so good as smoking
or steaming, because the sprays woidd not find their way
to every part of the bees' bodies, as would smoke or

steam. Thymol was most valuable for steaming the bees

while in quarantine. It was extracted from oil of

thyme, and was a substance like camphor. It could not

generally be obtained of a country chemist.

Sir. Zehetmayr recommended spraying with salicylic

acid as well as steaming with thymol. Thymol was
more antiseptic than salicylic acid. He did not put his
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bees on the starvation principle. If he had treated them
as Mr. Simmins recommended, perhaps they might have
been saved.

Mr. F. Lyon inquired whether any one present could

give any information on the subject of milk-and-egg diet

for bees.

Mr. Zehetmayr said that Ililbert, -a German bee-

keeper, had tried it. Another German bee-keeper re-

commended flour and water first boiled, and then mixed
with the syrup.

The Rev. T. Sissons moved a vote of thanks to Mr.
Simmins for his paper. He regretted the absence of

that gentleman, who was an ardent bee-keeper. His
(Mr. Simmins') apiaries at Rottingdean wen- among tin

best conducted in the kingdom, and were well worthy of

a visit from any bee-keeper.

The Rev. H. R. Peel seconded the motion, and wished
to include therein some acknowledgment to Mr. Hender-
son for the ready way in which he had supplied Mr.
Simmins' place. Thej- had had a pleasant evening, and
he thought the gentleman who had enlightened them BO

much concerning thymol could render tln-m yet another
service by contributing an interesting paper at some
future meeting.

Mr. Stewart moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
which was seconded by Mr. Drinkwater.
The Chairman returned thanks, and the meeting was

brought to a close.

LEICESTERSHIRE BEE-K EEPERS' ASSO-
CIATK IN.

The annual meeting of the above Association was hold

in the Mayor's Parlour of the Old Town Hall on Satur-
day afternoon, under the presidency of th. Rev. A. M.
Rwididl (Coston). There wen- also present the Rev. T,
W. Goddard, Messrs. T. Carter, Johnson Ward, \V. P.

Meadows, George Byron, Billson, T. Walker, W.
S. Pridmore, J. W. Bicfeley, .1. newham, 11. Bond,
Foxon,E. Redshaw, P. Wright, and E. Ball (secretary).

The report was unanimously adopted, after which the
following gentlemen wore appointed to act a.-- a com-
mittee:—Rev. T.W. Goddard < Bitteswell), Rev. J. Bird
(Walton), Mr. T. Carter (Leicester), Mr. II. M. Riley
(Leicester), .Mr. J.W. Bickley (Melton Mowbray), Mr.
.1. II. Smith (High Croft, Leicester), Mr. T. Walker
(Rothley), Mr. W. S. Pridmore (Hincklej |, Mr. I,. 1',-

brooke (Ashby-de-la-Zouch), Mr. H. J. Goodall (Melton
Mowbray), Mr. II. Bond (of Walcote), Mr. Johnson
Ward (Quora), Mr. W. Lowe (Rothley Plain). The
following officers were then re-elected: Treasurer, Mr.
W. L. Emmerson, Waltham; auditor, Rev. A. M. Ren-
dell, Coston; secretary. Mr. Edwin Ball, Waltham. The
question of obtaining the services of an expert was con-
sidered, and it was resolved that a circular should be lent

to the members inquiring their wishes on the matter,
after the subject had hem considered by the committee.
The thanks of the meeting were tendered to the secretary
for his services, Mr. Spencer, of the Market-place, for a
gratuitous advertisement, the Mayorof Leicester for the
use of the Parlour, the treasun r, and the chairman, after
which the members separated.

HEREFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

The annual meeting was hold on .Ian. 1 1th at Hew-
lett's Hotel, Hereford. Dr. Hull in the chair. The report
(the substance of which was given in the II. II. -J. for

Oct. 1st) was road, also the report of the expert (Mr.
J. K. Hole), stating that, in his autumn tour, hi' had
visited .'S4 members and overhauled lot) hives. The
accounts showed a balance in hand of III. ~*. 8</. ; and

considerable satisfaction was expressed at the fact that
the Association, which commenced the year with 12s. 4rf.

in hand and no property, was now free* of debt, the pos-
sessor of two bee tents and fittings (value over 467.), and
still with a good balance in hand. The office of Presi-
dent being vacant by the death of Earl Somers, James
Rankin, Lsq., M.P., was elected to the past. Mr. Alfred
Watkins was elected hon. sec. The Rev. J. E. Sale, who
first started the Association, and had filled that office,

beinjr about to leave the neighbourhood, the Rev. F. S.
Stocke-Vaughan was elected Treasurer. A bar-frame
hive was then drawn for by the members, in accordance
with the rules.

The Rev. J. E. Sale moved the following resolution,
which was carried :

' That the medals and certificates

given by the British Bee-keepers' Association shall only
be awarded to those who have been members of the
society for six months previous to the date of the annual
show; that they shall not be awarded to the same mem-
bers oftener than once in three years; and that any
member having received the same medals from another
Association shall be disqualified from taking them hero.'

The Committee decided to subscribe for and place the
Hritiih Bee Journal on the tables at the public reading-
rooms at Hereford, Ross, and Ledbury.

MALVERN BEE-KEEPERS' SOCIETY,
In connexion with tiu: Wobcbstebshiee Bee-

Keepers' Association.

This society was formed last year, and hold its first

annual meeting on the iilst January, in order to receive
the Secretary's report. The receipts were -1/. (is, 6d., and
the expenses 3". lis. I0d., leaving a balance in hand of
17*. 8fl. The principal work done during the year was
the visiting (by some of the members) of the cottagers
and labourers who keep hives, in order that they might
learn to keep their bees on the humane principle, and to

show them how to take their honey, and also to Introduce
the bar-frame hives. As this society was formed to

train the poorer classes it has been very successful, and
Beveral of them have also now joined the county society

.

and the committee strongly recommends that similar
auxiliary societies should bo formed in places distant

from the countj ocieties. After the election of officers

for the present your a vote of thanks was given to the
honorary secretary, Mr. W. Paddison, for his services,

and he was unanimously re-elected.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

I am sorry to find that Mr. Bartleet could not meel
with sufficient encouragement to commence a Bee-
keepers' Association for the county of Gloucester. I

have, no doubt, that if he had courage enough to start it,

it would succeed all right, as I think that I could procure
ten or twelve members in this neighbourhood, ami I

have, no dimlit, but there might he quite as main got to

join at Cirencester, and that would bo more than the

Devon Association had at their commencement, as, ac-
cording to their Report in the February Number last

year, they had only twenty members at starting; bul

Lad increased to 200.
Of course, many other towns would bo able to do as

much as the two named, so that I hope Mr. Bartleet and
Mr. Slade will .see it right to have a number of pros-

pectuses Jprinted, and send to parties in the different

towns who would take the trouble to distribute them
amongst the bee-keepers in their respective neigh-

bourhoods. I shall be quite willing to take Lochia le,

Fairford, and Cirencester.—JOSEPH Cook, Fairford.
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NORFOLK AND NORWICH BEEKEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Election of Committee.
Some one— not the present Hon. Secretary of this

Association — has sent you a misleading and, in some
ways, an offensive report of tin- general no-.-t imr. (if

the 13 members present there were only 4, out of some
80 members living in Norwich, or close to it. Mr.
Booker-Hill, who was the first to propose a Norfolk
Association, and myself, who have both worked hard
for the spread of bee-keeping in the county, are os-

tentatiously named in a way which shows a very bad
animus in the writer.— .1. Lawsox SlSSON, TSdMgthorpe,
February llth, 1884.

HOLLAND.
An International Exhibition of Apiculture is to be

held at Amsterdam between the 25th of August and the

6th of September next, in which it is anticipated that

Apiculture will be largely represented. The following

prizes have already been fixed, viz. :
—

1st. 2nd.
No. 322 for bees of different races . 50 fcs. 25 fcs.

„ 323 „ beehives 50 „ 25 „

,, 324 ,, outdoor appliances . . 50 ,, 25 .,

,, 325 „ indoor ,, . . 50 „ 25 „
„ 320 ,, honey (not lessthan 5 kilos.) 50 ,, 25 ,,

„ 327 „ wax ( „ „ )50 „ 25 „

Besides the money, the winners will be presented with

a commemorative bronze medal each. All applications

for space or information should be addressed to the
' Secretaire du Comite exeeutif de l'Exposition,' at Loos-
duinen, pres La Have, Holland, not later than the 1st of

April next. All goods must bo delivered, carriage paid,

not later than the 23rd of August.

FRANCE.
The Apiculteur, the oldest bee journal in the country,

has just entered the twenty-eighth year of its existence.

Owing, probably, to the frequency with which de-
predations have been committed of receut years in some
of the Departments, the practice of setting up man-
traps and spring guns round the apiaries has become
somewhat general in certain districts. Quite recently,

according to L'Apiculteur, a landowner of Riaville

(Meuse) had recourse to these expedients in order to

protect his hives. A man named Raymont, approaching
it for some purpose not yet explained, did not see the
board notice, and touching the wire connected with the
gun, was shot dead. The unfortunate man was the
father of ten children.

The analyst of the Municipality of Paris reports
having examined, in the course of December last, among
other articles, four samples of honey, one of which was
found adulterated by the addition of glucose. In con-
nexion with this report it is also mentioned that Paris
dealers in colours complain loudly of the quantity of wax
now offered for sale in the market.

In the course of last year death has removed two pro-
minent bee-keepers, one being Mr. Antoine Siau, of the
Pyrenees-Orientales, and the other Monsieur Doucin, a

noted bee observer of Les Eochers.
French bee literature has just received a valuable

addition by the appearance of the first number of Le.

Rucher. It is published under the auspices of La Society
d'Apiculture de la Region du Nord, and will conse-
quently be the nearest French bee journal to the English
coast. It is edited by the well-known apieulturist,

M. A. Leroy, whose address is No. 22 Rue Blin-de-
Boui-don, Amiens, Somnie.

The central French Society of Apiculture and Insect-
ology held a meeting in Paris on the 16th" of Jan. last,

in order to elect the new committee of management.
The following gentlemen will, therefore, constitute the
board for the present year, viz., Dr. Marmottant, chair-

man; M. Vignole, assessor; MM. Maurice Girard and
Malessard, vice-presidents; M.IIamet, general secretary;

MM. Delinotte and A. Founder, secretaires des seance-,

M. Sigaut, treasurer; and 31. Pillaia, archiviste. So far

all the reports reaching the Association show that '.bees

are wintering well in every part of the country, really

cold weather having only prevailed one week..

The honey market has been very quiet throughout last

i ith, and consumption is rather smaller than during
1 lie latter part of the old year. It is supposed that this

dulness is due to the mildness of the weather. White
lots have been quoted from 115 to 170 francs per 100
kilos, according to quality. Chili from 100 to 125 francs

in Paris, and from 85 to 115 at Havre. The price of

wax remains steady at previous quotations, viz., 305 to
.'115 francs per 100 kilos in bulk, in bond.

SWITZERLAND.
A New Method or (JtmiNG Fotji Brooh.— So far 1

had managed to stir clear of foul brood, but at last I

brought it into my apiary by the purchase of a stock near
Yersoix. I was unable to bring away with me the one
1 bad selected in particular, and the man sent me the
wrong ,.ne. I may mention, by way of explanation, that

this hive was not one of the moveable frame principle, and
it afforded, consequently, no facilities for examination.

However, the stock declined very rapidly, and in the end
it was rob] ied by the others. But when 1 at last dis-

covered the disease, three out of the eleven stocks of

which ruy apiary consisted had already perished. I then
took away from all the others which showed signs of in-

fection, two or three of the worst combs, and then poured
repeatedly into the corners of the hives where there were
no bees a few drops of pure essence of Eucalyptus
Globulus, which I receive direct from Grasse, Alpes
Maritimes, France. I may say, in passing, that previous

to my making this experiment I had made great use of

[

this essence for curing inflammation of the gums and for

j

other operations of a surgical nature. Old combs were

I

all carefully cleansed and dipped into water mixed or

perfumed with this essence before being again used.

The result was that all my hives revived, and in the

course of this year no signs of foul brood have manifested

themselves in my apiary.

Acting upon the principle that prevention is better

than cure, last autumn I perfumed witli the same essence

all the syrup I supplied to my bees, and it is to this pre-

caution that I attribute the increased energy and vitality

! which have distinguished my bees until the end of the

j

season. The perfume thus imparted to the syrup is a

most agreeable one. As you probably know, this essence

is anti-febrile, anti-scorbutic and anti-inflammatory; it

!
possesses, moreover, the advantage of being neither acid

nor poisonous like all the salicylic acids.

I am so pleased with this discovery as an efficient and
simple remedy for foul brood that I should like to see it

carefully tested by those who have more time than I at

their disposal.

The Eucalyptus is used in many surgical opera-

tions in place of salicylic acids. I have myself used it

for the last six years as a disinfectant for the mouth, in

fact it was just in using it in this way that I was led to

try it as a remedy against foul brood.—H. Bauverd.

( Translated from the Bulletin (VApiculture pour la

Suisse licmande.)
AUSTRIA.

From the Bieuen cater aus Buehmen we learn that at

the census taken hi 1880 in the Empire of Austria

(exclusive of Hungary) it was found that 920,312
colonies of bees were kept, which produced 3425 tons of
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honey and wax; representing a value of 2,134,272

florins, or about 21-'!.4i"/. There are eighteen large

Apicultural Societies, with a membership of 7100, ami

eleven bee-papers are published. The export- i

the imports by 384 tons weight of honey and 72 tons of

wax.
GERMANY.

( >ii tlii- 16th Jan. last Dr. Dzierzon entered upon his

74th year. In 1885 the German and Austrian bee-

keepers intend to commemorate the great master's jubilee

(fifty years) as a bee-keeper, and for this purpose il is

proposed t .
. hold the thirtieth meeting of the German

and Austrian bee-keepers in SiV-ia. Mr. Hzierzon's native

province. Every effort will be made, on this

to do honour to this great and well-deserving 1 -master
mi the evening of hi- lit''. Mr. W.Vogel, tin' permanent
-\ ice-president of the ( rerman-Austro Ba -keepers' Uni

and editor of tin' Bienenzeitung,\a alreadj occupied in

. a committee to mat ry preparations

for tin 1 -aid commemi

(PDA : lis PRODUCE OF HONEY AND WAX.
Amount of honi \ exported from Havana during

1880-1881, :.»,">! 7, .

j

:i'i(' i lli-.
: exported from K

during 1881-1882, 5,100,000 11.-. Amount of 1

wax exported from Havana during 1880 and 1881,

143,775 lbs. I Germany received two-thirds

honey at the averagi prii f •)' cut- per lb.;

Belgium, < Ireal B
|

ain, the

greater proportion of the balance at the same prii

the bees-v. ax S] d nini -tenths at an

it- pi r lb. England and Prance taking
i the balance.

from Nuevita Nuevitas is

i y ahuu! 100 miles quare, bai ing

e, the latt. t 1 eing about 500
miles east, and fifty miles south of Havana. It will be

seen that, if instead of b—wax, honej hud l»

duced,we Bhould have to add totheabo< • over 10,000,000

lbs., making a grand total in I

of honey, not including anj 1 B-waa from Nuevitas,
which probably produc 9 a proportionate amount
when we i aider that only two ports furnished this

aniouiit, and there are three othi rsof about equal

ance in tl sport of honey and wax, we begin to get

some idea of this Eldorado of the apiarist, iet before

the war had desolated the island, it appears that fully

twice the above amount annually. \

letter from Mr. Osburn, Cuba, states, '] have been in the

bee business for fifteen years, most of the time in Soi

California, and thought no other countn in thi

equal t" ii- black sage honey Hows in the immense yield,

as well as the quality produced, but new I am i ipelled

to confess that Cuba exceeds all.' Tht '

Bee-keept /*' Magazine.

Lectubs on Bke-kkbpino.—A lectin bees and
modem bee-keeping, with illustrations, was delivered on

the oth in-t. by the Rev. John Kerr, M.A., Dirleton, Bast

Lothian, in Newtongrange school-room, situated on the

Marquis of Lothian's estate, near Dalkeith. The lecturer

sketched the history of bee-culture from the earliest

time- down to the day of modern bee-cultivating

societies. Proceeding, he gave a minute description of

the bee's different organs, illustrated bj diagrams,
In the second portion of the lecture Mr. Ken- gave a

practical explanation of successful bee-keeping, which
was much appreciated Ly the audience, illustrated, a- it

wae, with a large assortment of hives, feeders, and other

apparatus, supplied by two of our local bee-keepers. In

closing Mr. Kerr expressed Ins willingness to assist in

the formation of a local society for the promotion of bee-

Culture. It is hoped that our local hoe-keeper- will avail

themselves of Mr. Kerr's kindly offer.

(Lovvcsponbcntc.

*** ah

e Hives, Q
The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," c o

<fc S t -
St. I

.;
i

OUK HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

the month of December, 1883, amounted to

l.'i'n'. [Fi in a private return sent by the Principal of

the statistical Office, II. M. Customs, to E. H. Bellairs,

Wingfield, ( Ihristchu

BLIGD COMPETITION.
Allow me to suggest, for consideration, another alter-

ation in the rules for the proposed Economic Lpiaries

Competition; and that is tl ne which fixes 21. a- the

limit of expenditure. This sum does not seem to me a

convenient one, as it i- -pen t,, the objection that has

as a bird for the tabli ' Too much
for oni .

i mpetitors are

naturally temp two stocks, if possible, and
\ erj -mall, or put

makeslii

i want of fund
the competition altogel hi t in oj der to s d I

that could we see the missing diaries of those

who withdrew fi'om the last, we should find that this was
the case in more than one instance. Mr, Kirk Allen's

with a half pound of I - is very
i reditable to

i. hut if is hardly i he way i

scientific bee-keeping, 1 would suggest that eithi c 30*.

would
perhaps be best as that would limit each entrj t e

ught desirable the outran,

that the

competitors tnaj not again be limited to one entry. h

i- rerj desirable thai the different systei

gathering should be compared I

iii
i he -ame management to

much the better. Bar-frame hives -for extracting and

sleeps, and St all svanl

and if possible, side bj Bide. I maj Bay here

that though in theory I very much objed to heps, in

I t i la ' year that 8 large ski n gave a

greater profit than any other hive in my apiary, and one

milar Kind belonging t" my servant, also, proved
more profitable than an\ of bis frame-hi\ es. Referring to

Rule II., could not members of Bee-keepers' Associal .

who have the misfortune to reside in counties which do not
yet possess an Association of their own, be admitted to

compete, provided they could indue the Hon. Sec, or

expert of some neighbouring nty, to visit the

accordance with Rule [X.J Gko. Shipton , Cherterjield.

MR. SIMMINS' HIVE.

There is much that is useful in Mr, Simmins' verj

practical article, and I am glad to see he advocates Bim-

plicitj in hive-making; Mis protest against the long 1 <

>

j>

bar i f the Standard frame is most timely. I have always

been of the opinion thai the Frame Committee made a

great mi-take in adopting I" inches as the length of top

bar, for to my mind the practical business hive of the

future will be made with stout single sides, and the

present standard will not lit it, whereas a lo'-top bar

will tit any hive; the sooner the British Association

alter their standard in this respect the hotter. 1 also

cordially endorse Mr. Simmins' opinion as to the useless-
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ne?s of distance-pins and broad shoulders. The roof he
describes is a capital one : I have used it for five years,

and found it bear the test of time ; it was, I think, origi-

nally introduced by Mr. Fuggle, of Sussex. I think

Mr. Simmins is right in his disapproval of plinths round
the roof and floor-board joints of a hive ; they are apt to

give trouble when the wood swells, and are quite unne-
cessary if the hive is accurately made.
There is one point in which I think Mr. Simmins' hive

is decidedly behind the times. No wonder he requires
' draught-preventers' when his frames run towards the

entrance, thus allowing the draught to find its way up
each seam. When the combs are placed across the
entrance, the first comb acts as an efficient draught-pre-
venter. I can speak from practical experience on this

point, having used hives on the two systems for several

years, and have invariably found that where the combs
run across the entrance more brood is raised, and that

often towards the edges of the comb, which has never
l>een the case when the frames run towards the entrance.

The idea of placing three crates of sections on the top of

the hive, instead of having one crate covering the whole
of the top, is worthy of a thorough trial.

—

Amfbed
Watkin.s, Hereford.

SIMMINS' HIVE.
The thanks of your readers are due to Mr. Simmins

for the lucid directions with which he has favoured them
for making a hive ; and, if you will allow me to offer a
few remarks upon them, I trust lie will not consider
them in any way personal to him, but as made for the
purpose of calling the attention of beginners, who may
be attracted by them, to certain alterations which might
be advantageously adopted.

I quite agree with Mr. Simmins, that if we are to
break up old cases and use the materials as wood, it is

far better and nearly as cheap to use new wood ; but the
ease with which almost any box, if sound and large

enough, may be converted into an excellent double-walled
hive suited to the best methods of working is so great,

that I am sorry Mr. Simmins condemns all makeshift
hives. The plan I allude to was suggested by Mr.
Abbott some time ago, and is simply to fix two 9-inch

boards (8| when planed) from end t:i end of the box
which I take for granted is at least 10 inches deep, at a
distance of 14i inches apart. The space thus formed
between the boards constitutes the hive, those between
them and the side of the box may be filled in

winter with chaff. An entrance made at one end, the
lid covered with floor-cloth, or painted canvas, so as to

be waterproof and an excellent hive, only wanting the
frames and division-boards, is formed at a very small
cost. My object is not, however, so much to defend
makeshift hives, as to criticise Mr. Simmins' new one.

My first objection is, to his remark, that the 17-inch
top bar of the Association Standard frame ' looks, and is,

awkward.' I do not think I am singular in having a
dislike to taking hold of the frames by the middle with
the danger of crushing a bee, and the nuisance of getting
one's fingers smeared with sticky propolis. This is

inevitable with Mr. Simmins' short-ended frame; but
the Association bars can be lifted by the ends and a
heavy frame can be held in one hand with ease, the long
ends affording a grasp.

.Secondly, 1 say that those who use guides can use
nothing worse than wire staples and nails. When wide-
shouldered frames are properly constructed with the
shoulders flush with the inside of the wall of the hive,

far less propolization will take place than when distance-

pins are used. The bees cannot get between the frame
ends to fix them. I must admit, however, that some of

the frames with which hives exhibited at shows are

filled, seem as if they were designed for the special

purpose of being stuck together. Again wheu wide
shoulders are not used, in order to confine the heat the

quilt must overlap the frame-ends, and rest on the hive
side or fillet, thus coming perilously near the driving
moisture, and liable to absorb it by capillary attraction.

I wonder how Mr. Simmins manages in his breezy
situation with one pair of hands to keep his quilts from
being blown off while lie picks up and puts on his-

roofs.

The means of preserving the quarter-inch space at

ends of the frames is also open to objection, as the
frames being made to fit the rabbets in his hives are not

interchangeable with other frames from hives, even of

the same construction, in which the rabbets happen to be
a little broader. Now, if under shoulders are used, the
frames will fit any hive of the same internal measure.
If I understand Sir. Simmins aright, he makes his dum-
mies for a 14j inch hive only 14 inches wide, leaving half

inch to admit cold air in winter, and to be filled up with
propolis or comb in summer, when it will not long re-

main ' easily moved.' The method of making the frames
also involves a great deal of unnecessary labour, and
unless the under side which is cut away is perfectly true

and parallel with the upper side, the frame will not hang-

plumb. What objection is there to the heads of the

nails showing at the top of the bar that so much trouble

should be taken to prevent ii ?

To turn to the hive; I submit that according to the

present generally accepted principles the frames run the

wrong way ; and if the Standard frame be, as I consider

it should, adopted in its integrity, double-walls to admit
the 17-inch top bar become a necessity as they are also

for successful wintering of bees. Other objections are

included in those to the frames.

The roof, which Mr. Simmins recommends, is bad in

many ways. The four joints are most difficult for any
one but an expert joiner to make true and water-tight,.

and are almost certain to open with the weather, and
admit wet to the quilts. Mr. Burkitt's suggestion of

Willesden cardboard is a good one. I have one hive

roofed with it to try, and it seems to be unaffected by
the weather. In the course of some building operations,,

a scaffold pole was dropped on to it. It is a good deal

out of shape, but not broken. A wooden roof would
have been split and admitted wet. It is of 4-plv, the

2 -ply is hardly strong enough except as a cover to

boards; while on the subject I can tell Mr. Burkitt that

bees will bite --ply. Last autumn, robbers bit their way
to a bottle covered with --ply.

To return to Mr. Simmins' hive ; by cutting a board

as he suggests and using two of the boards so obtained
one at each end of the hive, attached to each other at

the two top corners and at the two bottom cornel's by
laths, and covered with 4-ply Willesden cardboard, a
roof can be made in one-tenth the time occupied in

chamfering the four boards, which will be perfectly

waterproof and likely to remain so. As to the question

of making sections or buying American ones I will not

follow him; let those who like to do so make their own,
and if they cost less than the American, the}' must put
very small value upon their labour. Mr. Simmins' crates

are neat and good. I have only skimmed Mr. Simmins'
lengthy paper for the purpose of friendly criticism. Had
I noticed it in detail, this letter would have run to almost

the length of his paper.—F. Lyon.

SIMMINS' HIVE.

I fully expected that some of your able correspondents
would have drawn attention to the numerous defects in

Mr. Simmins' Economic Hive, of which he gives details

in your issue of Jan. loth. As no abler hand has thought
it worth his attention allow me to do so.

In the first place, I consider he has killed the hive
with economy, as at best it is only a makeshift, as I

hold no hive is suitable for wintering that is not at least

A in. higher than the frames, to allow for the proper
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packing of the quilt at the end, the most dangerous part

for draughts; nor that does not come down over the

floor-hoard on at least three sides. It can be done with-

out plinths, ns I shall hereafter show.

As to his draught-preventer, all I have to say in

favour of it is that I do not believe in making my bees

take a far-ahout road for mere handiness; and with a

small door, a good quilt, and close-fitting dummies, with

knive edges, I have never found it necessary. Tint

should any ordinary amateur attempt to make his hives,

unless he "is an adept at the square and rule, I should

not wonder though he should need a few of them.

His bars I consider cumbersome and difficult to make.

He objects to the long top bar. "Well, I like a long top

bar, so that I can get a good hold of it, and can turn it

any way while holden by the ends without fear of letting

it slip.

Next the roof. He says it throws off the water better

than any other he has been able to make. Well, ad-

mitting that, which does not say much for him, it is

only a cover, and that is all he claims for it. The Space

within is almost useless for supers. I have only one of

that .-hape, and mine is half checked at the comers, and

I have had more trouble to get it water-tight than all

my others.

Again he says, ' My crates are not simply racks j' but

he might safely have added, ' simply bee-crushers.' I

am perfectly astonished to hear of one using such an

article, more especially one that term- himself a pro-

fessional bee-keeper. I am not afraid to assert that not

one in twenty could take this sparred bos he describes

off, and put it on a full hive without crushing a great

many bees. Now, taking into consideration tin super

he uses, I fail to see the use "f the bos ;.t all, as their

ends keep them the proper distance from tin- frames;

and to be economic they could be built "i. tin top of tin'

hive like bricks, with simply a board at back and front

to close tip the open sides. At least, in using a super

the same as his, but larger, that was the way 1 did, but

mine was well covered up, and he seems to infer that his

<1<»'- noi need covering.

There are a few of his trilling minor details that in order

to meet m. ire fully. I would rather, with your permis-

sion, describe a hive that is efficient, economic, ami
simple in construction, that will keep out the summi r

Mm and the winter's cold without a draught-preventer.

In doing so, I will gel over a few of his difficulties in an

easy manner.
for ends of body-box two pie,.. 1 -i n . board LOf xll.

I cut a check along one side of these 1 h in., for the

back one piece 224x11x11 in., for the trout one piece

22'xlOx-J in. Nail the back and front to the ends,

keeping the front in line with the top of check, so oe it

will re^t level nil tile flool'-lx .aid. The ll. .. ,1 -hi .ar<l is

nmde thus:—One piece -1 ft. long by 6x1, measure lOj

in. from opposite sides, and cut angle. To covet this

281 '"

take two pieces i-in. 21} xll, and one piece the same
length hut !i in. broad. Nail one of the 1 l-in. pieces on
the fnee of the angles, keeping at each outer edge,

and plane down to the level ; then place the 1 I and 9-M.

pieces on top, and plane off to tin- angle of front. Set

the body-box on this; then for inside take two pieces

204x11 x} in.; rip off 9j in.; plane it down to !t in.;

run the top to a knife edge, bevelling from both sides;

then out of the two pieces you ripped ..if rip four pieces

I
in. Nail these on the hack of the outside hoards ^ in.

from top and bottom; place these inside, and fasten

with four screws each : then cut out your door at front

12 in. long by i! in. Dummies, two piece., \ in. thick,

144x8J, run to a knife edge on three sides. Nail a

piece 4 in. square, 16| long on top ; drive in two pieces

of wire into bottom of each to project J in., and file to a

sharp point to catch in the bottom board. The bars, of

which the hive holds fourteen—but it can be wrought

with any number less—are made thus:— Top of bars,

16j long by 1x4 in.; ends, 84x1 x| in.; bottom,

14x4x^in" For'making the bars, I use a block made
thus—One piece 2 in. thick, 16J long by 84 in., 1J in.

from the ends. I make a groove ^ in. wide by 1 in.

deep. This holds the ends. They are kept in position

by two short pieces fastened with a screw that turn.- on

upon them on the top. A piece lvi in. is nailed on to

keep the top bar in place till nailed; then turn up and

put on the bottom rail. The ends of top bar arc pointed

thus /' '

for convenience in handling. 1 u.-c no

dUtano-pins, as in winter I set them wide, and in spring

closer than usual.

The super-box, which I hold no hive is complete with-

out, to allow of the proper packing of the quilt in

winter, i- made thus:—Ends, 10jx6xl in.; front and

back, 224x0x4 in., nailed together; I rip ties' out

of ft-in. wood. "The two pieces of the i-in. ripped again

gi ee to form a plinth around the bottom of super-box.

This will keep out damp, and any number of them can

l>v piled above one another. From one of the l-in.

pieces I make a [guide for the

doors thus—Cut an 4 in. square / "\

check alongoneside;thenshapeit / \
a- shown bevelling it to throw / \
otf the rain; then off the other

piece I riji 4 in. for the doors,

and cut it in two, Betting them with a shaving under-

neath them. To make them easy to work, 1 put on the

guide, and fasten it with Bcrews.

Tor the top take two pieces Bft.longOx Hn.; rip off S

in.; then slope tic m a- shown.
.

This forms the ends; then
'*'"•

take three pi. Ce.-2-l X 11 X 4 /^
in.: draw a line.:.' in. from S_ _\_
the end as a mark where .,, iu

to place the end-; then

nail on two of them on the bevelled side- of the end;

plan.- down to level at top; put this on top, and draw B)

line in.-i.le wh.-ie t.. drive on stopper. One of the pieces

\ou ripped off ripped again will do for stoppers. Bore a

l-in. hole in each end for Mutilation, and put on top

board, when you will have n complete and substantial

h'u.. and if kept well painted it will last a lifetime.

I cut ull niv wood on a block, where the saw works in

a grove, so that I gi -t my end perfectly square without

planing, and all my ripping is done with a Bmall foot-

power circular saw. Larries making a few hives at a

time can get all the w I cut to the sizu at the sawmill

at m r\ little more C"-t.— Jami.s S.mh.i.kh, Forfar.

EXPERIENCE WITH A STEWARTON FHVE.

Finding one of my Steworton hives very busy thi.>

morning, when the other hives were comparatively quiet,
I deemed it well to examine it, and Bee if the I

-

required food, or other attention. I was glad to observe*

that the combs contained an ample supply of sealed

stores, and upon taking out the two central frames, was
pleased and almost surprised to find them quite full

of brood in all stages; many newly-hatched bees were
running over the combs, and the queen appeared to be ill

good laying condition. This hive, and Borne of the

Others, contained so much sealed pollen in the autumn,.

that I rather feared that it might prove detrimental to

the future welfare of the colony; but it has been

most u-efiil, by enabling the bees to raise a large

quantity of brood, at a season when they have been

unable to obtain any supplies from outside, and the-
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combs will now be in excellent condition for the reception

of eggs in the. ensuing spring-. None of my hives have
been fed, or in any way interfered with, since October.

—

J. E. Briscoe, Albrighton, Wolverhampton^ .Tan. -'10.

SHALL WE PRODUCE COMB OR EXTRACTED
HONEY P

< >n page 48, last issue, Mr. \V. B. Carter en-
deavours to show the cost of producing a pound of comb-
honey. Mr. Carter deserves great credit for his care-

fid ami painstaking proceeding in endeavouring to get at

the exact Wrights respectively of honey and comb (or

wax) contained in the one-pound section. He will, how-
ever, I feel sure, on further consideration, admit that his

figures require some modification.
In the first place, the value of the honey contained in

a section does not represent the cost of production, and
therefore to get at the actual cost to the producer when
compared with extracted honey, I submit that only the
cost of foundation, the section, and additional weight of

wax added to the original weight of the starter, should
be set against the price to lie obtained for the whole. As
regards the cosl of labour, &c, I can see little difference,

whether extracted or comb-honey be produced, so that
item need form no part of the bill of expense.
Now if a full sheet of foundation be placed in aiection

(for which Mr. C. does not forget to charge the account),

the weight of that should of course be deducted from the
weight of comb after removing the honey.

Again, if we are making a comparison with extracted
honey, for which the wholesale price is seldom more than
7d. instead of placing it at 1 s. per lb., the former sum
should be taken as ;i guide; and after deducting, say
quite half the weight of comb to represent foundation
supplied, the statement of cost would read something like

this : six ounces honey, used in producing extra wax, at
7d. per lb. = '2%d. Section and foundation, %d. ; total

expense (exclusive of labour), 3§rf. The wholesale price
of comb-honey averages Is. 3d. per lb. ; the balance of

profit to the producer is therefore lli<i.

It has often been stated that one can obtain nearly
wice as much extracted honey as comb. That may be
the case where bee-keepers extract the honey before it is

well ripened; but when we wait for a good article, and
have it nearly all sealed, it will be safe to say that one-
half more can be obtained.

Against our 1-lb. section at lHrf., we must therefore

place li-lb. extracted honey at Id. = \Q\d., which still

leaves Id. in favour of comb-honey. This is supposing
it takes 20 lbs. of honey to produce 1 lb. of wax. This
statement I have always considered an error, but hope
soon to put the matter to a practical test. Even if l'O lbs.

of honey were consumed while producing it, a deduction
would have to be made in respect of the amount taken
by the bees for their own support during the time the
experiment is carried on.

Beside the slight balance shown in its favour, we can
therefore give the comb-honey the benefit of that doubt.
We know, also, that it is a much cleaner article to pro-
duce, and that it commands a ready sale at all times.

How important is it, too, that we endeavour to supply
our sections with foundation having a thin base, but
with walls to the cells containing sufficient material to

nearly, if not quite complete, their full length ; consider-
ing that the one-half of the whole weight of comb is

supplied by us at one-sixth the cost of that added to it

by the bees.

As regards selling extracted honey at Is. a lb., I
must say that those who can get it can do no better than
work for that article, and it will pay them well. But
can that price be obtained at all times ? Most certainly
it can not; and when we hear a man saying that he can
get that amount for extracted honey, we know at once
that either he has a small retail trade at home, or else he

is producing it in very limited quantities. What bee-
keepers in general have to consider is the wholesale price
of their products where they have a large quantity to
dispose of ; and that being so, others will find, as I have
done, that whether they sell in bulk or go to the expense
of bottles and labels, their net returns will be no more
than Id. per lb. for the extracted article.

—

Samuel
Si.mmi.vs, Rottingdearii

WO( IDLEIGH'S TWIN-HIVE TORCHES.
Adverting to the ' Woodleigh Twin-Hive,' illustrated

on page .'11, January loth, I beg to say that I consider
it a mistake to have such porches to entrances as illus-

trated. I think that whenever the wind may blow
towards the entrance, it must accumulate in the porch
and enter the hive with .greater force than if no porch
existed. I have used a draught-preventer, something like

that recommended by Mr. Simmins (page 25), which
appears more to the purpose.—J. R. W. 1 1

.

LOWER GRADE OF EXPERTS.
I beg leave to reply to the Rev. Geo. Raynor's criti-

cism of my stumbling attempt in your issue for Jan. J.5.

In common with people wdio write or speak in public, I

have to mourn being misunderstood, possibly from want
of clearness or better descriptive powers. Whichever it

may be, I must beg of the rev. gentleman to correctly

quote what I said : my words were 'convenient time and
place ' (not ' numerous places ').. To be more definite, I

would sayj wherever the County Show for the time
being is held would be a suitable place, and there would
ordinarily lie no lack of examiners in the craft who
would devote an hour or two to putting ' Hodge ' through
his facings, and that at a trifling cost to all parties

concerned, seeing candidates and examiners would be
brought together at the show. I may say I read the
syllabus of subjects referred to mi p. 62, Vol. XL; like-

wise I read editor's notes on show and examination of

experts, p. 93, same volume, which I would like to refer

him to. There he will see that the last straw that
broke the camel's back in the case of some of the candi-

dates was the lecture. The fact of my not referring to

the examination papers does not prove that I knew
nothing of their existence ; I simply spoke of wdiat

appeared the most difficult task. No doubt the rev.

gentleman's ideas of the difficulty of public speaking and
mine are different, seeing in his professional career he
has addressed manj' concourses of people.

1 must apologise for not quite defining the person I

meant under the appellation of ' Hodge.' I did not
quite mean the ordinary agricultural labourer or team-
ster, but one very slightly removed from him—a groom
or gardener, especially the latter. Who has not been in

the habit of associating from their earliest days bees,

flowers, and garden produce together ? Often a young
gardener has to leave, his native place and parental roof,

where he has had inculcated into him the rudiments of

bee-keeping, to go to a situation perhaps fifty miles

away. His new employer knows nothing of his apicul-

tural skill. To such a one I believe the much-despised
parchment would be useful ; and I cannot see as it

would in any way interfere with the regular expert.

Your esteemed correspondent seems to think it would be
a backward movement : I do not, however. It would
help to popularise bee-keeping much. Our friend, the
veritable Hodge, would not mind stepping across the way
to Squire So-and-so's gardener to ask what he should do
with his bees when in some minor difficulty. Perhaps
it may be said he could apply to a regular expert. To
this I reply, it will be some time (if ever) before experts

become numerous enough to be within anything like

reasonable distance. And then there is the natural diffi-

dence which we feel in approaching our superiors. And
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thus' Hodge' blunders along,charged by some, happily not

by all, with being dull, ignorant, and a multitude
.similar name.? : whereas if persons that he could under-

stand were ac« ible,—what h'e is capable of the Journal
has lately given proof,—provided "he is sober and tein-

perate, and keeps elear "f the paid agitators referred to

si .mi' time since by, I believe, the Rev. Mr. Sisson in a

lecture which he gave,—I argne that hard work and
experience will -accomplish its end. It is a question with

me which of the tiro will benefit the intelligent cottager

the more,—one of his own class vh,> lias made his way
and won his spurs by sheer perseverance, or a gentleman
who has subjected himself to the cramming process, and
thus acquired in a few months what it took the other
years t i learn.

Hoping ! uncourteously treated one of the

Fathers of Modern Bee-keeping, I remain, So, Plate-
layer, ituckinge, Ashford.

HARVESTING nil. Ill ink V I!Y THE HE Wit ATIAJIIS

Illi: HEATH \l'l WHISTS.

1 1. Tin in Hi i 8.

It is a well-known fact in Germany, that the Heath
apiarists have a -pi 'rial kind of bee, which is different in

mam respects from the common German bee, and is

familiai'h known to German bee-keepers bjj tbi n

'Heath-1 ' (Heidbiene). Von Berlepscn, hath.' and
other eminent bee-masters, consider it an improvi d bi e.

Of course the heath-1 i- a descendant from the
common German bee, but it has been reared for many
centuries in the same waj as the English cattle-b

rear their famous stuck, that i-. In selection t

purposes. This circumstance will prove that the tleath
apiarists have attained a lofty eminence in bee-keeping,
inasmuch as they have been successful in rearing a bee
which is so suitable ineverj way to thoir requirements.
TheHeath-bee is, in its outward appearance, rerj similar
ti' tiie common German bee; but i- distinguished from
tie- latter bj being a Bwarin bee, that is, a bee which
is prone to swarm, and casts "ff tin- ir re swarms.
The common German I "ill give some years one or
two swarms or none at all, but will never swarm if its

combe da not reach nearly the bottom board of its

hiM'. A lirst or eeoond swarm will seldom give another
swarm in the same year, and a young queen never
leads "IT a swarm in the year of her birth. A colony
with -Hi h aijiie.n will never build drone«omb in tha't

year. It is otherwise with the Heath-bee. It will

swarm ly,even if the oombt till only half

the hive. I i

I' swat ui- « ill cast other
swarms. \

|
inj queen will lead off a swarm in the

3 her colony will build droni -.'..ml.

soon after hiving. The Heath-bei will go on breeding to

t he in.
I of Septemix r.

It ma\ be asked, how is it possible to make bee-k
profitable with such a bee? The Heath apiarists are

able t" do bo. Their hives and manage nt and their

ige make bee-keeping a Buccess. The swarming
fever the; control- at the right time, and the drmn-i b

thev cut "lit in the hi'L'inniiig.

There ie no doubt that the Heath-bee is a most
active bee. II" br Is from earlj in the" spring to the
fall, ami brood-rearing is the dervus rerwm oral] activity

in a a >1 my of bees.

Our next will give information respecting the hives in

use In the Heath apiarists. C. J. II. Gbavbnhobst,
Bi uiuwu /.-, Germany.

* The above spirited engraving has been reduced by

zineo-gravnre from a sketch by (i. Arnould, whicli appeared

in Dai Buekflir Mir. (If- iniann Schonlein, .Stuttgart, 1K77.)
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'EXCELSIOR' HIVES, OR EVERY COTTAGER
AN AMATEUR HIVE-MAKER.

In giving instructions to make these hives (which are

entirely on well-known principles) no doubt many will

think they have seen this and that before, or this, that,

and the other is not new, &c. My aim will not be to give

a perfectly new hive, though many points are entirely

so, but rather such directions as will enable anyone who
can saw a piece of wood or drive a nail—no matter how
clumsily it may bo done—to be able to make a bar-frame

hive, having at least thirteen frames, for less than 5s., and
this after he has deducted the value of his time in making
it, and which when done no honest man will be able to say

that it is inferior in any respect for practical bee-culture

to the most expensive hives extant, while in many respects

it will be superior.

There have been many attempts at giving instructions

to make cheap hives, but some of these have been given

by professional hive-makers, who advise knocking boxes

asunder for material; and some by amateurs with expen-

sive tools, who have nover experienced the difficulties

most cottagers have to contend with, and are therefore

hardly qualified to advise.

If we consider that most bee-keepers would prefer

making their own hives, and that if apiculture is to be

more successful, the capital necessary to carry it on must

be greatly reduced : and if I can show how a double-

walled, longitudinal hive, with at least thirteen frames,

air-tight dummy, sliding entrance, well roofed and
painted, with plenty of space above for supering or

doubling, and which can vie for durability, accuracy, and
facility of management, with any hive made, and all for

less than 5s., my trouble in doing so will not be in vain
;

I shall accomplish what no one else has, and add a new
zest to cottage bee-keeping.

The tools necessary are,—a 10 or 12-inch square, cost

about 3*. ; straight edge, Id. ; hand-saw, 3s. ; small saw-

pad, Is.; 8-oz. hammer, Gd.
; ^-in. gimlet, 4d. ; brad

aw], Id. ; and smoothing plane, '«>., or a jack plane will

do as well: you can manage very well with only one

plane, though the set is three, viz.—trying, jack and

smoothing. And as I proceed I shall give my reasons

for preferring this or that particular thing; but all the

directions will be given in such a way that anyone can

vary them for himself, and thus be able to make hives

that will take frames the same as he may have in use.

The square is the most important article, for on the

accuracy of this tool all will depend, so I must first give

directions how to tell if it is true. Get a piece of board,

A, Fig. 1, with one edge perfectly straight,—which can

be seen by casting t lie eye down it—and place the square

across as shown in the figure, and draw a fine C c across

the board along the edge of the square; now turn it over

as shown in dotted plan, and if the square is true it will

lie parallel to the line C c, but if not true it will form
more or less of a V, one way or the other up, showing
just double the error. If not true it will be as well to let

some practical man put it so, as it is a very difficult

matter to do one's self. If you go to buy one, take the
board with you and make sure you get a true one ; don't

be put off with any other on any account. Most likely

the shopkeeper mil be surprised he has not one; but
never mind, if you can't get one, nail two straight pieces

of wood at right angles, drive in first one nail, and when
you have got it true (which can be easily done by means
of the board) drive in another ; this home-made square
may be rather clumsy-looking, but if it is true it will be
far better than any untrue one.

The next thing is a straight edge, this can be a straight

lath or window-blind stick ; cast your eye down, and if

one edge is straight it will do. The next is a saw, if the
teeth are dull or out of set, the price of sharpening and
resetting is 4d. Don't do this yourself, but take it to a
saw-shop (if possible) or a practical man, it will be well-

spent money. The other tools are not so particular,

except the plane should bo sharp.

If you can't afford to buy these tools you may be able

to borrow them, or a number might club together, one
buying a saw, another a plane, and so on; other tools

can be dispensed with as not absolutely necessary, unless

it be a 12-inch rule : so there can be no obstacle for the
very poorest setting up hive-making and perhaps earning

a few shillings on a rainy day or when out of a job.

In beginning anything it is always best to start with
materials that require the least adapting; thus in making
a coat it is better to start with the wool, ready spun,

woven, and dyed, rather than to take it from the sheep's

back ; therefore I shall start as far on as possible and use

boxes ready-made, which have done duty as cases of

goods imported from abroad, numbers of which can be
had for nearly nothing, which are quite suitable for hive-

making, without having to knock them iu pieces.

For the first of these boxes I will take the Assam tea-

boxes, being the most plentiful, which are about 22
inches long, 18 wide, and 18 deep, inside measure, and
are made from very hard wood about |-inch thick, and
well dove-tailed together, and may be got from most
grocers at 4d. or Qd. each, who are generally very glad

to get rid of them, as they are so difficult to pull in pieces,

and so hard to split into fire-wood. These tea-boxes come
from India, those from China are smaller, lighter, and
not at all suitable : so be sure you get the right ones.

Another suitable box is what Wheeler and "Wilson's No.
8 Treadle Sewing Machines come in from America; they

are -jOA inches long, 10 wide, and \\\ deep, inside mea-
sure, are made from J-inch pine, well seasoned, planed,

and are just right to make twin hives, or can be shortened

to make single hives; they may be got with the lids from
any of their depots for Is. Gd. each or less: iu this town
(where there is a great demand for packing-cases), I get

them for 16s. per dozen. Ham-boxes will do, but are

very heavy, or any other box, if it is, first, wide enough;
second, not too short; and third, sufficiently deep.

There is another box imported into this country in

very large quantities, made from i-inch white deal, ready
planed and painted, just right width and sufficient depth
to take Association frames : it only takes me ten minutes
to convert one into a make-shift hive, and are handy for

nuclei, super-cases, swarm-boxes, and a host of odd things

in an apiary. Theycost Gd. each; but as I do not con -icier it

a hive proper/being single-walled, and only holding seven

frames, I will give further particulars of it at the end of

this article as a useful thing to get, though I have win-
tered stocks in them.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

{To be continued.)

Saddler's Tablets.—Through your columns allow

me to thank Mr. J. Saddler for the receipt he gave (in

the British Bee Journal, August loth) for making candy
and flour-cake. I have made some as directed, and it is

the best I have seen. I would recommend all who have
any trouble in making candy to use his receipt.—J. Bull,
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BEE-KEEEEES AT HOME.

No. V.—The Kbv. F. T. Scott, at IIartlip

Yicaragk, Sitting in iriiNE.

\Ve offer no apology to our readers, in the con-

tinuance of "iir sketches of the lives of our leading bee-

masters, for introducing another gentleman of the cleri-

cal profession—one who has for many years of a long- life

displayed that enthusiasm which is absolutely necessary

for success in apiculture. In this country, in America,

and on the Continent, we find clergymen taking a fore-

most place in the knowledge and study of the economy

and management of bees. Apiculture would appear to

lie in close harmony with the work to which they have

devoted their lives. It causes them to love the country

life in which, when placed in rural paiishes, they are

called to pass so large a portion of their existence : it

opens up to them a world of innocent pleasures; it

affords an occupation to their minds, and saves them
from the possibility of ennui: it brings them face to face

with the wondrous creations of Him Who hath m
things well; and it gives them an opportunity of bene-

fiting their parishioners by introducing to them at once

a pleasing recreation and a profited)] tcupation.

The subject of our present sketch is th.' Rev. Frederick

Thomas Scott, M.A., incumbent of Hartlip Vicarage.

Mr. Scott was born on the 6th of March, 1812, in the

town and port of Folkestone, where the illustrious Dr.

W. ll;u\r\ first saw the light of day. Hi- father was
John Scott, Esq., inspector of II..M. < •ustome and captain

of a Volunteer Artillery Corps, at thai time stationed at

Folkestone. In the year 182] the family removed from
that place to Smeeth, near Ashford ; in which place his

youthwasspent,theGrammarScl lat Ashford supplying

his classicaleducation. Mr. Scott was always a great lover

of the country, and more addicted to the study of natural

history, especially of birds, than boys of his age usually

are; but it is romewhat remarkable that during his holi-

days, which were spent at Smeeth, he saw little or nothing

of I ires; and this can only be accounted forby the fact that

ii - i a, that be was aware of, were kept in the parish.

In the vear 1830 he entered at Worcester I

Oxford. During hi- college life his attention was not

direct* d to the study of be! s, except that he understood

from his tutor, the Rev. 1!. L. Cotton, that a cousin of his

at Christ Church kept bees in his room. This was the

celebrated bee-master of aft i daj -. Rev. W, I '. < lotton,

author of My Bee-book, whom he had the plensure of

meeting occasionally at the great Ike Exhibitions at

the Crystal Palace. In 1886 fir. Scott was ordained by

theBishopof Lincolntothecuracyof St. Ives, I lunt-,w here

he resided for one year,the only year of bis lit'. - spentout "f

Kent. In 1843 he became rector of Rastbridge; and in

1844 we find him perpetual curate of Myth'-, Kent, noted

for its being the location for the School of Musketry.
It was not till the year 1848 that Mr. Scott took any

interest in bees, his attention having been drawn to them

by his thin curate, the Rev. Matthew Woodward, the

present vicar of Folkestone, who had been greatly

interested in a swarm which he had ^;>n taken in the

garden of his lodging. Mi'. Scott was at once seized

with the same intense desire that his curate had ex-

pressed to know something ahout I s, and formed a

resolution to keep them. No time yvas allowed to elapse

bef ]iutting this resolution into effect, for the following

year, I860, found him the possessor "f eight swarms
of bees, one being placed in a set of Xutt's Collateral

boxes, which he had procured from his friend, the Rev.

Frederick Freeth ; another in a flat-topped hive of Mr.

Payne,the well-known author of a book on Bee-keeping.

Like most bee-keepers, Mr. Scott became from this

-time forth an enthusiast in the science and art of

bee-keeping; and much of his leisure time was spent

in obtaining information on the subject. He read all the

works he could get hold of, and visited all the apiaries

in the neighbourhood, and some also at a considerable

distance from home. He was especially interested by an
inspection of that belonging to Mr. Golding, of Ilunton ;

where he had the great satisfaction of seeing Huber's
leaf-hive in full work, as well as the Grecian hive, which
Mr. Guiding had done so much to introduce and recom-
mend to the public, and which was being worked with
great success by himself as well as by a neighbouring
clergyman, who kindly instructed Mr. Scott in the right

way of using it. This In- felt to be a great step in advance.
He had, like others of his time, to begin at the bottom of

the ladder in his learning ; and th.' possession of a hive

with a moveable top, and bars upon which the combs
were to be built removeable at pleasure, rendering an
examination of the internal state of the hive at any time

possible, made him more than ever before master of his

bees. With the use of such hives as these (Nutt's

Collateral boxes having been - ime time discarded) Mr.

Scott met with a considerable amount of success as a

1 keeper, ami bad the satisfaction of astonishing and
delighting hi- friends bj tic Bight of some excellent

Bupers of comb-honi _\ in glasses and boxes.

In the year 1853 Mr. Scott was removed from the

incumbency f St. I. aid-, Hytbe, to that of Siberte-

wi ild, near Dover ( vulgo,S\ epherdswell), to which vicarage
were in due time removed, and where he hoped to

be a hi.- to devote more of bis leisure hours to the now very
absorbing hobby. It was during a lengthened residence

of twenty-one years in this place that tt great advance
de in his knowledge of bees and bee-keeping.

a- that he built, and then discarded as incon-

venient and objectionable, a bee-house upon a large

scale, l [e bad -•
i a in the \ icaraj n friend

at Aldl tile, in Wilt -hive, the model of a Swiss chalet

placed B ' t .01 the law n ; and lie at once set

ahout building one after tic same pattern, to serve as an

apiary in In- own garden. This was figured in the
t'.,?><i

:/, Gardener, and after some years' servii

carded I above mentioned.

Sere it was that, having learned from American writers

on bee-keeping of tl xcellenl qualities of Ligurian !"• -.

Mr. Scott wasoi f the first ol English bee-keepers to

import them into this country. This wa- effected

through the assistant f Mr. Neighbour, of Regent
Street, who introduced Mr, Scott to M. II. c. Hermann,
apiculteur of Tamia by Chur, Canton Orisons, Switzer-

land; with whom Mr. Scott corresponded, and received

from him in the mouth of October, I860, two cassettes,

ach containing a Ligurian queen. One of these died on

the journey ; tin- other was -ui s^fulh placed at the

head of a Btrong English colony, ami flourished at the

commei ment of the year I860. It sent out a strong

swarm mi the 2nd of .Inly of that year, with which Mr.
Sett was -reatlv delighted, and of which Mr. T. W.
Woodbury, of Exeter, afterwards remarked in a letter,

' I should think that this wa- the first natural swarm
of Ligurians that had 1 n seen in England.' Hut to

the great regret of Mr. Scott they never swarmed again,

for the g] uy summer of I860 proved fatal to the race

in hi.- apiary; whilst Mr. Woodbury's, having been kept

from swarming, survived and flourished.

Ahout this time it was that the greatest advance was
made in bee-keeping by the introduction of frame-
hive-; and in this matter also Mr. Scott had the great

satisfaction of lending a helping hand. The famous

Practical Treatise on the /lire <nnl Honey Bee, by

L. I.. Langstroth, was published at .New- York in 1860:

and came into Mr. Scott's hands in 1862. In the perusal

of this most complete and exhaustive work, he became
deeply interested, and at once set himself the task of

constructing a hive something upon Dr. Langstroth's

lines; hut, as Mr. Scott thought, more suited in
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size to our variable climati and short, uncertain

summers, and he hoped also with some improve-

ment of his own. This latter c insisted in the tops of

the frames projecting about an inch beyond the front

and back of the box, so that the frames might be lifted

out. without having to lay hold of them within the hive.

This hive when completed was described in the Cut/aye

Gardener, No. 262, and Mr. .Scott gave it the name of

'The Sibertswold Hive;' and he allowed Mr. W. J.

Pettitt, of the Apicultural Institute, Dover, to make
and .sell them as he pleased : and in the course of a few

years many hundreds were sent into different parts of

the kingdom with his own addition and improvement of

the metal bar rest. A model of this hive, made of

polished mahogany and plate-glass, was successfully

exhibited by Mr. Pettitt in Paris, and. with equal success

by Mr. Scott, at one of the great exhibitions in the Horti-

cultural Gardens, London. A silver medal was awarded
in each instance. It was about the same time that Mr.

Woodbury brought ou1 the hive which received his

name, and which, in Mr. Abbott's hands, became, for a

long time, a favourite with the public; but it may lie

mentioned here that the frame of the Sibertswold Hive
was in size nearer the dimensions of the present Standard

as determined by the B. B. K. A. than any other thai

had been before the public; anil it i- also worthy of

remark that Mr. Abbott on one occasion spoke strongly

in favour of a top bar which projected beyond the sides

of the box, as the Sibertswold hive then did.

Besides these efforts in the cause of an improved
system of bee-keeping, Mr. Scott delivered lectures on
1 s and bee-keeping before the East Kent Natural
History Society (of which he was one of theVice-Presi-

dents) at Canterbury; before the Philosophical Insti-

tute at Dover; in the Town Hall of his native place,

Folkestone, under the patronage of the mayor for the

time being; as well as in his pwn and a few other village

school - rooms. At this time also Mr, Scott became
acquainted with all the known bee-keepers in the county,

especially two distinguished individuals who were also

writers on the subject of bee-keeping, named Major

A. Munn, of Throwley, and Dr. Edward Scudamore, of

Bellevue. Harbledown; besides Mr. Golding,of Hunton,
who has before been mentioned. Mr. Scott was also at

this time introduced to Lord Keane, of Stetchworth
Bark, Newmarket, who had built him-. 'If a hee-house,

which he assured him would accommodate eighty stocks

of bees, exactly four times the number provided for in

Mr. Scott's.

In the spring of tin- year 1868 he had a correspond-

ence with Mr. T. W. Woodbury on the subject of a con-

troversy which was being carried on between himself

and Major A. Munn as to the first introduction of a

frame-hive into this country, as well as of the Ligurian

bee,—Major Munn taking credit of the first to himself,

and giving Mr. Scott that of the latter, but without any
decision having been come to on the former subject;. A
comparison of dates showed that Mr. Woodbury's first

queen was 'despatched by Hermann from Tamin.by.Ghur
on the 28th July, 1859, the same day that he Bent the

first queen to Mr. Neighbour,' whereas Mr. Scott did not

receive his until the month of October iu the same year.

Mr. Woodbury adds, in the letter quoted above, ' My
queen lived and did well, whilst Neighbour's died; so that

mine was certainly the first successful introduction.'

(I'd be continued.)

(!ErIj0£S from % IJibcs.

C<,w*field, Salisbury; Feb. (\th.—The weather of the

past two months has been very mild with the exception

of a few stormy days. Bees on the wing almost every

day, excepting when it was stormy. I took a look into

one of my hives on February the 3rd, and found several

large batches of brood in all stages and a number of

young bees hatched out traversing the combs ; the hive
examined was a doubled-walled hive, but without any
packing. Crocuses and other spring flowers in full

bloom.—T. Giles.

East Derbyshire, Feb. dth — The weather continues
here, as elsewhere, very mild and bees are flying most
days, though as yet there is nothing for them to gather,
snowdrops and crocuses not being open. But little

honey, however, has been consumed, and as a rule my
stocks have not yet commenced rearing brood, al-

though last year at this time when the weather had
been much more severe almost every hive had brood. I

account for this by the fact that they are much stronger
this year than last ; and I have found by careful obser-
vation that the earliness of breeding is in inverse pro-
portion to the strength of the stock. I am well aware
that Mr. Cowan and other high authorities tell us the
contrary ; but then, even the highest authorities are not
always correct in their statements, but are too apt to
take things for granted, as for instance, in nearly every
book on bee-keeping that I have seen, we are told that

toads and poultry must be guarded against, or they will

destroy large numbers of bees. Whereas the/act is that

neither the .me nor the other will knowingly touch a bee.

-G.S.

Sussex.— Remarkable as was the mild weather of Nov-
ember and December, that of January has been still

more vo. Very frequently we have had it 50 degrees in

the shade, while there has been but one or two slight

frosts during the month. (In the 24th, we had a heavy
gale from the W. S. W., doing considerable damage; the
wind lasting with great violence for three days, reaching
its height at 8 p.m. on the evening of the 26th, when, as

on the previous night at the same hour, it was accom-
panied with thunder, and vivid flashes of lighting. My
simple covers have had a practical test. Though none of

them were weighted, or fastened down, not one was
blown off, while those of other shapes, with weights,
were blown in all direction-.

—

Saul. Simmi.vs.

Somerset. Spaxton.— I think you may be interested to

hear that I have a small Observatory hive in a bedroom
window containing three bars. They have wintered, so

far, exceedingly well, and have now (Feb. 8th) sealed-

brood in the outer bars and plenty of honey, and the bees

are busy carrying in pollen. All the other hives iu my
apiary, numbering about fourteen, are doing well, plenty

of sealed food; and though the bees have been so active

all the winter, 1 think there is a fairly good number in

all the hives. I am very much interested iu Mr. Ditty's

article upon extracted honey, and from my own personal

experience of two or three years, find it pays much
better than comb-honey.

—

Mellaiuus.

Xtirth Leicestershire.—During the four weeks ending-

to-day (9th inst.h bees have been on the wing six times;

on several other days, though the thermometer stood at
•">0 degrees, they remained under cover being probably
influenced thereto by the prevalence of rough winds.

On Feb. 1st, although the maximum temperature was
only 44 degrees, the bees were carrying in loads of pollen

of a light colour, most probably obtained from snow-
drops. Since that date the weather has not tempted
them abroad. Snowdrops, aconites, violets, and prim-
roses, are in full bloom; and crocuses, arabis, and gilly-

flowers, are beginning to show their colour.—E. B.

Blair Atlwle.—The year 1880 will not be remembered
by bee-keepers as one of 'lots of honey,' but as one that

gave only a very moderate yield. Apiaries within range

of the heather were fairly remunerative—I speak of my
own locality—July and August were unusually wet; rain

falling on twenty-two and seventeen days, making a total

of 504 and 3'61 inches respectively. Temperature

:

July—Mean for month 13'7C. (56'GOF'.); mean highest,
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18*7; il.mii lowest, 8.9. August—Mean for month,
18'0G. (56*4 V.): highest, lT'o: lowest, 8"7. January of

this year( 1884) was very mild : Temperature—Mean for

month, 3-8 C. (38-88 F.); highest, 69 ; lowest, 0-72; rain-

fall, 5 -13 in. Bees had some twelve .lav- on which they

could Hy and are in splendid condition.—A. 0.

Caimie-by-Keitk, X. I!.. Feb. 8th.—Two weeks ago we
had a sharp snow-storm, most of the snow ha-

i

appeared and bees have been out very frequently. I

examined two hires on the 6th iu-t., and found them
just in tie- very condition 1 expected, viz., very little

stores. I intend to give a 2-lb. cake of candy to each,

liquid food is, of course, out of tie- question.

people have already lost hives by starvation.—A. Co< C-

(l)u cries ana llcplics.

Query No. 740. i.M. J. \mi.k, WUne Mills.)

Wetted Combs.—1 have five bar-frame hives sta

the garden, next to the mill dam, and owing to a sudden

fresh of water, the bank gave way at a weak pi

B led these five of my hives three inches over the

floor-board, and. of course, must have lodged in tie-

In it torn of the combs to, at least, the depth of tw o inches.

If the weather had been mild, it would have been an

easy matter to get tie- water out: but the wind was
much t -lulls to warrant an interference with the

the cure would have been . lisease;

all 1 dare do was to ^ri > •
- them dry floor-boards, which,

luckily. I had in readme Now do you think that the

bees will bo lik.-K to suffer seriously from this unl

accident, either from dysentery, or mould] combs? All

—with on,- exception -have a go. "1 lot of sealed

and syrup, in the tops of the frames. If you could set

my mind liould !>.- thankful, but b1 Id, in

. like to know the worst. A. Hn -.
- tted combs

will certainly become Idy. and until for use, but you
n I not fear dysentery in tin- mild weather, when the

beee have so many opportunities of flying. We should

take advantage of the tii-' tin.- day, to open and examine
the hives, and cut out tie- lower part of each comb, so

he damp ha- risen, i em. >ve all a imbs not

by bees, close up the di\i.-ioii-b.ini. aid feed about a

gill of warm syrup with salicylic acid. When the bees

get strong, thej will soon re-build the re \.-d portions

of comb, It would 1"- desirable that the I - should be

.shifted into dry hive.-.

QdxbyNo.741. (Si n \u iii\ i .
i SupersandSwarms.

—I have a number of bees in bar-frame hives last

year's swarm- and wish to still increase mj -

b i Can I put a super on a hive that I wish to swarm
artificially: and if so, must the super be put on before

01 after the -warm is forced? A. XOTI cannot

iblj expect supers, and an artificial swarm, from
one hive, unless very strong. ItA tan build up i

mi strong as to bear swarming from, and still leave a

large population, you maj get both. If you can get a

super filled before you make your swarm, do so. When
you make your swarm, cut out all queen-cells but one, to

prevent a cast issuing, reduce the size of the hive b]

pinning up ih.- division-board, and OS tie- bees will have
do in I t.. attend to, and the young bees will be

hatching rapidly, you may ";.-t another ,-ujier filled

-always supposing plenty of honey is coming in.

Qi kiiv No. 743. (Amatei h.i- I. Super Wmey.
Would you kindly t.-ll the best way to procure super
honey from frami-hiv.-s without a possibility of

swarming F as I have to keep them at a distance from
home.— .1. We, and most other bee-keepers, would be glad
to know how to ' procure super honey without the possi-

bility of swarming.' Your best plan will be to confine the
queen on two or thr tombs, between two sheets of ex-

cluder-zinc. Cut out all drone com h from the enclosed comb.-.

2. Stewarton Boxes.—Would putting Stewarton honey
i an ordinary bar-frame hive prevent swarming:—A. Stewarton honey boxes are not suited to bar-frame

hiv.-. a .-rale of sections would lie better.

•'I. Salicylic Arid.— How much powdered Balicylic

acid should I use (t.. prevent foul brood) in syrup for
spring feeding, and is tin- enclosed the right sort p

—

A.
Make a solution of 1 oz. of salicylic acid in half gallon

of water, with a little borax, without which the acid

will not dissolve. Use of this solution 1 -;:.. or two
t&blespoonfuls, to each 10 lbs. of sugar used for to d,

The sample you send i- correct.

i. Sugar for Feeding.— 1 notice that one of your
ex p< it- ..ir for feeding, w hat do you think of

enclosed sampler

—

A. The sample oi sugat you send is

not so g 1 for f I as the refined lump, or crystal.

Mara ;" rf< r.)]

aing.- lam about to start 1 ice-keeping, and propose
to have a SWarm in M

I to place it in one of

Abbott's Irish hives. 1- it necessary to have waxed frames
or comb foundation ready fixed in the hives? Will it be

yto commence f.-.-ding immediately the .-warm is

hived: La extracting honey from comb containing bi l

is there not a great risk in chilling the brood or destroy-
ingthe larva? A. B) all means use comb-found
and having hived your .-warm continue feeding for

several days, when, if the weather prove fine, and none]

conies in fast, cease feeding, and place on your hive a

rack of sections, which, if the season be favourable,

filled, and sufficient hone] for the
winter'.- supply stored in the combs below. B]
ing from brood-combs there i- a risk of chilling the
l.r 1 and injut

I e. We never practise it, as

litik- hone] is stored in the centre combs where bi I

i- chiefl] raised, and that little we leave (or winter's

use,

2. Can you give me the name of any I -keeper within
• a-\ distance of this, who would be willing to let me
visit his place, and give me a few hints? A. Perhaps

i an apiarist, \\ I arr,l sj., Newton Heath, Man-
chester, would not be disinclined to receive a \i-it from
you, and discuss bee-keeping with you.

.:. Can you give me the oai t the Becretarj of the

Lancashire Bee-keepers' Association, or the name of any
oth.-r officer with whom I can communicate i A. .1. 1'.

Jacks Esq., care ol Gibbs & Co., 18 M fields, Liver-

j I, would give you tl m you desire respect-

ing the Lancashire B. K. A.

<,niii\ No. 744. (J. W.Townsbnd.) Melting Wax,
Sfc—Would you be so kind a- to T.-ll me the best waj to

from old cmb.-: also the safest wbj to

introduce a Ligurian queen into a high-bred stock, and
h can tin- be done safely? A. To It wax, if

only a email Quantity, having broken up the combs, ti.

them loosel] ill a bag mad.- ,,;'
, In -. -.-cloth, OI cainas.

and place it at the bottom of the pot or caldron, with a

Weight upon it I . k.-ep it down. Fill the pot with
water, and Imil until t lo w a\ escapes from the bag ami
rises to the top. The whole ma] then be set aside, and
when cold the wax will be found in a solid mass and the

refuse in the bag below. We do not advise the intro-

duction of queens before April. Consult Queen Intro-

ductionby Rev. G. Raynor, price 3d., to be had of Mr,
J. lluckle, King'- l.angley.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

1!. I'k'.i., Norton. The sample of honey forwarded has

a nice tlav.uir. The process adopted b] you may re-

tard, but will not prevent, granulation. Some bonei

an- more subject to granulation than others. Tin

.-ample shows signs of granulation. There is nothing,

however, in the condition of the hon.-y that render:

it untit for exhibition.
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D. II. Siddall, Todmorden.
—"We would recommend for

your study Cowan's Bee-keepers Guide-book. You
will find in its pages the information you desire

respecting the measurement of hives, and the manage-
ment of bees in bar-frame hives.

E. K., Brecon.— I. Bees breeding.—The extraordinary

mildness of the season has set all nature, bees in-

cluded, at work earlier thau usual. The scarcity of

food is caused by the breeding going on, and you must

keep up the feeding, or the brood will be starved and
much harm done. 2. Feeding.—By all means give

syrup. Candy does not contain sufficient water for

the sustenance of brood, and the bees are forced to

leave the hive in quest of this necessity, and are lost

and worn out. Refer to the ' Useful Hints ' in issue

of February 1st.

Same. Giblett, Dorset.—Mouldy Combs.— You ought
to have kept your removed combs in a dry place to

preserve them from mildew, but, having become
mildewed, you did the best thing you could. You
may safely give the combs to your bees. You may do

so now, putting them outside the division-board and
unsealing the honey. AYhen brood has hatched, and
the bees are crowded on their present combs, you can

put the spare ones, one at a time, in the middle of the

brood-nest. The powdery pollen has probably been
attacked by mites, but the bees will clear it out, or

you can blow it out. If you intend to extract, your
drone-combs will be usefully employed as you suggest.

You may commence stimulative feeding now, but read

our 'Useful Hints,' Feb. 1, and do not be too eager.

We are not ' out of the wood ' yet.

A Subscribeh.— Transferring Bees from a Bo.i-hive.—
To transfer bees from a box-hive to a bar-frame, it is

not necessary to drive the bees. Open the box, sever
the attachments to the sides with a knife, lift out one
comb at a time, and brush the bees off it into the box.
Tie into the frames, and when all the combs are thus
transferred to the bar-frame hive, brush or throw the

bees among the combs. The bar-frame hive should
be stood upon the stand of the box-hive during the
operation, and all the bees which take wing will enter

it. Do not attempt it until the weather is warm, and
lie careful not to chill the brood by having it

imcovered by bees too 1' nig.

Ernest Hayward.—To transfer bees from a straw
skep to a moveable comb hive, the process called

'driving' must be adopted. The mode of driving is

explained in Modern Bee-keeping, page .'!•"). The best

time for a novice to transfer his bees is about three
weeks after swarming ; the experienced bee-keeper
may do so almost at any time with success. For ' Trans-
ferring ' see p. 5'J of above-mentioned book.

SrnsriuitEii, Fethard.—From your description of the
locality, we think it would supply forage for forty or
fifty colonies of bees. Five years' experience with
eight or nine hives should well qualify you for the
venture, and a successful result. The 'yellow-flowered
rape,' of which you speak as growing like a weed
amongst corn, is, we imagine, the charlock, or wild
mustard, which is an excellent bee-plant, yielding
Ixrth honey and pollen in considerable quantity. The
coltsfoot (Tussilagofarfara) is also very useful to the
bees in early spring.

A. C.—The barley-sugar, as made in accordance with
the recipe in pages 07 and 68 of Modern Bee-keeping,
may be given advantageously to bees for the purpose
of eking out their winter stores. This is to be
preferred to that obtained at the grocer's, which is

very variable.

Beeswing.— Foul brood.—The bees Mr. Simmins had at
the time of his experience with foul brood, were

Ligurians, hybrids, and blacks, and all alike were
victims to the plague. Mr. Boot's bees aie certainly

nearly all Ligurians ; but other larger apiaries of ail

blacks or hybrids are equally exempt from the disease.

In fact, the nature of the complaint is such that no
variety of bees can be proof against it when the germs
of the plague are at band. Mr. Ditty's bees are the
common black bees.

John J. Smyth.—Plansfor Bee-houses.—We purpose,

in an early number, giving plans and specifications for

bee-houses.

A. Cockbuhn writes :

—

'Honey house.—I intend to build
a small house for holding honey, hives, and other
appliances. I would be delighted to have a descrip-

tion of the size and shape most suitable. I'erhaps
some of j'our readers will give us an article on the
subject.'

X. Y. Z.

—

Transferring.—In your case we should not
transfer at all, since the greater part of the comb will

be useless from age, granulated honey, old pollen, &c.
Allow the hive to swarm, and place the swarm on
the worked-out foundation, feeding it for two or three
days ; and then, removing the feeder, give a rack of

sections in place of it. Twenty-one days after the
.swarm has issued, drive all the bees out of the old skep,
put them on five or six frames of foundation in a
frame-hive, and place them on the old stand. "With
favourable weather they will make you a second good
colony. If, however, you determine to transfer, do
not attempt it before the end of March or even April.
The operation will be much better performed then
than earlier, because the combs will be lighter, from
the granulated honey and old pollen having been
cleaned out. The brood and the worker-comb only
should be preserved, and supplemented with frames of

foundation to fill up the hive, and later in the season

a rack of sections might be given. Bv the former
plan, which we much prefer, you would obtain twe
good stocks and surplus honey ; by the latter, only one
in all probability.

F. Zehetmayr.—Incredible, ami yet 'True.
—"We are

obliged by your translation of Dr. Dzierzon's report on
the fact of Pastor Schonfeld's observation of the attach-
ment of a drone to a worker-bee, as recorded in the

Bee Journal for Oct. 15, 18S3j and perfectly concur
with him that this solitary and imperfect observation

'does not prove anything at all, and much less still

will it be able to shake or throw doubt upon the
theory of the origin of the drones, established through
the experience of practice, and through the minute
study of scientific men with microscope and dissecting

needle.'

Mellarus.—Respecting the proper person to apply to

for a black queen, we should prefer your getting the
information you desire from those who deal in queens,
:is we are indisposed to mention the name of -any
special dealer. We do not recommend the intro-

duction of queens before April.

F. A. Goodall.—See reply to ' Ernest Ilayward.'

T. L. W.— 1. Strength of Stock*.—If on the 1st of

March there are four or five frames covered with bees

the stock may be pronounced to be fairly strong. 2.

Climbing Annual Plant for Bees.—The nasturtium,

flowering for a long time, and yielding a large per-

centage of honey, may be recommended. Bees are

very partial to scarlet runners. The sweet pea and con-
volvulus are not frequently visited by bees.

John Berry.—If the bee-keeper is not afraid of work
he will find that, by the aid of the ' Little Wonder

'

extractor, he is able to extract all kinds of honey,
with the exception of heather honey.

Some replies are reserved for next issue.
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Special H«paJb ^bbcrtiscmcnts.

For Sales and Purchases of Bee Appliances, Honey, Books,
Pamphlets, Diagrams, Ac, Exchanges and Situations.

Terms : Tuelre words and under, Fourpen/'e ; for every ad-
ditional three words. One Penny extra ; tio reduction can
be made for continuous insertion.

Advertisements will not be received for insertion under this

heading from Manufacturers or Dealers in Bee Furniture,
except for the Sales of Honey and Bee Literature.

SWt SPECIAL NOTICE.—We cannot under any circum-
stances be responsible for the truth of statements
made in Advertisements, or for the trustworthiness
of cither Buyers or Sellers.

THE BIMMTNS' METHOD OF DIRECT INTRODUCE
TION. Enlarged to 32 pages. Price 6W. Post free,

of the Author, Rottingdean, Brighton ; Messrs. "Neighbour &
Sons, M9 Regent Street; and Mr. J. Hcckle, King's
Langley, Herts. (53)

I
71OH Pollen in Autumn.—Sunflower Seed 3d. per packet,

post free. Address Mrs. Host, Bishops Cannings,
Devizes. a 60

TIN FEEDERS for placing on hole of quilt Perfectly

safe, no robbing—will take much or little— no loss of

Bee-life. Can be filled at any time without annoying the
Bees. Post free, Is. Ad. Address J. Kennedy, Comber,
Co. Down. a 61

NEW PERSIAN CLOVER, highly fragrant, and a valu-
able Bee Flower. Very scarce. In small packets, Is. each.

Cash with order. Address' H. R. GoDFBET, Grantham. A 62

BEES (Hybrids).—Thirty-five strong Stocks for Sole, in

Bar-frame and Skep Hives, from 10*. to 18*. Also a
few empty liar-frame and Skep Hives, Bee-houses, and
other appliances, to be sold cheap. British Bee Journal
from the commencement. Address Balls? Bbos., Laurel
Cottage, Sherfield, Basingstoke. i 63

WANTED.—Abbott's Leaflets, 2, 7, 10, 11, 12. Bet
Journal, May to September, 1882, inclusive. Ad-

diea Major, 2 Nicholson Road, Croydon.

. IjECTUKES.
Foit Salk or Hike

iSetol LANTERN SLIDES theaboi

Forfurther Particulars and Specimens address—
ABBOTT BROS., Southall, Middlesex.

CHINA HONEY BOXES and JARS, as Bold
at the Knightsbridge Show, may by obtained of Mr.

J. HrcKi.H, King's Langley. The Boxes are suitable in

size for holding 1 lb. Sections, and the Jars about 1J lbs.

of Extracted Honey, both are very ornamental and con-
venient for the Breakfast Table. Price reduced I

2/6, Jars 1 0. Can be forwarded by Parcels post on pay-
ment of the cost of carriage, amounting to 6d. for one
Box ; two Boxes, '.If/.

METAL ENDS FOR FRAMES.
NOTICE.—We beg to call the at-

tention of all Bee-keepers to our latest

imnrovemenl in Metal Ends for Frames,
which entireh supersede the u fZinc
Runners and Broad-shouldered Frames,
while their v.. ight and fixing keep the
Frames perfectly perpendicular.
Price, lOd. per doz„ 9s. per gross.

tamps.
All Hive) above 10». each uro fitted with those

Buds.
IHlMfl

,

tfol.il. h.,i ,1:1 i
, ,,l ,

1--
;

Kr»l and 8
1 I

i fc

C. G. HARRISON & CO.,
Hive Makers and Dealers in all Apiarian Appliances,

Halesowen*, Worcestershire. 1848

OREHOUND
ONEY>

For Cowjh*. Bor*
Testimonial (i

" I have much pi-

yonr H orehi

Id's Prima Dc
a Ktatini; that I conalfef
? raiet woudertul remedy

r.ed, possessing properties which ar»
'""

tor the com of aflei>

l of the threat and chest.
nfttB MaTLSSOX."

TMOIKZiLS IB. ELOW,
WELWYN, HERTS,

Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

E»EGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

> productions. By the aid of special power machinery
he is enaoled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lownessof price is not so much aimed at as accurate tit

and finish, all goods being adapted both for the convenience
of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bec-keepcr.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 PnfTCB, 50 Illustrations,
full of interesting and useful information, Free- on

application.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
OUPI'LY BEES, HIVES, and everything per-
\J taiuing to Modern Bee-culture. HIVES nia<le only
of the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is

always kept ready cut and prepared for putting together.

Awarded Honourable Mention for a llivi: exhibited at
CoBK Ism snti.u, ExHmmog, 1888, and Firal Prizes at
various County Shows. Revised Catalogue for 1884.

J- IC. AWT. XI O TL. U,
n B A i Q B. K A.

Addross -TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

CHARLES T. OVERTON,
,1 0J II,.THREE BRIDGES, SUSSEX,

:
1

1

.11 the attention of ill Be. to pen to his

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,
iin.l lei, .-- to lie fiiv.mreif with 1 1n ir rapport.

led at Bridg, water
.

il, Bi i B« U i

•

i. booked for Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of
ENGLISH, LIGUMAN nod other Foreign BEES, for early spring
delivery; also Imported LIGURIAN QUEENS. First col
will arrive I "irly m Hay,

SPECIALITIES.
The'OOWAN HITB," and Brtt aam Smoker-, the

bed In aa : Supers; Honey Hacks; Comb Foundation, American
--lii. and t-lb, Section!

;
FLAT Top straw iiivks, with 1...1,. in

top fur feeding and snpering, -'
. each

; Cratei of l« l.lh. Suctions for
Straw Hi.'.

1 impute.
Questioi Bet and their Hani enf an tvered by return of

Send 7.1. for .V...I, , „ /;.. I,,,,,,,,,,, I .
s,i. ;,

Bcc-Kixper't fluids. Calaloqm
I pplicalion.

rFHE BEST BEE FEEDER for Autumn use is

1 BUTT'S NEW FEEDER, made of White Stone
China, the merits of which were fully described liy the Editor
of tin- Journal in the issue of June 1st, p. 13. Among
other advantages, this Feeder is so constructed as to admit
of the Bees feeding readily, and with perfect safety ; and
the loss of heat to the Hive (B fault common to many Bee
Feeders) is entirely obviated. Being made of white ware it

can he more easily cleaned than either zinc or tin, and keep
the food sweeter and fresher, and cannot rust. This Feeder

a tried by many experienced Bee-keepers and Ex-
perts and pronounced perfect. Sent post free to any address
for 3s. 6d. Trade juice on application. Edwabd J. Butt,
Manufacturer of Bar-frame Hives and Apiarian Appliances,
Scotland House, Barnstaple. (12)
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IMI. HOGE &z Co.,
Dealers in Honey and its Bi-Produets.

IMPORTERS and REFINERS of FOREIGN HONEY, and Packets of PURE ENGLISH
HONEY. Manufacturers of HONEY WINE WAXED PAPER. DENTAL WAX, SHEET.

WAX for FLOWER-MAKING, WAX FURNITURE POLISH, &c, &c, and Proprietors of

DaOGrE'S HOKEHOUMD X* O JXT H ST.

ENGLISH HONEY purchased at the highest Market price, and liberal Cash advances made upoii

Consignments of Foreign Honey and Beeswax. We always have outlets for Honey and Wax.

COEEESPOITDEKCE SOLICITED.
City Offices : 64 King William Street.

Telephone Numbers: 242 and 1359.

Honey Refinery : Leconfield Road, N.

Cable Address: 'Sturdy, London.' (46)

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
VOL. XL, MAY— DECEMBER, 1883.

Containing 300 pages of Useful and Instructive Information to all Classes of Bee-keepers.

IT IS ACCOMPANIED WITH A COPIOUS INDEX.
The Contents include Papers on— Hives: Twin, Triple. Stewarton, Observatory, Anglo-Cyprian, Cheap, Single and

Double Walled, Skeps— Bees: Blacks, Ligurians, Camiolans, Cyprians, Holy Lands, Syrians, Humble and Wild—
Honey and Wax— Feeding, Extracting, Queen-raising and Introducing, Nuclei, Uniting, Bee-farming— Bee-stings

and their Remedies— Bee Flowers and their Names— Candy, Syrup, Sugar-cake— Smokers and their Fuel— Lectures

—Reviews— Useful Hints from Month to Month— Correspondence on all Apicultural Matters— Queries and Replies

—

Notices to Correspondents—Reports of Associations, Shows, and Honey Fairs—Bee-culture in Europe, America, India,

Australia, Ac.—Translations of the best Articles in Continental Bee Periodicals—The Zurich Exhibition— Papers read

at Conversaziones—Biographies of Celebrated Bee-Masters—Descriptions of Apiaries—History of County Associations

—Reports of the Bligh Competition—Presentation of Testimonial to Mr. Abbott, etc., etc., &c.

Neatly bound in Cloth, price 5s.; post free 5g.6d. Cloth Covers for binding the Volume, Is. each.

*',,"' All the lurk Numbers of this Volume are still in print.

Vols. 6,7, 8, 0, 10, and 1 1 . price 5s. each, post free 5s. Orl may be obtained of J. HTJCKLE, King's Langley,
Ili'.nrs: KENT & Co., I'atkrnostku Row London and all Booksellers.

FOR FINEST IMPORTED QUEENS, m lasl

Number of British Bee Journal. Address Frank
Benton, Munich, Germany.

QUANTITY of BOX-WOOD BLOCKS for IV.

Furniture Catalogue, at half-price. Apply to Mr.
John HuCkle, King's Langley, Herts.

SUPERIOR REE-VEILS. Wire Gauze Fronts,

IJ Is.; three for 2s. 9d., post free. Splendid BARLEY
SUGAR CAKES, in 8 lb. Tins, 3?. 9,1 Address W. Crisp,

Halstead.

QADDLERS TAISLET is the best SPRING
O FOOD for BEES, either with or without Flour. l',,l.

per lb., or 40s. per c-wt. With Salicylic Acid to order.

Address 31 East High Street, Forfar.

WANTED, a competent Man to MANAGE a
BEE-FARM on a large scale. For particulars

apply to Thomas B. Blow, Welwyn, Herts.

WANTED, an EXPERT for the Hants and
Isle of Wight Bee-keepers' Association, to arrange

a SPRING TOUR, etc. Good Testimonials indispensable.
A permanent Salary could be secured by anyone who would
assist in duties of Assistant Secretary, etc. Residence near
Christchurch preferred. Apply to E. H. Bellaiks, Hon.
Secretary, Wingfield, Christchurch.

HEAD QUARTERS
Comb Foundation, Sections, Ac.

For PRICE LIST apply to

WILLIAM RAITT, Blairgowrie, W.B.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Free anywhere
JL Pure Foundation, 2*. lb.; 5 lbs. at Is. lOd. Best Sec-

tions, Is. 100. Superior Combination Hive, 21 ins. long, 8s.

Prizes awarded to G. Stothapd, Welwyn, Herts, at Four-

teen Shows, is 12

JES. M. HART Ac CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

NT<)< KlilUDGE, HANI'S.
SPECIALITIES

:

HIVES, complete, from 6s. SECTIONS, V-cut, in 6 sizes.

FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.
CLARK'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the

best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. 'The easiest and best

to manage.' Is. 6d. each, 15s. dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.'

The Trade supplied. Price list on application.

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained fromjohn xve:.a.:k::e3, j--un.
BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.

COTTAGERS' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed
outside, contains 9 Standard Frames and Dummy, resting

on Tin Runners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4s.

ABBOTT'S HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9s. 6d.

BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 3*. 6d.

Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent,

discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Card for PRICE LIKT to

JOHN LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 1838.
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BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Tin: Proposed Testimonial to tiif, late Honorary

START.

Mr. Peel having (as announced in our issue of

Feb. 1st) declined to accept any persona] testi-

monial, the Baxonesa Burdett C'outts, President of

the Association, has expressed hex wish, through

the Secretary, that the Committee of the Brit h

epers' Association should, in conjunction

with the honorary secretaries and representatives

of the several County Associations, take into con

Bideration the host means of complying with the

of the members as expressed at the Annual

General Meeting, and to make such arrangements

for the collection and disposal of the fund as they

think will best tend to promote the usefuii

the British Bee-keepers' Association.

COUNTY EXPERTS.

The President of the British Bee-keepers' \- -

i, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, called the

attention of those present at the General Meeting

on Wednesday the 20th of February, to the great

importance of maintaining the existing County

•ions in full vigour and efficiency, a

to tin- importance of forming A ociationa in the

counties which do not as yel possess them. One

point connected with these Associations has been,

in our opinion, most opportunely brought out

recently by a controversy which has been carried

on in the pages of the Journal between the Rev.

Raynor and a correspondent signing himaelf

• Platelayer, Ruckinge, Ashford.' The ;

Platelayer'

suggested, in the first instance, that County Asso-

ciations should hold examinations at some con-

venient time and place to labourers who wish to

obtain a certificate of competency in bee-knowledge

1 bee m magi ment. This suggestion was accom-

panied, unfortunately, by an ill-judged and un-

deserved fling at the Parent Association. ' It is

well known,' the Platelayer affirmed, ' that the

Parent Society docs give certificates to qualified

experts who can give a stump lecture to a hall full

of people.' Why a stump lecture, Platelayer?

and why to a hall full of people! Never before the

Knightsbridge Exhibition in the summer of L883

had the candidates for the certificates of the British-

Bee-keepers' Association delivered their lectures in

public, and then only of their own free will, those

who preferred it Bpeaking to the examiners in

private. The ' Platelayer's' contention is that

labourers who cannot deliver 'a stump lecture'

should have certificates of proficiency granted to

them, Mr. Raynor very properly points out that

the successful candidates at the Examinations of

the Central Association are arranged in three grades,

and thinks it undesirable to descend below thissoale.

\ labourer who cannot give a lecture, stump or

otherwise, may very possibly gain a third-class

certificate if he displays a competent know!

bees and their management A third class

cate, if the present Standard of examination is not

lowered, should ensure the holder all that the

• Platelayer' asks for, viz. ' a better chance of e

a good situation;' but he must not expect to b

engaged to speak in the bee-tent at tin oountj oi

any other show if he cannot speak in public, and

he must leave that office to experts who hold <

first or second-class certificate. There seems no

reason then for levelling down the Certificati

as to include a lower grade of experts. But to our

mind there seems great force in the 'Platelayer's'

suggestion that examinations should he held at

in nt times and places without the candidates

being brought up to London for the purpose. A
letter, which we publish in this issue, from the

Hon. Secretary of the Carmarthenshire Association,

seems to point in the same direction. Aftor

calling attention to the want of local experts which

rreatlyfelt by manyofthe CountyAssociations,*

* A letter from a correspondent states :—
' I consider that it

will be most advisable for the Committee to extend theil

arrangements for the examination of candidates ;
the

demand for experts is already considerably in advance of
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Mr. Oswald Lewis points out that in Wales this

want is more especially felt from the fact that a

large number of the members of Welsh Associations

speak the Welsh tongue, anil understand no other

language than their own. The gist of Mr. Lewis's

letter is that experts are greatly required in Wales
as elsewhere, and that these experts must speak

the Welsh language. Now how is this difficulty to

he metl It is clearly useless for an English expert,

even of the first class, to deliver a lecture to an

audience of Welshmen who do not understand a

word of English. ' He that speaketh would be a

Barbarian unto them.' In proof of this we would

refer our readers to the letter of ' Icardus,' who,

hailing from the dales of Durham, uses a similar

argument. He says, ' If an expert from the south

were to come up amongst these dales, he would not

understand the people, and I don't think they

would understand him.' 'Platelayer's' first sug-

gestion seems to come in very opportunely here,

and our best thanks are due to him for it. Why
should not local examinations in the knowledge of

bees and their management be held at convenient

times and in convenient places on the principle of

the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations 1

In these examinations the papers are set by a

central board of examiners, who appoint a local

representative to 'invigilate' or superintend the

examination, and send back the answers to the

central body in order that they may be marked by
them according to the standard which they adopt.
' It is important,' writes one well qualified to

pronounce on this subject, ' that the questions

should emanate from the central body, and that the

answers should be marked by them, in order to

keep the standard of marks uniform.' Why should

not a system of local examinations be adopted by

our Central Association '. England and Wales
might lie divided into districts, and experienced

bee-masters appointed to receive the papers set by

the central committee, and to superintend the ex-

amination. The papers might be translated into

Welsh for the benefit of those to whom Welsh
is the mother tongue, and the vivd voce ex-

amination could be conducted in Welsh when that

was necessary. Difficulties will of course present

themselves ; but none, we imagine, which will be

insurmountable. In this manner the suggestion

of the ' Platelayer ' may be adopted without lowering

the value of the certificates. Examinations might

be held at any number of different places at the

same time, and an additional impulse given to the

County Associations, according to the President's

advice, whilst an additional proof will thus be given

of their usefulness.

The question as to whether there should be three

grades of certificates or only two, we must reserve

for another number. At present we see no advantage

in altering the existing arrangement.

the supply. Very recently a large fruit-growing farm has
been established in Gloucestershire or Warwickshire (I am
not quite sure which), and in connexion with it a large bee-

farm. The arrangement of the latter has been placed in

Mr. Blow's hands ; and he has not been able to get a man
in England, but has secured one from Ireland.'

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.
Reports of several County Associations for the

past year are to hand. We purpose giving a state-

ment of the number of Members of each Association.

The following is the list already received :

—

Association. Members. Association. Members.
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Weak Sine-;-.—Stocks may be found weak from

a variety of causes. If drones are found remaining
it is a certain sign of queeulessuess, and any stock

without a queen must be united to another with-

out delay. Also if the queen is known to be an old

one it would lie as well, if there are but few bees,

to unite to another stock. If, however, the queen
is young, even a small lot may, and probably will,

build itself up into a strong colony. If weakness
arises from disease, either foul brood or dysentery,

which often leads to it, leave alone for the present,

aud do not risk Bpoiling another stock by trying to

strengthen it. In all cases reduce the size of the

hive by removing superfluous combs, and feed if

necessary.

Spreading: the Brood.—This, if carefully don,-.

will Vic the means of increasing the amount of brood

to an extent almost incredible to those who have
not tried it

;
but it must not be attempted until

there is plenty of brood hatching, and a large

lation sufficient to we'll cover th.- br 1 in case of a

cold snap occurring. Many beekeepers do not

rightly understand tin- the iry on which this prac-

tice depends. Tie- brood-nest is approximately of a
globular form, and if we disturb it the bees will

reproduce tie 1 globe; ", '•.'•, d, Fig. 1, represent

four combs containing the It 1 nest, shown by the

shading.

If we take d and place il between h and . as

Fig. 2, to preserve the globular form d will be

n I e d eli/ce
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BEE-KEEPERS AT HUME.

No. V.

—

The Rev. F. T. Scott, at Habtlip

Vicarage, Sittixgbouene.

(
Continuedfrom page 70.)

Having' laboured in the cause of bee-keeping for

a period of twenty-one years, Mr. Scott exchanged the

preferment of Sibertswold for that of Hartlip, near

Sittingbourne. His pets, of eom-se, accompanied him

in his change of residence, most of them occupying

Sibertswold hives, with the exception of one which
occupied a frame - hive of Dzierzon, the great bee-

master of Germany. This bad been successfully worked I

at Sibertswold, and was used for some time at Hartlip,

but finally abandoned for the more simple and easily

workable hives that came into general use at this time

:

amongst which was one of Mr. Scott's own arrangement

called the ' Hartlip Hive,' and which was used in some
apiaries, but has now yielded to more simple forms.

The Hartlip hive was made by the Messrs. Green, of

Rainham, Kent, then ignorant of bees, but now advanced

apiarians, hive-makers, bee-masters, and experts; so

kindly did they take to the art with very little in-

struction.

But it is time that some notice was taken of Mr.

Scott's connexion with the British Bee-keepers' As-

sociation: this dates from the time of its first estab-

lishment by Mr. C. N. Abbott, in 1>74, who bad on all

occasions his warmest support. In its days of infancy,

when it was glad to receive the patronage even of a

country vicar, Mr. Scott figured in its annual report as

a Vice-president. He constantly attended and ex-

hibited at its annual exhibitions at the Crystal and
Alexandra. 1'alaces. He was intimate with most of the

prominent members ; and on one occasion, when the

health of the then efficient secretary, Mr. J. Hunter,

began to fail, Mr. Scott was solicited by him to relieve

him of the duties of his office, which, however, Mr.
Scott did not either feel inclined or competent to under-

take. For some few years after this be was called upon

to act as one of the Judges at the Annual Exhibition at the

Horticultural Gardens; and for the last three years has

been elected, by the subscribers,to fill the honourable office

of Committee-man. Thus he may be said to have been

intimately connected with the B. B. K. A. from its very

formation, and through its occasional struggles, almost

for existence, up to its present flourishing condition,

when, under the happy guidance and energetic exertions

of the Rev. II. R. l'eel, it has spread itself by branch
associations throughout the length and breadth of the

kingdom.
And here too, last of all, may be mentioned the

success of Mr. Scott's efforts in forming an Asso-

ciation of the B. It. K. A. in his native county, Kent, or

rather in the Eastern portion of it, for the Western
division was first in the field. A bee fraternity, origin-

ating in a country parish, and called the Cray Valley

District Branch of B. B. K. A., formed in the year 1673,
gradually extended itself over the whole distriet. beii g
called the West Kent B. K. A., by wdneh name it was
known until October 1881, when a meeting was called by
Mr. Scott at the Cathedral library in Canterbury (the use

of which had been kindly granted by Dr. Payne Smith, the

dean), which resulted in the formation of a Bee-keepers'

Assoeiation for the Eastern division of the county.

Mr. Scott was ably supported on this occasion by
Dr. Barry, Bishop of Dover, Archdeacon Harrison, and
several county gentlemen ; and no time was lost in

uniting forces with the bee-keeping brethren in the

Western division ; so that, as was well observed by the

excellent secretary, Mr. Garratt, in the first annual report,
' what was at first the Cray Valley, and then the "West

Kent Bee-keepers' Association, now assumed the full

dignity of the Kent B. K. A. ;' for this, partly Mr. Scott's

own offspring, he continues to feel a parental regard, and
has acted to the present time as local secretary for the
Eastern division.

Mr. Scott looks forward to an early retirement from
all offices connected with bee associations, which involve
absence from home and parish duties, as well as some
amount of correspondence ; but be earnestly trusts that,

so long as fife is spared to him, he may be able, with a

little assistance, to attend to the requirements of his

home apiary, consisting of twenty stocks, in framed
hives of various fashions, and to lend a helping hand to

his poorer neighbours by instructing them in ' the better

way' of managing their bees.

We trust that the reverend gentleman may be spared
for many years in the performance of the duties of his

high vocation, and that he may have much pleasure in

looking back on the course of an active and useful life.

AMOXGST THE SWISS BEE-KEEFERS.

No. VIII.

After seeing what there was to see in the apiary,.

M. Jeker took us for a walk in the neighbourhood,

and showed us all the sights. We entered several

homesteads, and were much interested in the way
the people manage here. The buildings are very

prett}-, ami the dwelling-rooms, stables, cow-stalls, gran-

aries, and hay-lofts, are all under one roof. There
being no chimneys the smoke has to find an exit

the best way it can by door or roof, and the inside

of these buildings, which are of wood, are perfectly black,

and like polished ebony. A walk in the forest disclosed

a large number of bee-flowers, and the pastures were full

of dandelions, from which a large quantity of honey is

obtained. Our attention was called to an erratic block of

granite, of large dimensions; and leaving the forest we
inspected the cheese-making establishment of the place.

Here we saw a cheese made from the milk of 400 cows,
and it was one of the noted Emmenthal cheeses of huge
size. We were amused with what ease the man turned

these cheeses, weighing 200 lbs. and over each, bis strong

sinewy arms looking strong enough for any weight. By
the way, we looked at several stands of bees, but these

were kept principally in the old style, on shelves against

the houses, being sheltered by the wide projecting gables

of the roofs.

On our return we had supper, and more bee-talk, after

which several songs of the country were sung- by some of

the company, and we retired well pleased with our first

day's excursion. The next morning, at five o'clock, the

church-bell roused up the whole village for the day's work.

We indulged in bed for an hour longer, and then got up,

but found M. Jeker gone to the church for morning ser-

vice. On his return bee-talk was resumed, and another

inspection of the apiary was made, as well as the valuable

library of the Swiss Bee-keepers' Association. This was
kepi in M. Jeker's study, from which emanate all those

clever articles which appear in the ScAvxizerische Bienen
Zeituny, of which be is the able editor. On all sides

wen- signs of literary work : here a heap of letters, there

books of reference, and everywhere the same neatness

and order that was observable in the apiary. Besides

editing the Journal, M. Jeker has the additional work of

President of the Verein Schweizer Bienenfreuude. I

have already mentioned that M. Jeker every year gives

courses of lectures for the Society during the summer
months. These courses are attended by a large number
of students, and at the end examinations are held.

At some other time I shall have occasion to allude to

these lectures when I am speaking on the state of bee-

culture in Switzerland: suffice it to say at present,

that it is a plan from which much good has resulted,

and that it could be profitably adopted by us, sup-
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plamenting our examinations for certificates as experts

which are hold annually. After tasting specimens of

honey from dandelions, also honeydew from the pines,

we left this charming parsonage and its hospitable

occupiers, regretting we had not been able to devote
more time than we had, and taking away with us

many new notions on the system of bee-keeping in this

part of Switzerland. M. Jeker accompanied us to Zurich,

we reached in about three hours. Here we for a

;
arated, M, Jeker and M. Bertrand going to their

:• judges, and M. de Layens and I as inquisitive

visitors to the hoe department of the Exhibition. This I

dread] fully described, so will not wearymy readers

with a repetition. I can just fancy some saj ing, ' Bave
I yet done with the Swiss bee-keepers?' Wait
try, 1 have not much more to say at present, but I

:
it be L'i\in_r a faithful description withoul men-

apiaries we visited, although the

iption will be very brief.

Before leaving Zurichwe conceived the idea of paying
a visit to M. Kramer at Fluntern, so we made out way

' bis residence. There we found he had not much
us, as he had only just moved into a new re-i-

I had not yet ri lx
;

but he tools as

friend of hi-, a M. Weber, who had
live colonies in a pavilion. My surprise al

rines trained over this pavilion can be imagined;
was wishing those who had written about bees

ring grapes could have been with us. Here hung
ipes in bunches all over the pavilion close to the
i

- i.f tin' hives, and the bees flying in an. I oul in

umbers, yi t not a single grape was injured; and
M, WebeT told u i he had never Known his bees to injure

the grapes. Those who believe the contrary should
tor themselves. In this pavilion there were
to the level of the Boor, On asking \| . Weber

id not find it inconvenient to manipulate his bei •

.
in- showed us s trap-door in tin- tl -. bj lifting

. old descend to another door on a

i
nt level for manipulating',

ig short, so wo hail to leave
gentlemen, return to Zurich, and then we
by train to Lucerne, on our waj to Bee M.

.1. E. Siegwart at Altorf. Something might be said

..w am! . 1 i • L by tie- wa\ ; but I -hall nit

have time to describe hot\ we Btopped at tie- Cygne
-..! Lucerne to taste the pure honey we supposed wo
should gel there, and how .we were only served with
an imitation emanating from a Inge maim

Rapperschwyl ; or of the excursion by steamer to

Altorf on i of the most picturesque lakes in Switzer-
or of William Tell'.- Chapel we passed, built on

tie- -pot ftfiere tradition says that this national hero
landed when he sprang out of Gessler's boat a myth
which bas of late year- been shown to have no founda-

I which has divested the Lake of Lu©
much of the romanci

I
with the history of

dence in Switzerland, or of the many other points

of interest on the route; but will proceed to saj

thing of what we saw at the apiary at Altorf.

A short conversation with M. Siegwart was sufficient

. that In- was a son-nt ilic bee-keeper ; and being an
. by profession, he has brought his mathematical

talent to bear upon apiculture, lb- has written some
clever articles entitled Let Math&matiquet an service de

ttwe, on the best form to give to a In

treating the subject in a masterly and exhaustive style.
i ie others also on the origin of the colour in

ami although one cannot entirely agree in till his

conclusions, the articles display an amount of argiimen-
iii-it not frequently met" with. In the garden we

found a pavilion stocked with forty-five colonii . and
about sixty hives in all, well filled with bus. There
was one hive, :! ft. by 18 ins. by ins., once lille.l but
now empty, on a spring balance, which had served its

purpose in demonstrating that hives are rarely too big to
be rilled by bee-. After seeing them, we were shown
into a room where comb-foundation was made, and saw
a new Dunham machine operated upon. There were-
-h.et- of foundation of all sizes, and M. Siegwart told us
In- was obliged to keep a large variety, as the number of

different-sized frames used was Legion. What a pity.

that our Swiss friends cannot simplify matters by-

adopting a uniform-sized frame, the same as we have
done ; it woidd work as satisfactorily with them, I have
no doubt. "We then were introduced into a room where
the honey and wax were kept. Here were large cans
tilled with honey, but all of one colour, and that rather
dark. M. Siegwart does not believe in separating the
different harvests, but prefers to mix them altogether.

lb- told us that the neighbourhood was a good one for

honey, and there were several large lee-keepers about.

After being hospitably entertained, we had a look round
the town and returned t" Lucerne, having enjoyed our-

selves \ei_\ much.
The next day we left Lucerne, and by way of Berne

returned to Lausanne, where M. Bertrand and M. de
i and I parted, the two former to go to Nyon and
I to M ins tiiat we bad passed an agree-

able and profitable ten days; and I shall always have a
pleasant recollection of the friendly feeling and kind

hospitality shown to us by all the Swi-s bee-k -

'I'll. s. \\ \1. I 'ow AN.

Ill DIMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING.
The 1 1 i vi ins rrs I Iojjtbm rs,

\i 'ontinuedfrom p. 59.)

The egg of the worker-1 hatches on the fourth day

after it i- laid, the germ it contains meanwhile finding

within it tie- nourishment it requires, The grub thus
batched now depends t..;- f i ,m a store provided ready
for its use bj the winkers, tin the ninth day after the

egg is laid the cell i- - ded over, and the grub spins

within it it- cocoon. Finally; after gradual ehange.il
eat- it- way OUl of the eell on the lwent\-.-ei .| day,
transfor i into a perfect be.-, ami -.on joins tin- rest ot

the colony in promoting tin- prosperity of the hive.

The brood in its various stages requires a high tem-
perature to keep it alive, and - i dies if t hi- temperature

insufficient from any cause. Tin- greatest care

[uentbj needed to prevent tie- escape of heat by
carefully surrounding the br (-chamber with packing.
It can - a what an enormous advantage a
well-stocked bive basin this respect over a weak one.

Tie- i.r I mai likewise easily he injured and dis-

placed bj rough, careless handling, or the improper use
of the lorn tractor. Thee are dangers which a

beginner especially has to l> hi- guard against.

Chilled, and what maj finally become foul brood, will

certainly ensue, and the colony will also lose manj young
be.--, should these dangers not be kept in view. Great
caution is necessary, then fore, in gaining the experience
needed (o eii.'l.le you to judg-- when and how to handle

_\
brood combs.

The egg ot the queen-1 when laid is exactly the

same a- thai of tie- worker. She has, however, specially

, f 1 subsequently provided for her, and she is.

reared in a specially prepared cell, placed in a hanging

position in the hive with its mouth downwards. From
i hi- cell, unless previously destroyed, the queen issues on
the sixteenth day after the laying of the egg, ami if all is

well, she will commence laying within a week or ten daj

afterwards.
I in- . gg of the drone differs from the worker and queen

('rrr entirely, and under no circumstance does it develope

int.. anything I. nt a dnme. The cell in which itis reared

is of larger size than the worker's ; and, since it is un-

desirable and unprofitable to have a larger number of
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drones in your apiary than are necessary, }"OU must in

every way possible discourage the making of drone-comb.
In frame-hives this may in great measure be effected

by filling the entire frame with worker comb-foundation.
The drone takes a longer time than either the worker or

queen to come to maturity, and does not leave its cell

until the twenty-fifth day after being laid. It leads an
idle life, and does little good in the hive excepting to in-

crease its temperature. Our hives, however, would not
prosper without an}- drones. Their presence in our apiary

is essential. When the honey season begins to fail, all

drones are got rid of from the hives, and they are

mercilessly drawn forth and left to die.

No mention has yet been made of the formation of

what maj1 be termed the furniture of the hive— the combs.
The wax of which they are formed is secreted in the

body of the bee, and its formation requires a large con-

sumption of honey. Modern bee-keepers supply this wax
in the shape of comb-foundation, and consequently save

their bees much work, and themselves much loss of honey.
When the bee is left to make its own wax, the little

flakes are gradually piled up and moulded into the honey
comb. A temperature is required high enough to make
the wax soft and workable, and a low temperature much
hinders, or perhaps entirely prevents, its formation.

Once made, the combs provide the nursery for succeedng
generations of bees. In them are stored the honey and
pollen, and on them the bees cluster. When empty they
form warm protections from draught ami assist largely

in confining the heat in cold weather, to the spot where
the cluster rests. With a view too of keeping the hive

warm, the bees use a kind of sticky substance gathered

from the trees named ' propolis.' This they place into

any cracks or other places where escape of heat is

possible. F. S. SCLATF.lt.

{To be continued.)

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting of this Institution was held on

Wednesday, February 20th, 1884, at 4 p.m., in the

Board Room of the Royal Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, 105 Jermyn Street, St. James's,

which was filled to overflowing with the Committee and
Members of the Association as well as representatives

from the different county branches. Several ladies inte-

rested in I he proceeding* were pre.-ent among the audience.

The Baroness Burdett-Coutts, President, occupied the

chair, and commenced the proceedings by requesting Mr.
Huckle to read the minutes of the previous meeting.

After these had been read to the Meeting and signed,

her ladyship rose to propose the first resolution, namely,
'That the Report and Balance Sheet issued for the year
L83S be received and adopted, with a vote of thanks to

Mr. Kirchner, the Auditor.' In the course of a short

address, she said that the past year had been one of

some anxiety to the Association, which had happily,

however, struggled through its financial difficulties, and
at the present moment all the clouds which hung heavily
over it had been removed. They had been blamed by
some for running considerably into debt, but she was of

opinion that the Committee were justified in the course
they had taken. The money had been spent legitimately

in carrying out the objects of the Association—in the

formation of ('unity Associations, which were most
useful in diffusing throughout the country a knowledge
of bee-keeping, and all that is connected therewith.

She trusted the Local Brandies would not lie unmindful
nf this, but make so far as they could some acknow-
ledgment of the help rendered to them. Of course the

Committee were well aware of the limited nature of the

resources of Provincial Associations, all of which it

might be said in most cases were necessary for the
development of their own individual undertakings. Her
ladyship concluded by expressing a hope that the bees

would nave a fine summer and prosperous harvest,

which she also trusted would be the case for the benefit

of humanity at large.

The resolution was carried nem. eon.

The Rev. F. G. Jenyns proposed a vote of thanks to

the Retiring Officers and Committee. He considered

this vote was richly deserved as anyone knew who had
witnessed, as he had, the untiring energy, the hard work,
and voluntary sacrifice of time, made by the Committee
and officers of the Institution. Their efforts were
directed solely and unselfishly to the welfare of the
artisan and labouring classes in the country ; and he was
sure it must be exceedingly gratifying to them to know
the good results which had attended their labours.

Speaking of Mr. Peel, the retiring Secretary, he felt

bound to say that that gentleman had accomplished
more for the Association and for the cause of bee-keeping

than ten ordinary men could be expected to do. The
President had also rendered them invaluable assistance.

As they all knew she stood pre-eminent among those

who gave their time, money, and influence to the fur-

therance of every good work.

Mr. W. II. Dunman seconded the motion, which was
carried unanimously.
The Rev. E. Bartrum returned thanks on the part of

the Committee, which, he was happy to say, had worked
most harmoniously, thus affording a contrast to their

proceedings before Mr. Peel's time. lie quite agreed
with what had fallen from Mr. Jenyns respecting their

late Secretary; and, on behalf of the Committee, ho
begged to move the following resolution, so that their

appreciation of him might be placed on record :
—'That

this Association desires to express its best and most
grateful thanks to the Rev. 11. R. Peel for the in-

valuable services he has rendered to the Association and
to bee-culture during the period he has acted as Hon.
Secretary, and earnestly trusts that he may bo spared
many years to see the work in which he has taken so

deep an interest making progress in every way.' Mr.
Peel, he might say without any suspicion of flattery,

had always tempered his zeal with discretion ; he had
known how to carry the iron hand under the silken glove,

to combine the sun liter in modo with the fortiter in re.

He bore an illustrious name, the name of one who had
been a benefactor to the human race by the introduction

of cheap food at a time when a large mass of our fellow-

countrymen were starving. Some of his friends were
perhaps old enough to remember an important political

party named ' Peelites.' This party no longer existed,

but he thought the name, if used in future, could only bo
applied to advanced bee-keepers. In the annals of bee-

culture the name of Mr. Peel will be written in numbers
that cannot be erased, in a monument more enduring
than brass.

The Rev. G. Raynor, as a personal friend of Mr.
Peel, cordially agreed with the last speaker in his

eulogium of Mr. Peel. He was of opinion that the
actual existence of their Association at the present time
was due to that gentleman entirely, under whose regime
it had emerged from obscurity, and become to be recog-
nised as one of the public institutions of the country.
The Baroness Burdett-Cou'ts would not dwell upon

what she should like to say of Mr. Peel, because of his pre-
sence amongst them, and also because she should consider-

ably prolong the meeting in doing so. She could not,

however, refrain from saying how deeply indebted she had
been to that gentleman for his assistance during the time
of her Presidency of the Association. He had always
been anxious to take more than his share of responsi-

bility. She thought it no exaggeration to say that this
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country was largely indebted to Mr. Peel. The country,

which is never ungrateful to those who serve it well ami
truly, will recogni.se, and does recognise, this. She could

bear witness to the very great benefit which his illus-

trious namesake, whom she had had the honour of

calling a friend, had conferred ou the poor of his country.

Their esteemed coadjutor by her side- had been following

in the footsteps of his relative, fir his exertions had been
unremitting in the direction of obtaining pure and cheap

honey for the working classes. She was quite sure that

the cottagers of England would heartily join in seconding

this motion.

The resolution was carried by acclamation.

The Rev. Herbert II. Peel said he was not insensible of

their kindness; but he must say that this resolution was
a departure from the harmonious relationship which
existed among the t imittee. lie must quarrel with
the mover, who had travelled out of the record by pro-

posing a motion not on the agenda (laughter), He had
not retired from the position of secretary from any dimi-

nution of interest in their proceedings, not fn m any fear

of hard work, and certainly not owing to the ill

which had attended their two show- at Bridgewater and

Knightsbridge. The latter circumstance, in fi

almost made him reconsider his decision. The truth was,
that so long as he lived in Hertfordshire, where he wa-
rmly a few minutes' walk from tin- Assistant-Secretary,

Mr. Buckle, the business of the Association could be trans-

acted without making an unreasonable demand on his

time. Ih- now lived further from London, namely, in

Buckinghamshire, and the - was, thai lo-

could not I).' daily in communication with Mr. Huckle.
iverage from ten to twelve letters were received

by him in connexion with tl I he Institution.

of subscriptions, and pass everything on afterwards to

Mr. Huckle. It appeared to him that this meant a

of labour and money. The} would I* surprised
to hear thai the outlay in stamps, &c.bj this

system was about 1'.'/. per annum. \\
i H,

thismon rpended*, it had better be paid to the
Institution than be employed in doing work twice over.

As L >nf io|ili h

the work mtv well ; but he had other duties in 1

he fell thai I

:

tion had grown
night now h.

i

national one, and I . i I i ourse it

might b<3 thoughl thai an Honorary Secretary would ho

be better than a paid Secretary. All he could
if any gentleman would ui duties, which
really occupied all one pei son's time, hi

glad. Probably there would be no this, and
he therefore suggested that Mr. Huckle should und
the dutie oi & en tary. He had a thorough kno
of the affairs of the Association I wa tnoi I

quainted w ith evervtl i -.-. ith tl"' !».
I

interest. \\ ben he (Mr. Peel) left Fieri , he 1

knowledge and thai power, and yet he had the responsi-
bility. In o lu -ion he thanked the 1 lo itteefor all the
confidence thej had n posed in him, and i-

and assistance they had always given him. Ifthi
to do him the honour of eh cting him on the con ttee

Id alwavs be happy to render anj en ia

Association which lay in his power to perform.
The Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh proposed, and the Rev.

G. Eaynor seconded a vote of 'thanks to the I

for ii:" Prevention of Cruelty to Animals for tl

tuitous use of their Board Room for Committei
other meetingsj'to which the Baroness Burdett-Coutts
responded,

The Rev. F. T. Si i of the
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Librarian, Auditor,
and Secretan for the year 1884, in accordance with
Rule 8, He quite end irsed all that had been said n

ing the imrneo which the institution had

derived from the President and Mr. Peel. lie thought
they were fortunate in obtaining the services of Mr.
Huckle, whose businesslike habits, calm temper, and
devotion to his work, had made him a favourite w ith

them all.

Mr Jesse Garratt wished, in seconding the resolu-

tion, to add his concurrence in all that had been said

respecting Mr. Peel. With regard to the remarks con-

cerning the duty of the County Associations toward the

central body, he could only say that the children were
not unmindful of the debl they owed, and in the event

of any definite suggestion being formulated the proposal

would certainly meet with every consideration from the

branches. Mr. Peel had used the word 'national' in

speaking of the Association. Ih- thought that in future

the keeping of be< s should !"• placed before tin- cottager

as a national pursuit. The past had shown clearly that

this country is capable of great things in the way of

honey-producing. He thought the success of a m
of hi- own Associati n r three years vary-
ing in their character proved that the production of

honey was becoming a Biure and certain undertaking. In

1831 the individual to whom he alluded produced 80 lbs.

of honey per hive; the following year, which was a

very bad year, lull.-.: and lasl year 70 lbs.

The Seen tary road
I of the

Committee for L884, the following gentlemen having
turned: viz. Mr. T. \V. Cowan, Rev. II. R. Peel,

Rev. II. Bligh, Rev. G. Rai ir, Rev. E, Bartrum, Mr.
J. M. Hooker, Mr. Jonas, Mr. D, Stewart, and tl"- Re\

.

F. T. Scott. Tlio Rev. II. R. Peel moved a vi t i

T

thanks to Mr. Willard foi in acting as

r. ( 'an ]• d iinanii

Mr. Stewart m ide a 'in;.' the

la for ih" formatioi

pohtan depot lor the . iom and
n, and strongh advo :ated ih i establish

such a building, which he believed would soon become
self-supporting.

Mr. I h

of the C
report in full detail up

. and inns 'inn,

such report and scheme to be published in tl." issue of

th-- /.'. I; ' ot"i!\ meeting to be

held in April next, such report to be I il

sideration al the quarterly meeting.' Mi- proposition

involved : ral po itiou in

tin- llp-t.iirs

I md place of n n-

dezvous for bee-keepi rs, a mi For a man and
his wife, who v

i uld In in the premi

lodgei If- pro-

I"'. pi r

pound, I -old a!

thedep6t,bi a yearly subscription from all bee-keepers
who avail d themselves of the ad\

-
,

i - a charge to

traders

trivances in thi the renl of

occupying ih" u] 1 1" ih "i -

calculate that 50,001 I

''
I

at tin- depot. 1 1" '|nit" acknowledged I

d a formidable one, hut ho thought the
i Hated in tin- Bee Journal.

Mr. .1. I'. .1

, "in I". I I" did no! think tin- i slahli -Inn ul

.-."'ill be self-supporting, and felt sure thai i!' inn re -

able profit could b \ m ide bj Ih al of bom 3 . some out

of tin- main enter] his great oily,

- out Lu- an •

1

I, would have
carried out the proposal long ago. II begged the Com-

• re onlj ju 1 re :cr\ ering from 1 In-ir recenl

financial difficulties, not to embark in so hazardous an
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enterprise. He supposed that honey would he offered

at the depot at not more than Is. per pound. That

would mean, taking into account the commission, the

charge for carriage, chance of breakage, &c, that the

producer must send his honey to London at 6d. per

pound, a price which lie can easily get in the country,

with no trouble or risk. He moved, as an amendment,

that the consideration of the matter be deferred for

twelve months.
Mr. W. H. Dunman seconded the amendment.

Mr. Stewart seconded the original motion.

The Rev. E. Bartrum opposed the motion. Although

in theory he thought the suggestion an excellent one,

the difficulties in carrying it out were too numerous to

justify him in supporting the proposal. He had no faith

in the belief that tangible profit could be made by the

sale of honey.

Mr. Ilinton opposed the motion, saying that supposing

the large amount of .
r>0,000 lbs. of honey were sold by

the depot at Id. per pound commission, only 200/. would

be realised thereby. There could not be a doubt that

the working expenses of such an establishment as that

proposed by Mr. Drinkwater would be at least 400/. per

annum. Tt appeared to him also that the proposed ex-

hibition of new inventions relating to bee-keeping at the

museum would militate against the success of their

annual show.

Mr. Baldwin opposed the motion. He thought there

would be great difficulty in getting the honey for sale at

the depot. He had experienced this during his manage-
ment of honey sales, although he had never found any

lack of buyers. He thought they must not rely on

getting anv great income from the sale of honey.

Mr. Glennie, the Rev. F. S. Sclater, and the Rev. F. G.
Jenyns opposed the motion.

Mr. F. Lyon stated that in June of the year 1882 his

attention was called to a letter in the Grocer about

Swiss table honey. On trying a sample of this he found

it to be grossly adulterated, and to consist only of

glucose. He was informed that the honey derived from
the bees of Switzerland was of so intensely acid a nature

as to be injurious to health. He had, however, been

unable to procure any specimens of the flowers from

which the bees had extracted this honey. He could not

support the motion. He did not think the proposed

depot would be a success. He believed that the sale of

honey in London could be advanced considerably by a

system of collectors and travellers, which of course

would not involve the expense incurred by the establish-

ment of a depot.

Mr. Garratt quite agreed witli previous speakers in

thinking that the depot would not be a success. There

was no doubt that cottagers w.mM seek a market for

their honey near home first, and if that failed, perhaps

would send it up to the depot. Of course, under these

circumstances, the sales at the depot would be too pre-

carious to be reliable.

The Rev. J. L. Seager opposed the motion.

The amendment was then put to the meeting, and
carried with only five dissentients, the original motion

being therebv negatived.

The Rev. Herbert R. Peel (in the absence of Mr.
Cowan) moved, ' That some medical man be requested

to read a paper at the next Quarterly Meeting of the

British Bee-keepers' Association on the subject of honey
as used in medical treatment; and also that Mr. Otto

Hehner be invited to accept the post of Honorary
Analyst to the Association.' He said the President had
suggested to him that she thought it would be very

much to the benefit and the credit of the Association if

it could bring before the notice of medical men the

advantage of pure honey as an article which they might
use in the treatment of their patients; and he had ac-

cordingly formulated the resolution just read to them.

The Rev. E. Bartrum seconded the resolution. He

recommended that the Association should prosecute in

cases where spurious honey was sold as the genuine

article.

After a desultory conversation, in which Mr. Jackson,

Mr. Ilinton, and other members joined, the resolution

was unanimously passed, the noble President promising
to ask an eminent medical gentleman of her acquaintance

to read the paper referred to.

Mr. Stewart moved, (1) ' That the Committee be en-

larged by adding six names, making fifteen in all.'

The Rev. II. R. Peel seconded this. (2) ' That the Rev.
II. R. Peel, the Rev. G. Raynor, Mr. T. W. Cowan, the

President and Treasurer, be appointed as trustees of the

funds and property of the Association.' Seconded by
Mr. Dunman. ('!) ' That the increase of six members of

the Committee, in accordance with the above resolution,

be filled up from the unsuccessful candidates, according

to the priority of votes obtained at the recent election

;

viz. Capt. C. D. Campbell, the Rev. F. S. Sclater, Rev.

F. G. Jenyns, Mr. John Bower, Captain Bush, and Mr.
\V. Martin.'

A lengthy discussion followed, in which tho noble

President, the Rev. II. R. Peel, Mr. Jackson, Mr.
Glennie, and several others took part, which ended in

Mr. W. II. Dunman seconding the motion.

Mr. Huckle explained that the property of the Asso-
ciation for which the trustees woidd become responsible

consisted of bee tents, books, literature, diagrams, &c,
worth perhaps about 200/.

The resolution was carried nem. en.
Mr.W. II. Dunman wished,before the meeting separated,

to bring before the members the desirability, which he
thought they would all concur in, of presenting a testi-

monial to Mr. Peel for his valued and ungrudging ser-

vices to their cause during the several years of his

secretaryship.

The noble President and Mr. Jackson heartily sympa-
thised with the movement, and hoped a Committee
would soon be started to give effect to such proposition.

The Rev. H. R. Peel would much prefer that no testi-

monial should be made to himself. If the project took
the form of something serviceable to the Association ho
should not object.

A vote of thanks to the noble President for kindly

occupying the chair on the occasion was unanimously
carried, which her Ladyship appropriately acknowledged,
and the proceedings terminated.

The following are the more prominent features of the

Report :
—

In presenting their Report for the year 1883, the

Committee are pleased to announce that 05 new mem-
bers have joined the Association, including His Grace
the Duke of Buckingham and C'handos, the Earl of

Harewood, &c.; 47 have withdrawn; 2 have died; the

present total being 4G0. The Committee regret that

many members have withdrawn from the Association

on the ground that they have become members of County
Associations. As the minimum subscription to the

Central Society is small, it is hoped that members will

not withdraw their subscriptions upon this plea.

During the past year the Committee have endeavoured

to carry out the aims and objects of the Association, by
the formation of County Bee-keepers' Associations, and
iu assisting several of those established in previous years

by sending lecturers and experts for the purpose of

giving instruction in the art of bee-keeping. Such as-

sistance has been given during the past year to the

counties of Carmarthen and Brecon, in South "Wales;

Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire, Somersetshire, Bed-
fordshire, Staffordshire, and Huntingdonshire; at a cost

of nearly 60/. Some of the County Associations have

au appointed expert who visits, at stated periods, the

members and cottagers residing within the county, for

the purpose of giving them instruction in the manage-
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rnent of their bees. Your Committee consider that the

appointment of one expert at least to each County Asso-

ciation for periodica] visitation is a matter of the greatest

importance, and they regret very much that the funds

hitherto at their disposal hare not enabled them to make
grants for this purpose.

In accordance with the rules of affiliation, grants of

medals and certificates have been made, and awarded at

the following County ShowB: — Breconshire, Bucks,

Cornwall, Devonshire. Dorsetshire, Hampshire, Here-

fordshire, Huntingdonshire, Kent. Lincolnshire, Leices-

ti rehire, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, I bcfi rdshire, Shrop-

shire, Staffordshire, Suffolk, Surrey, Warwickshire,

"Wiltshire.

During the past year, the Association's !!•< Tents

have been in great demand, and extensively used by the

County Associations. 1 pon reference to the I

sheet, it will be found thai although thirty-four shows
i been visited, the profit of 6/. 14*. 5d. only I

derived from the Bee Tents, This Bum has not proved

sufficient to cover the cost of repairs and other i

attendant upon the transit of the tents from place to

place. It has, therefore, been resolved that in future 1/.

be charged to County Affiliated Societies for the use i f

the Bee Ti ots at all shows other than those at \\ hich the

Bee Tent is allowed free, in accordance with the rules of

affiliation.

The • nation of experts desirous of gaining

Certificati of Competence in Modern Bee-keepi

held at Cnightsbridge on Saturday, Jul} 7th. The
nducted bi Mr. T. W. < Ion an, I be

Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, the Rev. E. Bartrum,
Rev. G. Rayi r. The following certificates were
awarded: 1st class, Rev. W, E. Burkitt; 2nd cla -.

0. N. White, and II. Cobb; 3rd 1 1 iss, .1. R. \V. Hole,

II. E. Roberts, J. Davie , and A. W. Rollins.

Three meetiDge have been held during the year at

which
) a per- have been read, viz. : (1.) On Jan

by the Rev. W. !'. Burkitt, subject : 'lie- best way of

I ing Cottagers in the Ait oi (2.)

On April 25, In tl e Ri r. II. l: , P ' Who is

the bvn&ftdt Cottager?' (3.) On October 17. bj Otto
Hehner, Esq., l-'.t'.S., F.I.C., subject: 'The Chemistry
of the Hive. Copies of tl papers have I n sent to

each membi r of the \ - ciation.

The demand for tl"' several I K- and pan
published by the A liatiom tinues to increase, The
fourth edition of Modern Bee-keeping was publ

July, \ "hi iderable poi < ion of thi i lition lis already
. of. In lo i irdai ee with the n

at the last Annual General Meeting, a penny
guide to the most Profitable Management of Bo in

Stran Skeps has been publi hed foi thi ipecial use of
I

'
max be obta i >n to the

Secretary, Mr. J. Huckle, King' Langley, Herts.
The Library. -During the past year eeveral new

works have I n added to the library, and tin

have been kepi in active circulation,

'I be E© -I tic \ piai u < bmpi tition i immeni
Ma\ 20th, 1882, and i irminated on August 31st, 188.3.

Seventeen candidate entered Fi i c petiti m: two with-
drew previous to the commencement, and eight i

I

during the progress of the competition, seven onlj com-
peting to the close. Your Committee are of opinion
that tin < petition ha been most beneficial to the cause
of the \

.

i
. demonstrating that, with a fair

knowledge of the art, bee-keeping is a most profitable

pursuit.

Honey Market. The important questi if an
for the sale of honej produced by mbers of the Asso-
ciation has received much considi ration during the | tst

year, and a Sub-Committee was appointed to make
inquiries.

Reading-room, Museum, and Hive Depdt. In con-

ijei t of a li j depot, the larger

question of a reading-room and museum naturally arises.
Such an institution would not only help to advance the
knowledge of the subject wo all have at heart, but
would tend, perhaps, more than anything else, to 'raise
the character of the Association. Many scientific per-
sons are working in our cause; but a museum and read-
ing-room would bring; them together into a scientific
union, where they would compare the work that is being
done, and spread it among a larger circle of workers. It
can hardly be doubted that such an institution, particu-
larly if combined with a depot for the exhibition of bee
furniture, would meet with extensive support from bee-

.
and it is hoped that a fund maj be raised to

enable the Committee to found it. Contributions have
been already promised towards this object, both of
and exhibits, and the Committee can favourably recom-
mend it to th.ir constituents for Support.

/ \al Show.—The year 1883 has been an eventful
one in the history of the Association. Since its forma-
tion in l-n.it- Annual Metropolitan Exhibitions have

Id under the aus] hes of other Societies, which
I the Association very material assistance.

From 1878 to 1882 inclusive, the Annual Sho
held in : the Royal Horticultural -

at South Kensington. During the year 1883 the te

of the available space in the Gardens was occupied by
the Internationa] Fisheries Exhibition. His Grace the

I " kindlj plao d bis Riding Sch ol at

Knightsbridge at the disposal of the Committee, and
arrangements were made for holding the Annual Show

be first w< ek in July. It was hoped that, bv
holding the Exhibition during the height of the London
season, the \- ociation would have realis d a consider-
able profit, The Exhibition (through the carciti of
vi itors) result d in e 0/, '

["he
Annual Shov,

i

I best exhibi-
tion held by the Association sin,-,, it- t

from a bee-keeping point of view, was u

The exhibition of honey "as a grand one, especially in
the cotti I i c ittager realised near]} 18/,
by the sale of honey, and upwards of •"«'. in prize

I i the same exhibitor, The total sal - of
I Itonej combined amounted to near!

The I i held an Exhibition of Bees, llo.es,
II

i '
. al Bridgwater, at the tit i the Bath and

West of I a rla,i d Vgrieultura] Show. Tl i I thibition
• LOU hiic-nl of a c tj Be b

ion for Somersetshire, and sti fated mam of
the residents in the Wi t ol En I ind to take an interest
ia the promotion of the modern -\ te f bee-keeping.

itors, the Associatioi
bj this Exhibit

The Association was represented at the Annual Show
of the Royal V.gTii ulturol Society, held tit "i i

July It) and the four following days. The bee depart-
ment of this Show was thronged with visitors on each

i much good was accomplished. Arrangements
have bee ado for holding a similar exhibit

• n on July III:, 1884, under the mh

'Ion t the deficiency can d by the Knightsbridge
and Bridgwater Shows, the President and Committee

d the ion of lot)/., and forthwith made an
appeal to the members for donations towards defraying
the debt. Thi i appeal re ulti d in twentj two menil ei i

life members, I donations amounting to
•lo/. 13». li/. have al o been received, making a total of
l->o/. 13*. Id. The sums so received have enabled the
Committee to free the Association from debt; but in-

creased support is still required to carrj on the progres-
sive work of the \ --ociation.

The following members have also increased their sub-
scriptions for [884, viz.: Rev. C, G. Anderson, .1. <!.

Aib r, Captain Hush, R.N., W. Can-, Rev, A. Corbet,
W, II. Dunman, J. Garratt, Miss Gayton, G, Henderson,
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F. C. Holgson, W. Hunt, II. Jonas, J. Kingsmill, F.

Lvon, 0. J. Myers, Rev. N. Ogilvy, Mi a E. Preston,

A". G. Eadclifft'i Rsv. F. S. Sclater, S. Siminins, Rev. T.

Sissons, J. Stevens, G. StJthard, R. Thorpe, C. Tite, C.

Tucker, C. F. "Williams, and F. Zclietmayer.

From the Auditor's Report, it appeared that above
1100/. had been received and expended during the year.

Committee Meetings.

Permission has been granted for the Committee to

meet at an earlier hour. The next meeting will be held

on Wednesday, March the 5th ; Finance Committee to

meet at three o'clock; the General Committee at 3.15.

HERTFORDSHIRE BEE-KEKPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

The fifth annual general meeting of the members of

the Hertfordshire Bee-keepers' Association was held at

the Free Schools, Hitchln, on Tuesday February 10. Mr.
II. G. S. Hughes presided^ and amongst those present were
the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, the Rev. J. L. Seager (honorary
secretary). Messrs ('. Barsley, T. B. Blow, Brewster, E.
.I.i leson, T. B. Latchmore, J. Martin. L. Moules, F.

Moules, a. I..K iberts, A. Ran3om, F. Shillitoe, M.Wren,
J. Huckle (assistant secretary), Mrs. S. Lucas, Mrs. and
Miss Unman, Miss Sewell, &C.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report

and balance-sheet, said he thought lie might fairly con-

the Association on the condition of their

finances. The income, as they saw, had amounted t i

108.'. 10s. orf.. and the expenditure ha 1 been 103/. 13*. '<!.,

which left a balauce of 4'. 17s. 2d. in hand. This balance

would have been greater but for the fact that a large

deficiencyhad been incurred in connexion with the show
in L8S1, and that it had to be ma le g >od. I [e was glad
•

i see that the report stated that this deficit had been

paid, and that the Association was not owing anything.

The report als i stated that during the spring months
lectures had been delivered in various parts of the county
li\ gentlemen whosemames were given, and he thought
they would agree with him that their thanks were due

-,. gentlemen for what they had done. He thought
."1-

' that their thanks were du to the Rev. F. < i. Jenyns,
th Rev. .1. Lingen Seager, Mr. Sambels, and others, who
had organized these lectures, and who had in this way

uuch practical advice on bee-keeping, and instructed

cottagers and others in the best waj to profit by this

industry. He saw by the report that a cottager in

Berkshire had received from sales of honey and prizes

awarded to him the sum of :.'•'!/. last year, and also that

a lady residing at 11 ad ham, in this county, made as much
last year by her bees. This lady began with an

expenditure of 1/. 12s. Gd. in 1870, and in eight years sh

h d cleared LoG/. L6s. Is., her plant being of the value of

103/. os. lid. These were facts which he thought ought
t i have great weight with the cottagers of Hertfordshire.

Mr. II, E. Roberts seconded the motion, and it was
cat ried unanimously.
The next business on the agenda paper was 'The rules

of the Association to be revised, and resolutions to be
in ived by the Honorary Secretary,' and the Rev. J. L.
Seager said he had some very important changes to

suggest in t!n- rules. The fourth rule now read: 'The
Committee shall consist of not less than twelve members,
six of whom shall be chosen from the eastern and six

from the western side of the Midland Railway. The
committee to a;.point their own chairman for each
meeting, and the chairman to have a casting vote.' lie

sai 1 that the Midland Railway was by no means a good
division of the county, and if there was to be any
division at all it should he the Great Northern. lie

th irefore moved that the committee in future be chos
six from the easlern and six from the western sides of

the c ninty, and that threa members form a quorum.

The motion was carried.

The Rev. J. L. Seager moved that the fifth rule be so

altered that labourers should be admitted to membership
on payment of one shilling a-year, and further that the
provision ' Subscribers of 10s. Gd. and upwards he alone

eligible to serve on the committee ' be struck out.

The motion was carried.

The Rev. F. (!. Jenyns next moved the re-election of

the Rev. J. L. Seager as Honorary Secretary. They
knew that a secretary should be the life and soul of a
s iciety, and that it would prosper or decline according as

he performed his duties in an active or dilatory manner.
Their Association was prospering now, and they owed
that fact to Mr. Seagers indefatigable working. They
should be extremely unfortunate .should anything occur
to take him away from it, and he was sure he was only

expressing their wish in asking him to continue in the

office. Their thanks were especially due to him for his

services on behalf of the Association.

The motion was carried unanimously.
The Rev. J. L. Seag.T, having expressed his intention

to continue in office, moved the re-election of Mr. T. B.

Blow as the expert of the Association, which was carried

unanimously.
Mr. !•'. Shillitoe moved the re-election of the committee

with the addition of Mr. Sambels' name.
Mr. E. Jackson seconded the motion, which was

carried unanimously.
The R ivs. 1'. 1 1 . Jenyns and Astley Roberts were ap-

pointed the representatives of the Association to attend

the quarterly m> -tings of the British Bee Keepers' Asso-

ciation.

Arrangem mts were made for the spring visit of one or
more expert, and it was also agreed that an autumn visit

should be made if the funds of the Association permitted

it.

A resolution was passed ' That two shows be held this

year in different parts of the county, if possible in con-

nexion with horticultural or other exhibitions; that at.

these shows only bronze medals he offered as prizes to

subscribers of 5s. and upwards, and money prizi s and
hive., both straw and bar frame, to artisans and labourers.'

A cordial vote of thanks was given to the Chairman
for presiding.

The draw ing for the three prize hives then took place,

with the following result :—First prize, Major-Generai
- trratt Hall, Rickmansworth. Second prize, Mr.

(I. Howe, Potter's Bar. Third prize, Captain Long,
I House.

SURREY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The I! -port for L883 states that during the past year

this Association has made steady progress, and that

forty-three new Members have joined, making the total

number 1G0, many of whom are cottagers; while its

work in parts of the county where its operations were
hitherto almost, if not quite, unknown must tend to in-

crease its future usefulness. The Annual County Show
was held in the grounds of the Royal Military College

at Sandhurst, on the 5th and 6th of September, in con-

nexion with the local Horticultural Society's Show-.

During the season the County Bee Tent has visited

Farnham, East Molesey, Guildford, Albury, and Hasle-

mere, and at these Shows prizes were given for honey,

with the view of encouraging cottagers to use sectional

supers, as being one of the most profitable forms in

which honey can be offered for sale. A very successful

Exhibition of bees, honey, and bee appliances, was also

held in connexion with the Flower Show at ( 'roydon, on
the 1 1 >tli of June. One of the British Bee-keepers' \ -

sociation Bee tents was engaged at the Flower Show at

"Wimbledon, under the able supervision of the Local Sec-

retary, G. Walker, Jim., Esq., who has also given several

lectures in his district on matters connected with bee-

h i ping. The Cottagers' Expert, Mr. James Elson, of
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Farncombe, has made various excursions in the district,

gaining several new subscribers and starting some of

them in adopting bar-frame hives. It is very gratifying
to find that the payments made for the services of the
Expert have nearly covered the whole of his cost, besides

inducing several new Members to join, thus greatly ad-
vancing the objects of the Association. The Committee
hope tn make satisfactory arrangements with tlm Roval
Counties' Agricultural Association, for holding an Ex-
hibition of bees, hives. ,vc, at their intended Show in

Shalford Park, near Guildford, which they trust may
result in extending their field of operations. '11

mittee greatly regret the resignation of K. Daw, Esq.,

their Hun. Secretary, and wish to render him their best

thanks for his past services. The Balance Sheet shows
cash in hand 14'., with no outstanding liabilities, and
with property of the Association in stock, includ

tent, apparatus, literature, &c., to value of 257.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
\lluu me to state thai this Society will hold its

annual exhibition at Grantham on Wednesday, Thurs-
daj . and Friday, 23rd, 2 Ith, and 26th of July ; ai I

pleased to add, for the information of brother bee-keepers
especially, that the Society again includes in its pro-

gramme a 'BeeDepartment;' also that the Prize S
has passed muster, offering a sum amounting to twenty-

tnds odd in prizes for bees, honey, hives, &c.,and the
arrangements of the department to be, as hitherto, en-
trusted to mem ers of the Lit colnshire I!. K. A.
My special object in penning this intimation just now

is tn impress upon managers of local bee-1

1

tions the great importance of attaching themselves to

nntv agricultural boi iet ;e . in i iew of tl e

ood " hich may thereby be accomplished. At
their annual exhibitions opportunity i- afforded Buch as

bi f way uf working up m :

thousands uf the public, and of arousing tin it

: in in half of "in i immi i causi . No v
initn.' are i ded to commend to the notice of all I

important point gained bj tin' Brit in when
they firstgot their foo into the Show Ground, 'although
it happened to be muddy,' uf tin- Royal Agricultural
Society, which grand achievement, if I mistake
brought about by -Mr. Peel, to whom a lasting debt "f

gratitude is due, as I In- ucc -- hich
follow is now being Been and I

! ml the

country. We in Lincolnshire are indebted to fir. Walter
Martin, uf Wainfleet, for the tact displayed in :

tl bjecl uf the I.. B. K. A. be! - uf the
council i if the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society, which
resulted in their agri

it ia satisfactory to me to know that this Society i-

reallydoina amightj work for us; they provide annually

p izi chedule, three days' manipulation, and bear
ail and every expense, whilst we mi fulrj render
the Society any assistance required. I will foi

schedule for your advertisement columns in due course.
ling well in this part. R.R. Godfrey, Grantham.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

Regarding tin- reference to tin- above Association in

the last i--i f the /.'. /.'. ./.. it i- to In- regretted that
tliu Rev. .Mr. Bartleet Bhould have bit dis iraged by
In- Bret attempt. Speaking fur tlm 1 -keepers in

Cheltenham, 1 would remark that three o'clock, tin- hour
fixed fur tin- mi -i -i in

. of i

-• precludes our attending;
and I think, both fur railway communication, central

i, and importai ce, I belt nham would make a

much better centre than Gloucester. For myself, I

would !«• willing to tnl. i- th,- secretaryship. I think-

that a county so rich in bee-keepers and natural advan-
tages requires but a little continued effort on the part of
the Rev. Mr. Bartleet to make it a success.—W. D.
Si.ahe, The Promenade, Cheltenham.

[If any deduction is to be drawn from the correspond-
ent:.- that his appeared in our columns, it is that there is

an earnest desire that the Bee-keepers' Association in

Gloucestershire should be sustained, and that there are
many in the county willing to work to bring about this

result. It i> very undesirable that tlm exertions made by
the Rev. W.E. Burkitt to establish this Association should
come to naught. We would advise that another meetiug
Bhould 1"- called in a town easy uf access, at an opportune
hour, and that due notice of this should be given to bee-

, and to the public generally. It is very possible

that if tin' Central Association were appealed to, they
would In- pleased to send a deputation to tin- meeting.
It is tu I"' hoped that Gloucestershire, with a population

half-a-nhlliiin, an acreage uf above 800,000, and
many natural advantages, v ill enter the comity of

County Associations.]

. Bees un> Bee-Keeping. OnMon-
b. 1 an! Feb. 11, by special invitation, Mr. W,
S.Sc, di '•

vi red two m at interesting lecl tires to

large and influential audiences in the public lecture-hall,

in m. The Rev. R. M. Witliington, M.A., in

in. .Mr. Crisp, in a few appropriate remarks
• th uf his audiences during

i-i- of lectures, and th.' evident interest in the

ped by tlm aid uf specially-

prepared lantern slides tu be able to instruct and amuse,
so that to follow tin- pursuit uf apiculture as a hobby
only would 1 pie from

. their tun.' at corner-ends or ale-nou
elevate their minds bj the stud) of oi f the

i be slides beii g now shown
on tin- 91 iiid <••( tin- OXyhydrogen light, the
whole mysteries uf the interior uf the 1 -hive were
brought tu view, tl differ bee appliances,

I r-frame bives, and tin- whole
ere g raphically

i lecture lasted above two hours. Many
-1 and satisfactorily

d, &C. Tin' I C nid

i i'« ed an undimini b in tlm subject.

The Rev. I'. .M. Witliington, in his opening remarks,
all his pari-'.-

I

.i leans uf

improving their income, ami desired th.- lecturer to say
something mi the diseases of bees. Another se1 uf forty

rere successively thrown on tlm screen, and
hereon by th.' lecturer, who

alluded to th.- important
,

played in the

er mj uf nature, by the fertilisation uf fruit trees,

.

|

.-int. Next
came diffi rent hinds i f bees and their characteristics,

the lecturer favouring a first cross from Liguriarj ami
blank h Tin- various wild 1 s were briefly touched
upon a th-- appropriate slides appeared mi tlm screen.

'limn came pn imim nl bee-keepers, Mi rs. I [uber,

Abbott, and Neighbour, Bee-farms followed !' everal

can I -ranches, and finallj wound up with
i hard winter, uf a Btraw-skeppist

doubtfully at In- bee-shed.' The lecturer

alluded in high terms to the organization of the British

Bee-Keepers' Association, ami tu tlm Bee Journal in

particular. Many interesting questions were asked and
replied tu, and arrangements were made to deliver two
lectures in Billsdale. Votes uf thanks to the chairman
and lecturer brought to a close a most succe ful course
uf lectures, Mr. Crisp having doubled his audience each

evening until tin- r i was packed. The inquiries for

bee-books, bees, &c, have been most abundant since the

tin' nativi - have decided tu ,-. mmence bee-culture upon
1 1..' In mane bj stem.
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Cnrrcs^onaciTCC.

*«.* A 11 Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

ihe Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes

from the Hires, Queries, i£c, are requested to direct their com-

munications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," c/o

Messrs. Strangeways <£• Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, W.C

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

during the month of January, 1884, amounted to 20347.

£From a private return sent by the Principal of the

Statistical Department, Her Majesty's Customs, London
to E. H. Bellairs, Wingfield, Christchurch.]

OUK HONEY IMPORTS.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Seldon, the Principal

of the Statistical Department of II. M. Customs, I have
been enabled to send you from time to time particulars
of the value of the importation of honey. Whilst regret-
ting that, so far, the authorities have not drawn public
attention to the matter by including the article' Honey'
in their regularly published list of imports of Food Pro-
ducts, I feel sure all bee-keepers are grateful to Mr.
Seldon for personally undertaking to supply us with
figures of so much interest to us all. Below is appended
a resume of the amounts for the twelve months of last

year. The sum total will probably fall short of the esti-

mate of many people when compared with the far vaster
sums we annually pay to the foreigner for such articles

as butter, eggs, &c, but it nevertheless seems sufficiently

great to furnish us with a strong argument in favour of

pressing the home production. It must, however, be
borne in mind that these figures by no means represent

the capacity of the community to consume honey, the
.sale of that article being still almost entirely undeveloped.
Probably not one grocer in every ten even deals in the
•commodity, and as long as the sale is confined, as at

present, chiefly to chemists and druggists, the consump-
tion is sure to be small. The bee-keeper's best customer
ought to be the poor man, and he must be taught that
honey, pure and unadulterated, is a more wholesome and
nutritious food than the many products he now Inns
under the name of jam. The Americans are wisely de-

veloping their home markets by leaflets, pamphlets, and
notices in their public prints on honey as food, &c., and
it is of the utmost importance that we also should bestir

•ourselves and do the like.—E. II. Bellairs, Wingfield,
Christchurch, \*th Feb., 1884.

A Table showing the value of Honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the twelve months of 1883.

January
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my large apiary. Those who have a limited number can

place a number of such combs and adhering bees in a new
hive. Most of the old bees will return, but by that time

there will be sufficient young bees hatched out to keen up

the required temperature. These may be made to take

care of any young queens that are required for supersed-

ing others ; and when the season is over they should be

united to the desired colonies. If no queen be given theu

of course they will raise their own, but before they are

Teady to lay "the comb? will be clear of brood. What
honey there may be can then be extracted, and the bees

united to some other lot as required.

One other advantage I find with this plan is that

the work of winter preparation is greatly lessened,

and the bees are in the best p Bsibk condition for

feeding as soon as the harvest is over.

—

Samuel Sim-
mies, Jtottingdean, Brighton.

'SILENCE GIVES CONSENT.'

Statements have been circulated to the effecl I

expresslv prohibit the use of smoke while introducing

queens. Permit me to say that in do single instance,

either in my pamphlet or otherwise, have 1 forbidden the

use of the bee-keeper's indispensable friend. It is so

generally understood that smoke . daring

manipulation, that I deemed it superfluous to give

instructions on that point. The misunderstanding may
possibly have arisen from a mistaken idea of tin- fact that

I mention queen and bees should be disturbed as Huh' as

possible. I am so well acquainted with 1 1 1
• conditions

necessary to a successful introduction, that I always use

the ' soothing ' influence of smoke, and (except during a

honey glut) should consider it the height of folly to

neglect that important item, and I has create the worst of

all disturbances— an angry feeling against all intruders,

and by so doing simply court disasti r.- 8. Simmins.

SALE OF HONEY.
The idea i I

honey, &c., having been at last abandoned (for various

which were almost unanimously approved at tin'

General Meeting on the 20th insl patient

and zeal i
. on bi half oi thi til -o iinmittee

appointed long ago to inveati d propose

a scheme, it occurred to me, and some other county

delegates to whom 1 Bpoke on the matter, that it e

space in the Journal headed ' Horn iuld be

assigned to bee-keepers having honey to dispi

want which i- very commonly bell red r<> exitt would be

met, and give great satisfaction to many. The charge

for such advertisements l>. iiiLr as low as possible to

member* of County Associations only, say the sai

the Exchange and Shut. \i/.. id. for twelve words,

Personally I have never had a difficulty in getting rid of

some 3 cwt. of comb and i . at from Is. to

'2s. per lb., but I know well this is not the case with all;

and I am constantly asked, 'What facility will be aff irded

me bj the sale of honej if I join the Association P' if

.very advertiser at the reduced rate svere required to

publish his full name and address, stating the Countj
Association to which he belonged, or to send with hi-

advertisement a certificate "f membership from his

I
;iy (in which case his name need not be

published), there would be little danger of the privilege

being abused, W. E. I!i bkitt, Hon. Sec. of Wilts

B. K. A.

We shall !«• pleased to afford every facility for en-

abling members of Countv Associations to dispose of

their surplus honey, and before the honey harvest arrives

will be in a position to Btate tie lowi st possible price for

the insertion of such advertisements.]

LOWER GRADE OF EXPERTS.
I can fully endorse ' Platelayer's' remarks on lower

class of experts. As a clergyman I have been associated

with the labouring classes for many years, and have
alwavs endeavoured to become intimate with them : but

I always find a certain amount of reserve or timidity

which prevents them from volunteering a friendly dis-

cussion on any subject. 'Platelayer 1 says, 'It is a ques-

tion with me which of the two will benefit the intelligent

cottager the more—one of his own class who has made
his way and won his spurs by sheer perseverance, or a

gentleman who has subjected himself to the cramming
process, and thus acquired in a few months what it took

the other years to hum.' (I wish he had been rather

more courteous in the word ' cramming,' &c.) It is no

question with me at all,— I feel quite sure that a labour-

ing man in friendly conversation with a fellow-labourer,

who is well up in the practical working ,,f bee-keeping,

would learn far more than he would from a get

who may hold B first-class certificate.

, if an expert from the south were to come up
ainoiii.' these daks, he would not understand the people,

and I don't think they would understand him. 1 think

there would probably be a score or more lower-grade

experts to one regular easy il would be in

the round- of the regular one to give a little extra in-

struction to the low. c grades, and thus a greater amount

of work would be more efficiently done with less time

and trouble. As to a 'convenient time and place
1

for

the examination of experts, I must say that it would be

a gnat boon to us in the north if an examination could

Ce somewhat nearer than London. I should like

ete for a certificate, but the expenses (about 1CW.)

put it quit it of the question, fcAHDUS, Wea

LOCAL EXPERTS.
\ you are doubtless aware, many of our I

i ine fe-i greatly the want of local experts. The

expense of sending to anj distance for an expert i- a

considerable drain upon the fund- of anj Association,

especially of onenewlj formed. The Committee of the

: ii, in their report just issued, state

•that thej feel that progress is much hindered for want

of s local i \] ert « ho could < i-it thei

ritical periods.' Different toother Associations,

this want with us can only be effectually supplied from
local Bources, for this reason, o large i iber of our

. the cottagers almost without exception, are

: easing, and, unfortunately, understand no
except their own. An English i

fore, however competent a bei -master he may be, w ould

be quite incompetent for our purpi ses, or, I ougl

could not do our work satisfactorily. \ cone
:

in a recent issue of the B. B. Journal, advocate

certificates being issued h\ Uountj Associations. 1 quite

agree with Mr. Raynor's reply thai this would be

unfeasible, what other course then remain

This, and as far as 1 can see, this only, namely . that the

e\p.it examinations of the B.B.K..A. be held more

than once in the year and at different place . If it is

considered practicable to hold a second examination

during the Royal show this year, it will be

nee to intending competitors from Wales and

the West of England. Next year the Show will I

in another part of the kingdom, which would thi

turn benefit therefrom. My only reason for ad;

tliis suggestion is. because I think- it would, if il could

1. carried out, prove beneficial to the B.K.K.A. and its

county I. ranches. Yon will, I trust, pardon u for

referring to another ibject, connected with the last,

viz., the different grades of experts. A man who holds

an expert's certificate is naturally expected to be a

ilj i om] etenl I" e-master, If this is granted,

why the three gradesf A man, I take it, is either a
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bee-master, or lie is not. Could not the classes be
reduced to two, the only distinction between which to

be that the first should be competent to deliver extem-
porary lectures upon any subject connected with bee-

keeping, equal competency to be required in all other

respects ? I hope you will pardon me for troubling you
at this length. I am unable to attend the meetings of

the B.B.K.A., much as I should like to do so, on
account of the distance from town, and the time it would
take. The affairs of our County Association take up,

perhaps, more time than I am justified in giving them,
but the cause is a good one, and one in which I am
deeply interested. What I have advanced has, possibly,

been advanced before, and therefore I thought you would
be kind enough to weed the matter, and should anything
be left after that operation, bring it forward at a suitable

time. You will, I know, be. pleased to hear that our
Association is in a satisfactory condition, which is to be
attributed to a great extent to the generosity of the

Central Association in sending Mr. Blow down to us in

April last.—L. Oswald Lewis, Hon. See. Carmarthen-
sh in- B. K. A.

SHALL WE PRODUCE COMB OB EXTBACTED
HONEY

?

I thoroughly endorse the remarks made by Mr. Simmins
witli regard to the price of honey in your last issue. It

is all very well to tulle about selling extracted honey at

Is. per lb. and comb honey at Is. id. per lb., but where
are we to get the price ? Here, in Cambridgeshire, we
can only get for extracted honey in the retail market
Sd. per lb., and for comb honey our price very seldom
exceeds Is. per lb. If your correspondent, Mr. W. B.

Carter, will inform me where we can obtain the price he

mentions, we shall feel much obliged to him.
Taking into consideration the time and labour em-

ployed in taking extracted honey. 1 think it is better to

produce comb honey, as Mr. Simmins says 'it finds a

more ready sale,' and can be obtained in a much easier

way, and with less trouble than extracted honey. We
may in some districts obtain more extracted honey than
comb, but after comparing the price of one against the
other, I think we may say that it is most profitable to

cultivate the production of comb honev.—A. S. Bitand,
Sawston, Cambridge, Feb. 10/7,, L884.

WINTER DRONES.
While examining a stock of bees on the 30th of

November last, I was greatly surprised to find a quantity

of drones living apparently in perfect amity with the

rest of the population, though the hive contained a
fertile queen and a lot of healthy worker-brood in all

stages. The stock, I may mention, had been queenless

some time before the 24th of October, when a few con-

demned bees, with their queen, had been united with it.

I had an opportunity of looking at them again about the

28th of January, but the poor old fellows could not be
found.

Bees generally are in very good condition, but some
are becoming short of stores. Breeding has been carried

on more or less all through the exceptionally mild winter.

I fear we shall have a prevalence of cold easterly winds
again this spring to mar our hopes of a harvest from the
fruit-blossom.

—

Roland Green, Rainham, Kent.

HONEY BIPENEII.
My extractor being too flimsy to work well, I had a

galvanized iron ease made—large enough to leave a

1 i inch space all round and under it, with brass screw in

top rim, to admit hot water, a ditto in side close to
bottom to let out cold; a small pipe carried half-way
down the side of extractor and under nearly to summit
of coned bottom, allows hot water to till the same.

I place extracted honey in this, fill the space with-

boiling water, cover machine with a large wrapper to
retain heat, find that the unripe honey quickly rises to the-

surface.—G. J. Lenny, 185 High Street, Lewes, Sussex.

GREEN'S REMOVEABLE FRAME-ENDS.
Will you permit us to point out a slight error which

appears in your issue of the loth ult., under the heading,.
' Harrison's Removeable Metal Ends ?

' You say, ' Dr.
Pine was first in the field with bis metal ends for frames
having an open top ; then came Mr. Blow's, with the top-

closed in.' Now in 1861 we exhibited and took prizes

for hives at the Kensington Show, Dairy Show, &c.,

with frames having metal ends, the first, we believe, ever

used, and it was not until the next season, 1882, that Dr.

Pine came forward with his, which is certainly an im-
provement on our original one in some respects.

Since the Annual Show in 1881 all hives sent out by
us have been furnished, unless otherwise ordered, with
frames having our metal ends, so that a great quantity

of metal-ended frames were in use prior to the intro-

duction of Dr. Pine's or Mr. Blow's. We have enclosed

samples of the end used first, and also the one we send
out now. Most of the metal ends now in the market
wo consider objectionable in standing above the level of

tie- frame-tops, making a nice(?) place for propolis when
quilts are on, and awkward for the majority of super

crates; and those that raise the frame about J in. are

equally so, neither being perfectly interchangeable with
standard frames.

—

Gueex and Sons, Rainham, Kent.

(l3c|)acs franx tbc |)iucs.

Sussex.—The season is early, and bees are early. All
well-stored colonies have been breeding almost imper-

e iptibly for some time, and are now stronger than after

the autumn feeding. In no case has the brood nest

been extended beyond what the dense mass of bees

could have protected, even had the 1 mg-expected frost

put in an appearance. At present there seems no possi-

bility of severe weather, though, if we have no frost, Ave

can hardly expect to escape the usual cold winds. The
14th lVb. was the warmest day we have had; not a
breath of air, and bees were on the wing as if in mid-
summer. The very "next day a severe wind was blowing
from the east. This continued until the 10th; on the

20th 1 offered the bees pea-flour, which they eagerly

appropriated, and every morning since they have been
hovering around the large forcing frame, ready to obtain

what they know to be inside, the moment I open it;

notwithstanding some 6000 crocuses, and a much larger

number of wallflowers, which, however, receive a due
share of attention. Feeding, so far, has been permitted

only with a few colonies that were short of stores when
bought in autumn.

—

Samuel Simmins.

South Cambridgeshire, Sawston.—The winter here has

been favourable for bees. It lias been very mild, and

scarcely has a week passed by but what, when the sun

was shining, the bees have ventured out on to the light-

ing-board. During the present month, when the days

have been mild, they have been ftying freely. I have

not found any short of food, and there seems to be a fail-

average number of bees in the hives. The weather is

very changeable ; sometimes we get a very warm day,

almost like summer, and then a day with a bitterly cold

east wind blowing, which keeps the bees inside. If the

weather continues mild I expect we shall soon begin

spring-feeding. In this district the liar-frame hive is get ting

more widely known since the formation of the Cambs and

Isle of Ely Bee-keepers' Association, but there are still a

large number of old bee-keepers who will not admit the

advantage to be gained by this 'new-fangled system'

and this ' scientific mode of keeping bees,' but prefer to
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keep' them in skeps, and burn them over the horrid

brimstone pit, as they hare been accustomed to in times

gone by. For the past few years we have not had a

good honey season ; but when it does come, and we can

show them that by the use of the bar-frame hive they can

double their income, we may fairly judge that the facts

presented to them will be sufficient to convince them of the

superiority and efficacy of the bar-frarne hive.—A. S. B.

Keswick, Cumberland, Feb. 16th, 1834.—The weather

here has been very rough the last three weeks: it has

been almost continually raining, with strong winds. On
the -7th of January, 1 had a hive blown over, and must

of the bees perished; there were a few hundreds still

alive between the combs. I took them in the house and

put a warm quill on them, and brought a good man; of

them round in the hive, and a few hundreds I brought

round before the fire, and put them in the hive again.

Bees have not been Hying as much lately as they have
done previously, with so much open weather, I

find their stores almost consumed. <>n the 14th of

February we had a splendid day, and the bees took the

advantage and h iwed themselves in the open air; this,

if course, would give them a good airing, and 1

them visiting the crocuses, Of which J had a good many
in bloom, though they are too early for being of much
service to the bees. My hives are all alive and well at

present, but 1 am afraid we -hall have a hard spring to

contend with. I have thirteen stocks of I B, though
some are not very strong. I have made mj si ick of

hives up to twenty-three this winter, those 1 am in hand
with are after the Btyle of Mr. Abbott's Anglo-German
hive, they are single (not twin-hive) wit! iveable

front, or part of the front can be pul to any part of the

hive fir wintering. The floor-board is a fixture, and

can be cleaned out at the front, and for hiving natural

swarms they are very convenient, no n 1

for propping up the -ill,- or front, as is the case with

other hives; the front only a Is sliding up a few inches,

it then gives them the full breadth of the hive t

The sliding entrance is attached to the front board. The
porch i- the full width of the hive front. Double walls

well packed with saw-dust, hard wood runners, the

outer walls project four inches above the inner wall-,

with a good strong cover. 1 make from French currant-

Fi im grocers, except the floor-boards. The length

front to back is eighteen inches. The firsl l"t of

im instructions I got from I

A'/-- Keep iit>/. imt [find them too small for general use. Il

i.'li thai 1 1; I gol mi firsl lessons in b e-1

and 1 can -peak well of it. I thank Mr. Simmina for giving

his ideas on section-making, they will be very nice, and
easy to make. Knur. riin.if.snN.

I omitted stating that the moveable fronl ha- a strip

of cork on each end, so as to lit we]] and tight, and i asy
i \ e .

West Gloucestershire, Feb. 23r<Z, 1884. Tin- weather
since the 26th tilt, has bei a mild and verv changeable, no

iccessive days alike; fog, rain, hail, and showers,

with occasional rough wind, predominating, except on
tic 11th in-t., which was as warm and bright as :t day
in May, bringing the bee ou< as strung a- though they

arming. Crocuses are now in full hloom, Imt

m in \ weather prevents the bees from deriving

much benefit from them.— It. W. L.

Hunts, Somersham. From dan, 24th to 20th wind in

south-west, and weather cold and stormy, average highest
me id

, average lowest temperature •"-
. Prom

Jan, 29th to Feb. L4th the weather w as verj fine, the wind
being almost the whole time in south and south-west

'

i
; mnerat ure 18 '. averag lowi

I rom Feb. I ttli to 20th we had c Id easterly wind.-.

latter date the wind has I n almost wholly in

the south, and the weather has been rerj mild
|
tempera-

ture over 50°. Bees are now almost mad on crocuses

and pea-flour. I believe breeding is going on rapidly.
I have only opened one hive, which I thought short of
stores, and found the queen and a nice lot of egLr s. I

hope we shall have a more favourable season in this

district this rear.—C. N. AViiite.

Evesham, Feb. I'd.—The weather here continues very
mild, and the bees are flying nearly every day, and
gathering pollen from the crocuses and snowdrops, which
are out in profusion. I examined five stocks of bees one
day last week, n,, t having opened the hives since they
were made secure in the autumn. I found large patches
of brood on four or five frames in each hive, young bees
hatching out, eggs just newly laid, and grubs in all

stages. I have been feeding a little during the last

mouth with barky sugar, but the bees have enough
honey sealed up to last them a considerable time longer.

At present everything here augurs foT a very early
\. II. M.uu'iw Hon. Sec. Worcester 11. K. A.

Blackheath, Kent, Feb. 25. Now that the winter
seems over, and spring upon us, it may be well to record

how the hives with their inhabitants have fared ill this

district. I find my 1 - I i
lie all in a very healthy and

tine condition, having survived the winter well. This
m.i\ he accounted for in a great measure by the mild-
ness of the season, I put down a great deal of my suc-
cessful wintering of bees to the plan I have always
adopted, viz., leaving them plenty of honey in their
hives, and not feeding them artificially; and then by
car. fully looking at them from time to time so a- to

ascertain how they are progressing, and in what con-
dition they are in. In the spring I always give them

. -ar-eandy in addition to the honey they have of

their own by placing it under the cloth covers ml the

top Of the frame.-. In the majority of ca-e- hives are

oing the winter from not looking and carefully

watching the stock of f 1, the hives .-imply being left

to starve. Year after year we hear of owners losing

their bees and getting disheartened, when by leaving

them sufficient honey, oj properly protecting them from
tl" e ild, and by constant attention during the winter,

they would, in almost every instance, have Baved them.
I I runi:i; i S. S u snins.
Cairnic-by-Keith, N.B. Feb. Vdth. -Last November I

bought a lot of hives at the point of starvation;

them borne I began to fuel, but owing to cold

n eatlier setting in two of them did n< it get quite enough,
one was a wooden box with fixed combs, tl ther a

common straw- skep. To-day both of them were taken
into the -hop for the purpose of being inspected. I did
not know the weight of the box, and I could nol sec any
Baled lues. A. number of holes were bored in the top of

box until i nine i about I inches) was cut right

Out. 1 was glad to find they had a little f 1, more,

indeed, than I expected, Having a stock of candy I

I up the opening, then a board was put on to

keep all tight. The straw- skep was treated in the Bame
manner, 1 was found in far better condition than I ex-

pected, of course their .-tores are rather limited, but the

examination revealed hots long they would last. Kindly
permit me to give the following advice, perhaps it may
help sum,- one, viz.- Don't delay making an examination
of all suspected tocks, if theweatheris cold take them

. many stock- could be saved by a timely ex-

amination.—-A. t lOCKBUBN.

(!)u cries anb Jlcplies.

Query. No. 745. (A. Cockbi an.) Bee Flowers.—

I

be. to thank Mr. Engrain for hia practical articles in the

1 -flower line, and I would like to ask him if the snowberry
would be suitable for a hedge; I have some of it, and lam
rather inclined to think it would. If, however, there is

anything more suitable for a honey-yielding hedge, and

easy of cultivation, I would like to know all about it.

—
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A. I have great pleasure in complying with Mr. Cockbum'a
wish that I should offer an opinion as to the suitability of

theSm iwberry for forming a hedge. The shrub might very

well be employed as a divisional fence between gardens

or where a hedge is not expected to be impervious to

man and beast, but alone and unsupported it would
be insufficient to resist the encroachments of cattle ; but

two strained wires held up by posts passed through it

would make it efficient as a hedge, and it would be
both ornamental and useful to bee-keepers; a shrub like

this that possesses the good qualities of a hardy consti-

tution, great freedom of growth, even under timber trees,

or producing flowers attractive to bees, and rich in nee-

tarotis secretions, unquestionably desen es more extensive

cultivation ; and employed exclusively, or even introduced

into hedges, its merits as a bee-flower would soon be

acknowledged by neighbouring bee-keepers. It is a
shrub that can be planted advantageously in covers, as

it escapes the depredations of rabbits, and in masses it

forms a good protection to game of all sorts. I think

Mr, Cockburn's idea a very happy one, and I shall not

lose an opportunity of trying it.—W, Ingham, Belvoir.

Quehy No. 740.— (1)., Touffhal.) Dahlias.—Are
dahlia flowers, single or double, injurious to bees?

—

A.
Blooming late in autumn, when other flowers favoured
by I s are declining, dahlias, and particularly the single

forms, are likely to attract them, and we should think

that if any influence be contributed by the dahlia, it

would not be a favourable one. Better grow mignonette
and bugloss to divert them from the dahlias, or cease to

grow dahlias. We have not remarked in our bees any
inclination for this flower, and we have no intention of

giving them the opportunity. It is not unlikely that the

dahlia is injurious to honey, particularly when other
flowers are about, and bees resort to it and gather its

products freely.

Query No. 747.—( Aberiionddu.) An Excited Hire.

—On a cold frosty morning (Jan. 27th, ult.) one of my
straw hives showed at 9 a.m. great signs of excitement.
I turned the hive up, but could discover no cause for the

uproar. The next day I gave a cake of candy, but the

bees still continued to come out in great numbers, the
other hives being quiet ; the hum too was kept up in

the hive until dusk had passed for several hours. The
hive was iilled with two swarms of driven bees late in

thf autumn, and it was and is of fair height and well
tilled with bees when I turned it up on the 29th ult.

—

A. It is to be feared that your bees have 1, >st their queen

—

it may lie from old age or other cause, since, in the absence
of robbing, we can assign no other cause for the long-
continued excitement and commotion you describe. "We
ad\ i you on the first bright warm day to drive the bees
and ascertain whether they possess a queen; if not, it

will be best to unite them to another colony.

i.'o Mtv No. 748.—(C. W. II.)— 1. Galvanised Iron
Vessel.— I was going to get a galvanised iron vessel from
one of the bee-appliance makers, but I observe that Mr.
( lowan says that galvanised iron hurts honey ; is this a re-

coguis d fact r Would there be any objection to a small
sherry cask, if well scalded out, used for syrup in spring,

and after again washing out, being used for honev in

summer?

—

A. We certainly should not recommend a gal-

vanised iron vessel as a receptacle for extracted honev,
For this purpose casks are invariably used in America,
and are undoubtedly the best. Those you proposed will

answer your purpose well, but you would do well to keep
the honey and syrup casks separate. 2. Artificial

Swarms.—1 wish to make a early strong swarm for a

large hive. "Would it do put to (say) eight frames of brood
from other hives in this one and set it between the

positions occupied between R and I '. which are very close

together, removing these to new positions? Would the

bees of 1! and (
', on entering the new hive, fight with one

another ? It is not convenient to take out frames from

B or C, as they will not take Association frames used
in the rest.

—

A. We do not recommend the proposed
plan, since confusion and fighting would probably occur.
bather make your artificial swarm in accordance with
the usual plan of dividing', or wait for the natural swarm,
when you can divide or equalise the colonies according to
their strength, taking advantage of weather, honey-flow,
i ir other circumstances being favourable. '}. Ligurians ami
Hybrids.—Ligurians are gentler than blacks, I believe, not
so hybrids. Are the latter from Ligurian queen mated
with black drone more spiteful than ordinary black ?

—

A. The hybrids bred from an Italian mother are generally
more gentle than those bred the other way.

Query No. 740.—(W. Nickell.)— 1. Transferring
Cnm/,s.—How can I transfer the bees and combs (which
are very uneven and propolised) to those of the Standard
size, as all my others are ?

—

A. It is a very simple opera-
tion to transfer the combs from larger frames to smaller.

Brush the bees off one comb at a time, lay the frames
on a board, cut the comb out, and cut it to fit the
Standard frame tightly—force it into the frame, keeping
the midrib in the centre of top bar. (See Reply to ' A.
Novice.'} 2. Sprini/ Treatment.—I examined my bees a
short time since, and found they had taken part of the
candy, but the combs are only about three parts built

out. "What would be the best steps for me to take re-

specting them ?

—

A. As your bees increase in number
they will build out the combs and occupy them. To
make use of candy, they require water ; give them a
supply in the form of thin syrup.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Lovkr of Bees.— 1. Foul Brood.—Stamp it out at all

cost. Do not let any ideas of economy iirduce you,
for the sake i if saving a hive, to lose your bees, not only
present but future. You can do nothing at present,

except to spray the combs and bees with solution of
salicylic acid, as recommended in the books which you
have. When the weather is warm enough for comb-
building, remove the bees from the combs, and keep
them shut in a box with ventilation for forty-eight

hours, to give them the opportunity of digesting all the

honey which they have in their sacs, and which would
be infected. Then give them, in new hives, or hives

which have been very carefully scalded and disinfected

with salicylic acid, foundation to work out, and plenty

of syrup or honey (which must not have been taken

from an infected hive) containing the acid. Boil

down the old combs, and be most careful that neither

the bees from clean hives rob the infected ones, or

that bees from the infected hives enter the others.

Wash your hands and all utensils employed about the

infected hives, before touching the clean ones, with

solution of salicylic acid. The box in which the

infected bees are confined must be destroyed, or, at

any rate, not left about for bees to get at. 1'. Hive
Making.—You are quite right to use 11 in. boards for

the outer walls, but instead of using all the difference

above the frames, let the floor-board be inside the

outer walls and at least j in. up, so that no damp
can draw under. The queen-excluder must fit closely

between the inner walls, between the brood nest and
the section frames. It is not required for sections on
the top, as the spaces left between them will exclude

the queen.

A Novice.— Crooked Combs.— 1. If the combs are

simply elongated irregularly, you can cut the cells

down, and turn them round so as to present fresh

faces to each other, and all will be straight. But if,

as we suspect, the midribs are crooked, you ought to

have straightened them when transferring : leave

them alone for the present, and when the weather is

warm, cut out the combs, cutting down to the midrib
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on the convex side, press the comb flat, then tie into

your frames again, keeping the midrib iu the Centre

of the top bar ; never mind the outsides, if the midrib
is straight you are right. The small amount of brood
sacrificed will be of no moment. 2. Feeding.—Keep the

hive contracted to the smallest number of combs
covered by bees, and do not think of enlarging it until

plenty of bees are hatching, at least twenty-five days
after bleeding begins.

A.M.

—

Spring Feeding.—Four pounds of sugar to the

quart of water will be a very good syrup for

stimulative feeding, but if to give food to prevent

starvation put •"> lb. or 6 lb. to the quart.

J. W.

—

Ants in Bee Hives.—Endeavour to trace the

patli leading from the ants' nest to the hive. Then
take a paraffin can and liberally use its contents around
the hive and on the pathway of the ants. Ants cluster

about hives for warmth.

II. J . Sands.—Salicylic Arid in Water.—Patting salicylic

acid in the water that bees drink, with a view to pre-

vent foul-brood, will not be productive of much benefit,

but it could do no harm. A- an experiment it may be
worth the trial.

('. R., Blackhcath.— Foul /.';•</<«/.—We are sorry to have
to inform you that both the samples Of comb, \ and B,

bear evidence of confirmed foul-brood. If we might
hazard a conjecture,we should say that it had it- com-

in the hive in the early summer. We
should advise you to destroy all the comb, if not the

hive also. It will be matter of surprise if th> other

hives in your apiary have not been similarly affected.

S : mpli d ha been attat ked nd spiders have
i le their bom.' in the cells. Read carefully our reply
i ' Lover of 1 lees.'

R. Ford. American Cloth.—The American cloth would
answer j our purpose very well. Place it on the fram< -.

and the quill over it.

Joii.n WiTiiiNsHAw.—Bleat hiruj Wax. -Was U bleached
by re-melting it and running it into thin -i

cakes, suffering it to cool and exposing it to the influ-

of air and sun. It sh mid be known that the

mrless and unfit for exhibition; in

fa '
. larcelj discernible from some kinds of earth-wax.

II. St 1

1

on, Wandsworth.— 1. Artificial Sivarmi; i

i- o very delicate operation using chloroform to »ve
the tin nble of driving. It requires to be done to n

verve*act nicety. We should prefer the use

ball. It i- to I" 1 borne in remembrance thai when
bees come out of the eomat— state t hi

ably lively and vigorous. 2. To ascertain the right

to make a Swarm. -The right time is when the

hive is crammed full of bees. It the bet

frame hive, examini frames early in the

morning, and note if they are esj ialh crowded; if

in a b
•

',
i . let ii be raised and note if the b

massed on the floor-board. 3. Proportt n of Bet to

be put into the Swarm.— If the lx.es are in a proper
swarming condition, a mere bai dfu] of bees t alien with
the queen and put on the old stand will be sufficient

when augmented by those which will fly back. 4.

Probably if the remaining bees be driven twenty-one
d '\ - after lir.-t swarm they will be heavier than the

first -warm was when made, unless thi

inns W. Townsbnd.— 1. Observatory Hive. The pro-

posed observatory i- a very old style. We do not

recommend you to proceed with it unless it bo con-
siderably improved. Being three combs high, the bees

re to desert the lower combs. The hive is un-

suitable for bees in cold weather; therefore, excepting
during the summer months, the combs and t .

i

. int i an ordinary hive. The frame-ends liould

tin refore be longer than the hive is wide, s i as to rest

in n bates in the usual manner, and the sides of obser-

vatory Bhould be cut as shown in the drawing we

have returned. The blocks, which support the frame'
will then be unnecessary. If you leave the frames as
they are, the hive for winter would have to be fur-
nished with similar blocks, which would cause
the bees on the ends of the frames to be scraped off,

and injnred every time a frame was withdrawn. Even
in the favourable position proposed the bees will be
unable to do well even in warm weather, unless the
sides be kept warm by well-padded shutters. We
have made some further suggestions in your drawing. 2.

The "German grey' queen is only a grandiloquent
nude of describing our common English black kind.

We are not surprised that Mr. Benton was unable to

satisfy your order. 3. There is no oi casion for having
carpet between the top of bars and crate of sections
v, hen bees are in full w i rk.

W.B.— 1. Painting Insidt ' II <ee,—No; the book you
refer to is full of misstatements. You are right in your
idea. 2. Hatching Queens. -You would not be likely

to succeed in artificially; hatching queens. The nucleus

system is best, as there is no loss of time. But, by
depriving one strung stock of the queen, and ten days
afterwards, when queen-cells are ripe, artificially

.-..arming your other Btocks, and giving each a queen-
cell, a great saving is effected. You may learn the

details from Modern Bee-Si

McK.—1. Dead Bees. The dead bees found in the

caught there by a cold night, and chilled

before thej could join the condensing cluster. Had
you made winter passages, they could have crept

through the hole, although unable to traverse the cold

combs t" and round the edges, 3. Transferring.—If

you do this it will almost certain!} prevent swarming,
as they will have a uch more room in t be bar-frame

hive. Having transferred, you ran at any time
e\ ii any should In-

built. You may transfer, if expeditious, at any time
wlnn the weathei is warm enough. •'!. Feeding.—
i"ou m.i) now aafelj commence stimulating.

A Ih.<.iwi.il, A Localityfor Bees. Your bees

should do fairly well. They \i-it furze for pollen and
-ay I bin. _\

.

n >il> ii id to be a good
plant foi bex The rhododendrons, for which your
neighbourhood is famous, also afford - pastui

These, with wild flowers, clover, r&c, will

you mi until the heather blossoms. You will

f.'.-t no end of pro] the fir-trees. 2. The
Little Wonder, —If heather honey be not extracted

in the course of the Brst few days after it is deposited

in the cells, neither the Little Wonder nor any other
extractor can extract it. If it could !« burled out by
tin' rapidity of the revolutions of an extractor, it would

solid pellets from the comb. For the

treatment of heather b j tee vol ci., page 182.

[nquuiendo, Spring Feeding. -It is very desirable

that from about the beginning <>f Marco the I -

should be aided by liquid food, slowly and continuously
Thr amount given should average per day (or,

from two or thi unces to half-a-

poiiiid at the beginning, and gradually increase in

proportion to the strength and growth of the colonies,

till such time as they can get food from natural

sources. Spring feeding i- a land of mild deception

practised on the mother-bee; the worker-bees assure

her that Bpring has really, commenced, and she is thus

timulated to lay eggs, which arc the foundation of

future coin nil-.

T.S.C.—The pieces forwarded are particles of pollen

cleared bj the bees out of the cells,

E. M. Worthing. Protection from Stings. An or-

dinary pair of kid gloves are not sufficiently thick to

protect the hands from the stings of bees. A better

protection consists of a pair of thick hand-knitted
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cotton gloves, over which is worn a pair of gaunt-

leted Berlins, wetted. It is easy to manipulate with

these; they are perfectly ventilating1

, and easily

cleansed.

A Poor Amateur.—1. The Journal.—The B. B.

Journal is always posted on the loth and the last day
of each month, within a few hours of publication.

You had better have it forwarded direct by Mr.
Huckle. 2. Doubtful Comb and Honey.—There is a

similarity between the two cases referred to ; but, in-

asmuch as the cause of the death of the bees is not

clearly indicated, we consider it would be preferable

not to use the combs for the purpose mentioned. The
honey niay be boiled for a short time, and, by adding to-

it salicylic acid, can be used for food for the other 1 9.

M. Humfrf.y.—1. Syrup Feeding.—About the beginning

of March the candy should be removed, and you may
commence feeding with syrup. :.'. Making Syrup.—
If you make the syrup according to the directions

given on page 07 of Modern Bee-keeping you will

have no difficulty in preventing crystallization, 3.

Swarming.—When your bees swarm, hive them in a

skep or a metal pail; then jerk or pour them out on

the sheet before the bar-frame, which they si dily

enter. Another method is to hive them from the top.

Remove some of the outer combs, and pour the beea

into the space. They will soon cluster among the

other frames. Then readjust the frames which have

been removed, and place the quilt gently over them.

(See previous numbers of B. B. J.) 4. Foundations.—
Use foundations ; they are inserted in the saw-cut of

the frames, or they are fixed by using melted wax, or

by Cheshire foundation-fixers. 5. Sections.—Sections

should be put on when the hive is full of bees, the

weather fine, and plenty of honey in the fields and
gardens. f>. As there appears now to be every indication

of the advent of spring, the winter coverings may be

gradually reduced.

R. Walker.—As there seems to be considerable doubt

whether the combs may be considered to be sound ami
healthy it would be safer to destroy them, and

furnish the hives with comb-foundation.

"W. Adams.— 1. Now that there is every probability

that spring weather is approaching, the hives may be

relieved gradually of the carpeting. &c, whirl) were

necessary in winter. 2. Feeding.—Feeding with syrup

may be commenced early in March. The syru;. should

be made in accordance with the recipes found in

Cowan's Ghride-book for spring feeding. '!. Non-
swarming.—When the bees give signs of swarming, it

may be prevented by giving the queen move room for

depositing her eggs by removing combs containing

brood, and giving empty combs, or comb-foundations.

For other means of preventing swarming see Cowan's
Guide-booh. 4. Melting old Comb.—As your residence

is no great distance from Southall, perhaps Messrs.

Abbott would make up your old comb into foundation.

5. Pea-blossom.—The bees visit pea-blossom, but are

not very partial to it.

C. II. Bickley.— Chilled Brand.— The sample of comb
is not a case of foul brood, but one of chilled brood.

As this is an active cause of foul-brood, adopt every

precaution to prevent its development.

M.—While the cause of the disturbance in the hive might
possibly have been the loss 'if the queen, the bee

forwarded was not her majesty. (See Replv to No.

747.)

T. N.—Cowan's Extractor is adaptable to the Association

frame, but not to Neighbour's old No. 60 hive-frame,

there being a difference of 1-A inches in width between

the two. It is not desirable to use it for extracting

honey from sections.

*„* The length to which the Report of the B. B. K. A. has

extended /his obliged us to postpone several communications.

BEE VEILS (Improved) with Wire Gauze
Fronts, post free for 18 Stamps. Address B. Ding,

Papworth-Everard, St. Ives, Hunts. (59)

BEE-FLOWERS SEED.—Borage,White Clover,
Marjoram (Knotted), Mignonette, Limnanthes, Bar-

tonia, Wallflower, Clarkia Alba, Mustard, Buckwheat ; any
of the above in 3d. or 6<Z. packets, l.s. order post free.

Address Hy. Dobeie, Cringleford, Norwich. 1876

TLLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Free anywhere.
JL Pure Foundation, 2s. lb. ; 5 lbs. at Is. Wd. Best Sec-

tions, 4s. 100. Superior Combination Hive, 24 ins. long, 8s.

Prizes awarded to G. Stothabd, Welwyn, Herts, at Four-
teen Shows. 1886

WANTED, an EXPERT for the Hants and
Isle of Wight Bee-keepers' Association, to arrange

a SPRING TOUR, etc. Good Testimonials indispensable.

A permanent Salary could be secured by anyone who would
assist in duties of Assistant Secretary, &c. Residence near
Christchurch preferred. Apply to E. H. Bei.lairs, Hon.
Secretary, Wingfield, Christchurch.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE; or, Manual of the
Apiary. 10,000 sold since 1876. Eleventh Thousand

aud 101 elegant Illustrations. Hundreds of copies of this

work have been sold in England, and the many improve-

ments will make it even more popular in Great Britain and
on the Continent. Price by mail, ^1.2.3. Liberal discount

made to Dealers and to Clubs. Address A. J. Cook, Lansing,
Michigan, U.S., Author an 1 Publisher.

State Agricultural College, Nov. 10, 1883.

Comb Foundation, Sections, &c.
For PRICE LIST apply to

WILLIAM RAITT, Blairgowrie, N.B.

H. ET. HAKT <&d CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

STOCKBRIDGE, HANTS.
SPECIALITIES:

HIVES, complete, from Cs. SECTIONS, V-cut, in 6 sizes.

FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.

CLARE'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the

best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. ' The easiest and best

to manage.' Is. 6d. each, 15s. dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.'

The Trade supplied. Price Iiist on application.

Bee-keeping as a Business.

QTUDENTS are accepted at any time at the

lO GREAT SUSSEX BEE FARMS on reasonable terms.

Almost anyone can keep Bees ; but it is a fact that not one
in fifty will ever make it a profitable business unless Prac-

tical Lessons are taken for at least one Season on a large

Bee Farm, conducted on modern principles. 'Without such
instruction, it takes years to acquire the knowledge neces-

sary to ensure success in this most fascinating and health-

giving pursuit.

As the Proprietor devotes his time entirely to the produc-

tion and sale of Honey and Bees, those studying with him
will have his undivided attention, and will be cpialified to

start out at once on a recognised system of management

;

thus saving much needless expense and labour conducted in

a wrong direction. Particulars on application to S. Simmins,

Proprietor, Great Sussex Apiaries, Rottingdcan, Brighton.

(47)
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.Sue-rul yrcpuib ^bbcrtisc-mmts.

For Sales and Purchases of Bee Appliances, Honey, Books,

Pamphlets, Diagrams, &c, Exchanges and Situations.

Term.-' : Tuelve words and under, Fourpenct ; for every ad-

ditional three word.*, One Penny extra; no reduction can

be made for continuous insertion.

Advertisements will not be received for insertion under this

heading from Manufacturers or Dealers in Bee Furniture,

except for the Sales of Honey and Bee Literature.

Till: SIMMIXS- METHOD OF DIRECT INTRODUC-
TION7 . Enlarged to 32 pages. Price 6JA Post free,

of the Author, Bottingdean, Brighton ; Messrs. neiohboubc&
Sons, 149 Regent Street; and Mr. J. Hccki.e, King's

Langly, Herts. (53)

~y E\V PERSIAN CLOVER, highly fragrant, and a valu-

j_> uhle Bee Flower. Very scarce. In small packets, 1*.each.

Cashwith order. The BEE-KEEPERS' FLORAL PA< KIT
contains Six Packets of Seed of Bee Flowers for Spring
sowing, viz. : Borage, Clarkia, Melilnt, Mignonette, Phacelia,

and Ecliium granditlorum. Prepaid :i--. Cash with order.

Address R. It. Godfrey, (hantham. (58)

BEES FOR SALE.—Being overstocked, will dispose of

a dozen Stocks Black Bees, cheap. Warranted in good
condition. Frame Hives, Standard size, or I

seen any time. Address Jas. Gilbert, St. Paul
Street, Stamford. i 66

17NGLISH and LIGUBIAN BEES in Bar-tram
j for Sale. Also several new Rai El B -. 1"> in.

by 1". in., 10 in. deep, to be sold cheap. Apply T. Hill,
Scotlands Cannock Road, near Wolverhampton. i 67

WANTED, Second-hand Honey Extractor to

ciation's Frames. Address Alfbed Wi.i

I7TOB SALE. Three good strong Stocks in large Flat
topped Straw Hives, foi Supering. Apply ;

Bar, Brrnet. v 69

FOR SALE.—A Foot-power Circular Saw Bench, newly
made, Oak frame, suitable foi Bive making, with two

Saw-. Further particulars apply tu i 7 Shaft,
Corsham, Wilts. * 70

FOR SALE. Fifty SI frames
and Double-walled Hives. Apply to R.

. Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

WINTER LEC'A1UK.ES.
For Sale on I

LID!

ABBOTT BROS., Southall, Middlesex.

METAL ENDS FOR FRAMES.
NOTICE. We beg t

i call the
tention of all Bee-keepers to our latest

imnrovement in Metal Ends forFrames,
which entire!] supersede the use ofZinc
Runners and Broad-shouldered Frames,
while their w< ighl and fixing keep the
Frames perfectly

] erpendicular.

Price, lOd. per doz., 9s. per gros3.

'• !1 BKvi uro littcd with these

: Pri* ttajlei), Coventry, te.

C. G. HARRISON & CO.,
Hive Makers and Dealers in all Apiarian Appliances,

Blalesoweh, Worcestershire. 1890

WELWYX, HERTS,
Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

ElEGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

> productions. By the aid of special power machinery
he is enabled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at as accurate tit

and finish, all Roods being adapted both for the convenience

of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bee-keeper.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 Pages, 50 Illustrations
full of interesting and useful information, Free on

application.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
QUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and Brverything per-

i 7 taining to Modern Bee-onlture. HIVES made only
of the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is

always kept ready cut and prepared for putting ti

Awarded Honourable Mention for a line, exhibited at

Cobs Industrial ExHrarriov, 1888, and Ffrsf Prizes at

various County Shows. Revised Catalogue for 1884.

/; K I . juafi td by r.. B. A'.. I.

Address-TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

CANE (PREPARED) for making Straw SI

1 lb,
|

mailer

packets 1 -., post free, SALIC1 Lie ACED, free per post, Is.

I'llVMi M,. 1 r. p r in quantity. Addre !

J. ft. \v. Hole, Tarrington, Ledbury.

LIMNANTHES D0UQLA8II, Is. per 100. free,
looo, 7*. BNOWBEBR? SHRUBS, well rooted, two

for U., free, i .1;. W.
Ibury. « 68

TIHIZRIEE BRIDGES, SUSSEX,
i to nil

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEriNG APPLIANCES for 1884,
and hopei to '" (aronred n itn t]

. [)„ Bi I Bci a
I it, Ac.

:

, ol

ENGLISH, UlU'ltlAN :..,! i
!

... li t- i-prillR

SPECIALITIES.
0OWAN iiivi-:.' . thi

:

I,.!. :,,

1
- Mb. Sections for

pteto.
1

Bi n,n Of
,i.-t tor Brtttth

G

CHINA HONEY BOXES and JARS, as sold

at the Knightsbridge She I of Mr.
•I. Mi. i.i b, Kin I

I

i are suitable in

size for holding 1 lb. Sections, ami the Jars about 1J lbs.

i u ! and con-
i i t Table. Price reduced to—Boxes

2/6, Jars 1/0. Can b n post on pay-

ment of the cost of carriage, amounting to li</. for one
Box ; two Boxes, dd.

SYRIAN BEES. I ai aking arrangements to

supply EARLY SWARMS, headed by imported
B ul m' Queens, from r_>-. Those who dread the risk of

introducing valuable Queens should J! sharp. Address
John Hewitt, Sheffield.

Common Swarms or Stocks wanted.
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MAIDSTONE SHOW PRIZE LIST.
Monday, June 2, and Four following Days.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES offered by the BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION".
Entries close 16th of April, 1884. Forms of Entry will be supplied upon Application

to Mr. John Huckle, Secretary of the British Bee-keepers' Association, or to Mr. Jesse
Garratt, Secretary of the Kent Bee-keepers' Association.

Class.

1. For the best Hive for observation purposes, all combs to
be visible on both sides, to be stocked with Bees and
their Queen 20/0 10/0

2. For the best Frame Hive of a substantial character for

general use in an Apiary, price not to exceed 15s.

20/0 10/0

3. For the best Frame Hive for Cottagers' use, with ar-

rangements for Summer and Winter, price not to
exceed 10s. 6rf 20/0 10/0

4 For the best collection of Hives and Bee Furniture most
applicable to modern Bee-keeping ; no two articles to
be alike... 40/0 20/0

Each collection must not contain more than two
Observatory Hives ; two best Frame Hives, two Hives
price not exceeding 15s. each ; two Cottagers' Hives,
price not exceeding 10s. Oil. In judging, recent im-
provements and new inventions will be taken into con-
sideration.

5. For the best Super of Honey (not being a sectional
Super). The Super to be of Wood, Glass, Straw, or, of

wood in combination with glass or straw 20/0 10/0

6. For the best twelve 2-lb. Sections of Comb Honey
Silver Medal of the British Bee-keeisers' Association

;

Bronze of ditto; Certificate of ditto.

7. For the best 12 1-lb. Sections of Comb Honey
20/0 10/0 5/0

8. For the best exhibition of run or extracted Honey in 12
2-lb. or 24 1-lb. glass jars 20/0 10/0 5/0

Class.

9. For the best sample of Comb Foundation made of pure
Bees'-wax, in the presence of the Judges, to consist of

2J lbs. thick (Worker Cells) for Stock Hive, and 2J lbs.

thin for Supers. The appliance used for making the
Foundation to be exhibited at work at intervals during
the Show 20/0 10/0

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. All Exhibits must be sent Carriage paid, and delivered

in the Show yard not later than 4 p.m. on Saturday
May 31st.

2. All articles must be bona fide the property of the Ex-
hibitor.

3. All Honey must have been gathered in the natural way
by the Exhibitor's own Bees.

4. All Supers and Sections of Comb Honey must be
glazed, or exhibited in crates protected by glass sides. If

each section be glazed, the glass must be attached in such a
manner as to be easily removed by the Judges for ex-

amination in making their awards.
5. The selling prices of all Hives entered for competition

in Classes 2 and 3 must be stated in the Certificate

of Entry ; otherwise, the entries cannot be received. Ex-
hibitors in these classes must undertake to supply any
number of similar Hives during the ensuing twelve nionth3
at the prices named in their Certificate of Entry.

6. Entrance Fees.—For Members of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, and of the Kent Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation ; in Class 4, 5s. each entry ; in all other classes,

2«. 6rf. each entry. Non-Members of the respective Asso-
ciations will be charged double these Fees.

Special Condition.—Every Exhibitor who displays goods
For Sale, will be required to pay for the space occupied
by his exhibits the sum of 2s. per foot run of staging.

'THE RELIANCE'
33 33 33 3P 33 33 33» 33 3=8,.

An entirely new and very simple contrivance for SPBING
and AUTUMN FEEDING.

It is thoroughly reliable, and is specially arranged for

WINTER FEEDING with BARLEY-SUGAR.
Price, with Bottle complete, Is. 6d. each, or 6 for 8s.

Address T. B. LATCHMORE,
BRAND STREET, HITCHIN, HERTS.

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained from

BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.
COTTAGERS' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed

outside, contains 9 Standard Frames and Dummy, resting
on Tin Runners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4s.

ABBOTT'S HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9s. 6d.

BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 3s. C<?.

Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent,
discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Card for PRICK LIST to

JOHN LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 183?

CUSTOMERS and others whose Orders were
delayed last season should order at once. My 10s.

FIRST PRIZE KENSINGTON HIVE has not yet been
surpassed, and has been ordered and sent to Bee-keepers

beyond the Atlantic. Other HIVES from 3s. 6<Z. upwards.
Hundreds of testimonials. Please send for Price List and
see a few of them. Address A. Cockburn, Bar-frame Hive
Manufacturer, Honey Grove, Cairnie-by-Keith, N.B.

Imported Cyprians & Syrians.
THE undersigned will visit Cyprus and Syria this Winter,

and bring back full Colonies and Nuclei, with only
selected Queens, part of which will be raised by himself in

March. Fine Queen sent before June 1st, 22s. ; during June,
July, or August, 20s. ; after September 1st, 18s. These are

to be Selected Queens of fine grade. A limited number of

exceptionally prolific Queens can be supplied at an addi-

tional price of 5s. each.

Imported Carniolans & Italians.

Fine Queen before June 1st, 9s. ; Extra Fine, 12s. ,- during
June, 8s. ; Extra Fine, 10s. I accept and send out none
but Choice Queens. The very Choicest Selected Queens
are those denoted above as ' Extra Fine.'

Any Six Queens, 5 °/ off ; Ten Queens, 10 °/„ off-

Carriage prepaid. Safe arrival guaranteed.

FRANK BENTON, Georgen St. 8, Munich, Germany. (50>
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BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The new Committee of the British Bee-keepers'

Association has lost no time in getting to work and
subdividing itself into different departments. The
labours devolving upon the Committee have in-

creased so much of late ye.u-s that this step has
become absolutely necessary, and the accession of
the six new members of Committee will afford

most salutary relief in this respect The sub com
mittees formed are for (I) Finance; (2) Examina-
tion of Experts; (3) Promotion of Count] Associa-

tions j (1) Exhibitions
j (5) the Bligh Competition.

The Honey Market sub-committee I-

revived aa yet, owing to the di iragemenl whicb
this project met with at the late General M
There is little doubt, however, thai its services will

again be required whenever we may have an abun-
dant honey harvest. A sub-committee lor die

detection ofAdulterated Honey has also been Bpoken
of; ami we may hear mere of this when M. Otto
llelmer, the newly appointed analyst, once com
menees his operations. There seems to he plenty
<>f work in hand, and to he plenty of good men I"

do it; ami we think we may congratulate the
electors of the Association in having made an
lent selection from the candidates who offered

themselves for their suffrages. At the same time
we wish the new Committee every success in carry
ing out the measures entrusted to them by their

fellow-members. The names of tlc.se composing
the different sub-committees will he found in the
report of the last meeting of the Commit!
p. 9G of the present number of the Journal.

the circulation of the Britdsfi Bee Journal amongst
the members. Each of these County Associations
divides its members into groups of from five to ten

members each, according to circumstances. The
usefulness of the Journal is, however, oftentimes
much retarded by the negligence of some of the
members to pass it onto the next member who is

placed on the order of circulation. This difficulty

has. however, been reduced to a minimum in the
districts of one or two County Associations by the
adoption of the following plan, which we venture
to publish for the benefit of other Associations:

—

(1) The names are placed on the order according
to residence. Mr, A. re© ivea il first and passes it

on to Mr. 1',., who resides nearer to hun than any
other member; bj this means the Journal may
oftentimes be delivered by hand and postage saved.

(2) A manager of each district is appointed who
should (if possible) be entered about third mi the

list of a district where five members are placed.
The order of circulation contains a notice to the

effect that all complaints in regard to the irregular
circulation should in- addressed to Mi-. , the
manager above named, should suoh a < plaint

come from X.i. 2, the manager Knows at once that

No. I is the offending party. If the manager has
d the Journal himself and passed it on to

No. 4, and then gets a c plaint ft No. 9, he
knows at once that No. I is the transgressor.
Where nin • ten members are placed on the list,

two managers should he appointed) Nbs. I, 2, I, and
."., sending their complaints to No. :< ; and Nos. fi,

7, 9, and 10, sending their complaints to No. 8. We
gladly submit this plan to those who experience
the difficulties complained of,

CIRCULATION OF THE JOURNAL.
The Reports of the several County Associations

already received contain valuable information for

those interested in the management of County
Associations. It is worthy of remark that the
more recently established societies are at the head
of the list in regard to the number of members.
How has this heeu brought about ! AVe consider
that it is mainly attributable to two caiiscs : (1)
the employment of an expert who visits the apiaries
of the members for the purpose of giving them
instruction in the management of their bees

; (2) by

THE BLIGH COMPETITION.
In our correspondence columns will lie found a

few further suggestions as to the working of this

interesting experiment. The Committee of the

B.B.K.A. have selected a sub-committee consisting
Of the Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, .Messrs. .1. M.
Hooker, I). Stewart, If. Jonas, and J. N. Rower,
who will proceed at once to formulate rules for the

guidance of those who purpose to be candidates.

It is to be hoped that the rules may he on such
a broad hasis that candidates from all parts of the

United Kingdom may he induced to take a part in

it, and that in the competition all the systems of
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modern bee-keeping, the Skep, the Bar-frame, the

Stewarton, &c, may be represented. On the first

occasion the experiment extended from May 20th,

1882, to Angust 30th, 1883, and we presume the

new trial will extend over the same period. The

following subscriptions towards the prizes have been

promised ; and as it is not desirable that the funds

of the Association should be appropriated for this

purpose, may we request intending subscribers to

forward their donations to Mr. Huckle before the

1st of May :

—

Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh ... £2
Rev. G. Shipton 2

Rev. H. R. Peel 110
H. V. Edwards 1

J. Rodham 2

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.

Reports of several County Associations for the

past year are to hand. We give a statement of the

number of Members of each Association. The fol-

lowing is the list already received :

—

Association. Members.

Hampshire . . . 140
East of Scotland . . 144
Leicestershire . . . . 1 il

Carmarthenshire .. li'l

Berkshire 120
Northamptonshire .. 11")

Herefordshire .. .. 112

Yorkshire 95

Association.

Sussex
Kent . .

Hertfordshire

Members.

.. 301
. .

.".00

.. 295
Buckinghamshire.. 238
Norfolk 234
Staffordshire . . . . 218

Wiltshire .. .. 190

Essex 18(5

Dorsetshire . .

Worcestershire

Derbyshire .

.

Cornwall
Surrey

177

176
170
166
100

Oxfordshire

Brecon
Huntingdonshire
Somerset
Shropshire

82

In order that the volumes of the Reports of the

Affiliated Associations may be bound and placed in

the hands of the County Secretaries, it is desirable

that the following counties should forward then-

Reports at once, viz., Cheshire, Cambridgeshire,

Devonshire, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Suffolk, and

Warwickshire.

Persons desirous of assisting in the formation of

County Associations in the undermentioned counties

are requested to send in their names and addresses

as follows :—Cumberland, Mr. J. Bolton, Fairview,

Howard Street, Penrith; Mr. T. E. Highton, Keswick;

Sir. Drinkall, 57 Castle Street, Carlisle. Pembroke-

shire, Mr. H. A. Hicks, Rock Cottage, St. Thomas's

Green, Haverfordwest.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
SHOW AT GRANTHAM.

We have much pleasure in directing the attention

of our readers to our advertising columns, where

the Great Annual Show of the above-mentioned

Society is announced to be held in Grantham in

July next, and to the very liberal sums which arc

offered for prizes in its Bee Department. We
have had an opportunity of inspecting the com-

plete Schedule of Prizes, with conditions (which will

appear in a subsequent issue), and we consider

them of such a character as to offer those induce-

ments as must bring a large competition at this

important county gathering. We note that the

Society makes no extra charge for space, so that a

competitor having paid his entry-fee (which we
may mention is small) has no further expenses in

that way. The Bee Department is tmder the

management of Mr. R. R. Godfrey, of Grantham,
who, doubtless, will bring into action his intelligent

experience, so as to make the Show an assured

success.

MESSRS. EDEY'S METAL ENDS.

These ends require no cutting of frame ; the

small angular points or spurs cut their way into

and obtain a firm - j,

gripof.bar. They < /g- ^
are easily pushed
into position by
the fingers, and
will not drop off

The web being

slightly hollow
takes a firm bear-

ing surface on

outer edges of

upright, and is continued across, considerably

strengthening the end, and, at the same time,

improving the appearance of frames when in posi-

tion by the metal ends being in a true line. It

will be seen by engraving that the end is level with

top surface of bar, an essential feature, any space

that is left between top of bars and quilt being

liable to be filled with propolis, preventing its easy

removal and the close fitting of many section-crates.

BEE FLORA.

We are requested by Mr. R. R. Godfrey to state

that the Persian clover seed, also the other seeds

named in his Bee-keepers' Floral Packet (see out-

advertising columns), are specially selected as being

desirable Bee-forage for the seafcon immediately

ensuing.

BEE FLOWERS.

In the interesting account Mr. Cowan has recently

favoured us with of his visits to various eminent

bee-keepers in Switzerland, he incidentally mentions

the peculiar effects of two plants, found in the Alps,

on bees and honey. In one case it was noticed that

bees partaking of the sweets of a plant allied to our

Sea Holly, called Eryringium, were so overcome that

they gave up work, like the storied lotus-eaters, and

were content to dwell in dreamy satisfaction on the

bosom of the flower. I have observed that the

beautiful blue Eryringium, cultivated in ourgardeus,

is singularly attractive to bees, and the flower-

heads are seldom without half-a-dozen humble-bees,

that can hardly be displaced, and as many honey-

bees. This certainly is a plant to be discounten-

anced by all bee-keepers who wish that temperance

and sobriety should be observed in their apiiaries
;

and in cultivating bee-flowers, or those presumed to
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be so, it is as well to know the plants likely to be

injurious as those promising to be useful.

The second plant to which injurious properties

are attributed is Astrautia, like the foregoing

belonging to the Umbelliferae. This, although com-

mon enough on the Swiss mountains, is compara-

tively rare in this country ; but often brought by

travellers and introduced into gardens, it may
occasionally help, even in this country, to spoil a

sample of honey.

I have often noticed the dark hue of Swiss honey,

but I have never found it the worse for being so,

and one leams to eat and enjoy honey in the

mountains when at home it is rarely tasted.

I am very much disposed to think that we may
profitably increase some of our native plants. The
common fig-wort* {Scrofularia Nodosa), although

producing a small brownish green flower, and there-

fore as little conspicuous as a flower can be, is never-

theless constantly visited by bees: this 1 am
collecting and growing. Wood sage may be profit-

ably grown when not naturally abundant Wild

thyme is another g 1 bee plant. The willow herbs

(Epilobiums) an' in great favour with bees. Melilol

is also valuable, and even that troublesome weed,

Charlock, might occupy an unconsidered corner,

accessililet.il s, when Qoi found in fields. Viper's

i Echium) is an i id very hand-

some wild flower. The large flowered kind, Echium
giandiflorum, was one of the must favoured and

frequently visited plants in my collection lasl year.

One of the most striking plants in my col

lection of hardy and early blooming species is

Saxifraga ligulatai it is one of the Large-leaved

section, and has the great merit of blooming very

early in the year ; often too early, when it

off by spring froBt This season it is in

beauty, .and at the time I write (March 8th) has

I injury by frost. It is so gnat a favourite

with me that I grow it in large quantities, and I

am glad to find that it has a recommendation
beyond its beauty in being a valuable bee-flower.

It seems to possess greater attraction to bees than
the crocusblooming abundantlynearil a recognised

bee-flower. Doubtless the bees have found within if

large and easily accessible blossoms what tiny re

quire in nectar and pollen, or they would lie less

assiduous in visiting each flower, and not o <l

posed to neglect those which have been heretofore
so highly esteemed by them.—W. I.noiia.m, BtlvOVT.

COUNTY EXPERTS.
In reference to the correspondence in your last

issue, containing various suggestions on the ex-
aminations of experts, kindly allow me a few words
in reply.

The ideas thrown out in your editorial seem to
mc to go direct to the point. Without doubt
there is a demand for a considerable increase in
the number of experts, in order to cany on

This plant is held in high estimation by American bee-
keepers, by whom it is known by the name of the ' Simpson
Honey Plant,' J. A. Simpson, of Alexis, Illinois, having
first directed attention to it.—En.

successfully the work of the various County Vsso-
ciatious, and, this being the case, it is certainly a
matter of the utmost importance that one uniform
standard of examination and marks should be
adopted by the Central Association, under whose
control the entire management should be placed
Perhaps no better model could be taken than that
of'the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations,
although the details must, from the nature of the
ease, differ considerably. In our ease, for instance,
the counties,— or divisions of the larger ones

—

would form a better and more convenient area for
carrying on the work than districts. If would be
found necessary, I venture to think, that an ex-
aminer should be sent from the Central Hoard to
superintend every local examination, since, in order
to avojd a system of •cramming' -of which we are
already accused -it would be necessary that the

I

examination papers should b e kept strictly private,
;" :lt present, and that the examination of the
low i- grades should be conducted almo I

. for which both skill and long practical
bive i essities in an examiner.

"" '''is question of cramming • Platelayer'- with
no discourteous intention. I am

,
,. (s .,„

'intelli£ ,-' with 'the gentleman who
ibjected himself to the cramming process,and

thus acquired In a few months what it tool the
irn.'

Sur
'

! entire 'begging of the question!'
M "'A

'
l '"'-' ' Platelayer' know thai the ' gentleman

'

i his knowledge in a few months ' My
experience certainly goes far to prove the contrary,
inasmuch as all those experts, whether ranki
gentlemen or mechanics, who have obtain*

t« of the \ ociation have enjoyed years
"' experience, and thai of a Ear higher order than
I [

' Hodge' could ever pretend to.— as evinced
both by their fearless, intelligent, quiet, and
careful manipulation of living bees, and their
accurate replii - to questions which could never
have been satiafactorilj answered by a few months

aly. This assertion, therefore,
merely resolves itself into a petitio prindpii.
Surely a 'gentleman ' may 'win his spurs by sheer
perseverance as well as an intelligent cottager ."

N
' 'frer do 1 think with ' [cardus' that a

Southern
,

,,„.,, would find much difficulty in
making [himself underst 1 by the people Of the
Cumberland dales, nor they in understanding him.
Indeed, such has never been my difficulty when
perambulating Yorkshire and other Northern
Counties. But, after all, if the plan of holding
County Examinations be adopted, there is no
necessity for altering the plan of examinations, or
departing from the three-grade system.

A third-class certificate, under the present regime
is most easily within the reach of the 'gardener,'
the 'groom,' or the 'intelligent cottager,' and I

cannot see what advantage could be gained by
reducing the classes to two, as suggested by Mr-
Lewis. On the contrary, unless the standard were
lowered, many, who now obtain a third-class
certificate, would be excluded.

Mr. Lewis says:—'A man wdio holds an expert's
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certificate is naturally expected to be a thoroughly

competent bee-master. Why, then, three grades ?

'

My answer is, that there are degrees of proficiency.

Just as at our Universities candidates for ordinary

degrees are placed in four classes, in accordance

with the proficiency displayed in classics, mathe-

matics, and other subjects of examination. If, in

bee-culture, we find gentlemen, clergymen, or

others of University, or liberal education, desirous

of obtaining the certificate of the B. B. K. A. as to

their proficiency in this science why should not

these men, who are able to study their favourite

subject in the ancient lauguages of Greece and

Rome,—tracing it back for more than 2000 years

to the times of Aristotle, and other ancient

authors,— men who are well qualified, moreover,

by long pursuit of, and practical experience in, their

hobby— why should not such men obtain a

higher-class certificate than the simple cottager,

'intelligent' though he be? And I must add,

that in all matters appertaining to bee-culture I

have ever found the best educated man to be the

most skilful, not only in mental, but in manual

operations—in neatness, celerity, carefulness, and

quietness, in the manipulation and general treat-

ment of the various races of bees. As regards

intercourse with the labouring classes my ex-

perience in these Eastern Counties diners con-

siderably from that of ' Icardus ' in the North.

I find very little reserve or timidity on their part,

and frequently hold friendly discussions with my
cottage friends, answer their well-put queries, and

invite them to my own apiary to see in practice

what they have heard described in theory ; and, in

so doing, I rarely find too great a diffidence—never

self-conceit, pretentiousness, or display.

In conclusion, let me add that if the Association

can see its way to holding examinations for ex-

perts at the ensuing Maidstone and Shrewsbury

Exhibitions, as well as at the Annual Kensington

Show, it seems to me that a step in advance, and

in the right direction too, will have been taken.

—

George Raynoh, Hazeleigh Rectory, March 6th.

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE.
The programme of the Institute of Agriculture, which

has been established for the purpose of advancing tech-

nical instruction upon various sections of agricultural

practice, and especially for bringing these advantages

within the reach of the children of tenant farmers, and

others, who are now precluded from such advantages by
reason of the expenses which are at present associated

with education of this character, has beeu issued for the

coming session. Evening lectures will be delivered in

the Lecture Theatre in South Kensington Museum as

follows, and will be open to members of the Institute

and their friends, on each occasion at eight o'clock :

—

March 17, Ensilage—its influence upon British Agricul-

ture (the hour for delivery may be exceptional, of which
notice will be given), Mr. II. Woods—the Prince of

Wales will preside over this meeting; March 24, The
Physical Structure of England, and its influence upon
Agricultural Practice, Mr. Win. Topley, F.G.S. ; March
31, Germination of Seeds, Professor G. T. Bettany, M.A.,
B.Sc., F.L.S. ; April 7, Bees as Friends of the Farmer,
Mr. F. Cheshire, F.R.M.S.; April 21, Diseases of our

Corn Crops, Mr. Worthington G. Smith, F.L.S. ; April

28, Variations in the Quality of Food, Professor II.

Tanner, M.R.A.C, F.C.S. ; May 5, Science Teachers in

the relation to Colonial Life, and Distribution of Cer-
tificates of Merit, Professor H. Tanner, M.R.A.C, F.C.S.
Technical lectures will be delivered in the same lecture

theatre during the ensuing session. The course of in-

struction on Poultry Management will be given by Mr.
Tegetmeier; that on Dairy Management by Professor J.

P. Sheldon, Mr. Bernard Dyer, and other experts ; and
that on Bee Management by Mr. F. Cheshire.

AMONGST THE SWISS BEE-KEEPERS.
No. IX.

The question may be asked, Is the honey-bee
indigenous to Switzerland, or has it been imported into

that country ? To answer this question satisfactorily it

is necessary that we refer to the book of Nature, and see

if we can there find any trace of the ancestors of our
Apis mellifica. Those who are geologists know that

the earth has been gradually fitted for its present
inhabitants, and that it was not always in its present

state, and that many thousands of years elapsed before

man appeared. Now, the different periods in the

world's history are clearly defined, and geology
teaches us all that has taken place from the first dawn
of life upon our globe to the present day. Although it

is impossible to give dates, yet it is possible to give the

periods of the appearance of certain plants or animals.

Switzerland is more fortunate than some other coun-

tries in this respect, that it has a geological formation

called the ' Miocene,' wanting in England, and it is a
more recent formation than the 'Eocene,' but both are

referred to the Tertiary formation. In this formation

are found the fossil remains of plants such as would
be suitable as honey-producers, and this for the first

time in the world's history, as in formations of an
earlier date to the Tertiary, these plants do not occur,

and show that the climate of the earth was not suit-

able for them. As many of these plants depend upon
insect agency for fertilising the blossoms it is natural

to expect that insects capable of performing these

functions would also exist, nor are we disappointed in

our expectations, for we find the fossil remains of

numerous Hymenopterp also for the first time appear-

ing. The Miocene strata are well represented in

Switzerland in different parts, but best of all at

Giuingen, on the lake of Constance, and many of

the fossil plants found there have a great analogy

with the flora of the present day. There are

about eighty places in Switzerland where Miocene
plants have been collected, but nowhere so abundantly

as at ffiningen, where no less than 405, out of a
total of 747 species, have been found. Considering the

limited extent of the field of observation, the flora of

the Miocene was much richer than that of the present

day, and Professor Heer supposes that there must have
been at least .'S000 flowering plants in the Swiss Miocene
district. The quarries where these fossils have been
found belong to the communes of Wangen and Schienen,

hut as these fossils were first made known through the

monks of Q^niugen, the name of that place has been
.conferred upon them. The Upper Quarry, which is

about 700 feet above the Lake of Constance, is the chief

source of the fossil plants; and the leaves, the organic

matter of which is preserved, are generally of a brownish

colour, and stand out in beautiful relief on the white

stone.

Now, let us just take a brief glance at the plants

of the Miocene which would he likely to be frequented

by bees. First are the Salicinese, represented by the

present willows, the most abundant species being Salix

varians and Salix Lavateri. Poplars, of which eight

species have been found—there being only four wild
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poplars now existing- in Switzerland— show that in

Miocene times types which are now only found in Asia and

America were associated together with those of Europe

in Switzerland. A hazel {CorylvsMdcQuarrii I was widely

distributed. Of oaks, thirty-five species have been

found, and from the appearance of the leathery leaves

the oak-forests must have presented a different appear-

ance from those of the present time. Elders and birches

fringed the brooks and rivers, similar to those of the

present time ; and the laurel {Lauras prineeps) was
most abundant, forming at this time large evergreen

forest trees with thousands of flowers upon them. Of

the Composite twenty-one species have been found, of

which only the fruits have been preserved, but they

leave no room to doubt that a considerable number
flourished in the CEningen forests. The common
bilberry (.Varcinium myrtiUus), and also the 1»

( V. uhgmosum), and varieties allied to them, havi

found, as well as the swallow-worts similar to the

American variety {Aceratet longifolia), and, probably,

formed similar small low bushes, with>narrow leaves and

white flowers. UmbelliferaB,Kanuncu]acese,andCruciferse,

are represented by a few fruits and a small-leaved lvj

(lledera Karyii). The tulip-tree {Liriodendron

Procacci/iih was similar to the American tulip-tree of

the present day, which i- said to yield none] BO

abundantly, and which is now the only known living

Seven species of myrtles have also been found,

and a tine Eucalyptus {E. oceanica), analogous to the

Australian ^urn-trees. Lime-trees are represented by
forms which are now quite foreign to Switzerland, and
from the abundance of the Ii ;» es, quite a f iresl

trees must have existed. Maples also held a very

important position in those days, there being no less

than twenty Swiss species, described by Professor Heer
in his Tertiary Flora of Switzerland, the most important
being the three-lobed maple (Acrr trilnbatum w hich was
one of the principal foreat-trees of the Tertiary period, A
species of holly i- ^.t ill found in the Swiss woods, but the

Miocene period had nine species, and the primitive forms
of the cherry, plum, and almond-trees existed, and are

represented by the fossil forms of the two
Prurtus and Amygdabit, of which several specie- have

been found. Nor is the whitethorn wanting, and, do
doubt, this was then, as it is at present, a g I honey-

yielding plant. Leguminoese in Tertiary timi

present, formed an order, including a very greal number
of species there havingbeen nolessthanlolspeciesfound.
Amongst these the Mimosas, now wanting in Europe,
flourished, and in appearance resembled the living .Inn in

lopantha and A.dealbata. They are most abundant, and

quantities of both leaves and fruits have been t id.

Of the l'apillionaer.e. those found chiefly belong to the

groups, at d contribute much to impress a southern

character to the Swiss Tertiary flora, for instead of being

the herbace ius forms of the present day, they were the

trees and shrubs Of the warmer zones belonging to that

family. There is ihe Medicaao protogasa tma Trigonella

Serjfriedi, also a Colutea (Bladder-senna) and ttubinia

Regeli similar to the common red Robinia (false acai is i i i

our gardens. The Csesalpinesa are represented by no
less than thirty-eight species.

Some of the plants alluded to have been found in the
Eocene in England, in the London clay at Sheppey,
and some leaves in a thin layer of pipe-clay at Alum
Bay, in the Isle of Wight, but nowhere in such quanti-

ties as in Switzerland. Now, the period I have just

been describing is the first in the world'.- history when
Bucfa an abundance of honey-yielding plants appears, and
it is precisely at this period that the first traces of bees
are found. At (Eningen, amongst other in-ects, the
1 [j menoptera are wel] represented. Main Elymenoptera
live on plants, others saw holes in leaves, and deposit

their eggs i n these, aa the ' leaf-wasps' and 'saw-flies.'
' Wood-wasps' bore into trees, whilst others collect

honey and pollen of flowers, and with these nourish their

young, living together often in large societies; and'sand-
wasps,' who live by plunder and murder, dig holes in the
earth and into them drag their victims; others, as the
Ichneumoiiidie, too lazy to provide for their young, deposit

their eggs in caterpillars, which develope into larva1 , and
devour their victims whilst still living. All these condi-

tions were realised in the Miocene age, and bees and
other Hymenoptera are found, all of which doubtless

followed the same modes of life as their existing descend-

ants.

Of the wa<ps found, Polistet prirmtiva belongs to a
genus the species of which onlj c instructs small nests sus-

pended from plants orfixed to rock-, and .-imilar nests are

now most abundant in Switzerland; and at I'.erisal, on

the Simplon, I have counted as many as sixty of these

ne. i, on one rock. Also the common wasp i- r- pi

in Tertiary times by Vetpa atavina. Four species of

sand-wasps have been found with habits -imilar to those

• if the present day. Bees, however; furnish the largest

number of specii S, tleie being fourteen. Xylocopa senilis,

a wood 1 , which constructed canals in trunk- of trees;

ciesof Osmia probably made their nests on sunny
banks, where they fed their young on honey ami pollen ;

al-o a large humble l" i Bombus Jurinei) forms part of

the company. J iut what is of most interest to us is that

n hone] bee I
Apis ad tl o i listed even at that

early period, hummed about the Mowers, and without
doubt lived in es in trunks of trees, built

waxen combs, collected hi v and pollen, and fed its

young as bees do now, for it is so like the living
,

{Apis mellifica) thai it can hardly be regarded otherwise

than as the ancestor of that species.

Thus we see thai al a verj early date, viz., thai corre-

sponding with the sixth daj of the world's creation, de-

scribed in the lir-t chapter of Genesis, and previous to

man's appearance upon the scene, the honey-bee en-

I the world bj it- prt tinued through

subsequent geological periods to the present day without,

any chan at its. Prom the nature of the plants

the climate of that time must have been considerably

warmer than at the present daj , and bees must have had

a longer season of activity. After this, when man
appeared in Switzerland, we have no means of ascertain-

ing if the primitive inhabitants win. lived in tl:

lake-dwellings cultivated bees, for no trace, have been

found of hive-, or appliances, and if thej used honex it

tvould beprobabl] got from the trunks of trees. At a

-till later period, when the Romans overran the country,

1 1 1. \ probabl] iutrodu I bee-1 ping, which was well

known to them, for even t i this dav there are a large

iber Of hives made of the hollowed tl'llllk- of trees,

do -I at the top and hotl with hoards, the eruek.s

being filled up with clav similar to what i- described bv

Virgil in the ' Georgics.' The Romans al-o introduced

their law- regarding property in bees, and these laws

hive formed the basis for legislation from time to time

ever sine, up to the present time. T. W. Cowan.

RUDIMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING.

Thk IIivk anti its Contents

(Continued from p. 7H.)

It i, ni -1 important that the propolis used by the

autumn, m making their winter quarters anug,

should remain undisturbed as far iis possible until

warmer spring weather arrive., and can rea.-on.il.lv lie

expected to continue. The quilts and fra I
should

therefore not he lifted unless absolutely necessary. We
inu.-l see that the space between the quill and the roof

has sufficient ventilation to prevent mildew. The air,

admitted by holes madeforthis purpose, will carrj oil

any dampness wliicb may accumulate inside. These air-
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holes require to be made secure against robbers and

other enemies by the use of perforated zinc.

We will now assume that the warmer weather has

fairly set in, and that the bee-master has considered it

prudent to overhaul his hives. They must be examined
carefully, and yet quickly, so as not to risk chilling the

brood. It is well to transfer the combs, with the bees

on them, from moveable comb-hives to clean ones, and

salicylic acid solution should bo freely sprayed upon all

the appliances of the apiary in use, or put away.

Should you have no spare hive into which to transfer

your stocks in turn, you must try, by sliding the frames

with the bees on them from the spot occupied during

the winter, to cleanse and spray the entire interior,

especially the floor-board. This finished, you are ready

to commence stimulative feeding ; and we will proceed

next to consider

—

Feeding and Feeders.

Feeding in spring is most desirable, as the bees are

thereby encouraged, to commence breeding in good
earnest earlier than they otherwise woidd. There is a

danger as spring advances of the consumption becoming
greater than the available food. For this reason feeding

is specially necessary in cases of needy hives. We
stimulate our bees by feeding much in the same way as a

farmer does his stock with oil-cake or other artificial

food, in order to produce the best results at the earliest

possible moment. It must not be supposed thai the

cost and trouble of feeding in spring- is thrown away,
since feeding brings our hives to their full strength

earlier, and a longer season for gathering hone}- is thus

attained. Consequently a larger and more profitable

harvest may be expected, the best prices being secured

for the early honey.

Syrup for spring-feeding must be much more liquid

than that used in autumn. Modern Bee-Jceepinr/ (p. 65)

gives directions for making it, the proportions to be

used being about three pounds of sugar to a quart of

water. Care must be taken to avoid any risk of burning

the syrup in making. A little salt, and rather less than

a table-spoonful of vinegar, should be added, and the

whole should be allowed to boil gently for a couple of

minutes. A crystal of citric or tartaric acid can be sub-

stituted for vinegar, if desired ; and it is very well, as a

precaution against foul brood, to add salicylic acid

solution in proper quantity.— F. S. SeLATF.n.
(To be continued.)

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS- ASSOCIATION.
The first meeting of the newly elected Committee for

1884 was held at 105 Jermyn Street, on Wednesday,
March 5th. There were present, Rev. E. Bartrum,
Rev. F. G. Jenyns, H. Jonas, J. M. Hooker, Rev. F. S.

Sclater, I). Stewart, Captain Bush, W. Martin, Rev. H.
R. Reel, and the Secretary. The chair was occupied
by the Baroness Burdett - Courts, President of the
Association. The minutes of the last meeting were
read and confirmed. A letter was read from Mr.
Otto Hehner, accepting the post of Analyst to the
Association. It was resolved in. accordance with the
wish of the President, ' That the Committee of the
B. B. K. A., should in conjunction with the County Asso-
ciation?, consider the best means of establishing a Testi-

monial Fund to the late Hon. Secretary, and to make
the necessary arrangements for the collection and dis-

posal of the Fund.' The Rev. E. Bartrum suggested
that the fund should be devoted for giving prizes to

artizans and cottagers at various shows throughout the
country. The question was discussed at great length

;

ultimately it was resolved, ' That the fund raised be

devoted as far as possible for the benefit of artizans and
cottagers, and that the County Secretaries be com-
municated with to suggest how this can be best carried
out.' The arrangements for the collection and disposal
of the fund, to be decided upon at the next Quarterly
Meeting to be held on Wednesday, April 16th. At the
close of the above business the President expressed her
hope that the Testimonial Fund might be a great
success and worthy of the great work which Mr. Peel
had accomplished. The President having retired, the
chair was occupied by the Rev. II. R. Peel.

The following sub-committees were appointed, viz., (1).
' Finance :' Rev. E. Bartrum, Captain Campbell, II. Jonas,
and the Rev. II. R. Peel. (2). ' Examination of Candi-
dates for Certificates as Experts:' Rev. G. Raynor, Hon.
and Rev. H. Bligh, Rev. F. G. Jenyns, Rev. E. Bar-
trum, and T. W. Cowan ; this Committee were recom-
mended to take into consideration the best means of

arranging for local examinations. (•!). ' County Asso-
ciation Business:' Rev. H. R. Peel, Rev. F. S. Sclater,

Rev. F. T. Scott, Captain Bush, and W. Martin. (4).

'Bligh Competition: 1 Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, J. M.
Hooker, D. Stewart, H. Jonas, and J. N. Bower. (5).
' Exhibitions :

' II. Jonas, J. M. Hooker, D. Stewart, T.

W. Cowan, Rev. H. R. Peel, and Captain Bush. This
Committee were desired to make the necessary arrange-

ments for the publication of a pamphlet on 'Honey as

Food and Medicine,' for distribution at the forthcoming
International Health Exhibition.
The next Committee Meeting was fixed for Wednesday

March 10th, and the next Quarterly Meeting, for Wed-
nesday. April 16th.

HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT BEE-
KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Report for 188." states that the Association was
instituted in October 1882, and by 31st December, 1883,
L46 .Members were enrolled. From the Statement of

Accounts, we find that the total receipts from all sources
;ni nted to 184/. 6s. 4d., and the expenditure to-

1297. 8s. llr/., leaving a surplus in hand of 54/. 17s. 5d.,

with which to commence the new year.

The Committee announce that they will be enabled iu

future ti.i send a bee-master in the spring to those
Members requiring it, and who have paid their sub-
scriptions. A nominal fee will, however, have to be
made, to prevent unnecessary journeys, not, in any case,

to exceed five shillings, to include travelling expenses,

&c. : and should the finances warrant it, it is hoped a
similar visit may be arranged in the autumn.
The financial details of the various shows organized

by the Association have been eminently satisfactory.

Taken as a whole, a fair profit has been realised, the
Newport, Isle of Wight, and Highcliffe Shows, standing
first on the list. The honey exhibition and lectures given
at Winchester, on the occasion of the Royal Counties
Agricultural Societ3''s Shows, were probably the most
important in results as regards the advancement of bee-
keeping, some thousands of visitors attending the lectures

and demonstrations.

The next great show was that held on Aug. 4th and
6th at Southampton in connexion with the great
Summer Show of the Royal Southampton Horticultural
Society, and was the show and honey fair of the year.

A sum of 23/. 15s., together with the medals and cer-

tificates, was given away, and, as a result, drew together
the best show of honey held in the County of Hants.
The silver medal was carried off by Mr. William Hunt,
of South 'Warnboro', and the bronze medal was awarded
to the Rev. Walter E. Medlicott, of Swanmore Vicarage.

In addition to these two important shows, the bee-
tent was sent to Bishop's Waltham, to the Swanmore
Flower Show ; to Botley, for the Botley and Curdridge
Show: to East Cowes, I. W. Horticultural Society's
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meeting ; to Shankliu, for the Flower Show there : to

Newport, for the Royal Isle of Wight Agricultural

Show ; to the Romsey Horse and Poultry Society's

Show; and to Ilieheliffe.

The Higheliffe Show, which terminated the ex-

hibitions for the year, was held, by request of the

Marchioness of Waterford, in the beautiful grounds be-

longing to her ladyship, on the sea-coast, near Christ-

church. There was a very fair exhibition of honey and
appliances, but, owing to the lack of enterprise, there

were not many competitors in the local prize list.

The Report, in alluding to the success of the several

tales that theservices of the volunteer experts

cannot be lightly regarded. Prominent among these nave

been the Bey. W. E. Medlicott, the Rev. J. II. Dixon, Dr.

Andrew.-, F. J. 1!. IJeckford, Esq., and the Hon. Secre-

tary, E. II. BeDairs, Esq. Indeed, the latter attended all

but two of thi shows, entailing many days and nights of

hard and anxious work, and upon each occasion the

presence and assistance of .Mrs. Bellairs was of extreme
advantage to the bee-keeping cause, illustrating, as she

did, the Suitability of bee-keeping as an industry for

women. In mentioning the services to the Hants Bee-

keepers' Association of Mr. and Mrs. Bellairs, the Com-
mittee intimate that it is not to be expected that such

efforts can again be made ; and they feel that theywill be
under the necessity for supplying adequate assistance by
the employment of a paid official at a small -alary.

The Committee have been enabled to form the

nucleus of a Library which comprises most of the
standard works on bee-keeping.

CARMARTHENSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Annual Meeting of the Carmarthenshire Bee-

keepers' Association was held at the Cawdor \nn- Hotel,

Llandil", , the 25th February. In tin

of the President, Earl Cawdor, the chair was taken by
Lieut. Gen. Sir James HilkrJohnes, K.('.l!..\ .<

'. There
was a fairly good attendance of Members.

Mr. L. Oswald Lewis, hon. sec, read the first Annual
Report of the Committee, which stated that the Society
was in a very satisfactory condition. The number of

members was 1-1
; the total income 63/. 10*. l(W.,

including W. 1-. (Id. received in subscriptions and dona-

tions. Tl cpenditure, including outstanding liabilities,

72/. 0«. fid., thus exceeding the income bj BZ, 9*. lOd.

This deficiency was more than covered by assets in

band of an useful nature valued at 10/. 14». Id. The
expenditure included all expenses incidental to the

formation of thi Society. An offer of the pares
to pro\ ide a lecturer free of charge, to deliver o

lectures upon bee-keeping in April last, was gratefully

accepted, Meet n , which were addressed by Mr.
T. B. Blow, and which were largely attended, were
arranged for the following places : Llandovery, 1 ilandilo,

Llanegwad, Carmarthen, St. ('bars, and Llanelly. The
unity was also taken of engaging Mr. Blow to

visit members' apis i

The first Annual Exhibition was held on the 5th and
6th September. The collection of hives and appliai 9

broughl together was large and verj complete. The
bee-tent altind.il the Horticultural Show at Carmar-
then on the 2nd August, and the Agricultural Sim-.',, at

St. Clearsand Llandilo on the 13th and 26th September,
respectively, Previous to the formation of the \

ciation, bee-driving wa9 a thing almost unheard of in

the county. Last autumn scores of stocks were rescued
from the sulphur-pit' by those v. 1 we to its teachings
their knowledge of bee-keeping ; and, even anion;.' the

old-fashioned bee-keepers, there is already a demand for
the • Llestri fashiwn newydd' (Anglict, the new-
fashioned hives), Funds were required to supply the
more pressing wants of the Association, more especially

V
a complete bee-tent and Welsh HandbookVjej^Bee-c^
keeping.

_ V^a *P
1 he chairman moved the adoption of the repoYta'fcd

balance-sheet, which was seconded bv Mr. J. Tar
Several amendments were made in the rules, the mosE
important of which affected the appointment of district

secretaries, upon whose exertions it was considered that
the progress of the Association must to a great extent
depend. Mr. J. Jenkyn Jones moved, and Dr. Lloyd,
Llondilo, seconded the re-election of Earl Oawd r at

President, and Lord Dynevor, Viscount Emlyn, M.P.,
the Bishop of St. David's. Sir .lames II. \Y. Drummond,
Bart., Lieut. Gen. Sir James HiUs-Johnes, K.C.B., Sir
John Jones Jenkins, M.P., W. II. II. Powell, Esq., MJ?.,
and Mrs. Bath, as Vice-Presidents. The following
officers were also elected : Treasurer, Mr. John Hughi <

;

Ibui. Sec. Mr. L.Oswald Lewis; District Secretaries:
Carmarthen, Mr. Walter Spurrell; St. Clears, Mr. John
Davies; Llanboidy, Mr. \Y. Emsall; Talley and Ll.-m-

sawel, Mr. L. Bowen; Llannon, Rev. W. Jones: Llaii-

egwad, Mr. D. Lewis. Committee: the Rev. John
Lloyd, Rev. II. Evans, Messrs. R. R, Carver, J. F.
Child-. J. Jenkyn Jones, Th as Jon,-, \v. N. Jones,
D. Lewi-. W. II. Lloyd, J. Lewis Phillips, D. E.

,
and .1. Lewis Tl

On the motion of Mr. L.Oswald I. .'wis, seconded by
Mr. J. Lewis Phillips, it was resolved that a

fund I pened for donations towards providing the
it with a complete bee-tent. At the drawing

the following were the fortunate meiiibi rs : \V. Thomas,
Hope inn, a bar-frame hive and super; Mrs. Bath, a
sectional super; (diver Hughe-, a flat-topped skep ; and
D. Jones, Talley, a feeder. A cordial vote of thanks to

the Chairman, who had incurred a drive of thirty miles
I
ling.

\i b the meeting a number of members -at down to

an excellent dinner provided by Hosl Hopkins, The
chair was again taken by Sir Jami Qills-Jonnes. After
the loyal toasts, Mr. L. 0. Lewis, hon. see., read a short
paper upon Feeding

i \ dis-

cussion upon bee-keeping generally then took- place, in

which most of the members present joi I.

DEVON AND EXETER BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOC1 \TIox.

The Ninth Annual General Meeting of the \- ociation

was hehl on Friday, the 1st February last, at the Guild-
hall, Exeter, bj the kind permission of the Righl Wor-
shipful the Mayor.
The Hon. Secretary [the Rev. J. G. Dangar) read the

Reporl for the pas! year, and the financial statement
nade by the Rev. J. Dickinson, lion, treasurer.

The President of the Association,W. Horton Ellis, Esq.,

in moving the adoption of the Report, said it was
very disappointing as regarded their financial state,

but he thought tbe cause of the defied! might to a
great extenl be attributed to the Btate of the weather at
the ti these held. He was exceedingly
joitj to hear that the Bhow at Exeter was a financial

failure. He did not know bovi to account for that,
when it was considered thai more than 3000 entered the
grounds during the exhibition. There was one very
interesting feature in connexion with the show-, na Iv,

that it was the lirsi exhibition ,,f living bees ever held

in Northernhay in connexion with the Horticultural
Society: but be hoped that whenever the next -how was
held il would be under more favourable circumstances.
He had made it his duty to i- US B circular asking for

donations, and he thought it had been very fairly re-

sponded to, but still there remained a large deficit : and
he would now ask all who were interested in the Asso-
ciation to do what they could to wipe out tho debt.

There was no (pie.lion that they stalled with very low
subscriptions, namely, 6>. per annum : and although the
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Society would be very happy to take a 5s. subscription,

they hoped that all those who had its welfare at heart

and could afford to increase their subscription would do

so. lie had been in communication with gentlemen in

India with a view of introducing- the Indian bee into

England. The}- all knew that the Indian bee was far

superior to the English, and he confidently hoped they

would succeed in introducing it. The motion, having

been seconded, was put and carried unanimously.

The Mayor moved ' That the best thanks of the Associ-

ation be given to the President and to the retiring officers.'

Mr. Ford seconded the motion, which was carried.

The Earl of Devon moved, ' That William Horton
Ellis, Esq., be elected President for the ensuing year.'

He felt that those who took an active part in the pro-

motion of the work of the Society were doing much for

the benefit of the poorer classes of the community. It

would be very interesting to know how many labourers'

families in the different parishes kept bees, and what the

result of their labours had been, for he did not think

that any returns had ever been made on that point. If

that were done he was sure that it woidd intensify the

interest of all those who were interested in bee-keeping,

and particularly the working classes. Mr. .1. Thacker

seconded, and the motion was carried.

The Council of the Association was elected as follows

:

Rev. .1. Bartlett, Rev. E. I. Gregory, Captain Heysham,
R.N.. Admiral Moorman, and Rev. P. Williams; Mr.

W. N. Griffin and Rev. J. (!. Hangar, Hon. Secretaries,

and Representatives to the British Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation; Rev. .1. Dickinson, Hon. Treasurer ; and ('apt.

Gilbert, R.N., Hon. Expert, for the ensuing year.

A vote of thanks to the Mayor for the use of the

Guildhall, and to the President for his services in the

chair, was unanimously carried.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE PICK-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

I must trouble you to correct an error in your last,

issue. I offered to assist locally only, and cannot
undertake more ; what Mr. Cook is willing to do for

Fairford, Mr. Zachary for Cirencester, and what others

will do for their neighbourhoods,! will do for Cheltenham,
thus assisting the Rev. S. E. Bartleet in the general

work.

—

Wm. D. Blade, Cheltenham.

(&0iTcsponucnxc.

*.* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Rejwrts of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes
from the Hives, Queries, etc., are requested to direct their eow-

mimications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," c a

Messrs. Strangeways <£• Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin s

Lin,-, n:c:

TESTIMONIAL FUND.
All lovers of the bee-keeping cause will have read

wilh much pleasure the announcement made in your

last issue in regard to the proposed Testimonial to the

Rev. II. R. Peel. In the hands of the Central Com-
mittee, aided by the several County Associations, I feel

sure this Testimonial will be made worthy of hiin whom
it is intended to honour, and, in accordance with his

wish, will considerably assist to promote the usefulness

of the British Bee-keepers' Association. The Committee

should, I think, put forth their proposals previous to

to soliciting subscriptions. If a well-digested scheme,

calculated to benefit the bee-keeping cause throughout

the country, is published, the subscriptions will be large.

Numerous suggestions will, no doubt, be made as to the

form the Testimonial should take ; I venture to offer the

following: 'The fund having been raised, let it be

invested say at five per cent, if possible, and the interest

given annually to one, two, or three of the county

affiliated Associations, to be expended in such a manner

as to confer the greatest benefit on artizan and cottage

bee-keepers. The counties to ho selected each 3-ear by

ballot, and no county to be entitled to receive this benefit

but once during every five years.'

—

Buitisii Bee.

WARWICKSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Annual General Meeting is announced to take

place on Friday, April 4th, at 1 .30 o'clock punctually, at

the Grand Hotel, Birmingham. The Rt. Hon. Lord
Leigh has promised to preside.

Lecture : SuniiEY Bee -keepers' Association
(Croydon Branch).—An address, entitled ' An Hour with
Royalty; Indolence and Work,' was given on Monday,
Feb. 25th, in the Lecture Hall of the Young Men's
Christian Association, Croydon, by R. J. Hinton, Hon.
Sec. of Croydon Branch of the Surrey Bee-keepers'
Association. The hall was well filled, and the audience
showed great interest in the various matters treated of,

frequently givhig evidence of appreciation by hearty
applause. The speaker was followed throughout with
unflagging attention ; and although the time stipulated

was one hour, and the address lasted about an hour and
a half, the hearers evinced a gratifying desire for still

further continuation. The title was shown to be no
misnomer ; and many were the expressions of admiration
at the few wonders of insect and flower life that the

speaker had time to unfold. The subject was treated

partly practically and partly scientifically, aud the pro-

ceedings closed with a hearty vote of thanks. J. Arm-
field, Esq., of Croham Mount, occupied the chair.

PEEL FUND.
Tour Deport of the Annual Meeting of the B.B.K. A.

has somewhat misrepresented me as ' concurring ' in the

advisability of a committee being appointed to promote
the Peel Fund. Far otherwise than this, I told the

members that the Committee already appointed, con-

sisting of the members of Committee of the B.B.K.A.,
the secretaries of County Associations, and the leading

bee-keepers throughout the country, were enthusiastically

advancing the movement, and that probably in a few
days definite proposals on the subject of the appropriation

of the sum subscribed would be placed before the bee-

keeping world. Since then, however, at the express

wish of the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, conveyed in a kind

and sympathetic communication on the subject, I have
placed the cash and affairs of the Fund at the disposal of

the new B.B.K. A. Committee, in order that the pro-

posals may be brought forward distinctly in its name,
and I hope the Peel Fund will prosper in their hands.—

-

J. P. Jackson, 49 Moorjields, Liverpool.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
Ever since the gentleman whose name this competition

bears offered his handsome donation towards this

laudable end, I have taken the greatest possible interest

in this matter; although living in a country debarred

from taking any part in it, according to the rules then

published. But I need not vex over not having been

eligible for competition, for wdien so many experts
' fought and ran away, to live to fight some other day,'

I need not be very sorry of not having been in the

contest. Opinions were invited through the Journal,

and two competent persons have spoken out in the Feb..
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15th issue, viz., Eev. G. Shipton and Eev. Gr. Raynor;
both have given excellent hints so as to make the

coming exhibition practical, and not the ' pitting ' of a

lot of experts against each other; sure, everybody knows
that experts can do wonders. But what I believe Mr.
Bligh meant -was to teach common people what common
people could do, if they would only use intelligence and
go on improved principles. Now, I hold that a com-
petition conducted on the same principles as the last will

not advance this end: and, therefore, I would
with all modesty, that so many restrictions should not
be put upon competitors, and that the competition
should be open to the United Kingdom, and to all

systems, and all kinds of hives, and that each competitor
should keep his bees on his own premises ; and all that

should be required of each one would be a solemn
declaration that all he made or used was only what was
permitted by the rules. I woidd suggest that the com-
petition commence on .May 1-t, l

s -4, and end Sept.

1st, L886. I would allow every competitor hi

of hive from one at 2s. 07/. to 21. 10». ; hires, I would
not take into consideration at all as regards their

vain-', but would have them reported upon, fur the sake
of comparing principles, on the 1st of -May. I would let

each competitor have only one hive of bees. Let him
pick it from his apiary, and labelled ' Bligh Competition
Hive.' I would nut allow any qu i rrowed,
bought, or otherwise imported into this hive. If swarms
are wanted, let the queen in the hive supply the queens
herself, or if the non-swarming system is to be practised
(of which so many on paper speak so highly), then that
will give parties a chance fur to make arrangements for

it in good time. Mr. Ditty could then gel living bis
hand with his long hives, and ill extracted honey, while
Mr. Simmins and others could gel showing a more
excellent way in nice little sections This plan would
test both systems and kinds of hives, and would allow
all parties to test his favourite idea in an international
contest. Even Mr. Pettigrew might enter the com-
petition, as many a time be challenged the bee world to

try their wooden boxes against his straw skeps; but i- far
as 1 am aware a real contest never took place. This plan
is so easy of access that I have no doubt that scores will

set a hive apart for tho Bligh Competition, and treat it

honestly too, giving a full and just account of all he
spends on it to produce honey, and what he receives in

cash for all he sells of the produce of that hive—I gay
hive, but it might be six on Sept. 1st, 1885; of course,
if be has six, it will be a g 1 item on the profit Bide at

the end of the contest; still, any sugar given to make
up for the honey taken away must be taken off the
profits. My suggestions may be crude, but, anyhow,
they would open s wide door, and increase the usefulness
of this very well-meant competition. PADDY.

THE BLIGH COMPETITION.
Kindly allow me, if yuu have space, to add my mite to

the number of suggestions that have been made in the
J., m-,ml respecting the above competition. In the first

place, I think, in fairness to the poor cottager ' Hodge,'
that the production of honey and was should be the only
legitimate source of profit in the i ipetition, If my
memory serves me aright, I think when the rev. gentle-
man first made his proposal to offer the munificent >um
of 10/. for prizes in the first competition, his idea was to
benefit the cottager, and to show him bow much more
profitable his bees would be to him if kept in bar-frame
hives and managed on modern principles in comparison
to those in straw-skew, and at the end of the season
destroyed in the sulphur-pit

;
and if such was the idea

then, make it so now; place your competitive hives in
some cottage bee-keepers' garden, show him, side by
side with his own system, the superiority of the modern
system, and let the natural produce of the bees, such as

the cottager has always associated with bee-keeping
viz., honey aud wax, be the sole object of the under-
taking; that will do more to popularise modern bee-
keeping among cottagers than any amount of profit

made by queen-raising, artificial swarming, and various
other (to the cottager) new-fangled notions.

1 should like to add a suggestion as to the fees. Last
time it was 5s. entrance-fee; that, in the present state

of bee-culture, I consider too high. I am afraid it will

act as a deterrent to many, and tend to circumscribe the

affair, making it select, and at the same time neutralise

the benefits of the competition. I would suggest that

2s. *>'<. be the fee for each entry, and the number of

entries be limited to two or three, as the Committee
think fit. Also make it an indispensable condition, that

any one making more than one entry shall place each com-
petitive hive indifferent cottagers' gardens, thus spreading

and diffusing a practical knowledge of the subject as

widely as possible. A reduced fee would prove, I feel

sure, an incentive to many to enter the lists that would
otherwise stand aloof, and for the advancement of bee-

culture it would be far preferable to have forty com-
petitors at 2.i. 6VZ. than twenty at 5s.

—

"Woodleiqh.

QUEEN-INTBODTJCTION.
Under the heading 'Silence gives Consent' Mr.

Simmins, in \ . complains that ' statements

have been circulated to the effect that ho expressly

prohibits the use of smoke while introducing queens.' I

know not whether he means the accusation to apply to

myself, but on this supposition I will ask you to allow

me a short space in reply.

In his pamphlet entitled The Simmins' Method of
htion, upon my published statement that

'on the method of introducing alien queens opinions

vary considerably; but if we act upon the principle of

thoroughly intimidating the bees, before the union is

attempted, we shall not err far from the truth'—Mr.
Simmins remarks that this is contrary ' to his experience,

except in tic case of hives with fixed combs, when the

ive to be driven
;

' and he goes on to say that by
his ' plan of direct introduction to frame-hives, the bees

are disturbed as little as possible, and a successful union

is invariably the result.'

Now the chief means used for the ' intimidation ' of

smoke—as, I think, all will allow; certainly

there is no agent, with which we are acquainted that

will cause greater 'disturbance' amongst a colony of

bees than Bmoke when freely injected into the hive, and
I have al il freely when introducing queens.

In in\ second edition of Queen-Introduction, published

by the B. B. K. A., I have certainly stated that Mr. Sim-

mins professes successfully to accomplish all his intro-

without smoke ; and, after a most careful

if his pamphlet, in which the word 'smoke' never
imce occurs, 1 think I was justified in so stating; but I

have nowhere said that he 'prohibits the u-e of smoke.'

When Mr. Simmins asserts that in the case of 'the

merest DOvice, with only ordinary care, in following out

his system, a failure is impossible' . . . that 'a queen

on a comb, parading' unconcernedly among her own bees,

would be taken no more notice of than others, when
introduced to a strange hive '

. . . that ' a queen can be

introduced to the desired colony simply by inserting the

frame of comb on which she is, surrounded by her Own
bees' . . . that 'instead of the bees being permitted to

find out their loss, the exchange is completed before they

are aware of the fact '- and a great deal more to the

same effect; and whilo the fullest directions arc given

for each separate case, so that the merest novice may
invariably succeed ; and yet no mention is made, either

by implication or otherwise, of the use of smoke, 1

maintain that my strictures were fully justified, and, more

especially when' publishing under the sanction of the
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Association, I felt it my duty to warn the inexperienced

against a system which appeared to me pregnant with

danger, and almost certain failure to the novice, or mere
tyro in queen-introduction.

Since, however, Mr. Simmins states that he ' should

deem it the height of folly to neglect the important

item of smoke,' and that ' he always uses its soothing

influence,' I am bound to accept his disclaimer ; and,

although I believe the influence of smoke to be irritating

and intimidating, instead of soothing, to the bees, until

their honey-sacs are filled, nevertheless, I sincerely hope

that when he publishes another edition of his Method of
Direct Introduction lie will take the opportunity of re-

commending the application of smoke.

—

George Bay-
xoa, Hazeleigh Rectory, March Gth.

HIVE CONSTRUCTION.
"While thanking Messrs. Watkins and Lyon for

their courteous manner of criticising my hive, as de-

scribed in your issue of Jau. 15th, I wish to remark
on a few of their comments that do not agree with my
experience.

Mr. Watkins thinks it 'no wonder I use a draught-

preventer when my frames run towards the entrance,' &c.

What reason will he give for me doing so when I tell

him that hitherto I have used it principally on hives

with frames across the entrance ? It should be evident

to all, that when the draught once passes the entrance,

it circulates rapidly throughout the chamber, no matter

in what position the frames are arranged. My object is

to keep it out entirely during the time bees are building-

up during treacherous weather. The talk about the

frames being the wrong way is all ' moonshine.' When
Mr. Abbott saw my long hives with frames across the

entrance, he told me my frames were the wrong way.

In less than two years after we find him describing his

'Combination hive' with the frames placed in the

manner he had previously condemned. The only reason

for placing them parallel with the front wall in such

hives, has been because that style was more suitable to

hives of that construction. Nearly all the prominent

makers still arrange their nine and ten-frame hives with

the frames at right angles to the front wall. After a

long and extensive trial of all kinds, I am adopting the

present arrangement I have recently described, for this

simple, but conclusive reason : single-walled hives, with

frames at right angles to the front, give me my earliest

stocks, and consequently the greatest profit.

Air. Lyon objects to the J-inch ends to my bars,

saying it is impossible to hold the frames by them. Not
only do I find more than enough room for haudling

them, but have frequently held full combs, 16 inch by
10 inch, in one hand, by a projection of only that length.

Even if I had long bars, I should more often take hold

of the frame by the middle with one hand. I do not

find my fingers ' stuck up ' with propolis, neither do I

ever crush a bee by doing so. By what method of

reasoning Mr. Lyon considers that my frames will not

fit in hives of the same construction with even wider

rabbets, I am unable to understand ; but I do know that

no two manufacturers will make the internal width of

their respective hives exactly the same ; and, therefore, a

frame with wider regulating shoulders, or one fitting tight

at the ends of top bar, for preserving the J inch space,

will fit loose in some hives, while in others it will not go
down at all, and as with broad shoulders, that is but
another fixture, which in all extensive apiaries must
become a thing of the past. I have a bee-space round
the ends of all my frame bars (how dreadful!), and,

therefore, any slight variation in the width of any of my
hives is not noticed. A frame of the kind described by
me, as I once before stated, because of its independent

form, is the only one of which it can be truthfully said

that it is universally interchangeable as a Standard. Mr.

Lyon says that the spaces at the end of the dummy will

be filled up either with propolis or comb. He says, truly

it is | inch narrower than the hive, but that, of course,

means a space of only \ inch at each end, the same that

we all have at the end of our brood-frames. Why,
therefore, should the same space at the end of the dummy
be filled up ? The fact is, that it never has been with
me, and I have had them in use for several years. I

cannot see that the method of making the frames involves

a great deal of unnecessary labour, as Mr. Lyon says.

If it is so, what must those think who go to the trouble

of making gauging shoulders, or those who cut their

frame-ends to accommodate metal ends, which latter

must indeed fit tight and true to be of any use at all ?

The trouble is not taken to hide the nails, but, like Mr.
Abbott, I prefer a thick top bar ; and as the ends must he

gauged down to an even thickness, the sides are tacked

on underneath, making the whole much neater and
stronger.

I am sure Mr. Lyon makes the suggestion in good
faith, but to those who think of making a coyer to the

pattern illustrated witli part Willesden card, I say
• Don't.' The all-wood roof can be made quicker than

you can patch up the frame-work to that shape. The
trouble of making them exists only in one's imagination.

At a time when I knew but. little about carpentering,

and nothing of mitreing, having previously bought all

my hives, 1 made my first ten covers of this shape, from
white deal too, and to-day, five years after, there is no
sign of the joints opening, nor a crack anywhere about

them ; and from that day to this, they have not again

been painted. I had nothing but the most simple tools

to work with ; and the novice will find not the least

difficulty in making these excellent covers, if he will

only follow the directions previously given. Those who
have made similar covers, and do not like them, have

used wood too thin, or their work must have been bad
indeed. All four sides being the same way of the grain,

all will shrink or expand evenly; and I believe that

every one is aware that (with but one exception, winch
does not concern us) wood does not shrink from end to

end of the grain, and, therefore, how is it possible for

the mitred joints to shrink apart, being at the end of the

grain ? By using sufficient (at least five down each side)

two-inch brads, my covers are made as firm as a rock,

and continue so, and bear the test of time, and com-
parison with all other makes.

With regard to Mr. Saddler's un courteous, but amusing
remarks, I ought to be much obliged to him for offering

to help me out of my (?) difficulties ; but considering

that such exist only in his own imagination, I fail to

appreciate his efforts. I am surprised that he has so

little confidence in his own powers of manipulation,

when ho considers that my crates cannot be set on the

frame-bars crosswise without destroying valuable lives.

Each narrow crate offers no more surface for crushing

bees than does one fidl-sized crate or rack of any other

description, while they are so much lighter that there is

less probability of doing so; the slightest pressure with

a back-and-forward motion will cause a dense mass of

bees to get out of the way, even if they are not first

driven down with a puff or two of smoke. Or they can

be put on at the middle of the day, when nearly all the

working force is abroad. I always had a great objection

to the pieces of comb built above the frame-bars, and the

bleeding honey every time the crate, or a few sections,

were moved ; and now, by doing away with the space,

I have neither, and can remove my crates with the

greatest ease.

Such a slipshod arrangement as Mr. Saddler suggests

for the supers will, I am sure, be condemned by all

practical bee-keepers, for reasons that it is needless now
to give. I am glad Mr. Saddler has such a good opinion

of liis own hive ; I can assure him I have even a better

opinion of mine.

—

Samuel Simmins, Rottingdean.
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SYRIAN BEES.
Since I wrote on above several friend- have asked if I

had any swarms or stocks for sale (which, of course, I

had not), being anxious to try these bees, but not caring

to risk the introduction of such valuable queens. After

thinking the matter over I came to the conclusion that

inexperienced or timid people would go without rather

than run the risk. Considering it is on record in the

Journal that expert bee-keepers have lost six queens

before introducing one, and having introduced very many
queens, and feeling confident I could safely introduce

ever}' one myself, I thought I might help to make these

bees popular, and enable all to get them i for undoubtedly
they are the bees of the future), if I Syriamsed a number
of blacks and charged sufficient f ; tl em I cover my
expenses. The queens will come direct from Mr. Frank
Benton; and Sheffield, being in the centre of thi

and the railway systems, the cost will be very little. I

propose putting a swarm free on rail in May fi ir 42*., and
as I shall have to buy the bees, obviously, in man
these can be accepted in payment.

Mr. Benton says 1 can depend on his sending me the
queen , and good ones too; so every one will be able to

prove for himself whether or not these b< es are (ierce or

unprofitable. See B. II. Journal, p. L27, voL ix., where
the Editor (Mr. I !.N. Abbott 1 gives chapter and vi

he obtained upwards of 2Q£ profit from one hybrid stock

of these bees. I don't look on this matter as a tradi

as I am not aware that any one e] B
is supplying these bees,—no doubt ir value
is recognised others will g it to breed them,—but rather
the interest of the British bee-keeper, bj put

his hands the most profitable bee. -John Ih.wiTr,
Sheffield.

PLANTING FOB BEE I '.

The question so often discussed in the B. B. Journal
as to tin' bi'st Bowers and tn lying the bees
with food in vicinity of hives, is one of great imp
but I think the numb recommended often

tends to defeat the end aimed at, which, to mj mind,
should he the supplying a good pollen-producing plant in

early spring, and a a I honey-producing shrub or

flower in the autumn. It appears to me to be useless to

rei imend planting a -mail piece of garden with any
honey-producing flowers in the summer, as the bees, if

strong, require a great range of flowers to draw their

supplies from. I have found nothing SO Suitable for
early spring as the willow, or palm, producil

honey and pollen in large quantities, and eager]} sought
after by the bees. My attention was called toil man}
years ago bj noting that bee-keepers in the vicinitj oi

woods where willows abound had swarms for Bali

earlier than their neighbours in I' •• favoured loi

I have planted them for some years, and they are Don
Coming on, furnishing the ),. quantities what

much require. W. T. Bn udm , Kelvedon.

GROWING FLOWERS FOB BEES.
Saving read from time to time in the /•'. B. Journal

lions and answers as to the flowers for growing
for bees, what are recommended and what are not, I beg
to state as a bee-keeper, that, w ith the exception of bi d
of crocuses, I cannof see the use or advantage of buj ing
the small packets of seeds that are now offered by florists

and others in the Journal. What good, I ask, in grow ing
a small quantity of Persian clover, or Phacelia, Limnan-
thes, Mignonette, or Canadian Balsam, except to bo
taking to the eye, which, in a great many eases, hoe-

flowers are not. In my idea, it is like one drop of water
increasing the size of the ocean.
Now there is an old saying, that ' what is worth doing

is worth doing well.' I do not for one moment wish to

detract from the value of certain flowers for bees, but
I consider that the advertisements of packets of seeds

from If/, to Is., if grown, are of little use indeed. I

know that there is another saying, that 'Every little

helps;' that is true enough ; but it' bee-keepers were to

grow, say, an acre of phacelia. or mignonette, or Persian

clover, in close proximity to their hives, this would he a

different thing, and even then the return to repay one

for the trouble, expense of seed, and use of ground, would
be doubtful.—T. II. Buckworth.

[It is not desirable to speak absolutely on the subject

of bee - pasturage. The necessity for supplementing
natural resources must depend on local conditions.

Some localities are highly favoured,— they have the

fruit-blossoms in the spring, the clover, See., in tin-

summer, and heather in the autumn: but all are not so

happily situated. The provident bee-keeper will ac-

quaint himself with the pasturage derivable from bis

surrounding district ; and where found necessary, will

supplement deficiencies and till up the gaps between the

various seasons. The supply of honey-yielding plants is

a clear gain, both to bee- and bee-keepers; and therefore

we cannot be to., grateful to those who. at the expense
of much time and trouble, .jive die public the benefit of

their experience and knowledge. En

DISTRICT ADVISERS.
• Platelayer' has raised a discussion which promises to

. profitable : and, alt I rords have been

handled somewhat roughly by more than one writer, yet

one cannot fail to see be realh means that b keeping

should benefit those for whose benefit I fee-keepers'

Associations were instituted, i.e., the cottager. Our
worthy President of the K.13.K.A., whose name is a

household word in even cottage in these realms, has

expressed a wish that the Count] \ ociations should

maintain and increase their sphere of usefulness, a

sentiment that must be re-echoed by ever} one with a

spark of patriotism within him; and ' l'latelaver ' has

pointed i the lines on which that usefulness

maj lie extended. \- one daily, I nun say hourly,

thrown into contact with cottage be. kecpei .1 may sa}

at want is some one near af hand to whom they

can inn freely for advice about their 1 9, and hovi to

of their honey. On these two points hangs the
destiny, in my opinion, of County Association-. Certified

experts are most useful people; 1 can certify to the

pleasure with which the spring visit i^ looked for, and
the amount of confidence placed in the advice given to

the Cottagers: and I full) endorse what has been -ULr -

gested in your columns as to not lowering the tan. lard

of efficiency , and hoj i
••

i
mi as h ill be dei i

- d for

examinations i i various parts of tin- kingdom.
lint it is not probable that there will he sufficient

certified experts scattered over the < itry, bn- i

time at least, to be near at hand for the purpose of

helping cottagers with advice, &c; and, of course, many
of t bom would make it part of their business, and would
be obliged to charge a be, which 'Hodge' is unable

to pa}

.

Your able contemporary, the Journal of Horticulture,

recentl} had a very sensible article on 'Gardeners and

Bees.' It pointed out in a most lucid was the advan-
tages of young gardeners having a know ledge of I s,

showing the probability of their getting a better situation

as a consequence, bee-keeping extending so rapidly

amongst the gentry, lint the advice there given not

onlv applies to gardeners, &c, to enable them to gain e

better Situation, but to the cottager generally, to help

him to pay his rent, &C, and how best to instruct the

cottagers has been the thought of more than one ' father

of modern bee-keeping,
1 and the purpose of many a

proposition; hut the best solution of tbe difficulty 1
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have seen yet is what we endeavour to carry out here

in Herts, on the proposition of the Rev. F. G. Jenyns.

We have at present sixteen members of our Association

who have volunteered to give gratuitous advice to the

cottagers in their respective neighbourhoods ; they are

termed 'district advisers,' and amongst their number are

two ladies, three clergymen, and the majority of the

remainder are, like myself, tradesmen. Of course, I

cannot say how far the services of my fifteen colleagues

are in requisition, but I hope they are not less so than

my own. Possibly, there may be an amount of diffidence

in applying to the clergymen, but I must say from my
knowledge of these gentlemen there need not be ; but I

always endeavour to make all feel they are not troubling

me by asking for advice and help, and that any
expression of gratitude is ample payment. How far my
advice has been beneficial you may gather from the fact

that one has gained the first prize two years in suc-

cession, and three others have gained second prizes at

various local garden shows. Sometimes I am asked to act as

umpire over a bargain : Smith is leaving the neighbour-

hood, and Drown will buy his bees, What is a fair value

between man and man ? More than once I have been

asked to take hives of bees into my garden until one

about to remove has ' settled down ' again. We can

help our neighbours in many ways with small cost to

ourselves if we have the will. I have written this much
to show that this is a real practical means of extending

the usefulness of County Associations, and hope there

will be a 'district adviser' appointed in every village of

my own county during the present year, and that all the

other Associations will follow our example, which I

believe will do more than all the other agencies combined
tn teach the cottagers 'our more excellent way.'

As to the sale of honey I am sorry that I have no
suggestion to offer. It is a hard matter to persuade cot-

tagers to exhibit, but when they do they invariably sell

their honey if put up in decent form. I am speaking

now of the local flower shows. I get manv applications

for honey, far more than I can supply ; if 1 know of any
for sale I am only too pleased to recommend the would-

be purchaser where to apply, but doubting whether I

could find a turnover large enough to make it worth my
while 1ms prevented me from making it a branch of my
business. What I find is that cottagers, instead of selling

all their honey in one lot to same one else to put up and
distribute, prefer to make the most they can of as much
of it as possible, and then cast about them for help to

dispose of the remainder ; but I have not a doubt but

that the usefulness of our various County Associations

would be greatly augmented if cottagers could through

them ensure a market for their honey. That our Asso-

ciation may increase in number and usefulness is my
apology for penning these lines, as well as the greatest

desire of—A Herts District Adviser.

[The above suggestion is wise, simple, and practical. It

would be well if every county was ramified with a net-

work of active and painstaking ' district advisers,' as our
Hertfordshire friend recommends. We can conceive that

no means could better promote bee-keeping and bring its

teachings and its benefits to the door of every cot-

tager.

—

Ed.]

EEMOVEADLE METAL ENDS.
As my nom de plume of 'Dr. Pine' has been mentioned

recently in the Journal in the course of remarks and
correspondence on the subject of metal ends, will you
kindly allow me a few words in reply ? As to Mr.
Green's ends, the first time I saw them was at Ken-
sington in 1882, when I exhibited mine, which are
totally different in principle and construction to his. As
to the numerous 'improvements' on my invention, I

suppose I ought to be flattered at having been the in-

stigator of so many attempts. I should have been glad

if one of these ' improvers ' had exercised his own brains
a little more and invented something fresh instead of
adopting my pattern in its integrity, with the exception
of the step backwards of the addition of a piece of metal
across the top. This idea haying actually occurred to

me when perfecting the invention, and been discarded by
me on account of the great disadvantage of its preventing
the quilts and the section crates lying flush upon the
frames, and thus giving rise to great propolization.

The ' improver ' in question ought, as an expert and a
-hive-manufacturer, to know this disadvantage. With
another ' improvement ' I do not care to deal, except to

regret that such a crude affair should have been brought
out, as it must tend to bring discredit upon ' metal ends

'

among novices who do not know the evil of giving bees

an acute angle all along the hive-side to fill with pro-

polis. Nevertheless, I respect the inventor for not having
servilely followed me.—F. Lyon.

THE SUPPLY OF WATER FOR DEES.
As the time has arrived when the bees will require a

plentiful supply of water for the early brood, the sooner

some arrangements are made to supply them (where no
natural supply such as ditches, ponds, or river, exists), the

better ; the method I have practised for some years is to

procure one. two, or three large red ham-pans, putting

them in some quiet place easily accessible, filling them
with elm or deal sawdust, and then pouring on as much
water as they will hold, leaving the top fairly wet, but
not covering with water. To entice the bees to this

supply-place a small portion of honey-comb on each pan,

and you will find the bees coming in increased quantities

to obtain what they require ; the pans will want filling

up every morning in fine weather. I have seen them so

covered with bees, as to require a steady supply from
some vessel allowing the water to gradually drop upon
it. My attention was directed to this plan by seeing a

vast number of bees sucking up the moisture in an old

saw-pit. I have tried this plan for some years, and find

it answers very well, saving the lives of thousands of

bees, which would otherwise be lost at the different

pumps in the locality, by being drowned or washed
away.—W. T. Dhaddy, Kelvedon.

Dee Lectuke.—The second of a series of lectures on

Dee-keeping, on the Humane Sj-stem, with illustrations,

was given at Delstone, Devon, by the Rev. T. H. Duck-

worth, rector of the parish, on Thursday evening,

February 21st, to an attentive and appreciative audience,

in spite of the inclement weather. The Rev. C. S.

Clarke, vicar of South Tawton, took the chair. The first

lecture, given in December last, was on the History,

Anatomy, and Food of the Dees, and their better

management in the Straw Skep, with a condemnation of

the sulphur pit and its unnecessary cruelty. Lecture

the second was given on Dar-frame Hives and Supering,

showing their superiority as to the yield of honey and

easier management and manipulation. The lecturer's

object and intention being to persuade his bee-keeping

parishioners, numbering about fifteen, to take every

advantage of the great resources of their immediate

neighbourhood (second to none he considers in the South

and West of England) from the continued succession of

immense quantities of gorse, white clover and heath on

the borders of Dartmoor, on which his parish is situated.

The lecturer also dwelt upon the extra honey harvest

that might be gathered by removing stocks from other

parts of the country into this locality during the months

of August and September when the heather was in

bloom. A pleasant evening was spent, much interest

being taken in the illustrations, and several applications

being made for the loan of bar-frame hives, and for in-

formation as to where they might be procured.
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'EXCELSIOR' HIVES, OR EVERY COTTAGER
AX AMATEUR HIVE-MAKER.

(Continued from page 68.)

In commencing to make the hive, whether from an
Assam tea or other box, first strip off any half round
binding, which may be on, and draw out or clench up
any nails that may be about ; select one end for the

front, mark a flight-hole in the centre of the bottom C in.

long and § in. high. Now take the gimlet and bore a hole

through one corner of it, which will enable the saw-pad
to enter to saw it out—mind you don't saw any nails. If

you come to any, bore a fresh hole and start again—there

is no necessity to get out the nails—for cutting these

flight-holes will be the only occasion the saw-pad will be
in use; the flight-holes must not be cut into box bottom,
but on a level with it, see Fig. 4.

There is no necessity to cut or reduce the boxes any-
where else, which will now be simply added to; the floor

will make the bottom of hive and be amply thick
enough, in fact would do £ in. thick as well as 2 inches.

Fig. 2 shows the hive made from an Assam tea box,

Fig. 2.

with felt cover left "ff to show construction of roof ; a is

the box, v !•• f f are strips of thin wood to cover the
joints, and make it unrecognisable as having been an old

box, and may be left off it preferred. B (two of which
will be required) should 1*' •':.'. in. wide and ti in. longer

than box, so as to hang over '"• in. at each end. Let me
here remark that it will be far cheaper to buy new
timber for all we further want than to knock out of
old stuff full of nails, which may spoil the saw and

J G J

Fig. 3.—Showing how to cut sliding entrance from one piece

of stuff without having to tit.

Slane; but by all .means lei your stuff get thorough]]
ry before reducing the width in any way so that it will

not be able to shrink any mure. To cut these sides the

best sized stuff to get is !l in. v\ ids and in, to 9 in.

thick: you will get two sides and a strip (which will do
for the ridge of the roof,seei:, Kg. 5), and the same sized
stuff should be got for the ends r r. Fig. " will show-

how to cut these ends, the shaded parts showing the

little waste. It will lie best to first make a pattern in tin,

paper, or wood, to pencil them ont by; it will be evident
that if more than one hive is wanted, it "ill 1"' best to

use stuff as long as possible. The ridge F. may be square,
diamond, or oblong; C C should be 1 in. clear from box
a, so that a free current of air may pass over the quilt-

ing and keep all dry ; and as they hang over 3 in. no wet
can drive in, and auy stray bees'which may be left out
when manipulating, cau escape and return to hive by the
flight-hole. I consider roofs that do not allow ample
ventilation and free escape of bees a nuisance, I saw
one of them in use last summer, in which the bees from
some exciting cause had forced up the quilting and got
in the cover from which they could not escape by the
wire- covered holes, neither coidd they return to the hive
as the quilt had dropped down again, valve-like, so that
the bees had to die of starvation before they were dis-

covered, the loss was serious as they would have made a
four-pound swarm. I have also seen the same disaster
in two other cases, though not so serious.

The roof is covered with roofing-felt, and must be
nailed to B B

; -J -J .n zj u r_] : 11

— :

Pig. 1.—Longitudinal Section.

recommended by Mr. F Cheshire),
when all i- cold the roof ran be painted like the box
with ordinary
The space between

paint, ami v, ill never after bo fault]

.

lnt ween
tin- double walling
I i_-. 1, o. and 6, should
in- packed with cork-
dust and a -tii|i of

li aid laid on top loOSS

without being nailed to

it cork-dust
i- not to I btained,

drj fern-leavi

hay, straw, or chaff,

used instead.

I i_ 1 shows the

longitudinal or middle
section : Kg. 6, the

traverse or ci

tion ; and Fig, 6, the

ground-plan of hive;
the 8 i

'- are the

corner strips, which
i I"' left olT: ii n and N is the lining; there is a
bridge, Fig, II, between n and the outside case a, one
in. wide, to which N- is to be screwed; Fig. 10 shows
the in-ide lining, the best thickness of stuff for which is

i in.—in fact, 1 cannot recommend any other thickness

and for Association-sized frames should !»• -.'. in. wide,

when quite dry andplaned up, so that if 0-in, stuff is

used a narrow strip will have to be cut or planed off; for

my part I consider the Association frame too shallow for

modern bee-keeping \ and if the Syrian or Cyprian races

of bees should lie universally cultivated, the incon-

venience of such a shallow frame would be severely felt.

Before extractors and comb-foundation revolutionized

bee-keeping, the Langstroth and Woodbury frame en-

abled us to take off the honey in supers without having
to cut the brood-comb; but having used the Woodbury
with the extractor, 1 came to the conclusion that it was

Fig. 5.—Traverse Section.
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too shallow, and so I decided on making a frame as deep

as practicable, and adopted one 14 in. by 10§ in., with a

•i in. top bar. 1

Have at present
seven Woodbury
and nine Associa-

tion frame - hives,

which I have run
side by side with

my own, so that I

have been able to

make a fair com-
parison, with the

result that I shall

never build another

Association or
Woodbury frame

for my oum use,

and shall use those

I have simply as

supers on the

doubling system.

When the question

of a Standard frame
was decided on, it

was expected that

it would be the best one for practical bee-culture, the

result of direct experiment and comparison by the best

Fig. 6.—The Ground-plan.

Fig. 7.—Showing how to cut gable ends, c, of roofs of 9-inch

stuff : the shaded parts showing the waste.

bee-masters; but instead of which, one the nearest the

most in use was adopted, though such a veteran bee-

master as Mr. Win. Carr, see B. B. J. Vol. ix. page 250,

gave his reasons (which I agree with) why it should not

be under 10 in. deep. If it is asked me why the Stewarton

hive does s" weft; i should unhesitatingly answer, because

it ];;;-. a very deep brood-nest, and is capable of making

the most of its internal heat ; then, too, see how a swarm
will prosper in a hollow tree,— in a hole some Gin. across

and may be 10 or more feet deep !

Now "whatever depth you decide to have your frames

there is no necessity to alter the width of 14 inches,

so that, if you should at any time find your hive too shal-

low or too"deep, you may take off or add to it as you like

;

for which purpose I have duly considered, in designing

both hive and frame; in the frame, see Figs. 8 and 9; the

sides can be replaced by longer or shorter sides without

detaching the comb from the top bar, but each one must

please himself as to what depth his frame shall be. If it

is my size, his hive-lining must be lOj- in. deep ; if Asso-

ciation, then Sh in.: the stuff to buy is 11 in. by | in., and

9 in. by i in. respectively. It will do in white deal, but

get it well seasoned, dry, and as free from knots as pos-

sible. Cut off square, two pieces for o o, the inside length
of the box A ; then one piece, exactly 14i in. long for N,

and one piece l-
r
)j in.; this last piece is in

the nature of a stool to act as a guide to

nail the strips r i>, Fig. (i, by (which should

be 1 in. square) to box A. Now take the

two long pieces, put them square together,

and drive a nail through each end, see

Fig. 12; this enables us to get both sidrs

perfectly parallel, which is of so much
importance to enable the frames to hang
true. I am afraid many first - class (?)
hive-makers do not know of this simple
plan, as I have noticed hives at shows
having one side slightly higher than the

other. Now, by means of the straight

edge mark and cut off the waste, allowing
from -^ in. to J in. to plane off ; now plane
the two up, and bevel them as shown,
leaving a fiat top to each of bare \ in. for the frame
ends to rest on; when done you may unnail them, and
plane them for the insides if you like, and draw a line

square across on each 1 in. from the end to enable
you to nail them to N quite true : but before doing so

first reduce N quite true, cut the flight-hole 6 in. by -| in.

in the centre of bottom, and then nail together as shown
Fig. 10; but mind you
don't get one side slightly

twisted : to avoid which,
after nailing one side and
putting one nail in the

other, lay them on a level

table, as the sketch is, to

drive in the second, when
you will be safe. Now
make the bridge, Fig. 11,

this should be 1 in. thick,

at least 2 in. broad, an

not less than 9 in. long,

the bits s s may be % in.

stuff nailed on, or cut out

of the solid, and should

form a tunnel G in. by | in., lay it against N, and by

means of the straight edge see that it comes flush with

the ends of o o;

when all is right,

firmly nail it to the

case A, exactly flush

with the flight-hole

already cut. Now
put in" the lining N
and oo,see that the

passage in N is flush

with the bridge, to which screw N, then screw O o to

p p, and your hive is lined; there is no necessity to nail

or fasten the fining in any

other place, whether sides

or bottom, and if at any

time you want to take it

asunder to disinfect or

alter, it can soon be done,

and put together again.

A space of 1 in. is ample

between N and the case A.

In Mr. Abbott's ' Copy-

able 'hive (of which this

may be considered an

improved modification)

double-walling in front is

not shown. And to give p;g . 12.— Side-board for inside

one instance of the dis- lining ; nail together so as

advantage of single walls, to plane them up to true

I may remark that I had parallelograms.

a stock of blacks in one of

Abbott's Copyables (which I bought) in the fall of last

10.—Inside Lining.

Fig. 11.—The Bridge.
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year, and to which I had introduced a very valuable

queen, the outside wall was § in. thick, and stood facing

the east in a bleak place. On looking them over in

the beginning of December to see if they were likely

to want candy (none of which had been given them),

I found in the front, i.e. between the first comb and
hive-wall a thick seam of dead bees packed into empty
cells, and others on the top of them, and queen with
them also dead. There were four or five seams of live

bees behind them, plenty of food and passages from
the front comb to the rear, also honey sealed and nn-

• sealed in the front; and it was this last fact which caused
the loss, for had there been no food in that place there

would not have been any bees there; had the bees not
been there they would not have been chilled to death,

nor would they have been so had the hive only been
double-walled; so we live and learn, and in future no
more single sides for me, though it was the only one I

bad bees in.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

(To he continued.)

(L
:
cleats farm % Ijtbcs.

Devonshire.—The winter is passing away favourably,

but the weather during January and February has

proved changeable ; cold wet days have been followed
-lit sunshine, so warm at times that one might

almost imagine summer had arrived. The total rainfall

in January was 440 inches; number of wet days, 19;
limine February there were -I wet days, with a

rainfall of 4-05 inches, [n 1883 the rainfall in January
was 8*98 inches, and during February 6"68 inches.

Numbers who have examined their Btocks find brood in

most of their colonies, This is always a dull time of

the year, but shortly we may hope to have more to

report.—Wm. X. Q., Hon. Sec. D. \ E B. A' ./.

North Leicestershire.— During the four weeks ending
to-da) (8th inst.) bees have been in full flight on nine

day.-, but on three only of these have they been able t..

procure pollen, for though the weather was often very
bright, the temperature »a- too low to unclose the

crocuses, except for short intervals. Pea-flour, however,
has been taken with avidity, especially by those Btocks
which had been stimulated in good time. In some love-

Sealed Condi has disappeared with wonderful raplditv,

and there have been some narrow escapes from starvation

in consequence. Most of the stocks are strong for the

time of the year, and spring-feeding is now tl rder of

the day. On Sunday last, a bright day, bees were iii full

Bight, although the thermometer stood as low a- 10 in

the shade, snowdrops, crocuses, arabis, and prin
are iii full bloom; coltsfoot just opening.- E.B,

Bedfordshire,Cqple. —Notwithstandingthemild weather
rery well this winter. Out of twenty-seven

bar-frame hives I have examined this March I have
found three dead; one of my own eight, through mice
having gnawed the combs and let them down, and two
of a neighbour's, one through dysentery and one mice.
His hives were packed ef.se together and fenced round
with hurdles stuffed with straw, and covered 0V( t "ill,

sacks so that the bees could not get out—a bad plan, in

mj opinion. Started stimulating yesterday, Marco 10th;
and op to that date have not seen the least particle of

brood, which is, 1 think, remarkable, as we reckon to be
d.me swarming here at tile end of May, or, at latest, the
middle of June, I may add that I have used a great

deal of candy made on Mr. Hewitt'- system, but given on
top of bars. The mild weather allowing the bees to get
water, they have done well on it. The wind lias changed,
while 1 am writing, to north-east; should it continue
there I fear some sharp weather even now.—A. F.

Worcestershire, Bromsgrove, Feb. 20th.—The weather
here, as elsewhere, continues mild and open, with a

temperature very often of -50' in the shade. Dees are
busy most days, though little for them to get at present,
save from the crocuses and snowdrops. They take in
pea-flour very fast, and all my hives a fortnight ago
contained capped brood and voting bees about. I have
not uncapped any of the Beaded food yet, but am giving
them a little food from Mr. Cowan's receipt, f have
taken off the candy which I had on during the early-

mouths of the winter. Around this district early swarms
are prophesied by some of the knowing ones, and which,
of course, we all hope may prove correct.—G. II. G.

South Cornwall, March 7.—I don't think you have
published an 'Echo' from Cornwall for some time,
probably because from no part was there any distinct
utterance to repeat. Indeed, we could only say 'ditto'

to reports from other counties. 'We have hail a mild
winter, but a dull and cloudy one, in which our bees had
but few days favourable for tlights. I hear that some
stocks have died through ignorant or careless treatment
at the end of last season, which one of our committee-
men told us the other day was the worst in bis forty
years' experience. I examined most of mine a few days
ago, and gave a little cake to two, though I am not sure

that it was needed by more than one. Seven others
were in good case; one or two had pounds of sealed
honey in tleir frames. Skeps are rather light, but safe

so far. Happily, the bullfinches -those, worst of all

the pests we have in our fruit gardens have spared me
more gooseberry buds than for some years previously;
these, w ith currants and raspberries, » ill, if w e get three

or four weeks of fine weather, give us more and better
nectar than the vaunted bee-plants. I by no means despise

the-,., hut, a I't.-r Aral.is and l.iiunanlhos, I have more I
-

fidence in general varied sources of Bupply, t '. K. S.

(Queries una Replies.

Quxm No. 760. (Baobab.) I. "Removing Hives
Ten Mih \\ mi .1 to remove two bar-frame hives ten
miles; combs built lael summer (late); driven bees.

Will it be safe if suspended in a van, or on a hand-
earl and pushed f

—

A. [be hives and c be will travel

safely, if suspended a- you say, or even if placed upon
B thick bed of straw. See ah., reph to

•

'I'. li. Q.'
I 2 1

2. Moving Hives Thirty Yards. Have I n obliged

ive two lo\. - (on account of nevi buildings being
put up where they stood) s di tance of thirty yards, in

same garden, what can be done to prevent loss,

which is going on every few days; .1. Put aboard
in front of the entrance, and some bushes, ot some-
thing similar, to obstruct the bees' entrance, and draw
then- attention to the new position of the hives.

'.. Difficulty in J hum;/. In Summer, having driven

tWO or three bites of bees all right, came to one

verj deep
I
16 inch or 18 inch), full of I lb and bees,

but they would ii,.t go up at all, but accepted the

the combe; then tiny had to be suffocated at last, the
farmer getting impatient, ('an you account for same ?

.1. The hive which you found a difficulty to drive was,
probably, trueenless. It was quite uuneecssan, to

suffocate the bees. We adopt a very summary way with
condemned bees, seldom taking- the time and trouble to

drive them, but cut or break out the combs one at a

time, and brush the b.-,- off them back into the slop,

which we stand on its own stand during the operation.

When all the combs are out, turn the skep right side up
and leave for a little time, when all the bees will bo
found in a cluster. By this method we took last autumn
seven stocks in forty-five minutes.

OrKitv No, 761.—(Jas. Smkaiu:)!.) Frames across

Entrance.—What are all the favourable points that

a hive has by having the frames across the entrance:-'

And what are all the objections to such a hive!-' Ill

other words, Can it be shown that hives so constructed
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are a decided improvement on the hives having the
i

frames with the ends to the door ?

—

A. Among the

advantages of having the frames across the entrance
are, that in winter, by pushing them to the hack of the

hive, and forming a small entrance in a division-board
placed in front of them, such entrance not being opposite

j

the main one, not only does no light enter the chamber
in which are the bees, so that they are not tempted out
to their destruction, but the wind, however strong,

expends itself in the ante-chamber, and in the roof,

simply serving to ventilate and dry the quilts, instead of,

as must be the case when the frames are end on to the
entrance, blowing directly between the combs and
chilling the bees and brood, if any. Drifting snow is

also intercepted in the same way. Feeding can be
carried on at the back without fear of robbing, and
sections can be placed there. It is an acknowledged
fact that bees store honey in preference at the point
farthest from the entrance. As to the disadvantages,
the plan has none that are not common to that of having the
frames end on to the entrance, unless it he that smoke
must be given from the top, or it will not reach the

hindermost combs.

Query No. 752.—(Rev. J. George, St. Leonard's).
— Golden liod.—Can any of your readers tell me where I

can obtain some seeds of the Golden Hod (Solidago Vir-

gaurea) which I am anxious to plant for bee-pasture ?

—

A. There is not much probability of its being purchased
in London, but possibly it might be obtainable at Messrs.
Haage and Schmidt, Seedsmen, Erfurt, Germany.
Query No. 753.—(J. V.) 1. Candy and Syrup.—

I

cannot get my bees to take syrup for spring stimulation.

Would candy cake be equally effective?

—

A. Candy
would not stimulate. Unless your bees are very weak in

numbers they will certainly take syrup. Have you
followed the directions given in Modern Bee-keeping,

and in Cowan's Bee-keepers Guide ? — 2. Foreign
Baces of Bees.—Do you consider any of the foreign

races of bees superior to the common black species

for honey gathering and breeding f

—

A. Yes. We con-

sider the Italians far superior to the black bees in both
points ; and this we say after twenty years' experience
with both races. From our view there is scarcely a dis-

sentient amongst the myriads of American bee-keepers

;

and all the principal German apiculturists, with Dzierzon
at their head, take the same view. The newly intro-

duced Eastern races have not been sufficiently cultivated

in this country to enable us at present to give a decided

opinion in their case.

—

''>. Comb Foundation.—Is comb
foundation which has been fixed in sections for

two years, and turned perfectly white, injurious or

disadvantageous in any way?— A. Many prefer new
foundation, but in sections we have always foimd
the bees to work as well on old, provided only that

it be thin—10 or 11 square feet to the pound. The
pale colour is rather an advantage than otherwise.

—

4. Time for Supering.—About what time should stocks

be ready for supering in this district ?

—

A. By the end
of April or the beginning of May,—whenever the hives

are full of bees, and honey begins to come in freely.

—

6. Be-queening.—I have two stocks black bees and one

pure Ligurian in bar-frame hives. Can I Ligurianise

the black from this one hive ? and, if so, how would it

answer to depose the black queens, and, four days after-

wards, cut out all queen-cells and give a frame of Ligu-

rian brood to each hive to raise a queen from?

—

A. Yes,

your plan will succeed, but will be more expensive than
purchasing imported queens, from the length of time

which must elapse before the young queens begin to lay.

There is also the risk of their being lost on the wedding-

trip, and the honey harvest being over before your re-

queened stocks are in a condition to gather it. Taking
artificial swarms from your black colonies, and placing

imported Italian queens at the head of the deprived

stocks, is decidedly your safest and best plan. In doing

his the swarm should be placed on the old stand, and the
old stock moved to a new one, when the Italian queen
should be given to it immediately. If the swarm be
supplied with comb foundation, in full sheets, it may be
supered at once, with sections or otherwise, with a good
prospect of heavy return.

Query No. 754.—(G. Richmond.) Pollen Masses.—
Will you please tell me what the yellow thing on the
head of the enclosed bee is ? I found the bee in looking
through a bar-frame hive, and shall be much obliged if

you will tell me what is the matter with it. — A. The
bee has evidently visited an orchid house, and has, in

attempting to obtain honey from the spur or nectary (?)
of some orchid in bloom, ruptured the skin covering the
pollen masses, and these have adhered to the front of

the head, and been taken away by the bee. These
pollen masses are the curious objects which have at-

tracted the attention of our correspondent.

Eucalyptus Globulus.—We have received nume-
rous inquiries respecting the strength of the essence of

Eucalyptus globulus, used by M. Bauverd in curing foul

brood, as recorded in issue for Feb. 15. The' oil,' it

seems, but not the essence, is procurable in this country.
At present the virtues of the Eucalyptus have not been
sufficiently tested to euable 1 -keepers to state anything
with precision regarding them. But as this tree has
been extensively cultivated in various parts of the world
for drying marshy soils and preventing malarious diseases,

there is a great probability of its proving serviceable in

arresting and curing foul brood. Ibis affords a fair field

for those having the opportunity of testing its efficacy,

and we should he pleased if such would make the neces-

sary experiments and report to us thereon.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Young Hand.—Dummy Boards.—You had better have
two dummies. The entrance in the front one may be
about 1 inch long and J inch high, at one end, so as not

to be opposite the main entrance. See reply to Jas.

Shearer.

A. <i. Fleming.— 1. Quilts.—If for any reason it be
found necessary to scald hives, it would be desirable

tn renew the quilts. 2. Salicylic Arid.—The presence

of soda-borax is required to dissolve salicylic in

svrup. See Cowan's Guide Booh.

Colefohd.—Moving Bees.—The hives might be moved
on hand-barrows the distance stated. Care should be

taken not to shake or jar the combs. A bough of a

tree should be placed at the entrance of the hives, to

cause them to mark their new location.

Tawian.—The piece of comb has come to us sadly

crushed.—1. It does not appear to be too old to be
utilised. 2. We cannot detect from its appearance

any signs of there having been disease in the hive.

3. It is pollen which is to be seen in the cells; it woidd
be of service to the bees in the spring. 4. The distance

from centre to centre of frames should be L& inches.

D. Wood.— The Anglo-Cyprian Hive.—Our readers are

not disposed that we should open our columns again

to a description of this hive. The circumstance of a

hive similar to it having been exhibited at Glasgow in

1882 was mentioned by Mr. Cowan in the corre-

spondence that took place at the time the hive was
produced. (See Yol. XL p. 32.)

Jas. Saddler.—Removing Candy.—The advice given to

remove candy is based upon the fact that without

water to dissolve the sugar contained in it, it is almost

useless for food ; and at this season bees can hardly

bring' water into their hives, while they can, and do,

get plenty of plenty of pollen, and most stocks suffer

from an excess of that substance.

F. Mills, Dymock.—Sugar.—Yes, the sample of sugar

forwarded will do, but we prefer Refined.
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Jamaica.— 1. Fertile Worker.— Bees will not attempt

to raise a queen so long as fertile workers exist in

the hive, no matter what eggs you give them. The
only plan is to introduce a good laying queen. 2.

Examining Ilires.—In your climate you may examine
hives as often as you please, without injury to the

bees. 3. Wax-Math,—In a tropical climate the only

safeguards against the wax-moth are Italian bees in

strong colonies. Cook's Manual of the Apiary, an

American publication, treats fully of the natural

history of bees, and also of the moth. In England we
do not fear the latter.

McK., Loughton.— 1. Distance Betti 1: f Wees.—
The greater space you give the better, but if cramped
for room, you may give as little as six or • -lit feet.

2, Sleeping Syrup.—If the syrup is properly made it

should keep as long as jam—at any pa

bee-keepers generally wish it t'> keep. 3. Spt

Brood.— Be very cautious in this matter n

there is sealed brood in four frames, probablj nearbj

five weeks from commencing to stimulate.

Inquirendo. — Your proposed treatment is perfectly

correct, and will, with little doubt, be successful.

J. G., Hatfield.—You should have moved your hives

gradually, only a short distance each day wh
were flying, and should have masked the entrance as

recommended to Bagdad (2).

A. P. .Toi.i.vk.— Queekless Stocks. We do not think all

three 1 lives are queenless. Probably, th ie with droiie-

brood may he so. If you are n,,i expert at

queens, can you not procure a visit from your county
expert P The absence of brood is not a pi

queenlessness at this time of year, although -with

a prolific queen breeding ought now i i be carried
on. A queenless hive should be united to its neigh-
fa mr, 3 populous, j ou pun base a queen
for it. Procure Model n Bee-Keeping or ' 'ov.

.

A", epers' Guide.

T.B.G.— 1. Mouldy Combs.- The combs should
in a perfectly dry. warm I'm in. When dry, brush
ibem over with a soft brush. You may then give
them to am hive or swarm. It i- w< II

combs with a solution of Balicylic acid befon
tlielll tO bee-. See I - l\r, pi )•»' QVM
14", for recipe. 2. Moving Bees by /'

frame, fitting the hii e, cove ed w it hi per-

forated zinc, should be screwed on the top of the hive

to give air. All lateral motion of the frames mu t be

prevented, either bj placing strips of wood between
the frames, or driving a screw from the outside into
the end ,,f each frame ;

and the hive a u

to the floor-board. Thus prepared, they will travel

securely almost any distance with ordinal] care. The
hives must not be inverted, nor set upon each othi r,

which would impede ventilation.

F. J. Chinnick. Inserting Comb Foundation.—You
may insert any frame of comb in the br 1 nest, but
it is too early to give foundation. B
brood it is absolutely necessary that all combs be well
covered with bees, otherwise chilling of the brood will
follow on a change to cold weather. When colonies

become populous say the beginning or middle of next
month, when honey is coming in you may insert
foundation.

Ji. Fobs.—Feeding.—Your plan will answer very well.

It is simply an applicati f the principle of Blow's,
and many other feeder-. Be careful to cover the holes
not in u.-e, or you will cause draught through the hive.
Stimulation may be equally well carried on, by
Unsealing a few honey-cells near the bees every five or
six days.

»S. II. W.—Your bees being in the active and healthy con-
dition represented, it would, under the circumstances
stated, assist them considerably by the insertion of full

foundation sheets about the middle of next month.

H. S. S., Blackheath.—In order to make observations as

to the flight of bees, marking them by cutting off a

portion of their wings would he the reverse of de-

sirable. Painting the thorax white or crimson would
be more effective ; or if for a temporary purpose
dredging them with flour. The American bee-

hunter, to note the line of flight of a bee, smears it

with honey and attaches a small portion of cotton

or wool.

II. J. Sands, Harborne.—Dysentery.—The dead bees

may have been chilled or starved. If dysentery exists

you would rind stains like spots of day, and the dead
. ould be smeared, wet, and many burst. As you

say nothing about noticing anything of the kind, we
trust the disease does not exist.

S. W., Lancashire.— 1. Old Combs.—Foundation is so

cheap that we should not advise you to use old combs

infected with moth. Melt them down at oni

do not leave them a bent for moths to be product

Shifting Position.- There is nothing to be gained by
shifting the position of the entrances, It is better to

prevent the entrance of light bj shading. See reply

to .In-. Shearer.

.1. i '.. Sulhamstead, Heading.—\. Fertile Worker.

From the irregular distribution of the larva; in the

sample of comb forwarded, and from the young drones

Seen, we should surmise that the hive is queenless, and

that a fertile worker reigns in her -lead. Fertile

workers la\ many eggs in the -nine cells, and these

cells have a distended appa I rid of fertile

workers, the best method is to introduce a fertilised

queen ; Mr. House, the American apiarian, recom I

ertionof one or two queen-cells, just before they
:

:

.
: ill com]

a ' ad destroy the fertile worker. 2. Candy. C i

made I ipe of Mr. Saddler and lb.

i

b' are both found serviceable, but

bee - keepers bave their pr fi ences, I he diH pi
i ce

een the two may be discovered bj a comparis n

of tleir modes of manufacture.

F. 0., ' v Syrup. The strong syrup used

for autumn feeding would b certain to crj li

boiled with acid, but the thin syrup fi

feeding maj be safelj made without boiling.

F. Boybb. \ fuller de cription of your verj simple

devii f regulating the position of frames would be

wi Icome.

... ceived too late for Repliei

this i

| 10B FINEST [MPORTED QUEENS, see last

I Number of /:. tt ' I:, Journal. Address Frank
Benton, Munich, Germany

.

BEE-FLOW E RS S E E I >.—Borage,White Clover,
Marjoram (Knotted), Mignonette, lomnanthi B

tonia, Wallflower, Clarkia Alba, Mustard, Buckwheat; any
of the above in ''"! or &d. packets. 1». order post free.

B Do l Dgleford oi mob. 187C

ANDREW BLAKE, in tendering his best thanks
to all those who have kindly ttiven him their patronage

for over Three years, begs to inform them that on account
of his other branches of trade, and for convenience of the

Hive business, he has made this over to his Son, who has

been accustomed to the work, and will carry on the business

at Ipswich upon the same principles as before, and he
would solicit for his Son the same kind favour which has

been given to himself, i'or the future, Letters for Hives, &C,
should be addressed to

—

Mr. JAMES BLAKE,
BEE-HIVE MANUFACTORY,

Cemetery Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. (04)
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THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
VOL. XL, MAY— DECEMBER, 1883.

Containing 300 pages of Useful and Instructive Information to all Classes of Bee-keepers,

IT IS ACCOMPANIED WITH A COPIOUS INDEX.
The Contents include Papers on— Hives: Twin, Triple, Stewarton, Observatory, Anglo-Cyprian, Cheap, Single and

Double Walled, Skeps— Bee?: Blacks, Ligurians, Carniolans, Cyprians, Holy Lands, Syrians, Humble and Wild—
Honey and Wax— Feeding, Extracting, Queen-raising and Introducing, Nuclei, Uniting, Bee-farming— Bee-stings

and their Remedies— Bee Flowers and their Names— Candy, Syrup, Sugar-cake— Smokers and their Fuel— Lectures
—Reviews— Useful Hints from Month to Month— Correspondence on all Apicultural Matters— Queries and Replies

—

Notices to Correspondents—Reports of Associations, Shows, and Honey Fairs—Bee-culture in Europe, America, India,

Australia, &c.—Translations of the best Articles in Continental Bee Periodicals—The Zurich Exhibition—Papers read

at Conversaziones—Biographies of Celebrated Bee-Masters—Descriptions of Apiaries—History of County Associations
—Reports of the Bligh Competition—Presentation of Testimonial to Mr. Abbott, &c, &c, &c.

Neatly bound in Cloth, price 5s.; post freo 5s. Gd. Cloth Covers for binding the Volume, Is. each.

*„* All the hark Numbers of this Volume ore still in print.

Vols. 0, 7, 3, 9, 10, and 11, price 5s. each, post free 5s. Qd may he obtained of J. HUCKLE, King's Langley,
Herts : KENT & Co., Paterxoster How Lo>jdgx ; and all Booksellers.

BEE VEILS (Improved) with Wire Gauze
Fronts, post free for 18 Stamps. Address B. Ding,

Papworth-Everard, St. Ives, Hunts. (59)

QUPERIOR BEE VEILS, Wire Gauze Fronts,

I J Is. each, Three for 2s. 9<J. Post free. Address Wm.
Crisp, Halstead. 1918

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Free anywhere.
Pure Foundation, 2s. lb. ; 5 lbs. at Is. 1CW. Best Sec-

tions, 4s. 100. Superior Combination Hive, 24 ins. long, 8s.

Prizes awarded to G-. Stothard, Welwyn, Herts, at Four-

teen Shows. 1886

CATALOGUES FREE.

Simmins' Hives, Crates, & Sections.

•FORTRESS HIVES.'
Association 'Standard' Bar-frames, Is. doz.

J. H. HOWARD, Holme Apiary, Peterboro'.

:es:.e-^33 «® "O" _a. is,tb sts
FOB

Comb Foundation, Sections, Ac.
For PRICE LIST apply to

WILLIAM RAITT, Blairgowrie, N.B.

CHARLES REDSHAW,
33 WELFOED ROAD, LEICESTER.

BAR-FRAME HIVES, and Bee-keepers' Appliances
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

CATALOGUES Post Free on application.

First-class Workmanship; Best seasoned Materials. 1550

S3. KI. XSi&.B.T «£c CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

STOCKBRIDGE, HANTS.
SPECIALITIES

:

HIVES, complete, from 6s. SECTIONS, V-cut, in 6 sizes.

FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.

CLARK'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the
best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. ' The easiest and best
to manage.' Is. Grf. each, 15s. dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Cia'.e made.' (60)

The Trade supplied. Price Iiist on application.

WANTED
Bee-keepers before ordering Hives and Appliances

to send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE to

F. COTTMAN,
15 Market Place, Olney, Bucks.

S'

3E»TT0ES,I! FOXJBjrXSATIOBT.
LtTOCK FOUNDATION" of Genuine Bees' Wax,

made on Root's Celebrated Machines, in Sheets

about 13 in. by 71, some Seven Sheets per lb., price 2s.

per lb., 5 lbs. U.'lOd. SUPER FOUNDATION, 2s. 9(1.

p. rlli. (about Twelve Sheets). Carefully boxed free.

SAMPLES GRATIS and CATALOGUES FREE.
G. STOTHARD, WELWYN, HERTS.

First Class Exp< ,
as' Association. 1935

CURRENT PRICES
OF

BERNARDO MAZZ0LENI,
Apiary, in CAMORINO, CANTO TESSIN,

ITALIAN SWITZERLAND.

FERTILE QUEENS, Pure Italian Breed, with
a few Bees as companions :

—

March. April. May. June. July. August. Sep. and Oct.

9 francs. 8 7 6 5 4.50 3.50

Orders carefully attended to. Safe arrival guaranteed.

Packing, and Food for transport, included in above charges.
Transport charges rest with Purchaser.

All Orders for the Continent to be paid in advance bij P.O.O.

BERNARDO MAZZOLENI, Apiculteur (Bee-keeper),

A Camokino, pres Bellinzona, Switzerland.

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained from

^OHM Xs^S-^-SSlIEi., «3"TT3?sr.

BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.
COTTAGERS' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed

outside, contains 9 Standard Frames and Dummy, resting

on Tin Banners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4s.

ABBOTTS HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9s. Gel.

BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 3s. 6<7.

Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent,

discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Card for PRICE LIST to

J. LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 1S33
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APRIL.

The Committee of the British Bee-keepers
1

Association are facing the tasks set before them
with a promptness and assiduity which the Com-
mittees of County Associations will do well to

imitate. Since the General Meeting of the Asso-

ciation on the 20th of February, the Committee has

met on the 5th and 19th of March, whilst the sub-

committees have been holding separate meetings of

their own to discuss the different subjects entrusted

to them, and to prepare them for the consideration

of the larger body. We understand that it may be

found necessary for the Committee to hold another
meeting before the quarterly meeting on April

lGth to receive the reports of the subcommittees,
and take such action upon them as may be neces-

sary. This is as it should be, and shows that the

Central body are alive to the importance of a 'stitch

in time.' We hope that the county committees
will be equally as active. Nothing keeps an Asso-

ciation alive like meetings of its members. A great

advance was made hist year by many Associations

in dividing the counties into districts, and placing

a district secretary at the head of each. It will be

a still further advance this year if these district

secretaries will call at least quarterly meetings of

the members residing in their districts, and
endeavour to interest them in what is going on at

bead -quarters. There need be no lack of topics for

discussion. Each district should see a report of

the tour which tbo county expert has made in that

neighbourhood, and understand what the expert
thinks of its manner of bee-keeping. The rules

and regulations for the Bligh Competition should be

explained at these meetings, and competitors
should be invited to enter the lists. Then again,

the question as to the examination of candidates
for certificates of the B. li. K. A. affords an abundant
topic for discussion. District secretaries should
make their constituents acquainted with all these

matters, and elicit their opinions on them. By so

doing they would make the work of the county
secrctary-in-chief a much more easy and satisfactory

one. To show that such meetings arc not out of
the range of possibility we would call attention to

the agenda of a district meeting called for March

29th, the second which has been held with good
effect since the commencement of the year :

—

BuCKIN-GHAMSHIIiK I'.EE-KKKl'Klls' ASSOCIATION.

You are requested to attend a meeting of members
residing in the Buckingham district at the Town Hall,

Buckingham, at •'! p.m. on Saturday, March 29th, 1834.

Agenda.
1. Secretary's report on district business.

2. Mr. Baldwins report of tour in Buckingham
district to be read.

•'i. Prize-list for Buckingham Horticultural Show to

be laid before the meeting.

4. Kuk-s of the Bligh Competition to be explained to

members, and competitor, invited to enter.

o. Circulation of the British Bee Journal.

6. Enlistment of new members.

\V. Srrni'Y, Hon, District. Sec.

Thornton, Stony Stratford.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
The Sub-committee appointed for the purpose of

revising ami carrying into effect the Rules for the

second Bligh Competition have lost no time in the

performance of their duties, and we are pleased to

be aide to present them to the bee-keeping world.

It will greatly encourage the Sub-committee by
further subscriptions being forwarded as quickly as

possible. They have offered 2h. in prizes, and as

yet only 8/. have been subscribed.

Subscriptions, or promises of subscriptions, should
be forwarded to Mr. Huckle, King's Langley, Secre-

tary to the B. B. K. A. ; and as time presses, may
we quote the Latin proverb, ' /lis <iil qui fit,, dat 7

Uri.K.s FOB mi-: OoKFBTITION, Comm r.Nci.No

M \y 20th, 1884.

1. The object of this competition is to show the re-

lative merits of different systems of bee-keeping, and to

prove to the Cottager that bue-lii -epi ng, if conduct rd on iv. i-

nomical principles, is highly remunerative to bee-keepers.

2. The competition -hall be open to members of the
B. B.K.A., and of affiliated County Associations. Com-
petitors are limited to one entry for each system* namely,
one for movable bar-frames of any form, one for

Stewafton, and one for straw skep or other hive. They
may enter for either one, two, or three systems oil pay-
ment of a fee of 6* for each entry; but the system
adopted must he adhered to throughout the competition.

.'!. Prizes of 0/., 67., !/., SI., -/., I/., will be awarded in

order of merit to the competitors who shall derive the

greatest profits from one swarm of bees at the outset,

which may he increased to any extent by natural or arti-

ficial swarming, kept on either of the above systems.
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The total outlay fur bees, hives (which must not have

been used before), syrup, and all otker requisites must
not exceed the sum of 2/. for each entry, until a profit

has been made by the sale of honey or of a swarm, and
nothing is to be used in the apiary until it has been paid

for. The competition shall commence on or after the

20th of Mav, 1884, and continue until August 31st,

1885.

4. The apiary shall not be established in the competi-

tor's own garden, or in that of his servant or master, but

in a position approved by the Secretary of the 15. U.K. A.,

or of the County Association, or his nominee, where tin-

bee-keepers of the neighbourhood can have access during

examination or manipulation.

5. The competitors shall keep at the house of the

owner or occupier of the garden a separate diary for each

system in competition, in which each examination, mani-

pulation, or transaction connected with that system, the

time occupied at each visit, and every item of pxpi I liture

and receipt, shall be entered up to the date of each visit.

A copy of each diary shall be forwarded every two
months to the Secretary appointed. The diaries to

become the property of "the B. B. K. A. at. the close of

the competition.

6. The hive to bo stocked with a swarm of bees, to be

weighed and valued at 4?. per pound. Comb-foundation

(which lias not previously been partly worked out by

bees) may be used at any time during the competition,

and shall be charged 3*. per pound for thin, and 'is. 6rf.

per pound for thick. No brood or natural comb to be

introduced at any time into the apiary, and no bees to be

^added after the commencement. Queens may be intro-

duced at any period of the competition, and shall be

charged 3s. each. Vouchers must be produced for all

purchases made throughout the competition. Com-
petitors will only be credited for sales of honey, wax, or

swarms. No sales of queens, brood, or empty combs,

will be allowed. All honey in virgin comb will be

credited at Is. Gd. per pound; extracted or run honey at

Is. Id. per pound ; and wax at Is. Gd. per pound. Swarms
sold shall be weighed, and credited at 4s. per pound.

7. Where a competitor makes his own hives, supers,

or other requisites, the same shall be valued by the

Secretary or his nominee.

8. The Secretary or his nominee may visit the com-

peting apiary at any reasonable time. The record of

such visits, together with any remarks which it may lie

advisable to make, to be entered hi the diary, which shall

always be accessible for the purpose.

9. The competitor shall certify that throughout the

competition he has fulfilled all the conditions imposed

by these rules, and that all his entries in the diary are

true.

10. At the close of the competition a complete in-

ventory of the 'plant,' number of frames, amount of

brood/honey, comb, bees, &c, remaining in each system

of the apiary, with a statement of their condition, shall be

entered in the diary, and certified by the Secretary or his

nominee, and his estimate of their value attached.

11. Any attempt at fraud, or any departure from tbie

Rules, will be punished by disqualification.

12. The prizes shall be awarded by throe Judges ap-

pointed by the 15. B. K. A. Committee, and their decisi in

shall be final.

13. All entries must be made and entry fees paid to

Mr. J. Iluckle, Secretary of the 15. 1!. K. A., King's

Langley, Herts, on or before May 1st, 1884.

management of this department have been placed

in the bands of the British Bee - keepers' Asso-

ciation.

The Committee of the B. B. K. A. are anxious

to arrange for a full and comprehensive display of

honey and the several appliances used in its pro-

duction, as will be fully illustrative of the bee-

keeping industry throughout the United Kingdom.
To enable the Committee of the B.B.K.A. to make
the requisite arrangements for such an exhibition,

they invite exhibits under the following heads :—
1. Hives of bees at work. 2. A show of pure

honey. 3. Specimens of the most approved hives

and appliances as used in modern bee-keeping.

4. Objects illustrative of the natural history of the

honey-bee and its- kindred varieties, also of bee-

flora. 5. The means of detecting adulterated or

spurious honey, with analysis of impure or manu-
factured honey, now sold in the markets. G. The
beverages in which honey forms an important

constituent with the recipes for making them.

Copies of the Rules and Regulations, and other

information, may be obtained upon application to

the Secretary, J. Huckle, King's Langley, Herts.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION.

The Executive Council of the Food Department

have resolved to apportion a limited space for an

exhibition of honey and the several appliances used

in its production. The entire arrangement and

CARNIOLAN BEES.

Since our last issue we have received a number
of inquiries respecting Carniolan bees, with a re-

quest that some observations should be made with

respect to their qualities.

The native home of these bees is in Carniola, a

province in South Illyria, in the Empire of Austria.

The district is noted for its abundance of honey and
bees-wax.

Mr. Edouard Cori, of Brtix, Bohemia, devoted

many years of his life to the discovery of those

races of bees whose introduction to other countries

would prove of direct benefit from their possession

of those qualities in which the native bees were

more or less deficient. It is to Mr. Cori we are

indebted for having drawn the attention of the bee-

keepers of Europe to the excellencies of the Car-

niolan or the Ukraine bee.

The Carniolan bee is not considered a separate

race, but rather a variety of the German bee. It

has, since Mr. Cori's time, been largely introduced

into Germany, chiefly on account of its gentle dis-

position and its great docility ; as even when excited

it is less tierce than any other kind of bee. Its

failing is its propensity to swarm ; and that it does

not lay by much honey, and at the fall of the year

stocks of these bees seldom have a sufficiency of

stores to carry them through the winter. Dzierzon

says :
' He who is desirous of increasing the number

of his stocks largely will find the Carniolan bees

answer his purpose, although he may often be

obliged to assist by feeding them ; but he who
chiefly aims at the largest return of honey will give

the Italian bees the preference.'

The Carniolan bee has been introduced with

much benefit to France, to America, and to this

country. In the year 1874 two stocks of these

bees were for the first time exhibited in Paris, at the

Exhibition of Useful and Noxious Insects. They
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were pronounced to be as pleasing to the eye as the

Ligurian bees which were exhibited at the same
time. In the year LS77 a swarm of Carniolan bees

were sent by Herr von Langer, of Poganitz, near

Rudolphswerth, to a gentleman residing at Ro-

chester, United States. The freight and carriage

proved a heavy item in the outlay, amounting to

fifteen dollars; but the purchaser said that 'he

would not part with his bargain for twice that

money.'

We are indebted to the Rev. W. C. CottoD,

author of My Bet-book, for the introduction of this

bee into England. When on the Continent al>out

twelve years ago, ho purchased a swarm of Car

niolan bees, aud on his return to England ho con-

signed them to the care of Mr. Alfred Neighbour,

in whose apiary at West rJampstead they flourished

and multiplied

Great difficulty is experienced in keeping the

Carniolan bee pure from its resemblance to the

COmmod black bee, which renders it difficult to

distinguish a hybrid of the two.

From the conjoint opinion of nil those who have
kept Carniolan bees, we gather that the}- are great

favourites, from their gentle nature and th

with which tiny can be manipulated without

smoke. Mr. Frank Benton, who has studied Car
niolan bees in their natural habitat in Austria,

says. "They are so gentle as to cast the gentleness

of the gentlest Italians all into the shade.' An
esteemed correspondent says:

—

' I can say a good deal for Oarniolans. They are good
breeders and good honey- gatherers, They are ver)

docile as a rule. When they have the swarmr
on they raise quite a lot of queen , Aflet-ewarms have
issued three or four or more days. 1 havo had from
twelve to twenty queens ready to hatch out at on,' time.

My saying that the Carniolans are docile does not mean
that they do not sting at all, for 1 have a lively recollec-

tion of their stinging qualities on one occasion wheal did
not smoke them enough.'

Mr. Marshall, tie' manager of Mr. Neighbour's

apiary at Buncefield, Heme! rjempetead, says:

—

' Respecting the quality of Carniolan bees, I must say
I piefi i' th in to Liguriansj they are hardier, and there-

fore mop- suitable to our changeable climate. They
breed up as quick, are very quiet, and a practised bee-

heeper ean handle them without smoke or veil, and he
very rarely gets a sting. Some of our bee-masters give
them the character of being wry inueli given to .-wana-
ine, DUl 1 haw not found them more disposed than
Ligm ians or blacks in that respect. If you want a

business bee, get a good English queen mated with a
Carniolan drone, the combination of the two races makes
a real useful bee; tiny are the silver bees, as the Ligu-
rians are called tie- golden bees.'

For further observations on the markings and
characteristics of Carniolan bees, sec reply to

Query No. 758 (2), p. 123.

. THE CULTIVATION OF BEE FLOWERS.
I hope no one will be influenced to discontinue

Sowing seeds and planting flowers for bees by tho

remarks of ' T. H. Buckworth,' who takes a very

narrow and mistaken view of the question, bo-

traying a want of knowledgo of tho value and re-

sources of the garden flora applicable to tho
support of bees. I am on the lias clay forma-
tion, and the soil is not one naturally to encourage
an early appearance of wild flowers. Excepting
pollen from a few far-off willows and elms there is.

nothing for the bees this fine weather has stimu-
lated into unwonted activity to pasture on ; but
turning to the garden the case is very different. In
a little garden near my house, 2 I yards by 18, I

have crocus, saxifrage, wallflower, Arabis, Aubrietia,

in bloom, and these flowers me visited every fine

day by bees. In u garden hait'a-mile distant, all

theso plants are more extensively grown, aud the
masses of spring heather ( Erica oarnea) have an
especial attraction to bees : this and early Anemones,
A. blanda. Cardamme. Scillas, employ all the work-
ing bees of my own and im neighbours' hives; amf
I have the daily satisfaction of seeing the busy
insects returning to the hives laden with the sweets

of these garden (lowers, and not hanging about their
homes like mendicants waiting for their dole of

syrup, I value our native flora wherever it exists;,

but increasing our number of bees we must sub-

sidise if we would be successful with garden flowers,

and above all provide a supply for early spring,

which anticipates the appearance of wild flowers.

The palm-willow affords pollen, but little of wax-
honey, and its duration is short What the great

majority of bee keepers want is something for tie

present season, and willows require years to reach
tho maturity to make them valuable.

I presume Mr. Buckworth disputes the value of
Limnanthes, though bees themselves have so-

strongly decided in its favour. \n I there is another
point Mr. 1'.. has overlooked ; in unsettled weather

t - the risk they
incur in long journeys, and homo flowers then axe
of inestimable value.— W. Ixouam, Belvoir.

GLOUCESTKBSIIIRK BEE KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

We are glad to announce the formation of an
Association for this county, the lem. secretary being

William Zachary, Esq., of Cirencester.

' II t'Mtii.K Bbeb ! Wa.vtkh roe X i:w Zealand.'—
By an oversight, an advertisement, thus headed,

was inserted in our issue for March 15. Wo
are afraid that this has been a source of trouble-

and disappointment to Mr. Baldwin and somo of

our readers. We much regret this, and beg that

no more 'Queen Humble Bees' be forwarded to

Mr. Baldwin.

USEFUL HINTS.

Tho continued favourable weather will have had the-

effect of not only bringing bees into a forward state for

the time of year, hut also unduly exciting the desires of

ardent and inexperienced hee-koopers to he transferring,,

artificially swarming, and doing all sorts of things to>

their bees, which will almost certainly mean ultimate

ruin. The season, although so early, is not yet sufficiently
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advanced to take liberties, and the successful bee-keeper

is he who waits.

Now is the time to consider and decide upon a plan of

operations for the season. Do we wish to obtain as large

a harvest as possible ? If so, shall we go in for sections

or extracted honey ? or do we wish to build up a large

apiary from a few stocks ? In all cases the road lies the

same way at first: get your stocks strong, and keep them

so. Weak stocks are worse than useless. Inexperienced

bee-keepers in their eagerness to have ten or twenty

stocks divide and subdivide until they have a lot of weak

stocks which can only die out in the ensuing winter.

One strong stock may give a good return, while twenty

weak ones will give none. By careful stimulative feeding

and judicious spreading of the brood stocks may be built

up by the end of this month to be strong enough to

swarm artificially, or to raise queens for requeening, or

for supering, or doubling if extracted honey is desired.

Always supposing the weather is favourable.

Overhauling of Stocks.—This should be done at

once, choosing a fine warm day for the operation, and

the hives thoroughly cleaned and put in order for the

season.

Queenless Stocks.—If, on examination, a stock is

found with no eggs or brood, and the queen cannot be

seen, it may be set down as queenless, and should be

united to another stock. Every day's delay only reduces

the population, which if headed by a good queen would

be working for the common welfare. Unite to a hive

next to it if possible ; but, if necessary, boldly unite to

any one you select, making the exit from the hive a little

difficult, so as to call the attention of the strangers to

their new abode, and disregard the slight loss of life

arising from flying back to the old stand.

Old Queens. —These should be replaced by young

ones, to be obtained hereafter from hives which have

swarmed. A last year's swarm contains an old queeu

unless it had thrown a virgin swarm when that will have

the old queen. A stock which did not swarm last year

also has an old queen. If the weather continues as

open and mild as it has been, towards the end of

April many stocks will contain drones and be preparing

for swarming. When that is the case will be the time

to arrange for requeening other stocks. Details are

to be found in Modem Bee-keeping, and in Mr. Cowan's

book.
Swarms. — Be prepared to receive these welcome

visitors, and have their houses ready and furnished for

them. The hives for the reception of swarms should be

furnished at first with only three or four frames filled

with foundation and closed up with a division-board.

All swarms should be fed pretty liberally for a few days

until they have built out the foundation. The founda-

tion must be securely fixed into the frames. The best

means is by a saw-cut along the centre of the top bar,

This can easily be held open by inserting a screw-driver

and turning it edgewise while inserting the sheet ; and if

the latter has a notch cut in the upper edge, to clear the

screwdriver, no difficulty will be found in getting it into

its place. Care should be taken that the sheet comes

quite through to the top surface of the top bar, and that

the two sides of the bar are firmly nailed or screwed

together, otherwise a most convenient harbour is afforded

to the larvae of wax - moth in a place where the

bees cannot get to dislodge them. The sheet of foun-

dation should clear the eido and bottom bars by a

quarter of an inch to allow for expansion by the

heat of the bees.

Supering.—Where stocks are very strong and the

fruit-blossoms are opening, as is very generally the case

even now in the south, supers may be put on, to secure

an early harvest. One reason why bees will sometimes
refuse to enter supers is their coldness ; therefore, be
careful to cover up very warmly, and, above all things, to

prevent draught. Unless the crates or sections fit all

over the frames, cover the vacant spaces with carpet and
boards upon it. If the frames have no shoulders, but
only the pins or staples of which some writers are so

fond, special care is required to avoid loss of beat.

Sections in frames at the rear or side of the brood-nest

will often be entered when those on the top are neg-
lected. The same caution as to retaining the best applies in

this case. The sections should be furnished with the thin

foundation specially made for the purpose. The thick kind
which is used for stock hives is not so suitable, as the

midrib is left thick and is unpleasant when the comb is

is eaten. If you have any clean drone-comb from out-

side combs of skeps use it instead of foundation. Be
sure it is put right way up.

Artificial Swarming.—In ordinary vears we should

hesitate to mention this operation in our Hints for April;

but in the extraordinary season we are now experiencing,

we may hope that by the end of the month it may be
safely undertaken. At the same time no one can write

in March of what may happen in April ; and we may
find ourselves plunged into winter. From bar-frame

hives it is the simplest operation. On a fine day when
many bees are abroad open the selected hive, find the

queen, and place her and the comb on which she is with
two others in another hive, and stand it in the place of

the old stock which must be removed to some distance

away. Add two frames filled with foundation and close

up with a division-board. The flying bees will, with
those adhering to the combs, form the swarm. This

operation should not be attempted until the stock has

eight or nine frames full of brood. If there should

seem any fear of unduly weakening the stock, the

stock may be left on its own stand and the new hive

placed upon the stand of a second stock so that one

provides the combs and queen, and the other the flying

bees.

Skeps.—Lift them off the floor-boards, turn up and
rub off all chips of comb and traces of moth and clean

the floor-boards.

Supering Skeps.—Prepare as advised for feeding in
' Hints ' for February, p. 39.

Artificial Swarming from Skeps.—This must, of

course, be done by driving, and here the ' three out of two'

plan is a good one. Drive all the bees out of No. 1, place

the new hive with the bees on the old stand, remove the

old hive containing the combs to the stand of No. 2, and
place No. 2 on a fresh stand. Thus No. 1 will furnish

the bees, and the flying bees from No. 2 will take care of

the brood in the old No. 1, and raise queen-cells. Feed the

new swarm until the combs are built.

Hives and other Appliances.—These should have
been obtained before ; but if not, order at once, and be

prepared for some delay in obtaining them.
Makeshift Hives.—If from your own delay you

should expect swarms before you have hives in which
to hive them, get two boards, cut exactly 14i inches long

by 9 inches wide, and two other boards 8J inches wide
and of any length, nail these outside the 14j inch ones

and a box is made ready for the reception of frames and

a swarm. It can be stood temporarily on another board

and covered temporarily with anything waterproof until

such time as you can get a proper hive, when the frames

may be lifted into it.
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BEE-KEEPERS AT HOME.

No. VI.

—

The Rev. H. R. Peel, at Thornton Hall
,

in Buckinghamshire.

In continuing our biographies of ' Bee-keepers at

Home,' we have much pleasure in presenting a memoir
of the late Hon. Secretary of the British Bee-keepers'

Association, the Rev. H. R. Reel, whose labours in that

capacity have proved so eminently serviceable in the

promotion of bee-keeping in the United Kingdom.
The Rev. II. R. Peel was born on February 8th, 1831,

at Canterbury, in the house in the Cathedral Close, now
occupied, we believe, by the Bishop Suffragan of Dover.
His father, the late Very Rev. John Peel, D.D., after-

wards Dean of Worcester, was at that time a Prebendary
of Canterbury Cathedral. lie was brother to the late

Sir Robert Peel, Bart., Prime Minister of Eneland in

the year 16.34, and from 1841 to 1846. Our Mr. Peel

is therefore first-cousin to the present Sir Robert reel,

M.P. for Huntingdon, and to the present Speaker of the

House of Commons. At nine years of age the subject of

our memoir was placed at a private school at Welford,
Northamptonshire, conducted by the Rev. William
Waring, subsequently Archdeacon of Hereford, at Which
we understand that another member of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, Sir John Lubbock, Bart., was also

educated. From twelve to seventeen years of age Mr.
Peel was at Eton College, Dr. Haw-trey being then head
master; and, having spent two yean at Bremhill, in

Wiltshire, as a private pupil of the lata Rev. Henry
Ih-urv, afterwards Archdeacon of Wilts, and Chaplain of

the House of Commons, proceeded to Christ Church
College, Oxford, where he remained until be had taken
his degrees as Bachelor and Master of Arts.

Both at Eton and Oxford Mr. Peel took honours as a
classical scholar, gaining a Fell Exhibition at Christ
Church of the value of 40/. per annum, and being
presented with an honorary class on taking his B.A.
degree. He was also well known at Oxford as a
cricketer, playing in the Oxford Eleven against Cambridge
in the years 1851-1862, as well as for the County of

Kent, by virtue of his birthplace. We find from
Lilly white's collection of scores that Mr. Peel did good
service for the Gentlemen of Kent against the (untlemen
of England by making 49 and 86 in the two innings

played by the Kentish Gentlemen. Mr. Peel was also

fond of hunting, rowing, and all athletic sports and
exercises. Mr. Peel was instrumental in making the first

cricket - ground which Christ Church ever po
He was President of the Christ Church Cricket Club,
Captain of its Eleven, and the Secretary of the Bullinodon
Club.

After his marriage in September, 1868, and his nib-
sequent Ordination in 1864, we find no mention of Mr.
Peel in cricket of a public character, with the exception
of a match played in 1868 at Leamington (18 Gentle-
men of Warwickshire a. the Eleven of All England), in
which Mr. Peel made upwards of 60 runs. From 1*.>4

to L866 Mr. Peel held the Curacy of Hallow, in Worces-
tershire, under the late Venerable Archdeacon Sandford.
In L866 he removed to the Curacy of Chftliecote, in

Warwickshire, the seat of the Lucy family, where he re-

mained tive years, the Rev. John Lucy being then Rector
of Hampton Lucy and Charlecote. In 1*00 Mr. 1'eel

undertook the more arduous duties of the parish of
Handsworth, a suburb of Birmingham, containing at
that time about 10,000 inhabitants, where he remained as
Rector for twelve years, fully employed by the duties of
his office, and having no leisure to devote to those minor
occupations and recreations for which country clergvmen
can often find time. The result of Mr. Peel's work at
Handsworth during those twelve years was that the parish

—of a very extensive area—was subdivided into five eccle-

siastical districts, each provided with churches, schools,

and clergvmen of its own. Mr. Peel always carried on
his work in the greatest harmony with all the different

religious bodies winch he found in his parish. We have
this expression of his policy from his own lips :

' As long

as any work concerned the Church of England alone, I

applied for assistance to Churchmen alone ; but when any
work of general interest was concerned. I appealed to

Churchmen and Nonconformists alike, and I never found
the appeal unresponded to. I can safely say that no
clergyman had a better set of parishioners, Churchmen
and Dissenters included, and no parishioners that gave
a clergyman more thorough and consistent support.' In
confirmation of this we have Been two addresses, pre-

s inted to Mr. Peel, one on his return to his parish after

recovering from one of his attacks of illness in 1869, the

other on his resignation of the Rectory of Handsworth
in 1873, signed by the leading Churchmen and Noncon-
formists of his parish.

Mr. Peel was well known in Birmingham and its

neighbourhood, asa promoter and supporter of Working-
men's Clubs. He was one of the original committee who,
under the leadership of Dr. Miller, then Rector of St.

Martin's, Birmingham, set on foot the Hospital Sunday
Movement, which has since been adopted in London, and
in the principal towns of England. Mr. Peel was for

several years Rural Dean of the Deanery of Hands-
worth, and was well known in ' the Black Country ' as

an active and zealous clergyman, always ready to con-

tribute towards objects which had the good of his fellow-

creatures in view.
Having suffered from three severe attacks of rheumatic

fever, from the last of which he recovered contrary to

general expectation, Mr. Peel resigned the Rectory of

Handsworth in the year 1873, and sj i
'it the two follow-

ing years upon the Mediterranean Sen and its coasts,

visiting Venice, Oorfu, Athens, Constantinople, Alex-
andria, Cairo, and other Eastern towns in the course

of his voyages.

On the death of his father in 1875, Mr. Peel left

Worcestershire, which he had always regarded as his

home county, from his father's residence having been
fixed in it, and entered upon a seven years' tenancy of

Abbot's Mill, the seat of John Dickinson, Esq., near
I lenipstead, in Hertfordshire. It was here that

Mr. Peel first became connected with the British Bee-

keepers' Association. Having been accustomed to see

bee-hives in almost every <•
'

'

--n in Worces-
tershire, ami having always regarded tin in as a po.-sihle

source of inco to cottagers, Mr. Peel thought that it

would be beneficial to the labourers employed upon his

farm at Abbot's Hill if some instruction were givi n to

them as to the habits of bees, and the prutit « bich alight

be derived from the intelligent management of them.
Mr. Peel, therefore, called on Mr. Alfred Neighbour in

Regent Street, and asked him if he Could obtain for him
the services of some master of the art of bee-keeping

who would deliver an address on the subject to his

labourers and their families assembled at a harvest home.

Mr. Neighbour suggested the name of Mr. Hunter, tho

then lion, secretary of the British Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion, who came down to Abbot's Hill and gave an open-

air lecture in tho garden, surrounded by clergymen,
labourers, and others, in which he showed (to most for

the first time) how easily bees might be handled, and
how profitable they might be made. Great satisfaction

having been expressed at Mr. Hunter's address, by those

who beard it, Mr. Peel, at Mr. Hunter's request, be-

came a member of the British Bee-keepers' Association.

This harvest home took place in tho autumn of 1870. In

the following year Mr. Peel took some of his labourers

and their wives to see the exhibition held at the Crystal

Palace.

At the close of the war between Russia and Turkey in
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1878, Mr. Peel was again in Constantinople, and upon his

leturn thence to England, the first letter which he opened
;from a large pile which was awaiting him was a circular

asking for the opinions of the members of the British

Bee-keepers' Association as to whether the Association

should be broken up or not. Mr. Peel, thinking it a

^reat pity that an Association, capable of so much use-

fulness, should be so summarily brought to a termination,

attended the meeting, and, upon Mr. Hunter announcing

his intention of abdicating the hon. secretaryship, volun-

teered to undertake that post on the understanding that

the Association would consent to his going on a mission

of peace to Mr. Abbott, and endeavouring to effect a re-

conciliation between him and the Association. The
position of the affairs at that juncture was most critical.

The original founders of the Association had come to a

rupture with Mr. Abbott, the then proprietor of the Bee
Journal. An attempt had been made, on the one hand,

to start a rival journal in opposition to Mr. Abbott ; and,

on the other hand, a plan had been formed to develope

the Lincolnshire Association, then recently established,

into a Midland Counties Association, as a rival to the

British Beo-keepers' Association. Happily, for the future

of the British Bee-keepers' Association, Mr. Peel suc-

ceeded in arresting both these projects, and in bringing

Mr. Abbott and the Association once more together.

Having done this, his first step was to secure the services

•of Mr. J. fluckle, a resident at King's Langley, near

Abbot's Hill, as his assistant - secretary ; his next, to

obtain the consent of the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, who
had been acquainted with his father and with his uncle,

to be the President of the Association. The next work
•was the remodelling of the constitution of the Associa-

tion. To Mr. Peel the Association owes the idea of the

Committee being elected by voting papers, and the

system of a vote being allowed for each five shillings

subscribed, combined with a limitation that no member
shall have more than four votes, which, Mr. Peel informs

us, was suggested to his mind by the debaters upon the

Reform Bill of 1831. It has certainly worked admirably

in the case of the Bee-keepers' Association, and we hope

•will never be disturbed. As a sequel to this idea came
the election of the Chairman of the Committee, and the

precedence of its members in the absence of the Chair-

man, according to the votes received by each at the

•election. To this system also is due the facility with
which six new members were added to the Committee
"by priority of votes at the last election at the commence-
ment of this year. Many unpleasant wranglings and
dissensions as to the election of chairman at the different

meetings of the Committee have been avoided by this

system ; and since its adoption the meetings have always

been conducted harmoniously and in an orderly manner.

Mr. Teel took an active part in the revision of the

Ptules of the Association, and in causing the financial

year to date from January 1st instead of May 1st, thus

•enabling the Association to wind up its accounts at

the close of the year, and produce its balance-sheet at

the General Meeting in January. When we remember
that each of the County Associations now follows suit,

and sends up its balance-sheet to be bound up in the

volume of collected Reports, which is so useful and of

such importance to County Secretaries, the benefit

of this policy will become apparent. The usefulness of

this volume depends upon its being issued to County
Secretaries at the commencement of the year. They can

then profit by the experience which they gain from the

reports of their neighbours in making their arrangements
for the coming season. If the volume does not appear
until August or September, it is practically useless until

the March or April following. We wish that it were
possible to bring this most interesting volume within the

reach of every bee-keeper, and the importance of its

early issue would then be more generally recognised.

(To be continued.)

DEATH OF MR. ALEXANDER PETTIGREW.
It. is with much regret that we have to announce the

death of Mr. Pettigrew, which occurred on March the

10th. Mr. Pettigrew having for many years occupied a
foremost place amongst apiculturists both as a practical

bee-keeper, and as a contributor to the apiarian columns
of the Journal of Horiiculture and as the author of the

Handy Book on Bees, it had been our intention, at an
early date, to have included him amongst the biographies

of ' Bee-keepers at Home,' but it has become our
melancholy duty to change it into an obituary notice.

In the year 1815 Mr. Pettigrew was born at Carluke,

Lanarkshire. His father from the age of twenty to

thirty was a common labourer, and during that time he
was one of the most advanced and successful of bee-

keepers. As the results of bee-keeping his father saved
upwards of 300/., which enabled him to buy the ' Black
Bull ' Inn. The surroundings of Mr. Pettigrew's early

life were, therefore, the reverse of advantageous. His
father, however, continued to keep bees, and his success

encouraged many of his neighbours to do the same. To
the present day the bee-keepers in Carluke are numerous
and successful, and the annual yield of honey is satis-

factory. Mr. Pettigrew imbibed his father's love of

bee-keeping, and eventually the management of the hives

devolved on him.

At the age of eighteen he went to Carstairs House to

learn gardening, and here he spent three years. In 1839
he came to London, and was sent by Mr. Hugh Low, of

Clapton, to Lord Mansfield's garden, at Hampstead.
Before this time his education had been much neglected,

but, having gained possession of Cobbett's Advice to

Young Men and his English Grammar, he sedulously

resolved to gain a mastery of the art of speaking and
writing his mother tongue. This Mr. Pettigrew con-

sidered to be the turning-point of his life. His evenings

were now spent in acquiring knowledge and in reading

scientific books on gardening and farming. In Scot-

laud he had a knowledge of Mr. William Thomson, who
afterwards took charge of a large establishment at

Barnet, and Mr. Pettigrew, having spent two years at

Hampstead, left it to serve under Mr. Thomson in

Wrotham Park, and there he spent four happy years as

Ms foreman.

In 1844 Mr. Pettigrew commenced writing for the

press, and began to think he was qualified to take charge
of a gentleman's garden. Mr. Thomson commended him
to Dr. Lindley, who sent him to serve a gentleman in

Yorkshire. After having been there but a short time he
returned to London, whence he was sent to Manchester
to take charge of the garden of Edward Loyd, Esq.,

banker, of Cheetham Hill. This situation was a com-
fortable one, and his employers were exceedingly kind.

Here it was that he married, and his family were born.

Circumstances having obliged him to leave, we next find

him in a situation in Middlesex, where, however, he did

not long remain. He was then sent by Mr. James
Veitch, of Chelsea, to a gentleman in Comity Down, in

the joint capacity of land steward and gardener, but the
engagement was not of long duration. He returned to

England, and his next engagement was in the service of

a nobleman in Oxfordshire. This situation he entered

upon with a determination to make it his last. But
fever entered his house and cut down his eldest boy.
Tins frightened the lady of the house so much that she

speedily sent him and his family away from the place.

He then resolved to take no other situation as gardener,

but to commence business as a nurseryman. After two
months' search he found a field at Rusholme, near
Manchester ; here he built a dwelling-house and green-

house, and for thirteen years he worked hard, and did

vary well. The place at Rusholme having been sold for

building purposes, he went to Sale, in Cheshire; and here,

too, he built a dwelling-house, and three large vineries,

and grew grapes for eight years. In 1881 he sold the
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place to Messrs. Stanfield, and retired to Bowdon, where
lis purpose was to keep bees, and to sell honey, and to

enjoy life much as lie could by helping others.

Mr. Pettigrew, while an apprentice at Carstairs, and
3. journeyman at Wrotham, kept bees in the woods and
plantations, and when he became head gardener he
managed the bees "f his employers, and wrote papers

and treatises on the subject of bee-keeping. For upwards
of fifty years he had the management of bees.

We have gleaned tiie above facts in the life of Mr.
Pettigrew from an autobiographical sketch in the Journal

ofHorticulture for September 8, 1881; and in announ-
cing his di cease it speaks thiis feelinglyof its^ormer cor-
respondent '•—' As a gardener lie was able, as an apiarian

successful, as a member of the ci tnmunny one of the

mo.st worthy. lie was fmm youth * old age an earnest

seeker after knowledge, and what he acquired l

great delight in imparting to others. 1

1

writing for the press forty and continued

without intermission until within two years of his

death. Ilis communications to our columns wire
voluminous and appreciated, and his papular Handy
Bool i i Beet has passed through several editions. He
clung with characteristic tenacity to the value of large

straw akeps for bees, simply because he found they gave
him the greatest hulk of honey in return for the feast

outlay in labour, and also because he Could always find

a mark, t for hi- goods-; but latterly especially he ad-

mitted the great value of the bar-frame hive and the

sectional system of management,
done re re to advance bee-keeping than Mr. Pettigrew
has during the period indicated. He ws
teacher long before the art became fashionable, and
numbers of persons in this and other countries have
benefited by bis experience, which he so readil

municated through the press. He ww a forcible and
it writer, and if he ever found that

he had unwittingly given even the slightest pain to a

controversialist his letters always showed thai be in-

flicted even greater pain on himself. '

upright in all his dealings, intellectual in character, an
agreeable companion, a fast friend, and a model parent
and husband, the raemorj of Mr. Pettigrew will be
cherished as of one who endeavoured to do bis duty and
to leave i behind him. Ele leaves a widow,
with whom we sympathise in the great 1

called to endure.
1

AMONGST THE BWI83 BEE-KEEPEKS.

No. X.

There is very little evidence that bse-keepii

much taken up in Switzerland from the ti f Virgil
to tl:. middle of last century. But about 1746 J

de Qelieu, fathi r of Jona de Gelien, wrote e I

of two volumes on 1 -keeping. These, however, were

not published, but in them he describes w len box
hives with supers, at a later period alluded to and

tided liv M. Reaumur. Very little was known
of Jacques de Qelieu except that he was a bee-keeper
with advanced notions, A portion of this treatise was
published by M. Pingeron in 17*1 in his work entitled

Traiti complct, TMoriaue et Pratique, de I'Education dee

Abeillee, &c. 'if his Bon, Jonas de Qelieu,we know more;
and as a writer he makes his appearance first in 1770,
and in the M&nvrirct <L- In SociSti Economique •

<',

fi extract f nui i his father's work,which he entitles

rutructiont pour A I habitant de la Campagne, 8 c, Later
he published a description of a mi thod of making artifi-

cial swarms as adopted h\ the Bee Society of Li ace,

He i .
li iwever, better known to us us the author of I.e

Coneervatew del AbeilUs, which, in 1829, was tre lated

into English under the name of The Bee Preserper.

Being a scientific man as well as a practical bei

his little treatisj is full of good advice, and even at that
date he pointed out that wooden hives could be made to
winter bees equally as well as straw ones.

At about the same time lived Duchet, who in 1701
published his first treatise, entitled Culture dts Abeilles.

He was Chaplain of Remauffens Castle in the Canton
Friebourg, and was well up in the bee literature of the
period in other countries, for we find him experimenting
with pollen to refute Reaumur's statement as to its being
one of the constituents of wax. These experiments he
describes in his second edition, which he published in

1771 in Yevey. lie also invented his supering hives,

which were separate boxes with thin hoards at the top,

in which were holes so as to allow the bees to pass from
the stock-hive into the supers with as little trouble as

possible. A great number of these hives are still in use

all over Switzerland. It is, however, of Huber that the
Swiss may well be proud, as it was he who was the

tir>t to invent the moveable frame-hive, which has since

been so much improved by various bee-keepers as to

render bee-keeping, as now practised, no longer a matter
of chance, hut as certain as any other rural occupation.

Being a naturalist, and r. scientific man, and having
Studied all the works on bees he took an inti rest in, and
vas I- 1 to make a study of them, and in 1792 wrote his

in- let Abeilles, which he ad-
i M. Ch. Bonnet. This book passed through

sevoral editions, and was translated into English,

German, and other languages, and will ever be looked
upon a- a standard work upon hees. Although blind lu-

ted by hi< faithful servant Rumens, who was
an ardent lover

i I who for a number of years
was indefatigable in i experiments, and de-

scribing the results to his beloved master, which enabled
il many unde tided points, which

en so remarkably
1

corroborated by later

oh en ers, For the purpose i if ins
:

i
ins, and

ming her function . be con-
': the frami yere movi bl

covered with glass on both sides, and by putting these

fori I what is known as the Huber Leaf Hive.
tt is impossibl I

nil he del, and the patience

and perseverance be brought to bear upon this subject

are marvellous. After Huber we find several Swiss
i ly, J; l'.uidet. who treats on Btraw-hivesj

E. Carey, on atorifying hives; II. Barney, on straw-
II. ('. Hermann, on the Italian lice, which has

1 n translated into English; A. Mona, also on the

Italian i ly, Rational Bee-keeping, by C. do
nut, which has also appeared in English, trans-

Mr. \. Leveson Gower. In this the author

a hive with bars only, but it was not until the

formation of B& b epi ' Associations thai bee-keeping

any great progress; and as with us so also in

Switzerland 1>\ holding meetings and publishing journals
o amount of information has I n spread, and

the
]

ee-kei pel -
I be tno\ eable comb

hive has been generally adopted. There is Still much
ignorance and prejudice existing with regard to hees,

but this ie gradually disappearing; and there is no other
c.untry that can produce better honey than Switzerland.

f the firsl societies formed was the Verein
Schwcizcr Bienenfreunde, in 1861, and had its origin at

Olten in the Canton Soleure at a meeting of sixty-three
.. r- 1 of whom five are still alive),who were invited

by Dr. Christen, of Olten, and M. Schilt, curs' ofOber-
i. The entrance-fee is one franc, and the annual

subscription five francs, which entitles every member to

a copy of the Schweizerische Bienen Zeitung. This journal

is now published by the Society, but was for some time

published by, and at the entire cost of, Peter Jacob, who
was president of the society for some years. Ilis name is

well known as being one of the first to perfect the in-

vention of M. Mehring, of Frankenthal, for making
comb foundation. M. Jeker is the present president, and
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M, Kramer is t lie secretary, and the society now numbers
420 members.
The Societo Romande d'Apiculture was established in

L876 i" represent the bee-keepers of the French-speaking
cantons. M. de Riheaucourt, who was afterwards elected

its first president, got a meeting together by inviting,

through the journals, all bee-keepers to meet on a
Certain day and at a certain hour in Nyon. Fifteen

bee-keepers made their appearance, and the Society was
formed, with M. Bertrand as secretary. When this

gentleman started the Bulletin iV Apiculture, de la Suisse

Romande the number of members rapidly increased from
84 in L878 to 1 ">0, and since then the numbers have been
gradually augmenting, so that now there are l'?.'! m-
licrs. Since the annual meeting in L888 M. Bertrand
has been the elected president. This Society has no
journal of its own, hut an arrangement is made by which
each member receives as it is published the Bulletin

d'Apiculture de In Suisse Romande. The entrance-fee

is l' francs, and the annual subscription 03 franca, and
M. .1. Descoullayes is the secretary. Both these Societies,

which have the same status here as our British Bee-

keepers' Association has in England, hold periodical

meetings, and have exhibition of bees and hives. At
the meetings after the ordinary business is gone through,

a certain number of questions are put down, and anyone
who has anything to say on the subject can do so, and
in this way frequently very animated and instructive

discussions ensue.

I was invited and attended One Of the meetings of the

Socirto Romande d'Apiculture at Lausanne, and here I

was honoured by being unanimously elected an bonorarj

member of the Society, and had the opportunity of

making a few remarks on some points connected with

bee-keeping as practised with us. Besides these meetings,

the Swiss Society has, since L878, every year sent Mr.

Jeker to different towns to give a course of lectures.

The course lasts a week, and has numbered from twenty

to thirty-five students. During 1888 two such courses

were held, one at Lucerne, and the other at Rosenberg,

near Zug. Mr. Jeker not only gives the lectures, but
also performs and describes the practical manipulations.

The course generally commences by an address, wel-
coming those who are to take part, and giving a pro-

gramme of tin' work to be done during the six days. Ou
the Monday work commences precisely at six o'clock in

the morning, the natural history of the bee being taken

first, and the diagrams published by the British lice-

keepers' Association are used for illustrating the anatomy
of the honey-bee, With a short interval for breakfast,

the work is continued until dinner at midday, after

which practical manipulations with bees take place.

The evenings after supper are devoted to conversation.

A similar programme is carried out every day, and at

the end an examination takes place. These lectures are

attended by persons of all ages and both sexes, and are

much appreciated.

In my next article I will describe how the Government
assists and encourages bee-keeping, and will also give

statistics of bee-keeping in the different cantons.—Tuos.
Wit. Cowan.

DEPARTURE FOR NEW ZEALAND OF A
NOTED SCOTTISH BEE-KEEPER.

Mr. John Wilkie, of Qourock, left the Clyde for Auck-
land, New Zealand, on 14th March, 1834. He was well
known in the West of Scotland as a most successful

bee-keeper, lie took a lively interest in the formation of

the Caledonian Apiarian Society, and has ever since lent

his aid in promoting its welfare. As an expert ho was
cool and collected, and seemed to do nothing in a hurry,
1111 1 yet as a rule at the various shows was generally a
prize-winner. At the Kibble Palace Show in 1876 ho
transferred a straw-skep to a bar-frame hive in such a

business-like manner, and such a short spaco of time,
that he astonished even Mr. Abbott, who was his unsuc-
cessful opponent. He has since then gained several
prizes at the various shows, and notably be was the
first winner of the Highland and Agricultural Society's

silver medal, offered for the driving competition at the

Perth Show in 1879.

It is Mr. Wilkio's intention, when onco settled at

Auckland, to take up his favourite hobby on a more
extensive scale than he has over done in Scotland, in fact

almost boe-farming, so that we may look for a full report

from that land said to bo flowing with milk and honey ;

and as he is a concise and ready writer, as we have seen
by his articles in the early volumes of the /)'. />'. Journal,

we hope be will not neglect to lot us have at least

quarterly reports.

lie was one of the first men to take up the notion of

bee-guilds, which have been of so much use to England
in concentrating bee-keepers and giving vent to their

views, so that all benefit thereby, and further the in-

terests of bee-keeping as a science throughout the

country.

We wish him God speed on his voyage, and an early

settlement in the land of his adoption, and soon hopo
to learn of him having a successful bee - farm. —
R. J. Bknnett, Son. Sec. Caledonian Apiarian Society.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Committee Meeting was held at 105 Jermyn Street
on Wednesday, March I'.tth. Present, the Rev. II. R.
Peel (in the chair), the Rev. E. Bartrnm, the Hon. and
Rev. II. Bligh, Cant. Bush, II. Jonas, J. M. Hooker,

Rev. 1''. G. Jenyns, Mr. Walter Martin, Rev. O. Raynor,
Rev. V. S. Sclater, D. Stewart, W. O'B. Glennie (trea-

surer), and the secretary. The minutes of the last meet-
ing were read, confirmed, and signed. Mr. Stewart
reported that the executive of the International Health
Exhibition had allotted a limited amount of space to the

Association for an exhibition of honey and appliances a9

illustrative of the bee-keeping industry throughout the

United Kingdom. The question of the arrangements of

this Exhibition was discussed at considerable length.

Ultimately it was resolved, ' That the spaco offered be

accepted, and that a guarantee fund of 100/. be raised to

insure against loss, on the understanding that this Exhi-
bition be held in lieu of the Annual Metropolitan Show,
and that no call be mado upon the guarantors unless any
loss that might be incurred should be greater than the

funds of the Association were enabled to meet.' The
Exhibition Sub-committee were instructed to make the
necessary arrangements for this Exhibition.

The Rev. E. Bartrum and the Rev. F. G. Jenyns sub-

mitted proposals for the arrangement of local examina-
tions of experts. Resolved, 'That the same bo considered

by the sub-committee ; their proposals to be submitted

at the next quarterly meeting.' The secretary reported

that the Northamptonshire Association were in arrears

with their payments due for the attendance of experts at

local shows in 1883. The secretary was requested to-

write to one of the late hon. secretaries previous to taking

any action for the recovery of the amount.
"Resolved, ' That arrangements be made for the second

Bligh Competition, and that the sub-committee do make
the necessary arrangements on as early a date as

possible.'

The Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, the Rev. F. T. Scott,

and Mr. J. M. Hooker, were appointed as judges at the

Maidstone Show.
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The next quarterly meeting of county representatives

•will take pla:e on Wednesday, April 16, at 105 Jerniyn
Street, London, S.W., commencing at 4.30. Subjects for

discussion—(1) The arrangements for the collection and
disposal of the Peel Testimonial Fund. (2) The mode
of electing representatives of County Associations to

attend the quarterly meetings of the British Bee-keepers'

ion. ('•) Local examinations of experts,

The usual Conversazione will be held at p.m., when a
paper will be read by Mr. Frank R. Cheshire, subject,
' Honey as Food.'

HANTS AND ISLE OF WIGHT BEE-KEEPERS
ASSOCIATION.

The Annual General Meeting of this Association was
held on Thursday, March lSth, at the rooms of the

S. P.O. K., No. 6 I'.irtland Street, Southampton. Them
were present, Col. Farquhar, Captain and Mrs. Suckling,

Miss Palmer, Rev. P. P. Izard, Rev. W. E. Medlicott,

"Win . Wynyard, Esq.,3, ll.Goold Adams, Esq., Henry
Daniell, Esq. (Hon. Treasurer), Ae Hon. Secretary and
Mrs. Bellairs, and others. The Rev. W. E, Medlicott

was voted to the chair, and in alluding to the report

said he could heartily congratulate the members upon
the satisfactory condition and prospects of the A- o-

ciation. Although the Society was little older than
i 1 hi members had been enrolled, and the state

of the finances was eminently satisfactory. The bee

tent lout been sent to many of the chief towns .luring

last sommi r, and although this had involved a huge ex-

penditure the Society had met it ami eome through the

winter with 64/. I".<. •"«/. cash in hand. The total ex-

penditure of the Association bad amounted to 139/. 8s.

111/., the whole of which had been spent in furthering

use of the Society, viz., the advancem
a means of enriching the poor, (n

alluding to the statement of accounts he thought the

j wa- to be congratulated upon hi

i I conscientiousness in keeping them. The
figures were an exact transcript of the books of the

A ociation, and he had only to point out that the totalt

on cither side 'lid not yet represent the income of the

ion Che account in full with the Hon.
i included, and not the mere balance, lie

begged to more the adoption of the report, together

lie statement of accounts, as print 4.

The Hon. Secretary, after remarking upon the various

ind the liberal way the Association had been gup-

ported by several kindred Societies, and especially the

Royal Southampton Horticultural Society, said that he

hail, in drawing up the accounts, given a preference to the
system, mole common in Scotland than in England, of

giving in full the actual cash transactions with tlie lion.

I i i hat members could see for themselves the

runs paid into the hank and those drawn out.

For many reasons this method appeared superior to a
mere statement of 'Balance,' winch conveyed no very
distinct information. The vote of the Chairman was
seconded by F.J. B. Beckford, Esq., and carried anani-
nion [y, together with a vote of thanks to the Christ-

churco manager of the Wilts and Dorset Hank for acting

as auditor. Votes of thanks were al-o pas-ed for i1m>

Royal Southampton Horticultural Society in recognition

of the great aid they accorded the Association la I

summer ; and for the President, Officers, and <
' tittee

for last year. The following gentlemen were elected to

serve for this year, viz., Lieut. -061. Farquhar, Rev.

W. E. Medlicott, Rev. J. Pemberton Bartlett, Dr. S.

Andrews, S. [[. (ioold Adams, Esq., Kev. Arthur 1!.

Cotton, F.J. B. Beckford, Esq., Dr. T. W. Blake, I>r.

Ini, Kev. 11. W. Hull, Captain Suckling, and Mr.

Baigent.

A special grant of five pounds was unanimously
ordered to be paid the British Bee-keepers' Association

in addition to the usual affiliation of one guinea, ' in

recognition of the many and great services rendered the

bee-keeping fraternity "by that Association.'

The meeting discussed at some length various projects-

brought forward by different members for the further

encouragement of bee-keeping amongst the poor of the

county, the evident opinion being that a hasty con-

demnation of tin' straw skep for cottagers was to be

avoided. The .subject of a Honey Dep6t for the Bale of

members' honey was also fully gone into, the lion.

Secretary stating it as his opinion that it would pay tho

Hants Association to sul scribe 10/. minimally to the

Parent Association if the latter would organize a

Central Depot ill London where a ready sale could be

assured. With regard to the best way to instruct

i- in the art of bee-keeping he thought tho

suggestion thrown out by the Chairman (Mr. Medlicott)

of extreme value: and as he did not remember to have

heard of it before he would urge it upon all those who
had tl bject at heart; it was to the effect that

cottagers should he supplied with a good frame-hive by

Waj of a /"<"< from their wealthy neighbours, to be

repaid out of the profits arising from the sale of honey,

\c \fieisoiue remarks from Mr. Giles, a 'bond fide

cottager,' as to how lie came to !»• an advanced and

successful bee-keeper from having originally kept a few

shops ddIj . the meeting terminated with a vote of thanks

to the Chairman for presiding.

si 8SEX BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Third Annual General Meeting of the Association

iy, Feb. 20th, at the Town Hall,

Brighton. In the unavoidable absence of the President,

the Earl of Chichester, the chair was taken by W.
Woodward, Esq., of Henfield.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the Report,

congratulated the members on the nourishing condition

t' ile \ iciation, both in point of numbers, in w hich it

id of the County Associations of England, and

also financially, the doncit of last year amounting to

«7. having givi o plai e to > balance in hand

of ::/."

( in the motion of Mr. .hid.- n, tl fficers of the past

vear were r,-elected, with the addition among the vice-

presidents of the Duke of Norfolk, the Duke if Rich-

in ind and ( tordon, and Sir T. Hras-cy, K.< '.]{.

It was resolved that it would he desirable to purchase

,| bee-tent, the Secretarj having had during tho

.r to i. fuse many applications from local flower-

shows for tl in 1 tent now in use.

It was al-o decided that in the event of co

repining a second visit in the year from the expert, they

should Bend a donation of U. Qd. to the Secretary in

addition to the U. already subscribed.

In. prize hives were then drawn for, two for meiu-

i two for cottagers. The winners were R Loder,

Baq., m.iv. and T. Dimmer, Esq- of Jevington Polegate.

Cottage members - VV.Cooh of Warnham and 11. Rapley

of Hah ibe Tunnel ( Irawley.

A vote Of thanks to ihe Mayor and Corporation of

Brighton fortheuseof ther i, and to the Chairman

for the able way in which he had presided at the

,,,.. ting, brought "the proceedings to a conclusion.

Hi NTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The first committee D tin": "f the newly-elected

committee was held at the fountain Hotel at Hun-

tingdon on Saturday, March loth. The chair was

taken by \. W. Marshall, Esq. Although the meeting

was not' large a great amount of work was got through.

The Committee decided that a bee-tent should bo sent

to the horticultural shows at St. Ives, St. Neots, and
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Ramsey; and that the annual show of bee-products
should be held at St. Ives Horticultural Show. It was
thought advisable that an exhibition of some kind
-should be held at Huntingdon, it being the most impor-
tant town in the county; but as no gathering takes place
to which a bee-tent could be sent, the committee decided
to have a bee-tent and sale of honey during the first

week in July, in some suitable grounds for which
-arrangements will be made. Should the undertaking
not be a financial success, the Chairman kindly promised
to pay the loss. There are many advanced bee-keepers
in and around Huntingdon, and'it is hoped they will
help to their utmost to make the show a success. As
the expenses this year will doubtless be greater than
last, Mr. Howard of Holme kindly offered to assist the
Association by being hon. expert at Ramsey ; and sug-
gested that Mr. Edey should be asked to do the same at

St. Neots. The Committee accepted Mr. Howard's
offer, and directed the hon. sec. to communicate with
Mr. Edey on the subject. Mr. Edey has since promised
to give his services at the St. Neots Show. The re-

maining time of the Committee wa3 taken up in arrang-
ing the prize list for the annual show.—C. N. White,
Hon. Sec.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND ISLE OF ELY
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

A Committee Meeting of the above Association was
held at the offices of the Society, Alexandra Street, at
2 o'clock on Monday, the 10th March, 1884, when the
accounts for the year 1883 were produced by the Secre-
tary, and duly audited and found correct. The Secretary
also produced his Report for 1883 for perusal and con-
firmation by the Committee.

Subsequently, at 3 o'clock on the same day and at the
same place, the Annual General Meeting of the Asso-
ciation was held, when the President, Vice-Presidents,
Treasurer, and Secretary, were re-elected. The Assistant
Secretary, Rev. O. II. Mosley, was also re-appointed,
and in addition Messrs. Matthews and Hedding were
chosen as Assistant Secretaries for their respective
districts. The Committee were all re-elected witli the

• exception of Dr. Conder, who had left the neighbour-
hood ; Mr. Edward Pulleyn, of Great Shelford, was
chosen to fill the vacant place. The Secretary read the
Report, which was adopted and ordered to be printed
and circulated. The usual vote of thanks was accorded
to the Secretary for his services during the past year,
and to the chairman for presiding. Some desultory
conversation ensued with reference to certain subjects to
be discussed at the next Committee Meeting, and it was
arranged the Secretary should issue notices for a meeting
on an early day.

CHESHIRE COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Second Annual Meeting of the members of the
above Association waa held at the ' British Workman,'
Altrincham, on the 18th Feb., H. Simpson, Esq., M.D.,
presiding. The Association during the past year has
made steady progress, especially in the district represented
by it before the adoption of the county title, at the
instance of the Secretary of the British Bee-keepers'
Association. The Annual Show was held in September,
in connexion with the Altrincham Agricultural Society's

Show, and proved a great success, many more paving for
admission than last year. The Judges were, Mr. Carr, of
Newton Heath, and Mr. Brean, of Manchester, both
experienced experts, whose awards gave entire satisfac-

tion. The exhibits occupied a large tent, beside which
was a manipulating-tent from the British Bee-keepers'
Association, in w^hich the driving contests excited great
interest and proved a great attraction. The Association

has also been represented at Over and at Lymru during
the past season in connexion with the local flower shows,
medals and certificates being awarded for the best
exhibits. The balance-sheet shows the receipts to have
been 99/. 10s. 2d., and the expenditure 65/. 14*. !!</.,

leaving a cash balance of 83/. 15s. 6d., and with other
assets a gross total of 41/. Ts. \\d. The number of mem-
bers has increased during the year from .141 to 174, an
increase of 88. After a few necessary alterations in the
rules, a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Johnson, the re-

tiring hon. sec, for his services in the past year, was
unanimously given, and acknowledged. The election of

officers was then proceeded with, the Association being
most fortunate in securing an able successor to Mr. John-
son as hon. secretary in Mr. Cotterill, a well-known
apiarist, and one of the founders of the Association, who
was along with Mr. Bush, the hon. treasurer, elected as

representative to the meetings of the British Bee-keepers'

Association.

BEDFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Beds Bee-keepers' Association held its Annual
General Meeting at Bedford on the loth of March,
A. Pym, Esq., in the chair. The secretary read the
report of the expert's visits in the county in the spring

of 1883, which showed rather a low standard of excel-

lence. The treasurer gave a statement of accounts,

which gave a small balance in hand. Officers for the

year were then elected. The meeting decided to accept
the kind offers of certain gentlemen in the county, wdio

are experienced bee-keepers, to visit the apiaries of

members in their several districts, and to give advice on
bee-management. The meeting also resolved to offer

prizes for honey and bee-appliances at the flower show
to be held in Bedford in July. A bar-frame hive was
then drawn for among the members, which was won by
Mr. Phillips. The books show a slight increase of

members during the past year.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

I have pleasure in informing you that the Gloucester-

shire Bee Association is now started. We had a meeting
at Cheltenham on the 20th ult., to which those in the

county most interested in bee-keeping were invited.' An
influential Committee was formed, and other preliminary

business transacted. Messrs. E. J. Burtt and E. A.
Brown have kindly undertaken to act as local secretaries

for the Gloucester district ; Mr. C. Marshall, jun., will do
the same for Cheltenham; and Mr. Cook for Fairford

;

and we shall be pleased to hear of others willing to help

in the various other centres. A circular will be shortly

issued and distributed, giving all information; but in the

meantime I shall be pleased to give further details to any
one wishing to join. The Central Association, with their

usual liberality, have offered to help; and, judging by
the number who have already joined us, we believe that

our efforts will be successful.

—

Wm. Zachahy, Ciren-

cester, Hon. Sec.

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Report of the Irish Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion states that it is in a good financial condition, and is

also prepared to do good and useful work during the

present season. The first bee show of the past year was
held, by the kind permission of Royal Horticultural

Society and Mr. E. C. Guinness, at the spring flower-

show, which took place in Mr. Guinness's grounds off

Harcourt Street. The Rev. II. J. Sibthorp was kind

enough to lecture and manipulate the bees, and worked
hard to make the Show a success. The tent was alao
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erected at the agricultural show at Limerick, by the land
permission of the local Committee, who contributed

handsomely towards the expenses. Mr. Thomas B. Blow,
of Welwyn, Herts, expert of the British Bee-keepers'

Association, was engaged to lecture and act as export in

the tent, which was under the management of Mr. J.

Edmondson, who was assisted by Mr. A. Davis. The
Rev. George Proctor and Brother Joseph were also kind
enough to assist in the manipulation of the bees, and
showed their well-known skill in doing so. This Show
was well attended, and it is hoped may serve to create an
Interest in the profitable and humane management of

tees. A show of hives and honey was held at the Dairy
Show at Balls Bridge on October 24th, in connexion with

the Royal Dublin Society, but the Committee thought
the season too far advanced for manipulations with bees

in the tent. The show of hives and appliances was large

and creditable, and the Judges were of opinion that there

was a decided improvement on former shows in the num-
her and quality of the exhibit*. The quantity of honey
shown was small, owing to the extremely unfavourable

season. Nevertheless, some line sections were exhibited

by Kev. J. M. Aldridge and Captain W. lliall. and good
prices wane obtained for any that was fairly

g

quality. It has been decided that sections, to !* n
nised as one-pound sections at the honey shows held by
Association, must in future measure either 11 ins. by

4} ins. or 44, ins. by 4 ins. Those of other measote-
ments will not be eligible for competition as one-pound
sections.

The Association propose to hold a show of bses, hives,

and In e-furniture at the Koyal Dublin Society's Spring
Show at Balls Bridge, on Tuesday, 15th April, and three

following days.

Cflrrcsponucncc.

%* All Correspondents forwarding Letters f^r in*

the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Eclioes

from the Hives, Queries, «tc, are requested to direct their com-

munications to 'The Editor of the " Hriti.-.|i liec Journal," e a

Messrs. Strangeways <t Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, W.c:

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

during the month of February, 1884, amounted to 223 I/.

[From a private return sent by 1 1 1
•

• Principal of the
Statistical Office', II. M. Customs, to E. 11. Bellairs,

"Wing-field, Christchurch.]

FEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
The suggestions of your correspondent, ' British Bee,'

are worthy of the best consideration of the Committee
of the B.B. K.A. ; such an arrangement would tend to
stimulate the existing County Associations, and would
further assist the formation of new Associations. The
Irish and Scotch Associations might then think it

beneficial to their interests to throw in theii lot with
the British, and thus form one united body for the
furtherance of this good work. The question of the
disposal of the amount allotted to each Association
should, I think, be left to the County Association itself,

subject to the approval of tin; central body. One county
might be benefited most by offering prizes tor the best-

managed cottage apiaries; another by tin- distribution of
flat-topped skeps at a cheap rate, Sec. If the County
Associations are left to decide this matter themselves,

a

much larger interest would be taken in such a scheme
than if a fixed mode for its disposal was arranged by
the meeting to be held on April Kith.—Nemo.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
I quite approve of the suggestion made by 'British Bee'

as to the purpose to which the Peel Testimonial Fund
should be applied, and think that it woidd prove a great

incentive as well as assistance to County Associations in

carrying out their work of educating cottagers and
artisans in the art of bee-keeping. In my opinion it will

be of great advantage also to the British Bee-keepers
Association, not only in promoting the growth of new
County Associations, but in having its rides and
regulations in respect of these Associations more strictly

carried out, as I presume that no Association which
refused a balance-sheet and declined to send a report

would be allowed to participate in the ballot. The best-

managed Associations will reap the most advantage, and
this is what we should all wish to see.—C. M.

BLIGII COMPETITION.
Fitosi ' Hami'siukk Hog.'

I hope, Mr. Editor, I am not too late to have a word
on this point, as I can't let that 'Paddy' have it all bis

own way without a grunt from myself. Why doesn't

the Irish Association, of which we near so much, hold a

Bligh Competition of its ownP From what 1 have read

in the Journal I gather that our Association spent some
SO/, in introducing bee-keeping into Ireland, and I don't

find that they have dune anything (or us in return.

They will get all they can out of US, never fear ; but when
i

i
am help or assistance from them, they thank

you for it. Let the British Association stick to the

County Associations—some of which do come forward
and help it in times of need and make the Bligh Com-
petition on.- of the privileges attached to affiliation.

1'he County Secretaries will, or ought to, be ready to act

II agents in carrying it out. Have as many
different kind- of hives in it as you like, but keep it in

the County Associations. It may stir up some of the

drone counties to start Associations when they find, they

can get something l>\ it.

I like that idea of 'British Bee ' in your last about
1 Fund for the same reason, and I'm sure it's

the best idea out Vet. It would do the .-Wocialioiw

a deal of g 1. Wouldn't they lie keen over the ballot!

— IlAMi'.siintrc Hog.

BLIGII COMPETITION.
May I Venture to trouble yon with a few words in

reply to ' WoodleighV letter in your last issue? While
agreeing with him in considering that the production of

honei and wax should be the only legitimate source of

profit in the Competition, I fail to see that it is desirable

to hamper the competitor.- in any way, whether by
prohibiting artificial swarming, or by rules in favour of

the liar-frame hive, or by the endeavour to show the

'poor cottager "Hodge the superiority of any par-

ticular system of bee-keeping, modern or otherwise.

Considerable amusement is caused at certain bee lectures

by illustrations from the magic lantern representing

'The straw-skeppist contemplating bis bee-shed after a

hard winter.' May 1 suggest that when endeavouring

to find a class in some good show in which to exhibit his

hives he becomes still more amusingly ridiculous?—
E. K. E.

BLIGH COMPETITION,
I would strongly urge that the rules for this next com-

petition should be arranged by the Committee BO that

the following objects may be" obtained :—In the first

place, surplus honey: not queens and pampered exotic

swarms, but real genuine honey; and if possible ensure

the quality and density of run honey. In the second

place, let the plan be simple : a good substantial hive
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worked on one of the many approved simple systems.

Here I would impress that a bee-keepers' carpentering

skill should be outside the competition, and that the

capital for hive should be limited to the hive, and be in

that respect liberal ; it is not an object to encourage
makeshift hives, and here we may vaguely trace the

cause of so many failures in last competition. In the

third place, let persons compete who are outside a County
Association, wherever supervision may be possible, so

that in the counties mostly requiring attention compe-
tition hives could be started. And lastly, allow ' Hodge's'

old system of travelling to the moors. I am willing to

subscribe one guinea.

—

Frederick W. Soames, Wrex-
ham, March \Htk.

COUNTY EXPERTS.
Allow me to make a few suggestions for the easier

examination of ' Platelayer ' and other hard-working men
like himself, who love their bees, but have neither time
nor money to enable them to po up to London.

1. Let the examination consist of two parts, paper-

work and vivtl nice. Let these be held at different times

and places, and none be eligible for the latter who have
not qualified for the former.

2. Let all candidates send in their names to the

secretary of the County Associations, say at Christmas,

or other suitable time, and let him forward the names
and addresses to the B. B. K. A.

3. Let the B. B. K. A. forward sealed papers to the
county secretaries.

4. Let -the county secretaries arrange convenient
centres for the candidates ; a centre, if possible, to be
within four miles of every candidate.

5. Let the clergyman of the parish, or other responsible

person, be invited to be present at such examination, and
so vouch for its being honourably conducted.

6. Let this responsible person open the papers in the

presence of the candidates, and seal up and direct their

papers, when completed, in their presence.

7. Let the examination extend over more than one

evening, if necessary ; but let no one paper be longer

than one hour and a half. Quite long enough for a man
who has been at hard manual labour since six or seven in

the morning.
8. Let the examination take place at seven o'clock in

the winter evenings, by which labourers would have time
to have their teas and get ready.

9. Let all papers be sent direct to the B. B. K. A., and
let those who qualify be directed to appear at the County
Show, held in the following manner, and be there sub-

jected to a viva voce examination.

10. Let no mark be lost by errors in spelling, as long

as the meaning is evident.

I venture to offer these suggestions because I consider

'Platelayer's' letters most valuable. It is a voice from
the people, and should be treated with the greatest

courtesy. I am sure he is right, that as a rule cottagers

would prefer to commit their fellow-cottagers, and such,

too, is the opinion of one of 'Platelayer's' own class,

who considts me very freely, I am glad to say.—J. O.
Coussmaker, M.A., Vicar of Westwood, Coventry.

DISTRICT ADVISERS AND COTTAGE BEE-
KEEPING.

Allow me to supplement the letter of a ' Herts District

Adviser ' in the last Bee Journal, by sending you the ride

to which he refers :—
' The Committee shall endeavour

to enlist the services of amateurs of experience in differ-

ent parts of the county as voluntary helpers to cottagers
;

and that a list shall be kept of such volunteers and of the

districts in which they undertake to assist. So that

every cottager, being a member, may know to whom he

may apply at any time for practical assistance in the
management of his bees.'

And, further, allow me to say that it is very essential

to the working of the system that the experts during
their spring visits should leave with every such cottager

a printed paper filled in with the name and address of

the adviser in whose district the member is situated.

And this paper should very clearly state in a few words
that, in case of any difficulty whatever with his beesr

he need not scruple to make application for assistance,

and that it will be willingly given him by a personal

visit or otherwise free of all charge. It is not sufficient to

tell them that they can apply to such or such a person.

They will scruple to do so unless they have it before

them in black and white as an invitation.

I am convinced that such a system, if efficiently

worked, will do, perhaps, more than anything to extend
intelligent bee-keeping amongst the artizan and labourer

classes. It is only a quiet work. It can only be a gra-

dual leavening of the mass, but this is what we must look

to, and be content with. Much undoubtedly is done by
shows, but, I think, our experience is, that however use-

ful shows are in many ways, yet that very few real

cottagers do, or can attend them at the cost of a day's

work and often a railway fare, and of course extra ' re-

freshment,' and that they shrink from exhibiting at

the shows because of the expense, and risk, and difficul-

ties of the carriage of their honey there and back. I

speak more especially of the larger shows, held probably

in the county town.
And while speaking of shows, may I make another

suggestion in view of the schedule of prizes soon to be-

arranged ? It is this— that, in order to encourage

cottage bee-keeping, it would be a great thing if County
Associations would give prizes for best cottage apiaries,

containing at least one bar-frame hive, the same to be
judged, under certain rules, in the cottage gardens as

they stand. Those who have bad to do with cottage

gardening know that the prizes which really do most good
are those which are given, not for a few flowers or a few
apples or gooseberries brought to a show, but for the

best-cultivated gardens, whether great or small, and for

the best collections of flowers standing in the cottage

windows, judged on the spot. These are great difficulties,

I know, but they are not insuperable, if only the area is-

not too large. And I am sure such a system of prizes

might be instituted for cottage bee-keeping with great

benefit.—F. G. Jenvns, Knebwortk Rectory.

DISTRICT ADVISERS.
The Herts plan of appointing ' district advisers ' is, I

am sure, a most useful one, and one which we have in

our Association adopted from the first in practice. That
is to say, nearly all the various members of our Com-
mittee, and all our six District Secretaries, were selected

chiefly for this purpose; and I can safely say that at

least one third of our members have been gained by
their zealous and friendly efforts. I fully endorse Rev.

G. Raynor's remarks as to intercourse with the labouring

classes. Only be friendly with them, and speak their

own English "to them, and little reserve or shyness will

bo met with.—W. E. Burkitt, Hon. Sec. and Expert of
Wilts B. K. A.

MAKING SKEPS.

Permit me to suggest an improvement on your direc-

tion for making skeps. I think you will admit that it

woidd be well to avoid the ragged edge caused by cutting

the hole larger. I have my skeps worked, not on the

old-fashioned wooden pejf of an inch and a half diameter,

which is commonly left sticking six inches into the hive,

but on a wine-bottle. This, in a flat-top gives me all the

space I want. For feeding, I peg down a piece of per-
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forated zinc with four halves uf hairpins shaped like

whole ones, or with the heads rather more square ; and
for supering I fix in the same way a tin slide, of which
I send a sketch.

The Bhaded part shows the slide half drawn.

I will only add that a flower-pot is a good protection

to the feeding-bottle under the hackle; other fittings

experience and ingenuity will provide.—C. E. S., South

Cornwall.

REGULATING POSITION OF FRAMES.
I send you a sketch of a very simple device I have

discovered for regulating the position of the frames in

moveable comb-hives, which may perhaps be useful to

of your readers. The device consists in driving

wire nails through the top bar and into the side bars at

the distance of a quarter of an inch from the latter.

This method has, I think, the following ^points in its

favour. It is simplicity itself, is applicable to all

frames, and by its adoption the bar is strengthened,

and the risk of crushing a bee reduced to a minimum.
The frame by its use is practically self-adjusting, and
may be dropped into the nive in the dark, and it will

find its proper place—though of course no one would be
so foolish as to try it with the bees in.—F. Hoyks,
Beverley.

[This device is so simple that there is no necessity for

reproducing the sketch forwarded. The same idea is

mentioned by Mr. Lyon in bis paper on ' Cheap Hives,'

Vol. VTXL, p. 212; 'Before nailing the pieces together,

we must provide for the preservation of the } space.

This I do by making a hole with my brad-awl diagonally
from the marks through the top bar, and, when nailed

together, driving a French nail through the hole into

each of the side piects.'—En.]

HOW I MAKE MY FRAMES AND DISTANCE-
KEEPERS.

This subject has been very quiet lately, oxcept that
Mr. Simmins recommends tacks or staples. I could not
do with them, they may keep the frames in their

proper places, &c, but they do not keep the warm air

from escaping; those I make answer for both purposes,
and can be removed at any time, even while in the hive
if required, or when extracting; and when the quilt

is on they retain the heat. If I had no distance-
keepers on my frames I could not keep the bees in, to

1 'ling- of the warmth of the interior; the bees
would come out and, possiblv, not find their way back

;

no hive can be perfect without them. I am a wood-
turner by trade, and find my profession very useful in

bee-keeping, hive-building, &c. ; I have any size circu-
lar saw-, water power, &c. To make the distance-
keepers, I take a piece of wood same thickness as top bar,

\ of an inch, and turn from four to six at once. I

have a cheque, with a square hole in it, in the spindle,
and a she centre in the slide ; this cannot split them.
To get the exact length, I have a cutter. It is about (>

inches in length, with an aft and ground well back, and
from the under-side the corners to be very sharp. I

simply run the points in to mark the length, and turn
the pin with a \ inch chisel, the pin is rather over t inch

in thickness, and about ^V in length. I bore a hide in

each end of the top bar, on opposite tides, fit the pin
rather tight ; the holes must be put in so that the
distance-keepers are just IS inches apart, same as my

hives are, from side to side. If they are put on at the
right place, there is very little room for propolising, and
when in use they look very neat ; and I am sure they
have every advantage over" all others : they are easy to
remove, and can be made much cheaper than metal,
besides being much warmer, in my opinion. Metal of
any kind is better out of the hive than in. For runners,
I use thin strips of hard wood, say beech. In making
my frames, I turn a pin on each end of the end bars,
and bore a hole in each end of the top and bottom bars
to fit. I then put them together with a little glue ; I

don't put a nail in at all. The bottom rail is cut a little

longer till the glue sets, then cut off level with the end
bar. I have given you the details to the best of my
ability. If any of our bee-keepers should succeed in
following it out, I am sure they will be well paid for

their labour.

—

Robt. Philipso-v, Keswick.

MESSRS. HARBISON'S METAL ENDS.
As Dr. Pine's remarks on our metal ends may bo the

means of injuring us in our business, we should be glad
if you will kindly allow us a word in return. If we allow
him the honour of the first invention, it is to be regretted
that instead of putting such an article before the world
he had brought forth a more finished one, and so left less

room for the improvements at which he sneers, but
which, judging from the sale we have, other people
believe in. The increasing demand for them also proves
that they are not likely to bring discredit on metal ends
generally. His chief objections seem to be to the top-
bar and to the acute angle all along the hive-side. The
end we now offer, and which you favourably commented
on in a late issue of the Journal, was made at first with
open top, but was soon discarded for one with top-bar,
which we make to project one-eighth inch above. This
we find convenient rather than otherwise, while it also

does away with cutting the fra We also make our
super-crates to lit exactly between these two projections.

We never find the quilt glued down to the metal ends.

As for the acute angle being tilled with propolis, all we
can say is, that after long use in our own loves, we have
never found it done. Would it not be well to speak
more from actual experience than from mere theory r

Were it not for Dr, Pine's intemperate remarks, we
may feel grateful for his respect and for his gracious
admission that we had not 'servilely followed' him.

—

IIakihso.v & Co., Cuombt Wood, Halesowen, Worcester-
shire.

dBdjacs front % |)ibcs.

We*t Gloucestershire.- The weather since my last has
been very changeable. From 22nd Feb. to 2nd March,
dry and cold) with occasional storms; .'ird and 1th, heavy
rain ;

.
r
)th and 6th,nice warm sunshine, bringing the bees

out strong ; 7th to I lth, dry, cold wind ; 12th and 13th,
stormy ; 1 4th to I'-'th, mild and warm—bees busy carry-

ing in pollen; 20th to 27th, very dry, cold east wind, and
hardly a I visible.- II. W. 1,.

Huntingdonshire, Somersham.—Work in the apiary
has now begun in earnest. With the exception of the

last few days, which have been rather cold, the weather
during the month has been remarkably fine. Stocks are

increasing in numbers fast. Contrary to my expecta-
tions, very few colonies have been lost through star-

vation. The bees are now carrying in pollen from its

natural sources in large quantities. When out lecturing

in different parts of the county, I have taken the oppor-
tunity of visiting the various bee-keepers; and I have
found that although most are behind the times, they are

generally willing to listen to and promise to profit by
the advice I give. I gave an address at Waresley on
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Friday, March 14, at the request of Lady Caroline

Buncombe. Her ladyship is anxious that the cottagers

. should be taught how to make bee-keeping more profit-

able, and how to utilise their bees in the autumn instead

of stifling them ; and with that object ia view her lady-

ship has engaged me professionally to show the cottagers

in May driving and the various operations I explained at

the meeting. I make this known in the hope that her

ladyship's example will be followed iu other parts of the

country. Blossom is beginning to meet the eye in this

district in all directions.—C. N. White.
Staffordshire, Stone.— Early Swarm.— A somewhat

remarkable incident, brought about through the mild
weather that has lately been experienced, occurred near
Stone on Sunday. Mr. T. Shardlow, of the ' Three
-Crowns ' Inn, Little Stoke, observed a swarm of bees fly

across to a wall at the residence of Mr. J. Shardlow,
Stoke Villa, where they_ -settled- Mr. Shardlow imme-
diately procured a hive and safely housed them. It is

considered an unusual occurrence for bees' to swarm in

May, but to do so iu March is almost unprecedented.'

Kent, Tonbridge.—Bees are having a fine time of it in

this district ; the palm-bloom upon the willows is a
picture worth seeing in many places, and bees are taking
every advantage of the weather to get as much out of it

as they possibly can. From March 14th to lsth. live

splendid days, particularly Sunday 16th, bees commenced
work about 8 a.m., and continued hard at it until quite

dusk in the evening. I have one hive that increased over
20 lbs. in weight in the Ave days ; it is heavier now than
when I put it into winter quarters, and it has not been
fed or stimulated in any way during the winter until

Mar-ch 6th, I gave it about 2 ozs. of candy under the
quilt ; and most of my other hives must have done as

well, as they are strong in bees and were working quite

as hard. 19th to 22nd bees did not fly much, it being
too cold for them, wind NVW. Sunday the 2.'lrd, bees

are full swing again to-day, large numbers of young bees
out to-day, the hives being considerably stronger in bees
than they were a week ago. Prospects are very cheering
for them at present; blackthorn, plums, and pears are
showing well for bloom, and apples in some places. I
have not heard of many losses this winter, as most
people are beginning to listen to reason and feed their

bees in the autumn.—J. Fiiancis.

Leamington, Weston, March 20th.—The past fortnight
has been grand weather hero for bees ; and haven't they
enjoyed it ? They have been busy carrying in pollen,

both natural and artificial. There are a few plum-trees
that are out in full bloom, which are visited by thousands
of bees. Many more will be out in a few days if wo get
nice weather, but we have had a change to cold and
stormy weather to-day. There are also lots of furze and
palms in full bloom, while the later sorts will be coming
into bloom by-ahd-by.

—

Joiin Walton.
Yorkshire, Beverley, March 20th.—I am glad to say

my stocks have all wintered safely so far, and they are
all busy carrying in large quantities of pollen. I have
not disturbed them yet, only one, and found the queen
active and looking well, with plenty of sealed brood, &&;
the others I have just turned up the quilt a little, to
ascertain if they had plenty of food, which they have.
Those fed up with syrup in the autumn seem the most
active and the healthiest, and appear to have eaten the
least. I fear we shall have a long spell of cold weather
to make up for the exceptionally mild winter.—F. B.

Essex, Springfield, March 22.—We are now at work
examining the apiaries of our members. So far we find

colonies unusually strong. Brood, I imagine, has been
raised more or less throughout the winter. I have com-
menced stimulative feeding this week ; my hives are
well stored with food : I have never known stocks so
heavy at this time of the year. The weather has been
fine and dry for the past fortnight, the temperature being

very changeable : on Monday, March 17th, the ther-
mometer stood at 65 deg. in a north shade ; we are now
having frost y mornings, and to-day I found ice. Though
we may yet have frost and snow, I think our bees are
in a position to withstand any unfavourable changes.
-G. H. A.

North Leicestershire.—Since my last report on the 0th
inst. up to date (24th inst.), the bees have only had two
blank days, 20th and 21st. The extraordinary warm
weather which prevailed from 14th to 19th gave the
bees an opportunity of finishing off with the snowdrops
and crocuses, and set them well to work on coltsfoot and
willow. Reports of dead stocks, especially in step-hives,
still come in, but it is hoped that all danger of further
loss is now past. On Monday 17th the thermometer
rose to 64°.—E. B.

Wilts, Hangerford, March 2ith.—Many losses among
cottagers, and still more among those who have nuadcis-

ably .adopted bar-frame hives, extracted all available

honey last season, and then neglected the all-important

matter of feeding. I am more than ever convinced of

the folly of persuading people to adopt bar-frame hives,,

who wish their bees to take care of themselves, and
repair then- own hives, and at the same time make over
.all their stores to the; master. About one-half of stocks

lately inspected aiv in good order. Crocuses just over,

Opening first on Feb. 14th; but during the five weeks
they were out cold a'ud high winds only allowed the bees

to visit them on four days. Breeding is consequently

late in the colder parts of the county. A slight case of
foul brood in my own apiary discovered last August has

been completely cured by following Mr. Cowan's advice.
—W. E, Bl-iikut, Hon. Sec. W. B. K. A.

Suffolk, Haughley, March 8th.—The mildness of the
weather day by day has made the bees eat most of

their winter stores. It would be advisable for the

cottagers at once to begin to feed, for having had to

examine a great many stocks this last fortnight, I find

in most cases the supply is getting short, and breeding in

earnest has commenced, and the young ones are hatching
fast ; and some of the young actually on the wing.

This is, in iny opinion, the best time to transfer from
straw to the bar-frame hives, having done two this last

week as an experiment, I find it will avoid chilled brood,

which is one of the greatest enemies we have to contend

against. My plan was as follows : I took the two hives

into a warm room, and there transferred them; after

getting them settled in the bar-frame hive I placed per-

forated zinc over the top of the frames and entrance, and
then placed them outside till they clustered together

and removed the zinc the following morning, and hardly

a bee was lost. I consider it a most satisfactory result,

seeing the bees are now coming home with pollen.

—

C. 1'ollakd, Bee Expert.

Caimie -by -Keith, N.B., 21st March.—To-day the

weather is cold and stormy, wind about due west. On
the 19th inst. I examined most of my stocks, and a very-

pleasant revelation was made, viz. every stock fed with

candy during the past four weeks contained an extra-

ordinary quantity of brood, whilst those without candy
had only a small patch. I have therefore come to the

conclusion that candy is the best, spring food, especially

for stimulative feeding. I used it in the spring of 1873.

I make it the same as Mr. Saddler ; but I may state that

it was Mr. Kaitt, of Blairgowrie, who gave us the first

lesson personally. Another thing I observe, viz. the

candy is converted into liquid food and stored up ; a

strong stock will require nearly 2 lbs. in eight days.

—

A. Cockburn.
Ire/and, Bray, 2\st March.—Having had the months

of December and January unusually fine and very mild,

February has been very wet, about 8 in. of rain having

been registered near here. March has also been rather

wet, with severe frost on 7th and 8th insts., the ther-
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mometer registering 24 ou the morning of the 8th. As
a natural consequence, I find many hives, examined for

the first time on the 18th inst., with no brood further

advanced than the egar, the weather having been too

cold for stimulative feeding. This is later than in ar.y

of the three previous years, although the winter has

been milder.—£. 1). O., Jvh.

Co. Donegal, Finn Valley, March 22.—The experience

of the past winter has conclusively proved the superi-

ority of the bar-frame hive over the straw sleeps. In

t iii -; district dhly a fourth of the stocks in straw skeps

has, survived, while the few persons who have their bees

in frame-hives have had no losses of stocks whatever.
1 have had all my stocks in 'Finn Valley Twin Hires'

ribed in Vol. XL, page 260), and they pulled

through well, and are now strong in numbers, carrying

in pollen in abundance every favourable day, which
does not come often, as March has been very Cold

here, with bleak, piercing easterly and south-easterly

winds.—Q. Q. Q.

(Queries anb Replies.

QuEnv No. 755.

—

(Hugh Avbbt.)—1. Mr. Hewitt's

Hive.—Is it necessary with double-walled hives of Mr.

Hewitt's pattern to ha\e broad shoulders to the frames,

or, as Mr. Simmins says, are the] becoming a thing of

the past? 2. How must the J-in. space at each end of

tlie frames bo preserved!'

—

A. 1. No, it is not absolutely

ry to have broad shoulders, hut unless they are

DSed you will find the hive very much more difficult to

make and manipulate, I demur to Mr. Simmins' state-

ment that ' broad shoulders will be a thing of the past

'

(if he has said so); with them the frames can be pushed

backwards and forwards en />/<»; without crushing combs
or bee,-. 1 have tried plain frames and seen others work
them, and must say I consider them very slow handling.

People have different idea- of whet is 'quick;' I think

three or four times the amount can be got through with

broad shoulders, properly made, 2. As the frame end-

do ii ,i project beyond tie- hive side, by running your
bands down, after the quilt is on, you can feel if they

are standing out of true, and push them right; for a

journey, the ' frame fastener ' keeps them in place. .Mr.

Abliott untfcrshoulders his frame-, which, in my opinion,

is a very objectionable feature, and has prevented this

valuable design of shoulder from becoming popular with

some bee-keepers. If cut true, they will become the

frame of the future.—John Hewitt.
<,h bbtNo.766.—(T.S.) 1. ObtainingHoney.—With

an equal number of bees, which will give the greatest

amount of surplus honey, straw skeps with sections,

Bkeps with glasses, skeps with caps of straw, or any

Other except bar-framed hives':'—A. You would most
likely, other conditions being equal, obtain most honey

in caps of straw, but you would obtain nearly as much
in sections, and in a far more saleable state. Glasses

are the least suitable. -. Honey during First Year.—
Will an early 4-lb, swarm store any surplus honey in

any of the before-mentioned hives during the first year?
,f. An early swarm of 4 lbs., if fed for the first ten

days until they have filled the hive with comb, will, if

the weather i- suitalile, no doubt .-how a surplus of

honey. .'). Non-stoarming System—Will a stock that has
been kept on the non-swarming system the year previous
give a swarm and fill a super as well?

—

A. A stock

which has not swar d in L883 will have a queen at

least two years old, and perhaps older, and consequently
past her prime, therefore not likely to do much good this

year. You had better requeen it.

Ql bbyNo.757.—(Hectok.) Propolis.—Canyon tell

me the best method of removing propolis from frames,

sections, glass, &c.? Is there an acid or anything which

will readily clean it off without injury to the bees ?

—

A. According to Vauquelin propolis contains—wax, 14;
resin, 57 ; acid, and other mat ters, 29, in the 100. The acid
appears to be a mixture of uallic and benzoic acids.

At this season propolis is brittle, and can be readily
scraped off with a knife. Paraffin oil or spirits of wine
will dissolve it]: and if the frames, &c, are freely ex-
posed to the air before being returned to the] hive, no
harm will lie done.

Query No. 758—(John M.uieu.)—1. Dysentery.—
Ls dysentery contagious after the following manner?
A stock of mine affected with that disease died lately,

leaving me four or live frames of honey. Can I, without
danger of contracting the disease, give these to another
stone?. A. It is an open question whether dysentery
is contagious or not. Scrape the wood-work of the

frames, and sponge combs and frames, getting them as

clean as possible, with salicylic acid—Cowan's recipe.

You may then give them to any healthy stock without
fear of infection. 2. Carniolans and Italians. — What
are the characteristics of the Italian and Carniolan
queens ? and which is the most profitable to cross with a

black stork p A. The Italian bee differs little iii size from
the black bee, but is more slender in shape. The three

Upper hand of the abd imen are of a rich golden yellow,
and the under-side is also yellow, but not so bright.

The workers bare longer tongues than the black race.

The Italians are more active, leas inclined to sting, far

moreprolitie, better honey-gatherers, and work earlier and
later, than the blacks, they can al-o extract the nectar
from red clover, which the blacks cannot reach. In

outward appearance the Carniolan bee is

than the Italian, and not so slender in shape. It is in

fact a larger bee probablj , the largest domesticated bee.
! tiro body is of a rich dark brown, almost
approaching to black. Ihe golden rings of the Italian

are wanting, but each rim of the abdomen is clearly

marked by whitish-grey hair-, which render it distinct

from any other known race: and the-.- hairs being
longer and brighter than those of tin' Italian, give 'the

ilvery-bnght appearance which i verj pi
the eye. Italian queens and drones vary considerably in

Colour, tmost as dark a- the English, and
others as bright and golden almost a- the wasp. Put
the Carniolan queens are more uniform in colour, being
more like the darker Italian.-. They are of a lighter

brown than the workers, an 1 have the three tipper bands
of the abdomen, as well as the under-side, of a yellowish-

bronze colour, so much so, indeed, that many suppose

Carniolans to have sprung from Italians. The Carniolan

queen is a larger bee, broader in the thorax, and
especially in the upper part of the abdomen, than the

Italian, or black queen. Many pronounce them to be
equal to Italians in all good qualities -honey-gathering,

fecundity, hardiness, &c, and superior in gentleness of
di po ttion. Their swarming propensity seems to be
greater than that of any other race, arising, no doubt,

from the unrivalled fertility of the queens. Their energy
and activity are unsurpassed, they are more easily

handled than others, never attacking the manipulator

Unless very roughly handled, they keep well to the

Combs when under inspection, and are easily shaken off

for extracting. Our own experience, so far, enables us

to endoi 'the a hove characteristics, and we hardly know
which to place first—the golden Italians or the silver

Carniolans. .'!. Uniting.— What is the best time for

uniting either of the above-named queens? A. The best

time for inserting Italian or Carniolan queens is in Maj-
or June, after taking out an artificial swarm, when the

deprived stock should be removed to a now stand, or

locality, any queen-cells it may contain being removed,

and the alien queen introduced at once, by means of a
queen cage. In almost all cases twelve hours' confine-

ment will be found sufficient. See Kaynor's Queen
Introduction, price :id., supplied by Mr. Huckle.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

F. J. McD.—1. Supering.—Your stock being as strong as

you describe, may be supered when the fruit-blossoms

open, and will almost certainly give you some sections.

2. Transferring.—If you follow the instructions given

in books on bee-keeping, there is no reason why you
should not succeed in transferring ; but the operation

will retard, at any rate, your chance of supers.

J. Berry.—1. Carniolan bees are gentle, handsome (to

those that prefer quiet beauty), and they are good
breeders. 2. The cells of Carniolans are the same
size as those of the English black bees.

G. H. Dugard.— Carniolan Bees.—See our remarks on
Carniolan bees, p. 110, and Query No. 758 (2).

Beeswing.—Earwigs.—Earwigs are, we admit, ' a great

nuisance :
' they frequent hives for the sake of warmth.

The best remedy against them is to have strong stocks

and well-made hives, which will generally prevent
them effecting a lodgment. We may leave to the bees

the task of guarding the entrances to their hives against

the too-frequent ingress of blue-bottles, flies, &c.

G. A. K.

—

Dysentery.—We consider from the appear-

ance of the bees and the discoloration of the paper,

that the cause of death has been dysentery. This
is often the result of late feeding, and of having un-
sealed honey in the cells. This food being taken by
the bees ferments in their bodies, and is the cause of

abdominal distension and dysentery, which frequently

developes into foul brood.

Key. C. Wood.—Drones.—We do not believe that the

usefulness of the drones ceases on the fertilization of

the queen. We conceive that the drones are of great

service in maintaining the heat of the hive, and in

helping to evaporate the honey prior to its being sealed

for winter use. There may be many occult services

rendered by the drones in the summer mouths, which
services evidently are completed by the time the ' cool

weather sets in
;

' and if it were not so, the worker-bees

would not, when that set time arrives, be so deter-

minately desirous of getting rid of them. At the

same time the practical bee-keeper has it quite in his

power by the use of foundation to limit the number
of the drones in his hives. 2. Water for Bees.—
Water is a necessity for bees. But if there is a

natural supply in the vicinity of hives, there need not

be any artificial provision made for them. We should

not apprehend there would be any danger of the bees

drowning themselves in the pond to which they

might resort. 3. Honey and Syrup.—The bees are

not able by the imbibition of syrup and passing it

through their stomachs to convert it into honey, though
some chemical change does take place. Virtually it re-

mains syrup even when it has been sealed over in the

combs. 4. Stings.—The remedies for stings are very

numerous, and from the effects they produce on
different constitutions it is difficult to pronounce

arbitrarily which is the best.

J. A. Pattinson.—1. Quilts.—For the winter months,

soft woollen, flannel, or felt, prepared specially

for the purpose. For summer use, ' duck,' abas ' bed-

tick.' 2. Thichiess of Covering.—Two thicknesses of

felt, or three or four of flannel, for winter covering

;

for summer, any light material will answer. Many
use enamelled cloth, with the smooth side downwards.
3. Porches are not necessary, but desirable. 4,

Propolising Dummies.—Undoubtedly the}' will.

P. EvEniTT.—There is little doubt that some accident

happened to your Ligurian queen last autumn, and
that the queen raised by the bees has not had an op-

portunity of being fertilised, and consequently is now
a drone - breeder. We would, under the circum-

stances, at once unite the Ligurian stock to the black,

taking means to cause the bees to mark their new loca-
tion, and to alter the appearance of their former position.

Mona.— 1. Salicylic Acid.—Add 1 oz. of salicylic acid
(which ought not to cost more than Is. per oz.) to

i gallon of water with some borax, without which the
acid will not dissolve ; of this solution add 2 oz. (four
table-spoonfuls) to each 14 lbs. of sugar employed.
2. Strawberry.—This is a honey-yielding plant. 3. In-
vitatory.—Will ' Mona ' kindly drop his nom deplume,
and we shall then be in a position to give effect to his

invitation ?

Hillside.—Placing Sections.—The 5j side goes next to

the frames.

Novice.—There is nothing in the external appearance of

your queens, dipped as they have been in solution of
thymol, which can assist us in determining the cause
of the death of the queens. During the past season
they seem to have fulfilled fairly reasonable expect-
ations. We are of opinion that they have been
victims of encasement. It is not uncommon when,
at they beginning of spring, the bees, desiring to

commence work, endeavour to stimulate the queen,
if she does not answer to the call, she is weighed
in the balances, and, if found wanting in queenly
virtues, she is summarily deposed.

J. Goff, Chichester.—Loss of Bees.—From your descrip-

tion, without other particulars, your loss seems to

have been caused by robbing, either by strong stocks

belonging to a neighbour, or a free fight has taken
place among your own bees. Reduce tho size of the

entrances so that only two bees can pass.

F. S.

—

Glass Super.—We should not advise the use of

so large a glass as you show, which, when filled, would
weigh 50 or 60 lbs. If you are bent upon using it,

however, you cannot fix foundation in it, but you
may fix pieces of clean comb, by warming the glass,

painting it in stripes with clean hot wax, and pressing

the pieces of comb on to it while hot. Stand it upon
a hoard, with holes or slits for the bees to enter by;

and you may also, if you please, fit to it a bee-trap, to

allow the exit of the bees, but not the entry of robbers.

Q.Q.Q.— 1. Colour of Hives.— Your question as to

colours of paints and wood stains is quite foreign to

bee-keeping, and we must leave you to exercise your
own taste and judgment. 2. Twin-Hives.—You can-

not better your treatment, and your opinion that the

four stocks keep each other mutually warm is correct.

O. W.— Uncapping Cells.—Spreading brood must only be
practised on strong, i. e. populous colonies, otherwise
chilled brood and various evils will undoubtedly follow.

Do not separate the six frames, not even for inspection,

but on a fine warm day remove the quilts, and, with a

a thin-bladed sharp knife, uncap a few cells above and
beside the brood-nest. Do this every twelve or fourteen

days until the middle of April, when, if the queen is

not old and worn out, the six frames should be well

covered with bees, and others may be given outside the

brood-nest. Further on warm syrup may be given a3

stimulative. If you manipulate, and pull your frames
about, tho probability is that the bees will dwindle
and finally perish, since it will be impossible ior a
small colony like yours to recover the heat when once

lost by manipulation, and breeding will cease alto-

gether, and, the old bees dying off, the cluster will be-

come gradually less until it disappears entirely. If

there is no dysentery, or disease, and you follow the

above advice, you may build them up to a strong colony

by the middle of May—always supposing the queen to

be good. There is no greater mistake in bee-culture than

over-manipulating weak colonies in the spring months.

We are sorry that the demands on our space have

obliged lis to postpone numerous valuable communications,

and several Replies to Queries.
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the Association which he would represent. One

would say that he ought to be a subscriber to, and

therefore a member of, the distant Association, so as

to give him an interest in its welfare ; but this point

had perhaps better be left for the CountyAssociations
themselves to determine. It may be urged, as an

alternative to this suggestion, that distant County

Associations can easily make known their wants

and wishes through the medium of letters written

by their secretary ; but every one has noticed the

impatience with which the reading of letters (especi-

ally if they be not few and far between) is received

by a meeting assembled expressly for the oral

discussion of some definite measure for which no

great length of time can be allotted. A repre-

sentative attending a meeting has also this advan-

tage over a mere letter-writer, viz., that he hears

the opinions of others before he approaches the

question himself, and has the opportunity of hearing

the objections made to his own views, as well as of

answering those objections on the spot without the

delay of a written correspondence. "Whilst a dis-

tant secretary would be writing voluminous letters,

the representatives would have well discussed the

measure and settled it finally. From these and

many other considerations, we are of opinion that

the end aimed at in these Quarterly Conferences

can only be attained by the personal attendance of

representatives of some kind ;
and that, if representa-

tives cannot be induced to journey to London four

times in the year for the purpose of attending these

Conferences, representatives may be found in

London itself, or in its immediate neighbourhood,

who would find it a pleasurable duty to take part

in the discussions and contribute their quota to the

spread of bee-keeping and bee-knowledge through-

out the United kingdom.

It may be a further consideration in the face of

the great number of County Associations now
established, or on the point of being formed, nearly

forty in number, whether it would not be well to

send only one representative from each County

Association. If it were not possible in all cases to

send two representatives to the Conferences, those

who could send only one would be at a certain dis-

advantage, whilst the appearance of eighty repre-

sentatives at a Conference might be considered too

large a phalanx to afford a reasonable hope of any

business being promptly and harmoniously con-

cluded. If a county secretary can attend the Con-

ference, he is of course the best representative of

his Association, and no other is really required.

A PUBLIC OPINION IN THE BEE-KEEPING
WORLD.

From the report of the proceedings of the

Committee of the British Bee-Keepers' Association,

at their meeting on the 2nd of April, it will be

seen that, in accordance with the suggestions of the

Sub-committee on the Examinations of Candidates

for Experts' Certificates, it was resolved that third-

class certificates be granted at local examinations

in practical bee-keeping, conducted by examiners

appointed by the Central Committee, in which

examinations no candidate shall be required to do
any paper work, or to give any lecture on bee-

keeping. The effect of this resolution, the details

of which have still to be worked out, will be to

give men who can neither read nor write, but who
have a practical knowledge of the art of bee-

keeping, an opportunity of gaining third-class

certificates, which may enable then to rank as

authorities, to a certain extent, on matters of

practical bee-keeping amongst their fellow-men,

and possibly to obtain better situations as gardeners,

nurserymen, or managers of gentlemen's apiaries.

This is exactly what our correspondent, 'Platelayer,'

contended for in the first instance, and we cannot

but congratulate him on the success which his

suggestions have met with. We think we may also

congratulate the bee-keeping world generally on this

manifestation of the existence of a public opinion

in bee matters which finds expression in the columns
of the Bee Journal. The Bee Journal is (as seems
to be generally understood) open to all who have
anything to say which will advance the spread of

knowledge as to the most humane and most
profitable management of bees, and be of benefit to

all classes of bee-keepers in the United Kingdom.
We are only too thankful to receive ideas and
suggestions having these aims in view, and our

correspondents will see from the resolution alluded

to above, that these ideas and suggestions meet at

head-quarters with the consideration to which they
are entitled. We wish to place as little restriction

as possible upon our correspondents as to their style-

and manner of writing; we would only remind them,

that a certain censorship of the Press is as necessary

in matters connected with bee-keeping as in other

matters, and would suggest that they confine them-
selves to enunciating their own views and opiuions

as clearly as possible without attempting to throw
discredit upon the views and opinions of others who
think differently from them. It is an old adage in

legal circles, ' Where you have no case, abuse the

attorney on the other side.' 'Platelayer' had too-

good a case in his hands for him to need to stoop

to such an expedient ; and we were therefore,

in common with many others, pained to find him
attempting to throw discredit upon those who had.

worked so hard in establishing and conducting

these examinations for experts' certificates, by the

use of such phrases as stump lectures and cramming.
Had it not been for the exertion of such friends of

bee-keeping as Mr. T. W. Cowan, and the Rev. G.

llaynor, H. Bligh, and E. Bartrum, the idea of the

lower grade of experts would, in all probability,

never have entered into ' Platelayer's ' mind. He-

would have known nothing whatever about experts,,

examinations, or certificates. We hope that he
will make the amende honorable to these gentle-

men, who are the last men to advocate or support

any hollow or unreal system of examination ; and
when he has done this we feel sure that they will

be inclined to shake him heartily by the hand, and
to thank him for the suggestions to which they

have been able to give effect.

We must remind our readers, however, that the

rcsolution to grant these third-class certificates at
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local examinations is only the first instalment of the

labour of the Experts' Examination Sub-committee,

and that we may expect shortly to hear of further

improvements in the existing system of examination

for certificates.

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.
Reports of several County Associations for the

past year are to hand. We give a statement of the

number of Members of each Association. The fol

lowing is the list already received :

—

Association. Members. Association. Membees.

Warwickshire .. 802 Hampshire .. .. 14t>

* 301 East of Scotland . .
Ill

Kent .'i(J0 Leicestershire .. ,.127
Hertfordshire .. 295 Carmarthenshire .. 1-1

Buckinghamshire.. 238 Berkshire 120
Norfolk _'-';4 Northamptonshire .. 11")

Staffordshire.. .. 218 Herefordshire .. ..112
Devonshire .. .. L98 Yorkshire 95
Wiltshire .. .. 190 Oxfordshire .. .. 82
Essex 186 Cambridge .. .. 81

Dorsetshire .. ,.177 Suffolk -I

Worcestershire .. 17H Brecon 72
aire .. .. 170 Huntingdonshire .. li'- 1

Derbyshire .. .. 17<> Somerset 67
Cornwall .. .. 166 Shropshire .. .. 52
Surrey KiO

No reports or balance-sheets have been received

from the Bedfordshire, Lancashire, and Lincolnshire

Associations. The reports are now in the binders'

hands, and will be issued to the County Seer
in the course of a few days.

BEE-KEEPERS AT HOME.

IMPORTANT.
AVe desire to call special attention to the closing

of entries for bees, hives, honey, &C
(1.) At the Bath and West of England, to be

held a1 Maidstone. Entries close April Kith.

(2.) International Health Exhibition at South

Kensington; list of articles proposed to be ex

bibited must be sent in previous to the 19th tnst

(.'i.) The Royal Agrii ultural Show ;it Shrewsbury
and the Bligh Competition ; entries close for these

events on .May 1st. See advertisement on the back
page.

These exhibitions will form the leadiug features

of the year. Manufacturers of appliances and pro-

ducers of honey will therefore do well to makt
entries as early as po

NOTICE
A large number of subscriptions to the J

expire with the present issue; the expiry is indicated

in the usual way. Formerly the volume termi-

nated with the April number; it now closes in

December. We would therefore suggest that our
Subscribers should renew their subscriptions to the

end of I he present year.

MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Steps lire being taken towards the formation of

an Association for Middlesex. Mr. Fox Ken-
worthy, formerly Hon. Secretary of the British

Bee keepers' Association, has intimated his readi-

ness to act as Hon. Secretary.

No. VI.— The Rev. II. II. Peel, at Thohnton Hall,
IX BUCKENGHAMSHIIIE.

(Continued from page 114.)

The idea of forming County Bee-keepers' Associations
was originally broached by Mr. C. Tite, of Yeovil, and
adopted by Mr. Griffin in Devonshire, .Mr. Dunman in
Dorsetshire, and Mr. Godfrey in Lincolnshire. To Mr.
Peel, however, must be attributed the idea of connecting
the County Associations with the Central or British
Bee-keepers' Association, and by this agency teaching
the art of bee-keeping to cottagers in the remotest
corners of the ( nited Kingdom. Mr. Peel saw at once
the importance of teaching bee-keeping on some syste-

matic plan and by concerted action, and also the facilities

rhicb the County Associations afforded.
Mr. Peel tells us that in carrying out this idea be
trusted very much to the perfectly legitimate rivalry
which such a 'system' of Associations would provoke in

the different Counties. To use bis own words, • lie

thought it Would put them on their mettle to keep a

foremost place;' and the result lees justified his expecta-
tions. It is certainly the ambition of each eoimtv to
stand first in the list which appears in the Journal each

i tin- time giving the order of County Asso-
ciations according to the number of their members.

Hertfordshire was the first Association formed after

Mr, Peel becoming the Secretary of the British Bee-
Vasociation, I » \ onshire, Lincolnshire, I tor et-

md we think Shropshire, having been already
established; and to form the Hertfordshire Association
Mi. Peel, sided bj Mr. Huekle, worked very hard. Mr.
Frank Cheshire was engaged to give addn

il in all the chief towns of Hertfordshire, at

which Mr. Peel explained the intention of the Countj
ion, and the regulations which he proposed fox

rnment. That bis labour was not in vain is

proved by the honourable place which Hertfordshire
soon began to bold, and still maintains among : the

County Associations of England. But Mr, Peel did not
l.st content with founding an Association in the countj
in which he was then resident, either by personal visits

or by eo He rated into the greater

Dumber of these thirty-five counties which now boast of

p ps' Associations, and animated them with the
spirit and energy of which he was himself ] ed.

In reading hi ) pai ei on '( lountj \ icia.1 i is
'

in thi

year 1881, when there were in existence onlj sieves
ions, Mr. Peel was bold enough to venture upon

a prophecj that in ten Mars fr that tin verj countj
in England and Wales would have its own Bee-keepei

tion. It' the rate of progression in the estabush-

j
\ jsociations keeps anything like pace in

tlio next seven years with that which has been seen in

the last three years, Mr. Peel has a reasonable gr id

forhopethat his prophecj will be fulfilled. That twenty-
five Associations should have been formed in thi I

I

three year is no slight testimony to the appreciation of

their usefulness by the bee-keepers of Great Britain.

mpli ha also bi en imitated in Scotland and in

Ireland, whilst in Great Britain itself the number of

Associations seems likely to be considerably increased

before the end of the present j ear.

The idea of expi rts and of experts' tours is also trace-

able to Mr. Peel. Soon after becoming Secretary he
i imended the Committee of that date to engage
Mr. S. .1. Baldwin to accompany the first bee-tent, which
was made in 1878 by Mr. Huekle, of King's Langley, on
its educational tours, Mr. Baldwin proving himself a.

master in the art of explaining the mysteries of bee-

keeping in a simple and popular style. Mr. Peel engaged
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him to undertake a visitation of the apiaries of the mem-
bers of the Hertfordshire Association, and subsoquently

recommended this method of imparting instruction and
obtaining new members to the Secretaries of other

County Associations.

By many little finishing touches, such as making the

Presidents of County Associations ex-officio Vic -Pre-

sidents of the British, and arranging that they should

givi away the prizes in rotation at the Annual Metro-
politan Exhibition, Mr. Peel has endeavoured to perfect

the system of the County Associations. To Mr. Peel,

also, the Association is indebted for the admission of its

Exhibitions to the Shows of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, the Bath and West of England
Society, and of the British Bairy Farmers' Association,

which have tended so much to make its existence and
mure widely known. He was the first to give

effect to many previous suggestions as to the holding of

conversaziones, and has never been absent except during

a severe illness in 1881 from one of these gatherings.

Retiring from the post of Hon. Secretary at the close of

lasl year, and having been elected upon the Committee,

he is now a member of the Sub-committee on Fi iance,

and Chairman of the Sub-committee on County Asso-

ciations, so that he is still able to advance that particular

department to which he has already devoted so much of

his time.

In the Poultry world Mr. Peel is almost as well

known as in the bee world as a breeder of dark or

coloured Dorkings, for which lie takes prizes at the

Crystal Palace, and other large Poultry Shows. He is a

great advocate of Incubators, and was the promotei of

the Incubator Tournaments at Hemel Hempstead. In

1882, Mr. Peel supported the engineer who super-

intended these tournaments in the action for libel

brought against Miss May Arnold, of Acton, who was
guilty on all the counts submitted to the jury by

Mr. Justice Denman. Miss Arnold's action in this

matter, and the vacillating policy of the Poultry Club
Committee, was the cause of Mr. Peel withdrawing his

name from the Poultry Club and devoting himself more
entirely to the interests of the Bee-keepers' Association.

Thdse who know Mr. Peel can well understand how
ant to his character are hesitation and uncertainty,

and can. therefore, appreciate the force of his reply to

Mr. Willis, Q.C., in the course of this trial, which caused

so much amusement in the Court.

Mr. Willis, ().C. 'The Committee of the Poultry

came t i the decision that they could not decide upon the

merits of this ease. Was this so?'

Mr, Peel. ' Yes.'

Mr. Willis, (i.C. 'And it was in consequence of their

di cision that you withdrew 3-our name from the Poultry

Club ?

'

Mr. reel. ' No, it was not in consequence of their

decision, but of their indecision.
1

This reply fairly brought down the house, and com-
pletely turned the tables on the cross-examiner.

What may be done by decision and energy is

evidenced by the history of the British Bee-keepers'

Association since Mr. Peel became its secretary. From
being an obscure and almost unknown Society numbering
scarcely thirty members, it is now as well known as any
Association in the United Kingdom, and with its

affiliated offshoots numbers over fl(J00 members. Every
year adds to its efficiency and importance, and we be-

lieve that the British Bee-keepers' Association has a

great future before it as a National Institution.

Nothing has perhaps so much contributed to place the

British Bee-keepers' Association in its true position as the

acquisition of the Bee Juunuil by Mr. Peel, who at the

close of the year 1882 purchased the rights of pro-

prietorship from Mr. C N. Abbott, in order (as he said)

'that bee-/;eej>er.i might have a Journal of their own,free

from any trade interests, or bias of any kind.'

We understand that Mr. Peel, who since 18".'! had re-

tired from all direct clerical duties and responsibilities,

hss lately volunteered to take charge of the parish of

Thornton-cum-Nash in which he is residing, and which
is placed in such unfortunate circumstances that no
clergyman can be found to fill the vacancy caused by
the sequestration of the benefice. The Bishop of Oxford,
we are informed, has gratefully accepted Mr. Peel's offers,

so that he will soon again be engaged in clerical duties,

in the discharge of which he will, no doubt, show as

much energy and determination to succeed as he has done
in revivifying the British Bee-keepers' Association.

We heartily wish him success in the new and un-
promising task which he has undertaken, and only hope
that he will not forget the claims which the bee-keeping
world has upon him in his devotion to the claims of the
church and his parishioners.

FOUL BROOD.
By T. W. Cowan.

As the question of foul brood is a very important one,

and one that should be thoroughly discussed, I should
like to make a few remarks on Mr. Simmins' paper, and
on the discussion which took place after it v. as read at

the last quarterly meeting. I was glad to find Mr.
Simmins was in accord with myself and others, who have
always maintained its dangerous character, and the pre-

cautions necessary to be taken against its spreading. All

about disinfecting hives, apparatus, and hands
cannot be dispensed with, and half measures are worse
than useless; but when he tells us that the only method
of curing the disease is by destroying all the combs and
brood, I am sorry I cannot agree with him. It seems to

me that, in advising this, we are not making any advance
in the science of bee-keeping, but going back to where
we were years ago, when nothing was known as to the
cause or cure 1 f foul brood. I wonder what would be
said of a medical man who, in the case of some infectious

fever, were to recommend his patient to be removed to a
new house, and have everything in the infected residence

destroyed. Should we not consider this wasteful and
unnecessary? but it would certainly save some trouble.

.lust in the same way I consider it most wasteful and
extravagant to destroy brood and combs in a hive con-

taining foul brood, because with our present knowledge
of the disease we have the means of effectually curing it

in a rational manner, and also of properly disinfecting the

hive even without removal of the population, and, I think,

at a very much less cost than would be involved in the

wholesale destruction recommended. Where an indi-

vidual has only a few hives and cost is of secondary con-

sideration, it does not signify much whether he destroys

combs and brood or no ; but we cannot teach those who
are trying to make an industry of bee-keeping to take

such measures, for it would be next to ruin to them to do

so. In the swarming season the combs and brood of a hive

are much more valuable than the bees that are in the hive,

ami by removing them and making the bees start afresh

a whole season is lost, and the pecuniary loss to the bee-

keeper is very great: whereas if he treats his bees in a

rational manner, he may not only save combs and brood,

but secure at the end of the season enough honey to

pay tor all the doctoring, and leave a nice profit

besides.

I have had considerable experience with foul brood,

and had it at a time when not so much was known about

it as there is now. I have tried every method of curing

the disease, including the starvation method, and have no

hesitation in saying that, up to the present time, there is

no known remedy superior to the salicylic-acid treat-

ment. I must say that I am living in a neighbourhood

where foul brood is cominui, and that so confident am I

of the power I have to cure the disease that I have not
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hesitated to receive diseased stocks into my a] i

treatment. I have also infected my own stocks for the

purposa of experiment. In co single instance have any
of iuv other hives taken the disease, and this I attribute to

my bees being always fed with syrup containing salicylic

acid. .\i r. Simmins allows the use of the acid in syrup as a
' preventive.' hut the proportions he recommend ;

vague. Now, when experimenting, I found salii .-.

was expensive, and endeavoured to find out cert:

portions less than the led ililhert,

which would he still effectual and thus

reduce the cost. My experiments resulted in i

muhi which has been published in the Briti
Guide Book, Mid was given long before thai book first

appeare I to ul brood.

The propoi a L Licylic acid, 1 oz. soda borax,

to 4 pints iif water, and till

i

':-. Simmins saya bo d

a little powdered borax. Now, this is do formula at all,

as a tea-spoonful is an undefined quanth
varying considerably in theii

inful is may be to that

>m a certain qua

times that quantity. 'Alitl is still

m ire indefini .

her the

effect of the acid. 1 think foul mch too

i formula
is given I bal no mi itaki

Mr. Siinmins is evidently not acquainted with the pro-

perties id borax, or he would know
that it i

tual. .'-

water, !

it doe o n adihj . b at 1 i irt of the acid,

which wi i obtain tfa i

i c this point is attai i tition of borax

-.

by not 1
1.

-i nur dissolved in the water; and in the
.

;
: l.

i ague to

be of an
|

Mr. Simmins
chilled broo 1, n ilusion that n

chilled brn d will in time ci

I beli n e that

bTOi id, ] entirely disagree « il in time
Hi lays in

re not able to remove Buch a quan-
tity ' (ni chilled bro id i, ' ot flecti d a few
cells, and the brood in time turned putrid, and thus

1

the fungoid growth of the disease.' I

ii a foul

brood can break out in any district if the

disease are not present in that district
; and it is only if the

are in the district that chilled

a nuclei i - for the spread of the disease, B t ire Mr. £
I t i his pr lent apiary he lived in a district

foul bro id wii> not at all uncommon, and it may be tliat

rmcrocot re in the air, or even in some of hi*

hives, before these wi re in a lit condition to take thedis-
ea . 1

1'- i raci

from brood i ombs, and c includes by saying that in some
localities 'foul brood is rampant, being brought on 1".

the unwise manner of extracting honey froi

taining In I.' Tins is no reason at all, for thi

many apiaries where an extractor has never been used

which have hen completely demolished by foul brood,
whilst others where extracting is constantly going on
have never had any disease. I always recommend
novices to be very careful in handling combs not to chill

!, and also advise them not to extract honey
from b.ood combs; but when a pet expef-

d uiger, and ai

rofit to himself. I should rather be inclined to

think that the .

!. and when any t f his hives I ime in a tit

state to pron.i. the i spread. lam
quite sure that in a healthy district where the $

. :

dy, however much chilled bn . he. I

, cted svitb E

: i lied brood ; and, on he
i\ free from it when

ire chilled by incautiously

,

'%'•
With regard to the cure of the disease I ha .

faith m the feeding with salicylic add in the

I know instances « :

again. Fumigation with
llilhci'

simple that it

brood, and

any interruption of the work of I 1 is per-

fectly efficacious, as the vapour of the acid p
I

. "1 - cell, crevice, and evi

:

.

with syrup containing the acid in p

i pp vent t. I

with Mr. Simmins that every precaution 1 be

. and everything in t

I
! c washed > ilution

every hue.

In the ch fol i

'

Mr. Zehetmaj
having foul brood, a I

salicylic acid because he has not been successful with it.

not Bay how he used the remedy, or v.!

cautions he took, if any were taken, to prevent tho

are known of whole
in- d by > ili. y lie acid v.

i. . had been taken, that one is inch' i

en done n bich could
'

I . Zehetmayer's case, 1 te

bymol, but this is disagreeable to the bees, and if

used in sufficient quantityto ad as adi

i
n them in their foi d. If it

i ig hive i, these bould nol !

until fi' 'ell. There isi bed . ulty of

curing foul brood by means of fumes that Mr. llinton

cappings of brood being porous, the fumes
i I p readily, and, « ithout in the

fecting the bn od, de it roy all the di

I may be more antiseptic than salicylic acid, bu.1

ii i i mu i b, and evi n bj U

immendatii n must I nted by

spraj ing with aalii ylic ai id, Cf • wi b

I, lo-keeping we must give sin

foul bro id ii itely n e ha 1

1

ai id a

! imple remedy winch has been found to be

if proper precautions are taken. ]

keeper the dangerous character of the disease and the

proper precautions to take, and then we may hopo to be

free from foul brood.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KKKl'EUS' ASSOCIATION.

A Committee Meeting was held at L05 Jermyn Street,

on Wednesday, April 2nd. Present, Rev. II. R. Peel, in

the chair; the Rev. 10. Bartrum, Hon. and Rev. II.

Bligb, Rev. F. Gr. Jenyns, Rev. F. S. Sclater, Captain
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Bush, R.N., Captain Campbell, JR.N., J. M. Hooker,

H. Jonas, D. Stewart, W. O'B. Glennie (Treasurer), and
the Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, con-

firmed, and signed. Mr. Stewart reported, on behalf of

the Exhibition Sub-committee, that the arrangements for

the Bee Department of the International Health Exhibi-
tion were making satisfactory progress ; an increase of

space had been promised by the Executive, and a code of

rules for its management had also been prepared.

The Sub-committee appointed to consider arrangements
for holding local examinations for third-class certificates

presented their report. The same having been con-

sidered, it was resolved, 'That, independently of the

Metropolitan Examinations, third-class certificates may
be granted after practical examinations to be held at

suitable centres to be named by the Secretaries of the

County Associations, and approved by the Committee of

the B. B. K. A. The candidates will not be required to

give a lecture or to answer questions in writing. The
Examiner to be appointed by the Committee of the

British Bee-keepers Association. One month's notice

(.at least) to be given previous to the date of the proposed
examination. The railway and personal expenses of the

Examiners to be paid hy the County Associations. The
Examiner's fee and other expenses to be defrayed by the

British Bee-keepers' Association; such examinations to

be considered as part of the privileges afforded by the

B. B. K. A. to the County Affiliated Associations, pro-

vided they have fulfilled the conditions of such affiliation.

The Committee suggested the annual county shows as

the most suitable centres for holding these examinations,
when the judge (if appointed by the B. B. K. A.) could
act as Examiner.'
The Sub-committee appointed for County Association

business presented their report, proposing some useful

ami ndments for the improvement of the rules of affilia-

tion. The Sub-committee considered it very desirable

thai County Secretaries should make known through
their District Secretaries the rules of the Bligh Competi-
tion, and invite those who are qualified to enter for the

competition. They also recommended that, as reports

have been received from the whole of the County
Associations except Bedfordshire, Lancashire, and Lin-
colnshire, the volumes be bound up and issued forth-

with. The report was received and adopted unanimously.

Omission.—Our report of the proceedings of the

British Bee-keepers' Association ('ommitlee Meeting
held on March 19th, published in our last issue, omitted
to state, ' That a special vote of thanks was accorded to

the Hampshire Association for a donation of 51. in

recognition of the many and great services rendered to

the bee-keeping cause by the British Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation.'

COUNTY ARMAGH BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The third Annual General Meeting of the County
Armagh Bee-keepers' Association was held in Port-

adown on Tuesday, the 1st of April. The Rev.
Hugh Edgar-Aghavilly, Armagh, in the chair. The
Secretary read the following report of the Committee:

—

' In spite of the unfavourable season which we have
just passed through, we are happy to be able to tell you
that the funds of your society are now in a most
flourishing condition. The yield of honey in this part

of the country was so small that your committee were
of opinion that it would be better not to hold any
exhibition. Accordingly the efforts of the society were
confined to the circulation of the Bee Journal and the

working of the Bee tent. The result of the season, due
to Mr. Lett's untiring efforts, is that the bee-tent is now
free of debt, and has earned for the society .'J/. 9s. Orf.

It was exhibited at Banbridge, Newry, Armagh, Warren-
point, Strabane, and Cookstown, and its gross earnings
were 11/. 5s. Gd. The tent and its fittings are in perfect

repair, and are worth about 20/., and we may fairly

estimate that it will produce for the society about 10/.

a-year. The circulation of the Journal has not been so

successful ; we have seven copies in circulation, but
members are so careless about forwarding it that many
do not derive the benefit from it which they might
have a right to expect. We would most strongly urge
on our members the necessity they are under to forward
it to the next name on their list without delay. Our
treasurer, Mr. Richardson, has been obliged to go abroad,
so that we cannot present you with a statement of our
accounts, but in addition to the money in his hands I

have a balance with which to begin the coming season
of 4.. 4s. (!;/. Now that the tent is the property of the
association Mr. Lett and I would most urgently beg of
some assistance in working it. It is a great tax on our
time, which is very fully occupied, and a very little help
would lighten our work. One day in the year from
four or five members would enable us to do a great

deal. There are numerous parts of the county where it

has never teen seen, and the impossibility of giving

time to attend to it has alone prevented us from doubling
the number of our exhibitors. We enter the coming
season with every prospect of success, and if the weather
only be profitable we have no doubt but we shall do
well.'—G. Gkf.I'-.r; II. Lett. lLm. Secretary.

The Rev. II. \V. Lett was appointed Treasurer of the
Association ; and a hive was balloted for, and won by
Mr. Edgar. It was resolved to offer prizes for hives

and bee-appliances of Irish construction, to be competed
for at the N. E. Agricultural Society's Show, if that
Society consented, it was also resolved to found a
library of bee-literature, from which members of the
Association could borrow books. The Association now
numbers about eighty members.

RUDIMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING.
Feeding and Feeders.

(Continued from p. 96.)

The great object to be aimed at in spring feeding is to

give a gradual constant supply, which must increase in

quantity as the strength of the stock increases. Care
must be talon that the brood-combs do not become
blocked by an excessive amount of syrup, and that room
remains for the desired increase of brood. At the same
time, an insufficient amount of syrup will fail to produce
the desired effect of rapidly stimulating the hive. Conse-
quently, judgment and careful watching are necessary to

hit the right quantity. When honey begins to become
plentiful, feeding regularly becomes unnecessary, but
even in the height of the honey season it is desirable

often, when an unfavourable time sets in, to remove
supers and replace them with the feeding-bottle. The
object thus aimed at is to keep up the requisite produc-
tion of brood in the hive, which otherwise might
become diminished by the failure to gather honey during
the bad weather. The moment the weather becomes
favourable, remove the feeder and replace the super.

Such a plan is in all ways advantageous, since supers in

bad weather are liable to lose weight by honey being
taken from them for use in the hive below. It is far

better to keep your honey safe, and supply what food is

required in the form of syrup. If the weather prove
very cold, it may be found that the bees will not readily

take the syrup. In this case it is desirable to replace

liquid food by pea-meal candy, until warmer weather
returns.

For the production of brood, pollen is largely used
by the bees, and bee-keepers artificially supply this early

in the season, before a natural supply can be obtained in
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sufficient quantity. Pea-meal is usually considered the

best substitute, and this should be supplied to the bees in

a sunny root, near their hive*. If they want it, they will

readily take it when once discovered. A little honej place 1

with it at first will attract them to the spot. The meal

should lie sprinkled over wooden shavings, or some other

substance, to assist them in collecting it.

A spring feeder, to be a satisfactory one, must In-

capable of giving a small constant supply, and at the

same time admit of the quantity being increased as more
food is required. The usual feeder is well known, and

consists merely of a buttle with a close-fitting zinc cap.

In this cap small holes are made in a semi-circle, which,

when the Dottle is turned upside down, enables the bees

down the syrup without its running down into

the hive. Tin- capped battle tits into a feeding-stage,

made of two pieces of wood, with a piece of zinc

between them. Each piece of wood should be

of an inch thick, and have a circle in tb.- centre cut nut

of it. sufficient to allow the cap <>f the bottle to

closely against tie zinc sheet in the centre. A semi-

circular slit, j "f mi inch wide, and c irrespondinj

with the holes made in the zinc cap, enables the bee

others shut off from the bees by the portion of the zinc

lit By revolving the bottle on it-

stage more or fewei
the quantity of food irements
nf the moment. Feeders I

i ilj must
have tie nade, and close fitting. A
cork in ride the tnel J rim will much assist in making the

ork will

Another foi

inch i" di bich, if held ov< r a spirit-] a

i be cent re, and dra n on to

Whilst being melt d, it should be Kept revolving

. A small hole w i.

. be mad i) of 1 If of the

tube thus divided. The tube thus prepared is fitted into

of a suitable bottle, which, if hollo

around the lube on its inner side, enable, wax to be

melted into it. and an air-tight joint to be made. The
tube- can be of am- desired length, (in.- fn m three to

five incl ible size, as it 1 sj nip

toward- the centre of the frames, and the ayrup in the

tube becomes heated by tie- warmth of the hive before ii

i he bees taking it below. This form oi

simply Tequires a small slit made in the quilt, and dot

no! ne d a stage. I''. S. Sri. \tkii.

1

1 ,, be continued.)

loi
i
wo Bee-keeping, (in Thursdaj i

March 27tb, an instructive and highly in!

lecture on Ih.' aho\ e sub m iven in the Natii ma I

school-room, Ross, hv Mr. ^.Watkins, hon. secretary

(.f the Herefordshire Bee-keepers' \ sociation. The
chair was occupied by the Rev. R. II. Cobbold, but the

attendance was very moderate, although those
were apparently deeply interested in the Bubject. The

vas illustrated by lantern photographs (all taken

by the lecturer himself), and diagrams, n hich n i re ablj
shown by Thos. Blake, Esq. The lecturer briefly touched
upon the antiquity of bee-4ceeping in this county, quoting
from tb- I) osday Book to show that at Wilton and
Linton certain land was held hv pay nt of a stated

quantity of honej .and Iambs, &c, per annum. Me also

pointed out that the honey produced was sufficiently

valuable at a very early date to make tb,. services of bee-

neee.-ary. lie ib. -ii proceeded to sketch the

new principles of i lorn bee-keeping, ami touched
upon the profits which could he easily realised by
Cottagers and others by the aid of these industrious

insects. Ade criptionoftheskeps, andthe bar-frame hive,

followed, together with the simplest methods of feeding

and managing bees economically and successfully. He
cautioned hie hearers against the adoption of the bar
hive in preference to the skeps unless they also attended
properly to the management of the bees, as left to them-
selves, bees would do better in sleeps than in bar-hives,

but with proper management the latter were of course
more profitable. All straw hivi - -bonld be Hat-topped,
and made a little larger than those generally in use, and
the tops should be furnished with a hole for supering
and feeding. Mr. Watkins mentioned that on no other
insect or animal had so many books been written as on
the honey bee, while he was phased to say one of the
most valuable was the work of a Herefordshire man,
Dr. Bevan, who for some time resided at Hereford, and
also in the neighbourhood of Ross. For cottagers he

1

;

,

ina, a -iT]> mny hand-book
issued by the British B e-keepei Association. The har-
vesting of honey was als I

(inched upon by the lecturer,

and the method of driving, uniting, and manipulati

generally expli

Lecture on Bees s.t Bradweix-on-Sea, Ess] \

most interesting and instructive lectin- i 'Bees and
• n in the schooll i by Mr. E,

Durrant, ' iciation. The
crowded, many people attend a

i
fr nn the -ur-

' village-. Mr. 1 In r 1 the great use

of (in- bees in fertilising our 6i Ids and gardens, ai

a most i , iunl of the inhabitants of a hive

and of their habit-, lie referred to the cruelty of burn-
dp linted out t hat this not only involved

a great I iss of bees, but also that the b j

io the fumes iif the sulphur, l'el'll i

that in which
i ins of hives w re explained, specimens of

md close

a' I he 1 ict ere

Mr. Durrant explain of the E es Bee-

keepers' Association, and the 1 sven ecured
by persons who became meml
of the amounts which different people had made out of

issured the c at that with a

little trouble and patii no reason why they
si Id not be abb- to pay (he rent of their cotl

their bees, The above will make th cturo de-
I Ion. S c. Mr.G.II. \ nlcev

,

and Mr. Durrant in different parts of the county. Agreal
interest is taken in tb lei ires, ami we think

- doing good; they have been held at tic fol-

lowing placesthis year, Galleywood, Danbury, Bradwell,
Little Baddow, H skiing, to be followed during the next
fl w davs al Ii j.l i .

, and East llanni

CatTcsponucnxc.

\* All i Letters for insertion in

Shows, Meetings, Echoes
ted to direi I their com'ii Bee Journal," c/o

I Uppei St. Martin's
lie

EXAMINING HIVES. A WORD OF CAUTION.
May I point out to over-zealous 1 -keepers the vast

am inn' of damage they unwittingly do then- stocks by
ii llos.lv examining their hives and pulling (heir combs
about? The present i- the great breeding time with the

bees of (he successful bee-keepers; it is important to

remember that hi 1 can only be hatched in about 80*

I'ahr.. in the brood-nest. The bees of themselves will not

attempt raising brood beyond their ability to keep up to

thai temperature byclustering on it; consequently, to

break 1

1

] > a small cluster, by dividing the patch of brood

in the centre of the nest, by inserting an empty comb, or,

worse still, a sheet of foundation, is the most fatal
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mistake one can be guilty of. Under proper conditions,

brood maybe divided with most successful results, but
first let me caution any one from attempting it imles3

the combs are crowded with bees. The young bees that

are already hatched this year have a vigorous life to

expend ; but remember, the old bees still alive from last

autumn are now dying by thousands, especially on days
when cold winds accompany bright sunshine, and you
may be surprised by finding the population of your hives

dwindling when you most expected them to be on the

increase.

The next thing I would note is examining the

condition of your hives; do so as little as possible, not

more than once a fortnight, except si.me spec!:'.! hire for

some specific purpose; and do not puff smoke into the

flight-hole, for this reason : the bees will not suffer it in

their hives, as soon as they have disgorged they will fan
it out, and in doing so reduce the temperature. In
examining a hive, anticipate your probable wants, and
have everything ready to hand, so as not to keep the

quilts off longer than necessary. Having removed all

extra quilts, roll the one next the frames carefully back,

so as to expose the full length of the first bar, pufSi g
smoke slightly to keep the bees down. Ho not take

a frame out. unless absolute?;/ necessary\ v. u can ascertain

the quantity of brood there is sealed by sliding the

frames back, and looking down between them, driving

the bees aside, if necessary, with just one puff of smoke.
If you think it advisable to divide the brood by inserting

an outside frame in the middle, do so, and close the

whol • lot up again in a few seconds. I am not in the

habit of ' rushing ' through my hives, nor do I recoimasnd
it, but what 1 want to poinl out is the amount of

mi scbief caused by uncovering a hive at this time of the

year, say for three or five minutes. You will probably
find it will take the hies a week to restore it to the
original temperature. So be wise, and never remove the
quilt quite off, and only roll it back from as many frames
as positively needful. I have had but one sting this

year, and that in the face from a wandering bee, when I

was not examining the hives; and I am certain I do not
use one-tenth the quantity of smoke I did when first I

commenced bee-keeping, and, I may add, my bees are
all blacks, I have no gentle Ligurians, having discarded
foreigners altogether.

A friend of mine told me in great concern, a few
days since, he saw his bees pulling out g] i tl

morning. ' 1 cannot understand it,' said he; ' they had a
bottle on containing syrup; they an* breeding well, and
have unsealed food in their combs.' ' You took the

frames out the previous day to look at them ?' ' Yes !

'

' And in doing so you chilled the brood ;' and he is no
exception, as. unfortunately, there are many that follow
the same fatal practice; so if your readers are tempted
to do so, like Mr. Punch, I say 'Don't!'—Amatevk
Expert.

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS AND THE ASSO-
CIATION.

I am surprised to read on p. 119 what 'Hampshire
Hog' says about Ireland. Till I saw 'II. II.'s 'statement,
' that our Association spent some 801. in introducing bee-
keeping into Ireland,' I was under the impression that
the tour of the British Dee-keepers' Association's Tent,
and Messrs. Abbott and Carr, paid its way very well.

I would be glad of an authoritative statement of the
exact facts. ' II. II.' is not quite correct in saying that
his Association introduced bee-keeping, by which I
presume lie means bar-frame hives, into Ireland, for

there was a fair number of bee-keepers in Down, Antrim,
and Armagh counties who had been successful with a
large number of bar-frame hives for several years
previous to the time ' II. H.' alludes to. Most, if not
all, of these hives are still in existence, and by then-

pattern show the north of Ireland did not make a bad

start. They are nearly all of the 'Woodbury' si::.', and
were made at home. Irish bee-keepers will be surprised
to hear ' II. II.' charges them with ingratitude for

favours conferred by their English brethren, but I

confess to not being able to see the force of the charge.

Everybody that I have ever met, who hid the privilege

and pleasure of listening to and seeing Messrs. Abbott and
Carr when in Ireland have always expressed themselves
in terms of admiration for their proficiency and obliging
demeanour in lecturing in the Tent. What do( s 'H. II.'

want further ? We cannot afford to buy English hives,

that at the outset cost more than Irish made, and then
pay from six to ten shillings each for freight. And we
do not believe in laying out money on some of the
unsaleable articles that after keeping shop for long in
1. i don find their way into our Irish shoi s, ami there
catch dust on the shelves. Why does yur correspondent
choose such an ugly name, reminding one of the Irish

gentleman who helps to pay his owner's rent ?— II. W.
Lett, M.A.

[Mr. IIui Idle, the Secretary of the D. D. X. A., informs

us that the total cost of i lie Irish Tourvi a •'.'. <. 8 d.
; the

receipts from, the Bee Tent amounted i I
i ,Grf.;leaving

a deficit of 45/. 6s. '2hl, towards which the Baroness Bur-
dett-Coutts contributed 25/., and the Rev. II. E. 1\ el -:!.]

FOUR YEARS IN A BEE-HOUSE.
This is written for amateurs. In 1870 I had several

skeps in the garden and very little honey, and that bad.

As the bees were always stinging somebody or threaten-

ing to do so, which is quite as alarming, I determined,

to do away with them. At that time several of the

; 3 kept bees, in fact the neighbourhood appeared
full of bees. I have three avenues of large lime-trees,

which, when they were in bloom, used to be one mass
of bees: it used to be quite a sight, and these bees were
popularly supposed to come for miles to gather the

honey from these trees. But the agricultural labourer

is changed. The good old lot died out, and we have
now a shifting population, who find it too much trouble

to do anything but drink plenteously. Bees became
scarce, the seasons got bad, and we had no fruit,

Rightly or wrongly this was attributed to the aba nee of

bees. Thereupon I determined once again to start an

apiary; and as I like to understand everything I under-
take I made up my mind to look after them myself.

But I did not know hoy,- to begin. The British Lee
Journal was to me unknown, so I went to an apiarist

(or should I say hive-maker?) to supply me with the

best hives. The best hives for my purpose were the

Improved Cottage Bee Hives. Of all hives that ever I

have seen these are the very worst for a beginner. No
doubt an expert could moke something cf them: in fact,

if yon ever become skilled enough you can keep 1 ees to

advantage in anything.

However, in the autumn of 1878 I started with two
of these hives and one stock of black bees. The bees
were the only good part of the bargain. 1 have their

descendants now, and they are the quietest bees I have
got. In 1879 I soon found that I should learn nothing,
and be able to do nothing, with these hives. I then
again interviewed the same apiarist. This time I was
recommended a bar-frame hive with a swarm of Eigu-
rians. I was delighted, and at the same time purchased
an extractor to extract all the honey I was about to get.

This extractor was an imitation, and a very bad one too,,

of the ' Little Wonder.' This hive was well made of

straw and wood, with a straw crown-board and a space
above the frames. This space, with the spaces left by
the distance-pins, made the hive such a cold and uncom-
fortable dwelling that the queen died in the winter, and
left me, as a legacy for my stupidity, a fertile worker.
This is my only experience of a fertile worker. Here
was a beginning that nearly made an ending of this
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apiary. However, I ara vi ry obstinate, and, by great

good luck, I was .invited to stay with a friend in N
hamshire who had a large apiary. Among other hives

he had t -house, arid so success-

ful that 1 meant to do likewise. The hives my friend

recommended were Hooker's with Abbott's broad-

shouldered standard frames. He grave rne the

of a maker who could make theru well, but perhaps
woidd not. As this was the only maker he knew of I

wrote to him and ordered six Lives. Well, lie took

nearly twelve months making them, and when they came
they were all wrong. A nice job I had to maki

right. In the meanwhile, a3 I could not gi

I wrote to Mr. Hooker to ask if he made them, or could

recommend me rho could. He replied

ted tor a bee-house, and that lie could

not, and ould an for such a pur] .

—
. Elere

was a blow ! However, my obstinacy again i.

going; and from mv experience •(
'

the besl poee. 1 would iuipi

placing the fra

I

already "possessed of a
bi I

like roof. 1 filled i i

this sm. mi r-1

with 1
1

:

The other si

fitted « itli shutters and w in

was left
I

above the c r n nd. Ju

with latl

tempi rature in « inter much I

for the proti ction from cold t ind .

! a hive I i ui

g curtain each window, and
I lie p -r-

forati -! zinc. The door is tl

the light, and go out. An imj p
would be to have i ir. It

! in manipulating a bive of i

that they try t<> tub

-. ils worse than them
and regulai 1;. storm the buili a \\ in-

ii would onlj I

3 re talrii

shut, and
to let the i u I d urn

a vicious

I

began I read a great <

ummer my bi

i will often drii

tected with a veil. My goodness! how they
sting when thq Bwann, n

I minus!
Hybrids are admitted to 1

Ligurians worse than Blacks. A black bee maki
of fuss, and - ij -. ' if you dc

sting;' 1 ni often thinks better of ii and does not. A
I thin)

not bing in pnrl icular, till In- has si -

and ; bi D

lightning.' But I mu I 'I bis

b i i'iie from bees bai ing 1 een ki pi in

it a hundred, and perhaps more, yeai ago, when
house stood on the exact spot ol the pri nt one. I find
this entry in Most a Rusden's Further Discovert/ of Bees,
1679, ' Lady E , bee-mistress, and propi i

d -I oew
i
rincipli

i . Thos. I idwardi

,

; general, 1788.' The frontispiece of thi I

m illustration of a Stewarton bive. I have a collection
c ten books on bees written between Hi-".7 and 1786, all

locating the 1 lane system of not killing the bees,

yet with l...v, little effect.

ban ferred the beea which I bad collected in L879

Comb. Extracted. Totals
lbs. lb=. I

1

s.- 7 7

23

10j

204

ICi

Totals

1883.

1. Ei Ii In Swarmed twice

2. Ligurian. Swarmed eleven times
::. Hybrid. Swarmed three times

Swarmed twice

Swarmed twice

Did not swarm

'

I

6. Hybrid.
7. I. in) Iv

I Hybi 'i

9. Ligurian.

Swarmed four times ..

Swarmed twice

23
1(1}

6

104

into the hivea inside the bee-bouse in April, 1880. Having
found so much difficulty in procuring Hooka's hives I

oidered three of Ah) ott's Royal Standard liives. These
now filled up : .1 can never get the side

sections of the a Lives filled; for the matter of that, I
never can get frame-sections at the back so well or
quickly tilled as in a crate on the top. One of the many

: Hooker is that you can always tell the
exact time to put on a super. As soon as, and not

• cling to the glass ail round tin 1 hr..' put
on a mi].. r,and theygo into it at mice unless the weather
turns had. 1 never have any trouble in these hives with
bees refusing to take to the supers. Having filled the

i the hives I intended fi I it let us come to
results:

—

Xo. 1880.
1. English. Swarm from No. 4 ...

;;. Hybrid. Swarm from No i

qneen was subsequently lost,

and the hive became
. j ear

lish. Stock from last year

rid. Swarm from No. 7 ...

7. Hybrid. Stock from last year.

. .an. but
must bf i and be-

come hybrid

8. Ligurians. Swarm bought in May
9. Empty

Totak

i three times

...

3. 11} ' /.aim

I once. Lose
the queen, an 1 on July 26

a frame i f brood
Mu t have mated with Ligurian

nies ...

'II'
I twice

...

I Swarmed twice

Swarm from Ni

Totals

1 English. Swarmed four times...
j. Ligurian. Bwarmed three times

3, Hybrid. Swarmi d five

4. Ligurian. I

swarm, and i"> :

I twice

7. Bought a Ligurian queen, which
arrive!

i

him. Suc-
. introduce d, but n< ht
:. Eventually dii I in

8. Hybrid, Swarmed once
9. Ligurian. Swarmed four times

:u 77

i
.1

— 159-

14
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The swarms are all put back. Nothing will prevent

swarming. I have tried cutting out queen-cells, and
putting them back late in the evening. If a hive gets

the swarming fever it will swarm whatever you do.

Last year several swarms left the skeps in which they
were taken, and had to be hived again. I have not
counted these occurrences. Swarming is the great draw-
back to bee-keeping. Think of the labour in hiving

twenty-six swarms, the number for 188.3. In 1882 a

large swarm left No. 4 earty on a Sunday morning. I

found it on the top of a high pear-tree, shining bright

gold in the sun. No one was about, and while I was gone
for a ladder the swarm departed, and where to I never
could discover. There is a peculiarity about No. •'!, that

every autunm it dwindles down till in the spring there

are not enough bees to completely cover two combs, and
yet when they begin they increase most rapidly. I find

tlh' greatest difficulty in selling the honey. However,
in 1881 I was able to devote to charity the sum of

10/. lis. -2d., and in 1883 the sum of 25/. 9s. Of/. There
is one curious fact, and that is, that since I began there

has not been one year in which there has been homy in

the limes. There lias been no honey collected after the

first fortnight in July; the honey harvest practically

ends with the end of June. The number of pounds in

1883 were ascertained by careful weighing and allowing
for the weight of the wood. No sections hold the

amount they are supposed to.—G. C. E.

PLANTING FOR BEES.
Several correspondents have recently taken extreme

views on this subject, but the facts of the casi' seem to

lie these. There are very many bee-keepers who have
but a limited area, and want to know whether it is

desirable to plant or not; and if so, what will give tin-

best results in his particular case ? This class of bee-

keepers cannot afford to experiment with all the many
varieties that they are told the bees are fond of. There
are a great many so called bee-plants that are found
really useless when brought under the test of careful

observation, while others that are good for the short time
they last do not pay for the ground occupied, when
it is considered that other kinds, even if slightly inferior,

lasting many weeks longer, give more honey or pollen for

the time and space taken up in their culture. It shall

therefore be my endeavour to point out two or three

kinds only which experience has proved to me to be
among the best, not only for the large daily supply they
give, but also because of the long time they continue to

flower.

Though it is true that little good isdone to bee-keepers
in general by giving the names pf the many plants bees
.are found to visit, the best varieties would never be
brought to light were there not some who devote their
time and labour to experiments on every thing that seems
at all likely to be of use.

Will bee-pasturage pay with a small garden? Well,
if you want to grow your own vegetables, it will pay you
far better to leave bee-plants alone, with the exception
of fruit trees, which most gardens already possess to a
greater or less degree. But if you do not "care to have a
kitchen-garden, or are willing' to devote part of it to

bees, have as many black-currant trees as you can, and
wall-flowers in every available place. The latter give an
immense quantity of early pollen and some honey, while
I have found no fruit tree so valuable for bees as the
black currant. With a number of trees the bloom lasts

nearly six weeks, and the shape of the flower is such as
to enable the bees to collect all the honey produced

;

being bell-shaped and hanging downwards, nothing is

lost either by wet or evaporation. The bees are busy on
this tree from early morning to dusk, and considering the
long time it keeps flowering, it may be placed nearly at
the head of the list as a honey-bearing tree. Neverthe-

less you will be grievously mistaken if you expect your
small crop to give you a surplus of honey. All you can
do will be to add to the little of others around you at the

most critical time, when it is desirable to ' stimulate

'

your bees to greater activity that they may be in readiness

for the larger crops further off when the opportunity
offers.

Those who have a few acres would do well to plant

nearly the whole with black currants and raspberries,

thus obtaining a crop of fruit besides the honey. Wall-
flowers should be planted in most of the remaining space,

and between the rows of trees and canes for the first few
years until the latter are well grown. Leave about quarter
of au acre for mustard or mignonette, both of which
will give large quantities of pollen, to aid the feeder

when it is desirable to obtain young bees in autumn,
llalf-an-acre of wall-flowers will supply sufficient

pollen, close at home and just at the right time in spring,

for more than a hundred colonies for weeks in suc-

c ission ; and on very many days when thousands would
be lost by going further, nearly all the working force

would occupy themselves on this home crop during each
bright spell of sunshine. Mustard sown towards the end
of August will last in flower until frost, but if put in

earlier, it will go off in live or six weeks from sowing,

especially if at all dry.

With limited space, therefore, we can do little more
than aid the sugar-feeder, though in the production of

pollen a small piece of ground can be made to give all

we may want early or late, when the bees should not be
forced to take long flights.

Many advocate the crocus for early pollen, and
certainly it is very early, but from careful observation I

am convinced thai it yields little honey, and pollen only at

the expense of great time and labour. On a bed of some
5000 I noticed, even on warm days, comparatively few
bees, while I was surprised at the length of time it took

them to load. A dozen loads can be obtained from wall-

flowers while one is secured from crocuses, and therefore

I have come to the conclusion that the latter do not pay
for the ground the}' occupy if grown alone. They last

barely a month, while wall-flowers, which are quite

early enough, continue in flower for many weeks. The
only profitable way to grow crocuses i- l" plant the bulbs

rather close, and then sow whit- clover (and lawn grass)

over them. Each year they will then come through and
flower before the clover makes a start ; and as soon as

the latter begins to go off the scythe must be put in, and
then another crop of clover-bloom will soon come on,

making three crops a-year with little labour. The first

cutting will be made late enough to give the crocuses

a good growth after flowering, and little harm will be

done t'i the new bulbs.

Again, if you grow wall-flowers, Arabis alpina, and
many others flowering at the same time, and generally

considered excellent bee-plants, will receive but little

attention, as the bees work almost exclusivel}' upon the

first mentioned, and therefore the hint should be taken.

The farmer with his man}' acres has great advantages,

he can in several instances obtain two crops a year for

both honey and hay, and knows well wdiat is best adapted

to his own purposes. Nevertheless he cannot afford to

omit some special crop such as already mentioned to come
into flower earlier than his usual farm produce.

The bee-keeper, too, who is not a farmer must look

about and see what his neighbours are growing around

him, and also observe what other natural honey sources

his bees may have access to, or he will be working with-

out any definite object in view and will never be ready

at the right time.

I am convinced that planting for bees has paid mysel

and well too, and consider that all those who are unat
or unwilling, to study the subject unless they have g
natural resources, wiil be farin the background.

—

Sa>''
l

SlMMINS.
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COUNTY EXPERTS.
"When I wrote in the B. B. J. of March 1st, under the

article ' Lower Grade of Experts," I was quite ignorant

of the required proficiency of the third-class certificate.

I am glad to learn from the Rev. G. Raynor that ' it is

in..-t easily \vithiu the reach of the gardener, the groom,
or the intelligent cottager'— of course distance is not

alluded to. Would it not assist the candidate for a

certificate if the past questions were published ? It

would give him some idea of the proficiency required.

Tlii- system is adopted, I believe, in most Government
examinations.

I envy happj 'Hodge,' his third class being so easily

within his reach. I fondly hoped, with a fair knowledge
of tin- modern history "f apiculture, the physiology "f

the bee, and the various -y.-t>-m- -if bee-keeping, t

with a good many year.-' practical experien -, I might

aspire to a first class. Bui -Inc.- the text-1 oks include

'Aristotle and other ancient authors in the

languages of Greece and Rome, and a history of the

lor more than two th back,' my fond

hopes vanish into thin air. Mr. Raynor does not think

that a S iutherner would find much difficult] in making
himself understood in tin- Cumberland dales (the river

Wear is in Durham) M; expei vitl I ads from
ili who have visited me here i- very different.

As regards intercourse with the labouring class, Mr.

thiuks hie experience differs from mine. He
will pal m, but I don't

think it does; 1 am intimate with every person in the

place, and when I meet them in their own 1.

U not the slightest reserve or timidity

i us. When they see me manipulating in my
apian- they « ill and inspect e

n ; but -till, if tie

any advic i hive-making or anything el-.- they in-

variably go to on., of their own class, notwithstanding I

peatedl} offered I - instruct them, either in my
This i- what I mean when

i 1

1

j i y don't voh ii'i me.' M '.

experience isof Hurlmm andNottinghamshire, [cahdi a,

Weardale.

I! USING QUEENS.
The time is fast approaching when many amateurs

will be raising a fe\( Ligurian quei I ally find

tli-- in i iuc — ful bee-keeper is the one who ca

ide of operations ace irding to circui

Mr. Cowan's advice i- valuable, being the result ol con-

siderable thought and experience; but where a person

has only one Ligurian stock, to lose tin- queen, as -Mr.

Belbdra did lust year, is not only annoying, but difficult

to repla uch a queen at that time of tin- year. I

reared several queens last year, varying my pi

operations according to circumstances. In giving m\
method of procedure, I wish it to be undersl I I d - so

simply to assist amateurs.
1st. Iii the early spring I stimulate one strong English

I two Ligunans, on.- for q ns and tl ther

for drones. When sufficiently forward, I take away the

queen and the unsealed brood and eggs from the I

stock and insert a frame containing r^f.'* only from the

Ligurian stock selected for queenB: thus I get my queens
without disturbing the queen at tin- head of tie- Ligurian
stock. 2nd. Took away queen from strong English
stock and allowed them to start queen-cells, then trans-

no _v- from the best Ligurian stock to the queen-
cells in the English stuck. I succeeded well with this

plan last year. '!rd. One nucleus stock- lost their queen
on her wedding trip. Finding the cell from which sin-

was hatched not more than half eaten away, I transferred

a Ligurian c/a to the old cell; the bees forthwith
supplied it with royal jelly and hatched 01 f tie- best
queens I reared last year; she is now at the head of a

strong colony. The method of forming nuclei is so well

known that it would be waste of time to go over that

ground. If I have the opportunity I intend trying other

modes this year ; if successful, I will give particulars in

Journal.—L. Wren, Lvu-estoft.

SIZE OF SECTION.
Now that the British Bee-keepers' Association has

done so much for bee-keepers in fixing a Standard frame,

I writ- to call attention to the perplexing variety of

sizes of sections; one well-known manufacturer of bee-

appliances advertising no less than seven different mzcs,

which even go to small fractions of an inch in size, lint

this i- not all ; 1- t me take an instance : a thinking man
starting bee-keeping, looks the li-t over and comes to the

conclusi n that l •: 41 is the most likely size to obtain

in the future, and buys a lot, provides crates, uses them
and orders more. When tl rrive he is dis-

mayed to find that hi- crates are useless, for one lot stand

with tli>- 4-inch side vertically, the other tic- l.j indies

-lit b in:.' iu tli. short side in one

in tl ther lot i. Surely all this

trouble. May we m
this in;-- d to _ f saj one

1 Hi., and i 2 lb. size ? Take mj own case; I want to

make or buy a number of crates for this spring's use ; it

would be most vexatious to find these crates entirely

I in a twelvemonth
1

time.

Will ble b le-keeper say a few words
to ad' i 5 think

that tin- difficulty would ' bu\ ing

lion- from tic- -nine deal r. Thi

and would uol hold good
should 1 shi rtly.

re to be

tl,,. ext< tndard I lb. ami J lb.

if the futnr- ; ing them to be

L—XI tana on their I

i: i:. c.

Simplicity i,i l -keeping appliances i
i de irable. The

j that has troubled our corre p indent has

presented itself to the Irish lb K. A. who have deter-

I

.

'

- ling

show. Th.. Americans prefer tin- I; l\ for the 1 lb.,

,-md "1 i;; for th.- 2 lb. Perhaps tin- Committee of the

It. I;. K. A. would consider tin- desirability of fixing a

standard

FIXING NEW COMB.
The summer before las) 1 found that my new combs

« hen covered n ith b es wi re rather inclined I - on il

out ..f the frames when shaking tie- I - off. I there-

fore tried several thing- to obviate this, with varying

oih.-r- (;,t th.- suggestion

expert) I fastened a narrow strip of wood on each side

of tl,.- foundation, about half way down the frame,

allowing tlir foundation to hang loose between
i

i
i had ' 1 1 ral of the e combs worked out, and

find that the 1 sfasten the comb tiglnK to the trips,

and so render them quit.- safe. I found th.. above

method .-uch a complete success, that 1 think all bee-

keepers should give it a trial. -O. II. Dugaud, Wylde

linen.

DESTRUCTION OF EGGS.

I bought last October a Ligurian queen, which I

placed in a bar-frame hive with a go.nl supply of sealed

honey, but no br I. After about a week I found eggs

deposited in three frames ; but on examination, about a

week or ten days afterwards, I found there were neither

eggs nor brood." In another bar-frame hive I found the
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same thing ik place in the outside frame, while the
eggs laid l n: c inner ones were duly hatched. This
latter occurred last spring, some time after the hatching
had commenced.
Would you kindly say whether this is a common oc-

currence, or does it indicate something wrong with the
hive? An answer to these querries in your next issue

will oblige.

—

Valerian Novitzki, Dundarrach, Pit-

lochry, Perthshire, N.B.

[In the first case, the season was too late for breeding,

hence, the eggs were destroyed by the bees. In the
second, the vagrant propensities of the queen were
checked by confinement to the brood-nest, and the eggs
deposited in the outer combs were removed or devoured
by the worker-bees. These are not uncommon occur-

rences, and they do not portend evil.

—

Ed.]

EARLY SWARM.
The early swarm reported at p. 122 as having been

got at Stone, Staffordshire, cannot have been what is

usually understood by a 'swarm.' It, in all lili

was a who!.' colony deserting their old hive, which was
unlit for longer occupation, either from the combs being
too old, or something unpleasant having' come to pass
amongst them. 1 have known several instances of such
to happen with very old skeps, where the combs were
quite black and the .straw rotten and as wet as farm-yard
manure. Unless the stock which gave off the reported
' early swarm' can be proved to have performed such a
feat, I prefer my theory of wholesale emigration.—H. W.
Lett, M.A.

CLUTTEN'S FOUNDATION INSERTING
MACHINE.

Every bee-keeper who uses frames with saw-scarf
down the centre knows how difficult it is for one
person to place the foundation therein, but did they
know of a simple little article, invented, and, I believe,

manufactured and sold, by Mr. S. !•'. Clutten, of Fressing-
lield, they would soon do as I did—obtain one, and find

the difficulty turned into pleasure. These little machines
open and hold the frame, leaving the operator's hands
free to arrange the wax-sheet. Afterwards, by a simple
arrangement, the frame is closed, and the 'inserter'

continues to hold it firmly whilst a thread or wire is

passed on either side of the sheet, to secure it straight.

Persons with only a few hives would find it a great
comfort, whereas those with many could fill their frames
with ease, accuracy, and despatch. As this seems to me
to be quite a bee-keeper's friend, I trust I may be
allowed space to bear testimony to its usefulness.—M. E.
Barker, Earsham, Bungay.

DOUBLE HIVE.
My excuse for intruding tins note into the pleasant

pages of your Journal must be set down to the 'bee-
mania' which has seized me like so many of your
correspondents through reading them con amore. If I

did not fear to trespass too far I should be glad to send
you a description of a hive that I have constructed, but
perhaps your readers are already surfeited with these
suggestions ?

I have put together a double-hive, the outer frame
being an exact square of about 20 inches, so that by a
peculiarly constructed floor-board I can reverse it (half
face) without disturbing one insect. This simple con-
trivance, with two entrances in floor-board, will give
me a combination of Messrs. Cowan, Abbott, and
Neighbour's methods, and the chief advantages thereof.
The hive, properly situated in the middle with three
division-boards on Abbott's principle, will take sections

in the ar and in the two sides, the middle board
stopping all draught and sunlight, aided by the pecu-
liarly made floor-board. It will take sixteen frames on
the Neighbour's plan ; that is, frames parallel to front

line, north and south, and a large space will be left in

the rear for sections. It is evident that it can be used
as a twin-hive when the frames run the other way, or to
form nuclei. Feeding inside hive is also simplified, and
it is large enough for Syrians. In either case, crates of

sections can be placed on the top, and the wintering

arrangements can be made almost, perfect. I have made
it all of 1-inch yellow pine. The top is simply a s ruare;

and my cover is, I think, worth describing more fully.

I nail tog-ether, almost any way, a few stout hoards,

taking care only that the under side is quite flat. On
two outer and oppi site edges I screw two strips of

wood, curved to the best shape I require, to run off the

rain. I till up with Portland cement, draw a straight-

edge over curved strips ; and I have a good cheap roof,

waterpr lof and heavy enough to defy wind and weather.

My strips project downwards also half an inch, and the

whole is three inches larger than hive. The curved
surface inclines to the sides, so the front is protected

thus far by it.

Are apiarians right in giving so little ventilation ?

Last autumn I had two swarms in straw skeps laid by
the gardener on two narrow boxes on the ground; I
could nearly insert my closed fist in the open spaces.

What was my surprise to find these two hives the

strongest in my apiary, and wasps, then very numerous,
afraid to attack these, and these only !

Also opposed to present theory, an Indian officer tells

me that near Cabul he saw a large swarm, high in the

air, and like a dense cloud; the men mad' a tremendous
din with tin cans, and they came down into the camp

. tl -h they were shot.— CJbiqtje, Soretown Rectory,

rd.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION.
The Rev. G. R.iynor takes me to task for not stating

in so many words that I used smoke while introducing

by my method. I am willing to admit that it would
have been better, but my reasons for not doing so have
already been stated. Mr. Ilaynor seems to have based
his supposition that I used no smoke upon the fact, that

I have stated I do uot find it necessary to so thoroughly

intimidate the bees as he would have us believe is

desirable.

When remarking upon Mr. Raynor's statement, that
• if we act upon the principle of thoroughly intimidating

the bees before the union is attempted, Ave shall not err

far from the truth.' I believed then, and do so now,
that he was referring to direct introduction, as, im-
mediately following, he goes on to show how he with-

out caging introduced queens to skeps by first driving

the bees, and to bar-frame hives while the tenauts were
reduced to the same state of demoralisation by being

shaken from the combs into a sleep. But because I

objected to so much needless labour, reducing the bees in

frame-hives to such a helpless state. I cannot see why it

should for a moment be supposed that no smoke was
used in my own manipulations, especially as Mr. Ilaynor

himself did not consider smoke sufficient to thoroughly

intimidate without the additional drumming and shaking

the bees from the combs while endeavouring to dispense

with the cage.

Daily experience still further convinces me that the

best results are to be obtained by ' as little disturbance

as possible; ' and that smoke used in moderate quantity

as under ordinary manipulation does not thoroughly

intimidate the bees, as is evinced by the queen frequently

continuing her duties and the bees attending to her while

the comb is held in the hand. Not so, however, with
' driven ' bees or those in the same condition shaken from
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the combs. These are so demoralised i

neither protect themselves nor their queen, while the
latter is continually trying to hide herself and is un-

' by the frightened crowd. As I have mysi If

. bees can be united under such conditions; but

try while in1

.

queens to frame-hives, cor when uniting bees on frames
same size.

in, nothing will disturb a queen more than being
:

h_\ the operator, and when in an unsettled con-
diticn she simply invites an attack, eve:, ii

e the first to attack the bees, as is sometiir.es the

en in thai state. This slate of things I always
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will now all hang firmly in the middle of hive and will

not be able to move from side to side. Now fasten l,

Fig 4, just on the top and nail it fast, and when M is

.screwed on, no frame will be able to move any way
(when ii is removed the frame-fastener can be lifted off);

now screw w, Fig 14, just over the dummy, and they will

Fig. 14.—Frame-fastener.

be fast, on the top for any journey ; the front may be
fastened up with wire-cloth, tacked on over nj.i; if a
frame-fastener is made and kept for each hive, and M is

simply screwed on (which should always be the case so

as to be at hand when wanted) ; it ought not to take
more than one minute to pack up a hive for a long jour-
ney ; and if they could be so packed railway companies
would soon provide accommodation to remove them on
to the moors from different parts of the country, and
people would soon develope the system, so that all the
bees in the country would stand a chance of working on
the thousands of acres of heather; but this will never
come to pass if hives are likely to fall in pieces or bees
escape.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

{To be continued.)

ON THE ANALYSIS OF HONEY.
By Otto Hehneb.

(Reccci be/ore the Society of Public Analysts.)

Through the kindness of a number of prominent
members of the British Bee-keepers' Association, I have
recently been put into possession of a large number of

samples of honey of undoubted genuineness. In many
instances the origin of the honey was known, that is to

say, the kind of blossom from which it was derived, as far

as this is possible. Some of the samples were extracted

from the comb by the bee-keepers, many of them by my-
self. I was urged by the Association referred to, to

undertake an investigation into the nature of honey, and,

if possible, to devise some means for the discovery of its

adulteration, on account of the injury done to vendors and
producers uf the genuine article by the competition of

wholesale manufacturers and importers of spurious
products.

The information available consists mainly of a paper
by Dr. J. Campbell Brown, Analyst, vol. iii. p. 107 ; and
of a chapter on Honey in Dr. J. Bell's work on Food,
vol. i. p. 115. Most other works on Food also deal with
the subject of honey, but do not give precise instructions

for the detection of adulteration.

Dr. Campbell Brown comes to the conclusion that

genuine honey contains from 15"5 to 19'S per cent of

water expelled at 100° ; from 5 to 11 per cent of ' water
expelled at a much higher temperature and loss,' very
small amounts of insoluble and mineral matters, the rest

being almost equal quantities of levulose and dextrose,

cane-sugar being in all probability absent. He finds that

all the samples he examined are more or less levo-rotatory,

a solution of 16"26 grin, in 100 c.c. of water polarising

from - -j-2 to - 5° at 00° Fahr.
Dr. Brown's paper might be held to give sufficiently

precise information available for the examination of

honey, were it not more or less contradicted by Dr. J

.

Bell.

In five analyses of honey Dr. Bell finds the proportion
of water to vary from 1740 to 23*32 per cent, glucose
from G6-.5 to 74'0, and he gives as third principal con-
stituent a sugar not identified, only partly fermentable,
without direct action upon cupric tartrate, but gradually
converted into glucose, when boiled for several hours
with dilute sulphuric acid. The amount of this ' sugar
not identified ' varies from 4'48 to 10T2 per cent.

There are also small quantities of gum, wax, and in-

organic matter, their total varying from '8 to Li'G per
cent.

Singularly enough, Dr. Bell is silent about the polarising

energy of the samples he examined. He states that
' Glucose cannot be detected by chemical means, and
only by the polariscope when in sufficient quantity to

change the angle of rotation beyond the limits found in

genuine honey ;
' but as he dues not give these limits, nor,

indeed, a single polariscopic observation, one cannot
but consider this statement as a bit of that gratuitous
information which confronts the chemist in so many
wi irks on Food, and which gives an air of profundity to

the author without imparting knowledge to the reader.

This is all the more extraordinary in the present
instance as Dr. Bell claims to have discovered a 'sugar
not identified,' and surely the polariscope would have
been an invaluable help in identifying the sugar in

question.

It is at once seen on analysing honey, that, on adding
the percentage of water (loss by drying at 100°) to that

of glucose either before or after treatment with acid, it

is impossible to sum up to 100. The difference is

variable, from 8 to IS) per cent. Dr. C. Brown considers

this to be ' water expelled at higher temperatures,' Dr.
Bell an unfermentable sugar, not reducing copper solution.

Since saccharine materials, even when anhydrous, lose

water on being heated a little beyond 100' (and even
below), and since it is quite impossible to fix upon any
particular point at which all water is removed and yet
decomposition has not commenced, Dr. Brown's state-

ment is fairly open to doubt.

The following analyses are not complete. I have not
estimated the amounts of mineral and insoluble matters,

as unlikely to afford any important aid in judging of the
genuineness of samples, and only in about one half of the
analyses has all estimation, which I now believe to be
essential, been carried out, namely, the loss on drying at

100°, glucose by Fehling before and after inversion by
heating with 10 per cent hydrochloric acid to about 70"

;

rotatory power of a 10 per cent solution both before and
after fermentation, and solid matter after fermentation.

Two to three grammes of the honey take several days
to become constant in weight by drying at 100°.

The fermentation was produced in a 10 per cent
solution, by the addition of a pinch of yeast, the fluid

being kept for about five or six days at about ."0°C.

Stronger solutions do not ferment well, and become
mouldy before all glucose has disappeared. After the
evolution of carbonic acid has practically ceased, the
solutions were made up to the original bulk, the glucose

titrated, and subtracted from the total solids obtained by
evaporating 10 c.c, the difference representing mineral,

insoluble, and unfermentable matters. In the following-

analyses, all figures (except polariscopic indications! are

percentages calculated upon the original honey. The
rotatory power represents divisions on the Soleil-Ventzke

instrument.

1. From bar-frame hive, taken in 1880, during flowering

of beans; clear, Lincolnshire.

2. Straw hive, September, 1881 ; thyme and clover,

crystalline, Lincolnshire.

3. Straw hive, August, 1883 ; clover and lime, crystalline,

Lincolnshire.

4. Bar frame, August, 1881 ; clover, clear, Lincolnshire.

5. „ August, 1880 ; clover, partially crystallised,

Lincolnshire.
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6. Straw hive, August, 18S0; beans, quite clear, Lincoln-
shire.

7. 1882, from heather, crystalline, Dundee.
8. 1882, mustard and turnips, very solid.

9. 1883, bees partially fed on cane-sugar syrup ; crystal-

line, Lincolnshire.

10. 1883, bees partially fed on cane sugar-syrup ; crystal-

line, Lincolnshire.

11. 1882, no syrup feeding, clear ; Lincolnshire.

12. Four years old, no feeding ; crystalline, Lincolnshire.

13. 1881, Syrian hybrid bees, crystalline, Grantham.
14. 1881, black bees „ „
15. 1881, from heather, near Perth.

If,. 1882, Hertford, crystalline.

17. 1882, heather, Dorset; comb was crystalline before the
honey was pressed.

18. June, 1883, fruit blossom and white clover, Kent, clear.

19. May, 1883, black currant ; Kent, clear.

20. 1883, cinuuefoil, Hertford.

21. 1883, Kent.
l G

Glucose
Difference

2] "I 17-48 20-W - 23-04 23-26
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saccharine matter known which is fermentable, and
without action upon the polarised ray, I incline to the

belief, that the ' difference ' in the analyses is not due to

the presence of saccharine substance. L have made
eoine estimations of the specific gravity of solutions of

honey, in the hops that this might afford a means to

settle the point; but in every case a figure was obtained

by reference to tables giving the gravity of sugar

solutions which was less than the glucose plus ' difference,'

though somewhat greater than corresponded to the

glucose alone.

While leaving this, the scientific aspect of the com-
position of honey, to be yet examined, I would la}' down
the following rules for the testing of sample^ :

—
Take moisture and glucose before and after inversion

as described, tl;e former should not be above 23 per cent,

the sugar should not be sensibly greater after inversion

than before.

Ferment a 10 per cent solution, take the whole matter

after fermentation and subtract from it the per-centage of

glucose left unfermented. The proportion of unfer-

mentable matter should be no larger than would be

yielded by a pure glucose solution after fermentation,

namely, about 5 per cent.

Observe polarising power of a 10 per cent solution

both before and after fermentation. It should be

Eractically nil. Levo-rotation indicates that the '

as become crystalline in tie' comb; dextro-rotation

which is diminished, hut not removed, that there is starch

sugar.

Test with alcohol and barium chloride: neither should
give any noteable amount of precipitate.— The Analyst

for April, 1881.

(t chocs front % |$ibc$.

Italy, Sioiera.—Here I am in Liguria it self, and hai e

.not yet seen 'a single Ligurian bee; all are the ordinary

black h i kept here in very primitive f

:

rough boxes about four feet high and fourteen inches

cruare. I found a stock the other da}' in a dynamite
box; perhaps, if it had been found in London, it might
have made a scare. The stocks are very strong, and

they can work the whole year round. The flowers never

mt of the land. Just now the almond and peach
blossom, the rosemary, and euphorbia, and a great many
other flowers, furnish the bees with an abundant supply.

—S. Stuttkhd.

North Wilts.—The rainfall List month was ju I over
•-", inches, and the number of rainy days was 1 2. In

1883 the fall was only Til in seven days. No snow
has fallen during the month, whereas snow fell on eight

days in March, 1883. The first really fine day was the

6th; and Sunday, the 9th, was very fine and warm;
indeed, as lovely a spring day as could be wished I'm-.'.

The bees were very busy carrying in pollen. The loth,

10th, and 17th, were fine days, and the bees were out

in numbers each day. On Sunday, the Kith, I was
attracted by an unusual commotion amongst the bees,

about half-past ten. The sun was shining very brightly,

and my garden was full of bees; apparently a swarm.
They did not settle, but I very shortly saw a cluster at

the mouth of one of the hives, and found the bees were
hurrying home again. I saw the queen on the alighting-

board, and saw her enter the hive. The same thing

happened again about half-past twelve, when my servant

saw the bees in the garden, and saw the queen return

from a flight with them, and enter the hive. Again in

the afternoon the bees came out, and returned; and 1

saw the queen for the second time. The bees came out

once again at about four in the afternoon, but returned

us before. On this occasion, however, the queen escaped

•my notice. She, however, returned to the hive ; in

which I have since ascertained that brood is being
raised. There was no rain from the 20th until the iilst;

hut the weather was unfavourable to the bees, being
-. eiv enhl, and the wind for the greater part of the time
from the east. "When watching the bees taking in

pollen I have been much struck with the great \ariety

m colour. Some is nearly white, some nearly black; all

sua les of yellow from the lightest to a deep orange colour;

and here and there a bee with a small quantity of scarlet

pollen. I also noticed a few carrying pollen of a deep
crimson colour. lam glad that an association has been
started for Gloucestershire.—II. IS., 2)id April.

South Cornwall.—A week's east wind at the end of

March keeps our bees indoors. It has since been milder,

though much overcast; and it is astonishing to see how
our busy workers avail themselves of every possible

moment for their labours. A gleam of sun draws them
out, but they must keep their weather-eyes well open
for showers, which sometimes fall heavily. A word on
bee-flowers. I fancy our earthen hedges must supply a
great deal more natural food, and of a more varied

character, than is to be found in many parts of England,
s i that, after crocuses, we need not trouble much about
anything fir March but wallflowers, and a good bed of

white arabis. It is rather curious that, closely allied

as aubrietia is to this latter, I rarely see a bee on my A.
Grasca—now so lovely in lines parallel to double white
daisies. But bee-shmbs are the things for me. After

lib . ; but there is nothing like Berberis

Darwinii, on which bees are well-nigh as thick as I hope
they will be hereafter on Limnauthes.—C. 11. S.

Gloucestershire, Fairford, 7th March.—The bees are

having a fine time of it, and are making the most of it.

The arabis and wallflowers are very tine, and the plum-
trees have not had so tine a blossom for the last four

years. I have four bar-frame and two flat-top skeps,

and they are all very strong; as the weather was so mild

in December, and the bees so often on the wing, I

thought it best to give them some sugar-cake made of

6 lbs. of sugar, but they did not consume a quarter of it.

If the present favourable weather continues we may
hope for a good season which will help to encourage

bee-keepers to join the Association.—J. Cook.

Hereford, April -ml.—On March loth nearly a week
of fine sunny weather with warm south wind set in, and
the bees did wonders on the willow-blossoms, crocuses,

and even arabis were neglected, and in my strongest

hives I found in every comb quite a quantity of new
hone}'. The weather has since been colder, but brood-

rearing lias been much stimulated. J found in one hive

seven frames of brood, six with uniform sheets of sealed

brood reaching to ihe bottom bar. A bee-keeping

friend (not a novice) reports finding a queen-cell in quite

an advanced stage (this in March). I regard the willow

as the most valuable of all spring honey-producing

plants; it certainly has done wonders tin- year. By-
the-wav, in this county, where it is plentiful, I have

never heard of the existence of foul brood. A bee-

in this neighbourhood recently sold his stock

of twenty-two hives of bees by auction. The bees were

in bar-frames—Ligurians, hybrids, and blacks; the

highest price was 2as., and the lowest 1 Is., the average

being 18s. 4d. ; strangely enough the best black stocks

fetched as high prices as the best Ligurians aud hybrids.

—A. Wat kins.

Co. Armagh, 4th April.—Owing to the very mild

winter, bees kept active all the season, and are now in

most instances in want of food. I have heard of many
in this and adjoining comities who lost all their stocks

last month by starvation. In some ca^'s the hives were

largely stocked and had several patches of brood, but

the owners thought they were well enough as they

were seen constantly on the wing. Such dearly bought

experience will no doubt deter some from taking, and
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frighten others into giving up bee-keeping, but a little

.::nce will eventually have its reward iu well-

tinished lave not lost a ins

owing to careful packing for winter, and judicious

i. A faxini r i

an example of their powi i ir of his

aad mine whose horse was severely stung a few years

ago whi -. and in a short time afterwards
•

i from a brown into a piebald! — II. VV. Lett,
M.A., Trea tirer, Co. Arm gl B nation.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Artificial Fertilisation, [f our corn | lent
.. ould try hi suggi ted pi a of Eert il ii ition, si e i b mid
be plea ed to for the result. His proposed
plan is: ' As fertilisation seems only to be I fiecti il « hen
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a queen and drone meet at a considerable altitude, the

following plan has suggested itself to my mind : Enclose

a virgin queen with a few selected drones in a light

cage, measuring, say two feet each way, and attach it

to the tail of a kite, or to a small captive balloon, and
allow them to remain up aloft for a reasonable time,

when, perhaps, the much-wished-for event might bo
consummated.'

T., Spaxton,—Johnson's Saccharum.—In accordance with
your request, we have procured from Johnson's ' .Sac-

charum Company ' a sample of the substance so called.

(The sample received does not, however, answer to your
description.) It is used for brewing purposes. We are

informed that this 'saccharum is derived wholly from
the starch of rice, which is converted into a compound
of glucose or grape sugar and dextrin, by the action

of high temperature in presence of acid. Theoretically,

this sugar would seem to answer the purpose of

feeding bees as well as cane-sugar, but practically, in

every case where it has been tried, the bees have died.

There is in every such glucose a small proportion of

ash, consisting of sulphate of lime, iron, Sec., and it is

possible this may account for the bad effect on bees.

The total amount of this ash is exceedingly small, say

| or -J per cent, but in the delicate organism of

the bee the slightest trace of insoluble matter appears
to have an injurious, if not fatal effect.'

T. B. Garland.— Queens in Second Year.—A queen of

1883 is in full profit this year; but by the time the

spring of 1885 arrives, she will be past her prime.

Therefore, it would be better to supersede her during
the coming summer. Young and vigorous queens are

the parents of strong stocks. Cottagers who destroy

their bees act, without knowing the reason, on sound
principles. They always 'put down' the swarms
which have the old queens, and reserve the stocks

which have young ones; hence the success, or rather the

want of failure, of the skep and smotheration system.

Thames Valley.—1. Different Frames in Same Hive.

—Yes, temporarily, you can do so. Your difficulty

shows the evil of having two systems in use in one
apiary. -• Surplus Stores. — Although now well

supplied, a time will probably arrive when rapid

breeding is going on, and the income of honey ceases,

owing to the weather, when your stored combs will

be of service. Then uncap the cells, and place the

combs behind the division-board, raising the latter ',

inch, to give the bees access to the stores. .".. Scotinns

in Combination Hives.—Twenty-four 1-lb. sections are

quite enough to give at one time ; as they are completed
you can remove them, and give others to be filled.

R. J. P.

—

Bees Clearing Honey from Ceils.—Your bees

must have consisted of very weak colonies not to have
cleaned the frames after extracting. You may safely

give them to any hives requiring food, or to swarms,
if not used before. You will very soon find the

combs cleaned and polished.

Gardener.—1. Giving Frames of Comb-Honey.—Give
back the frames of comb-honey as the bees require it,

uncapping a few of the cells containing honey, and
placing them outside the cluster of bees and combs in

the hive. 2. Foul Brood.—Foul brood is so full}'

described in all bee books that we cannot give space

to re-describe it. It is a perishing of the brood in the
pupa or nymph stage, which becomes putrid, and in an
advanced state gives off an offensive effluvia, and is

highly contagious. 3. Queen-cells in Hive.—Possibly,

the queen-cells may be of last season ; at all events do
not destroy any. The bees will best know what to do
in this case.

J. J. Chinnick.— Queens and Xon-Swarminy Skeps.—
It is by no means certain that because your stock did

not swarm last year that it possesses an old queen. On
the contrary, it is more likely that the reason of its

not swarming was that it changed its queen— that is,

it destroyed its old worn-out queen, and raised another
to take her place. In most cases of non-swarming
gkeps this takes place. Therefore, we advise you leave

the colony alone, if domiciled in a skep. If in a frame-
hive, an inspection will tell you whether the queen is •

old or young. 2. Queen-Introduction.—When intro-

ducing a queen, the old queen must first be removed,
and the new queen caged in the hive for forty-eight

hours. To act as you propose would be certain and
instant death to the strange queen.

William Pears.-]. Price of Ligurian Swarm.-It would
be an easier way of ascertaining the price of a good
Italian swarm if you were making application to
dealers in bees. 2. Cook's Mutual.—The general in-

structions in Cook's Manual are in harmony with
practice of bee-keepers in England, and may be fol-

lowed. As a book for bee-keepers, it is of the highest

value. •'). Bee-keepers in the North of England.—There
aiv no Bee-keepers' Associations in either Northumber-
land or Durham. We. have among our correspondents

several intelligent bee-keepers in these counties. We
should be pleased to note that they bad commenced
an Association for mutual information and strength

Lincolnshire Bill.— 1. Drone-trap.— There is no
difficulty in procuring a drone-trap from any purveyor
of hive-appliances. 2. Drones.—We do not recom-
mend the destruction of drones as soon as the yung
queen becomes fertilised. The worker-bees evidently

value their services during the summer months ; and
when these services are fulfilled, they get rid of them :

at the same time the experienced bee-keeper takes

measures to limit the number of drones in his hives.

•'!. Puff-ball.—The use of puff-ball is not injurious to

adult bees. The operation should be performed without
loss of time. The bees, if in the open air when recovered

from the comatose state, would fly back to their old

hive. They are not disposed to be quiet when relieved

from the effects of puff-ball, but are remarkably lively

II. M. G.— If theBligh Competition is faithfully carried

out, and the advocates of the bar-frame, the skep, and
the Stewarton, enter the lists in competition, the infor-

mation you desire will be obtained.

II. V. E—A letter from the Rev. II. W. Lett, M.A.,
embodying your ideas, will be found on page 132.

J. E. L. W, and II. Parker.—Driving Bees, ^c—The
be-t time for driving bees is about twenty-one days after

they have swarmed. The modes of driving and trans-

ferring have been so frequently described in the

Journal, that we must refer you to previous numbers,
and to that valuable vademecum of bee-keepers, Modern
Bee-keeping, where full directions are given.

A. Cole.—We see no difficulty in keeping the number
of hives in the shed described.

It. Ford, Moretonhampstead.—Suspended Animation.—
The bees which you described as ' dead,' and which
were forwarded to us with a view to ascertain the

cause of death, were, with the exception of a few, when
they reached us full of life and action. Evidently

they had been beguiled by a beam of sunshine to

venture out of their warm hives; the cold winds had
caught them, and had prevented their return. Had
they been picked up, and conveyed to a warm place,

they might have been returned to their companions.

We presume that the warmth derived from their being

closely packed in the box, and the motion caused by
their passage to us, had restored their seemingly lost

vitality.

*
#
* In consequence of the holidays we have been obliged to

go to press two or three days earlier than usual, which

will account for some of the Queries not receiving

replies, and some communications not being inserted.
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THE DISTRICT SYSTEM FOB COUNTY
ASSOCIATIONS.

From the discussion raised by ' Platelayer,' with

regard to a Lower Grade of Experts, another

jion has arisen on the Bitbject of District

Advisers, which is no less important for the

interests of County Associations. The intention,

understand it, is to pro> ide the c I

with what may be called a 'standing' adviser,

residing in his own neighbour! d, to whom he

may always have i ivhen in need of advice and

counsel in the management of bis bees. It is verj

significant that the idea has originated in Hertford

shire, which for some years past lias bad the

advantage of a well-managed County Association,

We are not Bure whether the idea of District

Secretary had its origin in Hertfordshire or Lincoln

shire, but we think we art right in supposing that

Hertfordshire was the first count} to give tl

any pt [I is only in a well urbanized

County Association that the idea of

Advisers, or District Secretaries, can be entertained

at all. Where a enmity is not divided into

districts, the very nomenclature seems to be out of

place, .\inl this division of a county into districts

? eei ns to us to be the chief characteristic of a well-

ordered Association. Divide et imptra should be

the precept inculcated upon every County Secre-

tary. Every such Secretary should possess a map
of his county, with the different districts into

which it is divided painted in various colours.

Such a map slmuM also he in the hands of each

District Secretary.

We are sure that the Rev. .1. I.. Seager, or tie'

Id v. I'', s. Sclater, the Herts ami Buckinghamshire
Hon. Secretaries, would allow any of their fellow-

workers to see and copy the maps of their respective

counties which they have prepared for this purpose,

and which we hope they will lay mi the table at the

next Quarterly Conference. A plain sixpenny map
is ipiite g 1 enough for the purpose; and we be-

lies e thai uitable maps could ho procured at a

cheaper rate if ( lounty Secretaries would obtain them
;h the medium of Mr. Huckle, the Figaro of

the British Bee I eepei Association, who seems to

know a little about everything. But if a county
in hold a front rank m the list of affiliated

i* ems, it is not sufficient to divide a comity

mi paper, or merely to appoint District Secretaries

and District Advisers. The mechanism ma} be

perfect, hut it requires to he s,-t in motion; and
the best way of giving life to an Association is for

those in office to work heartily and earnestly

together for the good of others. We use the word

'work' advisedly, for the good management of a

County Association necessarily implies a large

amount of g I, bond fid* hard work. If District

ties will not work, all the efforts of the

County Secretary are paralysed. But if the District

eg will put their shoulders to (lie wheel,

the ell. et w II goon he seen in the Annual Report
We know- n- better beginning that they can

make than by calling all the members in their

districts together at quarterly meetings, which

should he held about a week previous to the

quarterly meetings of the District Secretaries, who

should compose the County Committee. All the

members of a County Association are thus brought

into Ben3ible contact with the County Secretary.

All their wants and wishes are made known to hun

through the medium of their District chief,

through whom the County Secretary in his turn

can keep the members acquainted with all that is

being done on their behalf at head-quarters. No
wrong can thus he left long unredressed ; no

Complaint can fail to make itsolf heard ; in no

other way can arrangement i bo easily he le for

the tours of experts, the giving of prizes, and

holding of exhibitions at local flower shows, the

engagement "f tic Bee-Tent, the inspection of

cottagers' apiaries when prizes are given for good

management, ami lor all those many schemes which

are now so lavishly suggested for giving hie to

( lounty At social ions.

From our experience of the working of County

Associations, we have no hesitation in expressing

our linn conviction that the District System

applied to County Associations is the best way of

instructing the cottagers of the United Kingdom in

t ho art of I keeping. It is not t he idea or

Suggestion of anyone mind, hut the result of much
careful thought and many combined deliberations

bestowed upon this subject, the product in the

first instance of that necessity which is the mother

of invention, improved graduall} by the experience

ral years, hut by no means perfected yet, and

capable of well-nigh unlimited development. A
careful perusal of the volume of collected ReportB,
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which is now in the hands of all County Secretaries,

and which, we feel sure, that they will be glad to

mike as public as possible, will, wc think, tend to

convince onr readers that the high praise we have

bestowed upon the District System has not been

given without reason, and is not undeserved.

RKiVILEOES OF COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.

As the privileges and conditions of affiliation are

now being discussed at the Quarterly Conferences,

with a view to their revision and improvement, we

venture fco suggest a new privilege, which we think

might with perfect safety be accorded to the repre-

sentatives of < lounty Associations, and which would,

we think, be of great advantage both to the repre-

sentatives and the Central Committee. Under the

existing regime the County Representatives have

the privilege of making any suggestions or recom-

mendations which may seem advisable to them,

and of discussing any questions submitted to them,

but without the right of voting upon them. Why
should this privilege !»• withheld? It would, of

course, be highly inexpedient, and most antagonistic

to the interests of bee-keeping in general, if any

enmity representative were to move that some

important measure — such, we will say, as the

decision to hold a show of bee appliances at the

[nternational Health Exhibition — should be re-

scinded, and that any operations, which had been

undertaken in that direction should lie brought, to

an end; and if upon the question being put to the

vote of the conference, the assembled eighty re-

presentatives (who by some fortuitous concourse of

atoms happened to 1>; all present) were to carry

their point by an overwhelming majority against

the little band of fifteen which represent the Com-

mittee of the British. The Central Committee,

which meet every month (and lately very much
more often) for the transaction of business, could

not allow the work of three months to be annihi-

lated by the vote of those who meet only four

times in the year, and cannot therefore be ex-

pected to have an equal knowledge of all the bear-

ings of any important measure. The privilege of

voting, if conceded, should, we think, be confined

to the voting of the county representatives amongst

themselves, and with this restriction it seems to us

that the effect could be for nothing but good, from

whichever side it may be regarded. As regards

the representatives, it would give them an addi-

tional interest in the discussion, and elicit a much
wider and clearer expression of opinion. As re-

gards the Central Committee, it would enable them

to learn what was the real opinion of the majority

of the representatives, as well as what was the

opinion of the minority. At present the only way

of arriving at any conclusion upon this point is by

adopting the maxim that 'Silence gives consent.'

As long as a representative does not openly express

disapproval of any measure proposed, he is re-

garded as approving it. But this is not a legiti-

mate deduction. A representative may be like the

mute parrot—a good thinker, though but a poor

speaker. He may be shy and timorous, or de-

barred by some physical infirmity from expressing

his opinions in public, thtmgh intellectually he may
be as capable of forming a sound judgment upon a

question as he who makes his opinion heard

through his much speaking. No man can be too

shy to express his opinion for or against a measure
by holding up his hand, and so giving his vote.

Of course, in making this suggestion it must be
distinctly understood that wc do not advise that

the vote of the representative should be binding, or

in any way affect the judgment of the Central

Committee. Its effect would be simply to let

them know what all the assembled representatives

thought about any question before them ; a fact

wdiich at present they can only guess at from the

eloquence of the few ami the silence of the many.
Speech may be silver, and silence bo gold, but wo
think that an uplifted hand would he of more value

than either silver or gold in determining the sense

of the representatives upon a question which
admits of any variety of opinion. Wc should be

glad to sec the suggestion thus thrown out fully

discussed in our columns before the next Quarterly

Conference takes place, as well as the suggestion

made in our last number as to the representation

of County Associations distant from the Metropolis.

We hope for a full and exhaustive discussion upon
both these points. This is the object with which
all suggestions are made in our loading articles.

SCOTCH AND IRISH ASSOCIATIONS.

In order to give a practical turn to the strife

raging between 'Hampshire Hog' and his anta-

gonists, we would suggest that the discussion

should be directed to the point, how to make the

Scotch and Irish Associations more serviceable for

the diffusion of bee-keeping and a knowledge of the

art of bee-keeping than they seem to be at present.

We differ from ' Hampshire Hog ' in thinking that

the Irish or Caledonian Association would be bene-

fited by affiliating themselves with the British.

' Home Rule,' in our opinion, offers great advantages

in respect of the teaching of bee-keeping. Rut, on
the other hand, we agree with what seems to be

the idea underlying the 'grunt' of 'Hampshire

Hog,' viz., that both the Irish and the Caledonian

Associations would do well to assume more of the

character of parent Associations, encourage the

formation of Associations in the counties of Ireland

and Scotland, and give them the same advantages

of affiliation with the parent or central Association

which the counties of England and Wales enjoy at

the present moment. If this was once accom-

plished a federation might be formed between the

three parent Associations, with a view to combined
action, whenever such should be found necessary

and desirable.

BLTGH COMPETITION.
When the present number of the B. B. J. comes

into the hands of our readers, the time for entries,

as originally determined, into this Competition will

have expired. We trust that many will have come

forward and, at the cost of some littlctrouble to them-
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selves, be ready to give the benefit of their skill and
experience to bee-keepers at large. Much real gain

seems to have accrued from the first experiment,

though its rules were of necessity hastily put to-

gether, and without that experience of their practical

working by which alone the}' can be made perfect.

These rules have been carefully revised and cor-

rected, and due consideration has been given to

suggestions which have appeared in the Journal in

answer to an appeal from the Committee for criti-

cisms upon them.

Wc regret, however, that bo little of the wisdom
of our bee-keeping fraternity was elicited by this

appeal ; and that at last the Sub-Committee was

compelled to complete its work of revision with

but a scant addition of external light to assist

its labours. We cannot, however, refrain from

giving expression to our conviction, that the rules

appear now in a vastly improved form : and al-

though many will possibly think that they could

improve them, and defects, in all probability, will

show themselves in the working, we consider thai

they supply the basis needful for an excellent

t petition.

Too late tor insertion in our last number wore

received letters from Mr. .1. Hewitt and the Rev. G.

Shipton,whohave shown akeeninterest in the success

of the competition. These will be found in pp. I .">1, 152.

We regret, with them, that time did not allow the
' revised code ' to be laid before the public before

it was finally adopted. The blame, however, must
lost with tin- public, who showed so much hesita-

tion in affording their opinions and the needful

subscriptions to sot the i ipetition going. The
revisers are identical with those who two years ago

drafted the first code, and have all the while been
closely connected with its practical working. They
may, therefore, claim to he clear of any charge of

haste or immature consideration in their work.

Whilst criticising the principles and details of

thi' sehe we must not lose sight of its primary

object. It is to bring not only varying systems,

but also bee-masters in all parts of the country,

into competition, and by the results to show to the

Cottager that improved bee-keeping is remunerative.

Varying climates, pasturage, and circumstances, do
not admit of such competition being o complete test

of superiority of one system over the other. It can
hut approximately succeed in showing the relative

merits of different systems.

We quite endorse tic suggestion that the com-
petition should he a permanent institution, and
that it si hi he far more liberally endowed. Why
not, then, mi led of finding fault with the earnest

work of the promoters, or alluding to the possible

'stupidity of the judges,' give hearty support to

the scheme which has -one forth for tin- year L884,
and at the same time endeavour to lay the founda-
tions of a far more excellent competition for 18851
We would ask critics to open the ball this time,

and to send for publication in the Journal a emu
plete draft of suggested rules, which, in its turn,

would he open to the critici m of others, and afford

i
'elicit material for the guidance of those who may

ho deputed to frame a revised code in tie: future.

IMPORTANT.—EXTENSION" OF TIME,
Entries for the Bligh Competition aiid for bee-

hives, honey. Are., at the Royal Agricultural Show to

be held at Shrewsbury, will be received up to

Thursday, May 8th, after which they will finally

close. Address the Secretary, ,1. llui'kle, Esq,,

King's Longley, I hits.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION.
The Committee of the British Bee keepers' Asso

ciation to whom have been entrusted the arrange-
ments considered necessary for the exhibition of

honey and wax and the various methods which
lead to their production have worked with a zeal

and earnestness worthy of all commendation.
They have won the confidence of the Executive
Council of the Exhibition, who have entrusted to

them the arrangement and the selection of the

articles to he represented, and we may rest assured
that a wise discretion will he exi ivisod by them so

that whatever may be exhibited will be creditable

to the Association. The space accorded is amply
sufficient for the purpose : it is i:; feet by 26

;

it is situated in a most central part which cm
prices the routes leading to the chief attrae

tions of the Exhibition : there is a large amount
of wall-space, and an excellent position for per-

mitting the flight of bees, The Committee have
l applications for s| e from most of the

leading manufacturers of bee-appliances, The
principal honey producers have also applied for

space to exhibit honey and wax. Son xcellent

of the honey of the seasons of 1880, 1 881

,

1882, and 1883, will be exhibited at the opening;
and as the season ad\anccs there will he Supple-

mented by othi i a.

It is the intention of the Committee to make
the Exhibition bo far as lies in their power bene

icd, by giving every exhibitor

th best position in turn. By this procedure each

manufacturer's g Is will be brought prominently
bi fore the risiton : and as the Exhibition w ill he

kept open for several months, and will he seen by
many thousands of visitors, the advantage of such

an advertisement of their wares must he patent to

all. The Committee will still entertain applications
for interesting objects, and it is to he hoped that

their hands may ho go strengthened that the slew
maybe thoroughly representative of' all that, con-

cerns I he science nf hee keepilej..

The Executive Committee of the Exhibition have
invited the members oftheB. B.K. A. to a conference,

for the purpose ofascertaining what practical lessons

may be deduced from the exhibition of the articles

in their department. This conference will be held on
Thursday the 7th of August

MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS ASSOCIATION.
The Secretary, Mr. Fox Kenworthy, The hark

Ealing, will be pleased to receivt mmunications
from any hee keepers iu the hamlets and villages

of the County who are willing to l» e district

ecn taries.
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THE FORMATION OF A BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION FOR NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
A meeting will be held in the School Board

Room, Exchange Hall, Nottingham, on Wednes-

day, 30th April, at 2.30, to elect the several officers

for this Association. The chair will be taken by

his worship the Mayor of Nottingham.

A NUCLEUS FOR A GLAMORGANSHIRE
COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Rev. Z. Paynter Williamson, of Margam
Vicarage, Tarback, South Wales, desires to form a

Parochial Bee Association in connexion with the

British. Could not this parochial association servo

as a nucleus for a Glamorganshire County Bee-

keepers' Association 1 We advise all bee-keepers

in Glamorganshire who wish to see a Bee-keepers'

Association established in their midst to com-

municate with Mr. Williamson with that intent.

We may say that a noted bee-keeper, Col. Pearson,

is about to take up his residence in Radnorshire
;

and if he were communicated with he would readily

afford them effective aid in developing their purpose.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Grantham Exhibition.

We desire to direct the attention of our readers

to the schedule of prjzes (to be found in our adver-

tising columns) of the Show of Bees, Honey, Hives,

ifcc, to be held at Grantham in connexion with the

Lincolnshire Agricultural Society. We trust that

the Show may receive every support, not only from

the bee-keepers of Lincolnshire, but from the

country at large. The date of fixture is favourable

for honey exhibition.

R. W. DAVIES' METAL ENDS.
The sample of metal end forwarded is, we con-

sider, an improvement on some of its predecessors.

It is light, strong, and serviceable.

USEFUL HINTS.

The weather up to Easter was continuously

favourable, but then, and ever since, it has been as

bad for bees as possible. The bright sunshine has

tempted them out with empty honey-sacs, hoping

to soon fill them with nectar, but the easterly

wiuds have prevented secretion thereof by the

flowers. Thus they have failed to meet with the

necessary food, and have succumbed to cold and
hunger before being able to reach home, perishing

by thousands. The numbers of dying and dead bees

lying about within a few yards of the hives have
been grievous to see. At the same time another
and more serious danger has threatened the stocks

of bee-keepers who have not taken care by constant

feeding to provide the bees with food which they
have been unable to obtain for themselves. The
large amount of brood in all stages existing and re-

quiring plenty of food has caused an enormous run
upon the stores. In some cases drones, in others

immature brood, have been turned out, This

latter is a sure sign of absolute starvation, and not

an hour must bo lost before feeding liberally. On
the other hand, in well-cared-for stocks, fed liber-

ally, breeding will have been proceeding rapidly,

and large populations, consisting almost entirely of

young bees eager for work, are present; sj that

on a change to warm showery weather supers may
be put on and other seasonable work commenced.

I" onomising Heat.— If, on raising the quilt, it is

found that the loss of life has exceeded the increase,

so that the outside combs are not covered by bees,

it would lie as well to remove them and close up
the dummies temporarily.

Feedixg must be continued while the weather re-

mains as at present.

Qi een-rearing.—Preparations for this important

operation should be commenced as soon as the

weather permits. It is of the greatest possible

advantage to have queens ready fertilised and
living, ready to give to stocks after swarming,
either natural or artificial. Full instructions would

be too long for insertion here ; they may be found
in Mr. Cowan's boot. The thorough break-up of

the cluster generally necessary to find the queen
must not, be attempted until the weather is warmer.
Be most careful not to chill the brood or the queen.

She is more easily injured by exposure to cold than

is generally supposed. Queens should be raised in

the very best stock you have, so as to perpetuate

the good qualities of that queen. She may lie

united to another stock which docs not possess

such a good one by lifting out the frame with the

queen and bees and placing it without disturbance

in the middle of the other stock, first removing the

inferior queen. No caging is required by this plan,

but smoke and a sprinkle of syrup are necessary.

If none of your stocks contain drones, and you
have no neighbours whose stocks contain them,

you must of course defer queen-raising until drones

are about. By inserting a comb containing drone-

cells in the centre of the brood-nest of a strong

stock, eggs will be laid which will produce drones

in twenty-five days. In these days of foundation

it may be difficult to find any drone-comb naturally

existing, but by taking a 1-lb. section, cutting out

the comb, thinning it down to 1 inch (J, inch each

side of midrib), and splicing it into the middle of a

worker-comb, ample space for drone-breeding will

be obtained. A 1-lb. section will contain upwards
of 500 cells.

Sdpeeing.—When giving snpers, remove such

combs from the stock-hive as do not contain brood.

The bees which were clustering on these must go
somewhere, and they will be foi-ced into the super.*

and commence work, of course supposing honey is

coming in.

Swarming.— Artificial swarming may be pro-

ceeded with towards the end of May, but it is far

better to wait until you have queens raised, fer-

tilised, and laying in nuclei, so that the stocks are

not without laying queens for a day. If they are

swarmed, and allowed to raise queens for them-
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selves, nearly three weeks must elapse before an

clot is laid. The value of saving all this time by

the system of nucleus queen-rearing is obvious.

Reqceentn-g.—When spare queens are ou hand
is the time to remove all old queens, and i

by young ones.

Lid IflANIMXc; AXI> T'nii IX.; OTHBD FOEEIGK

Queens.— Owing to the danger (if queens im

at this season becoming chilled, it would be better

to wait until June. Some years ago queens used

to be imported with two piecos of comb in each

box, between which the bees could cluster, and
with plenty of workers, when they stood a much
better chance of arrival in g 1 condition than as

now imported, on one small piet fcomb and with

very few workers.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
'

The Committee Meeting ami Quarterlj Coal

were held al 105 Jermyn Street on Wednesday, April

IGth. Present, Ri -. II. 1; Peel (in the chair), Rev.

F. S. Sclater, Rev. F. G. Jenvns, Capt Bush, II

J..M. Hooker, I). Stewart, W. <>'];. Qlennie, Treasurer,

Secretary. The minutes of the previous meeting

were read, confirmed, and signed. It was resolved thai

ili.- num.- ..f Mr.T. 1!. Blow, Welwyn, Mr. R, I

Rainbam, and Mi-. C. Brown, Bewdley, be announced as

experts of tin- \ . re of the ne

of lli.- Annual Rep i] t.

'I'll.- Rev. I
'. 8. Bclater gave notice thai at tin- next

i iting of the C ittee he would move, ' That in order
i.. avoid the inconvenience often experienced I

keepers 03 the existence of a 1 standard size for one and
two pound sections, it 1- desirable thai thi I

the British Hi ball adopt a

. and recommend tb

stand, rd sizes be adopted 1 rs rail]
.'

The t !ou rati \ iciation rah-'

the amended li-t <>t conditions and privileges of affilia-

tion, in ith the resolul ion passed a1 the last

I adopted,

and presented to the re] resi

1 ions for app
The Exhibitions Sub-Coi ittee reported that thej

had •''
- ite al the Late

Health Exhibition ; I n granted full

of this depart I 1 mmunicated v, idelj with

the de il 1 Initi d

Kingdom in the hope of making a full ind useful

display of all thai will b creditable and profitable to the

bee-keeping industry. The Committee have determined

ible to include everything that will I f

credit or profit to the cause, and to rigidly -

everything which mai bring discredit or injury to the

British bee-keeper. Thej have also determined, in the

appropriation of space, to lei all the exhibitors have, as

far as possible, equal bj changing the posi-

tion of the articles from time to time, so as to give

variety and noveltj to tl sbibition and to extend the

benefit of
j

od position to all in turn.

Ql mm 1:10 -, Co i'l IH-..VE.

The follow ing representati'

hamshire. Rev. A. Michell; Bedfordshire, Rev. 1'. L.

Royd : Berkshire, Rev. V. S. Moyle; Hertfordshire,

Rev. A. Roberts and Mr. J. P. Sambels; Kent, Mr.

0. \ ll.ii and Mr, Je e I rarratl
;

Elunl . Mr. C. N.
White; Sussex, Rev. N. Andrewes; Surrey, Mr. F. II.

Li mare; Wilts, Rev. W. E, Burkitt,

The Chairman presented the amended conditions

and privileges of affiliation (as adopted by the Central
Committee) for the approval of the Conference.

In presenting these amended rules, the Chairman
pointed out that, although the representatives could not

vote on the question of their adoption, the Central
Committee were most anxious to have their views
relating to them. It was most desirable that the County
Associations Bhould at these Quarterly Conferences make
their wants and wishes known as much as possible. If

the County Representatives would bring forward sub-

jects for discussion from time to time much good would
be done. Concerted action would be sure to produce
beneficial results. Conditions 1,2, 3, and I (as follows),

were unanimously approved of:

1. Each Atliliated Association shall be established for one
County only. No two counties shall be united together for

the purpose of forming one Association, nor shall a county
be divided for the purpose of forming more than one Asso-

ciation, except with the approval of the Committee of the

British Bee-keepers' Association.
'_'. Each Affiliated County Association shall pay an

annual subscription of one guinea, which shall become din-

on January 1st in each year.

3. Atliliated Associations shall adopt the same designa-

tion as the central society (with the exception of the

substitution of a count; name for ' British'}, and add the
!

1 iih the British Bee-keepers' Asso-

li Atliliated Association shall hold an annual
general meeting, and elect two of its members (not neces-

sarily residing within the county) as representatives to

attend the Quarterly Conferences of the British Bee keepers'

yearly report, and an audited
i. ap to 31 tDea mbei in each year -. Buch

ai 1 by the 1 at of February.

\
. however, ensued n pecting the

mode of electing the representatives to attend the

ting of the British Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation.

Tic- Rev. W. E. Buridtl considered that provision

should be mad.- l.\ ill-- 1 t -, Associations for the pay-
ment of the travelling and other expenses of the repre-

sentatives, li was of considerable importance to the
( '•Hint;.

1
o representatives to be pre-

h 1 lountj -I Id provide

for the payment of their expenses. The Wilts Associa-

id always provided for bis expenses in attending.

Mr. White supported Mr. liurldtt's views, and con-

1 bat i>o>\ 1 ion should I..- made in the rules of

each County Associati a fi t thepaymenl of the expen es

ive to attend these Confer-
ences. Man\ Counties would probably be able to secure

wealth) men to act as their representatives, I bo be

saved. tl xpense. At the same ti he (Mr. White)
fed thai the best rep nj A isociation

1 Id li n tary.

Tie- Rev. N. Andrewes supported Mr. White's pro-

Mr. Q ed thai a the County Associa-
1

- d imI'U by the attendan f their

representatives, tin re ought to be no difficulty in regard

to 1 he payment of their expen lea,

Th.- Chairman and Mr. Stewart pointed out thai the

attendance of the representatives was most important to

the Central C mittee; and the County Associations

could through their representatives assist the Central

tee verj materially in their deliberations fox the

extension of the aims and objects I',,,- which the several

\ ociatioi are f a med.
Mr. J. P. Sambels suggested thai each County Asso-

ciation hould ho allowed the privilege of nominating a

to att.-nd these Conferences al any ti when

either of the regularly appointed representatives could

not be pre - ni

Tin- time allotted for the discussion of this subject
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having- expired, it was resolved, ' That a copy of the con-

ditions and privileges of affiliation as amended be sent to

the Secretary of each County Association to report

thereon previous to the date of the next quarterly Con-

ference.'

The Proposed Testimonial to the Rev. II. R. Peel.

Mr. Peel having vacated the chair, Mr. J. M. Hooker

presided. The Secretary read communications from the

secretaries ..1' tin- Dorsetshire, Essex, Devonshire, Here-

fordshire, Lincolnshire, Buckinghamshire, Carmarthen-

shire, and Bedfordshire Associations, expressing their

warm approval of the proposal.

Mr. Garratt inquired of whom the Committee of

Management was composed, and whether the present

meeting was empowered to deal witli the subject.

The Secretary answered in the affirmative, and stated

that due notice of the subject had been given to the

Secretary of each County Association.

The following proposals were submitted for the dis-

posal of the fund when raised, and, in respect to which

an appeal should be made for subscriptions.

By Mr. C. N.White, Somersham, Hunts, lion. Sec.

Hunts Bee-keepers' Association:

—

' That the fund raised Iji- invested ; that the interest be

given in prizes annually to the County Assoeiatious for the

encouragement of modern bee-keeping among the cottager

rlass ; and that these prizes be named the " llev. H. 1!. Pee]

Testimonial Prizes."

'

By the Rev. 1 . < r. Jenj us :

—

1
1. That the interest of the fund be devoted annually to

the encouragement of intelligent bee-keeping amongst
artizans and cottagers by prizes given through County
Associations.

' 2. That, according to the amount of the fund, three or

more County Associations he chosen annually by ballot,

and that the amount at disposal be divided amongst them,

according to population.
' 3. That the disposal of the amount thus given to each

be left to their own discretion, except that the scheme they

adopt must be for the special benefit of artizans and
cottagers, and must be submitted to and approved by the

Committee of the B. B. K. A.
' 4. A County Association can only receive the benefit of

the fund once in three years.
' 5. The ballot will take place at the same time as the

election of the Committee of the B. B. K. A.'

By the Rev. F. S. Sclater:

' The amount subscribed shall be invested in such a

manner as the Committee may hereafter determine, the

interest accruing therefrom to be apportioned annually to

two or more county affiliated Associations ; having fulfilled

the conditions of affiliation, to be applied directly for the

benefit and improvement of bee-keeping amongst artizans

and cottagers residing within the respective counties.
' The County Associations entitled to receive benefit from

the Peel Testimonial Fund shall be elected annually by
ballot, such ballot to take place at the Annual General
Meeting of the B. B. K. A. No County Association shall he

entitled to receive this benefit more than once in every five

years.
' Each County Association shall make its own arrange-

ments lor the disposal of the amount allotted to it, such
arrangements to be submitted and approved by the Central

Committee at the next quarterly conference held after the

ballot has taken place, and previous to the amount being

paid.'

Mr. .). Garratt said, — I believe the experience

.if many is that the giving' of prizes does not act

as a very great inducement to e >nip?tition as regards

the many ; but to the few clever ones it is an

undoubted attraction. In support of this I would
cite tlie cases of many of the Cottage-Garden Societies,

where one hears the names of certain individuals called

out almost unceasingly at the distribution of prizes. In

ray own mind, therefore, as the aim of the Association

is to make bee-keeping the pursuit of the many, I am

decidedly opposed to bestowing the fund mainly upon
those who are already, by their superior abilities, be.st

able to take care of themselves. My proposal is that

experts be provided for visiting all the cottage members
of the County Associations. To make this practicable,

the country should be divided into groups of counties,

such as Kent, Sussex, Surrey, and Hampshire, on the

one hand,iind Cheshire, Stafford, Derbyshire, and Shrop-
shire, on the other; the expert to make the tour of the

group or groups which, by means of the ballot, had been

selected for the year. To reap the full value of the

system the cottager should be visited three times, in

addition to the visit which he might be entitled to receive

from the expert of his own County Association. Assum-
ing the latter to take place in the month of April, I

would propose that the ' Peel Expert' should make his

visits in the months of May, June, and August, thus

covering the most important part of the year, and pro-

viding practical instruction or a kind and in a manner
most suitable to the average cottager's capacity. It is

well known that many of a higher class enter upon bee-

keeping with enthusiasm, but speedily relinquish it after

a liberal expenditure of money, in consequence of the

difficulties which accompany their onward movement.
How much more, then, is this to he feared on the part

of those who are less fortunately placed in life P A
great opportunity now appears to present itself for doing

an incalculable amount of good, and it is to be most
earnestly hoped that the labours so freely bestowed by
Mr. Peel on the work of establishing an elevating and
refining rural industry may be adequately recognised by
all who are interested in its advancement.
Time not permitting for the whole of these proposals

to he considered, it was resolved to hold a special meet-

ing for the purpose on Wednesday, May 14th.

The meeting then resolved itself into the Quarterly

Conversazione, at which Mr. Cheshire delivered an inter-

esting lecture on ' Honey as Food.' This we are obliged

to defer to our next issue.

BUCKS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
A quarterly meeting of the Committee of Manage-

ment was held at the 'George Hotel,' Aylesbury, the

Rev. II. R. Peel in the chair, on Tuesday, April 15th,

Present, the Rev. E. Clay, Mr. Richard Fowler,
the llev. A. Newcombe, the Rev. II. R. Peel, Mr. W.
Sturdy, the Rev. S. 1!. Wilkinson, and the County
Secretary, the llev. F. Sclater. The minutes of the last

meeting having been read and confirmed, the lion, secre-

tary reported the progress of the Association in the past
quarter as satisfactory. The paid subscriptions for the

present year already number 231, against 238 received
during the entire year 1883. 72 subscriptions remain
still to be collected from subscribers in 1883; and these,

added to the number already paid, will make up a grand
total of 303 members for the present year. There is

every likelihood of a further considerable number of new
members joining the Association before the end of the

year, and the results are therefore expected to prove
highly satisfactory. The rti<tn'<t system is being per-

fect! d, original districts having been remodelled, and two
new ones formed. The number of districts at present
existing is fourteen, and it is most desirable that two
new ones should be added in the High Wycombe and
Brill neighbourhood.

The quarterly balance-sheet was presented by the

County secretary, showing that, at the close of 1883,
there existed a balance in hand of 1/. 12s. 7 (J., hut after

allowing for assets and liabilities (the latter including an
item of 28J. Is. Gd. for bee-tent, tickets, ifcc.) there was a

balance against the Association of 14/. lis. 8d. Mr.
Sclater handed in the quarterly statement of accounts,

and explained that there were assets and cash to the

amount of 521., to meet liabilities of 4G/. 2s. Gd.

The Chairman proposed that a separate fund be rai set]
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to pay off the debt on the bee-tent, and be offered to

subscribe 57. Mr. Sclater seconded tbe motion, and it

was carried. Bj this resolution the liabilities ( H'>/. 2s. Qd.
I

are reduced to 267., and a liability of 211. 2s. 6rf.

carried to a special account, to be met by special sub-

scription.

The Secretary then read the report of the experts on

their spring tours. Thomas Blow reported:—'During
two days, April 1st and 2nd, I have visited twenty-three

members of the Association, in the vicinity of Stratford,

Newport Pagnel, and Bletchley. The bees were in

moderate condition— better towards Stony Stratford and
Newport than ar id 1-Vnm Stratford and Bletchlev,

the latter neighbourhood being a poor one. 1 should

imagine, for lues, the Boil being cold and wet.' The
report added, ' Messrs. Bartub and Long deserve special

mention, their apiaries being in a very g 1 state. \

curiosity, in the shape of a straw skop, constructed to

contain 6 cuts, of honey, is in the possession of Mr.
Chappell, of WateT Eaton. ! need scarcely mention
that the bees have never yet filled it, though their owner
still has hopes. The Rev. J. Irving has kept I

forty years, and is certain that his neighbourhood is a

poor one. lie has an interesting record of the small

profits to be made in his district. S. Baldwin reported

that, during tbe week ending 8tb March, he had examined
208 hives, viz., 108 bar-frame hives, loo slop- and boxes,

dead bar frames, 8 skeps. Condition generally fair.

Cause of lossi— Bar-frame hives, transferring too late

;

akejps, starved.

It was resolved that in the future more definite

e ob1 used from the I that the dis-

trict ecretariee be communicated with as to tl

men to act as 1

The Chairman proposed, the Rev. F. Bclatei seconded,

and it was carried, 'That a sum not exceeding 201. be

given from the funds of the Association ae prizes for run
or extracted honey, in one -how in each of the districts

into which the Ass iciation is divided.'

Rev. F. Sclater proposed, Mr. Sturdy seconded,
and it was resolved, ' That n Association

residing on tl i be considered

eligible to compete for the mi - offered
b\ the British Bee-ki at the county

The i;>\ . F. Sclat

econded, and it was carried, 'That a count \ show of the

Duckf Bee-keepei ' Association for the year 1884 be held
i
\ion « iili the shov of t hi R03 al and I

Agrii ultural \ ociation, on Thui • laj . S

18th, providing arrangements can be made with the

Secretary of that Societ] . and that

K>/. be offered for prizes from the fund- of th

ciation.'

tary bi • mpowered
to arrange with the S cretarj of the Royal and I

Bucks Agricultural Association for the drawing up of a

schedule, including an open class for the b

and appliances, classes for honey in the comb,
ed, &c. The Secretary was also instructed to

mak
'

to secure th no of the
in, 1 he i mploj ment o I he b i-tent, &c.

1

- i tl bee-tent were 1 ally dis-

tnd it « as decided m ad the tent to

the Associat anj show
authority desiring thi tent for a Cottage, Horticultural,

oi other bow, I i ps a fixed Bum to cover the ex-

Lncurred. Private individuals can be supplied
with the tent for garden parti r school treats on sirni-

The County Secretary
I to draw the

attention of the District Secretaries to the paragraph in

the annual report respecting the Bale of members' b y.

The \ -ociation hopes at the county show in September
to hold a honej fair to facilitate the sale of bone) in

the county; and, if buyers and sellers of honey will

meanwhile communicate with the Association's Secre-
tary in each district, he will be in a position to bring
buyer and seller into direct communication.

Et p irts were received from the District Secretaries,
from which, in addition to a considerable number of
1883 members whose subscriptions remain still to be
collected, it appears that the paid subscriptions for the
present year already number 231.

In compliance with a request from the Committee of
the British Bee-keepers' Association, the scheme for tbe
proposed ' Peel Testimonial Fund' was considered. This
scheme seeks to raise a fund in recognition of tbe in-

valuable services which the Rev.H. R. Peel has rendered

to the cause of bee-keeping for many years, especially

during the tenure of his late office of hon. secretary to

the British Bee-1 i Association. The Bucks Asso-
ciation cordiallj approve the scheme proposed, by which
the fund to he raised will be invested, and the income
used to assist Bee-kei pi rtt Associations in affiliation with
the British Bee-keepers' Association, to encourage bee-

culture amongst the labouring classes. As Mr. Peel is a

resident in the county of Buckingham, the above Bch me
has a special claim upon its inhabitants, Mr. Peel bein

well known in the county and universally respected.

CniTCsponuciue.

*,* All I

Hives, Q
i the " British Bee J >

\r • Upper St. I
r.c

OUR IHiM'.V IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United

Kingdom during the month of March. L884, amounted
From a private return sent bv the Principal,

Statistical < (ffice, II. M. Cu I- ins, to E, II. Bellairs,

Wingfield, near Christchurch,

PEEL TESTIM0N1 AL SCHEME.
>mi Mr. lluckle as to what was

decided as to the Peel Testimonial at the Quarterly
Conference on April IGth, I was informed thai the
matter hail been adjoin 1. I cannot imagine how this

can be the case, and should like -one- further explanation
n for the adjournment. The histoi \ of

the Testimonial after it left the hands of the Lancashire
( lountj See,. i follows:

—

In th. March I si the esteemed Pi

of the British Bee-keepers' \ iciation expressed her

wish that the Committee si Id, in with the

honorary tscretaru and reprt ntatives of the everal

County Associations, take into consideration tl b

nplying with the wishes of the member
I at tli" Annual General Meeting, and make

Buch arrangements for the collection and disposal of the

fund ae thev think will best tend to promote the u eful-

i if the liriti- ii I tee-ki opera' Ae n iciaf ion.

[n the number of March 16th, I find that in accord-

ance with the wish of the President, a resolution was
'That the Committee of the B. B. K. A. should,

mctioti with the County Associations, consider the
ii of i tablu I

ing a Te tin ial Kuril to the

late Hon. Secretary, and male- the neci arj arrange-
iin an for the collection and disposal of the fund.' I

read also that at tin- meeting the question was di I

at great length, and that ii was ultimately resolved,
' That the fund raised be devoted ae far as possible to

;
the benefiting of artizans and cottagers, and that the
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County Secretaries be communicated with to suggest
how this can best be carried out.' The arrangements for

the collection and disposal of the fund to be decided

upon at the next Quarterly Meeting, to be held on
April Kith.

In the number for April loth I read that the Presi-

dent has notified to the Secretary that she will be
pleased to give a donation of 'Ml. to the Testimonial

Fund. In the same number the secretaries of those
County Associations who are unable to be represented

at the meeting to be held on April 16th are requested to

communicate their views and suggestions for the collec-

tion and disposal of the fund to the Secretary of the

15. B. K. A., in order that they may receive due con-
sideration.

I can see no reason, then, why the Testimonial scheme
should not have been decided at the last Quarterly
Conference, and am perfectly amazed to learn that the

question has been shelved for another three months,
t. e., until the Quarterly Conference to be held in July,
which will be the next occasion on which the represen-

tatives of County Associations who were specially men-
tioned in the number of March 1st, and whose concur-

rence is an essential feature of the Testimonial, v. ill

assemble. I feel that this delay is a very poor com-
pliment to the gentleman whom we all wish to honour,
and that his classical mind must be painfully conscious
of the truth which he must have learnt when a boy in

t !'• Eton Latin Grammar,

—

' < i ratia ab oflicio quod mora tardat abest.'

It seems to me as if we were treating him in the same
way as the Wellington Statue at Hyde Park Corner is

now being feated. We have put him upon a pedestal
very much against his own will, but we have taken him
down again now, and we do not know what to do with
him.—Cm wr v Representative,

Till'. IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION-
CERTIFICATED EXPERTS.

At the risk of being attacked by a ' Hampshire Hog'
I would venture again to speak a word for Ireland: but
as Mr. Lett has put a ring in his snout, perhaps he will
not again poke his nose at me, at least while it is tender.
It is quite evident that ' Hampshire Hog' dors not like

those Paddys, and is ready to accuse them one and all

of ingratitude; but I can tell him that his assertion was
the first I ever heard of Ireland being ungrateful for the
kindness of the 13. 1!. K\ A. in sending their tent to

them. And, furthermore, what I asked would have in-

curred no expenses, for had Great Britain and Ireland
been allowed to compete in the Bligh contest, it would
only have brought more money to Mr. lluckle as
entrance-fees; and in all probability Ireland would not
bave got any of 'Hampshire Hog's' money, although
we have got many a pound through the same animal
from England. 1 am not annoyed at him for flying at

me and my nationality as an infuriated hog would do, for
if we are all as ungrateful ash: is in the habit of reading
about, 1 don't wonder at him shutting the door of his
>t\ e against us.

So now for the second clause of my text—Certificated
Experts. 1 would most respectfully suggest a plan that
candidates could be examined from the remotest parts of

the United Kingdom. If the B. B. K. A. would get
printed examination papers such as would be used at any
competitive examination, with marks attached, and send
on a certificate according to the marks obtained, I would
suggest that, to prevent fraud, the examination should
b • b 'fore a magistrate, a clergyman, or the secretary of
the Count} Association tie' candidate may happen to
reside in. Each candidate sin add pay a fee of at least

1*. to cover expenses, and should be sent when lie would
apply for his examination papers. That each candidate

should send the address of the magistrate, clergyman, or

secretary he desires his papers sent to, and that the
papers should not be removed from the custody of these

gentlemen until they are again sent back to Mr. lluckle.

In remote parts of the country where no secretary exists

either a magistrate or a clergyman would kindly come to

'Hodge's' house, or even take ' Ilodge'to his house, to go
through the necessary examination. Then the isolated

expert would have his certificate (if he deserved it) in a
dark part of the country where he was most needed, and
now people would trust him as he possessed the coveted
parchment.

—

Paddy.

THE BLIGH COMPETITION.
Variety is pleasing, and diversity of opinion on such

matters as the Bligh Competition, doubtless, equally

charming; so that the sentiments so ably set forth by
the gentleman who delights to subscribe himself ' Hamp-
shire Hog' ought to be welcome. There is, however,
such a hoggish flavour and aroma about them, that I

trust I may be allowed to suggest that in future he will

not saddle them upon all the County Associations.

Hampshire, perhaps, will be grateful for his champion-
ship.

What appears to have disturbed the bovine mind is a

letter in the previous issue signed 'Paddy,' in which it

was suggested that the competition be open to the
United Kingdom. Would ' Hampshire Hog ' specify

why he objects to the cottage bee-Keeper in the sister

island being, perchance, taught something of the art by
his more advanced friends, who, by the way, would pay
entrance-fees to the funds ? Had he subscribed the whole
of the SO/, he mentions, his argument does not say much
for generosity. Or is the thought of a lost prize - a
prize that might have fallen to ' Hampshire Hog ' instead

of to 'Paddy'—of sufficient weight to account for this

sordid exhibition of cupidity!" However, the rules are

now law, and nothing, I suppose, can alter them. Why
the Committee did not follow the suggestion of the

Editorial on the subject on March loth, viz., ' That it is

to 1"' hoped that the rules may be on such a broad basis

that candidates from all parts of the United Kingdom
may be induced to take part in it,' is not my business to

inquire; but I am certain such egregious selfishness

would form no part of their objection.

The Rev. II. R. Peel's Testimonial Fund affords

further scope to the 'Hampshire Hog' to display traits

true to nature. Had Artemus Ward's name been ap-

pended, the idea would have appeared a joke, which
Mr. Peel would probably enjoy as much as any one.

Somewhere I believe Mr. Ward lays down the rule

never to subscribe a 'quid' to anything without first

bargaining for a quid pro quo in return. But ' II. II. 's
'

communication fails to raise the customary laugh ; and
the 'keenness over the ballot' mention..! is more sug-
gestive of a family of young 'porkers' doing a stroke of

business for themselves than of anything else.

If 'for the same reason' means that Irishmen ought to

be excluded from joining in the Testimonial to Mr. Peel,

I think it a vile slur on the country.—II. A'. Edwards,
Mackworth, Derby.

IRISH AND SCOTCH ASSOCIATIONS.
FttoM 'Hampshire Hog.'

Please allow me another grunt, Mr. Editor, though it

seems that I must be careful wdtat I say, as your leading

article in last number says something about 'a censorship

of the press.' I don't mean any malice; Hampshire
Hogs are good-tempered animals; though they mayn't
help to pay the rent. No more do some Irish Hogs

;

they've another way of settling with the landlords,

which 'shoots' 'em just as well. What I want to
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know is, why don't the Irish and Scotch Associations

pay the affiliation fee and join themselves to the British

Association? I think they would get on much better

if thej- did, and I can't see any reason why they don't,

unless it is that they are so fond of Home Rule.

You see I wasn't altogether wrong about the cost of the

Inch ton» it li In t half [ a\ for ltctlf. 1 d'dnt think

BO much as 40/. was taken by the Bee tent, but Mr.
Huckle must know best. By the way. I should hare

had a word with that gentleman and the British \

ciation if he hadn't put in that bir of an apology to

Hampshire. I don't think that the British has ever had

a present of five pounds from a County Association

before; and they won') gel any more if they are n il

ful. 1 hate ingratitude. What can yon expect from a

Hog but a -runt ? 11.11.

[We must warn our correspondents that thei are

t[. iding on thf verge of the limit- of editorial for-

•, after passing which ' thi < of the

Press' must be exercised. As there seems, bo

be some method and meaning in the grunts of Hamp-
shire Hog,' and much justice in the replies of his

antagonists, we are unwilling to terminate tin- con-

troversy unless it becomes absolute!} necessary. We
presume that 'Hampshire Hog' having provoked the

attack is pochyderma

LOCAL ADVISERS.
A- tin- subject of 'Advisers' seems to be

general interest just now, I will ask you to allow me
space for a few remarks as to thi >u best

fitted to perform t be office P

Every one who has had anything to do with the

working of a County Association know- hov
prejudice has to he contended with in inducing cottagers

to adopt a better style of bee-keeping. There are many
people who ' know a lot sb mt b -.' and some who have
done well with them to.,, who have not tie- confidence
of their poorer neighbours; being in some cases sup-

posed to manage their bees by means of 'some charm,'
or to feed them with 'something' which is kept a pro-

found secret; and more often who is attri-

buted, and perhaps in some degree duo, to an OUtlaj

which is beyond the cottager's reach, [f, therefore, we
can find (and I have found several) such

deners, foremen, and artizans, who are both com
ami willing to undertake tl ffice, they will in most

believed in, and be more successful than
p

who are more widelj igers by
means and position.

1 earnestly trust that what I have said will not dis-

courage persons of an) class from undertaking tl Rice,

especially where, a- i< so often the case, there i- no
w orking m m at band t" take it. A

m

ful advisers there an- persons of all cla

I hear from many of them that thej have met with
difficulties, an I sometimes failure, from the verj

causes 1 have pointed out ; and 1 ha

in more thai e case that it might be well to Bled

some intelligent working man, and train him up as a

IT.

I append a form of notice which is being circulated in

Hertfordshire, and from which some other associations

may be glad to take a hint. J. Lingen Sj?aqbb, ////.

Sec. If. A'. K. A.
' Herts Bee-keepers' Association. Notice to Cot-

tagers. of lias kindly promised to give

advice ami assistance about their boos to cottagers in

your paiish. If. therefore, you (or any of your friends)

require adi ire or help with \ our bees, you are invited to

call ii) r write to —.

, and will gladly
\i-it you or -end you instructions how to act,//vc of nil

i .,,,< rue. Bj order, II. B, l\. A.'

A LOWER GRADE OF EXPERTS.
I desire to return my sincere thanks for the very fair

way in which you have treated my letters in the

Journal, and especially to apologise to the gentlemen

whom you speak of as having done so much in the

_. knowing as I do that personally

I owe them a debt of gratitude that 1 cannot repay.

Until quite recently I did not think a third-class certifi-

cate within the reach of a cottager. That being the

case, I in Ion.'.;- advocate a lower grade of experts.

That my suggestion, raw though it was, shoidd have set

abler minds and pens than mine at work with such

i to prove the usefulness of tic Associa-

tion which I have unwittingly slighted, I feel certain

that the results of the change in examinations will pro-

better knowledge of bee-keeping universally.—

1'i.a lF.t. ayk!:, Ru I inge, Aikj

\\ ,
i

i

are iii inserting thi- letter, and are

sure that our readers will think with us that it docs

• Platelayer ' as much credit as hi- fearless advocacy of

Certificates for a homely class of Experts ha- already

We shall always be glad to hear from ' Plate-

layer' on an> topic. The Herts Association has already

taken advantage of the decision arrived at by the

Central Committee, of which his suggestions were the

primarj cause. We imagine that other Count} Asso-

ciations will soon make similar requests. Ed.]

THF. 111. Mil COMPETITION.
I cannot but regret the rules for this competition

have lien adopted with so much haste ; and on looking

them "M-r. haste ail imm legation seem

i upon them, Sub-committees do verj well as n

rule, but thej are not infallible, no matter what con-

sideration they give to a subject, The wisest course

would I
I !dl ' to the criticism

itry bfore deciding finally on anything ; and

although I don't expect this will I I onj use, still, as

it i- tic- first chance we h ive hail, and as I consider the

principli ii' just what is wanted to fully

develope bee-keepi ig, I cannot refrain from criti

if th.o are acted upon in

their pr I shap .
the affair will be another failure.

What this scheme should bring out is. the best hive, the

i
. i, m« t,andbesl manu ,

80 that if a new bile, b e, fs h or Bystem, i- to he

advocated, lei it- votaries show at least a tespectabla

in a Bligh Competition, and if our authorities

as public teachers, hi them

prove their claim to such, by always showing well in a

Bligh Competition; and if they cant -bow that thej can

keep I s profitably, let them cease to tench others. It

will be - properly worked, everything

in connexion with bee-culture can i»' thoroughly tested

the public are induced to throw their money

away; and let me here remark that I should like lo sec

this scheme adopted as an established institution, to run

for two full year-, and then one part of the country

would be fairly handicapped against another. With oil/,

or KXV.'S worth of prizes, then bee-culture would

advance; and each competitor v Id be able to prove

ility to keej) bees <» winter. W at present

arranged, onh one wre occu-

pied, W hie], i not a fair test,

hide 1. The object of the Competition should 1^ to

show the relative merits ,,f the different bees, bee-

masters, and .Ii' ' "' ILS WI''L

and alter ' eC inomi vl ' into ' prop >'.'

Rule 2, I fail to gee the wisdom of making any

limit as to who shall or who shall not enter; Id the

Competition 1 pen to all in the British Isles; if not,

it is incumbent on the British lice-keepers' Association

raizeAssociations in everj part before they can fairly
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claim to make any distinction ; and what have they to

do with naming any .system to be followed ? Three are

named here—bar-frame, Stewarton, and straw skep.

Now, what is a bar-frame hive? Stewarton hives are

mostly fitted with bar-frames, so a Stewarton can be a

bar-framed hive, and vice versa; skeps can be Stewar-
tons; the late Mr. Pettigrew had a number of straw
Stewart' ins. Before a system can be named in such
rules, it must be also clearly defined, to prevent any
misunderstanding and dispute; but I fail to see the

wisdom of naming any system, or directing that three

masters, as it were, should be served. If a man is to

have more than one entry, let him please himself what
hive, or system of management, he will follow, and if he
has a new one of his own, he can then work that ; and
let him not only name his hives, and system of manage-
ment, but the bees he will work with, as well.

Rule •'! implies two systems by the word ' either,'

though Rule 2 says three.

.Rule 5. I notice with satisfaction that some of my
previous remarks have been embodied in this rule in a

very satisfactory manner; but I regret to see that the

time required in making syrup, candy, folding sections,

fixing foundations, \c. is not to be entered up as well :

also, How are the diaries to be claimed as the property
of the B.B.K. A.? This wording did not work well

last time, and will not do so again. Why not provide
each competitor with duplicate diaries ? Then all

accounts, &c, will be entered up in a uniform manner,
and the diaries inn then he claimed at the close, because
tiny are the property of the Association; and if one
choose to he stupid, and refuse to give them up, the

legal screw could be brought to hear.

Hide (i is very ambiguous about toarked-out foundation

and natural comb, and ought to be made clearer,

especially as one in the last competition did not consider

'worked' foundation natural comb—neither is it, no
matter what may be said to the contrary—according to

this rule as it is, ;w////-worked foundation and natural

comb is excluded, while /'^////-worked foundation would
not be. I don't see why queens should be allowed at all ; in

my opinion, a laving queen in May, June, and July, is

worth one-half of a fourth swarm ; and if a competitor
can introduce them at 3*. each, say in May and June, he
would introduce one for every artificial swarm he would
make, which would defeat the object of the competition.

If queens are to be allowed to be introduced, why not

debit them at cost price, or arrange a sliding scale

according to what they can lie openly bought for;

perhaps, queen-cells at Is. each would be better? 1

don't see why swarms sold shall be credited at 4s. per lb.

the season through; why not make a sliding scaler

Suppose, in August, just after the last honey harvest,

one has his hives full of bees, and no more honey to he got

;

'> or t! lbs. of the bees will be aged, aud will not live

a month, at the most. Now, won't it be nice to excite

them with a little honey, remove them to a fresh stand,

put a dummy hive in its place, and thus ' riddle ' all the

old honey-consuming bees out, leaving the young ones to

hatch the brood, and go into winter quarters, and credit

these old valueless bees at 4s. per lb., though Is. for the

lot would be more than they were worth p Would such

be considered a fraud, or according to the rules?

Rule 10. Whatever the ' plant ' consists of at the close

of the competition, it should be valued according to fixed

rules, viz., bees, so much per lb., and combs of brood aud
honey at so much: the nature of the rest can be
extracted from the diaries.

Rule 12, 1 consider not fair, as to the decision of three

judges being final; if they misunderstand the rules,

Mime one will sure to he aggrieved, and is he to be
injured, and suffer through the stupidity of the judicial

board? I think before such decision is final, a reasonable
time ought to be allowed for any one to appeal, setting

forth the grounds of his objection to the judgment, &c,

and then the whole Executive Committee should finally

decide. If the competition starts on June 20th, and
ends June 20th, 1880, all parties from the north to the
south can enter. I consider the rules ought to be spread

out more, and not so many items entered under
one rule; they look as though figures were scarce.

Another point, Why not exclude members of tho
Committee of the B.B.K. A. from competing? It will

not look well (did not last time) for a competitor to be
able to elect bis own judges, under Rule 12. It is quite

contrary to British notions this, and I am surprised it

has been overlooked.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
I am much disappointed to find that the rules for the

above have been already printed and distributed before
any opportunity has been afforded to bee-keepers of dis-

cussing and suggesting improvements in them. I am
aware that suggestions were im ited in your Journal, hut
until we knew what the Committee proposed to do, it

was impossible to criticise their proposals, and circum-
stances vary so much in different localities that it might
have been well worth while to have had the opinion of

practical men in various places. For instance, as one of

your correspondents suggested last month, it might have
been better to have reduced the fee for one entry to

2s. l«l. each. This would certainly have induced a larger

number to enter, and it is surely better for purposes of

competition to have forty entries at 2s. Cxi. than twenty
at OS. Then I should like very much to know why
competitors are limited to one entry in each class.

There are no doubt many like myself who wished to

try different situations in the same district. I have,

within a mile or so of my house places widely varying
in climate and pasturage. And, again, it would surely

have been very desirable to have tested, under the same
management, and in the same neighbourhood, hybrids or

English bees against Ligtuians; and is it not a mistake
to credit all run honey at Is. lit. per lb., irrespective, as

I understand the rule, of quality ? AYill not this lead to

the extraction of a lot of crude, unripe stuff, not worth
Gd. per lb., though credited iii the competition at ISrf.?

And why, since. i price has been named at which bees
may he sold, and it is permitted to purchase and introduce

queens, \* the introduction of bees prohibited?

By the way. is. per lb., is a high price for swarms. I

doubt if any considerable quantity can be sold at that

price ; and if not, it is not fair to credit them so high as

a source of profit.

The Committee have no doubt good reasons, for what
they have decided upon, but it would have given more
confidence in the scheme had those reasons appeared in

discussion. As it is, I fear that the number of entries

will be very far below what it might and ought to have
been.

—

GkOBGE Siiiptox, Chesterfield.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
After the interest that has been taken in the framing

of these rules, and the discussion that has been invited

in your Journal, I must distinctly regret that the rules

have been hurriedly printed and distributed, so that all

further discussion with chance of amendment has thus

been prevented.

Rule (i prohibits the purchase of bees after the

commencement, and yet allows the purchasing of a

queen which produces bees; I cannot see the point of

this anomaly. I fail to perceive why bees should not he

purchased providing Rule 3 as to capital is complied

with; it would appear an evident, though doubtless, an
unintentional handicap against the competition of the

non-swarming Stewarton to rule that with the extra

surplus obtained on account of the system such extra
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capital obtained should not be employed, whilst the

swarming hives are allowed to fully employ their

capital. If the swarming system is allowed to purchase
hives out of profit, I fail to perceive why the non-
swarming system should not be allowed to purcha.se

hives and bees out of profit.

The prices will clearly encourage the sale of bees, and
the production of run honey; and there is no attempt at

am regulation to ensure that this run honey shall not

be raw thin stuff, worth about Sd. per lb.

1 would urgently suggest that it be understood that

all diaries become the property of the Committee, and
that those of unsuccessful competitors, whether they
continue to the end or fall out during the period of

competition, are to be published as far as spa©
objects may allow, provided their names except with
consent are not appended; failure may teach as much as

And it would evident!) be advisable that tl

i I" as employed mould be rtafc I, so that the superiority
lit the foreign races should be practically established, or
disestablished. A "N'm.mi Bee-Kkepf.ii.

MEAD OB METHEGLIN.
<»n l,»,] v ii,g at the Britith Bet Journal for 1st

last, p. 126, I notice an inquirj a.- to the proportion of
honey and water for making mead. My late father ««,
for sixty years a dealer in honey, and bought all that

the cottagers in bis district had to sell. After straining
the honey from the comb, he steeped the latter in cold
water for about twenty-four hours, to wash the honey
from tie- wax. Of course, in this wai he could not tell

what proportion of honey and watei he was using, but
afti r removing the wax from the water, if an egg would
Boat in it. he i on idered it strong enough, but it not he
added more honey, It was then boiled for about an
hour, and put into a brewing-tub for about two dayi to

ferment. It was stirred occasionally to promote the
fermentation, but no yeast

naturally. He did not put any spices to it,

preferred the natural flavour of the h y . It was then
put into casks, but not bunged up for a lew days. He
generally had from one and a half to two tons ot honey ;

and as he never sold it all, he bad a sec I brewing of
the unsold honey, allowing four pounds of honey to oni
gallon of water. I think if the merits of metheglin or
mead, asa wholesome and delicious beverage,
well known as thej deserve to be, it would come into
genera] use, and main persons would use it instead o) malt
liquors. I Know thai my father's metheglin was
preferred to any other drink bj th who had once
tasted it: and he muld have sold a large quantity of it

if he could have produced it. [f wefl made mead or
metheglin was fairly brought before the public, it would
be largely used, and there would be a great demand for
honey for making it. At present it is a drink which few

know anything about, One hears now and then
of a bee keeper who makes it, but it i- not known to
the public in general. \\\ remarks have applied to
metheglin, but I enclose » recipe for making mead,
which you can publish for the benefit of vonr readers
if you think it will he useful to them, - E, Thompson,
BrUjg.

MEAD WINE.
To every gallon of water, put I J, lbs. of honey, to

which add I oz. of ginger, in pieces, and I oz. of hops,
tied in a bag, to about 5 or 6 gallons. Boil and skim it

an hour
;

let it stand till cold, then put it into the casks,
with a pint of brand] to every <i gallons.

N.B. No yeaat must touch it. E. T.

A NEW FEEDER.
If you will kindly allow me, through your columns, to

introduce to the bee-keeping world a feeder, which I

have used successfully for some years, 1 feel convinced
that you will confer a favour on the fraternity generally.
The accompanying engraving will explain it', use. The

Registered Trade Mark" Ihe Raynor"

Bottle

Section of Stand.

b ittle, which hold ah iu( a pint and a half, is fitted with
a .-crew metal cap, coated in ide with cork, bo that when
screwed on tight no loa'tog can )., anj possibility take
place. The cap has n n p cing of twelve
small punctures, corresponding with a slit in the

Stand Or 'Stage,' .! inch wide, and an index finger for

regulating the supply, rendering thefe I 'available for

gentle 3ti i ipiou fi iding « hen all the hole

are turned on. The feeding-stage is dome-shaped, and
the underside is Ti I with cloth, which renders it im-
pervious to moisture, and non-conductive of heat; its

diameter is 6£ in.-., its depth I ', ins., and it admit- the

m live frame-. Tl i tion of t« id i; tin G jure

represents the interior of the dome, with a projection in

the centre upon which th bei clu ter, ir, rather, to which
they extend the cluster from the combs beneath. The
stand i- entirely of wood, and the bees come into contact
with no metal. Ii- advantages are: that when pla 1

on th. frames, over the centre of th cluster of bees, the
tending, render- the interior of tin do the

- at I
pa 1 1 of the hii b, md the I \ can Ee< d in the

i dl weather, when unable to extend themselves
laterally over the combs. From inability to do this

many colonies perish while the ,-ide-coiul.- are well

stored. The bees can Iced at all times without any
disturbance of the cluster, excepting extensi upwards
into a warmer at ipheii .

Experienced apiarists are aware that in a cold, late

spring, stimulation, or feeding to prevent starvation, is

often necessary before we can examine the hive, or con-

tract the brood-nest intheca e of weah colonies, which
often perish from having consumed the honey around
the cluster, and from being unable to leave the brood
cheri lied in their midst; but with this f ler abovi
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them, supplied with a little warm syrup, they are enabled
to nourish the brood and to support themselves.

In past years I have repeatedly saved from starvation,

during inclement spring- weather, weak colonies, solely

by the means of this feeder; and at the present tiui',

with a cold north-easterly wind and sunless skies, three

colonies are feeding from it freely and in comfort, while
from various other feeders, in general use, the bees are

unable to take food at all. For its present perfected
form I am greatly indebted to Mr. Meadows, engineer,
of Syston, near Leicester, who manufactures ami supplies

wholesale the feeder j and to Messrs. Dines, hive-manu-
facturers, Maldon, Essex, who "ill also supply it at

moderate rates. The feeder has b sen registered under
the name of ' The Itaynor.' In iue it is merely required
to cut from the quilt a circular piece, corresponding with
the inner circle of the dome-shaped stage, and to place

the feeder over it. Any extra packing of chaff-cushions,

&c, can then be applied above as in ordinary cases.

Similarly, it can he used mi the sleep as advantageously
as on the frame-hive. I have sometimes lefl the feeder

upon the hive, without any ill effects, during the whole
winter: indeed, throughout the present mild winter the

bees have fed from it freely at intervals. There lias

long been a demand for a really good feeder, available

at all times in our uncertain climate, and I trust this

may supply the want.

I will only add that I have no pecuniar}- interest in

its sale.

—

Geobge Raynor, Hazeleigh tteatory, April
18^,1884.

JSLAClvS v. LIGURIANS AND OTHER FOREIGN
BEES.

The time for ordering Ligurian and other queens is

now close at hand, and I would crave a space to draw
the attention of bee-keepers to the fact that many of our
most sin ssful honey-producers are persistently rooting

out all Ligurian, Cyprian, Syrian, and Holy Land bees
from their apiaries as being worse than use]. . posi-

tively harmful.

The Journal of Horticulture has almost weekly had an
article or two hitting these golden bees pretty hard, and
this morning (17th April) u another from 'J. V. S.',

stating (ha! Syrians ' pos-ess all the faults of Ligurians,
with none of their virtues.' Tins last letter is called

forth by one from ' Ilallamshire,' stating that he would
not have fifty stocks of Ligurian bees as a present, mile-,

he was at liberty to slaughter the queens. ' Ilallam-

shire' th-n demurs to the Syrians being include 1 i:i the

general and sweeping condemnation, quoting the oft-

repeated, but solitary, case of 20/. profit being made
from one stock of Syrians. Perhaps; Mr. Hewitt, who
must b a neighbour of ' Halliuishire's,' would give his

opinion of Ligurians, and inform us if he finds his

Syrians good honey-getters, or rather good surplus
honey leavers. The subject of the unsuitabllity of

Ligurians to the English climate is, I know, an un-
pleasant one to bring forward, inasmuch as it means
being well 'sat on.' But I believe it to be of too much
importance to be shirked, and as no other and abler pen
brings the discussion under the notice of the B. B. ,/., I

beg to lie allowed to do so.

It has occurred to me that one sblutioh to the enigma
why Ligurians should be so persistently pressed on the
public is the fact that those who advocate them and
import them live in the south of England, where the
climate may in some degree resemble that of their

native land. In Scotland, Wales, and as far south as

Derbyshire in England, I have authority for stating

they are pernicious to the interests of bee-keeping, foul

biood, I understand, being distinctly traceable to the

advent of Ligurians into two apiaries. This latter fact,

I should imagine, would rather carry out Mr. Simmins'
theorv, that foul brood is in some cases caused bv

chilled brood, than that Ligurians breed the complaint
spontaneously.

As it is a fact that cannot be blinked, that in many
districts Ligurians are an admitted failure, I beg to

submit that the latitude where Ligurians are a succe33

may be arrived at if those bee-keepers who have found
them such will send reports. The writer of tin- in-

teresting article, ' Four Years in a lice-house,' in your
last issue unfortunately does not give his locality. He
scores heavily ayaiii.it the blacks in the matter of honey,
but takes off a little of the ' couleur de rose' hanging
round the Ligurians by his description of the stinging

powers of what he correctly terms these insinuating
' devils.'—II. V. Edwaiius, Machworth, Derbyshire.

(primes front % Htbcs.

Bedford, Cople.—Since my last we have experienced
some bitter cold weather, the last ten days have been

three degrees colder than the corresponding week for

the la-l thirty years; we have had since Good Friday

E. and X. 10. winds very cold and dry. The most rain was
on Easter Monday, OR! inches. When examining some
stocks on Good Friday, I found drone-brood in an ad-

vanced state; but they will be thrown back now, as bees

have not been able to get out but once or twice since.

—

A. F.

North Leicestershire.— Bees are rapidly increasing in

number, and are in very forward condition for the time

of year. The weather for the last eight days has been

very favourable, and enabled tin- bees to visit the bloom-

ing black-thorns and plum-trees. Pasturage is both

varied and plentiful. Gooseberry, currant, flowering

currant, primrose, gilly-flowers, still furnish good sup-

lilies, and will shortly lie followed by dandelion, apple,

and sycamore. Rainfall for March, 1/39 in. Maximum
temperature, l>:', Fahr. Cold weather and rain kepi the

bees pretty well within doors from Easter Eve until the

following Saturday, when brighter weather set in. The
cold winds have been very destructive to bees returning

home heavily laden, great numbers falling to tin- ground

and perishing of cold, unless rescued. Of thirty-four bees

picked up in front of a hive, after lying apparently dead

for three hours, thirty-three recovered, and flew merrily

to their hive, after being shut up in a box which was
warmed by being placed in a waistcoat pocket. Store,,

are still plentiful, and though the nights are frosty the

honey flow continues.— E. li.

Boston.—Spring Report.— I have only lost one weak-

stock, except two experimental nuclei, this winter, and

not a single case of <{\ sentery, which is another proof of

the utility of wheat-chaff for winter j aching. In con-

sequence of my removal from Sleaford I have not stim-

ulated my stocks, but they are breeding fairly. I had

only one comb broken in removing over eighty stocks
j

one pitched over and off a waggon on to the ground,

the floor-board fell out, ami frames and bees slid out,

only breaking the abovermentioned single comb.

—

Robt.

Thokpe, Langriville, Boston.

8outh Bucks, Datchet, near Windsor.—During the

last few days our bees hav- commenced work in real

earnest; the fruit trees are wonderful masses of bloom,

and the fruit bushes furnish fair supplies at present.

Some of my stocks have already commenced building-

comb in their feeders, and if this weather lasts swarming

will be early. I wintered ten stocks on home-made
barley sugar, and found they preferred it to the

purchased article, and it cost little more than fourp -ne-

per lb.—F. S. TAnn.vNT.

lie.-/ Gloucestershire.—March 28th to end of the

month, cold east winds, with occasional storms; 1st to

13th of April, nice genial weather, which the bees made
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the most of : 13th to 25th, bitter cold east winds, with

hoi sunshine on some days, proving very treacherous to

I. ies returning to the hives, many dropping to the ground

were chilled and unable to rise again. To-day, the 26th,

the wind chaoged to S.W., accompanied with nice rain,

altering the dry and parched appearance the country

lias worn during the last fortnight The 17th. 18th, and
l:ith, were three colder days than we have had all the

winter.—JR. W. L.

Sjuth Cornwall, April -1- I from artificial

hives are not unvarying like those from natural

warm days of the early part of the month have

been followed bj a fortnight of east wind, and though
- lays il blew gently, and the sun shone, yet I Eeai

have helpi d to « ithoul

much nectar from tli -in. la the middle of the

pi iod mi utii >ned, i v t I hree < ery fine daj -
I

equally favourabl 1
:
and finding

three hives very strong, 1 ventured to distribute brood.

Anxious 'ii nigh I have sini days when i dared

Bui this morning being fine and mild,

and m in \ bees "a the wing, 1 ventured onJust a careful

peep, and found those al home quiet and comfortable

and prospects encouraging. This afternoon we had a

ig shower, and 1 am in gi I a mild

i

, which the mosl ma} l"' made of red and white

currants wra o] soon followed by the count-

loping clusti i ii sixty black currant

, of which Mr. Simmins thinks so favourably.

1 am glad thai Mr. Cowan has given the proportions of

salicylic and borax. I was about to

definite statement Bhould be made, with authority, in

consequence of 'a small quantity ' having b en m
..nee mentioned of late. I am bapp] to report the suc-

cessful wintering of i ine fram i-hives and five skeps, with

only on.- weak, a- far as I Know. This is a sluggish,

inactii . lot, though t lo\ have broo I to

fancv the queen is past her prime. Singularly enough,
la -i

j ear t his verj hit e « as que ml I ipp e il -t

have been a first swarm with an old queen that I

I think on hives have wintered even too well, for I

have had t.i

during early brood-hatching, Som jhhours
of them is a cottager who

no- and i- very observant, and 1 Bhould

think could well pass as ft third-class expert at least.

U. R, S.

, Springfield, April 23rd. \ verj trying fort-

night for 1 The wind has been general!)

and N. I ild but drj , thei momi b rat

l"i .
s. :...-, fell this morning, and I found ice also. Bees

which have been fed i ad doing well. When
a change comes it will probably be rapid, and preparation

ring should be made. Qt. II. A.

/ 1- mshire, April 23rd. Bees are on th

keepers are looking forward with a more hopeful
view f..r the season of 1884. There has been a con-

siderable thinning of stocks a be -keepers who
WOuld nOl feed tll.'ir l|ee- 1|.( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

' •

.

Mllle h.lVe

wintered well: they were not looked at since last

October until April 22nd, as being away for the winter
they had to take their chance. The month oi Mai th

was v.-ry mild, and many days were as warm as Julj :

but not so \pril, for a- I write the 23rd inst. there is

a keen north-east wind, checking vegetation, and sadly

retarding our apiaries. Everything now mav b

sidered t hi ee w
i ek b ihindlt md, and a few eai igo J

had a stoi h working well in a super on the 24th, I rear

there will be but little hi j exhibited at our I

be held at Exeter on the 21st of Maj and two following

c mnexion with the Devon Agricultural Society ;

but we must hope for the bt t. The total rainfall for
.March was 3'G1 inches; there were sixteen wet days;

ird, when there wen- 1
1". cents, in

March, 1883, the total fall was 124 inches, and then
we had only nine wet days.— W. X. Gr., Hon. S .

I). & E. B. K. A.

Leamington, Honey Cott, Weston, April 24th.—After
a few nice balmy days which the bees enjoyed very
much, here we are in what is termed ' Blackthorn
Winter,' several days have been very dull and cold, with
sharp frosts at night, and a cutting cast wind, which
very much retards vegetation, and the work of the 1 s,

and of those which dare tn venture out, many never
return to their hives, being cut down when they have
a irly got home.—John Walton.

Hunts, Somersham, April 24.—The present time is

undoubtedly mosl critical to the let-alone bee-keepers.

What in many instances were magnificenl stocks when
I wrote my last ' Echo' are now a mass of dead bees for

want of a little fo i I. 1 have warned several pe >ple not

to let tic weight of the hive deceive them, but to little

purpose. The stocks that have died through starvation

may be numbered by the dozen. The throwing out of

the bee grubs has with many no particular significance;

in fact thev say, 'The bees are turning out the refuse of

the hive, and if it were nol right they would not do it.'

I regret the loss of so many stocks, but 1 hope it will be

a -ever.- lesson to the 'penny wise and pound foolish.'

During the present month the wind has been almost
wholly in the north. We are now bavin.' some very

ists, which are doing a great deal of da ge to

the orchards. --• I. N. Whi i k.

I 'and, D '

1 re during the earlier

portion of the month was very fine, and the bees were
in bio mi. For the

last fe.' mo quite cold, and
thi bee3 are not out often, Mv stocks of Ligurians are

'. thoUgh tlieV Were the wealie-t VV 1 1 e
I

.
|

in winter; they now contain nine fi I
I. The

em to have dvvindl'd mole than the l.i

the same circumstances. Would it it not be well

for your correspondents this vear to compare the worldng
and b ding capacitie i of 1 bl

thus Bet at rest thi-^ vexed question? .1. P. \i i i

(Queries ;inb ilcplics.

Qubry No. 703. (I ..
(

'i i
' r. i I. Dis-

Frames be'iittd B ccluder.—Is it well to sel the

b hind exclud larl than
!

[ /in.-- In iders i tion 1
1 f

any advantage? ./. Yes; if you intend to use these

outer fram •- for comb-honej place them Ij inches asun-
der N Ii to use them for extra sting, the

thick ib are more difficult to extract, and more liable

to breakage. Zinc-dividers prevent the queen entering

and depositing eggs ; but the general opinion is thai they

bees. 2. Us of Foundation. Which is

m ist profitable to use foundation or let the b produce
it - A. The use of found itio i, there c in be no question.

in j. When feeding, am I right in putting

canvas or cheese-strainer over mouth of bottler as I

h ive m a I in any book. I ask this be-

cause mv bees nev.-r take any thing like the quantity of

food oi late I iii B. B. J.) in autumn, ./. Yes, but if

you require to feed rapidly, the canvas should be very
I- .a r- • and the mouth of the bottle wide ; but there are

bo many g 1 f lers adapted to rapid f ling, that we
are surpri- d that anv one Bhould revert to the ordinary

bottle, t. Syrup. Will bees winter as well on stored

-.a hi mej ? ./.i bb, it' t he luga r jyrup given be

made from can - agar not from grape. Most, if not

all, the loaf-sugar sold in the -Imps i. manufactured from
in I con ains a large proportion of "-rape-

sugar. The early gathered honey is the safest.
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Quf.j)y No. 704.—(John W, Townsend.)— Tem-
perature of Hives in Summer and Winter.—Would you

be so kind as to inform me what is the correct heat for

a bee-hh e in summer and also in winter as near as pos-

sible ?

—

A. Many experiments respecting the normal

temperature of a hive of bees have been made by
scientists. The temperature of insects, not gregarious, is

generally that of the medium they inhabit; but bees

have the power of raising and lowering the temperature

by varying the activity of their respiratory organs. The
result "of the experiments made by Mr. John Hunter,

the celebrated anatomist and physiologist, was that the

heat (if a hive varies from 78° to 84° Fahr. About
10 a.m. on the morning of a day in the middle of July,

when tlir thermometer stood at o4° in the open air, he

found tliiit mi plunging it into a hive it rose, in less than

live minutes, to 82 , At five the next morning it stood

at 79 '"'

; at nine it had risen to 83° ; at one to 84°; and

at p.m. it had fallen to 78°. < >n the 30th of December
he found, when the temperature of the air was 35 , that

in the hive was 73°. In these experiments allowance

must lie made for the agitation of the bees caused by

the, introduction of the thermometer into their midst.

Ruber states the temperature of a prosperous hive in

winter to be from 86° to 88 ; in summer from 95' to U7\

Query No. r
<

'»-"> -—(II. Yl.)—Observatory Hioss.—In

the Maidstone Prize List, Class 1 is thus described 'For

the best hive fur observation purposes, all combs to be

visible on both sides; to be stocked with bees and their

queen.' In the Shrewsbury Prize List, Class 172 has

this note appended to it, ' Each collection must contain

one or more observatory hives, stocked with bees and
their queen, all combs being visible on both sides.' Is

it not clear that, if an exhibitor in Class 172 sends an

Observatory hive, of a pattern such as that which was
awarded the silver medal at the Show of the B. B. K. A.

in 1882, or indeed any Observatory hive except of the

usual unicomb pattern, lie will not comply with the

terms of the prize list ? Very notch the same question

arises as to the .Maidstone List—except that in this case

the words 'to be visible* may be said to mean ' able to

be made visible'— but it can hardly be contended that

the words ' being visible ' can be SO extended. Will you

kindly say what your opinion is as to the meaning of

these prize lists; and at the same time you will perhaps

say, generally, whether in a class for Observatory hives

it is desirable that the bees should be in hives in which

the combs are actually visible on both sides, as they are

in the ordinary unicomb Observatory hive, or whether

Observatory hives in which all the combs are capable of

being exhibited on both .-ides should be admitted ?

—

A.

The preceding questions are useful as suggesting a guard

to ambiguous phraseology. The object in view in

offering prizes fur the best < Ibservatory hive is to induce

makers to devise such an one as shall provide a safe and

convenient opportunity of inspecting at all times the

operations of the bees, in a complete manner, whilst

securing to the bees themselves as full a degree of com-

fort as may be attainable under conditions not usually

regarded as favourable. In this view ingenuity may be

directed to the production of hives of a novel character,

and therefore not of necessity similar to any to which a

prize has already been given.

Query No. 766. (G. II. Dugard.)—Queen Introduc-

tion,— I am about introducing a valuable Carniolan

queen, and think of proceeding as follows: Take three

combs of capped brood from other hives, place these in an

emptyone (between division-1 oards), the floor of which is

made with a sheet of iron,coveredwith carpet,underwhich
I intend to burn a paraffin lamp, to keep the temperature

up to about 60°. The queen, with her attendant lees,

would be put into this, kept in and fed until sufficient

bees bad hatched out to form a cluster, when they would

he allowed to fly. The above is a modification of a

system given in A. I. Boot's ABC,&s being perfectly

certain, but I am rather afraid of dysentery. Bo you
think it likely to succeed ?—A. We have not tried Mr.
Boot's plan, which you propose to follow, but have no
doubt of its success, if carefully carried out. The objec-

tions to it appear to be : (a) the difficulty of keeping an
even temperature, which for hatching brood, with no

adult bees present, should be at least 70°
;
(b) the loss of

time, and weakening of the colony. Young bees do not

go to work in the fields until about three weeks old,

consequently, neither pollen nor honey would be stored

for three weeks after the introduction, and the new
colony would be a very weak one. The confinement of

the bees for (say) three or four days, at this season, is also

an objection, although we do not think it would cause

dysentery. If the case were our own, we should adopt

the following plan in preference: On a fine warm day,

about noon, when the bees are busy at work, divide one

of your strongest and most populous colonies, placing

a couple of frames of brood with the queen, in a now
hive, on the old stand, and adding on both sides frames

of empty comb or foundation. The brood, together

with the bees returning from the fields, will make a

strong swarm. The remaining portion of the deprived

hive, consisting, say of eight frames, three at least of
which should contain abundance of brood hatching out

must now be removed to a new stand. To this now
queenless portion, the same evening give the Carniolan

queen, by caging her in a pipe-cover cage, between

sealed brood and sealed honey, enclosing beneath the

cage a cell or two of the latter. After the lapse of

twenty-four bonis release the queen, and she will be

thankfully received by the young bees surrounding the

cage. Nearly all the old bees will have returned to the

swarm, ami the few remaining will be of advantage to

the newly-formed colony. We have never known this

plan to fail, a strong colony invariably resulting, which
has afforded several subsequent divisions during the

same season, thus propagating more speedily the newly-

introduced races. It is well to confine the new colony to

about four or five frames, according to the quantity of

brood, by division-boards, giving morejroom as the brood

hatches out, and the newly-introduced queen requires

more room for the depositions of eggs.

Query No. 767.—(W. Guesley.) Boiling Sugar—
Will any one kindly tell me the secret of boiling sugar

without it crystallising after it is cold? I sometimes

can do it, but not always.

—

A. Your difficulty arises

from variation in the sugar employed. Syrup for use in

spring may be simply a solution of sugar not boiled at

all, and will not crystallise; but the concentrated syrup

for autumn feeding, approaching to a saturated solution,

is more difficult to prevent crystallising, the addition of

some vegetable acid, as acetic, citric, or tartaric, or of

cream of tartar (bitartrate of potash), will prevent crys-

tallisation, and so will the addition of a proportion of

glucose, but doubts have been expressed whether glucose

is wholesome food for bees.

Query No. 708.—J. W. N.—1. Position of Drone-

comb.—In arranging combs in spring, what should bo

the position of frames containing drone-comb ;

j—A. It

depends entirely whether you wish the colony in question

to breed drones or not. If the former, when the colony

has become populous place a drone-comb in the centre of

the brood-nest. If you merely wish the drone-combs to

be rilled with honey, place them on the outsides of the

centre frames when honey is coming in freely. liven

then, if the queen is prolific, and the hive only moderate,

in size, drone <^'j~ will be deposited in them. We should

prefer to give sheets of worker-foundation in the latter

course. 2. Seising the Queen.—In direction to ' seizethe

queen by the wings,' is it meant that she should be seized

simply by the wings, or by the body where the wings

join it, as it seems to me that there would be difficulty

in getting hold of the wings ?—A. The direction must be

taken literally. There is no difficulty in seizing the wings
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of the queen after a little practice. Many apiarist- take

h r gently by the thorax, across the roots of the wings

;

but in doing1

so very gentle pressure must be used, merely
sufficient to retain the hold, and the abdomen must not

be touched. A queen should never be handled except in

case of necessity.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS ft INQUIRERS .

Somerset.— Driving and Transferring.— Your treat-

ment of your stock in a skep U correct, and so is your
first proposal to drive a swarm, and twenty-one
days afterwards drive and transfer the contents of

the skep. Von will find your shed very awkward for

manipulating bar-frame hives; and we should advise

yon to stand them in the open. With this end in

view, when you drive the swarm place the hive con-

taining it on the .-'and of the skep, and remove the

latter to where you intend to stand one of the bar-

hives. The same night remove the swarm to

where ii is to stand. Do not drive until the skep is

crowded with bees to the edges of the < ibs

driving directly the queen goes up, or you will leave

too few b !> in th i skep. If y m should fin 1 this t i be

the case, equalise them by exchanging positions of

i a fine day when many bees are abroad.

li.r. Flour-cake. Water.—Syrup. Bees do not store

flour-cake, nor can thej make use of ii withoi I

me form. It i- to obtain this necessary that they

visit the pond. Bees take more Byrup in warm days

than in cold because they are more active on warm days.

W. E. M. Excrement of Bees. Th< appearance you
noticed was only the natural relief after long confine-

ment while breeding was going on, necessitating the

consumption of much pollen. The discharge would

be found ler the mici

the husks of pollen.

('. W. F, -1. Early /'
<

I bi drone which you send

is perfect, and has apparent!; 1 n tempted out by the

sunshine, and found th'- easterly winds too much for

constitution, ffo doubt he lias i,.ft numerous
wiser brethren inside; but if many are turned out

a peel impending starvation and feed liberally, or

much harm "ill be done t i the stock. It is rather

earl; for drones to be hatching; but the season has

been unusually rath this year, and your experience

is not exceptional. 2. Weak Stock. We should not

advise weakening a good stock to patch up a weak
rather unite it to another. 3. Prosp

Stock. \ -lock containing only six frames would not

be strong enough to till sections; but by spreading the

brood now, at the same time unsealing the i!

tl ut side combs, it will most likelj be strong enough
by the end of May to go to work. 4. Fanning.

The loud fanning yon mention is a good sign, and the

hives which fan are no doubt crowded with bees.

You might examine them, and if you Bnd th tside

combs covered insert one or two empty ones in the

middle, not both together but alternately with the

present ones. 5. Waterin Hive.—Tbewateryou noti 1

was from condensation, the b— not being numerous
enough to warm the hi\ •• into the corners. It would

have been Lr I policj to have removed one or two
outside comb-, and closed up the dummies.

Inquisi rrt e. Distinguishing the . Ige of Queens. -There
is no curtain rule by which the age of the queen can
]»• arrived at by inspection. As a rule old q ns are

less active in their motion-, and less shy than young
ones. Sometimes their wings become shattered, and
the\ are larger and less bright in appearance than the

i of the queen should be marked on

the hive, or a memorandum made of it. Her failing

powers may be easilj noted, by the small quantity of

d, and the tendency to produce drones, also bj the

listlessness oi the bees.

Avox. — 1. Double-walled Hives.—You obviously cannot
make any hive double-walled without adding to its

external dimensions. Double walls are an improve-
ment, as they tend to preserve the internal heat in

winter, and prevent over-heating in hot weather. 2.

Metal Runners.—You must nail pieces of wood about
two inches thick along each edge and each corner of

the hive, and nail b lards on to them. ".. Metal Ends.
— Metal ends to the framw are greatly preferable to

metal runners to the hive-sides. 1. Bingham Smoker.
—The Bingham smoker is a good one, although we

condemn all others by pronouncing it 'the

best.
1

5. R —/" •i'ii J. —Refer to our' I -•ful Hints'

this issue, and also consult Cowan's book. G. Best

llice.—Opinions vary; the Combination system is

g merally preferred.

II. 11.— Btigh Competition: Stewzrton Hire. -As the

rules governing the Bligh Competition oblige the

competitor in the first plac • not to exce '1 an outlay of

two pounds, it will require a considerable amount of

ingenuity to enable bim to keep within his means if

he elect to adopt the Stewarton system. But the
rule- being now unfait accompli, the competitor must
•cut his coat according to Ins cloth.' The dealer's

profit might i ut off if the hives were home-made;
and with the use of three boxes s ime honey might be
taken the lir- 1 season, the sale of which would pi ivid

• d for increasing the number of boxes.

Rbv. A. II. Ilw.i.i:i.—Poppies.- Poppies are not in-

jurious to bees. We have grown them purposerj for

our bees for many years. It has been asserted that

their odour Btupifies the bees, but we never found such

to be the case.

\. Wilts. -Stocking an Observatory Hioejbr Shows. -

Onh on the supposition that the intending exhibitor

was distressed for time would we recommend him to

place the b— in the" Observatory hive before leaving

home. It is far better that the bees should be taken
to the show-yard in a travelling hive, with the frames
properly fixed, and ample ventilation ensured. They
would thus l'ea.b their destination in good condition,

and the evening preceding the -bow they might be

removed into the Observatory hue, without the loss

of mani bees. If left to the morning of the show, there

would be b considerable amount of bee- lost, a- they,

then considering that their' day's work 'bad commi need,

would be inclined to fly abroad in search of f I.

.stmiK Bill. I. Tie-queening, We think
• to the age of your queen-

:

but presuming you are right in your assertion that

they bay reached the mature age of 'at least four

year-,' it will be wise to re-queen your stocks. It

would save much valuable time h\ procuring young
fertilised queen-, and introducing them to the -locks

whence the queens have been dethroned. 'J.

Straightening Combs. Lift the whole of the combs
bodily out of the hive, brush the bees off, ami

straighten the i ibs, and replace them in the hive.
"•. Syrup. The yrup that you are giving to the
bee- i- not too thin for the present time. I. Swarming.
It is quite possible that tic cast you have been at

such pains in feeding may be ready for swarming in due
time, but ocular demonstration will determine this.

.1. \\'ai;i>. Please refer to previous numbers as to sim-
plest thod of packing swarms and bar-frame hive .

and to Mode) n a Keeping.
\Y. I'f.ahs. There is no difficulty in cutting out queen-

cells fl i bar-frame hives ; it is a more delicate miller

from skeps. First ascertain thepositi if queen-cell,

then cut h;ii the comb till you come to it. The bees

will soon replace the comb. The best time to transfer

from skeps to bar-frames is twenty-one da- niter

swarming. The operation' will in some degree affect

the yield of honey ; but if the conditions are carefully

attended to, not to any great extent.
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LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
PRIZES offered for SHOW of BEES, HONEY, HIVES, &c, to be held at GRANTHAM

on Thursday and Friday, 24th and 2-3th July, 1884.

Class.

storing surplus Honey and for wintering. Price not
to exceed 30s 20 '0 1.5/0 10/0

11. For the best complete, and most practical Hive on the
movable Comb principle, with arrangements for storing
surplus Honey. Price not to exceed 7s. <W.

10/0 7,6 5/0
12. For the cheapest, neatest, and best Super for Harvesting

Honey in the Comb in a saleable form ... 5/0 2/6
13. For the best Honey Extractor 15/0 10/0 7/6
11. For the best and most complete collection of Hives and

Bee Furniture most applicable to modern Bee-keeping,
—no two articles to be alike 60/0 -10/0 20/0

15. For the best Straw Hive, with floor-board and cover,
showing the most simple and ready means of manag-
ing (with a view to obtain Super Honey) and the best
method of Feeding ; the Hive to be stocked with Bees
working, and the principle to be fully demonstrated.

2D/0 10/0 5/0
OBSERVE.—Last Day of Entry for Bee Exhibition, July 7.

Manipulations with Live Bees.— Practical illustrations

of Manipulating with Live Bees, showing the best methods
of 1 'riving, Capturing the Queen, transferring Combs from
Straw Skeps to Bar-frame Hives, Uniting Stocks, &c, will

be given during the Exhibition by able Bee-masters.
Arrangements will be made by which Visitors may view
witli safety the mysteries of the Hives, and witness the
perfect command the Scientific Apiarian has over Ins Bees.

Demonstrations in advanced Straw Hire management will

also be made with a view to show how needless is the cruel

practice of killing Bees to obtain Homo/ even under the

Straw Ilir,- system of Bee-keeping.

For the best Specimen of Ligurian, Carniolan, Cyprian,
or Syrian Honey Bees, to be exhibited with the Queen
in an Observatory Hive 20/0 15/0 10/0

For the best Specimens of English Bees to be exhibited
with the Queen in an Observatory Hive.

20/0 15/0 10/0

N.B.— II, is not necessary that whole Stocks of Bocs should be
sunt to compete in Classes 1 and 2.

For the largest and best Exhibition of Super Honey, the

produce of one Apiary during the year 1884.

20/0 15/0 10/0
For tin' largest and best Exhibition of Extracted
or Hun Honey in Glass Jars, each Jar to contain one
or two pounds net weight of Honey respectively, the
produce of one Apiarv during the year 1884.

20/0 12/6 7/6
For the best Twelve 1-lb. sections of Comb Honey, in

Crate 7/6 5/0 2/6

For the best Twelve 2-lb. sections of Comb Honev, in

Crate 10/0 7/6 2/6

For the best Twelve 1-lb. Glass Jars of Extracted or

Bun Honey 7/6 5/0 2/6

For the best Twelve 2-lb. Glass Jars of Extracted or

Bun Honey 10/0 7/6 2/6

For the best Glass Super of Comb Honey.
Km 7/6 2/6

N.B.—Competitors in < (losses
r
> to 9 inclusive must be resident

in tin: bounty of Lincoln.

For the best complete, and most practical Hive on the

movable comb principle, five of the frames to be fitted

witli comb foundation, with arrangements both for

For Conditions and Forms of Entry apply to Mr. R. R. GODFREY, Hon. Sec. of the Lincolnshire

Bee-keepers' Association, Grantham: or to STEPHEN UPTON, Sec, St. Benedict's Square, Lincoln.

manufacturer of

BAR FRAME HIVES AND BEE-KEEPERS' APPLIANCES
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Comb-Foundation, Smokers, Frames of all kinds, Sections, Feeders, Extractors,

Honey Jars, Books on Bee-keeping, &c.

ILLTJSTEATED C-A-TLA-XjOG-TTZE POST FKEE.

A. G. DAWSON, Alma Buildings, Macclesfield.

DO not order your Hives and Appliances until
you have seen E. C. Walton's CATALOGUE for

1881, consisting of 36 pages, fully Illustrated.

Sent //ct' jor lil. stomp on receipt of Address.

E. CS. TWALTOBT,
NORTH MUSKHAM, NEWARK.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Simmins' Hives, Crates, & Sections.

' FORTRESS HIVES.'
Association ' Standard ' Bar-frames, Is. doz.

J. H. HOWARD, Holme Apiary, Peterboro'.

HEAX> QUARTERS
ron

Comb Foundation, Sections, &c.
For PRICE LIST apply to

WILLIAM BAITT, Blairgowrie, N.B.

JOHN T. KINNEAR,
Importer of

AMERICAN APIARIAN APPLIANCES,
8 REFORM STREET, DUNDEE.

Price List on application. (65)
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I hi NTY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

Mr. John Hewitt, of Sheffield, writing in our

issue of May 1st, upon the Bligh Competition,

advocates the opening >>f the compi
the British Isles, ami says that in default of this,

' It is incumbent on the British Bi - b

ciation to organize Associations in every part befi re

they can fairly claim to make any distinction.' We
do not agree with Mr. Bewitt as to the throwing
open the Bligh Competition to bee-keepers india

criminately, whether they are members of the
]',. B, K. A. or n"t. In our opinion the Bligh Com-
petition should be one of the privileges attached to

affiliated County Associations, which fulfil II"' con-

ditions of affiliation. The central body lias hard
work tu keep some of the Associations up to the

mark, and others from kicking over the

Some are Bluggish and torpid, and produce very

little impression upon their county: others are

impatient of tin' very gentle yoke which the Parent

Association imposes upon them, refuse to hold their

annual meetings at the required time of year,

decline to send up their reports and balanci

and entertain wild ideas of setting themselves up

in antagonism to their parent, and drawing other
i t hem into a I lave of Adullam, « hich

shall lie a resort lor all such Associations as are

discontented, and very probably also for all such as

are in debt. The only way in which the Parent

Association can hope to hold its children together
is by offering privileges of affiliation, such as will

make it worth the while of County Associations to

comply with the conditions of affiliation in order

to obtain them.

Saving said this much in opposition to Mr.

Hewitt's views, we arc glad to be aide to concur in

the after part of his statement, viz., that in order

to make a distinction in holding out its privileges,

it is incumbent upon the British Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation to organize Associations in every part—in

every part, that is, which comes within its juris-

diction. From the outset the British has been
most careful not to intrude upon the ground wdiich

should be occupied by the Caledonian and by the
Irish Association. We have already expressed our
regret that these Associations do not assume more

of a parental character, and institute Bligh Com
petitions and similar privileges for the County

lling to unite then

to them. T and Irish Associations

have both taken up independent positions by not
affiliating themselves originally with the British,

and their independence must involve the responsi

bility of acting in a parental manner to those who
under their influence, and naturally look up

to them for support and encouragement
With this limitation, viz., that it should kei p

l its own pro\ : d with
Mr. Hewitt in his vi< n of the duty incumbent upon
the British Bei m, But we think
that Mr. ii reel] aware of tl

which the B. B. K. A. is fulfilling this duty.

he know that, with the exception of Rutlandshire

and Westmoreland, there is not a single county
ifl England which is without the prospect of having
an Association affiliated with the central body
before the cl086 "f the present year I Is he aware
that in South Wales the two excellently mana I

it ions in < larmarthenshire and Brei

m ironed by A »oci 'i ion in < !la-

ishire, Pembrokeshire, and Radnoi

whilst the visit of the British B Lssooia-

t on to Shrewsbury at the time of the Show of the

Royal Agricultural Society will doubtless prod e i

similar stirring of the 'dry hones' which are lit

thed with life in the counties of North

,

HONEY MARKET.
We understand from the Rev. V. II. Moyle,

the active Hon. Secretary of the Berkshire \ o-

oiation, that Messrs. Huntley and I'almer, the well-

known biscuit manufacturers of Beading

prepared to enter upon the manufacture of honey
. if they ct reive a guarantee from some

responsible source that they shall be supplied with

two tons of pure British honey per week, or 100
tons gathered at the close of the season. The
blind stupidity of the last General Meeting in

crushing the honey market scheme is now more

apparent than ever. There is no responsible body
in existence which can give any such guarantee as

would satisfy Messrs. Huntley and Palmer. The
bearing of their announcement upon bee-keeping

generally is so important that we would strongly

advise the calling of a special General Meeting to
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reconsider this subject, and (as we hope) to reverse

the ill-advised resolution passed in February last.

Through the medium of the County Associations

the British Bee-keepers' Association could no

doubt supply Messrs. Huntley and Palmer's re-

quirements, and they would no doubt place con-

fidence in its committee as a responsible body.

We understand that they do not wish to be

troubled by any private offers of smaller quantities

of honey, aud that no dealers in honey ueed apply

to them. If they undertake this new branch of

manufacture it will be from a wish to encourage

British bee-keepers to open a market for British

honey, rather than from any propect of advautage
to themselves.

BLIGH COMPETITION, 1884-5.

This interesting competition commences on the

20th hist. We are pleased to report that the entries

made are double in number compared with the

previous contest. The following counties are re-

presented, viz., Herts, Cornwall, Kent, Cambridge-
shire, Susses, Berks, Worcestershire, Wilts, Notts,

Derbyshire, Bucks, Essex, Surrey, Herefordshire,

Oxfordshire, Lincolnshire, Middlesex, and Glou-

cestershire. The entries made are principally on
the frame-hive system. There are, however, several

on the skep system, and the Stewarton is also i
-
e-

presented. Each competitor should note that full

details of the mode in which he commences the

competition should be entered in his diary.

ROYAL COUNTIES AGRICULTURAL SHOW :

GUILDFORD.
We beg to remind our readers that entries for

bees, hives, honey, etc., in connexion with the

Annual Show of the Royal Counties Agricultural

Society, to be held at Guildford, close on the 14th
June. See advertisement in this issue.

COMB HONEY IN SECTIONS.

By T. W. Cowan.

{Translated from the 'Bulletin d'Apivulture de la Suisse

Somande.')

Nowhere, perhaps, ia the production of extracted

honey better understood than in Switzerland, aud the

extracted honey shown last year at the Zurich Ex-
hibition was all that could be wished for; but in a
country where such a quantity of artificial honey is

manufactured and where this is served at most of the
hotels, even genuine honey is sometimes looked upon
with suspicion, especially by those who do not under-
stand its characteristics. The manufactured article, the
principal ingredient of -which is glucose, is so clear and
of such an attractive appearance that many persons in

eating it imagine they are eating real honey; and I have
frequently heard persons not knowing anything about
honey say that, ' that which was opaque from granula-
tion must be adulterated.'

It will take some time to educate people to discern the pure
from the false, and in the meantime bee-keepers could very
well turn their attention to the production of an article

which would not give rise to any suspicion of adulteration.

No one has yet succeeded to imitate honey in the

comb, and those who purchase it in this form would
know that they are not purchasing glucose.

In inviting the bee-keeper to produce honey in the
comb, I know that he will not he able to obtain so large
a harvest as by the system of extraction, but he will
realise a higher price for it. In England, small boxes or
sections containing about 1 lb. each, sell at Is. 6d. each
wholesale, and at about 2s. dd. retail.

Extracted honey is worth from tenpence to one shilling

a pound, according to quality, that being of the lightest

colour realising the higher price. I was very much
struck, at the Zurich Exhibition, by the absence of

these pretty little sections of honey, so common at all

our exhibitions, and could not help thinking that if they
were produced here there woidd be no difficult}' in

finding a ready sale for them. There is a great dif-

ference in the appearance of these sections, even at our
exhibitions, showing the different amount of care given
to their production. Much more care is needed for pro-

ducing comb-honey than exti acted honey ; consequently
if the bee-keeper is not prepared to give this extra care,

he had better not attempt it, as honey in sections not
neatly finished is certainly not very attractive. It must
please the eye or it will not find a ready customer.
But, for those who are disposed to make a trial, I will

give the best method of producing these sections, and I

am sure that if the instructions are carried out carefully

and entirely, the bee-keeper will not be disappointed.

The large hives such as the Layens, are not at all

suitable, as they are too deep. It is well known that
bees more readily store their honey above the brood;
therefore, the frames should be shallow and reserved for

brood only, whereas the sections are placed on the top
and act as supers.

The Dadant Hive, which has a shallower frame,
woidd be more suitable because the bees when they

found themselves too crowded in the body of the hive,

would be forced up into the sections. This form
of hive being extensively used in the ' Suisse Komande'
an experiment can he made without having to introduce

a new form of hive. The supers at present used with
this hive can be discarded and their place occupied by
racks of sections. There are two forms of racks in use

with us, the one with open sides as in fig. 2G, and the

other having closed sides as shown in fig. 27.* These
racks are made to hold twenty-one sections of 1-lb. each;

they are sometimes made larger to hold as many even as

thirty sections ; but it has been found that with our hives

those with twenty-one sections are the most convenient.

On the Dadant Hive twenty-seven would go very
well. The rack consists of a frame 5 to § of an inch

* The engravings illustrating this article are taken from
Sir. Cowan's British Bee-keeper's Guide Book. The numbers
of figures in the book are retained.—Ed.
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in thickness constructed in such a manner that on it can
be placed three rows of sections C.C.C., and that suf-

ficient space be left that the bees can freely pass over
the frames and under the sections. Between the
sections and on each side of them are placed cross
pieces of about i inch square each. These serve two
purposes: 1st. The space between the rows of sections
«llows the introduction of the fingers to remove them

:

2nd, they act as supports for the separators B.B.B.
At one end of the rack placed perpendicular to the
frame is a board against which the sections are placed,
•whereas at the other end a fixed tapered piece with the
wedge A, serves to press all the boxes together.
The little 1-lb. sections are made from one piece of

"wood ; formerly they were imported from America.
but now they are manufactured in large quantities in

England, and to judge from the abundance of good
poplar, they could be very well made in Switzerland.

ASSOCIATIONS.

1: SB
^3

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Tli. v are of wood -' of an inch in thickness by 2 inches
wide, and when put together they measure \\ bj I,

inches. The strips of wood before they are folded
have appearance of Gg. 26". Every piece forming the
section has the ends A li cut to form a morti
tenon, and has three cross cuts c, (/, c, in the ahaj f a

V passing nearly through the whole thickness "f the

wood. If tli.' piece of wood is Lent in such a way that

tin' ends A and Ji are brought together and arc in-

troduced the one into the other, a section

as in fig. -I is obtained ready tor use.

It will be remarked that in the drawing
one of the sides is a little narrower than
the others; this i- to allcm the bees to

enter tin- boxes, ami when th<

placed together a passage of
[ of an

inch is obtained. The I-lb. sections have
a similar passage at tin- l pp, bocau.-o

sometimes it is found thai two or three

tiers of sections can 1"' conveniently worked on the top of

each other. The 2-lb. sections are 64 by6j by - inches

and work in exactly the same way.
Each little box must be provided with comb-founda-

tion, and for this purpose extremely thin foundation
should be used, otherwise the comb will not be tit to

eat. The foundation which we use for this purpose is

nearly as transparent as glass, and measures about

12 square feet to the lb.

It will be seen by fig. 26, that hit ween each row of

sections there are separators B which require an ex-

planation, as they play an important part if uniform
Bi pii one are required. If the combs when finished had
not perfectly even surfaces and were not of an even
thickness, the comb of one box would encroach upon the

space in the other, and there would be a difficulty in pack-

ing them. Some sections would weigh more than l-lb..

whereas others would weigh leas, and th ctions

would no longer present the same neat appearance,
or uniformity. All this is avoided by using separators.

l are generally made of tin and should be narrower
than the sections by about -\ inch at the top and bottom.
The wood of which the sections are made being

,J

of an
inch thick, this leave- a passage off of an inch. This
has been found a suitable .-pace to leave, for if more
spaee be left the bees would lengthen the cells at this
place and if less it interferes with their pas-age in the
sections. It has also been noticed that these separators
hinder the queens from entering into and depositing
their eggs in the sections. The thickness of combs also

tends to prevent the queen from lajdng in them.
(To be continued.)

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. F. R. Cheshire having found it desirable to recon-

struct his Lecture, 'Honey as Food,' delivered at the
Conversazione on April 16th, we give insertion to the
following tract on the same subject prepared by him for
circulation at the International Health Exhibition.

HOXEY AS FOOD.
In the earliest ages honey formed a most necessary

part of the food of man ; anil it is to be greatly re I

that it should have been bo "Sadly overlooked in our own
country since the introduction of sugar, which began to
reach us in quantity about the middle of the seventeenth
century, in consequence of Englishmen taking up in

earnest the growth of the sugar-cane in Barbadoes. But
although sugar has so completely become the substitute
of honey, it has not by any means so completely replaced
it, since the latter has claims as a food which the former
does not p..-.-,.--; while in addition who will denj to
honey, if pure, a flavour and character which often will
make it a delicacy where sugar, would but nauseate :

Honey is not made by bees, but is secreted in tiny
quantity by bl is, especially by those of sweet -cent,
the perfume, indeed, being often in part derived from the
honey itself lying in some deep recess in the llower, and
inviting the visit of the bee, with its long and won-
drously formed tongue, to gather for its own need
for those of its home, and supply also the table of man
v. ith a fragrant sweet
The I is full "f wonders, and its industry and acti-

vity have constantly called forth admiration and surprise.
Its instinctive forethought in providing for winter, its

nificing devotion, inducing it to labour without
i (for it gathers honey bydaj and builds comb

by night I, have pointed many moral", and often shamed
the idle and indifferent. But all this energy, in whi
form presented, is an energy which it derives direct from

v which it consumes. Foi we must re mber that

all food subserves two purposes, or one of two : it either
builds up the material of the frame, when we cull it a

i iii'T; or it Bupplies heat and energy , i.e. activity
of every kind. It is as a heat-former or energy-producer
that honey help the bee, and us also, if we are only wise
enough to take it as a food, for in the little insect' it ac-
complishes the same ends precisely as it would accomplish
in the human BJ Stem.

Digestion.

All foods, if not already soluble (meltable) in water,
have to be so altered within us that they bei le dis-

solved, and we call this solution digestion. Starch, for

example, which forms five-sixths of our daily bread, is ut-

terly useless to us while it remains as starch, because of its

insolubility; but in the act of chewing, the salixa which
we add to our bread begins to convert the starch into a
sugar' (very much like to the sugar of honey), and so
lenders it soluble ill order that it may in due course be
carried into our blond, and there do the work of giving US

power or heat. Cane-sugar, in like manner, although
soluble, requires alteration, and this alteration is also

brought about by contact with the saliva, and the result

is a sugar, as in the previous case, nearly identical with
the sugar of honey. Honey, on the contrary, or the

sugar that we find in grapes, is already in the condition

for absorption or assimilation, and really no kind of

work has to be performed upon it before it is actually

rendering us service as a force- or heat-producer. It is

a law that no force can be manufactured; it must have
an orujin. It must be paid for by the using up of some

* There are several kinds of sugar :—Cane sugar, milk
sugar, grape sugar, &c.
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other force equal to it. So it is clear that when work
has to be performed, it may he in the alteration of an

article of diet a certain loss of energy is sustained. The
superiority of honey in this is manifest, and we can under-

stand why Sir "William Gull has stated that grapes (the

equivalent of honey so far as their sugar is concerned) have

a very immediate effect in relieving a sense of fatigue.

It will be asked, then, If honey gives energy, where

does it obtain it ? The growing plant takes in power,

coming to it in the form of heat and light from the sun.

This heat and light do work. They are a gift of force

to the plant, and enable it to produce foods (which are

but power in a stored condition) for itself, or for animals

which may in turn consume the plant wholly or in part.

In this lies the energy of all food. Science lias made
clear that the great forces at work in the sun, and there

expending themselves, reappear with us in part as sun
influence. This influence disappears as plants grow, and
so form foods ; and as these foods are broken up during

the activities of animals, these forces are again manifested.

Tin glow in our veins felt while we take exercise is but the

result of the breaking up of food, possibly honey, which
honey was formed at tli" i \] ense of sun-heat. That glow,

then, is but a reappearance, after many changes, of a tiny

fraction of some bygone ardour of the lung of Dux.

l'UliE HONEY.

If honey, then, as a food be a giver of warmth to the

system, a quickener of nervous and muscular energy, and
a supporter of all vital functions, how important it is

that it should be obtainable in a pure condition ! It is

not too much to say that modern improvements in bee-

keeping have not only greatly augmented the yield of

honey, but that they have given it to us in a purity

formerly unattainable. The hive, as the home of the

bee, has carried on within it the many processes con-

nected with the deposition of eggs, the feeding of the

young, commonly called the larva?, and the storing of

food. Nature has favoured the "bee wonderfully in that

her nursery work has no uncleanly accompaniments,
but still the tramp of the busy throng, wear, tear, and
repair, interfere with that matchless purity of honey-
comb to be seen in some of the exhibits made by the

British Bee - keepers' Association, because in these

the honey has been stored in chambers separate

from the body of the hive. Pollen gathered by
bees from the anthers of flowers, and which is their

natural tissue (or flesh) former, is in this manner kept

away from any contact with our honey, and the comb
is finished with a surface as dainty to the eye as the

petal of a lily, with the additional virtue that its

more forcible appeal is not to the eye but to the palate.

The little boxes filled with this beautiful comb, flat and
white, are as portable as a packet of tea or a cake of

scented soap ; and if laid on their sides in a dish, and
carefully cut round with a sharp knife, will leave the

comb undamaged, to form perhaps a novel but certainly

an attractive decoration at dessert. Comb thus eaten is

always enjoyed greatly by young people, and the small

quantity of wax it contains can be refused as woidd be a

grape-skin.

Extracted Honey.

Some may prefer honey free of the comb. In former
days this free honey was unhappily often carelessly or

ignorantly prepared, and contained impurities which did

not make it more appetising while they predisposed it to

ferment ; but these days have passed away. Draining
and squeezing (a term too suggestive of handling) have
given place to the process of extraction, a plan by which
the comb containing the honey is rapidly whirled round
in a box or cage of wire cloth. The honey by centri-

fugal force is thrown out free of every impurity, and can

be drawn off into bottles, often of a delicate straw tint,

and perfectly bright from the first. It must be here

stated that the tint of honey much depends on its source.

The apple, raspberry, clover, lime-tree, and heather, by
example, produce honies distinct in density, colour,

»roma, and perfume, so that a somewhat strong tint is

no evidence of impurity ; indeed, adulteration so con-
stantly practised with foreign honies is very generally
made a means of giving the article, possibly a mere
mixture of corn syrup, colouring matter, and chemical
flavouring, the appearance of honey of especially high
quality. The British Bee-keepers' Association has been
doing good work in seeking to expose imposition, and in

giving encouragement to the honest producer. America,
unfortunately, has sent us many mock honies, ' deli-

cately flavoured,' no doubt, but the mixture has not
the incommunicable aroma which is honey's birth-

right— the outcome of the dainty flavour contributed

by every bloom which has yielded its. nectar to the
little busy gatherers. The milk of flowers is honey,
and the magic of science can never get even a distant

approach to it out of rags* or starch, although aided by
subsequent additions made in obedience to the recipe of

the very 'cutest Transatlantic chemist. It is, however,
matter for congratulation that since the British Bee-
keepers' Association has been active in our midst, in no
instance has honey of English growth been known to be
put upon the market in an adulterated condition.

In some cases, especially where honey has been exposed
to a low temperature or has been long kept, it will lose

its semi-fluidity and transparency, and is then said to be
candied. This frequently happens with honey of the

highest quality. The change is due to a part of the

sugar having undergone crystallisation, but of course all

the food and health-giving properties remain unimpaired.
To restore it to its original state, if this be desired, it is

only necessary to place the vessel containing it in warm
water. The crystals rapidly melt and the clear and liquid

condition will remain for some considerable time.

In conclusion, hone}' contains sugar in the form most
suitable to assimilation. On this very account it is

desirable to take it in combination with some less

readily absorbed material. ' Bread and honey ' has a
time-honoured memory, and is a combination as agree-
able to sound physiology as it is to the sense of taste.

Children with rapidly developing frames and irrepressible

activity instinctively feel the value of sugars, and amongst
these honey takes a place second to none, so far as the

needs of the frame are cone, rued, whilst its aroma gives

it first place on the list. The presence of a minute quantity
of an animal acid lends in addition a medicinal value,

which in cases of sore throat and some other ailments

is well-nigh universally recognised, while the Medical
Council of Great Britain recommend the use of hone)' in

no less than seven distinct pharmaceutical preparations.

Honey in Cooking.

Choice and delicate fruits laid in honey may be for a

long time preserved without loss of their beauty of form

;

and since honey imparts its characteristic flavour to

articles with which it may be mingled, it commends
itself as an ingredient in biscuits, cakes, &c, for which
some recipes are appended. "We understand that at the

suggestion of the Rev. V. II. Moyle, the justly celebrated

firm of Huntley and Palmer are about making biscuits

with hone}' on a large scale. Such a firm happily requires

no guarantee for the genuineness of its manufactures

;

but as, we presume, in this case the Association will

endeavour to secure the large quantity of honey re-

quired from producers who guarantee their honey,

assurance is doubly sure.

Honey Cuke.—Honey 1 quart, A lb. fresh butter, juice

* Bags have been employed in making syrup by chemical
means, and there is a somewhat amusing instance on record

in which used pawn tickets were passed through this singular

conversion. In America, however, maize or cob corn, as it

is termed, is almost always the source of these chemically

derived syrups.
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of 2 lemons. Grated nutmeg to taste. Warm sufficiently

to soften the butter, and mingle by hard stirring. Mix
from li lbs. to 2 lbs. of flour to make a dough stiff

enough to roll easily. Beat well with the rolling-pin

until the dough is compact. Make into a sheet ' in.

thick, cut into cakes with a floured cutter, and bake on
slightly buttered tins.

Honey Lemon Cake.—1 cup butter, 2 cups honey, 4
eggs well beaten, 1 teaspoonful essence of lemon, i cup
sour milk, teaspoonful of soda, Hour enough to make it as

stiff as can well be stirred, bake at once in a quick oven.

Honey Fruit Cake.— 1 eggs, 6 cups of flour, 2 cups of

honey, 1 teacupful butter, 1 cup sweet milk, 2 teaspoonfids

cream of tartar, 1 teaspoonful soda, 1 lb. raisins, 1 lb.

currants, A lb. citron, 1 teaspoonful each cloves, cinnamon,
and nutmeg; bake in a large loaf in a slow oven. This
will be nice months after baking as well as when fi> sh.

Honey Sponge Cake.— 1 large com e cup full of 1 j

.

1 cup of flour, o eggs. Beat yelks and honey together,

beat the whites to a froth; mix all together, stirring ITS

little as possible; flavour with lemon, juice or extract.

Honey Preserves.—All kinds of fruit made into jam.

with honey instead of sugar are nice. For grap
from the stem and pack into a jar until it is full, thru

turn cold honey over them until they are 0OV( I

Seal up without any heat, and keep in a cool place.

After a few months they will be found to be delicious.

Honey Ginger Snaps. 1 pint honey, \ lb. of butter,

2 teaspoonfuls of ginger, boil together a few minutes,
and when nearly cold put in Hour until it is Stiff, roll out

thinly and bake quickly.

Milk mid Honey. Take a bow] of milk, and break
some light wheat bread, and also some whit'

honey into ii. This is delict ius the proverbial 'milk
anil honey ' of the ancients.

Cheap II, in-y I'm Cake. I teacup of extracted honey,

\ teacup of thick, sour cream
2 cups of flour, scant \ teaspoon of soda, 1 teas]

Cream of tartar; flavour to taste.

Honey Paste. 1 cup honey,
|

cup white or yellow
wax, 1 cup lard; melt together, then take it off the fire

and stir till cool
;
perfume with rose or \ iolet, ai

in cups, well protected from the air. For keeping the
hand- from chapping, rub on A little, after dippil

lightly in water. It softens them after hard work.

The intelligent rook will of COUTSe not wholly res! on
cut and dried recipes, but willperceivi at once that wher-
ever cane-sugar syrup would be admissible, there honey
may be substituted, and that very frequently with great

advantage in point of Savour; while the confectioner
will recognise that honey in combination with .

<

and possibly give, vino, may be put into the -t fanciful

forms, which will at the sane' time retain the thn
desirable qualities, of extreme digestibility, considerable
nutritive value, and very agreeable dedicate flavour.

GLOl CESTEJRSHIKE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATION.

Mr. C. lb-own, of Bewdley, expert to the British Bee-
keepers' Association, gave a lecture in the Infant School-
room at Fairford on Thursday evening, May 1st. Captain
Melbourne presided.

Mr. Brown displayed some very fine diagrams of the
physiology of the bee, and gave a full explanation of
them and also of the habits of the queen, worker, and
drone, and gradually unfolded the mysteries of the hive,

particularly with regard to the government of the bees,
sexes, and progress of the eggs, queen-rearing, &c. He
then explained the proper management of bees, tie ex-
tractor, guide-comb, iVc. He a bo very forcibly condemned
the barbarous custom of killing the bees in the autumn.

that I could procure ten or twelve members in the Fair-
ford district

; and I am glad to be able to say that I have
prevailed upon twenty-five to become members, and hope
to have a few more yet. If the other twenty-rive towns
in the county could do likewise, we should make a good
substantial Society,

I think we are highly favoured in having such a man
as the Right Hon. Lord Sudeley for President, as a good
head has much to do with keeping up the iuterest of
such concerns ; and he is doing much good for the coun-
try by his example, and I hope that his undertaking will
prosper, and that the blessing that Jacob gave to his sou
Joseph will rest upon him.—J. Cook, Fairford,

Mr. Zaehary writes :—
It may interest your readers to bear that I have just

given my seventieth receipt of membership to the above
tion, and numerous others have promised to join.

1 think that this is very satisfactory, as the Association
was only started on 20th March in this year. I attribute
this success to the thorough way in "which the local

secretaries have worked their districts, and to the inter-

esting lectures which the Central Association have
given us. Members intending to join should send their
subscriptions in at once, as we are arranging now for
tin- distribution of the British Bee Journal. \\M.
Zachabt, Hun. Sec., Cirencester, April \2th.

In my former entreaty for some one to undertake the
starting a Bee-keepers' Association for this county I said

111 CKINGH \Msiiii;k BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Buckinghamshire Association has been holding
in tlie northern division of the

county, at which tin- County Secretary has attended,
Amongst other centres at which meetings have been
lull, wolverton ha- been visited, and we are glad to

learn thai Mr, Baldwin delivered a lecture there to a

well-attended meeting, chief!} c posed of mechanics
employed by the London and North Western Railway

.. Considerable int. rest appeared to be taken
in tic subject, and we shall hope shortly to hear that the

Buckinghamshire Association has made good progress in

inducing these artisans to adopt modern I -keeping. So
i a class of men are almost .sure to prove suc-

<
i keepei . and their experiences n ill, we feel

sure, promote bee-keeping amongst the working ela " j

generally.

SUFFOLK BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting of the members of the Suffolk

Bee-keepers' Association was held at the Town Hall on

. April 22, The chair WS occupied by the

Rev. R, v. White, and amongst those present were
Lord John Hervey, Mr. C. I'. Ogilvie, the low. \V. S.

Watford, the Rev. S. Eooke, Mr. G. \. Garrett, Mr.
J. A. Smith (Akenham), Rev. W. F. Clark, Rev,
W. Harrison (Wickhambrook), Mr. K. I.\ Turner, Mr.
R. Harding, Mr. Lollard (Haughley), and Mr. II.

Ken iilge (secretary), Mr. A. Harwood, Mr. W. Burleigh
(Theberton).

Mr. Ivorridgo (the Secretary) presented the at al

report, and the financial statement. The numbers of

the Association's members were increasing, and bee-

keeping was becoming extensively practised in the
county. The Association's bee-tent had attended various

horticultural and other shows in the neighbourhood

during the year. The Association's show at Ipswich at

the close of the last season had been one of the best held

under its auspices, and the honey fair had afforded an

excellent medium for the disposal of the produce. The
financial statement showed subscriptions of the patron,

Sir 1,'ii hard Wallace, Bart., M.P., the Ex-Mayor ( L. R.

Turner, Esq.), the Lev. R. A. White, and the general

bodj of members to the amount of -Mi/. 5*. 8d. The
receipt., from the1 show and honey fair, commissions on
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sale of honey, &c, 1C>1. 8s. 8d. ; total, 451. ITs. 2d. The
expenditure showed, including- the payment of 6/. 14s. Bd.

on tbe balance of 10/. 8s. 8d. due to the treasurer for the

year 1882, payments for advertising', prizes, hire of

room, fee to the British Bee-keepers' Association, and
preparations of the annual show, a total of 567. Os. 10rf.,

leaving; a balance due to the treasurer of 10/. 3s. 8d.

The report was adopted.

Sir Kichard "Wallace, Bart., M.P., was re-elected

patron, and Lord Rendlesham, M.P., was elected

president of the Association for the ensuing- year. Lord
John Ilervey and Sir George Broke-Middleton, Bart.,

O.B., were elected vice-presidents. The Rev. G.

Langlev, the Rev. W. S. Walford, Mr. E. R. Turner,

Mr. J. A. Smith, Mr. C. P. Ogilvie, Mr. A. Dix, Mr. J.

Gilbert, Mr. A. Ilarwood, and Mr. G. A. Hempson, were
re-elected as members of the Committee, and the names
of Mr. Harding-, Mr. B. Scott, and Mr. E. L. Fison were
also added to the Committee. Mr. II. Kerridge was re-

elected secretary and treasurer.

MONMOUTHSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CIATK >n.

On Friday, May 0th, the above Association was formed.
The meeting was held in the Borough Court, Monmouth.
It was well attended, a large proportion of the audience
being- ladies. The meeting was addressed by the Rev. II.

R. Peel on ' Organization,' and by Mr. Brown, expert for

Worcestershire, on ' Bee - keeping.' The Rev. J ames
Oakeley, Llanishen Vicarage, Chepstow, has kindly con-

sented to act as hon. secretary ; and it is much to be
desired that all bee-keepers in Monmouthshire should lose

no time in placing themselves in communication with
that gentleman, and in enrolling themselves members of

the newly formed Association.

The Rev. II. R. Peel is now engaged in a tour through
tin- counties of South Wales, with a view of giving

assistance to those who are promoting County Associa-

tions in Glamorganshire, Pembrokeshire, and Cardigan-
shire.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

A meeting "was held in the Exchange Buildings,

Nottingham, on Wednesday, April .'!0th. In the absence

of Lord Newark, who had promised to be President of

the Association, the chair was occupied by the Rev.
H. P. Ling : the Rev. II. R. Peel, and Mr. J. Huckle,
Secretary of the British Bee-keepers' Association, at-

tended the meeting on behalf of the parent Society.

The Rev. A. II. Halley reported that he had corre-

sponded with upwards of eighty residents of the county,
most of whom had promised to support the Association.

The following resolution, moved by the Rev. II. R.
Peel, and seconded by Mr. Beeson, was carried unani-
mously, viz., 'That it is desirable that a Bee-keepers'
Association be established for the county of Nottingham,
and bo affiliated with the British Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation.' The Rev. A. II. Halley was unanimously
elected Hon. Sec. pro tern., and a representative com-
mittee was formed, including several ladies. It was
resolved that meetings be held in various parts of the
county, and the Central Society be requested to send a
lecturer to address these meetings.

CntTcsj^onaciitt.

CUMBERLAND BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Considerable progress towards the formation of an

Association for this county has been made, and we hope
to be able to report in an early issue that the efforts of

our Cumberland friends have been crowned with success.

*** A 11 Correspondents fortearding Letters for insertion in
the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes-
from the Hives, Queries, <£<:., are requested to direct their com-
munications to 'The Editor of the "British Bee Journal," c/o
Messrs. Strange ways <fc Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C

HONEY MARKET.
At the close of Mr. Cheshire's interesting lecture on

' Honey as Food,' I exhibited to those present part of a
honey cake, and also honey biscuits which had been
manufactured for me by Messrs. Huntley and Palmer, of

Reading, the celebrated cake and biscuit manufacturers.
Part had been shown and given away at an Art and
Industrial Exhibition opened at Theale on Easter Monday
by the late high sheriff of Berks. I showed this cake-

nml the biscuits because there is a practical bearing on
the whole question of bee-culture arising therefrom.

Messrs. Huntley and Palmer are manufacturing now
for the general market biscuits called ' Honey Drops,' and
have used and intend using only pure, unadulterated
British honey. They will require some two tons a-in/ek;

and as a depot is being formed in Reading to receive pure
honey for this purpose, I shall be glad if all interested in

bee-culture will make this known; also if they will ask
their grocers or confectioners for these biscuits, and
order them if they have not got them in stock. Mind,
Huntley and Palmer's ' Honey Drops.'

I shall be glad to hear from all bee-keepers and secre-

taries and members of bee-keepers' Associations who have
honey for sale ; and I trust that such a demand as this

will operate in a wholesome way on the general question

of bee-culture, and lift bee-keepers out of little trifling-

differences about forms of hives, &c, into the broader
question how to get the most honey from the little busy
bee.

Messrs. H. and P. will not take any notice of any
small communications announcing that Brown, Jones, or
Robinson, may have or 10 lbs. for sale ; but vendors of

honey, either in large or small quantities, may write for

information to

—

V, II. MOYLE,
Brook House, Burghfield,

Near Reading, Berks.

For a bond jide article market price will be given;

throughout the year.

PRIVILEGES OF COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.
As a subscriber to your very valuable bee-keepers'

help, I beg you will afford me a small space to answer
some of the 'Privileges of County Associations,' set

forth from time to time in the Journal, so far as regards
this district. Residing in Lincolnshire, where the first

County Association was formed, I as an amateur, de-
siring to get the benefit of unity, it being strength, and
to enjoy and help on the privileges, applied to the local

secretary of the County Association to become a member,
when he told me, that, although he would take my
subscription, he must first inform me that the privileges

he could offer were far from what were represented

as members' privileges; that the Association had not had
a report since 1880; and further, that no visit of an
expert, and no inducement to get a gathering of bee-

keepers properly belonging to the Association, had been
made for some time. The only privilege he had to offer

was the use of an extractor. Is that a fair inducement
to join the Association or encourage people to start bee-
keeping? I am still anxious to make an unit in the
unity, but we can scarcely run into the trap as now set.

I am afraid the result will be, that unless matters are
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mended, very few in this district will pay another year's

subscription to the Lincolnshire Association. There is a

local show annually now, at which bee-keeping is taking

a prominent part, in our own district centre (Louth), so

that the money and interest of the bee-keepers will go to

help it instead of to the County Association.

I hope there will be an explanation to the information

afforded me, and that the powers of the Association may
make a satisfactory defence, and at any rate mend matters,

so that enthusiastic amateurs like myself may obtain
what a few seem now to want to keep to themselves.
Trusting that events will let me soon become a member
of the L. B. K. A., ami that it may flower again in this

district, I am, &c., F, W. Riggall, Louth.

FROM 'HAMPSHIRE HOG.'
Mr. Editor, Pachydermatous! What a mouthful!

You seem to want to air that classical knowledge
which your biographer descants upon. I dare say it

is getting rusty. Not so rusty as Edwards's, though.
No, H. V. 1"., ' When in death I calm recline'

Irish poet says, who must of course be a favourite of

yours), the heart you will bear to my mistress "ill

not be a /ln/fx heart. My flesh will not be

but porcine. 1 -hall be Pork, not Beef, Pachyder-
matous — pig-skinned! I can't .< t over that; I am
crushed. I'll go over to Ireland and set up a bee-farm
with Lett ana ' Paddy.' You don't seem to like me
here. 1 only tell my friends all their little faults and
failings, and yet,

—

' Everybody gays I'm such a disagreeable man,
And I can't think why.'

Refer to Mr. George Grossmith, Savoy Theatre, 5

Good-bye, Edwards
;

good-bye, Mackworth; good-bye,
Derby!

I must admit, however, Mr. Editor, that your idea is

better than mine. There is no ne.-d for Scotland and
Ireland to be affiliated if they will only do their duty.
You keep your eye on Scotland ; I'll wake up Ireland.

—

Yours, gruntingly, Hampshjbe Hog.

COUNTY REPRESENTATIVES.—
A SuGGBBTIOH.

As you invite discussion "ii sending representatives

from distant County Associations, I venture to make a
suggestion. Let the Count; \ ociationa make their

Presidents their representatives. Theyare mestlj noble-

men and ladi' . ivho are continually in Loudon, and
could attend the Quarterly Conference with very little

trouble. It would also make them sensible oi' their

position a- Yioo-lV-id. lit of the \-sociation.—Jl/Mlin.

DISTRICT SECRETARIES AND LOCAL
ADVISERS.

As some confusion has already arisen between ' District

Secretaries' and 'Advisers,' may I suggest that the
former should be known as District Secretaries, and the
latter, whose office is quite distinct, and necessarilj

extends over a smaller area, as Local Advisers'' It is not

yet too lato to establish this distinction in names, and
may in future save much confusion. — J. Lingobn
Sbagbb, Hon, See. II. U.K. A.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION.
In reply to Mr. Simmins' letterin your issue April loth,

on this subject, kindly allow me a word or two on one
or two points. I am accused of harshly condemning his

system. I am not aware that I have used a single harsh
expression, and beg to assure Mr. Simmins thai nothing
was further from my intention. I have written against

his system, simply because I felt that it was calculated
to mislead the novice and the inexperienced ; and I must
be allowed to hold the same opinion still, although be
has qualified it by allowing the use of smoke. This
system, as is well known to many apiarists, was in-

troduced in America some years ago, and proved an
utter failure. Indeed, I do not know that any state-

ment more adopted to cause chagrin and disappointment
to the mere novice in queen-introduction could be framed
than such as the following: 'A queen can be introduced
direct and absolutely without risk '— in full capitals ; and
again in capitals: 'A queen on a comb parading un-
concernedly among her own bees would be taken do
more notice of than the others'—that is to say, when
introduced to an alien colony without 'disturbance!'
I have practised queen-introduction tor more than thirty

years, and can fully realise the danger with which such
statements are fraught to the inexperienced. I have no
personal acquaintance with Mr. Simmins, and can there-

fore have iio quarrel with him personally, but

such statements, promulgated and made public, I claim

the right to lift up my voice on behalf of others. I will

only trouble you with one more reference.

Mr. Simmins charges me with commending Mr. Jones's

plan of introduction by means of chloroform. I have
not 'commended' it. neither have I recommended it.

In fact, I have given it neither praise nor blame, as

anyone may see by referring to my pamphlet. In the

appendix I have Bnnplj given Mr. Jones's system stated

in his own words, as a process by which lie claims to

have introduced fifty queens in fifty minutes. It is

true that Mr. Loot, tin' editor of o'/iv/u/ik;.!, and author
of that excellent book the A BCof Dee Culture, remarks
on Mr. Jones's plan: 'It is my impression that one
hundred queens ma] he turned loose at the entrances of

one hundred queenless hives without losing more than
five per cent on an average if it is done durmg tin- honey
season, and towards the close of a day that has furnished

abundant forage. Where queens are plentiful and
apiarists pressed for time, I should recommend this plan
of introducing; but it requires. as friend Jones wisely

. considerable experience to know just the circum-
under which she will be accepted.' \nd it is

true that I have staled with regard to .Mr. Knot's words:
'These words exactly express my own views and ex-
periences, and so far fi i advising the inexperienced to
try an\ of the nostrums recommended a- invariable

ill, to their almost certain chagrin and loss, I

would say, Purchase queens at the head of small nuclei,

and endeavour to build up, by paving a little more for

them, rather than run a certain risk of losing all.' This
is very tar from commending Mr. J s's plan as a

general method of introducti ven to experts, to say
nothing of novices ! Nevertheless,] haveno fearoftho
foul brood, so much dreaded by Mr. Simmins, as the
result of this application of chloroform. I have
repeatedly administer' d chloroform in moderation to

d ler various circumstances, but have never had a

case of foul brood in my apiary during the forty I

have 1 n a bee-keeper, indeed, I fully believe, with
Mr. Cowan and others, who have studied the subject of

foul brood scientifically, that it cannot arise spon-
taneously—that it can bo communicated by the spores

alone—tlie micrococci—which may bo floating in the air,

or conveyed bj the bees themselves. Ex tuTulo nihUM.
I do not believe that it is ' a fact that foul brood is

alarmingly on the increase in America,' as Mr. Simmins
asserts. I see all the principal American periodicals on
bee-culture, and have not yet discovered this fact. At
all events, to characterise an experiment of one American
apiarist amongst thousands, as capable of causing 'an
alarming increase of foul brood' is, to say the least,

gratuitously to hyperbolise. Again, by Mr. Jones's plan

the bees are not rendered fully comatose, but simply
brought into a sleepy state ; hence all Mr. Siiniuiiis' fears
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as regards ' stupified bees choking the entrance,' ' state of

suffocation,' ' lulling a large portion of the delicate larvae,'

&c, &c, may be dismissed as 'chimeras dire ' existing in

his brain alone.

It is my intention to give the plan a full trial, and I

shall hope to report results in your pages at some future

time. Meanwhile

—

pace Mr. Simmins—I must beg to

be excused if I prefer to his own the dicta of men like

Messrs. Jones, Benton, and Hoot, who handle, perhaps,

thousands of hives and queens where an English

apiarist manipulates one.—Gf.ohge Raynob, Hazeleiyh

Rectory, April VSth, 1884.

PROPER NAMES OF THINGS.

A step leading to correct nomenclature is the first we
ought to take, if we are desirous to advance any practical

science such as that of apiculture to a high degree of per-

fection. Technical terms must be laid down authorita-

tively by members of the same by a body like the

B. BiK. A. In writing of bees, hives, &c, our explana-

tions should be clear and decisive. May I suggest a

meeting of that Association, and may I propose a few

abbreviated terms, just to explain my difficulty and my
argument ? Sections on top of hive are called ' supers,'

bivt cannot be so termed when in or near the body of

hive. As super is a Latin name, we might adopt, or

the B. B. K. A. might improve, some of the following :

' Right laterals,' for sections on right side ;
' Left laterals,'

for those on the left ;
' Collaterals,' those in body of hive

;

' Utroquals," on both sides at the same time ;
' Undiquals,'

on every side ;
' Ulteriala or Posterials,' on farthest side

;

' Supers,' those on top. And, supposing the ideal hive to

fall due south, we can call those frames parallel to the

front side of hive, ' East and West Frames :

' and those

parallel to sides, ' North and South Frames ;
' or ' E. and

W., and N. and S. Frames.' This nomenclature can be

easily added to, and the sooner we fix an intelligiblo

vocabulary the better.

As an instance of the confusion caused by a want of

proper names, read our esteemed writer Mr. Simmins'

letter, p. 100, B. B. Journal. In four different places

be uses four different expressions to describe one and

the same position of frames. Locke says that almost all

our errors are caused by words.

—

Ubique, Hbretown

Sector//, co. Wexford.

EARLY SWARM.
I have read with interest the remarks ou page 136,

about an ' Early Swarm.' It may possibly be of interest

to some to hear that on the 16th March, which was a

real midsummer day for warmth, a swarm was reported

to me by the owner. I made very particular inquiry

about it then, but all the information I got was that he

had had a swarm, that they settled in a neighbour's

garden, and that before he could hive them, which he

described as about a quarter of a peck, they took flight

again and went back to another hive of his own bees

and joined them. The circumstance caused considerable

comment, and was, I am informed, the subject of refer-

ence from the pulpit, but unfortunately I did not happen
to be present, but I have had many inquiries as to the

probable cause.

A short time after, happening to be near, I took the

opportunity of examining the parent hive, which, I was
informed, still contained bees. It only required a tap to

prove the mistake. I turned it up, and only found a few

robbers on some sugar-cake, and have no doubt it was a

' hunger swarm,' as the hive was clean and about three

parts filled with last year's comb.—J. HlAM, Redditch.

FUEL FOR THE SMOKER.

As a good fuel for the smoker I recommend dry cow-

dung ; it is easily obtained, perfectly clean to handle

—

burns like tinder and slowly ; there is no danger from

sparks flying out, and it gives a fair amount of smoke

with a peculiar smell much disliked by all insects.

Start the fire with two or three hot ashes and put on

them a few pieces of the fuel broken small ; when well

alight the barrel may be filled to the top, and by adding

more as it burns down, the smoker can be kept going for

any length of time.— 1). R. MacQueen, Kamo, New
Zealand. ^___

REMOVING SUPERS DURING BAD WEATHER.
In reading the Rev. F. S. Selater's article on 'Feeding

and Feeders,' on p. 130, I see he recommends removing

supers when unfavourable weather sets in, and then to

feed the bees ; will he kindly state how he manages,

(providing it is wet and cold), to take off, say ten or

twenty supers, and get the bees out of them, so that they

could "be put away till the weather again becomes

favourable ? Some years ago I saw it recommended in

the Journal, but never could see how it could be done,

so seeing it brought forward again, I could not refrain

from asking how it is done.

—

John Walton, Lea-

mington, Honey Cott, Weston.

BLACKS v. LIGURIANS.

For some weeks past I have been thinking of giving

the readers of this Journal a short sketch of what has

recently appeared in the Journal of Horticulture against

Ligurians. But I see by last Bee Journal, p. 154, that

1 have been anticipated by Mr. II. V. Edwards, who
has drawn attention to what has appeared in your con-

temporary condemnatory of Ligurians as ' honey-leavers,'

as Mr. Edwards puts it, and very properly too ; for what
matter how much they gather if they manage to consume

it all before the autumn? Had Mr. A. Pettigrew been

alive to have read the condemnation of Ligurian bees,

how delighted he would have been, as he was a strong

foe to them years ago, as any one will see by referring

to his papers in back volumes of Journal of Horticulture.

But, as Mr. W. B. Carr said in his paper opening the

attack on the Ligurians, Mr. Pettigrew had not much
weight, as he had not tried the bees himself, and

therefore could not speak from experience. But others

have written for our benefit and warning too, and

would have us beware of Ligurians, especially in our

cold climate. All who have written their experience

of Ligurians in the Journal of Horticulture for this

five or six weeks have condemned them, and would

prefer the black.
' Hallamshire' seems to be annoyed with Mr. Carr for

condemning all foreign bees, as he has found that the

Syrian bee has proved a perfect success with him, and,

in fact, it is the coming bee, and no doubt will be named

the Anglo-Syrian bee." Still I fancy that bee-keepers in

future will be more cautious about procuring novelties

in the shape of a thing that exercises such influence as

! does a queen-bee. As I do not know geography well, I

1 cannot say what influence climate has in favour of

' HallamshireV Syrians; but I fancy it is better than

what poor Paddy has at home. I "know six different

persons round here who have within these last three

years tried Ligurian bees, and one and all condemn them

as a failure for this part of the country (Ulster). One

!

gentleman calls them the all-bees-and-no-honey variety ;

and no doubt experience has taught me it is too true.

My stock of them this spring was only one pure queen

', ( home-bred) ; and to convince your readers I am sincere,

I caught her amidst a happy and prosperous colony and

killed her, and gave her progeny a comb of good blacks'

!
eggs from which to build queen-cells. As I see drones

out, so I hope my country will be united, and say no

more Ligurians for

—

Paddy.
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BLACKS i: LIGURIANS, AM) OTHEB
FOREIGN BEES.

Under the above beading Mr. II. V. Edwards asks for

my opinion of Ligurians (so-called) and Syrians for

surplus honey-leaving. I have given my experience and
opinion with the former in Journal for Dec. loth last,

page 2!>4, and may further say that I heartily agree with
most that has been said against them ; neither do I con-
sider their cross any improvement, being vicious and apt

to get their surplus by robbing the more industrious

blacks ; even when there lias been a heavy honey glut on,

and when this is so blacks never guard their enti

I have Been Ligurianised hybrids quietly fetching out

load after load. Most ] pie who defend them are

dealers, or have only jumped at conclusion* fr.un tir-t

impressions without sufficiently studying them.
1 was aomewhat surprised I Mr. S. Simmins,

after praising them in the II. B. J., stating in the
American /!'<- Journal,page 25, present volume, that 'the
" coming-bee " would have to be bred from blacks in a

direct line.' Well, 1 rubbed mj eyes, when I read it:

but as ' -Murder will out,' the truth .-dipped out where he

bees to sell: he was not running down the Ligu-

rians, i ih, no ! but he let the 'cat out ' for all that by the

above; and as he lives in the south of I

may form their own conclusions.

I have given my experiences and opinion of Syrians
and their iir-t cross with blacks on pp.40

•" l)
. OG 7,

294, Vol. XI., and 31, Vol. XII., which 1 see do use to

repeat; but by way of' variety
' and 'diversion,' of which

Mr. Edwards isven fond, I will ju

and opinion i f another bee-keeper—Mr. C. X. A '

who got the first Syrians which came to this

and who made the 2QJ. profit from one hybrid
these bees, besides winning a prize with twelve 2-lb.

sections of their honey. Mr. E. calls this ' the oft-re-

peated, but solitary case ;

' very likely, but the veracity
of Mr. Cheshire, if I remember rightly, was doubted
when by liberal feeding and can menl he

claimed to fooi up a total receipt of IW. fit n

If those who have the Dumber of tin- A'./;../, for

.Inly, 1881, will turn to page ~>'2, they will see a letter

headed, ' Pbolificness op Stbian Bees. Some op
thkik Peculiabities.' The writer of this letter is

delighted with them. One Stock had tin-own five

swarms; and at the foot, in brackets, signed 'Ed.', which
must be Mr. Abbott, a* he was the Editor at that time,

is the following comment:

—

' Multiplying into six straight away is not bad, and bears
out the character they have received for unexampled prolific-

ness. They are a wonderful race, the principle of life being
marvellously strong within them; and the; have extra-
ordinary qualities in other respects. They are excellent
workers ; they breed very rapidly, they raise immense num-
bers of queen-cells, they frequently be^in laying when only
a few hours old, and in some instances become
before they destroy !the royal cells, though they appear to

tear out their sisters that are near hatching. To our mind
they appear to disprove the Dzierzon theory of 1 lie

pure drones after cross-mating—a theory which never was
acceptable to us, and, in fact, is against all other experi-

animal life. The drones that hatch from the I

laid by vir;dn queens are uniformly well marked with rich
golden yellow, but those produced after mating with black
bees are in some cases quite black.'*

* The writer is mistaken in this matter, for it is a fact,

Which 1 had the honour to discover, prove, and publish to

the world in the Journal, on pp. (10, 67, vol. xi., that fertile

workrrt live mul lay their egyi /,.', by tide with laying
qveeni. dims, if there has been any attempt at queen.
rearing from hybrid brood, we shall have hybrid workers
producing hybrid drones, and at the same time thi q
bred from a pure mother, will be producing pure drones ; so
after all there is no evidence to disprove the Dzierzon
theory.- J. JI.

' The worker progeny of cross-mated Syrian queens are all

well marked, and suggest the idea that the Ligurian bee is

a cross of this kind, the unevenness of colour in the Ligu-
rian drones supporting it. As with Ligurians they vary in
temper, some of the cross breeds are so terribly fiery that
they can scarcely be dealt with, while others are as meek as
flies — a fact which appears unaccountable. Our pure
Syrians (we have but one stock at the present time) are
fairly good-tempered while young, but a nucleus made from
them that have done little work, and have grown old, are
perfect little ' demons,' and care nothing for strong tobacco-
smoke, though a jet be directed continuously against them.
We have hesitated before giving an opinion on their quali-

ties until experience gave authority for so doing, and even
now we feel there is much to learn of them. We formed
several nuclei from them for queen-hatching purposes, and
young Syrians found their way into all the hives in their
vicinity ; and, having grown old, show then- temper on all

occasions, while their foster sisters are as good-natured as
usual. They are small bees, but their cross breed are
larger and the best workers we have, and, singularly, have
shown no disposition to swarming.'

In addition to the above, on page l<, in speaking- of
Cyprians, he says, ' but the best workers we have ever
known are the cross from the Syrians ;' and in replying
to a query on page 62, he says, ' These appear to nave
the principle , f life so strongly developed that probably

lid raise queens from br 1 ready for sealing up.'

Thi- hot statement i- apparently so extraordinary and
incredible I should have been incline. I to doubt it, had
not one of my best Syrian queens hatched from a cell

that was like an ordinary cell, with a slightly curved
drone-capping. I -aw the cap nibbled half round, so I

took a pin and removed it, when out marched a very line

qi n, It goes to slew- that Mr. Abbott at that time
wa- carefully observing these bees, and was quite de-
light) d with them, though at thi- ti he had lad made
the l'ii/. profit. In November he published hi- magnifi-
cent profit, from which tun,- he seems to have had little

or nothing t i Baj about them; but in the early part of

1883 we liml him Bending out in the name of Abbott
Bros, to all know n bee-keepers a catalogue containing the
following paragraph :

—

' Ctpbian and Btbiae Bki:s.—Abbott Bros, have cleared
their apiary of these truculent peal , an 1 o pei -(fully decline
to receive orders for them. They are too Bi res for ordinary
management, and where introduced are likely to ruin the
temper of English and Ligurian bees.'

The question which occurs to me is, if the) are a won-
derful race, with extraordinary qualities in other respects,

excellent workers and breeder-, and (heir cross-breed the

best workers he ha- ever Known, and as meek as tlies,

though some of them were fiery the result of crossing
with hybrid Ligurian drones -with do disposition to
swarm, Imw can he honestly call them ' truculent pests P'

I think all sensible bee-keepers would not object to such
pests; the very possibility of bavin"/ twenty or thirty
lie.

i if such bees at once in one hi\ e ought to delight the
hn er of the Stewarton pile.

.Mr. Abbott claimed to be responsible for all he wrote
in the Journal when Editor; and as many of us were
subscribers to it then, will he please explain why he
wrote a fairly true account in their favour when he had
them to sell; and when circumstances caused him to

cea dealing in them, he put forth what I consider

a misleading statement to deter ] pie from buying
them P

Tin- matter is a public one; we are all wanting the

bees that will give the greatest returns for the least

trouble and outlay; and if -Mr. Abbott has used his

influence topri rent the introduction of them into this

country, he ought to give us an 'explanation.' lice-

keeper- have no idea of the trouble and difficulties Mr.

Benton has had to experience in giving us these bees. At
one time be had to leave his bees just as they were,

queen-Cells all hatching out, or whatever might require
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attending to, and fiy with In* wife and < 1 1
i 1< I to the

mountains to save their lives. Is there another man
that would have returned t" his work, and nil for the

purpose of giving us the best bees that could be found;
and as he has placed these queens ;ii the low price of

22s. each, I see no difficulty in the way of all getting

them. Anyway, it is certain no competitor will go oui

to breed them, to reduce the price by breeding for quan-
tity instead <>r quality, to supply dealers Like i hi-\ bave
done w Lth the Lagurians.

I bad hoped to show the superior qualities of the first

cross with blacks in the 'Bugh Competition,' bad the

rules made it possible to do so, though this is a very poor
honey locality. John Hewitt, Sheffield.

SWARMING.
Judging from the silence of the bee-keepers in general,

in not responding to the appeal of 'Paddy' vol. xii. p.
•"•'! it would seem thai none are interested in this

subject
i
and yet it appears from much private correspond-

ence that verj many indeed are most anxious t" know
li"» to manage their bees :it this most critical time. 1

have already shown how I control those stocks working
in supers in m\ large apiary, but now the question
appears to I"', Mow to adapt a similar system to tho e

apiaries wherein the number of bives is limited.
• L'addy ' rig'hth says thai 1 did not, in my first paper

on the subject, shew how to prevent swarming; but a

careful perusal would have shown bim that my intention
was not to prevent, but to point out how bee-keepers
need not be baffled by, swarming;. By following the
plan given, I find that anj colony, at the swarming
point, may be brought so completely in hand that the

Bupers are never neglected ; and more, the i lid bive ;.ri\ os

me no furtlier trouble vol. \ii. |>. 12, I Bave mj elf

endless trouble bj making no effort to prevent sws :

bj the means general!} adopted, and consider that in

permitting the bees to swarm under control verj much
better results are to I"' obtained, because nevi Bwarms
work with the most vigour, Neither do I ever remove
one or two combs of brood a i n preventive, When bees

have once made up their mind to swarm nothing but the

act of weakening them in that manner will really

prevent Bwarming, and where foundation or empty
combs are returned in exchange, these will be worked
out and generally filled with hone} , at the expense of the

sections.

'Paddy' is quite righl in considering that blacks
swarm less than Ligurians, indeed the former very
seldom swarm if the sections are properly attended to.

Again, swarming seldom occurs with those Btocks run
for extracted honey, whatever race of bees we maj be

working with; bu1 as the subject under consideration is

that of preventing increase while working for comb
honey,! musl return to 'Paddy's' proposition. Redoes
not see how to adapt a non-increasing plan to his apiary
of only six hives, and I must sa\ he submits a very

extreme case in supposing all would he read} to swarm
at the same time. Hut to get over even that difficulty,

I will show what 1 should do with onlj one hive,

if 1 wonted no permanent increase. Super the bees

when stroii"; enough and with favourable weather, and
when thov swarm (saj out of nine frames) return the

swarm to their original stand and hive on to

frames of foundation, hut first remove all the combs with
adhering beos to another hive, placing the latter elose to

the old stand, hut with the entrance (contracted) turned
half round away from the other. All the working force

will return to thai hive on their ow n stand, leaving none
hut young bees to take charge of tin. nurserj or removed
bVood combs. The supers are to he placed at once on to

the seven frames of foundation, till up all open spaces

below w iih dummies.
Returning to the nurserv, it will he found that

in eight or nine days the first young queen will hatch;
destroy ll liters, and in about another (en she will
begin to lav ; and now, alter three days more, let the
hives change places for the following operation.
I'rohahlv

, the young queen will have eggs in no more
than two combs (there need not he more if talon in

ti ). Leave, those two, but shake all the 1 s from the
rest into the body of the hive; and now return the seven
combs i mi 1 \ built from foundation, with nil bees, as
well as the super, first re vine; the old queen, and as
soon as clear, take the denuded hive right away. We
have Mien again nine frames, and a very strong colony,
by giving them all the e young bees, just old enough
lo WOrk, lull which Would have hrell of little use lo the

original hive at an earlier date, especially as the latt ir

had been restricted to s,-vcn frames, being all that could
he profitably occupied during the three weeks. We have
also gained a good young laying queen without losing
on i, an I even nevi combs. If the same plan of hh on;

is followed vear after year, it is supposed that more
combs will hi' obtained than are necessary, but I am
Convinced that if the BUrplllS COmbs are rendered into

wax, it vvill nearly paj for foundation, while the slight

additional expense is as nothing compared with the
adv. mi. obtained. Nevertheless, I consider that no
jystem of bee-keeping is complete without extra combs
ami hives, i lood old comhs are invaluable, and inferior
to foundation only when returning swarms as previously

Stated, while an additional hive may he wanted at any
time.

I would advise no one to insert a virgin queen at tin'

swarming poii t, it e ted bj ' Paddy;' such a pro-

ceeding will onlv result in disappointment and loss, as

practical experience will soon convince those who try it.

S vmi i-i. SlMMINS,

\\ [RED FOl NDATION.
The following is a method lo ti\ whole sheets of

foundal ion or broken comhs ; if the sheets of foundation
are cracked or broken, they are made si rone- a' than new;
both COmb and foundation may he inserted in a frame;

noeawhcut required, stretch some No. 26 tinned-iron wire,

cut some pieces thirteen or fourteen inches lone;, see they
aie perfectly Straight ; now lav a sheet of foundation on
a dummy, or a piece of woo, I broader than foundation if

warped, so its being slightly convex is better high in the

centre, about a quarter inch. Take hold Of each end of

a wire and draw it ipiichlv backwards and forwards

through the blue Some of gas—if put in the white Same
will blacken it. Now plunge the heated wire in foun-

dation, after a. few trials one vvill hardly tell which side

the wire was put in, on,' wire attached to a sivpouud
weight will support the weight and fail to draw it. I

use six wires to (he w hole sheet, commencing about one

inch from the cud, a second half-inch from that, two

near the centre, two more at the other end. Now make
holes lo correspond in top ami bottom har, thread the

wires through and twist off. If (he frame lias saw-

cuts three w ire-nails driven through at (he top of tin' bar,

thread on either aide of it and fasten off. If for comhs
tie knots iii the win', if extra strength is required put

snips of wire three-eighths long in the knot.—J. s. Bobb-
kam, Colchester,

MODER LTE INCREASE.
This Bubject is nearly related to that of swarming

without permanent increase. Many sin they want all

the hoiiev thev can possibly get, and great increase as

well. There can he no greater mistake than to suppose

that such a thing is possible. If we wish for a good
yield of honey, i or increase must he very slow, and then

under the swarming impulse, if we want to obtain the

host results. In the first place, proceed as already stated

for no increase, hut remove the old hiv e some distance
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away, and from thia swarmed stock, save all the queens

you expect to want, b) encaging them as they hatch, i a

untcalea honey (in the same hive), \~ soon as sufficient

young bees have hatched out, form n nucleus with each

queen, with one comb of brood, and bees from such hive,

with another comb of honey on either aide, leaving one
youngqueon in the main hive. Do not force] our othernives

to swarm, but lei them alone, and take only those thai

come off naturally, firsl treating them a^ before, bul

taking the re red combs and adhering bees to a nucleus

with a young laying queen. After a few days, reduce

the latter bive to seven frames, and put on a few secti ns

onl] al Brsl . carrying the surplus combs containii

In' 1 to the next nucleus, and so on. If colo

built strong in the first place, they remain strong

throughout under proper treatment, and the seven combs
derate increase) will give better results than am

other number, because nov< having out bees well in hand,
we do nol wanl them to produce more brood than is

reall] oecessan . « bile the hone] Bow continues.

Again, much mischief is caused bj verj man] I -

attempting to raise queens before their colonies

are reall] strong, but by adhering t" the foregoing only
naturall] raised qui i ed, and those from the
earliest and best colonies, and in auch a manner thai

there is litl le diminution of Btrength,

Of course, if no hone] is requii ed for i

the am.. mil of increase one ran obtain i- almost ui
I

possible to make bees consume all their income in

tin- production of I I; and those who are willing to
forego present profits, ran soon build tip i

Ami, .hi tlir other hand, under a careful s] I

even, lone before lion und in quantit]
;
bul

artificial im rease al thai time must i»' rani. .1 oul with
ui', i.r much harm maj Ii" ran-. I bj dividing

before tin- bees an reall] in a tit condition, ami this

, th mi w ill most -hi <
-
1 \ be

S. Si mm i.\s.

THE el i.l l\ \ I n>\ ui BEE l i."\\
I RS

Kindly all..w me to sa] a few words respecting tin.

cultivation of bee-flora. I think the recomm lati f
'

'I'. II. Buckworth '

: he discontinue
owing i'f seed and planting d! flowei foi bo
be too strong!] condemned In England there at

hundreds ..f thou ind of pound i p led ei

the puroha e of Bow er seeds for sow ing, t.. »] nothing of

the In.-.' amount of - Bds collected bj persons who make
a rule to collect ami sow their own eed,and we have
only tn picture what would be the result of Mr Buck-
worth's advice if everybody were to cei mit- ds
and planting flowers. I take it for granted (all thii

considered) that the contribution of poUes and honej
(rota our cultivated Bora is as great as from any source
we can mention. I d it for one m -it desire (.•

under-estimate the valueof the palm-willow, bul I would
ask mil' well-informed bee keepers thai if it cultivation
were adopted, as Mr. Buckworth sa] - it si Id be,

whether it would be "f one-tenth the value of

flowers, Prom mi own experience, and from what I

know of others, I feel convinced thai Hn- cultivation of
flowers should be enc 'aged a deal more than ii i at

I

1 " Bnt. I live mi tl utakirts of ; inty town, in

which then ore some Bcores of .- 1
1 <

-
1

1 small patches of
flowers us Mr. I'.. Beams I idervalue, and it i rerj
interesting in favourable weather to watch Bucb large
numbers of bees so busy in earning nil the sweets of
these small patches of Bowers. I have a little garden
"hmii the i

. of thai menti d by Mr. \V. [ngram in

J
sof \|nil 1st, which [ always keep well locked

n ui. in i I. in. I ,,f bee-flowers, tucb b i earlj spring ami
lai'- autumn pollen-producing plants, and in the su r

I tocl n with Hi., i.r. i honey-flowei I can get (mostly
1 .vhich i- an excellent h ly-producing 9

and I can assure your readers that it affords me great

pleasure to see my flowers continually black over with

bees collecting ami taking into their hives such large

loads of pollen without going nil in Bearch for it one
Kia.w s n.. t where. This proves to rue the advantage of

sowing flowers in ever] available inch of ground we
have. I would advise bee-keepers to bow ami plant all

tin- pollen ami honey-producing Bowers they can.

—

W i i.i.i \m lloi.i.iNs. Stafford.

WINTERING l M'l.i; DIFFICl LTIES—
lll'.W II is CANDY.

During the last week of October 1 bad some b

condemned bees offered me. I hesitated to take them,

partly because of the risk of attempting to feed them up

for winter so late in the season, and partly because 1 bad

onlj a makeshift bive in which to place them, and no

emptj combs to spare. Howi ver, I decided to in
;
and

i M it was nasi the opportunitj to test the merits

of the candy Mr. Hewitt had uttely been advocating- in

th,. BetJournal (Vol ri. p. 110). Mj bive consisted of

four sides of inch Btuff, standing; on a loose Boot board,

which projected two inches all round. I contrived

another board of tin- Borne si e to art as cover, with a

ii reeding. In tins hive I placed

iiu bees on six sheets ol foundation, two of which won.

partly worked out ; andone of these two contained not

more than half a pound of sealed syrup. I fed them
with syrup for ten days to induce them to work out the

on, « hich they did onlj partiall] : and they

sled perhaps a couple of pi ds of the

syrup. Earl] in November I introduced a frame ol Mr.

Hewitt's candy placed according to his directions, and

lab "f ordinary candj . ma ! to Mr.

( lowan's recipe, about i and
|

in, th

t,,|, ,.i tl,.. frames, with a stud, at each id .in bo

ensure passage way during the winter. I then packed
, .i in iteide th.' dummies, and another

about " in . thick on top of quilt, and supported the Bat

,i wooden blocks, so that it tood clear of the

cushion belovi it. I had previous]] procured some J Is

,,f .-tout brown paper, tarred them mi on.- tide, and,

i wo tarrea surl icest I bei . ironed them with a

Lot i otil the tar soaked well in, and then loporated

them and put them by. I now tacked these sheets on

to the edges of nrycovej and Boot board so as I ake

a itei wall ..f paper all r d the bive, and a si t

over the top with overhanging ed i and a bole corre-

sponding with tin- find bole. ' im all I contrived a very

rough-and-ready arrangement to throw off the heaviest

of the winter's rain, and allow ventilati hrougb the

ie wiih. .ui thn entrance of wet. And bo I left

them for tiie winter. The hive was in a sheltered

,i I dam not halo ventured upon so flimsy a

oovi im.' . a - it ws
. it answered well.

All through the winter the bees in this hive were

extn linarD] active, much more so than any other

stock/and I fell verj diffident about them. Ii was with

feat I i rambling that I removed the n rapper in the

middle of I • bruarj | but, to m] dt Bght, the bees were

apparentlj o trong as when thej were packed ap.

» lowan's cand] « > ent irel] ie. I lev itt' i nearly so,

and them was, i,s far as I could judge, UlOSl of the syrup

left. [ put some moi idinarj csndy over the f

and replaced the paper wrappings.

During the winter I had prepared a worthier habita-

tion foi them of a pattern which I prefer to any other.

It is precisely similar in gem i il plan to what Mi'. Hewitt

haslatel] l» ; lescribing in the Journal, except thai I

prefer the half of aTandstickermatch cs e (25 by 24 ins,

inside, inch stuff tongued and grooved,cost 0d.) to the

\ mn tea-chest, and have the roof covered with \\ il-

lesden card instead of felt,and flush at tl rids instead

of overhanging. Tins hive i- capable of holding thirty
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frames, and an indefinite number of sections beside if

desired ; and so is large enough for two colonies of blacks,

or the strongest conceivable stock of foreign bees. (Or

other matchboxes can be got :!0 ins. long equally cheap.)

Into a hive of this sort I moved my bees early in March,

at which time all the cand}r was gone, and only a little

syrup left at the top of one frame, and they had a nice

patch of sealed brood. There they were, strong and well,

covering six frames at the beginning of March just as

they did at the beginning of November. Thus I have

found that with the help of a frame of hard candy it is

possible to do what I presume it would have been folly

to attempt otherwise : to put driven bees upon founda-

tion at the end of October in a makeshift hive, and yet

get through the winter in first-rate condition.

I have entered very minutely into some details above

because I think that success or failure in this matter

may be determined by apparently small causes. I hope
that others who have tried candy during the past winter

will report their experiences, so as to compare notes and
arrive at the most reliable results before next autumn.

—

Honey-Bee.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
Some time' ago I promised to report progress as to

how Mr. Drinkwater's efforts were succeediug to improve
bee-keeping in the Isle of Man. Early in the year he

sent one of Abbott's Copyable hives to a gentleman in

Douglas for exhibition, and as a prize to be offered at

the Agricultural Show held in August in connexion with
bee-keeping. As you can well imagine, the hive was a

matter of curiosity to bee-keepers accustomed to the

straw skep, and who never saw anything different.

Several have turned their attention to the acknowledged
improvement. One gentleman in Douglas has made
four hives; Mr. Lockerby, at Crosby, has made five bar-

frame hives ; Mr. E. C. Kerr, of Ramsey, has one of

Neighbour's imported ready by the time when his straw

skep swarms. Mr. Harrison, of Derby Haven, is about

commencing bee-keeping, also in one of Neighbour's bar-

frames, and several others have the improved principle

in contemplation.

Mr. Moore, of Douglas, has induced many of his

friends to take the British Bee Journal, and has offered

as a prize in connexion with Mr. Drinkwater's a honey
extractor ; and Mr. Lockerby, of Crosby, 20s., all in con-

nexion with improved bee-keeping in the island.

Many of your readers, I have no doubt, are aware
that the Isle of Man is a very favourite holiday resort

;

and should they this summer visit our beautiful shores,

which is only a four hours' sail from Liverpool, any of

the gentlemen whose names I have given woidd be only

too delighted to be called on and instructed in the inter-

esting subject of modern bee-keeping.—MoNA,

BEE-TENT ENGAGEMENTS FOR 1834.

Kent Bee-keepers' Association.

June 2. Bath and West of England Show at Maid-
stone.

June 24. Rochester and Chatham Horticultural Society.

June 28. "West Kent Horticultural Show at Chislehurst.

HINTS TO COTTAGE BEE-KEEPERS.
Feed your bees well in April, and feed them slow in May,
And you will have a splendid swarm upon an early day.

Place a brick in water, for them to rest and quench their

thirst,

And if the weather should be cold, just feed the swarm at

first

:

Be careful how you feed them ; don't spill the stuff about,

Or you will tempt the robbers to come and clear you out.

Place a super upon the stock in June, and fix it tight,

And soon the sections will be full of honey pure and white.

' Never kill the little goose that lays the golden egg,'

Discard the sulphur pit ; don't kill your bees, I beg,'

But drive them, and you will get pure honey ; save the bees,

'Tis very little trouble—and you'll pay your rent with ease.

W. 0. Miller.

AMONGST THE SWISS BEE-KEEPERS.—XI.
Besides the private courses of lectures described in my

last article, bee-keeping is encouraged and assisted by the
Government, and instruction in agriculture, of which bee-

keeping forms a branch, is given at the cost of the Govern-
ment, and is free to every one residing in Switzerland,

irrespeective of nationality.

I have before me a pamphlet of forty pages, the
Syllabus of Instruction in Agriculture for the Canton
Vaud: all the lectures to be given during the winter of

L883 and 1834 at Lausanne. There are eleven pro-

fessors appointed, each taking a different branch. Lec-
tures, varying from one to four hours a-week, from the

beginning of November to the middle of March, are

given on the following subjects, viz. : Agriculture in

general, Swiss Agriculture, Rural Economy in Switzer-

land, Nature and Treatment of Soils, Farm-buildings, Bee-
keeping, Arboriculture, Surveyingaud Measuring, Agricul-

tural botany, Chemistry, Profit and Loss, Geology, Horti-

culture, Dairying, Livestock, Legislation, Machinery and
Mechanics, Meteorology, Forestry, Vineyards, Zoology,

Cattle Breeding, Management of Domestic Animals. As
I said before, these courses of lectures are absolutely

free to every one, and for those coming from a distance

arrangements are made by which the pupils can board
and lodge at a cost of from GO to Co francs a-month.
"Work begins at 8 in the morning and continues until 12,

then from 2 to 5 in the afternoon, and from 7h to in

the evening, so that the pupils have not much time to

waste in amusements. Once a-week they are taken over

some farm or apiary and are practically instructed. At
the end of each course an examination is held, and certi-

ficates of proficiency are granted. This sort of instruction

is also given in other cantons, so that it is evident that

bee-keeping has its fair share of Government patronage

here, and it is not its fault that every one is not a
bee-keeper.

Besides the two principal societies mentioned there

are fifteen smaller societies in the different cantons ; but
these work quite independently of each other, and are

not like our county societies. I think it would very

much tend to the welfare of bee-keeping in Switzerland

if they worked more on the plan we do, and had societies

in every canton affiliated to the central societies, all

working on the same rules, and sending' delegates to the

quarterly meetings. Much more could be done by united

effort than is at present done by independent action.

The Government of the country is carried out satisfac-

torily on this principle of federation, then why should it

not do equally well in bee-keeping ? With us we have
no means of ascertaining how many hives are kept in

the country, but here a return has to be made to the

Government, as these are classed with farm-stock. We
in England have to make an annual return of all stock

kept on a farm, but no question is asked about hives

of bees. Thus, by the returns, we find that in Switzerland

there are 177,825 hives kept, and taking these at 12s.

each (an average price far too low), they represent a

capital of 106,6952. We are also able to find out the

number of hives kept in each canton, and the number in

proportion to the population and area of each.

By the courtesy of the Yerein Schweitzer Bienen-

freunde I am able to give two diagrams of Switzerland,

showing the state of bee-keeping in the country. Fig. 1

shows the number of hives kept for each 1000 inhabit-

ants. The letters represent the different cantons, which
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are shaded in
i

I he numl er i I

canton. For a of the plan,

represents Canton ' Wallis,' or VaJais ; and bj rel

per 1000 inhabitants. Some of the ean-
e thickh populated than others; therefore

Kg. l' will also be interesting as showing the < n iparison

to the key at the bottom it will be seen that tins rantun
is included in those containing upwards of twenty and
less than forty hives per 1000 inhabitants. On the
other hand, I., for Canton Lucerne, contains betwei n L0]

of the number of hives in proportion to cultivated land
in the different cantons. By referring to the plan it

will be seen thai the mountainous cantons have the
lead number of hives. These are situated on the south
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part of Switzerland, and have not more than 2 hives

per square kilometre. The Canton Bern, however, which
has also a great many mountains, rises to 6 per square

kilometre; whilst Bale has 14.

The following is the number of hives kept in each
canton, viz. :

—

1. Bern 39,226 stocks = 220-6°/
o
of the total number.

2. Vaud 23,067 „ 129"7 ,, „
3. Lucern 16,097 „ 905
4. Zurich 15,418 „ 86-7

5. Aargau 14,629 „ 82-3

6. Thurgau 9,290 „ 52-2 „

7. St. Gallen 9,158 „ 51-5

S.Freiburg 8,490 „ 47-7 „ „
9. Soleure 7,254 „ 408

10. Grisons 5,915 „ 33-3 „
11. Bale 5,152 „ 29-0 „ „
12. Neuchatel 4,723 „ 26"6 „ „
13. Valais 3,748 „ 21-1

14. Tessin 3,342 „ 18 -8 „ ,,

15. Appenzell
\ 2m m

(outerKhodes) '

16. Schwyz ' 2,015
17. Zug 1,857
18. Geneva 1,821

19. Schaffhausen 1,427
20. Glarus 814
21. Oberwalden ) 622
22. Niederwalden ( 472
23. Appenzell ) ,_.

(inner Bhodes) (
'

24. Uri 382
25. Bale town 228

11-3

104
10-2

80
4-6

3-5

2-7

2-6

2-2

1-3

Total 177,825

Could our British Government be induced to take an
interest in bee-keeping, and recognise it as a staple

industry, it would do a great deal towards furthering
what the different Bee-keepers' Associations have in view,
viz., the improvement of the agricultural classes.

—

Thomas W. Cowan.

(Btlpts ixam % ptots.

Shirley, near Birmingham.—After the cold north-east

winds which have prevailed so long, our little favourites

are filling the hives very rapidly, aud generally are in

good order, although some few have died in the winter.

We have now the advantage of the count}' expert, a very
energetic person and just suited for the work.—C. B.

Sheffield, May Otli.—The weather this spring has been
very bad for bees—cold, wet, and dull : gooseberries,

plums, pears, and cherries have all gone and no honey or
pollen from them, though they were loaded with bloom

;

apples and king sycamores are still to come, which are

very promising.

—

John Hewitt.

North Leicestershire.—From the 24th of April up to

8th inst., cold windy weather has been almost con-
tinuously prevalent. Many stocks have retrograded, but
few at present require additional accommodation.
Regular feediug has been necessary, for although sup-
plies are still abundant on the fruit-trees, the bees cannot
get at them. May swarms appear now to be out of the
question, so serious has been the destruction of bees by
the winds.—E. B.

North Wilts, May 6th.—The month of April was, I

think, decidedly unfavourable to the bees, owing to the
prevalence of strong easterly winds. When tempted out-
of-doors by the sunshine many of the bees became
chilled by the keen wind, and fell to the ground where
they died. Great numbers of the pollen-gatherers were
lost in this way. Bain fell on thirteen days, the total

fall for the month being a little over an inch aud a half,

or, to be precise, 1-1^. I have been feeding during the

whole of the month and find that the bees have largely

increased in numbers. Where feeding has not been re-

sorted to bee-keepers have lost their stocks, or, if it has
not quite come to this, breeding has been stopped, and
the hives will be found in a backward state. A friend

of mine in another part of this county, writing to me less

than a week ago, said, ' This has been the most fatal

season about here. Breeding having stopped in July,

and there not having been two " bee days" together yet
this year has played sad havoc' Three days ago I

found a drone Ligurian outside the hive chilled, and nearly

dead. It was the first I had seen this year. To-day has

been bright, and in places sheltered from the wind quite

warm. Drones were flying from two of my stocks, a
Ligurian and a black stock. We escaped the thunderstorm
of yesterday, or at any rate the worst of it. The pear-

trees are in full bloom, and the apples just coming out,

so I hope that fine and warm weather will enable the
bees to be out and gather a harvest from them.—H. B.

South Derbyshire.—The weather during the first half

of April was warm, and the bees were very busy on the
damsons, plums, pears, and gooseberries, and gathering
pollen from the gilliflower and willow in abundance.
The last half of the mouth was cold, and the wind east.

A few bees were out during this period, with the ther-

mometer at 40°. Although the wind has gone to the
west since May came in, the air is very chilly. Yester-
day I noticed a few drones flving in front of two of my
hives.-T. W. J.

Fairford, Gloucester, May 9th.—The weather to-day
is very fine, therm. 67° in the shade, but it has been very
unfavourable the last two or three weeks : frost at night,

and strong winds and rain by day, which have been very
trying for the bees. Some stocks have been lost that
had stood very well through the whiter, and several

others would have died if they had not been fed. Mine
are all in fair state, but not like swarming.

—

Joseph
Cook.

huxuB ana

Query No. 7G0.—(A. IIclse.)—Spring and Autumn
Feeding.—In reply to Query No. 767 in Bee Journal of

1st inst., it is said that ' Syrup for use in spring may be
simply a solution of sugar not boiled at all.' Is this as

good for the bees as when it is boiled? and why cannot
it be used in this way for autumn and winter feeding?

And what are the advantages of boiling sugar? Is

lump sugar to be preferred to any other?

—

A. The
reason for boiling food for autumn feeding is that with-

out doing so the water will not take up sufficient sugar;

in other words, you would introduce much unnecessary

water to the hive, and give the bees the labour of eva-

porating it. For spring feeding, when an excess of

water is actually required, a solution of sugar not boiled

is just as good as if boiled. Befined Crystallised Sugar is

to be preferred to raw. (See Query No. 770, No. 2.)

Query No. 770.—(W. E. M.)—1. Casting out Larva,
—I have a strong hive of eleven frames, formed by the

union of two, one of which had lost its queen. A few
days ago I observed that white drones were being turned

out; this was followed by a few fully formed drones.

The weather was, and is, too cold to admit of my ex-

amining the hive, and I cannot see by simply lifting

quilts whether theve is a supply of food. To be on the

safe side I began feeding with syrup. Although the

stock is a very strong one, I find the bottle of syrup only

partly taken, the quantity put into the bottle not ex-

ceeding two ounces. Does this show that there is food

still stored in the hive? and if so, why should the drone

brood have been thrown out ? Can it be that there was
an intention of swarming, and that this was given up in
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consequence of the prevailing cold?— A. The cold

weather has probably caused the cluster of bees to con-

tract so much that it was uiiaV.lt- to cover all the brood

;

hence the casting out of the larvas and pupa?, or

nymphs. "Want of food may, however, be a partial

cause, especially if the population of the hive is large.

The syrup in the bottle may have granulated, and so

from this, or other cause, the bees are unable t

the food. Use a feeder from which the bees can feed

rapidly. We suspect it is a case of starvation. No
doubt the bees were preparing for swarming, but failure

of food and old weather has checked the propensity.

—

2. Feediny.—In last number of B. B. Journal you say
that cane and not grape sugar should be used for bee
syrup, but that nearly all the loaf sugar sold is made
from beetroot, and contains a large proportion of grape
sugar. What sugar, then, do you recommend for

making syrup ?

—

A. That sugar is best for feeding bees

which possesses the greatest saccharine properties, and is

least chemically treated. The pure "West India sugars,

the Muscovado, Porto Kieo, or other, are the sweetest,

but complaint i- made that a sediment is left from thi Be

which clogs the small holes of the feeder. The Refined
( 'rvstallised Sugar contains almost as large a percentage
of the saccharine principle, and when boiled is perfectly

clear. Loaf BUgax is chiefly made from beetroot, and has
a decided tendency to granulate.

QuKitY No. 771.

—

Tybo.— A. You do not .-ay whether
your bees are in frame hives or in .skeps; whether your
wish is to increase the number of colonies or to obtain

surplus honey -comb or extracted; but at this period

of the year we submit the following advice for your
guidance:— The best time for transferring in spring

will be about the twenty-first day after the bees ha\<'

swarmed. In the meantime, if increase of stock- is a

desideratum, (say) twelve new frame-hives should be

provided, and the frames in them should Ik. fitted

with comb-foundation, to be in readiness for the su
swarms and the sis caste

I
econd swarms) thai maj be

expected to issue from (saj ) six Btocks. In stock-

ing the hives with the swarms, which may reasonably

be expected to be ol average Bize, they should be con-
lined tn(s:i\ i four frames of foundation each, and the
ca-ts to not more than three, the rear of the hives being
shut off by moveable dummies. After about forty-eight

hours an additional frame of foundation should be given
in each case, and a similar addition should be made every
day or two, as the 1 a show ability to convert them into

comb until the brood-nest is as large as the bees are able

t icupy. Then additional frames should be placed be-
tween those that have their foundation worked out ; ami

i- the bees show unwillingness to work out the

foundation, the outside frames, the i )bs of which will

probably not be quite completed, should be placed in a

d lentral position where thej will be finished,and the
brood-nest will then be complete for the time being, ( In

the twenty-first day after the first swarms issued there

will be no brood left in the hives, except probably thai of

droiv-, and then the combs from the skeps can be
transferred to other frame-hives with safety. In doing
this the bee- should first be driven from their hives into

other skeps which should be placed onthe stands.towhich
the bees m them belong. The combs should becarefullv
examined, and if eggs lie found in the cells they will

indicate that the young queens left in the hives respec-

tively after the issue of the casts have become fertile. If

no e^gs are found, the fart should be recorded, mid the

hive watched that it may be requeened, Bhould the Con-
tinued absence of eggs indicate queenlessness. In trans-

ferring it will be better to till a few of the frames with
worker comb (rejecting the drone-comb) in preference to

partly filling a number of them, and frames of founda-
tion may be put between them alternately. When ready
the frame-hives should be put in place of the skeps con-
taining the driven bees, which latter should be put into

them as if they were natural swarms. To do this, the
dummies in near of the combs should be raised about an
inch from the floor of the hives, and the bees shaken into
the space in rear of them. The whole operation should
be timed so that the hiving should take place in the even-
ing that there may "be no inducement to robbing, or
desertion by the bees themselves. If so desired, and the

p ilicj of the proceeding will depend on the weather in a
great measure, the whole business may be forced at an
earlier date than that of natural swarming. When the
stocks are sufficiently strong aswarmmaybe driven from
one of the hives (the most forward, of course') and placed
on the stand from which it was taken, the sleep being set

on another stand with its entrance nearly closed, so that
only two bees can pass, where it should be left for eight
da\ -. dining which time a number of queen-cells will be
raised in it. On the seventh day tin' remaining skeps
may be ' driven,' and the swarms placed as above
directed, and on the next day the combs and remaining
bees may be transferred to frame-hives. In this latter

case the frames of comb niti-t be put side bj side in the
new hives because of the sparseness of bees, due to the
swarms having been so lately taken away from them,and
for the economisation of heat. The day after the -warms
have been mad.', or two day- at the farthest, which will
be the eighth or ninth day, as the case maj be, after the

first skep was driven, it should lie driven again, and the
comb and bees from it transferred to a frame-hive; and
while the transfer IS going on queen-cells .should bo cut
from the combs, and put one each into the other newly
transferred hives—a series ,,f operations that will cause
queens to be brought into life at least a week earlierthan
otherwise would be the case. The i

(
a-cells need only

sit point downwards between two of the top bars if the
central frames, care being taken not to damage them in

any way. If nut in through the feed-hole, and the thick
ends of the cell- ah mid project above the quilt, protection
-1 Id be given to them to prevent crushing, for which

,
lo.llow side down, will be

admirable, and if a bottle of f 1 he placed
tllere Will he \el'\ little lilielil I of the ijll' ell-c, 'if- hcillg

neglected, as the food in the bottle will cause many bees
to Burround them.
The arrangement of sections in rear of brood-nest ii

quite a question of taste and convenience. Thej will do
equally well in section frames, or in crates for the rear,

either of which will be found a convenience; but if

economy !"• a consideration tiny will do quite as well if

set upon the floor-board. To do this effectually, a tem-
porary dummj Bhould he provided to lit in the rear of
the brood-nest, and in it some slitssl Id be cut tocorre-
spond with the inner top and bottom edges of the sections

as shown in cut, and if the sections be placed against this

and corresponding pieces of very thin w 1 be put out-
side ever] Bet of SIX, a ' pile

' may bo formed that can be
added to or diminished at pleasure, and than which
nothing can be more simple or effective. The thin
dividers need not touch the bile-walls closely, SO that

precision in cutting them is not an essential to success,but
the dividing dummy should lit closely (to prevent pro-

ponsing) and should he live. I, so that the pressure from
behind the sections, necessary to make them touch closely,

may not cause the dummy to press against the frame of

comb in front of it.

In fixing foundation the simplest and best way is to

split the frames along the centre as in the cut, and to

cut one side through, as shown, then by pulling the cut
side open the foundation can be readily put into the gap,
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when a couple of pins driven through the top bar will

hold all properly together. In nailing the bar some one-

inch French pins will answer well, and to prevent pos-

sibility of them giving they should be driven diagonally,

small holes having first been made with a fine bradawl.

Query No. 772.—(S. L. B.)

—

Spreading the Brood.—
In Mr. Cowan's book on bee-keeping, there is a passage

in which he insists much on the benefits of ' Spreading

the Brood.' But his practical directions on the subject

are very vague ; and he does not explain the rationale of

his precept at all.

—

A. The directions for spreading the

brood and the reasons for it are clearly given in Cowan'a
British Bee-keepei's

1 Guide Book. On p. 95, under ' Spring

Feeding ' it is stated that ' rapid development may be en-

couraged in spring, if honey is plentiful in the hive, by
uncapping some of the sealed cells every few da}7s with a

knife, and allowing the bees to help themselves as they

require it.' This is done before regular spring feeding is

commenced so as to stimulate the queen to commence
breeding, and also to give room in the combs for breeding.

Regular spring feeding should not commence in any
other way as long- as there are stores in the hive. At

p. 00, full instructions are given for spreading the brood,

and the object as stated is to have the stocks strong.

The brood-nest is contracted by division-boards and the

bees crowded on as many frames only as they can cover.

The queen having commenced breeding by the stimula-

tion described above as soon as there is brood on the

frames, the frame containing the least brood has all the

honey-cells uncapped and is placed in the centre be-

tween the other two, the bees remove the honey from
the cells, store it elsewhere and give the queen room to

lay the eggs. You were quite right in uncapping all

the ceils as the hive being crowded with bees they

would soon transfer the honey to another part of the

hive. The labour in doing this stimulates them to

activity, which is the object desired. It is quite suf-

ficient after this to examine the hive once a-week as

directed. Brood will appear on the combs on either

side of the three which have already been moved, and
those containing the least brood will lie uncapped and
placed between the others and the same operation re-

peated every week until all the frames between the

division-boards contain brood, then, and not till then, the

division-boards can be moved and an empty frame in-

serted in the centre of the hive. No food will be re-

quired as long as any exists in the frames containing

brood ; but as soon as this runs short gentle feeding

must be resorted too. Care must be taken to keep the

space containing the brood between the division-boards

crowded with bees. Bead carefully again ' Spreading
the Brood ' on p. 00, and also the ' Caution ' to be taken

with regard to it.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS .

II. F.

—

Receptacles for Honey.—Earthenware or glass

are no doubt the best materials for honey-vessels, but

tin does not injure it if kept clean. You may obtain

earthenware or glass barrels with taps of wood, glass,

or earthenware, of such houses who supply publicans'

bar fittings. The name of Paine, White Horse Street,

Stepney, London, occurs to us as being likely.

Grocers' treacle-cans with valves can be had of Gilbert

& Co., St. John's Street, Clerkenwell, London, or of

Parnell & Co., Wine Street, Bristol. We need hardly

remind you that either of these arrangements is only

suitable for unset honey.

Mrs. Bubness.—Preventiny Swarming.—If you return

the swarm, preserve the old queen and destroy all

queen-cells in the stock ; but remember that your

queen will next year be past her prime. To avoid
this it would be as well to allow one of the queen-
cells to hatch out in a nucleus hive, and when fertilised

and laying exchange her for the old one. You will

thus get your stock headed by a young queen, and yet
bsa no time while she is being raised, &c. You may
prevent swarming by giving plenty of room and de-

stroying queen-cells as soon as found.

W. C.

—

Dysentery, tyc.—Mr. Neighbour's advice to you
was quite correct; but from your own description we
do not think your bees are afflicted with that terrible

disease called ' foul-brood.' The ' yellow spots ' of

which you speak were symptoms of d3'sentery, not
foul-brood. Your losses probably arose from young
queens failing to mate, dysentery, &c. Can you not
obtain a visit from an expert before adopting strong
measures '? When the disease is once known the

remedy is simple. We should certainly think that
you run no risk in preserving your swarms. It is

very easy to over-manipulate, )'. e., to meddle and
muddle too much ; and from your own description

we are inclined to think that you have used too

much salicylic acid, and created too great a dis-

turbance in j'our hives. It is impossible for bees to

do well if they are always being pulled about.

SUBSCRIBER, Heaton Mersey.— Pettigrem's Hive.—
(1.) Pettigrew's hives are so large that it is by no
means certain that your hive will cast a swarin.

(2.) Prospects of Honey.—Probably, the season being
good, your bees would have more than enough left for

their winter's supply, independently of the supers.

(3.) Time for Superiny.—When the hives are full of

bees, and when the latter show signs of overcrowding.
So much depends on locality, forage, &c, that it is

impossible, without knowing the circumstances, to give

a categorical answer. Most likely the end of this

month.

S. G.— Time for Re-queening.—Your idea is quite im-
practicable. Queens are rarely heard to ' pipe.' Make
artificial swarms, or allow your bees to swarm
naturally. This 'piping' or ' trumpeting ' of queens,

as you term it, if heard at all, is so usually before the
issuing of the second or third swarms.

W. II.—To answer all your questions would require us

to write a book. We advise you to read carefully

Modern Bee-keeping and Mr. Cowan's Guide Book.
Meanwhile we gladly give advice on a few salient

points. 1. Feeding.—Feed at the top of the hive, if

requisite, with bottle-feeder. 2. Position of Hives.—
You cannot improve the position of the hives. 3.

Expediting Swarming.—No. You will do well to take

artificial swarms when the time for it arrives. 4. Pre-
venting Bees going nut on chilly Days.—By no means.
r
>. Preparation of Hives.—Nothing except a thorough
cleansing. One good swarm is sufficient for one hive.

6. Xumber of Frames.—This depends on the size of

the swarm : if 4 lbs. in weight, give all the frames
nearly filled with foundation. ~: Bar-frames.—The
bar-frame is decidedly the best system. Collateral

hives are rarely used now. 8. Covering of Frames.—
Nothing. Let the super cover all frames. 0. Expec-
tation of Honey.—Yes, if the season prove a good
one. 10. Transferring from Skeps.—Three weeks
after the swarms leave the hives, the old stocks may
be transferred to frame-hives. Your remaining three

questions would require a long essay. You may
obtain all the information from the books named
above.

Q. Q. Q.—1. Dead Queen.—Without any details as to

the history of your queen, and from the state of her

ovarv, we are inclined to say that she was getting

aged, and had been deposed by the bees. Had you
put into the hive a comb containing eggs, a queen-

cell would have been raised. But it would save time
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by the purchase of a fertile queen, who may be | r -

cured of any respectable dealer. The insects sucking
the vitals of chilled bees were Acaridrv, or mites, which
most probably were introduced into the hives in the
food which had been given them. (See reply to 'A
Tyrone Man.') 2. Glass in Hives.—We object to glass

in hives. The water was caused by condensation, the
bees not being sufficiently numerous to warm the hive
into the corners. If the glass be not perfectly darkened,
the bees, endeavouring to find an egress in that direction,

die in great numbers. '!. Drones.—After drones have
been hatched five days, they will fly out to fertilise a
queen. 4. Working out Comb.—If the bees are-confined
to a smaller number of frames, they will extend the
comb to the frame end-. 5. Position of Sections.— It

would be better to put your sections at the back of the
brood-nest. >'*. Dysenteric. Symptoms,—The fseces on
the outside of the hive are undoubtedly a sign of the
bees not being in a healthy slate : but if the inside is

not soiled no mischief will accrue. After a long
confinement this i- frequently Been, but a purifying
flight restores them to health. Keep the entrances
char

.
mil add a little sal].'.•, h: affld I tl. cyrup until

settled fine weather. 7. Spreading Brood.- You will
find your case met by Reply to Querj 772. -. Width
iif Enframe*. Tin.*., may now In- live inches. ''. He-
moving Supers. Blow a little smoke into the super to

cause some of the bees to leave, then prise it up ami
cany it away. If the bees are troublesome employ
smoke during the whole of the operation, but gene-
rally it is not much required. LO, Qiveris Foundation.
We received recently from America b sample of this

foundation, which was everything that could be de-
sired. Care must be exercised thai the wire employed
should not be injurious to the bi

Student. I. Deceptii Honey- ombs. It i- very un-
usual to find emptj cells sealed over. If the combs
had been out of the hive- for some tiaepossiblj the
''11- had beep punctured and the h y removed by
ants or other insects. 2. Double < ding of &
the thickening of the capping if left on the hive too
long. The dome-shaped cappings of drone-cells have
generally su] having their centres at the

ins of tn f the cells. 3. Sections nobfUlcd.
It is difficult to get the lower edges filled quite into

the corners. I. Cinerarias. Your greenhou
being left i

p near the hives allowed your
bee- to find their waj out after visiting

but as a rule greenhouses are dangerous bee-traps.
i bee- get in and fly to the glass, against which
th.-y wonv until thej fall exhausted.
Crates. The fact of varieties oi being
adopted by hive-maJ lal opinions vary as to
the best method. In those where the sections touch
one another there is probabh greater economy of heat,
but when they are separated, it gives finger space for
removal. There i- no box to fil outsidi , but ii i- as

well to wrap carpet or similar mat
tin.- the heat. Bees will nol enter cold and draughty
supers. 6. Slung Honey and & tions. You would
find it better, if you want both, to devote ome hives
to one system and some to tl ther. 7. Strength of
Hives. A stoei covering only four Langstroth -

in the middle of May would be considered rather
weak. 8. Feeding. -Yes, the present f barli

j

1 with the mildness of I
- doubt

induced breeding. Perhaps j bottles are a

the cluster, and so in cold weather the I cannot
extend themselves to reach them. ''. Introduction of
Quern.— Between March 21st and now she would,
being a good one, have had plentj of time to re-

populate the hive.

Epbom. 1. Dead Grubs.- The immature bees thrown
out were probably chilled when you tran 1 1 in the
Cold weather we lately had, v bich was total!] unsuit-

able for such an operation. :?. Crowded Hires.—Yes,
you may put on a super with fair probability of its

being filled. ;J. Foundation not worked out.—You
have been too eager. In the fust place, as stated

above, the weather was too eld; secondly, you ought
to have given the bees all their combs except the ex-

treme outside ones j thirdly, until the population had
so increased as to well cover the combs already in the
bive you only checked them by inserting sheets of

foundation which they could not cover to work out,

remove one or both for the present.

M. Hull.—Aye of Queen.—There is no certain mark by
which the age of the qt n is ascertained. There is

greater activity and sprightliness in motion in young
queens than old. The age mU8t be deduced from facts.

The old queen always leads off the swarm; and there-

fur.- by keeping a register of the first and after swarms
bee-ki i ue aware of the age- of their queens.

Mr. Cowan is about to publish a See-Keeper's Note-
book, which will simplify and methodise the various

events which occur in the history of stocks.

T. \V. Jo.NKS.— 1. Swallows.—Swallows do sometimes eat

bees. 2. Bees crowded on six and seven frames may be
considered to constitute a fairly strong stock.

W. E. BEST.

—

Drone-breeder.— It would be best to unite

imainder of the bees to another hive. It is a dis-

puted question amongst bee-keeperswhether the drones
from a diotie-br ling qi n are capable of fertilising

a young queen. Evidently some accident must have
happened to the queen about autumn which affected

her ovary.

A TvnoNi- Man.—The insects forwarded are not Braula
m-time- found infesting be.-.-, but

a species of Acarida or mites, frequently to be seen

in large numbers on humble bees. Probably they may
have been introduced into your hive in tic pea-flour or

mi- Mm may have been feeding the lues with.

->V. C.

—

Anil in Hives. Ants cluster in hive- for the
f warmth. There is ii difference of opinion as to

whether they are injurious to bees or nut. A case

\ ol. \i. p, loo. Would
make it appear that thej are sometimes the cause of
the destruction of bees. Hut many bee-ki

I ': feasor Cook amongst the number, say that they do
not molest o I by bees. Paraffin oil

sprini
I

Live will prevent their intrusion;
or draw a line round each leg with pitch dissolved in

I nil.

.1. S. Wool.. - We would suggest that you should adhere
to the recognised method oi making an artificial -warm.
By your plan we fear that the bees would fly back in

the nive in the old position, leaving too small a quantity
of I. • to rear tin' brood in the hive.

I:. Bt &LEIOH Campbell. Ceylon Bees. The article on
:

i hand. If revt ritten

• '. \.\\ in 1 1 Burrowing Bees. The bees are burrowing
Vrimmerana.

CirAJtLEa Wool..- I. Spreading Brood. If your stock
with only four frames is Strong enough to nave brood
on all. you may when spreading it add another frame,

and again tic second time, and - i as the numbers
I bei increase. See Reply to Query No. 772. 2,

Examining Hives. Supposing the bive to be properly

constructed, with wide shoulders to the frames, with

the combs across the entrance, and with a dummy in

front of them forming an ante-chamber, we think

oui corre ]
lent rather over-stated the case when he

spoke of a week being occupied in raising the tem-

perature again. The- mere fact <>f disturbance and
.lent causes a considerable rise in tin- tempera-

ture of the hive, and, unless the exposure of the combs
was Mi\ prolonged, the nor I temperature would
soon be regained, and hot water would be unnecessary.
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M.—Artificial Swarming—It is one of the essentials of

artificial swarming, that you should know after you

have driven the bees in which hive the queen is. There

should be no blind chance in a matter of such im-

portance. 2. Supering.—The greater number of worker

bees you have at the time of supering, the clearer will

be your prospects of obtaining honey when the season

arrives. With a strong working stock, it does not

much matter whether the supers are placed above,

behind, or inside the hive.

B. Flatman.—1. Ligurians and lied Clover.—Ligurians

and Syrians are said to be able to reach the nectaries

of red' clover. '2. Tarring Sleeps.—It will do no harm

to tar or paint a skep, and will tend to preserve it, but

as it will render it impervious to air you had better

bore a hole in the crown, closed with some loose

material. 3. Propolisation,.—Zinc or other metal does

not prevent propolisation, but, as propolis adheres less

strongly to metal than to wood, less jar is paused in

separating it. 4. Bees in Exhibition.—-We do not

know whether Mr. Marriott's bees are at present ex-

hibited at the Crystal Palace, but the British Bee-

keepers' Association have a large and interesting

exhibit of hives, bees, and all kinds of appliances,

at the International Health Exhibition, South Ken-

sington. 5. Salicylic Acid and Wax.—It would not

do at all. To be of anv service the acid must be re-

ceived by the bees with their food, or it must be

applied directly to them. 0. Bligh Competition.—

Your suggestion is too late for this year, it might be

entertained on a future occasion.

G. S.— 'The blue sediment' is the residuum of the

colouring matter (indigo) which is used in the manu-

facture of loaf sugar. Our preferences, for reasons

stated in reply to No. 770, tend towards the employment

of Kenned Crystallised sugar for syrup.

SUPERIOR BEE VEILS, Wire Gauze Fronts.

Is each, three for 2s. SR.post free. Address Wii. Ciusp,

Halstead. 2025

COMB FOUNDATION MILLS (Machine made
in Brass) any length, from 5s. per inch.

COMB FOUNDATION, free by parcels post, 2s. M. per lb.

HONEY EXTRACTORS, with all the latest improve-

ments. Price, from 25s. each. SMOKERS, 2s. Cnl. each.

Address A. Gopman, St. Stephen's, St. Albans, Herts. 2107

Herefordshire Bee-keepers' Association.

SHOW 0F~HIYES AND BEE-FURNITURE
IN CONNEXION' WITH

THE HEREFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

LEDBURY, June 24th, 25th. and 26th.

Schedule of Prizes (including 40s. and 25s. for Best Col-

lection, and two Classes for Honey) on application.

Entries close Hay 2ith.

MICROSCOPIC SHOW, ILLUSTRATING BEE-LIFE.
(Iii order to make this department as complete as possible, the

loan of Microscopic Slides for exhibition will be gladly ai cepted.
I

EXHIBITION OF HIVE-MAKING,
both Bar-frame and Skeps, by workmen on the ground.

MANIPULATIONS and LECTURES in the Bee-tent.

BEE- KEEPERS' CONVENTION
(For the discussion of Questions in Practical Bee-keeping),

On Thursday, June 26th, at 11.30 a.m., to which all

Bee-keepers are cordially invited. •

Price Lists and further particulars on application to the

Hon, Secretary, Alit.ed Watkins, Wileroft, Hereford. (6C)

'THE BEE -FARM,' Braintree, Essex.

Under superintendence of R. W. DAVIE S.

COMB FOUNDATION, made from Root's
Machine. Thick, 2*. to 2s. Grf. ; Thin, 2s. Sd. to 3s. per lb.

FEEDERS, slow or rapid, 2s-. SECTIONS, V cut, per 100
1 lb., 4s. CRATE, and 21 Sections ready for use, 2s.

DOUBLEWALL GROOVED HIVE on Legs. Nine Standard
Frames witli Metal Ends, Dummy, Section Holder, can be

placed either way, Crate, Tin Separators, Glass 21 Sections,

Quilts, Double Sloping Roof. Price 14s.
;
painted, 15s.

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained from

JOHN' L£3^.3EX3, Jtjn.
BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.

COTTAGERS' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed
outside, contains 9 Standard Frames and Dummy, resting

on Tin Runners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4;.

ABBOTT'S HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9s. 6d.

BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 3s. 6d.

. Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent,

discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Card for PRICE LIST to

J. LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 1973

DE3. IKE. HART «te CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

STOCKBRIDGB, HANTS.
SPECIALITIES :

HIVES, complete, from 6s. SECTIONS, V-cut, in G sizes.

FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.

CLARK'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the
best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. ' The easiest and best

to manage.' Is. 6d. each, 15s. dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.' (60)

The Trade supplied. Price list on application.

DO not order your Hives and Appliances until

you have seen E. C. Walton's CATALOGUE for

1884, consisting of 36 pages, fully Illustrated.

Sent free for Id. Stamp on receipt of Address.

H. C3. -%xr -A. X. T" €> Iff,

NORTH MUSKHAM, NEWARK.
CATALOGUES FREE.

Simmins' Hives, Crates, & Sections.

'FORTRESS HIVES.'
Association ' Standard ' Bar-frames, Is. doz.

J. H. HOWARD, Holme Apiary, Petbeboeo'.
1887

The only Weekly Bee Paper in the World.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Established in 1861.

Edited and published by Thomas G. Newman, at '.125 West
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., and will be sent

to European Subscribers at 10s. 6d. per annum for the

Weekly, or 5s. for the Monthly, including Postage. The
money may be sent by International Postal Money Orders

on Chicago. London Agents : Messrs. Geo. Neighbour &
Sons, 149 Regent Street, W.
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fflbxtaxml, Notices, tfr.

TI1K VOLUME OF COLLECTED REPORTS.

Until the Central Association can afford to

publicity tol ' il volume,

only offer the bee-keeping public

contents by extracting from it p to us to

!" of most general interest, .• ing it to our

readers in the mosl oondi

We will ii
'

thai thirty Affili-

. ti d Ass ' tone Ii. • e this yi I their

reports and balanc of the

Central Association in time for publication, The
defaulti are Lincolnshire (which Gram

the complaints of our ooi n i to be

unsatisfactory condition generally), Lanca

hire, and Bedfordshire. We hope thai tin •

sions will be repaired another year, bo as to make
the vuln

I icle "ii

the reports ofal leas! forty Affiliated Associations.

The recenl da I of the 'Peel

Testimonial /"<„/ will no doubt haves g I effect

in making County Assoi

comply with the i

Straus show which way the wind blows, and the

little value at present attached by Count]

to the privilege of Bending represent

to the Quarterly Conferences, is evidenced by the

feci thai only five Associations, viz., Chi

Devonshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, and Wilts, have
published the names of Buchrepn in their

lists of officers. This omission indicates that the

importance of the Quarterly Confereni

fully understood by the Associations generally, and

that, from one reason or other, representatives have

not been elected at their General Meetings at all,

—

or if they have been, are held in very little hi ir.

f'.efore another volume is issued, we are in

hope that, by some amendment in the mode of

Representation, the Quarterly Conferences may be

icce sible to the representatives of the Asso

eiations most distant from London, and that all

Associations may become Bensibli of what they may
lose if they neglect to send representatives to the

Conferences by some means or another. To finish

OUT enumeration of omissions, we would remark
that five counties have sent in no list of their

is. or the amount of their subscriptions. One
county has sent a list of its members, but not the

amount of their subscriptions. These details are

ich as making

jus of the full strength of the Central au«l

taining the o

• nally expended in the advancement of

bcc-kcepin_'. They cannot thei mitted

without i in hand. Such stal

will bo

are i ver to b ' id subsidised by the

Governmenl of this country. Some portions of tho

ments, forms ol

applicat uld, we think,

ik will

bulky and anwioldj to bi of general use.

To notice the new aid pleasing features

year's \ ud I hal i be i in the

columns nft! Papers

erl) < lonversazi is has not been

given in vain, first, as regards the appointment

of County Experts. We find Buch app

corded in the reports from Berkshire, D ron hii*e,

Herefordshire, Hertfoixishire,

Keni, Surrey, Warwickshire, Wiltshire, and Wor-
> have

1 B I f 1 he 16

experts do aol appear in the list of the

of the Association, v.lnch sinus to us to be an

omission. No doubt, in the early Staf of

t'ounty Assoc perl resident in th< County

cannot always be found, and the service 'Mi i

Baldwin and his confrb-es have to be resorted

i
. [1 is very desirable, however, that the county

expert should be a county man, so as to ensuro

., resid nt an bee keeping, an.
I a con

necting link between the members and ti •

I' the t 'ouuty Association. In s n port
.

notably in those of Hampshire and Wilts, reference

i m ide to the certil cate and class of certifii ati i

which the county experl hold from the Central

turn. We think tin- it o point which should

not 1 verlooked by other counties in their reports.

We have next to notice with groal satisfaction

the adoption of the district tystem by so many
Associations. In the reports of Cambridgeshire,

Carmarthenshire, Derbyshire, Hampshire, Kent,

Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Surrey, and Wiltshire,

we find the names of distt ' secretaries recorded

in the lists of the officers of the Association, with,
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in some cases, the districts named over which
they have the superintendence. In the Buck-
inghamshire report the names of the members
belonging to each district are given. This, we
think, is a very useful addition to the ordinary

report, as showing at a glance in which districts the

district secretaries work the hardest, and pointing

out those weak spots in which the intervention of

the county secretary, and some special effort to

remedy the inefficiency of the district secretary, is

most required. In the Hertfordshire report, though
the list of district secretaries is given, we find a list

of ladies and gentlemen who have undertaken to act

as local advisers in different portions of that county.

All this we regard as a great step in advance from
the reports of the year 1882.

In some Reports, notably in that of Berkshire,

we find mention made of a County Library of Bee-

keeping literature—an institution which we cannot

too highly commend to the notice of County Secre-

taries. In the Herefordshire Report attention is

specially called to the conditions attached to the

Medals and Certificates offered by the Central

Association of County Shows, which is also well

worth notice, there having been some uncertainty

and confusion on this point in former years. One
special feature of the Report from Herefordshire

(that county of orchards, and the fountain-head of

cider and perry, which the fruit-blossoms make so

beautiful in the springtime) is the reference to

Mr. Gladstone's speech at Hawarden on the 9th of

January last, showing that fruit-growing is likely

to become of greater importance in this kingdom,
and that already 27,000 acres more of ground have
in the last ten years been given to producing fruit.

Alluding to this speech, the Secretary of the Here-

fordshire Association writes as follows :
' The Premier

advocates strawberry - growing on a large scale.

Only let fruit-growers remember that blossoms may
be plentiful and yet fruit scai-ce, for in many in-

stances the kindness of the bee in fertilising the

blossom has to be depended upon. Bees must be

therefore more extensively kept, and as a result,

not Jam only, but Honey, gathered in the pro-

duction of fruit, will be more frequently enjoyed

at our daily meals.' As a commentary on this

portion of the Herefordshire lieport, we would call

attention to the announcement made lately that

Lord Sudeley, the President of the newly-formed

Gloucestershire Association, has laid down 500
acres of ground for the production of fruit, and
that he has established in his orchards an apiary

of from 100 to 150 hives of bees for the purpose
of fertilisation. We can only wish that the same
' local colouring ' which Mr. Alfred Watkins has
thrown over the Herefordshire Report could be
extended to the special features of other counties.

In conclusion, we would say that, although the

details contained in the Reports of the Affiliated

County Associations may have a more special

interest for County Secretaries, who may all profit

by each other's experiences, the general advance
and progress in the spread of Bee culture manifest

in this volume must command the attention of all

thoughtful readers of this Journal ; and when we

couple with this improvement in the organization

for the production of honey, the increased demand
for honey, such as that announced in our last

number by Messrs. Huntley and Palmer, through
the Secretary of the Berkshire Association, we
cannot help feeling that we are on the eve of a

new departure in the annals of our Associations,

and that the dream (as it has been called) of a new
national industry is not so very far from being

realised.

EXPERT EXAMINATIONS.
First, Second, and Third-class Expert Certificates

will be granted by the British Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation to those only who are successful in passing

examinations under the following scheme :

—

For Third-Class Certificates.

An oral and practical examination (that is to

say, an examination in which candidates will be

examined by word of mouth, and will also be

required to show their skill in driving, manipu-
lating, &c.) will be held at the request of any secre-

tary of a County Affiliated Association at a suitable

centre named by him and approved by the Board
of Examiners of the B. B. K. A. The Examiner or

Examiners will be appointed by such Board. The
candidates fir Third-class certificates will not be

required to give a lecture, or to answer questions in

writing. One month's notice at least of the pro-

posed examination should bo given to the Secretary

of the B. B. K. A. (The full term of notice will

not be required where it is desired to hold an
examination during the month of June in the

present year.)

The railway and personal expenses of the

Examiners, as well as all local expenses connected

with the examination, must be paid by the County
Association.

Annual County Shows arc suggested as the most
suitable opportunities for holding these examina-

tions, M-hen the judge or judges acting at such
Shows may be appointed by the B. B. K. A. to act

as Examiners.

These examinations will be considered as part of

the privileges afforded by the B. B. K. A. to the

Count}' Affiliated Associations, provided that they
have fulfilled the conditions of such affiliation.

For Second-class Certificates.

An examination open to all holders of third-

class certificates will be held annually on a day to

be fixed by the Examining Board, and announced
in the B. B. Journal, at various centres throughout

the country.

A centre shall be any place approved by the

Secretary of a County Association affiliated to the

B. B. K. A., where a superintendent on the recom-

mendation of the said Secretary is approved by the

Board of Examiners. Such centre may be appointed

where only one candidate presents himself for ex-

amination. This examination will be entirely by
papers, which will be sent down by the Examining
Board, and must be considered, together with the

answers, as strictly private and confidential, and
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must be returned to them immediately after the

close of sueli examination.

The result of the examination will be com-
municated to the candidates through the County
Secretaries, and a list of successful candidates will

be published in the B. IS. Journal.

For First-Class Certificates.

An examination, open to all holders of second-

class certificates, will be held annually in Loudon, or

elsewhere, on a day to be announced in the B. B.

Journal. Candidates will be required to give a

lecture, either in public or before the Examiners
only, dii any subject connected with the theory or

practice of bee-keeping that the Examiners may
select. They will also be required to pass an oral,

and, if the Examiners think tit, a written examina-

tion on the natural history of bees and the

of bee-keeping. Candidates must send in their

tary of the B. B. K. A. at least a

week previous to the date of the examination.

I • for the third-class examination to be

arranged and received by the County Association.

For second-class examinations a fee of 2& 6d.
t
and

for first-class examinations of "'-.. is to be paid by
each candidate to the Secretary of the 1!. 1!. K. A.

The see..mi ination will be held this

"I iy. August loth, at 2 ['.in., and the

amination at the Bee Depart)

the International Health Exhibition, South Ken
Bington, on Saturday, September L3th, al II a.m.

Note.— It is hoped that by tins means third

certificates of the B. I!. K. A. will be attainable by

many competi nt and practical men, who from their

habits of life are unable to enter for D written

examination. Those also who wish to obi

second class certifii 1 1. B. K. A. will be

able to do so without the expense, as hitherto, of

going to London. It is clearly to be undent 1 that

ill.
. examinations are conducted by the Central

Board of Examiners, and that the certificates

granted will be tics., of the B. I'.. K. A., and not

a Local chat

The dates of the examinations have bet >

.Lie, s.. fixed that a imii.1i. late will be able to

pass the oral and practical examination and proceed

at once, or very shortly, to the higher examinations
nd and first-class certificates, if be wishes

to do so.

THE PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
By a reference to the report of the last meeting

of the Committee of the B. B. K. A. it will be seen
that the rules regulating the administration of this

Fund have been formulated. Its success will now
depend on the bee-keepers of the country. The
biography of Mr. Peel, which has recently appeared
in the pages of the Bet Journal, shows most clearly

that to his energy and perseverance and tact is due
in a great measure the present advanced position of

bee-keeping in the United Kingdom. From the
day that Mr. Peel accepted the office of lion, secre-

tary his chief concern has been the formation of

County Associations, and his success lies in the
fact that, there are now upwards of forty Associa-

tions affiliated with the Central.

The proposed Fund is intended solely for the
benefit of labourers and artisans, and will be an
appropriate recognition of the services of Mr. Feel.

The money subscribed will be invested, and the
interest accruing therefrom will be expended in

annual grants to County Associations. The manner
in which the grants will be applied will be left to

the County Associations, subject to the approval of

the parent Society. The advantages the County
Associations will derive from this Fund are at once
apparent. There will be no fixed method deter-

mined upon for the administration of this Fund :

each county, knowing its requirements, will have
the power t.. make its own arrangements for the

disposal .f the amount allotted to it. Circulars

setting forth the objects and origin of the Fund will

l.e supplied to each County Secretary for distribu-

tion, and these circulars will lie accompanied with

.' subscription form for the subscriber.

This Testimonial Fund will doubtless _

fresh impulse to bee keeping, and be a great means
of benefiting the labourer and artisan. \- a

recognition of the worth of Mr. Peel, and as a proof

of the progress of the science of bee keeping

to be hoped that the Fund will prove

I that i ich County Secretary will labour
' Iy to bring about this result.

USEFUL HINTS.

Tin. weather nil through May ha- I a, with the

exception of a very few days, all that bee-keepeo i

Consequently, stocks which had bee

backward during the cold weather in April Inn. re-

covered themselves an. I are now- crowded with bei .

ami if not already swarmed are at the point of .Ling
so. Now ii the busy time (or bee-keepers, and on the
management of bees in June depends the bucc

failure for the season. In a short time the eloi

be in blossom, and unless stocks are strong and ready
- the 1 1 .

. 1 1
.

• \ the best part of the season will

be gone.
Sw iiiMiM,. 'A -warm of bees in .bine i- worth .1

silver spoon,' but there are spoons ami spoons and swarms
ami -warm-. It depends iq the intelligence of the

per whether the -j d shall be o salt spoon or a
soup ladle. Those who havi attended 1 r 'Hiu
May will now have fertile queens in nuclei, 01

rate queen-cells, read] to j,
r i\c to their ettoi k

swarming. Do not attempt to swarm or divide unless

the stock is full of heei ami brood ill all -t;i". -. w he i

that is the case lose no time in performing the operation,

especially if you desire to avoid the issue of a natural

swarm, with all it" attendant trouble of watching, fol-

lowing, and securing, The method of doing this both
from skeps and bai I lias been -o often !
SCl'ibed that we must refer any beginner to some text-

book such as Mmlcn /!,,-/.,, pi, ,,/. IV careful to leave

enough be.s in the parent hive to take care of the

hr 1.

Sw.wims FuoM I!Ait-im\iK IIivK-.. Properly speak-

ing the usual method of 'swarming' from these hives is

'dividing,' but if a swarm (i.e. bees without combs) is

desired, many are puzzled how to do it, although they

would he quite <ni /nil at performing the operation with

a skep. Mi-si find tie- queen, ami secure her either in

a cage .a' h\ placing the comb on which she i- in a box

temporarily; put s skep on a large board on the stand

of die bar-frame hive to be swarmed from, removing the

latter a little distance, then lift out the frames and brush

oi hake the bees off them on to the board. When one or
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two frames ave thus treated liberate the queen and let

her run into the hive along with the bees ; do not de-

populate the stock too much. If ten frames are crowded
with bees, those from four frames with the flying bees

will make a large swarm. You may, however, if you
want a very large swarm brush all the bees off and put

the hive containing the combs and brood on the stand of

a second strong stock, removing that to the place of the

swarmed one (supposing the swarm is to be sent away),
otherwise it must be put on the old stand and No. 2 on

[

a fresh one. Be sure not to shake the bees from combs
containing queen-cells in progress, or you will destroy

the queens, rather brush them off.

Packing Swarms. — If in a skep, before putting

them in, make a hole in the crown if none already

exists, and cover it inside with a piece of perforated

zinc, being careful it is fixed properly, so that not one
]

can escape in transit; tie the bees in with cheese-cloth
j

or paper-hangers' canvas, not sacking, which is not

open enough. Swarms should travel mouth down, i.e.,

the way the skep stands on its stand ; and there must be

a stick or two fixed across the mouth, so that if placed

on a flat surface air can still enter. A rope handle to

carry by will secure, so far as anything can, care in

lifting by porters, &c. The cheapest swarm-carrier i- a

lobster-box, price id. Instead of the lid, cover with

canvas or cheesecloth by laths nailed all round, and put

a few laths across to prevent it being torn. Direct it to

travel on its side, so that the bees may cluster on the

other side (then the top), not on the canvas. Be very

careful no bees can escape, not only for your own sake,

but to prevent any complaint on the part of the railway

company or other carriers, which may lead to future

refusal of bees altogether.

Receiving a Swarm.—If it has been confined for

some time, leave it fur an hour or two to settle down
before opening, and give about half a pint of thin syrup,

otherwise you may find the bee* have digested the honey

they took with them, and, being hungry, will also be

pugnacious. After feeding they will be as harmless as

if just swarmed.
Hiving Swarms in Bar-frame Hives.—There are

many ways of doing this, but the simplest is to remove

some of the frames, cover those left with the quilt, and

shoot the bees into the vacant space. They will soon

draw up among the frames left. Any knots and clusters

which do not seem inclined to join the main body may
be driven by a jet of smoke, or scooped up with a card

and thrown among the others. The division-board is

then brought up to the frames, and the operation is

complete. Always hive swarms in the evening; next

day remove such frames as are not covered with bees.

Of course, before hiving, the frames must be filled with

foundation or, better still, with ready-built combs. The
hive must stand perfectly level or the combs will not be

built perpendicularly in the frames.

Natural Swarms.— If by neglect to artificially

swarm in time, or from choice, you allow the bees to

swarm naturally, they must be first captured from
where they cluster in a skep. If they have chosen an

overhanging branch, not too high, hold the skep close up
to them and give the branch a sharp jerk—a swing is

not enough—and the bees will all fall in. If they have
clustered on a limb too thick to jerk, or on the trunk

of a tree, they may be driven up into the skep held over

them by smoke, or brushed into it. A little consideration

will show the best way : after securing them, or the

greater part, if in an awkward position, watch whether
the remainder are inclined to join those you have secured

;

if so, you have the queen ; if, on the other hand, those

in the hive leave and join the others, you have failed to

secure her, and must try to do so. Having secured the

swarm with the queen, place it on the stand of the hive

in which you intend to keep it, shading it from the sun,

and putting a stone under one edge of the skep to give

plenty of ventilation. In the evening turn the bees into

their permanent hive.

Rearranging an Apiary.—When swarming, either

natural or artificial, is going on a good opportunity is

afforded for doing this. By putting the swarm on the
stand of the old stock until the evening, removing the

old stock to where you wish it to stand, ami in the

evening removing the swarm to where it is to stand,

removal can be effected without loss. The flying bees

having joined the swarm, will remain where placed, as

is the nature of swarmed bees ; while the young bees in

the stock will mark their new position, and so not get

lost ; a few stragglers may return to the old stand, but
not enough to be of consequence. If increase is not re-

quired, this plan of moving short distances may be
adopted ; and by putting the stock and swarm close

together, they may be reunited after a few days. If the

stock is left until a queen is raised and fertilised, the old

one ma}' be removed before uniting, and the stock is

requeened without trouble.

Weak Stocks.—Any stocks which are still weak and
do not seem to increase as others do are not worth
troubling about, and should be united at once, or the

queens, which are obviously of no good, may be de-

stroy, il, and the bees and combs utilised for nuclei for

queen-raising, to avoid robbing good stocks for the

purpose.

COMMENCING Bee-keeping.—Owing to the neces-

sary ignorance of a beginner to judge tin 1 value of a

stock offered to bin) and the danger of getting one

which, although in the hands of an expert, might be
made the most of, in the hand- of a novice would hud to

disappointment, it is as well to commence with a swarm,
and, to ensure a good one, stipulate that it must weigh
at least 4 lbs.—of course no one now-a-days will com-
mence except on the modern system of bar-frame hives.

Do not be tempted from motives of economy to buy an
old hive, but gel a new one from an old-established

manufacturer; let it be what is called a ' Combination
Hive,' in which the frames run across the entrance ; the

frames should be of standard size and furnished with
wide shoulders; the roof should be deep enough to

admit of a crate of sections or a feeding bottle, and
the hive should also be furnished with two dividers

and two section frames for the rear of the brood-nest.

The frames must lie furnished with foundation, but as

this will very likely be broken down during transit if

put in by the hive-maker, you must put it in yourself
;

you will find the slits in. the top bars of the frames, being
made with a circular saw, do not extend quite up to the

side bars, and must be made to do so by passing a saw
along. An easy way of fixing foundation is to be found
in tho Journal for August, 1883, p. 118.

Fixing Foundation in Section Boxjss.—Take a

piece of bees-wax and rub the surface where the
fastening is to be made until it is coated, then lay on
the sheet of foundation, and witli a putty-knife dipped
in honey pass over the edge of the foundation sufficiently

hard to cause it to unite with the wax on the wood when
the sheet is turned at right angles.

Swarms Deserting.—The fact of newly hived swarms
deserting their hives, even repeatedly, and finally flying

away to the woods, is a source of annoyance and loss.

The hives, if not new, should be thoroughly cleansed and
washed with salicylic acid solution before using ; but the

only certain remedy for these vagaries of the bees is to

place the swarm on the stand of the colony from which
it issues. The latter may be placed beside it with the

entrance turned to one side at an angle of 00 degrees,

and may be gTadually brought round to face the same
way as the swarm. If supered before swarming the

super ma}' be transferred to the swarm, also one or

two of the brood-frames,—but no queen-cells—and the

remaining frames closed up by division-boards. The
swarm will work as vigorously as before, and the chance
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of the supers being filled will be equally as certain as if

no swarming had taken place. The old colony w ill

soon be headed by a young queen, and may be united

to the swarm in the autumn if increase be not desired,

the old queen being deposed if too aged to do work.
This plan may be Followed with skeps as advantageously

as with frame-hives, except that no transferring
'

can take place. If increase be desired the original stock

should be removed to a greater distance from the swarm.
but the plan works best where no increase in the number
of colonies is desired. By this system the coloniesbecome
exceptionally strong, the natural propensity for swarming
i- gratified; the queen.-, from being reared in full colonies

natural way are far superior to those raisi I i

small nuclei, ami much labour i- saved. Worker-founda-
tion should h- supplied to Hie swarm. Generally
-peaking no after-swarm- will be riven.

.. The -l
. a com-

mencing bee-keeping i- to get the Journal ioz the

or three years and read it carefully; not to trj

the numerous untried suggestions which you may find -

leave that until you have gained experience- • but in

your difficulties which you t with turn to

illy to the 'Queries and Replies.'

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION: BEE
DEPAKTMEK I.

In previous numbers of the Journal we have noted the

pain-taking exertion nnitfc appoi

B K. A. to superintend this branch of their

i their strenuous endeavours to make the

Bee Departments credit to n, and one of

interesting and instructive

Exhibition, And u it the numb
nature of the exhibits and their representative character,

we may state that ! their

labours, They have succeeded in having the Bee l> -

partment located in ai I of the build-

ing. Entering by 1 1 »• - principal entrance in the Ex-

hibition Road and passing onward down the South

Gallery the visitor will, on the north side, observe the

Small Corridor which is devoted t bees and the means
which lead to their culture. Th pact allotted is

t by thirty-five; and the manner it i

tered and furni
(

I lit on the £

Mr. .1. II,., k!..

,j, from th, I people ever

South Gallery, and as we find our-

I and qniet corridor, it- comparative
calm and

bed

by the H. I!. K. A
, an, I the pictorial portions of the Hand-

ar, iund on • rerj coign of vi

.,11 the appl -culture,

and the counters covered with hiv,

andhonej extractors, and othei articles, tve look around
in search ,,f something besides and beyond these; we

far and to w h:,i degi ee do - this

department of the Exhibition fulfil the special purpose i
its promoters; what contribution does it give to the 'health

and f I'of the nation.- The main object of the bee-

keeper is the production of honey, and b

the public should have the dispoaiti in to take th,

1. Efforts have been made bj the B. B.K, \.

by lectures and by pamphlets to prove the excellency of

'honej as food,' and its virtu,-- at beneficial to health.
We, therefore, naturally turned OUT attention, in the'

first place, towards those articles of food in which honey
might form an ingredient. Hut we mu.-t confess that

we here met with a disappointment, Very few exhibitors

have apprehended this view of the intent of the Exhi-
bition. The Chairman of the B.B.K.A., T. W. Cowan,
Esq., who, though now residing at some distance from
England, has not been unmindful of the claims made
upon him. Mr. Cowan has evidently bestowed much
pains and taken a vast amount of trouble to collect the

various articles exhibited by him, His collection con

sists of various edibles sweetened with honey ; these
are cake-, biscuits, gingerbreads, and eight different

is. Besides these there are two jars ol

artificial honey, such as is extensively sold in Switzer-

land, ami liberally supplied in all the hotels. This hone}
c insists principally of glucose, and it is desirable that the

attention ot' the i isitor sh luld b • directed to these imita-

tions, so that he should be habituated to detect genuine
from sham honey. The collection is the result of Mr.
Cowan's visit to £ 1. and bears evidence that

whilst 'amongst the Swiss bee-k • pera' he has a

an uno!,. - ;-- and other hone] -.

I by Mr. 0. Hehner, hon. analyst of the B.B.K.A .

willlie found here ; as also the Honey Drops, tl

manufacture of Messrs. Huntley and 1 'aimer, may be seen

and tasted. L'assii _ from these, we 1 10k around in hope
. ring other English productions in the same line.

but the search is fruitless. Where are the ni

th,- mead, the metheglin, the melidone (which we had
fondly hoped would h.ixe proved the 'coming drink 1

),

the honey-cakes, the honey-wine, the honey-vinegar, &c. P

Echo answer-. Where!1 We have hope, however, that

some of th,--' may vet be forthcoming. The Exhibition

is yel i' its infancy, it has man] long months yet to

run,— the opportunity i- -till present to till up these

M.i\ we not, with some expectancy, trust thai

I our lady bee-keepers might make an effort I

these article a the smallest

of the Continent f There can !„ no doubt

thai in

i

M he B, It. K. A.

i n given to the production of

and it i- most desirable that means shall he

, tor the disp ne, and thi-
i

the developn outlets for its

i lie Confectioner and the Bee-keeper must come
into do.-

i

: ", '• ith eat b

A- at present the Exhibition i- fir from complete, and

it the hive-manufacturers have not yet forwarded

their goods, it would be pn lotice in detail

\\ i .hill embrace < fut ure

opportunity for their description, The Exhibition will

he open for nio nd n e maj look forv, ard to

an inert i nuous supply of honey. In the mean-
time w would ' thibitS of honey that

of Messrs. Garratt and M i from the St. Mary's Cray

Apiary; these are in verj neat, well-corked bottle

colli ction i- a specimen of honey from
'. ighbouT hat e . 1 1

1

hone) .
• lucli lo iked verj t tmpting. We at

f tl n by Mr
.•II, Herts, M, i

I ..If. >. , of t h-ant hat i,

exhibited some honey and
i
npli oi bom

j

from tl. 1877, L881, '82, and '83, which,

though p ime, had refu i

d

to granulate. Mr. .1. Gilbert of Stamford, Mr. Baldwin,

Mr. Overton, Three Bridges, Sir. I.'. Norman, Charley,
-

tf Bel . , l ffington, exhibits a glass upet

of honey, weighing 30j lbs.; and Mr. J. M. Hooker, of

Heathfield, Sevenoaks, a premier one of al t oil Lbs.

This last gentleman has several sections of bonej on

show ; Mr. J. Ta\ I
.,, h red bj the

bees from limes, clover, and heather. We were mu
plea • 1 with some bees-\\„\ exhibited by Mr. VY.

Soar.

There are three stock, of bees at work liavni"

holes towards the Exhibition gi ids. Tie' bees are

Carniolans and Ligurians* exhibited bj Mr. Neighbot ,
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aud a strong healthy stock of blacks belonging to Mr.
Stubbin. These bees are a constant source of interest

to the visitors. A most interesting series of lantern

slides, photographed by Mr. Alfred Watkins, of Wil-
croft, Hereford, is exhibited by Mr. A. G. Dawson of

Macclesfield. These represent the physiology of the

bee, and contrast the old mode of bee - keeping with
that adopted at the present day. By the aid of these,

a lecture on bee-keeping might be made most interesting.

A case has been transferred from the South Kensington
Museum, with descriptions by Mr. J. A. Abbott, the

study of which would prove most instructive : it is an
unwrittten book on bee-keeping. Here are specimens of

comb in all sizes and forms ; worker, and drone, and
queen cells; natural and artificial comb; comb infested

with wax -moth; larvse and pupse ; specimens of all

races of bees—Ligurians, ( lyprians, Syrians, hybrids, &c.

ft is a collection made evidently with a love to the work,
and is well worthy of a position in a public museum.

Since writing the above notice, we have been informed
that numerous additions have been made to the col-

lection ; among others, an excellent exhibit of honey as

medicine, and a collection of seeds of flowers sought after

by the bees by Messrs. Sutton. These will make the

exhibition much more complete.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Committee Meeting held at 10o Jermyn Street on

Wednesday, May 14th. Present—lion, and Rev. II.

Bligh (in the chair). Rev. G. Ravnor, Rev. F. T. Scott,

Re\ . F. S. Sclater, Captain Bush, R.N., Captain Camp-
bell, R.N., J. M. Hooker, H. Jonas, D. Stewart, W.
Martin, and the Secretary. The minutes of the last

Committee Meeting were read, confirmed, and signed.

A letter was read from the Council of the Inter-

national Health Exhibition, inviting the Committee of

the British Bee-keepers' Association to arrange for a

Conference on the subject of bee-keeping, to be held at

South Kensington on August 7th. Resolved, that this

proposal be accepted, and that the Exhibition Sub-
committee do make the necessary arrangements.
A letter was read from Messrs. Sutton & Sons, seeds-

men, of Reading, stating that they were prepared to

issue a price-list of seeds suitable for growing plants to

produce honey and pollen, to be sold to members of the
British and the County Affiliated Associations in small
packets at a very low price. Resolved, that Mr. Cowan
be requested to name the value of each plant in the list

submitted by Messrs. Sutton, either for honey or pollen
producing purposes, and that the list so revised be
returned to Messrs. Sutton for publication.

The County Associations Sub-committee reported
that decisive steps were now being taken towards the
formation of County Associations in Monmouthshire,
Glamorganshire, Pembrokeshire, and the remaining
counties in South AVales. A letter showing the benefits
which must accrue to the residents of the United
Kingdom had been published by the Chairman of the
Sub-committee in each newspaper issued in South Wales.
Resolved, that the Sub-committee be empowered to pub-
lish similar letters in other counties where desirable.

The Examination Sub -committee presented their
scheme for the examinations of candidates desirous of
becoming experts. Resolved, that the same be ap-
proved, and duly published in the II. II. Journal. The
Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, the Rev. G. Raynor, the Rev.
E. Bartrum, the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, and Mr. T. W.
Cowan were appointed as the Central Board of Ex-
aminers for the present year.

Resolved, that the Rev. E. Bartrum, Mr. C. E.
Fletcher, and Mr. J. M. Hooker, be requested to act as

judges of bees, hives, honey, &c, at the Royal Agricul-
tural Show to be held at Shrewsburv in July next.

The Rev. F. S. Sclater and the"Rev. F. G. Jenyns
were appointed to act as judges and examiners at the
Hertford County Shows, to be held at Hitchin on
July 9th, and at Watford on July 23rd.

The Rev. F. S. Sclater moved, ' That in order to avoid
the inconvenience often experienced by bee-keepers by
the existence of no standard size for 1 and 2-lb. sec-

tions, it is desirable that the Committee of the B. B. K. A.
shall adopt a standard size in each case, and recommend
that these standard sizes be adopted by bee-keepers

generally.' Resolved, that the Rev. G. Ravnor, the

Rev. F.T. Scott, the Rev. F. S. Sclater, and Mr. J. M.
Hooker, be appointed as a Sub-Committee (with power
to add to their number) to consider the desirability of

setting forth a standard size for 1 aud 2-lb. sections.

The next Committee Meeting was fixed for Wednesday,
June 11th.

Peel Testimonial Fund.

A special meeting of the Committee, with the secre-

taries and representatives of Comity Associations, was
held at the close of the above meeting, to make the

necessary arrangements for the collection and disposal of

this fund. The following were present— Dr. Walker,
Surrey; Jesse Garratt, Kent; Rev. W. E. Burkitt,

Wilts; Rev. V. II. Movie, Berks; Rev. N. Royds, Beds;

Mr. J. P. Sambels, Herts; Mr. J. P. Jackson, Lan-
cashire ; itc. After some discussion, the following rules

and regulations, as moved by the Rev. F. S. Sclater,

and seconded by the Rev. F. G. Jenvns, were carried

unanimously.

Riles and Regulations.

That the fund to be raised shall be invested, and the

proceeds shall be applied annually in grants to Affiliated
( 'ounty Associations, for the advancement of bee-keeping
amongst cottagers.

That such grants shall, if the fund is sufficiently large,

be made to two or more Associations in every year.

That no individual grant shall exceed the sum of five

pounds.
That no Association shall lie entitled to share a second

time until every Affiliated Association has had an
opportunity of participating in the benefit of the grant.

The Associations entitled to receive the grant shall be
selected annually by ballot, such ballot to take place at

the Annual General Meeting of the British Bee-keepers'

Association.

Each County Association shall make its own arrange-

ments for the disposal of the amount allotted to it, such
arrangements to be submitted and approved by the

Central Committee previous to the amount being
paid.

That the funds shall be invested in the names of the
Trustees, for the time being, of the British Bee-keepers'

Association, in such securities as Trustees may lawfully

select ; and that the proceeds shall be paid annually to

the Committee of the British Bee-keepers' Association'

for the purpose of distribution among the Affiliated

Associations entitled thereto.

The Committee of the British Bee-keepers' Association

shall be empowered to make all necessary regulations in

respect to the distribution of the annual proceeds.

Subscriptions shall be received by the Secretary of the

British Bee-keepers' Assocition, and by the Secretaries of

the several Affiliated Associations.

The amounts collected by the Secretaries of County
Associations shall be remitted to the Secretary of the

British Bee-keepers' Association, and entered separately

in his accounts of the fund, under the name of each
Count v Association.
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SHROPSHIRE BEE-KEEPEKS' ASSOCIATION.
On April oth, 1834, an adjourned meeting was held of

persons interested in bee-keeping at the Mayor's Court,
Shrewsbury, for the purpose of electing- a new secretary
upon the retirement of the Rev. the Hon. C. Folding.
As it was impossible to find any one willing to undertake
the office of secretary, the Rev. J. II. Charter was elected

Treasurer, to hold the balance in hand until next year,
when it was hoped somebody would come forward. The
meeting concluded with a vote of thanks to Mr. Feilding
for liis services during the past seven years.

WORCESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
CTATK IN,

A meeting of the ( ommittee was held at tin- Ouildhail,

Worcester, on May 17th, at which it was resolved to

hold the annual .-how of bees, hives, honey, &c, at

l'ershore on July -">, 30, and 81 next in conjunction

with the meeting of the Worcestershire Agricultural

Society. The schedule of prizes will be seen in our

advertising columns, and as the time fixed for holding

the show will be a good one. we trust that the entries

will be numerous and the exhibition a m

RUDIMENTS OF BEE KEEPING.
FBBDEB.a AND I'V.KI'IV;.

[Continued from page 181. i

Constant spring feeding in suitable quantity, if earn-

fully carried out, will, in a sh..rt time, produce a marked
effect ur stocks. If a hive in g 1 condition is

treated thus, it is surprising how Boon the am it of

brood will increase, and the young bees, as thej hatch

out, will add to the strength of the hive, and D

possible for a -till larger amount of brood to be produced.

Should the hive already contain a Supply "f Sealed store,

it will not be necessary, or desirable, to give the bees

any syrup until the -tore tin \ already possess i- in great

part consumed. Instead of putting on the feeding-bottle,
we need merely uncap the honey in the hive little bj

little. Tile bee, wiil Colnilienee l.--tolillL; it, e\cite-

lnent in the hive will ensue, and the queen, thinking

hone] La plentiful, will commence laying with a will.

Every bee-master should take special pains in spring

to ascertain constantly the amount of -tore each hive

contains. If he has uncapped most of tin.' honey, and

this has resulted in a larger daily supply being Been

required to maintain the increasing aumber of I.

evident that the hiv . will -tan e llnlese -\ rup is supplied
to it, or honey in considerable quantity is being gathered.
A stimulated hive requires additional care in this respect,

and its wants must be supplied artificially, if thi

nit satisfied naturally. It is needless to point out that

the above remarks apply equally to the case of a hive
which comes out of winter quarters with hardly any
food remaining. Indeed, in this latter Course, greater
care and watching are required. It will he found, too,

in tlu> case of a hive which has wintered badly, that

the small number of bees it contains prevents a rapid

increase in the amount of brood reared. The bees will
not be sufficient]] numerous to keep warm more than a

limited amount. Hence we -hall not so rapidly be

repaid for stimulating a weak hive, ami an additional
vason aiises why we should never w inter weakly stocks,

but rather unite them to others.

In moveable comb hives, the advanced I -keeper
employs yet another method of producing brood more
rapidly than the bees (if left to themselves), nat madly
Would. By placing empty cpmbs from the outside of

the hive into the centre, and by adding additional combs,
he induces the queen to fill them w ith eggs, and a large

number of young bees are soon hatching out. Great
care, however, is required in practising this plan, since

if you get too many frames filled with eggs the bees will
prove unequal to the task of rearing them,—they will
become chilled,—and serious mischief will be produced.
Let the beginner therefore be very cautious in thi?
respect until he learns, by experience, how far he can
safely adopt the plan.

If bee-keeping is to be made really profitable, it is

absolutely necessary that we should stimulate our hives.
People sometimes are led into the statement that ' if the
bees cannot gather what they require, they must take
their chance.' This, it i- needless to sa\ . is both inhu-
man as well as unprofitable. If a little feeding makes
our bees additionally profitable, and often saves them
from death itself, is not the small amount of expense
and extra trouble well repaid ? Would not the loss of a
\ ahtahle stock prove far more serious?—F. S. Sclatek.

COMB HONEY IN SECTIONS.
l.v T. \v. Cowan.

I Translatedfrom the 'Bulletin d'Apiculture do la Suisse

Romande.')

(Concluded from p. 161.)

When all tie- sections are arranged in the rack- and
pressed together with the wedge I, hg. 26, the] are
ready for placing upon the hive, The colony should be
very strong before tin- secti ins are pu| on and should
have been stimulated at the proper time, of course,
tin- time varies according to the locality; but, with us,

we usual]] commence to stimulate our colonies si] weeks
before the great honey yield. As we require the honey
to be storeii in sections, we must keep the brood-chamber
fre.- from honey and full of brood. With this object in

view all the honey in the combs should be extracted;
hut this must be done with the greatest care, so as not

to damage the br 1. If tl itractor is worked at the

proper s|>ced, the honey will be driven out, whereas
the brood will remain; hut if the speed is increased in

the slightest degree, the l,r twill also be throw II out.

Only two combs should be extracted at one time, as

01 1-eouili- should be "lit "f the hive as short a time
ible.

The foregoing instructions having I i followed,
the proper ti f,,i- putting on the section- is when
hone] i coming in plentifully, S time- it is found
difficult t" make the bees wors in tic sections. In such

lie sections are placed in a frame Bg. 38, '1 iuches

wide Inning no top bar and furnished on one of its

-ides with tin separators. One of these i~ seen in

position at />': the other being removed to show the
sections. This frame is placed in the body of the hive,
atone end with tin' separators towards the cluster of
bees and a division-board on the other side of frame.
The bees will immediately begin to work on the comb-
foundation, and as soon as the cells ate well drawn out,

the sections are taken out, and placed with the adhering
beee in the rack above. The bees in the body of the
hive finding their companions at work above, soon join

them and the work will progress rapidly. Bees begin
sections more readily in the body of the hive, but finish

them much more quickly above. The end sections

can be furnished with glass on the outsides, C, tig. 26
so that an idea can be formed of the progress of the
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work within ; but the bee-keeper must not depend
upon this; he must examine the sections frequently,

and as soon as he finds one finished it iimsl be removed
and another putin its place. The rack should be covered

with a quilt, and when this is removed the bees are

driven down by a few puffs of smoke, the wedge is with-

drawn and the sections separated. Examine the centre

ones, as these are always the first finished and remove
the completed ones. Lift out the section carefully and

give it a sudden jerk in the line of the comb to -hake

off "Hie bees on to the alighting-board at the entrance of

the hive. Place the sections partly filled in the place of

those taken away and fill up the vacant space with
empty sections. This examination must be made every

two or three days whilst honey is coming in very rapidly,

and this for the following reason: if the sections are

allowed to remain in their place- after thej are capned

over, the bees add wax to the coverings, and in running

over them they become discoloured. The added wax is a

loss, as the honey consumed in it.- production could other-

wise have been stored. There is also a loss of time, because

in place of occupying themselves with this they might

be filling other sections. The sooner the sections are re-

moved after they are completed the better they look, and
the cappings of the combs should be so thin as to be
almost transparent. Occasionally the outer cells next to

the wood are not sealed over, as they are the last filled;

but the bee-keeper need not trouble about these, but
should remove the section when the surface is sealed

over. As soon as a section is removed if is placed into a

crate shown in fig. 30, and which holds about forty-eight

sections.

Fig. 30.

When this s filled the sections are assorted according
to quality, and are then placed in travelling crates which
are of a similar construction to the other, but made to

hold only from one to two dozen. In these crates honey
can be sent without danger by railway if care be taken
to place glass on the two sides so that the railway
authorities coidd at once see what was inside. The
sections placed on the top of the hive must be well
protected and kept warm by means of coverings, other-
wise during cool nights the bees woidd abandon them,
and thus much time would be lost. It is for this reason
that some persons prefer the racks with closed sides
shown in fig. 27, but this is not as convenient as the rack,
fig. L'O, for removing the section-.

Other- u.-e supers in which are hung frames containing
three sections furnished with separators as in fig. 29, but

Fig. 29.

these present the same disadvantages as the close-sided
racks; moreover, when an examination is made three
sections must be lifted out at a time.

. When it is intended to put a rack of sections on a

hive, after removing the quilt it should be placed in

such a way that the line of sections runs in an opposite

direction to the frames in the hive. If the rack does

not completely cover the top of the frames strips of

wood can be placed to prevent the bees getting out.

Sometimes two or three racks can be worked at a time
placed one upon the other.

Sometimes, notwithstanding that the bees have given

them abundance of room in the sections they persist in

swarming. In this case I remove all the frames from
the body of the hive and replace them by frames con-

taining comb-foundation, after which I return the

swarm and replace the sections. The work is then con-

tinued without interruption and the swarming fever is

cheeked.

When, in preparing a colony for receiving the sections

all the honey in the brood-chamber is extracted care

must be taken that the bees do not perish from hunger;
and if the weather be unfavourable, small quantities of

food must be given to them according to their re-

quirements. However, when the sections are put on
the lie.'- should lv i lunger be fed or they might store the

syrup in them and thus spoil them. In this way
beautiful sections may be obtained at a profit to the bee-

keeper ; the rule to bear in mind being that the body of

the hive be reserved for the brood only and that the

bees be forced to store the honey in the sections. Oc-
casionally the queen may get into and spoil some of

the boxes, but this must not be a reason for using per-

forated zinc between the hive and sections, as this

hinders the work of the bees and reduces the harvest.

In a good neighbourhood, with proper management.

hives worked upon this principle should give 100 lbs.

each in sections, besides some extracted honey in the

autumn.

'excelsior hives, oi: every cottager
AN AMATEUB HIVE MAKER.

(Continued from page 138.)

We now come to the most important part of the hive,

viz. the frames, and on this part 1 have spent more
thought than on all other parts of hives and bee-culture

put together, and still I have not got the matter reduced
to the condition I should like. Let us just consider some
of the difficulties. In the frames as sent out by all hive-

makers the sides are cut off square, and the t p bar is at

least plain underneath, and nearly all have to be nailed

in a block, one nail is not sufficient to hold them, and if

two or more are used one nail is sure to get struck more,

than the other-, thus crushing the fibres of the wood
forming the top bar, and when the frame is turned round
to nail the other end the opposite corner will get treated

the same, thus causing one frame side to stand out in one

direction, and the other side the contrary, or both sides

may stand out of true in one direction, thus causing the

combs which may be built or transferred into them, to

be not interchangeable; this is a fault which may be

noticed in most prize hives at shows by just reversing the

frame.-. So -oft is pine, and the almost impossibility of

striking a number of blows, having exactly the same force,

even by a skilled joiner, I have come to the conclusion

that it is next to impossible for a cottager to nail plain

frames together, no matter how true they may be cut. So
to meet this difficulty (which I have sadly experienced

in my frame-making, though I don't consider myself a

novice) I have designed a dovetailed frame, see Figs. 8
and ; if these cuts are done exactly true, and a little

glue is brushed round where Figs. 8 and 9 join, and a

small pin driven through the sides, the frame will he firm,

rigid and true, and, what is more, no block will be re-

quired, and any child almost can put them together.

Another difficulty in putting plain frames together is get-

ting suitable nails in country places; if they- are long

enough, they are too thick, and so on: I have met with it
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in tlii.-* large town, no ironmonger keeping every nail

'which is i

I prefer wide-shouldered frames before all oth

merely as distance-keepers, but by placing the shoulders

on alternate sides, \ an in. more base is obtained, and

when all are close together they are practically all one

solid lump, safe to travel anywhere; those with metal

ends '1" not allow of the smooth even surface on the top

which those cut all in wood do.

Now, as to cutting these frames, I must confess that 1

do not at present see how cottager;- can do it themselves

without suitable tools; neither can I see how they can

afford to get minutely true o ren if they were

able: and i I pi on of a doctor, ord« r-

ing things that could not be obtained if I left the matter

here, I have made arrangements by which one dozen
. with two tops extra (< for dummy anil one for

front i. will lie - nt per parcel post fori*. Ida., along with

suitable nails, to anyone sending for them: •'</. of this

isforpostage,so th< price here will be 1*. 4<£ ;
' \

tion Plain ' will have 17 in. top bars, and pi

\ ciation Wide' will have IV, in. top liar and wide

shoulders, and will interchange with Abbott's, Edey's, or

any other maker's of de-shouldered frames,

fctex which way the shoulder may Vie fixed; my
sized frames will lie • price, or any other
size, cut tu order, al from '!'/. extra; all wide-ehouldered
frames will have a long wire nail through them
vent tin- shoulder breaking "tt. I sider 1 have now
put it in the way to] male his own

implete, and these arrangements about supplying
the frames "ill continue in force until either 1 or Borne

one else can find oul borne- le.

I Foundations. If we split the

top bar it weakens it; and, what it moths to

gel il"\\ a tli'' midrib of comb and destroy it, whilst bees

can't help tie mselvi i\ and il b ). b hi etol foundation

ed to I" put in, just i rider tin- difficulty of

ini t lie old comb and getting thi

again. Besides, in I an inch is \-

Tie- i,, j, liar, which i- equal to 6 pi r cent it toll b

used, and 30 per it if l-in. strip- an- put in fur guides;
.-I if one «ill "iily think about it they will soon

the co i iel n -ii. n that a I

H

'tier way is desirable. On
.

•

to Fig. 8, two lines x, which -I Id !" plain -.wine; or

knitting cotton, are threaded through a hole near the

I

lie invention of Mr,
S. F. Clutten, see Journal, page 121, Vol. XI.; before 1

saw it I -imply slipped a piei f elastic cord over, which
I \.d every time, but I like this pla

better), between which the sheet of foundation
t 1 which will thus be held firmly ill the centre

with no fear of its toppling over. I nun turn tb

and foundation upside down, and with Fig. 16 (which i-

the old was guide- Iter) in the left hand, I put all

ii, the guide put- the foundation in the .
i

frame, w bicb.,oi c nu>e,it jt just touch from one end to

the other, and 1 just hold it in place with the tip

fingei : with the furthest end of frame tilted up I now
take H little hut wa\ from a glue kettle in the wax-spoon,
Fig. Lo, and beginning at the extreme end. just run a

Tie. 15.—Wax-spoon : dotted lines show original shape.

little wax out uf it in the corner funned by the founda-
tion and Frame, drawing the spoon forward fi tend
to the other, like you would use a brush; the hoi was
quickly sets, fastening the Foundation and frame-top
together, and .-.. neat i- it (lone that the melted wax run

carcely be seen. Aiter doing side you may-
take away the guide and run the other side down the

same way, when the foundation will be as safe as between

split bars. The threads should lie left in for the bees to

remove, as it will keep the foundation from moving about,
and, perhaps, breaking down. When foundation is fixed

into section- by means of the spoon, the most el ver ex-

pert could n..t detect how- it had been fastened up, as

there will not be a trace more was than what the bees
would use in a natural way, and all bee-keeperswho wish
tons Foundation quickly andcleanlj I would beg of them
to give this a trial; in putting foundation into sections
the -triu.'s me nut required.
The-;

j From ordinarytea-spoons, knocked
round with a hammer, a- shown in Fig. lo, not half a
minute's work; two should be used in a kettle of hot

wax. so that one will be getting hot while the other is

being used and getting cool, for they must be hut in use,

or they would cool the wax. and everything depends on

using it hot: the kettle lueMrettle, or one tin

tiful are old tin cans
fur thi-

] |i r i: a wa-te of in \ to 1 m\ a

glue-pot.

The p -I po 1 1
1 1 . and are

verj cheap I i buy, but people who have some marked
A 1,1. I'.. which looked like real silver when new, but
which turned into bra-- after p few days' wear, and were
thrown on one side in disgust, may now bring them into

use again.

1 am awan ; lundation is somewhat
of a retrograde movement, as the foundation was for-

of brushing hot w ax dotn o the joinl

,

running bot was down it, and running hot was from a
. this last was expensive to buy, clumsj to use,

and very often by tilting it up a little too much tl led

everything with bot wax; but the spoons are ju I the

' ike a- much was as you require,

ling them) and

do the wuik as it nev< t v. as

done ii. i se « ho have ! red v ith

ninth- in the -lit- of top bars, and who have ( I a

difficulty in putting foundation into sections, I say, just

give this plan a trial (the only neceesarj expense is tin-

I] a have got in

the way, delighted with it : putting founda-
tion int ctions nearly as quick as they can be picked

in- of telling bow it

w hoever dreamt of Buck a thing f

1 think I have now given full and complete Lnstruc-

ill 1 asy to understand, as

tiny -me-, 'em the different parts are joined, but Bhould
any part not be sufficiently clear to anyone I shall be

happy tu endeavour to make it so. But let here state

that should the hive bi required to stand on legs (which
I il I appi'OVi of, a- mice can run 11)1 them I they must
be screwed on at the c irni rs, but I prefer to staiid it on
an ' 1 1

1

j

>

i few inches of overhanging
ledge, which • mice at defiance.

The ready painted boxes which I mentioned at the

beginning are to begot at the wineandspirit merchants;
they me known a 'Green Hollands,' are marked JOHN
DE KUPER & SON in a half circle, with an anchor in

ile middle in white paint letters; there is also

.1. D. K. x /, with an anchor above, branded on with

burnt letter-; so there is no mistaking them. They are

Ik in, wide, lo] in. deep, and II in. long, inside measure;
the\ are ju-t right for my Frames, and will hold Associa-

tion frame, very well, a bei 'lu nut readily build In Inu-

tile thin bottom bar; but if they are used For Association

frames I would ad\i-e I ,' in. being cut off, cither the top

or bottom.

By mean8of the gimlet and saw-pad a flight-hole is
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cut ; by means of the saw and square the lid is cut into
a plain dummy, a frame top-bar is nailed to it, and one
on the front of the box, and seven broad-shouldered
frames dropped in. A piece of felt is cut to cover the top,
a. strip of wood nailed on each side, to one of which two
pieces of leather can be nailed to form hinges, a staple or
screw-eye in the other, and one in the box, completes it

;

or, it may be done ns Fig. 17, the five strips being cut

Tig. 17. ft Hive. From a ' Green ' Hollands Box.

from slating laths, and the hinges formed by threading
twine through screw eyes ; it will just hold seven frames,
and the division-board if left perfectly plain.

These boxes are the most handy things possible to
act as makeshift hives, nuclei, and storing frames or
combs in. They charge me in this town 6d. each
for them, so who would be without a bar-frame hive,
when one can be got ready painted with frames, and
roofed, for Is. Qd.—not the price of a skep with floor-
board and cover? They could be easily worked in
piles on the Stewarton principle, but I have not tried
them this way yet, but I see no objection to it. Pig.
17 shows one of these boxes converted into a make-
shift hive; the five strips A it c and E (i> being out
of sight, but is like n) are cut from slating laths 1A
by si ah and c should be 14A in. long, and v and
D lGj in., and nailed together as shown, a piece of
roofing felt is then nailed on to A and C ; the hinges are
formed by threading twine through screw eyes, both
sides being treated alike, the loop of twine is slipped over
the bottom eyes, and sticks pushed through, which pre-
vents it slipping off , or the wind lifting the roof off;
either side will thus be lunged, and the roof can at once
be lifted off, when the box — or hive rather— is not
wanted to stand out-of-doors; strong twine or rope
threaded through the eyes on each side will form a handle
to carry them about by ; E will rest on the quilting, and
keep it from blowing up, and plenty of air will be able
to pass over it to keep it dry.

To those bee-keepers who have not seen these boxes

—

and I have never seen or heard tell of anyone doing so
except those I have told myself—I would say, Inquire for
them, and you will be well satisfied ; they are made from
i an in. white deal, well painted green, and are what
those square bottles of Hollands or Genera gin come in.

I hope I have made hive-making a very simple matter,
and put it in the way of every cottager being an amateur
hive-maker; and, perhaps, those of them who are in want
of a job, or a rainy day, may be able to go to the grocer's,

get a box, make it into a hive, and sell it to some neigh-
bour who wants one. but has not time to spare to make
it, or, if it is nicely finished, perhaps the squire or par-
son would readily buy it in preference to one double or
treble the price. If by these instructions I have done
something to popularise bee-keeping amongst cottagers,
and enable them to extract a little honey (or money) out
of time as it passes by to make existence more pleasant,
I shall feel well repaid for the hundreds of hours I have
pondered the matter over the past four years.

In these hives I have selected the 'longitudinal ' prin-
ciple, for this seems the best of any for universal U3e

;

it enables us to just give as many combs as the queen can
fill with eggs~—the power of egg-laying in queens varying

as much as 50 per cent—and by removing the back-

combs and pushing the dummy-board up to the brood,
we can force the bees at once into the supers.

I have provided for no queen-excluder zinc, as it is not
infallible— I should very much like to see the zinc which
will hold back a hybridised Syrian queen and pass tho
workers—and as bees can bo managed without, obviously
it is bad policy to introduce it, if we wish to simplify bee-
keeping.—John Hewitt, Sheffield.

( Iook's 'ManuaIj or Bee-keeping.'—We have much
pleasure in directing the attention of our readers to the
large circulation which has been attained by this practical

and instructive work. Its twelfth thousand lias recently
been issued : and this fact is the best evidence of its

utility as a guide to bee-keeping, and the appreciation it

has been favoured with by apiarians both in America
and in this countrv;

AN APOLOGY.
In a letter in our last issue signed John Hewitt,

.Sheffield, on ' Blacks v. Ligurians, and other Foreign

Bees,' some expressions appeared which Mr. C. N.
Abbott has understood as an imputation on his cha-

racter. We deeply regret this. Our appreciation of

Mr. Abbott's character may be estimated from the posi-

tion taken by us when the Testimonial to him was raised;

and nothing has transpired since that time to cause us

to retreat therefrom. We therefore desire to take this

the earliest opportunity of apologising to him for per-

mitting the remarks to appear in our paper, and to ex-

press our sincere regret that any words in the Bee

Journal should have found insertion to cause him any

uneasiness.

Corwspoitti cute.
*»* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes
from the Hire', Queues, A-c. , ore requested to direct their com-
munications to ' The Eoitor of the " British Bee Journal." c/o

Messrs. Slrangenoays <fc Sons, Tower Street, Upper St, Martin's
Lane, W.CV

'

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

during the month of April, 1884, amounted to 4'jo'li/.

(From a private return sent by the Principal of the

Statistical Office, Custom House, to E. II. Bellairs, Wing-
field, Christchurch.)

HONEY MARKET.
Thanks for tho insertion of my letter in last issue

relative to the formation of a honey depot in Berkshire

for honey (pure and unadulterated), run, and sections

from all" parts of Great Britain and Ireland. I only

regret that the kindly article wherein you alluded to

the admirable way in which my suggestion is being-

so "practically taken up in numerous directions should

have contained anything at all approaching to unkindly

comment on the "fact of the last General Meeting re-

jecting the idea of a honey market in connexion with

the British B. K. A. With that decision, although a

member, I had nothing to do. My own idea is that

such a work is better left to individual enterprise, based

upon sound and business-like principles, at all eventsfor
the present.

Offers of honey, run and comb and wax are coming-

in from all parts of Great Britain, and the more the

better, as while Huntley and Palmer will be and are

large consumers, other branches of industry also use

and require honey and wax fur different purposes, and
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it will tend to 'focus' the work the more widely it

becomes known that the promoters of the ' honey depot

'

will at all times buy (subject to their analyst's satis-

faction) pure British or Irish honey, extracted or in

sections, or wax, and also pay carriage to Heading by
goods train. The knowledge of this fact will be a help

to all present and intending bee-keepers. The prices of

course will vary with the seasons, but full wholesale

price will always be given.— V. II. Moyle, Brook
Jloiue, Buryhfield, Heading,

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS.
Iii the absence of the Chairman "f the Sab-Committee

of the (.'.unity Association business of the B.B.K.A., I

send you some remarks in reference to Mr. Rigrgall's

letter iii the Journal of May 15.

The principal privileges of association offered by the

B.B.K.A. to County Associations are briefly a- follows :

I. Information on all subjects connected with tin- ad-

\ ancement of bee-culture,

J. Hi-presentation at quart. rl\ ciiferenCi - of the Cen-
tral Association.

•'!. The gift annually of two medals and a certificate,

to be offered for competition amongst members as prizes

for honey.

4. Free use of a bee-tent and of the sen ices of a judge
at the annual county show.

5. The enjoyment ..f any facilities provided bj the

Central Association for the -ale ..)' honey.
ii. The examination of experts for certificati -.

7. Participation in tie- benefit- of the Peel Testimonial

Fund.
8. Tin- admission of members to tin- ' Bligli I

petition.
'.i. The purchase of the publications of the I

Soeiety at the ordinary trade-price.

10. To newly formed and weak County Associations

the services of a representative..!' the Central A
tion, free of all expense to give lectures oi other assis-

tance.

As Mr. Biggall's letter may be understood to Imply
that the Central Association not onlj offers these privi-

leges to County Associations, but is also responsible to

individual members for their application, may 1 be al-

lowed to point out that the internal organization and
management of each Count] Association rest entirely

with its members, and the enjoyment of the privileges of

affiliation offered by the Ji. U.K. \. is conditional onlj

upon the fulfilment of certain conditions.
Mr. I.'iggall, in his letter, represents the Lincolnshire

Association as being in a sorry -tat.- indeed. But the
removal of the ' trap ' he speaks of, it' such exist i, is in

the power of the county members alone, I have not,

unfortunately, a copy of the Lincolnshire rules bj me,
do report or balance-sheet having been received bj the

Central Association since 1880, but I am given to under-
stand that, in mi eorij copj of these rules, it was pro-
vided that, ut the request of a o rtain number of mem-
bers, the Secretary shall be compelled to call a general
meeting, t.. remedj anj special grievance. It maj be
thai the indolence or indifference of the Count] Secre-
taries accounts for the instances we find of weakly As-
sociations, which fail in conferring hen. -lit- on their

members, or in applying in an efficient manner the pri-

vileges of affiliation offered by the Central Association.
If this he th.- case in Lincolnshire, where is the Com-
mittee of manage nt P It- members ore responsible for

the proper management of the Association, and should
see that th.ir subordinate officials are working satis-

factorily. Let a sufficient number of members forward a
reque I to the Secretary to call a special meeting, Let
that meeting ascertain the causes of the present weak
state of the Association, and devise a remedy.

Should the Li in-, .ln-hire in. mi..! lesire, I feel sure

the Committee of the B.B.K.A. will give them every as-

sistance in giving new life and vigour to their organization.
The success which attends the efforts of the Central As-
sociation in this respect is plainly marked in the many
strong Associations which of late have been developed,
and it is certainly a subject of much regret that Associa-
tions, through mismanagement, should be allowed by
their members to fall lower and lower in the li.-t. and
perhaps eventually lose the benefits of affiliation by
failure to comply with the conditions. .Such a result

invariably points to inefficient management, and the

necessity of reorganization. May we not hope that our
weakly Associations will recognise the necessity of elect-

ing a hard-working Committee, of appointing an ener-

getic County Secretary, and of uniting their members by
such an organization a- will best assist members in-

dividually, and spread bee-cidture generally within their

respective counties? -Francis S. Sclateb,

PURIFYING BEES' WAX.
At the Health Exhibition 1 saw some very nice little

moulds of bees-wax, exhibited, I think, by Mr. Godfrey
of Lincolnshire. 1 do not know how to get the dirt anil

impurities from the wax, nor how to turn it out in these
nice little moulds, hut have only bits of refuse wax nt a

time. Mi. Godfrey would be doing a service if he were
briefly to communicate through the llr, Journal the
modut operandi, so that small bee-keepers could accom-
plish th.- desired result with. mt the costlj paraphernalia
advertised bj dealers. K. E. C.

DISTRICT ADVISERS.
The increasing importance of appointing, bj Count}

Associations, District Advisers or Secretaries is a matter
which requires ventilation in the columns of this our
medium for the interchange ..f apiarian idea- and
suggestions. Who and what description of person i-

the i t fitted to fulfil the duties imposed upon them hv
such a position F It must of necessity l>e one who is

well posted in the humanitarian cultivation ..f our little

labourer.-, tie honey-bees, thai i- one great desideratum.
Next in importance it becomes one t<. possess a remix
tact in answering questions, in order as much as possible
t.. avoid giving offence to the questioner on matters
relating to his superstitious idea-, which we must
remember have been inculcated in the minds of the

peasantry from generation t. generation. Nothing is

gained, but everything i- lost, bj ridiculing this ancient
bee lore. If such is done, 'Hodge' will answer, '1 know
it be so,' and tinning on his heel w ill avoid inn further
controversi on the subject; better by far pass such
idea- over by an answer at first . Buch as, ' Ah, well, that's
-Iran.'.

i,
hut it never occurred t.. me,' and gradually at

different meetings endeavour to eradicate such fallacies
from hi- mind; it's easily done, as I have experienced,
and no offence given. Superstition among- the
peasantry in this ueighbourh 1 i. rerj rif bee
matter.-. Last week I came across an incident which,
with a little management,] Bhowed th.- questioner the
fallacy of hi- notions. Ih' -aid. 'I Ku..« mj be< be

agoing to swarm a- BOOH a- I seed them drawing the
young bee- out, and chucking 'em on the ground outside.'

Another adjunct for a district adviser is the means
of loc ition, as such an office must of necessity be an
honorary one. and a- long distances have to be got over
Somehow, walking would be ..ut of tin- question. In

"i.e cases, a- iii mj own, it would he of small con-
sideration, a- business necessitates my visiting nearly
every part during the week for live or six miles round,
hut every one i- not 80 situated. This is a matter which
I think we shall find w ill he very troublesome, and 1 realh
do not seem ah].- 1.. suggest any plan to surmount it, except
the onlj ..ia- of appointing one whose business tain-- him
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much abroad in his particular neighbourhood. But, by-

the-by, I had forgotten the cyclists. People get used to

see you continually pass by, and are not then so adverse

to stopping you, and asking that which they want to

know; they also get more familiar with you. I haye

noticed them come to their doors at first with a ' Good
morning, sir ;' when, perhaps, the next time you pass,

it's, ' Could I trouble you to step inside, and look at my
bees?' This is always the commencement of an apiarian

friendship, and the consequent upsetting of his or her

killing-the-goose-that-lays-the-golden-egg and inhuman
treatment of their little labourers. 1 should also con-

sider that a District Adviser ought to pass an examina-

tion at county headquarters, to see whether he is as

conversant with modern bee-cultivation as would be

necessary for the proper fulfilment of his duties.

I myself feel confident of the good results which will

accrue to the County Associations if they will go in

heartily and take the matter up with earnestness. Mem-
bers will increase, and consequently the Associations will

llourish, whilst very many of the labouring classes will

have their rent gathered in upon the wings of their

numerous dependents, and their minds and bodies stimu-

lated with something better than the usual quart.

—

W. B. Webster, Wokingham, Ber/cs.

CERTIFIED EXPERTS.
With reference to the letter of ' Paddy,' in your issue

>f May 1, respecting certificated experts,— I consider

the suggestion to be one of the greatest value, and
will gladly send in my subscription of Is. and undergo

the examination necessary to obtain a certificate should

this scheme be carried out.

—

Dublin.

ANOTHER POINT GAINED.
For some years past I have striven to solve the pro-

blem of feeding dry sugar to bees, and at last I am
pleased to lie able to record that I have a system of

stimulative feeding which enables me to give the sugar

in such a manner that there is not the slightest waste

;

the food is placed where it is readily accessible to the

bees at all times, and during any weather. I am saved

all cooking, my feeders cost me next to nothing, and re-

quire attention less often than it is necessary to examine
hives during stimulation. I find it no small advantage
to be able to dispense with the daily ' round ' with the

syrup-can, and have nothing sticky about.

All my dummies are composed of a frame of the usual

-ize, but lh ins. wide, or thick ; one side is closed entirely

with aboard | in. thick, while for the purpose of feeding,

the other side has a piece also T in. thick, reaching from
the bottom to within

J
in. of top-bar, for the bees to enter

by the slot thus left, and this board is fastened by a
wire nail at each end near the bottom edge, permitting

it to open out as if on hinges. "When closed, a wire nail

is also driven nearly home through the frame at each

end, near the topedge. These nails, thus arranged, form
a most simple but effective hinge and fastening, and
those for the latter purpose are readily withdrawn with
the pincers when necessary.

When ready, the box is filled up level with the slot

with genuine Porto Rico sugar, and then placed to one
side of the brood-nest, acting as an ordinary dummy.
Each holds nearly three pounds at a time, and according

as one is almost emptied, another ' dummy-feeder ' is

inserted at the other side of the brood-nest. At the

same time a sheet of American cloth is placed next above
the frames, and on this more than sufficient water will

condense to enable the bees to reduce the sugar to syrup

;

this they will do but little faster than it is required for

brood-rearing, and the queen is never crowded out

;

while the stimulation is so great, that if .sufficient old

stores remain in the combs, spring feeding by this means
need not be commenced until nearly a month later than
with syrup feeders, and even then those colonies having
the dry (or rather moist) sugar will take the lead.

The most perfect system of stimulative feeding with
syrup is that of giving a 'gentle, continuous supply,"

introduced, and so persistently advocated, by Mr.
Abbott. By that plan we permit only a few bees to

work at the syrup at one time ; and while they know
they have a constant flow, they do not know how much
there is behind, hence they proceed too cautiously, as

compared with my box-feeder, wherein many hundred
can work at the food, being aware that they have a
large quantity to depend upon; thus a higher tempera-
ture is induced, and brood-rearing goes on just as it does

during a honey-flow.

The boxes must not be wider than the size given, or

comb will be built in them ; and if •'! lbs. are not suf-

ficient at one time, more feeders cau be added. It must
also be understood that the bees are to be crowded on to

these feeders, just as they are (or should be) on to the

ordinary dummies. When crowded with bees working
at the sugar, these combination dummies are warmer
than with chaff-packing, but for winter any kind of

warm material can be inserted if thought desirable, then

turning the slotted side away from the bees. The
Porto Rico sugar La to be used only in spring and for pro-

ducing young bees in autumn; but for winter stores the

best grade of Demerara will answer admirably, keeping

at least two full boxes in at one time for fast feeding.

It is not my intention to enter upon any discussion on
this subject. With myself dry sugar feeding is no
theory, but an accomplished fact; and while some few
will probably be unable to carry it out, the bulk of in-

telligent bee-keepers, especially those with large apiaries,

will acknowledge that the s3'stem has great advantages.
—Same. Sim.mins.

INTRODUCTION OF QUEENS.
Many letters have lately appeared in the B. B. Journal

respecting the Simmins's method of introducing queens.

Last summer I had an opportunity of testing it thor-

oughly. I introduced seven queens according to Mr.
Simmins's instructions, and I never had a single failure;

they were readily accepted by the bees, and were very
soon at work laying eggs. If I had fifty to introduce I

should most certainly do it the same way, as I have had
no reason to think it is not a good and safe plan. Bees
are doing very well now, breeding very fast, and some
hives are filling supers.

—

North Devon.

REMOVING SUPERS DURING BAD WEATHER.
In answer to an inquiry on this subject, a suitable

moment must be selected for the purpose, such as will

enable the bee* in the super to return to the hive. The
mode of removal will be that employed in ordinary cases.

No advantage will be gained unless bad weather appears

likely to last, as little honey is obtainable.—F. S. Sclatee.

WILLOWS AND FOUL BROOD.

If the honey that is collected from the palm bloom
upon the willows is of any use as .a cure or preventative

of foul brood, it ought to do a lot of good this year;

although I very much doubt it, as during the spring of

1882 the willows were as full of bloom as they are now,
a certain bee-keeper in this neighbourhood (not a novice

at it either), a bar-framist, found he had got foul brood,

and, notwithstanding all the precautions he took, and the

fact that there were several acres of willows in full

bloom within a short distance of bis hives, he did not

get rid of it all through the summer.— J. Francis,
Tollbridge, Kent.
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TEMPERATURE OF HIVES.

Your request that I would subject the matter of

' temperature of hives " under various conditions, taking

external temperature and amount of food consumed
into consideration, to a thorough investigation, has

led me to make a few experiment-, which ore stated

in Table f. But I must not claim for them the

results of a thorough investigation, nor can I con-

sider myself to he a scientist, hut simply give heir

a true record of what passed under my observation.

To make the figures intelligible to your readers, with
your permission, I will add a few words of ex-

planation.

Table I.
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expel foul air, the ventilation at. the entrance b^ing suffi-

cient for that, but simply to reduce the temperature; and
I also drew the inference that if they are fanning in the

evening and the internal temperature is over 90° and
the external temperature is less than 60°, you may
safely expand your brood-nest as your bees are wasting
heat which we may utilise with safety. Having said .so

much about temperature, I would call your attention to
' food.' You will observe Nos. 1, 2, and 4, do not vary
mucli either in temperature or amount of food consumed,
while No. 3 has exceeded the others considerably. I will

endeavour to explain this as we look at Table II.

Table II.

Temperature.
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PROPER NAMES OF TIIIN'GS.

Your correspondent ' I'biqueV letter has, I must Bay,

puzzled me. Does he mean it for a ' goak' (as Artemus
Ward calls it), or is it seriously intended? That we
should ever adopt such terms I cannot for a moment
imagine. Just fancy an expert, on his spring rounds, in-

structing 'Hodge 'that he might now venture to insert liis

' Utroquals,' and, if the weather permit, try ' Clterials
'

also. If he finds ' Undiquals' not sufficient, then resort

to 'Supers' to complete the matter. That evening he

would tell his neighbour, 'That expert chap's bin 'ere a-

talkin' French. I can't understand him ; I shall stick to

them straw hives—them's the must natteral.'

I find that the terms ' sections' and ' supers' are often

more than the limited vocabulary of the country lab >ur-

i 1

1

lt I lasses will sustain ; and to puzzle the learned bee-

keeper even in these days of Beard Schools with such

addition- would lie fatal to any attempt to induce the

adoption of more scientific iueth.nl- of bee-culture.

The quotation from Lock. most applic-

able, for many errors would be caused by using words
that few would understand the correct meaning of; and
the result would lie confusion worse confounded. Let as

stick as close as possible to plain, simple Saxon, that all

may be able to grasp the matter. There are difficulties

enough without adding those of long word.- ami intri-

cate terms. 1 take this liberty of disagreeing with your
correspondent, knowing that to man} who look anxiously
for the coming of the British Bee Jam-mil the use of

BUCh term- would make the articles quite beyond tlieui,

and thereby spoil the good the circulation of the paper
among members of ( 'ouiity \ is now doing.

—

(

'. Bbown, /•'• wdlev.

REPLY 'Hi ' II AMl'sllli.'i: HOG
I had intended to have sent 'Hampshire Hog' an

elaborate apologn , but bane forbids; and he being such a

g [-natured, jollj sort of a pachyderm will take the will

for the deed, doubtless. '11.11.' had -aid he meant no

malice in the issue of /;. /,'. Journal before mj letter

appeared so that anything more on the point was un-
ary. The cloven foot had disappeared,

' II. II.' already .fern- to be getting fond 'if Ireland,

imitating the wit of that land and committing
female butts!— II. V. V... Macktcorth, Derby.

<>i (SEN OIPBEGN \TI"V
I cleansed and examined a hive at the end of March.

I replaced it, as I thought, in good < lition, in respect

to stores and brood, 1 must, however, in some ws
destroyed the queen during ray manipulation. On the
!»th of April I again opened the lii\ • and found the
brood almost all hatched out ami a queen-cell nearlj

ripe. The weather after this was bad, and [could not
open the hive again before the 23rd of April, I then

found the queen-cell hatched and a good supply of d
In my other hives I -a a scarceh :i drone. On the Kith
of Maj I again examined the hive, there was no -ign of

brood and the drones ha.1 almost disappeared. On the

19th I found eggs and grubs. Are not these facts interest-
ing on two grounds, as, 1 , showing the early impregnation
of a queen in unfavourable weather; -. proving almost
with certainty that the queen mate! with a drone of her
own hive P A BERHONDDl .

A HONEY ItKI'OT.-STANHAKH SECTIONS.
Your just strictures upon the short-sighted policy of

the general meeting of the li. ];, k. a. in shelving the

question of a central depot for tin- -ale of British honey,
induce me to again approach the subject in the hope that

something may yet be dene in the matter. To me it

appears th/e pressing question among bee-keepers and the

high talk about privileges of affiliation, membership, <fcc.

amounts to verv little, unless an outlet is offered for the

disposal of produce. From my own experience I know
what a boon such a depot would be to the cottager, for
he has difficulties to contend with unknown to his better-

to-do brethren. As an illustration I may perhaps quote
what passed between a cottager and a wealthy bee-keeper
in my neighbourhood. The gentleman was saying how
easily be disposed of a hundredweight to his own grocer
in a little southern town, and that the demand had
exceeded his ability to supply.

'Ah, sir.' said the cottager,' I wish you would sell my
00 lbs., I have tried in several places but can find no
market. You see people will buy i/mir honey and pay you
a good price, but they want ours for nothing.' It may be

asked why did the gentleman not arrange the matter so

as to secure the same terms for hi- poorer friend, but the
difficulties of guarantee and the unavoidable trouble in

the matter nine times out of ten effectually prevent tin-.

The whole matter seems to me one of pounds, shillings,

and pence, and this I take it was the reason the
general meeting discussed the subject. It seems to be

assumed on all sides, that the business cannot be made
to support itself, and although I am not inclined to go
into this branch of the question I ma\ be allowed to

express a doubt on this head. At all events, I believe it

will lie conceded that, properly managed, a central depot
would not entails very considerable loss, and if the manu-
facture of comb-foundation of guaranteed purity were
added to the general business, a considerable return from
this branch alone might be expected. Ml bee-keepers

USB this conn litv, and I need only point out the great

safeguardwe should have if a responsible body manufac-
tured it guaranteed free from paraffin md/nulbroody wa,t

.

A- one who know.- something of the details of working
County Bee Associations! maj say that the privilege of
Bending to a central metropolitan depot would be of

immense value to cottagers; far more BO than to any
othi r i lass, and I believe it would ' pay ' County Associa-

tions if they had to subscribe 67. a-j ear to obtain Buch an

advantage. But the icated bj Mr. Stewart

has always appeared to a- the right one, viz. that a

certain number of guarantors should accept responsibility

for a limited time and amount. If I remember rightly

his estimate required 100 members at two pound- each

for three years. This sum was to cover tl xpense of

a sort of club-room. Such a club, centre, or circle, would
appear very useful to bee-keepers, and if an appeal was

i the many well-to-do and enthusiastic l
-

keepers amongst us I cannot believe it would fail. We
have i nt 1 v witnessed the easy way in which the

B. B. K. A. surmounted it- pecuniary difficulties,

occasioned as I think- by far more doubtful enterprises^;

and I trust Mr. Stewart and hi- friends many again

p the matter in a more complete form and carry
I issue.

With regard to the proposal for appointing a standard
size for sections, which I i* to be brought forward, I

trust the com mitt f the li. It. K. \ . w ill not be so ill

advised as to attempt such a subject. The appointment
of a standard sized frame was an advantage apparent to

anyone, although its adoption in my case involved the

condemning of a dozen highly finished edifices
; but what

advantage would accrue from OUT all using the sane i .1

sections I am quite unable to discover. If three large

apiaries supply the -a me town, it would surely be to their

mutual advantage that each one offered a different article;

and I confess if my neighbours Bent to my market one

pound, one and a half, or two pound sections, it would
appear that I must adopt the new half pound size or go
in for extracted. Hut I have Confidence in thi' collective

wisdom of the It. I!. K. A., and we are much indebted

for their Successful resistance to the pressure put upon

them to appoint a size for distance-pins and broad

shoulder-; an excellent thingfrom a manufacturing point

of view, but a thing greatly to be avoided by advancing
bee-keepers. E. II. Hi;i.i..\ins, Wingfidd, CTirisiehurcti,
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CLARK SMOKER,
I have had a Clark smoker in use two years, and have

found it very faulty indeed. Let anyone having a

smoker of this type hold the the furnace door next his

face, work the bellows, and he will feel quite a blast of

air coming through instead of going up the chimney.

The construction is wrong altogether, as I shall prove

;

l hough the cold blast is a grand principle if properly ap-

plied.

The firebox is too short and too wide, allowing the

fuel to roll about getting out of the line of draught, and

does not allow of keeping it alight long enough, and it

cannot be tilled from the top which is important. I have

had one made which, though large, could be made
smaller and yet give excellent results. The bellows are

12 inches long by 10 wide with a 10 -inch barrel (or

furnace) 3 inches' diameter—the short tin pipe seen at

top of bellows is f diameter. The blast is brought right

up in the contracted chimney, which is 5 inches long

by f, on the principle of a locomotive exhaust pipe

forcing the blast to move upward through a § elbow-

pipe, creating a vacuum and a strong rush of air through

the fuel. The top is easily lifted oft" to refill, it being a

great advantage to put fresh material on that partly or

nearly burnt, though the top might work on a hinge as

made' by an American firm. A spark guard might be

fitted in the moveable top if desired. On lighting the

tire I pour a little petroleum in the f hole at bottom.

It lights instantly, and the smoker is no more trouble

except to refill when needed. The large bellows give a

long steady draught, which is just the thing in applying

the match, instead of a series of short jerky puffs, t

also have a direct draught at the lower end of barrel

which can be instantly brought into use by moving a tin

slide packed with asbestos (tire-resisting material), the

latter is only a matter of fancy as the cold blast is per-

fection in itself. The above is not mere theory hut good

in practice, and is a perfect treat to use after being an-

noyed by an indifferent smoker. I have no interested

motives in describing the above. Cannot some of our

supply dealers give us a similar article and so benefit

British hi !•- keepers ?— J. C. Lambkiit, Sunk Island,

ffifym from % Hpibcs.

Leaminffton, Weston.—Glorious change in the weather,

bees working very hard on winter beans, turnip-seed,

trefoil, &c. The scent among the hives and the roar

of the bees of an evening tell very plainly that honey
is coming rapidly in,—a very pleasing contrast to some

of the last days of April and early part of the present

month.

—

John Walton.
Wisbech.—This has been a good month for bee-keepers

in this district, Like the preceding four months of the

year very little rain, plenty of sunshine, our rainfall for

the year' to the present time (May 26th) only 4"58 in.

This is a very large seed-growingdistrict. Honey.is coming
in very plentiful. I put on a crate of twenty-one one-

pound sections on the 11th, and to-day I see they are

sealing the outside sections, so will be ready to come off

(if this weather continues) by the end of the month. I

also slung some honey out of bar-frame hive last Friday

to prevent swarming. There have not been very many
swarms here at present. Skeps were very light in the early

spring.—J. D.

Abingdon.—My bees have done remarkably well this

spring. I have taken off my first super, which is eight

inches square ; it was taken off on May 2Gtk, it weighed
eight pounds, and was quite full of sealed honey. I

have six more, which are partly full, some will be ready

to take off in a few days. I am working them on the

old straw skeps, which I prefer to any other hive : I

have three in number, with three supers on each, which
are all full of bees. The super is quite fit for a show.

—

D. BltlOKLAND.

Bewdlei/, Miii/ IQth.—The month of April has been
most fatal to bees, the cold east winds and the sharp
frosts have killed many bees, and destroyed many stocks.

The last week, however, has done a great deal for those that
have been cared for. The apple and broom being out,

the bees have brought in both honey and pollen in fair

quantities, some two or three stocks being up in supers.

The first swarm that I have heard of was at Cheltenham
on the 20th of April— a genuine swarm ; the next, May
12th, at Redditch. On the same day 1 drove a swarm
for a cottager from a hive ' hanging out,' wdiich is

apparently doing well ; and several are showing signs of

swarming very soon. Oueenlessness has been also very
prevalent in many places, particularly, of course, in the

straw.—C. Bkowjt.

Bedford, Cople, Mail 22.—Since writing my last we
have had some rough, cold weather, the end of April
and beginning of May being very windy and cold, but on
the 10th came the wished-for change, and with it the

first swarm of the season in this district on Monday the

12th. Swarming seemed to be general all round. Bees are

doing well now, I have one hive working nicely in super,

there being plenty of winter beans, &c, in flower all

round, but the fruit-blossom is minus, nearly all being

spoilt by the late frosts ; have driven one or two swarms
where they hung out but refused to swarm.—A. F,

( 'umberland, Allbwby, May 23.—-We have had wretched
bee weather here this season so far, but it seems to be
taking up now, and I hope we shall have a fine summer
yet- J. W.

Essex, May 23rd.—Dry weather, we are told, produces
honey, my experience of the past two months leads me
to think we can have too much dry weather for success

in bee-keeping. In my locality we have had but two
small showers since the middle of March, and during the

past month severe frosts, the consequence is there has

been little apple-blossom, and flowering shrubs have not

developed themselves; in some cases the blossom of the

sycamore has been cut off by frost. I think our season

is about ten days late. Swarms as yet are cot ver_y general

;

I have had one from a supered stock ; my hives were all

supered on the 10th, a few only are at work, one crate

has nearly all its sections ready for sealing. Our
experts' report of his spring visits is very favourable

both as to the increased number of colonies which he ex-

amined, and also to the satisfactory state in which he
found them. I do not now look forward to having a

prosperous season, as when the rain comes we may
naturally expect a long continuance of it to equalise the

long drought we have experienced.—G. II. A.

South Cornwall, May 21.—Though, no doubt, ' summer
is icumen in,' yet I can hardly report any summer
weather up to date. True, we have had a week of hot

sun by day, but the nights have been very cold, and on
Monday, the 19th, there was frost here on the coast, and,

as I am told, further inland on the following days. I

therefore do not think the bees, with all their hard work,

can have found much nectar. Last examination shows
that several of my own hives, as well as some others in

the district, are getting quite strong in bees. Yesterday

I ventured to hang the first crate of sections, and to-day

I have heard of a super set on a very strong Cottagers'

bar-frame hive. If the wind should leave the east, a

fortnight more of this weather would give great results,

but then we have conflicting interests, and a ' shower

is wanted' for various crops. I am sorry to report

from further west a bad case of foul brood. A friend

suggested that it was brought on by too much inter-

ference.—C. R. S.

Sheffield.—Bees just now are having a fine time of it

:
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the honey hangs in drops in the immense amount of

sycamore flowers, or drops out, or crystallises in grains of

sugar. It seems to be unable to ooze out from full-blown

flowers, but comes out from tire embryo bloom and from

the leaves in little drops as well. I enclose you a specimen

on which you will note the honey is quite ripe ; and only

wants 'lading" into the combs. Notired beescominghome
now, as they get what they require without hai

'wander from flower to flower.' You will be able

to comprehend why I call the sycamore the • kin^

of British honey flora. It lasts from three to six weeks,

aud for rive years has always yielded more or less a crop,

though, curiously enough, in the list of honey-producing

plants given in the Journal some time ago—this the bi st

of all was omitted. In my opinion no tree yields honey
of such delicious flavour or in such abundance.

—

John
Hewitt, Sheffield. May 26.

Bunts, Somersham, May 26.—We are L

weather, and swarming is going on rapidly, about three

dozen having been recorded in this district. The tii-:

natural swarm in the neighbourhood was out of a straw

skep in Mr. Jackson's house apiary at Earith, on Sunda)
.May 11th. It now covers nine frames, and i-

surplus honey in my apiary. Frames ami sections are

being rapidly filled. There is every appean
honey year in this district. Tin- weather i- somewhat
similar to that we experienced at the same time in 1882,

and the honey yield i- likely to be equallj

little later.— <

'. N. Win i B.

ll'i !
' tire, Q7th May. -27th April to Btb

May: weather very changeable and stormy. Oth to

27th May: beautiful warm weather, which tin 1
-

have talon ad I
in my

-I in my apiary on tin- 19th inst. Swarming will

the nights I aving bei a cold and frosty, and the

ihi re dry, which i- nol ta\ ourable fo

'I he firs! I he hi srd of in this district i

22nd inst. Bees are now working well, filling

ami supers. K. W. I..

Wainfleet, .'/".</ 27th.— Last Saturday,
ing turnip-seed honey in my fen farm garden, mj fore-

man told in'' his neighbour had had two swarms, and
pecting a third. Presently hi told me the third

had just swarmed and flown away. Three Bwarms
from three stocks in tin- middli of Maj i- vi rj

|

this part of the country, as generally east winds make -ad

work with as. This year wi ja grand harvest

from the cole and turnip-seed. I extracted about 60 lbs.

from four hives, thirty-six of which have gone to the

Health Exhibition, In the fen I have never!
strong hives, but at home they are almost a failure,

although tin latter have had all the attention they could

possibly want. Tin- chief cause is from having do

shelter, the result being three have blown over, besidi

two being queenless. The weather i- now very good,

although thn frosty nights air making tin- turnip-Mid ( i

out of flower quickly ; but beans and mustard will t i

be in.— \Y. M., Wainfleet.

(Queries anb Jlculies.

Quest No. 778.—(A Nov* B.) Cutting md Queni-
i in Saturday, the 10th of this month, I exa

my bees, which have been fed up on candj all tin- win-
ter, and found them (one hive especially I in very good
order. This one had plenty of young bees, also brood
and some queen-cells, all of which I cut out, as my
desire is to cheek swarming and have as much honey as

possible. On Tuesday, the 20th, there issued from the
hive I speak of what looked like a swarm, which, after

some excited wheeling in the air, settled upon its own
hive. At one time there were three clu-tors underneath

the porch and underneath th" alighting-board; these

gradually massed into one cluster, and after about
three hours they returned by degrees into their own
hive. I then examined the frames, and found three

queen-cells fully formed and closed, and several others

incomplete, all having either grubs or formed bee- in

them, all of which I cut out. 1 wish to know what was
the cuii-- of this large number of bees leaving the hive

in this way : should it be prevented again happ
and how? There was a waste of three hours' tin

much energy, which 1 suppose should not be allowed.

They certainly could not have had a sond queen in the

hive : and a< they had three frami - given them ten days
which on the day I speak of were worked out,

nothing more, they cannot have been over-crowded. I

am quite a novice in bee-keeping, ill shall be vei

of information. I have been . sub iriberto />'. B.J
ttd c to have seen

a circumstance similar to that which I write about
' -A. In the tir>t install • von committi

error in cutting out the queen-cells m the 10th, but you
in cutting out those on the

20th. Cutting out queen-cells will never eh©
swarming impulse, ft is much better to lei natun take

Bead the at tide ' S m De erting,' under
tding' Useful Hints,' in our present issue, and in

future act upon it. Immediately after cutting i I th

cells on the loth, the bees formi I These
would I by the 20th, ; d the -warm would
naturally issue on that day, the

case. The b< >• n i iul
I ime daj • eoi lier

if the former cells bad nol beei amoved. Wl
swarm at last came out on the 20th, the queen, from her

i
ound, and wa i

oul no doubt perished there when
I

ig q ui will issue in

in hi r dutii 8 if

ity the population of the hive will have
i I Kcperimentia docet,

Query No. 774. (Jamaica.) I. A Jamaican Bee.
Ma) I ask j ou to acquaint me with the name and specii -

to which the bee forwarded herewith belongs P Judging
from the number! that are daily I i be seen, I should say

that they were indigenous. I have never heard of any
i mesticated, and, althi ' I have shown the

specimen to many, 1 have hitherto been unable to get

any information about them. I, at first, mistook them
for Ligurian drones, but was soon undeceived on
endeavouring to capture one, by il applying its sting in

a most vigorous .•mil painful manner. ./. The beo

forwarded is indigenous to Jamaica, li

i- Centrie fateiata, Fabr. I smaller

than the female. 2, Honey Vinegar. Can you also let

me know of any simple process by which vinegar may
in produced from honey P The natives here manufacture
t .

i ui i their method appears to me to he both extravagant
and ineffective, as tin- vinegar produced is oi > verj

lality. .'I. Tak" thirty gallons of ruin-water

;

heat it, aud put it into a bane] ; add two quints of

whisky, tine,, pounds of honey, five cents' worth of citric

acid, and a little mother of vinegar. Fasten up the

barrel, and put it in the cellar, and in a shorl time it

« ill contain \ inegar unsurpassed for purity ami excellence

of taste.

Query No. ~'~<. (Wild Bbb.)—Indian Decs.— 1.

Can any correspondent give me information p to

domesticating wild bees P \ friend of mine, a resident

in the Nagfl Hills in India, has tried to do so, but with-

out success.—A. There are many native Indian bees

which are susceptible of domestication. There are

others which, as an Indian Commissioner writes, ' would
require all the taming' powers of a Sir John Lubbock to

reclaim.' In the Kutcha Xiiga country forming the
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western portion of the Xaga Hills district, there is so far

an approach to domestication that the wild bees and
their hives are looked upon as the property of the

nearest village in whose neighbourhood they have set-

tled, and in that place much honey is gathered. Mr.
Stormont, Superintendent of the Model Farm, Pachora,

records his experience in endeavouring to domesticate

some of the vagrant colonies found suspended on their

single comb from the branch of a tree :
—

' Owing, how-
ever, to the violent temper of these wild bees not allow-

ing even at swarming time their queen to be handled,

my attempts at hiving were persistently ineffectual,

until about three years ago, when I accidentally dis-

covered that an irritated swarm when syringed with

water immediately settled and commenced to devour
their honey, aud that when sprinkled with sweetened

water they gorged themselves with the liquid and be-

came sufficiently good-tempered to admit of considerable

liberty being taken with them. By this means I at last

succeeded in getting a swarm safely into a box hive

along with a piece of comb which they had already con-

structed. After a little confinement they seemed to

have made up their mind to settle, and went quietly to

work : some time after, however, they disappeared all of

a sudden, leaving behind them a single piece of comb
large enough to testify that they had been fairly indus-

trious during their stay.' It is only by patience and
.study of the habits of these bees that success can even-

tually be achieved. The introduction of Mr. Cowan's
Guide-boo!; and of English made hives would prove of the

greatest service to all who desire to improve apiculture in

India. 2. Hone;/ not crystallising.—Can any one explain

why in India honey does not become solid ? The tempera-
ture is often very low, but the honey remains liquid.

—

A.
We can only suppose that the heat of the Indian climate

prevents the granulation of honey. In the colder parts

of the country—as the higher parts of the Himalaya
mountains—honey will granulate without doubt. Never-

theless the nectar yielded by tropical plants may have
less tendency to granulate, even when removed to a

colder climate.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

W. Corker.—The bee forwarded belongs to the class

called Andrenidre. The Andrenidas is a section of

the great family of Apidae. The specific name of the

bee is Andrena Trimmerana. It is a burrowing bee.

The cells it forms for its young are beautiful speci-

mens of insect architecture. They are wonderfully

neat and perfect. They are thimble-shaped, made
from particles of sand, tixed together by some viscid

fluid which the bees have the power to secrete. The
outside of the cell is roughish ; the inside quite

smooth. If you had taken the trouble to dig where
you saw the bees enter, you would no doubt have come
across these cells. You would have found in them a

small pellet of slightly sweetened pollen about the

size of a red currant, just sufficient for the sustenance

of the infant bee. These bees would not in any way
consort witli your hive-bees. There are numerous
points of difference which cannot be obliterated. In
habits they are different. They are solitary-living

bees. They are male and female : no neuters. They
do not make provision for the winter. Physiologically,

too, they differ. Their tongue is broader and shorter,

and t they are not aculeated. With the exception of

the exterior form, there is little similarity between
them and hive bees.

C. T. Chevallier.—1. Bees deserting the Hive.—The
reason was probably starvation. 2. Bees looking Old.—
As there was brood on April 8th, that would now be
hatched, consequently they cannot all be old. 3.

Fertile Workers.—They cannot be distinguished from
ordinary workers and bear no resemblance to queens.

One wiio does not know it ALL.-Bee.i refusing
St/rap.—They would not do so unless their instinct told

them it was unwholesome. Perhaps you made some
mistake in the proportion of salicylic acid, or the sugar
was bad, or the water, or you burnt it. 2. Visits of
Experts.—You do not give your address, consequently
we do not know your county; but surely your county
secretary could and would put you in communication
with some experienced member who would assist you
even if your Association had no regular expert.

E. E. C.— 1. Fermenting Food.—Fond prepared from
unrefined sugar is very apt to ferment in hot weather
as it contains the elements of fermentation, hence the

importance of using only the best refined crystal

sugar. Fermented food is certainly highly injurious to

bees. 'Hints:' Had you read carefully you would not

have been feeding on 12th of May if the weather with
you was as line as in London. AYe wrote at the end
of April, and said, ' Feeding must be continued while
the weather remains at present,' i.e., bitterly cold. 2.

Fixing Foundation.—It is quite immaterial. •'!.

Spreading Brood.— When the hive is so crowded with
bees as to contain brood outside of the end frames, it

is high time more room is given by supering or by
adding comb or sheets of foundation in the middle.

T. Prentice.—Spring Dwindling.—The refuse wax is

simply the cappings of the cells, and is not caused by
wax-moths. Your bees have suffered from spring

dwindling during these prevalent easterly winds. If,

as you say, the queens are very prolific, do not unite

the colonies. Perhaps you have over-manipulated in

cold weather, and thus chilled the brood. Contract

the hive, in each case, to as many combs as the bees

can cover, and introduce extra combs of worker-cells

as required. You may thus build up both colonies

into strong stocks for wintering, and possibly obtain

some surplus honey by extracting.

Robert Douglas.— Transparent Hice.—We are unac-
quainted with the hive you mention, but if by ' trans-

parent ' you mean that the hive has glass sides, we
should object to it in fofo, since bees cannot winter

well in glass. Any kind of hive can be placed under

your ' shed,' but we prefer hives on separate stands.

You cannot do better than to act on the advice given

in Modem Bee-keeping. You should read also the

British Bee Journal.

G. Sands.—Section Sacks.—There are no racks made to

hold sections of two sizes to our knowledge, nor is it

desirable. The size of the 1-lb. section in most common
use is 4] in. x i\ in., and this size may be used in the

Standard frame, six sections filling the frame ; but the

4i in. x 4 in. tits the frame better. A sub-committee,

to report an Standard sections of 1 lb. and 2 lbs., has

been appointed, and it is probable, we should think,

that the last-named size, as a standard for 1 lb., may be

adopted. All hive-makers supply both sizes, we believe.

J. E. Hosoman.—The honey market is not open for the

disposal of honey from the colonies. The aims of the

B.B.K.A. in this direction are solely for stimulating

the production and disposal of English honey.

Suffolk.—Fastening Foundation in Sections.—The
section is placed upon a table or bench, the foundation

laid on, a wooden guage laid upon it, aud a roller,

having been dipped in some thin starch paste to pre-

vent it sticking to the wax, is run along with a con-

siderable amount of pressure. The wood should be

quite dry. The foundation is turned up at right

angles to the guage. There are other ways, by dipping

the edge of the foundation in melted glue, and inserting

it into the slit sawn for the purpose ; also by the use of a

wax-smelter and block. (See Useful Hints.

)

Leicestershire.—Please refer to reply to ' D. T.

Morgan.' The Secretary of the Leicestershire B.K.A.
is Mr. E. Ball, Walthani, Melton Mowbray.
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D. T. Morgan.—Beginning Bee-keeping.—Adopt bap-

frame hives. Borrow a hive for a model, and endeavour
to make the hives your require like it. Purchase a
swarm of bees, Study Modern Bee-keeping and Cowan's
Guide-book, and read the Bee Journal. Place your-
selves in communication with the secretary of your
County Association : and if it has an expert solicit

the favour of his visits.

J. Williamson*.— Queen depositing more than one egg
in a cell.—A young and healthy queen should deposit
the eggs regularly in cells. Sometimes a queen will

lay several eggs in <>n>' c 11 and jm-s over others when
she ascertains that they are not ready for the reception

of the eggs ; or it might arise from some congestion of

the ovary. The workers are able to transfer the super-
fluous eggs from one cell to another, as only one would
he allowed to hatch.

J. CoTTi'.nii.i., Malvern.— I. The idea of keeping bees
closed for three months in a public exhibition is one
which should not be entertained and which we should
be pleased if you would not attempt. It is contrary to

nature and humanity, and would be fraught with the
direst consequences. 2. Presuming that b«
be kept for that time, the best f 1 would b
honey or syrup of a consistency Bimilar to that of the
honey to be gathered at that season. ''. '1

should be conveyed the distance mentioned in a
travelling hive, and in the evening of the day of
arrival placed in tl bservatory hive.

S. V.— 1. The pollen in the piece of c >mb forwarded i-

Buch as might be gathered from the bean-field in your
neighbourhood. 2. The bee received is female wild
!»•.: its specific name is Amlnnn fiiU-n. A di-si

of which may !» found in Vol. XL, p. •"..".

W. Ukiisiiaw.— Wild Bee.—The bee forwarded is one

of the prettiest of our little wild bees. The name
given to it by naturalists is Ep

Anon. Chilled Brood. The comh forwarded betrays
no signs of foul In I. It was n slight cose of chilled

brood. The preca itions you have taken will

ally prevent any evil results.

SDPEEIOR BEE VEILS. Wire Gauze Fronts.
1*. each, three for 2«. 9rf., post free. AddressW« I

Halstead. 2026

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained from

JOHN LEAKE, JTTKT.
BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.

COTTAGERS' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed
outside, contains !J Standard Frames and Dummy, resting
on Tin Runners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4«.

ABBOTT'S HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9*. U.
BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 8». (1-/.

Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent.
discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Cardfor PRICE LIST to

J. LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 1973

"WIRE STAPLES, &c.

A. GOODALL & SONS, Brighouse, Yorkshire.
Or from

C. T. OVERTON, Three Bridc.es, Sussex. 1963

PURE FOUNDATION.
Owing to rapid rise in the price of Beeswax, I now quote

2d. per lb. advance on list prices. Present price, 2$. 2d.
per lb.; 5 lbs. for 10».

COMBINATION HIVE,
21 inches long, ten broad-shouldered Frames, deep Supcriug,

Roof, Ac. Price St (The cheapest hive made.)

REAL AMERICAN SECTIONS,
it. per loo.

prize &me,A.-\xr hives,
1*. ill. and U. M.

CATlLOiUK POST ROSE ANYWHERE.

G.STOTHARD, Mill Apiary, Welwyn, Herts.
(2453)

Bron.. M, bd awarded for Straw Ships at the Great
. Palate Sltoa, 1h~:>.

Seventeenth Edition. Price One Shilling.

SEVENTY POUNDS A-YHAK:
HOW 1 MAKE IT 1!Y MV BEES.

By the late J.W. Paoden.

Also, by the same Author, price Sixpence.

Eaui.y Artificial Bee-Swarming.
No watching required.

Apply to Mrs. .1 \V. Paodek, The Chestnuts, Alfriston,

Sussex, by whom the same manufacturers of ' Economical

Bee Furniture ' arc employed as formerly. (10)

METAL ENDS FOR FRAMES.

NOTICE.—We beg to call

tli. attention of all Bee-keepers
to our latest improvement in METAL ENDS for Frames,
which entirely supersede the use of Zinc Runners and
Broad-shouldered Frumes, while their weight and fixing

keep the Frames perfectly perpendicular. Price lOd. per

doz., !)*. per gross. Specimen sent on receipt of two stamps.

All Hives above 10*. each are fitted with these Ends.

lUuttrated Catalogue free on application.

Silver Medal, Knightsbridge, 1883. First and Second Prizes

at Hayley, Coventry, &c.

C. G. HARRISON & CO.,
Hive Makers and Dealers in all Apiarian Appliances,

Halesowen, Worcestershire. 2455
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.

Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of

' improvements.' But there is not one

of these so-called ' improvements ' which

does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with • 1>K, PINE'S ENDS,' and with no other*. All

Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10s. pef gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and

cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. 6d. each.

THOMAS JB- BX.O'TOT,
WELWYN, HERTS,

Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

BEGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

productions. By the aid of special power machinery
he is enabled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at as accurate fit

and finish, all goods being adapted both for the convenience

of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bee-keeper.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 Pages, 50 Illustrations,
fall of interesting and useful information, Free on

application.

BR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
Is the acknowledgedRemedy for Stings, especially for removing

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. 6d. per bottle.

The above Invention* may be obtainedfrom

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

;

And from aU respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from tlie Inventor,

S5r. V. LYON, 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.E.

BEE VEILS. Improved with Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth-Everard, St. Ives,

Hunts. (59)

CANE (PREPARED) for making Straw Skeps.
1 lb. postal packages—Fine, 2s. 3d. ; Coarse, Is. 3d.—

free. SALICYLIC ACID, Is. per oz. post free. THYMOL,
Is. packets free. Either of the foregoing cheaper in quantity.

Address J. K. W. Hole, Tarrington, Ledbury.

BALLINCJHO O.

ANDREW BLAKE, in tendering his best thanks
to all those who have kindly given him their patronage

for over Three years, begs to inform them that on account

of his other branches of trade, and for convenience of the

Hive business, he has made this over to his Son, who has
been accustomed to the work, and will carry on the business

at Ipswich upon the same principles as before, and he
would solicit for his Son the same kind favour which has
been given to himself. For the future, Letters for Hives, &c,
should be addressed to

—

Mr. JAMES BLAKE,
BEE-HI I

TE MANUFA CTOPi Y,

Cemetery Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. m:,-2

THE HEREFORBSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
aUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and everything per-

O taining to Modern Bee-culture. Hives made only of

the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is always
kept ready cut and prepared for putting together.

Awarded Honourable Mention for a Hive exhibited at

Coek Industrial Exhibition, 1883, and First Prizes at

various County Shows. Revised Catalogue for 1884.

J. X&. -W. II OX. IE,
[Expert to tlte Herefordshin B. K. A., qualified by B. B. K. A.

Certificate.)

Address- TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

CHAKLBS T. OVERTON,
First Cluss -fi.juvt of the Sussex Bee-Keeper's Association,

TIHIIRIEIE DBIRIDG-IES, SUSSES,
Begs to call attention of all Bee-keepers to his

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,

and hopes to be favoured with their support.

ni'iv, andL Bronze Medals, "<>d other Prize*, awarded at "Bridgeujater,

Kniijhtbhi-idgc, Hastimjs, and othir Shoes, for the Best Bee Hives, Bees,

Smokers, Supers, Extractors, Comb Foundation, &c.

Orders can now be booked for Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of

ENGLISH, LIGURIAN and other ForeigD BEBS, for early spring
delivery; also Imported LIGURIAN QUEENS. First consignment
will arrive early in May.

SPECIALITIES.
The ' COWAN HIVE,' and Extractors ; Bingham Smokers, the best

in use ; Supers ; Hon. y Racks ; Comb Foundation, American 2-lb. and
1-lb. Sections; FLAT TOP STRAW HIVES, with hole in top for

feeding ami superhm, 2s. each ; Crates of 18 1-lb. Sections for Straw
Hives, 5s. each, complete.

Questions on Bees aud their Management answered by return of

post, 3d. stamps. Send Id. for JUbdern Bee-Keeping, Is. Srt. for British

Bee-Keepers' Guide. Catalogue free on application.

X2. G-. X* A. IS, IKE IES X&,
Watchmaker & Jeweller,

ALTRINCHAM, KNTTTSFORD, and
WARRINGTON.

All kinds of Bees, Bee-Hives, & Appliances,
For Old-fashioned as well as Modern Bee-keeping.

Bar-frame Hives from 4/(1 each, Comb Foundation,
Smokers, Feeders, &c, at most reasonable prices.

Winner ofli> Prizes dfc Medalsfor Bees .(• Appliances last year.

1st Prize for English Eees, both in 1882 and 1883.

1st Prize for Observatory Hive.

1st Prize for Best and Cheapest Cottagers' Hive, on the

Moveable Comb principle, not exceeding 15/-.

1st Prize and Silver Medal for Best and largest Collection

of Bee-Hives and Appliances for Modern Bee-keeping, in-

cluding a Hive complete on the Modern System at 25/-, at

the Cheshire County Bee-keepers' Association Show ; also

1st Prize for largest Collection in 1882.

' Modern Bee-keeping,' the Simplest and Cheapest Book.
Price 6d.

Cash with Order to be sent to Altrincham. (61)
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CONFERENCE AT THE INTERNATIONAL
HEALTB EXHIBITION.

Members of the British Bee-keepers Association

and of all affiliated County Associations who wish

to obtain tickets of invitation from the Council of

the International Health Exhibition to attend the

Conference of British and Foreign Bee-keepers on

Friday and Saturday, July 25th and 26th, are

requested to send in their names and addri

early as possible to Mr. John Huckle, Secretary

British Bee-keepers' Association, Kings I.

Herts, who will forward them to the Secretary of

t he Literary Department of the Intern

Health Exhibition. The number which tl

will hdd being somewhat short of 100, the number
>f invitations must be limited.

HOGE'S HONEY.
We cannot find much sympathy for Mr. Hoge,

the American speculator in honey, under the dis-

appointment which he must experience at not

being allowed to exhibit his 'prepared' honey in close

proximity to the department assigned l>y the

Council of the International Health Exhibition to

the British Bee-kee] tion. We arc not

curious to inquire as to the means by which Mr.

Hoge gained admission to this department at all,

but there can be but one opinion as to the want of

: taste displayed by Mr. Hoge in endeavouring

to attract the notice of the public by planting his

exhibits in close proximity with those of the

I'.. I!. K. A, with which lie has no connexion at all.

It was open to Mr. Hoge as an American to exhibit

in the Foreign Department, or by be< ing a

member of the British Bee-keepers' Association to

exhibit under their auspices, anil subject to their

conditions; but instead of adopting either of these

courses, he has tried the more hazardous one of

trying to make a cafspaw of the B. B. K. A. in

to get his chestnuts out of the fire, and must
i

: be surprised if he gets a scratch from the paw
of the cat for his pains.

We understand that the specimens of adtil-

'' rated honey exhibited by Mr. Otto Hchncr and

Mr. Cowan were for a few days removed by an
Order of the General Superintendent of the Inter-

national Health Exhibition in deference to Mr.

Hoge's wishes.

These exhibits have new been restored to their

former position, and we fear that Mr. Hoge will

still have to gaze upon the ease of specimens

amongst which will be found some samples of

. condemned by Mr. Otto Hehner in the
' of last April, as will be seen by refer-

page B">9 of present volume of British Bee
Journal,

SPURIOl S HONE!
We extract from the American B& Jo raal the

following letter from Messrs. Stearns and Smith,

lealera in San Francisco, who with regard

to spurious California honey propose the following

remedy :

—

'Through the widely circulated American Bet J
we di sire to call the attention ,.f our Pacific ' loasl honey

-. ami especially those of California, to the

ad immediate necessit} of < Ian or laws against
ih. adulteration of honey, ami the Bale of the same.

Our dairymen have mel and discu ed the matter of

adult ration, and our State Legislature ba - enacted a

law protecting them against the sale of " hull butter,'' or

. and we hope our different Bei A socia-

tions will take this matter up. California honey has a
a world-wide reputation for purity ami excellence.

There is for sale on the market a vile compound, under
f iy labels named " honey," composed of about 40per
cent of honey, 50 per cent of glucose, and lOof water.
It is a libel on our indu triou bees; it works a great

hardship to their owners ; and, where it is shipped to

other places, it gives our fine honey a hail inline, and
there lie- the great damage to our honej producers. We
hope they will talk this matter up, and send nun to the

n.-xt State Legislature that will look to their interest.

and protect bylaw this great industry of California.'

TO COUNT'S ASSOCIATIONS.

The British Bee-keepers' Association, in arranging

for the decoration of the Bee Department at the

International Health Exhibition, have prepared a

design for shields to be used for trophies of small

flags suitable both for indoor and outdoor decora-

tion. These can be supplied to County Affiliated

Associations at 6d. each, post free; they can also

be made up on wood, ready for trophies of three

or five flags at La Qd.
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ENGLAND &WALES

MAP OF ENGLAND AND WALES:

Showing the Counties Affiliated and Non-affiliated with the Bhitish Bee-keepebs' Association.

In order to make our readers sensible of the

work which the B.B.K.A. has been effecting during
the last six years, we publish the above map of

England and Wales, which shows in a clear manner
the affiliated Associations of the Parent Society.

The map indicates (1, unshaded) the counties which

possess completely formed Associations
; (2, light-

shaded) those in which Associations are partially

formed ; and (3, dark-shaded) those still benighted

counties iuto which the light emanating from the

central body has not yet penetrated ; but even in

some of these last a movement has been made
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which will soon bring them within the inner circle

of our system. It will be seen that there are now
thirty-seven counties affiliated with the B. B. K. A.,

and we may reckon that there are 6000 membeis
of these Associations. Many of these Associations

are worked by the aid of district secretaries in the
j

various large cities in the counties : and these

again have local advisers in various districts, so

that soon the ramifications of the Society will reach

the smallest village and hamlet in the kingdom.

We have good hope that in the course of the

coming year a similar map may appear in the

Journal disfigured by no black patches, to be

followed by equally satisfactory maps of Scotland

and Ireland ; so that at no great distance of time we
may have the satisfaction of presenting our readers

with a map of the whole United Kingdom c

with Bee-keepers' Associations. One result of such a

desired consummation would be thai it would give

us the pleasure of being able to publish the rules

ami regulations of some future Bligh Competition

established under a confederation of the Parent

Associations of England and Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland, from which no bee-keeper in this realm

•will have to be excluded.

In the present number of the Journal a circular

setting forth the objects and the origin of th< Peel

Testimonial Fund will be found inserted. The
map appeai-s very opportunely with this circular, as

it shows in a visible form tin: extent of the effect

of the energy and tenacity of purpose displayed by
Mr. Peel in bringing bee-keeping t'l the advanced
position it at present occupies in the UnitedKingd

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION :

Bee Department.

We are informed by -Mr. A. G. DawBon that we
were in error in ascribing to him the' exhibit of

• the lantern-slides illustrating the various phases of

bee-life. The honour of their exhibition is dm- to

Mi-. A. YVatkius, Wilcroft, Hereford ;
and we

desire to direct the attention of our readers to

a letter by that gentleman on the educational

value of BUCh illustrations, and of his readiness to

give any assistance iii his power to the Committee
of the B.B.K.A., if they think it desirable to issue

under their auspices a series of slides suitable for

lectures on bee-keeping.

An excellent exhibit of Honey as Medicine, for

relieving coughs, colds, asthma, (fee., has been added
to tin- department by Mr. Cardwell, Chemist, of

Reading.

An ingenious specimen of a natural swarm of

bees has been prepared by Messrs. Abbott Urns.

of Southall, and has been attached to the tree

which a. loins the Bee Department.

KASTEPN AND OTHE1! BEES FOR
NEW ZKALA.NI>.

We are informed that Mr. T. B. Blow, of Wel-
wyn, Herts, has a commission to forward Syrian,

Cyprian, Holy band, Carniolan, and Italian bees to

New Zealand. It will be very intere ting to ascer-

tain how these bees, on which there are so many

diverse opinions in this country, succeed in their

new location.

HERTFORDSHIRE ASSOCIATION.
The Prize List for the Annual Exhibitions to be

held at Hitchiu on July 9, and at Watford on

July 23, is to hand. The prizes offered are chiefly

for artisans and cottagers ; in these classes the

amounts offered have been considerably increased,

whilst those in the amateur classes have been

reduced ; medals only being offered in these classes.

A class for hives and appliances is open to all

England. The schedule contains a notice that the

i o in is prepared to arrange for the examina-

tion of third-class candidates at both of these

shows in accordance with the scheme recently ar-

ranged by the British Bee-keepers' Association.

It is proposed for the future that when the

number of members in any parish reaches six, a

copy of the Britith Bee Journal shall be circulated

in that parish alone, and that after circulation it

may be retained for the use of the members
residing in that parish ; the members to decide in

custody it shall remain. The necessary

arrangements for carrying out this proposal have

been made by the ReV. G. V. < Iddie for Aston parish,

and by Mr. \\. M. Alltivy for North MymiM
parish. In the former parish the number of

members is sufficiently large to nece litate the

circulation of two copies. The hob. secretary

hopes that the several Ihstriet Secretaries, I" a]

Advisers, and the members generally, will complete

sueh an arrangement as early as possible, in order

that each parish in the county may have its

rs library.

CALEDONIAN APIARIAN SOCIETY,

Tin eleventh show of honey, hives, and bees, of

the above Society, will be held at Edinburgh, in

connexion with the Highland and Agricultural

Shon on the .'old, -J llli, and L'oth July. We beg

to acknowledge the receipt of the schedule of this

show. The show is being held under most dis-

tinguished patronage. The Prizesoffered are ample

and complete. We trust that the exertions of the

painstaking secretary, Mr. R J. Bennett of Glasgow,

I by the practical experience of the well-

knoun in! keepers who form the Committee, may
be crowned with success ;

that it, will form a credit-

able and interesting addition to the show of the

Society under whose auspices it is held; and that

tin' I -keeping fraternity of the North will unite

;.r in its support.

NOTTINGHAM BEE KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Rev. A. II. Bailey, hon. sec. of the Not

tingham U.K. A., having accepted the curacy of

St. James's, I'pper F.dmonton, has in consequence

been obliged to relinquish the hon. secretaryship.

The LVv. T. I\ Boultbee, St. Mark's Vicarage, Not-

tingham, we are pleased to be able to report, has

consented to supply Mr. Ilalloy's place as hon. sec-

retary. Mr. Halley, though no longer a resilient

in Nottingham, has been elected as the London
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representative of Notts, in accordance with the

suggestion made at the last Quarterly Meeting,

but which has not yet been finally resolved upon.

Mr. Halley having now come to reside in Middlesex

will, we have no doubt, prove a valuable accession

to the Association now forming in Middlesex.

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Following the example of the leading Agricul-

tural Societies of England, the Royal Agricultural

Society of Ireland has arranged for the attendance

of the bee-tent and lecturer at their Annual Exhibi-

tion to be held at Kilkenny on July 2nd, 3rd, and

4th. See advertisement.

TREATMENT OF FOUL BROOD.
Mr. Cheshire lias, we understand, made some most

successful experiments in attacking foul brood ; and he

expresses his willingness to treat an infected hive under

the eye of the Committee, in order that some consensus

of opinion may he presented to the International Con-

gress. The plan involves scarcely any labour, and no de-

struction of combs or hive, and would not cost more than

3d. per stock. If this be verified, it is good news for bee-

keepers, and we trust the Committee may give Mr.

Cheshire the opportunity he desires.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The second Quarterly Meeting of the above Association

took place on Wednesday, the 16th May, at 6 p.m., in

the Board-Room of the Royal Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals, where a large audience had
assembled to hear an address by Mr. F. R. Cheshire on

the subject of ' Honey as Food.'

The Rev. C. F. G. Jenyns having taken the chair, said

that he would only interpose for two or three minutes

between the audience and Mr. Cheshire, whose remarks

he knew would be highly interesting to all present. He
need not enlarge on the importance of the subject to

be treated that night. He thought that it derived

additional weight just now in view of the approaching

Health Exhibition, at which the British Bee-keepers'

Association had secured a most favourable site for the

display of honey, bee-keeping apparatus, literature, etc.,

which he trusted would be the means of educating

thousands of visitors to the Exhibition in a subject

comparatively little known or understood. The lecturer

needed no introduction. He was well known to them,

and they might safely trust his competency to deal with

the subject he had undertaken.

Honey as Food.

Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen,*—The subject

which I have the honour of introducing to your notice

on the present occasion is not one of my own selecting,

but has been pressed upon me somewhat hurriedly by
your Committee, who have failed in securing the ser-

vices of a medical practitioner, who was to have read a

* In a previous number of the Bee Journal, I east my
lecture into a form to meet the general public, who
ignorant of apiculture would not have been able to follow

at all closely the argument involved in the lecture as now
presented. The former is intended for general distribution

at the Health Exhibition. The lecture as delivered at

Jermyn Street, was illustrated by experiments, reference to

which would rather hinder than help the general reader,

and in consequence all allusion to them is here omitted.

—

F.C.

paper on honey as food. I throw myself, therefore, into

the breach, hoping that you will supplement during the

discussion any omission that may present itself tu your
notice. Several with us are well able to enter into this

question upon its scientific bearings, and I am pleased to

see in our midst an eminent chemist who has more than
once shed light upon a kindred subject, and in similar

gatherings to the one now before me.
Mr. Hehner's recent lucid and exhaustive lectures upon

the ' Chemistry of the Hive ' have well shown the fact

that honey is largely, indeed almost wholly, made up of

two kinds of sugar with a certain proportion of water.
One of these sugars has the power of turning the plane of

polarisation to the right, the other to the left ; and they
are in consequence respectively denominated dextrose

and levulose. The proportions of these sugars are

pretty constant, but I am not of opinion that they are

so absolutely so as some have stated, for reasons which I

must adduce later on. Since these sugars form the food
constituents of honey it will now be necessary to con-
sider their value in that relation, and so I purpose
pointing out the use of nectar to flowers, and then the

physiological, i.e., the food uses of honey (as the im-
mediate outcome of gathered nectar) to bees and to

mankind.
First, the use of nectar to flowers. The fertilisation

of ordinary flowering plants is brought about by the

transfer of pollen grains formed in the anthers to a

sticky surface denominated the stigma. Each pollen

grain then throws out from its side a tubiform extension,

frequently of very considerable length (in many British

lilies •'! or 4 in.), which extension grows on and on
through the central organ of the flower till reaching the

ovule it becomes the channel by which the contents of

the pollen grain are transferred to the embryonal cell,

and the fusion of the two (the anther cell and em-
bryonal cell) becomes the beginning of the new in-

dividual in the seed. "Without this fusion or fertilisation

the object of the bloom cannot be accomplished, whilst

the structure of the flower very generally is such that

failing the intervention of insects the transfer of pollen

to stigma is exceedingly improbable, and even impos-

sible. The flower, therefore, baits itself, so to speak,

with nectar, for wherever pollination is effected by
insects, glandular organs are formed in the flowers

which secrete sugary and odoriferous juices, or else these

juices are contained within delicate cellular tissue, from
which they are easily sucked out, as is the case with
many of the orchids.

The position of these glandular organs or nectaries is

extremely varied, but it always stands in some relation

to the special contrivances adopted by the flower to

secure its pollination through insect visits ; while at the

same time it is almost invariably so protected that rain

shall not easily wash away the sweet secretion. In the

buttercup, by example, although the nectaries are placed
upon the petals of the corolla, the honey is secure

against rain, as it is covered by a tiny lappet, which
very persistently refuses contact with water. In the

common pansy the inferior petals are rolled up so as to

form the spur behind the flower, and into this spur
nectar is secreted by two appendages of the anthers

provided for the purpose, while a wonderfully beautiful

arrangement exists to secure fertilisation when the

honey is removed by the insect visitor, but upon which
the scope of this address forbids me to enter, every
bloom possessing some peculiarity, which might in itself

furnish material enough for a lecture.

Honey, then, is provided by the plant for a definite

object, and at cost to itself, and is not a waste product

or excretion, as some botanists appear to have imagined.

In entering upon the next phase of our subject, the

uses of honey as a food to bees and men, we must re-

member that foods are of two kinds : those that produce

the tissues or material of the body, and those wliich
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supply them with force and heat. Pollen is of the first

description, and upon it mainly bees depend for nur-

turing their brood. Honey and all sugars are of the

second class. Honey gives energy to the busy worker,
and it also keeps frost at bay during the rigour of

winter. In order to understand the origin of this energy
given to animals in general, and bees in particular, by
sugar foods, we must examine the method in which the

latter are produced by plants.

Whilst the sun is shining, every green leaf extending
its face to catch the power of its rays is engaged in

drinking in both light and heat, which are but 'modes
of motion,' to borrow the title Tyndal gave to one of his

admirable works. The chlorophyl granules, which
impart to the leaves tln-ir green colour, are the instru-

ments for turning this energy to use; and they, whilst

receiving power, give out from themselves energy in

turn, in building up starch out of water and carbonic

acid, the latter, in large part at least, derived fr the

air into which this Bubstance i- being constantly thrown
by tin' breathing of animals, decay, combustion, &c.
The starch is only formed at the expenditure of im-
mense sun energy, which is locked up, as it were, within
it, existing as (what is scientifically denominated) p

-

tential,— a power, which may at any future time reappear
a- the starch is reconverted into the substanci

which it was at first elaborated. This process is the

initial one in the formation of all plant substance, but
since starch is insoluble it must he converted into some

dy capable of solution, in order that it may be

distributed through the whole -tincture of the plant,

and become the vitaliser of every part.

This new body is sugar, into which starch mo-t readily

passes, and thus becomes a very highly diffusible sub-

stance, travelling along with the sap, and everywhere
yielding that energy which is the accompaniment of life.

In b growing potato-plant, by example, daylighl and
sufficient temperature being given the leaves are con-

stantly at work Btarch-producing. The actual energy,

or, of the heat and -light is changed into potential

energy (the food power of the starch). The starch is

converted into sugar, the sugar circulates in the sap,

and in virtue of its potential becomes the instrument of

plant-work.—Wonderful chemical changes are brought
about, sap is moved with a force that is astonishing,

roots push their way in the solid soil like steel prongs
driven h_v e sturdy arm, big tubers are forme,! jnd drive

all before them as they expand. We say, andsaytruly,
this i- the energy of life, but physical life can only direct

and build into its own wondrous pattern. It can gather
into it-elf energies at its disposal and utili-e these as its

servant-. Energy it Cannot create, and the power here

at work in the potato-plant is a power which was actual in

the sun and potential in the sugar. This point being

clearly apprehended we shall have but little difficulty in

realising the position which sugar, and consequently
honey, occupies as a food to the animal world. Our
attention a- bee-keepers will naturally at first Centre
itself around the hive, and here we learn, as previously
hinted, that the complete diet is made up of honey,
pollen, and water. The pollen furnishing not only
albuminoids, or flesh-formers, but earthly matters and
salt- in abundance.
The necessity of pollen for the production ,,f grubs

i- -
i nearly universally admitted that it now n 1- no

discussion; but not a few have supposed that the adult

insect for its proper nutrition requires only heat-forming
food. It must, however, be remembered that consider-

able and prolonged activity, such as we find in the bee,

needs food of both kinds, for all animal exertion involves
ii.t onK a break-up of force-forming material, but also

a retrograde change of some nitrogenous matter, lle-h-

like Bubstance ;
and this can only be resupplied by

pollen, Honey, under natural conditions in the hive,

always contains nitrogenous matter in small amount, or

is associated with it; but when honey is replaced by
sugar, pure and simple, the absolute absence of albu-
minoids affects the bees prejudicially. Any properly

i
conducted experiments would prove" that severe and
protracted cold could not be so successfully resisted by

' bees if they were provided with sugar alone, and for
reasons which every physiologist would clearly under-
stand. Indeed. Verloren has entirely put this matter at

rest, and has shown that although a considerable amount
of exertion can be undertaken temporarily on a diet con-
taining no nitrogenous matter as sugar, still weakness
and weariness soon supervene, quickly followed by com-
plete muscular exhaustion. I take it that someadvice
which has been given recently in relation to feeding in
winter has been misleading, and has arisen from views
which, at tie- best, have been only partially correct. The
splendid condition in which my own stocks pass through
the most trying spells of cold would convince anyone
(and thev are always open to view) that those who see

the necessity for 'hooked wires' to clear out accumu-
lating d yet learned the secret of wintering.
The ni o-t restful condition, are those in which least

nitrogenous material is required, because then least is

worn out, and thick hive-sides and proper contraction of

the hive-body will enable bees to pass the greater part of
most winter, in the -tat,' which most truly approaches
lulu niation. The condition at which we should all aim,
and during which even the consumption of honey is

surprisingly small, while pollen is almost, if not quite,

iary. Hut when the frost becomes intense the

. to assumi a semi-activity in order to oxidise

sufficient material to yield heat more abundantly, and so

maintain the temperature which is essential to their
i vitality. Under these conditions small quantities of

pollen are most de-irable, and the arrangement of nature
i- the right one.'

Bees have on each side of the body seven beautifully

constructed apertures, live between the abdominal seg-
nt- and two under the wings. As the abdomen is

elongated and contracted, air is continually taken in and
then expelled. This air travels into every portion of tho

creature; and I recently had the honour of showing to

the ltoyal Microscopical Society that every muscular
fibre is proi ided with its own s] tal aerating tube, some
of w hich are jo minute that a bundle of a million of them
would oidv equal a hog bristle in thickness. The oxygen
permeating thus every part of tl rganism is, as oc-

casion requires, caused to unite with muscle and other

juices; and in these (juices) Sugary matters are burnt up
and give out heat, while the sugar returns to the sub-

I, out of which the plants frame it by power bor-
rowed from the -mi. Carbonic acid and water are the

result, and the potential becomes actual heat. Heat is

due to molecular vibration, and this molecular vibration

inav he .on v erted into nerve vibration, or nerve activity,

or muscular contraction, or physical movement. How
beautiful, then, is this principle of 'storage of force,' not
a thing of modern time- and the property of electric

fight companies, but a- old as the hills, and even older.

The sun glows and gilds all; and the plants (the true

'traps to catch a sunbeam ') gather in his energy, and
incarnate it, SO to speak, in their own material frame.

The little busy gatherer flies abroad, cheered and
wanned by the present sun-bine, and returns with a

* I have, since delivering this lecture, tried an experi-

ment upon 4 lbs. 5 ozs. of bees shut up in a box, half of

which consisted of perforated zinc. They were, stood for

seven hours before a window in the light, and allowed to

worry, and then weighed. They had lost ">i
ozs. They

were placed then in a cool pantry in a dark corner to pass

the night, and in twelve hours the loss in weight was less

than J oz. During this time they bad remained in cluster,

but in the light had, in large part, been constantly seeking

an exit. In the first case the loss per hour was more than
twelve times that of the second.
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charge of sunshine for the future in its honey-sac. The
sun sinks lower and lower in his daily march, and pre-

sently the white mantle of winter covers the ground.

But the sun, although absent, is still diffusing his warm-
ing, vitalising energy through the hive. The honey
contains his beams locked up, and the 'store' is but a

store of sun-power in reserve. The sun is, then, in a

sense, always with us. He leaves us, but not until he

has given his deputy, and that deputy is heat-forming

food, and that heat-forming food rmist always at some
period of its history assume the exact character in which
we find it in honey.

"We now are in a position to study our last point—the

value of honey as human food: and so strikingly is

nature one, that we shall discover that in the economy
of bees we have the key to the matter. We and they

alike need constantly to form heat, and to be able

to convert that heat into the various forces of physi-

cal life, and we all depend upon heat-forming foods

as the origin of these forces. The bee takes but one

form of force-forming food—sugar; we also take fat,

but fat can always lie traced back to sugar and to starch

in the plant, so that fat can be regarded as sugar in a

somewhat concentrated form. In bees tubes distribute

oxygen direct to the fluids, in our case lungs take in

oxygen and distribute it to about 00,000,000 cells, from
which it is again gathered up by the blood, which blood

in turn distributes it over the body. This blood contains

countless multitudes of corpuscles, which gather the

oxygen into themselves by uniting it with a substance

they contain, and which then becomes brightly red. The
myriads of these corpuscles transcend imagination ; each
one i- nrs inch in diameter, and from 120 to 160 could

be placed tlat on the cut extremity of a hair; yet a man
of ordinary weight and health possesses such a multitude
of them that, could they be placed in contact with each
other side by side, they would form a line which would
extend move than three times round the earth's equator.

These oxygen carriers act precisely as do the minute air

tubes of the bee's body.
If starch is taken as food it needs to be changed into

sugar, and a special, or rather two special, ferments are

provided within us to effect this change. The saliva

during chewing begins to convert starch into the soluble

sugar-form, and that sugar is the kind which we find in

honey. In cane sugar (the sugar of the tea-table, what-
ever its source) an alteration is also necessary, and it is

brought, by contact with the month, at once into the

kind of sugar we have in honey: the very kind which,
by absorption, can be at once taken into the blood, and
do the work of yielding up its potential energy within
ii^. Mi. Ilehner, it will be recollected, pointed out that

bees largely convert cane sugar into grape sugar (honey
sugar), and so we see in honey we have completed for us
those changes which are essential before sugar can he
carried into our circulation. It is worthy of remark,
that if cane sugar be (artificially) injected into the blood,

it is immediately excreted as an intruder, whose injurious

presence must be at once got rid of, but that the injec-

tion of grape sugar (honey sugar) is not followed by any
such excretion.

"We see already that no food is of any service until it

can be brought into the liquid condition. Starch must
be dissolved by alteration into a new substance before
it can be utilised by plant or animal. Solution in water
is tlii' only portal into the temple of physical life.

Honey contains food in a dissolved state exactly pre-

pared for assimilation at once which places the sugars
it contains at the very head of the list of sugar-foods,

yet on this very account it should be associated with
some less easily absorbed material. Sugars as absorbed
are carried to the liver by the portal vein, and there

they are quietly transformed into the rest condition

{glycogen) and stored, and afterwards, as occasiondemands,
again liberated to pass in the form of grape-sugar into

the blood-current for oxidation and production of heat.

If much honey be suddenly taken alone, it passes so

immediately into the circulation that the transforming
power of the liver is insufficient, and the overburdened
organ becomes gorged, the circulation is overcharged
with sugar and nausea is the result ; but if the honey
be associated say with bread, the former is during
chewing successfully entangled with the starch and
albuminoid substances, and is only set free in the

stomach as the dissolving prof e- of digi sting progress.

Its slow liberation permits the liver to thoroughly over-
take its task, and the blood receives from time io time
only those supplies which the demands of the economy
justify. Bread and honey is, therefore, a combination
which the soundest physiology approves.

Let me point out the enormous amount of force these
foods are capable of liberating within us. Every grain

of carbon as forming part of sugar united with oxygen
and converted into carbonic acid yields an amount of

energy which would be equivalent to raise a man of

ordinary weight twelve feet into the air. The work done
within the body in maintaining it in conscious life is so

great that only a part of the forces of our food can be
put forth in activity without. The subject is so immense,
and can be viewed from so many sides that I both feel

that my observations have been unduly prolonged, and
thai much that might well have been said lias been
omitted.

In conclusion, let me remark that we receive honey
as one of the good gifts of a bountiful Creator, who in it

supplies us with energies from the sun, that great type
of Himself who even though unseen is yet present with
us the source and centre of all activity.

Discussion.

The Bev. A
-

. II. Moyle was sure they had all listened

with the greatest possible pleasure to Mr. Cheshire's

highly interesting address. Being under the impression
that honey absorbed in combination with bread and
flour was better than if taken singly, he had thought
that if he could bring a few samples of bread or cakes

to this Quarterly Meeting it would be a practical illus-

tration of the value of honey as food. He had taken the
opportunity about three weeks ago to speak to Mr.
William Palmer at Beading, when lie informed that

gentleman of what had transpired at the Annual
Meeting of the Association, and invited him to make
some honey-biscuits or a honey-cake, which he (Mr.
Moyle) promised to show at an exhibition opened in

his parish, and also to bring up to the Quarterly Meeting
in London, when, perhaps, the members present would
test the biscuits and the cake. He had told Mr. Palmer
that if he could not do this he (Mr. Moyle) would ask

Messrs. Carr or Peek and Frean to undertake it. Messrs-

Palmer had complied with his request, and he would ask

the ladies and gentlemen present to taste the cake and
biscuits and give their opinion thereon. He was glad to

say that the firm were quite willing, with the sanction of

the Committee of the Association, to place some honey-

cake and biscuits on their stand at the forthi oming V 1

Exhibition. He thought this would be a good step

towards popularising the sale of pastry of this sort. He
then called attention to an American pamphlet on the

subject of Honey as Food and Medicine, and exhibited

several bottles of prepared honey destined for the latter

purpose, the uses of which were explained in the

pamphlet. In conclusion, he stated that Messrs. Sutton
(the seedsmen) had responded to an invitation lie had
addressed to them, by issuing a leaflet giving the names
of the flowers from which the best honey could be

derived. They had, moreover, presented him witli 2000
copies of this leaflet for distribution. They had also

offered a collection of twenty-four varieties of the seeds

of these flowers at a cheap rate.

Mr. Glennie said that he had heard and even knew of
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eases in which honey, so far from being a food, was very

little short of a poison to some person?. -V relation of

his always suffered from a rash immediately after taking

honey.
The Chairman said that he was speaking to an officer

of the Engineers recently who had spent a considerable

time in Iudia and the Himalayas. That gentleman had

informed him that the honey produced from a certain

tree, rhododendron, which was rather plentiful in that

country, was absolutely useless and had been thrown
away because it acted as a narcotic on those who
partook of it.

At this stage of the proce lings thi Rev. H. R. Peel

was a -kid t • preside in consequence of the Chairman
being compelled to leave.

Mr. Peel said he was sorry that the area of Mr,

Cheshire's remarks had been necessarily limited to honej

as food, especially as he understood that Mr. Cheshire
could have said a good deal on the subject of h

medicine. A.t the General Meeting it wa
they would all recollect, that ami I i mid be

invited to read a paper on this Bubject, and the Baroness

B t-Coutts KiiidU promised to obtain the as

of one for that purpose. The idea was that the paper
should afterwards be printed in pamphlet form for cir-

culation at the International Health Exhibition. lie

believ.. 1 the Baroness applied first to Sir Henry Thomp-
son, who confe 1 thai he did not know much about

honey as used in medicine. Then Sir .lane-- Paj

asked, who answered thai he knew less. I loctora on ibis

question did not disagree, but. much to the mortification

of the Committee, were in general accord. He (Mr.
1'i'p-li then wrote to lh-. l.i..nei liM.iie, who admitted he
was nut at all competent to grapple with the subject.

The doctors - tid tl mist's question, upon
which application was made to Messrs. Savorj and

Moor i,
'-. li . received the Comm ttee's deputation in a

tl admitted that honey was very
little used as a medic nd they
thought that adulterated honey was equal in value to

pur" honey for this purpose. Ifter thi-. Mr. H
urged the Committee t

i take a similar course I

L by Mr.Mo; U . Huntley and P

thai wa . in thi i venl of Sa\ ory and M
ince to go" to Me >r Dinneford.

However, Mr. Cheshire was at haul to help I

their difficulties, and h bad verj Icindlj i
I

the breach. He (Mr. Peel) would be very glad if Mr.
Cheshire would, in his reply at the end of the di

be good enough to say whether lie though!
impure honey was of any value for medicinal purposes,

Perhaps, he might be the means of enli

I li ii i \ Thompson and Sir James Page! on this Bubject.

Dr. Walker thought i' was nearly impossible for any
one to contribute a paper on the value of h y as a

medicine. So far as he knew, hone] was very littl I

in the profession, and when prescribed i1

general!] as 'vehicle,' thai is, for the purpose of

Iti ; ing t lii i ;i ous drug. I le

had read up various books likelj to give information
before coming to this mei Id find little or

nothing on the value of hone] d s i Limine. It was
a ed occa si iU

|
fi « child ren as a mild laxative. I [e

would be only too pleased if its value to doctors could

be demonstrated. Mr. < llennie' •• mat l> a to the

effect ot b i pet ms reminded him of s

circum
I id in Xeuophon's march of the

Creek-, iii which it was stated thai everal of the
"lili i were taken violently ill in i ona q
hones found on the journey. He thought it was
impossible to give a reason whs hones could be taken by

I nol bj "' bet Thai facl was Bimplj an illus-

tration of the old saying that what was one man's meat
i.i bur's poison. Doctors generally in such cases

veiled their ignorance bs ascribing this circumstance to

an idiosyncrasy. There was no doubt that honey was
easily assimilated, because it was of that form known as

grape-sugar. He had found the grossest ignorance
prevail among the poorer classes as to the right food for

children. For a small child bread and potatoes were
perfectly useless for the purpose of nutrition. The
younger the child the greater the difficulty it found in

assimilating st irch. It was well known that in the

West India Islands the negroes, who were very poor and
thin at other times of the year, - ion picked up weight
when the sugar season set in, owing t i th i easj assimila-

tion of the sugar.

Mr. Neighbour called attention to a book in his

ii. written about one hundred yi ars ago, in which
honey was recommended as an excellent cure for sore

throat.-. There were also other valuable hints in the

work, which he would be happj for any our to peruse.

A member wished to knovt whether pure honey and
the - -called honey in the market weie identical as an
article of f I, that is, whether one was as easily as-

similated as the other, and would produce the same
a in it ..f force and • i

Mr. 1 'he-hire thanked the meeting for the hind way in

which his observations had been received. He felt that

all were greatly indebted I Mr Moyle for the practical

step he hail taken, which lie (the speaker) hoped would
be the means of creating a public demand in favour of

biscuits and cake containing honey as an ingredient. He
had come up from Hastings hurriedly to attend this

meeting, and had had time to make only a few notes

peak. In regard to Mr. Glennie's

oh ervations, he quite agr 1 with Dr. Walker that no

explanation could be given of the fad thai hones from
ans source was injurious to -nine persons. This must be.

pul down to an tdi Byncrasy, as had been stated. It was
well established, however, thai honey produced from

- and that probably
that from the Azalea Pontics and Kalniia latifolia

caused peculiar effects to which Xenophon referred,

a kind of stupefaction, There was always present in

honey besides the two forms of glucose to which he
had referred, an animal acid, which had not set I n

properly made out bj chemists. The acid seemed to

re 1

1

ii and ol her inllam-

\\ hy ii had a curat it e effect it

would be difficult to say for certain, but one might
tscribe thi I tel to the i idine a w itb « Inch

into irabin ttion with mucous ti sues, 1 1 y
i

i.i.
i medicine could

nol always be the same, The honej derived from
'

i very distinctive character indeed,

while tli • ' \ delicate iii flavour.

i v alue depend i on tl two lucose

With regard to the question as to whether adulterated

honey is as nutritious an article of f 1 as pun- I y,
he tl ghl the answer mu i be emphatically ' No,' for

the reason thai this so-called honey consisted largely of

Up, v. Inch contain! I B icon' nd >0 readily

broken una glucose, and therefore nol o readiljtcon-

verted into carbonic acid and water in the body, and
which consequently demanded o larger amount .

to assimilate it than was nee arj in thi case of pure
I \ .

I '..ii i

j
ilc i|i, and was therefore

used freely iii the manufacture of pseudo-honey. In

conclusion, he again thanked tl imbers for their kind

re -''[iti n of his remark-.

\ cordial vote of thank was passed to Mr. Cheshire

for his interesting lecture, who briefly aclmowl dged

mpliment, after « hicb the
i

lings termi-

nated.

The names of the Rev. E. Bartrum and the Rev.

I', ii. Jenyna were omitted in our last issue as having

b u
|

ni at the Committee me iting held on

Mas Illh.
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MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Notice of Special General Meeting.

It being: very desirable that the Committee of the

Association should include gentlemen from all the dis-

tricts in Middlesex which are not at present represented

on it, in order that the Association may be established

on an extended basis, a Special General Meeting
will be held, by kind permission of the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Amimals, at

their Board Room at No. 105 Jermyn Street, London,
on Tuesday, 24th inst., for the purpose of electing such

members on the Committee in the place of others who
are willing to retire, and of reconsidering the Rules of

the Association.

The chair will be taken at 5 o'clock, either by the

President, the Right Hon. Lord George Hamilton, or by
the Hon. and Rev. Henry Bligh, one of the Vice-Presi-

dents of the Association ; and the meeting will be

addressed by the Rev. II. R. Peel, as a deputation from
the British Bee-keepers' Association, and by F. R.
Cheshire, Esq.

Any persons in Middlesex interested in bee-keeping,

or who are desirous of becoming members, are invited

to attend this meeting, or to communicate with F.

Kenworthy, Hon. Sec, 55 Coleman Street, London, JE.C

LEICESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS*
ASSOCIATION.

The Committee of this Association met on Saturday,

June 7, in the Mayor's parlour, Old Town Hall, Leicester.

Mr. W. S. Pridmore was voted to the chair. The offer

of the Melton Horticultural Show to find half the prizes

was accepted, and the prize schedule prospectively drawn
up by Messrs. Bicldey and the Secretary was adopted.

After some discussion on the appointment of an expert,

it was concluded that the funds of the Association were
not at present sufficiently strong to bear the expense

;

but, as a substitute, it was proposed and carried that the

following members, viz., Rev. T. W. Goddard, Dr. Em-
merson, and Messrs. Johnson, Ward, \V. S. Pridmore,

Meadows, Riley, and Goddard, be requested to act as

local advisers in their respective neighbourhoods for

such members as needed their assistance and were will-

ing to pay travelling expenses when incurred. Several

of the above gentlemen have already intimated their will-

ingness to act.

DEVON AND EXETER BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The County Show of the Devon and Exeter Bee-

keepers' Association was held in conjunction with the

Devonshire Agricultural Society's' Show on May 21st,

22nd, and 23rd, at Exeter, in splendid weather. Among
the exhibitors of collections of apparatus was Mr. Bald-

win, of the Bromley Apian -

, Kent. He showed a new
arrangement of supers, by which the size of the super

can be reduced to suit the season, so as to prevent a

large number of incomplete sections at the end of the

year. Another super, set for use on the old straw skep,

enables cottagers to take advantage of the new method
of supering without having to abandon their own straw
hives. A new feature in this collection is a moveable
comb straw skep. Mr. Moxey, of St. Martin's Lane,
Exeter, showed a very large collection of hives, many of

them being on the Griffin pattern ; also an observator}'-

hive stocked with Carniolan bees; and straw skeps,

quilts, section trays, travelling crates, a new honey-
extractor of a cheap character, and zinc dividers of his

own pattern. Mr. Moxey's new observatory-hive

merited special attention. Messrs. Richards and Honey
also displayed a handsome collection of apparatus,

among other things a glass hive and glass super. They
showed as well an observatory - hive and others on

the Griffin pattern, besides abundance of useful articles

in the shape of smokers, wooden dividers, and comb
foundations. Mr. Wilcox, of Tiverton, showed straw

hives for cottagers in several patterns, all of a very

useful character. There were specimens of the larger

class of honey-extractors, as well as cheap wooden hives

within the reach of the cottager's purse. A few sections

of last year's honey were staged for exhibition. The
bee-tent was erected in close proximity to the show
of apparatus, and therein Mr. Baldwin conducted

manipulations. Besides driving bees from hive to hive,,

he gave short addresses at intervals during the afternoon

in tlu- bee-tent upon the method and management of

bees, not only in straw skeps but also in bar-frame hives,

more especially suitable for the instruction of the

cottager. These manipulations were continued daily

throughout the show.

ANTRIM AND DOWN BEE-KEEPER'S'
ASSOCIATION.

On Tuesday, 3rd June, eight gentlemen met together

for the purpose of forming the above Association. A
proposition has since been received from the Armagh
B. K. A. :

' That as there are not sufficient bee-keepers

in any one county to sustain an association for itself,,

there should be an association formed called the North

East of Ireland B. K. A., having Belfast for its centre,

and that the existing societies become amalgamated with

it
.' At an adjourned meeting held on Saturday, 7th inst.,

it was resolved that the next meeting be held on Thurs-

day, 10th inst., when deputations are expected from the

Armagh and Tyrone Bee-keepers' Associations to con-

sider the above proposition.

RUDIMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING.
{Continued from p. 183.)

The Honey Harvest.

IVe-kei'pers, at the commencement of their career, are

often discouraged by finding little honey gathered, and'

the results of the first entire season of management most
unsatisfactory. Supers are not taken to by the bees ;

stocks in spring get weaker instead of stronger, and im-

prove only very slowly ; the advantages and profitable-

ness of intelligent bee-keeping appear more and more
unreal. The fault may invariably be looked for in what
may be termed the nursery of the hive, in the production

of brood. When hives dwindle in spring, this arises

from the hatching brood failing to keep pace with the

death-rate. And, as honey becomes plentiful, and bees

die in greater numbers, the task of increasing the amount
of brood becomes the more difficult through the small-

ness of the population. Stocks remain weakly far on

into the year, and the best of the honey harvest is

practically over before the labourers are ready to gather

it. Now there are two great causes for this state of

things: (1) either the queen is afraid to begin early

egg-laving, through the smallness of the store of food in

the hive, or (2) she has become too old, and shoidd have

made way last season for a young, vigorous queen. The
fertility of the queen and tlie ability of the bees in early

spring to tend and feed a large and increasing number
of her brood, are the two great secrets of a successful

honey harvest. Let hives, therefore, in autumn be

packed with a supply of food sufficient not only to keep

the bees alive, but also ample for the rearing of young

bees in spring at the earliest opportunity. With starva-

tion staring them in the face, how can we expect the

bees to venture upon largely increasing the consumption

of food by rearing a suitable amount of brood ? Again,

a young, vigorous queen will eagerly take advantage of

the first moment possible for brood-rearing. Indeed,

she niay keep such a succession of young bees up
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throughout the winter as to have the hive full of strong

workers ready for the early spring work, instead of a

number of aged, worn-out ones. An old queen, in-

capable of laying the necessary number of eggs, of

course implies a less numerous population and a reduced

honey harvest.

The present is the moment to think about the young
queens you are likely to need in your hives hefore next

season. The safest and simplest course for a beginner is

to find a strong stock, the queen of which is known t ihe

both young and prolific, and in which there are queen-

cells in a forward state : in fact the hive ought to 1 n

the point of swarming. Remove the queen, and, follow-

ing the directions given in Cowan's Guide-boot or other

books, introduce her into a hive, from which the old,

worn-out queen has previously been removed. The
result will in every way be satisfactory. The a 1

queen will soon improve the strength of her new hive.

The hive from which she was taken will have its desire

for swarming checked. Possibly its bees'will hatch out

the young queen from her cell, and, finding the succession

of brood interrupted, will consider swarming unnecessary .

and settle down to work at super-: or if they do swarm,
the swarm and the old stuck will both of them have a
young queen of the present year.

• Why will not my bees work at the supers? '

is often

asked. Why? Because they do not at present require
the additional mom, or because they made up their

mind- thai thej «e]v overcrowded before the supers

were offered them, and in consequence commenced pre-

parations for swarming. And swarm they will. If the

desire for swarming i- to lie prevented, room, both in

the brood-nest and above it, must be liberally

the bees increase in numbers. If they find room enough,
they will not wish to swarm : on the other hand, if they

once make up their minds that swarming is desirable,

your hive will lie stopped in gathering surplus hone]
as soon a- the swarm issues, and the moment in the

season will perhaps be losl when at honey is obtain-

able. Cur hives, then, should not be weakened by
swarming, if this can possibly be prevented. They
should be full of bees .it the earliest meni possible,

and a super should I ffered them, into which thi
j

i an

overflow, and in which their hone] can he stored. If

much honey is obtainable, it is surprising how quickly a

super will be filled, lint unless bo - in, we
cannot expect hard work in the supers. In bail weather
it will perhaps entirely cease, and the bees w ill lea> e the

super. N'o more will the bee, work in Bection8 which
they have no h \ to fill than a man would work at

extra hou.-e room which lie does DOl Qi ed, \ , i i 1
1

, it is

useless to hope for work in supers unless thebr l-nest

is fully occupied below. When once more room is

required, and honey i- plentiful, the bees will eagerly

occupy the -n|
;

ply you with li y of the
b -t quality.—F. S. Sclater.

Correspondence.
*
#* All Correspondents forwarding Letters fm insertion in

i/ /

, ,(v., are requested to a

ru to • The Editob of the " British Be,- Journal," c •

M. , 8trai lewaysA 8ons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
I W.C

HONEY AM) WAX DEPdT.
You will, in the interests of bee-keepers, be glad to

[earn that the promoters ,,f the Honej Depot are receiv-
ing communications, inquiries, and offers of honey and
wax from all parts of the island, and that already verj
large quantities are steadily flowing towards Heading; so
that a fresh industry is being opened, which is pi "\ nig a

weal help to bee-keepers generally. The promotersof the
I

I

I'ot are doing all they can to get some manufacturers of

beverages as well as makers of articles of ornament and
utility to use honey and wax largely, and so increase the

demand for pure unadulterated British and Irish honey;

and successfully too: \l''--i-. Huntley & Palmer's ven-
ture i- being well appreciated and responded to, as their
' Honey Drops' are in large and increasing demand.
I shall be glad to give information to all who want it

as to terms. &c. for honey, extracted and in comb or
sections, or wax, as the promoters are prepared to take all

they can get of these pure and unadulterated articles.

—

V. II. Movi.f, Brook House, Burghfield, near Reading,
June \Wh. _

TEMPERATURE OF HIVES.
I read with great interest the observati ins on the ' Tem-

p nature of Hive-' in your last issue. Would ' Amateur
Expert' be SO good as to say how he took the tempera-
ture-: with what sort of thermometers ? and how he
inserted them into the brood-nest? 1 have tried, but
lid no! find it an easy matter to get the temperature of

the brood-nest accurately, lluber put the usual tem-
perature of hives between 96° and 07 , and in winter in

strong hives, even when there were so\eral degree- of

frost, between 86 ;iml s-
. I have not tried in winter,

but the temperature of a straw -ken was taken daily at

8 a.uj. from .March 30th to .May 26th ; the thermometer
only twice registered below 04° F., and only once as

high as 95*8° F. During April the thermometer varied
from 94 F.to96 F., and onlj .nee stood above 9.V F.
During May it varied from 95 F. to !)."i -s V. ; it did not

BO I'elow 96 I'., and only once reached"!!-") S F. Tho
hive was never fed, but was weighed daily; its weight
Was increasing till April oth, when bees and comb
weighed 23 lbs. ; it diminished verj Bteadily from this

till .May 1lth, when they weighed 1">[ Lbs. In the next
tWO days it 'gained •'! lbs., and on the 17th the boos

-wanned: it was a fairly strong hive, drones were living

from it in March. The temperature was taken with a
thermometer nearly a foot long, graduated to fifth- of a
degree Fab renheit . The thermometer was thrust through
the i >p of the -hep, leaving only the top of the index
and al t four inches of the glass projecting, This was
firotected bj an inverted flower-pot, over which were
aid sugar-bags and felt. The thermometer was not dis-

turbed during tie' whole time, ,-o that it- index must.
have risen and fallen very constantly with the part of

the hive the bulb was in; but I do not think that it

registered the full temperature of the brood-nest; pos-
sibly it registered more than a degree too low, for on
lifting off the flower-pot the index would fall a degree
or more very quickly, whereas the temperature of the
br l-nest would not have altered in that short time.

' hi March 27th, which was cold, and the bees remain-
ing in-doors all day, 1 watched tin' temperature of a

-trong Raynor hive with the above-mentioned thermo-
meter thrust through the carpet between two frames.

From 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. it varied only between 98°#4 P.

to 94° !'. This hive had ten large frames in it; tic bees

had wintered on them and could not have wintered
better ; the bees at the time wore only covering seven or
eight of them.

I have described the conditions of these observations
at thi- length in hop.- that 'A teur Expert' will ex-
plain the reason that I have registered more uniform

temperatures than he has, for at present his observations
have rather unsettled my ideas of the temperature of

hives.— (i. D. IIavii.am>, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

LANTERN SLIDES.
In noticing a series of lantern slides I exhibited at the

Health Exhibition (thej were not shown by Mr. Dawson,
by the way), you remark upon their use in illustrating a

lecture.

In my short experience of lecturing I have found
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illustration by means of the lantern to be of the greatest
possible value ; itenablesyou to engage the attention of the
audience not only by means of the ear 'but through the
eye; in fact, it requires a really talented speaker to

thoroughly hold the attention of his audience in a semi-
scientilic subject like bee-keeping, when he has no
graphic illustrations to help him. I have often thought
that the ' British-' would be doing a good work if tliey

got up a thoroughly representative set of lantern slides.

I for one should be happy to lend the best of my nega-
tives, and I think there must be several others tfho, like

myself, arc photographers as well as bee-keepers. Pro-
bably most of the County Associations would subscribe

for a set, so the enterprise need not be costly, and then
with the help of a modern three-wick lantern and a por-
table screen lectures would be much more frequent and
interesting than they are at present. My own set I

have made more complete by the addition of some ink
diagrams (also on lantern slides) of hives, exterior and
interior : also practical mottoes, such as ' Give more
room as the hive gets crowded,' ' Keep your stocks

strong,' &c, and sections of fruit-blossoms showing the
stigma, pistil, and nectary (the natural dbjecf pressed
between the glasses). Of course the making the slides

would have to be done by professional hands; I nerd
scarcely say I have no ' axe to grind' in the matter (to

use an American expression), as I have never sold any
photographic productions. I may add that I think
photos from nature are far more attractive and useful

than mere copies of woodcuts ; there is scope for plenty
of work in photographing the different bees and cells

(no easy task), and securing natural pictures of opera-
tions in bee-keeping, such as hiving a swarm, transfer-

ring, &c. I hope to do more in this direction ; then
artistic photographs of bee-gardens in different parts
of the world wmdd be most interesting.— Alfred
Watkixs, WUcroft, Hereford.

BEE-KEEPING AX INDUSTRY FOK LADIES.
I was much struck the other evening by hearing a

party of young ladies reading in the Staffordshire
Advertiser an account of Miss Gayton's successes with
her bees, and asking each other why they too could
not make sixty pounds in one year by bee-keeping. If

secretaries of County Association-; would send to t loir

county newspapers such extracts from the Bee Journal
as would attract general attention and awaken general

interest, they would soon find a great increase in the
number of their members.— Apis Cecroma.

ROBBING.
June 1st.—A strong swarm issued from a stock of

Ligurians at 11 a.m., settled in a gooseberry bush, easily

hived and placed on stand thirty yards distant from
parent stock in one hour from time of swarming. All
appeared to go well that day; next day I noticed unusual
activity in stock and swarm,—concluded robbing was
going on, and found it so. Swarm robbing parent stock,

but in a most friendly manner; there was no fighting,

they came and went as freely as other.;. I was at a loss

how to stop it, but thought that syringing swarm with
scented syrup would be the best thing to do. At night,
when all was quiet, sprayed every frame well on both
sides and all the bees. Next morning was up early to see

the result, and found same thin? going on again, quite
friendly ; so had to wait for night again, when I moved
old stock thirty yards away, and ten from where swarm
stood, ami moved swarm on stand of old stock.

Again up early on the 4th to see result, which was that
robbing was stopped, but a great number of bees from
swarm were flying about the place where first put, which
continued all day, many finding their way into a hive
about two yards from it, where they were received quite

readily, and numbers from old stock finding their way
back to old place and joining swarm, but at times with
difficulty ; but I think that there were not more than
two dozen lost.

I noticed that those seeking admission into strange

hive approached with quite a different hum to what the

robber makes, which may account for their being
accepted. Towards dusk I picked up about two dozen
that had alighted on some currant-trees; one dozen I

placed at entrance to swarm—they were accepted ; a
dozen I placed at entrance to hive, about two yards from
place where swarm first stood; they were accepted, and,
strange to say, nearly all bees that came out of the latter

hive on being disturbed by strangers going ,in were
Ligurians. I also placed a few at entrance to old stock,

and they were accepted.

Permit me to add that when I opened the frames to

spray the swarm I was astonished to find that they had
very nearly worked to the full extent eight full sheets of

comb-foundation in thirty hours.—M. Whittle, Locl;-

inge, Wantage.

IIOGE'S HONEY.
I see by the label on the lloge's honey that he calls

himself 'Purveyor to Her Majesty the Queen.' How
has the patronage been obtained ? Can you tell me
the name of the distinguished chemist under whose
formula the Hoge's honey is prepared?—Ax Anxious
Inquibee with a Soue Throat.

MP. HEWITT'S WAX-SPOON—MR. CLUTTEN'S
FOUNDATION-FIXER.

For the benefit of those who find the putting in foun-

dation—both in sections and frames—one of the trials of

bee-keeping, as 1 did till to-day, I should like to mention
that I find Mr. Hewitt's wax-spoon and guide perfection,

while for frames where the top bar is split Mr. Clutten's

foundation-fixer is invaluable.—A Hampshire Lady.

A RANDOM SHOT.
Some time ago, in an editorial article on 'Bee-keeping

as an Industry for Women,' you mentioned the names of

several English ladies who had distinguished themselves
by their ability in the management of bees, instancing
among others the late Miss Stirling Graham, of Duntrune,
and Mrs. Bellairs, the wife of E. Bellairs, Esq., Wing-
field, Christchurch, Hon. Se?. to the Hants B.K.A. No
doubt your bow was drawn at a venture, but the random
shaft was better aimed than you dreamed of, for I uote

in the last annual Report of the Hampshire B.K.A. the

following sentence:—'The British Bee Journal has re-

cently, in graceful terms, alluded to the services and skill

shown by Mrs. Bellairs in bee management, and in

C aipling her name with that of the venerable and late

Miss Stirling Graham, of Duntrune, the writer was prob-
abh unaware that the firrt lessons (about bees) of the

former were obtained from the latter.'

' Many a shaft at random sent

Finds aim the archer little meant.'

In the same report there is a very graphic account of

the difficulties undertaken by the voluntary manipulators

at County Shows which might well bear transference

to your columns.

—

Melissa.

PURIFYING BEES' WAX.
Your correspondent. ' 11. E. C.,' in last issue, asks that

I would communicate through the Journal, for the benefit

of bee-keepers, my system of cleansing and preparing
wax similar to that to be seen amongst my exhibits at the
International Health Exhibition. To me it is always
a pleasant duty to diffuse any little knowledge I possess
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for the good of others, and I am therefore pleased to

give, for ' li. E. 0.' especially, the following simple di-

rections. First, I might say that I store all waste combs
during the season late in the autumn, when bees are

clnsti red ami few about. I fix an old iron boiler in my
garden, put the comb into bags made of common
strainer-cloth, and melt all down, skim off the was as it

rises, throw it into cold water, then taki it nut and put
it into strong earthen jars, and j lace them in the boiler,

heat it down. Leave it to en. 1. when all refuse will

Bettle. Turn it nut and remove tin- sediment, break up
the fine, and put it into a clean earthen vessel, a common
jug with lip is best, place it in a boiler and again melt it

d"-.\ n, pn pare moulds, din them in cold water, and leave

to drain for ; lent, then pour in the hot wax, and
leave till cold, when it will turn out clean, 11. II. God-
ii; k\ . Grantham.

GOOD LUCK, INDEED!
In Sussex recently a swarm of bees, upon issuing from

the hive, mounted high into the aii iff! The
man in charge of the garden, hoping t" recot

followed th>- bees, and, after doing so for rather more
than a quarter of a mil.', was delighted I them
coming towards him. until he found himself surrounded,

i from fright or not he took his hat off bis bead,
when, to his astonishment, the 1 - took possession of it.

and he was able to carry the hat and its occupants homo
nn his shoulder ami hive the swarm. lew i- S.

Sn, a rEB.

KILLING ROBBERS.
I have often wondered by what means bees who guard

the entrance of a hive Kill rabbet I have
failed to li cover i ij \ isible signs upon them which
might throw any light upon the matter, except thai their
hud irs are much dra\> up or contracted. This morning,
however, I found enclosed bees in fronl of on
hives. The robber was quite dead, while the d

h hose ting had mi doubt caused the death "I' the cobber,
was unable to detach itself from it- enemy

.

Thinking the alxn may I f some interest to bee-

keepers, I have pleasure in forwarding tin- bees for your
inspection. Onoko.

Mi;. HEWITT'S HIVES SYCAMORE HONEY.
I notice your correspondent '.I. Hewitt' recommends

Dutch gin-cases as suitable for bee-hives. 1 have used
them a- 'make-shifts' for years, but think their sole

1 adation 1- that thej can be adapted to take
Standard frami I . J them for Baldwin's frames
before ' Standards ' came into existence; thej are, 1

1

• w -

1 Br, altoj thei too slight and thin for winter, and I have
only used them at -wanning time and in warm weather,
Certainly I havejusl wintered a driven stoi

them on other lows but 1 was
careful to phv e the hole arrangement into a larger box,
and gave pi nl j of •- at m packing f cob
out all right, but thej would never do to I

winter in this counl ;. . Mr. I h - itt ha - bi vi

hoard toll of anj one using them, but for his information
I can toll that gentleman that the ' green '

cases, and also
the 'rod,' are largely employed for hives throughout

ia, Australia, and New Zealand, just as skeps are
hi o and without frames, as I can testify from personal
observation in 188] 82, but then the climate in those
countries is very diiloivnt fmm uurs. In Australia bees
seem to thrive in am old box so long as it is protected
from the Bun. In New Zealand I met with -nine fairly

well-constructed frame hives in Nelson, Canterbury, and
also Aur], land.

1 should mil have troubled you with this w-v,- it not
also for some remarks you print from the same gentleman

with regard to sycamore honey. Now, while agreeing
that his statement may be perfectly correct, that homy
from sycamores may be both abundant and of 'delicious

flavour,' I strongly object to his seeming teaching that

the nasty insect secretion termed ' honej dew,"that he
refers to as only requiring ' lading into the combs,' is at

all of a 'delicious flavour,' or a desirable compound to

have mixed with one's honey. Finding my bees gather-
n-ydew' from sycamores (and the bloom of those
ing about over), 1 removed my supers that the

boo- should only mako use of it in the brood-nest.

Last year the sycamores were clean by reason of occa-
si inol showers, I ut this year wo have not had a drop of

rain for some time. The secretion, 1 observe, comes from
a green aphis very similar to it' 11. t the same as thai

which infests our rose-bushes. I have soon it asserted

that. all 'hone] dew ' is the secretion. of ome insect, and
am inclined to the belief; but still I have noticed for

- frequently gather from Gelds of tares before
tho\ are in bloom, and also w hen in bl 10m, \\ tthout visit-

ing a single blossom, and 1 have failed to trace any insect

visible to the naked •}, but doubtless the microscope
could unravel t ho mystery. The bonej (?) gathered in

oner from tares is pure white, and has a slightly

':t\ our.

I trust you may think it advisable to wain bee-keepers
. of 'honey dew,' and, as bees will gather it at

timi , to take precautions against its going into supers as

nine article; it is disagreeable stuff at best, ind

spoils the flavour of real honey. I write this solely in

the interest of what should be everj bee-keeper's chief

,1, viz., tho production of ptbb honey; and since

1 used as food, to quote Mr. Cheshire, 'how
important it is that it should be obtainable in a pure
condition

!'

W'o are now having Borne most refreshing rain, which
I trust «ill wa-h the 'secretion' from the trees, and as

clover is in bloom, on a fain ' M. II.

MATTHKWS, //'oof/ (hern.

Mi:, simmixs' si t; \i; FEEDER.
Havin lence with Mr. Simmins

this spring, in which he verj courteously told mo of his

jar feeder, I wish to endorse nis remarks. I have
had tho f lei in 11 < in t wentj three hive

;
it has

answered admirably, and with me will certainly be the

feeder of the future, The honey flow ceases here al 1

the middle of July, consequently breeding does so as

well. I intend trying it at that time to proloi

laying if possible through \ugu t, which, if successful,

be b help in the spring thai anxious critical

time of the bee-keeper. -J. C. Lambed i
. Hull.

01 RE FOR BEE-STINGS.
Throughout the wh ile of last bee season I used mud

rec nded it to man] others, who f I it equally

u 1 'Hudson's Dry Soap, a little of it moi 1 a

plied "ill at 01100 alla\ all pain and swelling. It

i- so verj cheap that I think so Bimpl 01 ly should
bo widely known among bee-keepers, Chablks

, 60 Brook Street, Cheater.

ANOTHEB FUEL FOR Till-: SMOKER.
Seeing a nolo in tho i-s f tho loth ult. on tho

above subject, I would mention \\ hat maj not be know n

in all the readers of tho /;. //../..that the black- fungus
which is to be found growing in the collars of liquor

vaults makes 01 1 tho finest fuels possible, inasmuch

as il is portable, will not g< t, and gives out a con-

tinual smoke. Most brewers consider this fungus an

Ornament in their collar-, and do not care to part with

same.—W. lb Si. auk, 12 Promenade Villas,
<

'la-Itminim
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HINGES TO HIVES.

The enclosed sketch may possibly be of use to some of

your readers who have double-storied hives, and like

them to open with hinges. The top half of hinge is

screwed to the roof, the lower half slips into a socket,

which is a piece of hoop - iron bent and screwed on

to hive body. "When you want to take away the

upper story, you lift the roof straight up and the

hinges como out of the socket, and are all ready to

tit into the sockets on body of hive ; it opens just

as if it was screwed on.— S. George Littledale,
Wide Hill House, Bracknell.

HONEY EXTRACTOR.
I have for some time past used a honey extractor of

my own invention and make, which is very simple and
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LAST QUARTERLY TAPER.
May I ask, Mr. Editor, why no report of the last quar-

terly paper and the discussion thereupon has appeared in

tli" Journal f The Conversazione was held on the 16th
of April, and 1 have been for special reasons particularly

anxious to know what took place at it, hut no account of

it can I find. I suppose that it must have the origin of

some heresy or schism, and that it has been suppressed

for this reason. Pray give us some explanation as to

the cause of the delay.—Rusncus ExrECT.vxs.
[Mr. Cheshire's lecture was delivered viva voce; and

his numerous engagements have hitherto prevented him
from reducing it to the form it assumes on p. 2(XI. We
trust that ' Rusticus ' will now find his expectancy
gratified.]

REPLY TO II. V. E.

All right, friend Edwards; but what do you mean by
'committing female bulls?' How did you know that I

was a Justice of the Peace? Can I have committed
myself!-' And why should I commit female bulls ?

True, I was thinking of Cowes as a residence when I

return from Ireland, but how did you know this f 5
r
OU

must be aprophet—the Derby Prophet. Did you pro-
phesy the Dead Heat P—HAMPSHIRE lino.

DEED v. SHALLOW FRAMES.—SECTION'S.
T. W. Cowan, Esq., on page L60, saj -.

' The large hives,

such as the Layens, are not at all suitable (i.e., for honej
in sections on the top), as they are too deep. . . . The
frames should be shallow, and reserved for brood only.'

Will he please explain this, and give us the evidence
which causes him to regard these statements ae i

and say why bees in the Btewarton hive, with b brood-

nest 14 in. to 16 in. deep, store honey bo readily in

gapers above? Also, if bees will yield a greater profit

by using a deeper brood-frame as I know they will

why bee-keepers should be required to u-e «.ni- > in. deep?
A little farther on be i the American

Standard sections, 4[ in. square and 6J in.x.V, in. Will
he please say why British hoi rs Bhould dress

then honey in American robes and send it on the mar-
ket in such a shape that it can't be discerned from
American, thus enabling questionable American honey
(which might spoil their own market at home) to be
sen! here and sold as 'English?' This i- a serious

matter, and I trust he will duly and seriously consider it.

If the Committee of the li.B.K.A. were composed of

merchants or manufacturers, they would in a moment
recognise the point, viz., that to command the best price

for your best goods, you must not dret and label them
as you would the common.

—

John IIkwitt, Sheffield.

WIRED FOl NDATION.
.1. S. Boreham on page L68 gives a very crude way to

make wired foundation : he wrote to me a short time ago,
giving the plan, putting in three brass wires; [cautioned
him against using brass or any but tinned wire, or heating
it first, and telling him of the American plan of ' w liv-

ing the frame- 'where seven w ires and two cross ones are

used in a Langstroth frame j also telling him I intended
taking the matter up in the Journal as Boon as possible.

Those who are thinking of making this had far better

wire theframe on the American system: 1 lb. of No. 30
wire will do 176 L. frames, and SO popular is the -\ rt< m
becoming that A. I. Root says he is getting the wire in

by a ton at once, and he is not the only dealer in the
wire: any kind of foundation will do, and if tinned wire
is used the brood is not killed as Mr. Cheshire said it

was. I have devised a very superior way of wiring
frames with thin bottom liars, which I will give shortly.

Query: Who are dealers in No. 30 tinned soft iron wire
in this country ?

—

John Hewitt, .Sheffield.

JOTTINGS FOR THE JOURNAL.
A Bee-Veil.—Knocking about amongst bee-keepers,

one often sees and hears quaint sights and quainter
remarks. While visiting a bee-keeper of some twenty-
seven hives in Westerdale, and in driving a hive of bees
for him, he bolted for his bee-veil ; and judge the sur-
prise and amusement of myself and a friend who had
accompanied me, to see advancing towards us a veritable

facsimile of the illustrations in the Graphic of the
Kelly gang of bushrangers, the bee-veil consisting of an
old stable lantern tin perforated with many holes, such
as you used to see about when we were small boys, with
horn for a door. We laughed outright at our .bee-

keeping friend in tin helmet ; he was a humorous fellow
and joined in the mirth.

Queens taking an airing.—By the way, has any brother
bee-keeper ever seen his queens out for an airing on a
bright sunny day ? I upon several occasions have seen
a queen come out and circle about for a few minutes and
run in again. I noticed this last autumn, and watched
carefully for some weeks every tine day, and saw more
than one queen come out and circle round two or three
t'.et and then run in again. If this is a common
practice it will account for some of the main losses in

queens.

A Plea for the Blue-Tit (Varus Catruleus). In

coi n with other bee-keepers in the early winter
months, I was highly indignant at wdiat I considered

the ravages of the blue-tit. Several of them at morning
and evening paid regular visits to my hives, then retired

to a favourite perch to eat the captured bees, and on the

spot were numerous stings, giving the inference that the
tit was a in ist destructive fellow in an apiary. I even
made up my mind to nap a Eew ; but as this was such a

barbarous method I pi birdlime, and while
carefully watching to take my captives, 1 soon altered
my mind, and came to tin conclusion that my tears were
groundless, and am glad to -a\ i did not wring the neck

of a single tit. My reason for changing my mind was
that out of many weeks of watching, and from as short a

distance as eight feet, I never saw the tit touch a live

bee, but, on the contrary, they are the most indefatigable

scavengers in gathering op the dead bees, and reliving

to their favourite perch, and there plucking out the sting,

and eating the choicest morsel, just as lias been many
times il'ii il" il in i he Journal.

Different Racet '7' Bees.—A correspondent of the

Journal wishes to have set at rest forever the superiority

of English or foreign races of bees. Tin i question

like that "f hives—unsatisfactorj to answer, not tor want
of knowledge but for the ignorant f novices. An
expert bee-keeper will keep bees with profit in an old

cask or box of any description. So it is with lues: in

one person's hands 1 1 1 \ are everything that is desired,

and the same i. another's, from some error,

will fail to give the same results. 1 see the same cor-

respondent questions their abilities in the north or at

high altitudes. I can only say that 1 have kepi the pure

lac- and Inlaid- close to the Sea-Coast, where the sand
sometimes half drifted over and into the hives; ami I

have kept them a few miles from the top of Stanimibre,
..ne of the highest and bleakest parts oi England, and
never yet had any can-, to complain of tin ir working

?

utilities ; and would not be afraid to compete in a
51igh Competition with Ligurians against blacks, or

hybrids against both races. Without doubt they are

vigorous fellows, and, to use an Americanism, vigorous
ni both ends. They are more active than the common
bee, they are better by far breeders and better honey
gatherers, and, of which there is no doubt, their last

qualification, better stingers as well. Why, like the

weather, we must put up with some clouds, or we
could not appreciate the sunshine.—W. Crisp, Great

Ayton, Yorks.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF STRAW HIVES.

For the information of those of our readers who may
feel interested in the production of straw hives we give

below an illus-

tration of OettCs

frame, so much
used on the Con-
tinent. There are,

of course, several

others, more or

less known, on
the other side

of the Channel,

among which the

Rev. Bedels is

probably one of

the^ most popu-
lar; but whatever
their individual

improvements or

adaptation, they

are none the less

all based upon
the main features

of Oettl's.

This frame was,
first of all, adopted
in Germany for

the manufacture
of their square

straw hives. It

consists i if a cir-

cular base, with

a double row of

.stakes or pegs be-

tween which the

straw is pressed.

A lever, /•, » , *, i if

a U shape, travels

over the stakes or

pegs and presses

down the straw.

A strong pin, which is put through the holes in the up-

right shaft. /, keeps the straw in position whilst it is

being stitched together. Sections of a circle, like the one

marked X, are used as a means of facilitating this pres-

sure, but they can be dispensed with by the practical

hand. As the rows of straw keep rising so does the

lever, which is fastened to the pivot, q, by the pin, d.

The pattern here represented is supposed to be made of

oak or elm wood, and the double row of pegs seen project-

ing from the

frame are of

two kinds, as

our illustration

shows. Gener-
ally speaking, the

upright shafts of

those made of

late are of iron.

For instance, the

two patterns ex-

hibited by M.
Bedo had their

iron shafts fixed

upon a wooden
frame, and their

lever was of

the same metal.

Frames built up-

on this principle

are cheaper and
more solid as well.

When working
with them no
stitch is made
until the shafts

are full of straw

up to their top.

The stitches are

made straight,

running either

upwards or down-
wards. The rest

of the operation

needs hardly any
particular ex-

planation. For
rectangular hives

,

having straight

walls, the lever has to be displaced in rotation with
the pivot upon which it rests. At a recent show,
held at the Orangeries of the Tuileries, an invention

of this nature by M. Naquet, of Ansauvillers (Oise),

attracted considerable attention, as it produced straw

walLs of extraordinary regularity and strength.

—

John
B. Camaschella.

British Bee- keepers' Practical Note -book,

followed by rules for the general manage-
MENT op Moveable Comb-hives throughout the
Year. By T. W. Cowan, F.G.S., &c. (J. Huckle,

Kings Langley, Herts.)

Bee-keeping is passing through a new phase. It is

rapidly assuming the form of a science. It is daily

becoming evident that it must be conducted more
systematically and methodically than it has hitherto

been. Mr. Cowan's Practical Note-book is published at

a most opportune time ; and if accurate entries are made
of all the operations and observations in the apiary to

which it directs attention, it may lead to the discovery

of many new facts, such as the relation of the secretion

of nectar in plants in regard to the weather, and the

laws regulating the production of honey. The book
comprises a series of tables, which have been so arranged

that the bee-keeper may make the following entries :

—

Daily Observations; Observations during Winter; Ob-

servations respecting Queens; Queen-rearing; Number
of Brood-combs, &c; Swarms; Produce of the year;

Food table ; Autumnal inspection ; Wintering table

;

Inventory of Stocks ; Income and expenditure. At the

end of the work are given some short rules for the

general management of moveable comb-hives. Where
a large number of hives are kept for profit, it will be

found vei'3r desirable that accurate entries be kept; and
the possessor of even a few hives will find his interest in

his bees much increased by attention to the details

required by this book. It is needless for us to state that

the author, in compiling this work, has drawn from his

own experience the requirements of the apiarian— an

experience considerably enlarged by his having come in

contact with the most able bee-keepers on the Continent.

His work will be found a most necessary supplement to

his Guide-book ; and we trust that it will meet with as

large a measure of appreciation at the hands of the

public as has been meted out to that most reliable and
practical work.
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€t\sats ixam tljc gibes.

Abingdon.—My bees are still doing remarkably well.

Although there has been a lot of cold rain in Abingdon
for aevera] day- and N.W. winds, my bees work -well

between the storms; and to-day, June 9, I have taken

fifteen pounds of splendid honey in glass super from one

hive; and last Monday, June 2, I took a second super off

another hive eight pounds: the first glass super m> taken

from the hive on May 26th, eight pounds; and there are

two more marly fit to come 'iff on the hives, and 1 have
one hive nearly forty pounds in weight of honey with
large glass super on top, the super is nearly full of comb,
and about half full of honey. My hives face full south.

My bees have been well cared for all through the

Winter and do not swarm off and leave their home.—D.

Bkicbxand.
Leighton Bussard, May 28. I have this day taken

twelve 1-11'. sections from one hive : other hives working
iii gapers well. Had first swarm from skep on May 1l'.

1 fancy my bees are early.— South BbD8.

North Leicestershire.—The 7th, 8th, and 9th met. have

Id and wet and the bees prettj well confined

within doors; prior to the 7th they had a good 'month's

hard labour.' Nevertheless report- are very conflicting.

< >n the one hand, stocks abnormally Btrong are reported ;

on the other many are -till -aid to 1». weak, not having

recovered the bail windy weather about Eastertide.

Supplies have been very abundant from may, sycamore,
trefoil, maple, daisy, and late blossoms, and there have

few nice supers secured. The first swarm in this

neighbourhood issued on May 7th from a skep luxe, the

first from a bar-frame on .lime lib. A- the bean- are

just beginning to flower, and the clover and lime- v. ill

he read] in a fortnight, future swarms will be almost

valueless: hence returning swarm- and efforts at preven-

tion are tl der of tin- day where honey is wanted.

E. B.

South Cornwall, June 1".—Melancholy proof of the

short supply of nectar! This morning I found drones

being ejected from a skep which had I Dwell fed, and
; ly heavy ; not grubs, but fully developed, and in

some cases living and moving bees. ' 'I course examina-
tion followed, with the discover} of both worker and

drone brood almost down to tin- floor-board, hut of little

honey. This is the first summer'.- day for weeks; and
though there is but little sun the eld wind has ceased to

blow, and it is close and thundery. The barometer is

rising, and if the temperature continue, high the nume-
rous workers will gather supplies. At present we are

just in the state we were. This time last year plenty "f

bees but little honey; all will now depend mi the

weather. Two May swarms are reported in the neigh-

bourhood, and I have hea id of three or four more during
this month. -0. K. S.

Ireland, /Inn/. June 5th. Bees are very backward for

the time of year, at least a fortnight later than l.i-t

year; bee-keepers only now beginning to get the bees

into the supers
;
the weather now being SO cold that tin \

are baldly able to -tore any honey, only having enough
for the brood: though we had a fine fortnight in May,
vet we bad a old ea-t wind al st ever] day. b
D'O. jun.

County Donegal, I'inn Valley. The last ten days "f

May were splendid weather for bees ; and the latter filled

lions in body of hive, which I transferred t" top

to la' sealed over. The first week in .lime was cold ami
chilly . and the lues stayed in their hives, and took down
all tile I mi icy from the --d nu is in super, probably beeau.-c

their stores were running short. Mj stock-, most of

which occupy nine frames, are making no preparations

arming, which I expect will be late this year in

this district. The white clover is beginning to bloom,
and if we had some weeks of fine weather we would
have a good harvest. In this district very few straw
skeps remain after the winter. Several persons who hail

flourishing apiaries two years ago have now not a single

stock. I should say that at least three-fourths of the
stocks in straw skep- perished during the past winter.

—

Am n.A, June t».

djitcrics anb Replies.

Qi f.ky No. 776.—(C. J. J.)—Returning Swarms,
Casts, sSV.—I have a strong lot of bees in a frame-hive,
the stock-hive full, and the bees now busy in the sec-
tions. The bees were a la-t-yvar's early swarm, and the
ageof the queen unknown, except that the parent hive
swarmed the preceding year, so the queen was probably
hatched in 1882. If the hive swarms, could I return the
swarm ; and, if so, which queen should be kept ? I am
a novice, and should object to examine the frame-hive
for J Id queen, even if 1 were sun- of finding her, of

which I am uncertain. How arc cists returned? i. <*.

do the bees destroy the surplus queen? When skeps

are driven and united, do the 1 - destroy the surplus

queen ? if ii"t.how is the difficulty of the second queen
surmounted- .1. The probability of your hive swarm og
or not depends upon the weather. In cool, shower]
Weather, when lull" or no honey is coming- in, 1 3 will

swarm, owing to the rapid increase of population and
the -canity of i' 1. [n fine, sunny weather, with occa-

sional shower-, w In-ii honey is coining in fa-t , t hey will

continue to work in supers if sufficient room for breeding

i- given below. \- you do not appear to be sufficiently
•!. and cant me a quei n, in case of y our

bees -warming-, either follow the plan given iii our last

number under ' Swarms Deserting,' ill ' I —-fill Hints.' or
l-.-turn tin- -warm to the parent hive on the evening "t

the day it issues, spreading a sheet in front of the hive,

and shaking out the swarm upon it. The parent hive

should I*- wedged up a couple "f inches in front t" allow

the bees to enter quickly. Hut b] the latter plan the

probability is that the swarm will issue again. ( 'a-is are

! in the same way. The bee.s will settle the

matter of queens.

Qi i K-. No. ~'~
. is. [,. B.) 1. Returning Swarms.

In various notices about .-warming I have -ecu i; men-
tioned that as tie- owner did not wish the number of bis

stocks increased, the sicarm was returned. Please say if

this can be done; and how P Is the old ipiten to remain

queen of the new united stock, the queen-cells having
been first cut out P \nil will swarms, as a general rule,

accept 'I" way "f cheating their instinct; and under
pretext of being hived allow themselves to he replaced

exactly as if tiny had never swarmed at ally I am
specially anxious to know, a- last year my supers, which
wen- coming- on well, were spoiled ju-t at the critical

moment by swarming, and never were finished. A. See

answer to 'C. J. J.' Very much depends upon the weather
and th" season, but as a general ride returned -.irin

issue again in fact, couth swarming mil until the

hone] season is over. If a swarm is returned the queen-
cells should be cut out previously, and in the course of a

w.-.-K the operation should be repealed, bill we prefer to

gratify the swarming impulse, Refer as above ; also to

the previous reference in our last issue, and you may get

your supers filled and avoid increase. 2. Queen Wasps.

— Profiting by advice in the Journal, I this spring turned

my attention to queen-wasps, and have 'removed' in the

garden the goodly number of thirty-six. Although I

know that thi> i- a Bee Journal, and not a Wasp Journal,

I should like to know it you could insert a sboit note on

ill natural history of iii'-'- queens; i. e. a brief .-ketch

of their lives, telling whence they come and how long

they live. Do all tin- wasps we see in autumn in a
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wasps' nest die the same autumn except the queen ? And
where does she live during the winter ? And does she

alone excavate the nest for the coming brood ? And
does she live through more than one season, like a queen-

bee ? and only once impregnated ? And is there any

easily accessible book giving full}' their natural history,

and that of the humble bee ?

—

A. Nihil alienum, Sec.

The communities of wasps, like bees, consist of females,

males or drones, and workers. The females are of two
kinds,-—first, the females proper, which are considerably

larger than either the males or workers ; secondly, there

is a smaller kind of females, which, like fertile workers,

only produce male or drone eggs. The females in a

populous vespiary amount to several hundreds ; they

emerge from their pupa state towards the end of August,

about the same time as the males ; they fly in September

and October, when they pair. Few of these females,

however, survive the rigours of whiter—only the strongest

do so ; they remain during the winter in a torpid state,

till the bright spring weather revivifies them, and recalls

them to renewed activity. It is in the spring that the

greatest vigilance should be exercised in the destruction

of queen-wasps, for each of them may become the

founder of a numerous colony. As soon as revived by
the warmth of spring the queen-wasp proceeds to con-

struct a few cells, and deposits in them the eggs of work-
ing wasps. The eggs are covered with a gluten which
fixes them securely to the sides of the cells. The eggs

seem to require care from the time they arc laid, for the

queen-wasps many times in the day put their heads into

the cells which contain them. The fife of queen-wasps
seems to be no sinecure. At first they have no helpers.

They are the solitary founders of the colonies. They
take the same care of their young as worker-bees in

feeding the young grubs ; indeed, those first hatched are

entirely ftd by the queens which produced them. They
feed them till they are in their pupa state ; but within

twelve hours after they have arrived at their perfect

state, the young wasps eagerly commence building cells,

and proceed to assist their parents in feeding the grubs of

workers and females which are by this time born. In a

few weeks the colony will have received tbe accession of

many workers and females, who without distinction

apply themselves to providing food for the now nume-
rous grubs. Even when the vespiary numbers many
thousands the queen-wasp does not cease her labours,

but continues to set an example of industry to the com-
munity. It is most probable that she does not survive

through a second winter. Every work on entomolugy
treats of the history of the wasp and humble bee, but
we are not acquainted with any work devoted specially

to them.

()iEHY Wo. 773.—(R. I\. Easy.)— 1. Packing for
Winter.—l'lease answer the following questions in your
next issue, if convenient.—1. If bees are numerous enough
in September to cover nine or ten frames, may not that

number be left in hive when packing for winter?

—

A.
Yes, certainly. Say the end of September, or early in

October. Many winter upon ten frames. 2. Tobacco
paper.—Does tobacco paper stupefy bees ?

—

A. Yes, if

sufficient quantity of the smoke be given. For ordinary
use brown paper is best. If you wish to stupefy bees
puff-ball is generally used, but as it is thought to be
injurious to the brood, it shoidd be used only at such
times as the bees are not breeding. 3. Honey left for
Bees.—If five or six frames contain a good deal of honey
when it is time to super, should some of it be extracted ?

or should it be all left for use of bees ?

—

A. "We shoidd
prefer leaving it for the bees.

QrEitY No. 779.— (Q. Q, Q,)— 1. Sending Queens by
Post.—I shall have some spare young queens to send by
post next week, and would thank you to say how I

should pack them so as to travel safely, and also what
number of attendants should be given to them, and what

land of food ?

—

A. Queens may he sent by post with a
small piece of comb, about two or three inches square, in

a little frame fastened in the middle of the box, and
about one hundred workers, or they may lie sent in a
small box with only about a dozen workers. A small piece

of candy is put into a recess on one side of the box and a
tube filled with water, ' corked ' with a sponge, on the
other side. This is the way niany queens were sent from
Cyprus and arrived safely. If the post-office people

know tbe contents they will refuse them, so you must
pack them so as not to be discovered. 2. Preventing
Queens entering Supers. — How can I prevent (or

nearly so) the queen entering the super without
using the excluder-zinc ? If I leave a space of

| inch between frames and sections would not the

bees build comb in it ?

—

A. The separators between the

sections will so reduce the size of the slits as to render it

difficult for the queen to enter the supers over the hive.

3. Preventing Wax-Moths.—In order to prevent moths
from working in slits of top bars of frames, would it do
to keep the foundation within ft inch of top and fill the

space with ordinary putty ?

—

A. Puttying the slits on
the tops of the frames will prevent the moths laying

their eggs there. 4. Extension of Supers.—Is there and
objection to the super extending beyond the frames over
the chaff-paeked sides (three inches in width)!'

—

A. The
only objection is the diffusion of the heat. The over-

lapping sections would not be likely to be entered. 5.

Treatment of Young Bees. — I formed some nuclei

recently by giving a comb of hatching brood and one of

honey and pollen. As soon as the young bees hatched
the bees dragged them outside, and I was obliged to

remove the brood-comb so as to save the lives of the

young. What was the cause of this p

—

A. If you examine
the brood thrown out you would find, probably, that

their wings were defective owing to partial chill, sufficient

to prevent perfect development, but not to cause death

in the cells. 0. Queens from Nuclei.— I have now one
comb each in two nuclei, and they are quite easily

managed, although I have read that the bees are disposed

to swarm with the least interference. One of these

nuclei has two queen-cells sealed over. I have read
that queens reared in small nuclei are very inferior.

Are they less prolific than those reared in mother-hives !

J

Would they not do very well to put over a swarmed
stock for a week or two till good queens would be reared
from the queen-cells ?

—

A. The bees from nuclei when
without food are apt to follow the young queen when
she goes forth on her wedding flight. Queens reared in

nuclei or in small colonies are not so strong or good as

those reared in strong stocks. The proper plan is to get

them reared in strong stocks and give the ripe cells to

nuclei to hatch out. 7. Uniting Nuclei.—How can I

unite two or more nuclei when I take the queens from
them ?

—

A. Tbe bees of nuclei, when done with, may, if

they stand near each other, he brought together and
united, leaving one queen, and strengthening by a comb
or two of brood from other hives, or they may be united

to any other stocks, and the few lost bees returning to

the old spots disregarded.

NOTICES^TO "CORRESPONDENTS &JNQUIRERS.

T. Cabtf.h.—Mason Bees.— The cells forwarded are

those of the Mason bee (Megachi/e muraria). Nests

of the mason bees are often found in the angles of

empty hives. They generally select for their structure

an angle sheltered by a projection on the south side of

a stone wall. Tbe chief materials of the nest are

grains of sand, which are glued together by a viscid

saliva into masses the size of a small shot. After the

walls of the cell are raised, the female deposits an egg

with a supply of pollen and honey, and proceeds to

the erection of a second cell, and so on until the whole

number, which varies from four to eight, is completed.
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The Rev. J. Lawson Sisson writes:—'In a great

mail}- of my hives (bar-flames') there are masses of the

cells of these tiny bees, but I have never ?een them
making use of the honey-bees' eell> till this year. In

one hive they have filled up all the spaces between the

V-shaped broad-shouldered frames of Abbott'-
|

So -well mortared are they that it was difficult to

move the frames. Seeing some notices of wild bees

in the present number of the Journal indue, -1 n , to

send you the specimen. Two of the combs in same
hive have cells tilled in the same way. i

the yellow pollen lin which the masons have
deposited their eggs verj plainly by looking at the

other side.'

Miss M.- 1. Drone-cells. Tl appings you note are

those of drone-cells; the colour of the cap]

caused by that of tie- pollen or bee-bread, which with
wax constitutes thi i the cells. These cap-

Li Eferenl from I

which are pure wax. -. Hatching of Virgin Qv
It is about eight daye after the swarm has departed
that the first princess is hatched. 3. ever of virgin

Queens. The young queens when they emergi
their cells are full-sized; when [own to

their duties of egg-layers a change takes place in their

appearance: they look matronly.

W. (.'urn 1 1 in. - /'.,. rhymol is not used tor

cleansing hives, though wi

not be useful in that way. It
i rentive

rather than a cure for foul br I. The crystals are

bed up in a muslin bag (three or four crystals of

it ) ami placed in on hive. It i- volatile

(something like camphor) and is astrong antiseptic.

It is made from oil oi I bj

• '.Smith.— It will be desirable to drive the 1

transfer the comb to b bar-frame lave, liar-frame

hives are procured from any dealer inbeeappliat

advertisements). For the best mode of driving and
transferring see Modern Bee-Keeping.

\. •;., Amersham. Feeling Smarms. Your bees

I have been fed. During the la

inclement weather it bai been impossible for

to build comb—or, indeed, to exist—without t I.

which tlie\ i
i tain from the fields. I

I

upon syrup. See recipe in Modern Bee-Keeping.
Continue feeding until the hive is filled with comb,
then cease, and put on a super. You should read Mr.
i sn's book. It' the season prove a good one you
may obtain Bur,plus honey towards its c]— . We
recommend you to procures \i-it fi i your Count}
Expert, from whom you will obtain more practical

information in balf-an-hour's conversation than you
gain from a long study of I Ire.

I.' w.i'ii II. Com i i.i. I

'

ii it to Cheadle,
Cheshire, is either Mr. \V. Ii. Can-, Higher Bebington,
Cheshire, or Mr. E. (!. Parker, AJtrincham.

W. B. .1.-1. Drones.- The number .if drones in your
hive i- caused bj the foundation supplied. If desirable
a drone-trap might be employed to reduce their

Dumber. -. 'Removing Sections.—"With the sections
employed there is no difficulty in seeing the pi

made bj the bees in filling the section-. Wnen full

let them be removed and others supplied.

I!, i'mikv, SMbbereen.—The flower forwarded is Lim-
nanthes Douglasii. Von will do well to cultivate it

f n' your bees.

II. ('•. W. a. M.ist likely the onhatched drones, being
at the edges of the outside combs, got left outside the
fluster one cold night, and 80 be, Mine chilled and died,
and were thrown out.

Busy B.

—

Queen-cells "u Drone Br I. Bees sometimes
raise queen-cells on drone br 1; but drones onlj are

ever evolved therefrom. This appears to he , of
tie- few mistakes committed bj I

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOC IATION.

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THE ROYAL AiililCTLTT RAL
SOCIETY OF IRELAND,

The BEE-TENT of the ASSOCIATION
WILL BE AT

THE CATTLE, &c. SHOW, KILKENNY,
On JULY 2nd, 3rd, ami tin.

Lectures and Manipulations, at intervals, each day.

CHARLES F. KNIGHT. M.D., H

LEICESTERSHIRE
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

PRIZE SCHEDULES of the LEICESTER and
MIT/loN MOWBRAY SHOWS can be had on

application to the Secretary. Mr.. EDWIN BALL, Wal-
TH.lM, Mr in-. Me BBAT. (72)

P'JJBB FOUIffDATIO 3SB\

2s. 2d, per Lb. ; 5 lbs. at is.

COMBINATION HIVE, 21 inches Long; Hoof, 8 inches

deep (the Cheapest Complete Hive made), price 8».

Tllustrai lywhere.

PBIZE STRAW HIVES, price 1«. 4d.

G. STOIKARD, Welwyn, Herts. 2497

BEES ! EEES ! ! BEES ! ! !

SEVERAL more Swarms for disposal, including
Pun Digorian, ll\ bricl Ligurian, 1

1
I ad Black.

Small Swarms for Li nriamsing in Nuclei. Ql

I

I
11, 1 . .. I. Holy I, anils

(hybrid), and Blacks—from Queen
best honey gatherers last year. Apply for partioulai

E. WOODHAM, Abbotsloy, St. Neots. (2492

LIGURIAN THREE FRAME M CLE! I can
spare a few more at 21*.; after June 17 . M. each.

Address Sim mi
I in, Brighton.

FOR SALE, a SMALL BEE-TENT, with Poles,

46., complete; quite new. 8 ft. long. i'.
1

. ft. high,
2

'. ft. v. i

Holland. Price :io-. Addn I , P., l\.\ Lodge, West
Molesey, B

M
C. G. HARRISON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS of every description of
BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES. Among their

ea are Hives, in
. 6d, each, Metal-ends, Metal

Covers, Honey Extractors, Wax Extractors (new pattern),
Smokers, Feeders, .ve. Silver Medal, Knightsbridge ; 1st

and 2nd Prizes Ilagley and Coventry.

HALES OWEN, WORCESTERSHIRE. (2502)

WANTED.
LARGE QUANTITY OF ENGLISH HONEY;

also, a MAN TO LOOK AFTER PUBLIC EX-
HIBITION <iF BEES, for Three Months or more, at

Watering-place, West Coast. Address A. I., Advertiser

Office, Altrincham, Cheshire.

WIRE STAPLES, &c.

A. GOODALL & SONS, Bbighotjse, Yobkshtbe.
Or from

C. T. OVERTON, Three Biiidoes, Sussex. 1'IC'J
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DR. PINES
Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, B. U.K. A., 1882; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and.
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of

' improvements.' But there is not one
of these so-called ' improvements ' which
does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with ' DE. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no other*. All

Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10s. per gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and

cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. Gd. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
IstheacknowledgedKemedy for Stings, especially for removing

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. 6d. per bottle.

The abore Inventions nun/ be obtained from

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. # Holborn, London

;

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Hequisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from the Inventor,

»lr. F. LYOV, 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.B.

BEE VEILS. Improved with Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth -Everard, St. Ives,

Hunts. (",(l
)

CANE (PREPARED) for making Straw Skeps.

1 lb. postal packages—Fine, 2s. 3d. ; Coarse, Is. 3d.

—

free. SALICYLIC ACID, Is. per oz. post free. THYMOL,
Is. packets free. Either of the foregoing cheaper in quantity.

Address J. B. W. Hole, Tarrington, Ledbury.

BEE HIVES and APPLIANCES
Of the best quality, at the lowest possible price, to be

obtained from

JOHN IiXii^KE, JT-crwr.

BEACON STREET, LICHFIELD.
COTTAGEES' HIVE, made of 1-inch best Pine, planed

outside, contains 9 Standard Frames and Dummy, resting

on Tin Runners, suitable for Bee-Shed. Price 4s.

ABBOTT'S HONEY EXTRACTOR, best make, 9s. Gd.

BINGHAM SMOKER, neatly and strongly made, 3s. Gd.

Other Appliances at an equally low rate. 5 per cent,

discount off all Orders up to April 1st.

Send Card for PRICE LIST to

J. LEAKE, Jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield. 1973

WELWYN, HERTS,
Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

E>E(JS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

9 productions. By the aid of special power machinery
he is enabled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at as accurate fit

and finish, all goods being adapted both for the convenience
of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bee-keeper.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 Pages, 50 Illustrations,
full of interesting and useful information, Free on

application.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
SUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and everything per-

\ 7 taining to Modern Bee-culture. Hives made only of

the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is always
kept ready cut and prepared for putting together.

Awarded Honourable Mention for a Hive exhibited at

Com; lM.rsn:i\L Exhiihtiox, 1883, and First Prizes at

various County Shows. Revised Catalogue for 1881.

i/; r , ,1 to tht Herefordshire II A". .1., qualified by Jl. B. K. A.
t Certificate.)

Address -TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

I Ui Expert ofthe Sussex Bee-Keeper's Association,

TZHZZEHEIE BEIDG-ES, susses:,
Begs to c ill attention of all Bee-keepers to bis

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,
and hopes to be favoured with their support.

Silo I Broi < ITi lal . and other Prizes, awarded at Brulgetcater,
> ... tl l' /t . I'm) h'/my S)a..rs, /.„ tlie JJest Bee Wees, Has,

i irs, ('
I' Foundation, &e.

Orders can now be booked for Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of

ENGLISH, LIGUHIAN and other Foreign BEES, for early spring
delivery ; also Imported LIGURIAX QUEENS. First consignment
will arrive early in May.

SPECIALITIES.
The 'COWAN HIVE,' and Extractor . Bingham Smokers, the best

in use ; Supers ;
Hourv !{:•!. ; < '(.ml. Foundation, American 2-lb. and

1-lb. Sections; FLAT TOP STRAW HIVES, with hole in top for

feeding ami -uprrimj .
_'-.

. arh : Crate* of 1^ 1-lb. Sections for Straw
Hives," 5s. each, complete.

Questions on Bees and their Management answered by return of

post, 3d. stamps. Scud 7d. for Modem Be?-Keeping, Is. 8>(. for British
.' r./t.do

;
i». j.m "" .i, r /, ,,.(....,.

IE3- G-- Z> J^. XC. £C E TEZ,
Watchmaker & Jewf.li.f.u,

ALTRINCHAM, KNUTSFORD, and
WARRINGTON.

All kinds of Bees, Bee-Hives, & Appliances,

For Old-fashioned as mil as Modern Bee-keeping.

Bar-frame Hives from 4/0 each, Comb Foundation,
Shokehs, Feeders, &c, at most reasonable prices.

Winner of 15 Prizes it Medalsfor Pas ds Appliances last year.

1st Prize for English Bees, both in 1882 and 1883.

1st Prize for Observatory Hive.

1st Prize for Best and Cheapest Cottagers' Hive, on the

Moveable Comb principle, not exceeding 15/-.

1st Prize and Silver Medal for Best and largest Collection

of Bee-Hives and Appliances for Modern Bee-keeping, in-

eluding a Hive complete on the Modern System at 25/-, at

the Cheshire County Bee-keepers' Association Show ; also

1st Prize for largest Collection in 1882.

' Modern Bee-keeping,' the Simplest and Cheapest Book.
Price Gd.

Cash with Order to be sent to Altrincham. (61)
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'PHYSICIAN, HEAL THYSELF.'
We publish on page 227 an editorial article ou

the British Bee-keepers' Association which appears

in the current number of the /»'" keepers' Record.

The Record is i\\^ organ of the Lancashire and
Cheshire Association, the /!> Journal not being

good enough for it. It is an advantage for the

British Bee-keepers' Association to have the mirror

held up to it, that it may know how it looks to one
of its affiliated associations; and it ought no doubt

to feel grateful to the editor of the Record for the
conscientious manner in which he has discharged

the duty which he feels to be incumbent upon him
<£' looking critically into its organization and conduct^

We cannot, however, commend the tone in which
this article is written, nor the Spirit which
to inspire it. We were under the impression that

the British Bee-keepers' Association was hoi

Metropolitan show at the present moment in con

ncxioti with the International Health Exhibition;

and this is a Show lasting for si\ months instead "I'

three or four days, as formerly. We also thought

that a great opportunity was offered this year to

bee-keepers to meet together for friendly intei

in the Conferences which have been arranged for

the 25th ami 26th of .Inly. We m.i\ be WTOng.

Doubtless the writers in the Record are the people,

and wisdom will perish with them. It has hecn

suggested to us, however, that it may perhaps he

our duty ' to look critically into tin' organization

and conduct' of the Lancashire and Cheshire Asso-

ciation, and to remind its members that the holding

of Shows is not the only duty of a Bee-keepers' As-

sociation. It is also the duty of its Committee to

.steer clear of County Courts, and to pay the prize

money within a reasonable time to those who have
gained such at their Shows. We might also re-

mind them that vaulting ambition sometimes over-

leaps itself, and that the frog who tried to swell

himself out to look as big as the hull ended, as our
American friends would say, by 'bursting up.'

THE EDUCATIONAL ACT AND APICULTURE
The Rev. Arundell Leakey, Vicar of Acton, near

Sudbury in Suffolk, deserves the thanks of all bee-

keepers, hoth present and future, for the step which
he has taken in reference to introducing the science

and art of bee keeping as an element in our
National Education; and we congratulate him on

the encouraging response which he has received

from the President of the Committee and « ouncil

I'll Education, which will be seen in p. 220. We
understand that Mr. Leakey has communicated
with some members of the Examination Sub-com-

mittee, and that the matter will lie taken up by

them in good earnest. We hope to be able to

report progress after the next meeting of the

General Committee, or Council, as we think it

might well be called.

We have long felt the importance of inducing

schoolmasters in rural districts to interest their

scholars in the fascinating pursuit of the study of

the bee, feeling assured that if the principles of

humanity to this little insert are inculcated in the

early days of childhood, it will bear rich and
abundant fruit in after years.

Bee-keeping, too, is especially adapted for the

schoolmaster. It takes him out into the fresh air

[during for hours the hot atmosphere of the

schoolroom. It is a recreation which has the

advantage of being different from his usual work,

and at the same time it allows scope for the special

bent of the scholastic mind. There is just enough

of science in it to give it the necessary interest to

recommend it to the ordinary schoolmaster. It is

exactly what is needed to bring him into relation

with kindred minds, and thus in a degree to break

down the irksome isolation of enforced residence in

a rural village.

We fe.l Convinced that if the schoolmaster will

turn his attention to bee-keeping, it, will give a

fresh /est In Ins life, and he will, while instructing

his poorer neighl re, be conferring a benefit upon

them. We have the brightest hopes that this new
departure will be a marked era in the history of

bee-keeping j and wo trust that the Sub-committee
will feel the necessity of perseverance in order to

obtain from Government the removal of the restric-

tions mentioned in Mr. Leakey's letter.

BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS IX X. WALLS.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL sin IKTY, SHREWSBURY.

A meeting will be held in the Meeting Tent of

the Etoyal Agricultural Society on the ShowGround
at Shrewsbury, at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, July loth

with a view to forming 1 See-keepers' Associations for

the Counties of North Wales. The meeting will bo

addressed by some of the leading members of the

British Bee-keepers' Association, and all who are in-

terested in improving the condition of the' artisan

and the agricultural labourer, whether bee-keeper
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©r not, are invited to attend. The Hon. George

Douglas Pennant, the eldest son of Lord Penrhyn,

has been invited to preside over the meeting.

COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS
IN SOUTH WALES.

A copy of the following letter has appeared in

the newspapers in South Wales ; and. we are

pleased to announce that it has borne fruit in

the establishment of a Bee-keepers' Association for

Cardiganshire :

—

(To the Editor.)

May I ask you kindly to draw the attention of your

readers to the importance of forming Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciations for the counties of Cardiganshire and Mont-
gomeryshire ? These counties appear to he well suited

for bee-keeping, and the production of honey is now
becoming a national industry which should not be over-

looked by those who are anxious to befriend the agricul-

tural labourer and to enable him to make some addition

to bis scanty income. There is a large demand for

honey in England at the present time. Messrs. Huntley
and Palmer, the well-known biscuit manufacturers at

Reading, require a regular supply of two tons of honey

weeklv : and the Rev. V. II. Moyle, the hon. sec. of the

Berkshire Bee-keepers' Association, in order to supply

tli. 1 demand, has opened a depot for hone}', for which a

good market price is given. The sum of 49(5:?/. was paid

to foreigners during the month of April alone for honey
imported into the United Kingdom. "Why should this

money not have been paid to our own countrymen ?

Every other county in South Wales will soon have its

Bee-keepers' Association to bring the seller and buyer of

honey together. Why should Cardiganshire or Mont-
gomeryshire wait P

I beg to call the attention of all clergymen, school-

masters, and gardeners to this deficiency in the institu-

tions of these two counties; and I am quite sure that

Mr. L. Oswald Lewi-, the hon. sec. of the Carmarthen-
shire Association, will give them the benefit of [his expe-

rience in forming such an association if they will only

consult him.

The British Bee-keepers" Association (of which the

Baroness Burdett-Coutts is the president) will also give

considerable assistance to the promoters of County Bee-

keepers' Associations.—I remain, sir, yours truly, IIku-

beut 11. Peel, late Hon. Sec. B. IS. K. A., Thornton

Hall, Bucks.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
£

1

5

2 2

10

d. £
"Lincolnshire.

R. R. Godfrey . . 2

Surrey.

A. W. Robinson

Sussex,

T. W. Cowan .

q G. D. Havilaml

6 Warwickshire.

I

J. Noble Bower. . 10
' G. Franklin ... 5

The above subscriptions are the amounts received and
acknowledged by the Secretary of the British Bee-
keepers' Association in accordance with the arrange-
ment made at the special meeting of the Committee of
the B. B. K. A. and the representatives of the County
Affiliated Associations.

We regret that we are not able to give a statement of
the full amount subscribed. Two applications have been
made to Mr. J. P. Jackson for the list of subscribers

Devonshire

W. N. Griffin . .

W.Walker . . .

Essex.

Bev. G. Baynor .

Hertfordshi

Rev. E. Bartrum .

J. Kipling . . .

Rev. F. G. Jenyns
Miss Gayton . .

whose subscriptions were paid previous to the present
arrangement, but it is not yet to hand. When received
they will be duly acknowledged in the B. B. J.

The amounts collected by the Secretaries of County
Associations, when remitted to the Secretary of the
British Bee-Keepers' Association, are entered separately

in his accounts of the fund, uuder the name of each
County Association.

FOUL BROOD.
We are requested to say that Mr. Cheshire would

feel obliged by any bee-keeper forwarding to his

address, Avenue House, Acton, samples of foul

brood, in order to enable him to complete his

experiments in that direction.

BLIGH COMPETITION.
We beg to remind candidates that copies of

Competition Journals for the months of May and
June should now be sent to the County Secretary.

USEFUL HINTS.

By the time these lines are in the hands of our

readers the honey-harvest will be in its full

strength. The weather has been so favourable all

through June that stocks arc in fine order for

gathering the nectar from the clover and lime-trees

and storing in their owner's sections.

No time must be lost in putting on sections, if

not already doue. If they are put in the first in-

stance on frames at the bade of t he brood-nest, and,

when partially built out, removed, with the bees in

them, to the top crates, it will cause the latter to

be entered and worked in for more readily than if

they were put on empty. The warmer supers are

kept the better. If sections are required for sale,

it will be right to feed extracted honey to hasten

the completion of them ; but if for exhibition, such
a proceeding would not only be dishonest and
contrary to the declaration which accompanies the

form of entry, but would lead to disqualification.

Extracting.—When extracted honey is wanted,

hives should be set apart for its production. The
greatest quantity is obtained by the doubling
system. If, however, this is not adopted, two or

three tough combs, if containing drone-cells all

the better, should be separated from the brood-

nest by excluder-zinc, and the honey extracted

every few days. When the cells are beginning to

be sealed it is ripe. If extracted before this stage

is reached, honey is apt to ferment if kept some
time. It is not advisable to extract from combs
containing brood.

Swarms.—When they have filled the hive with

combs they should be supered.

Stocks which have swarmed will be found about

fifteen days afterwards to have filled the combs
with honey ; this should be extracted and supers

put on. The emptied cells will be taken possession

of by the young queen for breeding and the

incoming honey deposited in the supers.

Purchasing Stocks.—Now that foundation is so

cheap, it is not. as a rule, worth while to purchase

stocks, as swarms become stocks iu about ten days.

But as opportunities sometimes offer of getting
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good stocks cheaply, they ma}- be ventured upon
with chic. Before admitting them to your apiary,

examine carefully for disease.

Fool Brood.—If no experience of this fell

destroyer has been had, its presence may be over-

looked on a cursory examination, directed more
especially to ascertain the presence of the queen,
the strength, amount of brood, &c. The signs of it

in a mild form are, some of the grubs being of a
dull colour instead of white, or a few cells

remaining capped while all around thcrn the brood
has hatched, and the cells been refilled with eggs.

If this is noticed, remove a few of the caps with
the point of a knife. If the brood is alive and
healthy, all is well, but if dead, examine more
closely. Chilled brood (which is not likely to be
found at this time of the year; will be found in a

patch or ring. Foul brood in isolated cells. If, on
removing the cap, a brown slime is found, there is

no doubt of the disease. Have nothing to do with
'k, or any from the same apiary, or even the

same neighbourhood. The more advance'!
of the disease are more easily detected, many more
cells will be found capped, and the caps sunken
and perforated. The disease is even perceptible to

the nosa The stench oi tion arising is

not i" be misl iken.

Treatment.—If you ha to suspect its

presence, send as a few cells, protected

get crushed in the post, and we will either

mind at rest or tell yon the worst. If the

me in stamping it out, not only

bul for thai of your neighbours.
Y"u in ad so prevent production

of brood, and, when that already existing has
1 out, say sixteen to twenty days, or at once,

without, waiting,
|

follows : In the
,it home, drive the

'. (if in a ski

from the combs if in a bar-frame hive, and
in a s k '

]
> or box n ith plenty of i

at leasf forty-eight hours, until they have d

the none} in their sacs, and are at the ;

starvation. I hem as a swarm, putting

them in a clean hive which has ha

sponged over with solution of syrup containing

salicylic acid, furnished with new frames filled with

foundation ; feed them with Balicylic acid until the

combs are buiH out Meantime the infected hive

should be burnt, hive, combs, honey, ipiilts, every-

thing. It requii to burn an

ive hive, but it is '
: '. 1 *isinfec

ty answer, but, on the other hand, it may
not; and if not the whole process must be gone

through 'again, having wasted the hive and

probably infected other hives which were pre-

viously not touched. The skep and canvas u

quarantine must be burnt, [f you have man}- hives

ii, it WOUld pay to have a quarantine-box

made of tin or zinc, about eighteen inches by ten,

by nine deep, with a lid, fitting bee-tight, of per-

forated zinc. Open the box, shake the bees in,

close it, and stand it lid-downwards on two sticks

on the bare earth. The bottom of the box should be

lined with perforated zinc, to give the bees foot-

hold when it became the top in use. This box can
be perfectly disinfected by filling with water and
putting it on the fire to boil. The earth over
which it stands is be turned up, and so all

infection is removed without the necessity of
destruction, as is the case if a skep and canvas is

used.

Mr. Cheshire is, as mentioned in Journal, p.

200, carrying on experiments with a view to

treating stocks without destruction ; but as this

plan will not be published until August, if then, it

would be as well to stamp out the disease when
existing by the above method.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ^SS(X I VTln\.

Tli>- Monthly Committee Meeting of the Association
was held .it 105 Jermyn Street on Wednesday, .June 11.

I-'' II. R. Peel iin the chair), Rev. E.Bartrum,
i Rev. If. Bligh, i foot. • 'ampb 11. II. J

M. Bo iki r, W. • ill. I
. orer), and thi

tary. The minutes of the last Meeting were read,
c infirm nt of accounts for
the mo I, showing a

thibitioD Sui, -i ,,ort"l that Mr. Hoc
on d space immediately adjoining the Ii. I!, h. A .

... m at the International Health Exhibition for
the purpo f exhibiting his ' prepared ' h mej . and that
at hi- suggestion thi

dbited by the a. IS. K. A . had been

I uncil of

Uiealth Exhibition, with the result

thai Mr. II _ '- exhibits had
I om the

Exhibit

i tat the
_-t.ii by tli"

B. B. E tor July 25 a

it Mr. ( 'hi read n

paper on ' Foul Bro "1 and the besl mi ana of caring and
ing it

;' and i Elehner be req

I he Adulteration of 1

1

ing it;' and thai tli i

Baron. iciation,

..iir.

\\ d, ' Thai tli.- names of <

aid I.. . is be ad I for the

R . II. R. I.v.-I, the
R -. .I.i

I .Mr. T. W. i '..« an, !>• el

ii
..:.' Mr. t lh is. N. Abbott

. .1. M. Hooker were unanmi.ii
Judges and Examiners in the Bee Department of the
!.' \ .il I held at < luildford on June

low ing daj .

irge Raynor was elected to act as Judge
at the Norwich Shot. , to be held on July 3rd.

Thenexl Committee meeting was fixed for V.

day, July L'nd.

1 'o.m i hi:-., i \.i. i,ii uni.Ki.v MEETING AT Sot ni

Kensington, Juli 2oth and 26th.

Programme of Proceeding*.

Friday, July 25th, 2 p.m., subject for discussion 'Foul

Brood, and the best means of earing and preventing it,'

to be introduced by Frank R. Cheshire, Esq., F.R.M.S.

•Saturday, July 26th, 11 a.m., Quarterly Meeting of the
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Committee of the British Bee-keepers' Association and

the representatives of County Associations.

Saturday, 2 p.m., ' The Adulteration of Honey and the

best means of detecting and preventing it,' to be intro-

duced by Otto I Miner, Esq., F.C.S., F.I.C., Analyst to

the British Bee-keepers' Association.

Members desirous of attending the Conference are

requested to make an early application to the Secretary.

J. Huckle, Kings Langley, Herts, for tickets of admis-

sion.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SHOW.
This Show was held at Maidstone on June 2nd and

the four following days. The weather, which for a long

time previously had been dry and cold, causing much
anxiety to bee-keepers as well as to farmers, underwent
during the Show a decided change ; and although it

undoubtedly affected the receipts for admission to the

Show Yard, the inconvenience which resulted from the

frequent rain was cheerfully borne by the large number
of visitors. The site of the Show was admirably chosen,

the view from the upper part embracing some of the

choicest scenery of the county of Kent. The bee-keep-

ing Department, under the auspices of the British Bee-

keepers' Association, but more immediately under the

direction and management of the Kent Bee-keepers'

Association, as on a former occasion, formed one of the

attractions of the Show; and although many of the

exhibits of honey entered were not forthcoming, the

show of hives in the two classes provided, as well as the

collections of apiarian appliances, the Exhibition was
fairly representative of the present phase of scientific

bee-keeping. Some confusion was caused by the change

of position involved in placing the department in the

permanent building usually devoted to the Art Exhibi-

tion, instead of the site previously decided upon; but the

almost constant stream of visitors testified to the great

popularity to which the movement has attained. The
Judges nominated by the Committee of the British Bee-

keepers' Association were the Hon. and Rev. Henry

Bligh, of New Hampton, Middlesex, the Rev. F. T.

Scott, vicar of Harthp, near Sittingbourne, and Mir.

J. M. Hooker, of Sevenoaks; but the duty, consequent

upon the indisposition of the first named, devolved upon

the latter two gentlemen, and it is needless to say their

awards gave complete satisfaction.

In Class 1, for Observatory Hives stocked with bees,

out of four entries Messrs. (i. Neighbour and Son and

Mr. S. J. Baldwin were the only exhibitors, and the

prizes were awarded in the order named. Messrs.

Neighbour's hive was very nicely finished, and contained

six combs, Mr. Baldwin's having three combs only.

These exhibits requiring a flight for the bees were
necessarily relegated to a tent by themselves.

In Class 2, for the best Frame Hive not "exceeding

15s. in value, twelve entries were made, by most of the

principal manufacturers, and of these eleven were forth-

coming. In judging these, as also the succeeding class,

the Judges experienced very considerable difficulty, the

design and workmanship generally being high class,

many being perfect marvels of cheapness; in fact, the

question forces itself upon the mind whether they can be

produced for the money, or whether ulterior objects do

not sometimes induce the exhibitor to undertake their

manufacture even at a loss.

The first prize was awarded to Mr. James Lee of Seal,

near Sevenoaks (formerly of Bagshot), for a capital hive,

affording thorough protection from weather, fitted with

metal-ended frames and provided with super rack. The
second prize was awarded to Mr. James Blake of

Ipswich, who has succeeded to the business so ably carried

on previously by his father. The same excellence is

apparent in this hive as has always characterised those

turned out by Mr. Andrew Blake ; and it is not too

much to say that it thoroughly deserves the award
bestowed upon it. Messrs. Green and Sons of Rainham,
Kent, Mr. W. F. Martin of Ringmer, Sussex, and Messrs.

Dines and Son of Maldon, Essex, are selected for liigh

commendation. The other exhibitors in this class are

A. Joy of Avlesford, S. J. Baldwin, Bromley, Edev and
Son, St. Neot's, It. W. Davies of Braintree, and E. C.

Walton of Newark.
In Class •'), for hives for cottagers' use, price not to

exceed 10s. <></., the first prize was bestowed upon Mr.
Alfred Joy for an excellent hive with rack for supeiing,

and provided with a most comfortable quilt of thick

saddle felt. This latter article is a somewhat novel one

for the purpose, as, besides being very warm, the

exhibitor claims for it free ventilation, without draught,

for the vapours which ascend from the clustering bees.

The second prize was gained by Messrs. Edey and Son,

Mr. Baldwin and Messrs. Dines and Son being highly

commended.
In Class 4, for the best collection, etc., Messrs.

Neighbour and Son and Mr. S. J. Baldwin were the

only exhibitors, the former firm gaining the premier

position, and the latter second prize. These exhibits

fully sustained the scientific character of the pursuit of

bee-keeping, and the interest excited by them was
strikingly apparent. Messrs. Neighbour's display of

bee-keeping appliances was arranged in a most effective

manner, and comprised many articles of elaborate design

and finish, as well as innumerable articles of a more
workmanlike kind. The display made by Mr. Baldwin
was of a moi'e practical aspect, almost every article,

apparently, being for every-day use in the apiary.

In Class .">. for the best super of honey, ten entries were
received, but three exhibits only were produced, two by
the Rev. FT. Scott and one by Mr. Joy. The former being

ineligible to act as judge, Mr. John Martin, of Dunkirk,

Faversham, and Mr. J. Garratt, of St. Mary Cray, were
deputed to the task of judging in the honey classes. The
first prize was awarded to Mr. Scott for a beautiful

Stewnrton super, the second prize being taken by Mr.

Joy for a bell-glass super.

For the best twelve 2-lb. sections of super-honey, Mr.

Sands bore off the Silver Medal of the B. B. K. A., the

bronze medal going to Mr. Joy, and the certificate of

merit to Mr. J. M. Hooker, the latter exhibiting honey
in good preservation from last year. In the class for

1-lb. sections, the Rev. F. T. Scott gained the first, prize

for twelve very evenly-finished sections, Mr. Joy taking

second honours—Mr. J.Solomon being highlycommended.
For run honey Mr. Joy received first prize, Mr. W.
Seabrook being second. For the best sample of comb-

foundation made in the presence of the judges, Mr.

Baldwin bore away the palm, Messrs. Neighbour and
Son taking the second prize.—J. Gauhatt, Secretm-y

Kent IS. K. Association.

CARDIGANSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

We have great hopes that an Association will soon be

formed in Cardiganshire. R. F. Gower, Esq., Castle

Malgwyn, Boncath, is stirring in the matter; and we
have little doubt that he will make the Cardiganshire

Association a success. Will bee-keepers in the county

kindly place themselves in communication with Mr.

Gower ?

MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

A Special General Meeting for the extension of the

above Association was held on Tuesday, June 24, at 5

p.m. in the Board Room of the Royal Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 105 Jermyn Street,

St. James's, the Hon. and Rev. Henry Bligh in the chair.

The Chairman said the object o'f this meeting was
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to extend as far as possible the area over which the

influence of this institution might be felt, and to gain

members from all parts of the county ; and, in fact, to

establish it as a proper County Association in affiliation

with tin- parent body. For the information of those

who were unacquainted with the affairs of the Middlesex
Association, he would say that it was founded 1 ist year
in consequence of a movement which took its rise in

Ealing. Certainly, Middlesex, for reasons to which he
would afterwards refer, had been left behind in the

race of County Associations, and he thought all honour
was due to the men of Ealing for taking the initiative

in -tlii- matter. They had met with considerable diffi-

culty in starting- the Association. They received very
little response from outside their own immediate neigh-
bourhood, and tie- result was thai

|
,i too

much of a local complexion. This year they had
the services of a new secretary, Mr. box Kenworthy,
whose name was well known in the bee world n

for some ti ae ted i S he British Bee-
Association, and thej deten in 1 I i take some

on which the sociel i

They had decided to invite those who lived in different

parts of the < auntj I

iral of the existing committee had offered to
i beir places in favou n bo might be

Therefore the work the) had in hand tl

e, an I also to

consider some rules which ! i

'
:

ted in lieu of
those by which the institution was (filiated.

lie thought it was hardly necessary to say anything on
the impo) tance i ej were
all c mi a " ' i thai opinii II" -•

i mid d ii stop to re-

count the work which had I n done by the British
I:

' in: hut he would retain :

that tb of that society's work, and its

general to the organization of the
system of affiliated County Associations. Mr. Peel,

who had kindly.come to the i would shortly
address them, had worked verj hard in tin- .

and the result was that nearly ever] count} of I

had it- Association, Middlesex he w y being
very late in awaiting to its duties. The cause of this

. to be trai ed, The British Be
nation when first founded was supported verj
and indeed carried on by Middlesex men, Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Che-hire, and .Mr. Hunt, r, being among the muni er.

Then the Annual Show <eemed to be mifici nl tor all

the wants of the bee-keepers of Middlesex, and probabh
owing to these circumstances the idea of on association
for Middlesex I to bat xmi red to

There was a considerable di trict, which might still be
called country in the Home County, and tl bject of
the British Bee-keepers' Association was to push bee-
keeping to every corner of the country, Thai Id

only he done in Middlesex bj the formation of a society
for the comity, which would include the metropolis.

I ropoli was the centre of the life of the country

.

the centre of its trade and wealth, and indeed of all its

interests. He thought they ought not to despair of

bee-keeping contributing very much to the trad.' of the
country, lie believed the resources which might be
developed through bee-keeping would form no unim-
portant part of the income to be derived by our country-
men from our fields. Okie subject to which he hoped
tit.' ii. e. Association would direct lis energies was to-

wards the establishment of a honey market in London.
Other counties were engaged in similar undertakings.
A very successful honey depot had been established a1

Reading. Even if they succeeded in this project there
would still he much left to accomplish. The Parent
Association had to work up the interest in their pro-
ceedings all over the country. The counties must work
Up the districts, and the districts the parishes. In

conclusion, he hoped to see the day when the ;,i, i

ideal vision of all true-hearted bee-keepers would be
realised, namely, a country developing to the full the
vast wealth contained in its plant life—a result which
must have an immense power for good in the homes of
the cottagers and labourers of the country,

Mr. Henderson stated that all the members of the
Committee of the Middlesex Association were Ealing
gentlemen. As it was desirable that the committee
should ret have so much of a local complexion four of
those gentlemen, namely. Mr. Gardiner, Mr. Loder, Mr.
Powlesland, and Mr. Snadwell, had consented to retire

in favour of representatives to be elected on the Com-
mittee from other part.- of the county. He therefore

lial their resignati in b i ac

Mr. Ros -• - mded the motion.

The following gentlemen were then elected on the Oom-
mitt 1

1 and Rev, 1 1. Bligh,

Dr. Benthall, Mr. II. Jonas, Mr. II. Leach, Mr. F. R.

Cheshi e, Mr. II 1,. Mills, Mr. Q. T. Harrison, Mr. C.
N. Abbott, and Mr. A. Neighbour.
The suggested Ruli - f t the government of the Asso-

ciation in future were then considered, and d

The Rev. II. R. Peel said thai tl afforded him the
greate-t pleasure to attend this meeting, and lend the

i his experii nniiii e. I |e wished
undersi 1 that he did not attend then, as a

lion of the British Bee-ki p \ sociation, This

rather an advantage than otherwise,

be was consequently uol under constraint, and
could unburden himself freely. He was present merelj

nd of their Chairman, who had, in the course of

his address, travelled over all the ground thai he (the

had intended to covi r, and I berefore there v, a i

very little left for him to ay. He quite agreed with
Mr. Bligh that the reason why Middlesex had been o

d was owing to the circum tance thai the

British I Association, which -tin nd in Baling,

duty for the home eountj

.

'fie- parent Association had passed through several

phases. It had fought it- way into public favour, and
had entered into what he considered the philanthropic
ml practical tage. Mr Che hue, who was to have

nine, had from time to time in past

I the Committee that, in the midst of their

they were losing sight of the most important

part of their duty, tb I d the cottager. They
ought to benefil the cottager bj teaching him how to

keep his bees b tter, and improve his income bj

of i -. bonej . at a wax, The best way of

accomplishing this end was 1,\ menu- of County Asso-
ciations, and bo was delighted to aj thai ever} county

in England exc pi Wi tmoreland and Rutland had
. stablished institutions of this Kind. I luring the present.

year the) had invaded South Wales, and started A -so

ciations in Glamorganshire and Pembroke. Thej
would, he was -ure. he glad to hear that there was a

g I pr08pec1 Oi their C0 '.ten. ling in Wales. A lie. l

enthusiastic gentleman had recentlj been in cum .i-

cation with Mr. Oswald Lewis, Secretary of the Caer-

marthenshire Association, on the subject, and he had one

to the expense of hives and other appliances from London
for the purpose of popularising the cause in his disti id

This gentleman, thej would he surprised to hear, was up-

if ninety years of age. He had also the pleasure of

informing them thai arrangements had been made with

Mr. Jenkin, of the Royal Agricultural Society, the an-

nual -how- of which would he held at Shrewsbury this

year, for the meeting of North Wales bee-keepers on the

"l'.th of Julynexl (the second day of the Show) in if

the Society's large tents. The' ohject of the meeting

would be to promote the formation of Associations

throughout North Wales. lie trusted that tins, facl

would act as an incentive to Middlesex. There were

several districts in Middlesex, which, he thought, if
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properly worked, would give a good account of themselves,

such places as Barnet, Finchley, South Mimms, tStanmore,

Uxbridge, Ealing, Southall, Hanwell, Staines, and Hamp-
ton. He congratulated them on the prospects of success

which awaited them, taking into account the immense
number of wealthy residents within the area of their pro-

ceedings. No other County Association had the advantage

of a Metropolis like London wherein to canvas for sub-

scriptions. He recommended the Secretary to lay before

the Lord Mayor and Common Council the claims of the

Association ; also to try and enlist the support of the

clergy of all denominations, from the Archbishop of

Canterbury to General Booth, or Messrs. Moody and
Sankey. If this course were taken, the good results

accruing therefrom would not only benefit the Middlesex

Association, but do good to the cause everywhere.

The noblemen resident in London also had estates in the

country, and they would probably be induced to support

Associations established in their own counties, if their

interest were once awakened by the Secretary's appeal

for aid. He also suggested that the Middlesex Asso-

ciation should endeavour to hold its own honey market
and Annual Show. If they could be relied on to do
this, the British Bee-keepers' Association would be

relieved of an immense burden on their finances, which
was almost more than they could bear. It would set

the parent body free to occupy the rule which he thought
they were best fitted to undertake, namely, the education
of thi' masses in the art and science of bee-keeping by
the publication of literature on the subject; and the pro-

motion of scientific experiments in relation to bees,

their food and management, &c, could then also be
undertaken in earnest. Only the other day a gentleman
had suggested to Mr. Mundella, the President of the

Committee of Council on Education, the desirability of

teaching the art of bee-keeping in the elementary schools

of this country. Contrary to general expectation, this

request had met with an encouraging response. In the

event of this project taking effect, it would fall to the

lot of the British Bee-keepers' Association to prepare

graduated manuals for the use of the children— a task of

importance, and necessitating considerable care. He
hoped they would direct their attention specially to the

establishment of a honey market, and quoted Mr. Moyle's

experiment at Reading, which had been attended with
so much success. Mr. Moyle could now obtain more
honey than he was able to dispose of at Beading, and he
had proposed to use Columbia Market for the purpose of

getting rid of it, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts having
kindly offered the market for such sales. In concluding
his remarks, Mr. Peel said that he was sincerely inte-

rested in the success of that institution, and he prophe-
sied great results for bee-keepiug if the Association were
established on a firm basis. Any assistance he could

give by way of advice, or attendance at special meetings
would lie always cheerfully rendered.

The Chairman proposed, Br. Benthall seconded, and
Mr. Fox Kenworthy supported, a vote of thanks to the
Rev. II. R. Peel for his kind attendance and assistance

at the meeting, which was appropriately acknowledged.
Mr. Dean proposed, and Mr. Leach seconded, a vote

of thanks to the Chairman, who briefly responded there-

to, and the proceedings terminated.

BEE-TENT ENGAGEMENTS FOR JULY.
Essex Bee-keepers' Association.

July 3.—Brentwood Horticultural Society.

July 0.—Tollcshunt D'Arey Cottage Garden_Society.

July 10.—Braintree Horticultural Society.

July 16.—Maldon Horticultural Society.

July 23.—Springfield Cottage Garden Show.

July 22.—Radwinter Horticultural Society.

Kent Bee-keepers' Association.

July 4. Tunbridge Wells Horticultural Show (Annual
Exhibition K. B. K. A.).

July 9, 10. Lee, Lewisham, and Blackheath Horti-
cultural Show.

July 17. Cranbrook Horticultural Show.
July 22. Dartford Horticultural Show.
July 23. Hawkhurst Horticultural Show.
July 29. Ash and District Horticultural Show.
July 30. Ashford Horticultural Show.

W-ABWICKSHIBE.
Julv 23.—Rugley.
July 20.—Hall Green.

July 29.—Hagley.

Wobcestehsiiide Bee-keepehs' Association.

July 17'.—Malvern Pose Show.
July 23.—Redditch Horticultural Show.
July 26.—Kidderminster Horticultural Show.
July 29, 30, 31. —-Worcestershire Agricultural So-

ciety's Show at Pershore.

dfontspritrma,
*„* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes
from the Hires, Queries, d-c, are requested to direct their com-
munications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," c/o

Messrs. Strangeways <£• Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

during the month of May amounted to 52457. [From a

private return sent by the Principal Statistical Office,

H.M. Customs, to E. H. Bellairs, Esq., Wingfield, Christ-

church.]

THE EDUCATIONAL ACT AND APICULTURE.
I have long thought that the Educational Act was

not doing as much for the child of the peasant as for

that of the town artisan, for though the curriculum is

the same for both the advantage reaped must vary with
the means each has of availing himself of the proffered

instruction.

The necessities of the rural home generally forbid

the rustic scholar staying an hour longer than the

law actually demands, and those extra branches of

knowledge taught under Schedule IV. are benefits only

for those who can extend the time of tuition beyond
that actually necessary to satisfy the attendance officer.

Should, however, the labourer's child happen to lie able

to remain at school the subjects taught are not those

which will he i if use to him in his career of husbandman,
and to reap any tangible benefit from what are some-
times termed 'extra subjects' he must forsake his

father's calling and migrate to the town.

With a view to remedying in some degree this state of

things I wrote to the President of the Educational

Department, and asked him to admit scientific apiculture

as a subject which should be taught and be recognised

by the Act; and it was with true satisfaction that I

received a reply that tee-keeping might be taken as a
specific subject and earn grant under Schedule IV.,

subject to certain conditions set forth in the correspon-

dence I enclose for publication.

My primary object, however, in asking you to publish

this correspondence is to enable others to do what in my
own parochial schools I cannot do, for though our

master is a bee enthusiast, and an expert in the highest

sense of the word, and at present an exhibitor in the bee-

section of the Health Exhibition in London, we have no

children whom parents can afford to leave at school long

enough to come under Schedule IV. Hence we have no
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scholars who are of standing' to be taught bee-culture,

and thus earn grant, but I cannot help thinking this

may not be the case in all rural schools.

ft was my intention to set about drawing up a text-

book for use in schools, adapted to a progressive scheme
extending over three years' instruction, the first year's

part suited to the fifth standard attainments, and the

last part touching upon the fertilisation of flowers by
insects, and including elementary entomology so far as

bees were concerned. However, on reflection, it has

occurred to ine that it would be best, through your medium,

to ask the British Bee-keepers' Association to publish

such a book on tha lines of the Hand-book for ('(foyers,

as such a manual would carry more weight and b b rttei

received, and, consequently, better further the cause of

bee-keeping than a manual drawn up by a private

individual. I feel how serious a difficulty to the use-

fulness of the concession made to me by Mr. Mundella is

this limitation of ' the IV. Schedule,' but 1 bave strong

hopes that if the subject be taken up bj those who have

the labourers' well-being al heart, and a belief in the

possible development of bee-culture, that the Depart-

ment, which has shown such honest desire to -orve the

people by the Educational Act, will allow it to !

as an 'extra subject' capable of earning grant, and

subject to no further conditions than sewing and tonic-

sol-fa. The fact that the Government n",\ recognise

the ubjecl al all as one which may be taken in any
school in Great Britain, and upon a proficient knowledge
of which grant may 1 arned, is already a auco

which we may congratulal irselves, and a long step in

the right direction. — Abundbli, Leakey, Acton
Vicarage, Sudbury, Suffolk, June Y2th.

Copt.

To the Right II n Durable A.J. .l/<

Sin,— A great admirer of your educational measures,

I talc the liberty of writing to ask yon whether the

department of which you are the head will allow our

parochial Bchool an ' extra subject' n branch

of entomoli igy instead of,the whole subject \ i/., prac-

tical scientific . the natural history of the

honey I , and the fertilisation of Bowers by in-ects

generally, and by Hie dome-tie I specially ? The
government of more than one German Slate, | under-

stand, makes the subject compulsory in rural disti

The great Libera] rift of schools to the i ntry v M
confer one more national benefit if it eradicated the

superstitions co , and paved the way towards

the development of resources lying absolutely idle. W e

have every convenience at hand, and are surrounded bj

i clover land which would lender the knowledge

a source of wealth to the future peasant. Very faithfully

yours, Auim.iij. Leakey, Vicar of Acton, Treasurer

and Correspondent of the Acton Parochial Schools, Acton

Vicarage, Sudbury, Suffolk, iAth Feb., 1834,

To the Rev. A. Leakey, Acton Vicarage, Sudbury,

Rev. Sib,— I have the honour to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 14th inst.

I am directed to state that if you can draw up a

graduated scheme for teaching the Bubjecl you name,
and obtain II. M. Inspector's approval of it, it may be
taken as a specific subject Mini, r Schedule IV.

I have the honour to be,Rev. Sir, your obedient

F.T. 1'Ai.ciitAVK, Education Department, 20th Feb., 1884.

To If. W. Oaughton, Esq., II. M. Inspector of Schools.

Deab Mb. Claughton, -As you know the q
of scientific and profitable bee-keeping is one in which I

take a great interest ; by lecturing and by practical

demonstration I have done what I could to forward the

seii nee among agriculturists and labourers. Mr. ('lark,

our schoolmaster, was one of my first disciples; he 18 an
enthusiast, and exceedingly well versed in the subject.

It struck me that the Department would allow scientific

bee-keeping (as is done abroad) to be taught in the

schools, and allow Government grant on the subject.

I append a letter from the Department, which, as you
see, sanctions the plan provided you add your consent.

I need hardly say I trust you will see no objection to a
plan which will be ultimately an immense boon to tho
future peasant by adding to his scanty resources and dis-

pelling the many superstitions respecting the profitable

and proverbially industrious insect. With kind regards,

very faithfully yours. Aiu xi'F.Li. LEAKEY, Acton Vicar-

age, Sudbury, Suffolk.

To the Rei: A. Leakty.

Dl lb Mn. Leakey,—The Educational Department
having sanctioned the subject of 'bee-keeping,' it only

remains for me to approve the graduated scheme for

teaching the subject. 1 would only remind you that the

scheme must be progressive, and extend over three

years. The tii'-t year's part must be adapted to Fifth

Standard children, I. e. of eleven or twelve \ear- of age.

Wishing you sueeess, 1 remain, yours truly, II. \\".

i 'i u ohton, Feb. 27th, 1884.

I \ IKU'imx OF BEESWAX.
This subject, which has very opportunely been

brought up by ' R. I'. ('.' in the Bee Journal and an-

swered in the current number by Mr. R, R. Godfrey, is

of so great interest and importance to bee-keepers gene-

rally, that I make no apologv for Continuing the subject

in the belief thai the besJ available process, as pi

a ceiituiv ago, is not only still the Acs/ process, but has

been L si sight of, so far as I am acquainted, in all the

modern works on bee-keeping. This is the more remark-

able when we consider the inti lerable a mo nut of trouble

and 'mess' usualh gone tin-,.ugh iii the process of

obtaining two ds of wax. Whoever has

n the marvellous 'harm wrought b\ a few drops
of sulphuric acid, or nitric acid {aquafortis) in clarifying

I swaz, must need, w ler that its use is not more
ii : and I cannot do better than -end you

s verbatim copy of the pro ribed by John
In. . \ - . iii b - 1 k, /'/' Practical Bee-Master, and pub-

lished December 6th, IT- 11
. This writer, perhaps 1> tter

author of The Antient Bee-Master's Fare-

well, published sixteen years later, will always take bigh

B ' bather ol :

' and it is not a little

r -in ark able, thai we mould not have advanced, but rather

retrograded, in s process which be professed to have him-

self invented i .• than b hundred years ago.—E. H.
I '.i i i uns, Wingfield, Christchurch.

PROI I SS Tin: SECOND.
'To extract marketable wax from t) a tingle

operation, without eitln r itraining or pri tin I.

' Take an earthenware vessel, much narrower at tho

bottom than at the top
; put therein a quart of water, and one

ounce of single aquafortis, or the like proportion for larger

or lesser quantities
i

stir them well together, and then put

in so many good wax combs, as when melted, will reach

within a finger's length of the top of tho pan ; set it on a

clear but strong fire, and as soon as it begins to melt, stir it

about, and so continue until it boils, and even longer if tho

combs be not thoroughly melted ; remove it then from tho

fire, and let it stand until it be cold. The wax will be in a

cake at the top, and the impurities underneath it. There

will be two sorts of impurities : the lowest will be almost

entirely dross ; this is to be taken off by itself, and is of no
value ;' the next will be a layer of dross, but with some wax
intermixed ; this also is to be taken off, so as to leave tho

cake pure and reserved by itself, as also any foulness that

may be on the top; both which may be refined along with

more combs the next boiling. Old combs that have wax in

them, or other refuse that has been pressed but yet contain

a considerable portion of wax, may be thus treated and will

yield as fine yellow wax as the best combs, provided the

combs or refuse have been previously pressed down and

kept in a close tub or vessel in a house for fivo or six weeks,
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which will occasion the impurities to ferment and rot (the

wax will not), and thereby disengage the parts and dispose
them more aptly for separation.'

WAX EXTRACTOR.
We forward an electrotype of a wax extractor, and

think from its simplicity and liandiness it will relieves

long-fell waul. The mode < f using ii i= a> follows.

Nearly till the outer chamber A with water, iill the

perforated basket with useless comb. &c, pu1 the lid on
and place ir on the lire: the steam is allowed to escape
through suitable holes at top of the inner chamber, which
are partially covered ( as shown on left side Of engraving).
To prevent any water being carried over with the steam,
the wax is drawn oft from the pipe at bottom; and as

the lid and basket can be connected at will there is

practically only one moving part, therefon the work of

extracting may be carried on continuously without
removing' the boiler from the fire. A water guage is fixed

to large sizes, it is admirably suited for straining- honev
and for use as a capping' can. 0. G. EIabeison & Co.,
Coombs Wood, Halts Owen, June %5th.

THE ITALIAN BEE,

Having for many years been an ardent admirer of

Apis Ligustica, and as several bee-keeping friends, in the
pages of the Journal, have questioned then usefulness, it

resolves itself into a matter of fact, how far individual
experience of practical apiarists justifies the praise that
has at various times been lavished upon them, 1 use the
term ' practical apiarists' for the simple reason that a

great many who rush into bee-keeping are far from
practical, and in the hands of such persons no kind of
bees or any variety of hives ever will give satisfaction,

for they are continually pulling their hives to pieces ju>t

to see how the queen is getting- on, until their bees
become so irritable that they sting every one who ven-
t ures near them. Talk of the coming bee, Italians are
eminently the coming bees, for under such treatment
they come right at you,—and you,whyyou are generallv
going.

The first point I urge in favour of the Liguriau is its

beauty, and if there is any truth in the old adage—'a
thing of beauty is a joy for ever '—the Italian bee can
win and hold it, for nothing is so beautiful as a swarm
of Italian bees hanging from a branch, looking almost
as transparent as amber in a midsummer sunlight. Many
years ago I was tempted by the glowing accounts of
those golden bees to purchase a swarm, which dulv
arrived packed in a wash-tub, and very golden they were
(in cost); however, I set to work to make the most of

them. At that time 1 was the happy possess, ir of nine
straw skeps, all about one size. I selected one with the
combs half way down, and drove the blacks, and added
them to a similar hive of English bees in the adjoining-

hive, placing the Ligurians in the hive from which I had
driven the black bees.

Now for my first experience of the new race : in three
weeks, or thereabouts, the Italians had built their combs
down to the floor-board, and shortly after swarmed. So-
satisfied was I, that I ligurianised eight out of the nine
hives; and never in all those years have I been out of
Liguriau and black bees, and' have had no cause to
change or modify the opinion I then formed. The time
came when I adopted the moveable frame-hive, and
then came real knowledge of apiarian matters, and since
then 1 have had Liguriau queens from Mr. C. N. Abbott
and other dealers, and have sometimes found them vary
greatly i:i colour, but the worker progeny, as a rule, were
first-class, and I have had beautiful banded workers
from a queen that was quite as dark as any Britannic
majesty.

Now for a few of the points upon which thej will

beat tli- Britons hollow. First, and worst, they will

plant more stings to the square inch in shorter time than
any hive of English bees; i.e., when thoroughly aroused.
Handle them gently, and you will not have much cause
to complain; except in hot weather, when honey is

abundant ; at which time their sentinel bees are so quick
that they come like darts, and so alert, are they that no
black bee is allowed to enter their hive; while, on the
contrary, Italians fraternise freely with black hives.

Thej can better defend themselves against wasps and
hornet-, and aie never subject to attacks of wax-moth;
they seels them out and quickly destroy all moths and
larva?. They are quicker in their flight than the blacks.
Watch a hive of each race in an approaching thunder-
storm: why, the Italians are all home in a body, so
much so as to sometimes block up the entrance to their

hive in their hurry to obtain shelter, while the English
bees come home more leisurely, nothing to hurry John
Bull. This alone proves them to be quicker on the

wing,—no mean advantage when it comes to honey-
gathering.

Next they have longer tongues than Britons, so that
llie\ can gather honey where our blades cannot. Any
on Can convince himself of this by bending- a piece of
wire gauze to a wedge shape; smear the top side with
honey, and place it over the feed-hole of a black stock

;

then mark where the honey is cleared off. Now place it

upon the Italians, and see if they do not clean it further
up. Then as to honey-gathering, if it is to be had they
will get it, and woe to the small black stock that attempts
to rob, and amongst the slain very few yellow jackets
w ill be found, t In the contrary, a small stock of Italians

defend themselves so vigorously that I have never yet
seen them robbed.

Then take a glance at the interior of a Liguriau hive

;

see the splendid sheets of brood, often from top to bottom,
speaking volumes as to the prolificness of the queens.

This point, then, disparagers do not deny. See the incon-

sistency of their argument, for all bee-keepers are agreed
that large bodies of workers are the object and aim for

successful honey-gathering. Let me quote a case from
my own experience. Some seven years ago, in working
a very large (Abbott's Standard) hive of sixteen frames,

pure Ligurians, I had four large swarms from it, and
each was placed in ten Standard frame-hives, and iu a
few weeks were sheets of worker brood in every frame.

Meanwhile, just over the hedge, a twenty-seven-acre
field of beans came into bloom, and in a very short time
every sheet of brood gave place to one of honey. I took
one and placed it in the hands of an engineering friend,

saying, ' How much will that weigh ?' His reply was,
' A stone at least.'

Now mark : there was one good stock of Italians gave
four natural swarms which filled from top to bottom
four Standard hives of ten frames each. Now, will any
bee-keeper deny their honey-gathering capabilities? I

must say in all fairness that the stock hive was rather

thin of bees. This question of their honey-gathering

abilities is the one most questioned. I have often placed
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in competition in my own apiary a hive "f black- and a

hive of Ligurians with varying succes— mostly in favour
of the foreigner; and in the same tests with a first cross

with our English bee. I never had another that could

give me under the same conditions tin- same returns,

Let any fin- just glance at the recent article, 'Four
Fears in a Bee-house/ in the British /»'•<• Journal for

April Loth, 1884, and examine the tabulated yield from
various -tucks; the evidence is in favour of the Ligurian

hybrids. Down to last year my experience has In the

same: a small lot of half bi< Hi lbs. super of

white clover honey, and other 16 lbs. super from the

leather, beside a body box full from top to bottom.
Writers in the Journal speak of them as excellent for

swarming, but no honey; in a good district tie \ will fill

every cell with honey as fast a- tie- you
nut, until the queen is contracted t pace no
larger than a hand.

Now- cum.' to the question of testing them. This is

ii. t so easy as it used to he. In conversation with an
old bee friend a few days ago he said. ' I have g I

ti:;it gives menu n swarms and more honey thaneverany
hind did before.' lie- had no knowledge "f I..

When Iran:'- to see hi- b , they

urian. I have kept the first cr

Ligurian d first cross from Ligurian drones
ana I agli li former. The

obji cti in is their irritability, fully justify

apiarian's opini

Lnother adt antage w bich 1 1
1

.

English maje I i. , t beir bi ighti f bling am
aged in searching fur her majesty to at

her. Tin- ui' ii self i- no mean ns tin •<

engaged in queen-raising and arti

testify. If there is a breach in your garden
w bicli tempts -mall boys to ei plore and
fruit, just shake up a half-breed sti

ae will give it a v. ide bert '

a dog on a hut day will pass by on the
lien when it cum.- to robbing, the Italians are always
first at the fea.-t and the la-t to leave. W . I

STANDARD SECTIONS
Instead of the Committee of tie- B. B. K. A. fixing; a

standard section, would il DOt I- rtify that

all sections of a certain size shall b called or known by a

certain number f For insta << \ o 1

4!" x 1 - No. 2, an I 90 on. It would
for b ay •

1 want N". . . Standard
sections, oi bav< N k Stand
sell;' and the purchaser would know what hewn
As to whether they would 'Standard' a number "to a

met ure not a multiple of the Standard frame (inside) 1

leave to them
|

I throw out a hint that may I

for what it i - p orth. S. I

'.
I In m . Hi

PLACING SWAEM IN A BAR-FJRAME HIVE.
I was asked by a friend the other day, how to get a

swarm into a liar-frame hive. Perhaps some
readers may find my plan simple. I remove tbi

board, and keep the top screwed on. I gather the
swarm in a straw -kep. and, when the bees are lettled
down, I turn the skep Upside down in a pail and stand
the hive on the upturned bottom of the akep, and the
bees very soon find their way up into the hive; at

evening the bottom board can very easily be screwed
on.—J. Wilkinson, Brimscombe Vicarage, Stroud.

THE QUEEN AND THE BEES.
Mr. John Burroughs, one of the must delightful of

American essayists, in his hook Locusts and Wua) Honey
is responsible for the following:- ' Ruber relates that
when the old queen is restrained in her movements by

the workers, and prevented from destroying the young
queens in their cells, she assumes a peculiar attitude and
utter- a note that strikes every bee motionless, and
make- every head low

; while this sound lasts not a bee
stirs, but all look abashed and humbled, yet whether
the emotion i- one of fear, or reverence, or of sympathy
with the distress of the queen mother, is hard to

determine. The moment it ceases and she advances
again towards the royal cells, tie- bees bite, and pull,

and insult her a- before.' Is this poetry or facl f

It. .1. P., Wellington, Salop.
to which Iluher alludes in the above

is tie- well-known piping, which may generally

I

the issue of c second
swarm or cast. It proceeds from the young queen at

liberty in the hive, eager to demolish her rival struggling

to emerge from her cell, but restrained by the bees. IK

I be queen is the

servant or slave of the hive, ami i-, by no mean-, a free

agent. Even in tie- matter of warming -he i- often

compelled to lave the hive; and after the bees have
formed a cluster on an adjoining tie,-, we havi -een her

out In ih worker-bi es nolens nob. ns, and guided
to tie- swarm.]

WORKERS IN ','1 EEN-CELLS.
I tend you with this a queen-cell, which you will see

has had a queen hatched from it, and a worker has
i .i i it put . the li

i have clo sd the hole

with the bee in it. I send it to show thai the experience
of f youi correspondent • bas been repeated, 1 also

-end a worke ,

i ben attending
the Ian b Qg partly closed. 1

IftM lu\

ithin a fev, m ai h other suffi-

m irk ible to warrant m\
I

I hem to

you, to use or not in any way you wish.

—

Alfred J,

. 20 Albert i e 24.

idi nl foi foi v. arding
it i- not an .pel retire with

bee-keepers to find workers thuaenclos id in q n-cells.

BE1 - LND rARES.
\\ bat part in tb ec in any of nature do tl> «e nectaria

play which are placed on the leaves, stipules, or
p

ither than the flower P I have been led to these

bserving my b ithering from
I .i ag time 1 eon! I ,,

| discover 1 bi iu i

of attraction. When fii i noticed, early in \pril, the

tares were but two oi three inche high, and no1 n

j kind was to be een ng them. The
with be .and I spent ome time on

atching them ; up one plant , down
ildoin taking wing, actively inserting the

tongue among the youn unfurled li ives, and diligently

in ' the p lint of juncti m between leaf and
But for what? I gathered plants and examined on the

spot; took others In and examined with a lens; but

all to no purpose. No aphide . no honey dew, nothing
could l li-'lit upon to explain the math r.

line pa id; the north-east wind got and held pos-

ime three weeks, destroying bee- bytbou-
sands within the limits oi my garden alone. Then rnr.<-

a spell of hotter weather, and bees were hack at the

tare- again, bul what a contrast with regard to numbers!
It was now quite a difficult matter to make observations
on account of the scarcity of bee-, while in the early

part of April they were iu such abundance. All through
.May the weather here continued most unsatisfactory,

but with care I worked my -locks up again, and the

visitors to the tare- increased at a similar ratio, so that

by the end of the month the Meld on each line day once

mnded with the hum of busy bees, as it had
done -i\ week- before, l',y this time. too. the tares
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had commenced to bloom, and were a foot or more in

height.

On returning from church on 1st of June I noticed
that the bees were flying in great numbers in the direc-

tion of the tare-field, so in the afternoon I strolled there
too, and was rewarded for my trouble. The bees were
more systematic in their movements ; there was an
absence of that restlessness as if searching for something
that I had observed earlier in the year, and on alighting

at once stationed themselves on the stem beneath a leaf.

Thus directed I took a plant in my hand, and saw for the
firsl time the little purple pit on the stipule. Holding it

up, the concave underside reflected the sun to my eye,

and applying my finger it communicated a stickiness and
a perceptible sweetness to my tODgue.

Here, then, was a solution to the mystery,—a honey-
gland placed on each stipule at the base of the leaf,

apparently quite unconnected with the fertility of the
plant. There are similar spots on the stipules of field

beans, and it is said bees gather from them, but I have
failed to detect them doing so. There are also little

glands on each side the midrib near the base of laurel-

leaves, which I know are visited by bees, and probably
it only requires careful observation to reveal them on
many plants. As far as the tare is concerned, if the
honey yielded by these glands is as good as it is plentiful,

Vicia satica must find a place in the list of valuable
honey plants.

—

Thomas H. Hart, Kingsn<yrth,June 5th.

[Reference to previous volumes will show that bee-

keepers have not been unobservant of the existence of

honey-glands at the base of laurel leaves.]

DEEP v. SHALLOW FRAMES.—SECTIONS.
On page 209 Mr. Hewitt takes objection to my

recommending the Swiss bee-keepers to use the Dadant
hive for producing' sections in preference to the Layer.-,

which is a much deeper one; and asks me to explain

why 1 prefer a shallow frame. The question has been
so thoroughly discussed as to deep !'. shallow frames
that I should be wasting valuable space by going over it

all again. Advanced bee-keepers, both in England and
America, are almost unanimous in their agreement i hat

sections are much more quickly worked over shallow
frames, and the Committee appointed by the British

Bee-keepers' Association were unanimous in their

adoption of the present Standard. Tin' Stewarton hive

cannot be compared ti the Layens; the one is an
octagon 15 in. by 14 to L8 deep, the other is a hive

whose internal dimensions are .'!0J
in. in length, 12J in.

in width, and 16| in. in depth.

In telling the Swiss bee-keepers that the sections

usually used were 4[ by 4), and 6\ by '>{, I stated facts,

and if Mr. Hewitt visits the exhibition he will see nine

out of ten sections exhibited of these sizes. The reason

they are so common is that they were the first introduced
from America, and have since been generally adopted.

No doubt when the Committee of the B. B. K. A. take

into & moderation the advisability of adopting a standard
section they will also take into consideration Mr. Hewitt's

remarks as to the commercial import of adopting another
size.—Tnos. Wm. Cowan.

SWARMING IX INACCESSIBLE PLACES.
How marvellously obstinate bees can be is often made

manifest if we try to dislodge them from the site of

their selected bough. Sweep off the cluster as often as

you please, but return to it they will. A swarm of mine
—the second from a stock skep this season—settled on a

main limb of a high elm—so high that ladders were
useless. After many devices had been tried, and the

bulk of the bough bad been broken off, a small string

was tossed over the stump by means of a bit of tile tied

to it, and a long cart-rope was made to follow. On this

a bucket was hauled up under the cluster, and a good

shake secured, time after time, a few handfuls, which
were successively emptied into a hive. But it was ' no
go,' we failed to get the queen. Determined not to lose
the bees, I then hauled up a bucket of smoking brown-
paper and wet hay, and eventually saw the whole lot

crowd back into the parent hive. They settled on that
bough about 11 a.m. on Wednesday, June 4, and were
not dislodged tdl 11 a.m. on the following day. The
weather was at first fine. Then came a heavy storm of

rain, but the bees were on the under side of the big bough
and would not budge, although it rained for hours.—J.

Lukin, Weckford, Esse.r.

TITS AND BEES.

Having read the remarks on p. 209 on ' Blue Tits,' I

think there is some mistake about the bird. Probably
there is no one who has taken more interest in these

birds than I have ; they are constant residents in my
garden, building and roosting in all sorts of odd appli-

ances, such as old boots, teapots, meat-tins, cigar

boxes, &c. ; and I could at any time destroy them
without the use of powder-shot, but I believe they
do on the whole a great deal more good than harm.
Whether they are better behaved for the treatment they
get I can't say, but I can certainly say that I have ne vel-

vet been able to discover that they kill bees. The great

tit {Paras major), locally known as the Tom Collier,

picks up exactly, as described by Mr. W. Crisp, all dead
bees lying about in the winter and spring, when insects

are scarce. The blue-tit, commonly called the Tom-tit
(Paras cwruleus), I have never once seen take bees either

dead or alive, although I am never without some. I

have had four-and-twenty young ones reared in an old

teapot in two nests within a few feet of my hives ; and
great as the craving of young birds is, and anxious as

the parents arc to satisfy them, the bees escaped, while
thousands of caterpillars from the surrounding fruit-

trees were brought home and eagerly devoured, the nest

or home being so situated that I could see exactly what
was going on from my bower without being seen by the

birds.—J. IIiam, The Wren's Next, Astwood Bank,
Worcestershire.

QUEEN WASPS.
I have read with much interest the reply to Query

No. 777 on the habits of wasps; and although this is not

a Wasp Journal, the subject is so intimately connected

with bee-keeping that it may very profitably be referred

to. I have always taken great interest in wasps, and
for ingenuity,industry,and perseverance they surpassbees;
and if I may be allowed to be considered a bit Irish

without offence, I commenced bee-keeping with a stock of

wasps ,-ome five-and-thirty years ago. Having got hold

of my granny's lantern, which had three sides glazed, I

put in a stock, or nest, and in this observatory hive and
its inmates I took delight. Last year I improved upon
this, and had some beautiful specimens of nests under
bell-glass supers, which were exhibited with their living

—but of course securely imprisoned—inmates, with

wasps' nests in all stages, at some of our local horticul-

tural shows in the bee department, and they certainly

proved a very attractive and interesting corner.

Some part of the replies on p. 212 is new to me, and
would, I think, bear investigation ; but it would unduly

extend the subject probably, while some of the questions

asked were not answered. For instance, ' Where do

queens live during the winter ?
' The most favourite

place I have found is under the straw hackles on skeps

;

I have taken scores from them. They also creep under

the thatch of hay or corn stacks, and in the thatch of

cottages. The question was asked, ' If queens alone

excavate the nest for the coming brood?' Queens exca-

vate the holes until the young working wasps, which
appear in the first week of June, are able to relieve the
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queen. I have several nests of this season, and I know
of others which I can take at any time, before they

trouble mv bees in autumn.—J. Hiam.

SCOUTS AND SWARMING.
The following may be interesting. For some three

weeks a large empty hive, furnished with frames of

spare comb, has been quite actively visited by bees, and
so much that I have since examined, thinking some
small swarm had located there. This afternoon, about

4 o'clock, a large swarm left a cottager's garden, a first

swarm from strong stock in straw skep. The owner saw
them swarm out, rise direct up, and cross towards my
orchard. Quickly following, he kept them in view, and

several others also ; they came direct down to tin' hive,

and poured a continuous stream into ii, and most cer-

tainly never clustered. Indeed, they more resembled a

comet, for the queen appeared first with a princely pro-
i. I can hardly give you exact dimensions of the

swarm, but as far as I can judge, they cover six of

Abbott's large Standard frames crowded. The weather
! delightful here, and bees doing splendidly.

—

W. E. Cl.AItK.

II ELS 1 OR SMOKER.
The black fungus which infests wine-cellara, and is

nientiomd by Mr. Slade in your last number (p. 207)
as being a good mati rial to use in tin- smoker, i- known
to the naturalist under the name of Ttacodium cellare.

The fumes of it have the property of stupefy!

but they are said to soil the honey-comb. The largo

pnffl.all fungus, Lycoperdon giganieum, '.-.Inn dried and
ignited like tinder has also been used to subdue bees,

though I cannol jpeak from a personal knowledge of its

use ; still, I can addui

namely, Amadou- familiar to the votaries of Nicotiana:

this is a fungus of striking character and manifold use;

gporus fomentanus. I have found this to

admirably Berve Hi" purposes of the bee-master; and

further, unlike the /.'. colore, i- lit to carrj in your
pocket verj clean, and nice to handle, ii -

at Lechertier and Barbe's, artists' colourmen, bottom of

Regent Street, I havegot a good sized piece, about a foot

and a half long, for It is u ed bj

French artists, chiefly for Eusain drawing t Pusaii

tli.' French for willow charcoal). I ask for

it as Amadou for the Fusain pi cess than b

name as P. fomentarius. Cela va tans dire, lint, in

fact, all touchwood nan b mad pn di an

indifferently good 1 -subduing fume by drying and a

little preparation; Bince rotten wood is itself nothing
more than wood-tissue, ! ad, and interlaced, disorganized,

and destroyed by an enemy the Mycelium, or delicate

threads of a common fungus.- F. G, 8., Churchdonm
Vicarage, Member of the Gloucestershire Bee-keepers'

Association, ./»»< 1 S.

CYPRIAN \M> si i;i \N BEES.

From '/" Mcnui Lebanon Apiary.

When I left Syria in the fall of 1882 for Athens,

Greece, tin' Mount Lebanon Apian consisted of some
fifty-eight storks of bees, fortj of them in eleven frame-
hives, and the rest in six frame-hives. The whole had
been sold with a guarantee regarding the wintering.
The count in the spring of 1883 showed only two or

three stocks less. The pay for the apiary sold was to

be in the ehape of Syrian ami Palestine queens delivered
in Europe. Before tin- number sent had been completed,
cholera broke out in Egypt, and quarantine regulations,

were established in nil European ports, and steamer

communications became very irregular, so that many of

the shipments arrived in poor order or dead, all having

been delayed three days or more on the way. When the
journey is already one of eleven days, it makes consider-
able difference to add three or four more days, and with
eighteen to twenty days by post through several degrees
of latitude, very careful packing is necessary to insure
any degree of success. One lot of sixteen queens arrived
in Munich from Beyrout over forty days after mailing
with only dead bees in the boxes. Then came the
establishing of a cordon of guards about Beyrout, and
Mr. Baldensperger, the young man who had purchased
the apiary, after having suffered from the Syrian cli-

mate (although he was born in Palestine), was obliged to
leave Beyrout suddenly by land, there being no steamers.
The journey by sea to Palestine takes twelve hours, but
by land six days, and with quarantine added, this

journey stretched out to eighteen days!
Prom these remarks one can comprehend some of the

difficulties met with in conducting the importation of
im the Orient, and that much as one would like

to know just what he could promise and fulfil—he is often
:' loss to know what to do. With all this in

view, after thinking over what was to be done in L884,
I concluded that, unless the attempt to import queens
from the Ea>l in any considerable numbers, and of the
races desired, be given up, the only way would be to
try another journey to Cj pros and Syria with the expec-
tation of bringing hack a quantity of queens ami full

ud of making such arrangements as would make
the receipt of further shipments more certain, [there-
fore announced another journey to Cyprus and Syria,
and made offers to purchase both the Mount Lebanon
apiary and the Cyprus apiary, The latter I knew was
reduced to a small number of Stocks, but I SUppOfii d the
former, located at Beyrout, must contain some sixtj or
seventy stocks at least, not having received from anj is

lit that it was in any other than a fairly prosper-
lition. I sup] I, therefore, thai my principal

i ould be in (
!j
prus to bring np the < h pros apiarj

by pure! I the natives and transferring them
v.. ii;, to n a i- a lot of

I I i

. I went there I l- 1 and began this work
and, sure enough, 1 found plenty of work. M\ for ra -

, a native of Syria, was engaged to aid me again.
I m prise, upon coming over to Bej rout, to

find that the Mount Lebi n apiary consisted of bu1
four stocks of bees, all weak, and with but two laying

q n-. and a lot of empty hives with drj comb , the
latter all more i ed bj th-larvaa and mice.
However, then wa- 'no use Crying over spilled milk.'

]
i" as, o, accepting the Btocks, hive i, and

combs at their value, I hired a Turk to make me a lot of
boxes, and - t about purchasing rtocke and i rail

them. The apiary now numbers forty stocks, and we
are adding to it daily, while some queens and full Btocks
have nlo tout. 1 .-hall take a lot w ith me,
but intend leaving omi fort} itocksing I order under
the charge of my Syrian 1 -keeper, who will make

nts to me from time to time.
Sone- nlea of the fail on ,,r n, h an undertaking can

be gained from the statement that my usual day'- work,
both in Cyprus and Syria, is from five in the morning
until ten or eleven in the evening, with only barelj time
to take my meals, so time-, even only a piece of bread
has been all the dinner I have found time to eat: and
once, when getting ready a shipment of bees,] worked
all night, or from live in the morning until live in the

aften i of the following day, taking out only ti to

eat. The weekly steamer was to leave, twenty-four
hours earlier than usual, and there was no oiler way to

do, as extra help to work with bees On modern methods
is not lying around loose in the East. Of course, with
such fatiguing' days' work and rough mountain journeys
after bees, it is no wonder I have already had an attack

of Syrian malarial fever; but medicine which I brought

with me has fortunately cheeked it, and I hope to get
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away before it can do much with me, and in the bracing

air of the Bavarian highlands I will soon be all right again.

Whether these efforts, which I have surely made in

the full belief that they would result in general good to

apiculture, will ever be looked upon by the bee-keeping

public in such a light or not, is a question which, while

not troubling me greatly, has naturally enough often sug-

gested itself to my mind. Had a recent writer in the Ame-
rican Bee Journal (see page 132, Feb. A.B.J.) possessed a

few more facts about these matters, he would probably
have omitted, or greatly modified, some allusions there

made. He likely did not know that some ten years ago I

began givingthe bee-keeping public (through translations,

&c,which brought no money into my pocket ) information

about Eastern bees, and that, after more than four years

of direct hard labour in trying, tropical climates, I have
probably injured my health permanently, and am actually

poorer in pocket than when I set out from ray native

land. He surely did not imagine that during these four

years I have often worked for weeks in succession twelve

to fourteen hours daily, sometimes all night : and often

the li -t bed I could lind was a plank; and I have more
than mice been obliged to make a meal of dry bread
alone, or of dry bread and olives, and that eaten by the

light of the moon or of a camp-tire after a hard day's

work. Exposed to the attacks of insects which abound
in the tropics, of wild beasts sometimes, not entirely safe

from Moslem fanaticism, and endeavouring , to labour

hard in a malarial climate, 1 have had my full share of

trials in these directions. It is perhaps time I returned

to my nativo land, if 1 have stayed away so long that

any considerable number of my countrymen begin to

doubt my being any longer an American, which, at least,

seems to be the case villi the American Bee Journal
writer above referred to, win p honours ( !') me by applying
to me the expression, ' a man who once lived in

America !

' For m}- part, I have never been a bit

ashamed to own that I was born in Michigan, my
parents and grandparents in the Eastern and New Eng-
land States, and that I have heard that one of my great-

grandfathers did come from Old England. Pray what
could be this writer's definition of an American? It

woidd be interesting to know whether we really have
any American bee-keepers or not. I have dwelt upon
this point for the sake of using it as an illustration,

since it seems to me to be typical of many of the ideas

on bee-keeping matters put forth by the said writer, that

is, his ideas are sometimes put forth either without
especial thought or before the ground covered by them
has been canvassed in all directions. I do not mean to

say that much that is valuable does not come from his

pen, but only to say to beginners, who cannot always bit

uponthe shining nuggets hidden amongst corroding earths,

that a good manual of bee-culture would be a better guide
for them than the articles of the writer referred to.

Nearly two years ago Mr. D. A. .1 ones, of Canada,
after having gained a wide reputation through his con-
nexion with this Eastern bee enterprise, discontinued the
business, because, as he said, there was no money in it,

and he might bring himself into the streets trying to

introduce better bees, and nobody woidd thank him for
it. Now I haven't such a bad opinion as that of ray
own countrymen, nor of the world in general; but I

fully believe thai the general verdict will render me
simple justice. I do not ask my countrymen, nor bee-
keepers of any other nationality, to favour me with
orders for bees they do not want ; but, fortunately, be it

said to the credit of Germany, I am able to dispose of

more Cyprian and Syrian queens in the land I call (for

the time being) my home, than seem to be wanted in all

America. But what I do ask is, that my statement be
credited when I say that I never have intentionally

pursued any course which I did not fully believe was in

the interests of, and favourable to the advancement of,

apiculture; and when I recommend Cyprian and Syrian

bees, it is because I believe their introduction will result

in good to apicultural interests.— Frank Bentox,
Beyrout, Syria, April \-2th.

REMOVING QUEEN TO INCREASE HONEY
HARVEST.—FERTILE WORKERS.

In reply to a query as to whether a Syrian or

Cyprian queen could not be removed when the honey
season arrives, and the bees be induced to devote their
energies to the inbringing of honey, I must emphatically

say ' No :
' the queens of these races must nerer be re-

moved for the above purpose; and as this is one of the

doctrines taught by a certain professor, and pretty well

preached in the Journal, I will state at length why
queens should not be removed, and special reasons why
Cyprians or Syrians should not.

I will take as conceded that bees live according to

the work they do (which is about seven weeks in the

honey season), and that the energies of one generation

are directed to produce a succeeding one—their storing
food for winter is to this end. Now if you remove their

queen, they will at once start to rear another, and it will

!.! twenty-eight days before she begins to lay; queens
sometimes lay sooner than this, but if they do I have
invariably found them worthless. Instinct teaches these

insects that if they are to live to feed. care, and work for

the future brood, they must "conserve' their energies;

therefore they turn idle as it were, and you will not get

the honey ex] ted. Nearly all the late authorities put
down the rule, ' That if bees were numerous and failed

lo st., re honey, they were queen less,' and they were
correct. A better plan would be, after removing the

queen—which, by the way, is not an easy thing to do in

a strong black stock as she wants finding—to unite bees

and combs to another strong stock, thus the bees and
brood of one stock would be set at liberty, and be stimu-
lated by the presence of the laying queen of another; and
if they swarmed, which probably they would in a fort-

night by properly treating them, they would he further

stimulated and a good harvest got from them, of course

at the cost of a strong stock.

If a queen of these new races is removed in rearing

another, a lot of fertile workers are also reared, and these

would begin laying as soon, or sooner, than the young
queen ; and as 1 have had four combs (14 ins. by 10§ ins,

)

egged in every cell, and some cells upwards of six eggs
in them within twenty four hours, I think you will

agree with me that these queens must not on any account

be removed with a view to increase the harvest of honey.

If you want a good harvest from these new bees, the

foundation of success for one year must belaid in August
of the preceding, in winch month they must be kept hard

at breeding, and the .first week in September fed up to

30 lbs. at least of sealed stores (if worked on the syrup
system), and on or before the 14th, packed up for winter,

when they must have not less than 8 lbs. of bees in each
colony, if 12 lbs. so much the better. The entrance of

the hive must he left wide open, or at least ins. by
-I in., dry. porous quilts on top, over which the wind can
freely play to keep them dry, and let them strictly alone

until April. On the first tine warm day they may be

examined, and if running short of stores, 10 to 14 lbs. of

stiff syrup should be fed to them, all at once on a very

tine warm day, and all combs not well crowded with bees

removed ; they will rapidly increase, must be kept well

crowded up, and frames of comb only inserted when they

can cover both sides as soon as put in, which must be

put next the dummy, and never between brood or frames

of comb.
Bv the time cherries are in bloom we shall have

76,000 brood from the egg up, 100,000 young hatched

out bees, and 76,000 'fielders;' this may be taken as

their full strength, and ought to yield a large surplus

every fine day.
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The ' honey harvest,' although spoken of as only lasting

g short time, should really embrace the following : pears,

gooseberries, plums, and cherries, about all at one

time, and as fhej go, the apples, then immediately after

the incomparable sycamore, to last from three to six

weeks, generally a month. After this there is a short

(nil, filled up with wild mustard, raspberries, &c. ; then

follows the nrst crop of white clover, and when cut. the

interval between the second is rilled with what is on the

road sides, waste places, &c. ; then follow limes, when

they bloom ; and to close up the season, mustard or

heather. Thus by moving your bees about a little tbe

honey harvest may be made continuous from April to

September, ami your stocks in fine condition to pack

up for winter.

On reference to the Journal for Dec. 15th, it will be

seen that for certain reasons 1 do not recommend the

pure race of these bees, where a very large cr p of

honey is wanted, but rather the hybrids; they possess the

following desirable qualitiesover blacks : greater breeders,

great c workers, longer livers, greater caution in bad

weather, better bees for wintering, coming out in the

spring with all the August bred 1 3, no inclination to

rob other stocks, and, best ol all, they pack their brood

all in '.n.' mass, allow ing you to take all the h iney with-

out extracting from brood combs.

The figures I have given look verj large, but I am
sure they are well within the margin; [get them thus:

in the season, II square feet of br L-comb can be mea-

sured, and by calculating the number of cells to th" foot,

it will cone- to more than 76,000; then as these "ill

hatch "ut in L'l days, and that they don't begin Gelding

until 28 days old, will give usover 100,000
)

caring for tin' brood and keeping it warm; thi

posing they only lived three weeks longer, this will give

at 7"
»

>
,' >< '< fielders. I am convinced most of th

live at least five weeks after beginning to 'field/ if bo,

we shall have no less than 200,000 bees in the wing

state in one hive at one time, without any 'doubling,

and »ill explain why I'. I-'. Carroll got 1000 lbs. of

extracted hone] from one stock of Cyprians in 1882. A
full c"l"in of these bees are enough to frighten b timid

operator, and instead of doubling them or removing the

queen, though she is very easy to Mud amongst these

bees, the first impulse would be to dividt them into

a dozen or more colonies. There i-. of course, the dan-

ger of their swarming; but one writer has said these

Syrian hybrids show no inclination to swarm, which I

am pleased to be able to confirm. I have also noticed

that when they do, they give a week's notice of the event

beforehand.

When fertile workers appear, I find the best

to take is tu wait until tin- brood is sealed, then with a

sharp uncapping knife, shave their heads off, tin- juices

in their bodies go to feed the more desirable workers,

the busks an' turned out ami worker-bi I takes it

place; then' is thus very little loss Or delay, a- tic--.'

fertile workers either Boon die or they are only abb' t >

lay a small number of eggs each. -John HKWITT,
Sheffield.

PRIVILEGES OF COUNT! ASSOCIATIONS.
Will you kindly allow me a small space in your

valuable paper t" fully confirm the remarks of Mr. 1-'. \V.

EUggall, made in a recent issue respecting our Lincoln-

shire Bee-keepers
1

Association? A few years ago I was
appointed hon. sec. for this district ; since thru I have
only once received notice of a Committee meeting. My
last balance-sheet, sent in 18^2,1 have had no acknow-
ledgment of, and I have been compelled to decline sub-

scriptions simply Ill-cause 1 could offer no benefit in

return. As regards this part of the county the Associa-

tion is of not the slightest use. Personally I have very

little spare time at my disposal, but there IS any amount

of good work to he done in this neighbourhood amongst
the cottagers, who arc nearly all working on the old

straw-skep-and-brimstone principle!— W. H. .Tevojjs,

Market flaxen.

ilebicto.

A Diction- \rtv or Pjoacticai, Apiculturk. Being
the correct Meaning of neurit/ five hundred Words,
according to the Usage of the best Writers; in tenrled ax

a Guide to Uniformity ofExpression amongst Bee-keepers,

P.\ John 1'hin. (New York: 1884.)—Mr. l'liin atone
time held the position of Professor of Agriculture in the

Agricultural College of the State of Pennsylvania, and
Was also the lecturer on apiculture. We may therefore

have the assurance that he is well calculated to under-

take the very difficult task of compiling a technical

dictionary like that now before OS. He has evidently

tak.-n great pains in his work, and has consulted a large

number of authors and treatises on apiculture. It will,

however, require to pass through numerous editions before

it attains th,. desired perfection, and souie of it- short-

comings are rerj evident. We failed, for example, to

find thewords 'Xlead/'Metheglin," Hydromel;' and very

f.w ..f tin' words used bj Dr. Butler are t.i be found,

'Settle,' 1
l> 'r.' \ indemiation,' ' Bisection,' &c .

words which, though archaic in themselves, should have
found a local habitation in a 1 keepers' dictionary.

There is also to be noticed a want of care in the refer-

uch as -Close-end frames; see Frames, Close-

end;' but we fail to find this latter. The alphabetical

consecutiveness is not always rigidly observed. We
make these remarks in do unkindlj spirit, but with the
de-ire to point out the direction in which in future

editions improvement is required. Though such is the

comn ity of language between America and this

country that the book will be valuable to bee-keepers

generally, yet there an- many wards in it which are

specially American; and also there are many words rife

in this country which are not to be found in it. There
are some wordswhich we an- sorry to tine I in a dictionary

without a cai .-ut as to their use, such, for example, as the

hybrid word, ' ^.piology ' and others.

I p 'ii tie- whole, however, we desire to tender our
thanks to Mr. l'hin for tin- great pains In- has evidently
taken, and for the savin/ of time and trouble which a

publication like thi- will effect. We hope that tin- work
will hive a large circulation and that I -keepers will

give it a place in their library. The work is well

printed, and i- illustrated with numerous engravings.

Till'. BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
( i'rnm the Bee-heeperi 'Record, June 16.)

The British Bee-keepers' Association is asserting so

loudlj its claim to In- tin- representative authority

among British bee-keepers, that we feel it our duty to

mewhat critically into its organization and conduct.

The Bee-keeper's Record is specially competent to

handle thi- question in an unbiassed manner, seeing that

it is the only really independent Bee -l nal in the

I niled Kingdom.
When it is considered that we number amongst our

personal friends, or as Bubsci ibers or contributors to these;

columns, the leading members and officials of tin- Ii. Ii. lv.

Association, it will be understood that any strictures we
may pass will have an entirely impersonal character.

Let US, first of all, then call attention to an error of

judgment which w.- think should be rectified at the

earliest possible moment. We refer to the abandonment
by tin- Ji.U.K. A. of their great Annual London Exhibi-

tion of bees, hives,-and honey.

Our readers will recollect that the first bee- show was
held at tin- Crystal Palace in L874, and its success was
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so great as to induce the formation of the B.B.K.A. In

each succeeding year this show lias been the event to

which both apiarians and hive-makers have looked

forward, and though of late it had become, through

defective management, a very tame affair, it yet con-

tinued to be the mainstay of the B.B.K.A., and the one

outward and visible sign" of the progress of bee-keeping

in the United Kingdom. There bee-keepers of all

kinds could meet on common ground, and coidd compete

without fear or favour, whilst hive-makers saw in the

schedule of money and other prizes an incentive to

the exhibition of their newest and most ingenious hives

and appliances, which, though often nothing but monu-
ments of mistaken ingenuity, yet furnished food for

the criticism and occasionally the emulation of the bee-

keepers present.

It is true that last year's exhibition was financially a

failure, yet the causes thereof lay on the surface, and

this one non-success furnishes no reason for the abandon-

ment of future Annual Exhibitions. We will briefly

point out how an Annual Bee-show could be made to

'pay.' ....
We feel confident that an exhibition such as we have

described, would result, as it aught to, in a handsome
surplus; in any case there woidd not be a repetition of

the 1883 fiasco, nor, we trust, of the 1884 surrender.

dBdjoxs ham % pitas.

Devonshire.—Having been prevented from sending the

rain-fall- for the last two months, I now forward it on

the principle, ' Better late than never.' For April the

total fall was 2'21 inches; most in twenty-four hours,

51 cents on the 4th ; and there were eleven w-et days.

In April, 1883, the total fall was 2'31 inches, the

number of wet days was twelve, including snow
on two. In May the rainfall was 161 cents, there

were nine wet days; the corresponding month la-i year

there were 204 cents, with fifteen wet days. Bee3 are

now in full swing, honey is coming in very fast, and

already we hear of large quantities being gathered in all

parts of the county. The weather is all that can be

desired, and as 1 write (the 23rd June) everything

promises to be a good honey year. There will be no

difficulty in disposing of it. as already I have heard from
several linns saying that they are ready to purchase any
quantity of comb honey in sections from our members.
A short time since, in going to inspect various apiaries,

I was asked to look at a hive, as the bees would not

work in the super; and I actually discovered that the

bees must have been dead for nearly two months, ami
the section-tray was put on \\ ithout examining the stock,

because it was the beginning- of June. The lady is nluch
afraid of bees, she duly smoked the hive prior to putting

on the super, and thoroughly protected herself with veil,

gloves, and nobody knows what else besides. She
thought they were a little weak, only having seen one
bee for some time. Very glad to report that she will

commence now in real earnest and not be such a coward
in future.—Wm. N. G., Hon. Sec. D. and E. B. K. A.

North Leicestershire.—Three slight showers, giving a

total amount of '05 in., is all the rain that lias fallen

during the three weeks ending 24th inst. Warm, cloudy
days have been very prevalent, and the bees have not
failed to avail themselves of it. Supers are filling

rapidly already, and unless the results are marred by
late swarming, a heavy yield ma}' be expected. Beans
are still in bloom ; clover just coming on, but the limes

are backward. The sycamore leaves glisten with honey
dew, which, fortunately, is unheeded by the bees.—E. B.

Dorset.— The bees in Dorsetshire are doing better

than they have since 1878, and I fully expect there will

be the largest yield of honey ever known in the county.
—W. H. DUNJIAN.

Cheshire, Sanclbach.—Bees doing well; very strong all

through the spring : I have three stock hives. First

super put on 9th May, taken off 0th June; weight
15 lbs.; now again nearly filled. Ten-frame bar-hive

supered 20th May ; has now sixty 1-lb. sections in three

crates nearly rilled. The other supered 14th May ;
has

15-lb. glass almost filled, and also twenty-one 1-lb.

sections. The first and last stocks are in straw hives.

I have not taken any swarm this year, as artificial

swarming is rendered difficult by very close proximity of

hives to one another.—T. Marriott.

Leamington, Weston, Honey Cott.—The bees now are

going with a boom ; supers are filling well, while hives

that have been doubled for extracting are giving pleuty

of work for any spare time I have to attend them.

—

John Walton, June 252/*.

Wells, Wexford, June 2\st.—The honey-bees are at

work in earnest now. This two weeks back I had six

swarms, two of which I united into one—I mean two
first swarms into one. The hive was half full of bees,

and the size of the hive was 18 in. wide by 15 in. high.

I had the bees scented, but I failed to get one of tin-

queens, and consequently they had a great fight, and I

got one of the queens wounded next morning lying

under the flight-board. I have her caged up, and she is

getting pretty lively- I have not examined my supers

yet,—I mean on the straw skeps. The sections on the

bar-frame hive are nearly all sealed up. About a week
ago I had a very large swarm from the liar-frame hive;

the swarm filled my garden. The bee men in my
locality lost their all ; all their bees died in spring. I

feed all my swarms for a fortnight after swarming
while comb-building. The past two or three weeks has

been a'good season for the pets. I think I shall get up
my stocks to twenty.—J. S.

Essex, June 23rr7.—A very dry month. Since May
23rd rain has fallen here but twice (June 5th and 22nd).

With a few exceptions both honey and swarms are very

scarce. The white clover is now in bloom, and bees for

the past week have been working well. Honey-dews
are constant, but whether this is any advantage or not I

cannot say ; it appears very thick upon sycamore and
lilac, but I have not seen a bee near either of these trees

since their blossom has fallen. The thermometer until

the last few days has seldom been above 55° in the shade,

almost as cold as our last winter.—G. II. A.

Bedford, ( 'ople, June iZrd.—Bees here have don,- very

well at present; we have had a week's dull weather,

but no rain to speak of this month. Up to June 9th 1

have taken from one hive 17A lbs. extracted; am run-,

ning my hives on doubling system, but with top frames

just half the length of brood frames, six inches deep. I

use as extractor a common galvanised pail, tilted to take

two small frames at once. I find it answer well.

The clover is just out now; limes will be out in a lew

davs. I have had but one swarm, and that from a skep

this season. Honey seems to be very thick this season;

it sets quite hard in about three days.—A. F.

Abingdon, June 2Ath.—The weather is capital for the

bees here ; my bees are working most wonderfully well

;

they are at work at six in the morning, and remain at

work till eight o'clock at night, and by using lirickland's

improved glass super I have taken •'!-! lbs. of splendid

clear white sealed honey from one straw skep from May
26th till June 21st, and have more supers nearly fit to

come off. They are all on straw skeps, and kept in a

small garden very near the centre of the town, and have

to fly over the houses to go to work.—1). Brickland.
South Cornwall, June 25</j.—We have had a fortnight

of rare weather for the bees, and they have gathered

abundance of clover honey. I expected great things

from a swarm which I had placed in a skep containing

five or six nice pieces of last year's comb, white, clean,

and regular ; but this morning I observed a flood of honey

running over the floor-board, and examination showed
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nearly all the combs down in a heap, and a fine queen
and scores of workers smothered. The amount of comb
had been at least doubled in eight days, and, being very

tender, more honey had apparently been brought in than

it could sustain. A similar circumstance is echoed from
a neighbour's apiary. "What a pity it is that .-warming

cannot be prevented! But can we wonder that English

bees follow the colonising example <>f their country ': It

is uot only that they are not Bupered in time. Here is a

very strung and large skep, with an Abbott's ('"ttau'c

Super on it, half full of beautiful comb and clover honey.

While I was overhauling the downfal these discontented

creatures were actually swarming behind my back!
Well, they .-hall go in with th i queenless lot.- 0. 1!. S.

LlandUo.—We are enjoying Bplendid bee weather
here now. .Stocks generally are nut as strong, how-
ever, as they ought to be; "tie-winter and spri'

so trying.—L. Oswald Lewis.

(Queries unu jtlcplies.

(ji i.m No. 780, (Somerset.) OpeningHivi
What time of day would you rei mend a beginner to

for opening hives, putting on supers, &c? Also
could you nut give- us a line- in tie- Journal once a-month
quoting the markel price of comb and run honey f It

would lie a convenience, I think, to a intj bi i

and tli,-\ would bavi for their

I made an artificial jwarm from my single skep

, the I7:li Us -.
. and

into a bar-frame; they lone now filled seven

and are workhl| in B supi r. The 'Hit

give are very useful, and 1 intend to lend you
to tlie cottagers round about who keep bees. .1. The
middle ,,t : , fine daj .

• hi n man} bees

work at the pw -• nl time, but a thi
'

begim :

We , l.i fiai

varies so greatlj aci bether
the 'market price' i aler, or

- a dealer and betwi en prodi

H I to you.
Your example in tending the Journal b

ii, ighb i,: - i- -.-. orthj of i ctendi I fi Uowing.

Quebv No. 781. i E. L. II.) I Honey
Ilan et I . I . Supposing in\ tocl

frames, each of them b fourth of the

frame sealed honey. 1 I din ctly the

honey ba -a\ middl
doing so until October? Or hould this honey be ex-

tracted in Jul) and then feed up ? LA
ing twelve frai

I partial!) filled

with honey now should be supared, and will i

give a g 1 result by the end or the barri t,

may reckon ( weather permit; ing) to i

July or into August The out i

tracted from, but it i- not advisable to do so fro

containing brood. It is uot necessary to feed unless you
leave tuo small a quantity of Store to last over the
winter, but it is generally dun,- in small stimulative
quantities to keep the queen breeding late, and
a aupprj of young bees for wintering. 2. Artificial twarm
after Honey Hatnk t. Oan I make artificial -warm with
same hive directrj the harvest is over, putting six ©
swarm and leaving six to -tuck: and then should -tuck

and swarm be left alone,'or should foundation i-

them and begin building them up again all through
Augu.-t ': —A. To make an artificial -warm after the
honey harvest is over is contrary not only to nature, but

art of bee-keeping; as the queen raised in tin-

stock could not be fertilised except by the merest chance
of a few drones existing somewhere near you. If, how-
ever, yon find a stock very strong and choose to buy a

queen or have a spare one, yon may divide, and by feed-

ing up obtain good results, but do not give any more
room in either stuck or offset.

Qubey No. 782.—(T. Jakvi.s.)— Watpi Nett.—A few-

days sine,- I observed a wasps' nest formed upon a goose-
berry-bush in my garden; in fact, one gooseberry i-

nearly embedded in the nest. I have cut the branch
off, and placed the end in water in order to preserve the
fresh appearance of foliage as long as possible. The
quc-ii remained in it until this morning. The nest is

about -} or 3 inches in diameter, and contains a number
of eggs. I- it possible to preserve this curiosity ? and if

90, by what mean.-:-' A.—The case you report i.- cer-

tainly singular; indeed, we never heard of one similar.

We are not aware of an) mean- thai could 1»- taken to

preserve the specimen We should have raised a small
stage to support the nest, and allowed it to be worked
out to perfection. A taxidermist, perhaps, might pre-

serve the specimen under a glass , 8

QrEBV No. 783. t\ Tyboxe Man, Cookttoum.)
Two r,*e,e//> in a Hive.—On May lOtfa I removed the
queen from a small blaclc stuck which onlj covered five

framed, ami introduced one of Messrs. Abbott Bros'.

Ligurian queens. I saw young Ligurian bees out for a
fly on the 9th of this month. I have since then often
examined this hive, which increased rapidly to cover
eight frame-, and saw nothing unu ual, Eesterday,
J 17th, a friend of mine had C cast swarm off

Liguriane, whicb he had swarmed artificially. We
went over bis I1-, and
returned the ca-t to its hive again. He ga
the queen-cells to raise a queen with. I did so bj

- td frame from the b ick, and putting it in
\ hive. I got the

q next or third

. and took out
the fifth, and was putting it in whi I d a fine

I jed her,

tie- lead of a b arm, which 1 1 arl ificialh .

nt for the tw o

Ligurian, being in the same hive? .!. It i

that on ii Iiim of its queen, before insert-

ing ih- queeu-i ell ma\ hai

from which tla- black que, n issued, ami was allowed to
remain in tin- hive, as ca of two queens in a 1

b) n i tie an- line, u. Ii i),.,i .,

-mall swarm of black- united themselves iu your
Ligurianised col ny.

- No ~-\ (A Bkginneb.) I, Best I

placing a swarm in a bar-frame hive, 1

that two
t tiui- the be,-- have

fretted awaj tie- calico I
- until it is

Ii . Whal i- generally used as a first

Covering? I did nut like pulling a quilt ,-!

c domed carpet next th,- frame-, thi - might
be injur! itis. /. II- be I c rvering next to tl,,

l-.ind of stout bed-ticking sold bj mo I drapi

upholsterers. In America the covering most u -l

during oamelled cloth, tie- pn th side

downwards. We bave found this beneficial to tin- bees,

and mure durable, and tie- propoli -atiuti i- 1,--- (ban with
any other material we have tried. -. Spreading Bt ?.

—is it advi able to spread tie- brood in tie- -

during summer the sane- a- advised for stocks iu

tie- spring? .1.— No, it i- qniti , try. Tho
- qui - i, during the summer

eat tile lev- interference with the

brood-nesl th, better fur tin- colony; indeed, at this

(iin, the bives ate -• full of brood that you would find

it a difficult matter t,, spread it. 3. Feeding.

hive having Sent OUl a .-warm and a
i

. jiiently

so much depopulated, that but feu labourers an- to be

ing to and fiu to tie- fields. Such being the
case, 1 have been thinking that if I were to feed it until

a month after casting, it would, bj sparing them tie-
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labour of gathering their own living, enable all the bees

to remain at home and assist in the duties of attending

the brood, which would possibly thus be raised in larger

quantities, and the hive more quickly repopulated.

Kindly say if I should be right in carrying out this

idea?" A.— Generally speaking, considerable store of

honey has been laid up before swarming takes place ; but

if your hive is short of food, feed at once. There is

always a very quiet period after a hive has been depleted

by swarming; the bees, being all young, do not go to

the fields to gather until about three weeks old. Even

if stores are short you will find the population so small

that little food will be taken.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

41144.— ] . Natural swarms building queen-cells.—Possibly

the swarm was a second one or cast containing a virgin

queen which got lost on her wedding flight. If a first

swarm,you may have injured the queen in yourexainina-

tion. If there were, as you say, ' no eggs,' it is obvious

that the queen-cells cannot produce queens, and you

had better requeen without delay. When there is a

cessation of honey income bees cannot be better em-

ployed than in working out foundation by means of

gentle feeding. 2. Honey harvest.—Your bees will no

doubt recommence work in the supers when the clover

opens and honey comes in. N.W. winds are not so good

as S. or S.W. for the secretion of honey, ."i. Combina-

tion-Hive.—A Combination hive has the frames parallel

with the front and has a space at back for sections.

T. MARniOTT.— 1. Yes.—2. Wait until the top ones are

filled or nearly so ; remove the middle sections which

are finished first ; close up the partially filled ones and

place empty ones outside. •'!. If swarms issue capture

and return them.

J. Ibwin-Fackington.—1. Supers.—Perhaps the bees

in bar-frame hive would accept a frame of sections at

the back of the brood-nest. If when partially worked

out these are removed with the bees till in them and

put in the middle of a super crate the old crate will be

accepted and filled. In the case of the skep, by putting

a piece of brood comb in one of the sections and drum-

ming the bees up into it. 2. I'se thin foundation. 3.

Removing Bees from Sections.—Puff smoke into it,

turn it up and carry it about drumming it until the

bees have all flown home, or put it into a box with a

glass window and when a lot of bees are on the glass

let them out and replace before any others can get

in; repeat this until all are out. 4. General Work.

—Get all the honey you can from your skeps, drive in

September and transfer the best of the combs.

A Bedfordshire Bee-keeper.—1. Zinc-excluder in

front of Hive.—Yes, to prevent first swarms. 2.

No, not to prevent casts, as the queen, being a

young one, must have means of leaving for fertilisa-

tion. 3. Excluder and Drones.—The frames contain-

ing drone-comb should be outside the divider. If

drones are in existence they must make the best of

their confinement, or you may put on a drone-trap and

capture the whole of them before inserting the ex-

cluder (or includer).

J. I. S.

—

Hiving Bees.—During the two hours the bees

remained upon the stump, under the hive scouts were

sent out, the hollow tree discoveied, and the swarm
guided to it direct. The bees should have been

brushed from the stump with a goose-quill, moistened

with a weak solution of carbolic acid, and the skep

placed over them, when all would have entered. The

swarm should then have been removed to a shady

place, aud the skep wedged up all round, to give air,

and in the evening the bees might have been trans-

ferred to the frame or any other hive. Swarms,

when deserting, always fly straight to the spot decided

upon, generally high enough to clear all obstacles in

their route. "When swarms are large and the weather
is hot, very large skeps should be used, aud they
should be thoroughly shaded from the direct rays of

the sun, plenty of air being given from below, and
jets of water from a syringe thrown over them.

M. Ormojjd.— Weak Foundation— Given Wired Found-
ation.—We fear that foundation made from adult-

erated wax is frequently put upon the market. We
have used for some years in our own apiary the
' Given wired foundation,' which never falls nor

breaks, and is made from pure wax. It is an American
production, and is imported by Messrs. Neighbour,

and, we believe, by others who deal in apiarian

appliances. It has been objected to this foundation

that the bees will not rear brood in those cells

through which the wires pass ; but in our own ex-

perience this has never been the case, the bees utilising

the cells for brood, hone}', and pollen, exactly the

same as if no wire were used. The wire is so fine

—

not so thick as horse-hair—that the bees do not seem

to notice it at all. We have over thirty colonies built

upon this foundation, and have never known a sheet

to fall. With large swarms and hot weather all other

foundations we have tried will occasionally fall. The
wired foundation should be inserted—with the wires

hanging vertically—in the saw-cut in the top-bar of

the frame. The wedge being withdrawn, the founda-

tion will be held tightly in its place without any other

fastening. AVe do not see that anything can be done

in your case but to give fresh sheets of the wired

foundation. The loss of time and honey is, however,

a lamentable fact, and one from which we have

suffered much in our own experience in days gone by.

W. J. Macdonald.—1. Removing Brood-comb.—The
removal of the brood-comb to the further side of the

hive was unfortunate, and caused greater part of the

mischief. 2. Brood and Pollen Cells.—It is a most
easy matter to distinguish brood from honey or pollen

cells. Probably the queen of your hive is old and

worn out. 3. Melting Combs with Candied Honey.—
AVe advise in the autumn to unite the bees to your

other colony, and to melt down those parts of the

comb containing the granulated or candied honey.

No extractor will throw it out in its present state.

The extractor should have been used before the

winter. Place the comb, with a little water, over the

tire, and bring it up to boiling. Set it aside to cool,

and the wax will then be found in a sheet at the top;

the honey in a liquid state at the bottom. The latter

mav 1)0 given to the bees as food.

Ignoramus.— 1. Transferring.—To transfer your bees

to the frame-hive is impossible. The newly-built

combs are too fragile to be handled this season. The

old stock might have been transferred three weeks

after the first swarm issued, but it is better now to

allow all the three to remain until next spring. 2.

Drones.—A large number of drones—a provision of

nature— is usual in all swarming hives. They will be

destroyed when there is no further use for them.

J. F. F., Alton.—Flies.—Any trap you might contrive to

catch flies would most probably capture and kill as many
bees. Flies are not considered among the enemies of

bees ; but bees do not desire any undue familiarity

from them, and therefore they are ever driving them
from the entrances of their hives. To prevent the

frequency of the visits of flies to the interior of the

bees' homes, stocks must be kept strong ;
and if there

happens to be with you a too great preponderance in

the number of these insects, the most natural mode

of reducing it would be the encouragement in your

locality of that lovely little bird, the common English

fly-catcher. This bird has been accused of having a

love for bees, but we believe it has been proved that
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the accusation is unjust. We are pleased to hear of

the progress of bee-keeping in your parish. Might we
recommend you to place yourself in communication
with the Secretary of the Hampshire IS. K. A.,

E. H. Bellairs, Esq., Wingfield, Christ Church?
A Lovkr of Bees, Godstone.— Hiving a swam from a

bar-frame hive in a skep would not be the can f

their desertion. It is difficult to say what may be

the reason of the vagaries of bees; perhaps they had
exhausted the store brought away with them, and nut

b i ig furnished with a fresh supply they endeavoured
to procure it for themselves.

\ Lovbb of Bees, Clonmel. There are sen

periodicals published in America, Both California

and New Zealand furnish attractions fur bee-i

and a bee-farm in either of them, will worked and
managed, would be a source of profit. So much might
be said in favour of either,, that the preference to be

given should 1 e da ided by personal predilections.

\ mai int.- -Bees are architects of no slight degree. The
frames in your hive were weak at certain places, and
the bees to rectify this built halt res-.- to strengthen

them. When y..ur frames are older and rigid no harm
will result from your severing them.

W. (I. I', c. 1. Honey Harvest. IT your neighbour-

hood i- favourable for hone] getting, tie' season is

prolonged, and j our stool , tl is a

prospect of your reaping a honey harvest this season.

liy the time this meets your eye, it will l.e desirable

to put on a crate of sections. 2. Sections.— The
Id by hive-dealers are generally furnished

v.'th a small bit of foundation : if you insert it your-
self, it would !)• of advanl a larger piece.

/'
. d 11. (1

a. They will be attended '•. in our next.

DO not order your Hives and Appliances until

,
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Bee Furniture ' are employed as formerly. (10)

LEICESTERSHIRE
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

PRIZE SCHEDULES of the LEICESTER and
MELTON MOWBBAX SHOWS can be had on

application to the Secretary, Mr. EDWIN BALL, W.u.-
THiM, Melton Mowbbay. (72)

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND ISLE OF ELY
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

AMD

BEE-KEEPERS - ASSOCIATION.

EXHIBITION at CAMBRIDGE,
24th and 25th JULY, 1884.

18 Prizes Offered for Hives and Honey.
The Frizes for Hives are open to all England, and those

for Honey to Members of either of the above Societies, and
no Entrance Fee charged for Honey.

l'.lltr: .7, July 1th.

Prize Lists and Forms to be had of

—

Mr. It. PBTEBS, 7 Downing Street. Cam!

UFFINGTON COTTAGE GARDEN
BEE «Sc HONET S EC Q-Rr,

And Sale of Useful and Ornamental Work,

YVill beheld in the beautiful GROUNDS OF 11 I TNGTON
HOUSE, hy the kind permission of The Eabi of Lindsey,

On THURSDAY, JULY 10th, 1884.

I'rize Lint iiml Entry Farms for Honey and Wax, to be

obtained of Messrs. Sells, (Jfnnjrton, Stamford.

I'.ntioi Ci QBE Jri,\ ."..

E. IH. HART Ac CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

s 1 < ICKBRIDGE, II ^NTS.
SPECIALITIES:

I11YLS. oompli JECTIONS, V-out, in 6

FOUNDATION, Flat, 01 natural ba d.

CLABK'S COLD BLAST SMOKES, 'Far and away the
best Bmoker.' :;-., post free.

HART'S SLMPLEX I EEDEKS. The easiest as 1 be I

to man.! e, 1 6(2. eacl '
• pei dozen.

THE 'SWANMOBE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.' (60)

Ttae Trade supplied. Price 1.1st on application.

JOHN T. KINNEAR,
[mportee of

AMERICAN APIARIAN APPLIANCES,
- REFORM STltEE'l'. DUNDEE.

Price List mi application. (65)

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE; or, Manual of the
Aiimiv. 11,000 sold since 1876. 12th Thousand just

out. 10th Thousand sold in just four months. 2000 sold

the last year. More than fifty pages, and more than fifty

costly Illustrations, weie added in 8tb Edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly ..vised, and contains the very-

latest in respect to Ilee-kceping.

Price by mail, •jn.'i.l. Lil.er.il discount.--, made to Deuleis

and to Clubs. Address A. J. Cook, Author and Publisher,

Lansing, Michigan.

State Agricultural College, Ipril 1 1, 1883.
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882 ; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of
Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propohzation is reduced to a minimum.

Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of
' improvements.' But there is not one
of these so-called ' improvements ' which
does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary
when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be
fitted with ' DR. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no others. All

Hive-rankers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-
rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10s. per gross.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
Is the acknowledgedRemedy for S ti ugs, especially for rem oving

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. dd. per bottle.

The abm 'itions may he obtained from

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

;

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wlioiesale Prices from the Inventor,

Mr. P. LYOIT, 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.E.

BEE VEILS. Improved with Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth-Everard, St. Ives,

Hunts. (5!l)

pANE (PREPARED) for making Straw Skeps.
\J 1 lb. postal packages—Fine, 2s. 3d. ; Coarse, Is. 3</.

—

free. SALICYLIC ACID, Is. per oz. post free. THYMOL,
Is. packets free. Either of the foregoing cheaper in quantity.
Address J. R. W. Hole, Tarrington, Ledbury.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and
cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. Gd. each.

WELWYN, HERTS,
Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

P>EGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his
> productions. By the aid of special power machinery

he is enabled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at as accurate fit

and finish, all goods being adapted both for the convenience
of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bee-keeper.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 Pages, 50 Illustrations,
full of interesting and useful information, Free on

application.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
SUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and everything per-

taining to Modern Bee-culture. Hives made only of

the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is always
kept ready cut and prepared for putting together.

Awarded Honourable Mention for a Hive exhibited at

Cobe Inddbtriai, Exhibition, 1883, and First Prizes at
various County Shows. Revised Catalogue for 1884.

«3\ IS,. -*XT. HOIiE,
(Expert to the Her fordshin /.'. K. A., qualified by B.& K. A.

Certificate.)

Address- TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

C?£X^k.3c&X.£3£S °X?. C»^7"3E:S5,T3?€>Mr,
st Class Expert ofi f„ t-Keepi

thirieie: beidges, Sussex:,
Begs to call attention .if all Bee-keepers to his

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,

and hopes to be favoured with their support.

Siloer and Bronie Medal . and other Prizes, awarded a( Bridg mater,
Knightsbrifl'jc, H.i^tiu^, mi't ni'.'ir, >;,,..,

, , , ,
, if,, j.vst 7-',v /fi'ycs, iYcs,

Smokers, Supers, Extra fcoi , Comb Foundation, &c.

Orders can now be bo tked for Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of
KNliLISH. LHU'RIAN and ofh-r Foreitrn 1SEES. for early spring
delivery ;

also Imported LIUURIAN QUEENS. First consignment
will arrive early in May.

SPECIALITIES.
The 'COWAN HIVE.' and Extractors j Bingham Smokers, the best

in use ; Supers ; Honev Racks : Condi Foundation. American _' 1 -. and
1-lb. Sections! FLAT TOP STRAW HIVES, with hole in top for
feeding and snpering, 2<. each ; Crates of 18 1-lb. Sections for Straw
Hivos, 5s. ea< a, c impli be.

Questions on Bees and their Management answere 1 by return of

post, 3d. stamps. Send Id. for3fod,,n l:,r-K, ,,iu,j. Is. sd. for i.Vd'istt

Bfc-A'cejici's fii'idr. Cr.d.ijii ,-,. -in ((judication.

SUPERIOR BEE VEILS, Wire Gauze Fronts.
Is-, each, three for 2s. 9<i., post free. Address Wa. Crisp,

Halstead. 2025

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GBANTHAM EXHIBITION.
pRIZES are offered for POULTRY and PIGEONS to the amount of £73; and for

-*" BEES, HONEY, HIVES, &c, amounting to ,£26. Entries for these Departments

close on the 7th Jul}'.

For Schedules and Forms apply to—
St. Benedict's Sqttare, Lincoln, STEPHEN UPTON,

21$t June, 1884. Secretary.
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(guitnnal, Notices, tfr.

THE CONFERENCE AT S. KENSINGTON.
Important Nora b.

Alteration" OF tiu; TlME OF CoMMENi BMENT.

Iu consecjucnce of H. R H. the Prince of Wales
having selected July 24, 2-

r
>, ;m.l J<>, as the dutes for

the Conference over which His Royal Highness is to

preside, the Conference arranged by the I!. B. K. A.

will commence at 1 1 a.m. each day, instead of 2 p.m.,

as previously announced. The subjeel

sionare: Friday, July«25, ' Foul Br I : its Nature
!

I he Means of its Propagation,and
the Method of its Cure,' to lie introduced by Frank
K. Cheshire, Esq., FR.M.S. On Saturday. July26,
'The Adulteration of Honey: the b

ing and Preventing it,' by Otto Hehner, Esq.,

I'.< I.S., I'. I.e. Members of the Association di sirous

of being present at the Conferences

to make application to the Secretary for tickets of

admission not later than Wednesday, July 16th.

Admission to the <'"iifrr.nr,' cannot be obtained
except by ticket.

NOTICE TO COUNTS SECRETARIES.
The next Quarterly Meeting of County Repre-

sentatives will be held in the Council R a of the

Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, on
Saturday, July 26th, at .'! p.m.

THE EDUCATIONAL ACT AND API-
CULTURE.

The Examination Sub-Committee of the British

Bee-keepers' Association, desirous of taking ad
vantage of the encouraging response received from
the President of the Committee and Council on
Education to the letter of the Rev. Arundel!
Leakey, vicar of Acton, Suffolk, have drawn up an
outline of a scheme' of graduated lessons for the
teaching of intelligent and practical bee-keeping as

a branch of Elementary science; aud this they are
anxious, as early as possible, to place before Mr.
Mundella for his consideration.

This outline, they propose, should be taught by
illustrated reading - books, 'descriptive and ex-

planatory,' and by 'oral lessons and visible illus-

trations' with bees, hives, combs, and flowers,

showing how the subject might be made pro-

gressively educational, cultivating ' powers of exact

observation, 1 and at the same time be made highly

interesting not only as an intellectual amusement,
but as opening out a field of useful and profitable

industry for elder children in their homes, and
thus be .' means of bettering the condition of

cottagers and the agricultural labouring classes.

T! utline consists of a graduated scheme
commencing with very easy and simple It ons

Buitablc for quite young children, and advancing

gradually till the whole theory and practice of bee-

keeping are brought before the youthful mind.

We know of nothing which will prove of such

to apiculture i
we desire to thank

Mr. Leakey for the position he lias taken in this

matter.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

SHREWSBURY, AND BEE KEEPERS' ASSO
CIATIONS.

We di sire to remind bi e keepers in the neigh-

bour!] 1 of Shrewsbury of this show, and the

opportunity it will furn sh of forming Bee-keepers'

Associat ions in the count ies of North Wales, since

our map ofthe ( lounties of Englandand Wales,giviiig

the Associations affiliated with the Bril ish, was pub
li bed, Cardiganshire has succeeded in forming an

Association; and it is hoped that, such an im

pulse will lie given to bee-keeping by the meeting

at Shrewsbury that the remaining counties will

follow the example set them by Cardiganshire.

Mil. CHESHIRE'S EXPERIMENTS <>N FOUL
BROOD.

We understand that the experiments made by Mr.

Cheshire have conducted him to some important

discoveries and results. In a communication re-

ceived from that gentleman he says :

'
I am not in

need of any further specimens, but shall be willing

to diagnose cases of suspicion upon receipt of

specimen and stamped-dirocted envelope. Return

thanks for me for many boxes of strong odour sent

to me. The experimental stock is so improved as

not to be recognised by its owner, except, for its

frames and surroundings. It surprises and delights

me. Many sad, over-diseased stocks will, I hope,

soon see their troubles over.'
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MR FRANK BENTON AND EASTERN
QUEENS.

In our last issue we gave insertion to a letter

from Mr. Frank Benton, from which may be gathered

some faint idea of the difficulties he has encoun-

tered, and the obstacles he has overcome, in his

earnest desire to obtain for bee-keepers in this and

other countries Cyprian, Syrian, and Holy Laud
bees under the belief that their introduction would

prove a benefit to the interests of apiculture.

We have heard of missionaries in the pursuit of

their lofty vocation facing the deadliest perils

;

of botanists risking their lives in their desire to

obtain some precious flower or rare plant ; of dis-

coverers who have endured all manner of privations

to attain their object ; and we are proud that we
can point to a fellow-bee-keeper who has shown
such an heroic endurance—such perseverance under
difficulties, such an ardour bearing him onward
amidst the surrounding causes of despondency in

the hope of procuring these Eastern bees. In

his letter there is a sentence which has a true

Pauline ring in it :
' Exposed to the insects which

abound in the tropics, of wild beasts sometimes,

not entirely safe from Moslem fanaticism, and
endeavouring to labour hard in a malarial climate,

I have had my full share of trials in these direc-

tions.'

We cannot estimate too highly the indomitable

spirit that lias supported Mr. Benton for so many
years ; and we trust that such sacrifices as he has

made, and such determination to achieve his pur-

pose, will be ultimately crowned with success. We
scarcely in this country have fully realised the value

of these Eastern bees, or rather the results that

might be derived from breeding from them. Earnest
bee-keepers in this country are, however, carefully

experimenting upon them, and we shall receive their

reports in due time.

THE VIRTUES OF HONEY.
We have been favoured, through the kindness of

Mr. A. Neighbour, of Regent Street, with the loan

of an old book, printed in 1759, entitled, The
Virtues of Honey in Preventing many of the Worst

Disorders, and in the Cure of several others. As
honey appears to be resuming the place it once
held in the estimation of the public as food and
medicine, we may be usefully employing a portion

of our columns in giving a few extracts from this

little work. In the Introduction it says :

—

' We seek from the remotest part of the world medi-
cines of harsh and violent operation for our relief in

several disorders, under which we should never suffer if

we would use what the hee collects for us at our doors

;

and in as many other?, which though no care could
make us escape, the same innocent and pleasant juice

would cure There was a time when honey was
more used, because the demand rose from necessity.

Before the knowledge of sugar, this healthful sweet
supplied its place; and there are to this time countries
where it has the same prerogative.'

After speaking of the nature and origin, and
different kinds of honey, it treats

—

' Of the Virtues of Honey against a tough Phlegm,—
Many persons, especially as they advance into years, are

troubled with a tough phlegm in their throat in a
morning, which makes their breathing difficult, occasions
them to speak hoarse and with difficulty, and brings on
a continual hawking and coughing, till they have got it

up. This is one of those complaints which does not
amount to the name of a disease, and for which few con-
sult a physician

;
yet it is a very troublesome and dis-

agreeable one, painful to the person himself, and giving
disgust to others. The complaint should not he slighted,

for it will increase ; sometimes it terminates in an
asthma, and some have been carried off with an imme-
diate death by the consequences of it, for b}- the strain-

ing to bring it up, they have broke a vessel, and bled to

death upon the instant. If it were asked what medicine
would be a cure for this infirmity, and a safe preventer
of its return, the question would be difficultly answered

;

but in the place of such a medicine, if the person will
take honey, he may he sure both of a present relief and
a lasting cure. The best kind of honey for this disorder

is that of our own produce, but it is necessaiy to have it

in perfection. The fine English spring honey is the
proper kind ; and there is no need of the troublesome
ceremony of taking it mixed up as a medicine. It may
be eaten in its own form, and will no way do the
business so well. Let the person who is troubled with
this complaint set a pet of honey by his bedside, and
the last thing at night take a large spoonful of it into

his mouth, letting it go gently down. As soon as he
wakes in the morning let him take another spoonful in

the same manner. He will find ease the very first day,
and more and more every day afterwards till he is per-

fectly recovered. After that he need not confine him-
self in a strict way to the taking it at any regular time,

or in any certain quantity ; but it will be advisable now
and then to eat a little of it, to prevent a tendency in the
same humour to bring on a relapse : and if at any time
after taking cold, or from other accidents, he perceives

the complaint coming on again, he should constantly
take the same quantity night and morning for some
time. It is very essential in this case to have pure and
fine honey : and if our own spring honey cannot be got,

the Swiss honey, which is sold under the general name
of Narbonne, should be used in its place. Common
honey such as is sold at grocers may increase the com-
plaint which it is directed to relieve. There is no
argument like fact, and one instance may prove this

better than a volume of reasonings. The last spring

a merchant in the city, who was troubled by this

complaint, took honey by niy advice in the manner
just directed. He had been cautioned to get what was
good, but without any particular directions on that
head, as I had not then seen the extreme difference

between one kind of honey and another. He found
his complaint increase, but he had the resolution to

continue the medicine, until one morning he was near
choked. He constantly said, that since Ins taking the

honey, he had always the taste of raw flour in his throat

in a morning : and he was not mistaken ; for on ex-
amining the honey he had taken all this time, we found
flour mixed among it. This was done so clumsily, that

on spreading a little of the honey thin upon a piece of

blue paper, and looking at it with a reading glass, we
could see the flour in small white lumps. There is no
room for wonder at the effect this took upon the patient,

for the flour thickened the phlegm into a paste. On
taking some tolerably good English honey afterwards

he recovered. It is difficult sometimes to discover the

frauds that have been used in making up of honey, but
in general what is thin and transparent, from what-
ever place it comes is the most likely to be pure

;

because all the common mixtures give it thickness and
cloudiness.

' Of the Virtues of Honey against a Hoarseness.—

A

hoarseness is another of these troublesome complaints

which does not amount to the name or nature of a
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•disease, but yet is capable of making- the person very
uneasy, and is commonly a very lasting disorder : partly

because it is not judged considerable enough to need a
physician, and partly because as the medicines usually

given take no effect upon it. To be able to do auy
service in this complaint, it is necessary to understand
its nature. The seat of a hoarseness is the top of the

windpipe or larynx ; and the occasion of it is a soreness

of that part and a thickness of its natural moisture.

This is always perceived by people who are hoarse, for

in their endeavours to speak out they find that part

of the throat to be sore, and as it were, raw ; and if at

any time they can bring up a little phlegm it is as thick

as jelly, and as tough as glue ; and they alwai
more freely after this, until more is gathered in the

place. Honey is a natural and excellent remedy for

this complaint, we have seen in the former chapter how
great a power it lias of softening and dissolving a tough
phlegm; and it i- also an excellent balsamic. Keas m

), therefore, thai it i- most happily suited fa-

curing a hoarseness; and repeated experience confirms
it. Persons who are hoarse always are worse in a

morning. This is for the same reason that those op-

pressed with a tough phlegm find most ones

that time. In the mghl the humours colled themselves,
and spread over the pari undisturbed; and we feel their

effect at rising. This directs the time which must be

best for taking honey for the cure of a hoarseness, which
is the last thing at night ; but it should be rep.

early in tlir morning; and it may he taken occasionally

at any time of the day. In this complaint, the more
people strive to apeak out, the worse they always make
themselves; consequently, without d, the
disorder will naturally in. ,

morning are the times when the honey is most
in the general relief of the complaint, it will do service

at any time of the day when wanted. Therefore if any
one, win. is subject to a hoa risible that he
shall have occasion to speak a great d >al, !• I him
for it by taking a spoonful of honey. This «ill make

>ak with more ease t.. himself, more intelligibly t.>

those who are to hear him, and prevent that -training

which is so apt to increase the disorder. \t anytime
when a person who • hoarse i- going into company, it

will be advisable to take soi I this pleasant remedy;
and if in the course of conversation he finds his voce
grow Worse, another spoonful of it will give li i 111 that

real relj.-f, which he would in vain endeavour to obtain

bj violent efforts: to speak plainer, this would I

increase the disorder, the other to it- cure. Speaking
with ease and clearness must be agreeable ho all

|

I. nt thi i to whom it is of the greatest im-
Tli" clergyman who i- to ..fliciate in his

duty; and the counsel who must speak at the bar, may
'have occasion often for this assistance; and there are

others whose employment, though it be frivolous in itself,

important in them, since it gets them breath, such
as players on the -tage, and singers, who arc often di.->

1 in the highest degree by hoarsenesses, which this

easy medicine will perfectly

I SEFUL HINTS.

Sections.- These should be often examined, and,

a a- sealed all over, removed. If, however,
tli.o, ari wanted for keeping, it is as well to leave

them on until the caps ore thickened, to prevenl

weeping. As they are removed, close up the un-

finished ones to the centre and put empty ones, or

those partly filled, from hives which seem disin-

clined to finish them outside.

StoringSection-Honey.—Sections of comb-honey
should be stowed away in crates (see engraving

on page 56 of Modern Bee-keeping), and the air
excluded as nearly as possible. The crates should
be kept in a dry, warm room, in which the tempe-
rature should never be lower than 60° Fahr. All
propolis should be removed from the sections, and
only those which are perfectly sealed should be
stored.

Condemned Bees. —If you are likely to be able
to obtain these, lose no time in preparing for
them. The less work they have to do the better.
If you have stocks which from weakness, undue
swarming, or other causes, will not give you a
surplus 'f honey, set them to work drawing out
foundation and sr..rin- the combs with food—either
honey or syrup. A lew ready built, or, better
still, ready-stored combs given to condemned
will be a great assistance to them, and be the
means of their becoming good strong stocks in the
spring.

Undesirable Swarming.—The late hot weather
has been productive of swarms, if preventive

tres had bet adopted in time we .should have
heard loss .,f this. (

l ) The br 1 not should have
boon relieved by the abstraction of full fram<

• of comb-foundation in their place.

(L'l Air should have been given freely between
id and hive. (3) Plenty of section

should have been provided above, an empty rack of
twenty-eight 1 lb. sections being placed nnd<
of the v.aine size when three parts full. \\V do not
approve of caging the queen for the purp
obtaining increase ,,f honey, looking to the future
as well til of our col
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CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN Ml:. HUCKLE
AND MR. .T. P. JACKSON.

(Toth Editor of Iht British Bee Jooknal.)

Sin,—May 1 ask tl. our giving publicity to

the enclosed correspondence f The article taken from the

Bee-keepers' Record, and published in your last issue,

imputing mi-management to the lbiti-li Bee-keepers'

\ nation Annual Exhibition, casts considerable re-
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flection upon myself, and certainly requires a fuller

explanation from the editor of that paper.— J. Huckle,

Secretary of B. B.K. A.

Mr. Jackson to Mr. Huckle.
June 28(7i.

Will you kindly give me the number of votes recorded

at the election when Mr. Godfrey, of Grantham, was a

candidate? I think-you have a record of them, and I

should he glad of the information.—J. P. Jackson.

Mr. Huckle to Mr. Jackson.
July 2nd.

I am always pieased to afford every information in my
power which is required for the benefit of the cause of

bee-keeping, and especially in regard to Mr. Godfrey,

who has been one of its best friends. But, bearing in

mind the article which appeared in the Bee-keepers'

Jtecord on June 15 respecting the B.B.K.A., I think I

am entitled to ask for what purpose this information is

intended to be used. The article was very personal

towards myself; and I think the assertion that the

shows of the British Bee-keepers' Association have been

mismanaged comes with very bad grace from yourself,

and will not be endorsed by the exhibitors at our exhi-

bitions. The public will be the best judges as to whether

the B. B.K. A. Exhibitions have been mismanaged or

Dot.—J. Huckle.

Mr. Jackson to Mr. Huckle.
July 1th.

I am sorry to see that you consider the article in the

Bee-keepers' Record was personal towards yourself, for it

was certainly not intended as such. I will have a note

to this effect made in the next issue, and will do you

full justice, as you will see. I know as well as any one

how'hard you have worked for the B. B. K. A. and for

bee-keeping. My only reason for asking for information

re past elections was, that we recently stated Mr. Godfrey

had in times past been returned at the head of the poll

(excluding the Chairman, of course); and as Mr. Godfrey

himself is inclined to doubt it, I want to know the facts.

—J. P. Jackson.

Mr. Huckle to Mr. Jackson.
July 1th.

Your note of the 4th inst. is to hand. Your statement

in regard to Mr. Godfrey is only partially correct ; he

was returned next on "the list to Mr. Cowan on one

occasion, but not^so on the others. I venture to hope

that you will explain in what respect the B.B.K.A.'s

Annual Exhibitions have been mismanaged. The simple

statement that the article did not refer to me will not be

sufficient.—J. Huckle.

[The above correspondence refers to a statement in the

Bee-Keepers Record of June 15th, that R. B. Godfrey,

Esq., of Grantham, at ' each annual election of the British

Bee-keepers' Association used to be returned at the head

of the poll.' We think it desirable that persons who ven-

ture to take upon themselves the office of critics should at

least be accurate in their facts.

—

Ed.]

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Committee Meeting, held at 105 Jermyn Street on

"Wednesday, July 2nd. Present, Rev. II. R. Peel (in the

chair), Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, Rev. F. G. Jenyns, Rev.

F. S. Sclater, J. M. Hooker, and the Secretary. Captain

Bush, R.N., was unable to be present, owing to illness;

and letters were read from Rev. E. Bartrum, Rev. F. T.

Scott, Captain Campbell, and W. O'B. Glennie, re-

gretting their inability to be present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, confirmed,

and signed. The balance-sheet for the month ending
June 30th showed a balance in hand of A01. 0s. '2d. The
Secretary reported that the President would be absent
from London on the dates named for the Conference,
and that her Ladyship had requested Sir John Lubbock to

preside. Resolved, That, in the event of Sir John
Lubbock being unable to preside, Mr. T. W, Cowan be
requested to take the chair. The Chairman gave notice
' That at the next meeting he should move for a return
to be made of the attendances of each member of the
Committee during the present year.'

Reports were received from the Sub-Committees :

—

1. The County Associations' Sub-Committee reporting

considerable progress being made towards the formation
of County Associations in Wales and the North of Eng-
land. 2. The Examination Sub-Committee announcing
that the correspondence between the Rev. A. Leakey
and the Educational Department, as published in the
last issue of the B. B. Journal, had beeu duly considered,

and that the Sub-Committee had prepared a graduated
scheme, and recommended that the same be forwarded
to Mr. Mundella, with a memorial soliciting his sanction

and support for the teaching of bee-keeping as an
elementary science in the National Schools. Resolved,
That the report be adopted, and that immediate steps be
taken to bring the matter under the notice of the

Educational Department.
Voles of thanks were passed to the Hon. and Rev. II.

Bligh, the Rev. F. T. Scott, Mr. C. N. Abbott, and Mr.
J. M. Hooker, for their gratuitous services in acting as

judges at the Maidstone and Guildford Show3.
Mr. J. M. Hooker was appointed to act as judge at tho

Wiltshire Show on August 13th, and the Rev. F. S.

Sclater at the Staffordshire Show on August 26th.

The next Committee Meeting was fixed for Friday,
July 25th.

HERTFORDSHIRE ASSOCIATION.
The Herts Association has arranged two exhibitions

of honey, &c, this year, the first of which took place at

Hitchin on the 0th inst., in connexion with the Hitchin
Adult Schools' Horticultural Show. The exhibition of

honey was a grand one, some seven or eight hundred
pounds being staged, Mr. Gulston, of Kings Langley, se-

curing the British Bee-keepers' Association's silver medal
with a magnificent display of 250 pounds. Mr. Daws, of

Ware, also showed several first-class exhibits amounting
to 150 pounds weight. The majority of the classes

were allotted to artizans and labourers, and the Hon. Sec.

(the Rev. J. Lingen Seager) is to be congratulated upon
the success of the exhibition.

A visit to the Hertfordshire Show would have promptly
removed all doubts as to whether labourers can be taught

to profit by the better methods of bee-keeping. Al-

though a minor county, the Herts Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion now numbers nearly 500 members, including a large

number of artizans and labourers.

The Rev. E. S. Sclater, the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, Mr. A.
Lipscomb, and Mr. J. P. Sambels, acted as judges, and
their awards gave general satisfaction.

WILTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The above Society held its first exhibition of the

season at Marlborough, June 17th and 18th, at the invita-

tion of the Marlborough and Pewsey Vale Agricultural

Association. The weather, though threatening at first,

improved the second daj\ No prizes were given on this

occasion, it having been determined to reserve them for

the County Show to be held in August with the Keevil

District Horticultural Society's, when an examination for

Experts will be held by the British Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation, who will also appoint judges. All particulars

relating to these events may be obtained from the Hon.
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Sec, Rev. W. E. Burkitt, Buttermere Rectory, Hunger-
ford. At Marlborough, a convenient site was allotted to

the Bee Exhibition Tent, measuring some forty-five by
twenty feet, the enclosure for driving being on one side.

The manipulations were carried out and lectures given

by the Experts of the Association in turn at frequent

intervals. Messrs. E. M. Hart, Longstock, Hants, made
a good show of thoroughly useful and economical bee-

furniture, and the Hon. Sec. helped fill the tables with a

miscellaneous collection, among which was a small

observatory hive, with bees working in it, which
attracted much attention. II. Huish, of Patney,

Devizes, and G. White, of Bagshot, near Iluugerford,

allowed some excellent flat straw sleeps, which with the

'Buttermere Crate' (some of these were exhibited by
Messrs. Hart, also by A. Stratton, of YVoodborough, at

a very low price, within reach of cottagers), containing

eighteen 1-lb. sections, is certainly the lust style of hive

for cottagers, and those who do not wish to have much
to do with their bees beyond eating their honey. A small
quantity of honey was exhibited in sections by Rev. E.
Davenport and Mr. E. Holliday, ami some extracted

honey in l-lb. bottles by Rev. C. W. Eoney, of Bish ips

( tannings, and Rev. W. E. Burkitt. Mr. Coleman, natu-
ralist, &c, of Marlborough, secured some capital old

stocks of bees for driving. The Exhibition Tent, an

excellent one for the purpose, was provided by Mr. .John
*

'orp, "f Clatford. It is to be hoped that those members
who have ii"t yet paid in their subscriptions will do so

without delay, and also add a trill'- toward- the Prize

Fund for the County Show, as until allthese are in hand
the amount "f jn iz>~ to be offered cannot be fixed. At
the Comity Show the Silver and Bronze Medals and
Certificates of the British Bee-keepers' Association will

be competed for as usual, the other prizes depend
tin' amount subscribed for the purpose. Advert
of the County Show and Honey Fail will appear in duo
course.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH BEE-KKEI'EKS'

ASSOCIATION.

This Association held its Annual Show on Thursday,
the 3rd inst., in the beautifully picturesque grounds of

Mousehold Hon-.'. Thorpe, by the Kind permission of

W. II. Hackblock, Esq., about a mile distant from the

fine "hi city. A more delightful .-pot, a more brilliant

day, ami a kinder, heartier ^welcome than that afforded,

both to officials and visitors, could not be desire. 1 by the

managers of this flourishing Association,

The exhibits also, especially the fine and extensive

display of comb and extracted Honey, were far in advance
of former year-: and we pitied the judges who had to

decide in these classes, where the competition was so

keen that a mere trifle turned the balance in several cases.

We append the prize lit. merely remarking thai we
thought Mr. Be m of bee-keepers' applianc. -

well deserved its award of first prize, Messrs. Abbott
- in a good second.

The I!ev. (ieorge lbiynor, assisted by the Con
awarded the prize-, and we were pleased to notice that

the award- appealed to give general satisfaction on all

bands. The whole exhibition, in fact, was admirably
carried out, under the superintendence of its indefatigable

secretary, Mr. II. R. Emms, who certainly held i

cure office during an almost Indian heat.

'Beet. -For the best stock of Lignrian, or other Foreign
Bees, and for the best stock of English Bees—S. Barge,
Yarmouth.

Hire*.—For the best, most complete, and serviceable
Hive for this county, on the moveable - comb principle,

to include covering, stand, floor -board, and facilities

for storing surplus honey — 1. J. Blake, Ipswich; 2.

Abbott Brothers, Southall j 3. S. Barge. For the best,

most complete, and serviceable Hive for this county, on the

moveable-comb principle, for cottagers' use, to include
covering, floor-board, and facilities for storing surplus
honey, price not to exceed 10s.— 1. J. Blake ; 2. S. Barge

;

3. Abbott Brothers. For the best Straw Hive, with facili-

ties for storing comb honey in sections—1. T. B. Blow, YS'el-

byn ; 2..S Barge. For the best Frame Hive for general
use—the work of an amateur or cottager, being members of

the Association—1. A. C. Stead ; 2. B. Moore, Norwich.
For the neatest and best Supers, complete with racks and
sections for producing honey in the comb in the most sale-

able form—1. Abbott Brothers ; 2. S. Barge; 3. Abbott
Brothers. For the best and most complete collection of

Hives, Extractors, Smokers, Feeders, and Bee Furniture,
no two articles to be abke—1. S. Barge; 2. Abbott
Brothers.

Honey.—For the best exhibition of Super Honey from
one apiary—3. Bev. J. J. Cumming, East Carleton. For
the best Super of Honey, the super to be of wood, straw, or

of wood in combination with straw—1. Bev. A. F. Bellman,
Moulton ; 2. H. Bartram, Hasbro' ; 3. Miss Delf, Topcroft.
For the best twelve 2-lb. sections of Honey in the Comb— 1

.

Bev. Lawson Sisson ; 2. Mr. Stead, Nocton ; 3. Bev. L.

Sisson. For the best twenty-four lib. sections of noney in

the Comb—1. Bev. L. Sisson ; 2. Q-. B. Kingston, Hast
Dereham; 3. W. Cooke, Aldborougb. For the best twelve

2-lb. Glass Jars of extracted Honey—1. Bev. A. F. Bellman

;

>. Mr. A. C. Stead ; :!. Mrs. A. Kendlc, Weasenbam. For
I twelve lib. Glass Jars of extracted Honey— 1. A.C.

Stead
; 2. Bev. A. F. Bellman ; 3. Bev. E. Farrer, Bessing-

ham. For the largest and best collection of extracted Honey
in Glass Jars—C. W. Middleton. Hellesdon.

COTTAGERS' CUSS.

F'ir Members of the Association residing in the County.

for the best Frame Hive for general use, the work of a

cottager, being a member of the Association—1. B. Moore,
Norwich ; 2. II. Dobbre, Thickthoru.

For the best exhibition of Honey in the Comb, taken from
one hive, without destroying the bees—open to bond fide
cottagers only— II. Bartram, Hasbro'.

For the In ! Super of Honey, the super to be of glass,

wood, straw, or of wood in combination with straw—open to

bond fide cottagers only—1. B. Howes, Buckcnham ; 2.

0. Boyle, Buxton; 3. H. Bartram.

Ill REFORDSHTRE BEE-KEEPEKS' associa-
tion.

A \ \t M. Snow m I.iih.i nv..lr\i: l'IiIi, 26th, and 20th.

This was held in connexion with the Herefordshire

Agricultural Show; it was favoured with line weather,

and proved an entire success. 'Here was a good com-
petition in the hive classes, Messrs. Abbott and sevi ra]

other makers from a distance competing. There was

also a capita] -how of honey, as, although but .small

ere offl red, it being SO early in the sea sun, about

six hundredweight w as staged.

Then- were several important innovations at the

show, perhaps the most important being the

MlCROSCOPIi Snow.

This was held in a square, manipulating tent, the

microscopes (twelve compound and ten simple lenses)

being placed on tables ranged round the central

opening. The bees for manipulating wen- Kept within

the inner walling of this tent, ami a large observatorj

hive at the entrance had also its flight-hole under the

netting. The objects shown were parts of the bee, such

as—pollen-basket, wing, foot, sting, eyes, wax-pockets,

&C.j also pollen, fructifying parts of blossoms, tlake of

wax, queen, drone, and worker mounted whole, and

tongues of black and Ligurian bees side by side with red

and white clover tube-.

The exhibit proved an entire success, several hundred

visitors seeming to take a great interest in the objects.

It was found that two, and if possible three attendants

were necessary to explain the objects ; Mr. .1. 10. Bullard

took chief charge of this department, and explained the

anatomy of the bee with "Treat energy and success.
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On the first day of the Show the microscopic teat was
open free, hut it excited such interest as entirely to spoil

the attendance at the adjoining manipulating tent. On
the following- days, therefore, the two tents were com-
bined by means of a wide canvas corridor, and a charge

made for admission to the two. This arrangement

worked well, as visitors were not kept waiting, but occu-

pied the intervals at the microscopes.

Most of the objects were provided by Mr. Alfred

Watkins, the hon. sec. (who organized the whole of the

Bee Show). Messrs. Abbott Bros, kindly lent a beau-

tiful series of slides, but it was found that the more
simple objects for use with low powers were most suit-

able. The microscopes were all lent by gentlemen in

the county.

Hive-making was another attraction, a local straw-

hive maker bring busily at work all three days making
flat-topped, straw hives. An exhibit of bar-frame hives

was also arranged. The saw-bench, with materials and

tools, and two hive-makers, were certainly present, but

as very few persons saw them at work, their proceedings

did not excite much interest.

The Convention.

This was held on the Show Ground at 11.30 in the

morning of the third day; the attendance was nut hug.-,

but each question was fully ventilated. The programme
was as follows :

—

1. The advantages, disadvantages, and best method of

stimulating by feeding; introduced by Mr. A. Watkins.
2. The advantages and disadvantages of Ligurian versus

English bees ; introduced by Mr. Thomas Haywood. 3.

Bar-frame hives versus skeps for profitable bee-keeping

;

introduced by Rev. F. S. Stooke-Vaughan. 4. Winter-
ing bees; introduced by Rev. J. E. Sale. 5. Packing
and marketing honey ; introduced by Mr. J. Grant.

The Rev. J. E. Sale took chief charge of the hive and
honey show on each day. Ool. Pearson, of Downton,
Kington, and Mi-. C. Brown, of Bewdley (the expert to

the Worcestershire Association), kindly acted as judges.

We hope that their lirsi Konej Fair, -which they propose

to hold at the Butter Market, Hereford, in the autumn,
will have as great a success as their Ledbury Show.

The following is the list of awards :

—

Hives, etc.—Class 1—For Frame Hive, of a substantial

character, with Crate of Supers complete. Price not to

exceed 15s.— First prize, 15s-, Messrs. Abbott Bros.

London ; 2nd, 7s. 6(7., Mr. J. Hole, Tarrington. Class 2—
For Frame Hive, with Crate of Supers complete. Price not

to exceed 10s. 6(7.—First prize, 15s., Mr. E. C. Walton,

Newark, Notts ; 2nd, 7s. 6(7., Mr. G. F.' Harrison, Hales
Owen ; 3rd, Mr. J. Hole. Class 3—For Flat-topped Straw
Hive, of the size approved by the H. B. K. A., viz. : sixteen

inches across and nine inches deep, inside measurement.

—

First prize, 7s. 6d., Messrs. Abbott Bros. ; 2nd, 5s., Mr. W.
Price, Aylton, Ledbury. Class 4—For the Best Crate of

Sectional Supers, with Roof complete, suitable for using

with the Association straw hive.—First prize, 7s. 6(7.,

and 2nd, 5s., Mr. Thomson, 20 High Street, Birmingham.
Class 5—For the Largest and Best Collection of Hives and
Bee-Furniture, applicable to modern bee-keeping. — First

prize, 40s., Messrs. Abbott Bros.; 2nd, 25s., Mr. Thomson.
Honey.—Class 6—For the Best Exhibit of Honey in the

Comb ; sectional supers preferred First prize, 10s., Mr.
W. J. Grant, Hope End (90 lbs. of honey); 2nd, 7s. 6d.,

Mr. Frank James, Hereford (06 lbs. of honey) ; 3rd, 5s., Mr.
T. Charles ; highly commended, Mr. Meedham, Hunting-
don. Class 7—For the Best Exhibit of Run or Extracted
Honey, in Glass Jars ; 1-Ib. size preferred.—First prize,

10s., Mr. T. Charles (120 lbs. of honey) ; 2nd, 7s. 6i, Mr.

Meadham (65 lbs.) ; 3rd, os., Rev. F. Stooke-Yaughan.

himself in the formation of a Cardiganshire Association,
and, it is needless to add, with success. A preliminary
meeting was held at Cardigan on the 21st June, when
all present were enrolled as members, and promised to

exert themselves to make the movement a success. I
think I may safely add that the Rev. Tlios. Jones, the
Vicarage, Cilgerran, will be glad to supply further
information to any one interested. I hope volunteers

will soon be forthcoming to assist in removing entirely

the black spots from the map of Wales.—L. Oswald
Lewis, Hon. Sec. Carmarthenshire U.K. A.

HONEY REFRESHMENTS, at THEALE, BERKS.
On July 1st, at Westeria House, Theale, a room fitted

up as a reading-room with papers and magazines, and as
the beginning of a Church Institute in Theale parish for

young men and others, was opened out. After the

formal proceedings of opening, by the rector, Rev. T.

Butler, Rev. F. J. Pentycross, and others, were over, the

invited company of ladies and gentlemen, parishioners

and others, partook of light refreshments which had been
provided by the host, Rev. V. II. Moyle. The tables

were well supplied with edibles and beverages, but there

was nothing therein but contained genuine honey in

some form. The now celebrated ' Honey Props' biscuits

of Messrs. Huntley and Palmer in abundance; also'

'Honey Ices'—delicious ; 'Honey Queens,' 'Honey
Fingers,' ' Honey Slabs,' ' Honey Sandwiches,' ' Honey
Bis, &c, from Mr. J. D. George, confectioner, Reading ;

Messrs. Blatch'sHoney beverages (nou-alo diolic), ' Honey
Nectar' and ' Honey Lemonade,' and Honey wine and'

Honey mead by Mr. A. D. Woodley, of Reading, and
Mr. M. "Whittle, of Lockinge, Wantage.

BEE -TENT ENGAGEMENTS FOR JULY IN
ADDITION TO THOSE ALREADY GIVEN.

Sussex Bee-keepers' Association.

July 23.—Dane Hill.

July 2o.—Slinfold, Horsham.

Buckinghamshire Bee-keepers' Association.
July 24.—Stony Stratford.

July 24.—Winslow.
July -).—Buckingham.
July 31.—Chesham.

BEE-KEEPING IN WALES.—CARDIGANSHIRE
BEE-KLEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

R. F. Gower, Esq., of Castle Malgwyn, to whom the

county is already deeply indebted, has been interesting

THE JUNE BERRY.
( Amelanchier Canadensis.)

This is certainly one of the finest of early flowering

trees, and is not nearly so well known as it deserves to

be. Loudon concisely sums up the merits of the June

Berry as follows:—'A very ornamental tree, from its

profusion of blossoms early in April, and from its rich

autumnal foliage; and even the fruit is not altogether to

be despised, either eaten by itself, or in tarts, pies, and
puddings. The wood is white, and it exhibits no differ-

ence between the heart and the sap. It is longitudinally

traversed by small bright red vessels, which intersect

each other and run together—a physiological peculiarity

which, Miehaux observes, occurs also in the Red Birch.'

In a wild state it occurs from Hudson's Bay, south to

Florida, and west to Nebraska and the Indian territory.

The wood is exceedingly hard, heavy, and strong.
_
As

might be expected from a tree spread over so wide a

geographical area, the June Berry varies considerably in

size and habit. Under favourable conditions it attains a

height of 40 feet. Some notes respecting a fine speci-

men at Dane Lodge, Epping, are now b?fore me. This

tree is 32 feet in height with a head about 18 feet in

diameter, the trunk being 7 feet high and 4 feet in

circumference. The effect of such a tree in spring, with

its mantle of snowy white blossoms, and in autumn,

with the rich golden yellow of the decaying leaves, can
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easily be imagined. The fruits, which are of a purple

colour, are collected in immense quantities on the

Upper Peace River, and form quite an article of food

and trade. An American writer says that when he was

at Dunvegan, the Indian half-breeds were camped out

collecting the berries, then in their prime (August C).

They are pressed by the Indian women into square

cakes, and used, dried, by the Hudson Bay Company in

pemmican. It i- almost needless t<> say that the June

Berry is perfectly hardy in this country. It is easily

propagated, either from seeds or by grafting on the

apple stuck. At it< northern limits the ground is frozen

for the greater part of the year.

Besid es the nai f June Berry, the I

canadensis i- also known in the United States and

Canada as 'Shad bush,' 'Service tree,' 'Indian Pear,'

'Sugar Plum,' in addition to its Indian app
'Suskatum.'— Or. Nicholsox.

applied forms of honey and wax.—V. II. Moyi.e, Brook
Souse, Burghfield, near Reading.

(foiTcspontrnttc.
*
#
* All Ci
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HONEY AND WAX DEPOT.
Without 8 doubt, it will conduce very greatly t . the

I
- of British bee-keepers if as many manufacturers

as possible adopt the use of genuine British h

wax: and with it vii after establishing the

Honey and Was D pot, and getting Messrs. Huntley and
Palmer to use enormous quantities of genuine British

extracted honej weekly in the manufacture of their

justly fa I ' Honey Drops,' I am glad to ay we are

taking a furthei step in advance, for nowwe i

have a Una of world-wide and reliabl

making these article: of t od for borne i sumption,

which are also being laraelj shipped to the colonies and
elsewhere; but on M lay, June 23rd, 1834, tli

Brat brought out at the British Bee-keepers' stand at

the Health Exhibition ome'Hon j Bevera e
' which

being effervescing and non-intoxicant are siniplj de-

licious.

They aw entitled 'Honej Lemonade' and 'II ••

Nectar,' and are inai my friend and neigh-

bour, Mr. 1'. Blatch of Theale, Berks. Mr. Bla

bee-keeper and m imbi c of the Berks B. K.
having extensive business premises, and all apj

for the manufa
beverages, is preparing to supply them largelj t" the

public I - m tpplication to bun. I le deserves the

thanks of bee-keepers, generally, for acting on my
suggestion and utilising pure British honey in pleasant

and vi holesome b verages like thi e, a Mi -II. an I

P. have done in edibles. By-the-bye the Tax

June 7th, has a ven kindlynotit f the 'Hone} Drops'

as the first large effort to utilise in t ) i
i - sbapi

unadulterated British bone]

.

These biscuits and drinks may be seen and tasted at

the British B md ai the Health Exhibition,

and I have ( it placed there, bj kind permission, sample
bottles of mead or metheglin b] two of our Berks
11. K. A. members, viz., Mr. \. D. W Hey of Reading,
-.in esteemed expt n. and Mr. Whittle of Lockinge.

I hop., also to exhibit similar applications of

&c, at the Annual 8ho\i of the Royal Agricultural
Society (of which 1 am a member) at Shrewsbury, and
to be there myself to explain them to visitors.

If at tlii- time of the year bay is to be made while
the sun shim--, we bee-keepers must copy the bee and
lose no opportunity of deepening the interest I

increasingly felt bj the general British public in the

WESTM< (RELAND.—AN APPEAL.
I gather from the map published in a late issue that

Westmoreland is the only county (with the exception of

Rutland in England which is doing nothing towards the

formation of a Bee-keepers' Association. Is there no
one in Westmoreland who takes sufficient interest in the

welfare of the county as to devote a little time and
trouble towards giving the Westmoreland cottager as

g tod a chance of increasing his income as is afforded to

the cottagers in all the other English counties?—
WlNDEBMJERE.

BEE-KEEPIN'G IX LINCOLNSHIRE.
-

: the Lincolnshire Ba -keepers' Association was
first instituted, in 1875, 1 have noted its doings with
much p] I bave watched with considerable

satisfaction it- progress. The first honey-fair under

the auspii Association was held at Grantham
in September, 1-77, when nearly half-a-ton of honey
was staged and mi I a result which at

that day was considered le, the managers verj satis-

factory. At th. annual fair lu-ld in October last, how-
ever, no less than two tons three hundredweight of hone}

(the produce of bees kepi by the members) were on sale,

and tie' greater portion changed hand- at good prices,

a to London, Liverpool, Derby, and other

c ntres. Co further instance the work this Association

is d.iing, I bave before me a statement, which 1 am
privileged to give publicity to, in reference to one of its

members, viz., Mr. J. 11. Brown, of Swineshead, whose
yield nf boney during last year reached the enormous
weight of 1776 IK-., the whole of which be has Id at an

price of one shilling per pound nett. I would
remark that Mr. Brown was first impressed with the im-

of bee-culture by a visit to one of the meetings

of the Association in 1880. He is i uu • owner and

of land, and evidently derives both pleasure and

profit from the addition of bees to his other stock. I

think, also, that be is alive to the value of bees as

fertilising agents in connexion with bis seed crops.

Again, to cite an instant f what may !"• done by
who will help themselves which they may do

ping a tiw stocks of bees 1 can refer to one

vi ho, from the profit of bees, was enabled to discharge a

heavy doctor's bill, carpet the parlour, furnish it with a

looking - an adopted child, and enjoj a

change o) air at Skegness. Turning t.. another station

of life, mention might be mad.' of a young lady, the

daughter of a much-re pected vicar in my own neigh-

boiirh I, who is quite an expert in the management of

i yeil o] dovi , n ;ardless of

any vaccinating propensities they may exhibit I This
la I', ba n alised a sum of 1 U. in one yea* from h

and at the last public sale, her stock of bone} and wax
ecured bj an old nidge as soon as the fair was

proclaimed. \- one othei instance of the extent to

which bee-farming i- a iw being carried on in th \ county,

it will 1 f interest to tate that Mr. R. Thorpe, late of

Eved in a single transaction last season, sold bees and

hives to the aim. nut of a Jittle short of 100/.. and -till

farms some eight] or ninety stocks, Such facts may
appear startling to the uninitiated, but they are do le

true Very many other large apiaries exist in various

parts of the county, and reports Bhovi thai, a- a honey*

producing county, Lincoln i- oi E the be t, if not the

best, in England. Yet there are thousands of_ stocks of

bees needed to gather in the tons of otherwise yearlj

wasted sweet, delicious nectar; and anythingthat can be

dune t.i advance the interesting and profitable system of

bee-keeping is deserving of support and encourage ut.

—A Lincolnshire Apiaki in.
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BEE-KEEPING IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
Reports iu this district are varied as to losses tbis

spring', several skepists have lost heavily, also one bar-
hivist, who follows the let-alone principle. I have
inspected a friend's apiary., and find his seventy stocks

strong- and full of brood ; he has secured about 2o lbs.

of honey per stock already. Mrs. Brown Whaplode's
twenty stocks lived through the winter and are doing
well. Hearing of a farmer in an adjoining parish, who
had one skep which had swarmed three times a fortnight

since, I went to look at it; and judge my surprise to find

it under a plum-tree close to the house, covered by two
pan-tiles, and the tree grating upon it, the pressure

having broken the floor-board, exposing two inches of

the combs, also a crack one inch wide iu the middle,
the bees passing in through both openings giving
abundant ventilation, but proving the fact that bees
breed well if kept warm and tight at top of hive, which
prevents upward ventilation during the summer; and
the few losses I and my friends who have placed wheat-
chaff upon stock? in winter, giving upward but gradual
ventilation, cause us to think it best.— R. Thohpe,
Iicmgrick Vilh, near

~

HINTS FOR AMATEUR HIVE-MAKERS.
1. No matter what any one tells you, hinge the roof

to the hive-body. Use butt hinges with loose joints,

and you can then slide off the roof when you please.

2. Use a stay to support the roof in a perpendicular
position, so that you can have a handy place for smoker.
Take two pieces of keeve-hoop iron, 12
inches or more in length and 1 inch
broad, and rivet them together at one
end, but not so tightly as to prevent
them moving. Have holes in the other
ends for screw nails, and affix one end
to the roof and another to the hive-

body. If the sides of hive are higher Hive-body,

than the frames, you can put the stay inside, and by
screwing one end of it about two or three inches from
bottom of roof wall, the stay when the bive is closed
will be out of the way of any packing over frames, &c.
Fix the stay at a very obtuse angle, and so that the
joint will be next the hinged side when the roof is

down.
•'!. Let three sides of your hive be at least two inches

higher than the frames. Let the fourth side slide down
into its place through a groove at ends of two opposite
sides. The fourth side, sliding in this way, should! be at
one end of frames, and it can be easily withdrawn when
you want to slide on a crate of sections. By having a
sliding end you do away witli the objection to high-
topped lvive-bodies, viz., that you cannot put on sections
without crushing bees. The great uses of this kind of
hives are, that there is no danger of the quilt being
blown off when feeding, you have more room for sec-
tions, you can pack sections closely with cloth or flannel,

and the cold does not enter directly at the quilt. Tack
strips of zinc on the ends and bottom of the fourth side,

so as to throw off rain.—Apict'LA.

NOTE ON TRANSFERRING.
I have, in transferring, used with advantages common

India-rubber rings, instead of tapes. They are easily
and quickly slipped over the frames, with their included
combs, which they keep in their place. They require no
tying, and, after they have served their purpose, are
slipped off in an instant.—F.G.S., Cliurclulnni Vicarage,
Gloucester.

[We are pleased to give insertion to the above. But
this use of India-rubber rings is no novelty to experts
at shows when driving and transferring.—Ei>.]

VITALITY OF THE BEE.
Last week, when examining one of my hives, I acci-

dentally sharply cut the head of a bee clean off with a

section separator. To my surprise it exhibited no signs
of pain, but moved about, of course aimlessly. I brought
it into the house ou my hand, and watched its movements
for a considerable time. It moved about, and repeatedly
rubbed its hind legs together and kept passing its front

feet over its headless neck, occasionally buzzing its

wings. I left it for forty minutes, and on my return I

found it as lively as ever, and offered it my finger to

walk on, which it availed itself of and immediately gave
me one of the severest stings of very many that I have
experienced. This to me is very curious and interesting

;

and I am at a loss to understand how the bee without its

head should know the right time and place to use its

weapon ; for until irritated and in contact with me con-
currently it did not try to sting, though it had been both
separately for some time before.—II. W. Hardy, Heaton
Morse;/.

BEES BREEDING IN HORIZONTAL COMBS-
REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

Some time ago there was a little discussion regarding
the utility of reversible frames, and if I remember
rightly, Mr. Cheshire said, when combs were reversed,

the bees nibbled them down to the midrib and then
rebuilt them afresh ; and this argument or statement
seemed so probable and reasonable to suppose that rever-

sible frames have been quietly dropped in this country.
In America such is not the case, but from reports they are

being used with success, though I think they might be
turned to more advantage in this country, to force the
bees to extract or remove the heather honey from the
old dirty combs to the clean sections above, and thus
solve the problem of extracting heather honey.
The other week I read, in the American Bee Journal,

of bees breeding in horizontal cells
;
quite sceptically I

laughed, and remarked, ' AVhat next ? I'll tell that to the

horse marines;' little thinking, in a week's time, I should
be satisfied of the fact.

Well, yesterday afternoon, July 7th, I was transfer-

ring a skep the combs of which at one time— not recently

—had broken down ; one comb lay in a perfectly hori-

zontal position, about four inches from the bottom of the
hive, which was full of brood on both sides, in all stages

of development ; thus on one side the brood was head
downwards, on the other head upwards. Let Mr.Cheshire
or any one else now come forward and disprove the
possibility of bees breeding in any inclination or position,

and perhaps Mr. Haviland will be inclined to think bees

and wasps may have had one origin, since wasps breed
head downwards, are nearly the same shape, and some
kinds nearly the same colour; it seems more probable
than that humble bees and hive bees should have had
one.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

VAGARIES OF BEES.

Being much interested iu bee-keeping, and in reading
your valuable Journal, I send the following account of

the ' vagaries ' of bees :—I have seven stocks of bees
—Ligurians and blacks: both in bar-frame hives and in

skeps—and on the 10th of this month (June) one of the
Ligurians threw off a cast, which was cleverly hived by
a lady (her first performance) in my absence. When 1

arrived at the apiary, about one o'clock p.m., I found ' the
cast ' nicely placed on a large sheet in a skep, with a stone

under the side, and the bees collected within, seemingly
quite satisfied with their abode. About a quarter past
oue a swarm came out from a hive of blacks, and settled

in an apple-tree just over the place where the cast was
on the sheet. I went up and shook the swarm of blacks

into a skep, and placed them also on the same sheet with
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the cast, but some distance from it. The bees on coming
down to join the swarm mistook the hive, and went into

the one with the Ligurian cast. Shortly after—about an

hour—the cast of Ligurians came out, deserting their

hive, and settled on the top of a pear-tree (very high).

"While waiting for them to cluster, I moved the black

swarm to a stand between two Ligurian stock hives—the

only place I had vacant at the time— and went to take

down the Ligurian east from the top of the pear-tree,

which I did with much difficulty. I was quite satisfied

that all was now right, and I went over to see how the

black swarm was getting on. I found that a few stray

Ligurians about the front of the hive were trying to get

in, and rather a lively ' discussion ' was going on betwi ien

the different 'nationalities.' This was about five

o'clock p.m. I had just turned away to perform some
other work in the apiary, when lo ! all the black bees

came rushing out and swarmed again, or, rather, 1

should say clustered, on the tree where they had settled

before, I went to the hive and found it empty. Like

Pat, I scratched my head, and began to think whether I

would again have to go to the trouble of re-hiving them.

But they saved me any more thinking; for, after

remaining s minute or two on the tree, they went
straight hack again into the hive, between the Ligurian
stocks (the one in which I had first placed them).
Having nicely settled in, I moved them to a new stand,

hastily made "f an old apple-barrel, and there thej are

now as busy as bees.

Now, sir, I have e ien it stated in bee 1> ioks and jour-

nals that swarms coming off together often amalgamate,
or words to that effect. It was quite evident that mine
did not, and I am of opinion that tie- blacks fighting

with Ligurians, and vice per«?,caused in the first i

the Ligurians to unit, and in tin- Becond the blacks '"

follow their example. The extraordinary part of the

performance to my mind was tli' 1 blacks again coming
back to tin' hive in which they wer 'iginalrj placed.

The point I would like the opinion of an old ' 1»" -i

upon if one should read these lines is. I - it possible in

bar-frame hives to prevent 'Ligurians swarming three

or four times? I have a hive of Ligurians thai swarmed
on the 23rd of Ma;

, again on the Bth of June, when 1

removed or caught the queen, and sent swarm back to

its own hive. Thej again swarmed tie- day after, and I

hived that 'colt.' I have DO doubt about not taking the

queen from second rwarmor 'cast/as I have her at homo
laid out/ with a pin through her body, as a sample queen.

With regard to the question of Macks rerms Ligu-
rians, after an experience of three years in bee-keeping,
for honey-making in this country, I woul I

I colon] "f blacks than three of Ligurians.

—

.1. t.. I'.. 18 Conyngham /.'"«'/. Dublin.

AN ERRATIC SWARM.
On Thursday, the LStfa June, whilsl absent from

bom . a bybrid-Ligurian rtock sent off a first Bwarm.
On my return at 12.20 p.m., I found th< swarm
main stem of a standard apple-tree, near the top. I have
do means of judging how lot

I had clustered,
but, as thej were quite quiet, I presume they bad
-warned about an hour before 1 found them. 1 tried

to fix a skep above them but did not succeed. Then I

rather hastily tried to shake them into the she),, and
shook them clown among the leaves. Immediate!}
the -warm took to Bight, and slowly flew down the
High Street, to the admiration of all in the neighbour-
fa I. liter circling round for a quarter of an hour
they got under the roof of a tradesman. At oight,
with the kind permission of the owner, I mounted under
the roof and with "rreat difficulty secured about half of
the bees, hoping 1 had secured the queen. I left the
bees in the sk-ep all night, and on the following morning
at 10 o'clock, I found the bees quiet, a few bees passing

in and out. I put on a feeder, and was just going away
when at lO.lo the bees began to pour out of the hive,

and sport themselves in the sunshine. They quickly

however settled on a currant-bush, and at 10.4-5 I

successfully hived them in another skep, and left them
near the bush on which they had settled. At one o'clock,

and again at four p.m., I visited the bees, and found
them passing freely in and out as is usual after hiving

a swarm. I left them with every confidence of having
no further trouble, and at seven o'clock, I gave them a

passing look to see if they were settling down for the

night. This last visit was merely a glance, as I said,

and seeing one or two bees hovering about the hive, I

made sure all was right. However, what was my sur-

prise and disgust at 8.4o when I went to move the hive

to its destined position to find that the hive was empty

!

Some time certainly after four o'clock, the bees had
finally taken their departure; and although 1 have made
inquiries I have found DO one who saw them depart, or

could tell me any thing about them. I may add that 1

visited the roof a second time to make sure that the bees

hail not returned, and found the place quite deserted.

-

F. I '.. Stone.

BEES SWARMING.
On June 2nd (Whit Monday) a stock of Ligurians sent

off a swarm unobserved, which was found about 6.30

p.m. clustered on a currant-bush and close to the ground.

I was confined to my bed and unable to do anything,

my gardening lad had gone home, and there was Dobodj

Dear who could or would come near a bee. After con-

sultation my wife and housemaid volunteered to try

their hand, although neither had ever done anything
more than look at 1 s. They BOOH had the swarm into

a skep, and left them for the night. The next morning
my lad put the swarm into a frame-hive, with seven

fiane- of comb-foundation; and so they were left until

the 22nd of June, when, for the first time, I was able to

do anything, and I had a look at the swarm, expecting

to find the old queen, but, to mj surprise, 1 found a tine

young, rigorous queen, which had filled the frames with
i eak to do more that day, so

left them and began to wonder at the eaus i. I ought to

have stated ilia' tl.e queen in the original stock hasher
:. clipped that she could not fly, and from

I attributed the -warm settling BO near the

nd bo close to the ground. The following day 1

I at tl riginal stock, and on taking out the third

frai I saw the old queen. I looked carefullj through
tlie whole of the frames, and could only find one qua n-

ceU, and from which a queen had hatched. When 1 the

day before found a young queen with the swarm, 1 con-

cluded that the hees had superseded the old queen for

some reason or other: and yet, as I had only had the

queen fr Mr. Simmins la-t year, I could not fancy she

had been superseded from old age, as she has proved

most prolific. On finding the old queen in the original

sloe], 1 was more surprised than before, as I have Devei

heard, neither have 1 read, of a case of swarming with a

young queen leading and leaving the old queen behind.

The only way I can account for it is, that the bee ,

knowing the queen could not fly, and, 1 suppose, being

satisfied with her laying powers, decided to rear and

send off a young one with the swarm. However, what-

ever their idea- may have been, I -end you the facts foi

your insertion in the oexf issue of the />'. It. Journal, if

you think them worth notice.—WlIXIAM Bush, Captcan

H.X.. Parndon Lodge, Harlow, Essex.

FREAKS OF BEES IN SWARMING.
The bees of this district have been indulging in some

whimsical conduct in the matter of swarming. It is not

surprising that two swarms should join, but that a suc-

cession of swarms should do so, and that over an area of
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four or five miles in diameter during the whole swarm-
ing season, must have a reason of which we are not yet
aware. In my own apiary two joined in the air and
lighted together on an espalier forming a huge column
from top to bottom of the rail. The second swarms from
the same hives came out on the same day ; the first was
only just safely hived when the second issued, and at

once joined the others in the same skep.

On another occasion two first swarms issued at an
interval of an hour. They were secured in separate

skeps, but when I went to hive them in the evening, the
second comer had left its skep and was safely lodged w ith

its neighbour.

Another day I bad just housed a first swarm, and
they had become quiet when another issued, and after

wheeling about in an undecided manner, some of them
returned home and the rest made straight for the newly
hived lot. They had only just settled in when a third
large swarm issued, and without loss of time proceeded
to the same skep. It seemed to make no difference to

them that the skep was already too full to hold them
all ; a large cluster took possession of the umbrella used
for shading the skep ; others nestled in the folds of the
sheet employed for the same purpose. I happened to

have a huge Pettigrew skep large enough to contain

nearly a bushel, into which I then turned them, and
they are now working in it magnificently.

A neighbour, two miles east of me, had a cast from
one of his hives ; shortly afterwards a cast issued from
another, and flew at once into the former, where they
were welcomed without ado. After they were settled

in, the first cast conceived the idea of returning to then-

stock, and so then' were three colonies happily combined.
The owner sought my advice, and I recommended him to

raise the hive from the floor and give them air, and put
on a super and make a grand harvest from them. lie

ilid so, but the day after one colony started out again,

and the next day the other.

About the same distance west of me some beginners
report similar freaks amongst their stocks; and these
instances do not exhaust all that have occurred in this

district. Perhaps you may think it worth while to

record these notes in your jottings.—II. G. W. Atjbkey,
Hale Rectory, near Salisbury, June 'Mth.

MOST CONVENIENT BEES.
We read lately of a swarm settling in their owner's

bat, and allowing him to carry them home conveniently.

but a swarm in this neighbourhood has been still more
accommodating.
My bees bad been rather a failure, the stocks having

dwindled down last winter, and my cousin, a successful

lady bee-keeper, living balf-a-mile off, was most anxious

to give me a swarm. As her best hive showed no signs

of such intentions, she was very urgent that I should
take the bees from half her frames, this I would not hear
of, not wishing by any means to weaken her stock.

I In the 24th Inst., however, a fine swarm left the hive

without her knowledge, and no one could give any
account of their whereabouts, until the following even-
ing, when it was discovered they bad taken possession

of an empty bar-frame hive standing in my garden, and
bad already done considerable work.

The strange part of the occurrence being that the bees
bad gone exactly where they destined to be sent.—A. F.,

< 'arlow, June '2Gth.

Rev. C. II. Spurgeon a Bf.k- keeper.—A recent

number of the Pall Mall Gazette, in an article entitled
' Spurgeon at Home,' informs us that in the reverend

gentleman's garden 'there is a fountain with gold fish,

and any number of bee-hives, for Mr. Spurgeon is a

great apiarian, and loves to hear the murmur of his bees

as lie strolls through his small domain.'

A STRAW SKEP AT LEAST TWENTY YEARS
OLD.

There are few members of the Lincolnshire B. K. A.
that have passed the old Manse, 'an oasis in the desert,"

of Whaplode Drove, who were aware that the Rev. R.
Ilollis bad for so many years kept such an excellent
stock of bees. I found a straw skep twenty }'ears old,
' at least,' and it was working well and strong ; and the
whole of bis stocks, about twenty, demonstrate the
utility of keeping them strong, combined with liberal

feeding, in the strung swarms they produce. He does
not work them much for honey, in consequence of there.

not being a ready market for the sale of it. A good
market would be a great boon to all bee-keepers.

—

Rodt.
Thobpjs, Langrick VUle.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.—A OMPLAIXT

.

It may not be out of place to lay my case before you
in reference to two prizes that I had awarded to me at

Crewe Show, Cheshire, on September loth, 1833. One,
a second prize of 15s., for best moveable hive complete,
in Class 2 ; and one a second prize of 7s. Gd., for best

cottage hive, in Class .'1. I have not received tie' two
prizes amounting to 11. 2s. Gd. I paid 2«. entrance-fee to

Mr. W. E. Little, 1 Eastgate Row, Chester. I have
got his acknowledgment for the same, and the prize-

cards. I have written to the above gentleman in respect

of my prize-money, but getting no reply, I have taken

the liberty in asking your advice and assistance. —
Edwin Clowes.
[A. II. Heath, Esq., Hon. Sec. of the Staffordshire

B.v-keepers' Association, bad not, on the 1st of July,

1884, received the first prize for the best exhibit of

honey in sections which he obtained at the same show
as the above. We do not call this good management^

PROPER NAMES OF THINGS.
Mr. Brown, page 191 Bee Journal, objects to 'proper

names of things,' on the ground that 'Jones and
Robinson ' are too ignorant to understand the ordinary

nomenclature of bee furniture. ' The terms sections and
supers (he urges) are often more than the limited

vocabulary of the labouring classes will sustain.' This

is not very flattering to the intelligence of the English

peasant, but is it ' fact ? ' Do not market-gardeners and
florists of England know the hard names (Greek and
Latin) (if their flowers, indigenous and exotic p And do
they not 'spout' them fluently!' Mr. Brown declares

that he will stick close to simple Saxon, but is be really

not aware that in bis very letter itself four words out of

every line are of the Latin tongue? I must beg Mr.
Brown's pardon for having misled him : I did not

propose the names I suggested for general use. I stated

clearly that I gave them only 'to explain our difficulties

and my argument.' I requested the B. B. K. A. to

fulfil that arduous duty for the advancement of the

practical science of apiculture. If Mr. Brown is like

( iallio, of course he will 'care for none of these things.'

If we are to have no names, then we shall be fairly

represented in Punch as follows:

—

' She. Who's my sister's partner vis-a-vis with the

Star and Ribbon ?

' He. Oh ! he— ar— he's Sir— Sir— dear me, I forget

his name; but, you know, he went somewhere or otber

to look after that scientific feller—what, was his name?

—

you know, who was lost or something, or else killed by-

some one !'

Shake bands, Mr. Brown; we are both of us ear-

nestly striving for the public weal, and it is no ' goak

'

to get some pigs over the stile.

—

Ubique, Hovetown,

Ireland.
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A REMINISCENCE OF A HAY AT MICH
IIAMIAM:

Mi--- Gayton's Apiaby.

'I want you to do expert's work for us at Much

Hadham!' 'The voice was that of our friend Hucfcle.

I knew what I was in for, but I would not submit

without a protest. ' It's no use you trying to beguile

me; you know I must b3 grinding away as usual
:
where

is vour army of certified experts .

'
' They are all busy,

and ,. day's holiday will do you g od; you grind a ri st

deal too 'much, so" I shan't take a refusal. Much

Hadham! It will take a day for me to get at i1

country, besides I don't know how main times •

• Nothing of the sort, you can get to Hertford

by 10.30 a.m., and I will get to drive you from

there. It is a seven-miles' nde through the pr stti

of Herts; and besides you will Miss Gayton s apiary,

and hoar ho/, i

''" ;lt -'"''' ;l

season as this.' With such a pleader to c intend with
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whal could 1 -ax oi '1 - [accept d th i ini vi1 ifa

gently, 10.30a.m., A..-. 23, 1882,

found meat the Hertford G.N. R. Stat
agreed to

promise, my friend had sent an open cart I i meel me;

,. we rattled through the ancient borough of

Hertford, and away to St. Margaret's, where we saw the

Buntingford train, that

on its journey, as wo crossed th.- New River.

bul we -hall be there first;' and my
John was true to hi- word. The Bun shone brightly,

with just sufficient air to be enjoyable, and the roads

wore '

hard a., I drj \
and on we rattled >

Stanstead and flunsdon at a merry pace. A glimpse

here and there of groups of bar fran nd
J

ee-

I'.. I\. \.

ae, and that m iven in tb i intj thai had

felt the influence of the Rev. II. R. Pei I; bul in the

ratrj its. 11 ive i mid find nothing especial to account

foraheavj bonej crop. There are few fruit trees in

oompari on to manj othei parts « have visited; there

i avi ragi of meadow-land and ploughs,

eats thickly studded lither ride, and the

whole scene, as far as eye could reach, was beautifullj

a led and tu di lat d. \t last two minuti

the train we rattled up the long rambling Btreet ot

which Much Hadham consists, past thechurch amidst the

tall lime-trees, and stoppedat the Rectorj grounds. It was

tie- animal show of the local Horticultural Society, and

[need not trouble vour readers with a description,

beyond Baying that it was splendidly organized under

. i .|',i|, of Mi. i
. ijton, brother to the lady who i-

30 well known amongst bee-keepers. There were prizes

for honey, one class for cottagers, and anothei

class; and to that lady'- credit 1»' it -aid. shedidnol

compete, but exhibited her splendid si

with which she had carried off the laurels at Kensington

Show. Of course, the Bee-tent called for my undivided

attention. It was well patronised, I remember,

by bee-keepers, and the class of
i

pie who everywhere

watch the expert with wondering eyes, but in

far too mi rous to be agreeable to your humble

servant, bj Apia also of all classes and condition i

:

,MissGayton aysinhei published balance-sheet,

was her worst. I certainlj never met with anything

like it but once in m\ i \p irieni e. The tent was full of

bees Ligurian, Hybrid, and black. The 1 s in the

skep defended their stores with vigour, and after the

first time positively refused to be driven. They were

strong in number and had ample Btores, and 'balled

their '| n, evidently in defence, ti 9 out of number.

Not succeeding in driving, I 'throw ' the bees en masse

on to the table, and had a very lively time in liberating

the queen from her loyal attendants, who persisted in

'balling' bei repeatedly; and as it appr :hed,

they clustered on my hat and various parts of my
clothing by thousands, and when packing-up timi i last

arrived, there were sufficient dead bees on the than- of

the tent to till a good skep. 1 have seen many cases of

robbing, but this certainly eclipsed all others; and I

have written this, holding as I do a very decided opinion

about attempting to do justice to bee-keeping in a bee-

tent late i:i the season, when there i- no honey about, and

plentj of marauding bees. Hut to pass on to a

pleasanter part of my visit to Hadham. My idea of the

condition- necessary to carry on a successful apiary

received a rude shock when I had the pleasure of being

shown into Miss Gayton's garden. Although that lady

has always managed her bees, down to the smallest

details, with her own hands, yet she has not SUCCei ded ill

assuring her friends that they are ' perfectly harmless
;'

consequently, -he has to be content with a -mall corner

of the garden for her apiary, and there 1 found her hivea

packed -o closely as to touch one another, to face three

sides of a square, in, of course, the most out-of-the-way

jjarden, so a- to be th.' least annoyat ce to

. The difficult] of examining hives, the danger

of inducing robbing, and the risk of losing virgin queens

on their mating fights, I need scarce point out. 1

was assured there was not a pound of hone-j in the

whole l't of hives, and all were being fed, and ha

ae time previously. There was one curiosity

; the lot. and that was an old wom-OUt, wingless

queen allowed to live and roam with a young queen

breeding at thi same time. A heavy thunder shower

sent ii- flying for shelter; and we left Much Hadham

Btrongly convinced that successful bee-keeping did not 90

much depend on a particular district, or a large area of

ground for an apiarj . o even a fancj rai E 1 -. a- it

lid on diligenl ,
doing the right thing at the

proper time, and always acting on that well-known, but

much-violated, maxim amongst l -keepers, 'Keeping

all stocks strong.'

Whatever bug Miss Gayton may have in the

future—and I wish her many- they cannot certainly

touted i i natural advantages. Much Hadham is

Eldorado for bee keepers, although it i- often

\M Mil I! IAl-1 III.

foreign.

GERlu \N>.

THE HEATH APIARISTS. No. III. Thkib Hives.

above engraving -hows a genuine hive such as is

5 tin Heath apiarists. It is of a cylindrical shape
The

used io, the I [eath apiarists.

with an arched top. Prom top to the bottom the inside

is 18 inches, and the diameter II inches. It

is made of those line rye straws which are produced on

the poor, sandy soil of the Heath, and bound with

Cane-StringS. The wall of the hive is \ to -' inches

thick, and is so strong that a man's weight will not bend

it. The entrance is near the top of the hive, and no
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Heath apiarist would -put his bees in a hive with an
entrance near or at the bottom of the hive. There are

many reasons for having the entrance near the top of

the hive. The Heath apiarist, says : Foul and damp air

passes easily out of the hive ; the hees have no long

way to traverse to store their honey loads away ; they

note every variation of the temperature much better

;

they never neglect a cleansing flight, and the queen will

sooner find the entrance at swarming.
To support the combs, which rim from front to rear,

(that is, from the entrance to the back of the hive) the

bee-keepers use nine sticks in three sets—those from the

wood of wild roses are the best. The first three sticks

run from the right hand to the left through the hive

and cross the combs rectangularly 5 to inches from the

top; three others cross the combs somewhat in an acute

angle ; and the last set of sticks run as those of the first

set, but five inches from the bottom. Two or three

starters are fastened in the top of the hive, which run

from the entrance to the back. Should it be necessary,

the Heath apiarists fasten by means of three iron

cramps under every hive one or two straw-rings. Pilled

with comb and honey, such a hive will weigh 60 to

80 lbs. The top of the hive has no hole or passage for

the bees, as supers are nut in use and have never been by
the Heath apiarists.

The consumption of sealed honey or honey in combs
has ever been very little in Germany. The prices

of sealed honey are in Germany seldom higher than

strained honey. Everyone wants strained honey, and
does not care about payiug for the wax, which he may
not eat. This is a fact to take note of. The reader

will now understand why every German hive, from
that of the Heath apiarists to the Twin -hive of Dr.

Dzierzon and other prominent bee-keepers of Germany,
is not fit to place supers on. As no one cares for comb
honey hives for supering are not made. The little that

is needed in Germany one gets otherwise, and how this

is done I shall tell the reader hereafter.

Since the time that the moveable-comb hive was
invented, many efforts have been made to convince the

Heath apiarists that it in many respects is better than

their straw hives. This was not objected to by the

Heath apiarists and therefore they have tried the

Dzierzon twin-hive, the Berlepseh hive, and other box-

hives with moveable comb hives, but they gave them
up very soon. If you go from bee-yard to bee-yard in

the Heath you never see one of these moveable lux-

hives. The only hive with moveable combs you will

find is the Bogenstiilper.

The Bogenstiilper is nothing more than the old

Liineburger straw- hive, only it has moveable combs.
It is made from straw with cane-strings a little larger,

and not in the conical shape, but has an arched top as

the old straw-hive and like it must be turned over to get
to the frames and honey.— C. J. II. Gravenhobst. *

CHILI.
The exports of honey and wax from this country in

1882 have been as follows :

—

Honey, 1508 tons, 2 cwt. 1 or. 14 lbs. viz. :

—

Tons cwt. qr. lb.

From Valparaiso to Great Britain ... 637 6 21

„ Talealmano „ ... 22 19 8

660 5 14
115 19 21

7 10 1 20

123 9 2 13

692 11 1 1

11 14 1

13 7
12 6 1 23

Valparaiso to France
Talealmano .,

Valparaiso to Germany
Talealmano „
Coronel ,,

Melipulli „

Valparaiso to other Countries
Talealmano „
Coronel ,,

Wax, 68 tons, 18 cwt. qr. 19 lbs. viz.

From Valparaiso to Great Britain

,, Valparaiso to France
,, Coquimbo „
„ Talealmano ,,

Valparaiso to Germany
Melipulli . ,,

Valparaiso to Ecuador

Valparaiso to Peru
Melipulli ,,

The imports of honey into Chili during the same
period amounted to i»775 litres, of which

Iquique received 138 litres from Great Britain.

Coquimbo ,, 146 ,, ,,

Talcahuano „ 6866 ,, Germany.
Valparaiso „ 2625 „ United States.

9775 litres.

716 13
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It seemed they had discovered a large mid bees'-nest

hi the forest some three miles away while out hunting

bison, and proposed to take the honey that night before

the moon was very high up :
' Would the Sahib w hi se

presence was as grateful a.s a running stream to a thirsty

traveller, care to come and see the work?' So the men
explained their sudden appearance at my wigwam ; and

as this was a matter in which I had always felt much
curiositv, the offer was promptly accepted. They were
sent to chew betel-nut for a time on a log some distance

from the hut, where their infidel, low-caste presence

would not affect the high susceptibilities of my lowland

butler, while I bad some dinner and the unfailing ' tub —
that real fountain of youth to the Ajiglo-Indian, whence,
no matter how hard his da;,' . bare been, he
ever rises rejuvenated. An hour after Bunset found us

ready to begin the march, and we set off in silence rapidly

down a deep ravine, crossed therivei at the bottom by a

fallen tree, that made a dangerous and slippery bridge
over the white foam glimmering and rattling below it

in the stony channel, and then struck up into the path-
I trough which we pushed

miles with a rapidity that tried my walking powers
rably. Nor was 1 at all sorry when the Egyptian

flmlrriAflB brok -.ay of its o

the moon came over the hills and sent its ,

percolating down between the tangled

vegetation over our heads and il led with pale fairy

light all the wide stretches of country roundabout. Oni

momentary halt we had in this breathless scramble on a

rocky opening in the woods, li « my little

chief, who brou udden standstill with a sign

1 1, and pointing to the long grass ahead,

whispered the interesting information that a tiger had
just crossed the road; indeed, the unmistokabl

of the big beasl weaver] obvious, but, after a moment's
duringwhich he miffed the air like atimid roebuck,
age nodded in a satisfied manner, and « e continued

pio march without encountering again any wild

animals, though the Sambour deer were 'belling' all

round, and a herd of elJ phants, washing themselves at a

pool a quarter of a mile off. indulged in an oo
i rump i in-' that rolled through i be stiflne

in a wonderful manner. A few minutes more, and a

between the tree-trui

taking o bee-line for it. which i- all ven well to their

lithe and nimble bodies, but bard work for

accu tomed limbs. Here wi o e, however, at last, and
parting the fringe of low bu hes, we enter

amphitheatre, ben a cl rful camp-fire burns in its

midst, and. half-a-dozen almost naked savages .-it round

the blaze. Two of them are women, o Id and
led, the other young and h_\ do means devoid of

grace to an eye u ed to bun b I a cat and face-. All the

party jump to their feet as we approach, some of the
men laj ing their hands on then spears for a mon
soon reassured by the presence of mj companions,
though the women lift the spare ends of their '

holding them across their faces with woodland i

for a time. Balaams and salutation- having been done

on both sides, and a few Inquiries as to the health and

well-being of each being dulj made. I am taki d

the tree close by, dependent from a branch of which
hangs the wild bees'-nest discovered bj tl

thi Datives.

The tree j- a mlendid sped d of the Ficus rdigiosa,

ed fig of India a noble vegetabl lifice, with a

mighty stem, shooting far abovi it- neighbours, which,
indeed, it has dwarfed and stunted with the thick canopj
of leaves that spreads out, cloudlike more than LOO feet

overhead, lint this is not my first bee-hunt, and the

nest, a great dark mass, is .soon seen hanging like a
mi iii.-trou- strange fruit near the extremity of one of the

branches, the outline of which we can well trace

the sky. The question is obviously, how is it to be got

, down ? For this purpose my companions propose to send
a man aloft whose business it will be to sever the branch,
and let the whole mass fall to the ground. The way ha
is to climb the huge slippery trunk until he gets amongst
the first branches taxes both engineering skill and per-
sonal courage. A ladder has been constructed against
the stem of the tree during the day; but surely it is the
slightest and most flimsy structure to which a human
body was ever intrusted. Suppose a tough bamboo of
ten yeats' growth, split up into piece- -ix inches long by
one inch broad, and each Inning a pointed end and a
knobbed end, the latter formed by a part of tin' node-, or
hard ring-, w bich OCOUT at intervals in all plants of this

order. 'I'll form the step-. With a supply of them
in his Waist-doth, a wooden mallet, and a tangle of

rattan-tibivs, tl,.. jungle man sets to work and forthwith
drives into the tree abaml peg, at the height of his

chin from tic ground. On this Demounts, standing in

some marvellou . or five inches vt bich

Stem, and w hen he ha- -lea la d

himself, drives in again another peg at the height oi his

waist. These two are connected by a light and long
stick, which is passed on to the worker. I icing lashed with
Split cane on each w Il n nail just inside, the head left

on purpose. In tlii- way. peg after peg, the cool-headed

Bavage build himself up, step bj step, and for tin- greater

)
art ot the time with nothing to bold to until tic branches

bed, w hen th.' ladder i- discontinued as becoming
i K carried forward in short lengths

as required for unclimbable bit-. The first part of his task

now over, In' descends to wait for a favoural le night to

itorm the bees' stronghold. Our friend- are now however
all ready preparing for the ascent, and we will watch
them. A tire j- first made almost under the nest up ah 'ft,

' eat stoi f the h i\ ... ,,r i he

Cattia fistula and Puieten are thrown on, the immediate
result being a column of pungent yellow smoke i

aloft ami
in the b 1 considerabl]

I to I i iu

angry manner, plainly audible from where we stand.

I directly in

aerial hive, and all i ready. Tic Kadars are then

round the man w ho is lo gi 1 up lo

t, and la- quicklj divests himsi If of . verything but

(he sma I ips, receh ini.' a small
-harp axe Prom f the gang. I. .-landing a little waj

• roils business

bash o tentatiously

letting some fall to the ground, drinks up tl

I ask the chiei near

me, and the du bo i
replies, ' To the souls of the

good men round u in i hi do kin -, Sahib!

'

\iil ii. iw the climber movi down to the tree, and,

eyes aloft for a ment on the

first round and is up as high Lnotlierbig
step during w hich tlie -lenih dreadfully, and
wi' can see little hul the soles of hi- feet. One more and

ut of sight in the shadows, alone in In- perilous

dp ' d to the green hark, thai,

gives no finger-hold and his feet mi the contemptible

'clothes-pegs.' A slip, or a gust of wind, and we shall

hear the crack of the ladder and th" terrible thud on the

en I that too often end thi tl ang i tploil

But i' I to I' -o to-night, and the 'g I folk' in

whom la- has so n inch trust guide his fi el to each slendei

projection. In a minute or two a low ' IIu! hul' c -

I. il\ inae j!'"' e U . all'l "III' I'l i' lid 1- .1 1'e
1

J

among the branches. 'Put tic fire out,' whispers my
guide, and the camp-fire is immediately scattered, the

hot embers being trodden out by the leather-hard Bolef

of the men. The sudden quenching of the flame reli re

our eyes, and now we can look up into the lovely i l-

light that makes the leaves look like black mosaic

overhead. There goes the sharply outlined savage on
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hands and knees down the branch whence hangs the nest,

looking for all the world like an overgrown ' 'coon.' All

eyes are bent on him, and in a little time comes the

twinkle of his axe in the starlight and the rustle of the

falling chips on the leaves of the low growing shrubs.

lie works with a will for a minute or so, then crouches

low, and with a sharp snap the forward part of the

branch saggs down and breaks off. There is a loud sound

of breaking twigs followed by a heavy thump on the hard

soil, and the deed is done.

It is now, however, a matter of life and depth to keep

still, for the bees are swarming out to revenge the ruin

of their home. For this reason the camp-fire had been

destroyed that they might not see its glare and fly to it,

and we sit silent for a space until the whole brood i- out

and after making an angry but fruitless search, have

clustered up aloft where they will stay until to-morrow's

sun sends them to seek a new location. Then the fire is

kindled again ; the hero of the evening joins us from his

ladder safe and sound, and we go in a body to examine
the nest, a beautiful structure but little hurt by its fall,

containing, perhaps, five pounds of honey as fragrant and
delicious as that which brightened the eyes of Absalom,
besides two of wax—a royal prize ! Two or three such
'hauls' in the short bee-season will set up the whole
family of our courteous little chief ami bring him in,

moreover, enough rupees to get his women fresh bangles

all round.— The Globe.

(BtlptB front % Hitrcs,

Abingdon, Berks.—The weather is still capital fur the

bees. My bees are still working most wonderfully well,

from six in the morning till eight at night ; and this

evening they are busy in killing the drones. By using my
improved glass supers, I have taken fifty pounds of clear

white sealed hone}' from one straw skep, which I bought
in a village on Easter Monday at Grove near "Wantage,
and now leaving a super on with seventeen pounds of

honey at present for winter. I shall be pleased to inform
any one how to work these supers. I have another straw
skep, and have taken forty-six pounds by these supers,

leaving one super on with ten pounds in at present for

winter. The first super was taken off May 26th ; the

last on each hive was taken off on June 26th.—
D. Bkickj.am'.

Grantham, Lincolnshire.—Been appear to Value Good
Quarter*.—On Saturday last at 10 a.m. I examined a

stock (foreigner-) in a Huber leaf hive, found it crowded
with bees, brood even on both end leafs next to glass,

saw the queen, closed all up, put on super. On visiting

the hive later in the day, noticed bees quiet, removed
super, opened my book, found it half blank, and no
queen in it, searched my garden for the swarm, inquired
of my neighbour, but without success, so concluded I

had lost it. Mid-day on Sunday, seeing extra bustle
about the hive, I was tempted to examine it to see the
cause, found it again crowded, and the queen quietly
walking over the outside comb. The runaways had "a

trip, a night out, and, as appears, failed in finding a
better home than their old one, returned, and have
quietly set to work again. Bees are doing well in
Lincolnshire. I have made several visits, and to
different quarters, and find stocks strong and honey
being freely stored.—E. B. Godfrey, June Ihth.

Hereford, July 3rd.—The honey harvest is the best
we have had for years, the weather during June (after
the first w-eek) being dry and warm. We have had
copious thunder-showers during the last few days, and
the early cut hay-fields are already sprinkled with white
clover. Lime-trees (which were a failure as regards
bloom last year) are loaded with buds, and everything
promises well for a grand total of honey. Even weak
stocks are gathering honey, and swarms hived on

foundation are working in sections. I have taken up to

date forty-four 1-lb. sections from one hive, which has now-
swarmed out; my best colony run for extracting has
given much more, but I have not yet weighed it.—A.
Watkins.

Devonshire, 8th July.—We are indeed having a grand
bee season ; the weather during June has been every-
thing that could have been desired, and honey is being
gathered in large quantities. It is the best season that
has been known for the past ten j-ears ; this will be a

wonderful stimulus to apiculture, as, when we have had
so many bad seasons in succession, a great many have
given up the pursuit in disgust. The total rainfall for

June was 2'07 cents, most in twenty-four hours, 140
cents, on the 28th. Number of wet days seven; the
total fall for the corresponding month in 1883 was 2'60

cents, but then there were sixteen wet days. There still

appears to be some difference in the law relating to bees.

About a month ago a cottager applied to me for advice

on the following :—his bees swarmed, they were duly
hived, but in the afternoon left the skep and flew some
distance to a neighbour's garden, and the owner watched
them take possession of a tenantless hive with empty
combs, the neighbour refusing- to give them up. He
also stated that this man had six more hives with combs
as decoys in his garden, and wanted to know if this was
legal. A very different case occurred in the parish of

Leusden. A labourer had a swarm; he hived them,
placed them on their stand, and all went well for three

days, when a swarm from some distance belonging to

another bee-keeper flew straight to his apiary,and united

themselves to the above-named swarm ; so I asked him
what he intended doing ? ' Oh, sir,' he replied, ' we
can't well separate them, but at the end of the season we
shall divide the honey.' Here is an instance of true

honesty. In another case,where a swarm took possession

of an empty hive, the owner was paid for his bees.

—

Wm. X. (i.: Ron. See. J>. & i: .11. K. A.

North Leicestershire.—Dry weather prevailed, on the
whole, for a month prior to 7th inst. : on the 8th and
9th thunderstorms were frequent, and the bees unable to

work so vigorously as in the dry weather. White clover

is in full bloom, and the bees are filling supers, bars, and
sections at a rapid rate; and unless cold weather sets in,

the yield of honey will be enormous.—E. B.

South Cornwall, July 10th.—The last echo repeats

itself. Fas mihi .... iterare me/la. Honey has con-

tinued to pour in for a month. The heavy showers of

Saturday and Sunday last caused but little intermission,

as I know from the extraordinary work done in a skep
from the latter-mentioned day to last Tuesday, when I

drove a swarm to a better habitation. Sections have to

be promptly taken off when full, and replaced by empty
one-, that the willing- workers crowded at the door may
come in. Accounts from all round are favourable.

Such quantities of clover-honey have not been gathered

for years, and now, after the grateful showers, there is a

fresh growth on the meadows, and the air is filled with
a delicious fragrance.—C. li. S.

Brat/, Ireland.—From the middle of June till 5th of

this month the weather has been almost perfect for bees,

hardly any rain falling during that time ; and some
hives have already given 50 lbs. in 1-lb. sections, and a

swarm besides, though other parts of the country have
not been so fortunate.—E. D'O., Jux.

(Queries anb |lcpiics.

Qvf.iiy No. 785.—1. Uniting. — Would Mr. Hewitt
kindly add to the many lights he lias thrown mi api-

culture by an explanation r

He says, p. 226, 'a better plan would be . . . to

unite bees and combs to another strong stock.'

Is it to be carried out by ' doubling,' on the Stewarton
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principle, or Low ? If they swarm (in a fortnight )

ought we to return that swarm or hive it separately in

lieu of the strong stock we have thus united and
(theoretically,) lost ?

2. Smoking Bees.—Would it he too much to ask Mr.
Hewitt to tell us what operations can he safely ven-

tured without using smoke? I commenced without a

smoker, using sweets in the form of spray (and by-the-

bye Dr. A. Clarke's double handball spray-producer is

far the better one, it sends out a fine continuous shower .

I found I could do anything with my bees without veil

or gloves, with sugar and gentleness. Now alas! I

find my friends a little irritable, and I have very re-

luctantly ' to coir them.' I am sure many use smoke to

an unpardonable extent, and hence my query is one
mercy and of general interest.— Ubiqtje, JSovetoum
Rectory, Ireland.

[1st. It depends on circumstances, kind of hive, whether
comb or extracted honey is required, &c.; the end
to unite both bees and brood of two stocks into one. If

to be worked for comb honey, I would remove all combs
which had no brood, and extract all the honey—if worth
extracting— from the brood-combs, and pile

above; if they swarm (which they might), I would hive
them on the old Btand, L'i\ing them all the bees, on eight

frame- of empty combs or foundation, and replace sec-

tions above. It is well known bees work at their best

under the swarming impulse; the brood-combs 1 would
distribute amongst other stocks. If worked for extracted

honey, then I should give them all the combs; and if

they are well extracted from and the head ha

any drone brood which ma} appear, and all queen-cell

moved as the;; are formed, they won't swarm.
2m\. It would be too much of e

the operations that can be safelj ventured without usin

smoke; therefore I will briefly as possible give what I

think is wanted. Bees vary much in temper; the^vorst-
tempered bees I evi : -. the result of

bees from different parts of the country. The
only waj in which 1 was He them was to

put an empty hi \ .

• and some old COmbs after dark 00
their stand, and remove them awaj in some quiet corner;

the next day the old bees- -which do the ' sticking' busi-

ness would have left it and gone to the old stand, w hi a

I was able to examine it towards evening, mostly with-
out smoke, after which it went on tl Id stand again.

As a rule, most black bees \ I"- -afely handled

smoke, when thej have no sealed b ly, on a "arm da v.

and when they are not queenless, using only gentleness.

Their tamest state is when they are storing syrup in

empty combs and no br 1 in the hive, and their most
tate v, hen qu less with sealed honej and brood

with queen-cells maturing. Syrian bees, on thi

trary, are always tame, and never require anything but
gentleness.

The smoker I now use is the old tin fumigator, filled

with cotton rags or waste. When disjointed it keeps
alight for hours; 1 have only to turn up the quilt and
blow in a juitf or two to quiel them. \ ' Root
always failed t i quiet one while this one

always succeeded.

1 have never made much out bj spraying with syrup,
except sticking bees together and inviting robbing;
therefore ' spraying' never found favour with m<

nothing about it one way or another.—John*
1 1 1. w I II .

(,H v.n\ No, 786, (M. EL)—1. Driving Bees.—I have
B Second swarm of bees in a Straw hive. I wish to

drive them into a bar-frame when the hon . m
over.

|

If I extract all the honey from the straw hive,
and give them the emptj comb, fastened into the bar-

frame, will they work it up before the n inter, my feeding
them up for the winter ?

—

A. You will find the combs
of a second swarm very tender to extract from and tie

into frames when you drive and transfer, but with care

you can do it. Put slips of wood along the bottom of
the combs to receive the tapes, and prevent them from
cutting into the combs. When the combs have been
fixed by the bees you may feed them up for the winter.
2. Reducing Bar-frames for Winter.—When reducing
my bar-framed hives for the winter, if there is any brood
on the combs that come out, what am I to do with it ?

or is brood all gone at that time?— A. When you
reduce the size of the hive f< ir winter, by removing out-
side combs, you will find very little brood, and that
quit" in the centre. Do not disturb it. ">. Queens with
Second Stearins.— Do two queens take off a second
swarm, or only one ?

—

A. It often happens that two or
more queen- have the hive with second swarm.-, some-
times forming one cluster, and sometimes several small

ones, each with a queen. 4. Packing Bees. Next
March I wish to move three bar-frame hives, probably
by train, some distance. Would it be a good plan, when
putting up the hives for winter, to tie in each comb into

the frame with wire? 01 how can I fasten them in to

keep them from breaking f In the beginning of March
it would be to i cold to take out each comb, so 1 thought
if I could arrange it before it would be better. ./. We
should not advise putting wire into the hive before
v, inter, as the bees w ill worry at it. and wear thi

out. You can move bee- in March with little chance of
_ the combs, which are then not so tender as in

athcr. Fix the tram.- 30 that they do not
swing, remove the quilt, and put a sheet of perforated
zinc or canvas over fhe frames,] ut cushions of hay under

-hoard. .\od Send the roofs separately. Put
of rope to lift by, and generally make the

mvt on ii' for the porters to handle
ible.

; No. 787. i A. 1). 1'. 1). i Bet - Clustering.

Would you ki;nll\ let me hearwhat you think i- the
How ingf I have a stock in

a straw skep, which, at the commencement of June,
if swarming, the bees clustering round the

entrance to the hive, i I
ilh hanging. About

a fortnight afterward- tbej appear to nave all got
in-ide the hive there bi ing no signs but art extra

of bees being about the entrance. Thej Id

nit havi aed, as thej were carefully watched.
Within two days thej were hanging again as usual, but

last Sunday they all di appeared again, but there were
many more bees about the entrance than there an
after swarming. On Sunday night, however, thej

recommenced to hang, and on Mondaj they were
hanging just the it at thej were at the c le-

nient of .1 niie. What i old I pursue P I note

then- an tnj droni - about. ./. Your 1» es

their queen. The variation in

temperature would account for the alternate clustering

outside and retiring within the hive. On tl Id queen
being superseded, there would be a period of three

.

I- fore tin young qui en began to

lay, and the population would be reduced. The drones

cessities in this case. Yon can do nothing. If

in a frame-hive you might have extracted the outside
combs.

mi
i ir, No. 788. (Apii i la.) I. Absence of Pubes-

cence. Defective Wings. I observe that a writer in the

Irish Farmer's Gazette say-, ' If any bee- are ob erved

being ejected from tin- hive of a glazj appearance,

through the pubescence being worn off, do not breed

icb hives.' What does this mean? I notice in

on.- of my nuclei a number of bees with the abdomen
quite black and without band-, and others with defective

smaller wings, which cause a peculiar rattle when in

motion. Can you tell me the cause of these anomalies,

or saj win-re would be the danger in breeding from

them when one gives them ft queen-cell from other

stocks? ./. Bj the pubescence is meant the downy sub-

tance on the thorax and abdomen of the young bees.
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The entire absence of this causes a bright glossy appear-

ance, and is a mark of disease, the origin of which is, at

present, uncertain. It has been discussed in the American

bee journals repeatedly, and various opinions respecting

its cause have been offered. There is no doubt that it

arises from an imperfect development of the bees when in

the pupa or nymph stage, but whether it is hereditary or

springs from local causes is uncertain. Our own opinion

is that it is often caused by want of ventilation. It in-

variably shows itself in the summer months, and we
have never witnessed a case where the entrance has been

open the whole width of the hive. During very hot

weather our hives are slightly raised, all round the floor-

board, sufficiently to allow of a current of air passing

beneath them, but not of the exit of the bees. The

defective wings, &c, of which you speak are probably

caused by the too great lowering of the temperature

when the nuclei were formed. There can be no objec-

tion to a queen-cell from a healthy stock, provided suffi-

cient heat be kept up in the nucleus. 2. Liberating

Queen.—In above-mentioned nucleus which had a queen-

cell capped over, I looked on the eighth day after to see

if the queeu was hatched, but found the queen all torn

open at the side, and nothing in it but a piece of royal

jelly. From this I inferred that the queen had failed to

hatch, and that the workers had torn the cell open at

the side. Next day, however, I found a healthy young

queen in the nucleus. As this proceeding is contrary to

what I read in books on apiculture, can you give any

cause for the queen hatching in such an unusual manner?
I cannot understand it, and would suppose that it might

result from an adjoining comb being pressed closebj to

the mouth of the royal habitation. In such a case would

the bees liberate the queen at the side P In above case,

though I believe there was no such pressure.

—

A. Yes,

the bees would liberate the queen in the case you sup-

pose, but are you quite certain that the nucleus had not

tiro queen-cells, and that one queen, having hatched, was
was not allowed to destroy the other cell ? 3. Fertile

Worker.— In another nucleus only a week formed (or

rather removed from top of a strong stock) a queen-cell

has been formed from eggs which I gave it, and a number
of eggs are laid in several adjoining cells, as many as

seven in one cell. Is this the doing of a fertile worker ?

—A. No doubt you have here fertile workers, which.are

the great bane of the nucleus system. 4. Excluder-vine.

Would you recommend me to use excluder-zinc between

frames and super ? Should I use an adapting-board with

slits cut for passage of bees ?

—

A. No. We never use

excluder zinc between hive and sections, and we never

have brood in our sections, nor pollen either. We use no

adapting-board, but a simple frame for holding together

the sections and allowing 4-iuch spaces between the

frames and sections. 5. Supering.—My bees are working

in section frames and supers, but much better in the

latter. After supering, would it be injurious to remove
the section frame altogether?

—

A. We should advise you

to allow the section frame to remain. 0. Number of
Frames.—With twenty-nine sections on super, how many
frames for brood would you recommend r

—

A. Ten
Standard frames. Say eight for brood, and the two out-

side ones for honey and pollen ; but the size of the hive

should depend on the fecundity of the queen.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS

U. W. Hanson.—We are sorry to say foul-brood exists

in both samples of comb sent, but worse in No. 1.

A Lover of Bees, Godstone.— Condemned Bees.—The
less work you give them to do the better. If you can

get six or eight combs, according to whether you
unite three or four lots, stored by other bees and give

them to your condemned enes with just two frames

foundation to work out, you will find it a good plan.

If, however, you cannot mauage this give six or eight

sheets foundation, and 28 lbs. sugar made into about
35 lbs. syrup. Four lots would not require more
stores than three ; and would be found in spring to

have consumed less.

Lincolnshire Bill.— 1. Transferring from (Steeps.—
Do not, on any account, use puff-ball. Driving is by
far the best plau. If the honey harvest is not over in

your locality by the time you read this, we should,

advise you to withdraw the central plug, which you
can do by a screwing motion, and any damage to

combs will soon be made good by the bees : this will

allow the idlers to go inside. At the same time put
on a cap, or better still, a board with some sections.

When you have got all the honey you can in supers,

drive the bees—never mind if a comb does break, as

the}- must all be cut out when, the bees are driven.

Tie all the centre combs of the skep into your frames
with tapes. The outside ones being store combs, are

not to be transferred. The combs will contain suf-

ficient pollen, l'ea-flour is only needed in spring-

lime. Put your sheets of foundation between the old

combs, but not for a few days until some of the brood
has hatched out. 2. Bar-frames fixed.—You should
have left no space between the crown-board and the

frames, aud if you put a piece of ticking between the

two you will find no fixing takes place. If the combs are

built irregularly in the frames, lift the whole lot out by
passing slips of wood under the frame-ends, cut all

the combs out, brushing the bees off them iuto the

hive, then proceed to flatten them and tie into the

frames. Finally, return -to the bees to refix. '',. Putting
1. n s,

, fions.—Yes, 3-011 did quite right. The lid on your
section-box was correct as serving to retain the heat.

T. T.— (1) Rhododendrons.—We have heard it said

that honey collected from rhododendrons is poisonous
;

but our bees are constantly at work on them, and we
have noticed no ill effects. The flowers are not in

sufficient numbers in tliis climate to cause any fear.

(2) Boiling Honey.—Boiling honey prevents granula-

tion, but spoils the honey by removing all the fine

aroma and the flavour of the flowers from which it was
gathered. Extracted honey will keep in its natural

state for 3'ears if hermetically sealed in glass or other

jars, but will always granulate. If the honey is pro-

perly ripened in the hive before extraction—that is to

say, if all the cells are sealed over—there will be no
fermentation afterwards if carefully preserved.

Kodert Cunningham, Blairadam.—Decoy Hives.—It

is not an honourable proceeding for any one to use a hive

with combs as a decoy for swarms. We do not think you
can substantiate your claim to the swarm, as the law
of bees requires that you should not Jose sight of them
from the time they emerged from the hive until they

have settled. If not kept in sight, the bees become the

property of the first person who secures them. No
man can swear to bees ; with lost identification the

property ceases and becomes in common.

Enquieeh.—The piece of comb sent arrived with very

active fermentation in progress in its saccharine

matter. The grubs were very carefully examined,
microscopically, and no trace of foul brood germ
discovered. This may be regarded as perfectly con-

clusive, as any foul brood contamination would at

once be apparent. It will be interesting to watch the

course of events, as some unhealthy conditions are

certainly present.—F. Cheshire.

T. S., Kentish Town.—The comb is, unfortunately, full

of foul brood germs. One cell alone must have
contained several hundreds of millions of them. You
should take such steps as maybe within your knowledge

at once.—F. Cheshire.

Ascot.—Number of Frames in Hire.—Had you given

your swarms, when they had filled six frames, two or

three more, they would have had a larger population
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to work in the supers. Unless you have a harvest of

heather to follow, or unless you want some more
combs to give to driven bees, you would do well to

leave well alone, as the main harvest will be getting

over by the time this reaches you.

E. II. Cowell.— Queens Piping, — Queens do not
always pipe. The cry you heard was probably the

challenge of the first hatched to another about to

hatch, which has, no doubt, been destroyed by now.

J. P. B., Skibbereen.—The difficulties you have had to

contend with are those which must be encountered by
a beginner in bee-keeping. Iu time the stings will

not have such an injurious effect, and to some degree
yon will be what i< -tried 'inoculated.' [1

desirable to smoke your bees too much or too fre-

quently. Gentleness and tad trill soon enable you to

overcome the initiatory obstacles.

William Pears.— 1. Had you increased the number "f

frames from eight to ten before the honey harvest it

would have been well, as you would have an increased

number of bees at work in sections ; but we would not
advise you now to interfere with them. -. With a

little care in packing, there need ti"t be any appre-
ciable loss in the number of bees in removing them to

the heather, and we may safely predicate thai the

increased bone} harvest will be ample compensation
for any possible loss. .",. The li. li. K. A. are about to

take active steps for the formation of County Associa-

tions in the northern Counties.

St. GbobGE.— 1. Queen/ess Bees.—The second lot were
queenless. Bees without a queen will not leave the

skep freely. 2. Transferring. Most likely, in

transferring, you destroyed the queen-cells on which
the bees were depending, and having no furtl i

of raising a queen, they dea i
(• d the hive, 3. 'Removing

Bees.— If the bee p posa
\\ hich is almostcertain to be the case - thewhole maj

bo transferred suceo-sfully, but tl peration will be

difficult. It will l»- necessary to remove ii

distance— say two mil .

bibeb.— Please Bnd n pli in '

I
- ful Hint-.'

R. Fobs. Storing Honey in Section!, \t this tin E

the year, it' the h y-cells were uncapped and placed
behind a division board, empti placed
above, it is probable that the bees won!'
the I a in the sections, but « havi no experience
of ihi, mode of proo eding.

li. W. I. Uniting,— No. The driven bees would all

li' you wi-h to unite Buccesafulh .

th" on.- lot must ho dispossessed of their combs—if in

a skep, driven out and then united with the driven
lot, and shaken out togeth in front of the
In" i lo-\ .no to occupy, when all will run in quietly
together, and no fighting will take place. It is well,
however, to take away one of the queens. 2, Humble
Jiees.— res; hum] 1.- bees do sting. Wo Know this

from experience. '•': Proportion of Bet i out at Mid-
day.—All, except the young bees of a dn\ or two old.

and a few nurse bees, and perhaps droi

W. .1. Jonbs. Tie- comb forwarded exhibited chilled

brood, and foul brood in an incipient state. Consult,
without delay ' Useful Hints ' in last numbi r, and ad
upon the teachings there contained.

.1. 0. XoniiEit.—The bees forwarded bear evidence that
their death was caused bj uffocation.

An Anxious One.—The bees, feeling a sen.se of in-

security in the combs, have joined them together. The
combs being the proper distance apart, may by u
little trouble and attention be straightened when they
become more toughened.

Mb. Godfrey, Grantham, having a queenless skep, thrice
offered the bees queen-cells, and i acl casion the
queen-cell was destroy (I. Subsequently tiny at once

accepted a strange queen. He desires to know the
reason of the bees rejecting the queen-cells.

Devonia.— 1. Transferring.—You should give all the
combs from the skep to the bees, except such as con-
sist of drone-cells. It is as well to extract all the
honey to reduce the weight of the combs.—2. Ligtln
rianising.—Now is the best time, not only are the
queens cheaper than in the spring, but by that time
you will have all Ligurians, the blacks having died
and been replaced by the progeny of the foreign queen.
The difference in appearance is so marked that no one
who had never seen a Liguiian could be mistaken.

B.— 1. S ly filled.—If the honey flow ceases
before thej are sealed, they are perfectly fit for use.

2. Unsealed Honey. The unsealed honey will keep
until the heather opens, and you may get them
finished. It in.

i well to mix two kind- of honey,
but if that i- your only chance of getting them finished
it is advisable. •">. Sealed Sections.—A section per-

fectbj sealed to the wood on all sides is comparatively
rare: there are generally a few cells round the side-

unsealed. Other things being equal, the more per-
fectly lid take prizes before those
less perfect. 4. Feeding Extracted Honey. You ma}
give it in : i n \ land of feeder placed behind the division-
board with access to it underneath for the bees.
Honey iii uncapped combs placed in the same position
will, being outside the hive proper, be treated bj the

bees as a prize, and removed to the hive or supers. It

i- a very u' 1 plan to adopt when no extractor is at

6. ( asts. You cannot well prevent casi-

issuing, and ean onlj return them again and again
until all the young queens save one are destroyed jbut
yourpl E ting several ea-ts into one stock is a

II in- -o fortunate a- to have so

many at once. If each of your casta weighed 3 lbs.

they were larg tea, and a bive stocked with three
plendid one.

XI. Itt. HART «Sc CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

s i < )CKBRIDG I'.. I I WTS.
SPECIALITIES

:

lli\ i:s, complete, from 8*. SECTIONS, V cut, in 6 sizes.

I nl M'ATIOX, flat, or natural based.

CLARK'S COLD BLAST BMOKER. 'Far and away the
best Smoker.' 3*., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. 'The easiest and best
to manage.' Is. Oil each, 15*. per dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION ('KATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.' (00)

The Trade supplied. Price Zilgt on application.

CK^VRX.£iS T. O-VJbiK/TOBT,
qj a s

. /;, b pen" Am Hon,

THREE BIRIZDO-IES, SUSSEX,
B to 'til attention of alt Bee-keepen to his

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,
and iiep-'. to be favoured with their support.

SOwr and /:
i Hedal , i ..',... /

, a zariti al B; I

Khi |W h "i i'. ll< I i . and a(lu i I B ' B« ETitN , B« ,

,

/.'"'' 'I '". '

.
'

'

'< Fnlool"'"'", .1 .

in new be booked fur Prime Btooks, and Swarms, of

ENGLISH. LliiltlUAN an. I nth.-r [•-.n-.-i-ii BEES, for early spring
delivery; also Imported LIGT/RIAN QUEENS.

SPECIALITIES.
The'COWAN HrVB/ and Extractors ; Bingham Smokei ,theb I

in use ; Snp-'i".
; Itum'v tt.'u'k ; Condi Fnundnl inn, American --lb. and

1 -11.. Sections :
FLAT TOP STRAW UIVHS, with hole in top tor

feeding and aperin ' .each; Orates of 18 l-li>. Seetions for Straw
o Daplete.

Qnestions on Bees and their Bfanagement answered by return of
iiinp'. Bend 7d. for Ifodern Bu-Xeepina, Is. 8d. for Cowan's

BriMhB* Keeperi Guide. Cataloguefree on application.
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882 ; and nun : otlw

BY the use of tins valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of
1 improvements.' But there is not one

of these so-called ' improvements ' which

does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with 'DR. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no others. All

Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10s. per gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.

Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and

cannot be blown agaiust the

face or ears.

Price 2s. Gd. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
IstheacknowledgedlJemedy for Stings, especially for removing

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. Gd. per bottle.

The ahore Invention* may be obtainedfrom

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

;

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from the Inventor,

Mr. P. 1YOK, 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.S.

BEE VEILS. Improved with "Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth-Evera'rd, St. Ives,

Hunts. (59)

CANE (PREPARED) for making Straw Skeps.
1 lb. postal packages—Fine, 2s. Sd. ; Coarse, Is. 3c?.

—

free. SALICYLIC ACID, Is. per oz. post free. THYMOL,
Is. packets free. Either of the foregoing cheaper in quantity.
Address J. B. \V. Hole, Tarrington, Ledbury.

,3?3:-E05$a:^ai.2S is. BiaO^r,
WELWYN, HERTS,

Manufacturer of Bee-keeping Appliances of every Description,

And IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BEES,

BEGS to call attention to the unrivalled quality of his

productions. By the aid of special power machinery
he is enabled to combine moderate prices with high quality.

Mere lowness of price is not so much aimed at as accurate fit

and finish, all goods being adapted both for the convenience
of the Bees and ease of manipulation to the Bee-keeper.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 48 Pages, 50 Illustrations,
full of interesting and useful information, Free on

application.

THE HEREFORDSHIRE

SCHOOL OF APICULTURE
QUPPLY BEES, HIVES, and everything per-

O taining to Modern Bee-culture. Hives made only of

the best well-seasoned wood, a quantity of which is always
kept ready cut and prepared for putting together.

Awarded Honourable Mention for a Hive exhibited at

Com; Ini.i mkiu. Exhibition, 1883, and First Prizes at

various County Shows. Bevised Catalogue for 1884.

j. n,. ~%xr. ZXOX.Z3,
[Expert to the Herefordshire B. K. -I., qualified by B. B. K. A.

Address -

Certificate.)

TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

IE5. €3r. P^LR 3S IES K,,
Watchmaker .v. Jeweller,

ALTRINCHAM, KNTJTSFORD, and
WARRINGTON.

All kinds of Bees, Bee-Hives, & Appliances,

for Old-fashion* d as tot 11 as Modern Bee-keeping.

Bar-frame Hives from 4/6 each, Comb Foundation',
Smokers, Feeders, &c, at most reasonable prices.

Winner of 15 Prizes .t- Medalsfor Ba s .( Appliances last year.

1st Prize for English Bees, both in 1882 and 1883.

1st Prize for Observatory Hive.

1st Prize for Best and Cheapest Cottagers' Hive, on the

Moveable Comb principle, not exceeding 15/-.

1st Prize and Silver Medal for Best and largest Collection

of Bee-Hives and Appliances for Modern Bee-keeping, in-

cludiug a Hive complete on the Modern System at 25/-, at

the Cheshire County Bee-keepers' Association Show ; also

1st Prize for largest Collection in 1882.

' Modef.x Bee-keeping,' the Simplest and Cheapest Book.
Price Gd.

Cash ivith Order to be sent to Altrincham. (01)

WILTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE COUNTY SHOW and HONEY FAIR will be held at WESTBURY on August

13th, 1884, in LEIGHTON PARK, in connexion with the KEEVIL DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ENTRIES CLOSE ON JULY 31st.

At the same time an EXAMINATION will be held by the B. B. K. A. for THIRD-CLASS EXPERTS'
CERTIFICATES. Candidates mast send their names to the Hon. Secretary on or before July 12th.

Prize Lists, Entry Forms, ccc., to be had of the Hon. Secretary, Rev. W. E. BURKITT, Buttehmeue
Rectory, Hixgerford.
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€bttoria(, joints, #r.

BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS.

We have heard a good deal lately of t lie Mahdi,

who has stirred up so much strife in those pro-

vinces of Egypt known under the name of the

Soudan. A Mahdi has risen up in our bee-keeping

world, and is equally busy in sowing the seeds of

strife and dissension amongst us. Our false

prophet, however, is not like the Veiled Prophet of

Khorassarj in Moore's poem, who kept his face so

carefully covered that none could see its hideous

aspect. The Liverpool Mahdi is far too much
pleased with himself either to hidi lus face under a

veil, or his light under a bushel. The veil, which

for decency's sake he feels obliged to cast over his

schemes, is so thin thai any one who is conversant

with the history of British bee-keeping can easily

see through it. As some of our readers, however,

arc not conversant with this history, we will lift up

the veil which covers the designs of the False

Prophet of Liverpool, and let them know what has

produced the attacks on the British Bee-keepers'

Association, and the accusations of mismana)

brought against Mr. Hucklc in the //• keepers'

Record, the organ of our apiarian Mahdi.

They are merelj the impotent ravings of dis-

appointed ambition. The Liverpool Mahdi has

attempted to found a lar^e Association, which

should take the place of the British Bee-keepers

Association in the North-wes< of England, and he

has found the old Association too strong for him.

'Talk of a fellow like that upsetting the British,'

said an old bee-keeper. 'Why, it's like

sparrow pecking at the Rock of Gibraltar I' The
Lancashire and Cheshire Association was started

from the first in direct antagonism to the parent

Association. 'Defiance' was its motto from the very

outset. The present Secretary of the British

Association attended one of their early meetings, and

pointed out to the Liverpnddlians thai the county

of Lancashire would give them quite sufficient to

do if they worked it properly ; but they would not

listen to him. Now when the counties adjacent to

Lancashire are beginning to assert themselves,

when Cumberland, Yorkshire, Cheshire, Flintshire,

and Denbighshire, are founding Associations of

their own, when the Mahdi of the North-west sees

his empire becoming small by degrees and beauti-

fully less, his disappointment cannot contain itself,

but finds a vent in invectives and railings. He
denounces the British; he denounces the County

Associations as vehicles for the spread of 1

keeping,—they are no better in his sight than '

harsi shays.' His ravings culminate at last in a

wild, despairing cry of 'L''Union faii It fora " or.

as he kindly translates, like Punch's butler, in

compassion for the ignorance of his readers, United

in,- stand.

Now this is the very last thing that the l.iver-

1 1 Mahdi wishes to sec. The sight of bee-keepers

standing united together is an eyesore to him.

Foiled in his attempt to supplant the British Bee

keepers' Association by a North western Coiifedera

tion, he is now seeking to disintegrate the system

on which the Central Association is founded, and

to destroy the relationship existing so harmoniously

between parent and her children.

All bee keepers should lie on their guard against

this False Prophet. From the correspondence

which Mr. Suckle has published in this Journal,

it will be seen that the statements which he pub-

lishes are made without any regard to facts, with-

out any attempt even to ascertain whether the

statements are true, before they are published to

the world. We must go even further. Some
statements are made which the editor of the /.' COI d
knows to be untrue. Such a statement is that the

Committee of the British Association arc prac-

tically selfelected. Mr. Huckle has called upon

tic editor of the Record to verify his statement

that the Annual Inhibitions of the B. B. K. A.

have been mismanaged. We call upon him to

verify (in tins Journal, which is always open to

him, not on his own paltry little dunghill) the

statement that the members of the Committee of

the British Bee-keepers' Association are self-elected.

There are two nuts for him to crack. He is a g 1

hand at barking ; let us see how he can bite.

His other aspersions on the Committee are not

worth contradicting hi detail. We shall have

ample opportunity for exposing them if we think it

advisable, for we expect that they will be ' c<m-

tinited in our next' for some time to come. But
it,' bono} for as Pope reminds us,

—

' Who shames a scribbler, break one cobweb through,

lie spins the slight self-pleasing thread anew;

Destroy his fib, or sophistry ; in vain,

The creature's at his dirty work n<rain.'

(Epistle t<> Dr. Arbuthnot.)
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MR. CHESHIRE'S CURE FOR FOUL BROOD.
After the reading of Mr. Cheshire's most able

and interesting paper at the Conference at the

Health Exhibition, we had the pleasure, in com-

pany with many of the most prominent bee-keepers,

of examining the stock on which Mr. Cheshire had
carried out his experiments, which had been placed

for the purpose in an open space adjoining the

Conference room. It contained nine combs, seven

of which were, when sent to Mr. Cheshire, affected

with foul brood in its most virulent form, being a

mass of corruption. We, and all who inspected it,

were astonished and delighted to find the case

absolutely complete. There was literally not one

single cell affected. Whole sheets of brood in all

stages were to be seen quite healthy
;
youug bees

hatching out and eggs being laid in the vacated

cells. This wonderful change had been effected by
the bees alone aided simply by the administration

of the medicated food. Not a cell had been un-

capped nor a grub removed except by the bees; and

yet those cells, which only five weeks ago were

filled with dead and dying larvse, and with the

putrid remains of those dead of the disease, had
been cleaned out, and were now the cradles of the

healthiest of larva;,—the most perfect exhibition

of Health in the Health Exhibition. What can we
say? But that foul brood is no longer to be

dreaded, and to recommend everyone who has

bees affected by this formerly awful scourge, to

procure ' The Cheshire Cure,' and treat his bees

according to the directions.

Mr. Cheshire in his paper says, ' A caution

is needful. Carbolic acid is an impure phenol, and
is useless. It contains creosote and creosols, and
bees abhor it. Absolute phenol must be used. It

is difficult rather to obtain, and so I have caused

some quantities to be done up with directions, lest

any should desire to experimentalise at once. It

can be had of Mr. Lyon or Mr. Hollands. My fear

is lest dealers should profess to supply what is re-

quired, and substitute a cheaper for an absolutely

pure article ; if so, difficulties will arise.'

Mr. Lyon will, we have no doubt, be pleased to

associate himself with Mr. Cheshire in this matter,

and to prepare this remedy under his guarantee,

and also to receive applications from secretaries

of County Associations who wish for a supply for

their members or for sale at shows, as well as from
dealers in bee-keeping sundries, as it is Mr. Ches-

hire's wish that the remedy may be speedily placed

in the hands of all who are unfortunately possessed

of the disease.

APICULTURE AND THE EDUCATION ACT.

We are pleased to be able to report that the sug-

gestion of the Rev. A. Leakey as to the desira-

bility of introducing the science of bee-keeping as

an element in our national education, is attract-

ing attention, and is being favourably entertained

by those who have the power to carry it into

effect. The Memorial of the British Bee-keepers'

Association has been laid before Mr. Mundella by
the President of the Association, the Baroness

Burdett-Coutts ; and in his reply to her ladyship,

the President of the Education Department says,

that ' he will not fail to give the Memorial the most
careful consideration, and bring the question to
which it relates under the notice of the Department.'

Again, we note that the difference in degree of

the education in populous towns and in rural dis-

tricts is becoming a matter for earnest considera-

tion and thoughtful discussion by some of our legis-

lators. In the Daily Ntws of July 1G, there is a
letter from Mr. Jesse Collings, Member for Ipswich,

on the ' Charity Commissioners and the Endowed
Schools Acts,' in which he says :

' In our towns,

and other centres of industry, technical schools are

considered to be absolutely necessary, in order that

the children of the working-classes might acquire a

knowledge of the handicraft in the practice of which
their lives are to be spent. Why should not similar

schools be established in rural districts 1 In these

schools the children of the rural labourer could be

practically and experimentally taught the arts of

butter-making, bee-keeping, fruit, flower, and veget-

able growing, and other matters connected with
the agricultural industry. This would be one
means which, if accompanied by other facilities,

might give the agricultural labourer an open
career on the land, and would tend to stay the

rapid destruction of the peasant class now going on
in England.'

We should be glad if the teaching of bee-keeping

in our schools in rural districts were enthusi-

astically entered upon by some of the school-

masters of our land, many of whom rank amongst
the most skilful of our bee-keepers ; and there can
be no more effective means proposed than by
making it one of those ' Specific Subjects ' by which
grants are to be earned. We are enabled to point

to some who have already introduced bee-keeping

into their schools, and who are anxiously looking

to the Inspector's approval of their action in the

matter. There can be, no doubt, that the children

in these schools would soon be interested and
would consider bee-keeping to be a pleasing relief

to their other studies as being more cognate with
their surroundings, and, taking an intelligent in-

terest in the pursuit, would feel an inclination to

talk about the subject when they got home, and to

persuade their parents to commence bee-keeping

forthwith. We cannot conceive that ^there could

be a better mode of teaching the agricultural

labourer practical bee-keeping than by it being one

of those subjects which it would be the duty of the

school-master to communicate to the rising gener-

ation.

USEFUL HINTS.

Weather.—The weather during July, although
showery and stormy at times, has been as pro-

pitious for bees as the previous part of the season ;

the white clover has been, and continues to be, in

luxuriant bloom, the showers having prevented

that scorching which sometimes destroys the

blossom. Consequently, supers' have been filled

to such an extent that the stock of American
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sections iu the hands of dealers has been exhausted,

while the amount of honey on the market is to he
reckoned by the hundred tons.

Feeding.—Towards the middle of this month, or

the end in districts where heather exists, breeding

will slacken and cease for the season, when the

existing bees will be all that can remain through

the winter to start the brood in the spring. As
they will be by first March six months old, few of

them will be capable of acting as nurses, and so

the population mnst of necessity increase but

slowly until the first batch of young bees is

liatched. Heuce the necessity of prolonging the

production of brood well into the autumn by veiy

gentle feeding in the case of stocks well supplied

with stores. But, when these have been removed
by extraction or removal of the store combs, more
rapid feeding may be resorted to, leaving, however,

the very rapid feeding with thick syrup for stores

to last the winter, until another month's time.

CONDEMNED Bees.—Look out for as many as y.iii

can obtain. If you do not want to increase your
stocks, by all means get condemned bees, not only

for humane reasons and for the sake of showing
cottagers how they can save their bees alive, but
for strengthening your stocks. It is a well-known

fact that a large population will consume no more,
and indeed very often less, stores than a smaller

one, during the winter. Unless, however, you
have driven bees before by no means try your
'prentice hand on strangers' liees. Cottagers

naturally look upon any one who comes to drive

their bees as an expert, and failure from any cause

throws discredit upon the system. We purpose

in our mid-monthly issue to give a more detailed

description of the operation than is generally to be

found in the short chapter on the subject in bee-

books. In the meantime, continue to get as many
combs built and stored by your own bees as you
p.ssiblv ran, in readiness for the condemned ones

when you get them. That is, if you propose to add
or apiary by creating now stock with them.

Wasp-nests. — This month wasps become very
troublesome. Seek out the nests and destroy
tho ln , either by sulphur or by pouring turpentine

into the entrances.

Si noNa— While the clover remains in bloom,

and honey is coming in, continue to remove those

which are filled, and close up the outer

Extracting.—Keep the hive relieved of surplus

honey, and give the queen plenty of room for

Feeding.

HEATHEB.— Where hives can be conveniently

taken to the heather, a large addition to the har-

vest may be obtained. As the honey cannot be
extracted, sections or other supers must lie pro-

Tided. Great care is required in removing heavy
-stocks, so as not to break the combs. It is as well

to extract all the honey from the combs, whether
containing brood or not. Do this a day or two
before removal, so that if the combs should be a

little shaken in the operation, the bees can refix

them firmly. Remove the supers, place over the
frames a sheet of perforated zinc or canvas, open
the doorways to their fullest extent, and close in

with perforated zinc. If in a wheeled conveyance,
let the combs be parallel with the axle. The
combs must be firmly fixed to prevent swaying
from side to side. On arrival, let the bees settle

down a bit before releasing them, or they may all

issue like a swarm. Release them in the evening.
Skeps for travelling should be turned up, and

pieces of cork pushed down between the combs to
keep them in their places. Tie them clown firmly
with very open canvas or cheeseware, and carry
them crown down on a thick ring of hay, to act as

a cushion, aud prevent rolling. It is as necessary
as in the case of bar-frame hives that the combs
should be parallel with the axle of the cart.

ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AT
SHREWSBURY.

The Committee of the British Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion are to be congratulated upon the success which has

attended their labours at the several annual exhibitions

of the Royal Agricultural Society, and especially in

regard to the on.- held at Shrewsbury on July 1 -It li and
.- day?. A large Dumber of the officials of the

B. U.K. A. and others desirous of promoting its cause

were present daring the show, including the Rev. II. R.

Peel, the Rev. E. Bartrum, the Rev.v.H. Moyle, Mr.
L. Oswald Lewis, Mr. .1. M. Hooker.O. E. Fletcher,

Col. Pearson,and others: and by theirunited efforts, aided

h\ tli.' Council .'f the Royal Agricultural Society (who
generously placed their Council tent at the service of the

It. 15. K. A. for meetings) Real results were accomplished.
The Shropshire Association received new life by the

t i'i. Rev. J. E. Charter as its Hon. Secretary,

and three new County Associations were started for

North Wales.

Hives, Sonet, and Aiim.iam > s,

'Ph.- tent was traversed by a targe double stand down
the centre mi. I one side, an. I either end were stages also.

Mr. T. I!. Blow, of Welwyn, ami Messrs. George Neigh-
bour and Sons, of 140 Regent Street, London, i

a large portion of the side tables, and they have a very

fine collection of bee appliances, showing everything in

connexion with advanced bee-culture. The Rev. \. II.

Moyle, Hon, Sec. of the Berks B. E. A., exhibited (and

was himself present to . tpLun) a case containing honey,
in its applied forms, whether as ' honey drops biscuits

of Messrs. Huntley and Palmer w so largely in demand
through the efforts of bee-keepers to make them known,
also honey confectionery by Mr. George, of Reading,

honey win., by Mr. Woodley, honey mead by Mr.
Whittle, honey non-mtoxicating drinks by Mr. Blatch,

of Th. 'ill.-, viz., honey lemonade mid honey nectar, iilsu

honey jujubes. The case also contained samples of wax,
raw and manufactured into various articles of utility.

and was yen genexaUya great attraction a- being a step

further in advance in British bee-culture.

Berkshire bee-keepers maintained the honour"! their

Association well at this year's Show, and the large glass

super of Mr. VV. Woodley was much admired. The ex-

hibits of honey were very fine in quality.

Neighbour's unicomb observatory hives for indoors,

which had been awarded a prize at the Crystal Palace

Be.- Show, was a e-reat novelty, attracting a great number
of visitors, and was constructed with glass Sides, and ad-

mitting of one Comb only in width; the hidden mys-
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teries of the hive are continually exposed to the full light

of day ; it is furnished with double glass doors, to keep

up a uniform degree of heat, at the same time the view of

the interior is in no way interrupted. It is constructed

to take four or six frames of comb from any frame hive

of standard size, and thus admit of the bees being re-

transferred to a stock hive for the winter. The hive

revolves on an iron axis, the entrance being in no way
affected by the altered position. Mr. E. Walton, Musk-
ham, Newark, occupied the far end of the tent, and part

of the side stage, and he exhibited a large assortment of

appliances for modern bee-keeping, and a good display of

hone)-
.

The following is the list of prizes offered bj' the British

Bee-keepers' Association :

—

For the best frame hive, of a substantial character, for

general use in an apiary, Price not to exceed 15s. First

price, 1?. ; second, 15s. ; third, 10s. 1st, Dines and Son, of

Haldon, Essex ; 2nd, James Blake, of Cemetery Road, Ips-

wich ; 3rd, S. J. Baldwin, of The Apiary, Bromley, Kent.

For the best frame hive for cottager's use, with arrange-

ments for summer and winter use. Price not to exceed

10s. Gd. First prize, 1/. ; second, 15s. ; third, 10s. 1st, Thomas
Edey and Son, of St. Neot's, Hunts ; 2nd, James Blake, of

Cemetery Boad, Ipswich; 3rd, J. R. W. Hole, of Tarrington,

Ledbury, Herefordshire.

For the best collection of hives and bee furniture most
applicable to modern bee-keeping. (Each collection to

contain one or more observatory hives, stocked with bees

and their queen, all combs being visible on both sides. In

judging, recent improvements and new inventions will be

taken into consideration.) First prize, 2/. ; second prize,

1?. 10s. ; third, 1/. ; fourth, 15s. 1st, George Neighbour and
Sons, of 149 Regent Street, London ; 2nd, T. B. Blow, of

Welwyn, Herts ; 3rd, W. P. Meadows, of Syston, Leicester.

For the best super or honey (not being a sectional super).

The super to be of wood, glass, straw, or of wood in com-
bination with glass or straw. First prize, 11. ; second, 10s.

;

third, 5s. 1st, W. Bennett, of Berrington Station, Shrews-

bury ; 2nd, William Woodley, of World's End, Newbury,
Berkshire ; 3rd, Matthew Whittle, of Lockinge, Wantage-
bell glass of honey.
For the best twelve 2-lb. sections of comb honey. First

prize, 1J. ; second, 10s. ; third, 5s. 1st, J. Garratt, of Cray
Valley Bee Farm, Hockenden, St. Mary Cray, Kent ; 2nd,

Rev. T. B. Garland, of Ranby, Retford; 3rd, W. Bennett, of

Berrington Station, Shrewsbury.
For the best twelve 1-lb. sections of comb honey. First

prize, 1/. ; second, 10.-.-.
; third, 5s. 1st, J. Garratt, of Cray

Valley Bee Farm, Hockenden, St. Mary Cray, Kent. 2nd,

William Woodley, of World's End, Newbury, Berkshire

;

3rd, W. Bennett, of Berrington Station, Shrewsbury.

For the best exhibition of run or extracted honey in twelve

2-lb. or twenty-four 1-lb. glass jars. Fust prize, 1?.; second,

10s. ; third, 5s. 1st, James Blackham, of The Mount, Fil-

longley, Warwickshire ; 2nd, William Woodley, of World's

End, Newbury, Berkshire ; 3rd, John Minor, of Wem,
Shropshire.
For the best sample of comb foundation made of pure

beeswax. First prize, II.; second, 10s. 1st, S. J. Baldwin,

of the Apiary, Bromley, Kent ; 2nd, George Neighbour and
Sons, of 149 Regent Street, London.

Meeting of Bee-keepeus.

A meeting in connexion with the B. B. K. A. was
held in the Council tent, at five o'clock, when the chair

was taken by the Rev. Herbert R. Peel, of Thornton
Hall, Bucks ; and amongst those present we noticed the

Hon. and Rev. F. H. Feilden, the Rev. F. G. Sarjeantson,

Rev. G. H. Egerton, the Kev. Mr. Wilcox, Rev. J. H. E.

Charter, Rev. J. Willage, Rev. A.G. Kingsford, Rev. II.

Breeze, Mr. Copeland(Shiffnal), Mr. Bennett (Shiffnal),

Mr. J. Minor (Wem), Mr. A. W. Darby (Brymbo), Mr.
Frank T. Rawlins (Wrexham). Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Blow,
Mr. R. Hyde (Bardley Court, Shropshire), &c, &c.

The Chairman, in opening the meeting, said the object

of their meeting there that day was threefold. The first

thing they wished to do was to make known the princi-

ples upon which the British Bee-keepers' Association
exists and works; secondly, they wished to do something
towards the re-organization of the Shropshire Associa-
tion, and next to establish a Bee-keepers' Association for

North Wales. As to the first object, that of the Bee-
keepers' Association, it is a philanthropic one. They had
passed out of that stage where bee-keeping was taking
up as a mere hobby. Their object is now to benefit

agricultural labourers and artisans, and great success had
attended the effort already. Men have already made
considerable additions to their incomes by keeping bees.

He would not go into statistics how much a man could
make. He would only give them one instance, that, of a
labourer who has already taken from one hive fifty

sections which he sold at considerable profit. The first

two sections he sold at about 2s., the next at 1*. 9rf., and
the rest at Is. If one man could do that, every man
could do it. They had plenty of instances also of ladies

being successful in the keeping of bees. One lady—Miss
Gayton of Iladham—made 6(3/. last year out of bees, and
it was not a good season at all ; and they wished to

benefit the labourers in the same way. They found that

the best way to promote the object they had in view was
to form county associations, to divide the county into

districts, and to have an energetic acting secretary in

each district as well as a county secretary, for by that

means eacli labourer could be reached. It had been done
in other counties—in many counties in England, and some
not very far from there. If it could be done in other

counties he did not see why it should not be done in this.

As to the Shropshire Association, he was afraid it was
rather in a state of abeyance. It was like a hive without
a queen—there was not much driving in it. They hoped,

however, that day some gentleman might be found who
would be willing to undertake the secretaryship, to

reinstate the Shropshire Association, and to make it a good
working county association, deserving of the prestige

which the association has already gained for Shropshire,

for the Shropshire Association was one of the oldest

associations in existence. A gentleman, who was present

had been named as the county secretary—the Rev. J. II.

. E. Charter. He fives in Shrewsbury, is a most successful

and enthusiastic bee-keeper, and if elected county secretary

he would form the centre of a number of district secre-

taries, who would all work under him, and the society

could be soon put in working order. Then as to North
"Wales—when the Royal Agricultural Society held its

I meeting at Cardiff, the Bee-keepers' Association had a

department in the show-yard, as at Shrewsbury this

week, and many came there and saw the manipulations,

and felt what an advantage it woidd be to the cottagers

and labourers in South Whales to have such an association.

Since then many other counties have formed associations,

and a great deal had been done in the way of instructing

cottagers. If the visit to Cardiff was productive of much
good results, he hoped their visit to Shrewsbury would
be equally so, and that other societies would spring up in

Shropshire and North Wales. It seemed to him that there

were plenty of bee-keepers in North Wr
ales if they could

only be brought together. The first thing, however, was
to have some gentleman who would take the trouble to be a

sort of focus, and around whom others could be collected

The Chairman then suggested that the Lord Lieutenant,

of the county might be invited to act as President, for

he was always supposed to be superior to all party politics,

and assured the meeting that if such a step were taken

as that suggested the Central Association would render

everv assistance. He could only say, in concluding his

remarks, which he wished to make as short as possible,

as their meeting was held necessarily late, and they could

not have the use of the tent until five o'clock, the British

Bee-keepers' Association's head-quarters were iu London.

The President's name was a guarantee of the value of

the society, and shows that it was not of a make-belief

character." They would be very glad to help any
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gentleman who wished to assist in their county. They
could give them material assistance by supplying papers
and forms very useful to those inclined to form an asso-

ciation, and next by encouraging any county by offering

silver and bronze medals, and •would give them the loan
of a bee tent for any chief or principal show they wished
to hold in the county. If any gentleman cared to

organize a series of lectures they would give addresses
on bee-keeping, and teach as much as they could do
orally. In the bee tent they always found a competent
expert to come down to show them practically how to

manage bees, as Mr. Baldwin had in the tent that day.
Those were the cliief means of assistance which they
offered to those inclined to form a county association.

It was often said it was very well to teach cottagers to

produce large quantities of honey ; but what were they
to do with it after they got it ? Where were they to find

a market to sell and dispose of their honey, which of

course was the chief point to increase their income?
lie did not intend to answer that question himself,

but they had present that day Mr. Moyle who was
solving the question by establishing a large depot at

loading. He would ask him to give an account as to

how it was carried on now. and what be expected for
the future.

TheKev.Y. H. Moyle, secretary of the Berkshire \

ciation, spoke of the lmportam f the resources of the
kingdom being developed as far as possible, and strong!]

urged t J
i> establishment of bee-keeping associations in

county; and as by far the greater part of tin-

country was now covered with a network oi such socie-

ties, it was high time that North Wales evinced a

healthy desire for such organizations : indeed, he had
received many proofs that there wore many in the

different counties of North Wales willing to v.

gether For the common good if only they could be
started aright ; and lie was quite sure his friend, Mr.
Peel, would be found here, as he had been elsewhere, a
pioneer in the Mr. Moyle e-avo an account

of the rise and progress of tie- Honey Depot at Reading
and in London, and hoped that the question of utilising

the honey in every pOSgible way after we had
it would receive tin- \eiy earnest attention of bee-kei

either in the way of food, beverages, medicine, or any
judicious channel.

The Rev, Mr. WilCOZ, of Cockshutt, moved the first

resolution, ' That it is desirable that tie' sin:.], -hire Bee-

keepers' Association should be reorganized.' This was
seconded by .Mr. . I. Minor, of Wem, and the resolution

carried unanimously.

The Chairman said the name of Mr. Chattel .

retary was a host in itself, and he believed he was tin-

right man in the right place, Would Mr. Charter say

that he would accept tie- position P

The Rev. J. H. E. Charter, who was received with
applause, said, that he should be pleased to do anything
he could: in fact, do his beet.

'I'he Hon. ami Rev. Feilden spoke in approval of the
Society and it- objects, and Baid that la- would do what
he could to promote the Society in Shropshire and North
\\ ,ili..

The Chairman then drew the attention of tie- meeting
to tie- n-ce--it\ of appointing a Chairman, and it was
agr 1 that tin- Rev. .1. 11. 10. Charter should write
to the Lord-Lieutenant of the county to accept the
position of president. The Chairman also said, that

perhaps some one reading tho report of the proceed-
ings would take the matter up in North Wale-, and
tin- Secretary of the British Bee-keepers' Association
would give them all the information and assistance in

his power.
The Rev. V. II. Moyle proposed a vote of thank- to

the t 'hairinan.

the Lev. H.Evans seconded the motion, which was
carried.

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS'
ASS< II TATION.

The Bee-tent has already attended shows at Endon, on
May 29; Milton, June 16 and 17: Burton, June 25;
Madeley, June 27; Hanley, July 15 and 1G; Timstall,
July 21; Stafford, July 23; Stoke-on-Trent, July I'd;

West Bromwich, July 28 and i"'.

The British Bee-tent is engaged by the Association for

Hoar Cross Show, on Aug. 4.

One hundred and five new members have joined the
Association during the present year, and bee-keeping is

rapidly growing in popularity in the county, under its

scientific influence.

CALEDONIAN AITAKIAN SOCIETY.
The eleventh Annual Show of the above Society, on

July 22, 23, 24, and 25, has been the most successful one
they haveever had, and was the best of its kind ever held
in Scotland. For the la-t eight years thej have exhibited
in the Highland and Agricultural Society's showyards,

cingin Edinburgh in 1877, and have followed in

the wale of th above society, visiting in turn Edinburgh,
Dumfries. Perth, Stirling, Kelso, Glasgow, Inverness, and

Edinburgh on the present occasion. During that

tine- it ina\ be said to liave well fulfilled its mis-ion,

having shown tic mysteries of the bee-hive and the

produce of bees to the classes in the country, bywhom in

the future we expect most to be done in this branch of

agriculture. Although for Scotland the show always
takes place a month too early for a display of the fine

heather honey, yet there were nearly two tons of the

most beautiful honey, and presented in the most saleable

form, which attracted the honej merchants and private

parties as purchasers to such an extent that very soon all

seemed to be disposed of. Dumfries, Wigton, Ayr, Dum-
barton, Argyll, Lanark, Perth, Stirling, and Forfarshire,

till sent their quota: and Mr. Paterson of Struan sent

12 th-. of this year's bell-heather honey, which, being SO

early in tin- season, i- a feat quite unprecedented. The
Messrs. McNally of Qlenluce, Wigtonshire, showed what
can he don,- by industry and perseverance, and exhibited

about 700 lbs. of splendid honey, well put up, ami were
awarded tic- Highland Society's silver medal, besides

disposing of all their honey on the ground. Their success

is all tin- more remarkable, as they have been only three

or four years at bee-farming. The quantity and quality of

tie- exhibits being exceptional, the judging necessarily he-

Came a rather dillicult matter: hut tic lion, secretary, Mr.
Bennett, was equal to the occasion, and had secured the

of gentlemen whose names were sufficient toallay

an] fearinthi most suspicious minds, Messrs, Neighbour
and Raitt were judges in tin- hone] section, and had no easy

task-, the quality having been rarely equalled. The name
of the sender was in one or two instances labelled on the

exhibits, which was unfortunate, a-, being against the

rules, tiny were excluded from c petition. Messrs.

Buchanan and Patrick were judges of the bees and hives,

and their work was unusually tedious, 88 they had no less

than twelve < tbservatory hives to examine, thr ir four

of which were on entirely new principles. These hives

were of great interest, and afforded much information as

well as amusement to the visitors. Messrs. Laughland,
Armstrong, and Anderson, were judges of wax, comb-
foundation sheets, mead, cake-, ,\c. As there arc si my
makers of these now in tin- market, this branch of api-

culture is now brought to great perfection. The Driving

< iompetition was a source of great interest to the visitors,

and some of their remarks provoked some merriment

amongst the operators. As in the two last years, Mr.

Johnston of Touch, Stirling, was the successful com-
petitor.

A feature of interest at this exhibition was the essay

oi bees by -Mr. William Thomson of Blantyre, which

gained the" Highland Society's prize for ' The Best Essay
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on Bee Culture.' It was decided, we think wisely, to

publish it, and we trust it will command a very extensive

circulation. The book is well got up, profusely illus-

trated, and contains much and valuable information. The
weather, an important matter in such exhibitions, was
all that could be desired, except on the third day, when
rain fell heavily from midday and onwards.

COUNTY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS FOB
NORTH WALES.

Persons desirous of becoming members, and assisting

in the formation of Bee-keepers' Associations in the

following counties, are requested to send in their names
and addresses as early as possible: viz., for Denbighshire,
Eilward Windsor Davies, Esq.. Penrl u !wardr,Eghwysfach,
R.S.O., Denbighshire; for Carnarvonshire, W. Arthur
Dew, Esq., Wellfield House, Bangor; for Flintshire,

Mr. G. Spencer, Hawarden.
Hugh Robert Hughes, Esq., Lord-Lieutenant of

Flintshire, <>f Kinmel Hall, Abergele, has accepted the

office of President of the Flintshire Association.

ISLE OF MAN AGRICULTURAL SHOW.
Some prizes for Manx honey, kc, are offered for

competition at the Isle of Man Agricultural Show to be
held at Ramsey on Thursday, August 7th ; and there is

to be at the same time a small exhibition of bee-keeping
appliances. All gentlemen proficient in bee-keeping

who will then be visiting the Island, and willing to

render assistance in judging or explaining, are invited to

send in their names to Mr. James Moore, Victoria Street,

Douglas.—G. Dbinkwater.

FORFAR BEE-KEEPERS' SOCIETY.
Tin' fourth annual exhibition of bees,honev, and hives,

of the above Society will be held in the Town Hall,

Forfar, on Saturday, 30th August,

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
On Friday, July 2oth,at the instance of the Executive

Council of the International Health Exhibition, a Con-
ference of the British Bee-keepers' Association was held
in the Large Jury Room of the Exhibition Building.

The bee-keepers mustered in large numbers, among
whom were the Revs. H. R. Peel, G. Raynor, E. Bartrum,
Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, Revs. F. T. Scott, C. F. G.
Jeuyns, F. S. Sclater, J. Lawson Sisson, Wilkinson, &c.
Captain C. D. Campbell, Messrs. B. Athawes, T. B.

Blow, G. F. Buller, W. II. Dunraan, J. Garratt, R.
Green, W. N. Griffin, Hart, J. D. Earveyson, G. D.
Haviland, O. Hehner, G. Henderson, J. M. Hooker, W.
Martin, F. Lvon, II. L. Mills, Roberts, Hollands, &c.

;

Miss Gayton, Mrs. Cheshire, &c.
The Rev. II. R. Peel was called to the chair. The

Chairman having introduced the lecturer, Mr.F. Cheshire
proceeded to read his paper on

FOUL BROOD (NOT MICROCOCCUS, BUT BACILLUS),
THE MEANS OF ITS PROPAGATION AND THE
METHOD OF ITS CURE.

Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—About two
months since I was invited by the Committee of the

British Bee-keepers' Association to address the present
Congress, then to be convened in connexion with the
International Health Exhibition, on the absorbing but
apparently well-worn topic of Foul Brood. My consent
to that invitation was mainly given on two grounds:
first, a confidence that I had a method of curing this

terrible malady far in advance of any that had pre-

viously been brought before the bee-keeping community
either by others or myself ; and, secondly, that the
writing of the paper would furnish me with an excuse
and reason for that large devotion of time which I fore-

saw a new and independent investigation of the subject
from its scientific side would require,—an investigation
which I had long intended to undertake, ?n order to
test facts which I had noted during previous years, anil

which it seemed impossible to reconcile with commonly
received opinions. To these facts and to the results of
my recent inquiry, so far as I have a9 yet been able to
ci implete it, I now therefore ask your kind and indulgent
attention, in order that we may all apprehend together
the grounds upon which I venture to diverge somewhat
widely from theories which have been admitted during
the last seven years at least as things undisputed, because
indisputable.

Apiculture is attracting more attention in this country
than it has ever previously received. Bee-keepers are-

multiplying mi every hand. The peerless late lion.

Secretary of the B. B. K. A. will know no rest until!

every county has its Association. From the throne to-

the humblest cottage the charms or the profits of

apiculture are getting recognition. The bee-keeping of

to-day is no more like that of the first half of this

century than the goods train is like the carrier's cart.

We have our combs built in days instead of weeks. Bees
raise drones or workers as we give them order. Supers-

have gone and sections are finished as though bees had
recently learned the use of the rule and the plumb-line.

Honey is demanded by the ton in the manufacture of

biscuits. The poor cottager may add to his comforts
and his cidture by attending to his hives ; and yet, amidst
all this plea-ant prospect, seeming to promise greater
things for the future, a dark cloud—causing must to

fear, and even breeding despondency in the breasts of

not a few apiarians—is hovering amongst us. Foul
brood, despite all the information given, is now not only-

present, but rapidly increasing ; and were it just to the

owners I could point not to diseased stocks merely, but
to apiaries of sixty or eighty, where, perhaps, not one
has escaped contamination. Letters daily, and lately

almost every post, arrive with some sad tale of disaster

which the writer fears will perchance ruin the hive-

selling business which has grown up in company with
his bee-keeping. If the unqueening and comb-excising
or burning and starving plans must be adopted, ruin is

meant, profit anticipated becomes loss realised, and hope
yields to despair. Nor is the reason of this far to seek.

In former days, when bees were kept in the same
garden, descending from father to son, increasing their

number in the spring by swarming to be reduced to the
old limits in the autumn by the sulphur-pit,—when none
left their native spot, except an occasional swarm,
perhaps, as a gift to a near neighbour, and when none
were ever imported from afar, foul brood might have
lurked here and there, hut the facilities for its propaga-
tion were wanting. Now, how different ! Bees are

ever travelling by our railways through the length and
breadth of our land, these, raised often in company
with many stocks where are to be found queens hailing

from the Sunny South, where the disease has been often

rampant, and coming, as these swarms sometimes may,
from stocks not above suspicion, are, it is to be feared,

but too often the instruments for communicating the

germs of destruction in localities previously free. I delight,

however, to recognise that this sad state of things need
not, and I believe will not, continue, for, from reasons

which will be presently apparent, instead of now
regarding a visitation of foul brood in my apiary as a
terrible disaster, I should esteem it as a trifling and
temporary inconvenience very far less grave than the

loss of a queen. Let us now consider the subject under
three heads. Firstly, the nature of foul brood as a germ
disease; secondly, the means of its propagation; and,
thirdly, the methods of its cure.

The Nature of Foul Brood as a Germ Disease.—The
appearance of foul brood is undoubtedly familiar to

almost all before me. A larva, if attacked early, begins
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to move unnaturally, and instead of lying curled round
on the base of the cell frequently turns in such a way aa

to present its dorsal (back) surface to the eye of the
observer. A little attention will then show that the

colour of the larva is inclined to yellow instead of being
pearly white. Such grubs are only rarely sealed over.
Til—- more advanced before the disease strikes them are

in due course sealed, but death overtakes them, their

bodies become brown and foetid, and the sealing sinking

gets pierced by an irregular hole. From this may he
gathered the general indications of the disease, which is

usually accompanied by very energetic fanning at the

hive month, from which in advanced cases an inde-

scribable and nauseating odour is emitted. The larvte

and chrysalids dead of tin- disease diyup to a coffee-

coloured, tenacious muss lying at the bottom of tl

so tenacious, indeed, that it may he drawn out into long
threads like half-dry glue. The drying process com-
pleted, a blackish scale is all that remains. This was
formerly Bupposed t" be the only condition in which the

foul-broody matter bo called was a centre "f infection,

hut we -hall presently discover that this notion has do
foundation in fact. The disease is terriblj contagions,

and once started soon spreads from c.-ll t.e (.11. and not
infrequently from stock to stock. The knowli

bee-keepers extended little beyond this in Deceml
when a translation from the < ierman by Mr. J. S. Wood,
uf Nyborg, gave an account of some experiments by Dr.

Schonfeld, which may be thus summarised. Some foul-

broody matter was placed on a plate pierced bj a hole,

below which, and passing int.. it, was a glass tube -ft.

long, a bell-glass covered the plate, and bore another
tube inserted int.. aid.' in its crown. The lower tube
was perfectly open, hut the upper one was plugged
loosely with cotton wadding. The sun Bhining on the

glass warmed tl
:

air, and a current i

duced/ Dr. Schonfeld describee the foul-bi ly matter
as being full of micrococcus, and, examining the cotton
wadding, ho tolls us he discover.. 1 innumerable;

cocci. Sumo of this wadding was placed over larvae in a

hive, and the lan a- v. or.- removed three times, hut upon
the f.mvth experiment seven Ian ee .11... I, their bodii

found full of micrococci. He also informs us that blowfly
larva-, by the cotton wool being placed upon tli con-

tracted il e disease, and the bodii - upon examination re-

vealed innumerable micrococci. These experimc
i

accept !
' lusive that thi

here rested; and again and again I
•-

scopicalh . specimens of foul-br ly matter Bent to me
without f..r a moment suspecting the verj serious error

underlying these observations, upon which [do not wish
to cast anj discredit, although two very accomplished
microscopists whom I have consulted agree with me that

any supposed ob-ervatinn of micrococci on cottonwool
could only be accepted with extreme caution.

1 tut the fact of being able at once to -pot foul brood by
a microscopic: examination of tin- coffee-coloured matter
was an advantage. In October 1879 a well-known 1 -

keeper Bent off two small brovi a masses found in a super,

the British Bee Journal and tl ther to the
Journal of Horticulture, The latter came to myself, and
Ipronounced it foul-brood instanth I -an it under a power
of oOO diameters. The British Bee Journal affirmed it

simply dried pollen, a pardonable mistake. But the bitter

scolding I received in the aforesaid Journal for my folly

in pronouncing this to be foul brood induced me to visit

the apian, from which it came, and in which every stock
tunnel out to be a prey to the dread malady. The micro-
scope here was the means of starting remedial n

ere too late.

In spite of all that has been written or said since
that time, we appear, - . far as the nature of the
disease is concerned, to have mad.- no adv ance. Th.- ex-
pressions ' Bacteria/' Fungus,' 'Micrococcus,' have been
used without any very definite idea- lying behind them,

and there the matter apparently has rested. Before at-

tempting to explain what I venture to believe the disease

actually to be, it will be necessary to give a few defini-

tions and explanations.

Science has recently shownthat all putrefactive changes,
fermentations, and very many diseases, are brought about
entirely by minute organisms, which are in fact ru-
dimentary vegetables. To them the general name of

Schizoruycetes has been applied, because their method of

increase is by splitting or fissuration.

These micro-organisms are divided into four genera
—micrococcus, bacterium, bacillus, and spirillum. We
shall presently see that two only of these, micrococcus
and bacillus, are essential to our present purpose, and
so the oth.-rs will be left out of view. There are many
species of each, and they may be classed as,— septic, those

causing putrefaction; zymogenic, causing definite che-
mical changes, such as butyric fermentation; chromo-
genic, or colour-forming, and pathogenic, or disease-

producing. Confining our inquiry within the narrowest

possible limits we have to do with pathogenic micro-
ad bacilli. The former may he roughly described

as minute globular bodies, which at interval- become
slightly elongate •!. and then show a compression at what
may he called the waist, giving them the form techni-

cnlfy known as the dumb-bell. The compression becomes
mme pronounced until by .separation two tini globes

are produced from the one; each of these will in turn

divide, and s.. multiplication may go on at an astounding
rat.-. Bacilli, i v, arc rod-shaped, unci if we
could suppose a common ruler to elongate without

increasing in thickness, and then at a definite point

break into two, to again increase in each part in liko

manner, we should have a fair idea of the whole
matter; hut sometimes this increase in length is not

accompani.-d by separation, SO that a line of bacilli may he

able to a long string of sausages, and such

i- denominated a leptothrix. Under certain conditions,

however, the bacilli produce spores (or seeds), which the

micrococci never do; while in .addition bacilli, unlike
.!..! at th. ir extremities with won-

droualy ei.-ii.-at.- filaments called Bagella with which they

strike tie- Quid containing them, and BO swim much as a

fish do--- by the- use- of it- tin-; - that hape and the!

power "f Bpore-production and self-directed locomotion

divide "He from the other.

Thi- explanation, for tie introduction of which no

apology is Deeded, sine- upon il turns a right under-

standing of tie- line I took in the- inquiry, will, I trust,

i.e- sufficient to enable even those who have no, studied
th.- question of micro-organisms at all to follow tin;

details now to pass befoiv us, concerning which I mil I

express my thank- tee a. I-'. Dowdeswell, Esq., M.A.,

member of the Council of the Royal Microscopical

. f.er the lively interest he. tool; in my in\ • -tiu'a-

od for the many helpful suggestions hi' gav.- me.

I happily mentioned tee him at one' of the Royal Micro-

scopical Society's meetings the work in which I was
. Dgageed.

Taking a small quantity of the juices of a healthy

grub, and spreading it out under a thin glass under
th.- micro-cope-, one is presented with such an appear-

ance as i- seen at fie-. I, fat globules are- numerous,
whil.' blood-discs abound, and every".'here may be noticed

iin\ particles which are constantly slowly dancing with

what are called Brownian movements; hut if a speck of

coffee-coloured, foul-broody matter be similarly treated,

we find neither fat globules, hi l-discs, nor molecular

base, but observe the field crowded with very small ovoid

bodies, as we hav.- them represented at tig. 2. These

in-.- th.- micrococci of Schonfeld, but if this substance be

stained according to the modern plan of Weigert and

Koch, and then carefully examined, in all probability

we shall discover, associated with the ovoid bodies, a

very few other organisms, longer and rod-shaped, while
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we notice that the so-called micrococci are neither round

nor dumb-bell like, but oval, or boat-shaped. This led me
at once to suspect an error, and further searching showed

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Healthy juices. | Foul Brcoil, last stage.

me if , instead of coffee-coloured matter, such as that usually

sent for microscopic examination, the body of a grub,dead,

but in a fresher condition, were taken, the number of the

rod-like bodies very considerably increased, while that

of the ovoid ones diminished, as seen in fig. -'!. My own
inoculatedstock,—inoculated for experimental purposes,

—

was cured, and gave me no material, but soon I obtained

a Ci imb from a suffering hive, and then bad the oppor-

tunity of expressing the juices from a death-stricken larva.

These, when examined under a power of CCO diameters

Fig. 3.—Late stage.wmm

Y' rt, ©V O'.-iO -

Fig. 4.— Early stage.

and carefully illuminated, were seen, to my great delight,

to be full of active rods, swimming backwards and for-

wards, and worming their way between the degenerate

blood-discs and fat globules, as represented in Fig. 4, while

here and there were long strings of them, the leptothrix

form previously referred to. Three questions now
required answers. Was this undoubted bacillus always
associated with fold brood ? If so, was it cause or

effect? If the cause, what was its life history? It

would weary to explain how these answers were obtained,

as the work involved many days' incessant application at

the microscope, the preparation and comparison of about

200 microscopic slides, and the rough or somewhat care-

ful dissection of at least 100 grubs, taken from various

hives, in different conditions of the disease, and at

sundry periods after their removal from their respective

stocks. I found that in every instance the beginning of

the attack was marked by the appearance of bacilli in

the blood, that these bacilli were in many eases at

first long, thin, and marked by the presence of bead-like

points; that as this form disappeared the bacilli, pure
and simple, multiplied by repeated division, that thes^

bacilli, when magnified about l-'!00 diameters, presented

the appearance seen in Fig. 6, that these were active,

-«:
.V

Fia

swimming rapidly either backwards or fi irwards, and that

when an end view could be obtained of one of them, it

was seen to be describing a small circle; that when
the disease was in rapid progress leptothrix forms
were common, some of them reaching even the

l-100th of an iuch,or 2o0/i* in length ; that as the fluids

of the grub failed by loss of fats and albuminoids, the

bacilli put on the spore condition. They widened and
drew up their protoplasm or mycoprotein from their

extremities, as we see indicated in fig. 0, and thus be-

came what Schonfeld had in error called micrococci.!
1

That after the death of the grub, and during the as-

sumption of the viscid, putrid condition, this constant

alteration of bacilli into spores continues. After removal
from the hive it goes on so rapidly that in three or four

days scarcely a bacillus as such is discoverable, but the

spores are innumerable. The reason of Schonfeld's

mistake so far is intelligible, he saw the spores only,

and judged them to be micrococci; but the continuance

of his error through all his investigation is a mystery
which I am quite unable perfectly to explain.

Fold brood, then, is a bacillus disease ; and in these days,,

when the ' germ theory ' is the question of questions

amongst pathologists and physiologists, it is extremely in-

teresting for us to note that science has lately shown that

different species of bacilli also cause consumption, cholera,

typhoid, leprosy, and many other diseases afflicting the

human family; whilst amongst animals, glanders, splenic

fever, sepitccemia, &c, arise from a similar cause. This
particular bacillus seems not unlike Bacillus antkracis,

which the researches of Pasteur have lately brought so

much before public attention. Since the force of con-

viction thus obliged me to contradict the conclusions of

Schonfeld, I felt it incumbent upon me to repeat his

experiments; for if the disease be really a bacillus, how
could the communication of it to the larvae of Musca
vomitoria (blowfly) produce, as he says, micrococci in

that insect? I experimented on 00 individuals: 20
were not brought near foul-broody matter, 20 I at-

tempted to infect with bacilli in their active condition,

and 20 by spores. At the end of 24 hours I examined
carefully two from each lot, but with no apparent result.

In 24 hours more, two again, but still failed to see any
evidence of disease. By a further delay of 24 hours, one

of those infected with coffee-coloured matter was found
to have a pretty considerable number of active bacilli

swimming iu its fluids. The non-infected showed many
micrococci. This was most completely confirmatory of

my position; but how could it be reconciled with

* /i or micromillimetre = alia inch nearly.

t The greater number of bacilli in this way produce two
spores. The determination of this point requires extremely
careful illumination and high powers of fine quality. The
other facts may be witnessed by a good quarter, aided by an
achromatic condenser.
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Schonfeld's assertion, that he found the dead flies full of

micrococcus. Had he searched further, he would have

discovered that dead blow-flies are generally full of

micrococci. They take in with their food i decomposing:

flesh substances) swarms of septic micro-organisms, and

these at their death multiply within them; but any

observation carefully made with a decent instrument

would show the immense difference between these

micrococci and the spore condition "f the bacillus.

Schonfeld's last assertion that by means of these

micrococci he established foul brood in the larva of the

bee, and found these lame containing innumerable

micrococci, is past my comprehension. The only solu-

tion, if we accept these statements] that I can at all

suggest is that the Brdwnian movement of the mole-

cular base of the fluids was mistaken for mil

but this supposes most unskilful observation and

possibly a very poor instrument, while, for anything I

know, Dr. Schonfeld may be p d of am] le skill and

elaborate appli I

1 cannot refrain from exprt nviction that it

is much to be regretti d

experiments, to all appearances conclusive and complete,

should have been given to the apiculture! world. In

theirabsence.it i- hardly possible that we could have all

the dark so long. [ find in my notes that actually

eight year ago I thi .Hi, and Bhould very

possibly have not all vation to drop unless

1 had felt that the question of foul brood was a sucked

orange. Not a few others of ue from a similar cause

have I n kept from tie- path

Kut in \ i» an il I* r v,:i\ I have striven to prove irre-

fragably that the etiology I have given i-

Taking a number of well-developed drone larvae from n

healthy stock their juices were expressed ami -trained

tubes •'! incht lot d i cb wide.

No. 1 now received a vei | minul

coloured matter containing spores mostly, while No. 2
was infected with a trace or bacillus-containing Quid

from a larva just dead. Thi were each sup-

ported by a tin slip ha in it- centre through
which the tube passed, but the lip id they

were thus suspended loosely corked between the fra a

of a stock so that the e\ ut temperature for germination

mould be kept up. In twenty-two hi ui .
I I

had in large pari di b bacilli in

existed in considerable numbers, while the

bacilli added to No. 2, wi I division,

proving again I ha! tl li in

they pass into conditions for germinati the reverse

process obtaining whet; th c litions cease.

For many j ear- II. tion that

the often-repeated statement that tie- di

the brood only was not merely not proved, but opposite

to the evidence at our command. 1*1 1

i

j!ii and again made as though it were as certain

as thai 'two straight lines cannot enclose a apace,' but 1

am glad to note that Mr. Cowan has shown thai

which is the ... nt ii.e tiiiin

' foul brood d

We ma" take away two or three frames containing
.
r<000 larvae each from a stock, and it will continue to

pretty much as though it had lost nothing w bile

if foul brood attack- and kills says LOCO of its grubs, it,

as a rule, very perceptibly diminishes in strength.

The only explanation that appears is that the bei die

with the disease, but that according to a oecotsan in-

stinct they leave the hive and finish their course alone,

[, therefore, resolved to try to settle this point. Going
to the experimental hive, then in my possession, I

I
one bee nearly chad on its back, another hopping

in abortive Bights of 8 or 4 inches, and present"} found]

a third and fourth worn out and too far gone to enter

the hive again. The first bee contained nothing re-

markable, but the second was almost an empty shell, the

air sacs occupied nearly all the abdomen. The stomach

and colon were exceedingly small and the amount of

fluid I could obtain truly microscopic, but this was
enough for the microscope, which showed it at once as

full of active bacilli. The question was answered. The
(sequences flowing from it were clear. Swarms

, longer be stated as incapable of carrying the

Bees from a presumably clean hive if in an
apiary may carry the infection. And so, !

-

at rest, I placed the bee in spirits and now otter it to the

Commit: : B.K. A.," who may, if thej

put it into the hands of any microscopist of repute for

examination; but this bee i- not needful, for No-. 3 and -1

gave me similar results, a d so have some others since,

making it clear that a very large proportion of imago
(adult) bees from a foul-broody stock, die of bacillus, or,

a- .Mi'. [looker remarked to me a tew days ago when
talking ol , ' In a foul-bro candle

. at both ends.'

This disc n •
,-\ i- pregnant w il li es. As

workers and drones are liable to it, n h\ m
om it!' Although I have had, of course, no

opportunity of giving cured evidence here, analogy

says they must

.

who assert that

I queens have introduced foul brood be after .ill

right? In a case occurring to myself last
j

: i.lli ins aied and laid fairly,

but foi i
he died. At that time 1 clid

not connect tlie circumstances, but tl -, remem-
:'id brine- a doubt. I 'arther, if the qu may be

I. n 1

1

-v not 1 le- i gg F So far a- I have been able

I
allj i-. Som • would say the

gg would forbid this, but tl

, E an icb Long and
T \

inch in di iineter, yet il do ab »ve LOO,'

bacilli in the being no m >re

in relation to the rise of the egg the ip would
be in a cistern containing 1600 gallons of water. The

investigation of this point 1 must leave to oth -

the future, a- it may be necessarj to inl

would also appear to b nee issarj to i
' cl

the qui n proper condition j I

caution will have to be exercised as the sources of error

numerous and the manipulation so difficult, but
an example in point is at hand which shows that the

idea is not improbably correct. 'Carpenter on the

1/ .

.-
. 1

1
... i\ - :

' A most notable instance of such propagation is afforded

i tei mid "Pi i
" among the

silkworms of the south italil.v can I by it

being estimated to produce a money-loss of from three to

four millions BtGrling annually for .-evc-ial years following

1863, when il with violence. It has been

shown by mid n that in silkworms

infected with this di ad organ

in the body is swarming with minute cylindrical c

about ,.„'.,., inch lone; and thi e even pat into the tin-

ol the female moth, mi that the disease is

beri -lit.o i ft. And it has been furthi

tained lathe researches ol PaBtenr, that these corpuscles

are the active agents in the production of the di ea e which
is engendered in healthy silkworm-, by their reception into

ii i if due precaution be taken against

their transmission, the malady may bo completely ex-

terminated.'

\ matter for con ideratimi now present- itself of some

m nt. Tie- name foul brood ha been given under a

misapprehension, and is manifestly inappropriate since

tin- disease is not specially of the bi 1 at all.

Popularly it may yet pass, for the title is so crystallized

into bee literature thai it would be difficult to* displace

it, but scientifically it cannot be admitted, ^therefore,

with due respect claim the discoverer's privilege of

* The I ee is now in Mr. Hucklc's keeping.

a 2
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giving a name which shall represent generically and
specifically what the disease really is. I suggested to

the Rev. Herbert II. l'eel that he should be sponsor to a
new name meaning Bacillus of the hive. He consents,

hut his sponsorahip will, I am sure, in this instance,

consist not in training and guarding, hut in pursuing to

the death that terrible and nauseous pest hereinafter to

he called BacilhfS alvei. Let us now turn to our second
point.

2. The Means of the Propagation of the Disease.—
Although tin' methods of propagation of this disease are

in all probability varied, and, as yet, not in detail fully

understood, it may be said without hesitation that the

popular idea that honey is the means by which it is car-

ried from hive to hive, and that mainly through robbing,

is so far an error that only occasionally and casually

can honey convey it from stock to stock. I have
searched most carefully in honey in contiguity with cells

holding dead larvse, have examined samples from stocks

dying out in rottenness, inspected extracted honey from
terribly diseased colonies, and yet in no instance have 1

found a living bacillus, and never have been able to be
sure of discovering one in the spore condition ; although
it must be admitted that the problem has its microscopic
difficulties, because the stains used to make the bacilli

apparent attach themselves very strongly to all pollen-

grains and parts thereof, and so somewhat interfere with
examination. This is quite what would have been
anticipated, because honey by its very viscosity is some-
what antiseptic, and the rapid movement of these

especial micro-organisms, which seem essential to their

propagation, is prevented by it. I have tried infecting

honey and growing bacilli in it, but without the smallest

approach to success.

Nevertheless, to feed honey taken from foul-broody

hivi a (or, as 1 oughf to say, hives infected with Bacillus

alvei) to healthy ones without taking some precaution
would be absurd; but boiling i< neither the most
convenient nor the best plan, as we shall see presently.

I anticipate here the question, Is honey taken from
diseased bees lit for human f. » xl ': Morally, I should object

to sell for table purposeshoney which hail been stored

in the fetor of a diseased stock, but scientifically I could

see no cause for impeachment if the flavour of the bonej
were good, for the chance contamination of a bacillus

would be no risk. Even pathogenic bacilli may bo
swallowed, apparently without harm, if there be no
internal rupture of the mucous membrane, while human
saliva, containing as it does micro-organisms, derived

from the air, will often kill small animals if a particle

of it be inserted beneath their skins.

My belief is that the grubs are most usually infected

by the antennas of the nurses. These travelling in the dark-
ness of the hive become aware of the condition and needs
of each occupant of the brood-cells by constantly inserting

their antenna;, which must continually, where disease

reign?, be brought into contact with larva; full of bacilli,

rtnd also into contact with those stickymasses into which
the larvea change about two da}'s after death. The
removal, then, of spores is highly probable, and these
transferred to the next grub fed will there start the
disease. These sticky masses will be found, too, to

extend to the very front of the cells, and as the bees
perambulate their combs, the claws, or more probably the
pulvillus, which stands between them will be in danger
of removing spores, and depositing them upon other
cell-edges, to infect other grubs at the critical time of

ccc n-spinning.

The supposition that in the dried condition of

the dead larva the micrococci (?) are thrown off into

the surrounding air must be replaced by facts founded
upon observation. The first authorities ore in general
agreement that micrococci are not thrown off at all;

and even if their opinion stood the other way, it

would not affect the question, since I hope I ha\ e

successfully shown that no micrococci exist in these
dried larvae. If it were otherwise, the face of every
honey-cell would be closely dusted with death-dealing
germs, and the case would" appear hopeless; hut this is

not contradicting that it is possible, or even extremely
likely, that the tramp of the bees does frequently detach
numbers of spores which fly about in the air, and settle

here and there, often where they take effect, many of

them being carried into healthy stocks by the indraught
set up by the fanners. When a hive is robbed, I

strongly incline to the belief that it is rather the feet

and the antennae which carry infection home with the
robbers than the honey in their sacs. Indeed, the

ordinary opinion would appear to have no hotter founda-
tion than very many other of the guesses which have
impeded the progress of truly scientific apiculture ; and
I find Mr. Cowan remarking nearly six years ago, ' The
honey which is supposed to contain the spores, although
I must say I have never been able to detect any by the
microscope.' This part of my subject is extremely
difficult of positive proof, but with a body of facts before

us our conclusions are not likely to be seriously wide of

the mark. A very large number of observations has
shown me that the disease is not found at all, except as

infrequent exceptions in the digestive tube of the larva,

but it lies wholly and absolutely in the blood; but did

honey convey it we should certainly often see its traces

in the alimentary sac. In the adult bee, on the con-
trary, the disease, although present in the blood, is

generally very acute in the chyle stomach, and the

effects seem to be those of consumption of the bowels.

The reason for the difference I have no time now to

explain, but will simply point out what I believe no
observer but myself has discovered,—that the bowel of

the larva is cast off with the skin at the time the chry-

salis condition is assumed, and that the digestive appa-
ratus of the imago bee is an entirely new and different

organization from that possessed in the larval state.

The size of Bacillus alvei is exceedingly minute, about
1 /' in diameter, and from 3/i to o fi long, or, to put
it popularly, such that a quadruple string of them
extending from London to New York could be formed
out of one cubic inch of material. Ordinary dust-motes
tn these organisms would be like hens' eggs to sand-
grains, so that the difficulty, if any bad been felt,

respecting their being carried about, should vanish. Nor
is their multitude less astonishing. I have examined
many grubs which must at least have contained

1,000,000,000 of them. A statement which, after

inspection of the many microscopic slides I have pre-

pared, will be accepted without question. In the royal

jellv, so called, of a queen dead of bacillus, I could

discover no bacilli, nor have I succeeded better with the

food provided to the workers, notwithstanding that I

examined several hundreds of the cells containing feeding

grubs, surrounded by dead larvee; so that, although 1

would not dogmatise, my strong opinion is, that

commonly neither honey nor pollen carry the disease,

but that the feet and antenna; of the bees usually do. I

also think it probable that occasionally, at leastj nurse-

bees infected bring the disease-germs to the mouth in

feeding the larva;, and then turning foragers, leave a

germ or germs in the nectary of a flower, which visited

by another bee becomes the means of infection to it ; the

malady is thus carried by adult bees into other, and

perhaps somewhat distant, apiaries. Balancing all the

probabilities, it would appear that most generally the

adult bee takes the disease, and then carries it directly or

indirectly to the brood. An ailment of a rather different

kind, from which the house-fly suffers, is known to tak

effect by its germs settling on the spiracles, or between

the abdominal rings. The spiracles of the larva of the

bee may also be the especially vulnerable points. But it

is time I hurried on to the third, and practically the most
important, section of my paper.
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The Method of Cure.—Those whoso apiaries are suf-

fering from the ravages of foul brood have had two
clas i

- of advisers: those recommending curatii

Bures, and those counselling destruction. The former
class has been but a small one : and I remember that

years ago Mr. Cowan and myself almost stood alone iu

this matter. We had had, unfortunately, to deal with
foul brood ; we had attempted curative measures, and
had succeeded. We were anxious that others should

share the knowledge of ear methods of treat:

they were not identical; but from reasons, which from

my point of view I will en leavour to explain, the

destroyers seem for the moment to hare the best of it.

Sometimes the word cure has been wrongly used ; and
that has been denominated a cure which has been only

an uncertain means of eradication, always involving

severe, and sometimes ruin >us, sacrifices. It is my high

hope that what I shall have t i say presently will deal

a deadly blow to this work of queen-hilling, comb-burn-
ing, and starving, which makes British apiculture handi-

capped, as il always must be. bv tin- .-Im n tm-.-.s of our

summer and the uncertainty of our climate, too pre-

carious a matter to permanently hold its way as a means
( f recreati in to the many, or as a means of liveli'

the few.

Salicylic acid lias been the substance which has b i D

hitherto constantly used as a remedial agent ; but it has

bad three main difficulties to contend with. First, il is

troublesome in application; next, the question of dose

has never been properly worked out ; and lastly, it has,

from a mistaken idea of it- insolubility, been associated

with borax, which has reduced its curative effect, and
made the treatment somewhat dangerous,

1st. It is troublesome in application. It he

re ommended to uncap the dead nymphs, removing their

bodies when possible, and to Bpray the combs and frames
thoroughly, and next feed with syrup containing sali-

cylic acid. All this must b i l\ and through
a considerable period. .My observations (for I ba

intending to address the Association upon this question

osiderable ti I, more especially during the last

three summers, lead me to believe thattl

almost all arise from the food, and that the Bpraying
.. mi chii f insti id of a bt nefit. 2i a. the

i of dose has never been v orked out. Mr. C
Balic] lie oi id. ' praying

fluid i ,', of the whole I; or ii .

troy weight, which thej nly would be,

:,'.< if the whole, while mj I a was 25 grains in

water, or I in I 1<> ; and .Mr. I [ill i
i I in 200,

i
I lion, spraying i- a most uncertain and variable

quantity. < me man will rod bees bj the

Bpray, another will onlj damp them. I think in any
too high a

|

I fare i wei ks

ti comb in b box, accomj anied by i

asking what n as to h. di me. (The 1 1

\
. > I '.oi

I bro "I had broken out,

had bom used, but without benefit. The comb con-
tained a large numb n of dead I

a microscopic examination, expecting to find the

living bacilli, and in other i . but to my
rment, the first eight dead larvte contained

neither bacillu nor pore, th ninth was filled with the

former, and had undoubtedly died of the disease in the

normal way, But what of the others? My u piei

was thai thej hod beenpoi med bj e i isive drugging,
and writing at once for detail . I obtained infi

which pais the suspicion beyond doubt. Mr. I.'aitt

some years since complained that salicylic acid wa
humbug, and gave as one reason that he had used so

much that he had killed the grubs, and ye1 it did not

cure. I depend up in it, the i rder of mind that i oni ludi

if I oz. of salts v.ill keep off a bilious attack for a fort-

night, | lb. will keep it off for two months, exists in the
bo ii of many bee-keepers among I the humbli c cla -

i,

and so the extremely uncertain quantity given by spray-
j.!7-g hsc i ;

:s 5 ng. re, beside vi>..-;h sp-rayiigeh.'de i ml ',\.

and takes all pluck out of the bees. Salicylic arid is a
I, with others, have said differently, but I eat

my humble pie, and acknowledge my error. The French
Counts' Cousultatif d'JEygiene Publique has twice re-

ported against the employment of salicylic acid, even in

small quantities, as a preserving agent in food. These
reports have been strongly opposed by interested parties;

but it has been shown that it has frequently acted as a
cumulative poison, and has in several instances proved
fatal. (Abridged noti of this month.)
The boras shall he dismissed with a word. It does

nothing but, by making a new compound with the

salicylic acid, give.- it great Bolubility. Using hot spray
as I have rec immended makes it needless. Ii adds to the
c< implexity and nauseonsness of the remedy ; and I notico

Mr. Cowan, in the last edition of his Cii de-book, wliich

kindly sent , has substituted flilbert's for

Muth's formula, and SO omits the borax. lint Mr.
Cowan now introduces to us Bertrand's Fumigator. If

all 1 o, -] Mr. ( 'owan I should
in its being a ice ;

but it is .-imply a

subliming apparatus in which for every sized hive, and
every strength of st ick, and every possible number of

frame-, IV. '.'rain- of salicylic acid must be used. Tim
: have 1 v

i
i ked out here with great

nt ; although no doubt the 15^ grains is but the

equivalent of 1 gram named a- the quantity by M.
Bertrand ; but when we call to mind that at 166"

('. salicylic melts, and at 220 decomposes; when we
i, thai in chilling the arid drops in a dew,

isily that one operator with the Baine l-V,

grains would gei twenty times as large a quantity into

the hive as i ther; and so my hope of Bertrand's in-

vent) 'ii is but slight indeed. The plan, too, of feeding

re not but may
; I think the I est understanding of

would ii"t recommend, at least I do notnow
join in the recommendation. \ drug is, by it- very

used a a pro-

I'.ut 1 must
a di ad lion, for such I

believe the salicylic arid cure will be ai

British b . I I t or two
with the i f desti notion.

I om not by an] moan, well acquainted with apieul-

tural lii
i

:

i do not know b . i bom or when
the id.a of shutting di lased bi tip ui til their honi

j

;

i ' thi m into i ion- permanent
home was originated, Mr. Simmins gave it as the plan

.. !,i . io\ ention, nin< e I

find id ' Ve t-

L 1872 i old h ire onlj saj . that n ith

our pre < •• > n from an

of i lie bee are them lelvea

filled tvitb bacilli, we can see thai the plan of shutting

up i- t Ii tl ill I be adopted. The bees

p, a- Mr. Simmins suggest . 'from exhaus-
odd in '-t probably I. • thos I dj ing of foul brood,

and beii I (the tricken witb the Bound) are

'i he real b mefit arises

i from consuming the honey as I have shown,
loii from delaying the time of egg-] luction, and so

lotting the di ased bei die off b fore t bey have a

of acting as nurses. If this ruinous, and to me
re in any waj neci ary, I hould say,

unqueen your diseased stock, cutting out all queen-cells

ten daj after, and giving from ;i hi-althy Colon}- a Cell

I'd. When the queen hatches make a swarm of

the vi hole into a skep, and transfer next day to a frame-

bive. The Bleep i ly needful b iusq making tho

swarm is likely to throw spores into the air. The queen
willin eight or nine da begin to lay, and all would

robably go well, much more probably than by the
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starving plan. The diseased beas would 1)3 dead and
gone before any nurs-nvork commence. All the brood
that will hatch is secured, and the quean gets no chance

of contamination by constantly putting her ablouieu

into infected cells. A possible contingency if she be al-

lowed to begin ovipositing in the old and diseased stock.

My last point is reached— the method of cure which I

suggest.

About three years since Mr. Robert Sproule, an Irish

gentleman of culture, with whom I several times had
the pleasure of a conversation, mentioned to me that he
had used phenol in the treatment of foul brood with a

good deal of success. I replied th it I would seek oppor-

tunities of experimenting, and if 1 found the result

advantageous, I would do as I a:n always glad to do,

mention his name with thanks for the suggestion.

The suggestion was, however, not quite novel, but no
one appears to have done more than think that phenol
was out of the question : bees would not take it. This
idea is correct, and I find by a letter received from Mr.
Sproule, dated 18th ulr., that he with the remedy in his

possession, for want of noting the way of giving it, lost

a large part of his apiary. Mr. Spicule's plan was to

feed with syrup, into which lie put a small quantity—
how much I do not know—of < 'alvert's No. 1 Phenol.
He says in ls*82he was successful with it, 'but'— I quote
from his letter—' unfortunately I requeened all my stocks,

save one of black bees, with Ligurians. The disease

reappeared, and as the Ligurian bees refuse to take the
carbolised syrup, I lost them all by foul brood, save and
except the black stock aforesaid.'

' What man has done man can do ' was my motto, and
I sought opportunities of treating the pest, and up to the
close "f L883 had so manipulated -ix diseased stocks
that I felt convinced I had that with proper manage-
ment a remedy beside which salicylic acid was but
vexation of spirit. I imagine that with Mr. Sproule's
method I should have failed as he did, as I operated
entirely on Ligurians and hybrids. (The former bees are
as much in repute with me as they have ever been.)
Reference to my writings in the Country newspaper
ten years since shows that my argument has always been
in favour of the remedy being given in the food. We
have here a constant quantity ; every grub must receive
the same amount of nourishment, and if we can find a
curative agent and the dose, the difficulty is accomplished.
I wrote thus se\ en years since in speaking of salicylic

acid: ' When combs are in a very decomposed condition
they may have to be taken away, but I do not believe,

rather 1 have not found, this step to be necessary. It

is, iu my opinion, far more necessary to remove the
store, for, supposing the honey to carry no infection,

it i- at least the means of preventing one remedy
being given to the grubs. Remove the store; and the
bees themselves become the dispensers of the drug we
have provided.'

_ To place the food bottle with added phenol on the
hive will, however, do nothing- in the greater number of
cases. If honey be coining in the bees will not touch it,

but open the stocks, remove thebrood comb, and pour fn im
a bottle having a dropping-tube, loosely placed in its neck,
the medicated syrup into those cells immediately around
and over the brood, and the bees will and do use a curative
quantity of phenol. The syrup is best poured in by holding
the comb at about the inclination of ordinary writing, not
byplacingiton its side.' Sometimes it is enough to amply
pour the syrup into the back comb, when they will fetch
it into the brood-nest as needed, and the disease will dis-
appear. But success comes through failure, and I had
to experiment and destroy stocks in experimenting in order

* For tender combs an appliance may be made like a
chemist's wash-bottle, by which the combs can have the
syrup poured into them while they are in the upright
position.

to find the curative dose. The vapour of phenol, the
phenol being poured on blotting paper on two occasions,

killed all the brood. Last autumn I inoculated a stock
and allowed it to get into bad condition. I then inserted

a comb of store in the centre of the brood-nest and
treated one side. The disease disappeared, but raged,
although with abated fury, in the other half. Possessing
myself of a skep which might be scented from afar, I

divided the combs by transferring into two of my stocks,

and after allowing the disease to get ahead, quickly had
them perfectly sound again.

Having found that -^ was refused b}- the bees alto-

gether : that nia might be given constantly to a sound
stock without appearing to limit the queen in breeding
or touch her health; that -,' r, despatched foul brood
quickly even while honey was coming in, and that T l

ff
ap-

peared enough when it was not. I have established

these quantities as the correct ones. I then, in the
interest of apiculture, requested the British Bee-keepers'

Association to provide me with a bad case so that the
attention of bee-keepers might be arrested. The colony
has been supplied me by the kindness of Mr. Mills, and
has been open to visitors, marked by Mr. Hooker, and
officially attested. When it arrived on the night of
June 21st it contained seven frames, only enough bees to

cover two of them, and queen-cell afterwards found to

contain foul-broody matter only, scarcely any living

brood and a good deal of dead. A casual counting of

one of the best frames gave -"in dead larvse on one side.

The odour was pronounced. A case such as this would
have been utterly hopeless on any plan but the one I am
now advocating.

With me quecnlessiiess presents the worst of all

difficulties. No grubs, no physic, no cure. Unqueening
a foul-broody stock is giving up at once, it is decapitating
to cure the headache. I hail stipulated that the hive

should have a queen, so my difficulty was greater than I

had anticipated, and yet the hive is here to-day strong,

vigorous, and healthy, and has been so for a week past.

No cell has been uncapped, no diseased grub removed
by me, my treatment has been giving food and getting

that food converted into bees as rapidly as possible.

Bear with me in this over-lengthy paper while I explain
my procedure.

Seeing early next morning, June 22nd, the utterly

disheartened condition of the poor bees, I went to a
nucleus, took out a very fine Italian mother just proved
as purely fertilised, and putting her under a dome cage
on a card, placed the card over the frames, the bees came
up ami seemed to see in her a new hope I lifted the

card, she was welcomed, and the hive was now queened.
I waited three days till she was regularly laying, giving
them syrup phenolated by 1 in 500, and then took two
frames from a stock containing the very comb once used in

experimental inoculation to which I previously referred.

The combs were ugly, and I wanted to be rid of them.
They were full of brood. This step would not have
been necessary but from the fact that I required a

strong healthy hive by the time of the Congress. The
bees were now shut up to four frames, and thos9 behind
the division-board, waiting introduction as the bees

multiplied, smelt, so badly, the weather being hot, that

for comfort of self and bees I was forced to spray with
water 200, phenol 1. Every evening the medicated syrup
was given. The smell vanished, the bees became active

and earnest. The comb with .'!71 dead larva: on one
side was last added, and in six days I could only find

five sunken caps in the whole of it. Now and again a

grub did take the disease, but quickly perfect immunity
was the issue. The brood is now as bright, pearly, and
healthy as any I have seen. The hive has not been
touched except for manipulation, and yet its bottom
board has been kept most perfectly clean by the bees
themselves.

Here a caution is needful. Carbolic acid is an impure
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phenol, and is useless.* It contains creosote and cresols,

and bees abhor it. Absolute phenol must be used. It is

difficult rather to obtain, and so I have caused - ime

quantities to be done up -with directions, lest any shoidd

desire to experiment at once. It can be had of Mr. Lyon
or Mr. Hollands. My fear is lest dealers should profess

to supply what is required, and substitute a cheaper for

an absolutely pure article; if so, difficulties will arise.

There is much more that I ought to add, especially

upon details of treatment, and the philosophy of the

curative power of phenol, but fear that I have already

greatly wearied my patient hearers restrains me. Ano-
ther opportunity may arise in which some omitted points

may receive attention; but in the meantime pardon me
in Baying that I feel proud that I have been so fortunate

as to contribute something to the science of the question,

while I feel delight in that the worst difficulty of bee-

keepers has almost ceased to be a difficulty. I could
take an apiary beginning of March with every stocfc

diseased, and bj May 1, with but very little labour,

deliver it u]i clean and strong, as strong as though the

disease had never appeared. These experiments and
investigations have cost me much in time, and money,
anil mental effort: but as they will, I feel assured, be

the means of saving to bee-keepers generally thousands
annually, I rejoice, and ask them to rejoice with me.

On Saturday, July 36tll, an audience, mainly com-
posed of those present cm tie- preceding day, assembled
to hear a lecture by Mr. Otto Hehner. The Rev. H. K.
l'eel having been called to thy chair, Mr. Hehner pro-

ceeded to read his lecture mi

ADULTER \TH).\ OF BONKT.
From times immemorial the activity of the honey-bee

has attracted the attention ami received the admiration
of man. The industry of the insect, it- well-di

ingenuity, the deliciousneas of its product, and the mar-
vellous order of its gregarious habit, secured it a unique
position in the immensity of animal creation. And
Although, with the advance of knowledge, we have re-

cognised that there exist in nature many other equally
wonderful and far grander instances of rest results pro-

duced by the co-operation of individuals insignificant in

themselves that, indeed [i ,1'tioii of the surface

of our globe owes it- present -tincture to the united

efforts of countless numbers of creature-, partly of micro-

scopical dimensions, ami thai the smallest conceivable
living cell- an- tin- masters and destroyers of all life; yet,

even now, the bee receives a- targe a -hare of admiration
as ever. Ami with all our advances ami improvements
in every department of life, now, a- of "id, hone] ami
mill; are still the embodiment of all that is delicious and
desirable in food.

In this age nf butter innocent of contact with i b

of wine devoid of grape-juice; of beer without malt and
hops; of coffee-berries made in a mould and not grown
on a toe

; ami, if report can he trusted, of eggs not laid

by the hen; em it lie wondered a! that hone\ has re-

ceived a due -hare ,,f the attention of -eini-scicntilic

imitators and improvers of Nature:' ' Deliciou

honey,' and 'prepared honey-dew,' made in ,,i f many
ways, not in a bee-hive but in a factory, is a common
article of commerce; and poor Apis mellifera has had
notice that it- services will no longer he required.
To teach you how to make honey, and to enable you

to distinguish your product of manufacture from that of

tin bee, is the object of this lecture.

There exists a verj large and characteristic class of

organic substances, mainly products of vegetable life,

which consist of the three elements- carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen; and as there are for every one part of

hydrogen eight parts of oxygen in these' .-ub-tam. -

* Phenylated soap of good quality with plenty of water is

the best cleanser of hives and apparatus.

which is precisely the same proportion in which these
two elements unite to form water— the class of matter
alluded to is called that of Carbohydrates. When direct
or diffused sunlight shines upon a green leaf, that leaf

is stimulated into activity ; it abstracts from the air the
gas called carbonic acid, but forthwith restores to the
atmosphere the oxygen contained in the carbonic acid
and retains the carbon. This, directly or indirectly,

unites with the moisture contained in the letf, and the
result is the most important of all carbohydrates—
namely. Starch. Every four parts of carbon thus com-
bine with five of wfcrer. The starch thus formed at
first deposits in the leaf-cell in which it took its origin.
The circulatory juices of the plant, however, gradually
dissolve it ami carry it throughout the whole System,
either to deposit it again wherever it i- wanted, or to

transform it into Other products. Thus in cereals, like

wheat, oat, rice, or maize, the deposition takes place,

in the seed itself; in the potato, in the tuber; in the

dm, in the pith of the tree: the accumulated
deposit being intended either as food for the growing
germ or a- a Btore for the plant to fall back upon in

early spring, when under the influence "f light and heat
begin to show activity,but when as yet no

leaf has made it- appearance capable of taking its food
from the air. ( hie of the most characteristic distinctions
between plant- and animals is the power inherent to t]„.

former of building op their structure from compounds of

great simplicity, such as carbonic acid and ammonia and
water, whilst the animal is essentially a destructive
: ' -itun It d tug up the phtnt mai rial int . its rigmal
simple derivatives. But only when the plant ha- '

green, when its cells have deposited that mysterious sub-
Btai called Chlorophyll, its constructive capacity is

established. Plants habitually devoid of chlorophyll,

Buch a- the fungi, and some parasites, are essentially
animal in their nature: they destroy, but do not con-
struct. Each plant, then, which has green parts, con-
tain- starch, formed in the leaf: a potato, paradoxical as

it may at first sight appear, d not grow in the soil, but
iii the leaf of the plant ; an ear of « heat or of maize, not
on the summit of th,. ,-t,-m hut in the foliage. The
Btarch thus deposited in one part of the plant or other
generally congregates in minute granules, more or less

rounded, and the hape ami size of the granule is in-

\ anal.lv characteristic of the plant: a glance through
the microscope enables the practised observer to declare
that this starch granule is one of the potato, that of
wheat, or of BSjgO, with jn.-t as much certainty as the
unaided eye distinguishes between an apple ami a pear,
although the substance of both is essentially the same.

Starch, then, is the first and by far the most imp., riant

of organic substances produ I by the plant. From it

multitudes of other vegetable products take their rise,

constituting the greater portion of all plant structures.
In order that this can be done, the starch once formed
must be carried about bj the sap of the plant into every
cell, be it of the root or ,,f the flower. Now as each cell

is a delicate membranous bag (dosed in itself, it follows
that solid substances, -uch as starch, owing to its insolu-
bility in cold water, would be, cannot circulate through
the plant, and son,, .how or other tin- work of solution
hi to ]»• accomplished. This process is best obse I

in the ca-e ,,f germinating starchy seeds, where com-
paratively large and compact store's of starch granules
pass into solution in a short space of time. If to a con-
siderable bulk' of starch paste such as results by the
action of boiling water upon arrowroot or corn Hour—

a

little crushed malt be added, the paste becomes liquid

almo-t instantaneously. A cold infusion of malt acts
equally vigorous, and when examined chemically is found
to contain a small amount of a substance nearly related

in composition to white of egg, called Diastases and it is

owing to the presence of this in malt, in all germinating
s 1- and active plant juices, that the solution of starch
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is effected. Of course, in the case of a growing plant we
have raw starch, unsoftened hy heating-, and the process

of solution is proportionately slower, hut still it is essen-

tially and in its results entirely the same.

The solution thus obtained is devoid of starch ; it has
become sticky and sweet, and contains two or three

dissolved matters, one of a gummy nature called Dex-
trine, and a variety of sugar named Maltose.

The animal, appropriating the starch formed and
stored by the plant for its food, has also, before it can
utilise it, to bring it into solution, and for this purpose
its saliva is furnished with a substance analogous to

diastase, called Pti/aline, which acts equally rapidly and
powerfully upon starch, especially boiled, the products
of its action being also dextrine and maltose.

In an entirely chemical manner this solution of starch

can likewise he readily effected, and, as will be seen
further on, this chemical action is one of great import-
ance to manufacturers of ' fine prepared table honey.'

It consists simply in heating starch with acid, generally

sulphuric. Hut the action is not quite identical. Dex-
trine and maltose are at first formed; but these, hy the

continued action of the acid, gradually disappear, their

place being taken by a substance called Dextroglueose, or

fruit sugar, because it is identical with that found in

ripe grapes or other fruit. This is also a kind of sugar,

but it contains a larger proportion of water than starch

or dextrine; namely, for 4 parts of carbon, G parts of

water.

This product has long been made on a very large

manufacturing scale, and is known in the market under a

variety of names,—saccharum, brewing sugar, and corn
sugar. Its syrupy solution in water is called ' corn
syrup.' It readily ferments when brought into contact
with yeast, and yields tin.' usual products of fermentation

;

namely, carbonic acid and alcohol. Hence its use for

brewing. The outline of its manufacture is this :—Starch,

water, and sulphuric acid, are heated together in a steam-
boiler ; the fluid thus obtained is mixed with chalk, which
neutralises, and to a great extent removes the acid, and
the clarified solution is then boiled down, either to syrup
form or until the solid sugar remains behind.

But allow me to follow a little further the changes
which take place in the plant after its diastatic sap has
dissolved the starch. From the solution every miuute
cell abstracts a portion of the sugar and deposits it in the

form of cellulose, or woody fibre, which forms the frame-
work—the skeleton, as it were—of every plant. It has
chemically exactly the same composition, both quali-

tatively and quantitatively, as starch. Like this it can
readily be converted into fruit or brewing sugar by the
action of sulphuric acid. Every one has heard—generally

somewhat incredulously— of sugar to be manufactured
from old linen rags. This is, however, a perfectly feasible

proposal, which could readily be carried out if the low
price of starch did not render the employment of cellulose

for the preparation of this kind of sugar unnecessary and
unprofitable.

Another portion of the dissolved starch is changed by
the plant into the sugar par excellence, cane sugar, which
for 4 parts of carbon contains 5i of water. In a few
plants, as in the sugar-cane, the beet, or the maple,
this is the principal product into which the starch is

changed, and from these the enormous supply of cane
sugar is derived ; but all plants form more or less cane
sugar, and secrete it by an apparatus connected with
every flower, called the nectary. Now it is generally
supposed that the nectarj supplies to the bees visiting it

the honey which we take from the hive. This is, how-
ever, not the case. The sweetness of most flowers is

almost entirely, or in part, due to cane sugar; and honey,
as I will show presently, is devoid of cane sugar. The
bee abstracts this cane sugar from the flower. It passes
through its body, and is there transformed into two other
sugars, the one being dextroglueose, the identical glucose

which results from the action of sulphuric acid upon
starch; the other is calledLeroglucose, or Levulose, a syrupy,
exceedingly sweet sugar, of the same percentage com-
position as dextroglueose. The bee, therefore, must con-
tain some principle allied to diastase which effects this

change. This can also readily be brought about by the

action of acid upon cane sugar, and a syrup is thus
obtained consisting of dextro and levoglucose in equal
proportions.

The amount of sugar thus secreted by flowers varies

much. One fuchsia flower yields '117 grains of sugar,

five-sixths of which are cane sugar; one Claytonia, '006

grains, two-thirds of which are cane sugar; each flower
of the garden-pea has '153 grains of sugar, almost
wholly consisting of one or both of the glucoses ; vetch,
•00:2 grains per flower; red clover, the same amount.
Now, seeing that each head of clover is made up of

about 00 individual flowerets, 100 heads would yield
11*2 grains of sugar, and 6:?,o00 heads would give 1 lb.

avoirdupois of 7000 grains. To collect 1 lb. of sugar,

therefore, sixty times 62^500 distinct flowers of clover

would have to be deprived of their nectar, and 3,750,000
visits would be necessary. But as honey contains on the

average only about 70 per cent of sugar, a somewhat
less number of visits, namely 2,625,000 would suffice for

the production of lib. of honey.
Through the kindness of a great number of members

of the British Bee-keepers' Association, and others, I

have been placed in possession of very many samples of

honey of kuown derivation,—of apple and fruit blossom,

of may, limes, beans, heather, clover, sainfoin, cinquefoil,

blackberry, and other honey-yielding flowers. I have very
carefully examined them, and found every one to be free

from cane sugar. Even when bees were fed upon cane
sugar alone, yet the honey stored by them was devoid of

that sugar. Honey, therefore, must be regarded in the

light of a true secretion, and not as substance merely
culled from flowers and stored in the comb.
The bulk of honey, then, consists of the two sugars

which I have named, kept in solution by a quantity of

water amounting to about one fifth of the total weight.
This quantity of water is not quite sufficient to keep one
of the sugars— the dextroglueose—permanently in solu-

tion, and gradually, therefore, this separates in a crystal-

line form, honey in consequence becoming iu time opaque,

and even solid. Genuine honey almost invariably under-

goes this physical change ; and although there are rare

exceptions, a guarantee given with any sample of honey
that it will remain permanently clear may be taken as a

sure evidence of adulteration, either by the addition of

water or of artificial syrup.

The proportion of water in honey is not a merely acci-

dental one. "Were more than one fifth part of water
present in honey it would, in warm weather and in the

normally high temperature obtaining in the bee-hive, be

so fluid as to cause the honey to run out of the comb and
to undergo fermentation. Water would also gradually

evaporate. Were the amount of water smaller than that

I have stated, honey would habitually crystallise and
solidify iu the comb, and in damp weather would attract

moisture from the air. In honey, the happy medium
just prevails. It neither loses nor appreciably attracts

moisture, and in the comb remains perfectly transparent

and clear for a considerable length of time.

Thus water, dextroglueose and levoglucose, constitute

by far the greater bulk and weight of honey. But the

bee carries away from the flower other constituents, less

in quantity but by no means iu importance, and incor-

porates them in the honey. Accidentally perhaps, but

none the less invariably, a great number of pollen

granules find their way into the comb, and these in their

turn carry with it the odour and aroma peculiar to each

flower. Minute amounts of colouring matters are dis-

solved from the pollen and give honeys from different

flowers the innumerable shades of yellow, green, and
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brown with which every bee-keeper is familiar. Thus
honey from white clover is practically devoid of colour :

that from sainfoin is yellow ; from limes, more or less

green ; from beans, brown : from marshy heaths, almost

black. Far t-Teater still is the variety of flavours and
odours. Every conceivable aroma, lovely and delicate

as that of the flowers themselves—sometimes, I must
acknowledge, also repulsive and unpleasant—is met with,

and the practised observer can, without much difficulty,

conclude from this from what kind of blossom the bulk

of any given sample of honey is derived.

More characteristic still is the size and shape of the

pollen. Infinite varieties, each characteristic of a par-

ticular genus or class of plant, can be seen in honey, and
a glance through the microscope is frequently sufficient

to ascertain with a great amount of accuracy the name
of the plant from which the honey is derived.

Prom tli" very variable amount of pollen granules met
with in different honeys—some sample! which I have
examined containing enormous numbers, others but very

few—there appears to be a considerable difference in the

degree of cleanliness with which bees -tor,, the honeyi

Some flowers yield an infinitely larger number of pollen

granules than others, bnt the importation of the latter to

a greater or less extent into tie- honey itself appears to

me to depend mainly upon the bee itself.

There are three classes of manufactured honey : first,

honey made from ordinary sugar, and essentially con-

sisting of cane-sugar syrup; Becond, that obtained by the

action of an acid upon cane suirar, and con-i-tintr, as does
genuine honey, Of water, dextro and levoglucose: and
third, the product of the action of acid upon starch,

called com syrup. 1 have never met with any samples
of the tirst .if these three classes, and I doubt whether
any such article can uow-a-days lie found, although in

older works on adulteration their or asserted.

The second kind is also very rare, but yet it exists ; but
the third, starch Syrup, is the main Substitute ami
adulterant used at the present time.

The characteristics of the.,, articles compared with
tl of pure, natural honey, are as follows: A solution

of pure honey in water, when boiled with one of a -alt

I copper which has been rendered caustic by the

addition of potash, deposits a precipitate of red sub-
oxide of copper, MX) parts of honey thus yielding about
187 parts ..f precipitate. Ni ither by the addition ,,f

alcohol, nor of bad acetate, nor of barium chloride,

should a solution of honey lie rendered porc.ptihh

turbid. Subjected to fermentation by the addition of

yeast, practically the whole of the saccharine material

should he decomposed, and transformed into alcohol and
carbonic acid. And lastly, a ten-per-cent solution of

pore honey, when examined in an instrument called a

polariscope, should have no perceptible action upon
polarised light. If anything, it may turn the polarised

ray very slightly to the left.

Cam -sugar syrup agrees in it - chemical lieha\ iour witli

real honey, inasmuch as it d-.es not yield precipitates
with alcohol, salts of Lad, or barium, and is al- i

completely fermentable. It differs essentially from it,

inasmuch as it does not give with the alkaline copper of

solution alluded to a deposit of red suboxide at all. of

only a much smaller proportion than that holding good
with honey. Its ten-per-cent solution turns the polarised
ray of light powerfully to the right.

Cane sugar which has, by treatment with an acid
—sulphuric or tartaric been made int.. dextro and
levoglucose, is practically identical with honey sugar,
and as such exhibits precisely the same characters a-

does genuine honey. Its origin, however, betrays it-elf

by the traces of acid which always remain mixed with
it, and which cause precipitates . ither with lead or
barium solutions, or with both.

Corn or starch-syrup, lastly, differs in almost every
r. -p. it from the genuine product. It throws down

abundant precipitates with lead or barium solutions, often

with alcohol ; it does not ferment completely, but leaves

about one fifth or one sixth of its weight as unfer-
mentable, gummy residue, and, examined by the polari-

scope, turns the ray of light powerfully to the right.

These few simple tests readily enable us to distinguish

these products from each other, and from honey.
Examined with the microscope they all are found to bo
devoid of pollen ; and, in consequence, are without the
delicate aroma, the bouquet, which is inseparable from
the product of the flower aud the bee.

By far the most c uumon of these kinds of adulterations

is starch sugar, aud this for several reasons. The price

of starch is lower than that of any other available
culi hydrate, and this kind ..f sugar is, fir other and
more legitimate purposes, manufactured on a very large

scale. Since all restrictions on the preparation of ale

..r other so-called malt beverages have been done away
with, and the tax is levied only on the strength or

gravity of the liquor before it is fermented, it is found to

be lieu- sonomical to convert starch of rice or maize
into fermentable sugar by means .if acid, than by the
aid of malt dia-tase, and the trade in brewing sugar

reap mdingly increased. Hut the main reason is

the ven dose resemblance to genuine honey of syrups

made fr _-.ir. They Q0 not readily crystallise,

and are devoid of the overpowering sweetness of cane
sugar. In America, especially, the production of starch

sugar has I n developed to perfection, and even as

substitute and adulterant of cane sugar the article

to a large extent, although the very low price of cane
trust militate not a little against adulteration of

any kind. As was to )>o expected, com syrup is actually

most frequentlyfound in honeys imported from America,

although Switzerland is striving hard to cany off the
' attached to the production of artificial honey.

Of forty-two samples of honey obtained by purchase
1 .1 atei , partly bj myself, partly by Mr.

.1. M. Booker of the Bee-keepers' As ociation, twenty-six

LVOWedly English, nine American, four Swiss,

two French, and one Transylvanian. Twenty-four of

the English -ample- were undoubtedly genuine, and two
(which I have rery good reason to believe of American
origin, although vended ti- English) w.re adulterated

with corn syrup. Of the nine American and California!!

samples, seven were adulterated, namely, six with corn
syrup and one with inverted cane sugar; whilst >>f the
four Swiss samples not one was genuine. The two
French and the Transylvanian samples were pure.

The most satisfactory part of these results is the

fie.. 1, ,m of English honeys from adulteration. As far as
m\ experience goes, there exists no regular English
factory of spurious honey: only where the American
element asserts itself corn syrup may be expected. As
to Swiss honey, I have seen it stated, in corroboration of

my re.-ults, that every exporter—otherwise manufac-
turer— of Swiss honey adds to the natural product a

more or less considerable quantity of starch syrup, the

alleged philanthropical object being to obey the desire of

the public for clear and uncrystallisable honey, purchasers
being credited with the belief that pure ami genuine
honey is always clear am! fluid. In mitigation it is

urged, that hotiev from Sw itzerland is not -old a- 'genuine
honey,' but BS ' Swiss hone] I'

I find that the price is no indication whatever of die

genuineness of the article. Some of the ' Swiss tabl.;

honeys ' cost, retail, It. 3d. per l-lb. jar; English honey
of perfect purity is to be met with at •"»/. and •»/. per lb.<

• If course, perfectly pure and genuine American
and Swiss honeys do exist. Bees all over the world

appear to secrete similar honey, just as I have ascer-

tained, as the result of an extended investigation into the

nature and composition of wax, that that product is of

perfectly uniform composition, no matter by what kind

of bees or in what part of the world it may have 1 iceii
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produced. But seeing that the chances of obtaining

pure honey are much greater in the case of English than
in some of the foreign supplies which I have named, I

cannot but think that lovers of honey would do well to

eschew the foreign product until a decided change for

the better has taken place in the commercial morality of

the vendors, and be content with that gathered from
British iields and pastures.

The adoption of anything but the plain name of honey
carries to me, after the experience above detailed, the

suspicion that the article designated by a name more or

less qualified or fanciful is not genuine. Thus I have
acquired, and hope to impart it to you, a suspicion

against ' honey-dew,' ' table honey,' ' prepared for table

use,' or ' finest prepared table honey,' because 1 have
found, that just as good wine needs no bush, so good

honey needs no^fancy name. These names and qualifi-

cations do not convey to the purchaser the simple plain

fact that the article is adulterated. They may ease the

manufacturers' elastic conscience, as disguised declara-

tions that the honeys so designated are not in the same
state as they left the hive. But I think they would not

for a minute be held to be valid declarations, required by
law, of the mixed nature of these compounds.

Chemistry during the last fifty—or shall I say thirty ?

—years has made enormous strides. It has enabled us

to obtain a fairly clear insight into the working of life-

processes, both vegetable and animal, to understand the

composition of organic matters, and to trace their

thousand-fold changes in living organisms. It has

broken down the barriers which not so long ago were
considered insurmountable, dividing the living from the

dead creation. It has enabled us to make artificially,

from the very elements, substances formerly intimately

associated with life-action, and almost every day new
organic substances are added to the already long list of

those which are the result of laboratory work. But so

far only chemical compounds of comparative simplicity

have been the result, and in not a single case has any
complex product, such as is used for food by man or

beast, been obtained. Indeed, with all the enormous
amount of research and experiment we only stand on the

threshold of real knowledge of organic life ; we only see

the rough outlines of the composition of living things.

"VVe know what the bulk of their components is made of,

but in the case of food substances it happens that their

value, and above all their price, generally stands in no
direct relation to their composition. A cargo of manure,

or of some metallic ore, possesses a value which bears a

direct relation to the percentage of phosphoric acid or of

metal which by analysis can be ascertained to be con-

tained in it. A load of oil-cake or other cattle-food

generally has both a feeding and a money value, directly

proportioned to tho amount of oil and of albuminous
compounds which can be extracted from them. A
water supply depends on quality strictly upon its com-
position. But the case is vastly different in that of most
food materials used by man. Composition, as ascertain-

able by chemical analysis, goes for very little : quality,

which is dependent upon circumstances beyond the

present ken of the chemist, goes for a great deal. "Wine,

for instance, consists essentially of dilute alcohol, slightly

acid, and more or less coloured. But whilst a good
bottle of wine may fetcli—and be worth—say five, or ten,

or more shillings, I have yet to taste the first sample of

artificially coloured and dilute alcohol, slightly acid,

which should be worth even a shilling per bottle. A
pound of tea has no more food value than a pound of

sloe or willow-leaves, but who would pay for the latter,

say, three shillings, which the tea is readily worth P

And so on with almost every article of food or of luxury.

The value is not a question of the composition of the

bulk of the article, but is regulated by the presence or

absence of exceedingly minute amounts of flavouring

matters, of which we know little or nothing at all. The

difference between good and bad wine, or tea, or meat,
is so small, that the most subtle analysis generally fails

to detect it. And as in the case of these articles, so it is

with honey. "We prize honey, not because it consists of

some sugar or other and water, but because it possesses

a delicate flavour and aroma which is absent from, and
cannot by any means at present known be given to, any
artificially made syrup. Were the taste of the public
educated for honey in anything like the same degree as

it is in for tea, wine, or other articles of every-day
consumption, no one would venture to palm off artificial

syrups for real honey. As well might a butcher offer

his customers leather instead of meat, the composition of

both being nearly identical.

It is possible that, as far as mere food value is con-

cerned, the substitute is as good as the original article.

Sugar, whether taken in the shape of cane sugar, starch

sugar, or honey, produces the same proportion of heat
and muscular energy. Butterine or oleomargarine,
when burnt or digested, produces no less, if not more,

heat, than does butter. Yet butter holds its own against

its substitutes, partly on account of its delicacy of

flavour, and its much more ready digestibility. Some
experiments recently made with starch-sugar syrup
point towards a similar difference between it and honey,

in favour of the natural product. Bees refuse, as long

as they are able, to feed upon corn syrup ; when driven

by sheer necessity to take it, they soon die of diarrhoea.

This fact should make us at least pause in giving a

definite opinion as to the relative food values of the two
products.

There can be no question that the Sale of Food and
Drugs Act, at present in force, is as perfectly capable to

operate against spurious honey as it is against other ar-

ticles which are ' not of the substance, nature, and quality

demanded.' But yet, as far as I am aware, it has never

been put into motion against manufacturers of ' honey.'

About 180,000 samples have been analysed by public

analysts since the Act is in force, but I have not heard of

a single prosecution in the case of spurious honey. It is

not the fault of the analysts, who have absolutely no-

thing to do with the collection and purchase of samples.

The growing evil of substituting a manufactured article

for the genuine product presses especially heavy against

the English producers, because the public seem to prefer

honey derived nominally from fragrant alpine herbs, but

practically from potatoes and sulphuric acid, or from some
mythical Californian bee-farms, to that collected from
English hedgerows and meadows. But this evil is not

yet recognised by the general public ; the taste for honey

is not educated; any syrup is eaten as honey, provided it

looks transparent and is contained in a neat bottle and

boasts of a fine label. As soon as there is a demand for

really good, delicately flavoured honey, and the Sale of

Food Act is put into operation at the initiative of the

public, corn syrup will be a thing of the past.

In order to aid in this desirable education of the public

taste I would recommend that, whenever practicable,

bee-keepers should stale on the labels of the honey they

sell from what kind of flower the bulk of the product is

derived. Clover honey, lime honey, or heather honey,

for instance, are quite as distinct in their characters as

are Burgundy, Rhenish, or Moselle wines ; but yet, while

no one would purchase any wine without distinctly

stating the specific variety which he desires, all kinds

and sorts of honey are sold without any explanatory

designation. Of course, from the nature of the article

and its collection it is impossible, in many instances, to

state its precise derivation, but whenever practicable this

should be done. The British Bee-keepers' Association,

which either directly or by means of its country branches

has done so much to raise and encourage scientific bee-

culture, could readily induce its members in this manner
to aid in educating the consumers of honey. "When

. fruit-blossom, lime, or bean honey is met with in com-
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merce, perhaps manufacturers of the artificial article will

possibly meet them in designating their product starch

or cane-sugar honey. There can be no possible objection

against the sale of these compounds, if they are only duly
ackm iwledged to be artificial.

Not many months ago farmers had their attention

directed by the highest authority towards the advantages
of fruit culture and the production of jams and other
fruit preserves. In these times of agricultural depression

every branch of industry which gives a chance of adding
to the annual income must be carefully nursed and cul-

tivated. A period has almost been reached when, in the
agriculture of this country at least, these branch indus-

tries have risen to an importance greater than the original

main occupation. Now is the time to study and to

encourage the keeping of bees. With the pecuniary
advantages, with the mental pleasure connected with
it, I have now nothing to do; others, more qualified

than myself, will not fail to present to you this side of
the question. Rut if, by the matter which I have
brought before you, I should in any way have con-

tributed towards a large]; increased production of Eng-
lish honey, I shall consider the result with the liveliest

satisfaction.

[The discussion on the preceding lectures will appear in

our next.]
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OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United King-

dom during the month of June, 1884, amounted to

16,387/.— From a private return sent bv the Principal
of the Statistical Office II. M. Customs to E. II. Bel-

lairs, Wingfield, Ohristchurch.]

BEE-TENT ENGAGEMENTS FOB Al Gl 3T.

Si BSB3 I!,.i;-kki;i'Khs' Association.

Aug. 6, Hailsham ; 8th, Bayham U>bey, Frant j 6th,

Crawley, Down, and Wirth; Bth, Forest Row; 13th,

Burgess Hill; 14th, 15th, Tonbridge Wells S. B. K. A.

Annual 8how; 20th, Cuckfield; 20th, Buxted; 21st,

EHindon; 21st, Cross-in-Hand ; 27th, Midhurat; 27th,

Wi il i Irinstead.

Kent Bee-bebtbbs' Association.

Aug. 6, Brinchlej Horticultural Show; 7th. St. Mary
Cray Horticultural Show ; 9th, Knorkholt Horticultural

Show; 21st, Houghton under Blean Horticultural Show

;

27th, Isle of Thanet Horticultural Society (Margat I.

Stu I'oitiisimtK Beb-XBEPBBS' Assoc i ITION.

Aug. 4, Shugborough Park; 5th, 6th, Kidsgrove; 7th,

Darlaston; 8th, Maer: 12th, L3th, Willenhall; LOth,

20tli, Bilston; 27th, 28th, Stone (Staffordshire ^rri-

cultural Show i.

DOBSXTBHIBB 1!ki;-k kiJ'K.ks' Association.

Aug. I, Wimborne; 19th, Yeovil Annual Show ; 21st,

North Perrott; 28rd, Everahot ; 20th, Blandford.

JIKItKI'OiiiiSHIIfK BBE-KEKPBBS' association.

August 7, Colwall ; 14th, Eastnor; 21st, Bodenham;
22nd, Penybont; 26th, Bromyard-; 28th, Hen-ford.

THE BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
v. THE BEE-KEEPERS REGOED.

In the current number of the Bet keeper's Record,

I notice severe strictures on the constitution and
management of our Central Association. The
writer of these opines that those who assisted in

the formation of the 15. B. K. A.—myself amongst
the number—had not the least conception of the

position which British apiculture would one clay

attain ; otherwise, he thinks, we should have

drawn up a different constitution. Now so far

from this being the case, I, for one, am so well

satisfied with the wort the Association has done,

and is doing still, that in view of the unexampled
success which has attended our efforts, lam at a

loss to sec in what way a better constitution could

have been formed.

The day, to which the writer alludes—'when
quasi rival societies shall arise '—has not yet

dafl Land I trust never will. Can it be that

the motto assigned to our Association Dividt et

impera —is the one by which the writer of this

most unjust and hitter article proposes to compass

the destruction of the Association, and to raise up
in its stead a number of separate and independent

lions without any bond of union existing

in them! Can this be the work of any hut

an enemy, bent upon sowing discord amongst the

mi mbers of a mined association !

Surely here a tot quoqut will strike home with all

. and we may most .justly assign the motto,

attributed to ourselves, to the would lie author of

confusion and conquest — Divide et impera/
So great has been the advance in apiculture

under the fostering care of the Parent Association

that, these so-called ' puny County Societies ' have
not only been established, but are daily becoming
Btroflger, and, the bond of union being maintained,
there arc few, I think, who will maintain that

county areas are too small for carrying out the

great work which wc all have at heart.

Can the author of this article lie really in earnest

when he speaks of 'cold looks,' 'hostility,' and
even ' intrigue,' being the reward of the earnestness

and vigour which have resulted in the success of

at least one County Association !

For my own part I am not cognisant of any

treatment of any single county society, or in-

dividual, that could he designated by terms so
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harsh. On the contrary, I believe, without a

single exception, these associations and their re-

presentatives have ever been treated with the

greatest courtesy, consideration, and care, for their

truest interests.

Then we are told that the Committee are ' self-

elected '
! Surely, sir, perversion cannot go

further.

Looking to the constitution and rules of our
Association, the slander is not worth refutation.

Furthermore, it is asserted that the Committee
is ' upheld '—-whatever that may mean—by a

'property qualification.' And what could be more
just, expedient, and beneficial 1

If a member cannot afford an annual subscription

of 20s. is he likely to be able to afford the expense
necessarily attendant upon the duties of the posi-

tion at which he aims 1

If, again, a member cannot support the Asso-

ciation by an annual subscription of 5s., is he in a

position to take a leading part in the election of a

Committee of management of an association whose
interests and duties are most onerous and ex-

tensive? But, sir, I need not further encroach
upon your space in defence of our highly esteemed
Central Association.

That Association speaks for itself in the great,

good, and noble work already done, under the

fostering hand of our kind-hearted President.

And you, sir, if need be, will know how to deal

with attacks of this nature—virulent, and utterly

without foundation, though they be.

After all that you, and many others, have done
and sacrificed, both in time and means and hard
labour, this is your reward ! You have, at least,

this consolation, that you do not suffer alone.

'It is a good thing to dwell together in unity,'

and strife and contention will, in the end, obtain

their due reward.— George Raynor, Hazeleigh

Rectory, Maldon, July '2\st.

CURE OF FOUL BROOD BY MEANS OF
CAMPHOR.

I send you a translation of an article on the cure of

foul brood bj* means of camphor, which has appeared
in the Bulletin d 'Apiculture tie la Suisse Romantic, and
was a translation by M. A. Zoubareff from a paper which
appeared in the Travau.c de la Socictc Economiqne
Imperiale, at St. Petersburg. M. Zoubareff says that
the author is a bee-keeper of great experience, and as

the process is so simple and the cost trifling, I thought
it worth sending so that those having this disease could
try it for themselves. If really effective in destroying
the Bacteria, it will be a great boon to bee-keepers.

—

Thos. Wk. Cowan.
' It is well known that camphor acts as a preservative

of clothes and furs against the attacks of the moth. It

therefore occurred to me to try the application of this

substance to the purification of hives infected by foul

brood. One spring I found in my apiary two hives

having foul brood, one of which being in an advanced
state of the disease, whilst in the other it had just com-
menced. After having enclosed in rags two pieces of

camphor about the size of a small walnut, I placed them
on the floor-boards of the diseased hives. After this

operation the bees in the first hive got rid of the foul brood
themselves and recovered perfectly. The bees in the

second hive left as usual for their work in the fields, but
were rather unwilling to enter the hive again. Sup-
posing that the bees coidd not bear the smell of the
camphor, at the end of three days I took it out of the
hive, and after three days it was again replaced for three

days, and so during a whole month I continued to with-
draw and replace it every three days.

' Not feeling certain as to the efficacy of this treat-

ment, I wished to remove the queen from the second
hive, but on inspecting it I did not find a vestige of

foul brood. Nevertheless, I removed the queen of this

colony and gave it some brood from which it reared a
new queen. Towards the autumn, it had some splendid
combs of brood. As for the first hive which was
very sadly diseased, the camphor was left in it for two
months. The population increased, but no new combs
were constructed. Having made a careful inspection I

only found foul brood in four cells, and towards the

autumn the colony became perfectly healthy. After
this experience, I no longer destroy my foul-broody
hives, but I give them at once camphor, and to my
great satisfaction they become perfectly cured.

' For the winter I kept the second hive from which
the queen had been removed, and which had reared a

new queen. In the following summer there was no
trace of foul brood, and this colony gave me two
swarms.

' Being by experience convinced of the curative power
of camphor, I have given it this autumn (1883) to all

my hives without exception. From all those to whom
I have recommended this treatment of foul brood I have
had satisfactory reports. A short time ago a scientific

gentleman who goes in for bee-keeping thanked me for

this advice, saying that of all the hives into which he
placed camphor in the month of August not one contained

a single foul-broody cell, whereas, on the other hand,
several cells of foul brood were found in those not being
supplied with camphor.'— D. Ossipow, Wladicaucase,
20 November, 188^.

MR. HOGE AND HIS TITLES.
In my rustic abode I have been expecting for some time

to find an answer to my query as to the means by which
Mr. Huge obtained the post of purveyor to her Majesty.
I will now advance a step farther, and ask whether Mr.
Eoge lias ever been appointed purveyor to her Majesty,

and whether lie has the slightest right to the title which
he assumes.—Rusricrs Expectans.

TEMPERATURE OF HIYES.
I am very pleased to find this subject is being studied

by Mr. Haviland, and will endeavour to answer his

questions.

The thermometers I used in making these experi-

ments were the smallest I could procure readily. They
are mounted on black enamelled wood mounts, grad-
uated to degrees only, from 2o° to 120° Fabr., the

figures being very distinctly marked in white. I tested

them by a very reliable one to several different tempera-
tures, and found them correct. I cut away as much of

the wood as possible, so that they were only 4A in. long,

and very thin and narrow. I made cages for them on
the pattern of Raynor's queen-cages. I took pains to

get an accurate fit, so as to allow the thermometers to

be readily withdrawn, and not have the things too
bulky at the same time. I will not trouble your readers

with previous trials, which I feared were scarcely

reliable : but having first inserted the cages without
smoking or disturbing the bees in any way, and after-

wards the thermometers, and found all to work satis-

factorily, I proceeded to record results as I have given;

and in no single instance did I get any hitch or delay in
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•withdrawing the thermometers to record the tempera-

ture, or in any wav excite the bees, except in the cases I

have given when examining the hives. I cut a slit in

the inside quilt to insert the cages, and laid the re-
j

maining quilts on top of the cages and thermometers,

and in no case did I open the bars to allow the cages to
]

pass down between them; but I found the bees cut

away the cells to form a passage around them, but

hatched brood very close to the cages throughout the

week.
No. 5 hive had two quilts only, as sent from the

makers, but I doubled an old stocking over the ther-

mometer to keep it from being affected by external
|

temperature.

A friend has continued the experiments for one month i

with very similar results to my own. More recently

both my friend and myself have found a more • vin

temperature of 93 or 04, but I do not question but that

it is kept down to that by (aiming at the entrance;

now again with low temperature at nights we get as low
as 7'i '

. But we must give you more figures later on,

when the Editor can afford us space. I find also hives

are frequently at a lower temperature the second day
after manipulation and artificial excitement ilian pre-

vious to being examined; and although the Editor, in

answer to a query, has said he believes I have rather

'overstated the mark/yel I have proved it is possible

to find a hive ten degrees lower after manipulation, and
that temperature nol t i be regained in less than a week.

A friend asks me, What did I Btart to prove? I

answer, 'Nothing,' but simply to record facts. I must
confess the record rather upset my preconceived ideas;

but never mind, ' Gwr yn erbyn y '<//'/,'* it must always
lie With— A\l WKt It I'Al'KUT.

INVERTED COMBS l\" STOCKS.
Mr. Hewitt, after saying "if I remember rightly,'

attributes to me expressions which I certainly never

used. It i-, I hope, uot my practice to dogmatise, but

rather to te-t by experiment. I should nol have called

attention to this trilling matter, but from the somewhat
defiant manner in which Mr. Hewitt challenges me upon
8 false issue. I mid have furnished Mr. Hewitt at

least sixteen years -ince with comb the exacl counter-

that which he has just discovered, and which he

seems to fancy unique. Before using Dames with a tone

bordering upon asperity, it would be well t" bi

having the right one. I. Cheshire, At* < // ,

Act n.

SKEPS CONTRACTING \M> EXPANDING.
A curious i. i't has come under my notice in this

parish. A woman fed her bees, which wen
with sugar, in a plate six inches in diameter. I

put on the board, by lifting the skep and replacing it

over the plate. When she looked at the hive three

months afterward-, the plate bad by Bonn meat
drawn up an inch or more from the board, and was
fastened to the comb above, so that she could pass her

hand between the plate and the floor-board. 1 cannot
doubt the fact, which was told me by the woman herself

last week; bul I am at a ]'-< to account for it, and

Should be glad to hear any suggestions as to how it was
accomplished. lii.v .

('. <>., Peatedmon St. John, Bath,
July 7th.

[There is a degree of contractility in skeps. They
expand or shrink according to the weather. The
incoming of honei brought the combs downward to the

plate, which attached itself to them; and on the straw
being afterwards expanded, the plate was drawn up off

the board.]

' Truth against all the world.

DBA" SUGAR FEEDING.
As the season is now to hand for provisioning driven

bees, it may be useful to state my experience concerning
dry sugar feeding. This spring I had considerable

trouble from weak stocks not taking syrup, directly-

over brood chamber, by way of experiment I made some
shallow boxes with a stage at one end ; which box or

trough held exactly 2 lbs. of sugar. The stage at end
was perforated with a

1
J inch hole, and on the underside

I tacked perforated zinc, and thereon inverted a 4-ounce
bottle filled with water aud corked with a sponge ; from
thence the bees gathered sufficient moisture for dis-

solving the sugar. Such was most readily taken so by
bees on floor-hoard behind dummy while the syrup w as

left to take care of it.self, and finally after a fair trial as

to which was most freely taken the latter removed.
Since Mr. Simmins has given his dummy dr\ sugar

feeder to the W world, I have adapted the same, but
using small buttons instead of nails for the moveable side,

and instead of the American cloth for moisture 1 have

used the top bar as the stage on end of trough and
5laced the water provision in same manner and find

riven bees making full use of same. The moisture can

thus be supplied whea exhausted or reserved for spring

feeding without the special provision of American cloth,

which under some circumstances might nol bewiseto
adopt especially in feeding driven bees for winter. I

find driven I a in my apiary are making good use of

supplies given in the water -provisioned (simmins's)
dummy feeder, and wish to express thanks (with many
other bee-keepers I have tailed to) to Mr. Simmins fox

the mosl generous manner he always without reserve

gives forth the result of his practical experience.

—

John
II. II"" mmi, /. rough.

HONES DEW.—APHIDES.
In this district we have had some heavy dews for the

past month or more, and my opinion is that this vile

stuff is not fit for human consumption, as it is proved,
I think, beyond a doubt it exudes from those small

green flies. I shall deem it a favour if some of our
advanced bee-keepers would give us their opinion on this

subject through the Journal. I am also oi opinion 'his

stuff ought not to be offered to the public as pure honey;
if so, it will bring discredit upon the whole bee-keeping
world. II. KsiinrDQE, Secretary Suffolk IS. K. A.,

Iptwich.

[In reference to the timely letter of Mr. II. Kcrridge,

which baa come into my hand-, I beg to offer ,-i few
observations upon tin- causes of the general dark colour
of much of the honey now coming to market. The
dryness of the season has greatly favoured the produc-
tion of the various species of aphis w loch infest more or

• iv summer our trees and shrubs. A slight

sketch "f their histon would seem essential to an under-
ln the autumn eggs are laid by

the ! male aphis (a winged insect), and are then covered

over h\ a mucus which gives them sufficient protection

to enable them to stan 1 the winter. So far a- is known
all the aphides now die. 'hi the return of spring the eggs

wingless females only, which in from ten to

twelve days are ,.f full -ize. and now within their bodies

the microscope can trace interior buds, wbicb enlarge,

become small, living aphides (not eggs), which being

detached from the parent, commences an indepi ndent

existence, grow lor about the same period as their

parents, and then by interior buds produce others, which
.ire emitted at the rate of from four to seven daily.

This process goes on for nine or ten generations, so that

had they not many enemies, foremost amongst which we
find tin- hilly-bird- and the ichneumons, each one would
produce millions of millions of progeny. At the tenth

generation the internal buds do not produce the counter-
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part of the parent, tut winged males and females. The
cycle of their history is completed ; the eggs are agaiu

laid which are to continue the race in the succeeding

summer.
These aphides are each provided with two tubes in

communication with each other, and which stand up
from the hack. These emit a very sweet liquid, and

some naturalists are of opinion that their use is to

provide nourishment to the weak and newly separated

young-, hut this point cannot be regarded as settled.

Ants are extravagantly fond of this secretion, and con-

stantly follow the aphis, touching the tubes with their

antennas, when the ants are at once supplied with the

object of their quest. I am disposed to theorise that the

aphis feeds almost exclusively upon sugar as furnished

by the leaf from the starch it is constantly producing

(see ' Honey as Food,' and Mr. Hehner's admirable ex-

planation of this point in his lecture on ' The Adultera-
tion of Honey'), and that the excess of sugar is secreted

in order that a sufficient supply of nitrogenous matter

may be gathered up by the insect. Be this as it may,
the excretion, if not taken by ants, is ejaculated by the

insect with considerable force. I have stood beneath
trees with my back to the sun, and seen thousands of

these tiny drops falling through the air. They usually

reach the upper surface of the leaves, which by evapora-
tion they make very adhesive. Unfortunately for bee-

keepers, when this adhesive surface is softened by dew
or rain, the bees, should other sources of supply he
failing, take it in quantity and store it. This aphide
honey, or honey dew, is always dark, and so far as my
experience goes, of not pleasant flavour, although I must
say, to he fair, that many think differently. It is well

to view this substance as the milk (so to speak) of the

aphis, and Sir J. Lubbock so regards it when with some
humour he speaks of ants ' keeping cows;' but to myself

the notion is not appetising, and I think bee-keepers

should try and prevent the mingling of aphide honey
with that of lighter colour and better quality.

I have just seen a crate of sections in which the upper
part contains splendid honey, apparently clover, while

the lower looks like Spanish liquorice water. Bees
collect honey also from glandular organs, found some-
times on the under sides of leaves. I had last summer
an opportunity of watching bees working vigorously

upon the common laurel, upon the under sides of each of

the leaves of which may he observed by careful scrutiny

three or four small depressed patches. These I have cut

into many cross sections by a freezing microtome, and
find the organ a true secreting gland, which no doubt
supplies a type of honey, hut of quality of which I can
say nothing.—Feank R. Cheshire, Avenue House,
Acton, W.\

hierics nnb Replies.

Query No. 780.— (E. L. II.)—Depressed Cells.—
Amongst some sections of honey that I took the other

day, 1 noticed three of them had a round patch about
1 inch in diameter of cells not drawn out as far as the
surrounding ones by a quarter of an inch. I do not
think that this can have been hrood-cells stored with
honey, as they appeared too white and clear ; also the
patch was at one side of the section, and in only one
section was there a corresponding patch the other side.

I should be greatly obliged to you if you would explain
the cause of this to me in the next issue of Journal.—A. The depressions of which you speak, we presume,
were near the centre, and if they had not contained
hrood, were evidently intended for that purpose origi-

nally, but, guided by circumstances, the bees may have
changed their original intention.

Query No. 700.—(A Bedfordshire Bee-keeper.)—Zinc.—Could you, in your next numher of the Bee

Journal, kindly mention whether there is any objection

to zinc being used in bee-feeders? I have seen it stated
that the action of zinc upon honey renders it unwhole-
some for bees. Is this the case ? and has it the same
effect upon syrup ? My feeder-bottles, procured from
'one who ought to know,' have zinc tops, or caps.—
A. The action of clean zinc upon honey is small, and
very slow, and unworthy of consideration, unless the
contact of the two be much prolonged. Zinc would,
however, be a very improper substance in which to pack
honey in bulk, but syrup made with vinegar in the usual

way forms slowty a zincic acetate which would be
observably prejudicial were not its quantity so minute.
This action may be almost entirely prevented, by making
the zinc cover hot and allowing a small quantity of wax
to run upon and coat it. Our syrup can, made of zinc,

is thus always kept coated within with wax, and all

tinned iron forming parts of feeding appliances are in

the same manner saved from rust and decav.—F. C.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Devonia.— Condemned Bees.—As your poorer neigh-
bours' bees will be gathering honey from the clover

for another fortnight ; we should advise you not to

drive any more until the issue of our next number
when we purpose referring fully to the subject. Our
columns are full this number.

INQUIRENDO.— 1. Foundation in Sections.—It is quite

unnecessary to put so deep a piece as you say, and the

foothold it affords for so many bees causes their

weight to break it down, being too thin to bear it

;

half an inch deep or a triangular piece an inch and a

half deep to the point is sufficient to give a start, the

separators will keep the combs straight. 2. Foul-

Brood;/ Stock.—Yes, your treatment has been correct

according to ideas prevailing up to the present. But,
as you will see by the present number, all is now
changed. Keep them breeding as fast as possible,

and feed according to Mr. Cheshire's directions.

J. S. B.—Absolutely black bees are now seldom to be
found in England. The bees you have forwarded may
be considered fair specimens of what are styled

'English black bees.' They are as pure as it is possible

to expect, seeing the wide diffusion of foreign blood
since the introduction of Ligurians.

S. D. A.— 1. To transfer from a box-hive to a bar-frame
hive. Cut out the combs, and brush off the bees to

the hive in which they are to be located, utilising as

much of the comb as possible. 2. We do not think

that Ligurians are more inclined to sting than blades.

The irascibility of bees is mainly dependent on the
manner in which they are manipulated.

Charles Spring.—You will find answer to your ques-

tion under ' Useful Hints.' Be pleased to refer to them.
O. W.—As it does not follow because a queen is strong

and vigorous the second year, that she will be so the
following season, but rather the reverse, it will be

advisable to supersede her, and re-queen the hive.

A Bee-Keeper, Lanhill.—The bees forwarded were pure
black bees, or as pure as they are ordinarily to be
found in this country.

J. Rogers.—For the purpose designed there is no reason

to be urged against the mode of driving suggested

;

and it is not probable that the bees during the short

time they would be confined in the bag would have
the opportunity of eating a hole through it.

W. W. Bunting.—There is no objection to your feeding

the swarm with the honey thinned ; it might be given

through a bottle or in a float-feeder. The feeding should

be continuous ; let the bees have as much as they can

take. The maggots described are the produce of the

wax-moth (Galeriacereana), not of the moth you have
forwarded, which is popularly known as the ' Old Lady
Moth.'
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Thomas Fisheh.—Death's Head Moth.— 1. The Death's

Head Moth (Aeherontia atropos) is very common in

places -where the potato is cultivated, and is frequently

found feeding: on the leaves of that plant. This moth
is interesting- as being one of those insects which find

an entrance into, and plunder, bee-hives, feeding upon

the honey ; and though it appears to he quite defence-

less, it is permitted to ravage the store with impunity.

Why this should be so no explanation has yet been

given. 2. The irascibility <>f the hive in question is

the result of their innate nature, and is not caused bj

the vicinitv of the surrounding vegetables, though it is

not desirable to have these plants crowding upon hives.

COOKSTOWK.—1. Fmil Brood.— Having examined the

piece of comb forwarded, we have found that it is

infested with foul brood. 2. Clipping Queen's Wing.

—This is often done by bee-keepers with the purpose
'

of marking the queen, and preventing her Hying away
when bees are swarming; but trouble frequently

arises from her falling to the ground and being lost.

To cut the wing of a queen, hold her carefully, and
with a sharp pair of embroidery scissors tale- about

one eighth of an inch, or less, off the under binder

wing on one side, or both if preferred. '',. .Separators.

—Separators do not usually rise to the level of the top

ion-, but are so cut that if found desirable to

add a higher tier of sections, the bees should have a

free access thereunto.

K. L. Joxks.— 1. Moving Bees. Yi u can move the bees

in the winter, when they are not flying. Put a board
in front of tin- d so as to make the exit difficult,

and call the attention of those which do come out to

their changed position. _. Value of Bees. We could

not value then without seeing them, a- so many
things go to make or mar the value of

0. Habbedshaw, Geneva. 1. Simmins' Dry Sugar
Feeder.—The dry sugar-feeder is and was repr Dted

by Mr. siinirii.i- i- essentially ' stimulative.' For in-

ducing brood-rearing at all tine- when advisable 1>\

tin- feeder, at such times nothing seems better than

I 'nit. - Rico ;
I a it until further trial Mr. Simmins would

not ret imend other than the best grade of Demerara
which can be given in his feeder lor winter stores

[ding to his previous directions. 2. Blacl Honey.

—The dark prohablj due to the presence

of homy dew. Wo believe it to be unobjectionable
food for bees, although objectionable to many bee-

keepers. '' QueenlessStoci \ stock which swarmed
on June llth. and ha^ now no la- I. i-. we -hould

say, certainly queenless. Qive them a frame of eggs
and \ g brood out of another hive. Ii qui

thej will raise queen-cells. I. Canadian Creeper, A
leaf ami a flower of the plant should have accompanied
your question. It is probably a clematis. Our wild
clematis oitalba (Traveller's Joy) grows in the Bame
way as described by you, and dowers profusely; but

whether Vitis, Clematis, or Ampelopsis, it mm be in-

cluded in the list of goi d bee-flowers.

M. 1!. K.—1. The bee sent is a well-marked hybrid.

Ligurians are Constantly found in black stocks, where
t ley seem to be tolerated. No doubt Btrange blacks

are also found in other hives of blacks, but of course

cannot !» detected. Hers fraternise mora than is

generally Bupposed. 2. Driving Bees.- Brood in

skeps has generally all hatched out bj the end of

August, except in heather countries or when fed.

8. 1'rif es of lionet/.—Honey of all kinds is so plentiful

this year that prices are necessarily low. We cannot
give you an exact quotation.

A Banffshire Bbb-keepeb.—There is every evidence
that the queen is unfertile. It will be advisable to

supersede her and give the bees another queen, either

by purchase or by adding a cast to the hive.
T. S.—1. Hybrid Bees.—The bee enclosed is a hybrid,

about three removes from a Ligurian. 2. Sugar.—

The sample of sugar would not be injurious to the

bees : but it is not such as we would recommend. We
prefer the refined crystallised sugar. 3. Driven Bees,

—(a) Large Pettigrew, three moderate-sized lots;

(/-) eight-frame bar-frame, two: (c) ordinary-sized

skep, two. 4. Food for Winter.—As much as yon
can get the bee- to take—say, from IS to 20 lbs. of

sugar to each colony, (live the whole of the frames if

done now : if later in the season, six; and winter upon
six. 3. Amount of Syrup in Skeps.—Ovly by turning
up and examining, unless you can judge by weight,
according to the .-ize of the skep. ti. Thickness of
Skep.—from an inch to an inch and a half.

J. K.— 1. Transferring.—At the date mentioned you
might transfer the contents of your skep to a bar-
frame, requeen, and feed up for winter. '2. Smolang
B rhere are SO many substances used for smoking

that it is difficult to determine which maybe
best. Touchwood is a- efficacious as any. Rags
dipped in saltpetre we should not advise, a,- the
fumes of the saltpetre act injuriously on the brood.

A. Kino. Transferringfrom a Box-hive.—Cut out the
and brush the bees into the hive into which

you desire to place them. Vmi would have great

difficulty in driving bees from a box-hive in the same
manner as from a .-lop.

C. W.-

—

Toads.—These animal- are of great service in

gardens. They do good service by their destruction

of insect pests. At the same time there can be little

doubt that they destroy many bees. In previous
volumes of the Bee Journal several instances ma\ be
found when bee-keepers, desirous of ascertaining the

amount of da in ago done to hnes hy toads, have caught
and dissected them. In one eas. i eo Vol. V., p. 170)

no less than t w only w orker !>• •- were found undige ted

in the maw of a toad, besides ' an innumerable number
of flies and caterpillars.' Dr. Butler (Feminine Mon-
archy, p. Ii'-. edit. H'oii says, 'The toad is by nature

le to the bees that while he i- about the hive

(though le- but be under their stool) the bees will not

prosper. He i- said also to devour them at the hive.'

.1. E. Ro omj Set replj to 0. Habbershaw (2), and
to II. Kerridge, p. 269.

*„* We lone increased the mimber of the pages of tlte

Journal Has number; but the exU »' of the papers by Messrs.
i lushirt and Hehner has obliged us to postpone the appear-

the ' Echoes ' and several interesting communication ,

U of Shows,

BRITISH BEE K EEPERS' PRACTICAL
NOTE BOOK. By Thomas W. Cowan, F.G.S.,

F.E.M.S., &o. Crown Bvo, boards, l».j postage Id,

Indispensable for everyBee-keeper. Published byJ.Hi cklb,
Kings Langley; may also be obtained of all Hive dealers.

CHARLES T. OtTXSXCXrOlO",
/-,, scion! i: K e .

-i in ,

THEEE BRIDGES, SITSSEX,
I'. to coll attention of all Beo-keepcrs to his

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEF.PING APPLIANCES for 1884,
alict hopes to be favoured with their support.

Save I Bran i Had il . and oBiei Pi-i w, awarded at Brtdfii nab r,

KniqhUbrOge, Be ling . and othei Sliou . for tin lh*t Be* Sim, Bsw,
s,,,../ ,

, . S'T' .
/.''. »i'' !.-, i' ii /'.no! J. Win ii, ,tv.

i ioi. r can now be bonked for Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of

ENGLISH, LIGUBLAM and other Foreign BESS, for early spring
delivery; alio Imported LKHIHIAN QUEENS.

SPECIALITIES.
The'COWAN HITE/ and Extractors; Bingham Smokers, the be t.

in use
; Bupers ; Honey Rack ; Comb Fonndation, American 2-lb. and

1-1*.. Sections; FLAT TOP NTIiAW II IV UK, with liolo in top for

Feeding I snpering, 2s. each ; Orates of ih t-lb. Seotiona for Straw
ii inch, complete.

1,0.' Hoi on B I thetr Management answercl by return of

post, 3d. stamps. Send 7d. for Modern Bee-Keepina, U. 8d. for Cowan's
llnti-.li /.-i» ho, ii i.'iili. < 'hi. limine /.-cc on amplication.
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.

Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882 ; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and

propolization is reduced to a minimum.
Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of

' improvements.' But there is not one

of these so-called ' improvements ' which

does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering' Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with ' DR. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no others. All

Hive-mnkers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10.-'. per gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.

Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and

cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. 6</. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
IstheaclmowledgedRemedy for Stings, especially forrernoving

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. 6d. per bottle.

The above Inventions may be obtained from

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

;

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from the Inventor,

Mr. P. IYON, 94 Harleyford Road, London. S.E.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Simmins' Hives, Crates, & Sections.

'FORTRESS HIVES.'
Association ' Standard ' Bar-frames, Is. doz.

J. H. HOWARD, Holme Apiary, Peterboro'.
1887

EDEY & SON'S
HUMANE BAR- FRAME HIVES,

And BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

ENGLISH and FOREIGN BEES and QUEENS,
HONEY and WAX, at Market Prices.

SPECIAL OFFER. — Having purchased Manufac-
turer's Stock of WOVEN WIRE for VEILS, can offer 20 per-

cent off list prices for pieces of ten yards. Veils, 2/- each.

Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue per

rrxxorai^s mns~s- &c sosr,
STEAM JOINERY WORKS, ST. NEOTS.

FEEDER DUMMIES.
ONE of the best things seen at the R. A. S. E.

Show, 1881, was HOLE'S NEW FEEDER DUMMY
—two effective appliances in one. For the ease and cer-

tainty with which it acts as a fast or slow Feeder and its

simplicity, is unequalled. No syrup can run away. No
drowned or chilled Bees, as with float feeders. No holes to

cut in quilts admitting the escape of heat from the Bees,

and easy to protect from robbers. The use of such a feeder

is calculated to much simplify practical Bee -keeping.

Prices, post free, Is. 6(7. and Is. each. An adaptation of

SIMMINS' SUGAR FEEDER, post free 8</., two for Is. Id.

—all to fit Standard Frame Hives.

HEREFORDSHIRE SCHOOL OF APICULTURE,

TARRINGTON, LEDBURY.

n. 3vr. sii-vsji" <&; co.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

ST< )CKBRIDGE, HANTS.
SPECiailTISS:

HIVES, complete, from 6s. SECTIONS, V-cut, in 6 sizes.

FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.

CLARK'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the

best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. ' The easiest and best

to manage.' Is. Gd. each, 15s. per dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.' (60)

The Trade supplied. Price list on application.

BEE VEILS. Improved with Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth-Everard, St. Ives,

Hunts. (50)

THE DORSETSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
WILL HOLD THEIR

ANNUAL EXHIBITION at YEOVIL on Tuesday, Aug. 19, 1884,

IN CONNEXION WITH THE

ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE YEOVIL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

When £25 will be offered in Prizes for Honey, Hives, Bee-Furniture, &c.

SPECIAL PRIZES will be offered for HONEY exhibited by Residents in SOMERSET, DEVON,
and WILTS.

Sclt< Jutes of Prizes, Entry Forms, and all other particulars, way be obtained on application from Mr. W.
H. DUNMAN, Jun., Hon. Sec. and Treasurer, Troytown, Dorchester.
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editorial, Dfatkes, #r.

THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON,

pt in tliose districts which arc in the vicinity

of heaths, the long-drawn-out honey season is now
rapidly approaching to a close. The season has

been of a most exceptional character; for, si

without a single drawback, from the time when the

bees were 'roused by the gleaming warmth' from

their lung repose of winter till the present day, the

weather has been bright, genial, and BUch as bee

keepers love and desire. The whispers of our

Echoes,' from England, Scotland, and Ireland, have

wafted to us the Bame pleasant tale. Tin hum of

joy in the hearts of bee-keepers, like that of innn-

merous bees in the height of summer, is di

heard in the land. And now the time is at hand

when down and calmly calculate the

profits of this wondeiful „ casoii without

i parallel Bince thai of L876. The incoming of

honey has been so plentiful that we were able in

our last 'Useful Hints' to speak—in language nol

often heard by English cars of 'a hundred tons

of honey.' In many a cottage home there will be

found cause for rejoicing ; the supers and the

bottles of honey are plentiful, and it may lie that

with the ],r seds of the hone] harvest hou

may he paid and debts may lie cleared "If; and

bright Bope beckons bee-keepers onward with the

prospect of many a futuri i In the midst

of these pleasant thoughts should not a sense of

gratitude to Him 'from Whom all blessings flow'

till our hearts ; and shall not, when the time of

Harvest Thanksgiving arrives, many a section or

glass of honey be Been with the other products of

kfother Earth, testifying to the grateful feelings

which pervade and swell the hearts of bee -keepers '

And, too, may we not, out of the fulness of our
gratitude, forward to some cottage hospital or to

some town infirmary, a portion of our surplus

honey, so that the inmates may have cause to

. in our rejoicings ?

In whatever direction we cast our eyes we note

the progress of bee-keeping. The leadings and the

teachings of the past are hearing fruit. Foul brood,

that scourge of bee-keepers, is losing its terrors.

Through Mr. Cheshire's investigations we have

learnt the nature of the disease we have to grapple

with ; and we have acquired the knowledge of the

antidote. The capability of phenol as a curative of

foul brood has been clearly demonstrated, and we

have a hope that in the future we shall not hear of

the sad ravages which have resulted from this

terrible disease.

' Honey as food' in various tonus is being more

extensively used. We feel much indebted to the

Rev. V. II. Moyle for his exertions in this direction.

The • Honey Drops,' manufactured by Messrs.

Huntley & Palmer, have proved a great so

and have absorbed a large amount of pure English

honey. The same gentleman has also been highly

i'uI in persuading some of his neighbours

to manufacture honey drinks; and having had

an Opportunity of tasting some of these at the

International Exhibition, we are able to pronounce

them most refreshing beverages. And if some large

mineral - water man raid he induced to

introduce them more fully to the public, another

great success Would be achieved.

We have also cause to rejoice at the recent

venture of Lord Sudeloy. This aobleman has

of late turned his attention to fruit farming : 285

acres of arable land near Toddington, in Gloucester-

shire, have been converted into a garden of fruit

trees. And as it is known that the setting of fruits

is greatly assisted by the visits of bees to the Sowers,

apiary has been established. A writer in

tie fall Mall GazetU on the last Bank Holiday

paid the farm a visit. Of the apiary he says:

'This 1 found to consist of 165 hives, under the

care of an experienced bee-master, Mr. White, who
at once gave a specimen of his skill by taking

an artificial swarm and establishing it in a new
hive, where, with good luck, it may produce next

uar 40 or oi» His. of honey. It needs more
space than is lute available to explain the use of
'• supers," and to describe the beautiful little blocks

of untainted honeycomb which arc by their instru-

mentality obtained for the London market. Nor

needs to he depicted the extraordinary confidence

with which the hee master treats his bees, fearing

no stings and shaking them about as if they were

so many stingloss and wingleSB counters. Tho

([uccn he recognises at a glance. The party got

oil' with one or two stings: those that, the bee-

master got do not count, as he does not seem to

mind them the least.' This experiment of Lord

Sudeley's is about the first of its kind 111 England;

and there is no doubt that if proved to bo a

success it will be largely followed.
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The County Associations are on the increase. A
beginning has been made in Radnorshire, Denbigh-

shire, and other Welsh counties, and the time will

soon arrive when Mr. Peel will see accomplished

the desire of his heart in a bee-keepers' Association

being established in every county in England.

When that time has arrived, he will not, we feel

assured, imitate Alexander the Great, who sat

down by the shores of the Indian Ocean and wept

because there were no more countries for him to

conquer ; but will look ' over the Border ' to Scot-

laud, or across ' the melancholy ocean ' to Ireland,

knowing that in those countries there is ample

scope for the exercise of his untiring energies and

his administrative powers.

Nor should we forget to mention that Govern-

ment has recognised the importance of bee-keeping

being taught in Elementary Schools. This matter

is in embryo at present, but the possibilities re-

sulting therefrom will doubtless be very important.

The retrospect of the past season is so full of

encouragement that all bee-keepers may well take

heart and march joyfully forward.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

In order that Candidates competing for Third-

Class Certificates during the mouth of August may
have the opportunity of competing for Second and

First Class during the present year, it has been

resolved to postpone the date for Second Class

Examinations from August 16th to Saturday Sep-

tember 6th.

The Examination for First-Class Certificates will

be held at South Kensington on Saturday, Sep-

tember 27th, commencing at 11 a,m.

UNPROVED CHARGES.
In our last issue we called upon the editor of the

Record to verify the charges contained in his pub-

lication of July 15th : viz. (1), that of mismanage-

ment of the shows on the part of Mr. Huckle ; and

(2), that the Committee of the British Bee-keepers'

Association were self-elected. We have had no

reply to our challenge up to the hour of our pub-

lication. The onus probandi still rests upon him.

If the challenge remain unanswered, and the accu-

sations unproved, we hope that in future Mr.

Jackson will be more moderate in his charges, and
more circumspect in his statements.

PHENOL : A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD.
Mr. Cheshire, in his paper read before the bee-

keepers at the International Exhibition, gracefully

expresses his indebtedness to Mr. Robert Sproule

for suggesting to him the use of phenol as a pro-

bably successful means for the cure of foul brood.

Mr. Sproule, in a communication which appears on

p. 284 of the present issue, says ' that whatever

credit there is for the suggestion of carbolic acid as

a cure for the disease is due to Professor Tichborue,

of the Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin, with whom he

had a conversation in October 1881 on the subject.'

As thti order of the day appears to be, 'Suum cuique

tribuito,' we may be permitted to trace the suggestion

of carbolic orphenic acid back to the year 1876. In

that year there appeared in the columns of the Bee

Journal (vol: iv. p. 1 13)a letter from Captain Danycll,

author of The Italian [Giotto's] System of Bee-keep-

ing, in which he details with considerable minute-

ness the mode adopted by Signor Brassi and Dr.

Dnbini, two advanced Italian bee-masters, for the

cure of foul brood ; and mentions among other

curative mcaus the use of ' phenic or carbolic

acid.' This letter is referred to by the then editor

of the Bee Journal, in a subsequent number, as a

letter which may be read ' with much advantage.'

In a communication recently received from Mr.

Cowan, he says, 'With regard to Mr. Cheshire's

treatment of foul brood, I think he has overlooked

the fact that it has already been recommended by
Vogel and Gravenhorst; and in 1877 Dr. Cech pub-

lished a book called Phenol, Thymol und Scdicylsaure,

ah lh ilmittel der Brutpest der Bienen. For various

reasons it has not been popular ; but you will find

in last number of the Alsace-Lorraine Bee Journal

an article on the cure of foul brood with phenol ac-

cording to Gravcnhorst's method, by F. Vierling,

who also calls it "Bacillus" of foul brood.'

PHEXOLATED SOAP.
Mr. Lyon, who has been associated with Mr.

Cheshire in the preparation of the Cheshire Cure

for Foul Brood, has forwarded to us a tablet of his

' Phenolated Soap,' which contains fifteen per cent

of phenol, and which is specially prepared for disin-

fecting diseased hives. We have not had an oppor-

tunity of trying the effect of this new preparation
;

but as Mr. Lyon has been very successful in his other

assistances to bee-keepers, especially in his lotion

for stings, veils, <fcc., we have reason to hope that

this soap may be found serviceable for the purpose

for which he has prepared it.

DORSETSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association will hold its Annual Exhi-

bition at Yeovil on Tuesday, August 19, in con-

nexion with that of the Yeovil Horticultural

Society. What Grantham is to the Lincolnshire,

Yeovil is to the Dorsetshire. On past occasions

there have been large gatherings of bee-keepers,

and keen have been the contests for the prizes

offered for honey, hives, <fec. 'We may well sup-

pose that this (perhaps) too ' refulgent summer

'

may evoke a greater amount of competition than in

any previous year. The exhibition is under the

charge of Mr. W. H. Duumau, juu., and we may
safely predicate that he will put forth every effort to

make it a success.

CONDEMNED BEES AND HOW TO MAKE THE
BEST OF THEM.

Condemned bees when properly treated are profitable

and afford a cheap and read}- means, in the hands of

careful bee-keepers, of increasing' their apiaries. But as

too often treated they only lead to disappointment from

their liability to spring dwindling.
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To discover the cause we have only to consider the

conditions under which they are obtained. The owners
of skips naturally do not have their bees taken until the

honey harvest is over in their neighbourhood, and the

bees, knowing it, have commenced to prepare for the

winter. Breeding is almost at an end, the last batch of

eggs has been hatched and been sealed, the hr I aest

has been contracted and the hive begun to be made
Bnug fur the winter. Then comes the "advanced bee-

keeper' and upsets the whole arrangement. He drives

the bees, and leaves the sealed brood in the combs to be

destroyed with them. The skep owners are, as s rule,

too jealous to allow the combs to b cut, or a ij pari of

them removed. They look with suspicion upon any one
wishing to drive their bees for them, and cannot under-
stand what use a lot of bees can be to any one. They
have a suspicion that there is a » mething behind, which
is concealed from them, and that they are goingto be
' bested ;' and so it is very seldom that we can secure the

1 unod, much a- it grieves us to leave U behind,

to be broken up with the combs. Thus most of the bees
which arc driven are comparatively old, and have don.'

are of the work, these partially worn-
are then put into, sometimes, empty hives, or into hives

furnished with comb-foundation, and called upi

to work again, to build new combs or draw out the
foundation, to rear B fresh lot of br 1, and to -tore and

i i- the supplies for the winter. What wonder is

it then wlcn the spring arrive; they have bo little

vitality left ; that they die by thousands under the ex-

haustion of brood-rearing and pollen-gathering?
The treatment of condemned bees should, therefore,

•commence before they are obtained, by getting as many
combs as '.'.ill be required built and stored by our own
bees in readiness for them. By removing the outside

combs as soon as sealed, giving sheets "f founds
the middle of th< bro d-nest and by liberal feeding,

Or two stock- can get sufficient comb- ready to supply
lnauv lots of condemned bees. Not a day should be lost

before commencing this preparation,

\ celebrated recipe for jugged hare c immences • First

catch your hare,' and perhaps before -.dung directions

for the treatment of the condemned bees, we ought
to -ay a few words about finding them. In the im-
mediate vicinity of towns, in the suburb- of which
are sure to be one or two experienced bee-keepers
who regularly takl beet for cottager-, few 1 B can

be jot, being all bespoke, and so we shall do well to

our search into the remote country places far re-

moved from a railway station or town if we want many
lots. Keep a sharp look-out for bees on the wing, and
noiicr then flight. If rapid, they are going from the

hive; if heavy, they are going home, and by following
the line and inquiring al the Dearest cottage we ma\ dis-

covers feu lop-. A little diplomacy is necessary in

dealing with the owners. The first idea, if they nave
"e\ei bad their bee,, driven for them, is that they will be

iua worse position than if they 'put them down.' In

many cases a bad impression has been left by some one

in former years having bungled over the job, or- by
robbing having been set up. This is not unusual.

Generally, however, the offer of (id. or Is. per stock for
the bees, which dead would be worthless, goes along
way to overcome scruples. The search for 1 »

b itter take place on one day and an appointment mad.' to

come again to drive them. The operation of driving
bees as witnessed at a show seems so simple that novices
feel that they have only to go to the skep and proceed as
they have seen the expert act and the bee- are driven ;

but, in practice, many difficulties arise which can only
be overcome by cool judgment and skill. In some cases

the bees are found clustered outside the skep, and so
spiteful that they attack before one has the Opportunity
of administering the regulation puff of smoke. In others
the .-hep when turned up is only partly filled with combs,

and the bees will not obey the drum of the driver drum
be never so wisely : this is especially the case when the
stock is queenless, which is generally, but not always,
indicated by the number of drones remaining

Then, again, the hives employed at shows are furnished
with old combs, which will not easily break down, and are
built nice and straight, while in practice we have to deal
with swarms and easts with tender or crooked combs;
and the extraordinary receptacles into which the swarms
have been put for want of hives are wonderful, and
would decidedly puzzle a novice to get the bees out.
Among them are to be found large flowerpots, bushel
baskets, old pitchers, chimney-pots, &c, none of which
allow thi eps to be fixed nor the combs to be
properly jarred.

The result of many years' experience of taking bees is

that driving is not only a great waste Of time, but leads

to great robbing, setting the whole of the bees within
flight in an uproar.

r.v the method mentioned later on. bees max betaken
in one-third the time and with far less danger of setting

up robbing. Moreover, you can get be oul ol all Kinds
of awkward receptacles, which would be impossible to

drive.

We u ill suppose that the preliminary journey has been
talon and the promise of several lot- in various places

i obtained. The time for taking them has ar-

rived, and we are starting on the journey. It is belter

it to trust to being able to borrow anything, but to bo

1
>re pare 1 for all contingencies. If we intend to drive the

bees we ought to take sufficient empty skeps to drive
each 1 I leai e il on the stand until the ei i ning

for the foragers to join, Wi ,. find i

which we can borrow, but not always.
Ih illustration of driving in Modern Bee-keeping does

not by any means sho nethod. By putting

p in a pail one cannot drum the crown of it,

which i- mo-t Decessary to be done to gel the bees to run,

especially towards the last, Mr. Abbott showed, some
admirable stand made after the fashion of

a three-legged folding camp-stool, but four feet hi

without the canvas seat. The skep is placed between
the t'pS of the tlllee stick-; i | ,- ;U1 |„. Q , ]-,( J |g el | at .HIV

hevi rj part, \ very g i

Copj may be made with three broom—ticks point.,! at

the lower ends, confined by an iron ring round the middle
and with ropee at the feet to prevent opening tod far;

with this tool we do not need to borrow either pail or
table. Plenty of skewers mu I be taken, as - are
in to gel Lost am mg the I mg ;• rs . a pair or two of

driving-irons, made of stout wire shaped like builders'

dog-irons,' e vi il I
- ker, a few i la tic bands to put

round the bottoms of the trousers will add greatly to

i fori when standing among grass, mi which some bee

will he sure to In II and crawl. Plentj Of canv a , 1 1ml

i
s' cauv as is cheap and open, ami

string to tie down the bees when obtained, must also be

provided.

[f many lots are to be driven in one day, a ho

trap are essential to carry the apparatus, and as empty
skeps will stow one in the other in little compass, while

full ones take a lot "f room, it is better to carry boxes

to put the bees in; these maj be readih mad I
of

lobster or sain boxes from a grocer's. I'ut a partition

across the middle, tack some canvas on it SO as to cover

each of the two boxes thus formed, to be fastened down
by laths and trench nails when the bees are in. Each
lobster-box may thus contain four lots, two being united

on each side of the partition.

On reaching the firs! place where we are to drive, the

first thing to do is I,, -moke all, and to closo all the en-

trances with a wisp of grass, whether to be taken or not.

(let the owner to point put which are to be taken, and
ascertain the history of each, prw d to mark them by
putting stones on the boards, put one for a stock, two for
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a swarm, three for a cast, and four for a virgin swarm ;

you then kuow the age of all the queens, and can pinch

the old ones when uniting. Now proceed to drive, if you

prefer that method, as directed in bee-hooks and as

shown at shows. But the quickest and best way is the

following :—Ask the skep owner for several large pans,

or washing tubs or troughs, and some sacks, these are

always at hand. Give more smoke, and take the first

hive from its stand, hump it on the ground on its side,

the flat way of the. combs; they will all break down

(and broken combs bleed far less* than cut ones) : do not

let the combs fall out of the skep, replace the skep on its

stand crown down, lift out the combs one by one, and

rapidly brush off the bees with a wing or a wisp of

grass back into their own skep. Put the cleared combs

into a pan and cover with a sack. When one skep is

empty turn it right way up on its stand on two or three

stones and go to the next. As each pan is filled cany it

into the house, or wherever you are to put it. By pro-

ceeding thus, you may take a skep in five or six minutes,

and get the job over before the robbers get to know_ of

it ; while, by driving, the average time, taking one with

another, is at least twenty minutes, and by the time

• three or four lots are done the robbers become so trouble-

some that more get in than you drive out. If you want

to find the queen you may generally catch sight of her as

you brush off the "bees, but if you do not you may search

"among them for her, or leave her until you get home,

and find her at your leisure. Before leaving each place

release the bees which you closed in. Arrange your

route so that you take those nearest home first. At the

last place you visit, wait, after taking out the combs,

until the bees are clustered in the skeps, hastening the

loiterers by a little smoke, then take one skep, put it on the

jrround mouth up, put another on it mouth to mouth, lift

both together and give them a good bump. Have your

box ready with the cauvas turned back and before the.

bees have recovered from their surprise, pour the whole

lot into the box, turn the canvas on and nail down, if

you like to go to the expense, a hinged lid of perforated

zinc is more convenient and fastened down in less time

than the canvas. Return over the ground you took

going, collecting the bees you have taken. If you drive,

the driven bees must be put upon the old stands until your

return, or the flying bees will enter other hives and cause

great disturbance. In bringing the bees home staud the

boxes on their sides so that they cluster on the top side,

not on the canvas, or zinc, or they may get smothered.

By the plan just described, far less luggage is required. No
skeps, or stand, or skewers or canvas. Simply the boxes

prepared with their canvas or lids, and which stow easily

in a trap. If you have to take thirty or forty in a day, it

is no joke to have to take as many skeps with you, indeed

to take twenty by driving is a hard day's work, while

ten or twelve "lobster boxes sufficient to hold at least

forty lots can be stowed in a roomy trap.

It is as well to keep separate in the boxes as many
lots which you know to have young queens, as you will

want to make new stocks; those with old queens may be

united two and two. "When you get home find and

destroy the surviving old queen, and unite another lot with

a young queen to the whole, thus making three into one.

On returning home arrange your hives, keeping the

condemned bees in a cool place until ready to hive them.

Each three lots may have eight or nine frames of comb,

five or six being stored, and three, built, but empty. If

you can spare a comb of brood (without bees) all the

better. Put the three empty combs in the middle of the

hive and feed gently for about a fortnight, so that some

brood may be raised to replace that left behind in the

skeps. Then if the five stored combs do not appear to

have sufficient food within for the winter give a few

pounds rapidly. Hive your bees just as you would a

swarm, after picking out the queens you do not want,

and in the evening.

Difficulties.—These will be found generally to be,—1,
The bees very spiteful. This is often the case on a hot day
when no honey is coming in. The only remedy is courage,

a veil, and disregard of stings on the hands. When you
have once got them well smoked they will soon become
calm. If many bees are clustered outside the hive you
are to take, a slight sprinkle with water followed by
smoke, will get them in. 2, Bees refusing to run. This is

often the case with queenless stocks ; and also with casts

which have not filled the hive with comb. Unless the

combs come quite up to the edge of the hive the bees

will hang between them and the hive side. The remedy
is short and severe, a bump as described above. Bobbers
are generally very troublesome. They may be kept

under by the plan of closing all the hives, even those

which are not to be taken ; and by the quick plan all is

over before they find out there is any honey about. Of
course great care is to be taken in covering the combs up
with sacks and shutting the door of wherever they are

put. After hiving condemned bees they require much
attention while being fed up. If you do not give ready-

stored combs as recommended, they will often in the

most perverse manner build out one or two sheets of

foundation and thicken the combs out with syrup until

they break down, while neglecting other sheets. They
must be constantly examined, and by turning the combs
about, cutting off bulges, and putting that side against

the hive-side get them to build straight. A vast deal of

trouble is saved by giving them ready-built combs. The
less work they do the better they will come out in the

spring, and the more profitable they will be.

Of course 3'ou will not neglect to explain the advan-

tages of the driving or cutting-out system over the

smotheration system, and endeavour to induce the cot-

tagers to take their bees alive another year.

QUEEN AND EGGS CONTAINING BACILLUS
ALVEI—FOUL BROOD CO

I snatch a few moments just before the British Bee

Journal goes to press to give a necessarily most hurried

account of my last discovery rather than wait for the

next issue. In my paper theoretic grounds were given

seeming to show that probably the queen, and even the

eggs, might be infected, and that foul brood ( ? ) might

be communicated by heredity, as in the case of the

decease called pebrine.

Statements had been made to me of the singular

behaviour of some infected stocks, which, although weak

and decreasing, seemed ever bent on the building of

queen-cells, and that these same stocks sometimes also

were earnest in raising drones. Two or three similar

instances had come directly under my own observation,

and so soon as I made the important discovery that

adult bees were sufferers as well as the larvae, it struck

me that in all probability the explanation of the sin-

gular behaviour referred to was that the bees know-

ing that the queen was defective were endeavouring to

replace her, but that her defects constantly prevented

their efforts from being successful. It was to me
remarkable that only two or three days before the Con-

gress, after my paper was in print, but before its contents

had been at all made public, Mr. H. F. Hart, of Stock-

bridge, wrote to me stating that he had observed a

hive in which the disease appeared to strike some of the

larvae immediately after hatching, and that the bees

built queen-cells." He then showed very keen insight

by suggesting that it seemed to him to point to disease

in the queen. At the Congress I heard more of the

case, and felt convinced that the queen was actually in-
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fected. Mr. Hart, with much kindness, agreed to secure I

her, if possible, and forward her to me. She was twenty- I

five miles from his apiary, but he took the journey, and
she with two others reached me this morning. Mr. Hart
will, I hope, feel compensation to some extent for his

considerable labour in seeing how very materially he has
helped the inquiry. Finding this queen as nearly as

pi asible dead at her arrival, I forthwith commenced a

careful dissection under my Stephenson's binocular dis-

secting microscope ; the only form of instrument really

equal to very minute examination-1
. Having opened the

abdomen and removed the left air-sac, which was very
much above the average size—this I have found a ecu -taut

indication of the pre.-ence of bacillus— I came upon the

ovary and felt certain at once, from its app
that I should find the ' missing -link,' as Mr. Hart
had called it. The ovary, "f which I have on pre-

vious occasions removed many dozens, was in this

instance abnormally yellow and extremely soft, so that

it was very difficult to detach it from the tracheie

without tearing. I separated an ovigian tube and placed

it under a second microscope (using COO diametei

at once, to my extreme gratification, foul or five bacilli

were seen swimming along with a lazy sort of progression.

Detaching now a half-developed egg, and exercising great

care to eliminate everj possible source of accidental con-

tamination, I placed the egg, with a trace of water, upon
a glass slip and crushed it out Hat with a thin cover, and

in a few minutes I had counted no less than nine bacilli.

The right ovary was very pearly free from >

During b prolonged search I found two or three bacilli

only. All this is extreme]] interesting, as showing that

this bacillus disease, like seme attacking the human
subject, may take both an acute and a chronic form,

and may also > n or part of an

organ, as bacillus tuberculosis may attack one lu

destroy it and leave the other many years intact.

All will, I hope, forgive my esteeming myself fortu-

nate in having tlms been able to make out the only points

I had to leave undetermined on the 26th of July last.

Then I ha<l found the disease in young larvae ai

fully fed, in cbrysalids in all Stages, in drones, iii workers

just gnawing out of the cell,* in young nurses and in old

worn-out bees, and now in a queen and eggs unlaid.

Bacillus alvei is then a disease affecting all and every
condition of beehood. Can it i tinue to be called foul-

brood P To say the queen is suffering t

would be i illogical and ridiculous as talking ol tooth-

ache in the liver or rheumatism in a wooden leg. Surely
our Letter educated bee-keepers will usually name it

'bacillus,' and when speaking carefully ' Bacillus alvei,'

while those less i n-t ructed will by degrees learn Lhe desi-

rability of dropping the old and utterly unsuitable term

in favour of the one I give, which will with a little

practice be no more difficult of pronunciation than its

pr< decessor.

To-day I have been with Mr. Watson Cheyne in the

Biological Laboratory, South Kensington, and there we
have started some experiments, of which more will have
to be said hereafter ; but meanwhile 1 must add that
another attempt at curing the disease, in which ewiv
possible difficulty has been heaped together, is progress-
ing wonderfully. Bacillus alvei is now understood, and
its nut ho.] of treat mciit made so easy that he who ml. r

from it badly will in the near future rather deserve cen-
sure than pity. Some, sad over losses and rampant dis-

ease, with Job's comforters calling to them to burn their
hives, and burn their combs, and kill their queens, and
start anew, will, I trust, soon be thankful and cheerful
in learning that my method will save everything, with
the sole exception arising from tin; infection of the queen.

* A depression in one compound eye, or in the thorax
(tergum), or in tho fifth abdominal segment, is an indica-
tion of bacilli being present.

In any case in which this may be suspected, and the
queen replaced by a second, the'removed one would be a
treasure to me for dissection purposes.
One caution is needed. Let no one suppose that his is

a bad case, and therefore stronger doses than those I
have advised are required. The heavy outlay falling
upon me for past experiments and invest urations will, 1
trust, yield good interest to bee-keepers, but of those yet
to be made I hope to have the burden somewhat lio-ht-

ened by a small royalty I have arranged to receive upon
each bottle of my remedy. — Frank R. Cheshire,
Avenue Souse, Acton, W.

\ REQUEST.
Mr. ( Iheshire, in examining the abnormal bees known

often .i- • black bees' or ' black robbers,' has discovered a

peculiarity which leads him to earnestly desire other

specimens. He therefore begs that any bee-keepers

possessing such will favour him and apiculture! science

by kindly forwarding a few (accompanied by some short

statement of the fact- of the case if possible) to Avenue
II 186, \' ' on, W. •

AUTUMN FEEDING.
Bee-keepers will now be considering the best way to

supply their bees with the necessary stores for winter.

Bach will have to study his own locality, and consider

tie- Kind of bees he has, when lie maj decide whether
:iiuinar\ process of stimulation i- necessary

or n, it.

Without doubt, ii- ultimate object is that our bees
e out strong t]„. following spring, and be ready

forever] opportunity. How beat to obtain this desirable

end it will now be my en, favour to explain.

Rial and foremost, it must be remembered that bees

never find themselves poor. <• let them
d, particularly in early spring, they

•ill nol .or even come up toother
thai may have started weaker in point of
-, but with more than sufficient stores for

ose. It must be our endeavour, then, to keep
all stocks well supplied with f 1, especially while
building up during treacherous weather. By having
them well supplied, I do not simply mean that the feeder
is to bo kept going, but what is even more important for

id start, is that wed t permit the old
be used up until the latter part of April.

Thus only can we stand independent of the usual
changeable weather experienced during the spring

For while stocks not properly stored (and
there are many w ho, from false ideas of economy, con-
tinue to have them so) will go backwards, removing
much of their brood during a cold spell, those having a
good proportion of r ' i most favour-

ably, frequently requiring additional combs, or foundation
when too cold to think of opening those less-favoured

stocks.

The prosperity of our colonies therefore depends
principally upon the manner in which they are prepared
in autumn. Some bee-keepers consider 12 lbs., or even
less, of sugar made into syrup sufficient to carry any
stock of bees through the winter. That quantity is,

pi rhaps, just sufficient for a strong colony until they
begin to move in spring, but extensive experience has
shown me the folly 01 endeavouring to carry bees

through tho most critical time with a bare allowance,
when frequently the feeder is quite neglected, even
should it be in use. And, too, we find it is tho advocates

of that 'penny-wise and pound-foolish' policy who
cry out loudly, saving bees are suffering severely when
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a cold wave occurs, though it will seldom last more than

ten days.

Every fairly strong hive should, at the end of

September, have a at least six standard combs, two-

thirds sealed over, when little further attention will be

required until towards the middle of the following March,

but, from about the turn of days until active stimulation

begins, those rich in stores will be breeding slowly at the

heart of the cluster, and when once aroused at the time

pollen abounds, and feeding begins in earnest, the results

are simply marvellous. A correspondent lately stated

that by June 1st he had his bees on six combs of brood
;

but let bee-keepers bear this in mind, that unless they

can obtain at least that number of combs full of brood

by the middle of April, bee-keeping will not be a success

with them year after year.

Much stress has been laid upon stimulative feeding

in autumn ; and where bees will not continue to breed,

they must certainly be induced by slow feediug, to con-

tinue the production of young bees until well into

September. But with Ligurian bees the process is

seldom necessary. After July, when in most districts

blacks are giving up brood-rearing, Ligurians will be

bringing in more than enough to continue, and in many
instances would crowd out the queen if the extractor is

not used.

Of course, where heather abounds the extractor

is useless for removing the honey obtained from that

source, but if the brood-combs are reduced to six or

seven beforehand, the bulk of the honey may be

obtained in sections, and the stock-combs will not be

found like slabs of marble, with little or no brood, as is

too frequently the case where the usual number of brood-

frames is allowed; bees being so unwilling to store

outside the brood-chamber late in the year, and can

only be induced to do so when crowded into the smallest

desirable space.

In the latter half of September, all colonies should

have their surplus combs removed, and then be fed their

winter stores as fast as they will take it. No feeding

should be done after the end of that month. How
about driven bees then ? some will say. My answer

is this : The true secret of making driven bees pay is to

see that all combs needed for them be stored before-

hand, and that (with one exception) they be

allowed to do absolutely nothing after being hived,

putting not less than three lots into each set of

prepared combs. Finding their combs so well prepared,

they will raise just about enough young bees to consume
what syrup may remain uncapped. Let them be closed

down for winter, and be kept quite alone, as also all

other colonies until the following March, unless anything

unforeseen should occur.

As to feeders, there are so many offered to the public

at reasonable prices, that the best advice I can give to those

who require them is that they obtain the catalogues of

the various dealers, and select therefrom such as appear

to be effective, but at the same time economical, and not

forgetting that any float, or similar fast feeder, can also

be made to answer the purpose of a slow feeder, if one

will place in it only that quantity required by each

colony daily.

—

Samuel Simmins.

BEE-KEEPING GOSSIP.
* Mel ' sapit omnia.

Well ! bee-keeping is progressing rapidly. The black

patches on our map are getting beautifully less, thanks

to the energy of ' The Archbishop of Bee-keepers ' and
his coadjutors. Salop is g-iven new life, and North
Wales is on a blaze, having caught the enthusiasm.

Surely Westmoreland cannot long be out in the cold

with ' Windermere ' to stir them up.

There is progress of the right sort in the direction of

the Government, but that to be lasting must be con-

tinually kept pegging at, or, amidst the wild scream of

party politics, it will get pigeon-holed. I have lived a

good slice of my short life in large towns, and know
something of the opportunities the town lads have over

the rural ; but I live now in a rural district amongst a

class wholly agricultural, and say emphatically bee-

keeping, gardening, agriculture, &c, ought to be taught

in the rural schools, and in face of the many special

subjects taught in the town schools I cannot see how it

can be justly denied.

But next to organizing systematic bee-culture, that of

finding outlets for bee-produce stands prominent; and
Cornwall, who is always proud of her sons, may well be
proud of such a son as the Rev. V. II. Moyle. He
leaves no stone unturned in the matter. Messrs.

Huntley and Palmer have usually to spend large sums
to introduce a new variety of cake or biscuit to the

public, but ' Honey Drops' were so advertised through
bee-keepers that they were inquired for at first faster

than they could turn them out.

And then as to drinks. What a happy thought to

bring them to the Conference, and give Mr. Hehner the

chance of drinking ' Success to the British Bee-keepers'

Association ' in a sparkling cup that ' cheers but not

inebriates,' and then giving a drink round so that all

could try it ! And Sir. Moyle intends trying to get

every prominent mineral -water manufacturer in the

kingdom to make these drinks.

How much we are indebted to Mr. Cheshire for going

into the question of foul brood so thoroughly ! It is

the work of a master hand. Science is rightly defined
' true practice,' and here we have it all carried out on
true scientific lines, and cleared up beyond controversy.

But there are a few passages about Ligurians I should

like to note, but must make it a pleasure deferred.

Amongst all the other Conferences at the Healtheries,

what a good idea to have a Conference of Bee-keepers 1

and how nice to meet so many that one seldom sees, but
often hears about, but were there brought together by
a common interest, and that so patriotic.

It was really a treat to hear Mr. Hehner so eloquent

with our ponderous language, and he a foreigner; but

he is quite one of ourselves, and lacks not a word for

expression.

It occurred to me that the B. B. K. A.'s exhibition,,

spite of disparaging criticisms, is really unique. It is

complete in itself, has a good position, especially con-

sidering its character and the value of space, and, thanks

to the various dealers and Messrs. Moyle and Cowan,
every branch is represented.

I popped in several times on Saturday to have a look,,

and what a treat it was to see the Rev. J. Lawson
Sisson in front of the Observatory hive, with a crowd
around him for hours, expatiating on the wonders of a

bee-hive, and how happy he seemed at it ! But there,

' A prophet hath honour save. . .
.'

The county representatives managed to get through

the new 'rules of affiliation' on Saturday after the

Conference. They are very good as now amended, but

the great pity is that so few counties seem to care about

being represented. True, I don't see how many Asso-

ciations could afford to pay the expenses of one or two
representatives to London quarterly ' for a spree

;

' but

then other means could be devised, if sought, by finding

some one living in or near London, or by proxy, or

many other ways. But Mr. Peel is hopeful, and says it

will all come in good time.

For myself, I was glad to get my nose off the mill,

and much enjoyed mingling for a few hours with so

many ' fathers and stalwart young men ' amongst bee-

keepers. I wonder if 'Platelayer' was at the Conference.

Anyhow, unknown to most, but nevertheless there, was
—Amateur Expekt.
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ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS" ASSOCIATION.
A meeting of the British Bee-keepers' Association, at

which several members of County Assoeiatior a v\ ere

present by invitation/ was held at •'! p.m. on Saturday,
July 2Gth, in the Council Chamber of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society at the International Health Exhibition,

South Kensington. The members of the Committee
attending were— the Rev. II. II. Peel, the Hon. and
Rev.Henry Blurb, the Rev. F. S. Sdater, Mr. Hooker,
and Mr. Glennie; while the following gentlemen repre-

sented County Ass iciations:—Mr. J. 1'. Samuels and the

Rev. A. Roberts (Herts), Mr. F. II. Lemare (Surrey),

the Rev. Mr. Mitchell (Bucks), the Rev. V. II. Movie
(Berks), the Rev. W. E. Burkitt (Wilts), Mr. W.II.
Dunman (Dorsetshire), Mr. A. H. Martin (Worcester-
shire), Mr. \V. X. Griffin ( Devonshire), an<l Mr. Huckle,
Secretary of the I!. B. EL A. The meeting n

for the special purpose of discussing >

-<-i-t ain con-
ditions and privileges of affiliation for County Associa-
tions affiliated to the British Bee-keepers' Association.

The Rev. H. R. Peel having taken the chair, Mr.
Huckle (Secretary) read the minutes, which were
confirmed.

The Chairman stated thai as the matters to be dis-

cussed affected principally the County Associations, he
though! the delegates present from those bodies should
be allowed to vote among themselves the projected

Rules, which would be submitted for their consideration.

He therefore moved a resolution in accordance there*

with, which having been seconded by the Hon. and Rev.
II. Bligh, was earned unanimously.
The Chairman said he believed there was a g

('..ling that the conditions they were about tn daub rate

upon, wdiich were passed as long ago as July 1880,
should be reconsidered, and to a Certain extent amended.
The Committee had recently received communications
from the secretaries of county organizations commenting
i>n them, some of which he would read.

The Gloucestershire and the Derbyshire ISce-kc.pcrs'

Associations, in their letters dated May 1884, thoroughly
approved of the Rules; whilst the Isle of Wight, Cam-
bridge, and Cheshire auxiliaries took exception to some
of them.
The Conditions "f Affiliation \<>>. 1 to I inclusive

having been considered and approved at a previous
meeting, the discussi iommenced with Rule 6, which,
on the motion of the Rev. W. E. Burkitt, seconded by
the Rev. V. II. Moyle, was agi I to as follows: 'The
Balance Sheet (specimens of which and of a title-page

can be had of the Secretary of the Central \

should contain a note stating the gross amount of liabili-

ties
i
if any i at the time of balancing the •<<<

In reply to Mr. Dunman. the Chairman stair. 1 that no
I

i
>i Association could be affiliated to the parent bodj

unless it conformed to the ri.nditii.n- of affiliation.

Mr. W. X. Griffin proposed, and the Rev. V. II.

Movie seconded, the adoption of Rule 6, which was
carried unanimously as follows:— 'That in order to
secure uniformity, the size should he ordinary Bvo., and
that the length of line should be similar to the Report
of the Central Association. The sequence of -objects in

the Report should be as follows: I, Lost of Committee
and Officers; 2, Report; 3, Financial Statement; 4, List
of Subscribers.'

In regard to Rule 7. Mr. F. II. Lemare said that the
printing of the County Association's Report was a

rahle tax on the funds of the local organizations,
- pecially when as many as fifty from each Association
were required by the Central body for the purpose of
being bound up for distribution. In proportion with
the increase of County Associations, there would be an

increase in the number of Reports required from each
County Auxiliary, and this would prove an excessive
burden on the poorer Branches; besides which, he saw
no utility in the distribution of these bound Reports to
local Associations. Mr. Dunman, Mr. Griffin, the Rev.
V. II. Moyle, and Mr. Sambels, entirely dissented from
this view, believing that a great amount of good re-
sulted from the circulation of the Reports, which
afforded an opportunity for interchange of thought and
opinion among the different Branches. The Chairman
also pointed out that by means of the hound volume of
Reports, all information respecting the executive of any
one of the Branches could be obtained at a glance—

a

circumstance most important sometimes. Mr. A. II.

Martin m..ve.l. and Mr. Dunman seconded, Rule 7,

which was passed niiii. con, in the following form:

—

' That a certain number (to be named by the Secretary
of the Central Association) of copies of these Reports be
sent to the Central Association to be bound up with its

Annual Report: a hound copy of smh Reports to he
Bent to each affiliated Association. It is essential that

the Reports should be uniform in size, otherwise the)
cannot be bound together.'

The Rev. A. Roberts moved, and Mr. Martin seconded,
'That the word "Association" be substituted for the
word "Society" wherever the latter expression occurs
in the Conditions ami Privileges of Affiliation,' which
resolution was agreed to unanimously.
The ( 'oiiimittec of the B. B. K. A. having decided that

every Affiliated Association, having fulfilled the con-
ditions of affiliation, should be entitled to certain privi-

nd all other privileges and advantages which
might thereaftei I tablished for the benefit of County
Associations, ii was resolved that the privileges of affili-

ation he constituted as follows:

—

(1) Moved i.\ the Rev. \. Roberts, seconded by the
Rei M Mitchell, and carried unanimously: '"That

ever) affiliated Association may obtain from the Central

ion any information regarding its laws, regu-
lations, or matt I with the advancement of

Bee-culture.'

Mr. Dunman asked permission to raise a discussion on
Rule I of the Conditions of Affiliation, which was passed
at a previous meeting during his absence. Be thought
that most County Associations could not afford to send
tw.. del of the Quarterly Meetings of the

B. 15. K.A., and that the rule should be amended so as to

read 'oi r two,' The Chairman, Mr. Booker, Mr.
Martin, the Rev. Mr. Sclater, and Mr. Griffin, deprecated
any tampering with a rule passed at a previous sitting,

and explai 1 that the clause as il t Idid not make
the attendance of two County representatives at the

General Quarterly Meetings compulsory.
(_| Moved by the Rev. Mr. Burkitt, seconded by Mr.

Griffin, and carried unanimously: 'That every Affiliated

Association shall have power to make, through their

repres mtatives, who attend the Quarterly I lonferences of

the < lentral Association, any suggestions or recommenda-
tions for the mutual advancement of the relations be-

tween the Central and Affiliated Associations. Notice
of such motions inn -t be given either ai the previou

Quarterly Conference, or fourteen days previous to the

date of the < 'onference at which it is to be discui • i.'

In reference to Clause .;, Mr. Sambels suggested that

the words 'in sections' be struck out; but the Chair-

man explained that this could not he don.-, because one

of the rules of the B. 15. K. A. nr.o ided that silver medals

Could only be given for comb honey in sections.

(8) Moved by Mr. Griffin, seconded by the Rev. Mr,
Burkitt, and carried unanimously : 'That every Affil-

iated Association .-hall be entitled to receive a Silver

Medal, a Bronze Medal, and a Certificate of the Asso-

ciation, to !»• offered as prizes for honey; the Silver

Medal at least to be offered for the production of comb
honey in sections. These Medals and Certificates to be
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open for competition only to Members of the County
Association residing within the County, or within such

boundaries as shall be defined by the County Associa-

tion. No competitor to enter for more than one County
Competition.'

Mr. Iluckle stated that he had had some difficulty in

malting a Kentish gentleman understand that only Sec-

retaries of County Associations (and not Members) could

obtain the publications of the B. B. K. A. from the parent

body at trade price. County Members must apply to

their Local Secretaries for this privilege.

(4) Moved by Mr. Martin, seconded by Mr. Sambels,

and carried unanimously: 'That every Affiliated Asso-

ciation shall be entitled to purchase, through their Secre-

tary, all the publications of the Central Society, at the

ordinary trade price.'

Mr. Lemare thought that C'ause 5 ought to be amended
so as to provide that the County Associations should only

have to pay the carriage of the Bee Tent from London,
stating that on one occasion the Surrey Association was
mulcted in a la: ge amount for the conveyance of the tent

from a distant locality. Mr. Huckle promised to inquire

into the circumstances narrated by Mr. Lemare, and
explained that then' was no possibility of the contingency

feared by that gentleman taking place, because the parent

Association had now three tents, each of which was for-

warded from place to place only within a certain area,

consequently many Associations would have less carriage

to pay than if they were charged the fare from London.
Mr. Griffin objected to Mr. Lemare's proposal, stating

that distant County Associations would suffer thereby.

The last time the Devonshire Association had the bee

tent at Exeter it was conveyed from Truro, the carriage

being a small amount. Clause 5 was then agreed to as

follows:—'That every affiliated Association shall have

the free use of a bee tent at their Annual County Show,
and be entitled to all the proceeds accruing from its use,

on condition that the travelling expenses of the tent to

and from the exhibition be paid by the affiliated Associ-

ation.'

Mr. Lemare called attention to the fact that the name
of the Duke of Connaught, who was Patron of the Surrey

Association, had been added to the list of ex officio Vice-

Presidents of the central body, instead of that of Mr.
Hodgson, who was President of the local branch. The
Chairman stated that this was strictly in accordance with

Clause 6, but that if the Surrey committee preferred Mr.
Hodgson's name to be placed among the ex officio Vice-

Presidents of the B.B.K. A. instead of the Duke of Con-
naught, the parent Association would have no objection

thereto.

6. Moved by the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Hooker,

and carried unanimously :
' That the Presidents or heads

of County Associations are ex officio Vice-Presidents of

the Central Association.'

7. Moved by the Hon. and Rev. Henry Bligh, seconded

by the Rev. Mr. Sclater, and carried unanimously:

'Honorary Secretaries of County Affiliated Associations

are ex officio members of the British Bee-keepers' Associ-

ation, and are entitled to all the privileges of membership
except the right of voting.'

At this juncture the Rev. H. R. Peel was compelled

to leave the meeting, when the chair was taken by the

Hon. and Rev. Henry Bligh.

8. Moved by Sir. Griffin, seconded by the Rev. Mr
Burkitt, and carried unanimously :

' The members of

Affiliated Associations shall be allowed to avail them-
selves of the facilities which may be provided from time

to time by the Central Association for the sale of honey
and other bee produce.'

9. Moved by Mr. Griffin, seconded by the Rev. Mr.
Burkitt, and carried unanimously :

' The Central Asso-

ciation will provide a judge if required to officiate at

the Annual County Show of an affiliated Association,

and also an examiner to conduct local examinations of

experts desiring to gain third-class certificates in prae-

tical bee-keeping. The centre for these examinations

must be named by the Secretary of the County Asso-
ciations, and approved of by the Committee of the

Central Association. One month's notice (at least) must
be given of the proposed examination. All travelling

and personal expenses shall be defrayed by the County
Association.'

,

It was agreed that the general advantages to be de-

sired from affiliation were: 1. 'The interchange witii

other districts of experience aud information, e.g., on
the advancement of bee-culture, on the practical measures
for improving the methods of bee-keeping amongst the

cottagers, on the practical means of disposing of honej ,

and the best means of organizing County Associations.

and the dividing of counties into districts.' 2. ' The
improvement of bee-culture by concerted action.'

Mr. Griffin proposed, and the Rev. Mr. Sclater se-

conded, a vote of thanks to the Chairman, which was
briefly acknowledged, and the proceedings were brought
to a close.

Committee Meeting held at South Kensington, July

26th. Present : Rev. II. R. Peel (in the chair), Rev. G.
Kaynor, Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh, Eev. P. G. Jenyns,

Rev. 1"'. S. Sclater, Captain Campbell, .1. M. Hooker,
and H. Jonas.

Examination Sub-committee reported that Mr. Mun-
della, chief of the Educational Department, had sent a

favourable reply to the Association's memorial, praying
that practical bee-keeping might be taught in the

national schools as an elementary science, promising that

the question should in due course be taken into con-

sideration by the Department. Resolved, that the Ex-
amination Sub-committee, together with the Rev. H. R.
Peel, be prepared, as a deputation from the B. B. K. A.,
to wait upon Mr. Mundella if required.

A Report and List of Seeds for Bee-plants, as pre-

pared by Sir. Cowan, were submitted aud approved.
Resolved, that the best thanks of the Committee be
given to Mr. Cowan for preparing this list; and that in

future Messrs. Sutton be requested as far as possible to

give the popular as well as the botanical names of the
several plants.

A return of the attendances of the several members of

the Committee since February 18-4,' was made as

follows:—Rev. E. Bartrum, 4; Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh.

IS; J. N. Bower, 0; Captain Bush, R.N., 5; Captain
Campbell, 3; T. W. Cowan, ; J. M. Hooker, 8 ; Rev.
F. G. Jenyns, C; H. Jonas, 7; W. Martin, 3; Rev.
H. R. Peel, 6 ; Rev. G. Raynor, 2 ; Rev. F. T. Scott, 1 ;

Rev. F. S. Sclater, 6 ; D. Stewart, 6.

The next Committee Meeting was fixed for Wednes-
day, August 20th,

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SHOW

:

GRANTHAM EXHIBITION.
The present show proved even more interesting than

the previous exhibitions of the same character. There
was a grand display of honey and of apiarian appliances in

a large shed; aud exhibitors iu the class' Collections' had
on view between four and five hundred articles used in the

production of honey, &c. Lectures and manipulations

were given at intervals in a tent erected in the centre of

the ground, the usual netting protecting the spectators.

Mr. Baldwin, of Bromley, Kent, was the manipulator,

under the direction of Messrs. W. Martin and G. Brett,

the stewards of the department. There was a very nice

assortment of cottagers' straw hives, with bees at work,

showing the spectators how the honey may be taken

even from the skep-hive without having to destroy the

bees. Several Observatory hives were also shown, and
excited much interest. The general superintendence of

the department was in the hands of Mr. R. R. Gedfrev
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(the energetic local secretary of the Lincolnshire Bee-

keepers' Association), and the staging of the exhibits

was undertaken bv Mr. J. Bolton.

Nearly a ton and a quarter of honev was staged. Ihe

price ruled high, but the quality was better than usual,

1, ing full of flavour. A collection of bee-flowers, sent

by Mr. Ingram, of Bel voir, was eagerly scanned,— by

old bee-keepers especially.

The department was honoured on Thursday by a long

visit from the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, who is bo deeply

interested in the work of the Bee-keepers' Associ.it ions

throughout England. We may mention that her Lady-

ship made several purchases. The classes for bees were

fairly well tilled, and, as usual, were the centre of in-

terest. In < 'lass 3, tor super honey, there were only two

exhibits, viz., Mr. Sells, of the tjffington Apiary, and

Mr. It. Tliope, of LangrickVille, Boston; the total weigh!

was 5051bs. In Class 4, for extracted honey in glass

jars, there were three exhibits, and the total weight was

laOeibe. The whole was neatly put up in 1 and J lb. glass

jars. Classes 5 and C included some beautifully

sections, shown by twelve exhibitors: about 300 lbs.

were staged. There were no fewer than twenty-three

exhibitors in Classes 7 and 8 for extracted honey, and

420 lbs. were staged. Class 9 was a grand class of

supers of honey. Mr. Todman, of Belton, carried off the

first prize with a lovely super; Mr. Sells second, with

one of his nice little supers; and Mr. C. Shaw, of

Earl's Fields, third, with a splendid specimen. In this

cla , Mr. C. Slum contributed no less than five exhibits,

all deserving of merit. In the classes for hives and

appliances, Messrs. Abbott Bros., Southall, and Mr.

Baldwin, Kent, Mr. Best, Boston, and Mr. Meadows, of

Syston, were large contributors. A monster glass, con-

taining 33 lbs. of extracted honey, was shown as extra

by Mr. 11. fates; it was a treat to 1

proving what a stock of bees will do in tends} ' Mr.

Yates also kindly sent a grand super, of enormous weight,

harvested in 1676, the comb of honey appearing as

fresh as if gathered during the present season.

The following is the list of awards:

—

Bees.—For the best specimens of Ligurian, Carniolan,

Cyprian, or Syrian honey bees, to be exhibited with the

queen in an Observatory hive.—1. Abbott Brothers, foreign

2. Withheld. 8. B. B. Godfrey, Grantham lor

the best specimens of English bees to be exhibited with the

queen in an Observatory hive —1. Bobt. Thorpe, Langrick
Villo, lioston. 2. Abbott Brothers, Southall. :s. W

Hom'.y.—Forthelargest and best exhibition of super honey,

the produce of one apiary during the year 1884.—1. Sells and
Bon, I fOngton, Stanford. 2. Bobt. Thorpe. 3. V.

Forthelargest and best exhibition of extracted oi run

in glass jars. I. Bobt. Thorpe. 2. J. 11. Truss, Bainton

Heath, Stamford. 3. Walter Martin, Wainfleet. For the

best twelve 1-lb. sections of comb honey, in crate.— 1. Sells

and Sons. 2. Mrs. Lydia Brown, Whaplode, Spalding. 3.

Bev. Chas. Plumptre, Claypole, Newark. For the best

twelve 2-lb. sections of comb honey, in crate.—1. Balls and
Sons. 2. James Gilbert, Stamford. 3 Withheld. For
the best twelve lib glass jars of extracted or run honey.

—

1. John Lane, Marston, Grantham. 2. Walter Martin,

Wainfleet. 3. Mrs. Maud Finder, Bopsley, Grantham.
Highly Commended, It. B. Godfrey. For the best twelve

2-lb. glass jars of extracted or run honey.— 1. Mrs. Lydia
Brown. 2. John Lane. 3. James Gilbert. Highly Com-
mended, Messrs. N. B. and M. F. Kemp, The Mines. Si dge-

brook, Grantham. For the best glass super of comb honey.
—1. George Todman, Belton, Grantham. 2. Sells and
Sons. 3. Clement Shaw, F.arl's Field, Grantham. Highly
Commended, F. Lynn, Belton Asbes, Grantham ; Clement
Shaw.

HrvEB.—For the best complete, and most practical hive

on the moveable comb principle. Price not exceeding 30s.

— 1. Abbott Brothers; the Combination Hive. 2. James
Gilbert. 3. S. J. Baldwin ; the Gainsborough Hive. For
tin best complete and most practical hive on the moveable
comh principle; price not exceeding 7s. 6d.— 1. Abbott
Brothers ; the Cottage Hive. 2. S. J. Baldwin ; the Lin-

colnshire Pet. For the cheapest, neatest, and best super

for harvesting honey in the comb in a saleable form.—1.

Abbott Brothers ; the Kensinyton Super. 2. Abbott

Brothers ; the Economic Super. For the best honey ex-

tractor.— 1. Abbott Brothers ; Cylinder Honey Extractor.

2. Sells and Son. 3. Abbott Brothers ; Little Wonder
Extractor. For the best and most complete collection of

hives and bee furniture.— 1. S. J. Baldwin. 2. Abbott

Brothers. 3. J. Best. For the best straw hive.—1. B. E.

Godfrey. 2. William Barnes, Londonthorpe, Grantham.
3. Mrs. Lydia Brown.

BEES AT THE LOUTH HORTICULTURAL,
POULTRY, AND DOG SHOW.

.llLY 17iU AND 18TH.

In connexion with this important exhibition, the com-
mittee again wisely arranged for bee-manipulation and
al-o provided a good prize schedule, offering a sum of

10/. to competitors in bees, honey, and hives, which
brought together one of the best local bee exhibitions we
have witnessed in Lincolnshire, and proved no small

attraction to the vast number of visitors. A huge tent

was set apart for the exhibits, and the various classes

were well filled, many of the exhibits were of high

merit. The tight for high honours was chiefly between

son Id veterans ol the Lincolnshire, \ i/. Messrs.J. Best,

II. s. Forman, W. Forman, W. Martin, II. o. Smith,

T Sells, and the Bev. W. V. Turner, and right well

did they sustain their usual reputation. The irregularity

.I numbering and lettering of exhibits (whether devised

or not) was not whal we like to see, and only served to

perplex, bother, and trouble a judge mi necessarily. We
iuld niggesl that the usual system of numbering ex-

hibits, viz, I to |ik), be adopted in future, as the most

easy and satisfactory.

anipulating tent of the L, 11. K. A. was under
the able direction of Mr. H. 0. Smith, ablj b li ted by
Mr. Tom Sell-, and was patronised by throngs of people

who had the opportunity of learning from Mr. Smith's

plain and practical addresses much that should help them
in the mors advanced method of bee-keeping, In the

cottagers' classes there were some highly creditable ex-

hibits, marking plainly the
;

lually working
amongst them, R. It. Godfrey, E [., of I trantham, was
the judge.

[JFFINGTON COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY'S
snow.

This worthy little Society bad the privilege of holding

its Show in the beautiful grounds of [Jffington House
(the seat of the E.nl oi l a l'hursday, July loth,

win ii a grand display oi Bowers, fruit, and vegetables, was
placed Bel tie- judges in connexion with the show.

Ihe Countess of Lindsay held a grand bazaar, which
was most charmingly arranged, in tne spacious ball-room,

eel of which ws I - rai < Funds for maintaining

the reading-room for the people of the village, in which
her ladyship takes a deep interest. We need hardly

remark that it was not likely that our old friend Mr. Sells,

of the noted Uffington Apiary, would let .slip so favour-

able an opportunity of doing his best to impart to the

visitors some knowledge of bees and bee-keeping, and of

offering them a feast in the shape of his grand honey

productions. With the help of Mr. Tom Sells, Mr.

Gilbert, and others, a beautiful exhibition of honey, bees,

&C, was arranged; upwards of half a ton of honey was
staged. The sections of comh honey were very good, and

the quality of extracted above the average, the largestex-

bibitors being the Messrs. Sells, Mr. Truss, and Mr.

Gilbert. Some splendid sections woro shown by Mrs.

Ram l'>i of the Rectory, and secured first prize, and the

L. 11. K. A. manipulating tent was placed in the lawn;

and within the area, with their thousands of beloved

pets, were to be seen Mr. II. 0. Smith of Louth, and Mr.
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Sell?, Jim., in full go, doing- their utmost to instruct the

numerous spectators in the way they should go if they

desired success in bee-keeping. Unfortunately the

weather was not so favourable as could have been

desired, and so marred what otherwise would have been

a very successful exhibition. R. It. Godfrey, Esq., of

Grantham, was the judge.

HANTS AND ISLE OF WIGHT BEE-KEEI>EIIS'

ASSOCIATION.

The chief Annual Show of this Association was held

at Southampton on August 2nd and 4th, in connexion

with the Royal Horticultural Society of Southampton,

at their great summer show, in the Westwood Park.

The weather was all that could be desired, the heat on

both days being intense and the attendance very large.

On the 4th (' August Monday ') nearly 20,000 persons

passed the turnstiles, a considerable portion of whom
visited the Bee Tent, to see the demonstrations with live

bees and hear the lectures. In the Honey Tent adjoining

there was a remarkably fine display of sections and
honey in bottles, but the competition for hives and

appliances wa9 not so keen as the occasion would seem

to warrant, considering the largo public gathering and

the excellent opportunity for business offered to

apiarian suppliers. For the best general collection of

appliances there was only one competitor, Messrs. E. M.
Hart and Co., who, as usual, brought an excellent assem-

blage of hives, samples of comb foundation, two
observatory hives (an English and au Italian stock in

each), and an extractor on a new principle, or, rather,

old pattern revived, in which the cylinder, holding five

standard frames, was made to revolve together within

an iron cradle, whereby the chilling influence of direct

draught was obviated. With one or two modifications

and alterations, this machine would seem to possess

several distinct advantages over the type in common use,

and we hope Messrs. E. M. Hart and Co. may be induced

to prosecute the matter. Another novelty was an

exhibition of peat for bee-smokers, cut up into suitable

form and packed in sixpenny packets, by the Eclipse

Moss Litter Company, of Shapwick, Somerset. This

fuel was used extensively in the Bee Tent, and proved

itself extremely valuable to bee-keepers, burning slowly

and giving out at the same time a mild but sufficiently

strong volume of smoke. As this fuel removes another

of the bee-keepers' difficulties, its introduction in a handy
and cheap form marks another advance in the easy and
safe management of bees. In Classes 4 and 10, for some
unexplained reason, these usually popular competitions

were scarcely seriously fought ; in the former, that for

the best-made hive by an amateur, the judges were

unable to award a first prize at all ; and in the latter,

for the best skep of bees, only one prize was given. But
the competition in the honey classes was, as usual,

extremely keen, and in the matter of choosing sections the

task of the judges was a most unenviable one. The
superior finish, however, of the two-pound size over their

smaller brethren made their selection a foregone con-

clusion, although the judges expressed their reluctance,

as they considered the greater marketability a great

point in favour of the smaller sizes. Their decision,

however, in giving first prize to the same exhibit shown
at the Winchester Show (July 4th) and similarly

awarded, proved incontestably the justice of their choice,

seeing that a different set of judges acted upon each
occasion. Whether a special class for the one-pound
size would not in future be advisable is a question

for the Association to decide upon. In the matter of

extracted honey the difficulties of the judges were not so

great, for, although the vast majority of the exhibits

were of unusual quality owing to the fine season, we feel

bound to say that the twelve one-pound bottles exhibited

by Mr. Edwin Euss, of Winchester, were of such sur-

passing clearness and quality we could but join in the

general expression of gratification at discovering and
tasting a honey which surpassed our ideal of what
honey should be. It is a significant fact worthy of the

attention of all bee-keepers that the sales of honey in

this form usually exceed those in the form of sections by
six to one, nearly the whole of the exhibits in Class 8
finding buyers at good prices ; the lucky winner of first

prize rapidly disposing- of his supply at Is. 8d. per one-pound
bottle. The sales of sectional honey were not nearly so brisk,

and as this was undoubtedly owing to the greater difficulty

of transport it becomes a serious question whether it

will not pay bee-keepers to adopt a regular system of

glassing each section. The medals this year were again

offered to those bringing the largest and best exhibit of

honey in every form to the show, the silver one being

awarded Mr. Hart for a magnificent pyramid of one-

pound bottles, accompanied by numerous sections

displayed round the base. Mr. Wm. Hunt won the

bronze medal, and the Rev. Walter E. Medlicott, the

certificate. The judges were Messrs. W. H. Dunnian
(Hon. Sec. Dorset B. K. A.) and E. Davenport (of the

WiltsB.K.A.)
The Bee Tent of the Association was erected in

close proximity to the Honey Tent, and was numerously

attended, especially upon the second day, when the labour

of lecturing devolved upon the Hon. Sec. for the County,

E. II. Bellairs, Esq., and the Rev. W. E. Medlicott,

assisted by Miss Medlicott and Mr. Robin Medlicott

acting as amateur, not to say youthful, experts. The
lectures were wisely divided into rudimentary bee-

management and advanced bee-keeping, including full

explanations of the bar-frame principle and its uses, so

that practical lessons were available to novice and

amateur alike.

A supply of Messrs. Huntley and Palmers ' Honey
Drops ' Biscuits had been sent from Reading for the

occasion, and we trust that the exertions of the Hon.
Sec. and others may bear fruit in causing a large con-

sumption of these excellent comestibles.

SOMERSETSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The Bee Exhibition, Stogtjrsey.

This honey and bee show, under the management of

the Rev. Charles G. Anderson, the honorary secretary of

the Somerset B.K.A., was held in two tents at a little

distance from the horticultural section of the show. The
honey in sections and comb, with some bee-keeping

appliances, was staged in the first tent, through which

the public passed by a gangway to the new bee-tent of

the Somerset B.K.A. This tent, which was in use for

the first time, has been made for the Association by
Messrs. Waddon & Son, of Eastover, Bridgwater, under

the direction of the hon. sec, and is capable of holding

100 spectators. The tent is a hexagon ; the spectators

are protected from the weather by a waterproof roof,

and from the bees by transparent netting, while the bees

have free access to the open air. The tent is complete in

every respect, and does great credit to the makers. The
Association will no doubt find the advantage of their

new possession next season. One of the special points

about the tent is the ease with which it can be put up

and taken down. The whole is surmounted with a scarlet

flag, with 'Bees' in white letters, and is a conspicuous

object at any show. Several skeps of bees were driven

during the day, and were supplied—some from Stoke

Courcy, and some from Combwich and Otterhampton.

The Rev. C. G. Anderson, who acted as expert, and was

assisted by Mr. Hallett, gardener to Mr. R. Guy Evered,

of Hill House, Otterhampton, showed the importance

of bee-keeping as an industry open to every one as the

principal point of his various discourses during the day.

He also pointed out the fallacy of the idea that modern
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bee-keeping' was beyond the reach of any cottager on
account of expense, clearly proving; that any one with a

little care may fit up an apiary for himself. In the ex-

hibition tent the chief attractions were the observatory

hive with two combs of bees visible on both sides, and
the diagrams published for the use of lectures, &c.

The principal exhibitors of honey were the Rev. C. G.
Anderson (who had 54 lbs. in section and 18 lbs. in

bottles), Mr. Thomas Hallett, of Otterhampton (Mr.

Evered's gardener), Mr. Warren, of Combwich, and 1'. C.

"Wise, of Otterhampton. The two special prizes given

liv thf Rev. C. G. Anderson, consisting of a bar-framed

hive and a skep cover, were made by the rev. gentleman
himself, as examples of amateur work in bee-keeping, and
the observatory hive was also made by him. No person

could desire to have a better expert in connexion with an

exhibition of this kind than Mr. Anderson proved himself

to be on this occasion. Sir Alexander II 1 expressed
his obligations to Mr. Anderson for the great amount of

trouble he had taken in this matter and the valuable

information and instruction he had given, and it was
evident that all present shared this feeling of gratitude

towards the rev. gentleman most fully.

Shortly after six o'clock the prizes were distributed on

the lawn in front of Fairfield House by Miss Acland
Hood, a suitable and congratulatory address having been
previously deUvered by tin- Rev. F. Meade-King, the

honorary secretary.

WORCESTERSHIRE BEE-E EEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association held its annual show at the meeting
of the Worcestershire Agricultural Society at lVpdmiv,
on July 39th, 30th, and Slst. On the first day tliH

Weather was wet, but the other days were tine and there

was a large number of visitors. Tn< roeywas
an extremely tine on.', and about half a ton Wll

in a shed seventy feet long by twenty wide, which also

Contained the hives and appliances, and bees in oh- i v.i-

tory hives. The Bon. Sec., Mr. A. H. Martin, and Mr.
('. Brown, the expert of the Association, assisted by Mr.
C. II. Haynes and Mr. M. Woodward, were inde-

fatigable in their exertions, and they succeeded in

making the show a complete juci Mr. Brown con-

ducted the manipulations with live bees in the b tent,

and Mr. A. II. Martin explained tl ejects thi '.

tioti had in view, particularly dwelling upon tbi

importance of bee-keeping by the market gardeners and
fruit growers of the district, with a view to the fertilisa-

tion of the bl0880mS by the bees. lie al-o explained

what steps the British Bee-keepers' Association had taken

with regard to the establishment of a honey depot ai

Heading, where honey could be sent for sale. His
remarks were frequently applauded and attentively

listened to by large audiences.
The Rev. 0. N. Ogilvy, of Banbury Rectory, Brom •

grove; the Rev. .1. Ross-Barker, Vicar of Evesham; and
Mr. (

'. Brown, acted as Judges.

BEDFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The above Association held their first honey show a1

Bedford on Jul) hi in connection with the Beds Horti-
cultural Society's Show, and offered about 10/. in prizes,

which were fairly competed for, anil some hones of wry
excellent quality was brought forward. The Rev. J. L.
Seager, Bon. Sec. of the Herts B.K.A., kindlj came over
and gave his services as judge; and also gave some very

interesting and instructive addresses on bee-keeping.
The Rev. Dr. Wray of Bedford also very ably helped

the cause of bee-keeping by giving valuable advice to

those anting the bee tent.

LEICESTERSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Under very favourable circumstances, this thriving
Association held its third annual exhibition on the
County Agricultural Society's ground at Leicester on
the 30th and 31st of July. The undoubted success
which was scored reflects great credit on the able,

hardworking, and painstaking Hon. Sec, and his right-

hand helper, Mrs. Ball. ' It would be a tremendous
hard task to find an assistant Hon. Sec. to equal Mrs.
Ball,' said an old hand, who had seen some few Be
Shows in his day, ' she is all over the shop, and has all

at her fingers' tip.' .

The only little suggestion we would make is, that in

future consecutive numbering of exhibits should be the
rule, and that 1. 5, LO should figure instead of 1. V. X.
The question, too, of making a charge to enter the

manipulating tent is one that the Society would do well

to consider before another season, people generally

object to pay after once paying to enter a sliow ground.
To ' move on,' as the man in blue says, we would

remark that the numerous exhibits were well staged and
all ready for the judge in due time, which very often is

not the case at shows.

A large tent (26 yards long) nicely arranged and
filled with exhibits met the eye of visitors. The
Observatory hives stocked with bees, as is always the

case, proved very interesting to passers-by. A splendid

stock was shown by Mrs. Theobald of Leicester, which
gained first honours.

In the honey classes some very choice sections were

shown,butthe objectionable practiceof half-coveringthem
witli coloured paper took much from the appearance of

the comb; one lot shown by Mr. Walter S. l'ridmore

without the paper decorations should prove to any
observer the inutility of decorations of any kind. The
extracted honey brought out fourteen competitor.-, and
,., good was the greater part of the exhibits, that it

was almo-t cruel to leave so many below number three,

and the same remark holds good in class Y. Mrs.

Rippin of Waltham found first honours in both classes.

In the silver medal class lay the res! fight, but our old

champion, Mr. J. W. Bickley of Melton, with his grand
collection of supers, the like of which one is rarely

privileged to see, was the easy winner and pocketed the

silver, whilst Mr. W. S. I'lidiiimv carried OH the bronze.

In the hive Classes there were some capital productions,

and though there was nothing new in them, they were

well titled ami cheap.
The collection classes closed with four entries, a show

in themselves, and we hope some large sales were effected.

The manipulations were conducted By Mr. Baldwin, who
in his own happv way, entertained, amused, and we
hope also instructed, the goodly number of i isitors to the

bee-tent lachday. Messrs. Bickley, Carter, Newham
and Riley, rendered valuable assistance during tin' show.

Nearly three-quarters of a ton of honey was placed on
tic table for competition.

BEE Sliow \T BEMSLEY, NORFOLK.
The I lemsley Cottage Garden Society, at its Annual

Flower Show on the 20th July, had, like many such in-

stitutions, its bee-keeping department, lor tie- last

fifteen years the Society has given prizes for specimens

of honey exhibited, but for the last three years its efforts

in behalf of bee-keeping have been more extended ; and
the Society, though acting only for its Own village of 660
inhabitant-, ha- its own bee-tent and its own expert

—

Mr. Stephen Chaney, who won the first prize for bee-

driving at the Yarmoi th Horticultural Fete in L882. At
the recent Hemslej Sho v B prize was offered to residents

in the village for bee-driving, Mr. S. Chaney acting as

judge.
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Two competitors entered the lists, Daniel Green and
Robert Spooner. Green was the first performer, and
succeeded in catching the queen in eleven minutes.

Spooner then took his place with a new hive, and ef-

fected his task in ten minutes, winning the prize of os.,

to the satisfaction of a goodly number of interested spec-

tators. Subsequently, Sir. Chaney gave another illustra-

tion of the process, to which visitors were admitted
without charge, and the tent was more than crammed.
Many had thus the opportunity of initiation into the

facilities of modern bee-keeping. For exhibits of honey
the first prize was won by the Vicar, the Rev. II.

Harden, for sections and jars of extracted honey ; the
second by S. Chaney. In distributing the prizes, the
Vicar observed that though he had at last the satis-

faction of beating his friend, Mr. Chanej', the credit

was due to the latter, for it was to S. Chaney 's tuition

and assistance that he owed whatever success he had
achieved.

Cuxrcsponbcntc.

*»* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

tlie Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes

from the Hives, Queries, tt-c\ , are requested to direct their com-

munications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal." c/o

Messrs. Strangeways it Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, W.C

FOUL BROOD.
I am much obliged to Mr. Cheshire for introducing

my name in his very able paper on Foul Brood, as it

enables me to explain whatever credit there is for the

suggestion of carbolic acid as a cure for this disease is

due to Professor Tichborne, of the Apothecaries' Hall,

Dublin, with whom I had a conversation in October 1881
on the subject

.

My first experience with foul brood was in the summer
of 1880, when it appeared in a Ligurian stock from which
it spread to all the stocks in my apiary. Without loss

of time I treated them with salicylic acid solution pre-

pared according to Mr. Cowan's formula, using the

solution in syrup for feeding and in spraying, but without
success as the disease spread apace. At the end of the

season I got some driven bees, and with them I strength-

ened my stocks for the winter. Next year, as soon as

the weather permitted, I changed them into new hives,

removed any combs in which diseased cells were found
and began feeding with syrup medicated with Mr. Cowan's
solution as a prophylactic, but without success, as the

disease spread so rapidly that I was obliged to destroy

twenty-five of the worst combs taken from four stocks in

the course of the season of 1881, during the whole of which
I had salicylic acid in one form or other in constant use.

Before packing up for the winter I strengthened the

stocks with driven bees as before, and left them as well
as could be expected under the circumstances.

Before going further I wish to explain that in

addition to using the salicylic acid in the solution

mentioned above, I used it dissolved in alcohol, and also

in a subliming apparatus of German make, without pro-

ducing any good result, and this I attribute to the acid

not being volatile at ordinary temperatures. In other
words, its action as a disinfectant or antiseptic does not
extend beyond the parts of the hive or combs with which
it is brought into immediate contact so that a single

foul-broody cell left untouched by the acid would still

remain diseased, while all the other cells and the hive

might be thoroughly disinfected. Another objection to

salicylic acid is its insolubility. It is true that it is

readily soluble with borax, but the resulting solution

(salicyliate of soda) seems to me to be one in which the

disinfecting properties of the acid are, if not lost,

neutralised to a very great extent. Salicylic acid is

readily soluble in alcohol, but it precipitates when an
excess of water is added, and when used in syrup
scarcely a trace of the acid remains in solution. But
to resume.

In October 18S1, I spoke to Professor Tichborne (to
whom I am glad to have this opportunity of publicly
tendering my thanus), and he suggested carbolic acid as

a possible remedy for the foul brood. As it was then
too late to do anything that year, I had plenty of time
to decide on the modus operandi for the next season,
and the first thing was to ascertain what make of the
acid would give the best results. After trying several
samples, I found that Calvert's Carbolic Acid Crystals,

No. 1 (B. P.), was readily soluble in cold water while it

volatilised at any given temperature more rapidly than
any of the others. I prepared a solution by melting one
ounce of the acid and pooling it into a quart of cold

water, and it was ready for use.

On my examining my stocks in the beginning of March
1882, I found that in all of them breeding had been going

on for at least ten or twelve days previously, but the

brood was nearly all dead and the bees were so weak in

numbers that I thought it better to allow them to die

out and to make a fresh start with early swarms.
About this time the bees began to fly in search of food,

and as I did not wish to go to the trouble of placing

feeders on the hives 1 gave them some syrup (to which I

had added the carbolic solution in the proportion of one

and a half teaspoonsful to a pint of syrup) by rilling a

pickle jar and inverting on a piece of slate which was
placed at some little distance from the hives. The bees

took This mixture readily, and continued taking it until

the middle of April, when they were flying in con-

sidi Table numbers. Prompted by curiosity more than
anything else, I examined them and was surprised to find

them in a flourishing state. I transferred them into

clean hives, and between June 15 and June 25 I had a

heavy swarm from each stock, one of the swarms
weighing 7^ lbs. nett. After swarming, I requeened

four out of five stocks with Italian queens with the

result mentioned in the quotation which Mr. Cheshire

gives from my letter to him.

Up to the time when the Italian bees began to emerge
from their cells, it seemed to me that I had at last got a

remedy for foul brood. livery queen-cell which I

destroyed contained a healthy queen in one stage or

other, and the bees increased so rapidly that I was
unable to provide hives for them. I wished to let the

bee-keeping fraternity know of my success ; and I called

on Mr. Cheshire and placed the facts before him.

It may be worth mentioning that I have used the

carbolic acid solution for disinfecting hives, frames,

division boards, quilts, &c. My plan was to place the

articles to be disinfected in a hive and cover them with

the quilt leaving the feed-hole open. A small boiler

(holding about a pint) made of sheet-iron was then tilled

with the acid solution and placed on the quilt, and
the solution was made to boil rapidly by means of

methylated spirit in an ordinary tin canister cover. A
pipe from the top of the boiler carried the steam down
through the feed-hole in the quilt into the hive. I find

that about a quarter of an hour of this treatment is

sufficient to disinfect a hive and any number of frames

or articles it will contain, but before using them they

should be scalded and exposed to the sun for a few hours

to drive the smell of the acid off. Some of the hives and

quilts I have in use at the present time have been

treated in this way after being used for diseased stocks,

and I have not had any trouble from them. If any of

your readers wish for a sketch of the disinfecting

apparatus, I shall be glad to send you one. I made mine
from an ordinary paint can, and the total cost did not

exceed four sliilhngs.

—

Robert Sproulk, Dublin.
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FOUL BROOD.
The gTeat Interest that all bee-keepers take in Mr.

Cheshire's experiments in foul brood is my excuse for

this letter, which gives some of my experiences confirm-
ing Mr. Cheshire's new theories. Some three yi

I foolishly bought some skeps stocked with bee.s and
combs. These were my pest-houses. They were full of

the so-called foul brood, and soon became extinct, but
not, alas ! before they had infected a fine stock of blacks

in a bar-frame hive. Hence date my troubles. This
hive last year gave me a splendid .-warm and about
40 lbs. of comb-honey, besides extracting about 15 lbs.

On my return from abroad I examined the hive and was
disgusted to find it full of foul brood. But there was
another feature. The bees were lying Li thousands
dying at the bottom of the hive, unable to crawl up
the combs. My only remedy was to place the ferw

remaining bees and their queen in a new hive, with
comb, and feed them, which I did. 1 then d
the combs and disinfected the hive bywashing thoroughly
and spraying with salicylic acid Bolution. It has not
lince been 1

1 use, At that time there app an 1 a letter

in the Journal for September Lepage 167, in which two
correspondents compl g died

much as mine did. I wrote a letter, thinking thi

might be explained by foul brood having been so
far got under by the bees that the brood wen- able to

hatch out alive, but unable to fly, The letter got lost

somehow, at least that part was lost, and anotl

tion on b ted. This, of course, I now
think incorrect, as Mr. Cheshire's proof that ti

themselves are liable to the disease full, accounts for

the facts. Now to the rest of the rtory. The new hive,
made from the old, perished during the winter with its

queen, as the bees left were t o fi « to keep any warmth.
Row we come to fie swarm that the old hive sent out.

This wintered badly, and was put in a new hive this

spring. It has given me about 16 lbs., but now shows
I foul brood, thus proving that the queen and

her bees took it with tliein v. hen th I have
Ordered some Absolute Phenol, and int< ad torequeen with
a Ligurian queen, inti about the middle of

this month, and feeding judicious!} until October. I

will let you know the results.—0. W.

PHENOL: A CUKK FOR Vol I. BROOD.
Mi. Cheshire would add to th,- great boon },, has

just conferred upon I -keepers it' be would give a

J recipe for his new f i for curing foul hr 1.

So many pints of water.
So much Migar.
So much phenol.
I give '1 part in 600' i- beyond the calculating

powers of many sufferers.—H. F.

ASSOCIATION FOB DURHAM.
At the commencement of this year I intended to

moot the question of forming an
I i this

county when reading in the British Bee Journal, May 16,
page 169, 'With the exception of Rutlandshire and
Westmoreland, there is not a single county in England
which is without the prospect "f having an Associa-
tion.' I deferred my intention. In the map of I

and Wale, published June 16, page 198, the county of
Durham is shaded as having an Association in pro p Ct,
If any gentleman bus taken in band the formation of an
Association, I should like to correspond with bin I

could perhaps assist him by procuring members in this
neighbourhood. I enclose mr card.—-Icabdus, Wear-
dale.

THE LIVERPOOL SCHISM.
I am tempted to address a few words to the British

Bee Journal on this subject, not because I am able to
throw any light upon it, but rather because I am anxious
to bear record of what I may describe as the universal
reprobation with whichwe in the South regard the news
too prominently brought forward in the current number
of the Bee Journal. Mr. Raynor's logical conclusions
appear to be unanswerable, and his measured .strictures

are quite sufficient one would suppose to for ever silence
a schism which 1 can only imagine has been Lrot up for
journalistic purposes. It must be apparent to the meanest
intellect that if we are to keep the position already
assigned to modern bee-keeping and not degenerate into
little petty local coteries, we must not permit for a
moment the question of separation to arise; for although
in some cases it might be difficult, and even imp gsible,to
show that the Parent Association was a financial benefit

to the counties, this must arise rather from the local
advantages of wealth, etc., than from any inherent weak-
ness in the capacity of the B. B. K. A. to act as a centre.
I would carry the matter further, and suggest that the
wealthy counties of England should as-M their

brethren by subscriptions paid through the funds of the
Central Association, as, ind 1, was done in the cs oi

the Hants B. Iv. A. thi- year, by granting an additional
6/.over and above their regular affiliation fi e.

The expression of these thoughts, however, 18 not the
main object which has induced me to write. \\ hatever
we may feel about dissensions ami strifes, whether from
within or merely upon the outer fringe, all bee-keepers
must recognise the paramount important f keeping
their Journal 'the recognised organ of all British bet?
keepers ' above reproach and the personalities too freely
indulged in by second-rate periodicals. It seems to me,
sir, that in ord u mouse you bav< exercised— «eii too much vehemence, and that,
may, without disparagement, be ,: the i m . s i.

number o< the Bei Journal this year, contaii
lain ible and (do,e deductions on foul

brood, and Mr. Hehnei contribution on adult-
eration of hone] . The promise that the Bubil ct is to be
' continued in our next fors time to come' has induced

lieve the vast majority
of your readers will share, and which you will. I trust,

i- occasioned not by any sneaking sympathy
with the miserable being you denominate as ' Malidi,'

whom you
p laying thus often, but rather out of

Hen Bee Journal ranking as English
journals do when , pared w ith « kmtinental o
abb- to bold against all comer the position of 'recognised
organ of all British bee-keepers. E. II. Bellaerb,
Chrittchurch.

ELECTION HI' COMMITTEE OF Till: BRITISH
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOC] kTION.

You challenge the Editor of the Record to prove his

statement that the Committ f the I! It. K. \. are self-

elected. Here is a V ery easy way for him to do 80,

—

let him put himself up for election next January, and if

hecan elect himself we won't call him a fake prophet
again.—Bi u. Fbajtchib b.

BEES TRAVELLING—FASTENING CHESHIRE
i: \Ki;s on THE BARS.

'in reading' Useful Mints' in last issue of the Journal,
I was surprised at the instruction given to those intend-

i ravel their bees, viz. :

—
' That they .should travel

with the combs i iiniiing parallel with the axle to prevent
swaying fi ride to side.' Now this is neither sound
in theory nor advantageous in practice, as, in most cases,
it means utter ruin to your stocks, instances of which
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are frequently under my eyes ; for it is a common occur-

rence to be called into the street to receive bees that

have been brought from a distance, to find them with
their combs quite broken down, and the bees drowned
in the sweets they have laboured so hard to collect,

all through travelling with the combs parallel to the

axis. The motion of a cart is from back to front, con-

sequently the combs must have a ready sway with each

motion of the cart. The combs have really a resistance

of as 15 to 1 wh nn placed at right angles to the axle

compared with the motion when parallel with the axle.

As I have to pack some hundreds of stocks of bees

during the season, perhaps it would not be out place to

offer a few suggestions as to the best means of packing

them.
Remove the bars carefully one by one from the hive,

and twist two Cheshire rakes round each, about two
inches from the ends of the bar. A piece of perforated

zinc is then fastened over the top. If a stock from
a straw skep is to be travelled, the skep is inverted

and corks are pushed between each comb, and a piece

of open or coarse canvass is tied over the bottom.

If the skep has been previously skewered corks are not

necessary. No matter whether the stocks are going by
road or rail strict orders should be given to place the

hives with combs at right angles to the axles. In tbia

way I have taken hundreds of stocks of bees all over

the country and never had a single comb give way.
I hope these few remarks may prove useful to those

about to take their bees to the heather.—G. J. Buller,
Welwyn, August 8, 18S4.

[Having forwarded the above to the writer of the
' Useful Hint ' adverted to, the following is his reply:

—

'It would have been better if Mr. Buller, before writing

the above, had followed a cart for a few yards over

rough ground, and used his eyes. He would have seen

that as the wheels go over stones and into holes the body
of the cart sways from side to side, hence the combs
should always be parallel to the axles, so that the sway-
ing shall be in the direction of their length. A cart

properly stowed does not sway in the direction of its

length, and a careful driver will prevent it by shifting

his own weight forward when going up hill, and back-

ward when going down, so as to relieve his horse. Of
course a lame horse at a trot will keep the whole cart on

the swing. But a horse with bees behind him should never

go beyond a walk. Then again, who that has ever felt

the swaying of a railway carriage from side to side when
going round sharp curves and over points would recom-

mend the combs to be placed in such a position that they

would partake of this motion ? If Mr. Buller directs

the senders of bees to him to pack them as he says, the

only wonder is that he ever gets a sound comb delivered

to him .'

]

,11 cb ictus.

An Essay ox Bees. Being the Experience and
Observation in his men Apiary, with Itints on their

Natural History. By ' Pan ' (Glasgow, Munro, 1884.)

This essay on bees received in the year 1882 the prize

offered by the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland for the best essay on bee-culture, with the

view of encouraging and improving apiculture in

Scotland. The author of the essay is Mr. William
Thomson, of Auchinraith, Blantyre, known to the bee-

keeping world as ' The Lanarkshire Bee-keeper.' In this

essay the reader has the benefit of Mr. Thomson's forty

years' experience as a bee-keeper. The essay is preceded

by an interesting history of apiculture in Scotland in

general, together with that of the Caledonian Apiarian

Society. As might be anticipated, an essay by such a

veteran as ' The Lanarkshire Bee-keeper ' fully covers the

whole management and natural history of bees and the

economy of bee - keeping. The essay throughout is

thoroughly practical, and its teachings are evidently

the result of the author's ' experience and observa-

tion.' By offering a prize for the best essay on bee-

keeping, the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland have shown their solicitude not only to improve
the condition of the rural population generally, but also

to promote the pursuit of bee-keeping especially ; and we
trust that the object they seek to obtain may be effected

by the publication of this work. The essay is accom-
panied by numerous wood-engravings, which, however,
are rather to be viewed as illustrations than as explana-

tory of its contents.

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book. By Thos.

"Win. Cowan, F.R.S., F.R.M.S., &c. Fourth edition

(Houlston & Sons, 1884.) In the course of two years

and a half three large editions of this work have been
exhausted. Seven thousand copies of it have been sold,

and the author has been called upon once more to revise

and enlarge it. The stamp of public approbation has

been firmly set upon it. Its reliability as a guide to bee-

keepers is acknowledged both in England and abroad.

The present edition has been much improved, ind various

additions have been made. A minute account of the

hive called ' the Rajmor Eclectic Hive,' has been given,

together with a description of the apparatus used by M.
E. Bertrand of Switzerland for curing foul brood by
Hilbert's fumigating process.

€t\ptB fnrm % ||tbcs.

Eton-Wick, Bucks.—I think bees have done very well

in this neighbourhood during the season ; one member of

the County Association, a Mr. Bacon of this place, has

to my knowledge sold sections to the worth of 67., and I

have seen other sections just taken off that bring the

total up to 100 lbs., and this is not a good locality. I

myself have done very well with the same number of

stocks (5), have been slinging every week, besides taking

sections, also had two swarms. I think the secret of such

success is we got our stocks in good order for the first

fruit blossoms ; if we lose that, we seldom have any honey.

There are other bee-keepers in the neighbourhood, but
cannot state their condition, doubtless they have' done as

well, as they are more experienced than myself, and had
swarm out very early. I must add my little experience

with pure Ligurians: I had a queen from Abbott's last

August, and before the winter all blacks had died out,

and a nice stock of pretty bees for wintering. They did

very well, I worked them into a strong stock. I cannot

say how much honey was taken, but some considerable

quantity, they have not swarmed. They are very quiet

when manipulating: it is a treat to see how quietly they

remain on the combs, and very rarely do they sting.

Another year I mean (if all's well) to test their honey-

getting as accurately as I can. I like them very much.
—G. IIOWEI.T..

North Leicestershire.—Rain set in on the 7th inst.,

and from that date up to the present, 24th inst., the bees

have done next to nothing, constantly recurring showers

keeping them pretty well confined. Clover is fading

away, and the limes, though in full bloom, are almost

unvisited by honey-bees. Accounts of the honey har-

vest are very conflicting : some bee-keepers speak of

heavy yields, while others say the season is a failure.

.">•<>."> inches of rain have already been gauged, but the

weather has been very warm, the thermometer standing

above 70° on no less than eighteen days. On the 20th

fair weather set in, and after a day or two's hesitation,

the bees fell to once more on the clover and limes. Hives

are ' sweating ' again, and if the present warm weather

continue, a considerable increase in the honey yield may
be expected.—E. B.
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Lauder, Midlothian, Wth July, 1684.—Bees have done

well here this season, but for a week past we have had

very heavv rains with thunder more or less every day.

I purchased a skep and stock of bees on 10th March

;

first drone seen on 3rd June; made an artificial swarm
on 5th June, and put them into bar-frame hive. On
June 17th, drove a second swarm aud put them into bar-

frame hive also, then put skep on top of bars of a third

hive, and now the bees are filling- it as a super while

they are working- out the combs in the frames below.

I have eight frames in each of the swarms which the

bees have nearly filled with combs. I put in half-sheets

of foundations. I am pleased with my first attempt at

bee-keeping.

—

John Turn-bull.

Sittingboume, Bobbing, July \Qth.—We have not

gathered a very large quantity of honey, though 1 have

proved the truth, that hives strong in spring w ill pay,

whilst those weak do nothing; some having filled nine

large frames in an upper storey twice over, whilst "in-

law lias not gathered any extra. The east wind which

prevailed for more than three months seems to have

checked the How of nectar. My firsl extracting- were

beautifully white, and solidified so quickly that a great

deal remained in the strainer without being able to run

through. About a fortnight ago I found the honey in

parte of the combe just tilled almost black. Can any

one say what (lowers would be likely to have yielded it?

Do not some say that bees will not work up chips of

wax? I gave two hives each a dish of unsealings of

honev to clean. One hive stirred them about, burrow-

ing in to get the honey; but the other hive built them
into a mass of comb in the dish, so that thej could walk
right through in every direction, and clear up all the

fa ij which the others failed to do where the trimmings

were very deep. Ernest Harnett.

I; d . Cople, July 17th, Since my last we have expe-

rienced a sudden change in the weather, it being every-

thing that could I"- desired until July 9th, h hen a

thunderstorm, lasting four and n half hours without a

lull, broke the spell, and it has rained more or less every

(lav since. We have bad nothing whatever from the

limes, as they were hardly out when the weather broke,

and have, of course, been spoilt byw«t. I have taken

•".I lbs. and 3d lbs. top honey from two best hives, which, I

think, is verygood considering there is not more than an

acre of white clover accessible to bees this year. I have

not touched body of hives yet, but must do so the first

opportunity.—A. F.

Someraham, Hunts, July 23rd. Experiences during

the past two months have been very varied in this

district. While I have had between fifty ami sixty

pounds of sectional honey from each of mv hives,

some of my neighbours have not had a super.

Stocks have swarmed badly this year, and casts have
been almost unknown. Those who have had good
stocks, and have supered in time, have reaped n g I

harvest. A general complaint is made of the queen

entering supers. I use no perforated zinc, and onlj in

two hives have 1 found that the queen has entered the

sections, one lot '2 lb., the other 1 lb. The swarm men-
tioned in my last echo, which 1 had from Mr. Jackson,

has given me nearly 60 lbs. of honey in I-lb. and I '.-lb.

sections. M\ Anglo-Cyprian hive has been thi

successful in the whole apiary. 1 am now bus} pre-

paring for our show to-morrow, so I will give a few
more notes for next issue. Our honey harvest dosed
with June. The rains in the first week of July have
caused the clover to spring up again, but I look for no
more surplus honey. I have not had a good loos r 1

the neighbourhood yet, but I think that this has been
the best year's experience for many years past.—C. N.
White, Hon. See. Hunts /;. A'. A.
Honey Cott, Wettim, Leamington, July 24th. During

the last fortnight very little honey has been gathered in

this neighbourhood. White clover—the staple plant of

our honey producers— is unable to secrete its nectar
through lack of settled hot weather. Honey gathering
for this year is practically at an end, as there is no
heather or late blooming forage to fall back upon. This
fact is well attested by the bees themselves, who are
beginning their usual murderous attacks on the drones,
and getting rid of the idle honey-eaters from their hives.

Though now unfavourable weather for honey gathering,
the interior of the hives bears witness to the better part
of the season which has already passed away. The
extractor is now in full swing, depriving some of the
overladen combs of their superfluous contents—an action
which the bees do not appreciate, or seem to thiidv is at

all for their good. How to deal with straw skepa,
which are loaded with honey, will, I think, be a problem
that will trouble the bee-keeper who wishes to keep
these stocks through the winter, without having to take
any more trouble than just to let them stand through
the winter till spring.—Jons Walton.

North Wilts, July 2Qth.— Last month was a fine month,
no rain falling between the 8th and -1st. Very heavy
falls of rain took plac<- on the 6th and 28th, exceeding
1 inch on each day, and the total fall for the month was
3*48. The maximum temperature in the sun was 136-8
on the 28th. The mean was 118*2, which was higher
than that of the previousfour year-; but lower than any
other of the nineteen previous years. Sunshine was

ficienl during the first ten days of the month.

There were l I'-'l hours of sunshine, which was less than
in 1883 or 1882. The present month lias not 1 a verj

favourable, and whilst a good deal of honey has been
gathered, the anticipations of the earlier part of the

season will not be realised. Rain has fallen on every
day except four during the present month, and the

seems to be quite unsettled. Drones have been
under notice to quit for several days past, and from
soi f the hives drone-br 1 is being thrown out.

Unless we gel a further spell of fine weather at once the
honey harvest is praoticaUv over, 11. It.

South Cornwall, Any. dth. \- you have on hand
several ' Echoes' to be reprodu sedb ifore they fade away,
you may hardly e.ne to hear re at present. But, to

risk it, I may say that after the breaking up of the

glorious bee-weather in the middle of July, we bad at

intervals two or three bright days till the end of the

month, lint as the fortnight was for the most part hot,

the bees were venturesome and did some work; since

that they have not begun much new work, but have need

the fine first week of August for finishing off section-,

taking matters somewhat easily, Body hives are very
full. A small skep in this neighbourhood, after sending
off two swarms, swarmed its inhabitants clear away the

third time. But bee, have been doing very many quei V

things of late, as I dare say most apiarians know.- -O.K. S.

Cairnii -liy-Ki it/i. A'.//. Bees are doing pretty well.

My be.-t hive is working out thirty-two section- 2 lbs.

e.eli: also a quantity of l-lb. sections. At ride seven

full ones have been removed. Clover is in full bl i.

Swarms have been very abundant. For several days
the weather has been rather dull; sealing up is, how-
ever, going on inside the hives.—-A. Cockbtjun.

Banff, July 17. —Bees here are doing well this season.

There is a splendid crop of white clover, and the heather

is now Coming into full bloom. It is mostly all the old-

fashioned straw Bkepe that are in u e hereal ts. By
another seas in I expect that by the help of the Bee
Journal liar-frame- will ho in more general use.—

A

Banffshire Bek-keefeh.
Finn Valley, co. Donegal, Any. ~ik. Eloney harvest

over, but it has been the largest since- ls7(i. At Stra-

bane show, ~> cwt. of bonev was entered, while last year
there was no! B single entry. A large number of straw
skeppist- are commencing; the moveable comb system, as

they see the superior advantages of it.

—

Apicuxa,
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($ucnj anb |ltply.

Query No. 791.

—

(Apicula.) 1. Would you kindly-

say what you think was the cause of two of my
swarms leaving with only eggs in queen-cells ? also the

cause of the two larvae in a single cell ?

—

A. Swarms will

often depart before the qu"en-cells are sealed, especially

in very warm summers like the present. Italians and

Syrians will swarm when the queen-cells are quite rudi-

mentary, and sometimes before they are even com-

menced*. 2. When removing sections, do you not wait for

the cells next wo. >d to be sealed over ? I find that my
bees do not build the sections out to the wood.

—

A.
Yes, the cells ought to be filled and capped, or sealed,

evenly. The perfect sections should be removed, and

the unfinished ones placed over the centre of the hive.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

B. Skinner.—Raising Queens.— It is now too late to

raise queens. Early and late-bred queens are always
inferior to those bred in the height of the seasi n.

They are short-lived and far less prolific, as a rule.

It is far better to buy good queens raised in full

colonies in the month of June, or early in July.

C. M.— 1. Removing Sections.—The present dull, cold

weather, and the consequent failure of the honey
flow, by keeping all the bees at home, have rendered

them irritable. Racks of sections, entire, should be
removed from the tops of the hives to some sheltered

part of the garden, or taken into an outhouse, and,

the bees having been gently brushed off all sections, the

sealed ones should be stored, and the unfinished ones

either returned to the hive for completion or extracted,

and, when cleaned by the bees, reserved for use an-

other season. Except in the heather countries, it is

too late now to get them finished. Rolls of thick

brown paper, loosely rolled, and lighted at the lower

end, are best. Your smoker may be in fault. The
chimney may be kept on when not in use. Your bees

became thoroughly irritated by the scent of the ' sting

poison! When bees are so irritated as to use -their

stings freely it is better to throw a sheet over the hive

and to retire for a time until they become quiet. In

this case a good smoker, throwing volumes of smoke,

and the gentlest, quietest manipulation possible, are

necessary ; indeed, it is best lo leave manipulation

until you get a fine day. Before section-racks are

returned to the hive the bees must be driven down by
smoke. The bees should be kept out of the space

when the wedge acts. We suspect you are using

inferior section-racks. 2. Extracting.—Uncap one side

of comb first, and, when extracted, unesip the other

and turn the comb. The comb fits in end downwards.
The extractor should not be turned too fast. Practice

alone will teach these little details.

A. Hulse.— 1. It is a great mistake to use smoke too

freely when taking off supers, especially'smoke of rags,

fustian, &c, as the honey afterwards retains the scent

and flavour of the smoke, and any unsealed honey is

entirely spoiled. We have tasted sections so spoiled by
over-smoking as to be rendered quite unsaleable. The
small quantity of smoke used should be from brown
paper, and very little is required if sections or supers

are removed at mid-day on a fine day, when the bees

are at work in the fields. We know of no plan by
which the evil can he remedied, unless, perhaps, fumi-
gation with salicylic acid. 2. Number of Framesfor
Winter.—Six would be sufficient.

R. E. Creswell.— 1. Utilising refuse.— The plan of

putting out refuse comb for the bees to fight for is

very unwise, as it leads to robbing, which is con-

tagious, and when once set up is difficult to stop. The

best way to utilise cappings, &c, is (in the absence of

a wax extractor) to put them in a jar in an oven until

the wax melts. On cooling it will be found in a cake

and the honey under it. This may be given in a

feeder to weak stocks. 2. Super foundation.—The
foundation forwarded is that which is generally used

for supers. This does not usually give a perceptible

midrib. Possibly the bees, instead of drawing up the

walls out of the wax of tbe foundation, erected them
of fresh wax, and so left the foundation of its original

thickness. This would only happen when a sudden

glut of honey sets in.

H. James, Kilmington, Devon.—Driven Bees.— 1. Please

refer to article on Condemned Bees in this number.
2. rollen-filled combs.—The cause of the combs out-

side the queen excluder containing so much pollen is

tbe difficulty of carrying it through. The pollen-filled

combs are most useful to give to condemned bees, their

own pollen having been left behind in the skeps.

W. II., Devizes.—Robbing.—It was a clear case of rob-

bing. Ascertain if you can out of which hive the

robbers come, and turn both the robbed and the robber

hive hind part before. This will generally stop it.

A. E. X.— 1. Queenless stock.—Yes, the bee which you
send is the queen, and your stock is therefore queen-

less. The old stock will raise a young queen for them-

selves, and there will be still time for her fertilization

before the drones are killed off. 2. Brood in the

super.—You ought to have smoked the sections to

quiet the bees, and then removed the perfect ones, re-

placing those containing brood and the queen over the

hole without any excluder. The brood would have

hatched out and the queen gone down. .'1. Driving

and Uniting.—You had better drive both your skeps

about twenty days after your mishap, and transfer the

combs to a bar-frame hive, uniting both lots of bees,

as the light skep is probably queenless.

W. II. Llewellyn and Arthur Harrison.— Be-
ginning Bee-keeping. — Procure and study Cowan's

Guide Book and Modern Bee-keeping, subscribe to the

Bee Journal, and become members of the Association

of the county in which you reside. Do not attempt

to start in too large a way. Begin with one or two
hives, and increase stock with growth of experience.

Start in the spring with the purchase of a swarm in

May as early as possible from a hive that swarmed in

the previous season. We prefer Ligurian bees.

C. Cobbett.—As you say the skep is too old to last the

winter we should advise that you transfer your bees

to a bar-frame hive, and feed up for the winter. You
would find that by so doing your interest in your bees

would be considerably increased.

J. Simpson.—1. Honeg in a Standard Hive.—The de-

duction you have made for frame and comb is within

the mark. 2. Fertile Workers.—These lay their eggs

alike in worker and in drone-cells; the drones that

are produced from the worker-cells are under-sized.

T. A. S.—1. Old Queen.—It is desirable that you should

examine your hive and ascertain whether the queen

is present or not ; as she is of a doubtful age, the pro-

bability is that she is what the Americans call a
' played-out ' queen. 2. Cast.—The amount of honey

in your combs would be sufficient to support the bees

until the following spring.

Onoko—Fruit Juice.—The contents of the bottle for-

warded cannot be described as honey ; your bees have

evidently forcibly entered some neighbouring jam fac-

tory, or are plundering the winter store of some thrifty

gudewife. We fancy it is raspberry juice that they

have been carrying to your hives.

A. B. C, Beckenham.— Queens recommencing Breeding.

— To cause your queens to recommence breeding, re-

move one or two combs to the outside of the dummy,
first unsealing the honey and making a way for the tees
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to get to them, or you may remove a few combs and
feed either with extracted honey or thin syrup.

W.CoiXYBB, Woking.—Bees hanging Out.—As you have
heather nowin bloom in your neighbourhood, we should
advice you to put on a super, when probably the bees,

which are hanging out because the hive would be too

hot otherwise, will enter it and fill it for you.
W. II. D.— 1. Tapering Frames.—Tapering frames are

certainly easier to handle for very careless people, but
no advantage presented itself to the Frame Committee
of the I?. B. K. A, when considering the

frame to induce them to adopt them. As the standard
frame has upright sides, we should advise you to keep
to that form. 2. Cottage Woodbury.—When Vol, II.

of the Journal was written the Cottage W Ibury
was considered a very good hive, but now it is out of

date. .'!. Woodfor, Ewes. - The materials of which a

hive ismade'do not matter, provided they are well

seasoned and the workmanship is good, and above all

if the weather i- kept out live- 1 sound roofs. 4.

The Journal.—We should strongly advise you 1

the issues for the whole of 1883, and to continue to

subscribe to it; there are always new id. -as cropping

up and improvements being effected.

W. J. T.— 1. Young Queens.—Young' Queens, after fer-

tilisation, must be kept at the head of the nuclei until

required for introduction. To cage them in other
colonies for any length of time would Beriously injure

and perhaps destroy them. •_'. S I afteT two
or three days, weather proving line, when the bees are

fairly started below, put on racks of sections, and, if

honey is coming in, they will quickly take )>

while the w irk below will be carried on with ir

ardour. 3. Number of the Frames. The nui

frames in a hue must necessarily depend on the size

of the frame ami the district in which the bees are

kept. In a good honey countrv we consider thai a

hive should contain not less than i
•

frames. If this number had been used your outside
frames would have contained do br 1. Ac
may—now, or a little later on—put them through
the extractor without injuring the small quantity of

brood contained in them.
8. M. Gabriel.—1. Feeding with Doubtful Honey.— If

there is acidity in the honey do not use it for f ling

bees : sugar syrup is far better. There is a paper bj

Mr. Simmins on autumn f 1 i n ^ in the present issue.

"J. Ripening Honey.- Bring the honey gradually over
a slow- fire to g temperature of 120°. Let it I slowly
and then store it in air-tight jar- or bottle-. It' sold in

its present state it will soon become acid. 3. ZAgurian
Bees, Yes; they are far superior to the German or

English bee.

Aim i la.—1, Extra Queens during Winter. B

queens at the head of small colonies 'lining winter, for
use at spring, is rarely attempted by our best -

Your plan would probably result in the death of

greater pari of the bees attendant upon the queen, and
the next severe cold would dispose of thereat. In a

mild winter the difficulty might 1 vercome, but on
the whole it will be found more economical to

purchase q ins at spring, L'. Phenol. See advertise-

ments in our last and present issues, and read Mr.
Cheshire's paper. •''. Ltd of a Queen-cell,— Yes; the

hinged lid on a queen-cell could be formed in uo other

way. The worker-1 s dispose of the capping of the

worker-cells in polishing and cleaning the bitter, to

prepare them immediately for the Ovipositing of the
queen. 4. Time fur taking Condemned Bees,— If the

present brilliant weather continues, bee- will continue

to add to their stores. It is not advisable to drive, or

manipulate bees at all, during very hot weather. A
fortnight hence will be soon enough to take condemned
bees. 5. Matting Tliree Colonies out of Two.— You
mav do as you propose, and may succeed by taking

three or four frames from each colony, and of these,
with an additional queen, forming a new colony. We
should prefer, however, to keep two strong colonies to
three moderate ones, and to extract from the outer
frames the surplus honey not required for wintering.

Si. II.— 1. Sparrows.—Sparrows, where numerous, are
very destructive to bees, especially during the breeding
season, which lasts nearly the whole summer. Thev
will make several visits to the hive per minute,
carrying off the bees to their callow nestlings with
great rapidity, also dexterously seizing them on the
wing. Destroy, repeatedly, nil nests near the apiary:
shoot and trap them. We have found a dead hawk.
Suspended from a branch of a tree near the hives,
with outspread wings, an exci Uent -care. A living

one would, no doubt, be more effective. 2. Bee-
keeping Remunerative. — To render bee-keeping
remunerative, neither pains nor labour must be
spared, and. as in all other pursuits, a considerable
amount of experience is required. Tie re i- no royal
road.' With intelligence and perseverance it may
certainly be mad- remunerative. 3. Section Honey.
—This is tie- best honey season during the last eight
year-, and at present the market i^ rather overstocked,
but neatly-wrought sections, exhibited in an attractive
form, will always Command a market. The public
requirt cated to distinguish pure English
honey from the adulterated syrups gold under the

name of honey. You will, doubtless, hear from Mr.
Moyle in due course, but at present we can well under-
stand that he is overwhelmed with correspondence.
Why force all the honey upon the market at once,

ave of intense heat !

ii careful]] stored, it ma] be kept for an almost un-
limited period. You should become a member of the
British B.K.A. The L-lb. sections are fetching from
1 v, to [g, 3d each. be sold a- high

• '"/. each. 1. Exoil The excite-

I
-halving of the bees, was probably

caused bj the entrant f strange bees to the hive,
and the 1 s which uncapped the cells were robbers,
without doubt. When honey i* coining in fro I

will not always defend their hives, especially black
and more fraternisation take- place than is

ally supposed,

. discussions
'

< heshire and HeJmer's
papers, which will be provided by the Literary Department

thibition, have not yet reached us.

BRITISH BEE-K EEPERS' PRACTICAL
HOOK. liy Thomas W. Cowan, P.tJ.S .

P.R.M.8., Ac Crown 8vo, boards, U.; postage Id.
i el. for every Bee-keeper. Published byJ, Hooklb,

Kings Langley ; may also be obtained of all Hive-dealers.

CH-A-DFII-US T- OVERTON,
Pint Clou Export oftin B Bi Esq* ' I it ,

THEEE BBIDGES, STJSSEX,
to oaO attention ot all Bee.] per to bis

NEW STOCK of BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES for 1884,
Bad hopes to bo favourer! with their support.

Si'lver end Bnmu Vol.,/
, and „o,r, Pi - , mearded at Efi&gtwater,

Kniahttbriiga, II
I tfc« Beet B« Hi

Smokers, Supers, Extractors, Come Foundation, t-c.

Orden can now be booked tor Prime Stocks, and Swarms, of

ENGLISH, I.K.riUAN and other I Ign BEES, for early spring
delivery; also Imported I.K.riUAN QUEENS.

SPECIALITIES.
The 'COWAN HIVK,' ami Bxtraotori ; Bingham Smokers, the beet

in use : Bapers -, Hone; Backs : ' lomb Foundation, American 1Mb. and
Ml, Section . I

I VI Tor STRAW IIIVKS, with hole in top for

fending and oiperiir", 'J:. , ;c h
,
Crate* of IS 1-11,. Sections for Stra*

Hives, 5s. each, complete.

r.iu, Hone on Bees and their Management answered l,v return of
ru.l.'M tamps. Send ?il. for M'"l. ' , I

','< K, o>, ,,.J. Is. Sri. for CoWull'

British JjVc- Jurperi' Guide, Catalogue Jree on opplwaHon.
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882; awl numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of
Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

Unfortunately, as is the case with all

|l inventions of merit, numerous substitutes
are being introduced under the name of
' improvements.' But there is not one
of these so-called ' improvements ' which
does not' possess defects from which the
original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary
when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be
fitted with 'DE. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no others. All
Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-
rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.
Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10s. per gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and
cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. Gd. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
Is theacknowledgedBemedyfor Stings, especially for removing

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. Gd. per bottle.

The abore Inventions may he obtainedfrom

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR k SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

;

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from the Inventor,
IKr. P. Z.YON, 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.E.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Simmins' Hives, Crates, & Sections.

'FORTRESS HIVES.'
Association ' Standard ' Bar-frames, Is. doz.

J. H. HOWARD, Holme Apiary, Peterboro'.
1887

BEE VEILS. Improved with Wire Gauze
Fronts, or with Silk Brussels Net. Post free 18

Stamps. Address B. Ding, Papworth-Everard, St. Ives,
Hunts.

(5Q)

re. 3VC. HiLRT «Sc CO.,
The LONGSTOCK HIVE Manufactory,

STOCKBItlDGE, HANTS.
SPECIALITIES

:

HIVES, complete, from Gs. SECTIONS, V-cut, in 6 sizes.
FOUNDATION, Flat, or natural based.

CLARK'S COLD-BLAST SMOKER. 'Far and away the
best Smoker.' 3s., post free.

HART'S SIMPLEX FEEDERS. ' The easiest and best
to manage.' Is. 6d. each, 15s. per dozen.

THE 'SWANMORE' SECTION CRATE. 'The most
perfect Crate made.' (60)

The Trade supplied. Price list on application.

Manchester, Liverpool, & North Lancashire

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GREAT HONEY FAIR and GRAND SHOW of

HIVES, BEES, HONEY, and APPLIANCES,
under the management of the Lancashire and
Cheshire Bee-keepers' Association, will be held

in the SHOW GROUNDS of the above Society,

at STOCKPORT, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, Septbmbeb 4th and 5th, 1884

MANIPULATIONS WITH LIVE BEES.

INTERESTING and INSTRUCTIVE LECTURES
will be delivered each day, at 12 and 2 o'clock,

by J. P. Jackson, Esq., Editor of the Bee-keeper's

R< cord.

PRIZES.
HIVES and BEE APPLIANCES— £6 2s. GJ.,

and Two Silver and One Bronze Medal of the

Agricultural Society, and of the L. and C. B. A.

HONEY— Money and Certificates.

E1TTBIES CLOSE ^A.TTG-TJST 27TH.

Rules, Schedules of Prizes, Entry Forms, and all

Particulars men/ be obtained on application to—
J. M. GIBBS, Hon. Sec. L. & C. B. A.,

49 KOOSPILLDS, LIVEKPOOl. (80)

LAST SAY OF ENTRY, 30th AUG. 1884.

DERBYSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

PRESIDENT THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.

The THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION of HIVES, BEES, HONEY, and APPLIANCES,
used in Modern Bee Culture, will be held in the Show Ground of the Derbyshire Agri-

cultural Society, at DERBY", on "Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 10th and 11th, 1884.

Apply for Prize Lists to Mr D. COOPER, Hon. Secretary, Normanton, Derby.
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(fjuitoml, Notices, tfr.

'BEGGING THE QUESTION.'

Mr. E. II. Bellairs, the excellent Hon. Sera

of the Hampshire Bee-keepers' Association, has

asserted that we have dealt with the 'Liver] 1

Schism'

—

well, too vehemently. An old I

Secretary, on the other hand, is (if opinion thai we

have dealt with the aforenamed schism

—

well

whit too vehemently. Did any one ever hear of an

editor who could please all bria readers'! ' Well,

hardly i i<<i-
n to borrow from the libretto of

II. Vl. S. Pinafore.'

The exact amount of vehemence with which an

•evil should be denounced must always be a matter

of opinion, and the editor of any journal, who fi i

the extent of information at his command is likely

to be as good a judge on this point as his

nmst decide this question for himself, and accept

all the responsibility.

There aw I mee in our opinion, when soft words

arc unavailing, and arc regarded only as indica-

tions of weakness. At such times veh

becomes a necessity, if an impending evil is to be

averted. When two antagoni ire ad-

vancing upon one another, a collision is inevitable,

and, in our opinion, the sooner it takes pi

•better. If the cloud no bigger than a man's hand
is to develope into a hurricane, it is a relit f to h tve

the hurricane over as quickly as possible, The lull

which precedes the thunderstorm is the most try-

ing form of mtpensi in the world. Noth
well be done until the thunderstorm u

Timid counsellors have exclaimed, ' Why adver-

tise the Record by taking any notice of it!' We
have no objection to the Record, and no objection

to advertise it. Until the present editor took it in

hand it was a useful and practical little periodical.

It was only when a series of attacks upon the

British or Central Bee-keepers' Association were

commenced in it that we felt it our duty to expose

the object with which these attacks were made,
and to call upon its editor to verify the malicious

and unfounded charges which he was bringing

against the Central Association. Each fresh attack

only serves to bring out more; clearly both the

object and the motive of the attack. The object is to

abolish the Central Association. The motivi is that

its place may be filled by some powerful County

Association. The fallacy upon which the abolition-

founded is that known to

logicians under the name di'Petiiio Principii,' or,

as it is commonly called. 'Begging the Question.'

We will draw the argument out into the form of

a syllogism, that our readers may appreciate it

fully :—

All Associations which have failed should be

abolished.

The Central Association has failed. [Therefore

The i entral Association should be abolished.

We deny one most important premise in this

syllogism, viz., that the Central Association has

failed, and we call upon the editor of the Record to

prove this.

I.i t US expose this same fallacy in another form.

In the last number of the Record wa find the

following statement :

—

• The management of the Bee Department at the

Royal Agricultural and other shows being ; i failure

under the present arrangements, should i" 1 handed

l lounty Associations.'

Let us reduce this fallac; ; ic form :

—
The management of the Bee Department of all

which has lailed shall be handed over to

some I lounty Associations.

The management of the Bee Department at the

the loyal Agricultural Show has faded.

[Therefore

The management of the Bee Department at the

Royal Agricultural show shall be handed over to

some ( lounty Association.

To what County Association? we would ask.

The Royal Agricultural Show is to be held at

ii next year. Preston (as our county maps
inform us) is a town in Lancashire. It is to the

Lancashiri Association that the management of the

Bee Department at the next Royal Agricultural

Show is to be handed over.

The Council of the Royal Agricultural Society

would have to be consulted before such a step (as

our contemporary suggests) is taken, and we are

assured that they continue to approve of the way
in which their Bee Department is managed. 11

* A correspondent some time since informed us that the

management of the Bee Department by the Secretary of the

Lancashire and Cheshire Association at the Agricultural

Show held at Pie-tton during the Guild Festival two years

ago was ' a perfect muddle.'
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A HONEY COMPANY REQUIRED.

Having recently been privileged to attend a

meeting of the secretaries of the Western Counties

of England, we had the opportunity of ascertaining

through them the requirements of the numerous
bee-keepers in those parts. From fertile Dorset-

shire and from humid Cornwall there was but one

opinion of the extraordinary honey crop with which

they had all been favoured ; and there was one

earnest cry from all of them : What was to be

done with, where was the market for, the produce

of their harvest ? After satisfying the local demands
there would be left on their hands a larger amount
than they could possibly require for home use. They
appeared to have little hope that local depots could

be opened for the disposal of their honey, but a very

general desire was expressed that the Central Asso-

ciation should make an onward movement and give

assistance to the counties in this matter. Anil this

desire is iterated and reiterated throughout the

kingdom.
During the year 1883 the Central Association on

.several occasions discussed the advisability of ob-

taining premises suitable for a bee-keepers' club,

the holding of meetings, the library, honey-market

depot, &c. This proposal was put before the

members of B. B. K. A. at the annual meeting, but

was rejected by them. This has since been the

cause of much regret ; and we believe that had the

members been able to anticipate the fruitful honey

season in which they are now rejoicing the decision

would have been the reverse. The Rev. V. H.

Moyle has succeeded in establishing a depot in

Reading, and is exerting himself to do the same

in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin. Single-handed

he has effected much, and has discovered outlets

and utilities for honey which a few years ago we

could hardly have ventured to anticipate ; but at

present we are only on the verge of the possibilities

of the utilisation of honey. Depots, however multi-

plied, would not, we think, suffice for the sale of

so large a quantity as has been produced this

season, or as may be produced in future seasons.

We require further to develope markets in our

various localities. Honey should be sold by all

grocers and confectioners, at such prices as would

command a ready sale, and should be packed in a

presentable form ; more than three-fourths of the

honey produced by the British bee-keeper is not pre-

pared in a suitable form to commend itself to the

public eye. Something beyond depots in our large

towns is required to carry forward this trade. The
desideratum appears to be the formation of one or

more Companies, composed of the leading honey
producers—men of integrity and position, of busi-

ness habits and skilled experience in the speciality

they have to deal with, who would command the

confidence both of the producer and the consumer.

When the present and the future of bee-keeping

are considered, the desirability of such a Company
becomes daily more apparent and urgent. Owing
to foreign competition in corn a larger amount of

land is being laid down every year for fruit and
pasturage, and this, as a consequence, must increase

the supply of honey. The County Associations are

becoming more energetic and warming to their

work, new bee-farms are being established, fresh
fields are being opened up. For examine : North
Wales has no sooner been explored by Mr. Oswald
Lewis, secretary of the Carmarthenshire B. K. A.,

than he pronounces it to be 'the grandest bee
country he has ever seen.' We have before us a
letter from a bee -keeper in Thirsk, Yorkshire,
where, he says, no Association has penetrated and
no expert has been seen : he says, 'It is a gi-and

white clover country,' but that they ' cannot find a
market for the honey when it is produced.' And
the echo of this is heard from all parts of the
United Kingdom.

In the meantime we would advise bee-keepers

not to expect to be able to dispose of their honey
all at once ; the honey harvest is scarcely over

;

honey will keep if properly packed. It will be to

the producer's interest to keep back a portion of

his store, to watch the honey market, and not to

overstock it at the present time.

THE PRESS AND BEEKEEPING.
Nothing is more indicative of the firm hold bee-

keeping is taking of the public attention than the

numerous notices of it which have recently

appeared in the press, not only in the metro-

polis but in the provinces. Almost every day
during the past month letters or editorials on bee-

culture have appeared in the Times, and the con-

sequence has been that a knowledge of the

B. B. K. A., and its work, has been disseminated

far and wide.

On the 7th August appeared in the Times a

very interesting article on ' British Bee-culture,'

calling attention to the importance of bee-keeping

as aprofitable employment for agricultural labourers,

and the unsatisfactory manner in which it is

carried on amongst that class. This article was
commented on by Mr. A. F. G. Leveson-Gower,
who, we think, rather ostentatiously signs himself
' member of the British Bee-keepers' Association.'

We have our doubts whether he has a right to

the membership of that Association, his name
not appearing on the list of members since

the year 1876. Mr. Leveson-Gower is known to

bee-keepers as the translator of the ' Manual on
Rational Bee-keeping,' written by M. de Ribeau-

court, formerly president of the Societe d'Api-

culture de la Suisse Romaude. We do not

think, however, that either the work or the

hive that it specially recommended have found

much acceptance with the bee-keeping public.

Mr. Leveson-Gower is evidently not aware of the

extent of the work of the Association amongst the

artisan and labourer classes. He has taken his

stand on the bank, while the stream has been

rolling steadily onward. He has little knowledge

of the awakened interest taken in bee-keeping by
cottagers.

The letter of Mr. Leveson-Gower has, however,

proved of service to the cause ; it has been the

means of bringing to the front two well-known bee

keepers, the Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh and the Rev.
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J. Lingen-Seager, who have ably vindicated the

Association and have clearly demonstrated the

good work which has been achieved by it. Mr.

Seager thus concludes his letter, confining his re-

marks to that of which he is the most conversant,

—the work that is being done by the Herts Bee-

keepers' Association :

—

' Local shows are being held every day all over the

country at the best centres of communication. The
Herb) Association has already held one at Hitchin in

connexion with a Sunday adult school horticultural

show, and another at Moor Park, and has given prizes at

the Bunting-ford Cottage Flower Show. These places

are in the midst of agricultural villages. I have been to

a number of these shows this year, and have been struck

by the numbers of labourers, both men and women, who
showed very

g , not only in the honey ex-

hibited, but in tbe manipulation of the bee- themselves.

In the spring of each year all the best county associa-

tion- Bend round an expert to visit each member (in

Herts th ubscription i- 1*. and the artisans'

2s. Sd.) to hi lp and advise. A copy of each issue of the

Journal is sent to every member. A large numbeT of

experienced bee-keepers in various villages kindly act as

voluntary advi ilways ready 1 • give assist-

ance at any time in the year. Many of these ar< a

king men, who will, in my humble opinion, do
to remove prejudice, and bj example and teaching

induce others to "reform" and keep bees profitably,

tlian th i manuals and introducing cheap
Practici I lectur -, ent ranee fn e, h ive be

i r in -.\ Br thirty places in I lei tfi irdshire
i

'

which labourers and their wives were specially invite. I

to attend. The bee t nt i large number of

and other lower hows. The c uinty i- dn ided

into twenty-six districts, in each of which resides a cGs-

trici -'
' retar duty it i- to c • ith the

\ iation upon all matters of in-

terest in bit neighbourhood. That i -h need

T am fully aware, but I do not despair

ind I full] bi liei i thai in a (ew year- bee-keeping

will be established as a national industry, if it may not
: t i b o even now.'

TO COUNTY SECRETARIES.
The lav. V. B. Moyle informs us thai he

to supply sample boxes for enmity -

any others, for annual bee ihows, or apicultural or

horticultural shows. The boxea contain i

of tins of Huntley and Palmer's Honey Drops, Mr.

infectionery, Cardwell's Boney
Medicines, also Honey Jujubes, Homy Beverages,

and other honey specialities. These being supplied

at wholesale prices can be sold at the show at

prices, and so a profit is left for i

carriage, &c., besides forming an addition il n ivelty,

and a step forward in bee-culture.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
A full stati menl of the amounts received on behalf of

this fund will appear in our next issue includin

received by Mr. J. P. Jackson,

WARWICKSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSO-
01 V.TION.

We hear there is every prospect of this Beason being
their besl County Show, entries being very numerous,
and thai the prizes will be distributed after the agricul-

tural dinner by the Mayoress, Mrs. Hodgson, assisted by
Lord and Ladj L ieh and others.

USEFUL HINTS.
Another month of glorious weather, enabling the fruits

of the earth to be gathered in both by men and bees,

must fill all hearts with thankfulness to the Great Giver
of all good things, and we trust that the hint contained
in our leader last issue that at every harvest thanksgiving-

honey may be found among the offerings will be uni-
versally acted upon. Seldom does it happen that so
extended a period of honey-gathering as that of this

year is vouchsafed to us, en ibling the bees to gather
from the fruit-blossoms, the clover, and the heather.

With the advent of September, the season i- at an end,
and bee-keepers may rejoice together while comparing

1

notes on their respective gains. While, however, the

generality of bee-keepers are in this happy state, there

are unfortunately some whose 1 ees, having been affected

with Bacillus alvei, have done no good, but have either

dwindled or remained stationary, and produced no surplus.

unfortunates the past month will have brought

ition, thanks to the labours of Mr. Cheshire: and
now is tli" time, bj following his instructions, to get rid

of the disease and g I in a healthy state for

the winter, wil l the i pi meet of next year finding

j

them freed from all their troubles.

Autumn Thratmbnt ob Hives ineected with
'Bacillus Alvbi.'—-As will have been seen from Mr.

the bees be forced
the medicated t'....|. Th.-ivt'ore, all the honey

. the bees crowded on to as few
combs as they can cover, and fed with it. When honey
was to would naturally refuse the

physic jusl as a child who bad acci to the jam-pots
b : p i ivder in it.

Sculty in getting them
pi it. The ho d E on I be com

be tbinn d out, medicated, and fed back to the bees.

irm; act, indeed, b if

stimulating in spring. A.s the bees increase, add a frame
at a time in the middle of thi Bj continuing
this treatment, the '

tlthy, an 1

when the timi .inter, will b •

stri ng and full of younj
3b EPS inusl be bas d

on the same principle, bul as we cannot rem
: force the bees to take the cure byturning

up the hi\e each daj and pouring the medical I

the queen to

md to give hei i , the diseased br 1 will be

I, I - HI -'" be replaced bj healthy grubs.

readers of Mr. Ch tper will be going into

elaborate calculations to arrive at the proportions, but

by his forethought all thai trouble is saved by procuring

fhe Cheshire Cure,' which is accompanied bj such

simple directions as no ••« can mistake.

Supers must now be removed, if not already done, or

much of the boney "ill be cai riedd iwn to the stock-hive.

Ex 1 1: \c riNQ. Thi be I be last time if

j is gri atlj i

i o. A.s hinted lasf month, breeding will now
! for a short time

fe ling, bo as to have plenty of j out

unworn bees to survive the winter and -fart the young
brood in spring. Feeding for tore bould be completed

bj the end of this n th, and as much w ork towards the

for \\ inter got on with as po i
I'

1 •.

Condemned Bees. These mu i now be looked after

and taken. In very few districts will cottager keep

them after the first week in September, and if left too

Long they will be 'pu( down.' Read the article in our

last, and -p.vi.ilK hear in mind thai the success of them
in the spring depends upon the ab ace of work which

they are called upon to perform now. [f. you have not

acted up a I tints and gol conibs ready for them, rob

your existing stork- of a few and let them replace them,

rather than put the labour upon the condemned ones.
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Robbers will be very troublesome, and will soon find

out weak stocks and destroy them if not prevented. Be
most careful to cover up all feeders, so that no bees can
reach them from outside, and not to spill food about, or

leave it or waste combs anywhere where bees can find

them.
Wasps.—Continue to wage war against these pests.

By destroying nests now, the production of thousands

of queens, each of which may form a fresh colony in the

spring, is prevented.

Seasonable Hints to County Secretaries.—
Make a note of all Flower Shows, Cottage Garden
Society's meetings, <£:e., held in your districts, and try to

arrange for a visit of an expert and bee-tent next season.

Eatracted Honey for Completion of Sections.—
In the course of a discussion upon Mr. Hehner's paper
at the Conference, Capt. Campbell took exception to

our 'hint' of 1st July on the use of 'extracted honey'
for completing sections. The Chairman said if Capt.
Campbell would quote chapter and verse from the Bee
Journal, no doubt he could be satisfied, but Ihis Capt.
Campbell did not do. He misquoted the words used,

which were, not ' pure honey of course,' but ' extracted

honey.' It often happens that we have to extract honey
from the stock hive to give the queen room for egg-laying,

although we do not want extracted honey ; while at the

same time, we have supers, which we do want, unfinished

by reason of a change in the weather. Our suggestion
was, that this extracted honey, 'pure honey of com-",' as

the Captain puts it, might legitimately be used for the
completion of the supers for sale. "We expressly excluded
such a method from the production of supers for com-
petition. If Capt. Campbell had, as he suggests, bought

honey at 6d. per lb., and let his bees store it in sections

to sell at the price Mr. Moyle quoted, dd. (not Is. Gd.)

for a one-pound section, he would have found it com-
mercially as well as morally a failure.

BEE-KEEPING GOSSIP.
' Mel ' sapit omnia.

The idea of fruit and bee-farming is extending. I

hear Mr. Blow has to start a large concern next spring

for a farmer who has planted a large tract of his farm
with fruit—and in Herts, too, of all counties. The same
enterprising manufacturer has another large order for

Hunts from a farmer, who, although he does not grow
fruit largely, considers he might as well gather as 'waste
the sweetness on the desert air.'

Spite of all the good l'eports I met a grumbler yester-

day. ' Can't understand it,' said he, ' you have so much
honey, and I cannot get, scarce a pound; they won't
take to the supers, and are just now nice and strong, but
the supply has failed.' I told him we must order a
special late glut for his benefit.

On all hands the cry is, ' What shall I do with my
honey ? Where can we sell it ?

' I have a bit of news
for Mr. Moyle, if he get any offers of inferior honey not
fit for domestic use. An old farmer tells me they used
to mix honey with medicines to make drinks for cows

;

but of late years they use treacle instead, honey being
too dear, but far superior. Can't we tempt them to

return to the good old ways ?

We must have lots of foul-brood about—I beg Mr.
Cheshire's pardon, ' Bacillus alvei'—or many bee-keepers
must be attempting to prevent an outbreak. A dealer
that advertises phenol tells me he sells immense quanti-
ties of it.

I don't take all in that old women bee-keepers say,

but here is a bit I got to-night. I drove her bees for

her for the fifth autumn, and remarked how few com-
paratively there were of them, although her skeps were
full of honey ; her answer was, ' Few bees much honey,
many bees no honey !

'

How many of ua read the 'Echoes' attentively, I
wonder. Here is a poser put by our friend John
Walton, ' How to deal with skeps that are loaded with
honey on the let-alone principle. I have driven several
this year already, with every cell sealed full of stores,

except a small patch about the size of the palm of your
hand on one comb perhaps, and few bees. What will

such stocks be good for in spring is the question.

A friend in bonnie Scotland tells me he has a hive
built up for extracting that weighs over 2 cwts. and
crammed full of bees ! Not amiss that.

How many people complain about their gardeners not
interesting themselves about their bees ! As a class, they
are not slow to adapt themselves to circumstances, and I

doubt not will soon find they will have to add a know-
ledge of bee-keeping to their many other attainments.

Third-class certificates will be useful to them, I judge.
It certainly would be no small recommendation to such
seeking a situation to be able to produce the parchment.

The press is busy at present in our interest. Mr.
Leveson-Gower writes to the Times and gets an answer
from one of the Central Committee most entitled to speak
on a question of bee-keeping and the agricultural labourer
—the Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, and a lion, sec, who in

speaking of what the County Associations are doing to

promote bee-keeping amongst the labourers, hides his

own personal services in praising others with good grace
— the Rev. J. Lingen-Seager of Herts. Besides this

there have been articles in the Daily Telegraph, Standard,
Liverpool Mercury, and a host of others.

I was going to say a word about your ' Useful Hints,'

but Mr. Puller, I find, has taken the matter up; so while

he has been doing as he was bid, I have been doing ditto,

and here is the result.

On page 27o I read, ' The first thing to do is to smoke
all, and to close all the entrances with a wisp of grass,

whether to be taken or not." Well now, I have driven a
few lots of condemned bees— a few hundreds, I may say;

but I never tried closing entrances but once, and then
only those I had to take, but never no more. Oh, no !

I drove one lot all right, but when I lifted the second
skep there lay the bees on the floor-board ' suffocated.'

I cleared the combs and found the third ditto ; but in a
few moments the 'suffocated' bees that came from the

tecond lot woke up, and not having gorged gave me
notice to bring their stores back, or take the conse-

quences. So not preferring the former 1 had to submit
to the latter, and retire to a neighbouring hedge, and
extract—but not honey. And, worse luck, I lost the

chance of teaching the cottager my ' more excellent way.'

So I jog on now my old slow jog-trot way that the

old-fashioned people used to recommend in Modern Bee-
keeping and the British Bee Journal, and use my eyes,

as I don't get them bunged up. But then I never was
but a slow one, and only an

—

Amateur Expert.

THE CHESHIRE TREATMENT OF BACILLUS
ALVEI (FOUL-BROOD).

The interest evoked by my discoveries in relation to

the most-dreaded malady to which bees are subject has,

as I imagined it would amongst bee-keepers, principally

centred around the method of cure. I trust, however,

that the scientific bearings of the question will have

sufficient attraction for many readers of the British Bee

Journal to induce a very careful perusal of another com-
munication of mine, which I fane}- will be found in

this issue,* announcing the curious and possibly very im-

portant discovery that many oddities and puzzling ap-

pearances noticed amongst bees, are distinct diseases

caused by four or possibly five species of bacilli, new to

science ; but my object in now writing is to encourage and

stimulate those depressed by the presence of the plague,

This commuuication has not yet reached us.

—

Ed.
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by asserting— with a positiveness which, for reasons

which will presently appear, I did not think it w i-e to

assume at the Health Exhibition— that foul-brood,

bacillus disease, in its worst forms and most malignant

types, is absolutely subject to my method of treatment.

The ability to make this declaration without any reser-

vation affords me the keenest pleasure, repaying me for

much of the exhausting labour necessarily connected

with the investigation, for I—in imagination—already

see the day when anxiety about contagion will not only

be put aside, but that foul-brood itself will become a

curiosity; and this, indeed, must be unless bee-keepers

are more apathetic than their past history seems to

testify.

While examining the great number of specimens of

infected combs Bent me by friends and strangers, two
points received to my mind demonstration:— 1st, That

Dzierzon is in error in asserting that there are two kinds

of foul-brood—one, mild, chiefly affecting the larvae ; the

the other, malignant, making its main impact upon the

chrysahds. There is but one kind of foul-brood. The
same bacillus causes all. and, contrary to Dzierzon's idea,

thai form of attack which strikes the larva early is the

more active and the more difficult of treatment, if there

be a difference ; and that if this early failing of the brood

ed bj disease lurking in the queen she will, so far

asweasyel know, need to be Bupplanted. 2nd, That,

although all cases an- produced by the bacillus which I

tiled alvei, and so far are identical, yel thi

are at times more robust and virulent than si

I ho e who have given any stud} to ises know
thai this has not onl\ been observed, but actualh made

my communication refei red to).

Amongst the Bp cimens forwarded, two or three when
examined microscopically indicated, or seemed to indi-

Ctivity, and the apiaries from which lie \

In - 11 ravaged by the e

end to end. In one
i colonies, running verj

. i bree figures, bad nol a sound one

amongSl them ; in B e dj ing

n ittenness, and her.-, also, not one had i
-•

.ok supplied to me by the kindnnaa of Mr. Mills

ith a sufficient!) bad repute; the malady had in

a very short time smitten, in an apiary of about twenty,

every Btock save three. (I speak here under correction
;

I
!•.•• no notes, and mv nienion ma\ lie in fault.) 1

ed it as a fair typical case of advanced foul brood,

quite beyond the reach of ordinary curative measun - as

they have been usually advocated. The manner in

which the disease in this instance died oul before my
treatm. tatter of historj , but I had not, at

the time of Ihe I
, iii.-d eoiielu-ions with the

malady where it had been most relentless and where it

had worked the most devastating effect. Although I

felt confidence that ;

I
was in all cb i

and so must in all instances he amenable to tie' same
de, yet I could noi real until the experiment had

been tried; and so, having secured three C b from
the larger apiary previously referred to. stipulating thai

they should be the worst thai could In- found,

from the second saturated with disease, and having

possessed also for eighteen days a comb given me by
Mr. Mills as a specimen of what the disease could do,

which comb had become rotten, mildewed so that half

the cells could not lie seen, and had little maggots feed-

ing on the bodies of the decaying larvae. I determined

with these to make a stock.

On the morning of Wednesday, August Oth, these six

terrible combs were placed in a hive and stood in the

position of a good colony, which was removed to a now
stand; the queen having been found, was popped in

under the chaff-tray (which I use instead of a quilt)

between the disease-laden combs. The poor foragers,

with heavy loads and light hearts, began dropping in

numbers upon the alighting board; but the confidence

with which they ran in gave almost ludicrous contrast

to the dismay with which they instantly reappeared.

Circling in the air and taking their bearings, they tried

again and again to discover what had happened, when
in sheer rebellion they refused to enter, and clustered at

night thickly on the outside of the hive, buzzing and
fanning with a noise audible at many yards distance.

The following morning saw no improvement, and at

about ehven o'clock they went off bodily and settled as

a swarm in a cherry-tree, in the very spot to which
every natural swarm of mine has this year betaken

itself. Having hived them in a skep, I was about to

return them when they again took wing and gave me a

journey into a neighbour's garden. 'Prudence is the

better part of valour.' so a concession was made, and one

of their own combs dive-ted of bees and containing mostly

unsealed larva- was given to them at the front of the

hive. They were now returned and very many entered,

but a big lump remained clustering about the porch. 1

ri alK felt sympathy for the worried little insects, for as

a lady said in a letter to me a few days since," I love
.' A point was to be proved, however, and so

temporary discomfort could nol be considered.

Early next morning I began by pouring mv medicati .1

syrup into their combs. This they rearranged, and in

doing so started the cleansing process. Day by day, at.

an early hour to prevent robbing, I fed as described,

while the improvement became marked. Medicated
syrup which at first would he utterly refused unless

poured into the combs, will often after a few daj • be

i feeder in the usual way. DUl ill

treating all cases Buch management musl he adopted as

will secure the using of a liberal allowam i of the

Noticing that the syrup was freely

taken al the sixth morning, 1 determined to pour into

the e bs no longer: but made an impromptu feeder,

w ith v. hid i 1 -Inn i id he a I ile t" w atch the movements of

in\ -mall assistants. A shallow tin box about 3 ins. bj

plied with strip- of \ei\ thin wood, which

tod spaced apart bj little uprights

which gave r i between for the bees to enter, after the

fashion of a Cray's feeder. This was placed behind the

dummy; the latter being raised sufficiently to alio"s the

worker- to pa-- beneath il. Into this DOS now the I',. ..|

was pound, the bees continually carrying it into the

combs. As the weather was dr) the syrup was given

thin, and the box was never allowed to hecon mpty.
i continued to be laid rapidly, the stock 1 ame

el content, all smell vanished, .oul to my joy the

l.ro. da- raised in tie-., previously deplorable combs was
almosl perfectly healthy from the first. Most, however,
of the grill'S oil tie- lower olE'e of the add. d 01 loll I. ...I.

lie di-ease, and passed through the first well-known

Stages; but they all disappeared, being undoubtedly

nt by the workers. This circumstance supports

inpletely my theory as to the moans of infection,

as given in my paper at the Congress. Three ..r four

sealed cells still remain, which 1 know have the remains

of dead grubs. When their covers break, the bees will

clean them out; but with thee exceptions the hive is

I... .. \ icu'u-t 23rd, seventeen days after commencing
operations—as perfect in all respects as could lie <l. ire. I.

while every dead grub, all coffee-Coloured matter, and

dried putrid scale, i- most completely removed.

Tho Bee-keepers' Record says, in refining to my
paper, ' Whether phenol is really a specific for foul-

brood time alone will show, but we urge our readers to

give it a thorough trial.' I reply that all that could be

done to prevent phenol succeeding I have done. I have

heaped up difficulties: given bees such combs as I

venture to say they have never received before in the

history of bee-keeping ; secured the most virulent typo

of tho disease 1 could discover, and yet in seventeen

days a most perfectly healthy aspect is presented, and

the bees, with brood in their six frames, are hard a
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work comb-building'. I assert, with all the positiveness

I can command, that phenol, upon my plan, ts a specific,

and only needs a careful and correct application. And,
best of all, no loss is occasioned ; the food given stimulates

and strengthens, as well as restores health, and a smitten

stock will, from the little extra attention it gets, soon

become probably the best in the apiary. The notion,

too, about infected hives is largely a delusion. Burning-

is sheer folly. Boiling is utterly useless, for it would
not kill the spores, if such were present. Washing with
carbolized soap is all sufficient. Cheer up ! cheer up,

dejected ones ! Try your best, and the sunshine of new
hope shall soon be yours. Having made great sacrifices

in reaching my results, my disappointment will be keen
if I am not seconded by the more intelligent apiculturists

helping the helpless in driving the fell pest altogether

from our midst, for this is the ' consummation devoutly

to be wished.'

—

Fhank K. Cheshire, Acton, IV.

MR. CHESHIRE'S PAPER OX BACILLUS ALVEI.
(Read at the International Conference held at the Health

Exhibition on Friday, July 25.)

The Chairman, in opening the Conference, said it was
on a most important subject. Mr. Cheshire had, he
knew, devoted a great deal of trouble to, and had spent

a great deal of time and mental labour on, the paper he
was going to read. He would say nothing with regard
to what he finticipated from the paper, but to show the

practical importance of the subject he would read a

letter he had reci ived from a cottage bee-keeper, and a

portion of another from Mr. Cowan, who was now in

Switzerland. The latter gentleman wrote :
' I particu-

larly regret that I am not able to be present at the

reading <>{' the papers, as both the subjects are specially

interesting to mi'. "With regard to Mr. Cheshires paper
on foul brood, it will lie very interesting if he cmi throw
some light as to the cause of this disease, which ..in .

up to the present, to be so deadly in the hands of many.
It will also be a great boon if a simpler method of

curing diseased stocks can be devised, and from what
has appeared in the Journal, I see the remedy Mr.
Cheshire propos is is not to cost more than 3d. per hive.

This will be a great boon to bee-keepers. I have sent

a translation to the British Bee Journal of a paper
which appeared in the Travau fie la Soi U Economique
Impericde a1 St. Peter lung', by M. D. Ossipow, of whom
a Russian bi e-keeper of eminence, M. Zoubareff, says lie

is a b 'e-keeper of great experience. This gentleman
thought of the idea of curing foul brood with camphor,
and succeeded perfectly, even with stocks having the

disease very badly. The process is so simple, and the

cost so trifling, that I give you the process, so that any
of those present can try it for themselves, and report

upon it. The whole of the secret consists in giving the

hive a lump of camphor (wrapped up in a rag) about
the size of a small walnut. This is placed on the floor-

board inside the hive, and the foul brood disappears.

Besides M. Ossipowr
, a number of other bee-keepers have

tried the same remedy with perfect success. The bac-

teria of foul brood do not seem to prosper in a cam-
phorated atmosphere.' The other letter was a simpler
production, but it would perhaps speak more feelingly to

the meeting, from a cottager at High Wycombe, in

Buckinghamshire, who wrote: ' I cannot get rid of foul

brood ; nearly all my bees have got it, and I thought I

had got rid of it. I don't think there are many free from
it in this district. 1 shall have to clear right out I

expect ; only had two swarms. It makes me disheart-

ened to keep trying. I hope Mr. Cheshire can cure it

;

it will be a blessing to bee-keepers. I have found it in

Surrey, Hampshire, and Berkshire, and I have known
thirteen places round me that have had it, some have
lost all, others some. I should be glad to know how to

stop it, for it has ruined me ; and I fear others will lose

their bees, for some that I bought last year smelt so bad,
I burnt them six weeks ago. All I bought last year I

shall have to destroy this year.' Of course it was a
very hard case for a poor cottager, who depended very
much on his bees for his income, and who devoted
almost all his leisure time to them. He only hoped Mr.
Cheshire w-ould be able to suggest an answer to those
letters, and to tell them something which would be of
value to the bee-keeping world at large.

Mr. Cheshire having read his paper (see p. 250), the
following discussion ensued.
The Chairman, before inviting remarks on the paper,

asked Mr. Cheshire for an explanation, in as simple a

form as possible, of what Phenol was. A short time
ago a discussion took place at one of the Quarterly
Conferences held in the Board Room of the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals on this sub-

ject of foul-brood, and a gentleman present advocated
the use of thymol. Nobody seemed to know exactly

what that was until the gentleman himself stated that it

was the essential principle of thyme.
Mr. Cheshire said there was a gentleman in the room

who was far better able to take up this point than him-
self, and he would simply say in one word that phenol was
a relative of those tar-products which had so recently

attracted attention. It was closely allied to benzine, and
was commercially associatedwith a great number of bodies
to which bees had the greatest aversion ; so that miles.- it

were used in its absolutely isolated condition it would
fail in its effect. If it were put into the brood-nest

absolutely pure the bees would use it at once. It should
lie given to the bees as part of their food, and as it had a

special affinity for, and was not destructive to, those

micro-organisms which are the cause of the disease in

question, it speedily effected a cure.

The Chairman said he thought the meeting would
now understand that phenol stood in somewhat the
relation to tar that thymol stood to thyme.

Mr. Otto llehner. as a non-bee-keeper, v. as afraid

he could only appreciate the advantages which the

discovery of Mr. Cheshire would confer upon bee-

keepers, but lie could say that a more thoroughly
scientific paper he had never listened to. Step by step

Mr. ( 'In shire had traced this disease, and he had show n

that it was analogous to very many diseases which
affected not only animals but human beings. Indeed,
from our present standing-point of knowledge, every
infectious disease was due to some organism, generally

one of these bacilli ; and Mr. Cheshire had succeeded in

adding one more to the already long list of infectious

agents. With regard to the use of antiseptic substances,

of which phenol was one, in food, he could see no real

objection to the addition to food of either salicylic acid

or phenol in small quantities, neither of them would have
any injurious effect; an argument against the use of

antiseptics was that they were added to perishable sub-

stances to hide incipient decomposition, and of course

they did not want such articles to be kept longer than
they ought to be kept or would naturally keep. They
wanted to have milk fresh from the cow, and not kept
fresh by means of salicylic acid; and they wanted wine
properly fermented and not kept. He quite agreed w ith

Mr. Cheshire that when phenol was used as a curative it

should be used pure. If the impure phenol were used, it

would bring Mr. Cheshire's process into discredit on ac-

count of its variable effect and objectionable odour,

which did not really belong to it at all, phenol being

rather pleasant than otherwise, and that, would be a

test of whether it was pure or not. Only a pure sub-

stance, on which reliance could be placed, should be

used for these purposes. There were very many other

antiseptics which might be applied, like boracic acid,

salicylic acid, and thymol ; but phenol was the most
powerful substance of its class. Many antiseptic agents

were so poisonous that they could not be used with
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safety. He would only add an expression of his thanks

personally to Mr. Cheshire for the very valuable and
interesting paper he had given them.
The Kev. Geo. Raynor said the subject brought before

them by Mr. Cheshire was one of the very greatest

importance. Although he had been a bee-keeper for

many years he never had a single case of foul brood—at

least, to his knowledge; but certainly some doubts had
occurred to hi? mind during the reading of the paper as

to whether two cases which he had had a short time

ago of bees dying in an unaccountable manner had not

arisen from that cause. The manner in which Mr.

Cheshire had laid the matter before them could not be

t'»> highly spoken of, and he hoped they would hear

something from gentlemen present who had more expe-

rience in the matter than himself.

Mr. Griffin (Secretary <>f the Devonshire Bee-ki • pers'

:ion i said that. in the spring he had hadt
nine stocks on account of foul br 1, fearing ii would
Bpread to the neighbouring apiaries; a-, having been

away from Exeu i most of the spring, be was unable to

thoroughly test the remedy "f salicylic acid, as recom-
mended by Mr. Cowan; he also stated thai I

from the diseased stocks wae verj bad, A I

i the disease, and being ve

with bees, he pui a super upon them, and for thn -

after th

could he detected some considerable distance off. En

six weeks he found that the smell was entirel;

and that th. section tray had been filled with fifty

if honey. He had
i

to see if the foul brood had d

erious circum !

os, Mr,
Cheshire would explain. In several of the stocks the

the que* u-cells

were there, but the bei enough
to throw off a Bwarm ; son

before they were nearly hatched, and some were dying

eemed to poinl to the

fact that something was evidently amiss with the queens,

b this, and trying their

man told him lately

thai a cottager had been tryiDg blue gum, by puttings
few drops into the hive, and he said that

id in a very short time, probablj from the

vapour arising from the gum,
Mr. 'I'. B. Blow would 1» i

U] le I.

[ nevi i been troubled wi1 b , but he

d experim m during tie past two years with
. and had found that tli\ liml

h hen administered in

I also in the hi\ 6. II' BUp] d the •*

thymol would be extrem ilj aimi

. bul ef course he hail ool gone into the matter in

is scientific manner a- M r. 1 'he. hire had done.
Mr. Lyon was abl 1 1

en the meeting that the
'blue gum' referred to bj Mr. Griffin was the .,il of

eucalyptus or bine gum tree. There was a substance
termed 'eucalyptol ' extracted from this oil which was a

parallel substance to ' thy 1.' In th.' Exhibition building
Mr. Squire had verj kindh; shown him samples ef both,

rere crystalline substances similar to camphor, with

iinilai mell, and no 'Inula 1 heir properties were
"iilar.

\l r. Jessi <ei n i' 1
1 1 3i en tarj of 1 1"- Ei a1 \ isocial ton),

in confirmation of whal had been said l»\ Mr. Griffin,

said that he had also found b let in 'li eased hives raising
a great quantity of queen-cells.

Th. Rev. F.T.Scotl mieht Bay with the reel of the

speakers that he was exceedingly interested in the papi 1

which Mr. Cheshire had read to them. 1
1'

it proved
inl the remedy would be a very great boon to

apiarians. Hi could not saj with |Mr. Raynor that he
had never suffered from foul brood, hut le had em taislj

never discovered it until last year, when he attributed it

to the introduction of a Ligurian queen into his apiary.

He found that two or three stocks had afterwards

become affected with foul brood, and he was obliged to

destroy them. He was so strong in bees in the spring-

that he thought he would leave the bees in the stocks,

and he took away the queen in one and left the queen in

the other. Those two stocks had prospered this year.

The bees had increased very rapidly, ami had given him
one or two very good supers, but on examination the

other day he found there were still some infection and
symptoms of disease, and he was very anxious to know

treat it. His idea was that they must lie

destroyed, although he found that Dr. Dzierzon, thegrea*

German apiarian, did not fear it; while the great

lb-. Lang-troth, the American apiarian, said that though
th. \ l"-t it in the autumn it reappeared in the summer.
The chairman said that several gentlemen who had

had stated that they had never been troubled

with foul brood; as the meeting had heard a great deal

about a cure of the die a e he would like to hear front

ictiins of foul brood to what extent they

had suffered from h. II' saw Mr. Martin present,

whose letter he had read to them, and would be glad if

he would kiudh -land up and say whal he had suffered

from foul 1.rood. The meeting would then be better able

to judge of the importance of the cure. Mr. Martin had
; guaranteed, bj the British Association of

ere, to De the best sample of a hand fide cottagi
• tl ey could find ; and be lived in High

.. bich w as sadly infect id with the

for which they were trying to find a remedy.

M r. Martin said 1 hat abi ml seven 3 ears ago I

duced Liguri u 1 his hives, He never Knew
1 had ibout ten

i i them into sot
:

stocks,

hi know that

he used to exhibit spl b 1 as he

introduced the Ligurian queens the verj first year he

: with foul brood, [1

Be > ild '" ' make out w bj hi- s prosper,

and le- exami: ed tnd found a verj had odour
from them II wi ite to Mr. Cheshii i

and asked his

opinion and a him to

the ample thai be
1

1 ihed tlm tnfi oted t ick, and though
1

[led d 1 nothing, then plendid
1 !

;

iom . 1 rom I b

ami every one of them had it. Tlem ii began i" Bpread,

and last Mar he lost fort] tocks from foul In' 1. He
1 nmmer. How vex, be per-

severed again and
I 1 ateen more from a

last year, which he brought to his apiary in the

spring, and he found there were about ten of them had
caught it again. Heme ed even of tl 1 about a fort-

night ago. and took all the honey away. He had come to

ling to try an
'

'.

, and if

there was anything thai could be tried he would like to

avail himself of the opportunity of using it. He had

with him a little piece of c b which be would be

glad to show to the meeting, and he would send BBJ

quantity of comb, bees, or queens with foul brood that

thej wished at any time.

'Ih" Chairman said they would very much like to have

'111' Rev. F. S. Sclater said that in Buckinghamshire

ly infected w ii h this di ea », and he could

certainly speak personal]] from the condition of his own
hi\e-. Mr. Cheshire had given excellent directions for

using syrup medicated with phenol in a frame-hive, but

it did not appear so easy 1" give ii to the bees in a

skep-hive, remembering thai thej musl put tin- syrup

into tin- cells and not give it through a feeding-bottle.

He would like to know whether Mr. Cheshire could

;:n\ means of introducing it succi safully into
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skep-bives, where in many cases foul-brood was likely

to exist undetected and without proper treatment. In

this way the skep doubtless became in many instances a

centre of infection, and its owner, in happy ignorance of

the disease and its characteristics, might neither find out

for himself now allow others to ascertain for him
what was causing his hives to do so badly. He
thought it was most desirable that the British Bee-

keepers' Association should publish a small leaflet,

specially designed for the use of cottagers, whether
members of the Association or not, giving, in as plain

words as possible, directions for using this new remedy
of Mr. Cheshire's, telling them where the materials

which they needed could be obtained, and giving them
every information on the subject. If that sort of leaflet

were circulated throughout the country they might get

the old-fashioned skep-keepers to take the matter up and
try thoroughly to get rid of the disease ; but, unless

energetic steps were taken soon he felt convinced that

in many districts bee - keeping would decline very

rapidly.

The Rev. E. Bartruni said it did not seem quite clear

to him that salicylic acid had proved a failure, and
he would like to hear what Sir. Cheshire could tell them
on that point. He regretted to say he had had foul-

brood, and far too much of it. On his first acquaintance
with Mr. Cheshire, he well remembered that gentleman
coming to him full of the enthusiasm which still happily

animated him. He had introduced salicylic acid and
sprayed the combs, but whether the remedy corresponded

with the result might be a doubtful question ; he would
hardly like to say that, probably that would be unfair

to him, but still he thought that the results of using

salicylic acid were in many cases fairly satisfactory. "Sir.

Cheshire in his brilliant paper had shown that he had
gone through the question very thoroughly, but still be-

fore the British Bee-keepers' Association undertook to

publish any essa}' upon this question the subject should

be more thoroughly investigated. Mr. Cowan had men-
tioned a paper in the letter put before them, a paper

translated from the Russian, in which camphor was said

to be an absolute specific. He hoped, in some form or

other, the difference between those two substances

would be pointed out to them, and why phenol should

be so superior to camphor. If they could use camphor
for this purpose it was quite clear they bad only to put

some camphor inside the hive, and they would have

something which would at once prevent the disease.

No doubt Mr. Cheshire would take up the point and give

them some further information upon it. It was most
important when they had their apiaries in a good con-

dition not to buy driven bees. lie felt convinced that

he had introduced foul-brood into his hives by pur-

chasing driven bees in the autumn, and his advice to bee-

keepers was not to purchase bees from outside unless

they were sure of them, and to keep their stocks to

themselves. If their stocks were quite free from in-

fection they might then possibly escape the disease alto-

gether.

Mr. Ilarveyson said that at Finchley he had cured a hive

of driven bees by salicylic acid. Last autumn he found
foul-brood in it, and separated the queen until all the

brood was hatched out ; he then uncapped all diseased

cells and thoroughly sprayed the combs with salicylic

acid, and the bees were now all right—though rather

weak. About a fortnight ago he examined a hive for a

friend at Finchley, and found it full of foul-brood. He
took a frame of it to Mr. Cheshire, who examined it and
gave him some of his remedy. He had formd that by
applying the remedy as directed by Mr. Cheshire, the

bees were rapidly clearing out the diseased cells, and in

some there was already healthy-looking young brood.

He might say that the frame which he took to Mr.
Cheshire he had put into his own hive, which he cured

last year, and there were no signs of the foul-brood in

the comb now.* He was sorry to say that there was a-

great deal of foul-brocd around his neighbourhood, and
that the bee-keepers would be verv pleased to get rid

of it.

The Rev. Mr. Wilkinson had seen one bad case of a
foul-brood in a hive at Marlow, where the old plan had
been adopted of isolating the bees and sprinkling the

combs, and then returning them to the hives ; but that

was the only case which he had known of in his district

in South Buckinghamshire. After what had been
stated, he certainly would fight shy of driven bees.

Among the large apiaries, those of Mr. Scott Murray,
foul-brood was perfectly absent, as it was in other cases

where apiaries were kept by g-entlemen in the district.

He could not say what the effect of keeping bees in

skeps was. He would like to have a prescription for

the use of this phenol remedy. With regard to the

case be had mentioned, the man of whom he had spoken

had scarcely any honey in comparison with what he had
had in former years, although he lived in the best

district possible for producing it, the fields at the back

of his house being a mass of bloom.

Mr. Athawes remarked that it. should not go forth

from the meeting that people ought not to buy driven

bees, because if they had a cheap and easy cure, why
should they not be bought ? Mr. Bartrum seemed to

adopt a foregone conclusion that it was incurable, but if

it was curable there was no objection surely to buying

driven bees.

Mr. Dunmnn (Secretary to the Dorsetshire Bee-keepers'

Association) said he had only attended to learn the way to

cure foul-brood should it appear in his district, but he

had not yet heard of a case of the kind. If cottagers

were to be told they were not to purchase driven bees,

and that those were condemned bees, the cottagers would
immediately destroy them, and it would be the worst

possible thing to go forth from that meeting that people

were not to purchase or use condemned bees.

Mr. Martin wished to know, from something which

had been said, whether any objection had been intended

to be made to the use of straw skeps.

The Chairman said not at all. Mr. Sclater had only

asked whether the remedy could be as easily applied in

them as in bar-frame hives.

Mr. Martin was sorry if he had understood the matter

wrongly, but he would only say that be had found the

bar-frame hives were as susceptible to the disease

as straw hives. He could refer to several cases where

apiaries bail been destroyed in which bar-frame hives

were used.

The Chairman said the question was not in the least

as to the relative merits of bar-frame or straw-skep

hives; what they wanted to find was a remedy for the

disease, whatever sort of hive it might attack.

A Visitor was not desirous of saying a word against

straw-skep hives, but he could state that in his neigh-

bourhood one case had been distinctly and thoroughly

traced to the use of them.

Mr. Buller, with regard to the reference which had

been made about driven bees not being purchased by

bee-keepers, said that during the last two years Mr.

Blow and himself had, he believed, introduced 500 lots

of driven bees into hives, and never once had they had a

case of foul-brood, though the bees had been brought

from all parts of the country. Many others—of course

not driven bees—w-ere from Italy, Carniola, Cyprus,

Syria, and America, and all with the same result—no

foul-brood.

The Rev. George Raynor would make the additional

remark to what he had said before, that it struck him

one of the most important points in Mr. Cheshire's

paper was the possibility, or rather the fact, of imported

* The piece of comb containing brood in perfectly healthy

condition was banded to the Chairman.
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queens introducing the disease of foul-brood, lie had
always believed that it could not possibly be introduced

by queens. Fur twenty years he had introduced im-
ported queens, and he never had a case of foul-brood,

although two years ago he introduced about seventy

imported queens. It had occurred to hitu whether his

immunity from this terrible disease had not arisen from
the application of the very remedy which Mr. Cheshire

advocated, because he had always used, in preference

to -moke, a weak solution of carbolic acid for quieting

his bees. He never opened a hive without using it.

^Yith a long goose-quill he moistened the tops of the

frames with it, and the bees ran down, dreading it quite

as much as they did smoke. lie was very careful not

to disturb them more than necessary, and he thought

the remedy was much preferable to smoke, because it

did not produce confusion or disturbance to the same
extent in the hive. When he bad span
away for the winter, ready for use in the next summer,
lie always sprayed them with a weak solution of car-

bolic acid, and he had at times, of late years, used in

the food of the 1 s the salicylic acid solution as de-

scribed in Mr. Cowan's recipe. It was very probable

that his immunity had arisen from his applicati f

these two remedies, for although he had been in neigh-

bourhoods where foul brood bad existed around him, he
never had a case of it himself. With regard to driven

had verj often strengthened weak colonies by
their means, having added from twenty to thirty Stocks

every autumn ; and he found that he had never intro-

duced foul-brood by so doing.

Sir. .1. M. Hooker had suffered considerably from foul-

b I. but he was happy to say bis apiary was now
entirely free from it. Mr. Cheshire had mentioned Ids

name as having visited the experimental hive at Vxton.

He was requested bj some members of the Committet ko

inspect that hi v. .and to express an opinion as to whether
it was a fair specimen of foul-brood or not, and hi

distinctly sa\ thai the hi\>' had been clearlj Buffering

from foul-brood, as there were several frames in which
there were foul-brood] cells, lie could say thai it was
going on very well at thai time. He marked the frames
u bieb bad still to be d< all with, and do doubt he should

presently thai thej had bet entirely cured.

Mr. Cheshire said they were now all right.

The Rev. I. i'. Jenyns -aid if le understood Mr.
Cheshire's paper rightly, the only cure for thi-

was that which be had given administered through the

food; inn if the onh cure for L1 was by the food given
to tin' bees, be could not quite understand bow they
beard from time to time of isolated cases arising in

apiaries and yet being cured with. ait that food
given. They had beard of fumigation ami the use of

camphor as remedies, bul be did not understand at all

bow they could !»' remedies if the onlv remedy was
i" I"- administered through the f I. tie thought Mr.
Cheshire's theory was excellent, and no doubt it was
the hue remedy, but he could not understand how those

other theories could have bad am foundation at all if

Mr. Cheshire was right. They bad heard al I the

queen-bees introducing the disease, bul of this he him-
self was no judge, having never introduced them. lie

kept to bis own, and had never taken imported queens.
Nobody, however, had bad more experience than his

neighbour, Mr. Blow, in imported queens, and his apiaries

were quite free from diseasi .

Mr. Henderson said it was very possible thai what
had been read and said in that Internati il Exhibition
< inference would be translated into the journals of other
countries, and they ought not to let any w rong impression
logo forth. Mr. < he- hire had mentioned the name of .Mr.

as having communicated to him the properties
of phenol, but if they consulted one of the numbers of
the British Bee Journal in the year 1876, thej would
find there the means adopted by Italian bee-keepers for

the cure of foul brood. The Italian apiarians were in the

habit of curing this disease by the use of three different

kinds of acids—salicylic acid, hyperruanganic acid, and
pheuic or carbolic acid. This was the means adopted
by two distinguished apiarians. Signer Grassi and Dr.

Dubini; and in a meeting of that kind it was desirable

to mention the pre\ ious use i f phenic acid for this pur-

pose by others, to whom it was but just to ascribe what-
ever honour was due to them.
The Chairman observed that the Italians might say

that, but they had apparently not applied the remedy.
However, in order that the meeting might not separate

quite as ignorant on this particular matter as when they
came into the room, he would ask Mr. Ilehner to point

out to them exactly the difference between salicylic and
phenol, and those other remedies which had been sug-

gested; that was to say, where they agreed and where
thej differed, in a- simple and untcchnical a form as

possible.

Mr. Otto Hehner was very loth to deliver a chemical
lecture, but hi' would simply say that all the substances
mentioned — phenol, salicine, cresol, camphor, ami

eucalypto]— were all parts of the same big family.

They were, in fact, very closeh related to each other.

All volatile oils on which the odours of plants depended
had practically the same composition, consisting of the

and hydrogen, and a few of them
oxygen. Chemicallj there was no difference between

them as far as the percentage of quantities was con-

cerned, but they had different properties. Mist volatile

oils were chemically what were called turpentines, from
those were derived the camphors. Of all camphor m-
the very weakest. It bad the least action of all antiseptic

agents. It was not likely to poison any animal, but it was
certainly very little likely to do any good. Of aUthesub-
itauces carbolic acid was the strongest, and phenol and

phenic acid were synonymous terms for the same thing.

• ro pi that carbolic ai el was generally taken to denote

the impure article in this country, and phenol the pure

substance, phenic aci 1 being simply the expression used

on tin- Continent for phenol. Between those two ex-

tremes, camphor mi tl.e one band and phenol on the

other, one representing the least active and the othei

the most active of these antiseptics, there were all

gradation-. People were anxious to have

pleasant antiseptics, and they therefore liked to have

thyme and eucalyptic preparations, hut thej were all

less antiseptic than pbei.nl. The chemical difference

was very small, bul liny acted nearly all in this uav,

that wh.n brought together with the juices contained in

any animal, or in a plant, 1 lux combined with the allui-

',. 'I ho ' run i- pi ics w hich

had I u mentioned might be divided into two classes;

part of tie in svi re volatile and were taken into the lungo

through the air. and part of them, like salicylic acid,

could no1 be disseminated through the air by anj

ordinary means, but must be taken in bj the blood.

Still it came to tie- -ami- thill'.'. If a Bubstance »»
taken in by the lune--, it could only be taken in bj --1111111

quantities al a time, and when it was taken in by the

stomach it might be in larger quantities, but ii was
thing: it was brought into the bli od and into

contact with the albuminou ubstance, which would he

congealed bv 11 ami the cell killed. Permanganic acid

acted in a different way: that simplj gave the oxygen
it contained to whatevi 1 ub tance it met, whetbi 1

ii bi

animal or vegetable, dead Or alive; whatever it was it

OXydised and destroyed it, and it was, therefore, a verj

injudicious substance to use, because it made no dis-

crimination at all. Mr. Che-hire bad therefore, he

thought, picked out the -t powerful antiseptic which
could be used; it w a- ll 10-t useful and the mOSl

likely to have the desired effect. Of course, an infinitj

of others might be used w bieb all acted in the same

direction upon contagion of all varieties; but phenol
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was the embodiment of what an antiseptic substance
ought to be.

Mr. Mills said he had supplied Mr. Cheshire with a
hive, and after listening to what had been stated at the
meeting, it occurred to him that the record of that hive
might answer some of the queries which had probably
nccurred to the minds of gentlemen present. His record
of the hive went back to 1882, and since that time it

had not had any addition of driven bees, nor had it had
a queen introduced, and it had been a very prosperous
hive through the whole of that period until the 2nd June
last. Its first evidence of slackening power was noticed

when dividing a swarm from it. He made a swarm
which did not seem to do well, and the frames were
returned to the hive, and his opinion was that this foul

brood was very manifest on the 10th June, when the
queen was pinched. On the 21st it was taken to Mr.
Cheshire. Ligtirian queen-cells had been inserted, but
proved not to contain anything but the putrid remains of

a queen grub.

Mr. Cheshire asked for the indulgence of the meeting
if he should be somewhat disconnected in his replies,

because of necessity the criticisms had gone all over the
ground, and he must endeavour to run after them and
catch them up as best he could. The part of the paper
which unfolded the nature of the disease and exposed the
numerous errors that had obtained with regard to it, and
which perhaps might bear the largest amount of fruit

hereafter, had hardly been noticed at all; but no one could
form any notion of the enormous amount of labour
which he had had in elucidating that problem, whicli had
altogether baffled bee-keepers up to the time he under-
took it. However, taking the question of the treatment
of the disease—with regard to the gum of the eucalyptus
tree, the blue gum, Mr. Hehner had already answered
the question so admirably that there would be no necessity
for him to reply to it. In arguing with reference to the
cure of foul brood there were two points which required
careful consideration. First of all, the actual existence
of the disease should be indubitably veritied. How was
it known that the instances referred to, which seemed to

oure themselves, were really foul brood? There were
appearances like foul brood which were not foul brood
at all. He might mention the case of a well-educated
bee-keeper sending him a specimen of what he called foul
brood from Ireland, saying that lie was very anxious
about it, finding his hives to be suffering badly from
that disease. Well, he examined it, and found not the
slightest indication of foul brood. He would say that
nineteen persons out of twenty of the knowing ones
would have looked at the comb sent and have said it was
undoubtedly foul brood, and yet it contained no trace
nf it. It was nothing but putrid and chilled brood, but
the difference to the unaided eye was so small between
that and foul brood that they could not distinguish it

unless they saw it under the microscope. He had speci-
mens of both substances mounted as microscopic objects,

and it would be seen that thus examined the two could
no move be mistaken for each other than a loaf of bread
could be mistaken for a leg of mutton. Those gentlemen
who had spoken might be right or wrong in their ideas
about what it was that was troubling them, but unless
they sent the specimens to himself or some person who
was capable of deciding the point, and distinguishing
whether they were cases of foul brood or not, he would
not like to say anything about them at all, as all debate
would be but wasted time, the premises being uncertain.
Then it was said that the disease was sometimes cured
naturally. There was the Spirea ulmaria, or the common
meadow-sweet, from which the bees gathered honev,
and thereby carried salicylic acid—which is naturally
secreted by this plant—home to the hive in the best pos"-

sible form in which it could begot; so that they had
the remedy given to them by nature in the blooms of the
flowers from which they gathered. Asto why in diseased

hives queen-cells were so often raised, he could hardly as

yet give an answer which could be considered as more
than very probably correct, as at present it must rest

upon theoretical grounds rather than actual observation.
It was not possible for him as a single individual to
gather all the material which was essential, but he took
it that the explanation was this : the queen had the
disease, and the bees being aware of it, attempted to
displace her by raising a new one, and their queen-eells
were almost always found to be abortive. Some im-
portant bee-keepers present were ladies, and he asked
them and the gentlemen who kept bees kindly to assist

him in this direction by sending him from hives be-
having in the manner under consideration such queens as

they could spare, and he would then probably have the
opportunity of spotting a queen which had the disease.

He had spotted drones and workers which had it, and he
had not the slightest doubt in the world that the queens
might have it too. From induction it seemed certain

that it was so.

Then in all germ diseases there were cycles of greater

or less activity, and there might be an attack of the

disease in its less active spore condition, and possibly then
it might, other things being favourable, disappear with-
out assistance, but he very gravely doubted it. He had
mi Hinted some of the foul-brood matter and some of the
bacilli, and the meeting would see that there were
very robust specimens from a southern county. Mr.
Martin had told them that he had lost 30/. by his bees,

and no doubt they would all heartily sympathise
with him ; but he knew of one bee-keeper who had
lost this spring more than 200/. in bees alone. That
was certainly a very considerable trial, and he had
known of other cases like it. Then he had been asked

whether salicylic acid was a failure as a remedy for this

disease, and to that he would answer, No. It had been

part of his work to assert, on more than one occasion,

that salicylic acid was a cure, and he had stood almost

alone, shoulder to shoulder with Mr. Cowan, defending

the position of salicylic acid years ago. But what he

said was that directly they associated salicylic acid with

borax, they reduced its curative agency. He was
certain of that, and directly they put into the hands of

uneducated persons a remedy which they were to use as

a spray, they did mischief, because such persons went
on spraying and spraying until they killed everything.

The continued mortality amongst the grubs was supposed

to be evidence that the disease was still active, while in

fact the larva; were dying of the doctor. His micro-

scopic discoveries had for the first time made it possible

to lay bare this fallacy. As Mr. Ilehner had put before

them, he did not think salicylic acid was to be compared

with phenol. He had cured lots of stocks with salicylic

in the past, but he would no more think of doing so

now than he would attempt to swim across the Channel

instead of taking a steamer. Such an easy way of curing

foul brood as this being announced, surely everybody

ought to take it up. Then with regard to the question

of skeps, there they were on tender ground. He was

not a skepist, and he was very glad of it. for if he had

been he would not have seen so much of bees as he had

done ; but in spite of the strong feeling on the part of

some persons in favour of skeps, a skep was not, after

all, a hive in half the senses that word ought to be used

in these days, and it was in these skeps that the disease

lurked. While the cottagers were in their present state

of feeling with regard to skeps, the Association must be

content to suggest the use of phenol. Salicylic acid was
difficult to use, and they had to go through a good many
processes before using it ; but they could, on the

other hand, take a definite quantity of phenol, put

it into a measure of water and add the required

quantity of the solution to each pint or quart of syrup,

and make a pint of syrup, and there was the whole

thing in a nutshell. Ignorance, of course, ought to be
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discouraged, but if those Italian gentlemen who had
been mentioned had found a remedy so long ago, how
was it that they were still suffering so much from the

disease? and how was it we had suffered so much from
it p He thought, therefore, if they, had suggested

phenol, they had never suggested the way of applying it,

nor the proper proportion of it. That was probably the

reason that so little had been heard about it, and he

claimed for himself the discovery of the way of applying

the remedy and its amount. If the remedy was applied

in his way, foul brood w ould give them no more trouble.

He might illustrate his meaning by saying that if he were

a bee-keeper, depending for his living upon selling his

honey and bees, and possessing say 100 stocks, it would
actually pay him to allow for the sum of 2s. per stock a

frame of comb in the very worst condition from disease

to be put into each. Treatment would quickly make all

sound and every colony would be considerably -trength-

ened by the process. The}' had the very important evi-

dence of Mr. Kaynor with regard to his using a small

quantity of phenol, and his possible immunity from disease

in consequence of that. Well, that was very likely . Ib-

was not going to rundown Italian queens: on the contrary,

he had a great belief in them ; but he had a greater

belief in Italian queens that were raised at home, and he

could say that they were far finer queens than they

could ever get by importation. He had never said that

those queens had introduced the disease, but he felt all

but positive upon the point; and he was very sure that

those who said that they had been the means of in-

troducing foul brood into their apiaries had spoken in

good faith, and had scientific evidence behind them
which said that they most be right. Ho would like

them all to go away resolved to turn over a new leaf.

and not to advise every poor man to burn his combs and
hives and got rid of them. That was simply saying to a

poor man that he must look ruin in the face at once.

They had a remedy, he would state fearlessly, which, if

put into that man's hands, with a little kindly help from
his perhaps better educated neighbour, would rid him of

the disease without touching a bit of comb, and without
unqueening a stock. If they did that they would do that

man an enormous service, and help apiculture in this

country, lie hoped, therefore, they would all go away
from the Conference with the resolution not to counte-

nance the abominable system of wholesale destruction

any longer in any case which came under their notice, oi

in any periodical in this country. To that end he had
laboured. He had destroyed numbers of his own bees in

experiment that the truth might be learned; buthe should
not regret them in the least if they had accomplished the

object for which they had been sacrificed, There were

bee-keepers now who had the disease raging in the most

terrible manner in their apiaries, and if they allowed it to

goon if wouldbe shameful; and theywould be the means
of making their pooxer neighbours suffer much more
than they had ever suffered before, In conclusion, he
thanked the meeting for the patient hearing they had
afforded him, and hoped that some good result would
come out of the discussion, so that very many bee- might
be saved, and \er\ many bee-keepers B8 well.

The Chairman proposed a hearty vote of thanks to

Mr. Cheshire for bis able paper, and" for the remarks lie

had made in answer to the observations addressed from
the meeting. That the subject was a most important
one they could easily imagine when they heard of one
man losing 200/., though, perhaps, he might l,i' better

able to afford the loss than the poor cottager who had
lo>t 80/, by his lees. It was a miracle that any bees

shi old have escaped at all after what they had heard.
It aeemed that the queen might give it to the bees, or
they might get it from the flowers, where it had hem
left by the legs and antennee of the hers who had been
there before. There was one comfort, at all events,
and that was that nature furnished tl'" bees with a

remedy in Spirea ulmaria, which supplied them with
salicylic acid in its best form for their use. They could
hardly, perhaps, appreciate the labour by which Mr.
Cheshire had arrived at the results he had "reached; but
undoubtedly Mr. Cheshire had marked out a new path in
the history of apiculture. He had not heard anything
before that day of this bacillus alvei, to which he was to

be godfather; it seemed, however, that it would be his
duty not to bring it up carefully, but to hunt it out and
destroy it. If this bacillus alvel were the cause of this
disease, as bacilli were the cause of cholera in human
beings, and of glanders in horses, they would see how
terrible an enemy it was. Mr. Cheshire had opened out
a wide field of research, and he thought that a good
many people besides bee-keepers would do well to profit

by his labours. However, they had only to deal with
the bacillus alrri at present, and their thanks were due
to Mr. Cheshire for having directed their attention to

this noxious pest, and for pointing out the remedy thev
should employ against it. It seemed to be the general
consensus of opinion in the meeting that phenol was the
best remedy to employ, and more likely to be efficacious

than any other remedy. Ho hoped "they would meet
together to-morrow to discuss the subject of adulteration

of honey, and how it might be counteracted, and that

they would then and subsequently hear the results of

the experience of gentlemen who hail tried that remedy.
Tin- Rev. V. II. Movie, as a bee-keeper, who had had

Considerable experience of foul brood, had great pleasure
in seconding the resolution, and also in thanking Mr.
Elehner for his verj instructive remarks.

Mr. Cheshire, in returning thanks, earnest!} invited the
members present to communicate with him on the sub-

ject, and to afford him any information in their power.
[The preceding discussion has occupied so much of our

space that we are reluctantly obliged to defer the dis-

cussion on Mr. Ilehner's paper to our next number.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Committee meeting held at 106 Jermyn Street on

Wednesday, August 20th. Present; lev. II. 1!. Peel in

the chair, the Rev. I''. S. Sclater, Hon. and Rev. II.

Bligh, Rev. F. G. Jenyns,J. M. Hooker, D. Stewart, and
the.Secretary. The minutes of the last com mitt en meeting
weir lead, i firmed, and signed, The County Associa-

tion- Sub-i lommittee reported thatAssociations had been

successfully inaugurated in the counties of Flintshire,

Denbighshire, and Carnarvonshire, the Lord Lieutenant

of each county having consented to ad as President

Steps were also being talon towards the formation of an

Association forAnglesea, A letterwas read from the Rev,

.1. Lingen-Seager, lion. Secretary of the Hertfordshire

Association, calling attention to the advisability of some
general rules being made for the guidance of judges in

giving their award- for both comb anil extracted honey
r next ( lommittee Meeting was fixed for September - iTl

DORSETSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' \ssnci.VTIOX.

This Association held it- second annual meeting in

connexion with the Yeovil Floricultural ami Horticul-

tural Society on Tuesday, August 10, The exhibition

was held in the grounds of Bragchurch, Hendford,

kindly lent by Mrs. Greenham, Three tents were set

apart for the accommodation of the Association. The

principal lent ran to loo feet in length, ami was filled

from end to end with four rows of staging, the staging

bring occupied with fine displays of hives and otliei

apicultural apparatus contributed by the leading manu-
facturers in the kingdom. Among the various firms

iied were Messrs. Abbott Bros, of Southall, Mid-
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dlesex ; Messrs. Dines and Son, Maldon, Essex ; Messrs.

Hart and Co., Longstock, Hants; and Messrs. Richards

and Honey, Exeter. All these exhibitors sent samples of

their best work, and their exhibits attracted much atten-

tion. A very pleasing and interesting- feature of the ex-

hibition was the large number of local exhibitors who
put in an appearance, amongst whom Mr. G. Evans, of

Ilchester, and Mr. ('. E. Pyne and Mr. A. White, of

Yeovil, deserve special note. In the honey class the ex-

hibits were agreed by judges to be superior both in

quality and in quantity to any ever before, seen in the

"West of England. One exhibitor, Mr. W. H. Dunman,
jun., of Troytown, Dorchester, the energetic and devoted

lion, secretary of the Association, sent about five cwt. of

splendid sections, and carried off a number of prizes.

Mr. Antell, of Puddletown, was also a successful ex-

hibitor, as likewise were the Rev. N. W. Gresley, of

Milbourue St. Andrew ; Mr. G. D. Murray, Yeovil ; and

Mr. G. E. Dyke, M ilborne Port. The silver medal offered

for the best 24 1-lb. sections, which has on so many occa-

sions gone to the lion, secretary, was now taken by Mr.

S. Pond, of Blandford, whose success was regarded with

much good-natured satisfaction by reason of its breaking

down the supremacy in this department hitherto held by
Mr. Dunman. Mr. W. Pavitt, of Barwick, near Yeovil,

was awarded the bronze medal for his exhibit, which
appeared thoroughly to deserve the distinction. The
attractiveness of the show was much increased by the

manipulations which were conducted during the after-

noon in the operating tentby -Mr. S..1 . Baldwin, of Bromley,

Kent. Mr. Baldwin, who is the expert-in-chief to the

British B'e-knqvr.s' Association, explained the manipu-
lations as they proceeded, and the tent was crowded to

excess on every occasion by people who apparently took

the greatest possible interest in the operations.

Mr. J. A. Abbott exhibited a case containing specimens

of comb and queen-cells in various stages of formation,

comb-foundation, &c, forming quite a little bee-keepers'

museum. The Rev. C. G Anderson exhibited an

Alphabet of Apiculture,.admirably illustrated with pen-

and-ink sketches of his own design, which deserves a

greater permanence than it. could possibly have at a

a provincial show. The Rev. V. II. Moyle had also sent

a box containing Messrs. Huntley and Palmer's honey

drops, honey drinks, honey wine, honey medicines, &c.

By the kindness of -Mr. 0. Tite, who is himself a well-

known bee-fancier, and who worked very cordially with

the other officers of the Association to make the day so

entirely successful, the apiculturists attending the exhibi-

tion were invited to partake of a luncheon. The Chair

was occupied by Mr. Tite, who was supported by the

Mayor of Yeovil ; the Rev. C. G. Anderson, Otterhamp-

ton, hon. sec. to the Somersetshire Association ; Rev. W.
E. Burkilt, hon. sec. of the Wiltshire Association ; Mr.
Kent, lion. sec. of the Cornwall Association; Mr. Griffin,

hon. sec. of the Devonshire Association ; Mr. Henderson

;

Rev. L. Stanton, Combe Keynes ; Dr. McLean, Portland
;

Mr. J. F. Hussey, Dorchester; Mr. Best, Dewlish ; Mr.

J. Abbott, Mr. Hart, Mr. W. R. Vatcher, Dorchester; Mr.
J. Brown, Maiden Newton, and many others, who were
either connected with the Association or interested in

bee-keeping. An excellent repast was served by Mr.
Beach, and upon its conclusion a brief toast-list was gone

through. The Chairman first proposed ' Success to the

Dorsetshire Bee-keepers' Association," with which he

coupled the name of Mr. W. II. Dunman, the. hon. sec,

whose indefatigable coinage, energy, and zeal he highly

eulogised, lie (the Chairman) thought the Association

had shown that day they thoroughly deserved success,

and they would all hope the present meeting would be

the means of putting fresh zeal into Somersetshire people,

so that next year if they did not have a show in Yeovil

thej wmild at least have one somewhere in the county

that would soon become a rival of the Dorset Association.

Mr. Dunman, in responding, spoke of the very great

interest he had taken in the work of the Association since
its formation, particularly for the sake of poor people, and
he was very delighted at the number of entries received
for the cottagers' classes at this show. He was also very
pleased to say the cottagers were becoming members of

the Association in good numbers. With regard to the

exhibition generally, his ambition was to see the Dorset-
shire Association stand next to the British Bee-keepers'

Association, which he looked upon as their parent; and if

he had succeeded in raising their Society to this position

he was very glad, while if he had not yet succeeded he
hoped to do so another time.

The following is the prize list :

—

HrvES, Honey, &c.—Observatory Hive—1st, 1/., Messrs.
E. M. Hart and Co., Longstock, Stockbridge ; 2nd, 10s.,

Mr. W. H. Dunman, Troytown. Collection of hives and
bee-furniture— 1st, 1/. 10s., Mr. S. J. Baldwin, Bromley

;

2nd, 1/., Messrs. Abbott Bros., Southall, and Messrs.
Richards and Honey, Exeter (equal). Moveable comb
hive—1st, 11., Mr. S. J. Baldwin; 2nd, 10s., Messrs.
Abbott Bros. Ditto for cottagers' use— 1st, 10s., Messrs.
Dines and Son, Maldon ; 2nd, 5s., Mr. S. J. Baldwin ; h. c.,

Mr. J. Blake, Ipswich. Section rack— 1st, 10s., Messrs.
Richards and Honey ; c, Messrs. E. M. Hart and Co.

Crate for conveyance of honey—1st, 5s. , Mr. S. J. Baldwin
;

c, Messrs. Richards and Honey. Honey extractor—1st,

10s., Messrs. Abbott Bros.; 2nd, 5s., Mr. A. White, Yeovil.

Skep and sectional super—1st, 10s., Mr. C. W. Downes,
Blandford ; 2nd, 5s., Messrs. Abbott Bros. Thick comb
foundation— 1st, 5s., Mr. C. W. Downes; c, Messrs. Abbott
Bros. Thin ditto—1st, 5s., Messrs. Abbott Bros. Feeder

—

1st, 5s., Messrs. Dines and Son. Honey (for exhibitors

residing in Dorset or within six miles of its confines).—Ex-
hibit of super honey—1st, 1?., Mr. J. Antell, Puddletown ;

2nd, 10s., Mr. W. H.Dunman ; 3rd, 5s., Rev. N. W. Gresley,

Milborne St. Andrew. Super— 1st, 10s., Mr. W. H.Dunman;
2nd, 5s., Mr. S. Smith, Charlton Horethorne ; 3rd, 2s. Gd.,

Mr. W. Dibben, Rempstone. Twenty-four 1-lb. sections

—

1st, silver medal, Mr. S. Pond, Blandford; 2nd, 7s. (id.,

Mr. W. H. Dunman ; 3rd, 5s., Rev. N. W. Gresley. Twenty-
four 2-lb. sections—1st, 10s., and 3rd, 5s., Mr. W. H. Dunman.
Twelve 1-lb. sections—1st, 7s. (id. , Mr. G. E. Dyke, Milborne
Port ; 2nd, 5s., Mr. E. C. Lander, Sherborne. Twelve 2-lb.

sections—1st, 7s. 6d., Mr. W. H. Dunman. Forty-eight lbs.

extracted honey—1st, 10s., Mr. J. Antell ; 3rd, 5s., Mr. W
H. Dunman. Twenty-four ditto—1st, 10s., Mr. G. D. Murray,
Yeovil ; 2nd, 5s., Sir. Marriott, Moreton. Special prizes

(given by Mr. C. Tite).—Exhibit of super honey from Devon,
Wilts, or Hants—1st, 11. Is. , Messrs. Richards and Honey.
Super honey from an apiary in Somerset—2nd, 7s. (id., Mr.
H. Duncan Skrine, Claverton, Bath. Exhibit of honey in

1-lb. or 2-lb. jars from an apiary in Somerset—1st, 10s. 64,
Rev. C. G. Anderson, Otterbampton, Bridgwater ; 2nd,

7«. till, Mr. T. Hallett, Otterhampton.
Cottagers' Classes.—Super—1st, 10s., W. Dibben ; 2nd,

5s., W. A. Pavitt, Barwick. Honey in comb— 1st, 10s., W.
Dibben, Rempstone; 2nd, 5s., W. A. Pavitt. Twelve 1-lb.

sections—1st, bronze medal and 10s., W. A. Pavitt ; 2nd,

5s., S. Feaver, Sherborne. Twenty-four lbs. run honey

—

1st, 10s., W. Dibben ; 2nd, 5s., W. A. Pavitt. Straw sleep

of bees—1st, bar-framed hive, Mr. G. Chafiin, Yeovil.

In the neighbourhood of Yeovil several flower-shows,

with wdiich have been combined bee and honey shows,

have been held ; among others Hatch Beauchainp,

Soinerton, Street, North Perrott, and Stoke-sub-IIamdon.

A Conference of County Secretaries was held in the

committee tent during the afternoon, Somerset, Dorset,

Wilts, Devon, and Cornwall being represented by their

r ispective secretaries, namely, Rev. C. G. Anderson,

Otterhampton, Bridgwater; Mr. W. II. Dunman, junr.,

Troytown, 1 >< irehester ; Rev. W. E. Burkitt, Buttermere,

Huugerford ; Mr. W. N. Griffin, Exeter ; and Mr. Kent,

Truro. Mr. Dunman, who presided, said he exceedingly

regretted the absence of the Rev. H. R. Peel, whom he

had hoped to have seen with them that day, but who
had found it impossible to attend. He (the Chairman)

thought, as he had so many of his friends together, it
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would be an excellent opportunity to discuss a few
matters connected with bee-culture. In the first place,

he wanted to point out that counties far away from
London were not fairly represented at the Conferences

of the Central Association. lie suggested that the

western shires should come to an arrangement that at

least one of their representatives should go to each

quarterly meeting, and be empowered to vote for all

the Associations that formed the federation. The ex-

penses could be shared, and the burden would thus be

lightened, while direct representation would lje ensured.

He feared there was some doubt at present whether
counties were entitled to one vote or two, as some Bent

only one representative and others sent two. It would
be as well to have this cleared up, so that no county
should have more than its fair voice in the affairs of the

Central Association. Mr. Griffin, liev. C. G. Anderson,

and Mr. Kent, promised to bring the suggested amalga-

mation before their respective committees. The lc\ .
YV.

E. Burkitt said he had found no difficulty in attending

the London meetings, and did not therefore care to join,

Mr. Griffin thought it was never intended for any county

to have more than one vote. The reason two represen-

tatives were appointed was to make sure that the

should have one to send. He then referred to the diffi-

culty experienced in disposing of honey. The Healing

depot was full, and he had tried in vain to open up a
connexion with London houses. EJe bad an interview

with the manager at Messrs. Fortnum and Mason's, who
strongly ad\ ised him to try to sell in his own county even

at id. or 2d. below London prices, bo as to save risk and
cost of carnage. He Celt, therefore, thai they must en-

deavour to open local depot-, until the British Bee-keepers'

Association could see their way to open a central depdt.

He had tried the grocers al Exeter and Torquay, but so

far lie had not been verj successful, as they preferred

buying the A rican bom
cheaper. He had b en thinking this matter
over lately, and he ft It that they ought to call public

rally, and the attention of count]
in parti died American

nothing

like a fair field open for the pur.- British honey. Mr.
n, who bad been invited to attend the d

reminded tho e present that this course had been

in Glasgow so i with the most beneficial re-

sults, The Rev. C. Q. Anderson said he had
samples of boi uper-Mare and
1

I hoped a Bale might eventual!] be goi up ;

but foreign honey was in favour with trade

present, because of the low price at which it could bi

I. Mr. Dunraan remarked that he took a crate

of sections and Mime sample bottles and run-hone] to

some of the leading grocers ill Weymouth recently and
ohtaim d Mr. Kent said the bee-keepers in

< 'ornwall were most anxious to secure a market for thi ir

honey, as the local gTOCerS and chemists bought foreign

stuff. A general hope was expressed that the I

A (OCiation might some day see their way to help the

counties in this matter, and that in the meantime the

subject should be thoroughly discussed. Mr. Dunman
then asked for information as to the most marketable
form of honey. He found large supers growing in

favour with dealers. Mr. Griffin said his experience
bad been the same ; and he was .-ending n number of targe

super.- to London to fulfil a special order. A special vote
of thanks was passed to Mr. Henderson for attending the
meeting on the motion of Mr. Griffin, seconded by Mr.
Kent.

WILTS BEE-KEEPEKS' ASSOCIATION.
The County Show was held in connexion with the

Keevil District Horticultural Society's Fete in Leighton
l'ark, Westbury, on August Hi. The entries were more
numerous, and the show of honey far larger, than on any

previous occasion. The cottagers, unfortunately, are

still very backward in exhibiting, though many in the
county might have done so with credit. There was, as

might be expected, a keen competition for the silver and
bronze medals given by the B. B. K. A.

During the day an examination was held of candidates

for the third-class experts' certificates given by the
B. B. K. A., by whom also the examiner and one of the
judges were appointed. Six candidates had entered their

names, but harvest work and other causes reduced the

number who put in appearance to four. Owing to the

short time available for displays in the bee tent, all the.

driving, &c, was performed by the candidates in the

of the British Bee-keepers' examiner, \V. N.
Griffin, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the Devon and Exeter
B. K. A., explanations and advice being given to the

visitors by the experts of the Association and other

members of the committee. Mr. John Rogers, of the

Iron Works, Westbury, a most zealous bee-keeper, kindly

provided bees for driving, and another stork in bar-frame

hive for the use of candidate- in their examinations.
The following prizes were awarded by the judges,

W. N. Griffin, Hon. Secretarj of the Devon and Exeter
1!. K. A., and W. II. Dunman, Bs [., jun., Hon. Secretary

of the Dorset B. K. A.:—
Bees, dc.—Class 1.— For the best stock of bees of any

race, to be exhibited with their queen in rv hive.

1st prize, 10*.; 1-t, E. M. II art. Longstock;
2nd, no entry. Class 2.—For the best observatory hive

stocked with bees and their queen. 1st prize, 10*. ; 2nd'
Dd. 1st. H. W. Taylor, The Island, Melksham ;

2nd, Key. W. E. Burkitt, Buttermere. Class 3.—For the

best bar-frame hive, complete, price not to exceed 15*.

1st prize, 7. fk2. ; 2nd prize, 5*, 1st, J. B. YVilshere,.

ii ; 2nd, B. Wel.l., Westbury. Glass 4.—For best

bar frame hive for cottager's use, price not to exceed 7s.

,
i'../. 1-t. .1. E. YVilshere,

2n I, I i Pyne, Jeovil. Ola i 5. For tin

best collection of bee furniture. 1st pii. e, IS , 2nd prize,

10 . Rev. W. E. Burkitt andE. M. Hart, equal firsts.

Class G.—For the best arrangement tor obtaining super
c msidi re 1. Certificates ol

Merit. 1st. lt.v. \Y. E. Burkitt
J
2nd, E. M. Hart. Class

7.—For new inventions of general use in the apiary. No
awards.
Honey.— Class 8.—For the best exhibition of super honey

from an apiary. 1st prize, 10*. ; 2nd prize, 7 . id. 1st,.

Rev. W. B, Burkitt ; no other entry. Class 9 —For the best

21 lbs. of honey, 1 lb. or 2 lb. section-, and 12 IbB. extracted

honey. 1st prize, Bilver medal of B. is. K. A. ; 2nd prize,

bronze ditto. 1st, A. i.. Radcliffe, I ill; 2nd,.

Rev. W. E. Burkitt. Class lo. Foi thebi t superofhoney
(not being sectional). 1st prize, Certificate of B. B. K. A.
H.W.Taylor, Melksham. Class 11. For the best 12 lbs. of
extracted honey in 1 lb. or 2 lb. glass jars. 1st prize, 5*. ;

2nd prize, 2*. id. 1st. Mr. A. \Y. Hall, Braton ; 2nd, Mr.
Q. i iiilde, Semington ; highly commended, llev. YV. E.
Burkitt. Class 12.—For the best old Btock ol be< s in straw
skep. 1st prize, a bar-frame hive worth 7 . lid.; 2nd, a.

Buttermere skep crate. 1st, ltev. E, Davenport ; 2nd, Mr.
John Rogers, Westbury. Class 13.—For the best bees-wax

,

not less than 5 IbB. 1st prize, 5s. ; 2nd prize, 2*. (></. 1st,

E.Day, Milfoid Hill, Salisbury; 2nd, S. W. Daily, Seming-
ton. Class 11.—For the competitor who shall in the neatest,

quickest, and most complete manner drive out the bees from
a skep and exhibit the queen. Certificates of Merit. 1st,

C. Warden, head gardener at Clarendon l'ark; 2nd, YV. S.

Bambridge, Esq., Mus. Baa, Marlboro' College ; 3rd, Thos.
Clew, Melksham.

Cottagehs.—Class 15.—For best sectional super of honey
(special prize offered by T. Herbert Clark, Esq., YVingfield).

1st prize, us.; 2nd prize, 2s. Gil. 1st, Thos. Clew, Melksham ;

2nd, H. Bartley, Codford, St. Peter's. Class lti.—For the best

super of honey, not sectional. 1st prize, 5*. ; 2nd prize,

2*. (ir/. 1st, T. Clew, Melksham ; 2nd, Isaac Hoare, Foshury..

Class 17.—Xo entry. Class 18.—For the best flat-topped

Skep, with feed-hole, super, and floor-board. 1st prize, 5s. j

2nd prize, 2*. <>(/. 1st, H. Huish, I'atncy, Devizes ; 2nd, G_
YY'hite Bagshot, Hungerford.
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On the following day, August 14th, the Hon. Secretary-

took the bee tent, and most of his exhibits at Westbury,
to a Cottage Garden Show at Wootton Bassett, all the

arrangements for this bee show being satisfactorily carried

out by H. Bevir, Esq., one of the District Secretaries of

the Wilts B. K. A., who also gave most efficient assist-

ance in the manipulations. Both those Shows were well

attended. Cottagers seemed most anxious to learn all

they could, and many of this class might have been
successful candidates for the expert examinations had
they not been too diffident. Encouraged by the fineness

of the season, a number of new members have joined the

Association during the summer.—W. E. Buhkitt, Hun.
Secretary.

N.B.—The names of the successful competitors for

third-class experts' certificates will be given in the
British Bee Journal for September loth.

LEICESTERSH 1UK BEE-K EEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association held its second show of the season at

Melton Mowbray in connexion with the Melton Mowbray
Horticultural Society, which generously contributed half

the prizes offered. Through the instrumentality of J. W.
Bickley, Esq., the Volunteer Tent was secured for the

occasion, and, though small, answered its purpose ad-
mirably. There was an excellent display of hone}', in

jars, sections, and supers. Mr. Bickley 8 magnificent Mi-
play of super-honey excited universal admiration, and it

must be confessed that it is seldom the lot of bee-keepers
to be able to stage such an enormous weight of honey
from one apiary. Mr. Ball's glass super (now on exhibi-
tion at the ' Healtheries '), with comb 4A inches thick,

also attracted some little attention.

There were some good collections of bee appliances,

those of Mr. C. Redshaw, of Leicester, and Mr. W. L'.

Meadows, of SyTston, being very large and full. The
hives—for convenience, placed outside the tent—under-
went a severe scrutiny by members of the bee-keeping
fraternity. The bee-tent did not arrive in time for the
show; a temporary inclosure was, therefore, run up,
and, by aid of the Association's screen, a tolerable sub-
stitute was obtained. Only one exhibition of bee-driving
took place, as, from the great weight of the stock, the
great heat, and other causes, a second could not safely be
attempted. Mr. W. S. l'ridmore, who was engaged as

expert and lecturer, succeeded in imparting some useful

and interesting information on bee-keeping to attentive

and numerous audiences. It may interest some of those
who were present to know that, though all the combs
had to be removed from the hive, the stock, aided by one
of Mr. AY. P. Meadows' Raynor Feeders, is in a fair way
of recovery. The bees are carrying in pollen abundantly,
and defending themselves valiantly against robbers,
wasps, and other unwelcome intruders. It is much to

be regretted that no entries for the Special Prizes for
Cottagers were made.

YARMOUTH FLOWER SHOW".
The Great Yarmouth, East Norfolk and Suffolk Hor-

ticultural Society held their annual fete in St. George's
I'ark on Thursday, August Tth, under the most favour-
able circumstances. The weather—so important a factor
in matters of this kind—was gloriously fine, and the show
on the whole may be said to have been a decided success.

As customary, in addition to the show proper, a bee
tent, supplied by the Norfolk Bee-keepers' Association,
was erected, and the public being admitted free, a large
number diverted their attention to this department.
Here were to be observed the Rev. L. Sisson, assisted by
Mr. T. C. Edmonds and Mr. Chanev. whose movements
among the buzzing tribe were keenlv watched by the

on-lookers. Mr. T. C. Edmonds having given a lucid

explanation of the bar-frame hive, the Rev. Mr. Sisson

proceeded to make a few observations on the progress of

bee-keeping.

The following is the list of awards :
—

Bees.—Best stock of Liguriau or other foreign bees.

—

1. S. Barge; no second or third. Best, stock of English

bees.—1. S. Barge ; no second or third.

Honey.—Best super honey, from one apiary.—1. H.
Bartram, Hasbro'; no second or third. Best super of

honey, the same super to be of wood, glass, straw, or of

wood in combination with straw or glass.—1. J. Law-
rence, New Buckenham. 2. AY. Carbould, Yarmouth.
Best twelve 2-lb. sections in comb.—1. A. 0. Stead,

Necton ; no second. Best twenty-four 1-lb. sections in

comb.—No first. 2. W. Carbould. Best twelve 2-lb.

jars extracted honey.—1. A. C. Stead. 2. D. P. Mea-
dows, Yarmouth. Best twelve 1-lb. jars extracted

honey.—1. A. C. Stead. 2. S. Barge. Largest and
best collection of extracted honey in glass jars.—1. A. C.

Stead. 2. D. P. Meadows. Largest and best exhibition

of honey in comb, taken from one hive without destroy-

ing bees.—1 and 2. II. Bartram.

BRECKNOCKSHIRE BEE-BEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association held its first show of honey this year
in connexion with the Brecon Flower Show, held on
20th August. About 500 lbs. of honey were staged,

nearly all of which were excellently prepared for exhi-

bition. The extracted honey showed a marvellous im-
provement on last year, being clean and nicely arranged

in neat glass bottles. The sections, too, were very nu-
merous; one-pound sections seemed to be the favourite,

although there were several excellent specimens of two-
pound sections as well. The judge was Mr. Hole of

Ledbury. We are very pleased to find our excellent

Secretary carried off one of the first prizes, i. e., for sec-

tions ; indeed, the village over which she immediately
presides carried oft three first prizes.

Another exhibition of honey, wax, and bee-furniture,

will be held at Brecon on Wednesday, the 10th of

September, in connexion with the Agricultural Society,

when it is expected that an even larger amount of

honey, &c., will be staged.

Below we append the prize list :—
For the best 12 lbs. of honey in combs.— 1. Miss Swin-

ton, Llanfihaugel-tal-yllyn. 2. Rev. Rees Price, Llanfaen.

3. Mr. Kettle, Workhouse, Brecon. For the best 12 lbs. of

extracted honey.—1. Mrs. Clearey, Penveyre. 2. Mr. G.
Garnons Williams, Abercamlais, and Mr. Kettle, Work-
house. 3. Mrs. Eees Price, Llanfaen.

Cottagers' Class.—For best honey in combs.—1. Mrs.

Morgan, Llanfibaneel-tal-yllyn. 2. Mrs. Larkin, Llanfry-

nach. 3. Mrs. Williams, Llantillo. For best honey extracted.

— 1. Mr. E. Richards, Llanfihangel-tal-yllyu. 2. Mrs. Jarmin,
Yelinfach. 3. Mrs. Williams, Llanfillo.

BEE-KEEPING IN NORTH WALES.
(Brom the Itinerary of a Secretary.)

July Sist.—I attended with our bee tent at the Car-

marthen Horticultural Show, and was assisted by the

Rev. II. Evans, Pembrey, and Mr. W. Spurrell.

August itlt.—At Llanelly Flower Show, assisted by
the Revs. II. Evans and W. .lones, Llannon.

6th.—Attended the Moukton and South Pembroke-
shire Horticultural Show, held in Pembroke Castle, as

judge of the honey department. The exhibits in the

honey classes were very good. Mr. R. R. Carver, Wenallt,

showed some very perfect 1-lb. sections and some excel-

lent run honey in 1-lb. bottles ; also a stock of bees in an

observatory hive. The prize for a bar-frame hive, the

work of an amateur, was awarded to Mr. Harris, The
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Bank, Pembroke. In the course of the afternoon I drove

three stocks of bees in the presence of a fairly large

number of interested spectators. Dr. Wall, of Pembroke,

assisted. He has promised to assist in the establishment

•of the Pembrokeshire Association. Very great interest

is taken in the subject in this neighbourhood.

8th.—Portmadoc Horticultural Society, Carnarvon-

shire. This Show was a large one and well attended.

Our tent, which was despatched from Llanelly on the

lth, did not arrive in time; I had therefore to drive in

the open air. Mr. W. A. Dew, Hon. Secretary of the

Carnarvonshire B. K. A., assisted. The absence of the

1> hi was by no means a drawback. I think when no

charge is made it can very well be dispensed with, as it

has much more moral effect upon the spectators t. have

shared the imaginary dangers of the manipulators, 1

drove four times, and on each occasion tin- numb i of

spectators was too large for the tent. The last time I

had to l'.'I four policemen to keep the crowd back.

9th.—Drove two stocks at Tanybwlch, near Maentwrog,
in Merionethshire, in the presence of a small number of

11M.—Drove twice at Llanrwst, in !>• nbighshire (Fair-

day ) in the lawn of the ' Eagle's lit' 1.'

II Show. Drove five times,

assisted by Mr. E. AY. Davies, Hon. Secretary of the

Denbighshire I!. K. A. Tent well filled

in informal meeting of the Denbighshire

I ;. I.. A. was held in the secretary's tent. The Rev.
I

, Vicar of Abergele, took the chair. The speakers

in favour of the movi M r. Dew,
1

1

1

1

y, myself, and
i

1
1

i.i

Haw union Flower Show. 'I'll'

.-. w a- good, lint in, ai < ang

for announcing the attendance of the bee tent and time
[i !-. in an out-of-the-way

i In' mil l-t ni' i! lot of trees. The tout was fairly

.-. ell nit' iidi 'I, Lot nut :i - weB a it v. ould

! been a little more c plete. Among
itors were the Rev. S. E. Glad tone, W, H. Qlad-

, M.P., and her members of the family, I

I I
I!, \ . .1. Ei an-, of Buckley, v. ho i-

prepared to work up the Flintshire Association in his

own district. Somi good supers of honej wop- shown
by Mr. Geo. Spencer, Bliss Glynne, and

kep was awarded to Mr, • h

Spencer.

IBth. 'in Friday] assisted Mr. W. H. Gladst to

I

I

n,.i\ i

I
'oh Ion e been in p rion of the

1 bow window at Hawarden Castle tor
I

eighteen years, Wo first removed the lead ami wood-
work which covered the greater part of ii,, ,

i

After taking out sevi n bucki ts of 1
:

found thai the bees had worked down behind thi ood
work of a wind droom beneath. Thi

-ill In Eore we could effectuauy eject I

Some of the combs were five feet long, ami
perfectly full of sealed honey. Mr. Gladstoni I

had tin- honey taken weighed: it came to 162 lbs.

ihi. we imi-i have wasted a rerj large quantity,
a~ man] of the combs were verj awkwardly aitua

'I'll.' Carnarvon and Denbigh Associations are in rery
.- I bands, ami will soon l»- placed on a substantial
rooting. The Flintshire Association is also in a fair

way. I had not the pleasure of meeting Mr. Kerfoot
Evans. Mr. Dew says he can'find yon a secretary for
Angle i

One thing 1 forgot to mention is At LlanrwBt on the
11th I visited a local bee-keeper (a cottager) of the name
of Berry. \lr Inn an apiary of about ti

i tock .

all bar-frames, They are kept in a very small

, and under every disadvantage. Notwithstanding
Mr. Berrj bas taken a very large harvest of boney, and
appears to In- a thorough bee-master. The Denbigh

Association need not be long without a local expert.

Several of his stocks are Lignrians. The greater part

of North Wales that I visited is one mass of heather,

and I think the grandest bee-country I have ever been

in.—L. Oswald Lewis.

BEE SHOW IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
At the Agricultural Show held at Ramsey on August

7th some prizes were offered for bees, honey, &c. The
entries were few, but the exhibits were good. For the

best Imr-frame hive and colony of bees Mr. E, C. ken-

took the first prize, as well as that offered for til.- best

sample of Manx honey in the comb. For thi- best twelve

l-lb. -' ctions Mr. Alfred Cubbon obtained first prize with

iful set of sections. For the best extracted honey

Mr. A. W. Moore obtained first prize. An aim. ^t com-

plete -'t of modern bee-furniture was exhibited, and

attracted considerable attention. Mr. <l. Drinkwater

nt to explain the a rns appliances.

CALEDONIAN APIARIAN SOCIETY.

The following are the nam-- of tin- first and second

prize-takers in the various departments of the Cale-

Vpiarian Show, a report of which appeared in

our i^sm- of August 1 :

—

- f British bees— 1 and silver medal,

Wm. Sword, Falkirk; 2, Win. Mttnn, Ardcnadan. Best

stock o foreign beea

—

2, Wm. Sword.

Hives. Best hive ion purposes — 1 and

Highland ami Agricultural Booiety's silvei medal, Wm.
;

'

lost i mplete bar-

I
.-.I with

I

. .... in full

operation I .
V. i i, 'I bon i d ;

'-', Wm.
1 .

V. in. Thorn

-

|, B - for iim ,

l. ^ in. 'i b

2, John
'

'.-.- hive of. any
.hi l. \Y. and B. M

For the best hive on the storifying principle—1, B>

2, Wm. Thomson.
: ion.— Best sample of comb foundation

—

i V, I l; M-Nally; 2, Wm. Baitt, Blairgowrie. Best

L, Wm. B '-'. B. Steele.

How n.-- Best display honey i omb High

land and Agricultural Society's silver medal and 1 audi;,

W. and 1;. M-Nally. i
- above 20 lbs. eaoh

—

,.,. ( Irawford, Annan. > I

(0 lbs, 1 . W illiani Laughland ; 2, Jami
Hi in , ami under 20-1, W.

. 2, E. M'Nally, Eutherglen. l'a-st super <-f

boney not persi the super to be oi

straw, or of wood in combination with glass or straw, not

' than 12 lbs.—W. and B &' tally. Best twenty-four

. . comb-honey— 1, Chas. Carnegie, Mo
2, W. ami B. M'Nally. Best twenty-four l-lb. sections of

comb-hou. -.-, 1. W. and B. M-Nally; 2, Chas. I

Bi t t
.-.. mty-four 1 'in. :

,-, •,-.,, oi comb bom -.-.
I . Bi -.

.

Prank t rland ; 2, Wm. Lowe, Stanley. B

2 lb. sections of comb-honey—1, Wm. Lowe; 2,

Leslie Tait, Aberdeen. Best twelve l-lb. sections of comb-

honey— 1, W. and B. M-Nally; -J. D. Mcintosh, Liff,

Dundee. Best run or extract d hi I
- y, in twelve 2-lb. glass

jo 1. Chas. Carnegie; 2, David Mackintosh, Dundee.

Best i bibition of run or extracted boney in twelve l-lb.

glass jars 1, Chas. Can ie; 2, W. and B. M'Nally.

Pl i

i.i I ,-,., Best super above 10 lbs.

and under 20 lbs.— Mrs. MNall; Bi I glass super of

honey-comb—Mrs. M'Nally. Host sample of run or ex-

tracted honey in class jar containing not less than 12 lbs.

—

Mrs. Thomson, Dalbeattie.
i

',,
-.ii iiiii.ks.- Best liqueur or wine made from honey,

.nli recipe attached (not less than two quarts); age of

wine to Ii.- given small silver medal, Wm. Sword, Fiilkuk.
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Best mead or beer made from honey, with recipe attached
(not less than two quarts)—Small silver medal, Wm. Sword.
Best cakes made with honey, witli recipe attached (not less

than 2 lbs.)—Small silver medal, Wm. Sword.
Miscellaneous.—Best collection of hives, bee furniture,

bee gear—1, B. Steele ; 2, W. W. Young, Perth. Cheapest,
neatest, and best tray of supers for producing houey-comb
in a saleable form— 1 and 2, B. Steele. Best honey ex-
tractor—1, W. W. Young; 2, E. Steele. Best and largest
display of honey-producing plants—1 and 2 (silver medal),
W. and K. M'Nally. Best collection of natural enemies of

honey-bees— 1 and 2 (silver medal), W. and B. M'Nally.
Best straw hive stocked with bees, to be used at the driving
competition— 1, 2, and 3, James Johnston, Stirling.

TILE STRABANE BEE AND HONEY SHOW.
This show was held on July 30 and 31, in connexion

with the dog, poultry, and flower shows. All these

shows were managed by Mr. W. II. ( )rr with that energy
and skill which command success. The display of honey
was large and of excellent quality, showing what can he
done in a good season by careful and intelligent manage-
ment. The exhibits of Mr. Humphreys, Milltown House,
Strabane, and Mr. Orr, were especially worthy of note.
The former won the prize for the best super of honey
over 25 lbs. in weight with a splendid super of clean,

well-built combs. Mr. Orr and Mr. Lonsdale showed first-

class collections of hives and appliances, the latter

tailing a prize for an ingenious observatory hive of his

own invention. This is the first reasonably good honey-
year that there has been in the north of Ireland since

the introduction of the bar-frame hive, and the results

as seen at Strabane are most encouraging. The bee-
driving competition was not in keeping with' the honey
exhibits, only two competitors entering, and the hives
for driving not being in good order. Each day was
dark and showery so that a considerable time was
occupied in completing the operation. It is to he hoped
that the large yield of honey this year will encourage
bee-owners io be their own ' manipulators.' It seems
that at present there is a tendency to trust to the skill

of one or two obliging persons in each district instead of

each man managing his bees for himself. Bee-keeping
cannot be permanently successful unless the owner has
the knowledge and dexterity which can only be acquired
by practical acquaintance with their management.

BEE-TENT ENGAGEMENTS.
Essex Bee-keepers' Association.

Sept. 10.—Southminster Horticultural Society.

Warwickshire Bee-keepers' Association.
Sept. 2, ;?.—County Show, Stratford-upon-Avon.
Sept. 9.—Bedworth.

Sussex Bf.e-keepeiis' Association.
Sept. 4.—Horsham.

A Wasps' Nest in a Bedboom.—A farm labourer
residing at Fenton-by-Stubton, near Newark, the other
day, discovered a wasps' nest in a crevice underneath
his bed-room window. To dislodge the wasps was the
work of only a few minutes, hut to his horror they Hew
through the open window into his bedroom. On pro-
ceeding upstairs he found that the angry insects were
swarming in all directions, some were creeping among
the bed-clothes, whilst others were disporting themselves
on the carpets and walls. He speedily beat a retreat,

and commenced a state of siege. Notwithstanding every
effort to remove them, the wasps bravely held their own
and kept possession of the room for two or three days, all

intruders being pleased to make good their escape.

Eventually the process of fumigation began to tell, and
at the end of the third day the last company of the
gallant invaders found it necessary to evacuate their

strong position.— Grantham Journal, August 23rd.

CfllTCSDOlTOMa.

*»* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shotos, Meetings, Echoes
from the Hives, Queries, etc, are requested to direct their com-

munications to ' The Editok of the " British Bee Journal," c/o

Messrs. Strangeways <fc Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.'

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the LTnited King-

dom during the month of July, 1884, amounted to

10,089/.—[From a private return sent to E. II. Bellairs,

Esq., Wingfield House, Christchurch -

]

THE LIYERPOOL SCHISM.
As every one appears to know how to conduct your

Journal better than yourself, and to think that you
require advice not unmixed with censure, I also venture

to make some observations on the manner in which you
have dealt with the 'Liverpool Schism,' which will nut b

in the least accordance with the half-hearted expressions

of Mr. E. II. Bellairs. I believe, sir, that you know thy

nature and extent of the evil which you have attacked

(in nig opinion not one whit too vehemently) better than

one who lias only recently joined our ranks, and is, so to

speak, a junior amongst county secretaries. The trumpet

of the Bee Journal has certainly given forth no un-

certain sound in this matter; and I, in company with

many of your readers, thank you, sir, for dealing with

the case so vigorously before the cloud which seemed no

bigger than a man's hand had grown into a hurricane.

In my opinion the Committee of the B. B. Iv. A. have

done all that it was possible for a committee to do; and
I know of no committee which holds its meetings with
greater regularity or gets through a greater amount of

work. I wish that some of its detractors would state

openly what more it could have done. I hope that it will

continue its unselfish and disinterested labours for the

public good through evil report and good report, and

that you, sir, will not fail to speak out boldly whenever
the occasion seems to demand it, and not allow so useful

and excellent an Association as our own to be undermined
and broken up without giving us warning of the shadow*
which coming events are casting before them.

—

An Old
Cointy Secretary.

CONDEMNED BEES AND IIOYV TO MAKE
THEM PAY.

Once more I must crave your kind indulgence to-

correct, what experience has taught me is a great error

in the advice and instructions given by your corre-

spondent under the head ' Condemned Bees and how to

make them pay.' First we are recommended when we
reach the place where the bees are to be driven, ' to

smoke all' and close all the entrances to the hives with

a wisp of gras3, whether they are to be taken or not. I

have not forgotten the lesson learnt by me when following

this same advice given to me some few years ago,

when I found my bees (though only closed up from ten

minutes to a quarter of an hour) most of them stifled

on the floor-board. For it is only natural for bees, when
smoked, at once to rush to their cells and gorge them-

selves with honey ; by this undue excitement greater heat

is of course generated in the hive, and the bees being un-

able to fly and get the ordinary ventilation owing to the

entrance being closed, must of necessity get overpowered

and stifled, neither is there any provision made for the

bees returning from the fields during the time the driving

and cutting are going on. These the operator woidd find
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greater nuisance than the few that would be attracted
iy the smell of the honey if left undisturbed.
Secondly, the writer of that article does not recom-

i I driving; but taking the hive from its stand he
imps it oil its side, the fiat way of thecomb, as 'broken

1 ileed far less than cut ones.' As regards bleed-
ng, I am willing to admit that if a comb is properly

i it will bleed less than a cut one, but your corre-

mdent seems to have forgotten that the majority of

taken from cottagers have cross pieces of wood
through them, and at any time the tendency of combs is

i break about two inches from the top just where the
i id-nest commences. How are these to be got at

without first driving the bees ? The consequence of this

Iropping bn-in> -- would 1..- to break your comb in

places, which must of necessity smother the bees
ritb honey, no matter how careful an operator may be.

An illustration of this smearing business may be seen at

many of the local shows when sleeps have been bought
for manipulation by the expert with (tombs broken down.

ii rator would find it much better to first drive his

bees by the method recommended in Modern Bee-
keeping.

After haying driven the bees, he should take a pair of
Dippers or pliers and draw out the cross sticks, then use

technically called the ' skep knife.' that is, a
d mble knife that cuts at each end, and is made thus, the
Mat or narrow.

r
The end A is used to push down between the ends of

the combs and the :-ken side, Ii is 80 turned as to cut
i the crown of toe hi\e and the comb tops. The

combs may then be placed in any receptacle) and taken
away without any loss by bleeding, and no honey will be

I about to cause robbing.—G.J. Bdixbb, Wdwyn,
Herts.

["We have received a communication to the same
as the above from .Mr. W. T. Joyce, of Farn-

borough.
j

ADULTERATED HONEY,
Mr. Otto llehner, in his able paper on adul iti

•ays he is not aware of a prosecution case for
adulteration having been tried. If he turns to the
November number of the B. /.'. Journal oi 1877, pages
1 17 and Ii':.', be will see we bad a case brought to trial

in Gla eow, in which the vendor (a grocer) was lined
-/.-. and again it is alluded to in the December number,
1878, page L42. The result of these prosecutions has
been that yon cannot buy a pound of American honey
in Glasgow now, or since that date, even though you

"II No grocer will touch it, and a large produce
broker dropped two tons at that date sent from Chicago.
We have long held that there is no necessity to import
pu S honey to our country; only teach ' our

J
ig

people to handle bees, and we might export it, instead
of importing thousands of pounds sterling per month to

Britain. R.J. Bennett, Hon. Sec. of the Caledonian
Apiarian Society.

A SECOND CROP OF DRONES.
At the en. 1 of May 1 had a hive with a last year's

queen full of brood, worker and drone, on eight bars,
lo ins. by 1 I ins, I increased them to eleven bars during
June; July being broken weather, and they having
gained nothing in June, I bad to feed regularly". During
July they turned OUt all drones mature and grubs. The
hive bas now got lots of brood, both worker and drone
in all stages. As honey is now coming in very fast, I

have removed three combs and put on supers. One of

the sheets of foundation put in in June has two queen-
caps, but they have not swarmed; they are black bees.—R. H. C, Aug. 21.

DESTROYING QUEENS WITH A VIEW TO
PRODUCE HONEY.

( In this point it may interest your readers to hear of
my experience this year. I commenced the year with
two rather weak liar-frame hives, but with careful feed-
ing and warm weather in March, No. 1 became quite full
of bees by the beginning of May. No. 2, a swarm of last
year, became full by .May 24th. On May 19th I put a
super with seven bar-frames partiallv tilled with comb
and foundation on No. 1. On May 24th 1 put throe 2-lb.
sections on No. -. < >n June 9th f killed the old queen of
No. 1, and on June 23rd took away all the young queens
except one. By use of the honey-slinger and an enor-
mous population, this hive has yielded over 66 lbs. of
finest super honey. No. 2 I treated in much the same
way, killing the old queen when she swarmed on June
22nd, and returningthe bees. This hive has yielded over
53 lbs. in two supers standing aide bj side, besides some
20 lbs. still untouched in the brood nest. I may say
that I tried the same plan of sacrificing the old queen
four years ago with nearly the same result. Then the
queenless love gave me over 40 lbs. of super honey,
whilst two others nearly as strong only gave me 20 lbs.

betue.-n them. No. 1 hive contains eleven frames, a size

of mj own, smaller than the Woodbury. No. 2 contains
fourteen sainemake. I should much like to
see the experience of those who are experienced in bee-

o i the ab >ve mode of treal nt. - P. W. G. F.,
.
.In;/. 1884.

P.EES TRAVELLING FASTENING CHESHIRE
RAKES ON THE COMBS.

Many thank- to you for the insertion of the remarks
I forwarded bearing on the 'Travelling of Bees' men-
ti d in ' Useful Hints,' anil also to the writer of that
article (whoever that may be) for his prompt]
reply. 1 have more than dice followed tin' advice given
by him, \iz., ' to use my eves,' and if be will go and do
likewise, and walk alone-ide the cart as well a- In bind
it, he will see plainly that by far the greater portion of
jolting i- from back to front. Hence my reasons for

travelling the bar- at right angles to the axle.

I may mention that it IS a difficult matter to find the
ideal man be -peal-- about, and that every driver of a

cart i- mil -i careful a man as the writer of 'Useful
Hints ' appears to be, and that 1 ught to know, if he

b nl :oi% dealings with them. That very careful
driver that lie -peaks of should, of course, guide Ilia horse

i to allow hi- wheels to bump over a big stone
nor run into a bole. A train, he says, 'that a horse with
bees behind him should never go beyond a walk.' This
alow mode of travelling, I need hardly say, would come
in very expensive to those who have a large number of
i" I. totravelanda long distance to go. When packed

in the way I recon nded, I have not only trotted, but
have even galloped the horse, when pressed for time to
catch a train, without a single comb giving way.

In these day- of cheap railway travelling, I can only

imagine that the writer of' Useful Hints' has not his

sense of feeling quite so highly developed as he would
have my sense of vision to be, or he could not possibly
have failed to notice the vast difference between the

easy sway of a railway carriage as it rounds a curve to

the violent jerk that is so often experienced at the start-

ing and stopping of a train, when one suddenly finds his

head rather too close to the traveller opposite to bo
pleasant.

As the ' proof of the pudding is in the eating,' so it is

with the travelling of bees; and as I have frequently
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seen combs broken down when travelled parallel with

the axle, and never once when packed and travelled in

the manner recommended by me in your last issue, I can

only again proclaim the merits of my system, as it is one

not of theory gained by sitting at home reading, but is

the result of practical and dearly-bought experience.

Trusting, Mr. Editor, you will insert the above in the

spirit in which I have written it—not as fault-finding,

but with an earnest wish to be of some use to the readers

of your most valuable paper, and that they may never

experience the expense and annoyance that I have ex-

perienced through bees travelling with their combs run-

ning parallel to the axle.- G. J. Bcjller, Wehvyn,

Herts, August \§th.

[In connexion with the above, we have received a letter

from Mr. H. Austin Ellis, of Castlegate, York, not so

much bearing on the question in issue as furnishing his

testimony of the high ability of Mr. Duller as a bee-

keeper. This is not required ; for the experience and

intelligence of that gentleman are known to all who
have come in contact with him. The moral to be drawn
from the correspondence is : Pack your travelling bees in

such a manner that they may be secured from the effects

of jolting either by road or rail.]

A HONEY-MARKET FOR IRELAND.
The bees are among the blooming heather with naught

to disturb their joyous hum but the sound of the sports-

man's gun and the crow of the grouse cocks. Every-
where abounds with honey, sealed sections, and well-filled

skeps. The general cry is, ' Get us a market for our

honey. You show us how to get honey upon improved
principles, and here we have tons and can't dispose of it.'

We have not reaped much benefit from the Associations

here ; what little we know is from the Bee Journal and
the publications of the Dritish Bee Association. Several

have written to the Irish Dee-keepers' Association about

selling honey, but were unable to effect sales through

their agenc}'. I wish my fellow bee-keepers to bww
that arrangements have been made with a respectable

firm in Dublin to sell all the section and comb honey in

Ireland. Sections are to be securely packed, and none

but well-sealed ones sent. In the case of skeps, bulk

must not be broken, but all placed securely in crates and
packed between with clean damp moss or cabbages. All

sections must be packed in damp paper, and put up
neatly, and all parcels marked :

' Perishable : Immediate
:'

and forwarded carriage paid per goods train to the

different stations. Spring vans will be sent on receipt

of advice-note from the country. Bee-keepers must
state all they know about their honey, and empower
Mr. Patrick McManus, 20 Capel Street, Dublin, their

factor, to sell at anything over a certain sum. The honey
will be sold and cheques fowarded for amount. I

would impress all to write plainly and address legibly.

—

J. Thayxob, Tinahehj, Ireland.

ANCIENT REFERENCE TO SMOKING
SYRIANS.

The extreme gentleness of Syrian bees, and their

fierceness when smoked, have been several times spoken

of in this Journal. That these characteristics were
known from very early times is curiously shown in a

reading of Dent. i. 44. Moses there compares the attack

of the Amorites to that of bees which came swarming
out of the cracks and crevices of the rocky hill-side to

punish the invaders. His words, as given in the ordinary

Hebrew text current in Palestine, are, ' The Amorites
which dwelt in that mountain came out against you, and
chased you as bees do ;

' and if the Holy Land bees de-

serve their reputation for savageness the words would
convey a very lively significance to the dwellers in

Palestine. But, on the other hand, if the Syrians deserve
their reputation for docility, the simile would fall very
flat upon the ears of those amongst the later Jews who
had been born and bred in Syria. For according to Mr.
Hewitt and others, one might scramble about the cliff the

whole day long and never a bee so much as buzz, unless

perchance the smoke of a camp-fire blew along the face

of it, and then woe to the luckless intruder. And so the
Syriac Version reads, ' Chased you as bees that are
smoked.' As far as I am aware the addition is peculiar

to the Syriac Version, and is found nowhere else except
in a single Arabic MS.—T. L. W.

HORIZONTAL COMBS.
Having seen in the British Bee Journal for July 15th

Mr. J. Hewitt's account of finding brood in horizontal

combs, if you thiuk the following worth inserting and
can find room fur it, it may interest some.

In the beginning of June of the present year, while
out for a walk

;
I chanced to pass by a large farm-house

well surrounded by a very high hedge, I fancied I coidd

hear the hum of bees. Walking a little further, I met
with one of the farm-servants—in fact, just the right

man, for upon inquiry as to wdiether any one kept bees

hereabouts, he said, ' Yes ; we've some in the garden

.

Should you like to look at them?' Of course I could

only make one answer—' Yes.' So into the garden we
went ; and I was not long before I found the bee-house,

a structure made to hold four straw hives, but with only

one occupied at one end. On trying to lift up the lid I

found it fast ; but with the help of the man I raised it

up a little, when what was our surprise to find a mass of

comb and bees adhering to the lid, and as vicious at

being disturbed as bees well could be. We had to leave

them then, but in a few days I had a call from the
gentleman, asking me to go and take him the combs out

of tin- shed. I could not go for some time, so I advised
him to put a straw super on. A fortnight afterwards 1

went to cut them out, when I found they had filled the

super full of brood, and had built combs that covered a

very large meat dish in the roof of the shed reaching

down to the mouth of the hive, a distance of 2 ft. G ins.,

and all the lower parts filled with pollen ; and from hive

No. 1 to hive No. 2 were built two combs, attached to

the side of the shed and to both hives in nearly a hori-

zontal position. These also were full of pollen, and not

through any accident, but built naturally. I placed a

crate of eighteen sections on tup, also the straw super

containing brood; from which I have since cut all the

comb, and it is fidl again, as also are the sections.—B. S.,

Swanwick, Alfreton, Derby,

PHENOL A CURE FOR ' BACILLUS ALVEL'
From your article in the last number of the B. B. J.

many of your readers would infer that Mr. Cheshire had
communicated nothing new to bee-keepers in the paper
which he recently read at the Conference at the Health
Exhibition.* Now, Sir, if indeed Mr. Cheshire did not

in the first place suggest phenol either as a preventitive

or cure for foul brood, there can be no doubt that he first

fully saw the enormous value which this substance, when

* We have a higher opinion of the intelligence of our

readers than to conceive that ' many ' of them would deduce
such an inference from the article referred to ; more espe-

cially so when taken in connexion with our previous edi-

torial, which mentioned the significance, extent, and effect

of Mr. Cheshire's investigations. It is scarcely necessary

to state that the article adverted to by our correspondent

was designed to be, simply and purely, historical. It is

interesting, and also instructive, to note the genesis, the

progress, and the development of a discovery ; the more so

when its course is traceable, as in the present instance,

through several nations and peoples.

—

Ed.
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properly used, would prove to bee-keepers. Had indeed

the other gentlemen you name been fully aware of its

value, do you not think we shoidd have heard more
about it ?

Signor Grassi, I see from Captain Danyell's letter,

does mention acido phenico : but the considerable minute-

ness of detail in his description to which you refer is

wholly devoted to the use of salicylic acid. Moreover,

phenol is suggested here only for washing purposes ; and
then as second to salicylic acid, which the writer - rys it

may replace on account of its being cheaper.

Phenol lias however been shown by Mr. Cheshire to

be immensely superior to salicylic acid ; and here we
have experimental corroboration of an inference to be
made by any one well acquainted with the

properties of phenol and salicylic acid.

The thanks of all bee-keepers are due to Mr. Cheshire,

not only for his very able, interesting, exhaustive, and
original researches upon the true nature of the disease,

but also for the cure he has placed in their ha; d

here I refer more • specially to those formula; which he

has published. In less scientific, careful, and expe
hands than those of Mr. Cheshire, phenol would have
been immediately discarded, owing to the difficulties and
want of success which must necessarily attend first

experiments in a case of this land; but with a know-
ledge of the benefits derived from its use in other cases

of germ diseases, and with that perseverance which
characterises the truly scientific man, .Mr. Cheshire has
successfully carried on and completed hi- work, and has
thus rendered powerli the worst enemii

bee-keeper has as yet had t<> contend with. .Ions M,
Hooker, Sevenoaks, August 2Srd.

PHENOL.
Allow me to inform 'II. F.' thai neither be nor any

ifferer has anj need to attempl the calcul
i phi nol in 500.' The cu

prepared for Bale under Mr. Cheshire's guarant

simple measure, which has to be dil as to the

directions and added to a certain quantity of syrup,
winch then becomes medicated to exactly the degree

which Mr. < Iheshire has found to be the 1" I

will get themselves puzzled by purchasing ' Phenol of

unknown strength from dealers, they cannot exp ct Mr,
Cheshire to help them out of the trouble of their own
making, especially under the - referred to

by him in the concluding portion of hi* letter, p. lT".
!'. I. yon, Harleyfbrd 'Road, \-th Auau '.

STRANGE LOCATION OF BEES.
On Saturday, July 26th last, being desired bj Mr. J.

Siddons, of Oundle, to accompany him to Overstone
Pork, for the pur] f taking,- I tya swarm

, hut a stock that had taken, or rather were in

I

on of five combs, 14 inches long in the ce itre,

and 7 in the two outsid les, one of which bore
ce of having contained brood; the inside combs

were will stocked with eggs and brood (which arc

hatching, or have hatched, out in a l»ar ln\c, to which
they were transferred to build up one of my stocks);
'1. stock weighed about 6 lbs. ; the combs were walled
down at the end- for protection, and contained not more
than 2 lbs. of honey altogether. On the first sight of

the elm-tree they gave the idea of a large fungus, being
about 12 feet from tin; ground, and had the appearance
of being dead, but on nearing them they showed
evidence of life. My moehu operandi to take them in

as perfect B form as possible was to well spray them
with syrup (a smoker being not much use), was by
placing a fiat wood skewer through the whole; this
hail to lie iloiic rather cautiou.-]y on account of the

combs being new, rery soft, and also tender; and wishing

to take the queen if possible after this, with a knife the
whole was cut from the tree as close as possible ; this I
succeeded in doing, but in taking it down the ladder it

came to grief and fell on the grass, or it would have
been preserved intact, as I think it unprecedented in-
the annals of bee-keeping in this country. After this
mishap the bees were driven from the grass into a (four-
frame standard size) swarm-box, having first secured
the queen in a cage, which was placed inside. The swarm-
box was hung under the arm of the tree in as near a
place as the original comb stood, and the bees have
taken possession, the entrance was closed, and so ended
this singular hiving of bees; and must add, the queen is

of the usual blood, Wc have in this district strong
hybrids, as to whether they are what may be culled
wild bees, I think not, as those 1 have Been about this

district are small and intense blue!; ; my only conjecture
is, they swarmed in the district during one of the very
hot days we experienced here the end of June. James
Davits. Northampton.

VAGARIES OF THE Ql I IV
W. Crisp say,-. Julj 15, p. 200, ' I upon several occa-

sions have seen a queen come out and circle about for a

few minutes and run in again,' 1 have been perplexed
by the following facts, which I think hear out what Mr.

iys; On May the 14th I took a swarm off a hive
[U» B. \ fevi daj aftei I examined it,

-aw the queen, eggs and br I in various stages of exist-

ence. In June, before putting in the supers, 1 examined
it again verj carefully. I found no queen, i gg, and
but very little sealed brood. A few da\ - after I asked a

friend to as-ist me, We found no queen, no egg, no
brood. I then bought a Ligurian queen to introduce,
but bet',, re Introducing her 1 thought I would examine it

once more, wb I i b patch of eggs about the size
of m_\ hand, and

i n the ne\t frame a fine q
All my hive- are Ligurian e\cep| one, which a

d mn d black bee- thai I took Lasl autumn; they were
very strong, so I divided them, taking five frames with
the black queen, and placing them on a stand about six

o"l introduced the Ligurian to the hive on the
old stand. I have nol examined thai hive since the third

; the introduction of the queen, « hen
all right, To-daj I aotio n lo1 of I i in tans on the
entrance-board of the line which coulai I the black

ait not one from t he hive w hich i ontoi

a ')i n. I- it possible thai the two queens have
"d hive- f [c Mini s, Weardale.

TOAD \Mi BEES.

Lasl evening I di covered a toad mounted halfwaj up
tic- flight-board of one of my hives, the only one I have
that staml- on ilm ground, It has 8-inch rum

ith the end cut at such an aide a- to give t he

flight-board a depth of fourteen inches. I had n i

watched many s ids before the reptile began t >

I
.
and |,1 icing himself opposite the group - E

at the 'Hi i;, i , waited till one approached, when as

quick as thought it was entombed in the reptile's maw.
The toad then retired t ar the botl f the board,

when a bee accidentally or intentionally settled upon i1

and apparently pricked it. as I never ,-au uch i xhi-

T activity on the pari of a toad a- during the

nexl few seconds. After several minutes, ii again

mounted the board, and tic. time took a bee "ii the

hive above the flight-hole; but was evidently stung in

the mouth, for he made BOVeral gasps and rolled the

right eye about in a must ludicrous manner, I'm airing

the Bight-board and presenting a mosl pitiable appear-

ance, Having waited till my patience was exhausted

without his mailing any further attacks, I secured him.
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lulled and disembowelled him, and extracted one wasp

aud five bees quite recently swallowed, and lower down
the hard remains of several beetles. I assure you, Sir,

I shall make no more hives with flight-board resting on

the ground.—Thos. H. Hart, Park Farm, Kingsnorth,

Ash/ford, Kent, August Y2th.

INTRODUCTION OF AMERICAN HONEY.

(Front the 'New York Sun,' July 1th.)

" Another large bee-keeper is C. R. Isham, of Peoria,

!New York. Up to 1879 there was no market in

England for American honey. The English dealers

would not handle it, and the periodicals devoted to

the interest of bee-keepers in that country cried it

down in every possible way. The reason for this

was that they knew the superiority of American

honey, both in flavour and appearance, over the British

article, and were aware that if it was once intro-

duced in London it would be a great blow to the

trade in the home supply. There was a smart

Yankee named Hoge, working for a grocery in this

city, aud he assured his employers that if they would

irive him the commission, he would manage to place

American honey on the English market. A large lot

of Isham's honey, which the firm was then handling,

was packed, just as it came from the hives, and Hoge
was sent to London with it. He found he needed all

liis Yankee ingenuity and acuteness, for he met with

universal opposition among the dealers. He laboured

with them for weeks, to no purpose. In conversation

one day with the proprietor of a hotel at which he

.stopped, the latter told Hoge that if he could manage to

have his honey introduced on the table of Queen

Victoria it would solve the problem at once, for if she

was pleased with it she would communicate to Hoge
through the Lord Steward. This communication once

made public would make American honey the fashion in

JSngland.

'A former Lord Steward was a friend of the hotel-

keeper, and was at that time engaged largely in the

manufacture and sale of pickles. This man the landlord

introduced to Hoge. They dined together. Hoge gave

the pickle man an immense order for his goods, to be

sent to an American grocer. More wine followed, and

before the ex-Lord Steward went away he promised

to use his influence to have the Americans honey

introduced on the royal table. He succeeded in in-

ducing the then Lord Steward, Sir John Cowell, to

accept a box of the honey for the Queen, and to

serve it on her table. The Queen was so delighted

with the honey that she directed the Lord Steward

to present her thanks to the donor, to order a supply

of ten cases at once, and to keep American honey

constantly on the royal table.

' Hoge lost no time in making this communication

public. The consequence was that the opinion of

American honey changed at once, and Hoge came back

to New ^ork secretly laughing at the Britishers, but

rejoicing over an order for a half a million pounds of

American honey for the English markets, which he

carried in his pocket. The demand for it has increased

«ver since, and the trade that was started in the New
York State honey is now largely shared in by the

California product.'

[The American Bee Journal, while giving insertion to

the above, states that, though this narrative is not abso-

lutely correct, there is a considerable modicum of truth

in it. The ' Anxious Inquirer with a Sore Throat,' who,

from a recent communication, we regret to learn has not

quite recovered from his complaint, will perhaps be kind

/enough to find an answer to his inquiry in the above

icxtract.]

(Btljazs from % Htbcs.

Wisbech.—This has been a very good season for honey
gathering in this district. The slinger has been busy at

work, and sections have been plentiful, well filled, and
fairly well sealed, and the honey of very good quality.

I took off seven sections well filled and sealed as early

as the 30th of May, and on the 11th of June 1 took

from the same stock a crate of twenty-one 1-lb. sections

all well filled and sealed. On the 2nd of June I found
that several of 1113' stocks were so full of honey that the

queens had scarcely any room for egg laying, that I

thought it best to use the slinger, and extract a few
bars from each. I obtained 25 lbs. of beautiful honey.

Then came dull and showery weather for a few days,

and gave the queens a chance of filling the combs with

brood, which they did, and made the stocks strong, so

that I took off sections and used the extractor in earnest.

I have taken from one bar-hive sixty-five 1-lb. sections,

and slung from another box 80 lbs. of honey. So great

was the honey glut in July that I slung from a bar-hive

36 lbs. of honey on the 1st of July, and again on the

7th July I slung 30 lbs.; and from five stocks I have

taken 127 sections, and slung 122 lbs. of honey, and on

the 24th June I had a very fine swarm from one of

them, which now has well filled a lai'ge skep.—J. Dann.

Springfield, Essex, August 20.—As I anticipated (Echo
June 1st) the supply of honey in this immediate neigh-

bourhood has been very moderate, the extraordinary

drought which we have experienced on this light but

good land, throughout the spring and summer, has com-
pletely dried up our herbage, including the white clover

which we so much depend upon : our stocks, as I reported

at the time, were very strong, but so far as my apiary is

concerned I have three hives which have not produced an

ounce of honey, two of which have not, I think, ever

swarmed ; since the 20th of July my bees have been

pressed for food, my hives are so poor that I have

commenced slow feeding. A strong swarm, hived on June
28 in a ten-bar "Woodbury size hive, has not, with the

assistance of 10 lbs. of sugar, built out the combs.

Reports from moderate and heavy land districts are

good. Wasps are very numerous and troublesome.—G.

H. AUBItKY.

Sheffield, August '27th.—The past three weeks the bi?es

have done wonders at the heather, sealing their combs
with honey down to the bottom, and even to the en-

trance ; the result, is, queens are crowded out and hives

are too heavy to winter. The weather seems changed

now and nothing doing again ; even if we get no more,
'84 must and will be long remembered.—J. Hewitt.

Ireland, Brag, 2ot/i August.—We have had the finest

and dryest summer known here for many }'ears. Though
the spring was very cold and late, the weather was fine

when the clover came into flower, and from 12th June

to 7th July the bees gathered an immenao quantity of

honey. We then had showery weather till about 1st

August, when warm, dry weather again set in ; but with

me the bees did not gather much surplus until the 17th

inst., when they suddenly began to gather heather honey

in quantity. The heather they are working on must be

at least two and a half or three miles distant, as that

which is nearer was dried up and out of flower long

before. Another gentleman at a considerable distance

from heather, in another locality, also found his bees be-

ginning to gather from the heather on the same day. Mr.

Pettigrew, in his Handy Book of Bees, says, 'They never

find the hundreds of acres of heather on Carrington Moss,

only three miles distant.' The cases I have mentioned,

however, I think tend to prove that bees, when once they

have found the heather, even though three miles off,

will work well, and fill supers from it.—E. D'O., jun.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

F. Hcg.—The comb and bees you forwarded have been
submitted for examination, and both have been found
to be perfectly healthy.

G. E. Dixs.— Ginger-beer plant.—Your letter has been
forwarded to Mr. Ingram, to ascertain the specific

mime of the plant. In the meantime a kind friend

has forwarded to us a small portion, with instructions

as to its use. It evidently is a fumrus, and as such
bears some resemblance to the vinegar -plant. It

appears to have been brought by a gentleman of the
name of Surtees from India, and hy division and
growth has been distributed over a large portion of

Hertfordshire. There is no fermentation, and it has
been analysed and pronounced perfectly good for use.

We can well believe that if honey is mixed with it,

a most refreshing beverage will be the result. If any
further information is required we shall be happy to

furnish it.

A Kerry Bee-keeper.—Extracting.—You can extract

the honey from your combs by using a cage, which is

supplied with most extractors fur the purpose of con-

taining loose combs not in frames. If you are not
inclined to go tomuch expense Abbott's Little Wonder
Extractor would suit you, but it is rather hard work
to use it. There is such a large variety of higher-

priced ones, that we can only ad\ iee you to consult our

advertising columns.

II. Jkanes, Kilmington.— I. Bees in a Porch.—Smoke
them mid drum on the boards for a minute or two, then

remove the boards, cut out the c be and tie them
into the frames. Brush the bees out the best v

can and ti ml the queen, get her into your hive
j
place

it near the old nest and the other bees will soon join

her, when you can put the hive on its Btand and repair

the porch. It' you leave any hole, probabl]
year a swarm will again take possession. On no
account use chloroform. 2. Sugar for Syrup.
Either of the two samples' of Bugar forwarded may be
used for making syrup; but they are not those which
we would recommend as the best for the purpose.

We prefer the refined crystallised sugar, winch con-

tains saccharine properties 90*7. Mr. Simmiue ad-

vises the use for dry Bugar feeding of Porto Rico,
or the best grades of 1 temernra. For recipe for autumn
feeding see Cowan'e Guide-book, fourth edition, p. 162,

B. Flatman, Jun.— 1. Bacillus.— Your 1 a have been

placed in my bands, and I find them badly infected

with bacillus, which I am all but positive is alvei, the

bacillus of foul brood. If so, vour case is but oi f

many I have traced out in which the bees aro Buffering

from the disease whilst the brood has, up to the

present, immunity. It may be thai as br linur time

IS drawing towards its close, this partial attack may
pass without assuming a serious phase; but should

decaying brood be seen, you now know, as a reader of

the B.B.J., the method of procedure, when a little

care will make a cure certain. I should advise,

however, immediate treatment, which can but be

beneficial, purchasing your remedy either of Mr. Lyon
or Mr. Hollands. In due course I shall have the

opportunity of explaining the additional and absolute

proofs which have been now secured, that foul brood
is caused by the bacillus alvei. '2. Killing llees for
Mounting.—The very best way of killing bees for

mounting as specimens is the one adopted by the late

Mr. Smith, of the British Museum, in which the

insects are exposed to the fumes of burning sulphur in

a small box, which is not opened for eight or ten

hours after the operation. The limbs will then be
found perfectly plastic, admitting of any desired

arrangement. A large pin is now put through the

thorax, and stuck into the face of a big cork, while

the legs are set by smaller pins, which temporarily
hold them until they are set, when they (the pins) are
removed. Or the bee may have a pin or needle
thrust from beneath into its thorax, the instrument of
destruction having first been dipped into corrosive

sublimate dissolved in water. The central gangli in

being reached by the deadly poison, death is very
immediate.—F. C.

M. 0.—We are pleased to inform you that the comb
forwarded is without any symptoms of foul brood.
The cells are full of pollen.

Lincolnshire Bill.— 1. In Mr. Cowan's Guide Booh,
4th edition, p. 117, you will find instructions as to the
introduction of queens. 2. Refer to our advertising
columns for dealers supplying queens. 3. \\ i

reason to apprehend foul-brood from your mode of
action.

W. B. James.—Wasps.—If your bees are, as you state,

too 'sleepy and languid' to defend their stores you
had better place by the side of the hives a counter-
attraction. Dr. Butler {Feminine Monarckie, edit.

1634) says : 'Sel by themSider, Verjuice, sour Drink,
or 1 1 round-, in a short -necked Vial open, or other Glas,

covered with a Paper thai hath a hoal in the middle:
and so you shall catch many.'

Onoko.—1. Fruit-Juice.— The fruit-juice if sealed is

kely to ferment. 2. Mead. -You can i

the juice and the honet separately bj not removing
the eaps from one while extracting the other. If,

however, the] are mixed in the - ai :ells, of course
you cannot do so. You can make good mead of the
mixture, recipes have appeared in the Journal, Vol,
XI., pp. 126, L28.

Mils. M.w. Queenlesmess. -Your stock which -warmed
three times was queenless. No doubt the surviving

got lost in her wedding Bight. The queen-cell

you will mo.-t likeh find empty, the lid bavin
\
closed

after the exit of the young queen, or it ma] contain a
dead queen. The swarm also lost its queen by some
means, possibh she got Bmothered when the combs
broke down. The Ligurian robbers soon discovered
the weakness of the stocks and commenced robbing.
There was no desertion of the hives, merely weaken-
ing from queenlessB

O. Spencer Fisher, Bosom. The parasite forwarded
is the Urania c«ca, or blind loUSe. As man; as fifty

have 1 D found in a queen. In the northern pari of

Europe and in England, they disappear, the climate

not bring favourable to their existence. Queens have

been watched with several of them on her, but he

does not appear to be incommoded by their presence.

This is the second time inquiries respecting this parasite

have been made from your locality. See Bee Journal,

Vol. X. p. 270, for description of the Urania.

W.C . Wallace, Dumbarton.—Beginning Bee-keeping.

—We should think 1 s would do very well in your
district, and advise you to read Modern Bee-keeping
(price (V., sold b\ Mr. Iluckle) and Cowan's Guide-
book (price Is. 6o.). Begin with a couple of hives

first and feel your way. Several Scotch firms ad-

vertise in our columns. AVe cannot select fur you.

.1. E. YONOE.— As you have so decided an objection to

bees, we would not recommend you personally to

attempt to remove them from your roof; but there is

no doubt that if you apply to either of the secretaries

of the Devonshire B. K. A., Mr. Griffin or the Rev.
.1. Dangar, or some expert in the neighbourhood,

they would feel a pleasure in assisting you in getting

rid of, what is to you, so great a nuisance.

J. W. BATCHEi.on.—It is not an uncommon practice for

bees to remove honey in supers to the body of the

hive
; and for some purpose of their own the bees have

done something similar in your hive.
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Isaac Watts.— Transferring.—As soon as the season is

over your bees might be transferred to bar-frame

hives. As to the best mode of doing- so, consult

Cowan's Guide-book, p. 132. As you appear diffident

of your ability, it would be desirable to have the

assistance of a companion. "Whatever is good of the

old comb might be utilised, .supplementing with Inun-

dation comb.

K. Woodward.—1. Condemned Bees.—If you would
get twelve bars out of your eight hives, and put the

condemned bees in two hives with six bars in each,

you would then get two good extra stocks. Be careful

to save the youngest queens only to head these stocks.

2. Foundation.—It is preferable to give full founda-

tion sheets, taking care that they are securely fixed in

the frame.

W. Bunting.— 1. Frames across the Entrance.—We
prefer, for reasons stated in previous numbers of the

Journal, the frames being placed across the entrance,

as in Abbott's Combination hives. 2. Width of sides

of Frames.—Making the sides of your frames 1| wide
and letting the top bar in, would constitute your hive

practicalh' a Giotto hive, which has been tried by many
bee-keepers, but has been discarded by the majority of

them, as being most difficult of inspection. 3. Thin-

ning Honey,—This might be done by stirring well in

hot water,—or, perhaps, warm syrup would be pre-

ferable.

BbGINNEH.—If, as you aver, your hive was so closed

that no bee could possibly get out, it would follow

that the bees seeking an entrance in the morning must

have stayed out all night. But this conclusion is quite

contrary to the home-coming instinct of bees.

AMATEUR.

—

Fainting Hires.— The special colour for

painting hives is a question for individual taste rather

than of bee-culture. We prefer some light colour.

Tar is very useful in coating hives to render them
rain-proof. See Modern Bee-keeping, p. 24.

Mrs. Beddoe.—The portion of comb forwarded was not

infected with foul-brood; the cells were filled with
pollen or bee-bread.

Elizabeth Mrxpw.— The Queen Failing.—We advise

you to become a member of the newly-formed Middle-

sex Bee-keepers' Association, which in the course of

the coming year will probably have the assist ance of an
expert, whose visits and advice 3-011 will be entitled to

receive. Bees ought to do well in your neighbourhood.

When the queen failed a young one should have been

introduced. As it is, you will be compelled to start

again. Either procure driven bees and introduce to

your hive, feeding them freely, or wait until next

season and purchase a swarm.

K. Wardell.—Storage of Honey.—Tin or metal re-

ceptacles of any kind are the worst for the storage

of honey. The wooden crates, with glass sides, as re-

presented in Cowan's Guide-book, Fig. 30, p. 54, last

edition, are the best for storing sections. These, when
filled, are placed in a dry room or closet, at a tempera-
ture of from 50° to 60° Fahr., will keep sections in

perfection. At the present time we are eating some
of last year, which we defy any one to distinguish

from the finest of this year's produce. Granulation,

however, depends very much on the sources from
which the honey is collected. Honey collected from
mustard and some other plants crystallises almost im-
mediately it is gathered. When this takes place it is

best to melt it over a slow fire, skim off the wax, and

store the honey as extracted.

A. W. Wallace, Farsonstoicn.—1 . lice Lite rut are.—We
recommend you to procure Cowan's Guide-book, fourth

edition, Is. Of/., supplied by Mr. Huckle, Kings Langley,

Herts, where (2) you will find bee appliances adver-

tised, as also in our own columns. We cannot under-

take to specify particular firms. 3. Driven Bees. —
Yes ; September will do very well for building up
colonies of driven bees, but it should be done in the
early part of the month. It is not necessary to re-

move the queens : the bees themselves will "do this.

Drive each colony into a separate skep. Sprinkle the
bees with a little thin, scented syrup, and shake the

two or three lots into one skep, shaking them well
together, and then turn them out on a sheet in front
of the wedged-up hive they are intended to occupy.
This operation is best performed in the evening.
4. Transferring.—Yes ; you can do as you propose,
which is simply called ' transferring,' keeping back the
heaviest and best parte of the comb-honey for sale or
otherwise. 5. Italian Queens.—We advise you not to
attempt changing queens before another season, when
Italian queens will best suit your purpose.

M. A. D. Pritciiard.—1. Uniting Stocks.—Now is the

best time to unite stocks. Smoke both and spray the
bees with thin scented syrup giving them a few-

minutes to lick it up and acquire the scent. Remove
the queen of least value. Lift out the combs from one
hive and put them to the other keeping all the brood
of both lots in the middle of the hive. Put the hive
on a stand midway between the former positions and
remove the empty one quite away. 2. Driving Bees.

—No. You are not likely to drive the bees up by
smoke. Take off the top hive which will probably
be filled with honey. If any combs contain brood put

them into the lower one. 3. Ivy Honey.—When the

ivy blossoms the bees gather a good deal of lioney of a
cheesy consistence from it which is an acceptable ad-

dition to the stores.

J. M. S.

—

Phenol.—Not unless Bacillus aJvei is present.

2. Winter Packing.—No. Chaff is preferable to flock

which is very liable to harbour moth. 3. Fruit-Juice.—'Onoko' has informed us that our explanation of

the appearance of fruit-juice in his hive was correct.

The bees obtain honey from raspberries of a very sweet
flavour. 4. Hemlock.—The bees may have been
getting pollen only from the hemlock. If they have
obtained honey, it does not follow that it is poisonous.

It is frequently the case that one part of a plant is

poisonous while another is not.

F. A. .1 arvis.— Sleeps.—Since your swarm is established

in a skep, you can do nothing more than protect well

for the winter. Had it been in a bar-frame hive, you
might have appropriated the outer combs, and dosed
up the division-boards to the six central combs. In

the case of a skep it is not advisable to cut away the

outside combs, thus creating a vacuum in the hive,

and probably causing the death of your bees if the

winter prove severe. The labourer who possesses

twelve hives would do well to reduce the number to

one half if he wishes to reabse. Let him retain those

which have given off swarms during the present

summer, if well stocked with bees, as these will be

headed by 3'oung queens. From those he ' takes up

'

the bees should be driven and united to those which
are intended to ' stand round.' Procure a copy of

Modern Bee-keeping, price (id., and the penny pamphlet
on Skeps from Mr. Huckle, Kings Langley, Herts,

which will supply all the information you require.

.1. G.—We are unable to inform you when Mr. Abbott's

Combination Hire, and How to Use it, will be pub-

lished.

%* Several communications and queries have reached

us too late for insertion in the present number: among

the former is a letter from Mr. J. P. Jackson, Editor of

the 'Bee-keeper's Record,' on the position he ha< taken with

regard to the British Bee-keepers' Association. Tic- dis-

cussion on Mr. Hehner's paper will also ap>pear in our

ne.xt.—G. H.
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'AIDl ALTERAM PARTEM.'

We t Ii ink it a pity that Mr. .1. I'. Jackson should

have ended his letter, which will be found on

129, with Buch a terrible threat. We
it, but liis letter would

have l iccn published in full without it. The only

reason we ran think <>f why the article B
' which he alludes to Bhould nol have been

published in full is, that our sub editor eon]

find space for it.

Spare semis to lie more valuable in the /;

.lu.irn'tl than it is hall ii"!

therefore u;im • space by defending
1

or 'trying /< stir up' strife. These an- merely the
' Tti quoque,' or ' You're another,' arguments which

little boys employ against each other when they

can think of nothing else to Bay. Nor shall we

t.i\ to discuss the question whether an intei

three 'lev- (the ter f grace allowed by Mr.

Buckle) is sasurable distance from a I

Court or not. If we have done Mr. Jackson any
injustice, we beg to offer him evei

regrel most unreservedly. We must not. however,

allow the British Bee keeper-,' \ ociation to l.e

aspersed withoui contradiction, and we must tell

Mr. Jackson when we think he is wrong.

Mr. Jackson says that the North western Con-

federation never existed out of our own brain. The
information which we have received 1ms pointed in

a different direction, hut we of course accept Mr.

Jackson's denial. It is a pity that tin- ,

action adopted by him should have led others

besidi rselves into a very pardonable error.

When ii county secretary refuses to submit to the

conditions of affiliation; will send no report or

balance-sheet to the Secretary of the Central body;
holds his annual meeting at any hut the pn C! bed

tune; enlists his members from all the surround-

ing counties, from any county, it would seem.

rather than his own; when ill the organ of his

Association he decries, and, as we still affirm,

attacks, the Central Association, those who are

anxious to preserve the unity of our system may
well be pardoned if they foresee that seliism and

separation will shortly follow. \ separation there

must necessarily he. for the conditions of affiliation

will not idlow an Association which does not

comply with them to remain in affiliation with the

Central Society. If a Count \ A -sociat ion will not

Submit to the very eas\ conditions imposed by the
( 'entral body solejy for the advancement of bee keep

ing, that \-i/,i on regai ded bj the parent

Society a- though it had ceased to exist. Audit"

the bee keepers of that county disapprove of schism

and separation, and wish to work in harmony with

t he ( 'cut id body, the disaffected ones cannot com-

plain if the well-affected me allowed to affiliate

a h the ( lentral organization. Self-

government and independe mall internal affairs

is the principle on which all County A lociations

have been founded; hut as regards their relation-

ship to the Central body, they must, if they wish

to remain affiliated to their parent. Bubmit to

regulations and conditions. Mr. Jackson
*.- the idea of a North we-tern Confedera-

but thinks that the County Associations

should he confederated together and better repre-

sented at head-quarters. They are already con-

I tOgl ' or W 1th (Hot a ;.llll-t ) I he ( Vol la I

Hon for peaceful (not hostile) purposes.

That they are not In Mir represented at the Quar-

terly C inference is out irely their own fault.

; io ible faeilit \ ha- been given them in this

direction, We have never Been any representatives

from Lam i hire at a Quarterly Conference for some
1 mi past.

\ >.\ to put Mr. Jackson right as to the history

of the l.mica i ii ion. The pri vious Lan-

cashire Association, which In' speaks of a having
dad an abortive death, to borrow his own words,

never existed out of his own imagination. It never

existed at all. In tic year 1879 the llev. II. I!.

I'eel and Mr. Baldwin visited Lancashire with the

British Bee Tent at the invitation of the Rector of

llalsall, the l!ev. T. II. I'.lundell, and attended

shows at Southport, Wiyan, Ormskirk, and May-

hull. Mr. I'eel also obtained the consent of the.

Earl of l.athom tobei President of a Lancashire

(not Cheshire) Association. This w as all that w as

done until Mr. Jackson came upon the scene. As
soon as it was understood at head quarters that an

Association was being formed for both Lancashire

and Cheshire, Mr. Hucklc, then the Assistant
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Secretary of the Central Association, was deputed

to attend one of its first general meetings and induce

Mr. Jackson, if possible, to confine his operations to

Lancashire alone. The arguments which Mr.

Huckle then brought forward seem to us at the

present date to be sound and good. He explained

that the system which the Central Body had

adopted was to found an Association in each

county, and urged that if the Lancashire Associa-

tion wished to work in harmony with the British

some deference should be paid to their views. He
stated that the experience of the Central Body was
that the boundaries of a county gave an Association

a definite area within which to prosecute its work
of instructing cottagers and artisans in bee-keeping,

and that if an Association is confined to one

county it is more likely to receive the sympathy
and support of the resident gentry and clergy ; and,

lastly, he pointed out that the Coiiuty of Lan-

cashire was quite large enough for any executive

to work thoroughly well. Mr. Jackson immediately

made a speech of the c<h<ut<,ii order against Mr.

Huckle's proposals, which were never discussed by

the meeting at all. The Central Association was
thus repudiated and set at nought from the time

of Mr. Jackson's connexion with Lancashire. The
Record was soon afterwards started in opposition to

the Bee Journal, and defiance, as we still maintain,

became the order of the day.

But Mr. Jackson has written his letter in

response to our challenge that he shotdd verify two

accusations which he has made against the Central

Association : first, that its shows have been mis-

managed; secondly, that its Committee is practically

self-elected : and we must confine our attention to

the proofs which he adduces upon these two

points.

As a proof of the first statement, Mr. Jackson,

without taking note of all the shows which have

been held without any loss, since the year 1874,

pitches upon two shows of the year 1883—the

Knightsbridge and Bridgewater Shows—which were

both held under exceptional circumstances. A
large sum of money— 184/. 18*. 3d—was lost npon
these two shows ; but it was not through any mis-

management as far as the shows were concerned.

On the contrary, they were two of the best shows

of their respective kinds that we remember to have

seen ; but in both cases the British public would

not pay their money to see a bee-show indepen-

dently of any other attraction, and the receipts,

therefore, fell very far short of the expenditure.

The Fisheries Exhibition had occupied all the

grounds of the Royal Horticultural Society. The
Bath and West of England Society was too poor to

offer any subsidy at Bridgewater. If the shows

were to be held at all, they must be unconnected

with any other exhibition. It was an error of

judgment, as it turned out, to hold the shows at

all ; but an error of judgment is a very different

thing from mismanagement.
But Mr. Jackson says that his best answer to

our challenge is to refer to the present B. B. K. A.

Exhibition at the Healtheries. ' There," he says,

' is an example of mismanagement,' &c. Well,

we have visited the Healtheries also, and seen

the exhibition in question, and find nothing- to

find fault with ; but then we have looked through

different spectacles to those which Mr. Jackson

uses. So it appears, from his admirable letter

to the Times, has the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, who
certainly does not re-echo the wail of disappoint-

ment which Mr. Jackson speaks of. The show is

as good as the Committee of the Central Associa-

tion can afford to make it ; and Mr. Jackson, having

censured the Committee of the B. B. K. A. for losing

nearly 200/. in 188;!, is hardly consistent in blam-

ing them for not risking a similar loss on a third

show in 1884. Mr. Jackson certainly did nothing

to make the show better. He was invited to con-

tribute to the Guarantee Fund which was started

by the Committee, but he took no notice of the

application.

The second point which Mr. Jackson was chal-

lenged to verify was that the Committee is practi-

cally self-elected. How does he prove this state-

ment 1 He says that if tiie existing Committee

choose to vote for one another, each of them
commands sixty votes. But does this prove that

the. Committee enter into an annual conspiracy

amongst themselves to vote for one another to

the exclusion of any ' outsider,' to use Mr. Jack-

son's expression, who may wish to enter the Com-
mittee '! The Committee certainly showed a dis-

position to admit outsiders at the beginning of the

present year, when it was proposed to increase the

number of the Committee from nine to fifteen

members. Not a single member of the Committee

raised his voice against the proposal. Not a

single ' outsider ' thus admitted received anything

but a cordial and hearty welcome. We do not

mind saying that we have always used our own
four votes to introduce as much fresh blood into

the Committee as possible, whilst retaining the

services of those who have proved themselves good

and faithful trustees of the Association. No Com-
mittee was ever less self-elected ; and if the same

members of Committee are returned so often, it

is because the members of the Association have

confidence in their old representatives, and think

that they cannot be better served.

We think that we have now said enough to show

that Mr. Jackson's charges are ' not proven,' and we

would again warn our readers against this attempt to

insert the thin end of the wedge into the constitution

of the British Bee-keepers' Association. We would

further remind them that what Mr. Jackson calls the

property qualification (which we think most essen-

tial to the maintenance of our organization) is

always the favourite point which those who have

evil will at us choose for their attack. Mr. Raynor

has most lucidly explained the necessity for such

a qualification in an Association like our own.

When, therefore, we find a would-be member of

Committee endeavouring to obtain election by

attacking the 'property qualification,' the words

of the old Latin poet will force themselves upon

our lips :—
' Hie i-iirir est : Iiuec Ui. Borcane, caveto.'
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THE TIMES AND BEE-CULTURE.
On another page (p. 318) will be found further

c mtrilmtions to the articles on 'Bee-Culture ' which

have recently appeared in the Times newspaper.

These are from the pens of the Hon. A. F. G.

Leveson-Gower and the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, Steven-

age, Herts. As was but too apparent, we are not

surprised to be informed by Mr. Leveson-Gower

that his letter, which appeared on the 16th August,

had been compiled without a knowledge of the

work that was now being accomplished by the

British Association aud its affiliated Associations,

for, owing to circumstances, he has been unable to

watch the progress of bee-culture in England ; and
that his letter was more applicable to bee-keeping

aa it was ten years ago than to its position at the

present time. The letters of the Hon. and Rev.

II. Bligfa and the Rev. J. Lingen-Seager have,

however, thoroughly roused Mr. Leveson-Gower
from his Rip Van Winkle state, and have given

him some fresh knowledge as to the development
of the pursuit of bee-keeping which has taken place

since the year 1874. Mr. Leveson-Gower is evi-

dently access i has felt himself

obliged to capitulate <m almost every point on

which he took his stand in his first letter. We
can only express a hope thai if Mr. Leveson Gowi c

docs return to this country and reside in our midst,

he will throw himself into the presenl movement,
which has for its object 'to introduce rational bee-

ng to the labouring agriculturist, and to en-

courage him to bring it to perfection, and make
it a means of adding to his income.' V.

I that Mr. Leveson-Gower is fully sensible

of the desirability of attaining this object, and
that it was purely with a view to forward tnis pur-

hat in the year 1877 he undertook the labour

of translating the Manual of M. de Ribeat

hoping that by its means he might introduce

rational bee-keeping to cottagers and others, in

order thai they might manage their bees on an
improved system; and now that • a more excellent

f attaining this \ iew has been pointed out to

him, we trust that in future it may have the benefit

of his advocacy.

We must, too, express our indebtedness to Mr.

Leveson-Gower for having elicited so many letters

from experienced and advanced I keepers. The
letter of the Rev. 1'. <o Jenyns is our of these : it

considered to be supplementary to that of

. .1. Lingen Seagi i
from which

in our last issue. Mr. Seager's Letter told
1 of the County Associations ; that of Mr.

Jenyns embraces the work thai has bet a done, and
still being done, bj the British or Central Asso-

A i eference to Mr. Jenj us' letter w ill proi

e

dually he lias carried oul his design.
(•no of the most interesting points adverted to

l'/ Mr. Jenyns is the means adopted by the British

are thai the men employed as

experts bj the County Associations should be com
pot. nt to instruct the members ai their own homes
and in their own gardens. To effect this purpose
they have instituted a system of examinations by
which expert ma re© in classes

according to their several abilities. We are pleased
that this object is being realised. On referring to

the reports of various shows, namely, the Wilts, the
Gloucestershire, and the Staffordshire, it will be
found that several experts have received third-

class certificates. When we note the careers of

Messrs. Blow, Baldwin, Stothard.White, Overton, and
others, we look to those who have recently received

certificates as so many fresh centres of information

and experience, and we trust that they may prove

in the future as successful as those we have
mentioned.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
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country this summer. This show will not merely

be au exhibition of bees, honey, and appliances, but

a unique feature will be introduced in the demon-

stration of the various utilities of honey, such as

food, confectionery, medicines, and beverages,—

a

tangible and a visible sermon on the text, ' My sou,

eat thou honey because it is good.' We hope that

there may be a large attendance of those interested

in the development of the uses of honey, and thus

testify their appreciation of the good work which is

being done by the Rev. V. H. Moyle in this special

direction.

USEFUL HINTS.

Skeps loaded with Honey.—In 'Echoes' of loth

August Mr. Walton justly suggests that how to deal

with skeps loaded with honey, but with few hees, the

queen having been crowded out, will be a problem which

will trouble many bee-keepers. Here is a hint, Cut out

the three centre combs by the use of a knife such as

illustrated on p. •"•07. Extract the honey, or drain it put

if not possessed of au extractor. .Replace the combs as

nearly in their former position as possible, and support

them with slices of card pushed between them, leaving

the skep upside down for twenty-four hours for the hees

to refix them. Then feed slowly with thin syrup to

promote breeding. The hees may be driven out fur the

up ration, m- by spraying the edges of the combs with

syrup they will he attracted up out of the way of the

knife.

A Use for Honey (Blue-Ribbon men, please don't

read).—Whisky and water, hot or cold, sweetened with

honey instead of sugar, is rather too seductive for general

consumption, hut at the same time not bad.

BEE-KEEPING GOSSIP.
1 Mel ' sapit omnia.

The Times is still diffusing an interest in bee-keeping.

The Hon. A. F. G. Leveson-Gower has confessed he has

been ' standing on the bank ' for ten years and let the

stream roll by him. If he had only been cut off from
bee-keepers and bee-literature for as many months, his

information and knowledge too would be considered

obsolete by advanced bee-keepers now-a-days. 1834
will ever he memorable not only for its harvest of

houey, but for its harvest of apicultural knowledge
also.

Surrey and West Kent are not the only places were
the ' burn-'eni-alive ' system is practised, and great pre-

judice exists against modern bee-keeping by a great

many, but we have organized a system that must effec-

tually stamp it out, and that soon, in our County Asso-
ciations. I may venture to answer for West Kent that

they will not long suffer such a reproach, and shall only

be too pleased to hear Surrey wakes up from what now
appears to be a state of lethargy, and teach her cottagers

something more profitable and humane.

We have a good champion both for the Central and
County Associations in the Rev. F. G. Jenyns. He
knows how both are worked, and, moreover, is a good,

practical bee-keeper, and— I had not thougbt of that

—

comes from Herts, too. He tell us a piece of news that

will make ' Hampshire Hog' give a most satisfactory

grunt, and make him and ' Paddy ' better friends than
ever. Here it is,—The Rev. J. Lingen-Seager is going

to the north of Ireland ' to give a few lectures on bee-

keeping and advice about forming local associations,' at

their request. Happy Ireland to choose such peaceful

paths, and get the assistance of such an able man

!

The Rev. II. C. Sturges also writes to the Times, and
claims for himself some years' experience in bee-culture

;

and what he says about large comity shows and edu-
cating the cottager in his own garden is all very good
and true, but he evidently is not aware of the principles

on which the ' Bligh Competition ' is worked, nor the
very large amount of trouble that is taken to diffuse

their knowledge amongst their poorer neighbours by
county and district secretaries and local advisers, and,
I may add, bee-keepers generally, or he certainly would
not write as he does. Hear what he says, ' I hope scientific

bee-keepers and hive-makers will not act selfishly in this

matter,'—well, as to hive-makers I will not say a word,
there is sufficient competition amongst them to keep the

price right, but I do claim that bee-keepers generally are

one of the most unselfish set of people associated for a

common object to be found anywhere. What about the

time spent on committees, judging, examination boards,

and, I may add, the more deep and subtle branches of the

science that we have been hearing about at our late con-

ferences? But he will have a better word to say of both

bee-keepers and bee-keeping when the Gloucestershire

Association gets into good working order, to which, we
hope, he will contribute his valuable apicultural ex-

perience.

Here is a very generous act that is worth copying. A
friend of mine, who is manager of an Improved Labourers'

I h\ ellings and Allotment Gardens Company at Highgate
and a bee-keeper, sends me the following :— Mr. Ward,
of Church House, Highgate, placed a hive of bees last

year where they would be w-atched by several cottagers,

to convince them all was done fair and above-board

;

and this year he has taken eighteen 2-lb. sections, twenty
1-lb. sections, and 30 lbs. run honey from stock hive—

a

total of about 90 lbs.: the sectionhoney at Is. Gd. per

lb., and the run at Is., would come to 67. 14s., and at

Eighgate! within hearing of 'Big Paul.' Well now,
Mr. Ward has given this stock over into the hands of

my friend, who has selected the most likely of his eighty-

four tenants, and placed it iu his care, with the only

stipulation that a swarm is to be taken from it next

spring and given to another cottager on similar terms,

with a view to the extension of the movement. This

will delight the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, I am certain,

and a more generous or practical way of encouraging

bee-keeping amongst cottagers could not be conceived or

carried out.

They have been having their Harvest Festival at Uffing-

ton this past week, and amongst the offerings placed in

the church were some fine supers of honey by our suc-

cessful and enterprising friend, Mr. Sells, whose apiary

nut only has done well this season, but is also looking

well. A grateful Cornishman has also sent a line super

to ' Ye Okie Englishe Fayre' now being held at Truro

for the benefit of the funds of St. Paul's Church in that

city.

So our Yankee friends have let us into the secret of

how ' Purveyor by appointment to Her Majesty ' was
obtained, and chuckles about it. AH right, Cousin

Jonathan, not too fast, my man. John Bull is already

finding out the difference in flavour between your best

refined Californian and his home-grown. And what

we shall have to do is, take a ' wrinkle ' from the

canny Scot and set Mr. Hehner in the witness-box in

some" of our large towns. Y'ou are a long way in the

wood yet

!

Mr. Oswald Lewis seems to have had a very busy-

time in North Wales. He is young in the work, but

has lots of energy and enthusiasm. Mr. Minor, at

Shrewsbury, gave a most gloomy account of North

Wales as a honey district, but Mr. Lewis did not find

it so, but gives a report of it more applicable to a

Paradise than a Sahara. The heaviest skeps ever found

in the hands of cottagers working on the ' let-alone

'

principle were found in North AVales by—Amateur
Expert.
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BEE DISEASES IN RELATION TO APICULTURE
AND GENERAL SCIENCE.—BACILLUS GAY-
TONI(?).
All diseases may be classed as either functional, organic,

or contagious. The latter are now very 'widely admitted
to consist of ailments which are brought about by the

growth and rapid multiplication within the living frame
of vegetable organisms, commonly spoken of as germs,
for more particulars in reference to which I must refer

to the first part of my paper at International Health
Exhibition. These organisms (micro-organisms) may be
passed from individual to individual, and hence the pos-

sibility of infection.

Let us suppose we had never seen bees, but that we
are told respecting them, that they live in very numerous
colonies, of which the members are always in the closest

contact; that their usual system of communication is

by actual touch; that they habitually pass the food
from one stomach to another; that all the food they

have has been carried either within or upon the bodies

of their fellows ; that their very home is formed of one
of their secretions, and that their beds, cradles, and lar-

ders, are all interchangeable. And then our informant
asks whether we imagine such creatures would lie liable

to contagious diseases or no. Should we not reply th.it

all the circumstances seemed such as most favour the

development of such disorders P We then turn to our
bee-books and rind that authorities—whatever that may
mean—tell us that bees are barely subject to contagious
diseases, that the only one of moment is foul brood, and
that that only affects the larva'. Mr. Root, a 'cute man,
and one that I personally very much respect, says in

that valuable and usually very accurate book of his

—

'A B C',' ' I am very glad indeed to be able to sa\ that

bees are less liable to be affected by disease than, per-

haps, any other class of animated creation.' II;

misled us, or lias observation been defective or wanting

f

I am constrained to say that, undoubtedly, it is the

latter, and that bees are pos-ibh , indeed, probably, more
subject to diseases of a contagious Kind than any other
insect, and thai the common belief i- uol founded upon
stud] and investigation, but, as is bo often thi

apicultural matters, is oul\ possible through the absence

01 both. At any rate, dining the last two months, 1

have been able to make out do less than five, or,
|

six, distinct disorders arising from thai nut b Espei

fically different germs, all of which will require pro-

longed attention if anything y ery definite is to be arrived

at respecting them. Is addition i suspect strongl] thai

true dysentery will also turn out to be an infectious

disorder, but since specimens fail me thi

remain, so far as I ai ' at least, till another
Beason.

A considerable number of cases have occurred in

which numerous bees, small, hairless, and glossy, have
been dragged nolentcs volenti-* to the hive door and then

and there evicted, while in other cases crowds of these
abnormal bees have died immediately in front of their

homes. The question has been referred many times to

the pundits. • What are these bee- ?
' The reply has

usually given the information that 'the bees are robbers,
old fel.m- indeed who have so often been several]

mauled in being tinned out from the communities they
were plundering, that all the hairs of their bodies had
been pulled out? Quite satisfactory is this if one Knows
nothing of the subject, but a little acquaintance with the
form of the mouth and foot of the bee would show this

reply to be most opposite to known facts. The hairs of

bees are of four distinct kinds, but none of them are of

such shape or size thai they can be pulled off in an
encounter. The foot has a most beautifully delicate pad
centrally placed together with four very long and pliable

feeling-hairs. On its sides are two double claws widely
set and so contrived that they cannot nearly meet.

"With such an instrument the grasping of hairs is im-
possible, as it is also by the jaws, for reasons upon which
spare fi irbids me to enter. But although the stereotyped
reply is no longer tenable a new and sufficient explana-
tion is beginning to appear.

Miss Liayton, so well known for her very successful

bee-keeping, has, fortunately for our subject, shown
herself to be a most accurate and careful observer.

This lady has furnished me with a number of bees of

the kind referred to together with her notes and ob-

servations running over a period of three years, and whicli

at my strong request I understand she consents to allow
to be published at some future time in the Journal.

These bees I find in even rase tilled with a bacillus

somewhat smaller than Bac. alcei (the bacillus of foul-

brood l. and which from experiments made at South Ken-
sington in the Biological Laboratory have been already

proved to be quite specifically distinct. We must wait
for next season before any yen complete account of the
malt, r can be given, but at present I will content myself

by saving that in this as in two or three eases the loss of

hair IS due to defective nutrition, the same cause that

makes the writer so s\ mpathetic w itfa those whose heads

are poorly clothed. S ago, I discovered that

if hairs of young bee- are by accident broken, they are

reproduced by growing from the ends as does an injured

lobster's claw. I have some most interesting cases of

partial reproduction of hairs of bees mounted for the

pe. All this would had to the supposition that

weakness and loss of vital energy would tend to pre-

mature I. a Liu. --, it' 1 ma\ be allowed the use of such an
expression, This bacillus, undoubtedly, produces this

.Diet, and jo again I claim the right of giving a name.
and so suggest BttdUut depSis, or the bacillus of hair-

le— nes-. as a fitting one. Although, perhaps, Bacillus

Qaytoni would be better remembered and only a well-

deserved compliment. So I leave the Editor to take his

choice in a

The bee- ale, undoubtedly, l'ai-ed in the hivi

which they me ejected; bul having in some way taken

the di-oider (Miss liayton thinks probably from the
I have, as yt. no ground for an opinion) they aw

driven oul as a danger to the community, for the di ea e

traded. I here call be but little question that it

may be spread from to another. Very large

of bee- ,-iit me from different parts of England
and Scotland having the same general l uliarities also

contain what at present I conclude to be the same bacillus.

With regard to tl ther genus found, my knowledge
is at present -o slender that I must advance nothing

beyond the discover] of an enormously large bacillus

which takes what is called tie' ZOOglea form, two, or

pos-ibly time, very minute kinds of bacilli and a

ecus. Thi' micrococcus will most probably turn

out to be a putrefactive Kind accidentally present. The
whole subject i- of great interest, and will, no doubt,

i explain, or help to explain, some enigmas in

connexion with apiculture which cannot be other than

useful. Bacillus depilis, or Qaytoni, is a very mild

offender beside Bacillus alvei, hut it will be intere tin

to noie whether it -lie- 1 1 in bs lo I lie same treatment. The
meres! beginner will not be likely to suppose that we
are here discussing robber- bee- pure and simple, but

merely the ' abnormal lues ' or • I,/,id; robbers.'

Thai bee- are not, or i inly very slightly, subject to

functional or organic disease, i-. DO doubt, correct. Such
disease would forbid increase, and so put a check to

their own propagation, B] natural and relentless weed-
ing out of the -icKly, the survival only of the fittest is

secured. I have, however, traced a disorder which
seems very rare, in which the liver-tubes degenerate

into a thick- yellow oil, of which an enormous quantity

was collected' in the body of one bee I lately examined.

* Place our dames ! Let it be Bacillus Qaytoni.—En.
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I must hurry on as I have yet to take up the most im-

portant questions. 1st, Is foul brood produced by chilled

trood ? Most positively not. Chilled brood, however,

furnishes a very favourable resting place for the foul-

brood germ, and so one is practically often followed by
the other. Chilled brood is most absolutely unlike foul

brood when microscopically examined. Yet if chilled

brood be found I should begin treating the stock with

medicated syrup at once, as the smallest trace of infec-

tion would run riot amongst the dead and neglected larvae,

and establish a diseased condition as a consequence.

2nd. How does bacillus alrei get into a stock? I

am now morally certain that very many bees of a

colony may be diseased for several months with this

bacillus, and yet foul brood may not be found. The
bees do clear out solitary cases of infection in the grub
often, so that the malady may not at all be suspected

and yet exist. There is not one single old idea about

this disease which is not incorrect, except that it is

contagious. Time, I am convinced, will fully prove

that the old bees almost invariably are the channels of

infection.

•3rd. Is bacillus the cause or result of the disease ?

Undoubtedly the cause. The reasons are numerous.

Every attack is marked by their presence, whilst in spe-

cimens from health}' colonies bacilli never appear. The
bacilli increase in number during life, and at death pass

into the spore condition. The bacillus during its growth,

like other micro-organisms, produces a definite chemical

product. By example, Bacterium lineola produces lactic

acid, i.e., it sours milk. Bacterium subtilis produces

another decomposition in milk, forming butyric acid.

Without these organisms neither can lactic nor butyric

acid be evolved in the normal way. In the Biological

Laboratory Mr. Watson Cheyne and myself placed ex-

ceedingly minute quantities of coffee-coloured matter

from a diseased cell into tubes containing a mixture of

meat-broth, gelatine, peptone, and salt, guarded care-

fully from every kind of germ in the manner known to

those who have studied the question. The bacilli multi-

plied and formed a growth in which were hundreds of

thousands of millions of individuals in a peculiar cha-

racteristic arrangement somewhat like an inverted fir-

tree. The tiniest speck was then from this collection in-

serted into a second tube, and so on until now the seventh

is reached. In every case the same characteristic growth
appears, a growth never previously seen witli any

known germ ; and upon examining the sixth tube, what is

found ? The meat juice, &c, has been converted into the

definite chemical product (something Mr. J. M. Hooker,

Junr., as an accomplished chemist, would possibly like to

investigate) formed in and giving the characteristic

odour to foul-broody hives. For if one of our most
accomplished bee-keepers were blindfolded and asked

to smell this tube, he would exclaim, ' What an awful

case of foul brood this must be ! There's no mistaking

it, but it is the very worst I was ever brought into

contact with.' Can any thing more be wanting? Ba-
cillus produces ' foul brood,' and not ' foul brood ' ba-

cillus. Our last proof shall be duly reported upon.

When twelve tubes have been grown by successive in-

oculation, the contents of the last will be diffused

through water, and some of it blown by a spray pro-

ducer over a card of healthy unsealed brood. I will

not prophesy, although I foresee the result.

In the same manner Bacillus alrei has been cultivated

in Japanese isinglass (Agar-agar), and here it quickly

forms spores at 98° -

4, the temperature of human blood;

and nothing has given me greater pleasure, in connexion
with this inquiry, save the curing of the disease, than
to watch in this cultivation the conversion of bacilli

into spores and spores into bacilli,—the ocular and most
absolute proof of the lines of explanation which I felt to

be the only possible one from the outset in my investi-

gation,

—

Frank R. Cheshire, Avenue House, Acton, W.

LETTERS ON BEE CULTURE.
To the Editor of ' The Times.'

Sir,—Although my remarks on the subject of bee-

culture, which you were good enough to insert on the

16th inst., were very much at fault, they have, at least,

been of use in drawing out such interesting details of

the working, both of the British Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion and of the County Bee-keepers' Associations, as have
been given by Mr. Henry Bligh and Mr. J. Lingen-
Seager on the 21st and 22nd inst. My apology to them
for any apparent insinuation against the working of

these societies must be grounded on my previous state-

ment—viz., that, owing to circumstances, I have been
unable to watch the progress made in bee-culture in

England since the time when I first became a member of

the British Bee-keepers' Association, about ten years ago,

to which time my remarks, perhaps, would better apply
than to the present. Notwithstanding, however, that

much has been done since that time, I am under the

impression that there are parts of England (I more
especially refer to my native county of Surrey, and
parts of West Kent) in which the ' burn-'em-alive

'

system is .--till in full force, and where great prejudices

exist against any modern improvements, which are not

easy to eradicate, although probably these parts of the

country woidd not be slow in adopting improvements if

the advantage to be gained thereby were clearly put

before them by experienced apieulturists, I also hold

to my opinion, more especially in the case of the inex-

perienced, that a good deal of time must be spent in

operations connected with bees, though no doubt a good

deal of time is wasted by overzeal. I do not altogether

agree with Mr. Lingen Seager that in this case the busy

find time while the. idle do not; but I have little doubt
that the idle, or those even who take up bee-keeping as

a pastime, worry their bees unnecessarily where the man
who has less time woidd leave them alone, and that often

the former succeed less well than the latter.

However this may be, it is certain that the time when
attention is most required to be given cannot well be

calculated on beforehand. If allowed to swarm naturally

the bees will choose their own time ; and although mid-

day is, I believe, the time they affect most, yet even then

they may pitch in some most inconvenient locality from
which time and care are required to dislodge them ; or,

again, they may either go to a great distance before they

alight at all, or they may, as sometimes happens, after

having been carefully hived, leave the hive, sometimes

more than once, to seek other quarters more agreeable

to them. Again, if artificial swarming is undertaken,

the searching for the queen among a hive of bees is, to a

beginner, to say the least, somewhat confusing, and

often needs considerable time and care. Sometimes the

guiding of the comb on the bar-frames is a troublesome

business, the comb often in hot weather detaching itself

altogether, and requiring to be attached to the bars in

some artificial manner until the bees shall have refixed it

themselves. No doubt these difficulties are not so much
felt by those who have gained experience, and the time

required by them for these operations would be much
shorter. The system of introducing bar-frame hives by
means of bar-frame supers seems an excellent one, as by

this means the old system is dropped by degrees, and the

cottager will gradually be induced to adopt the new one

without any shock to his prejudices. What Mr. Bligh

says respecting cheap hives is, no doubt, perfectly true,

and if the expense of thoroughly well-made bar-frame

hives can be borne by introducing them by degrees into

an apiary no doubt it is far better to do so, as cheap

hives on improved principles may not only have the dis-

advantages mentioned, but are liable to allow insects to

penetrate into the crevices, and, unless made of good

wood, are apt to become worm-eaten and rotten. In

criticising bee-shows, my remarks were made in ig-
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norance of the system of local shows which have now
been developed under excellent management, and which
are the very thing needed to introduce rational bee-

keeping to the labouring agriculturist, and to encourage

hiin to bring it to perfection, and make it a means of

adding to his income. I have already occupied too much
space with a subject with which others are so much
more competent to deal than I am, but it is one of great

interest and importance ; and it would be exceedingly

u-eful if more details and statistics on this subject could

be published with the view of disseminating the subject

still wider, and drawing further attention to its import-

ance to the labouring population.—I am. Sir, your obe-

dient servant, Abthub !'. G. Leveson-Gowbb, 1

Aug. i~.

To the Editor of ' The Tim

Sir,—All bee-keepers (and they are many) who have
at heart the welfare of their poorer neighbours will

thank you for the insertion of the Kev. .1. Lingen Seager's

excellent letter on^the work of County Associations for

the advancement of bee-keeping. lie in no way ex-

aggerates their importance or the good they are doing.

I should, however, be glad ii you will allow me to point

out that all who are interested in the subject should not

only give their support to their own Count] Asso
but also recognise the very important wink of the

Central or 'British
1

Association, of which the B
Burdett-Ooutts is the l'r< sident, and in which she takes

a lively interest, often presiding, nut only at the annual
1

di liberations of the

committee, And 1 am tie' more anxious to do
Mr. A. I ir, whose letter on the sub

bee-culture appeared in Thi i
'

List L6th, seems
ignorance, not only of Count] \ ssociations, but

also of v, bat i iation of

which he signs himself a member, although I fail to find

his name in a aual report.

'I'le' Central A icie
I 1874

its foremost object to encourage bee-culture 'ass means of

bettering the condition of cottagers and the agricultural

labourii! f humanity to

that industrious labourer— the honey-bee.' And bj its

direct, or indirect innu mce arly au the < !oun1

dations dow in active operation owe their origin, and i1

is still earn i i'gv its efforts in thi

direction ae are now in

mation ), endeavourini

are formed, to unite them I ig bin c in a c imp id body of

. workers as the be . by affiliation

with itself an affiliation which i rm, but

ith it n j olid adi antag I

,
J professed expert with the Association's

be country in further-

ance of these objects, It wasonl;
-. that an application was received

from the North of Ireland for the Association ;

over <
Mv to help in the formation of local aasoc

and in response, Sir. Lingen Seager has been asked to

undertake the mission. Such an ipplicatii

gratifying, not onh as recognition of the import

the Centra] \ ociation, which has already done much
for Irish bee keeping, but as testimony thai Ireland is

awaking to find fresh ources of profitable industry in

I paths. One" a quai b ft iount]

art invited to meel the < lentral ( iommittee
in deliberation, and able papers, doing much for the
advancement of bee-keeping, haw bees read a

meetings, such, for in tance, as ' Wintering B es,' or ' The
best way of inatructi is Food;'
and in .1 e CO thi last it may I

• i -I that at the Health Exhibition there' is shown,
under tl it of the i ientral Committee, in lieu

of their animal show, a very large and interesting col-

lection of everything connected with b

keeping ; where also could be s^en, until lately, amid
much of the purest honey, and in contrast with it, a
case of bottles of adulterated stuff, called ' honey,' which
is too often palmed off upon a confiding public, and
which, unless exposed in its true nature, must make the
uninitiated consumer have a very bad opinion of the busy
bee, even if the horrible mixture is not prejudicial to

health. At a Conference of Bee-keepers, held the other
day at the Health Exhibition, this important subject of

honey adulteration, and tle> means of detecting it, was
further elucidated by an admirable paper read by Mr.
Otto Ilehner, the eminent analyst.

Among many large and learned books on bee-keeping,

atral Association, in furtherance of its aims,
has issued sev.-ral cheap publications, such as Modern
Bee-keeping, especially designed for cottagers, which
has run through many editions, and is really the

cottagers' handbook, although Mr. Leveaon-Gower
seems to be in ignorance of its existence, or at least

never mentions it. And although not officially eon-
wit h it, the Association lias its organ in the

press in the />' Joun . published twice a month,
edited by the Rev. II. K. Peel, who was for years the
leui. secretary of the Association, and is still the lit" and
soul of the English bee-keeping world. Allow me fur-

ther to point out that, a- it i- essential that the men
employed by the County Associations as experts to visit

and instruct the members at their homes should be eom-
ii, there i- a system now at work by which

examination- i
I of bee-keeping

1 by the Central Committee From time to time,

and certificates of thn ran to those who pass.

Anothe attent ion of the Cen-
immittee, which it will be well to ventilate, as it

may have mo.t important results. Some i acouragement
ived from the Educal i mal I iepart-

ment toward- the introduction of bee-keeph
instruction in elementary schools—

a matter in which Germany is far ahead of us. Audit
is hoped that the time is not Ear distant when yet fur-

will be given, and the subject will be

allowr, I to betaugl of elementary
and children will learn not a smattering of

1

mall branch of it thorou hly

i icb which, while it can lie made strict!]

tional, eaii also be turned to practical account, and bo
ins "f giving the poor an intelligent and profitable

industry, and help somewhat to the bettering of their

condition. Mr. Mundella, in a letter to the Baroness
Burdett-Coutts, has promised to talo- tie- subject into

careful consideration. Other matters of interest to which
ntral Committee u i \ • great attention are the

'Economic Apiaries Competition,' by svhichhasl a de-

monstrated that bees can be kept, and made to pay well.

Also the difficult question of the establishment of a

honey market in London, where bee-keepera may get

ready sale and a fair price for their honey. \\ hfle,

e, the County Associations are bringing the details

of practical bee-keeping home to the cottagers, the Cen-
tral Association, working at headquarters, is in a great

measure the mainspring of the whole system, and is

indispensabli to its efficient working, even if there were
local associations in every county, which it is hoped will

Boon be the case.—1 am, yours faithfully, F, G. Jenyns,
Member of the Committee ,.f the British Bee-keep fS

Association, Knebworth /,'r, /,„>/, Stevenage.

To the Kilt/, r ofthe ' Times.'

Sir,—My attention has been called to the letter "f

Mr. Arthur Leveson-Gower a- inserted in the Timesot
the With ult., and al-o to that of the 2nd inst. Your
correspondent is in nowise entitled to sign himself a

member of the British Bee-keepers' Association, he

having only been connected with that Society for the

[875. True bis nan:- appears among the li-t of
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members for the year 1376, but the Association's books

do not show that his subscription was paid for that year.

Mr. Leveson-Gower lias evidently been dozing on the

banks while the stream of advanced bee-keeping has

flowed rapidly at his feet. My experience teaches me
(and it is somewhat a wide one) that Mr. Leveson-Gower

errs considerably in stating that a good deal of time is

required by a cottager in the management of bees. As
an example, I may mention a cottager, a near neighbour

of mine, commenced bee-keeping about three years ago.

At the commencement of the present season be had four

stocks which had cost him something like three shillings

for food to sustain the bees during the preceding winter.

Two of these stocks gave swarms, making a total of six.

From these six stocks of bees upwards of 800 lbs. of

good super honey has been taken, and each stock is left

with ample stores to support them during the ensuing

winter months. This cottager is also a busy man in his

garden, and takes numerous prizes for flowers, vege-

tables, &c, at the local Cottage Garden Shows. His

hours of labour are from 6 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. I could

quote numerous other instances of similar success, all of

which have been attained through the dissemination of

the knowledge of the improved methods of bee-keeping

by the British Bee-keepers' Association, and the

numerous County Associations which are affiliated to

that Society. I venture to hope that Mr. Arthur
Leveson-Gower will (with such facts before him as have

been given by your correspondents, the l.'ev. J. Lingen-

Seager, the Rev. II. Bligh, and the Bev. F. G. Jenvns)

again renew his membership with the British Bee-

keepers' Association. I am, your obedient servant, J.

Huckle, Secretary British Bee-keepers' Association,

Kings Langley, Herts.

MR. OTTO HBHNER'S TAPER ON THE
ADULTERATION OF HONEY.

(Read at the International Conference held at tlie Health

Exhibition on July 26.)

The Chairman announced that the subject of the paper

to-day was the Adulteration of Honey, and he need

scarcely say it was hardly less important than that which

they had discussed yesterday. He had then read pari of

a letter from Mr. Cowan, and in the second portion,

which he had reserved for this occasion, the gentleman

said, ' The adulteration of honey is also an important

subject, and I hope Mr. Ilehner will show that the

materials left in glucose during its manufacture are such

as to be injurious to health. I can understand glucose

prepared in a laboratory being pure, but that manu-
factured commercially is never pure and contains an

excess of lime or sulphuric acid.' Mr. Cowan then went

on to say, ' I hope something may be done to replace the

adulterated specimens at the Exhibition, so that the

public may know how to recognise the good from the

false.' He must say that the Council of the Inter-

national Health Exhibition, though it had invited them
to discuss the subject of adulteration of honey, had cer-

tainly not assisted them in bringing the actual fact that

honey was adulterated before the public notice. They
had had a case fitted up filled with specimens of honey
which had been purchased in the open market and sub-

mitted to an analyst for testing ; but that case had been

removed by the Council of the International Health
Exhibition, for some wise and inscrutable reason of their

own, doubtless possibly thinking that those adulterations

should be allowed to live in the order of nature for the

same reason that such animalcules as the Bacilli alvei were

allowed to exist in her economy. Mr. Cowan had alluded

to the ' manufacture of glucose.' Of course he (the chair-

man ) knew some time ago that glucose might be manu-
factured out of old rugs, and he was in fact told that an

extensive manufactory of the kind was in existence in

the neighbourhood of London, but lie was not aware
until yesterday that glucose was also manufactured

out of old disused pawn-tickets. In former days they
were told that there was some process of renewal
of the skin constantly going on, and that it was sup-

posed to be entirely renewed in every seven years, so-

that during that period people might possibly eat their

bakers; but it seemed to him that a new sort of can-

nibalism was now introduced, and that in consuming this-

glucose, in addition to eating their bakers in seven years,

the}- might also eat their ' uncle.' However, the Con-
ference would have the effect of bringing before the

public the fact that honey was adulterated, and that the

only safeguard they had against consuming adulterated

honey, which might very possibly be injurious to health,,

was the efforts that were being made by an association

like that of the British Bee-keepers in that direction, the-

result of which would give a guarantee that the substance

sold as honey was pure. Without further preface, he
would ask Dr. Ilehner to read his lecture.

Mr. 0. Hehner, having read his paper (see p. 203), the
following discussion took place.

Mr. Cheshire thought they would all agree that the

British Bee-keepers' Association ought to be very much
congratulated on the fact that they had helping them in

their work so able a gentleman as Mr. Otto Ilehner.

The ability of the paper had been apparent through-

out, and another striking point in it was its elo-

quence and the accuracy of its English. Mr. Ilehner

occupied a very high position indeed in the chemical

world, and they ought to listen with very great defer-

ence to everything he had to say to them. A very
valuable book had lately been published on the subject

of food adulteration, and if it did not actually bear Mr.
Hehner's name it derived a great part of its value from
his connexion with it. This question was one which
touched them very closely indeed, because British api-

culture would be very heavily handicapped if it had to

contend against foreign adulteration. They would have

quite enough to do to contend against pure foreign

honey. None of them could probably object to good
honey being sent over to England from the Continent or

America at a lower price even than English bee-keepers

could sell it, because it would be helping, of course,

towards the desirable end of introducing- cheap food
into the country. But wdien it was found that the

foreign producers were sending us what was actually

corn-syrup, while they were giving us to understand

that they were supplying pure honey of a very good
brand, British bee-keepers had reason to feel sore on the

point, and therefore everything they had heard on the

Bubject from Mr. Hehner was very welcome indeed.

The man who would label his pot ' refined honey ' when,

In- Knew it contained something which was not honey
at all stood in a great measure by the side of the man who
would sell the public some kind of oleo-margarine and call

it refined butter. When the public were buying those

things they might imagine they were buying some very

special description of butter— something of very fine

quality indeed ; and they would be making the same
kind of mistake in buying ' refined honey.' Mr. Hebnei
had shown them the advantage of the use of the micro-

scope in connexion with his investigations, and he had

brought before them one notable fact as the result of

them. He had stated that he had found some bees

were more cleanly than others in the way in which they

stored the honey in their hives, as he had ascertained

that honey from some stocks was very much more con-

taminated with pollen granules than others. No doubt

there were very great varieties amongst the different

stocks of the same apiary; they had different habits

and odd peculiarities running sometimes in directions

against and sometimes in favour of producers and

consumers of honey. There was one point which
they should all think well out and try to act upon
in managing their apiaries. In their endeavours to-

produce honey they were met with one difficulty in
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the propensity of the bees to swarm, and he thought
That under their present system of management they

were constantly increasing that propensity. "When a

hive -warmed it was furnished with queeen-cells, and
the mere fact that the bees had swarmed was prima
facie evidence that the queen had a swarming dispo-

sition. These surplus cells wotdd often be used for re-

queening stocks that had not swarmed naturally, and so

the swarming tendency woidd be introduced where it

had li' it pre\ ionsly existed in sufficient amount to run- a

division of the colony
;

fi >r the pn igeny would inherit the

peculiarity of the queen. and therefore they would be likely

to gel from such hives bees which would swarm, whereas
hives which had not that propensity, and which were
giving the largest amount oi honey possible, were hives
from which they did not raise their queens, and from
which, therefore, they would not get bees with that

habit of swarming. Bee-keepers, therefore, should

notice the hives which had the strongest propensity for

storing homy and not for swarming, Naturally they

would then be always raising queens from the -warming
hives, and be thus by selection tending to increase the

-wanning propensity, whereas, philosophically, the very

oppoaiti i t to be taken, [f they could only get

bee-keepers to look this matter well in the face, and strive

by careful examination of their hives to raise in their

apiaries I s with a less propensity to swarm and a

greater disposition to store honey, they would
hug,] number of storing hives in a very few years

hence. Bj the aid of the microscope, Mr. Hehnersaid
they could detect the sources from which bees obtained
honey. He had recently discovered that, supposing a

ell n\
i rsant uyh the mi< 1 know-

look, were provided with a piece

of comb at this time of the year, wi tj cells,

fiart of the foundation which had been put into the

live in the spring where thi breeding and
all the brood had hatched out, bj the examinal
that comb one could di u tly the sources from
which the whole of the honey in thai bive I

I It v, as very easj to understands hen om
got an inkling of the manner in which it was to be
clone. I le had di n • ered m n ith regard to

the intestinal canal of the larva which had not been pre-

viously known, and be had found that in casting their
skin the content - of the intestinal canal escaped with the

ca-t skin ami were then -tuck on the inside of the cell.

I low could thai occur? The fact was that t

tents of the intestinal canal acted a sort of glue.

which capillarity spread oat, and thoa
the skin were held all together against the sides of

the cell and out of the way of the moving chrysalis.

If they gut that -kin out, they would find I'

thi ca-i skin ami the cell walls all the cellulose form-
ing the pollen envelopes, and then by putting them
under the micro-cope they could pretty well determine
the plants from which those pollen grains came, and bo

ascertain the sources from which the honey had been
gathered. The paper they had heard read was so ex-
haustive and complete that it realK seemed there was
nothing left for anybody to it to thank Mr.
Helmet for it, and to < gratulate the Bee-keepers'
Association upon having secured the valuable aid of that

gentlen
Mr. Lyon -aid that alter the scientific manner in

which Mr. Cheshire had gone through Mr. Hehner's
paper he had very few remarks to offer, tine point,

however, he would mention in regard to the direction in

which they should proceed in this matter of the adulte-
ration of homy. .Sir. Hehner had informed them that
fin analysts had simply to analyse the samples given
them by the inspectors, and the inspectors COUW not

obtain those samples— at lea.st, so he undersl I Mr.
Hehner to say, until they received orders from the town
or local authorities. ]',u't he thought they could put the

•whole train in motion in this way: that their local

secretaries might worry the municipal authorities in

tlnir counties until they worried the inspectors, and the
inspectors would in their turn worry the shop-keepers,

ami so samples of the adulterated honey would reach
the county analysts. That, he thought, was a very

bject tor the o tnsideration of the county secre-

taries, in their own Bee Department at the Health
Exhibition he had, not a fortnight ago, overheard a con-
versation between some ladies, w ho were suggesting that
they should purchase some honey, and one of the ladies

objected to buying English honey, preferring, as she
said, to purchase Swiss honey, why the public should
like rubbish, as Mr. Hehner's paper had shown so much
of the foreign honey really was, in preference to pure
English honey, he did not know; it certainly showed a

ta-te for the genuine production of the hive,

ami he therefore thought that every effort should he

i educate the pulilic in some way in the matter,

-o that they should snow a ! preferring our
English honey.

Mr. Dunman quite agreed with what Mr. Hehner had
-aid as to the great difference in cleanliness among
lie,-, lie had noticed that the Cyprians were certainly

i jlish bees in producing honey. There
iled difference in their honey, particularly in

the comb. Mr. Hehner had stated that by putting

ith honej i' was kept from crystallising;

Imt after our honej tvarmed it would not

Crystallise again, and he should like to know from Mr.
Hehner what chemical effect that had on thi' honey.

M Gla Istone had told tin- farmers, some time ago, that

they should tain- to producing jam, and Mr. Hehner had

now suggested that they should take to the cultivation

try; but, a- a fanner, he could say

that it would never pay farmers to set up large bee-farms
for the sake of tic profit tho\ could get from them. It

doubt, a '. ev\ g L thing ra • i ottagers

to add in that way imeS, hut when they

of extending it to thi bee-farms on a

try, he could onlj say that he did

: be farmer-.

60 ODSI i I al • I'r M l'. Blow on

the -n I
i I Dt of a \ eiv large

bee-farm tit the present t one.

Mr. Blow thought Mr. Diiumati had taken rather a

tew of the bee-farming question, because it would
well with Mi\ Gladstone's advice to which he

Bad alluded. Mr. Gladstone had recommended English

farmer! to go in for raising fruit j and if thej wanted
a large crop of fruit thej must have bees to fertilise the

flowers, 'in the farm with which In- was connected

Lord Sudeley had looked to a good return of fruit,

rather than to a large crop of honey, hut he had no
doubt a good return of I

j might also he look, al for.

That fact of bees acting as fertilisers to flowers should

always be kepi in mind by the English agriculturist,

There was t ther point he would like to speak upon,

and that was corn-syrup, to which Mr. Hehner had

alluded, -tat in- ill, i it was impossible to produce corn-

syrup perfectly foe from trace- ,,f ,-nlphurio acid. lie

would like to ask that gentleman whether it was not

possible to produce on mmercial scale corn-syrup

tb I" "id, the remaining trace- of free

oxalic acid being take it with lime. Then with
regard to the secretion of the honey, he would like to

a-k in what direction the h y dew turned the ray of

polarised light.

The Chairman inquired whether Mr. Blow could tell

them how many farms were laiddown in Gloucestershire.

Mr. Blow stilted that about a year ago Lord Sudeley

asked him whether he thought it was advisable to add a

bee farm to his fruit farm. Lord Sudeley, about four

years ago, had converted pari of his heavy ground not

suitable for other farming operations into a fruit farm of

A 2
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100 to -00 acres, and it commenced immediately to give
a return of strawberries and raspberries, and in addition
to these fruits there were plum and other trees planted.
That farm had increased in extent now to about -'100

acres. He advised Lord Sudeley that it would be de-
sirable to put down a bee farm in connexion with the
fruit farm, even if it were only for the fertilisation of
tlie flowers. Dr. Hooker corroborated his statement
with regard to that, and Lord Sudeley decided to put
down a bee farm. Between 270 ami 300 stocks were
now in existence; and as various other suitable places

were being brought in,100 more stocks wmild,he believed,

lie put down during the forthcoming autumn. At pre-
sent he could not say much for the result, because the
bees had been there scarcely six months, but a fair yield
of honey had been obtained, taking all the circumstances
into consideration.

Mr. Duuman had not spoken with regard to the use-
fulness of bees iii fertilising flowers; he Bimply meant to

point out that bee-farming on a large scale, feu- the sake
of the profit that could be got from it. would never par
the farmer in this uncertain climate.

The Chairman was glad to see present -Mr. Moyle, who
was very much interested in the honey market which
had been established at Heading, and requested him to
give liis views on the production of honey in this country
and its adulteration.

The Rev. Y. II. Movie, after what bad been said by
Mr. Hehner and Mr. Cheshire, woidd not attempt to

'gild refined gold,' but would simply say that he had,
in common with them all, derived a considerable
amount of instruction from the lecture they had heard.
He agreed with Mr. Ilehner that they ought to do
their utmost to increase the production and sale of

genuine British honey. It was a painful fact that
to a very large extent the taste of the British public
at the present time preferred the foreign articles

which were sold under the name of honey : and
when they remembered that the British Bee-keepers'
Association had now for some years pursued its course,
and was now surrounded by so main - children in its

county associations, and had been encouraging bee-
keepers throughout the length and breadth of the land,
they should endeavour to do something to deal with the
question what was to be done with all the stores of
honey which were being raised throughout the country.
People could not be everlastingly eating bread and
honey: something should be done to find markets for
it, and therefore he thought this was a subject which
came within the scope of their operations, and every
member of every association should do their atmosi
in their several spheres to promote a better taste and a

desire for the consumption of true honey among the
British public, and to see whether fresh channels could
not be opened for utilising the honey produced by bee-
keepers. As a member of the Berkshire Society, he
might say that he had frequently been met with the
question, What were the people to do v. itli their honey,
as they could not dispose of it'r That led him to

endeavour to open a market for honey. He had
spoken to Messrs. Huntley and Palmer on the subject,
who had kindly interested themselves in it, and had
thrown an amount of energy into the matter which
could hardly have been expected, ami they had produced
for the market some honey-drop biscuits. The meeting
would be invited to pass judgment upon their quality
by-and-bv. He did not mean for a moment to suggest
that anybody should buy up the honey at a cheap rate

and sell it at a dear rate, and he did not want to inter-

fere in the least with the market interests of any honey
producers in this country, but he believed from the almost
overwhelming mass of correspondence which was pouring
in upon him every day that there w-ere now very much
larger stores of British honey in this country than there
ever were before. He believed he could, if he wished, put

his hands on 130 ton- of pure honey. In asking for sup-
plies of honey, before venturing to do so, he first of all

asked for a sample 4 oz. bottle. In some instances those
samples had been sent to the local analysts, and thev
might uow hope, iu case of any difficulty, to refer to Mr.
Ilehner as to a supreme court of final appeal. He might
also say that lie was hoping to open up, with the
assistance of a friend or two, a depot in London, one in
Edinburgh, and one in Dublin. As he had already
stated, he did not wish at all to trench upon the existing

markets which any one bad found for his or her honey,
By all means let everybody sell their honey wherever
and whenever they could get 1/. per hive for it—so much
the better; but there were districts in this country where,
to a great extent, cottagers were beginning to ask them-
selves whether it was of any use, after all, their throwing
their energies into bee-keeping, ami persevering with it

at the risk of not being able to get a market for the sale

of the hone)- which they raised. If, therefore, every
member of the County Associations would do their best
to influence local confectioners, or any manufacturers
within whose province it might come to use honey in any
shape or form, to set going the idea that British honey
could be used more than it had hitherto been, which had
been simply in the consumption of bread and honey, that
would enable them to utilise the great stores of British
honey which were now produced. He quite endorsed a
remark which he had heard Mr. Baldwin make at

Shrewsbury, that beef-keepers evinced disappointment
because they could not get high prices for their honey

;

but perhaps it was sometimes their own fault, that they
could not sell, by asking prices which were too high. Iu
one case at the Exhibition the worthy owner of some
exhibits had done nothing with them except pay their

carriage up to London and home again. It would
be far better for people to sell at the market price,

whatever it was. They ought to see what they could do
in the matter, and try whether the British public could
not be induced to purchase pure honey, put in a plain and
simple form before them, at a reasonable market price.

If the matter was to be really taken up by the British

public, it must be treated upon the general laws of supply
and demand. On behalf of the honey depot already
established at Reading, and the others which he hoped
to establish at London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, he could
say that they would do all thev could to buy up the
honey produced in their district, and so endeavour to do
what they could towards keeping at home the thousands
of pounds which were at present spent by the British

public in foreign articles, and were in that way sent out

of the country.

Mr. Cheshire said that as -Mr. Ilehner had suggested
to them the propriety of labelling honey and indicating-

its principal source, it had occurred to him that that

ability to, as it were, ' spot ' the source of a piece of comb
from an examination under the microscope might be
made of great service, and in that way he would be yen-
glad to be of use. He would endeavour to make out
from any pieces of comb that might be sent to him what
were the sources of the honey.

A Visitor would very much like to know what Mr
Moyle thought on the subject of price. A reasonable

price had been referred to, and he would be glad to know
what was considered a reasonable market-],rice for say
100 lbs. of honey.

The Rev. V. IT. Moyle said the price he had been
giving was SM. per lb. for 100 lbs. parcels in 1 lb. sections,

and paid the carriage.

The Rev. Lawson Sisson said he had purchased two
samples in Norwich the other day, and a grocer iu the

town came up and asked him to sell the honey at so

much per section, stating that he would give a guinea

per score for the 1 lb. sections. He did not think,

therefore, that he got a very low price for that honey
according to Mr. Movie's statement.
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Mr. BIow was not aware whether all members present

might have noticed that the honey which was placed

on the market by foreign merchants was clear. The
so-called 'Swiss' and ' Californian honey ' he had

was clear, and it was, he believed, owing to that fact that

this honey obtained a ready sale. The British public

apparently liked a clear honey, and that was just what
the British bee-keepers did not produce. lie had a

number of customers who would not buy crystallised

honey, they must have it clear, and in all caa •

that was done, as with the foreign honey, it was readily

sold. In fact British bee-keepers did not put up their

honey in a form to command attention. Foreign honey

was put up very nicely indeed, and it therefore at-

tracted tht- public, but the way English honey was put

up was not nice at all.

Mr. Bernard Dyer, a- an analyst not being

keeper, though hi contemplated keeping bees on a small

sed the appreciative remarks which
Mr. Hehner's paper. It had been

well .-aid that nobody could truly appreciate a picture so

well as an artist; the ordinary observer saw thi

produced by a picture, and might admire it for

cellence, but it was only an artist who c uild fully appre-

ciate it n- a gnise its

technicalities of painting and the labour i:i\ I

producing it before it -aw the light. And - >, no doubt,

bee-keepers would be bi -t able to th iroughly appreciate

the results arrived at in connexion with these subjects.

But chi ould very deeply

value of scientific labours b\ which Mr. Hehner had
arrived and he was bappj to say that

he had been fortunate enough to have the opportunity of

observing Mr. [tenner's progress in his researches in these

subjects, not only with regard to honey, but with regard

to bees-wax and oth< r matt ith the hive.

A Member suggested that it w. -

'. I be well if lists of

. ould be puonahed as a guidi to both buyers and
Belli r- of honey.

Mr. -F. P. Sambels mentioned b sample "f last year's

honey which had l«<-n submitted I i Ur. Hehner, and
which had kept beautifullycleardown t i the present time,

Probably that gentleman would kindly give them the

. from .! chemical point of \ ie\i . of that sample of

about 1 lb. which had been submitted to him in the clear,

whereas other samples which had not been submitted to

him had crystallised. The former had kept in beautiful

condition down to the present, and would -11 readily

now. It had remained the same as before, and the

flavour had not been in the least affected by the heat,

though, no doubt, if honey were submitted to a very
high temperature the flavour would be verj considerably

affect d.

The l: tiaynor referred to the fact that the

honey,' obtained from chemists'

shop;), was usually purchased bj nurses for invalids and
children from an idea, probably, that li- in^r >..M by

table chemists it might be expected to be pure.

He would like to hear Mr. Hehner's opinion with regard
\. ul.on in- honey, which of course was supposed to

l>o gats • toe jpecimi n, produci a in the

marshes of Line ilnshire, had been referred to by Mr.
Hehner as having a special flavour, which he di

Honey gathered from bean-plants in the early part of

it was light in colour and very similar to clover-

honey : but later in the season, when the bean-plants
had become affected by attacks of blight, the honey
brought in from them was very dark indeed. With
regard to the question of p irried into the

hives bj the bees to a greater extent in some cases than

in others, and thus becoming mixed with the honey,
he would make a suggestion whether that might not

from the honey being taken, in the different

cases, from different parts of the hive. They knew
that the bees placed the pollen, and also a certain amount

of honey, near to the brood. In the feeding of the

brood by the nurse-bees the pollen became mixed with
the honey in the immediate neighbourhood of the brood-
nest : whereas if the honey were taken from the outer

sections of the same hive it would be precisely of the

same description, but without any admixture of pollen

with it. He would therefore suggest whether it ought

not to he noticed in any experiments which were made
hereafter, from what part of the hive the honey was taken

.

Captain Campbell, as Treasurer of the Surrey Bee-
thought he might say a few words

which would help towards the elucidation of the question.

He was i ne of the Committee which had procured the

samples mentioned, and their opinion was most emphati-

cally that they were obtained in the natural maimer by
the bees without any • sistance,andthey were
taken frin sectional supers in the tops of the hive-.

That would perhaps answer the question as to whether

the honey had not been accidentally mixed up mechani-

cally with the pollen in the hive-. As to eolta|

keepers being unable to find a market for their honey,

he believed their great difficulty lay in their not being

able to make it up for sale in a marketable form. When
it was explained to them how that might be done b\

wnrmii _ there was then another difficulty in

fairly b< iling it. and turning it al-

most inl S i that he had found thai bis efforts 1 i

I r in that way had sometimes unhappily
_' the poor man's profit altogether.

II neyi clearedbj being warmed up to a certain

tture; he had never certainly gone up t

as 120 . but he had wanned honey u[> I

found that that temperature did not appear to destroy

d too 1 ng to the bent.

If it w high temperature for n longtime

it must have lost what it was so essential to have in good
[n the Journal of the 16th of July, ho had

a statement that there had been 1300 tons of honey sent

from < 'liili to ( lern Engla lout equal

proporti - ntleman living near Guildford, a

retired man of lm-i bee-keeper, Imd re-

markedto him that it was impossible thej could evei

supersede foreign honey in the English market, for in

the West Indies, for instance, thej usedtobui it by tons,

and it was then put i
' 1 sold in 1 he

English market, so that the British bi
•'

>

apete "ith that. But he

Mr. Moyle had pointed out the right direction for ob-

taining a g I market for their honey. Alady-b
burj had mentioned to him that she had given

up bee-keeping becausi she could not find a market for

the hoi often he thought the difficulty lay

in getting the hone] clear. Among the hints given to

n the J urnal, it was stated that now was
till up their sections, and if

they were for market, to feed up the bees with hone] -

but that if they n ere for ex-

hibition ion, that would not be permitted.

I [e tli - b very dai

.

ment that

the] should gel thi u boasted pure English honey, which
was to supersede that from all the rest of the world, by

the bens npwith'pure honey, of course;' and

he thought that perhaps ag I i

j
people would not

be particular, ' of course,' as to where they got theii

honey from. Be had been, in one instance offered bonej

at 6rf. pel lb., because it was not put up in good form, and
: Bud amarket; if he had given if to the supers,

and had then sold if again af 1 1. 6d, per lb., he might nave

that case an honest man, in a business point of

view. But he would not say anything more about it,

I

because he thought it would be much better not to sug-

gest to people an] moans of getting their supers till"!

with artificial honey, because it seemed rather too like

following the old adage, ' Catch your hare if you can,

but if yi ' al it.'
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The Chairman said, if Captain Campbell would quote

chapter and verse from the Bee Journal for the matters

he had referred to, no doubt he could be satisfied on the

points he had mentioned. There was one point as to

which a question had been put to him, upon which,
however, his memory was not sufficiently good to afford

an answer ; but perhaps some gentleman present would
kindly state what was exactly the value of honey im-

ported into England from foreign countries generally

during the last month from the returns given by Mr.
Bellairs from Her Majesty's Customs.

Mr. Moyle informed the Conference that the returns

showed there had been last month 30,000/. worth of

foreign honey imported into this country.

The Chairman said that Captain Campbell had
alluded to a ladv in Salisbury who had been unable to

find a market for her honey, and perhaps Mr. Burkitt, of

the "Wiltshire Association, might be able to say some-
thing which would encourage her.

The .Rev. "W. A. Burkitt was understood to say that

he was not attending in a representative capacity, and
was scarcely able to respond to the Chairman's invitation.

Mr. J. M. Hooker agreed with Captain Campbell that

the advice given in the British Bee Journal as to f ling

extracted honey was very dangerous. If honey could be

bought for (id. a-pound and fed to bees, and the 1-lb.

sections could be sold for Is. da1 ., it would of course

seem as if a large profit could be made: but as a prac-

tical bee-keeper he would undertake to say it would not
pay to feed pure honey, as not one third of that fed at

this season of the year would ever be put into the

seel ions.

Mr. Otto Hehner, in reply, said he was in the fortunate

position of not having to respond to any criticisms. He
would first refer to the remark of the chairman as to

the action of the Health Exhibition authorities. He
had been furnished with samples of honey for analysis;

they were afterwards put into a show-case, and he was
told that those samples had attracted a good deal of

attention. Of course the labels on the bottles bore the

names of the gentlemen who sold them, and he could

not himself see how any good could be effected by simply

giving the public a number of undistinguishable samples

of adulterated honey, and failing to show the public

where not to go for them. In that case he might have
made up the adulterated samples himself, but the samples

were exhibited just as they were purchased. The removal

of that case of samples with as much violence as if it had
been dynamite, by a gentleman occupying a high official

position in the Exhibition, with the assistance of two
policemen, was, he thought, rather more than the occa-

sion exactly required. However, if the Health Exhibi-

tion Committee did not think fit to bring the fact of

the widely prevailing adulteration of honej- before the

public (and that case of specimens was the only exhibit

in the building which claimed to show adulterated

articles), he had, at any rate, done his duty by trying

to draw the attention of the public to the matter.

With regard to the action of local inspectors, of course

the inspectors were directed by the town councils or

other local authorities to collect samples. But the

public themselves had a perfect right to collect samples

and get them analysed. In fact, the Eood and I hugs
Adulteration Act was passed with that object. Still, of

the 180,000 samples which had been analysed, hardly

1000 had been furnished by the public, because of the

difficulties in the way. First of all, the exact letter of

the Act of Parliament must be complied with, and it

was not to be expected that every outsider should know
exactly what he had to do ; they had to formally

divide the samples into three parts, seal them up, and
then go to pay half a guinea to have them analysed

;

take the matter into Court; prosecute and get the man
who had sold the article punished. Of course nobody
woidd care to undergo all that trouble, and therefore

private persons could not be expected to prosecute
tradesmen for adulteration, the remedv in their own
hands being apparently so easy, because, of course, they
could go away and ileal with another tradesman, though
very often the further they went the worse they fared.
But if the Bee-keepers' Association could act in the
matter, and bring sufficient pressure to bear upon the
authorities, there would at once be a solution of the
difficulty. Then as to the question why by warming
honey it does not crystallise, he could only suggest the
following explanation : Dextro-glucose was crystallis-

able, and by heating it was not destroyed, it was still

there, but it was a remarkable fact, that verysmall quan-
tities of albuminous substances prevented' the dextro-
glucosefrom crystallising. Such substances were con-
tained in honey. The pollen granules, which were of a
nitrogenous nature, on heating discharged their contents,
and in that way furnished the albuminous substance
which was inimical to crystallisation. That was the
only way in which he could explain the fact that after

being heated honey would not crystallise. It was quite
true, as had been pointed out, that corn sugar need not
be made with sulphuric acid, and that it might be made
with oxalic acid. In fact he had pointed out that fact

himself on a previous occasion, but he thought it was
not wise to educate people to such an extent as to

enable them to cheat the public. As a matter of fact it

(mid lie done, but as a matter of practice it was not
done, at least at the present time. As to the properties
.it' hoiirydew, he would be delighted to experiment with
it if a sample were furnished him, say, an ounce or two
ounces of it. If any gentleman would kindly send him
some he would be glad to analyse it and give them the
result. As to Xarbonne honey, he had analysed sunn.'

samples which he had found to be genuine. Then as to
finding new channels for the sale of British honey he
would venture to make a suggestion. It would be de-
sirable to see the old-fashioned Saxon beverage mead
brought up again to a somewhat higher repute than it

had at present fallen to, and now that people were
pretty generally aware that beer was not always made
from pure malt and hops, there was a much better

chance of that old-fashioned beverage being revived in

public favour.

Thi- Chairman, in proposing a hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Hehner for his admirable paper, said that Mr.
Cowan, who was, he might say, the guiding light of

their A-.- ciation, had endeavoured while in Switzerland
to obtain samples of pure honey at the tables-cCMte, but
the proprietors told him that, while they were perfectly
willing to provide pure honey, they were obliged to put
adulterated stuff on their tables to suit (lie tastes of

English tourists. That fact showed the necessity for

educating the public taste in this matter. He would
make one other remark with regard to the substitution

of oleo-margarine for genuine butter. At Shrewsbury
he had a conversation with Canon Bagot, who had
interested himself so much in introducing good farming
among the people in Ireland, and the Canon had told

him he had found great difficulty in the matter, not only
from the quality of the butters submitted for his opinion,

but from the fact that the wholesale dealers were
actually selling the stuff to retail dealers as pure butter,

that the Adulteration Aet was simply a dead letter, and
that, until some amendment was made in its operation,

he was hopeless of doing any good in the line which he
had marked out for himself in Ireland.

Mr. Sclater had great pleasure in seconding the vote
of thanks to Mr. Hehner for the trouble he had taken in

bringing the subject so ably before them. The first

thing which British bee-keepers had to do was to stop,

if possible, the sale of the adulterated honey which was
at present put on the market, and also to pay special

attention to the point of supply and demand, and to

establish a means for bee-keepers to find out tho actual
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market price for the article they were prepared to sell.

If producers of honey could offer it to buyers at its

known commercial value, they would do a great deal to

check the sale of adulterated honey, because, of course,

if they put a price upon their honey which was not

warranted by its commercial value in the market, they
immediately gave a stimulus to the preparation and sale

of the adulterated article. That point should not be

lost sight of. In his own county, Buckinghamshire,
complaints were made on all sides about the difficulty

producers found in selling their honey, but he felt sure,

if they made their prices dependent on supply and de-

mand, much of the difficulty which they at present ex-

perienced would disappear.

The vote was put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Hehner, in returning thanks, said his aim in

taking up the subject of the composition and nature of

honey had been purely scientific. The ambition of the
scientific man should always be to arrive at the truth,

and he was most happy if he had been able to do any-
thing to elicit it.

The Conference terminated with a vote of thanks to

the Chairman.

ASSOCIATIONS.

ktakfoi;i>shii:k i;kf,-m r.ri.i:-'

ASSOCIATION.
The second annual show nt' tin- Staffordshire Bee-

keepers' Association was held on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, August 27 and 28j in connexion with the Stafford-

shire Agricultural Show at Stone, since it, institution

the year before last, the Count] Bee-kei pars' Association,

under the energetic superintendence of the honorary
secretary, Mr. A. II. Heath, has dene couch in

ing a knowledge in this district of the humane and
economic management df bees. The large display of

honey, 1 9, and bee appliances, and the ei ident interest

evinced by the numerous \ isitors in the various exhibits,

showed unmi.-takably the g 1 the local society

Cla I
. for the bi I and rt complete collection of hives

and bee furniture, attracted entries fr the principal

firms in this line. Messrs. Abbott Brothers showed a

most extensive collection. An gst the collection we
may notice tie I in hive, which has all the

latest improvements. There were sectional supers of

various lands, and innumerable minor appliances for the
easy and profitable management of bees. Tien new
cylinder honey extractor Btrui ing very simple
and effective, and works almost noiselessly. Messrs.
Abbott Bros., whose hives and appliances the judge con-
sidered first-rate, took the firs! prize for genera] collection.

Mr. E. C. Walton, Muekham, Newark, obtained the 2nd
award, and his collection was also a very good one.
Mr. A. W. Rollins, of Stourbridge, who acted as the
'expert' of the f'nuiity Association, also showed hives
and bee-appliances, for which he obtained the 3rd award.
For the three prizes offered for the best and most com-
plete bar-frame hive there were four entries, Mr. A. W.
Rollins taking 1st prize, Mr. s. B. Fox, Maer, 2nd : and
Mr. .1. Leake, iun., Beacon street, Lichfield, -'ird. All
these hives had their good points, and were cheap at 15s.

In the similar class for cottagers who were not car-

penters by trade, 'I'. If. Dain, of Ashley, easily distanced
the other competitors by his excellent workmanship
(which would have done credit to a professional car-

penter) and the neat appearance of his hive. Messrs.
Abbott carried off the 1st prize offered for Supers for

harvesting honey in the comb in a saleable form, and
-Mr. Rollins was 2nd.
There was a large show of both honey in the comb and

run or extracted honey, and in each class the competition
was severe. In the class for six 2-lb. or twelve 1-lb.

sections of comb honey, Mr. II. "Wood, of Lichfield, was
awarded first prize ; Mr. F. Harper, Uttoxeter, 2nd ; and
Mr. J. C. Coleman, Stone, 3rd. There were sixteen

entries, and many good samples were necessarily un-
noticed. In the class for run honey, Mr. J. R. Critchlow
deservedly won the 1st prize with sixty neatly made up
glass jars of extremely clear, light-coloured honey, the
2nd award going to a much smaller lot of even a lighter

shade. For the best exhibition of honey in any form
made by bees belonging to an artisan or agricultural

labourer in the county of Stafford, there were nine
entries. Thomas Bond, of Shallowford, showed an ex-
cellent lot both in comb and run honey, and was awarded
1st prize. Amongst the unnoticed lots was a well-filled

super, containing 4 71 1 >~. of honey shown by II. Withnall,
Tatenhil Lane, Burton, which probably would have
taken a prize in a class for super honey exclusively. In

observatory hives Mr. Rollins obtained the 1st prize, and
Messrs, Abbott lbo,. the 2nd. In the class for bees in

straw skeps preference was given to those stocks which
were the most likely from their strength to winter the

best.

The programme of the bee show included the examin-
ation of candidates for third-class certificates of the
I hit i-h lie. -keepers' Association for proficiency displayed
in the management of 1 9. There were six candidates.

and the examiner, the Rev. F. S. Sclater, tested them in

.I bee-keeping, including driving and the manage-
ment of the bar-frame hive, aupering, fee. The result of

the examination has not been officially announced, but
di rstand that B. Clowes, Bole House Farm,

Milton; Geo. Tallin-ton, Burslem; and John Leake,

aeon Street, Lichfield, acquitted themselves the

beet. On the first day of the show the candidates per-

formed the operation of driving in the tent set apart for
i i at i ne, and on the second day it was occupied by

Mi. Rollins, 'the expert,' who gave practical demon-
strations in bee-management a1 intervals during the
day.

Mi. A. II. 1 bat h, the I ion. secret;! r\ , the Rev. G. R.
Bailej (Madeley), the as i tant I secretary, aided by
Mi . Critchlow and Mellor, members of the committee,
superintended the show, sparing oo trouble in their

endeavours to make i1 i Mr. Abbott, iun., also
rendered valuable assistance in arranging the exhibits.

The Rev. F. S. Sclater, Dropmore Rectory, Maiden-
head w a~ the judge.

I In following i- the prize li-t :

I

I

o.
i ind Bei ii mi Colli etion of hives and Bee

furniture—1st, 2{., Abbot! Bros., Fairlawn, Southall ; 2nd,
1/., E. C. Walton. Muskham, Newark; 3rd, IDs., A. W.
Rollins, Stourbridge. Bar and frame-hive, with necessary
appliances fur winter and summer use, and for supcring

—

. A. W. Rollins; 2nd, 10»., S. B. Pox, Ma i

castle ; 3rd, 2s. lii/., J. Leake, jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield.

! and neatest super for harvesting honey in the
comb—Two equal 1 its, 12-. 6rf., Abbott Bros, and A. W.
Kollins. Bar-frame hive, made by a cottager who is not a
carpenter by trade 1st, 10*., T. II. Dain, Ashley, Market
Urayton ; 2nd, 5«., T. Bond, Shallowford, Stone.

Honey.— Sections ot comb honey in crate— 1st, 15s. and
silver medal of British Bee-keepers' Association, IL Wood,
Paradise Cottage, Lichfield; 2nd, 7 . 6d. and bronze medal
of British Bee-keepers' Association, F. Harper, Balance
Street, Uttoxeter; 3rd, 2*. lid., J. C. Coleman, Stone.

Run or extracted honey— 1st, 15*., J. R. Critchlow, Maer
Kami, Newcastle; 2nd, It. • >,/., J. Harding, The Ashtons,
Eccleshall ; :ird, 2s. 6d., J. C. Coleman. Honey in any form
made hy bees belonging to an artisan or agricultural labourer

(prizes offered by Mr. A. H. Heath, Madeley Manor)—1st,

20s., Thomas Bond ; 2nd, 10.*., F. Bond, 52 High Street,

Stone ; 2). (id., T. Bailey, Whitmorc.

Bees.—English or Ligurian bees in observatory hive

—

1st, Ik., A. W. liollins ; 2nd, Is. 6d., Abbott Bros. Bees in
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straw skep—1st, 1/., (i. Cashmore, Stoke near Stone; 2nd,
10s., H. Wood, Lichfield; 3rd, 5s., J. B. Critchlow, Maer
Farm.

A Committee Meeting was held at the North Stafford
Hotel, Stoke on Trent, on Friday Sept. 6th. The Com-
mittee were honoured "by the presence of the Iter. II. R.
Peel, the late universally and deservedly esteemed Hon.
Sec. of the British Bee-keepers' Association. Mr. Peel
gave the Committee much valuable advice which cannot
fail to bear fruit in the future working of the Associa-
tion, and the members of the Committee feel greatly

indebted to him for so kindly coming amongst them.

WARWICKSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

On Sept. 2 and 3, at Stratford-on-Avon, the War-
wickshire Bee-keepers' Association, under the secretary-
ship of Mr. James Noble Bower, held an exhibition of
bees, honey, and bee-furniture, in connexion with the
Agricultural Society's Show, and which was a grand
success. The exhibits were displayed in a spacious
tent, and were really imposing. Great credit is due to
Mr. Bower for the completeness with which the arrange-
ments were carried out, and to his exertions the brilliant

success of the show is mainly due.
The quality of the honey exhibited was very good.

With regard to sections, the competition was also keen.
The exhibition of bee-appliances was very large, and
included collections from Messrs. Baldwin, Abbott Bros.,

T. B. Thomson, and others. The Judges were, for

honey, Messrs. Baldwin and Abbott; and for appliances,

the Rev. E. Bartrum and Captain Deykin, In the man-
ipulating-tent there were competitions, together with
skilful manipulations, at intervals, and lectures delivered

by Mr. Summerskill and other gentlemen. In the
course of Tuesday afternoon the prizes were distributed,

in the presence of a considerable number of interested

people, by the Mayoress, Mrs. Hodgson, who was sup-
ported by Mr. Hodgson, O.M. G., and Lord Leigh.
The following is the list of prizes :—

Bees.—Stock of Ligurians, or other foreign bees : 1, John
"Walton ; 2, S. J. Baldwin. Stock of English bees : 1,

S. J. Baldwin ; 2, W. Tyrer. Extra prizes given by the
Warwickshire Agricultural Society for the best and strongest
skep of bees : 1, J. Walton ; 2, T. Booker.

Hives.—Most complete hive on the nioveable-comb prin-

ciple : 1, T. B. Thomson ; 2, Abbott Bros.; 3, W. E. Pen-
gelly. Most complete hive on the moveable-comb principle,

for cottagers' use (price not to exceed 10s.) : 1, J. Blake
;

2, T. B. Thomson ; 3, A. Joy. Frame-hive for general use
—the work of an amateur or cottager : 1, J. C. Walton.

Supers.—Neatest and best rack, containing 1-lb. or 2-lb.

sections : 1 and 2, Abbott Bros. Back, containing 1-lb. or
2-lb. sections, suitable for cottagers: 1, C. G. Harrison;
2, T. B. Thomson.

Honev.—Best exhibition of super honey frorn one apiary :

1, and silver medal, J. C. Walton ; 2, W. S. Pridmore.
Twenty-four 2-lb. sections of comb-honey : 1, A. T. Adams

;

'2, J. Walton ; 3, W. Bennett. Twenty-four 1-lb. sections

of comb-honey : 1, J. Walton ; 2, W. Bennett. Twelve
2-lb. sections of comb-honey: 1, Miss C. S. Hunt; 2,

J. F. Starkey. Twelve 1-lb. sections of comb-honey : 1,

W. S. Pridmore ; 2, A. T. Adams ; 3, J. Burman. Super
of honey : 1, J. Walton ; 2, W. Bennett. Best exhibition

of run or extracted honey: 1, and bronze medal, W. S.

Pridmore ; 2, J. Blakham ; 3, W. Tyrer.
Cottagers' Class.—Best exhibition of honey in the comb

:

1, and certificate, T. Booker. Twelve 2-lb. sections of

comb-honey: 1, B. P. Walton; 2 and 3, Bebec>. Bennett.
Twelve 1-lb. sections of comb-honey : 1, B. P. Walton ;

2 and 3, Bebecca Bennett.
Miscellaneous.—Best and largest collection of hives and

bee-furniture: 1, Abbott Bros. ; 2, J. S. Baldwin. Finest
sample of pure bees'-wax : 1, J. Walton ; 2, W. Tyrer.
Driving competition : 1, W. S. Pridmore ; 2, J. Walton.

GLOUCESTERSIURE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association held its first exhibition of hives,
honey, and bees, at the Gloucester Agricultural Slow
at Stroud, on August Cth, 7th, and 8th. Messrs. Abbott
Bros, and Mr. Hole were the most successful exhibitors
of hives, &c. Mr. Marshall, jun., of Cheltenham, was
awarded the silver medal for section honey given by the
Central Association, and Mr. Burt, of Gloucester, re-

ceived the bronze medal also for the 1-lb. sections. Rev.
E. Bartrum, who kindly acted as Judge, examined Mr.
Meadham, of the Herefordshire Association, for third-

class certificate, and we are glad to say the candidate
was successful.

Mr. Brown, of the Worcester Association, operated in

the bee-driving tent. The G. B. K. A. have also had a
bee-tent on the ground at Latton, Stratton, and Winch-
combe flower shows.

MONMOUTHSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

We had, considering all things, a very satisfactory

exhibition at Raglan Castle on August 28th. We took
•'!/. 0*. C>d. at the tent. The success of the meeting was
entirely due to the Rev. J. E. Sale, who has been most
kind and useful in helping me, giving during the manipu-
lations most interesting lectures with which the audience
and spectators were much pleased. We were indebted
to Mr. Compton Roberts, through whose liberality the
('lit was provided. Mr. Meadham, of Hereford, acted
as manipulator, and gave great satisfaction. The prizes

for the produce of the bees were by our committee con-
lined to the County Association. I herewith send copy of

our exhibits and prizes. The Rev. J. E. Sale acted as Judge.
Class 1.—Bee furniture. For 15s. hive : 1, M. Mead-

ham, Hereford; 2, Levi Beavan, Govilon, Abergavenny;
3, Wm. Edmonds, Llanishen, Chepstow. Class 2.—For
10s. hive: 1, M. Meadham; 2, J. R. W. Hole, Tarring-

ton, Hereford. Class 3.—Best hive by amateur: 1, Wm.
Edmonds, Llanishen, Chepstow. Class 4.— 1, Wm. Price,

Aylton, Hereford. This was a straw hive, cane-bound,

16 x 0, very cheap and well adapted for the neighbour-

hood ; super honey in sections could be extracted from it.

Class o.—For best exhibition of super honey from one

apiary : 1, Mr. James Oakeley. Class 6.—For the best

and largest exhibition of run honey : 1, Mr. James Oake-
ley ; 2, Miss Arnold ; 3, Miss Williams. Class 7.—For best

super of honey in glass, wood, straw, or wood and straw

combined: 1, Mrs. Dew. Class 8.—No entry. Class 0.

—For the strongest and best skep of bees to be driven :

1 , Mr. J oseph Price ; 2, Miss Arnold ; 3, Wm. Griffiths.

Class 10.—For the largest and best collection of hives and
bee furniture : 1, Mr. Hole.

—

James Oakeley, Hon. Sec.

HEREFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION HONEY-FA I P.

The first honey-fair (which will probably become an

annual institution) was held in the Butter Market, Here-

ford, on Wednesday, Sept. 3rd, the market-day. The
counters, ninety-four feet in length, were arranged in ;i

hollow square, tin- salesmen being inside. A magnificent

supply of honey was brought for sale; the total quantity

being between one and a half and two tons, and the

success of the fair was most complete, the counters being

thronged with visitors and purchasers all day long.

Sales were satisfactory, for although no wholesale pur-

chasers were attracted, and the bulk was sold in single

pounds, nearly 70/. was taken.

The prizes offered by the Association brought forward

an exceedingly close competition. In the class for

largest quantity Mr. Thos. Charles (who took first prize

for extracted honey at the Royal Show at Shrewsbury)
came first with a splendid exhibit of 924 pounds, chiefly

of extracted honey, which had already candied. The
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Hon. Secretary came second with a good show in bottles

and sections. The extracted honey was so fine in quality

that the judges stated they wished they had been able

to award prizes to some six of the entries. The sections

were not so fine in quality, in fact, there seemed to be

few r -ally high-class ones this year ; although a large quan-

tity was sent. The cottagers' class was, as usual, poorly

filled; the man taking first sent 140 pounds, and sold it

all but a few pounds. Two cottagers (who, unfortunately,

could ill afford the loss) had a quantity of honey smashed

in bringing it by rail, it was packed in large trunks.

It will be a lesson for them in future to pack in suitable

crates, holding not more than twenty-four pounds.

Co!. Pearson, Downton, Kington, and Dr. Chapman,
Burghill, Hereford, kindly undertook the heavy task of

judging. The arrangements of the fair were made by

the Hon. Sec. Mr. A. Watkins.

Class 1 (10 entries).—For the largest and best exhibit of

honey, either in the comb, or extracted, or both : 1 ,
Silver

Medal of the B. B. K. A. and 20*., 924 lbs., Thos. Charles,

Caerswall ; 2, 15"., 455 lbs., Alfred Watkins ; 3, 10*., 317 lbs.,

C. Jones, Lower Eaton. Cuss 2 (17 entries).—For the best

twelve 1 lb. glass jars of extracted honey : 1, Bronze Medal of

the B.B. K.A. and 15s.. liev. G. Herbert, Llanganvn ; 2,

10*., C. Jones ; 3, St., W. Tomkins, Burghill. Cl

entries).—For the best twelve lib., or six 2-lb., sections of

comb honey : 1 , Certificate of the B. B. K. A. and 15s. , Thos.

Charles; 2, 10*., Rev. G.Herbert ; 3, 5s., C. Jones. Class 1

(1 entries).—For the best single super of honey (not being a

sectional super) : 1, 10«., Chas. Harrison, Kington, 32 lbs. ; 2,

St., Mrs. Danniel, Bullingham, 20 lbs. b ies).

—

For the best exhibit of honey in any Bhape shown by a bond

fide cottager: 1 (given by Mrs. Glinn), a bar-frame hive

"with supers complete, value 10s. 6d., \Y. Tomkins, HO lbs.;

2 (given by Mr. W. Pilley), an Association flat-topped straw

hive, with crate of supers complete, value 5». M., J. Sankey,

40 lbs.

WILTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The following gained the Certificates of B. B. K. A. as

experts of the third elate a1 the County Show, August
18th:—C. Warden.gard aei to Ladj Hen ij Ba

Clarendon Park, Salisbury; W. S. Bainbridge, Esq.,

.\lus. Bac., Marlboro' College ; E. D per, Mil-

Ebrd Bill, Salisbury ; Frank Bartley, gardener to General

Rice, Codford, St. Peter. W. N. Griffin, Examiner.

the latter two gentlemen also acting as judges. The
following is the list of awards

:

Hives.—Class 1.—For the largest and best collection of

hives and appliances applicable to modern bee-keeping (no two
articles alike). First, E. M. Hart & Co., Stockbridge ; 2nd, J.

Hixon, Havant. Class 2.—For the best cottager's hive, price

not to exceed 10*. 6<l. Fust, E. M. Hart & Co. ; 2nd, ditto.

Honey.—Class 3.—For the best 121bs. of super houey, in

sections not exceeding 21bs. each. First, W. Hunt, South
Warnborough ; 2nd, W. T. Joyce, Farnborough ; 3rd,

W. Brooker, Farnborough. Class 4.—For the best 121bs.

of extracted honey, in glass jars, not exceeding 21bs. each.

First, Hart & Co.; 2nd, W. Hunt; 3rd, W. T. Joyce.

Class 5.—For the largest and best exhibit of honey in every

form. First, W. Hunt ; 2nd, W. T. Joyce ; 3rd, Hart & Co.

Bees.—Class 6 .—For the best and strongest skep of bees. 1st,

H. Lunn, Hawley ; 2nd, W. Bartlett, Farnborough.—W. T.

Joyce, Hon. Local II. <t I. II'. B. K. A., Farnborough, Hants.

HAM'S AND ISLK OF WIGHT BEE M EPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Hkk ami Honey. Exhibition at Fabnboboi oh Hill.

A very successful show of ill.- above Association was
held in connexionwith the Horticultural Showin the beau-

tiful grounds belonging to fl. I.M. the Empress Euge'nie

at 1 mi oborough Hill. There was a special tenl

for the honey exhibits, and which was well filled with

honey and appliances for modern bee-keeping. \\ i
'in-

sider, if possible, it i< much the better plan to keep

exhibits of t hi- kind in a tenl by themselves,

only the visitors who feel interested are likelj to remain

long in the tent; and such are less likely to be scared by
the present f any straybees,which are often attracted bj

the smell of the honey, and thus gives exhibitors b h tt

chance of disposing of their honey, &c. The tenl should

have a large label on the outside, and a larger one on the

walls of the tent inside, -o thai visitors maj see ai a

glance from the doorway that exhibits can be pur-

chased. There was about half a ton of honey staged,

including exhibitsnol for competition from H.I.M. the

I Eugenie and Captain Elliott, J.P., Farnborough
Park. The Honey and Bee Tents were under the

n ient of Mr. W. T. Joyce, the Local Secretary for

the district, assisted by M. Baigent, the local secretary

for the Southampton district, and Mr. Davenport; who
:

[y acti il ae expert and led an I in I he Bee Tent
;

III NTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The second annual show of the Hunts H.K.A. was

held at St. Ives in connexion with the St. he< Horti-

cultural Society's Show, on Thursday, July 24th. The
manipulations in the 1 -tent were by Mr. T. B. Blow,

ofWelwyn, and in the evening, after hi- departure, an

address was given by Mr. Howard, of Holme. The
weather was very unfavourable, rain pouring down
almost incessantly, A verj g 1 position was oci

by the tent containing the honey exhibits, which were

more numerous and much superior to last year's. In

addition i
i the hiv.-s and appliances brought by Mr,

lilow to illustrate his lecture-, Mr. Howard had a large

and varied supply of lii\es and appliances. Mr. Howard
aho exhibited, not for competition, a large quantity of

plendidlj filled, which were greatly

admired. Th judge appointed bj theB. B. K. L wasthe
Rev. F. G. Jenyns, and he was assisted by Mr. Blow.

The Following irds :

—

Class 1.—Best specimen of Ligurian lees, exhibited with

their qm Equal] t. ('. X. White,

Somersham, and G. Reynolds, St. foots. Class 2.—Best
super of honey, not sectional 1st, G. Reynolds ;

re. Class 3. — Best 24 lib section I

s.mersham ; 2nd, J Howard, Holme; Conn
i

C. X. White. Cl I B L2 2-lb ections— 1st, J.

Linton, Esq.; 2nd, 0. X. White, class 5.—Best 21 l-lh

glass jars of honey— 1st. J. II. Howard, Holme; 2nd, A.

Sharp, Huntingdon; 3rd, II. C, J. W. Allpn B, Bro

class 6. i ban 1 lbs.— 1st,

ot :
i qua] 2nd, B. Allen, Godman-

chester, and Z. IloM.i, Little Stukeley. Cottagers only.—

Class 7.—Best 12 1-lb sections— 1st, G. Asbmore, Hob
Hill; 2nd, B. Bull, Brampton. Class 8.—Best 21 or 12

oney—1st (10.«.
,

II. Mat-

r. Green, Holme; 2nd, B. Bull, llrampton ;
3rd,

Highly commended, C. Colbert.

ddition to the above prizes, the silver medal

awarded to Mr. C N. White, Somersham, for the be I

exhibit of sectional honey, the bronze medal was

awarded to Mr. J. II. Howard, Hol.ee, for the best

exhibit of run honey, and th is a arded to

Mr. G. Ashmore, Eioughton Hill, for the best exhibit of

sectional honey in the cottagers' class.

HTJNSTANWORTH (DURHAM) FLOWER SHOW.
This annual show was held on Saturday, September

6th, 1884, Prizes were offered for best specimen of

honey in Comb. The first and second prizes were

awarded to Mr. William Hear?, who exhibited twenty-

uitiful 1-lb. sections. This is the first time

li en shown in this district.

BEE-TENT ENGAGEMENTS.
Wilis BeE-KEEPEBS' ASSOCIATION.

g, r
i L6, Cottage Garden Show, Ohiseldon.
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CatTcsnonbenTC.

*** All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

Vie Journal, Reports nf Associations, Shoios, Meetings, Echoes

from the Hives, Queries, d-c, are requested to direct their com-

munications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," c/o

Messrs. Strangeways <fc Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, IF. C'

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AI\D THE
BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

In reply to your letter I beg to state that the Council

of the Royal Agricultural Societ3' have always expressed

themselves a^ perfectly satisfied with the manner in

which their bee department has hitherto been managed
by the British Bee-keepers' Association, and that they
have never notified any desire to transfer the manage-
ment of the bcr department of the show to any other

Society.— II. M. Jenkins, Secretary.

[With the above high testimony in favour of the

management of the B.B. K. A. of the bee-shows held

in connexion with the Royal Agricultural Society, we
cannot help expressing our surprise at the presumption
of Mr. Jackson in suggesting that the management of

these shows should be transferred to the Association of

the county in which they are held.]

\ HONEY COMPANY REQUIRED.
In the article in your last issue entitled 'A Honey

Company Required,' I find the following passage :

—

' They (i.e. the bee-keepers of the Western Counties)

appeared to have little hope that local depots could be
opened for the disposal of their honey, but a very general

desire was expressed that the Central Association should

make an onward movement and give assistance to the

counties in the matter. And this desire is iterated and
reiterated throughout the kingdom.' What onward
movement can the ( Vntral Association make, or what
assistance can it give to the counties in the matter,

when the hands of the Committee are tied by the resolu-

tion moved at the la^t annual general meeting by Mr. J.

P. Jackson, the Lancashire Reformer, which put a stop

to the work of Mr. Duncan Stewart and the other mem-
bers of the Honey Market Committee just when they

might have been brought to a successful issue? May I

suggest that a special general meeting should be called

to rescind the obstructive resolution, and leave the Com-
mittee free to deal with the matter p If a Honey Compnny
is to be formed it ought certainly to have the sanction

and co-operation of the Central Body.

—

One who Voted
AGAINST THE RESOI.r 1 [ON,

MEMBERSHIP OF THE BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS
ASSOCIATION.

How can there be any doubt as to whether the Hon.
A. F. G. Leveson-Gower is a member of the British

Bee-keepers' Association or not F Rule vi. says, ' All

subscriptions shall be payable in advance, and shall

become due on the first day of January in each year,

and until such subscription be paid no member shall be

entitled to the privileges of Association. If any sub-

scription remain in arrear twelve months, that is, until

the 31st day of December following, the person not pay-
ing the same ceases to be a member.' The Hon. A. F.

G. Leveson-Gower has not paid his subscription since

the year 1875. How can there be any doubt as to whe-
ther he is a member ? He is clearly not a member, and
has no right to call himself one.—A Reader of the
' Times.'

[The Hon. A. F. G. Leveson-Gower, in penning his

second letter to the Times, has evidently had a doubt
whether he was justified in calling himself in his first

letter ' a member of the B. B. K. A.,' as in the former
he has omitted that appellation.]

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Could you give me any information about the Notting-

hamshire Bee-keepers' Association ? I was at the first

meeting when they formed it, and paid my subscription,

but have not heard anything more about it, except that

the Hon. Sec. (the Rev. A. H. Halley) has left the

county. I hope it is not falling through, as I think it

will he a great boon to the Notts bee-keepers. I keep

looking very intently for the advertisement about the

annual show and the bee-tent engagements for Notts in

every issue of the British Bee Journal, but have seen

none yet. I hope I may see one before long.

—

Thomas
Rose, Radcliffe-on-Treni, Nottinghamshire.

[Perhaps the insertion of the above may elicit some
information as to the present position of the Nottingham-

shire B. K. A.]

BEE-KEEPERS' CONFERENCES.
I beg to suggest that in my opinion it would do much

good and increase interest in bees and bee-keeping were
district secretaries in their several districts to endeavour

to hold what I venture to call a Bee-keepers' Conference

four times a-year at some convenient place within their

districts, where the business shall be to talk over the past,

confer on the future, record facts and failures, and in-

struct as far as possible for the coming season. The
times for such conferences must of course be left to the

discretion of the secretaries of the several districts, but I

think that the first week in November, to bring before the

members the means to be taken for wintering, &c; the

third week in February, for preparations for the forth-

coming season, weight and stimulating, feeding of stocks,

&c. ; first week of May, for supering, &c, and record of

state during the winter ; and third week of August for

comparing of results, would be about the best times for

the meetings : and if the secretaries try to make the meet-

ings as interesting as possible, and include in them both

subscribers and non-subscribers to their county societies,

I thiuK that such interest would be aroused as to set

man] a bee-keeper trying to arouse others in his village

or town, and inducing them to keep bees upon the im-

proved principles advocated by your Journal, and many
a one to become better bee-keepers themselves. Added
to this, if district secretaries would work with the county

secretary, and try to get public meetings, and conver-

saziones", or lectures with discussions upon bees and bee-

keeping in their several large towns, so as to interest the

general public, many subscribers to the ranks of the

county associations would be added and much interest

created in the working of bees by our improved methods

Thus working men's clubs, mutual improvement societies,

young men's and young women's Christian associations,

mechanics' institutes, schools, and even mothers' meetings

and sewing-classes, might be reached and interested ; in

as many cases as possible getting an influential gentle-

man to'take the chair and speak at the meeting would

ensure a good hearing and audience.

If you think these remarks worthy of a corner of your

Journal you will much oblige your constant reader,

—

Apis.

FOUL BROOD AND ITS CURE.
In 18S2 I purchased a Carniolan queen-bee from a

noted establishment. On its arrival I noticed a very pecu-

liarly strong odour, which puzzled me, but I asciibed it to

the different breed of bee. Subsequently I introduced

a couple of stocks of bees to the hive into which the
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queen had been introduced; but, behold my surprise!

every bee was killed by these demons, which had by
that' time filled the hive ; and the odour still with them
caused me to conclude it was natural, the scent being so

strong they resented all intruders. Of course I fully

understood how to unite.

In the spring of 1883 1 fed, and the Carniolana bred

so quick I helped several of my weakest hives with

Carniolan brood. Ready for the honey season I doubled

one hive by taking brood from all the others, but it

being a bad season the bees did little but breed. At the

close of the season the bars were slung and returned to

the different hives, to take to the heather to gather more
honey. I fetched them away late on, and di-

i his strange smell in every hive, and on closely exam-
ining the cells found traces of what I considered foul

brood. I got down Cowan's book for instructions, read

all I could find in Root's, and concluded to use I

recipe for salicylic acid
;
got a spray, and, after emptying

the combs, I well sprayed them all over, openii
|

cell. It was a tedious, disagreeable task, but, as it ap-

peared the only alternative, I did it with resolution. In

the earliest spring I again sprayed, but could n

any cells with indications of its presence, so removed the

whole twelve stocks to a station three miles awa\ for

pasturage, in my opinion all well. I saw them occa-

bj illy, and as I had given a g 1 all

mixed with the acid, as per Cowan's recipe,! did not

feed until the latter end of April: but when I beg_an to

feed I noticed o hives a great diminution in

numbei -. and c luded il was for w inl ol rtin

So I fed them. Early in May I visited them, and found

three stocks gone and anotherwith the queen on the

I
in fronl of ill" hive, with about a hundred bees

with her and the bive empty. I removed the hives

which had food in, bul as I could i

days I did not interfere with the others; when 1 did go,

however, I foundthreemon
examined the other three bar-frame bivt I

bar-frames and two skeps, which two 1 had

driving purposes— and found two much affect I
I

took out the bees, put them into a skep, and treated

them as directed. The other I was doubtful il

left it standing, bul found in June thai it was going bad

also. I put it into a skep three day-, then joined to the

other lot in the skep. 1 though! 1 had entire!} destroyed

it, but as your timelj issue warned I had

yesterday in one of mj bar-frame hives, and fit

of it again. A- soon a I po tblj can 1 shall examine
all, and have alreadj sent foi some of Cheshire's PI :

.

and shall give it a trial.

This lias lie. n a lamentable y< n to me. I have

struggled through five bad i just when the

honey harvest comes mj poor bees perish ten (bar-

fra s) hives out of twelve. I parens ed and deter-

mined I would keep six skeps in the future for swarms
only, but if Mr. Cheshire's Phenol will defy it- ravages

I shall be encouraged to keep to the bar-frame. I have,

however, with swarms purchased been aid.' to bold m\
Own at our local shows, and have taken eight first, un

second prizes, our silver medal, two bronze, and one cer-

tificate. I have also tried to spread a knowledge of

bee-keeping amongst railway men, as they have excep-

tional opportunities for keeping a hive or two of bees,

and ina\ be encouraged bj seeing what can be done by
a Station Mani in.

We -hall be pleased to insert report ,,f your experi-

ments with phenol. -Ed.]

['OIL I'.KdOIi AMI CAliliOLIC ACID.
In an article on foul brood which appeared in the

Journal of Horticulture, ot date October 17, 1865,' R.S.'

[the Rev. Robert Saunders, of Sundergarth, Dumfries-
shire

|,
say-,- from the bees in the hive having diminished

to less than half their numbers, and that, too, at a time
when the queen was prolific, I strongly suspect that foul

brood exercises a deleterious influence on the adult
population.' That suspicion is now apparently converted
into fact by the investigations of Mr. Cheshire.

There are also two articles, in the J urnal referred to,

by the said'K. S.' (September 2, 1869, and September 99,

1870), on 'The Uses of Carbolic Acid' in the apiary,
showing it to be a most useful auxiliary in all operations
with bees, and stating that 'hives frequently subjected
to its odour nourish amazingly, and I ran well believe

that it acts as a powerful agent in checking incipient

It thus appears we are indebted, not to any German
or Italian, but to a countryman of OUT own for first

bringing carbolic acid or phenol before the notice of

bee-keepers. I understand • R. S.
1

I" lievi - foul brood is

frequently originated through 1 3 getting access to honej
or sugar m a fermented and -our state. -Sit u ctjiqub
ml DITTO.

MR. JACKSON'S REPLY.
In recent numbers of the B.B.J. I have noticed

various article- reflecting on the Bee-keeper's R<

the Lancashire and Cheshire Bee-keepers' Association,

and on myself. I also see that you have isolated some
expressions from their context, and have 'challenged'

plain them. There is little difficult} ind
But, Brat, let me put you right in -one questions of fact.

Tic L. .v ('. li. K. A. was originalh intended to be
sshire onh and was formed at the

I the Rev. II. R. Peel; but when Lancashire and
Cheshire Bee-keepers insisted on the two counties work-
ing unitedlj (a previous Lancashire \ ociation having

died an abortive death), the two-countj association was
definitely formi ; there dow, a

trai f the defiance

The ' North-Westeru i lonfederation ' that yon also tell

of has never existed out Of your own imagination. (To
our denials I maj add that the L.& <

'. B, K . \

.

has never eithi i CoutI .-nit. nor has
it been ' within measurable di me.) When we
had existed twelve months or more, Mr. Suckle advised

is, at our General Meeting, to divide into two \ da-

tions, but he could give no good or even plausible reason
for our doing so, and his motion was unammously rejected.

I belies e I am i members « hen 1

sax that we full] recognise the position of the B.B.K, A.,

but we insist on a fuu met ol local lelf-government

for ourselves, or, in other word-, on the right to manage
our own affairs. We also think the C tj Associations

should be confederated together, and that the) should be

better repres nted at head-quarters,

The 'attack' in the columns ifthi Record which you
credit n- with having made i- nothing more or less than

imoured, if forcibly-worded, criticism, which aims

at obtaining foi the B. B. K.A. more of a representative

and national character. As regards the 'mismanage-
ment' of the B.B.K.A. shows, we stand to what we
have written, but Mr. Buckle individually WS
mentio I or even thought of in the matter. We pointed

out in our article many ways in which past B.B.K. A,
shows had not I n made the tno-l of; but the fact of a

loss of nearly 200/. having beei surred on year's

exhibitions is of itself quite ei gh to support our
statement. Still, the best answer we can give you is

to refer to the piv-eut I'.. I!. K. A. Inhibition at the
' llealthorios.' There is an example of the mismanage-
ment which any of your readers can inspect; the show
is most decidedly not worthy of the B. IS. K.A. The
Bee Department has none of the educational value it

might have had, and it is so unat tract i\e as to he almost

deserted. A wail of disappointment is set u]> by visitors,

and they are glad to leave it to the solitude that usually

reigns there, fe this the result ofgood or bad management?
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As for 'self-election' of the Committee, no one can

dispute the following facts. Each member of Committee
must pay 80s. at least, and so have four votes. There
are fifteen Committee-men, and thus they have but to

vote for one another, and each of them has sixty votes

over and above any outsider who may wish to enter the

Committee. Thus, as our article stated, the Committee-
men, ' no doubt unintentionally, but still practically,' elect

one another. What the Record asks for is, that no can-

didate shall be allowed to vote at the yearly election of

the Committee.
To sum up the whole affair, the fact is, that it is your-

self, Mr. Editor, who is endeavouring to stifle criticism,

and who is trying to stir up strife by such epithets as

' schismatic,' ' false prophet," ' defiance,' and so on. To
prove this, we challenge you to insert the article on

which your criticism was founded ; it is not a long one,

and it appeared in our issue of July 15th. If you do
this your readers will see against what a hillock of

(the Record'.*) criticism your fuhninations have been
directed.

In conclusion, I may say that the Record has no wish

for a wordy warfare with the British life Journal. We
have each our own circle of readers, and our own allotted

places as promoters of bee-keeping, and we ourselves

have only answered this 'challenge' of yours owing to

your having so repeatedly uttered it.

(If you insert this reply at all please insert it infull,

or we shall be compelled to publish it in our own paper.

)

— J. P. Jackson, Editor ' Bee-keepers' Record,' and late

Hon. Sec. of the Lancashire and Cheshire Iiee-hcepcrs'

Association.

A CORRECTION.
In the account of the meeting of County Secretaries

at the Yeovil Show I am made to say that I had taken

samples of honey to grocers at Weston-super-Mare and
Clevedon. I do not know how this mistake has arisen,

but I did not make any such remark. I said I knew a

man living in my neighbourhood who intended to work
the streets of Weston-super-Mare with a truck, having
glass sides to protect his honey, and he expected to do a

good business.

—

Charles G. Andf.ksox, Hun. Sec. for
Somerset.

BEES BREEDING IN HORIZONTAL COMBS.—
REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

I regret that I attributed to Mr. Cheshire the author-

ship of doubting the possibility of bees breeding in re-

versed combs, quoted by me on page :?40, and must
apologise for making the mistake. 1 find, by reference

to the Journal, vol. ix., page _-C\ that it was the Rev.

G. Raynor I ought to have alluded to, and these are the

words he used :
' The cells were built with an upward

pitch, and, consequently, inverting the frames would
reverse the pitch. Now bees could scarcely use cells in

such a position, either for brood or honey ; and if they

were compelled to cut them away down to the midrib,

and build new ones, great loss of time woidd be involved.'

Will Mr. Cheshire say where I may find any publica-

tion from his pen the past sixteen years on this matter,

as I cannot trace a sentence from him on the subject ?

I would have accepted his word, only he says I seem to

fancy I have discovered something unique.

On reference to my letter on page 240, I distinctly

give the credit of discovery to some one else: and I con-
sider it unpardonable in Mr. Cheshire, with my letter

before him, to impute such dishonourable conduct to me.

He savs, further, that he could have furnished me at

least sixteen years since with comb the exact counterpart

of that which I discovered. Let me tell him that

neither the part nor the couMiwpart were in existence

even three years ago. ami that he has never seen them.

—

Jonx Hewitt, Sheffield.

WHY IS IT P

We may do well to ask why it is that some are trying
to condemn Ligurian bees, when most of our prominent
bee-keepers have decided in their favour. Probably
there are many, especially among beginners who have
been misled by the recent statements made in regard to

the supposed uselessness of Italian bees. In the first

place, all old bee-keepers will notice that those who have
lately condemned them are mostly new hands, and such
a-- have tried only one or two queens, and those for but
a season or two. Some say they are ' all bee3 and no
honey,' while Mr. Hewitt, contrary to the general rule,

says that his one stock had to be assisted with brood
from others ; and later he again foolishly tries to pervert
a statement made by myself, wherein I had said that
whereas jntre Italians were far preferable to pure blacks

the latter possessed several valuable traits, and these
traits could only be secured in a more prolific kind by
breeding directly from black queens mating successively

to yellow drones. Thus we can regain the beauty of the

Cyprians, while retaining to a great extent the non-
swarming propensity of the blacks and the better
appearance of their comb-honey; the amiability of the
Italians, the prolific qualities of the Cyprians, without
their great drawback fertile-workers; and together with
the judicious admixture of the three races, we shall have
a most hardy and profitable strain of bees, as the results

of such crossing have already convinced me.
Those who consider their black liees the best, will do

well to notice if they really have any pure blacks at all,

the probability is that they owe the superiority of their

native bees to the fact that they have already been
cros ed with the race they blindly condemn, and hence,

if only for the one purpose of infusing fresh blood, the

bee-keeper dare not ignore the more prolific race.

Let me remind all those who in future intend to make
their experience public, that it is not with one, not even
with half-a-dozen queens of any given race kept for one
or two years, that they can form a correct opinion of

them as regards their honey -gathering capabilities.

After a careful test of not less than three years, with at

least six stocks, all practical bee-keepers will acknowledge
that the more prolific bees not only gather, but store by
far the larger amount of honey; while in the hands of

the novice they often produce absolutely nothing in a
poor year, and very little in agoodone. We have not
far to seek for the reason. There are many, very many
I am afraid, who, finding a black stock queenless, and
move often than not. miserably weak, think it a good
opportunity to introduce a Ligurian queen. What is the

result!- If at t lie beginning of summer, and the black lot

is not too far gone, this queen gives her bees all they can *

poBsdbly do to attend to her brood; young bees begin to

hatch out in due time, when she rapidly extends her

brood-nest, and so keeps ahead of her bees through the

whole season, until at last she has her hive full of bees,

tint little honey. At this time the Ligurian stock

contains more bees than any other two, or perhaps three

together in the same apiary. Who. then, can say these

bees gather no honey, seeing that time after time these

prolific queens raise up a grand colony from such a small

beginning p The fact is, such stocks starting in poor con-
dition, have during the season collected nearly as much
honey as the best, though no surplus has been given.

Under these conditions, of course, the first season has

been lost, but here is a colony, which wdien supplied

with sufficient food for winter, is in good order for the

next season, and under fair treatment will give a heavy
surplus. But no, the owner says, ' Here is a strong

colony, I must divide that this autumn;' and when
spring comes these are allowed to swarm pretty well as

they like, and then a repetition of the former season

occurs. The result is often the same the first year if a

queen of either prolific race be given to an average black

stock, unless she be introduced very early in spring.
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When these imported queens are obtained, therefore,

it is absolutely necessary that they be given to powerful
Colonies, a- -""ii a- they prove to be fertile, and then the

proper balance of population over and above that required

for attending the brood, will always be on hand ready to

make the most of every opportunity.

Of all pure races, the Ligurian is undoubtedly the best,

all points considered. Cyprians and Syrians, however,
would be ahead of them were it not for one serious

fault—they are so prone to start fertile workers, often

by the side of a laying queen, and almost invariably if

for any reason the hive be without a queen for a few
days. For this reason I have decided to keep them
simply for their drones to fertilise queens of otic

I am aware that much disappointment is caused by
imported queens frequi ntly dying off soon after insertion,

or otherwise turning out badly, and more particularly is

case with queens introduced late in the autumn;
but this is no reason why the whole race is to be con-
demned; on the contrary, it simply shows the foil] of

those who attempted to judge all by the actions of one
or two individuals. I always placed

at a disadvantage, and the onlj wonder is that as many
d.> turn out well after all thej have gone thn iu

It has been stated thai Liguriane are vicious. Out of

several hundreds,] havehad I n t i

vicious 1 be handled with im-
punity at the middle c.f a warm day when hone] was
coming in fr. i

are often inclined to sting, and if opportunity is

given them, will certainlj rob, but not to thi

some foolishl] u ml bey Buppose that tl

amount ofhoneyobtain motherstocks.

id- the temper oi the Benton queens now intro-

given, tl I] produce bi

i
ii than Liigurians. I'i i ibabl] Mr. B

his best to breed onlj fn m vhich produce
gentle bees, as this v. mid account for the more

favourable impression gaining ground in regard to them.
in conclusion, I would -a;, thai insti ad of hi bog

hindrance to profitabl bee-culture, as some would have
.", our industry would not stand where it does

to-day, neither would tin 1 honey resourci - of

have In •n s.i fulU di : 1 ped, had it not bei n for the in-

I \\ li\ is it then, 1 bal a few
i these and other prolific races, when an

overwhelming majority of practical bee-keepers have de-
cided in their favour f hi- -imply this, tl ri

management th I tailed to obtain tl

Valance of population at the right time.- 8, Sim.mi.vs.

HONEY PRODUCTS.
Thank you for your kindly notices in your valuable

E the work in which I am interested, namely,
ngfresh outlets for the dispersion and c

ti"n of pun- British honey, either in its natural

applied form.

ankful i be able to report increasing
and, thanks i" those who have acted on my suggestions,
we can now »j that p ire British honey i- used id

I Coney Drop Biscuits,

„ Lemonade,
„ Nectar,

Medicin
Cough Li

„ CattJi M di

„ Conl'. ctionerj i various mal

» •' 1

1

» 8
Ci

„ Dentifrine,

„ l'onia.l
.

This is a stride forward, and I will leave no stone
unturned to get it further afield yet. One thing i- being
driven into my mind by experience; and it is this, that
whilst we all strive as bee-keepers to prove to the public
the value of honey in many ways, we must be content
with smaller returns. One bar" to the sale of British
honey is it- high price. If sold at a high price, it is a
luxury for the wealthy; but surely, when we consider
how little bees really cost an intelligent owner (less, I
can safely say, than any other kind of live-stock), we
shall secure larger sales if we buy and sell at lower
rates. Apropos of this remark, vide a magazine I only
learnt of a very short time since, th.' Confi
August, 1884, N... 88, page 85, wherein, under the
heading 'Higl I nery. Honey for < lonfec-

. Mr. II. IJ. Harris, the inventor of the new
delicious cake, 'Angel's Food,' writes thus:

—

' Adjoining our exhibit at the Health Exhibition is the
very elaborate exhibit of the British Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion, and a few days since, whilst looking at some specimens
of the honey shown there, I had a abort but interesting
conversation with Rev. V. II. Moyle. He explained to me
that bis desire was to popularise British honey as opposed
to foreign imports, often largely adulterated with sugar,
glucose, and other matters. I pointed out to him that the
surest way to make an article popular with the ma
to make it cheap as well as good ; and that the sweet-eating
public will not eat honey at U. per lb. from patriotism,
when really good jam—pure jam, too—can be bought al

Patriotism is a splendid thing in its way,
but it's " not negotiable " unless run upon commercial
principles. At the same time there seems to be an opening
for honey as a new factor in confectionery, and I purpose
making some . itly as to som< hone]
novelties in various forms, in addition to Leo rii i .1. Bali

.me time ago 1 made quite largely, and which found
a very ready sal pi . f Lecerli I

arc on show with th. i Delation [Mr. Cowan's,
\ ELM.]. They are i l. The results of my
experiments I will publish in some future issue.

• II. i .. Habbib.'

This is a long extract, Mi Editor; but well said, Mr,
Harris, 8a] I: and it' Mr. Harris v.ill onlj mal

u li delicious 1'
I w the hone]

I have -.-lit to him. a- tic confectioner] and recherche
: and sells, he v, ill a. 1.1 \.-l

another triumph in tin i .r li..n.\ in its

applied I

At tl \ iniial Slew of the
Berks B. K. A. at Res tober 1st and 2nd, we
intend bai ing a pecial featuri never yet Largel] -how n
in this count rj , and thai i

:

rtmenl "\\ herein
hone] in it- applied forms ma] be Been and purchased in

. I. - enumerated al beginning of this letter.

—

\. II. Mow;. Brool House, BurghjfieJd, Reading.

CONDEMNED BEES, AND How TO MAKE
I HE BEST OF THEM.

On receiving the B. B.J. by but posl on 30th August,
1 comui.

i it. but had not got very far when
i tartled bj the firew orke of ' \ mati ur ESzp -it

'

fizzing about m] ears. When I had recovered mj eh a

bit, I found myself annihilated by Mr. Buller coming
down upon me like a' carl load' of bricks. I fell LSI lined

to ask, with th.- American gentleman who played an
t'ul ean I' cards with that Heathen Chinee,

'Do I sleep F Do I dream P I- there visions about?'
Surel] I inii-l have dreamed .that I bumped and bru bed
out nearly thirty stocks this timi last year! I could not

have done it, or, if 1 did,] must have made an awful
mess of it. The combs musl havi broken in everal

places; the bees 'must , of necessity/ have been mothered.
Mr. Buller say so!- and have you not inde-

'
i testimony to his ability to Bel every writer in

rnal right? And when I closed the entrances
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(but without stopping the ventilation, Mr. B.), all the
bees ' must, of necessity,' have heen ' overpowered and
stifled.' And these suffocated hees must have attacked
me. There can he no mistake about it. ' Amateur
Expert ' tried it ' once,' and found it so. And yet
(dreamer that I must he !) I have for twelve months been
under the impression that I had brought home my bees
and made, stocks of them ! Well, as I had to start early

on Monday, the 1st of September, on the same errand, I

must at once go and try to find among the lumber the
driving-stand, and the skeps, and the skewers, and the

canvas. It clearly won't do to act contrary to the
superior wisdom of my critics.

3rd of September.—I have returned from my trip, and
must humbly confess to the Hertfordshire authorities

that I really have practised what I preached—smoking,
closing, bumping, brushing, and all. My first lot to be
taken was a single stock thirteen miles from home.
From the time I got out of my trap until I had brushed
out the bees, put them into my box (this I did as it was
pouring with rain, and so all the hees were at home),
delivered the combs to the owner, and got into my trap
again, was ton minutes. Two miles to the next place;
six lots; still raining heavily; time, including every-
thing, forty minutes. Next lot livestocks; time, forty-
five minutes. From here to next stop, three miles.

Here I drove two lots, which had sticks in which I could
not draw. These two lots took me, including getting
out the tackle and re-packing in the trap, an hour and a
half. Others I drove took me as long. Did I get any
bees drowned in honey? Yes, I did; one lot which I

drove for a man who had seen driving at a show and
wanted to see it again. I had only a swarm to operate
upon, and the combs, being heavy and tender, broke
down ; so that before the bees were out the crown of
the skep was half an inch deep in honey. They had to be
brushed off the combs after all. At one place, where I

expected to get some, I found the owner, a platelayer
(not the Platelayer of the B. B. J.), had himself brushed
out his bees. He was a bit puzzled what to do -with

them, and I helped him to unite with a cast, lie had
seen me drive for him for four years, and last year he
saw my bumping and brushing process. He always said
driving took too long; he could not waste half an hour
when a brimstone match would do the job in five minutes.
But of the other plan he said, ' Why, it don't take longer
than puttiu' 'em down.' So, you see, Mr. ' Amateur
Expert,' that, after failing for four years to teach him
the ' more excellent way ' of driving, he soon learnt the
' most excellent way ' of brushing out.

I think I can account for ' Amateur Expert's ' failure.

He very likely made a ball of the grass, and hermetically
sealed the entrance. I push the blades in lengthways,
so that air can enter, but not the bees. It is not the
foragers, Mr. Buller, which annoy ; it is when they have
gone in and told the others that there is honey to be had
for fetching, and asked them to come and "help them,
that the annoyance commences.

I did not have one lot smothered, nor one comb which
did not break out just where I wanted it—close to the
crown. Of course, according to the authorities, they ought
to have broken out two inches down, and got smashed up
into small pieces. But somehow they refused to do it.

How strange, that practice sometimes will not accord
with theory, even when propounded by Mr. Buller!

It is a pity that these gentlemen could not agree on all

points. One says hees, when confined, rush to the cells
and gorge. The other says the suffocated bees, not being
gorged, attacked him. Who shall decide when such
iearned doctors disagree, and only agree to disagree with
my communication of my experience (not my theory) for
the benefit of my brother bee-keepers ? My name should
have been appended to the article. I am prepared to
maintain the truth of it, and now subscribe myself your
obedient servant,— F. Lyon.

Dr. Wallace, Parsonstown, writes, 25th August :—' I
have carefully read your paper on " Coudemned Bees,"
and made my first essay at bee-manipulation last Friday.
I never had anything to do with bees before, so I tried

on one hive only. I succeeded far beyond my expecta-
tion, got no stings, and have the swarm safe in my bar-
frame hive.'

Mr. A. Robinson, Hexthorpe, Doncaster, writes:

—

' For the last two Saturdays I have adopted the system
of breaking the combs by bumping the hives when
taking condemned hees, and find it answers admirably.'

IIOXEY GRANULATING.
On visiting the Bee Department of the Health Ex-

hibition yesterday, a fly-leaf headed, 'British Bee-
keepers' Association— Important Notice,' was given
me by the superintendent. The notice begins, ' All
honey, if pure, will granulate or become candied as

soon as cold weather sets in, .... and that which
will not granulate when exposed to cold is invariably

adulterated.'

Now what I want to point out is the position

in which the B. B. K. A. puts itself and some of its

members ( myself for instance ) by the use of the
word ' invariably.' On turning to Ogilvie's Imperial
Dictionary, under the word ' invariable,' I find the
following meanings given, ' Not variable ; constant
in the same state; always uniform; immutable; un-
alterable ; unchangeable.' Xow I contend that by the
use of the word 'invariably' all liquid is condemned
as adulterated.

My practice is, suiting the tastes of my customers,
— for I find where one will buy granulated honey
six will buy clear — directly my honey is extracted,

it is put in 5 lb. jars and ^stood upon the hot-water
tank that supplies my house. There it remains,
covered only enough to keep out dust, from ten days
to three weeks, according to the original consistence

of the honey; in that period it is generally twice
skimmed, and I get a splendidly clear article, which
may have lost a little of the original floral aroma, but
which will keep clear and unalterable for years. This
I label ' Pure Kent Honey,' and my peculiar brand is

put on it.

Now if I might suggest a substitute for the word
'invariably,' I would counsel 'generally.' Turning to

the same source for its meaning, we get, ' In general

;

commonly ; extensively, though not universally ; most
frequently, though not universally

;

' thus expressing
what I think is more nearly the meaning of the
B. B. K. A. in issuing the leaflet.

If not mixing subjects too much, I should like to

know what alteration honey undergoes chemically and
as regards its food value, after being treated as I treat

mine; and if Mr. Hehner, through the medium of your
Journal, would tell us, I should be happy to help him in

any way by sending samples.

—

John Marten, Dunkirk,
Faversham, Sept. 4th, 1884.

DRY SUGAR-FEEDING.
I wish to join Mr. Howard in thanks to Mr. Simmins

for his sugar-feeding dummy. I hive tried it in all my
I
nucleus hives this summer with success; I am now using

it iu all my hives to keep the queens breeding ; for

stimulative feeding after the honey harvest and in the

spring I consider it all one could desire. Some of its

advantages are, it saves time (no small matter with many
bee-keepers), if the dummy is properly made it will hold

a week's supply for a strong stock, no boiling of syrup,

no spilling of food, which often starts robbing ; in spring

when the temperature varies very much syrup-feeding is

a nuisance ; when the weather is favourable the bees

will take the syrup, if a frost sets in it is not touched;

if the syrup is left on and the feeder not perfectly level
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It will drip on to the bees. I have opened a hive after

such a spell of cold and found the bees covered with

sugar, through the syrup drying upon them, looking very

much like hoar-frost, whereas the dry sugar may be left

and if not touched for a month it takes no harm.—L.

When, Lowestoft.

[We have recently received several letters bearing

testimony to the beneficial effects of dry sugar-feeding.

One writer says that its discovery by Mr. Simmins is

only second to that of Mr. Cheshire in curing foul brood.]

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH OUR HONEY?
From letters in the Bee Journal, it appears many are

asking the above question and waiting for the answer,
I think bee-keepers can help themselves to some extent

if they will try. I should like to preface my remarks by
saving that in this district there are now at least a hun-
dred bar-frame hives where you would have found no-

thing but skeps less than three years back.

In the spring of last year a gentleman — not an
apiarian—put to me this important question :

' What is

the use of advising bo mam to keep bees?—what can

thej do with their honey?' 1 replied, after a little

thought, 'Tell them to bring it to me, and 1 will buy it.'

I then gave notice to all my customers that I was pre-

pared to buy all the honey they could produce. In Juno
I bought the first sections. I set out one window of my
shop with honey and bee appliances. The novelty at-

tracted attention, and in abc months I retailed over the

counter nearly (UXI lbs., principally in 1-lb. and 2-lb.

jars and sections; I could have sold more, but daring
August I could not get all 1 wanted. This year I ex-

pected to buy sufficient in the immediate locality with
in v own to meet the demand, but I have already pur-

chased about 3cwt.out of the district, and must buj more.
I shall be glad to give further information if it will

help to a solution of the difficult] experienced by some
in getting rid of their honey. I.. Wm \. Lowestoft,

CL'cbacs from tbc i)tbcs.

Fairford. Our bees have done very well, and
off a fair amount in sections in June and July, but \' r\

few of tin-in were filled out round tl dges; but we
were rather disappointed at Hi I of August, for,

although the weather was very fine, there was very
little In 3 tored in the supers. Josi ph (

'

I

Newport, Salop, I have a Ligurian stock which has

[ f i nil- t i 1 1 1, -~ this \ r.ir, l ,. - - i 1 . .- ha\ ing ten Wood-
bury frames nf br 1 taken from it. The itock wa
im 1 1 1. r weak in tin' .-living, but, by gentle C ling, tin-

'I
n li\ the end of Maj filled b W Lbury hive with

br 1, which was taken from her on June 1st

purpose of raising young queens. (Tie- bi I being
placed in tie' place of a -tiong stuck.) The ipu

hei bees were placed in b twelve-framed Woodbury
hi\e, filled with old comb, which they partly di

The queen rapidly filled the hive with brood, and there

have been four swarms from that hive, the last on
Sunday, July 27th. The second and fourth swarms I

sold. II. Anion.
Otolderton Rectory, Salisbury. I have just driven for

.i parishioner a tl,it-topped straw skep, in which a swarm
was hived on the 26th of .May la>t. The gross weight
is seventy -seven pounds. -Edwin 1'. Harrow.

North Leicestershire. As there is no heather in this

ncigl boiirhood, the season closed for good oil August
30th, As a matter of fact, the bees did very little

collecting after July 9th. Driving and securing con-
demned bees 18 now the order of the day, and luckily BO

in some cases, for reports of fjnecnli'.s.sness are more than

usually rife, Iiobbers and wasps are still (September
-tin very troublesome.— 10. 1!.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

Ignoro.—1. Sobbing.—As mentioned in our private

communication, this is a clear case of robbing. Mr.
Abbott's robber-preventer is an excellent one. It

consists of a tube of perforated zinc attached to the
entrance, out of which the bees can come through the

tube, but the robbers try to find their way in at the

base. Every now and again the bees are admitted,
and the robbers j, „,n get tired of trying to find their

way in. 2. Remedy for Stings.—Have you tried Dr.
Pine's remedy for -tings (advertised in our columns),
which has been spoken highly of for many years?

A Beginner.—1. Queens.—The only one of the queens
sent which is at all recognisable seems bj her wings to

be an old one, but both are so crushed as to be almost

undistinguishable. 2. Ekes.—Ji the combs are not

built down at all into the ekes, it would be as well to

remove them; hut no harm comes of a space below
the h' are built down so that they
woidd touch the floor, leave the i

!.

Bow.nf.ss. The bees forwarded were hybrids. No. 1

a hybrid which had lost its p I through
disease, No.-2 a hybrid queen.

S. X. u Bees maj be m ived now by the
- described in the reply to • E. X. Synge,' but not

later than a few days utter \ ou re

.1
. M. D, I. Condemned Bees. There is no objection to

putting more than three lots of condemned bees

d the stock will, of course, be all the

Btronger. .'. Feeding. It is a very unusual thing for

bees to refuse syrup. Are you sure that, from mn
defect in your method of putting on your bottle, the]

are not unable to get it: or did you burn the syrup or
spoil it in any way? Try syrup made with refined

crystallised sugar.

G 0, \ We should be obliged by being
favoured with your full address.

\ I: i\ni-:m, Llanelly. 1. Q • [I
i probable

that after -ending off the swarm the y g <\ n was
lost when oui to meet the drone, and the queen-cells

in this case are worthless merebj a despairing last

effort, The bee bavi consequent!} dwindled, and
will end in being robbed and die troyed. There is no
remedj but to unite the few remaining to some other

hive. -'. Quilts for Winter. Two thickn - of

flannel, with a piece of carpel over them. •'!. Side

8pm es. Side space* maj be filled vt Itb chaff, -b.i\ bags,
.,,' C01 k-dii-l .

T. .M.uiiimi i . Sufficiency ofFoodfor Winter.- If your
three colonies have taken 1 in lb . of syrup of the

strength you mention 12 lb . ugar to 8 lbs. of water
—beside bone} collected, there can be no doubt that

ib,\ have filled their hives, and are in good condition

for wintering. Having loosened the Bkeps from the

II vboard, bj passing b knife round under th Ige,

you may rai-o them carefully and examine them, or

even gently turn them up, when you will have ocular

demonstration of their state. There will be no diffi-

culty in examining the frame-hive, The
'i

tity of

honey stored will depend upon the fecundity of each

separate q in, and you will find more brood and less

honey in i than another. Continue feeding ac-

cordingly.

\Y. •'. Brown. -Extracting Syrup. In extracting there

is no danger of throw ing out the syrup of last year's

store. If a small quantity remained it would probably

be in a state of granulation, and would in no way
deteriorate your sample

J. S. I'.. — 1. Wasps. Wasps and robber bees will

quickly destroy quenilcss or weak colonies which have
not ciicrg\ -ullicieiil to defend themselves. Where
hives are strong, populous, and have good queens at
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their heads, neither wasps nor robbers will prevail

against them. 2. Feeding.—Our experience with the
' Raynor' feeder is the opposite of your own. We have

over a dozen in use at the present time, and there is

no leakage. If correctly made leakage is impossible
;

charged with water, it has stood for days without a

drop escaping-. The dome, or stand, should be placed

in position first, not leaning to either side, but in a

horizontal position. The bottle should then be tilled,

and the metal top being screwed on tightly, it should

be gently inverted, and placed upon the dome. A
strong colony will take down from two to three quarts

per day of "thick syrup. 3. Excitement of Bees.—
Your bees had discovered food at some distance, and

were conveying it home, whether honestly or not we
cannot say. The same thing has occurred in our own
apiary.

Henry W. IIai.hen-

.
— Treatment of Spare Combs.—

Spare combs, if containing neither honey nor pollen,

will never be attacked by moth. If containing pollen,

spray with a weak solution of carbolic acid or phenol

before storing them, and stow them away in a dry

room or closet.

C.Habbershaw.— 1. Queenlessness.
—"We fear your hive

is queenless. It is just possible that there may be a

young queen in the hive, but forty-eight hours' ab-

sence of the queen would be sufficient to cause the

bees to build queen-cells, when the old queen would

be refused, as was the case. Why not examine the

hive, if a bar-frame, and ascertain the fact ? If found

to be queenless, you can either allow the young queen

to hatch, and take her chance of becoming fertilised,

or a fertile queen may be introduced, by the usual

and only safe method of caging upon a brood-comb,

all queen-cells having been cut away. 2. Changing

Queen.—The hive in which you could find no brood in

June and July was evidently changing its queen.

The young queen having successfully mated, the

colony is now flourishing.

W. M. M.

—

Syrup and Honey.—We find, by practice,

that 5 lbs. of sugar to one quart of water—mad.' into

syrup according to the usual recipe— are equal to

about 3 lbs. of honey, as food for bees.

J. Cook.— Washings of Combs.—The washings of your

combs will require, according to your description,

.'! lbs. of sugar to a quart of the ' washings.'

Walter Wai.siie.—Foul Brood.—You will find your

questions answered in our issue of Sept. 1 in ' Useful

Hints,' under the headings, ' Autumn Treatment of

Hives Infected with Bacillus Alvei,' and ' The Treat-

ment of Infected Skeps.' It is not too late for you ti i

apply the remedy.

A Beginner.— Willesden Card.—This may be obtained

at Messrs. Spalding and Hodge, 34 Cannon Street.

A. Kobinson.—The sample of sugar forwarded will make

good syrup. But we prefer the refined crystallised

sugar, as containing more saccharine powers, and

b sing less chemically treated.

F. MeK.— Winter Passages.—There should be one or

two holes, | of an inch in diameter, cut through each

comb about 4 inches from the top. These holes can

be made by a tube of tin, serrated like a saw. (See

Cowan's Guide-boo/.-, page 148.)

F.W. Tojipson.—Mr. Fox Kenworthy , The Park, Ealing,

is the Secretary of the Middlesex B. K. A.

J. x. G.—1. Centaurea nigra (the common and black

Knapweed). 2. Scabiosa succisa (Devil's Bit Scabious).

You maybe sure, if these plants are frequented by the

bees at this time, that they must be valuable.

B.—1. CaUuna vulgaris (common Heath or Ling). This

is the plant from which the bees get the far-famed

heather honev. 2. Erica tetrali.v (Cross-leaved heath).

This heath is a honey plant, but it yields a different

kind of honey from the former.

E. Z. Synge, Co. Wickhw.—1. Moving Bees.—You can
move your bees now by making an artificial swarm,
and putting it until night on the old stand, removing
the old stock to its new location. At night put the

swarm close to the old stock in its new position. In
three days' time reunite. 2. Wintering.—Bees must
be ' wintered ' on their permanent stand ; do not shift

them. The aspect is not of much consequence, so long-

as they get sunshine. Do not put your bees in a house.

3. Uniting.—No. The bees must take the scented

syrup. Turning up a skep is not the dreadful operation

you seem to think. You will find it easj- enough.

A. Wallace, Parsonstoion.—1. Condemned Bees.—Give
them syrup only ; they will get pollen for a few weeks,

enough to supply the brood which they raise. Do not

feed heavily until the combs are built out, and be

careful that they are not so unequally loaded that

some break down. Half a pint a-day is enough to

give at first. 2. Pollen Gathering.— Yes, as a rule,

but not always; pollen is consumed by adult bees.

3. Brood-comb.—Brood must not be separated from
the bees for an hour. Take with you a frame of

wood 1 } inch wide, covered on one side with wire-

netting, and a piece of netting to cover the other side.

Put the piece of brood-comb between the netting, and
suspend the whole in your box of bees. If the pieces

tit pretty well they will be joined into one sheet, and
the brood hatched out. 4. Age of Queen.—By her

history. The old queens go with swarms, therefore

stoclcs which have swarmed and casts have young
queens. 5. Scented Syrup.— Add a few drops of

am kind of scent to the syrup and shake up.

(i. Hybrids.—A first cross is as good as, or better

than, a pure race. 7. Killing Queens.—No. The
fittest will survive.

Miss F. Fitzgerald.— If you are unable to discover

the younger of your two queens, there is no alternative

but to allow them ' to fight it out.'

George D. Clark.—The Secretary of the East of

Scotland B. K. A. is Mr. J. W. Warden, 23 Panmure
Street, Dundee.

W. Mitchell.—We are pleased to comply with your

desire of August 30th.

W. Pears.— Heather Honey.— In order to get the

honey from the cells, cut them across, and after-

wards chop them into small pieces ; put these into

a conical bag, hang- up before a warm fire, and the

honey will exude.

G. E. Ashburner.—Beginning Bee-keeping.—We would
suggest that at this season it would be desirable to

acquaint yourself with the literature of bee-keeping.

By studying such works as the British Bee Journal,

Modern Bee-keeping, Cowan's Guide-book, &c, you

would become acquainted with the physiology of the

bee and the economy of the hive, and would be pre-

pared to commence bee-keeping in earnest next spring.

Samuel Bagster, jun., wrote a work entitled The

Management of Bees, which passed through three

editions—1834,' 1838, and 1865. Bagster is said in a

biography by J. Broad to have 'issued a selection of

moral and religious lessons founded on the customs of

bees extracted from a wort by Samuel Purchas, and

first published in 1657.' Has any bee-keeper seen the

above-mentioned 'Selection?' The Editor would be

obliged by any information respecting it being for-

warded to him.

%* Various communications luive been pressed out by

our report of the discussion on Mr. Hehner's paper, amongst

others letters from Mr. Broughton Carr, ' The Platelayer,'

and Mr. II. 'Milts. These will appear in our next.
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QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
At the Quarterly Conference of the Representa-

tives of Affiliated County Associations with the

Committee of the B. B. K. A., held at 105 Jermyn
street on the 22nd of October, Mr. W. II. Dun-
man, the Bon. Sec. of. the Dorsetshire Association,

made a further advance towards the solution of

the question i>f representation, which we think

•deserves the attention of our readers.

We must congratulate Mr. Dunman on the

genera] result of his motion, though he Failed to

•carry all tin- points which his resolutioi

tained ; and we rausl also compliment him on

the tenacity with which he stuck i" the fourth

•clause of his resolution, viz., that relating to

'In' length of notice to be given to county
-ocivturii's of all to i,i.' brought for

ward at the Conference. Mr. Dunman'e motion

was divided, for convenience of discussion, into four

clauses.

Clause 1. That anj four C ty Associations

should be allowed to form a union, ami to send

up one representative in turn to each quarterly

meeting to represent the union.

This clause was carried by the Conference.

The four counties originating the idea were
if Doi et, Devon, Somerset, ami Cornwall.

No one, we think, could reasonably take any
objection to this scheme as a matter of con-

venience for County Associations themselves, and
ensuring the presence of a representative

of each count} in tic union at one of the four

conferences held in the course of the year. For

this p his a proper step to limit the

number of counties to be included in such unions

to four. Each representative will thus have the

opportunity not only of acquainting himself with

the operation of the Central and Affiliated Associa

tion, tmt will also be able to bring forward any
matters relating specially to his own county as

well as those relating to the union generally. If

representatives cannot be found to attend four

meetings in the year, it is better to have a repre

Sentative who will attend once in the year Mian not

it all.

Clause L\ That each representative should have a

k'ote for each count) lie represents.

This clause was not carried, and in our opinion
wisely. --at all events, until the counties generally
have thought well to adopt the union system.

Clause I',. That no individual county shall be

entitled to have more than one vote at the Con-
ference, though it ma\ send two representatives.

This clause was also ejected, from a feeling that

it was unjust to curtail the existing rights of

County Associations in order to Buit the convenience
of others*

Clause l. That notices of the agenda to be dis-

cussed at each Quarterly Conference should lie

sent by tic Secretary of the I',. B. K. A. to each

County Secretary one month before the diie of

i, i, i onference.

This is the clause to which Mr. 1 (unman adhered

with such tenacity, and which, with a deduction

of seven or eight days, he succeeded in carrying.

We cannot oiir-,l\, see that its effect can lie

otherwise than for g I, and we think that its

advantages will outweigh its disadvantages.
\t this Conference the advantage of allowing

lis to lie represented h\ members not

necessarily residing in the county, was illustrated

bj the appearance of the Rev. Alexander A. Halley,

i resident in the metropolis, as the representative

of the Nottinghamshire Association. \\> ourselves

think that this plan gives th sility of

representation to counti a distant from London,

and ensures the protection ,,f their interests better

than the attendance of a representative once a-year.

But the plan advocated by Mr. Dunman may prove

more feasible, and it is well to give a fair

trial to every scheme for repri ntal rdt c to

perfect our organization, as far a perfection may
lie attainable.

lloM'.V CROP OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Now that bee-keeping is being raised to a voca-

tion and consolidated into an industry, and now
that i farmsare being established and honey com-

panies are visiLly looming at no far-olf distance,

it is desirable that tier, should be -'1111' statistical

report of the honey production of the I inted King-

dom. As the intelligent bee keeper considers it a <\iny

to obtain a clear record ofthe produce "fins apiary,

so is it desirable for the apicult nral comn ily

to have a report of the honey harvest of the nation.

Such a report would enable us to determine to

what extent tie- land in which we live is hoiiey-

produciug, and it would furnish some groundwork
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for the honey-purchaser and the honey-producer.

At present, it is difficult to arrive at any assured

result, as there are not sufficient data on which to

base our calculations and the element of disturbing-

causes is unknown. But it may be that the very

egregiousness of our calculations, or rather our mis-

calculations, will possibly lead the way for others

to make in the future more careful and elaborate

reports. Now that Associations, with their divi-

sional districts, are covering the counties of

England, there should be no great difficult}' in pro-

viding a sufficient number of numerators to under-

take a honey census.*

This has been effected in other countries. In the

year 1882 reports were made by the prefects of the

several departments of France to the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce, from which it appears

that in that year there were in France 1,971,865

bee-hives in operation. These produced 9,918,642

kilogrammes of honey, of the gross value of

14,945,885frs., and 2,845,749 kilogrammes of wax,

of the value of s,752,290frs., being a total value of

23,698,175frs. for a single vein's production of the

French bee-hives. In other words, there were

produced 9778 tons of honey and 2795 tons of wax,

and the value of the honey and wax was upwards
of 900,000/.

In the year 1883 a very satisfactory attempt was

made by the State of Illinois to ascertain the

amount of honey produced there, and this has

been pronounced to be the ' most complete report

ever published in bee-papers.' From this report

we gather that the colonies of bees reported in

1882 numbered 131,633; and tie amount of

honey produced was 3,791, 301 lbs., or almost

1246 tons. The respective areas of France and

Illinois are 204,096 and 55,405 square miles.

Now let us take one county of England, and
endeavour to deduce therefrom the probable honey

crop (if the United Kingdom. In the year 1881

the county of Herts was 'exported' by Mr. T. B.

Blow, of YVelwyn, Herts, and in that year, as we
are informed, 796 stocks of bees were owned by
184 members of the county Association, or an

average of nearly five stocks for each member.
In those days Mr. Blow computed that to one

member that kept bees there were two bee-keepers

who were not members ; therefore 796 x 3 =
2388 stocks in Herts in 1881. Averaging 12 lbs.

per stock, we have 2388 x 12 = 28,656 lbs.

for the total yield for lSsl in Herts. But the

number of members has much increased since 1881,

and there are now- about 475. The ranks of the

* While this is passing through the press we have re-

ceived from Mr. E. E. (' Pioneer ') Godfrey, of Grantham,
a hlank .tabulated form, which he is sending to the bee-

keepers in Lincolnshire. This we append :—
To From

E. B. Godfkey, Hon. Sec, Name
Lincolnshire Bee-keepers' Address

Association, Grantham. Date

Number of Stock? Number of Stocks Total weight
Address, kept in Straw kent in Bar- of Ho

members of the Association have increased through
the accession of non-members. The proportion,

therefore, is not the same as in 1881 ; and we
would now say that there was an equality between
the members and non-members, consequently there

are in Herts 950 bee-keepers, and proceeding on the
above calculation there would be in Herts 4750
stocks. We might in this year, so marked by the

extent of its honey yield, be within the mark in

calculating the average produce of each stock

at 20 lbs. ;* therefore 4750 x 20 would give

95,000 lbs. as the yield of Herts in the present

year. Herts is about the ninety-fifth part of

England and Wales. The production of England
and Wales then would be 9,025,000 lbs. But as

Herts is a special county, well worked by its

officers, and a county where bee-keeping has

been much developed, a considerable reduction

must be made for those portions of England (1)

which are covered with buildings, (2) which are

unsuitable for bees, and (3) where there is apathy
on the part of the inhabitants in respect of this

industry. These subtractions might reduce the

above amount one half, or say, for England and
Wales, 4,512,500 lbs. For Scotlaud and Ireland

say half of this amount :

—

For England and Wales . 4,5 1 2,500

Scotland and Ireland . 2.256,250

or rather more than 3000 tons.

6,768,7.
rM) lbs.,

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION.
The following awards have been made in the Bee-

Department :

—

British Bee-keepers' Association, 'Diploinaof Honour.'
Messrs. Gr. Neighbour & Son Silver Medal.
Rev.V. II. Moyle
Mr. S. J. Baldwin Bronze Medal.
Mr. R. W. Davies „ „
Messrs. G. Neighbour & Son ... „ „

Me. Cheshire begs to thank those bee-keepers who
have forwarded queens to him, and to say that he requires

still a few more in order to enable him to complete his

investigations.

USEFUL HINTS.

With the exception of a few days cold, com-
mencing on 10th ult., with snow-storms in many
parts of the country, serving to remind our readers

that the caution contained in our last Hints was not

far from the mark, the weather has remained fine,

dry, and orieu, giving another month's grace to lazy

or procrastinating bee-keepers, if there are any such.

* The following are some of the reports which have
reached us :

—

Name. Hives. lbs. of Honey. Average.

Eev. J. L. JSisson — ...
— ... 30

Miss Gayton 30 ... 1536 ... til

Kev. H. Matthews 27 ... 1820 ... 07

W.Baitt 20 ... 085 ... :il

Gulston 10 ... 050 ... 40

Eev. Astley Boberts... 9 ... 318 ... 35
H. "W. Durraut 5 ... 800 ... 160

J. Marten 18 ... 557 ... 31

A. Watkins 12 ... 480 ... 40
T. Stothard 10 ... 1CU4 ... 89.
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Now, however, even they must realise that winter

is indeed at hand. From now bees should be at

absolute rest from any interference.

Stores should be all sealed by now. A little

unsealed stores around the brood-nest may be dis-

regarded, as it will be used up first : but if the

outside combs are not sealed, they should be put

through the extractor. Unsealed stores are a sure

cause of dysentery.

Feeding with liquid food should have bei

continued for icka are from

any cause still short of food to last them through

the winter, the only food suitable is either candy,

which maybe laid upon the frames under the quilt,

or barley-sugar, which must no

placed there, but, if given, must be pul into

on the float principle, so that as it deliqui

may not run down among the com
perienccs of those who were induced by tl

respondence last autumn to use candy in I

was not sufficiently Batisfacti ry I i i imend that

plan for general ado]

Material fob Quilting. — For the luidi

nothing is better than hard ticking. I'n-

is un-

suitable, as the dressing with which a is loaded, as

by i In dusi v. h a torn,

attracts moi I
i comes mouldy. For the

equal ti

other similar bottomle - tray, covi n 1 with canvas

and filled « iih c irk-duflt < >ri I put a

board or any impervious material upon the quilt, or

let the roof real upon it. There should

ii of air over it.

Covering 1 • par-

ticularly in hives without close-fitting

the frames, thai the quilt fits closelj all over, and

that there is no draught through the bive. Lo

ti of food to produce it, and,

what is of d - in the

bee .

Dummies. When packing 1

in hives in which the m they should,

I

additional warmth, fill in chaff or cork dusi

between the hivi wall and the dummy; the weight

to push the dummj oul i f

and thi es into the bet

which they will labour to remove it. Put it

either in a bag, or in a frame or section frame

covered both sides with canvas.

I 1 1 UPNES i is thi

v. altering of bees, « net hei

moisture, or from the entry of it from without. A

little bit of quilting, or a P . line. ids hanging out

to catch the wet, will, by capillary attraction,

I t he quill damp and mouldy.

Stands.— See thai these are firm, and that the

hives do not rock upon them.

Ait: [ANCI I lollei I all the etcetei ,

in the hurry of busim -, bei a put down anj n I

and left there ; look over them ; clean and pul

away all the perfi any im-

cl for repair during the winter. Feeders

tally, being no longer required, should be

cleaned and dried ; or, when required for use is

the spring, it may be found that mouldiness I i

marked them for its own.

Spare Combs should be examined, and those

which are obviously useless melted down. But
ful ones carefully put away, as hinted last

month.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
; terlj Conference of the prei

- net] t ii thi i

Crueltj to Annuals, 111") .leniiMi S

22nd, at 1 'VI ii K. u hen the fol-

lowing memo the Associi

Rei H. R. Peel (in tl

or, Mr.

J. M. U Rev.
. I.. Bartram, Captain Bu li, R.N., and Mr.

W. O'B
aented ion by Mr. W. N. Griffin (D

\. i

Mr. W. II. Uuni i, Mr. 1'. ii.

. Waller (Surrey), Mr. .1. P. Samfceh

and Mr. G. Allen Kenl I, CD. Glennii

I
;

!

( April 16th and Jul]

I
lint the first

:l \\;i- the I C '111.1 V

men noti

i i now the only announi
[\ en in the columns of th

p a change in refei-

Mr. !

lud 1 abofil 5s. pet

quarter, i li. p< i a 1, \ I psatioi

ensued, I

f Mr. 1 looki p,
-• conded b t& I L a. m

I lean I

Secretary of i i
- iciation, with

a requi i thai be n ill i

!

p
I that, in addition to thi,

I

v ild

; , i he i. ./.
. peed to.

Mr. Dunrnan said that when bi beld its

. ;; of county repre-

: Dgland. The members pn -

portant that they should be pe-

d ;>i tli- Quarterly ( lonfi pi no of the B. I!. K. A.

to earn out this plan would involve considerable ex-

more, in Eact, than eithi

hear, unless the Parent \ 01 iatii i p i mi
i.i four i lunties, i i bich i i e, oi course,

I

ption ite number of votes on

in brought foi vard for di-

I ni, • - thi power ol voting were given there

would often be the anomal] of one county represented

gentl m (a p •
I by the rules), who

each, and tb ibj double the p iwei

of a representative who appeared on behalf of four
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different counties. Tie therefore submitted the following-

resolution for consideration—'That it is most advisable

that County Associations should be always represented

at the four quarterly meetings of the B. 15. K. A., and
that in order to enable them to do so they should be
allowed to unite, and that one representative should be
enabled to represent more than one county; and that if

there should be a case of voting- he should have as many
votes as counties he represents.

The Committee of his own Association also thought
that at least one month's notice shoidd be given of any
motion to be brought forward at the quarterly meetings.
This would enable County Associations who wished it

to meet and communicate their views on the matter to

their representative or representatives. He would for-

mulate a resolution in accordance with this view after a
vote had been taken on the motion before the meeting.

Mr. Griffin seconded the motion, and Mr. Samhels,
Mr. Garratt, and the Rev. V. II. Moyle, supported it

;

-while Mr. Stewart, Mr. Hooker, and the Rev. Mr.
Jenyns, opposed it on the ground that the conferring of

a plurality of votes on one representative would invest
that gentleman with too much power, -who would in

reality be only a delegate from two or three or more
different counties, compelled to vote according to the
directions of his constituents, and consequently not per-
mitted to exercise his judgment unfettered at the
meetings.

Mr. Dunman's resolution was eventually divided into
two parts, and put to the meeting as follows : moved by
Mr. Dunman, seconded by Mr. Griffin, and carried by
nine votes against one— ' That it is most advisable that
County Associations should always be represented at the
four quarterly meetings of the B.B. K.A., and that to

enable them to do so Associations should be allowed to

unite, and that one representative should be enabled to

represent other Associations besides his own.'
Moved by Mr. Dunuian, seconded by Mr. Griffin, but

negatived by six votes to four—'That should there be
any case of voting, each representative should have as
many voles as counties he represents.'

Mr. Dunman then moved, and Mr. Griffin seconded

—

' That notices of every quarterly meeting of the B.B.K.A.
be sent out to County Associations one month before
such meetings.'

Mr. Stewart pointed out that it was not necessary to

give more than fourteen days' notice of a general Hirel-

ing, which was of greater importance than a quarterly
meeting. He objected to the motion, and said that the
effect <>f it would be to postpone the consideration of

many subjects until all interest in them was lost. A
matter of pressing importance in May could not be dealt
with, supposing the next quarterly meeting were held at

the In-ginning of June, until the following October, when
very likely no benefit could be derived from the dis-

cussion thereof.

Mr. Hooker said that Mr. Dunman's proposition could
not he carried out unless Clause 2 of the Privileges of
Affiliatiou were altered, because that clause permitted
notices of motion to be given within fourteen days of
any quarterly meeting at which such resolutions were to

be discussed. This rule would obviously prevent the
agenda of eacli meeting being forwarded to county re-

presentatives one month before the date of meeting."
After some further discussion, Mr. Dunman assented

to this resolution standing in the following form, when
it was put to the meeting, and carried by twelve votes
against two—'That it is advisable that the Secretary of
the 1$. B. K. A. send out the agenda paper twenty-one
days previous to every meeting.'

In reference to the second item on the agenda, viz.
* A proposal for publishing the bound volumes of the
Annual Reports, the chairman said lie thought there
was a feeling that it was desirable, if possible, to lessen
the burden on County Associations of furnishing so

many copies of their report for the purpose of being-

bound together with those of other Associations, and he
would be glad to hear any suggestions thereon. Mr.
Griffin, Mr. Dunman, and Mr. Brown stated that the
Associations they represented would be happy to supply
gratis as many as seventy copies of their reports for
binding purposes. No decision was arrived at on this
point, the chairman recommending that the subject shoidd
be thought over by the members before they met again.

In regard to item 7 of the agenda, viz. ' The prose-
cution of the vendors of adulterated honey,' Mr. Huckle
begged that all persons interested in the objects of the
Association would be on the look out for samples of
honey suspected of being adulterated and communicate
the particulars to him, in order that steps might be taken
to prosecute the vendors. The chairman recommended
that a list of public analysts should be procured and
published in the Bee Journal.

There were several other subjects on the agenda for
discussion ; but owing to the lateness of the hour, and
the Board-room being required for the Conversazione
which was to follow, the consideration of such matters
was adjourned until the next quarterly meeting.

Conversazione.

Soon after six o'clock the Committee and Couuty
Representatives reassembled, their number being aug-
mented by several ladies and gentlemen interested in

bee-culture. The proceedings of the evening comprised
the reading of a paper by George "Walker, M.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P.,' On Feeding Bees,' and the discussion thereon.

Mr. Duumau (Dorsetshire) having been called to the
chair, opened the proceedings. He said he felt it an
honour to preside on the present occasion as a repre-

sentative of one of the oldest bee-keeping Associations.
He congratulated them on the excellent honey season
they had all experienced this year, and said their first

thought must now be to take care of the bees
during the approaching winter. He looked forward to a

most instructive lecture from their friend, Dr. Walker,
on the subject of feeding bees. It was most important
that bee-keepers should be rightly informed as to the

time when bees shoidd be fed, the ways of feeding them,
ami the material their food should consist of. He
woidd not therefore occupy auy more of their time but
call on Dr. Walker to address them.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—The subject I

have chosen for my paper this evening is on ' Feeding
Bees,' and I have chosen this subject, not because I

have any new facts to demonstrate, or new theories to
prove, but because I wish the B. B. K. A. to show to all

bee-keepers that, by allowing me to read this paper at

their quarterly meeting-, they believe that one of the chief

aids to successful bee-keeping is, that of knowing when
and how to feed bees.

During some twenty years' experience as a bee-keeper,
I have found, as most likely all you present have too,
that in spreading bee-cidture among all classes, both
high and low, we have an amazing amount of ignorance
to contend against, and perhaps never more strikingly
shown than in the art of feeding. Not that bee-keepers
from the time of Columella down to the time of our
friend Mr. Cowan, have not insisted on the importance
of the subject— they have done so : but it has been
' caviare to the general

;

' and though I find young bee-
keepers do not spare their money in buying all kinds of

bees, any new-fangled hive, or useful or useless appli-

ances, the supplying their stocks and swarms with
sugar is the shibboleth at which they stumble. Again
and again I have found in the early spring stocks simply
starved. I have examined them just when the genial

spring has covered the earth with a carpet of flowers,

and found little or no honey in the hive. 1 have advised
careful feeding, but it is like music to the deaf adder, which
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will Dot heaT ' the voice of the charmer, charm he never

so wisely.' And when I have looked at them a few
weeks utter every bee was dead. This has been, I am
suiry to say, an oft-repeated tale, and so I make do

apologies in bringing the subject of feeding before your

notice.

The subject divides itself naturally into three heads

—

what to feed with, how to feed, and when; and I propose

to sketch briefly each of these.

Honey consists <>f two forms of sugar, called dextrose

and bsvulose, with about 20 per cent of water. It is

not found in the nectaries of plants, but the cane Bugar

which they collect is changed by some substance in the

body of the bee akin to diastase. The same process take <

place when we add some dilute acid like sulphuric or

tartaric, but it is difficult to get rid of the excess of acid.

Sow far this -mall amount of acid would be deleterious

tothebees [cans I say, as! have never fed bees with grape-

sugar, though it i- highly spoken of owing to its cheapness

and it- similarity to honey. Tl rdinary cane-sugar is

what is generally used either in the form of syrup or in the

form of candy. The brown sugaT of commi roe contains
> matter than the white j-.-

1 i 1 sugar,

hut it i- -aid not to Buit tie- bees bo well, a- it son

induces dysentery. 'I'll- advantage of dry sugar feeding

is that the bees will often take it when they will not
take syrup, taking care to provide them with water to

lll-.iiU e llie -i. .'

in the proportion of 1 lbs. I

rinegar with It, and

minutes. In the spring and late

autumn it i- bel ti c to add more sugar, a i be b

not abli to get oi ire. If we liavi

kj | |
. contend w

b I. we shall have to add eitl

phenol. To make the former we dissoh

acid and on ince of soda borax in two quarts
of water, and add two tab! this solution to

two pints ol syrup. The phenol solution is i

taking one ounce of < 'alw

No. 1. melting them in a cup placed Dear the fire, and
then dissolving the acid in a quart ol I adding

three teaspoonfuls of this solution to a quart of syrup.

A- the bees sometimes will Dot take tl

syrup, i oblige them to take it bj

it over the combs.
In the earlj sprin utumn, if tie

deficienc] of food in the hive, we shall ha

feeding with barley Bugar or candy, and pea-cake, as

we wish to give the food in a highly concentrated form.

Barle] ugai > made bj melting lugar with littl

water, till it begins to change toa Eight straw colour: it

i i j i ber a difficult proces , as it I
lie boilii

caramel i fori I, very useful for flavouring

oups, but not ' to ci

Pea-cake i- made by adding I II.. of pea-flour to everj

6 lbs. of sugar, adding Dot quite a pint of wai
keeping the ma-- well stirred to prevent burning, the i" a-

llour having been added just when tin' sugar is dissolved,

and taken oil a- - i, tl EceSS of water i- driven off,

and i- ponied into saucers or soup-plates covered with

paper, which prevents the sugar .-ticking'. This placed

ot( i' tie feeding-hole or bet ween the be

useful food for stimulative feeding, the pea-flour ap-
proaching very n.arlv in composition to the pollen of

plant . containing a large amount of nitrogen indis-

pensable for br [-raising.

(lend. •men, you know thai within the memorj of

man the art of healing has made enormous strides, and
thai i great part of this progress is due to the discover}
of vai en .iii.i i bi in-.-. So important i- Men u • •.

I bat

in all our large hospitals a special officer is appointed
for their due administration, and the highest praise

that could be accorded to such a man would be, ' He did

not invent a new machine' For when we come to bee-
feeders their name is legion, every one seems to have
some new- method, and all new bee-keepers are on the
look out for the perfect feeder : f the simplest is a

bottle which is filled with syrup, and then inserted over
a vulcanite stage, which is perforated in such a manner
that the bottle cover- one or more holes, allowing' the
In es to take the syrup slow Iy or quickly.

As far as my experience goes tlii- is much preferable
to those feeders which are put over a hole in the top
carpet so as to allow the bees to come up. m v objection
to this class of feeders is that a large amount of heat is

wasted and -o much food has to he Consumed lo keep
up the heat of the hive, d'he f br which I prefer—
and I am -oitv not to be able to tell you its inventor's
name— is simply a w (en block mad.' like o bar, hut

wider, being about two inches in width, a trough i- made
either bj using a -a» common!] called a 'wobbler,' or
hv means ol a centre-bit and a gouge, one side being
lower than the other to let tie bees get at the syrup; and
if the trough is of any depth it i- better to hare a float

n the I, ies I., bag drowned, a. d also to divide the
trough into two part- |,\ -, vertical division: from the

smaller of which the bees are excluded, and into which
the syrup is poured and Bows into the larger division
through a hole cut in the bottom of the partition.

The advantage of this form of feeder i- licit the heat
of the bive is not , an he -low ol

I
»e ean re-till it with, hi disi urbing the bees,

hv cutting a Re
,

t over the smaller

Like the \ I Id, n i are al\i aj - eager
• i thing, and 1 have tried everal n. «

only to he disappoint ! Each an I all seem I

' feet ; and I thej made not

for u<f, hut to -ell. The di advantage of i he wooden
ip R good di ft] of room,

wanted,
feeding is DOt.

And now, gentlemen, in condu in, I con to the
most important qui feed \ tin and

I am a-kod, • i if , .I..
| yout bees in

the winter?' And again and again 1 reply, ' Never, or
hardly ever.' As I said before, bees are starved through
want of f ling, but wo mi . ,

|

lost through the misl
, disturb

the hives bj mpplj ing .car when the bees biber-

1 t changeabli often Bud great
al'eiali mi the I a I

and after a odd 1
1 we get a bin I of unsl • hi. i.

deludes the bai ith the idea that spring has
cine in the middle of H int. r, ai .1 ., wo -t h.

readj to guard against this bj having barley sugar or

I" B cake, in .-a ie thi I
I bould run low. If we have

taken care to supply the bi i « ith ufficient f I we
•hall avoid the S-vlla of starvation as well as the
Charybdis of eandj

;
for if we I date thi bei

4
i "i tl"- spring we -hall.ii is true, induct earlj bi I-

g only at the ultimate ruin of our hive..

It
'

imp..- ible io fix anv d. iimte ti for com-
It depellil- elilllelv on ill

but our h. -i criterion i the condui i of the I them-
i Ives, a if we find them living out of the hive al I

'he end of February 01 the beginning of March we mu i

•
"" the hive some 6 laj to ee if the bee have

commenced brood-raising; if so, we can stimulate them
byfirsl uncapping some of the 1 y-cells, and then,
when theii uppfies ran ihort, hv giving harley-sugar

ike or drj sugar in a feeder close to the I. rood ne i.

changing this to syrup as the bees begin to fly out of
their bives, for While the weal her is cold the bees will
take harl.-v Sugar when they will DOt take syrup. So,
too, we may supply pea-Hour, SO essential for fee, line the
brood, either by mixing ii with the dry sugar, or by
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sprinkling it on shavings placed in a skep or box. As
each pound of comb necessitates the conversion of some
twenty pounds of honey or syrup, immediately the bees

begin comb-building we shall have to supply syrup in

large quantities to work out the sheets of foundation,

taking care that the feeding is not so rapid as to induce

their making a large amount of drone-comb, though the

worker foundation will prevent this to a great extent.

Thus, by careful feeding and judicious increase of the

the brood-nest, by placing bars of foundation or comb
l»tween two bars containing brood, we are enabled to

get the hives full of bees to take advantage of the honey
harvest, and in those places where the chief crop is from
fruit blossom we .--hall have to be earlier in this stimu-

lative feeding, than where the crop is obtained from
limes or heather, and it is difficult to drum this fact

into the minds of young bee-keepers. They see that

there are several of our early flowers in bloom, and
the need of feeding them is a mystery. The main
object is, of course, to get as many bees as possible by
the time of the honey harvest, the more bees we have
the easier is brood-raising carried on, and, as a conse-

quence, the more spare bees to collect the honey, and
never is the necessity more shown than when, as often

happens, we have a mild spring followed by rather

a cold summer. Again and again I have seen stocks

not nearly so strong at the end of June as they were at

the end of April, and so we ought to have our fingers

constantly on the pulse of the hives, and feed when there

is the slightest cheek, moderating the feeding so as to

prevent the bees storing it away, but giving just enough
for their daily wants.

Of course, when sections are on the hives those of us
ihat have an unaccommodating conscience will be chary
of feeding, and if we are obliged to do sp it ought to be
with honey, pure and simple, not mixed with hore-
hojimd.

The advisability of feeding swarms has been con-

stantly insisted upon, and the reason is not far to seek,

for, as I mentioned before, the process of comb-building
is very expensive, and by feeding we can give the queen
a large amount of space available for laying eggs. The
common plan, and that a good one, is to feed the bees

for the first fourl ien days, or longer if the weather is

cold. By that time the swarm, if a strong one, will,

owing to the comb-building instinct which is always
strongest at that time, have tilled with comb a mode rate-

sized hive, say of ten bars. After the comb is well filled

out we must only give a small amount of food, to prevent

the bees filling up the vacant cells.

By this plan, if our honey harvest is late, we can
manage to make our swarms as strong as stocks ; and so

if, after feeding as above, we put sections on we can often

get as good a crop as from an old stock.

The autumn management of bees consists in proli mging
the breeding season ; as the young bees which are

hatched out late are better able to stand the winter, and,
what is more important, perhaps, to survive till the
young bees are hatched out in the early spring, as that

which is called 'spring dwindling' depends upon the fact

that the young bees are not hatched out in sufficient

quantities before the bees that have wintered have died.

Again, the more bees there are in a hive the less

expenditure of food to keep up the necessary heat ; and
so, by stimulative feeding a hive which is described

above we keep the queen breeding till October. In
ordinary seasons I commence this feeding about the

middle of August, and then about the beginning of

October I examine the hives, and feed rapidly, so as

to give a ten-bar hive about 2o lbs. of stores for the
winter.

Stocks can be wintered on less, and I have fre-

quently wintered bees which had not so much, but it

may be taken for granted that it is better to overfeed,

as supposing some is still left unconsumed in the spring,

by uncapping the cells the queen can be stimulated, or
the surplus stores can be used for other stocks, lie-

distribution, in fact, without the franchise.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen,— I have to
thank you for the kind attention with which you have
listened to this paper, and, believe me, the pleasure I

have had in writing it will be enhanced the more, if

the subsequent discussion tends to advance, even in a
slight degree, that which we all have most at heart,

—

the progress of bee-culture.

[We are obliged to postpone- the discussion till our
next issue.]

GRANTHAM HONEY FAIR
This great annual fair was held in the Westgate Hall,

Grantham, on Oct. 18th, and was opened by the Mayor
(G. S. Hannett, Esq.), with some most appropriate
remarks, which were responded to by the Rev. C. P.
l'lumptre of Claypole, and Mr. R. R. Godfrey of Gran-
tham. The Mayor (accompanied by the Mayoress) paid
a visit to the various stands, making large purchases, and
showing in a practical manner his sympathy with the
movement. There were 4141 lbs. of extracted and comb
honey— a little less than two tons— entered for the fair.

The total weight of honey pitched was somewhat less

than the previous fair, but it was very satisfactory to

find that the number of vendors was far in excess of last

year, there being forty on this occasion, as against
twenty-five twelve months ago. The great variety of

the lots, the different modes of putting up, and the many
colours and quality of the honey, could scarcely fail to

suggest to the bee-keepers present some profitable lessons.

Sales went on in a very lively fashion, and the result

revealed clear boards and good prices, except in the case

of three or four heavy lots, where the owners had to

pack some of it up again unsold. The average price of

extracted honey was about 9d. per pound, and of honey
in comb 1*. per pound. Only a limited quantity of wax
was on sale, and that of inferior quality. This is to

be regretted, as at past fairs the demand has been
brisk, and good prices have been made for clean stuff.

Amongst the chief exhibitors were Mr. Truss, of Bainton,
near Stamford, who pitched the largest weight, viz.,

000 lbs. Following him were Mr. Gilbert, with between
four and five hundred pounds : Mr. R. Thorpe, 340 lbs.

;

Mr. Cooley, 2301bs. ; Mr. Shadford Lee, Coningsby

;

Rev. F. Ashwin, Quadring ; Miss Beedes, Heydour
;

Mrs. Brown, Whaplode ; Miss Hanson, Whaplode ; Rev.
It. Hollis, of Whaplode Brove ; Mr. Nix, of Azeby, &c.
Mr. J. W. Bickley, a Meltonian bee-keeper of note,
staged some of his usual grand supers. Mr. Rippon, of

Crowland, pitched a nice lot, put up neatly in glass jars,

the quality of which was very fine, and commanded a
ready sale. The Rev. C. P. Plumptre, of Claypole, had
a good display of sections and extracted honey, all of

which was sold. A prime lot of heather honey—the
honey of all honey for the table—from Mr. Yates' moor
apiary, claimed marked attention, and realised the top
price in the fair. Since heather honey is so preferable

to other kinds for the table, we shall not be surprised to

hear of such apiarians as Mr. G. Brown, of Swmeshead,
Mr. W. Martin, of Wainileet, Mr. R. Thorpe, of Lan-
grick, and other large bee-farmers, introducing their

busy workers to the wilds of the heather bloom. Mrs.
Brown, of Whaplode, is a great enthusiast in the work :

she is in the habit of visiting many cottagers, to in-

struct them, and her presence at an exhibition is always
welcomed. Mr. Ball (the lion, secretary of the Leicester-

shire Association), and his wife, rendered great assist-

ance : the latter making a capital saleswoman. Br.

Eaton, who throws much life and interest into the pro-

ceedings at our fairs and exhibitions, was most successful

in sales. The arrangements, which were most satis-
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factory, were earned out by Mr. Bolton, assisted by

Other members of the Association, to whom great

ciedit is due. The benches were arranged in rows

on each Bide of the hall, with cross-benches down
the centre. At the end of the hall, choice plants,

interspersed with various lots of honey, were tastefully

arranged upon the platform.

—

JExtracted from Grant-
ham Journal, Oct. 26.

S1F1TJLK BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION'.
On September 15th the fifth annual show of bees and

bee-keeping appliances in connexion with the Suffolk

Bee-keepers' Association was opened at the Old Museum
Booms, Museum Street, Ipswich. The Association was
Started in May, 1880, and each year lias been attended

with growing success. The present show was no excep-

tion to this rule, and there was a larger and better

display than on previous occasions.

The first kind of exhibits to which prizes have been

given are the hives and appliances. Mr. S. J. Baldwin
secured all the first prizes in these classes. For I

collection of hives and bee furniture most applicable

to modern bee-keeping bis was the only exhibit. 1 r

Observatory hive, for which the first prize was
given by .Mr. Cuthbert Quilter, he showed a luge
structure, which ; ! the advantage of taking three

Standard frames, and was filled with a strong stock of

Ligurian bees. Mr. Andrew-. Haughley, who took

second,

British bees, but L1 was not nearly so large <-
I

Mr. Baldwin's, Tl nly Cottagers' hive shown
capita] pecimen i workmanship, and well deserved the

prize if v. en.

The honey classes were very well filled. I

the earlier part was favou honey-
ought, which i were to

on in

this pari ol thee try. On principal prize of the day
was the silver medal given by the British Bee-1

. n h\ Mr. R. Rix, W il I

in a strong class. I irtificate

Mr FI. Kerridge. In the twelve

1-lb. sections, for which there were twelve entries, Mr.

Kerridgi rl prize with some neat and well-

filled combs. For the best six 2-lb. sections Mr.

took both of the two principal prizes, showing
some vei is, whilst Mr. Haward, with
some remarkably while honey, secured firs! I

l-lb. '.a- little to el - b

ibits.

The supers (sections excluded) were a highly meri-

torious class as a rule, and the pi i d

excell i:i a very fine one v as Bent by
Mr. E. Blowers, not for competition. The o
show of ind prize

was awarded. remark did not, however,
apply to the sections or to the extracted I

re very creditable. The show of wax
id, and it was exhibited in various arti-tic

. whilst Mr. Rix showed a neat collection "t"

dried bee-flowers. The exhibits were judged by Rev.

Qt, B i h, Maldoii, and Mr. .). A. Smith,
Rise Hall, Ak. nl... in. The duties ,,f secretary were
ably carried oul bj M r. II. Ke

WEYHILL HONEY FAIR.
The bee 1m . in connexion with the Weyhill Fair

•
> Lltb and closed on the 16th. ' toe

end of the tenl wa '

nej fair

and "i en to the public, a Lmi ion beyond beino 3d., the
usual charge at the ground.

Among the novelties to lie met with on the ground
was an exhibition of bees, bee appliances, honey wax,
&c, announced to be under the joint management of the
Wilts and Hants Bee-keepers' Associations, but which in

reality was managed by the Rev. W. E. Burkitt, of

Buttermere Rectory, Hungerford ; and Mr. Hart, of

Longstock.
These exhibitions tend to an increased interest in

In i-k. eping, as was proved by an incident brought under
our notice. Two years ago a local gentleman was so
taken with the modem appliances that he obtained some,
and in the first year obtained LoOlbs. of honey. This

iwever, the result of his bee-keeping has been
over 700 lbs., a considerable improvement in so short a

w i tli regard to this exhibition, we may say that
the appliances shown by Messrs. Hart and Co., I. rog-

.-t cli, and the Rev. W. E. Burkitt, afforded the utmost
t, and were inspected bj a number of spectators

who visited the tent during the fair. Mrs. Best, ol Red
Rice, forwarded a huge observatory hive, which afforded

ins of watching the bees at work. Another
interesting feature ami I ed observatory
hive, which allows of the bei b ing seen in an ordinary
hive. The Buttermi i ed by the Rev.
W.E. 1 Jui kit : 8 '..' oly understand the

skep hives, was pronounced a useful and cheap i

• Idle the other vari mown by the

two gentlemi n i several prize

i] general attention.

There was a stall for the sali and wax; about
of hone;; wa >. of pi ime quality ;

and we were struck with one use to which honey was
put. Many people complain that the* do not know
what to do With their use il iu its natural

state : but lure ii w.i manner,
and one thai took from it tiiat excessive sweetness which
to many is sickly. Tl mixed with :

crumbs and then bah, d in tat . S c, a I

he ing used, with the result tl afection was most
to the la-t,

: used as an ordinary

jam for puddings, &c A large wholesale confe

at \ 1 1
1

1
i \ • i- wa- bo pleased with our honey tarts that

..-lit one hundredweight of honey for the

purpose of making them for sale. \t intervals during the

day, lectureson modern bee-keeping were given, and, alto-

gether we fancy the promoters of the exhibition have

ac npkshed their desire to increase the intei

bees and bee-keepin pi inciples.

ESKDALE BEE-KE1 P] El! i.SSOCJ \TloX,
hum,, snow.

i cdale and Liddesdale Agricultural Show,
held on n thibition of honey
and bo pii e of the recently

formed Eakdale Bet ket ii a, which was
held in a capacious tent, and I irmed a most attractive

entries wen I :,numbei ing fifl
|

of hone-, ami five of hive-. The qualitj ol the honey
was exceptionally fine, the

;

in having bi

best bee season for manyyears. The Rev. I
'. Taylor,

Kirkandrews, judged the • ibil
j

Mr. Vrthur Bell,

Hillside, being attending mi oaber. The following is a

list of the awards

:

Bij llii. Sections— 1, Thos. Gaakell, Murtholm ; 2,

Arthur Bell, Hillside; 3, John Scott, Alma Mace. Twelve
l lb. Sections— 1, Tie Murtholm; 2, Arthur
Bell, Hillside; 3, Robert B. Grii re, Langholm. Six H-lb.

Sections— 1, Jane D Gl , Langholm; 2, Tims.

Wilson, Sawmill; it, Arthur Bell, Hillside; b.c. Win.
Darkness, Kemra. Twelvi I

Sections— 1 and h.c,
Win. Earkness, Kemra; '-', an Wilson, Langholm;
8, Arthur Bell, Hillside; h.i Chos. Gaskell, Murtholm.
Straw Super, any weight— 1, John Connachar, Bkipp i

;

(not straw), abo'.
' 61b
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—1, 2, and h.e., AV. Harkness, Kemra ; 3, M. Carthew-

Yorstoun, Irvine House. Hun or extracted hor,e.y, in glass

jars, the whole not under 6 lbs.—1, Thomas Wilson,

Sawmill ; 2, Wm. Harkness. Special prize for supers under

(5 lbs., worthy of merit—Mrs. Connell, St. Thorwald's. Bar-

frame hive, with cover, stand, and facilities for storing

surplus honey, price not to exceed 20s.— 1. Cieorge Cummin

;

com., Robert Beattie.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of this Association was held on Tuesday

evening, Oct. 7th, at the Fountain lintel, Huntingdon,

when rather over thirty persons were present. This was

tin- largest gathering of members since the formation of

I hi' Association, and it may he taken to indicate that

the occupation of hee-keeping is greatly on the increase.

It was stated that the Association numbers seventy

members iii various parts of the county. Amongst
thus' present were the Earl of Sandwich (President),

.Mr. A. W. Marshall (Ex-Mayor), the Rev. C. O. Hill

(Warboys), Rev. — Thompson (Offord); Major Roper,

Mr. ,1. Linton, &c. After his lordship had distributed

the prizes. .Mr. A. Sharp, of Huntingdon, read a most
n i'l<' paper on 'Practical Bee-keeping.' Mr. Howard,
of Holme, kindly promised to act as expert until the

funds of the Association allow of the appointment of a

paid expert. At the annual meeting in January, Mr.

Howard will give an address on -A Cottagers first

S|r]v- in Bee-culture.'

CfftTcsp out) cure.

*»* All Correspondents forwarding tetters j
Vie Journal, Reports Of A -

>''"!'. •', Mn-llniix, Kchncs

ffi'in /'" //.',•:, Qneriis, iiv., , ifirect iheii com-

mimications to 'The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," i o

M.- : . . :. ,s/i;t>itieways it Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
I an» .

II .

'
'.'

OUR HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the United Kingdom

during the month of September, 1884, amounted to
'•

' [From a private return sent by the Principal of

the Statistic Department H. M. Customs to E. II.

Hi Hair-, Wingfield House, Christchurch."]

TESTING WAX.
The little test which you were good enough to insert

in the last number of your Journal should be used with
some caution in two respects. First, great care should

be taken that the wax-pellets be free from enclosed air-

bubbles; and second, that by contact with the hand
they should not have become sensibly warm. Both cir-

cumstances might become sources of error causing

genuine wax to float in the spirit, and thus to assume
the character of the paraffined article. In order to

avoid it, I would advise little blocks, not too small, be
carved for testing, not to be moulded by hand.

Inattention to these precautions caused me to suspect

the foundation made by an eminent firm, Messrs. Abbott
Bros., as impure, whilst on subsequent analysis the

article was found to be quite genuine. As my suspicions

were publicly uttered, I deem it but right to remove
them as openly. My motto has ever been, ' Be just and
fear not.'— Otto Hehxer.

ANALYSIS OF HONEY.
The following is a letter received from the County

Analyst, Matthew A. Adams, Esq., F.R.C.S.:—

Ashford Road, Maidstone, 2Gth September, 1884.
' Sample of Honey.'

' My dear Sir,—I have made a careful examination of

this sample—microscopical as well as chemical, and find"

the dark discoloration is due to Tanno-gallate of iron.

The iron is present in very considerable proportion to-

gether with a small amount of Tanno-grrflio acid ; this

latter, no doubt, was derived by the bees from the
plants they frequented, the two substances producing a

veritable "ink, but whence the iron comes is a puzzle.

I find no other departure from normal honey..

'To Ralph Fremlin, Esq., Maidstone.'

QUEEN-INTRODUCTK >N.

It has always been considered an axiom in bee-culture

that • b '-. when in a normal condition, will defend their

hives against all enemies'—even against attacks of their

own species. Whatever I have written against Mr.
Simmins' method has been in defence of this principle.

When, in your columns some time ago, I objected to bis

meth d, that this direct introduction was accomplished
w ithout the use of smoke—'that the word smoke never
once occurred in his pamphlet,'—his reply was that he-

did not wish it to be understood that he dispensed with
smoke, lint, as far as 1 am aware, he lias not yet recom-
mended its use. I have no doubt that the American ex-

periments were made without the application of smoke.
Now when bees are subjected to smoke they are no

longer in a normal condition, the greatest confusion

follows its application, and the bees no longer defend
themselves, nor resent attacks or intrusion. Every tyro

is aware of this fact, and I, with many others, have
repeatedly and successfully smoked in queens at the

entrance of the hive without any caging at all. No dis-

covery of Mr. Simmins, then, was necessary to acquaint

us w ith this fact. Nevertheless, it is not a method which
I would recommend to a novice. Often, after the effect

of the smoke has passed away, the queen will be sacri-

ficed, hence great vigilance is required w hen practising it.

Again, we all know that a queen may be safely entrusted

to the care of young bees, newly hatched, or even up to

t

!

« eeks old, when they begin to work in the fields. It

is therefore an easy matter to introduce queens direct into

nuclei, which usually consist of young bees, as also to

hives which have recently swarmed, if they have been
removed from their usual stand to a new position, so

that all the flying bees are absent.

In none of these cases are the bees in a normal state.

Therefore our axiom still holds; and 1 strongly suspect

that the successes, reported by your several correspon-

dents in your last issue, may be accounted for by one or

other of these abnormal conditions. When in search of

truth, personal considerations should be laid aside ; and I

beg to a — tire Mr. Bellairs that I have no personal animus

against Mr. Simmins, but simply deemed it right to warn
the unwary against a literal interpretation, and putting

into practice, of his method, especially without the use

of smoke.

Let him assure his mind, since he need be under no

apprehension that anything I may have written in this

controversy can have a more disastrous effect
—

' iu de-

terring others from experimenting with the system

invented by Mr. Simmins (?), much less adopting it'—
than perhaps to induce some weak-minded apiarists to

use the cage in preference to risking the lives of valuable

queens. I feel sure his regret will be less when I say

that with the cage my successes have been 97 per cent,,

and in 05 per cent of these eases the queens have been

joyfully accepted after twenty-four Sour*' confinement,

and have been in no way injured by their short im-
prisonment.

Let me also, in thanking Mr. II. 0. Smith, of Louth,

for his kind offer to ' give me a lesson in queen-introduc-

tion,'—which I fear there is no chance of my accepting at

present,—beg to assure him that I have never sold a
' Raynor cage,' nor obtained the slightest profit from its

sale. On the contrary, I have repeatedly given these
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to novices, and some of tliem have teen suc-

cessfully used : but, except in the case of novices, I

do not even recommend them, a.s I much prefer, in

the hands of an export, the -Woodbury pip. -

cage.'— Geobge Rayxoh.

CURE OF Fori. BROOD.
Having during the past week examined the three

In',-- from which the queens were taken in which Mr.

Cheshire discovered the infected eggs, 1 thought it might

perhaps be of interest ti i

- to learn

that, although from the nature of the business of the

oan to whom they belong not allowing him to

i_'i\'- them the care and exact attention thej should

of the three hives are c impletely

cured, and there is but the faintest trace in thi

\ t, was introduced into one of the hives at the

same time the other was removed, and in that o

are a considerable breadth of sealed br I, and
young bees. The other two I was told before examina-
tion ha<l about three weeks before bad queens in(

bj simply lifting the quilts and slipping queens in open

match-B t, to in v Burprise, 1

found thai the queens had been well received, and that

in both hives there was healthy br 1 in every stage.

These i j had, the smell being sona

I, but I am convinced that with propel can M]
Cheshire's remedy U i , but the queen must
be n in' red a d a health}

;

bstituted in her place,

1 1. I . 1 1 \ i

.
,

.

.'

. Stockbridge.

PHENOL NO 01 RE IN U TI .MX.

Having u d ca bolic arid as a prophylactic in the
apian for .1 was delighted to

learn that VI I (hire, by putting a little amongst
into the br l-cells of n \ irulenth

I implete
lo test it- power in this way I procured a bottle

of medicated material prepared under Mr. Cheshire's
guarantee, and began to treat a stock, thoroughly foul-

•
. the method prescribed on the

30th August la t.

Circumstances were all favourable, such as a high
tempo] i ding q n. and bees cat i .

allowed to escape from I

through imperl But although the treat-

mi ml d on lill now
i ( let, i'(Mli |, there is

in usually takes plan
when egg-layii ; d The population is

ited ind closed are

Blled with luey, putrid matter, and the stench emitted
ive than formerly.

W hai thi treatment can effect in spring and summer,
when greater heal and activity prevail, remains to be
tested : but from what has com.- under mi obsi i

have i le to the conclusion that unit

himself clear out every foul cell, no virulent]] di

i be restored to perfect health in the autumn by
administering phenol as Mr. ( Iheshire directs.

The best plan that I know of for saving the I - of a
I rtoci at the end of the bone} harvest is to put

them in quarantine, in an empty hive, for thirty or forti
Hid then change them into a skep oi box which

has been weU washed, or rather soaked, with a solution
of chloride of lime, feeding them up as rapid I \ as

possible. Many during the past month have got emptj
•II filled with comb and f I. TI vy may

a what practice sanctions, but quarari
chloride of lime never fail, when property applied, to
sfani| t foul-brood disease, miles, there has been
SO thing very exceptional in the experience ol

<^i BSTIONEB.

IS PHENOL A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD?
I wish to lay before the readers of the Bee Journal my

experience with Mr. Cheshire's cure for foul brood.
About the time that Mr. Cheshire presented his cure to

the public. I discovered that one of my five stocks was
slightly infected with foul bn lod ; and well had it been for

me had I then at once followed the advice of Mr. Charles

N. Abbott, that is, destroyed the stock of hers, and then

burnt the hive, frames, quilt, and everything in use with
it: but after reading Mr. Cheshire's paper I felt confident

that I could without difficult} soon core mj stock ; but I

-.•on found to my cost thai phenol used according to

Mr. Cheshire's instructions would neither prevent nor

cure foul brood. After coming to the conclusion that 1

rive phenol a fair trial, I senl for a bottle of

Absolute Phenol' to Mr. Thomas 1!. Blow, Welwyn,
and after making Borne syrup in the usual way, I

gave them ,.',
. added phenol in a feeder, but as honey

was then coming in 1 found the syrup refused bj the bees.

I then opened ed the brood c imb, and
holding them at about the incline of a writing-d

poured from a vessel with a tube the phenolated syrup
into those cells immediately over and around the brood-

nest. This I did dailj . the bees using all the syrup as it

was poured on; but alas! the disease onlj

in a fortnight from tin- time [commenced to medicate

the diseased stock,! discovered that thereat of m
were inf. cted. I of ci in *e th n began to medicate them
all with phenolated Byrup, hoping thai I would over-

come it in the end; but no, the disease onl\ increased,

the bees in each even daj getting fewer, and at the end

iveeks from the ti I first began to use phenol

I putrid, rotten

mas-.

pov [had i
irlj

ut foul

l
; hen -hook my

bees into empty skeps for a few days, in order to let

them use anj f I thej contained. I tli

r ion all mj ii\ e hives in which the

bees were when ill, had a supplj made
for each erted in each frame full -beet- of

comb-foundation. 1 then plac i Frames with

foundation in the disinfected hives and -book ii

which had been in empty ske] o thi >

ted hives, furnished with now frames, new quilts,

ib-foundation, 1 then began to feed with

medicated Byrup, and as the flow of honey was then

rei I ove thi m ' phenol, and i he bees look

it prettj w. 11. In a -bort time thej bad built out their

nd i be q n commi no d laying in con equi m i

of i In- stimulative feeding. I examined them regularly

at intervals of three or four day-, and hoped thai foul

nl.
I

ii il trouble me any v. The brood-cells

weiedulj sealed over, apparently healthy ei gh; but in

a short time after being sealed foul brood again showed
. and at the present time is still

raging. I am now afraid I will lose all mj bei !, asthej
. weak.

I have used Mr, Cheshire's euro, and follow..! Iiis

directions to the best of mj ability , but it has proved in

mi case a complete failure. Had I destroyed my first

Btoclt when I first discovered it, I might have Baved the

rest. This ha- been m\ fifth years experience with
i I never was troubled with foul br.....! before.

Auriiiu Ii. Johnston, Brick Hall, KUlyleagh, Co..

Down.

A iTGAR'S REPORT.
I beg to present mj year's report as follows: I started

in tli. pring with eighteen hues, three of which were
weak, I'n.m these I have taken .V>7 lbs. of hone]

369 lbs. extracted, and 188 lbs. i ih-honey; this gives

an average "t nearly 31 lb:-, per hive; valuing the ex-
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tracted at Qd. per lb., and the comb at 1*'.—1/. Os. 8rf.

per hive. But I must tell you that three hives were
moved to a fruit farm called Nickle, and four to another
farm, not specially a fruit farm, called EnsingsS, while
the eleven others, including the weak ones, remained
here at the Hill. The Hill is 400 feet above sea-level,

surrounded by oak-woods, with very little cultivated land.

The eleven hives gave 71 lbs. comb, 178 lbs. extracted,

a value of 14s. Oid. per hive. Nickle, a fruit farm with
sanfoin, &c. : the three hives gave 33 lbs. comb, 187 lbs.

extracted honey, value 2/. 2s. 2d. per hive ; the best hive

here gave 05 lbs. extracted honey. Ensinge : four hives

gave 84 lbs. comb, and 4 lbs. extracted honey, value per
hive, 1/. Is. Orf. I have three Stewartons besides, but
they gave very poor results—52 lbs. comb-honey the
lot; but they had but very little attention.

I have now packed twenty-one stocks in bar-frame
hives for winter, with a fair but not full supply of stores

without feeding. Seventeen of the queens are of this

year's raising, which was done on the Hill by the eleven

hives. As regards the quality of the honey, about half

of it is very good in colour, &c, the other half is dark,
more or less, some very dark.

—

John Mae ten*, Dunkirk
House, Farersham, Kent, Oct. G.

LIGURIANS AS HONEY-GATHERERS.
A good deal of discussion has taken place in your

paper respecting the Ligurian bees, some say they are the
best honey-gatherers, some that the)- are useless except
for breeding purposes. I will tell you my experience
with them. I commenced the spring with live stocks (all

bar-frames), and have taken the following number of two-
pound supers from them, 1,105; 2,95; •">, 40 ; 4,>.');

5, 75,—398 supers, which average about If lbs. each, so

that I have about 700 lbs. of super, and in addition to

this 100 lbs. of extracted honey. Thus I have an
average of 140 lbs. of super and 20 lbs. of extracted honey
from each hive. My best stock gave me over 180 lbs. of

super. No. 3 was very weak in the spring, and I thought
of uniting it to No. 2, but tried to see what a weak
stock would do : it is now the strongest stock I have. I

do not think anyone can say that the Ligurians are use-

less after this. I only got one swarm, and that was from
No. 5, the swarms from all the other hives I returned
the same evening. My stocks are now all strong and
have abundance of winter stores. 1 looked through No.
2 to-day, and two combs are now full of eggs, and the

queen was busy laying- more : the bees are flying just as

they did in June, and bringing in lots of pollen from the

ivy.—H. W. 1)., North Tawton, Devon.

A BEE-KEEPERS' EXPERIENCE.
My apiary had in the spring of this year nineteen

hives, of ten frames each. A very successful aeason
followed. On May 10th I put on my first sections, and
on 31st took off my first harvest of Comb honey. This
grew before the season had closed (July 28tk) to the
respectable number of 672 one-lb. sections off sixteen
hives. Three hives I kept entirely for extracting from
frame supers of only six inches depth in the clear.

From one of these frame supers on June ]Oth I took
25 lbs., on June 24th 29 lb-., and on 28th 27 lbs. ; on .1 uly
7th 2:: lbs., and on July 19th 14 lbs.—making a total of

118 lbs. from top of hive alone. I should add that this

nine-framed super had the frames of comb built out last

year, so there was nothing for the bees to do but store

honey. My total yield from these nineteen hives stands
at 072 one-lb. sections ; 28 two-lb.—728 lbs. Extracted
honey, 866 lbs. ; total, 1694 lbs., or a little over three-

quarters of a ton of honey, from nineteen hives. In
prizes at Chichester, a second and a third. At Tun-
bridge Wells, four first-class and two second, one of

which brought the bronze medal. Last We Inesday,

thanks to the kindness of the Rev. V. II. Movie, my
exhibits took an extra silver medal as the recommenda-
tion of the judges. The whole of my exhibits at Tun-
bridge Wells were purchased before the general public
had inspected them ; and the Rev. Y. II. Moyle pur-
chased my exhibit at Reading.

This is one side of the picture ; now for shadow. On
the 4th of August a neighbour, a farmer, asked me if I

could shut up the hives while his men reaped the small
field of oats adjoining my garden. He said the men
were afraid the horses would be stung to death. The
promise on his part to have the oats cut the next day
reduced the risk of the excessive heat doing any serious
damage. The hives were accordingly shut up. No men
came that day, nor the next, and on Wednesday my
worst fears were realised. On opening the hives, I
found a mass of broken-down comb and bees. Perhaps
you will say, ' Serve you right for shutting the hives up ;'

but you are not a village schoolmaster, or you woidd
know that to keep the peace with all men, and let no
one suffer at your expense, is not only a moral law, but a
necessity. I did what I could. You love bees, Mr.
Editor, and may judge of my feelings as I turned out
hive after hive of honey, wax, and bees, in one sweet
burial blent. I did what I could. All bees alive I
turned into an empty bar-frame with nine sheets of

foundation, and three queens that seemed the most likely

to survive, and a frame of brood (the least damaged I
could rind). The rest of the debris I set aside for

feeding purposes ; then braced my nerves for Tunbridge
Wells. I think those who met me there little knew
what a heavy heart lay under the smiling countenance.
Here is the moral, Never, not even to oblige your
mother-in-law, shut up your hives. My poor bees had
the first claim on me for protection, and I blame no one
but myself. The hive of bees (wonderfully mixed) have
survived, and the strongest queen rules, her two rivals

being ejected. Please abuse me well, but remember
how I was circumstanced. Will I give up bee-keeping?
Certainly not, though it may take some time to gel a

stock to the condition of my lost pets. — Thomas
Stotuard, Pagham, Buynor.

THE SEASON.—SECTIONS THE RIGHT
WAY UP.

The season of 1884 will long be remembered by bee-
keepers in all parts of the kingdom as one of the best, if

not the best, for the past decade. And that the market
is just now somewhat overstocked is scarcely to be
wondered at, considering the many tons of honey that
have been sent in. If I rightly remember some one in

the columns of this Journal recently estimated the total

produce for the kingdom at 100 tons. My own im-
pression is that this estimate is very considerably below
the actual yield; indeed, judging from the tone of my
correspondence, and what is written of the honey har-

vest in the agricultural, horticultural, and the apieul-

tural press, it would probably be nearer the mark were
the initial figure altered from a ' 1

' to a ' .'!.' But now
that we have it what shall we do with it ? ' Aye,
there's the rub,' exclaims the producer ;

' and it's difficult

to get more than \\d. a-pound wholesale for sections

just now, and one cannot be expected to take so little as

that.' My dear sir, why not, tben, sell it at that price,

unless you wish to retain it on hand in view of a rise in

value later onP Like many other apiarians, I have sold

a pound or two of the article just recently at that low
figure, and for the best of reasons—I couldn't get more !

The supply being in excess of the demand, previous

quotations cannot bo expected to be maintained.

Calling on a dealer recently at^.the queen of watering-

places here in the south, he complained that his stock of

section-comb was nearly all fermenting, and being so,

the article did not sell so rapidly as be had anticipated.
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He could not understand it at' all, the mure so as the
ii nil in the window of another retailer (who had
purchased part of his consignment in bulk in the tir.-t

instance) were still as pure and white as when tir.-t

removed from the super. A closer inspection showed
that, curiously enough, the sections (1-lb.) were with
but few exceptions stacked in an inverted position ; and
the others in the window of retailer No. 2, which .--till

retained their pristine purity, proved to be carefully

placed right way up. And thus it is that comb is so

frequently spoilt when exposed in shop-windows for sale,

1-lb. sections particularly. Honey-comb must at all

times retain its original position if it is to keep well. I

am induced to mention this, as I do not remember any
one previously drawing attention to this somewhat
important consideration.—AtlTHOH of 'BEE-KEEPING :

Plain and Practical.' Oct. 22.

HONEY MARKET.
I beg to add my testimony to that of Mr. Wren with

r a g 1 show of honey i:.

window. For the last three years I have in
window with honey as soon as I had L'ot it bottled : and
although I have doubled the quantity 1 had at first, I

have not hail enough to last the season. I have often

beard the remark, ' 1 must have a bottle of \ our honey
before it is all sold.' lint tin- grocer must not be ex-

pected to take all the trouble and risk wil h

honey, if In- have not already a trade for it. Bui if

plenty of honey, nicely bottled and labelled, suffii

dress a good window,were credited to a grocer, with
the understanding that he was to be supplied with
suitable quantities as required ami settled for when
sold, there are grocers who would try it; and if

a good sale for it other grocers would want to do tie-

same.—A Village Gboceb.

TITS AM) IfLYCATCHEBS.
Having read with great interest Mr. Hills' article on

tits and fly-catchers, I ihould feel greatly obliged if

you would invite through your columns correspondence

on the subject, as lli I tlv tie-

f mine.

of our apiary being in a Bhrubbery, and there

also being large woods in the neighbourhood, I have great

facilities fur watching tie- habits of the biide quoted. I

may Btate that tin- great tit (/Vims major), the blue tit

( Panu comileui , and the spoth d flycatcher ( Mutcicapa
grisold), have, during tie- last three years to my
ledge, bred within a few yard- of some of the hives, and
remain about the neighbourhood all tin- year round.
[ have only twice een the great tit attack the bei ,1

tin- blue-tit is frequently at them ; only a few days before
Mr. Hills' article,] a.', tin.- i tie- alighting

board at tie-sane- time. In the years 1882 ''•,
I

six nests of the spotted flycatcher in om- apiary. This
year only two, one of which was directlj over a hive -if

But a- yet 1 have never seen them attempting to

catch a hoe. During the last nine years, I have had
i to dissect twenty of these last-named bi

did not find the slightest trace of a bee in any of thi m.
Part of this was done- to decide an argument w hii

'

in a Natural History Society, of which I

time ornithological referee. I have often seen tin
I

parrow take them, also the red-backed shrike (Ran
collurio). They will attack them, catch them, and pil

t tern to attract other birds.

I have written to several ornithological friends inviting

iperience in the matter which shall In- duly for-

aided. My only plea for this paper, and for asking for

farther light on the subject,!- that 1 am afraid othei
taking .Mr. Hills' word for granted will adopt thi

method, and I am too fond of our little feathered friends
to see them massacred in cold blood without saying a
word in their defence.—G. J. Bvlleu, Welui/n.

THE FLYCATCHER AM) SMALL TOM-TIT.
I am delighted once again to have the opportunity of

rushing to the rescue of one of our many little feathen d
beauties— the Flycatcher. I have only -let four, to

the best of my knowledge, in my life, and each time I

felt as though I had wounded the heart of a friend; but
1 did it

•' in the interest of science,' though the post-
mortems, however, revealed no traces of the bee in those
pretty breasts, though I had at least twenty hives within
a Stone's throw of where they fell. I see you have done
me the honour of quoting from a letter of mine upon the

subject, and I am thankful to say that though I have
made several investigations since penning those lines,
' 1 am of the same opinion still.' Powder and shot, alas !

are cheap now, but 1 would give half my apiary could I

have my little friends, tie flycatchers, as 1 used to have
them—tame indeed, but free, in tie- balmy days of my
Shropshire bee-keeping.

I have written to tin Rev. V. 0. Morris,of Nunburn-
holme, Yorkshire, whose works upon birds and almost
• •very blanch .f natural history are BO well known, to

see if hi .. ith my ow n, and, with his

permission, I shall be happy to send you his reply.

aile let me beg of your reade iut little

visitor a respite—butl forgot, this will not be wanted,
already has gone to a clime where, perhaps, her

i
1 1 i sing charai ten tics w ill be better

appreciated.

Apropos of thetom-tit, I find 1 [have made an entry
in my bee diary; it is for Sunday, 27th January, 1884:
• I find that the tom-t a itdi u») eat the dead

quantity under one hive, and find

that the birds n lish them immensely.'
I have not the slightest doubt but that thi y do attack

and devour I'm- bees when their od fails

them, but then this generally mu I

1
;

.

tapping at the entrance of the hive to attract th. -attention

of the guard • it on duty, being
instantly ana]

i

ten to tie- neare t tree to I,
•

ml quartered,' the tail end being a Utile

p for even the sharp little tom-tit. Now I do
not -a% that this does not happen, but 1 can faithfully

. ind this uoi v, ii li standi

fact that I have watched for hours tin- movement ol

ly Ii; ile bunches of do^ d and leathers.

The supposed tapping of the hive by the tom-tit to

attract . he not so] iginated

a bee—perhaps
a dead om- tie- bird invariably beats it in its beak,

probabl ird substi ,

this mi'/lit happen on the alighting-board of a hive

ell ae anywhere else, though far likelier away
from w I have noticed that.

all animal- of prey, bird "i prey, and i" sets of prey,

ly carry their -, ictim to some place of

before attempting to devour it. Thi- is nob an inter-

• sting ui,/ ei that 1 trust, Sir, it will not drop here.

\i.i bed Ii. Booked Hill, '/'/» C/iasc, King's Lynn.
[We have further letters on this 'interesting subject,'

•- Inch .•-• hope to inset t number. Ed.]

DING BEES AT NIGHT.
In a recent number of the B. B. J. it was stated Ln

a reply
,

ndenl . 'that, a - tin- nights were i ov

cold, ii would probably be found that syrup would only

n up .Inline- the daytime.' Since feeding in the

dayti , especially for beginners, is rather dangerous at

this season of i la- year unless all hives be liberally sup-
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plied and no other apiaries are very near, it may be of

interest to some to know how to get colonies to store the

syrup at night still. The matter is simple enough. Just
warm a brick and put it into the hive by the side of the

combs at dusk, together with the food. The latter should
be warm, though not so as to give off steam, since this

would cause a deposition of moisture on the combs and
inner walls of the hives—a bad beginning for the winter.

Just before retiring for the night change the bricks.

About as warm as the hand can well bear is the right

temperature for them. Our pets come down, warm
their toes, and, imagining- it is summer, store several

pounds of syrup. By morning all is quiet.

—

Frank
Benton, Munich, Germany.

EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR TIIIRD-

CLASS CERTIFICATES.
An impartial criticism of any event connected with the

better development of bee-keeping is most desirable, from
whatever source it comes, having the effect of setting

wrong right, and sometimes I have noticed even going so

far as to set right wrong ; but save the latter.

The letter of some one, signing it ' Persevere,' hardly
confines itself within the rather difficult limits of

impartial criticism, and to which I must give several

emphatic denials. Some of its suggestions are exceed-
ingly good, especially Nos. '! and 4; No. 5 I am rather
doubtful of, as, in the event of a •failure, it is rather
' rough on ' the candidate, as such would very seldom
care for every one to know his shortcomings. I should not
for one, and there are many more of my opinion. ' Per-
severe' seems to object to the one examiner to six

candidates at the Reading examination ; the Rev. I'. S.

Sclater, who was the examiner, must be the best judge
of his own capabilities, and, without doubt, is so. The
examinations (oral) commenced at 11 a.m. (vide the

instructions to candidates lying before me), they finished

at 2.o0 p.m. with the exception of mine; 1 was
orally examined after the practical exams. At 2.30

until 4.30 p.m. the light was at its best, the forenoon

being cold, dull, and raining ; I was the last but one who
drove, the sunlight at my back being so powerful that I

frequently had to shade the bees with my hand, to keep

a better look-out for her tnajesty. The general public

were not admitted inside the network of the tent ; I saw
more than one refused admission. I do not reckon Mr.
( 'heshire, Mr. O. Ilehner, Mr. Hooker, as belonging to

the general public ; they were inside the net. In the

'exciting queen-hunt' I was last but two, and had plenty

of light, by taking the ordinary precaution in a tent of

standing with my back to the strongest light when
examining a frame.

Now, ' Persevere,' how do you know that the ques-

tions of wintering capacity, measurements, Sec, were
not asked P I can assure you that they were, and
rigorously, too ; but you were not there then, as that

took place in the lecture-room during the oral exams.
A gentleman was asked to examine, I think, three of

the candidates with the frame-hive; that gentleman,
I am quite confident, was capable of being an examiner
(that made two examiners), it being Mr. Hooker, Mr.
Sclater desiring to catch his train for a distant part.

The only one who had any reason to complain of the

light was the last candidate at the frame-hive, Mr.
Fewtrill, but he is expert enough to catch the queen
under the most disadvantageous circumstances. The
oral exams, must have been most exhaustive, as they
lasted in one or two instances over an hour. If

these examinations are of such little utility as ' Per-
severe ' would lead us to believe, how is it that a number
of candidates fail, and chiefly at the oral exams., which I

consider the most vital portion of them ? The fact of

the examiner standing at the back of a frame-hive surely

is no excuse for the candidate to commence manipulating
standing in the front ; we know there is a ' good deal' of
Mr. Hooker, but he is not a mountain incapable of
locomotion, he woidd have stood aside sharp enough if

he had been asked. I should consider that a very good
idea on his (Mr. H.'s) part to see whether the candidate
knew how to manipulate properly, as his (Mr. H.'s)
moving would have given the candidate the initiative.

Every one cannot be pleased at everything, and it is only
just that if any one has a grievance to ventilate, let it be
ventilated, and thoroughly, too ; but pray don't be
afraid of the awful solemnity of seeing your own name
in the pages of such a Journal as this, devoted as it is to

the furtherance of one of the most useful pursuits placed
in our hands by an all-wise Providence to be moulded to

our needs.—Walter B. Webster, Wokingham, Berks.

HONEY COMPANY.
In answer to your invitation relative to a honey com-

pany, I say, By all means. It would be a great boon to
all small bee-keepers ; they do not know where to rind a

market for their honey, and a little ready money to them
is of great moment. I have bought two swarms of bees
of a poor man because he could not sell his last year's

honey. Of course the price of honey will have to come
down if all receive a profit. Allow me to say that if a

company is formed, that the shares must be of such a
value as to induce all who can take one or more shares

;

and the more it is spread about the greater the interest will

be taken, and the greater consumption of honey. I have
an apiary of twenty stocks, and have ' set up ' six in the
' new way ' of keeping bees, and I am quite sure three of

these would take shares if they were, say, 1/. each.

—

W. Ducker, ;J West Hill, Dawn, Beckeruiam, Kent.

HONEY COMPANY.
Concerning the question of the proposed honey com-

pany, on winch subject you invited opinions, 1 think
such an undertaking would be a great boon to bee-
keepers. Mr. Moyle, no doubt, meant well in starting

his honey depot at Reading, but has evidently got out of

his depth. I agreed to supply him with honey for

Messrs. Huntley and Palmer at '.hi. per lb., but the

result has been the reverse of satisfactory. In answer
to Vlr. Lyon's advertisement, I offered half-a-ton of comb-
honey in 2-lb. sections at Sd. per lb., but he said that

2-lb. sections were not saleable ; the honey was of excel-

lent quality. It would appear that a good year such as

this is far worse for the producer than an inferior one, as

honey is of little use if it cannot be turned into money,
and the extra work in the preparation of supers, &c, is

a great consideration.

The principal dealer in Brighton has given up that

branch of his trade as giving too much trouble, and
another at Bognor has become a bee-keeper himself, and
so supplies his requirements, so that my takings up to

this time have not exceeded '> pounds. I should think that

most bee-keepers of any standing woidd be glad to be-

come shareholders or subscribe a yearly amount, if there

was a chance of a bond fide sale. Perhaps if a depot

were started in London, and agents procured in pro-

vincial towns, something might be done, no doubt. No
doubt lots of tradesmen woidd undertake sales on com-
mission, although not caring to risk their money in buy-
ing on their own account.

1 see that you state in a late number that in your

opinion honey is of nearly double value to sugar syrup

for feeding bees, if so there is not much profit in carry-

ing on extracting and leaving the hives very light in the

autumn, as most of my neighbours do, for if comb-honey
will not fetch 8d. per lb., the market value of extracted

honey must be very low indeed.

—

Lego.
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WINTER PACKING.
A singular disaster, resulting in the loss of a fine

strong stock of bees, has befallen a level-crossing keeper
on the railway here. This is his first year with the
bar-frame hive. In the spring he had three sk-'i.-. but
by swarming and transfer had got bis bees into -it bar-
frame hives of his own make. He had packed them up
for the winter—strong in bees and stores,—and was just

congratulating himself that they were all comfortable,
when lo ! yesterday morning (the 17th) on rising, he
found his bees in a highly excited state as earbj

as 6 a.m. Next thing, he finds honey running out of

the entrance of one hive, and upon looking in, he, to

bis great dismav, found all seven combs broken down,
and nearly all the bees, including the queen, am
in honey. It was too late when I arrived there some
four hours later to do anything to save the brood, of
which there were good patches on four frames, as it was
hopelessly chilled. So there was nothing to do lint to

ascertain the probable cause of the disaster. In packing
for the winter, he had set the frames to the back of the
bive, with a chaff-packed dummy in front, having
1 x J inch entrance cut quite to one side. On tl.

the frames was a quilt, with a chaff-box, covering the
whole of the hive on the top of that. II.- had also cut
two large winter passages through the combs, one on
each side, which, of course, must have weakened the
combs io some extent. The night hail \y

warm. The hives all stand within about four yards of
the railway, and the jar occasioned by passing trains
shakes them almost as had as an earthquake would, but
the bees do not seem to object to that at all. 'IT

of breakdown may therefore be readihj surmised. The
bees were too hot ; tie- weakened combs had bee
soft, and then, no doubt, the jar of the heavj ( I

train, which passes about .'! a.m., caused them to part at

the winter passages, and down tiny went. It must, 1

think, have been the jar of a train, as it can hardly be
supposed that the temperature of the hive although,
doubtless, very high—had risen higher than that of a

lock exposed to the rays of a Julj sun Bucb as
\m- have had this year. I have advised him to shift till

bis bees to the other side of the garden, away from the
shake of the trains, or, probably, this will Dot be his onlj
breakdown.

I doubt if tin- half-inch entrance to the inside front
dummy, as recommended in 'Useful Bints,' is sufficient

to ventilate a strong stock of bees. It i- a very different

thing to a half-inch outside entrance, when the frames
e up to it. Cool air can then readily enter. \t

anj late, it is quite clear bees may he packed up too

much at this time of the year, especially w here they are
working vigorously upon the ivy, as in tin- case. I

i ioked through his stocks a few days before ami found
them all crowded with lues, and all Inning huge
quantities of worker brood. In one hive I noticed a

small patch of drone brood also. None of the hives
were queenless, but there were young drones in each

hive. I- it not very unusual for drones to be tolerati .|

nd raised so late in the season ?

I feel very Sorry that he has met with such a mishap,
still, as he is ;, persevering and enterprising man. he will

fet over it. and will probably become a successful 1„ .,.-

ceper.—II. T. Srn r, Wettham, near Hastingt.

Ql KENS I;, I'OST. BUT FROM CYPRUS AND
SYRIA.

British bee-keepers will he pleased to learn that Mr.
Frank Benton lias at last after ten years' experimenting,
he says, made a complete success of sending queens in

1 1c mail-bags. Perhaps no one in this country under-
stands the difficulties he has had to contend with better

than myself, and these are onlywhat have come under

my own observations, one difficulty being the postal
regulation excluding bees from the mails. This to most
people would seem insurmountable ; so with every
change of post-master, a deputation from the British
Bee-keepers' Association have waited on him, requesting

I"- allowed to pass, vvith always a negative re-
sult : and for why . Because 38 Vic." chap. 22, sec. 4,
forbids the Postmaster-General to carry live animals
through the post, therefore, as bees are animals, no
matter who might be the postmaster (even .Mr. Cowan)
an Act of Parliament would be required to rive him
the poweT to carry them. The realisation of this fact
with most people would cause them at once to give the
matter up as an impossibility; but not so Mr. Benton,
for though, perhaps, he is not an English lawyer, he pro-
bably has heard that a 'coach and four can he driven
through any Act of Parliament :' and if i gets hold of
a J'^stal Guide, ami considers the number of • Acts ' that
have been passcd.it would be hard not to find Borne
clans,- under which bees can he transmitted, and this is

accomplished by simply registering them; so now, when
we leave the post-office with the receipt in our hand-, we
arecertain they will be delivered. Thus by tin- ' Benton

'

cage, and register letter-post, a queen may be sent any-
where under twenty-f • days' journey ; the parcel-post
does not carry lues, as 'live animals 'are still excluded
from it.

So what all British bee-keepers have ardently wished
for has now been given tin in by Mr. Benton, and a

ie\- part --I' < Teat Britain for
''ill. or tu any part of Europe and A rice in a cage,
partly designed bj myself, for ..'W.* Contrast this with
I/. L2». i'«/. I paid for carriage al from Trieste on four
di ad l (-. ia Oct ber, 1881, all in one parcel.

There is another difficult) he lias nut been able to

surmount yet, \i/.. getting Cyprian and Syrian queens
in quantity du] for some people will wait
until thej have a stock to divide before they think of
ordering a queen— to supply tin- demands for them, as
some readers of the Journal very well know. Whilst
In- was in the East, of course we had no difficult} to get

them, hut he soon found he could not stand the climate
in summer-time, which carried off his onh child. Be
therefor.- mad.- arrangements with Mr. Balden perger
(one of his pupils) to take thi ij apiaries and
furnish him with a COB tani Bupplj of this,, queens; and
as thi- gentle, nan was bom and brought Up in Palestine,
he naturalh thought he could -land tin- climate further
north, hut he, too, fell a victim, and ' levanted ' home

el will not go back on anj account. So last

VL Benton had another journey, and made
what In- thought favourable arrangements to keepupa
regular supply, hut as B0OD a- be had g home, all the
contracts and undertakings w,re (Oriental like) treated
ns nothing. Thus, he says, he will have to go to the
East every winter, oar queens in the spring to Bupply
orders, and send them direct from Cyprus and Syria to

the people who want them, returning home before the
weather gets too hot. dim-, it will Be seen that these

* This is not quite correct. We have received from Mr.
I rani Benton a communication to the following effect:—
'Attn iiiueli correspondence with German ami Austrian
postal officials, I secured the adoption of a regulation
admitting bees to the mails, but the best I could do was to

get them admitted at letter-rates: 20p/. for ever} 1",

grammes or fractional part thereof

—

2\<l. for A oz. The
boxes go double for each queen going outside of Germany
and Austria, and so costs oil.; and to this, registration Eee if

thepacketbeaddressed to France o to England; or altogether

7Atf. on each queen to these countries. For America more
food must be put in, hence three lates have to be paid i i&

Havre and oi6 Bremen, or llil. If addressed via London
or vii'i Qneenatown, registration is necessary, and thus 10(7.

per queen is the cost. Within Germany and Austria

-Opf. = 10/.t. = '_TT nays for any weight up to 250 grammes.'
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queens will have to be ordered in the winter to make
sure of getting them, and that for a long time to come

the prices are not likely to he lowered. lie is very

anxious to be able to keep up a regular summer supply,

which, he says, he could do by taking out European help

and securing' the spring harvest of honey (which is both

good iu quantity and quality), but to do this properly,

with a sufficient number of hives and imported help—so

as to be entirely independent of natives—he requires

more capital than he has at disposal, so he has made me
an offer if I will find it, but as I do not care to make any

profit in this matter, and I consider it one of general in-

terest to bee-keepers, I think others as well as myself

should share the honours of helping to keep up a supply

of the best bees which have been found—one queen of

which has been known to fill a 40-frame Lang.-troth hive

with bees (equal to sixty Association frames), and the

bees stored 1000 lbs. of hone}'.

I have been keeping Syrians three seasons, and I am
satisfied nothing has been introduced to bee-keepers of

such benefit since the bar-frame hive as these bees, and

Mr. Benton, conscious of their great superiority, and

after passing through all his trials and privations to

give us these bees, says, ' I do not want to quit supply-

ing real Syrians and Cyprians until these races shall have

taken the position they merit before the bee-keeping

public'

Shall America claim all the honour in giving us these

bees, or is British capital to take a share ? Those who
are willing to confer a benefit on advanced bee-culture,

and at the same time benefit themselves, and can con-

tribute to the Syndicate, should address me as below for

particulars, stating the amount they can find, and en-

closing stamped and directed envelope F

Lest any should think I am privately interested in

these Eastern bees, or the work of Mr. Benton, I will

give my word, without the slightest fear of contra-

diction from any one, that I have never had any trade

dealings in these bees, never selling one at a profit or

breeding any for sale ; nor do I intend to breed any

while the supply is maintained. Also I have always

paid full price tor every queen sent me in good order.

I make the above statements because, judgiug from

some of the letters sent me, people seem to think I was
selling Syrian bees and was praising them as a kind of

advertisement : such is not the case. I have written in

their favour as I find them, because I think they will

benefit bee-keepers: and I make it a rule to never make
any charge or money profit for any advice or assistance

in bee matters, no'matter who the recipient may be.

I now have something good in many ways to offer to

such as care to accept it.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

GLAMORGANSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

What has become of the newly-formed Glamorgan-
shire B. K. A.r I was in hopes that something -would

have been done in this neighbourhood before this to

extend the Association, but so far as I am aware
nothing has been heard of it in Cardiff. The Hon. Sec,
I believe, lives near Swansea, which is forty miles from
here, and so far as that place is the centre it might, to

us cottagers, be as well in the Soudan. To attend

a meeting there means 8s. railway fare and the loss of a

day's work, and to us who work from C a.m. to p.m.

this is a considerable sum. Surely there are some gentle-

men in Cardiff sufficiently interested in bee-keeping to

make an effort to establish a branch that may put us

cottagers in the right path. I am well acquainted with one

bee-keeping friend who is thoroughly competent and
willing to act as expert should a branch be formed in the

neighbourhood. Hoping some of thelocal gentry interested

in bee-keeping will take the matter up without delay.

—

Edward Ciebons, Ivy Cottage, Llandaff, Cardiff.

HONEY FROM A COMMERCIAL POINT OF
VIEW.

Until recent years bee-keeping has been simply a hobby
in the hands of amateurs, who had only a few pounds of

honey to dispose of, which was generally taken by friends

and neighbours at high prices as something choice.

But now the vast strides which the industry is making
have altered the aspect of affairs altogether. Not
only are many former purchasers now themselves pro-
ducers, but the product is many times what it was. The
limited outlet at lugh prices no longer exists ; but bee-

keepers as a class have not yet grasped the fact, and still

cling to the tradition of Is. Gd. per pound. As English

honey continues to be produced in larger quantities, so

will the price have to come down until it only exceeds
that of foreign according as the quality is superior. A
great outcry is made that there is no market for English
honey ; but the market exists if it could only be supplied

at the market price. The question arises, how is the

honey produced to be placed in the hands of the con-
sumers P

Producers have three classes of buyers open to them.
First, friendswho will take small quantities at retail prices.

Second, shopkeepers who will buy larger quantities at

such prices as will enable them to supply their customers
at a fair profit, at such a price as will tempt them to

buy English instead of what they are buying. Third,

wholesale dealers who will undertake to receive larger

quantities and distribute to the shopkeepers, taking the

trouble to receive and bottle run honey, glaze sections,

obtain orders, deliver, and all other details. All these

expenses having to be borne out of the difference between
the price they can buy at and the prico the shopkeepers

will pay.

From the first class high prices may be obtained.

From the second, lower prices for larger quantities, but

then to reach this class of buyers the bee-keeper must
turn commercial traveller, and offer his honey to tie-

shopkeepers. This is being done to a certain extent. I

hear of bee-keepers on tricycles offering and selling

honey in London. But there are many to whom this

plan would be distasteful. Picture to yourself the grave

and reverend pillars of the B. B. K. A. careering about on
wheels and dismounting at grocers' shops to sell honey !

Here comes the third class of buyers, who will take all

the trouble upon themselves, and make a profit out of it,

requiring a still further reduction in price.

Now the mistake which is being made by woidd-be
sellers of honey is to expect from the third class of buyer
the prices obtained from the first. This is a quotation from
a letter offering honey to me (as one of the third class of

buyers) :
' I have sold some of my honey at Is. .id. per lb.,

but have about ''} cwt. to spare, if you can take it at

that price,' &c. And this with variations represents

scores and scores of letters. When I mention that I saw-

in a grocer's shop in Brighton a window full of 1-lb.

sections at 10-i-rf. each, and that in London some grocers

have bought from tricyclers at such a price that they are

selling sections at Is. each, I need hardly point out the

absurdity of such offers. Then as to extracted honey,

when sections are offered retail at Is. each, how can sellers

expect to get 9d. or lOrf. per pound in bulk ? Bottles cost

18s. per gross, and there are the expenses of bottling,

cost of covering, labelling, breakage, waste, labour,

carriage, traveller's commission, and other expenses to be

met, and the filled bottles to be sold at not more than
10s. per dozen. Grocers will not push the sale of English

honey at a small profit to the exclusion of foreign, which
pleases their customers, and on which they get more
profit without pushing or trouble.

And now for a response to your invitation for opinion

as to the proposed Company. I have had some little

experience of companies and have been behind the scenes

of promotion thereof. In nine cases out of ten the
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object of companies is, inter alia, to provide a good berth

for some one who desires to be manager ; then there is a

secretary, who generally provides the preliminary expense
and receives a good salary. Directors will he required,

and they will require fees, and rightly, they cannot be
expected to give their time gratuitously any more than
the manager. Kent of premises, and other expenses too
many to catalogue here must be met ; and aU this will

be foimd to amount to a total which will absorb the profit

upon a good deal of honey ; and, moreover, these expenses

will recur every year, while such a honey yield as that

of 1>~4 does not by any means recur every year. Out of

what fund are the expenses to be met and dividends to be
paid when little or no honey is to be had ? There will be

a temptation to be dabbling in other matter- besides the
-;il if honey; perhaps in making hives and appliances,

perhaps in establishing a Ice-farm, and for these purposes
capital will be required, pi I

res will be created. Butwhere the dividends are to

come from is another question. All the honey which is

d, nr likely to be produced, can be sold through
existing channels. There are many hoi

already business with grocers and other -

who could and would take up honey in thi

as a surplus, with no extra expense, relinquishing

it in those years when the crop was short; and no
company with fixed I out of honey

ivhether there was much or little, could -

with them. Neither a company nor anj private hrm
btain a higher price than the

re, the market
i* already in existence. Whi lis commercial
common sense among bee-keep rs. I . Lyon.

.11 DOES AM) OFFICIALS.
The letter in your issue of l-t of October from 'The

be front a qu(

exhibitor, 1 cordially agree with
rule should be adopted for the guidance
and, m;n I add, judges. At an exhibition

i ihibitor, the di cisionsof tbi

re utterly i

i i practical bi

ther matter which deserves attention is thi i

of officials appointed to sell exhi v. The
i red at this Bame show . An exhi I

I be moi ning al . to n moi e hi

. found it all unsold, but befi

the officials apj Q made him an offi r for pari
i ]!(• d, and in the course of liv-

id by the buyer thai
' a profil of threi pi dci per lb., v. bich, oi

into lii- own pocket. The remarkable thing here
to be thai this official could not sell any of this

exhibitor's honey until it

rent trouble in hit own
< londucl of this kind is yi rj hi rtful to the

oi od it
.

a - members treated in this

e no 1 embership, ami
imed if they withdraw from sui h c impany.

A ni

BEE-KEEPING A DA J.NCESTG. A M URKET I OB
HONEY. PRICE OF HONEY.

There is nol i doubl thai bee-keeping on
tb imp ae prini tple i- making \ ery rapid

I cottagi rs. 6 I

' any one who
doubts this, Ie1 him take n walk through four or five

villages in any count} where there is a Bee-keepers'
ion actively at work ; and if he use bis eyes he

may eo i aye, forty, bar-frame
hives in cottagers' gardens, where three or four years

re was nol one to be seen. Now all this must be

very gratifying to the B. B. K. A. It is one point of the
'rosy picture,' so to speak, gained, and which the
B. B. K. A. started to attain.

But what about the other point in this rosy picture ?
—the most rosy to the cottager, seeing that it is held out
to him as his reward for mending his ways in bee-
keeping. Here it is

—'No inconsiderable profit.' Is this
point gained, being gained, or likely to be gained?
Well, the outlook at present is not reassuring. ' Honey,
abundance of honey everywhere, and no market for it*!

'

is the cry on every hand. It is to be sincerely hoped
that a company or companies will be speedily started to
buy up and open a market for this plethora of British

If your cottager is anything, he is shrewdly
I. and just now he ma> be heard discussing and

weighing in his own mind the pros and cons of bee-
I heard our exclaim the other day, 'These

new-fangled hives cost heaps o' money, give lots o'

trouble, and new I have gol plenty of honey I can't sell

it. The old - al most only Is. id. each.
no trouble, and I could always sell my honey at

lb.' Let us hope n profitable market ma;
be found for the cottagers' honey, his failing h

ling revived, and confidence in his bar-frame
hive restored.

Like • Platelayer,' I hope the Honey Company about
to be formed may see its way to is

low for cottagers to take up, and to participate in the
profits. In any way, it i. to be hoped the Company
will be satisfied with as small a pen ..ill be

and not allow itself to
drift into one of those middle-men concerns, which
swallow all the profits, and are doing more to ruin all

of the fruits of the soil in this country
than any foreign i ipetition. \ Hani Cottages.

FIXING i OMB-FOUNDATION.
I have often seen inquiries about fixing comb-

foundation. The simplest »»; I ton of i bj placing
two brads in bench, or board, about two inches apart,
placing the slit of bar in brads, twi-ti

place your fi undal ion tx I
•... en your two b

•'. ill thru bite itsi If ti rW ; firsl bite the
off, L Clayton, Welling.

^.SHIRE AND CHESHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
LSSOC1 VI mv

A letter in
j gned ' Theta,'

1 C.B. K. A. is d g in the I hi tx t

of iu\ stewardship.
I might well say, ' This is the unkind, t cut of all,' and
I ask space for n fevi words to show bow much truth

and justice there is in that pari of his lotter which
i myself. Acopj oi the enclosed poster,* framed

I pa i two yean , been fixed in a

prominent position on the Front of i
!

bo thai all who pas- maj read ol the L. and C.B. K. A.,
and the advantages it offers to bee-keepers, The result
has boon a considerable addition of members. During
the la I ur mi I

I iv< bad inter, "lows and Corresponded
with no i

;

my ow u district Lndead, I found tho time required for bei

matters interfere with my business so much that I re-

quested out Committee to appoint an assistant local

They have not done so, but instead have
allowed me the services of the ' expert ' whenever I

required him. If 'Theta 'had visited our establishment
ral market-days this summer, he would have

seen as many as five or six bee-keepers at a time waiting
for advice and assistance fr me,which I am always
glad i i

|

ive either verbal!} or by letter. When I first

This is a most effective poster.

—

Ed.
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heard of the L. and C.B. K. A., I sent in my name and
subscription, at the same time offering- my services as

Local Secretary, believing that I could induce other

bee-keepers to become members, and by obtaining a

voice on the committee, secure to ourselves the ad-

vantages of the Association. I am glad to say nn
efforts have not been in vain ; bee-keepers are now
coming to me and paying their subscriptions -without my
looking them up, and other members are also bringing- in

recruits. One clergyman writes to me thus,— ' Four
more converts (from destroying their bees) at Guilden
Sutton, who wish you to call upon them, and they will

pay their subscriptions to you.' Two days later the

same gentleman writes, ' A lady wishes me to give you
her name as a member; call and see her and take the

expert with you.' He also brought me the names of

two other gentlemen on the same day, together with
their subscriptions ; so that makes seven members through
this gentleman alone. I could give many other instances

showing how we are getting on and what we are doing,

but will not trespass on your space.

Touching ' Theta's ' drive to the Duke of Westminster's
estate and the prevailing ignorance regarding the Bee
Association there, is your correspondent aware that his

' Grace ' is President of the very ' Independent Associ-

ation' you call attention to in your Editorial Notes?
So if its existence is unknown on the estate of its

own President who is to blame? As to the L. and
C.B. K. A., I am proud to say, we have about fifteen

members, including three clergymen, in the very district

mentioned. The reverend gentleman spoken of by 'Theta '

does not often visit our ' Ancient City,' or read the local

papers, or he could hardly be unaware of what is being
done by the L. and G. B. K. A. in our midst.

Speaking for myself, I may say it is not by sitting at

home writing articles and finding fault with other people

that you are likely to get the advantage and assistance

you require. ' Theta' has reminded me all through his

article of the forcible saying, ' Willing horses may
work;' and he does not seem content with this, but, like

some voting inexperienced waggoner with a new whip,
must use it upon one or more of the ' Willing horses

'

he chances to come across.

—

William E. Little, East-

gate Row, Chester.

Bees in the Roof of a Church.—A very interest-

ing discovery has been made in the parish church of

Stourmouth, near Wingliain, Kent, a hive of bees being
found in the roof of the chancel, a somewhat romantic
history being attached to them. The existence of the

hive was known to the church officials, but no idea seems
to have been formed as to its actual extent. The living

has been held for many years by the Rei*. Mr. Drake.
Some time ago it came to his knowledge that a swarm of

bees had settled in the roof of the chancel, but he would
never allow the sanctity of their retreat to be disturbed.
A few months ago, however, the vicar died, and the
church has been undergoing general repairs, and the bees,

no longer destined to remain in possession of their

quarters, were destroyed by fumigation. On the honey
being taken there was found to be nearly two hundred-
weight of it, and the bees filled two moderately large

barrels. It is stated that during hot weather the honey
used to drop down into the church.

Introducing Queens.—I will detail in as few words
as I can the methods that I have employed the last five

years without a failure. Having procured the queens to
introduce, I keep them in as comfortable a place as I can
till evening. In the afternoon I hunt out the queens to
be superseded, cage and return them to the central part
of their respective brood-nests. At or after sundown, I

remove them, spray the bee and brood-combs lite .-ally

witli diluted honey or thin sugar syrup. Daub the wings
of the strange queen by turning her over in a spoonful of

honey taken warm from one of the combs of the hive in

which each respective queen is to be introduced, and
introduce by allowing her to crawl among the workers
on the brood-comb. Watch the workers a moment, and
if there are any demonstrations of anger, spray bees and
queen till they let her alone. Close the hive and all is

done. If it is desired to introduce to divisions, it should
be done as late in the day as convenient, and be sure that
we know where the old queen is, ascertaining to a
certainty in which division she is. The philosophy of

the above method seems to me to be in the bees never
for a moment missing their queen. Aside from a little

disturbance and a liberal feed, the bees seem unaware of
anything unusual. Under this method of treatment,
workers never molest or commence to hug a queen, and
never ball one after dusk and before sunup, and before
they have forgotten their general feed, she is perfectly
at home with them and is laying.—D. Kepler, American
Bee Journal.

Making Honey Vinegar.—The cappings shaved off

in the preparation of honey for extracting, are always
allowed to drain. But even when thoroughly drained,

considerable honey still adheres to them, and it is an
excellent plan to have a keg or barrel of water in which
to wash them, and to allow the water to ferment and
become vinegar. Water which has been used to rinse

out any utensil that has contained honey, can be thrown
into the barrel. The scum that arises upon the surface
of the sweetened water should be skimmed off.

—

American Agriculturalist.

^Icbicto.

The Honey Bee: its Nature, Homes, and Products,

by W. II. Harris, B. -V., B.Sc, is a recent publication of

the Religious Tract Society, and is fairly up to the times

as regards the modern appliance's of bee-culture and the
rapid strides made in the art in this country during the last

five or six years, under the fostering care of the British

Bee-keepers' Association. We are pleased to see that the

Society has superseded the Hive audits Wonders by the

publication of a volume so much its superior in every
respect. The author— Mr. Harris—is not only a suc-

cessful bee-keeper of the modern type, but is able to

express his ideas in a style so interesting that few who
take up the volume will be able to lay it aside before

having waded through its contents.* Its illustrations

—

eighty-two in number— are, with few exceptions, well

executed, and, generally speaking-, such as will prove
useful to the tyro in the science. The obsolete 'Nutt's

Collateral,
1

although with others forming a pretty group,

* The volume, however, is not free fiom faults. On page 16

we find it asserted that ' the young bees issue forth, in search

of stores, at the age of two or three days,' whereas it is a

well-established fact that during the first two or three weeks

they remain at home performing the office of nurses to

their newly-hatched sisters. We also find brood-cells, or

brood-nest, spoken of as ' hatching places '—slight errors in

fact, or diction, which the author will do well to correct in

a future edition. There is also, in the chapter on 'Diseases,'

a slight confusion on the subject of Foul-brood, which ap-

pears to be taken from Dr. Dzierzon's treatise, and which
is evidently confounded with 'chilled brood.' Salicylic acid,

which has proved efficacious in many instances, and is well

known as a powerful antiseptic, is spoken of somewhat slight-

ingly. The author borrows freely from most of the more
celebrated writers on the science, but has entirely omitted

any mention of the introduction of the Eastern races of

bees—Palestine, Syrian, Cyprian, and Italian*— into this

and other countries, and which we consider a serious omis-

sion in any treatise on modern apiculture. An index, of

which it is at present minus, would add considerably to the

value of the book.
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can hardly be termed a ' Modem Hive,' its principle

having long been discarded by all apiarians of any note.

The book contains -27'2 pp. and is divided into twenty-

eight chapters, of which we would specify, Chapters—I.

' Historic Sketch ' (tracing: the subject as far back as the

Scriptures, Vedas, Egyptian monuments, Koran), &c.

II. ' Natural History,' in which the four development-
stages—e<?<r, larva, pupa or nymph, and imago—are well

given. XL 'The Physiology.' XIII. 'Thorax.' XIV.
' Abdomen,' and XV. ' Diseases of Bees.' wherein Mr.
Cheshire's late discoveries are described with eulogy,—are

more particularly worthy of a immendation, and should be
carefully read and digested by all students of apiculture,

more particularly by candidates for the High Class

Certificates of Experts awarded, after examination, by
the B. Ii. K. A. The book is nicely got up, the t\ pe and
paper good, and it may well adorn the drawing-room
tables of all who.are interested in the pursuit. VVi are

afraid, however, that its price, •"«., will exclude it from
the homes of the cottagers— the class in which w e are ill

more particularly interested. We could wish that the

old Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge would
follow the lead set by i iry,and give to its sup-

porters and alumni the benefit of a volume of equal merit

and scope at a price more within the means of thj

class. Uthough we have spoken somewhat highly of the

merits of this publication, we do 11..1 anticipate that it

will ever take the place of thai excellent practical work
-the text-book of all practical bee-keepers- the British

peri Guide-book, b] T. W. Cowan, Esq. Never-
theless it i^ a decidedly useful addition t ir bee-

literature, and as such we give it a hearty welcome and
wish it every success.

6clj0cs front tbc Miibcs.

Uh itsih.it. M / . Hereford, l'0//< October.

Last \|'iil m\ host left his residence, Southwick Park,

neat I rkesbury, for tola place, twenty-two mil

Mi, Hole, the expert for Herefordshire, went to South-

wick Park, hut bj accident only reached there late in the

evening, 8 p.m. He managed to pack for travelling

three Abbotts Standards, one Abbott's Combination hive,

and one straw skep. These were sent off in a light cart

at midnight, anil got lien- in good time in the morning.

They were set down under a high wall facing east.

This house being under repair all the summer thej were
left to shift Tor themselves, and, bo far as 1 ca

thej threw off many swarms to the benefit, I hope, of

the villagers. To-daj Mr. Hole came over to

as county experl and settle the hives for the winter.

To the credit of his careful packing under difficulties all

had travelled well. One (a makeshift) had quite

recently lost its bees, probabrj from having been moved
by masons, who were building a wall, and the hue vva-

in their way (I charitably wish thej had been badly
stung), but the combs were full of stores. The
were full, and we tool, comb and honey estimated to

weigh 80 lbs. to 7"> lbs. leaving three hives to winter
with verj ample store-. The straw skep was united to

the Combination hive. It' these hives had received

ible attention they must have produced from lot)

to 2<H) lbs. So much for this little apiary. 1 have one
Combination hive in Kensington; from it I have taken

about I") lbs. It, like these, was quite neglected. T

ought to add that Mr. Hole was most attentive, and
showed himself really an ' expert,' and, I hope, converted
two persons present to becoming interested in bee-keeping.

The value of such an experl as Mr. Hole making a
circuit is immense.— .1. W. Hawkins.

Thickthorn House, Norwich, October 22nd. — Ivy
Honey.— In my neighbour]] 1 there i- a large quantity
of ivy. This year it has produced a considerable

amount of honey and pollen, and my bees have been
very busy on it. for the last month. I notice that after

a chilly, cloudless night very little honey is secreted, but
a still, warm, cloudy night produces enough for my bees

to collect and to keep them busy all day. The honey
gathered from the ivy flowers has a most disagreeable

taste. It also quickly granulates into pure white
crystals. During a spell of a few days' cold weather 1

found a quantity of unsealed i\ y honey granulated in

my hives. The abundance of this sort of honey this

autumn has been of great assistance to me, for I have
had d session to feed, and the steady income has
stimulated the queen to bree.l quite vigorously. It gratified

me much to Bee phenol recommended to prevent unsealed
honey from fermenting. I intend to take advantage
of this item of g I news. Wasps have been unusually

numerous this year ; I have destroyed thirty-eight wasps'

nests within a radius of 300 yards, A skeppist near here

1 one of his hives destroyed bj hornets—young
-

. br 1. and honey were all cleared out in an

incredibly short time. I haw had a peculiar instance of

robbing lately. The bees from one stock of a neigh-

permitted a id i a Btrong

(strong in bees and honey) in one of my bar-

hive-, and in one day and part of next almost

cleared put all the stores. I contracted tl ntrance

and crowded the bees on to four frames, but it was all

to no use, the robbers and robbed seemed to be mutual
friend-, and to have one common interest, in re-victualling

the hive, and that too with enterprising zeal. I was
finally induced to adopt very stringent measures against

mj determined opponents, tni refore I closed the entrance

for two day-, at the same time providing ample ventila-

tion; although there must have been numbers of robbers
in the hive, I oniv c id Borne half-dozen dead on
opening it again, but by this mean- I restored order and

once more. The robbed colony were
strong in I

, brood, and possessed a prolific quei

('an an\ reader suggest the reason of this irregularity ?

II v. i
|

North Leicestershire, Oct. 20th. To-day the bees have
received a check ;

the weather i~ too cold and stormy for

them to venture out; but up to date, with one day's

exception, thej have 1 n working continuously on tin-

ny for live weeks. On all hands there are reports of the

idance of p< >11< a, and in - imi

a considerable increase ot stores is reported. Michael-

ma dai
|

ha been rerj atl racth e to t he bee-, and so

liav e sing Is dahlias, - E. I!.

Langholm, Dumfriesshire. Our hone} show proved n

great success, The tent was beautifully decorated with

hot-house plant-, both inside and out, and vva- made as

attractive a- possible. It had the desired result of

drawing crowds of visitor-, our Patroness the Duchet

of Buccleuch along with the Duke and party, favoured us

us with b vi-it, the Duchess in particular making
interesting inquiries about the various exhibits. We had

also two very creditable exhibits of bee and honey

appliances, a great amount of hone] exhibited was sold

at the following prices, honey in super, 1 lb. or I
| bo I

l». '«/. per lb., honey in straw super- from ti to 12 lbs.

Is. per lb., dropped honey in 1 lb. glass jars lOd. to I s.

per lb. Mo -I of I he honey in this district is now sold. The

demand ha- been good especially for heather honey, and
ii I nearly all heather honey we get here. Theweather
is now cold, and most of the hives are condensed and

packed for winter.— II. Sanders.

I lilt Far (>I'KKN In I Itlllll < l lo\. T. I lav w ood (Xeic

Mills House, Ledbury, Oct. VSth) write,-: No one

could have felt more bitter against Mr. Simmins than

myself on first trying to introduce an Italian queen

to a black stock "after reading his modus operandi,

but with one exception it is tho only failure I

have had, and last season and this I have introduced
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scores and under all circumstances; and I think -with

' H. T. Spice,' that those who hare derived any benefit

from the Sitnmins' method should, in justice to him as

well as for the good of bee-keepers generally, make
known their success or otherwise. Your correspondents,

'II. T. Spice,' 'Humble Bee,' ' E. II. Bellairs,' and
'H. O. Smith,' I fully endorse, and expect many more
bee-keepers can do the same.

B. Christian (Baldock, Herts, October 23) writes :—
I have arrived at quite an opposite opinion from Mr.
Raynor regarding the direct utility and feasibility of

direct introduction as practised by Mr. Simmins, as I

have scarcely ever failed, but have been so successful,

that I have not had the slightest hesitation in so intro-

ducing the last three Ligurian queens I have purchased,
all of which were successful. I should certainly not

have risked the loss of three valuable queens had I been
in any doubt as to their reception. I have very care-

fully noticed the various conditions under which I have
been working when introducing, and find the queens are

far more readily accepted in spring than in late autumn,
in fact I have never had a failure in the spring. In the
autumn it is very difficult, and with a queenless stock

almost impossible. I think the two principal reasons

why failures occur are, first, the use of too much smoke
and rough handling, causing great excitement : second!)

,

leaving the queens too long in nuclei. I find the yi lunger

the bees are in the nucleus the more readily are they
accepted.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

iNQTjinEn.

—

Queen Mating.—The only method with
which we are acquainted of procuring the fertilisation

of queens by selected drones, is that named the ' Kohler
pr --,' and which is fully described in the pamphlet
On'Queen Introduction.' \>\ Rev. G. Kaynor, and sold

by Mr. Iluckle. The method is shortly described
thus:— ' As soon as a young queen is hatched out in

a nucleus-box, a number of drones of the selected

race, are confined with her in the box until she is of

age sufficient for making her aerial trip. Then, on
the afternoon of a fine day, when other drones have
gone to rest, the nucleus-box is opened, and the queen
ami her companions, stimulated by previous feeding,

immediately avail themselves of their liberty, and
fertilisation is accomplished.'

.1. M. S.

—

Salicylic Acid and Phenol.-—Salicvlic acid is

powerfully antiseptic, hence we deem it useful when
given in syrup food as a preventive, of germ diseases

of any kind, and conductive to the health of colonies,

independently of the use of phenol as a curt when the
disease has been contracted.

E. L. II.—The piece of comb forwarded has bei n subject
to the ravages of the wax-moth. It is not affected

with bacillus.

A. Donnelly and Co.—The top bar of the standard
frame of the Association is seventeen inches in length.
It would be difficult to say what sizes of sections are
likely to be in demand next year. Bui l| by -i\

for 1 lb., and ii\ by 6j for 2 lbs. have proved service-

able in the past.

YV. Scott.— Giotto Frame*.—Pastor Dlivi (iiotto intro-
duced the special hives in which these frames are
used. They were called after his name.

"\V. Bbown, Selkirk.— Young Queens cast out of straw
hive.—We fear that your suggestion is correct that the
old queen has died or been superseded and young
queens raised. Consequently you will have an unfer-
tilised queen. You may drive and find her and re-

queen or unite. Your case shows the evil of fixed
combs. How easy it would be to satisfy yourself of

the state of affairs had you a bar-frame hive.

Enquirer, Co. Down.—1. Queen minus a Foot.—If she

has been prolific hitherto it is clear her loss does not
affect her as a mother, and we should retain her.

Uniting queens at this season is risky, and in case of
failure you have a queenless stock to deal with. 2.

Cattle in Field tcith Hive*.—By all means retain your
paling

; prevention of a hive being upset is better than
cure. 3. Best Hivefor Extracted Honey.—The doubling-

system will give you the best results. You have a
double lot of bees to gather it and tough combs for

extracting.

F. McK.— 1. Washing Quilts.—The cost of a clean new
piece of ticking is only about -d. or 3d., and it is not
worth while to wash them. If you have some very
much propolised, Mr. Ilehner would be glad of the

propolis, as stated in our last number. If you are

bent upon washing them, soak in methylated spirit first

to remove the propolis, and then wash. 2. Centri-

fugal sugar is a land of crystal, and good for syrup
making. The refined crystallised sugar may he pro-

cured from Messrs. Neighbour, Regent Street. 3.

Wax-moth.— The deductions you draw from your
microscopical observations are not correct. There is

no doubt that the sinuosities in the comb are the

result of wax-moth.
Thames Valley.—1. Surplus Combs.—Keep them, and

when enlarging the hives in spring, uncap the honey
and gh e the combs back to be cleared out as food. 2.

Combs and Foundation. -You are wrong in your read-

ing. Foundation is not suitable for enlarging the

bro d-nesl in spring. Give ready built combs by all

means.
J. N.-uxr.y.— Unfinished Sections.—By the time they are

wanted the honey will have granulated, and must be

cleared out by the bees before fit to fill. You had
better extract now and keep the combs carefully.

They will become to some extent discoloured, and not

so good as freshly built ones.

II. Mostyx.— 1. Painting Hives.— The best time for

painting hives is in spring; then the winter packing

may be removed, and the frames and bees be trans-

ferred to clean, and newly painted hives. 2. Covering

for Winter. See ' Useful Hints.'

T. Ward.—Sugar. The -ample of sugar forwarded is

what is termed 'Scotch pi"ce>.' The .saccharine proper-

ties are much affected by the mode of its manufacture.

We do not recommend its use for making syrup.

T. 1!. <i.— Queen Introduction.—Introducing stranger

queens at this late season, is more difficult than at any
other time, especially if brood exists in the hive from
which queen-cells can be raised. You did wrong in

leaving the queen encased, which was certain death.

Perseverance in cutting out cells would have ended iu

success, since when the larvae were too far advanced
to form queens, the bees would have accepted the

stranger. You do not mention what cage you used,

but before each attempt at liberation you should have
noticed carefully the animus of the bees upon the

cage. If encasing it in a closely formed knot, with
curving bodies, and an angry hissing hum, the. libera-

tion should not have been attempted. As it was you
should have again caged the queen when the bees

attacked her. At each examination the queen-cells,

however rudimentary, should have been destroyed.

Bees will never receive a stranger queen while they

are in possession of the cells which they have raised

after discovering the loss of their former queen.

When brood exists in the hive', many skilled apiarists

remove the old queen several days before introducing

the new one, thus allowing queen-cells to be formed,
and the hopes of the bees destroyed before the attempt
at introductii >u is made—a good plan at this late

period of the year.

...-' Several other Queries have been received, but too late

for insertion : replies will be forwarded.
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PROPOSED RECOGNITION OF
MR. CHESHIRE'S SCIENTIFIC SERVK ES

nal in a late Dumber has

reprinted the paper on Foul Br 1 and the

of its ' Jure, read by Mr. < Iheshire, on July '-'•''. at the

International Health Exhibition; and tli litor, in

introducing the paper toil i, 'Mr. Frank

Cheshire, than whom there i.s not a more pr .

apiarisl in England.' Mr. Cheshire

trough Ins lectures and Ins contributions to

bee-literature, been I iblic for man;

and there are few I who will not agree

that they owe to himadebl of gratitude forthe

ting the physiology

of the ientific investigations into the

nature and cause oi foul brood and other bee

; i r the in <;<' interest ing papers he

i
i I, and public lectures h - red, in

various branches of the subject connected with bees

and bee-keeping. Whether phenol is destined to

cure of t]

or whether Mr. Cheshire's modi of its application

will ultimately proves success, can onlj be deter

mined by further and more extended trials.

All. however, will admit that Mr. t !h< sh

devoted bis time, hit talents, and In- money, to the

solution of the problem before him; and thai he

has freely given to the public the benefit of his dis-

coveries.

Several I ng to Bhow their

appreciation of Mr. posed

to present to him an 'objective (an instrument
i to the efficient use of the i

the '-"st of which would be about 30/.; and in

answer to an appeal whirl, has been sent to a few

out of the many well known bee-keep i ,

lowing contributions have ived:

—

The Baroness Burdett-t
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to the decision of the judges and heartily to con-

gratulate the recipients on the results.

We note that to the British Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion have been awarded two Diplomas of Honour.
The first, we presume, is due to the position the
B. B. K. A. has taken with regard to the Show ; on
it has devolved all the anxiety and responsibility of
the Department, and the conduct of it from first to
last has been under its direction. It also may be
considered as a recognition of the two very admir-
able lectures which were delivered by F. R. Cheshire,
Esq., and Otto Hehner, Esq. , under its auspices ;

and of the services it has rendered in the develop-
ment of bee-keepmg as a national industry and the
introduction of honey as an article of pure food.

The second, perhaps, has been granted for the pub-
lications, literature, and diagrams which have been
exhibited by the Association.

Messrs. Neighbour and Sons have received a
silver and a bronze medal for their exhibits of
honey and hive appliances under Classes 1 and 3.

To Mr. S. J. Baldwin has been awarded a bronze
medal for his well-assorted display of hives and
other bee-gear ; and to Mr. R. W. Davies a bronze
medal lias also been awarded, we presume, for his

cheap hive, for which we have been informed that
throughout all the time of the Exhibition there
has been a continuous succession of orders.

To the Rev. V. H. Moyle has been awarded a silver

medal for his display of honey and its varied applica-
tions in the form of beverages, confectionery, medi-
cines, &c. The exhibit of Mr. Moyle we consider was
most effective, as it showed and proved the capabili-

ties and developments of honey ; and connected with
Mr. Moyle we are glad to associate Messrs. Huntley
and Palmer, to whom was awarded a gold medal ;

and conspicuous among their exhibits were the now
famous Honey Drops. Attention has been drawn
to these by our contemporary the Confectioner,

which gives the following description of them :

—

' Among the latest of Messrs. Huntley and Palmer's
productions is the " Honey Drop," a biscuit about
the size and shape of a florin. It is of a delicate

golden brown colour, and moderately soft in texture.

It is a line which will live, lionet/ seems to be fast
finding its inn/ into our manufactured goods as
among the ancients* English honey only is used ;

the foreign is so adulterated with glucose that this

house will not buy.'

And now that the curtain has fallen and the

* In the same number of the Confectioner, from which
the above is extracted, is a very interesting article by
Professor King on ' Cheese-cakes—their Antiquity,' in
which are given several recipes for making these delicacies.
In the majority of them honey is used either as a con-
stituent, or the cake is served, or fried, or boiled with
Honey. In fact, honey appears always to have taken the
place of sugar. Philoxenus of Cythera describes a banquet
as follows :

—
' And the beautiful vessels which came in first

were brought in again full of every kind of delicacy. And
in the middle was placed the great delight of mortals . . .

and its name was Amyltus . . . which they call Jupiter's
sweetmeuts. Then were distributed plates" of . . . very
delicious . . . and a cheese-cake compounded of cheese,
milk, and honey.' There is further information in the
article which might prove most interesting to those who
desire a better and a fuller knowledge of the use of honey
by the ancients.

doors arc closed, we are in a position to congratu-

late the Association on the work it has done. Very
few of the millions who have flocked to the Ex-
hibition have neglected to inspect the Bee Depart-

ment. It has been described as the most interesting

portion of the Show. Young and old, rich and
poor, the country-bred and the city-pent, the peer

and the peasant, have had an opportunity of seeing

the hive and its wonders, and of watching the

working of the honey bee. The desire to know
more of the interesting and fascinating pursuit of

bee-keeping has been sown in many a heart, and
the result of this will be seen ' after many days.'

The results of the Exhibition have been direct

and indirect. During the time it has been opened
the Bee Department has received three hundred
orders for different kinds of goods. Five hundred
pounds have been taken for goods, honey, and bee-

literature. One hundred members have since the

commencement of the year joined the B. B. K. A.
;

this large accession may to a great degree be placed

to the credit of the Exhibition.

We must postpone to our next the considera-

tion of the indirect benefits resulting from the

Exhibition.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Examinations, 1884.

s. cond-Class Examinations.

List nf Successful Candidates placed in order of merit :
-

"Warden, Charles, Clarendon Park, Salisbury, Wilts.

Leake, J., jun., Beacon Street, Lichfield, Staffs.

Bambridge, W. S., The College, Marlborough, Wilts.

Howard, J. II., Holme, near Peterborough, Hunts.
Farrington, G., Pond Green, Burslern, Staffs.

Candidates hading passed Third-Class Examinations.

Bucks—
Brisker, P., Ellesborough.

Carmarthenshire—
Jones, M. P., Llandilo.

Lewis, L. Oswald, Llandilo.

Spurrell, W., Carmarthen.

Derbyshire—
Bryan, T. M., Clay Cross.

Griffin, G., Clay Cross.

Handby, W., Hasland.

Herefordshire—
Meadhaui, Moses, Huntington.

Hunts—
Howard, J. It.. Holme.
Reynolds, G. St. Neots.

Norfolk—
Dobbie, Henry, Thickthorn, Norwich.
Lilley, Edward, Buxton, Norwich.

Staffordshire—
Clowes, E., Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

Farrington, <!., Pond Lane, Burslern.

Farrington, S., Stafford.

Handby, (}., Wolverhampton.
Leake, J., jun.. Beacon Street, Lichfield.

Warren, M. Leake, near Stafford.

Surrey—
Ealson, James, Farncomb, Godalming.

Wiltshire—
Bambridge, W. S., The College, Marlborough.
Bartlev, Frank, Rowde, near Devizes.

Day, E„ Milford, Salisbury.

Warden, G. Clarendon Park, Salisbury.
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The above list does not include those candidates who
were examined at Heading on October 1st and 2nd ; the

result of this examination will be published in a future

number of the B. B. Journal.

THE BEE AND FRUIT FARMING
COMPANY.

Besides the British Honey Company, which we
have already noticed, we desire to draw the at-

tention of the bee-keeping public to another Com-
pany with the above title. The object of this

latter Company is, 1 , to carry on the business of bee-

forming, embracing the raising of bees, the pro-

duction of honey, and the supplying of bee-

appliances ; 2, fruit-farming and preserving, market-

gardening and dairying ; and, .'!, acquiring a sub-

lease and the good- will of the Cray Valley Bee-Farm,

lately occupied and carried on by Jesse Garratt,

Esq. (Secretary of the Kent B. EL A.), at Iluckenden,

St. .Mary Cray, who is the Managing Director of

the new Company. (For further particulars, see

Advertisement.)

LINCOLNSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS
ASSOCIATION".

We have much pleasure in inserting the follow-

ing resolutions passed by the Lincolnshire Agricul-

tural Society :

—

Extract from the minutes of a meeting of the Finance
( lommit irds, held at the So. i. n'- I

Room, Lincoln, on Friday, the *th of August, li<84.

'Resolved unanimously, upon the motion of Mr.

Edward Paddison, seconded l>y Mr. Pereira Brown,
that the thanks of tins meeting be conveyed to Mr.

R. R. Godfrej and other members of the Lincolnshire

Bee-keepers' Association for the a

afforded by them in the management of the I

partment of the Grantham Exhibition.'
' Ordered, thai n • regoing resolution be

forwarded to Mr. < lodfrey.'

The following is the report drawn up by the

Rev. G ge Etaynor, and concurred in by Mr.

Henry fates:

—

'On acting as judge of the above department of your
show at Grantham, in conjunction with Mr. Henry
Sates, I beg to offer a few remarks on the various

divisions of the -how. Taking the more important

classi - in their ordi r, we come first to the several foreign

varieties of the honey-bee, for which liberal awards
BEered. Here the number of entries was small,

and, with the exception of the prize exl il

only in quality, I consider this an important pari of

I

.1-.
i he It iii:ui and i

CaCI of bees are especially useful to the fanner in

fertilising the si ike and red eloi u . neon which the

ordinary English bee is rarely seen al work. In tin)

class for English bees the ipecimens exhibited were fine

and pure in race. The 1 j cl

both as regards quantity and quality I gav evidence

of the beneficial result of the fostering ear.- bestowed by
the Lincolnshire Society on bee-culture at it- annual

shows. The large quantities of honey exhibited bj

several agriculturi I ol note, and the cleanly and tale-

able form in which it was Bhown, forecast an important

future for the industry of bee-culture in your county.

The fact that at the early season at which your show
was held, nearly a ton and a ball of honej was ex-

hibited, excellent in quality, and splendidly shown,

speaks more on behalf of the usefulness of such exhibi-

tions than any words of mine could. The exhibitors in

Class 14 for" collections of bee furniture, brought to-

gether an excellent display in 500 or 600 articles,

adapted for every possible want in the scientific and

artistic culture of the honey-bee. I cannot conclude

this brief report without allusion to the manner in

which the entire show was conducted, in the orderly

and neat arrangement of the classes, the selection of the

site, and in all the minor details, which go towards

i rendering exhibitions of this kind both popular and

j

successful in a pecuniary point of view, and which
, and energetic action

on the part of yi ur Secretary of this department (Mr.

R R Godfrey), who is so well qualified by his long

experience for the task he undertook.'

RECENT [NVESTIG tTIONS INTO THE STRUC-
TURE OF THE EGG ORGANS OF THE QUEEN.

By I'im'nk R. Cheshire.

It is now fitting that I should endeavour to point out

the chief facts n.w to apiculture, in the satisfactory

determination of which I navel nverj greatly helped

by the twenty-one queens forwarded to me with so much
bj those already thanked; and in addition

C. Heysham, B.N., Bideford, Mr. W. T. Joyce,

Farnborough, Mr. Ivan. Drungrimh, and Revs. Scott,

of Hartlip, and Sisson, of North Walsham,' and a kind

donor who sent no nam". Useless queens would still be

of aeri ii i I y-and-bj explained.

It is well known to intelligent bee-keepers that the

que n meets the droni . lie latter being, I feel

Btrongly of opinion, neither guided by hearing nor scent,

as man} have but bj the eye; he ior this

purpose being furnished with a farmore high!j developed

optical organ I i

worker. It ia also known
that alter her fourth or fifth week the queen b

nidation, and should she lay, furni-hes

nothing but drone., and i- known as B drone-breeder. It

addition, been demonstrated anal icallj that

aprodu es a vast number of active thread-like

matozoa, and thai these are tran ferred

to the q
thej may afterwards be found

stored in le, to which the name 'spermatheca'

has been given, and that these threads are the active

means for converting an egg that would otherv, ise have

produced a drone into a worker, or il may be a queen.

Slanj problems have had no answer, and most con-

spicuouslj thai one which askedAou these threads were

transferred to < p • iallj to this that I

-hall turn my attention. Hut siniv the investigation

beautifully that the queen after mating becomes
completely a creature carrying all the essentials of

ro genders within herself, it will be necessary to

mo thoughts t • the organization of the drone.

[f the abdo i
be eul open don n t be sides

by fine scissors, and the three Eh I doi al (back) plates

carefully removed, we discover two very large o; o

filling nearly the w hole of the enclosed space. The e are

called ovaries, and consist of from forty to sixty tubes

each, all lying side bj aide, and gathered into a bundle.
i lubes |o\ie-ian tubes), iii which I he eggs are

matured, are al the uppi t end. very small, and! re < ach

egg ia represented by an initial cell only; bul as this

mlarges it passes on, room being made for

it by the escap ! the mature eggs at tbi wider lower

end. These two ovaries are covered below by two t rj

delicate membranous forms, into which their large end's

* I have received other bees of special Interest, to which

I must refer in another connexion. Mr. Sisson's second

queen, as he supposed, was diseased even worse than the

first, and has given some new points which will no doubt

repay investigation.
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are inserted, and which may be compared to funnels,

the two delivery pipes of which unite and form a single

tube (the common oviduct), the three taking the form of

the letter Y. If a drone now be opened in like manner,
we discover in the same relative part of his body two
organs much smaller in size, containing about MOO tubes

individually minute, but. in which are produced the

thread-like spermatozoa very much as the eggs are

formed in the queen.

The ovaries of the queen and the testes of the drone

are, then, homologues of one another. Two canals, like

the oviducts in the queen, convey these threads, as

matured, to a store chamber called the vesicula semi-

mill's, where they await the object of their development.

The honiologue of this store chamber is the spermatheca

of the queen. At the time of mating, these spermatozoa
require a vehicle or medium in which they may be

Gloated into their proper destination : and to supply this

medium a gland is provided called the glandula mucosa,

into which the vesicula seminalis opens, and at the time

of ejaculation the mucous secretion of the gland and the

spermatozoa are sent forward together. The mucous
gland, we shall presently see, has als i its homologue in

the queen, which now we had better scrutinise. Not far

from the commencement of the common oviduct, and
fastened by very complicated muscles to the fifth ab-

dominal ring, we find a globular body about the one-third

of the size of a common pin-head (one-twentieth inch in

er), and which glistens like burnished silver,

covered all over with marvellously delicate

air-tubes (tracheae), which reflect light like a duck's

feather does when plunged under water. The smallest

roughness will break the spermatheca from its attach-

ments, and will frustrate any endeavour to discover how
it is filled up and used, but with it separated, should

accident detach it, we can make out its own structure

with any microscope having even a really good inch

objective (a quarter is of coin-' better). The tracheae,

which cross and interlace so as to form a very close net,

cover the spermatheca almost entirely from view; but

sine these tracheas never enter the sack itself, they may,
by very careful teasing with needles,* be so divided thai

at last the spermatheca will escape, and may now be

examined under a cover-glass. It is seen to be a trans-

parent bag having no visible structure except near the

outlet, where it is lined with epithelial cells. Through
its sides, if the queen were uumated, we discern onl\ a

perfectly clear fluid, not granular, as stated by Leidy
(Langstroth, page 213), but as described by Leuchart
(Langstroth, page 127). If, on the contrary, the queen
had been recently mated, the whole interior is densely

clouded and semi-opaque, since it is perfectly filled with

spermatozoa; but as older and yet older queens are

operated upon, the spermatozoa decrease in number; but
instead of being generally diffused, are gathered into a

tolerably compact mass, which lies near the aperture of

the spermatheca, the remainder of which is filled with a

clear fluid as in virgin queens. This compact mass of

spermatozoa (as seen by a half-inch objective) much re-

sembles a dense ball of horsehair, and fn mi the surface of

it from ten to twenty spermatozoa rise in different spots

like microscopic eels long and thin, curl and twist with
much grace while they hold on with their tails ; after a

few seconds they lapse into quietude, sink back into the

mass to be in turn succeeded by others, and in a warm
room this most curious set of movements will continue

for upwards of an hour.

The closing valve of the spermatheca, for it possesses

a marvellously beautiful one, having been brought away
with it, it is worthy of note that no spermatozoa escape,

and if we squeeze the spermatheca flat with the cover-
glass, the valve still holds fast. The pressure increased,

* This bad better be attempted in a small drop of

gl cerine. Water is not so good.

the delicate bag at length bursts, and one of the most
marvellous sights the microscope is capable of affording

awaits us. Ihe spermatozoa escape m tufts, each con-
taining hundreds of thousands. These tufts have a beau-
tiful arrangement, reminding one of a girl's back hair

combed out after plaiting ; but each spermatozoon
wriggles to be free, and quickly they are widely spread,

curling and uncurling with an energy which baffles

description. Their powers in a few minutes begin to

wane, and then one after the other they take a form
closely resembling two S's one over another, surrounded
by a rather larger ; and when all have sunk to rest,

this curious pattern, repeated with strange regularity,

covers the tield. It is my idea* that this form is the

one into which the spermatozoon puts itself after en-
tering the egg, when the head of it, which is long and
thin (not rounded as Girdwoyn draws it), and not
qtute at the end of the thread, would lie in contact

with the germ yolk, the well-understood position needed
for fertilisation.

I have said enough already to show the absurdity of

the pressure theory so called, which repeats Wagner's
most crude guess that the squeezing of the narrow
worker-cell thrusts out spermatozoa from their con-

taining sac. Of course, no knowledge of the surpassingly

beautiful structure of God's animated creation is needed
for a guess like this, and only in its absence could any
one have ventured to make it. Those who have been so

confident in telling us the spermatozoa were squeezed
out would have rebuked themselves if they had only

thought enough to have asked In iw they were squeezed in.

I. ei ii . huh pas ; - i!c- consideration of the mean.- by

which egg-fertilisation is actually brought, about.

Let us suppose that a complete spermatheca is now
before us; as we turn it we get it into such a position

that its outline is not unlike the back of a man's head
carrying two large and prominent ears. These latter

are the upper ends of two glands about the hundredth
and thirtieth of an inch in diameter long and twisl. d, in

form resembling bed-bolsters, these meet together and

foi-m a junction near the aperture of the spermatheca.
They each consist of gland-cells, in the midst of which
runs a tube from end to end, which continually enlarges

during it
i arse. Tl off thousands of tube-

lets which pass to the distinct cells and gather the tiny

quota of secretion each furnishes. The main pipes of the
two glands unite. - , that all the liquid produced is ready
to lie di-cliare'ed near the mouth of the spermatheca. Our
greatest difficulty now faces us. We And that the

spermathecal aperture enters the side of the common tube

carrying the glandular secretion, but that Ave main
mu cles are so contrived that, the spermatheca when in

repose is shut bj a plate which faces the point at which
its aperture enters the gland-duct. In this position the

gland-duct is also closed by the same plate, but. if by the
will the instinct or the needst of the queen spermatozoa

are to pass out two muscles draw the spermathecal

aperture away from the plate (directly from its face).

This frees a few spermatozoa, and the now liberated

glandular secretion by its outflow sweeps them on into

a canal which runs by a pretty long path towards the

common oviduct. A most marvellous adaptation here

arises. The spermatozoa yielded by the drone are pro-

bably rarely less than 4,000,000, but these need to be

economically utilised, as if they were shot out haphazard

they would be exhausted long before the queen's death

and we should get a drone-breeder. We see how a

small number are now sent travelling on their errand,

but the duct through winch they pass I find to be the

centre of another gland which is richly provided with

muscular fibres and nerve threads. The gland is, no

* This I have not yet actually verified by observation.

It is a matter yet to be done.

t The movement is probably purely reflex.
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doubt, excited to secretion by the presence of the

spermatozoa. All physiologists will see this at once,

e.g., food excites our salivary glands to the secretion of

saliva and the stomach to the secretion of gastric juice.

Spermatozoa thickly present 'will cause the addition

of large quantities of fluid which will more widely

separate them. Their absence will yield th.- action

which will send a new contingent forward as 1 have

described, and so they come to be paid out in some
regularity. The muscular threads moving them forward

as required.

Tracing the duct through which they pas- on, I dis-

covered a spot in which the channel seems to fork, one

going into the oviduct near the ovipositor and the other

entering near tli'- junction of the right and left oviducts.

Surely this has a meaning. The former channel seems
nearly obliterated in laying queens, and my besl effi rts

were sorely taxed by it. There i- hut little doubt in

my mind that this passage in the early life of the queen

i- wide, and is the one by which the spermatozoa pass

up towards the spermatheca after mating. The muscles

before referred to, in order to affect this, reversing their

action just as the muscles <>f the oesophagus do in higher

animals in the act of vomiting. The horse, by example,
when he drinks carries water up by a muscular action in

boluses into bis stomach,* but in vomiting ti

LTa.-p materia] and carry it towards the mouth.
If this lie so, the spermatozoa are 'squeezed in' by a

sucking action at the ovipositor, and all becomes clear,

and we also p hat the queen,
quite earlj in life, becomes i lating.

(To h

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITTSfl BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOC] VI'loN.

BlBI i ->i"N on Hit. Wu.Ki.it's l'u'i B "\ 1 BIDING
Bbbs.

The Chairman thanked Dr. Walker for his

ting paper, and invited th.' company present to

express their opinions on the same,
The ];. -, i ',. I ; . i -, nor congratulated the audience on tin.

valuable information they had just acquired, and said

that the views 1'iit forward by I'r. Walker, with one or

two exceptions, ne (thi id proved practicable

ami besl by his own experience, He approved of the

bottle-feeder in certain form-, and. ,i- thej all knevi . had

lately brought into notice a new ..ne himself, Be did

not push the sale ,.f it for the sake ..f hii\ profit, hut

because he had in practice proved it t.. i.e a g 1 -
i

•

He did not suppose that Dr. Walker referred to bis

feeder, because he knevt there were several different

appliances "f thi- character in existence. The idea upon
which his own contrivance was founded occurred to him
from an experiment which he made with a f ler that

had now been before the public for thirty year-. It

was the invention of Mr. IVttitt, of Dover, and was a

float-feeder consisting of a w len bowl, even or eight

inches in diameter, with a central tunnel through
which the bees ascended, instead of using this in the

ordinary way he inverted it placing a bottle in the

tunnel and covering the lower part with wire-cloth.
Tlie bees feed remarkably well from this f ler.

The\ ascended into the dome formed, which was lined

* The ' India-rubber brothers,' who show how they can
do all that men were not meant to do, drink head down-
wards, the wine (it is coloured water, not wine, as that spoils

the quality of the India-rubber) risinij into the stomach by
muscular grasping of it in the cesoplmgus.

with cloth, and was impervious to the escape of moisture
or beat. They appeared to make use of the feeder in

all weathers, and this arrangement had suggested to him
the invention, which had lately been put forward in his

name. Curiously enough after using this feeder for
several years he came across a book, published in

America on apiculture, or more particularly ou queen-
rearing, by Mr. Alley, in which was described the
' Locke Feeder,' of the precise pattern he (the speaker)
had been using, and for which a patent had been taken
out in America. With regard to Dr. Walker's remarks
ou spring dwindling, he was of opinion that bees hatched
in late autumn were a disadvantage to the colony.

They are more liable to dysentery, often because they
are unable to leave the hive during the winter; and his

experience was that bees hatched before the month of

September lived considerably longer than was generally

believed. He thought there was no doubt that well-

seasoned bees going into winter quarters, having been
bred as early in the previous summer as the middle of

September, do exist up to the following April or May.
His belief was that young bees hatched after the middle
of September and throughout the month of October did

not winter so well as the older bees which bad attained

to greater strength and were possessed of more stamina.

Two %ear- ago he had intr iduced, in the month of Sep-
tember, a Syrian queen to a Btrong colony of black h i

The queen proved t" be a 'drone-breeder,' and, con-
tly, no Syrian winkers were produced. The

colon] remained in statu quo until the following May,
wlcn the black bees were found to he nearly as nuine-

rouaaswhen the Syrian queen was introduced. Ano-
ther queen wa- inserted, and the colony became as

flourishing as any in his apiary. Hence we have a

that l s bred in August and September
exist for a period of eight months at least. With regard

to the material composing the food of he,.-, he quits

with all Dr. w alker had Btati d,

Mr. llehner said he came to listen, and had learnt a

great deal that evening. He knew nothing about feeding

bees, but tl ght he could give the reason win pure

tould be better as f I than pound sugar. The
latter contained potash Baits, which wen- injurious alike

to man and beast, and would therefore be very liable to

Of bees. He w i-hed tu take this

opportunity of saying that horehound honey, so fat as

he had examined it, was perfectly genuine, lb.stated
this in justice to the man whose name he had mentioned
more than once in that room,

Mr. Blovi would like to ask Dr. Walker whether the

pea-flour should he added at the early itsge of pre-

paration. Be (the speaker) did not think the pea-flour
add. d to the candy should be Submitted to any high

temperature, and it should he added last.

I!., l;.' T Sissons said, for some years he had found
a difficult} in preparing bee food, and at last he dis-

covered that the cook must he I.lamed for this, lie had
now adopted the experiment of simply taking the same
preparations of sugar and boiling water, putting them
into the extractor and revolving till the whole ,,f the

sugar was extracted, and using at once, He had found
in. candying on the part of the sugar, and no dysentery
on the part of the bees,

Mr.Zchetmavr said he agreed perfectly with Mr. liaynor

with regard to bees bred late in the autumn. I [e COnaiderd
them rather a disdadvantage to the hive than Otherwise;
and in his opinion, bees which have not been able to fly

about before going into the winter will scarcely see the

spring. He desired to say something about the utility

of supplying bees with water during the spring months.
According to his experience spring dwindling can he

greatly reduced hy providing bees with the necessary

uat.r « it hi n the hive, especially if they are fed to stimu-
late breeding. Thousands which would perish on chilly-

days while searching for water will be kept indoors and
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saved. To what extent bees require water during

the breeding months may be seen from the fact that

between the middle of March and the middle of

May one stock consumed no less than a gallon, given

to them over the frames in a bottle arranged for the

purpose. With regard to Mr. Sissons' remarks, he said

that he also never boiled his sugar, but simply dissolved

it in hot or boiling water, and it had always answered
the purpose.

Mr. W. O'B. Glennie indorsed Mr. Sissons' remarks.

He had never used the slingerfor the purpose mentioned,
but. he quite agreed that it was not necessary to boil the

syrup. During the first few years of his experience as a.

bee-keeper, he used to allow the syrup to boil about ten

minutes, and he discovered that it candied, as he believed

in consequence. At that time bee-feeders were no! bo

plentiful as now, and he made use of a pickle bottle for

the purpose with canvas covered over the top. Some-
times there was a thick coat of candy ovi r the holes and
unless this were removed the bees would starve. At
last an old woman told him the cause of this, which she

attributed to the boiling. He quite appreciated the

force of Mr. Sissons' observations respecting the cook.

He prepared the food himself, but not till after all the

servants were gone to bed.

Mr. Garratt was surprised to hear the remarks of Mr.
Raynor and Mr. Blow to the effect that late autumn
bees are of little value to the hive. At the same time he
treated their opinions with great respect. "With regard
to feeding, many established bee-keepers recommended
l hat bees should not be deprived of their honey during
winter. He was of opinion that those hives which were
least tampered with in the autumn were best in 1 1 j

;
• spring.

There was on.' method of feeding which had not been
alluded to. That was feeding from behind the dummies.
The plan was adopted very frequently of giving a space

or passage beneath the dummy at the rear of the hive

to allow of bees passing under and feeding in the com-
partment formed by closing up the bees in the centre of

the hive. There was considerate advantage in this, he-

cause feeding could take place at the back, and be done
in secret. Much of the honey gathered in the latter

part of the season was very bad in colour, and of ques-

tionable flavour and quality. Instead of using this honey
he let the bees have it, it being their natural food. He
thought the bad-coloured honey, referred to by Mr.
Zchetmayr, was very unattractive, and the public ought
not to be asked to buy it. He had found that within

a radius of ten miles of London the honey deposited

was of a very dark colour, and seemed to he made
so In the condition of the atmosphere. AVith regard

to the solid, dry food, alluded to by Dr. Walker,
there was much difficulty in preparing it, and very little

was known on the subject. Purveyors of bee appliances

would do well to add it to their catalogues. It was
contrary to his experience that sugar usually candied

after being boiled. He always preferred his food in this

way.
Mr. Stewart recommended occasional feeding at very

short intervals. The bees had collected continuously

this season, hut some years it happened that a few fine

days were succeeded by a week of cold and wet weather.

At these times he thought it most desirable to feed the

bees.

Mr. Garratt apologised for rising again, but with re-

gard to Mr. Zchetmayr's remarks respecting bees drinking

an inordinate quantity of water, he would like to refer

to his own experience on this head. Last spring

there was severe frost in the middle of April, with cold

east, winds. At that time his bees came in clouds to the

water, their thirst being insatiable, and he lost an enor-

mous number by drowning.
Mr. Drinliwater said, with respect to dry sugar feed-

ing, he had tried Mr. Hewitt's system last winter, as

recommended in the Bee Journal, with one hive. They

wintered just as well as any of the others. He had fed
with syrup in the usual way, but they did not get on so
well in the following spring as those which had syrup
food.

Mr. A. Mellidge. as a bee-keeper of seven months
standing, wished to know whether it was not a singular

circumstance for a drone queen to rear drones in worker
cells.

The .Rev. G. Raynor, in answer to Mr. Mellidge, said

that under abnormal conditions—such as the existence

of drone-breeding queens and fertile workers—drones of

the size of worker-bees were constantly produced in

worker-cells— perfect drones in every respect except
size; and it was generally believed, by Dr. Dzierzon
and other scientists, that such drones were capable of

propagating their race.

The Rev.T. Sissons said Mr.Garratt's remarks respecting

dark coloured honey, if allowed to go forth to the public
without any qualification, would damp the ardour of all

suburban bee-keepers. It was distressing to think that
the productions of the bees within eight or ten miles of

London should not (according to Mr. Garratt) be offered

to the public. When he (the speaker) lived within the

area of London smoke (the Woolwich side of Shooters'

Hill), his bees produced the best honey, for which
Messrs. Neighbour ami Son gave a good price. Since

then he had moved to Beckenham, with the result (hat.

his honey was of a darker colour than the Woolwich
produce.

.Mr. Garratt, after Mr. Sissons' assertion respecting

dark-coloured honey, desired to withdraw what he had
said respecting it.

The Rev. G. Raynor would add a word of caution

with regard to Mr. Garratt's system of feeding bees on
the, dark-coloured honey. If collected from the aphides

it was the worst food they could consume. A leading

article in a recent American Bee Journal warned bee-

keepers, in the strongest terms, against feeding with the

honey collected from the aphides, dysentery and death

being the certain result. With regard to Sir. < Hennie's

mode of preparing syrup, Mr. Root in his ABC book
commends it, stating that he never boiled sugar, but

simply poured hot water on it.

Mr. Hart explained that Demerara sugar was coloured

more or less according to the market for which it was
intended. It was always sent darkly coloured to the

American market, and a lighter brown to the English

market. The cheapest and best sugar for feeding

purposes was that called Dutch crushed, which was
similar to loaf sugar, but, generally speaking, was nearly

always cane-sugar. He thought spring dwindling was
due to insufficient pollen in the hive—in fact, he had
proved this by his own experience. He quite agreed

with Mr. Raynor respecting the honey collected from
the aphides.

Mr. Garratt thought that Mr. Raynor's observations

hardly convicted him of suggesting an injudicious plan for

feeding because he had made no admission that the dark

honey was collected from the deposit of aphides. He
attributed the dark honey in his own case to the privet-

hedges in the garden. The honey deposited previous to

the privet coming into bloom was of a light clear colour,

but afterwards it became dark. On examining the dark

honey he felt convinced by its scent and flavour that the

privet had produced it. He immediately caused the

privet blooms to be cut off, and no more dark honey
appeared. The bloom of lime-trees was known to pro-

duce dark honey. His neighbourhood had not been
affected very much with blight that year, and he con-

sidered it very much an open question whether' the

dark honey he had referred to could be attributed to the

aphides.

Mr. Sambels said that in August, 1883, his bees

gathered hone}- which resembled port wine in colour, but

was, nevertheless, of so good a flavour that it gained a
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special prize at the county show. Early in the spring of

the same year the honey produced was of a light colour,

as it had been last spring. With respect to the best

sugar for feeding purposes, he had had the pleasure of

hearing the Honorary Secretary of his Association

lecture on bee-keeping. That gentleman stated that

bees did not winter well on syrup, and that if reared on
thi> food in late autumn they were invariably dete-

riorated in physique. lie would like to hear some
opinions on this point. He found that ca agar had
been recommended prettygenerally in the columns of the

Bee Journal and by many others, and he recollected Mr.
saying in his lecture that cane-sugar was the

nearest approach to honey. He always used cane-sugar

for domestic purposes as well as in the preparation of

bee-food. This latter he prepared in the usual waj by

boiling, and he had kept the syrup for fourteen or

fifteen months without the least crystallisation setting in.

His experience did nol correspond -with thai of the

Honoran Secretary to whom he had allude i.

Mr. Hart said that Dutch-crushed was one
cheapest sugars he had found in proportion to the

saccharine matter it contained.

Mr. Zchetmayrsaid Mr. Drinl

Hewitt'.- system of wintering bei ) on, or better

of candj . Thi he considered nol onh dai

but fatal to anj tock. In mild w i

two, which were no winters at all, the stocks maj survii i

and see the spring, but in a with a eonsider-

abl li of cod daj s, he v. as more than cod

Id Sun a •-. Any one
- : och on a froi tj w inter day and

seen hov I toget her and bat i I

up e\
i i ptj ace v> iiliin tli" rlu jter, in ordi r to

: ; he n quired warm! b, b ould a|— i it b him
and recognise the fallacy of thi mode oi providi

with food.

.M r. BrOYi ii

which had been dry sugar fed. This food was of a

. was put into

Demerara sugar, there was do doubt, foi he had
it i li inge colour « I der. With n

spring dwindling from want of pollen, !»• recommended
meal f I in the larlyspring to counteract thi

indue d thi beet to i 1. and supplied them with

Mr. Blow di Bin d i tt's statement
that he had support) d Mr. B -. n * in

raisi d late in autui hive.

Mr. Stewart said that

before 1 he 1 nit< d Sta •

•'
I ourl

of 1878 ti. i tli" Treasui .

I oited The « hole subjei t of the

adulteration of suga !

'

chai • had defr b d I hi

Revi ma of the country bj adding dirt to the sugar. The
( iota urn. it, however, failed to e itabli b I heii i

i

The < iiiMriiian thought they had liste I I

interesting discussion. I [e had I
I a great

deal, -on a- of his most cherished opinions having
a violent I

- rening. He had alwaj a und

that breeding should be stimulated as long as

II il- ivi hi b i foundations, and candy, and syrup
in th 'dinary n aj .

Dr. W alkei

.

d that -t of the qui ries

.
-,

. .iii.- speaki i- had bei n answered bj i

the diseuBsion. I [e did ao\ profe ban gii a

his own ideas and opinion . With regard I i pring

dwindling, Mr. Eta - nor bad mi nndei * iod bim. 1 [e

did nol wish spring breeding to be can ed on - <
-

sively. That would depend very much on the itat - of

I he a This yeaT thej had a mild aut umn, and

that day the bees had been fiying out in large numbers,
and, probably, at this time there would bi

amount of brood in his various hives. He thought the
question of rearing brood in the autumn depended
entirely on the weather. No doubt, bees raised too late
in the autumn were useless to the hive. With regard to
supplying water to bees, as far bark as the time of
Aristotle this was c msidered to be absolutely neci ssary,

that philosopher alluding to the subject. The advantage
of dry feeding was that pea-flour was mixed with the
sugar, the former being \ •,-;, much like pollen in its

character. This food, no doubt, stimulated early brood-
rearing. Of course, it must not be used in the late

autumn for the reasons already given. The question of

making the candy was merely one for the cook. His
servants had come to grief over the task, but he had

il himself very well. This was, perhaps, easily

understood, for be maintained that a doctor was hing
if not a cook. He was not surprised to hears conflict

of opinion- on the subject of wet and drj feeding. That

fact was only a confirmation of the old adage, 'Bo many
nam opinions.' With reference to the dark colour

of privet-honey, he might say that his bees had produced
some which was quite black, with little or no Savour,
and, of course, repulsive in appearance. II had thought
of sending it to Mr. Moyle. He had I

oi thi 1 ! . ito the

frame v.hil.- it was hot. It answered fairly wi 11. i 'andy
was very highly thought of in Ami ode oi

With regard to thi

about Demerara sugar, he was grossly ignorant on that

II- had always thought the brown sugar was
best, that it took! to --a. -rim your cup
than w hit - ugar.

The Rev. ' r. Raynor propo ed nd hi 1 [on, and Re*

.

Henrj Bligh seconded, a vote of thanks to Dr. Walker,
v. ho brief!) acknowle I

-

The Rev. 11. I.'. L'eel proposed, and Mr.
i. a vote of thanks to the Chairman, who they

-I would be unahl

regularly in the futuri .

The < 'liainuan. in thanl.i: ted his

inabilit
j J

longer the hoi tarj hip

of the I torsel mire A it in hii

family r ndi ble.

-I \ I ORDSIIIRE Id E-KEEPEHS'
VSSOC] \Tin\.

Award
ton, Smallthorn, Burslem

i
John Li ake, junt .. I

I Ola i a -i "ion, 1 1 i-'ore-

iii ird; I !. ' llowi .
I [ole tlou - Fai a,

Milton, Stoke-on-Trent ; S.Warren, 11 Market Place,

i |
-Hii

j
.

\\ .i [ham's I Mil, Wolverhampton.
/;.. | Che Bei Tent ha visited I

-

I
.

different -how, in the count] five of which were of two
at i

n : and, Mian 1

. ! i i the able and

management of the Rev. G-. R. Bailey, and the slrill of

Mr. Rollins, the \- ociation expert, has handed ovi i a

balance of I8f. L7*. I d. to the account i ( the A - ocia-

tion.

T/ie Expert* Autumn Tour. Mr. Rollins completed

iur on < Ictoher I 1th, after thirty-t wo hard

days' work. In all he visited L02 members of the

Association, besides other bee-keepers who called him

in for advice. He examined 591 bar-frame bivi

370 straw skeps, and although unable to ascertain the

amount of honey taken, he accounted for 7535 lbs. taken

from a f the members on whom be called. In the

spring he visited altogether 122 members and examined

397 hive altogether, so we may fairly assume that

his visit i- becoming more popular, and that Stafford-

shire has taken advantage of the abundant harvest of

L884.
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GLAMORGANSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Referring to Mr. Gibbins' letter iu your last issue

about the Glamorganshire Association, there are, I

l)elieve, several persons in this neighbourhood who would

become members of the Association. At the same time

I think there should be two distinct Associations for

Glamorganshire—east and west: one having its head-

quarters at Swansea, and the other at Cardiff. I believe

an Association could be readily formed in this district if

any gentleman would undertake the duties of Secretary.

—W. II. Jenkins, Argaty, Sltetty, Swansea.

NOTTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
In your Editorial Notices of November 1st, you refer

to the representation of the Notts B.K.A. at the Con-

ference. I (and, doubtless, other bee-keepers) would be

glad to know if there is really an Association in Notts.

When the question of forming an Association was first

mooted, I gave in my name as desirous of becoming a

member; I received notice of a preliminary meeting for

the election of officers, but was unable to attend : and,

though living only a few miles from Nottingham, I have

neither heard nor seen any account of the Committee

then formed having taken any steps to help and promote

hee-keeping in Notts. If the Association is stil! in

existence, I am much surprised that none of the bee-

keepers in this neighbourhood have been invited to join.

Surely, some steps should have been taken ere this in the

interest of apiculture in the county of Nottinghamshire.
—North Notts.

WESTMORELAND BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

I expected to have seen a letter from our Kendal bee-

keepers in answer to an appeal from ' Windermere' in the

Journal of the loth of July for forming a Bee-keepers'

Association. I see that our neighbours in Cumberland
are going ahead with their Association, why should nut

"Westmoreland have one at once, and not be the last of

the English counties to have one ? If some gentlemen

would only take the thing in hand, I think others would
follow. I shall be glad to do my part in forming one.

—

Bowxess.
[The Reports of the Middlesex, Rutherglen, and Belfast

Bee-keepers' Associations will appear in our next.]

Cnrrcsponbcntc.

*«.* All Correspondents forwarding Letters for insertion in

the Journal, Reports of Associations, Shows, Meetings, Echoes

from the Hives, Queries, ti'C. , are requested to direct their com-

munications to ' The Editor of the " British Bee Journal," cjo

Messrs. Strangeways d- Sons, Tower Street, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, W.C

JUDGING.
The subject of ' Judges,' started by ' Station-master,"

and revived by ' Apiarist,' is one so well worth discussing

that, if no one more competent takes it up, 1 shall ask

you to let me, as one who has had the misfortune to act

as judge occasionally, to say a few words to keep the ball

rolling.

' Station-master ' is vexed because judges seem to have
no rule as to the order of merit of clover, heather, fruit,

&c. honey, and wishes, to have some such rule laid down.
But is that possible except the rule be most general!''

Some kinds of honey all would hold to be inferior ; for

them no rule is needed. But for others, such as for the

three kinds named above, where are we to find the

Heralds' College to draw up the Table of Precedence ?

I, myself, would rank clover-honey, both for purity of

flavour and for its golden beauty, as quern over all the

rest ; but many others, undeniable connoisseurs, think

clover too thin and tasteless and prefer heather; while

others again think the delicious, peculiar bouquet of

genuine apple-blossom better than either.

And when we have got our Table of Precedence, are

there not other points, even more important, which very

often reverse the first impressions of even ' practical bee-

keepers?' Such as (if 'Apiarist' will let me say so)

judges almost invariably are. To illustrate some of

these, let me give some facts from a show at which 1

chanced to lie one of the three judges (not, let me add,

either of the shows alluded to by your correspondents

as their letters make plain). There was such an un-

usually good and even exhibit, both in sections and run-

honey, that the judges had often great difficulty in

deciding. Thus, in the class for 12 lbs. of section-honey,

after weeding out all inferior lots, every sample had to

be carefully tasted, every section examined and iveiyhed

before a verdict could he given with the result that the

one which looked best had to be deposed, and, though a

clover sample won the day, a much darker sample (ap-

parently fruit) ran it very close. And this was ev*n

more the case in the class for extracted hon*v. After

the judging surprise was expressed that a oeautifui-

looking lot of clear clover honey had been passed over

for a much darker lot of fruit-blossom honey. And at

first sight the judges, too, had thought the clover best,

yet after a most searching testing they felt hound to

prefer the darker lot for ripeness, flavour, and evenness

of lot. I could give many other similar illustrations. The
prize does not, and should not, always go to that which
seems best to on-lookers, especially in the case of sections.

Judges, far more than the public, have often cause to

know that there are two sides to every section.

The question of the weight of sections alluded to

above is so important that I should like to say a word
or two upon it. The prize lists specify ' 1-lb. (or -Mb.)

sections.' Does this mean gross weight, i.e. including

section-box ; or nett weight, i.e. deducting box ? In

weighing at shows as judge, I often find sections (gross

weight) which fail to turn the scale at 1G oz., and very

few are more than 16 oz., especially in the case of the

hestrlooking sections taken from supers tightly locked-

up. In my own apiary this year I have weighed every

section, and have found that well-filled sections have

ranged from 14 oz. gross in the supers to 22 oz. in

the pase of sections filled behind an excluder down
below, but these last are rarely even enough for show
purposes. Now the 1-lb. section-box weighs from 1 oz.

to ly oz., so that a 1-lb. section gross weight means
only 14J oz. or 15 oz. nett of honey. Vet undoubtedly

a ' 1-lb, section ' is so called because it is understood to

contain in full 1 lb. of honey. As a judge I suppose

one must pass a section weighing 1C oz. gross as a ' 1-lb.

section of honey.' But it never seems to me quite fair

in selling ; certainly it is not fair to sell all sections at

the same price as the weights given above prove. I

myself weigh every section, deduct 1} oz. for box, mark
the nett weight on the section and sell at so much per

oz. I have only spoken of 1-lb. sections, the case is

stronger with the 2-lb.

If I have not already taken up too much of your space

I should like to add a word or two more suggested hy
one or two expressions in your correspondents' letters.

No judge that is worth his salt will resent even sharp

criticism if only it be fair, but will welcome it as a help

in what is no easy work. But I would ask the critics to

bear in mind that the office of a judge is a most un-

desirable and thankless one, often calling for considerable

sacrifices on the judge's part, and hardly ever, I should?

think, accepted by any one except out of a desire to help

on bee-keeping to the best of his power. It may be

that judges often try the forbearance of exhibitors
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sorely ; but have they not a claim upon that forbearance

by the very fact that they are judges? Such at least is

the feeling of i me whi i has had the misfortune to be— A S

Occasional Junes.

EXAMINATION FOR THIRD-CLASS
CERTIFICATES.

1. In reply to Mr. Webster's letter in your last issue,

notwithstanding the instructions, permit me to say,

though the point is of little consequence, the oral ex-

amination began before 11 o'clock, whilst the practical

tests did not commence till a few minutes to 3 p.m.

One of the candidates drove his bees in the open, the

liyht in the tent being too bad; another, objecting to

such publicity, drove subsequently in the tent with such

light as there was. Mr. Webster's admission that he
had to be orally examined after the late hour at which
the practical tests concluded, places my contention in a
clearer light, viz., that one examiner for six candidates

is insufficient to avoid needless inconvenience.

i'. With regard to the admission of the public within

the net, I heard a stranger inside call out to one of the

candidates who was driving, ' There she goes!' pointing

at the queen : thereupon he was asked to withdraw. In

m\ opinion no one should be admitted within the net

except the examiner and candidate, as the presence of

any gentleman (no matter how well known he may be

to the bee-world) is apl to distract the attention of the

candidate, and possibly render bim nervous.
:!. As one with some knowledge of examinations

generally, I differ entirely as to ' the very good idea ' of

an examiner placing himself in a position which should

be occupied by the examinee, ami then asking the candi-

date why he stood where he did. It is not a fair way
of testing knowledge, as candidates may be diffident in

requesting an examiner to change his place.

1. My suggestion thai the maximum number of marks
for each branch of the examination should be published

(as is done in various public examinations), is simply a

guidi to a candidate in his preparation, and has nothing

to do with the result of his shortcomings after examin-
ation, By this means we Bhould learn what is the true

value of the finding of the 'Queen test/ about which
there is much d opinion, and as to whether
the ' oral or practical test i- considered "the mosl vital

part" of the examination;' at all events, to know the

standard (if there is one) would prevent the possibility

of any one going in for examination without knowing
tli" percentage of marks required to pat

5. I do not doubt that the wintering capacity of a

hive, \c. was asked orally, but the ability to answer a

question from book-work seems to me a ven different

thing from the ability to practically judge the matter
when manipulating a hive. Questions suggested by the
special kind of hive selected for manipulati nust surely
le- asked by the tide of the hive itself. If this i- not so,

the test appears little more than finding the ' queen.'
Lastly1

, my object in presuming to Offer criticism and
suggestions on this matter is two-fold : 1st, if possible to

elicit n defined standard of examination, which would
probably have the effect of increasing the Dumber "f

candidates of social position,who, as a rule, are unwilling
t<> rislc examination with undefined standard*; and,
secondly, that these examinations should be conducted
with as little inconvenience to candidates as possible.

If my remarks should in any way contribute to these
ends, I prefer that they should do so siw vwtu, and that

the credit may appear impersonal and due to the aegis of
my hopeful motto • PansETEllK.'

BEES AND FLY-CATCHERS.
I am sorry to see in a late number that one of

your correspondents has been destroying fly-catchers,

those very harmless and extremely useful birds, from a
very mistaken notion that they devoured worker-bees.

I have been a bee-keeper for forty years and a con-
stant observer of the habits of the By-catcher for more
than half a century; and a short time ago, I wrote a
short paper on this bird which was published in the

Transactions of the Edinburgh Naturalists' Field Club,
of which I have the honour to be President ; and in my
paper' I wrote thus :

—
' My principal object in writing

these remarks on the fly-catcher is to contradict in the

most emphatic manner an editorial note to a popular
edition of \\ bite's Selborne, where this bird is most un-
justly libelled as a destroyer of bees; and I much fear

the erroneous impression conveyed by this note has been
the death cf many a poor innocent fly-catcher. I had
frequently observed the birds follow a bee, seize it, and
then settle on the gravel walk and bent it to death; but
I felt sure the bird with its short beak dare not do this

to a icorker-bee on account of its sting-, and that it must
he feeding on the stmgless drones, and I determined to

ascertain tins fact beyond the possibility of doubt. So
the next time I saw the bird thus occupied, immediately
it settled on the walk 1 threw a clod of earth at it and
made it relinquish its prey. This I did at various times
and always with the sane- result, \ i/., that, as I expected,
the insect was invariably a drone and not a worker-
bees.'

Now the time when the fly-catchers require these

fat drones for their young i- after the swarming season
is over, and then the workers themselves are turning out

and destroying the drones, which are no longer

necessary in the economy of the bive, and therefore the

birds are assisting the worker- instead of destroying'

them, and are consequently friends, and not enemies to
the bee-keeper.
The fly-catcher is most useful in destroying many

insects, which are injurious to vegetation, and I w ill

mention one species in particular. We often see a white
cabbage butterfly Bitting abont, apparently in the most
innoc i- manner over a bed ol cauliflower or other
plants oi the Brassica tribe. Rut watch the insect

closely, and, if n female, you will observe her settle first

on one plant and then on another at short intervals.

Examine at once the places where si ttled, and you
will find small white eggs deposited on the leaves.
These Boon become green grubs, which injure and dis-

figure the plants, in many instances where the grubs are

numerous rendering the plant, unfit for human food,
.Now, it sou hav a frieud the fly-catcher in the

garden, the butterfly's career is usually cut short before

it has time to do much mischief. The bird's eve is upon
ii :i it cornea 'over the garden wall,' and it is soon
seized, its wings bitten off and carried away by the
wind, and the body swallowed or taken to the ne>t.

Entomologists may say tie insects should he allowed to
live, hut many of us will he of opinion that they should,
at any rate, he kept within res onable bounds, as nature
intended by the bird-, and that we prefer the vegetables

minus the grubs.
Much as I like and yalue the fly-catchers, truth com-

pel- me to admit that they do occasionally give their

young a few red currants; but considering the great

Service they render to the gardener, I never grudged
them these, and it is only very rarely that they deviate
from their habit of being purely insectivorous. If my
remarks should in some degree prevent the destruction
of birds so useful to both gardeners and fanners and so

interesting in their habits to ornithologists my object
will be attained ; and I trust many will hesitate before
they give credence to an accusation SO unjustly made
against our, as Gilbert White designates it, 'most
mute and most familiar' little friend the spotted
ily-catcher.

As regards the tits, I shall believe that they kill bees
with stings wdien I have ocular demonstration of the
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fact, that they eat dead bees by thousands I well know.
A few years ago I kept a number of these birds, both
Pat-us major and Parus emmleus, in an aviary five feet

long by four feet high, and there cannot be more
amusing and sprightly pats from their almost unceasing

activity ; I frequently brought and placed in the aviary

a number of dead bees picked up near the hive-, the

treatment of these by Pants major was peculiar, he
carried the insect to a perch placed it under his'claws

then picked off the end of the body containing the sting

and flung it away, and then ate the remainder; while
this operation was proceeding it was a favourite trick

with one of the blue-tits to cling to the perch witli back
downwards underneath his larger friend and steal the

delicate morsel from between his claws, 1 never could

induce any of these birds to attack a. living worker-bee.

May there not be some mistake by writers on this point

as the result of too superficial observation ? We know
that when bees are disturbed in the winter time, or be-

come active by some unusually high degree of tem-
perature one of their first acts is to carry out any bees

that have died in the hive, and it is possible the birds

may have seized these as they were being carried out

:

this is, of course, merely a suggestion. I cannot write
.so positively mi lie' ills as 1 can on the fly-catcher, but 1

\itv much doubt whether airy of our short-billed birds

dare attack a stinging-bee.—A. B. Hebbebt, Polwarili

Souse, Edinburgh.

TITS AND FLY-CATCHERS.
Having so recently expressed my experience in the

Journal on tit- nol killing my bees, I leave each writer
and reader to enjoy his own opinion. But there is one
item I would like to mention now we are about this

subject. The only birds that I know of that will pick
off the caterpillars from cauliflowers, &c, are the great
tits (Parus major), 1 have frequently watched them.
more especially during this loo plentiful season, and as I

have a great dislike to boiled caterpillars and vegetables
(especially second-hand) mixed, I encourage these birds

by giving them homes to roost in (so they an' under
control without powder and shot) near a large bed of

winter 'green-stuff,' and they may be seen every
morning, at daybreak, taking their breakfasts on cater-
pillars, notwithstanding the fact that there are a dozen
stocks of bees near.

I should like to say a word in defence of the fly-

catchers, as I have always looked upon them as the

most harmless and useful birds in gardens and orchards.
I think', Mr. Editor, you hit the right nail on tin' head
when you said, 'We want men of greater observation,'

for how often I meet with remarks, even by the best
authorities, that do not accord with facts from my
observation; and here 1 may, perhaps, lie allowed to

mention that I know every bird, and ever;/ note of every
one is familiar to me which visits this locality.

The. common fly-catchers have always been en-
couraged to Hie fullest extent by placing homes for them,
and will be uuless they very suddenly change their
nature. They have dwelt in perfect harmony around
iiiv bees for over thirty years. Two broods have been
raised in the same nest in a pear-tree growing against
my ' Nest ' this season within a few feet of three stocks
of bees, and the old birds were constantly flitting about
amongst the flying bees close to the window where I

write, and where I have watched them for hours, yet
not a bee was touched, I believe.

They come back to the same spot year after year as I

can testify from a clear proof— for, unlike the spotted
fly-catcher mentioned by Mr. Buller as remaining about
bis neighbourhood • all the year round'—ours are never
seen after the middle of September, and arrive about the
10th of May.
A friend in Yorkshire writing on the 15th August,

last year, says, ' The pied fly-catchers are gone, we have,

still the common, and spotted ones.'

Shrikes have become, very scarce in this locality. Can
any one inform me if they are to be seen in New
Zealand? if so, woe be to the shilling humble bees ! I

have been hunting for some without finding any. I
don't consider Bombus terrestris the best workers on red
clover. There is a kind lighter in colour, and more
plentiful, better.—J as. IIiam, The Wren's Nest, Ast-
wood Baal;, Hedditch.

THE FLY-CATCHER AS A DESTROYER OF
BEES.

Whether in ' accordance with the general habits of the

English fly-catcher' or not, they destroyed very many of

my bees. For days my gardener and myself watched
them, till at last 1 could stand it no longer, and shot all

I could see of them. I believe them to be the most
destructive birds we have in these parts, and would
warn bee-keepers to get rid of all nests they find. I

cannot agree with you that, the quotation from Morris
does not justify their destruction. I read it, be con-

siders • very trilling damage may be done by their de-

stroying bees, from which it takes one of its trivial

names, Bee Bird.' Most likely the reason the Rev. A.
Booker-IIill lost none of hi- bees in his test was on account
of the birds being young and not out of their nests. Those
I shot (six of them) were all fidl grown. 1 feel quite

satisfied as to their destructiveness ; seeing is believing

in this case.— II. F. Hills, Earl* Colne, Hahtead.

[We have already expressed our opinion that the ex-

tract from Mr. Mi irris's work on Birds did not justify our
correspondent, in his ' wholesale massacre ' of the fly-

catchers
; perhaps he may now be of our opinion when

he reads the following curt but frank acknowledgment
of Mr. Morris in reply to a communication from the Rev.
Alfred E. Booker-Hill:— ' Xunburnholme Rectory, I lay-

ton, York, October 30. Dear Sir,—I do not keep bees,

but I am quite sure that you are right about the fly-

catcher. 1 will send your letter shortly to Land and
Water, and I hope itmaydogood.— I am, dear sir, yours,

F. O. Mobbis.' We hope to be able to finish this dis-

cussion in our next number.

PRICE OF SECTION HONEY.
Is section honey only worth Sd. per pound? Not two

years ago, unless my memory utterly deceives me, I saw
Sscotti ii honey advertised by a great honey-dealing firm

in London at 3*. per pound. I do not know what that,

firm is getting- for it this year, out a good deal more
than 8d. per pound I expect. Surely what that firm

can do, a Honey ' 'ompany could do when it became
equally well known. The difficulty appears to me to he,

that the public do not yet know what section honey is,

and I will give this proof of it. In June last sections

were filling fast, and I thought it time to look out for a
market. I accordingly took a section to my grocer and
asked if he could take any off me. He asked me to

Leave it, and he would do what he could. At the end
of three weeks he sold it for fourteen pence, telling me
that many asked what it was, admired it, but simply

did not care to buy it, because they did not know
what it was. In the meantime a friend had tasted

my honey, and bought all I had to part with at

eighteen pence per pound. Since then I have seen it

stated in the Bee Journal that section honey is not worth
so much, and I was beginning to feel uneasy that I had
robbed my friend and asked too much. When lo ! the

other day I went into another grocer's shop in another

town and saw some beautiful sections for sale. I asked

the. price. ' Eighteen pence per pound, and we get very-

little profit out of that, but we are obliged to keep it

because our customers will have it. Bo you keep bees,
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sir E We should be very pleased to take any sections off

you.' I had sold all mine and was very glad I had,

for the sections were supplied him by a working man
who had some twenty or thirty hives, and deals a little

in be'' furniture to the benefit of myself and others, and I

knew he had plenty more to sell, and I should ha

sorry to have spoilt his market. Now does not I
:

to show, that it bee-keepers will have a little patience,

tb.-v ma keep the price of section honey up P

I (nee let it down toeightpi nee, and. as a 'Herts C
;itly asks, v-ill it pay? Ii wen

.swarms at 1/. each fron In ps, than attempt to

make a profit out of an average of twenty-five

hive a1 8d. per pound, produced in expensive

ith no little trouble.

Would it not be a good plan for the proposed Honey
: y to take a shop in some fashionable ill irougbfare

in London, and deal in groa
share-h tike to have their packu

I to them filled with goods from their ov

and thereby give the Company a chance to make a

double profit. Or is there anj leading shop now in

. which would be willing to ey part

of their business into

a manag J.O. Ooi ss-

.maki:h, Hams: dslarc.

CONDI CT OF OFFIC1 \i.S APPOINTED TO
SELL EXHIBITS \T SHOWS.

Your i

tows; in fact,

.such that certainly, i 3 mind, i i splana-

tion, and I hi liarist,' w hoever be maj be, in

iations generally, w ill
'

and not leave all of us to be smarting under Buch an

on. Probably there may b

on the other side.—K. R. GoDifKBy, Hon. See. I. U.K. A..

'/nm.

QUEEN [NTftODUCTION.
Nov.- that the introduction <>f t j 1 ns is brou

prominently bed oil me, ii you ca

i .I. c be i be plan «i e hai e adopt d in our apiaries the

last twi ' 1
11 -. ii b I

:

I

« i b to clai is '

it is similar to

one thai is recomn endi 1 bj vera! of our leadii

bul do not think it alh know n or

I be, being bj far the simplest,

important, the Bafesl method

We all kno
1 this principli

thai iicce s depend once
|

in thai happi
peranai

Hows :

Place a large board

the ground to the enl . pul a cl ith or

newspaper, which more effectually covers the junction • E

the alighting board and the temporary board; now
remove the old q« ien, give the bee I ."n.r and
[uii 1 shake or brush them from each comb on to the

and quilts al once
;

no care need be taken of those bees thai are on the floor-

er hive sides, nor is ii nece in to shake all the

. relj a puff or two of smoke
quilt! is surBcienl for them. Of

the terrified bees outside coalmen
the bivi ' i- dropped an

them ai ' one of the family.' a anj elu t> i

, the \i ual puff of

ii running. I I rea I be in-

troduction should take place towards evening; after

finding the old queen the whole operation takes bul .1

few minutes, and sprinkling with syrup—so conducive
to robbing—is entirely dispensed with.

I have introduced a great number of queens for

strangers as well as at home on this plan, and have
had but one failure, aud that we attributed to a di fec-

tive queen. If a stock has been queenless for some time
it makes no difference. Some might object to the
shaking of the brood-combs, but 1 always adopt that

plan when extracting, and in all my experience have
never delected evil results in any case. Very frequenth
queen-cells will be commenced, and even sealed, though
all the time the new queen is reigning, apparently at

peace with all her subjects.

The hope that some of your numerous readers may
benefit l>\ these few bints must form the excuse for

1 aluable space bj K01 ixn < -ceex.
Rainham.

THE CURE OF FOUL BROOD.
In the fewest words possibl I I 1011-1 allude to the con-

flicting statements in lasl issue of the Journal—one
announcing cure and two failures. With regard to Mr.
Johnston, I can 011I3 say thai he may or may nol have
acted as 1 describe, Eoi I am totally ignorant of whal
Mr. Blow pro\ ides and \. b next,

1 disei 1

it" enty-one
1 hie w, re so ; .hi lastly, ! have

given a plain, unvarni 1 of 013 own expe-
. hid I

1
uly v. ish to 1 sactly repeat. I am far

from saying, however, that we have arrived at I he

matter. 1 took a totally new di
,

could he done. Foul bi iod ba - 1 ract-

able oi l. lie than in the spi u addition to mj
six different 1 '.It pro* iou 1I3 anm mnced, I

have now several others, so thai here m\ prophecy is

The whole question which 1 had the b in'

1 immensebj . and hi and main
worker- in.i\ he needed to clear all up. I am looking

forward almosl with impatii 1 ring spring to

hi imence experimenting, and Mr. Wa1 onCheyne,ii
11

e, bat declared his intention of

I too.

I [ere I ee will kindlj .
I am are, lertake

the e\tl'el.,e]\ nil i

I
'

,

I
1 I I .. ill he the first to

make 1
1 wledgmei I

lie first in en-

r w In failure !..i- OCCUlTed, and ill

I 11 into a

i
' hi.... Ivenue

.

'
I

'.

FOl I. BROOD.
During the latter end of Jul 1 oba ed thai three of

m\ bar-frame bives were affected with foul brood. I

.1.
|

. bal to do, a I n 1 er bad had any
tor had i m en the 1 befoi How-

ever, from the confident way in which Mr. Ch in.

spoki of his phenol cure, I resolved to try it. ami as

hone} was still 1 ing in. I bad to pour the i licated

. ml . 1. in 1 soon as 1 he ingathei

ceased, I • icl racti d all the combs in my
apiary and con need to feed; and after a little expe-

. of it, 1 found thai I in 600 was a- much a 1
he

ould take. When enough of tins had been de-

ind ealed for winter stores, 1 1 lade a thorough

examination, ami found thai ii had no1 cured a single

one, hut the disease had spread to othei 1h.1i were being

led with the carbolised syrup. I then withdrew the

combs from two of the worst, ami gave them empty

to 1 1 in, re-fed them L in 600 of I ilvi rt's No. i
;
the

di .1 pi 1 ml again, ami I lo 1 all faith in the < 'he-hire

cure.
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I then got a salicylic acid fumigator, made flatter at the
nozzle than the Bertrand, for easy insertion to the hives.

After a little trouble with it, I managed to get it to

draw, and had all my hives fumigated twice a-week
with the most happy results. I could show at the pre-

sent time patches of healthy brood in hives that were
very bad when I commenced to fumigate. I have only
one hive now showing a little of the disease, but I will

not hap it up for the winter until it is purified.

All my combs that are stored have been disinfected

with chlorine gas. I put them into a close box and
disengage the gas from chlor. lime with sulph. acid.

I have proved this gas to be a more powerful disin-

fectant than sulphurous acid. From all my hives that

had not brood in the combs I removed the bees, fumi-
gated the hive, quilts, and combs with chlorine gas, and
after twenty-four hours returned the bees.

If bee-keepers could be instructed where the disease

exists, and only procure their appliances from those
whose apiaries were in a healthy state, much less of this

troublesome pest would exist.

—

Veritas.

HEWITT'S FRAMES : A USEFUL HINT.
Now that bees are snug in winter quarters, and all the

odds-and-ends are collected together and arranged in

proper order for next season, is the time to begin building
your own hives. The one who constructs most of the
things he requires is the one who cares most for Ids bees
and derives the most profit and pleasure from them, for
while they are resting he is employing the long winter
evenings preparing new habitations for their occupancy
the coming season.

Those who have never made a hive should begin at

once, and take rny word you will never bu}* another. I

include the ladies as well, for, judging from the letters 1

have received, there are quite a number of such amateur
hive-makers already. I believe no hive will be found so

suitable for all purposes, or so easy to make, as the
' Excelsior ' hive, described in the Journal this year on
pages 68, 100, 137, and 184.

A word about the frames I offered to supply on page
185. Association ' plain ' and ' wide ' shoulders are Is. 4r7.

per dozen; my frames ditto; double shoulders (to inter-

change with metal-ended frames), ir,\ inch top bar,

Is. id. per dozen; IT inch ditto, with ends painted,
Is. lOrf. per dozen. Any other odd sizes cut at 3d. per
dozen extra, including the right kind of nails. All frames
sent post free for i'td. per dozen more. Thus it will be
seen I will let all have dovetailed frames (which any one
can put together without using a block), double-shouldered
for the price, or less, of metal ends alone; and as I am
doing this entirely in the interest and to encourage amateur
hive-making, I do not want all to get their hives ready
and then come swarming altogether for the frames, just
when I am too busy with other matters and my own
bees, and cannot attend to what is wanted. So, taking
a hint from this year's experience, I have decided not

to execute any order for frames received after April
until November; neither can I promise to supply late

orders, though I shall if possible. The ride will be" ' first

come first served ;' so, as the frames cannot lose any value
by getting there in time, take the hint and be early. By so
doing you will enable me to supply you all, and thus
make the affair a 'help one another boys and girls.'

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

HUMBLE BEES FOR NEW ZEALAND.
The above heading always recalls my boyish days, for

at that time I was quite expert in 'spotting' a humble
bee's nest, and I believe I carried their cultivation beyond
anything considered possible. I was very fond of honey,
and during the summer I could have all I cared to eat

—sometimes ' extracting' the honey every day, The
greatest ' take ' I ever got from one nest was a hatful of
honey-comb, and the short space of time in which the
bees replaced the honey removed was marvellous.
The Rev. Geo. Raynor names some of the difficulties

in getting these bees to New Zealand, and Mr. Alfred
Neighbour names the small amount of success after all

his trouble. Well, as I consider (without the least dis-

respect) those who are trying to get these bees over there
are entirely at ' sea ' regarding the natural history of them,
only to be compared to pre-Huber times regarding- hive-
bees. I will give some of rny observations bearing on the
matter, for I do not believe a single queen landed there in

February will ever make a nest.

In March, during warm weather, a large black humble
bee, which I will call No. 1, may be noticed Hying along
banks and hedge-sides, searching, not for honey, but the
entrance of an abandoned mouse-nest in which to set up
house-keeping ; this bee has a light-coloured patch on its

stern end.

In April another bee comes forth, which I will call

No. 2 : the only difference between it and No. 1 being
a trifle smaller and has a red, instead of the light patch
on its posterior ; its habits are exactly the same, always
choosing a mouse-nest in which to make its home.

In May a very different one makes its appearance, No.
.'i ; this bee is of a brown colour and always makes its nest

on the surface of the ground, which it constructs itself,

—not unlike a mouse nest. This bee coming out of
winter quarters two months later than No. 1 never
becomes a large family, though 1 used to like them
because their nests never had to be dug out.

I once found a family of No. 1 in a wren nest, ami this

is the only exception I ever met with of finding either

Nos. 1 or 2 in other than a mouse-nest; so it. is clear to

me that if no mice or some small animal having similar

habits do not exist there, it will be useless exporting
either No. 1 or 2. Then again, the month of February
there corresponds to our August, in this month the
drones and young queens appear, which, as soon as

mated, I believe go at Once into winter quarters, so as to

conserve as much of their energies as possible for the

following season.

When a queen starts a nest I have never found her to

rear more than five small workers—generally only three

—allow only 21 days for these to hatch, 21 days for

a subsequent brood, 21 days for the drone-laying bees

and 21 for drones and queens, total 84 days without
allowing anything for the wing state : what chance have
they to establish themselves after February ?

My opinion is, that unless they reach there the end of

October, all attempts to acclimatize them will be so

much wasted energy.

After June here, what queens do not succeed in finding

the needed mouse-nest die off, it being then too late to

establish themselves, or else they have worn themselves

to death in the task of searching, nor do I think one
queen in a hundred succeeds in being the mother of a
family, even here. In July the nests are in the richest

condition regarding brood and honey.

If I were the New Zealanders, I would turn my at-

tention to No. •'!
; it is quite equal to Nos. land 2 for

working on red clover; and as their summers are longer,

it would probably develope very strong nests ; besides it

is its own architect and builder, so it seems to be the bee

for them. But the question is, how are they to be
collected ? Without wishing to be dogmatic, I think, if I

had twelve months to prepare for the task I could

literally load a ship with fertile dormant queens and
deliver them in New Zealand on or before November 1st.

I do not know anything of any other kind of humble bees

besides the three named, as no others are common about

here. I have refrained from giving their scientific (?)

names, as Bo/nbus terrestris does not describe any of the

three, though it is applied to at least one of them.
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Mr. Raynor seems to think one has only to take the bees

himself and he absent for four months during the winter

to pick up 1000/. I think a few particulars concerning the

terms the reward is offered on ought to be given, as I do not

think any government would be so stupid as to give a reward
for simply landing a number of live queens, and I do not
think any Sensible man would take upon himself the task

of delivering a large number of queens at the right time,

and which subsequently established themselves, to run
the risk of the money being handed over to someone else,

who perhaps years before imported two live queen-,

which probably died, but which it was claimed were
the progenitors successfully ac-

climatised. Judging from hi-i ry,it is a hard matter to

t vernments, and when they are paid
it i- very often . party : SO a few particulars

would not be nut .if place, 1 think. John Hewitt,
Sheffield.

HUMBLE BEES FOB NEW ZEALAND.
Having written \ nt-General for New

d hi re tl ffe I for tie. introdui

humble bees, I received the following reply: 'The
A"vnt-i

I

the New Zealand <
.

the introduc-

tion into that colon] ol humble !
> • Several similar

applications having b \. nt-General has

referred the matter to mentinNevi Zealand.'

it you publish this in the />'- - J urnal it will

elicit some useful i B. Flatman, East-

bourne.

Mil. JACKSON WD Till: I!. I!. K. A.

I thought when I penned my letter appearing in your
issue of i lie I -t October, thai I hi

I Mr. Jackson,
I Mi. Jackson disclaim it. I

must have read the cones] lence with a jaundiced

I will, with your [i rote a. small space to

M 1 . Jackson and M r. Little, and after that I will,

a I promis 'I to do, -'\ > j ou my
' LI teshire cannot

successfully be worked jointly.

In reply t y remarks anent the Stockport Show
Mr. Jackson gives many excuses, but ea ins for its

poorni y marl
i th 3h as badh

I. till, a VI Jackson's I- 1

1

failed to convince mi to th i ratrary . \ • to the

number of persons pi .'
I have every

desit i
.i

. Sir. J For the fullest number ;

but I fear he draws on his imagination when :

there were from LOO to 200 present. The corroboration
h\ ' Bellringer ' (who i- the expert of the Society) goes
for little. I'wi friends tota tted with bee-

I at the show n itl >, an I, hai ing

seen the correspondence, they »y thai both Mr. Jackson
and myself are in errnv a" tn the niitnliers. They fix the

number present .it fifty. I will not split with Mr.
Jackson even for fifty's sake. I Le can take i hem.

Mr. Jackson jays thai he hopes my next criticism will

be hitter informed, as my reference to his hon. sec. al

Chester is unfair. I criticised very Little; I spoke ol

facta within my own knowledge and for the existence
of those facts I did, and do blame the L. andC. I!. K. \ ..

and if Mr. Little considers himself included in that con-
demnation I cannot help it. The place I referred to is

almost mi Mr Little's <[ step, and yet his existence
as coi eted with this Association is unknown. Mr.
Jackson asks me if I am doing as much as .Mr. Little.

Mr. Jackson does not say what Mr. Little is doing, so

thai 1 cuiiiinl -ay. I may tell him, however, that I have,

'on my own hook,' as they say here, started one person
in bee-keeping, and have two others ready for the

spring, and I am neither expert nor secretary. I suppose
Mr. Jackson counts us in Manchester as ' outer barbarians,"

but while thanking him for his offer of a cordial re-

'ception, 1 cannot, holding the views I do with regard to
i

1 L. and C. B. K. A., accept Mr. Jackson's invitation

to join them. Let me disclaim the drawing of a ' red
herring ' across the path, whatever this may mean. My

were drawn forth by the correspondence be-
be Journal and Mr. Jackson, and bj that simply.

I had no ulterior object.

I' i Mr. Little! How indignant he is, and hew he
falls foul of me! He complains that I charge him with
a neglect of his stewardship. No such n mark occurred
in my letter, nor did I call him a horse either willing or

otherwise I mentioned hi- name incidentally with his

Association, and if he considers thai he is responsible

for the shortcomings of the Association so be it.

I may -a\ that I did visit Mr. Little's 'establishment
'

ou a market-day, and I neither saw the poster (which
'effective') nor the ci owds of I

-I pers

for advice. I certainly did not walk out into

ik for the placard, bul sought the
Ro The only things I could see relating to bee-

keeping Wei-.- some sections and a small quantity of

bottled honey in the window. Mr. Little may have
obtained four converts from Guilden Sutton, but I

think if he will visit Pulford, Poulton, Al Ifml, and the

district thereabouts, he will find considerably more.

D isMr. Little] ally believe tha
I F.West-

minster, as President of thi \ iciation, is to blame for
the ignorani f his tenants on b If Mr.

i gestion, then he has a very

notion than I have of ornamental presidents.

VI r. I. ii tie, pel iaJ ly, I tiai e nothing to sn . I

that he is working hard for the

m, but all the same I think thai his energies
i nid produce better results if

he woe! le Mr. J in a d to amal-
« nli the B. B. K. A

.

I will conclude this letter, which has extended to an
undue length by giving a- concisely as possible my

ing 1 hat 1 he L. and I
' If K . A .

be well . ., worked under the present system
I quite agree witb j at one county

sufficient for V i al ion to work success-

fully. I would go Fui d n thai of the
.'.;/. Yorkshire and Lancashire, would be

i Mil by being subdii ided. Thi . however, is

the consideration of the various
I \ alliens inter sete than for discussion now.
I'm the L. and ('. B. K. A., have acted on the reverse
of this principle I

i

; county
have amalgamated two. They work their VjSsociatiori

from Liverpool, a most unsuitable centre in point of

Eosition, From thence to the most northerly point of

e miles, and to the mo I southerly
point of Cheshire forty miles. This give- 105 miles as
the crew flies north ami sooth over which the Asso-
ciation must extend its .- up. r\ i-i, m. The distance to the

erlj point of Cheshire is again forty-five miles,
and th.' tow ns ami villages thereabouts are difficult of
ne. from Liver] 1. The area of Lancashire is L906
square miles; of Cheshire, 1101 square miles; thus
giving 3009 square miles to this Association, The
acreage of the counties is— Lancashire, l,21!l,2-!l

;

Cheshire, 707,978, a total of 1,926,299 acres. (Let mo
say that these figures show ing t he mileage and acreage
are taken from different sources, and I have not the
lime to check them one against tie other, but for all

practical puposes they are correct.) The population is,

of Lancashire, 3,454,44] ; of Cheshire, 644,037, a total

again of 4,098,478. 'lake it for granted that only a
mall portion of the population i- devoted to bee-keeping,

these persons must necessarily be .spread over a con-
sidcrable area ; and even then I say that the figures are
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stupendous, and far beyond the ability of any one Asso-

ciation to successfully and profitably cope with. I can

only conclude reiterating my former statement that the

L. and C. B. K. A., will be healthier and more vigorous

by adopting1 your advice working- each county separately

and amalgamating with the B. B. K. A. When this

event happens, I promise them that if my help is worth
anything they shall have it with all my heart.

I must apologise for the space I have taken up.

—

Theta, Withington, near Manchester, Nov. 1884.

A BEE-KEEPER'S EXPERIENCE.
Since your issue of the 1st inst., containing my letter

of above heading, I have received numerous letters

asking me what hives I use and how I work them ; I

ought also to acknowledge with gratitude the promise of

a hive of bees in the spring from Mr. George Hallam, a

fellow exhibitor at Tunbridge Wells. I believe there is

nothing new in my method, and as they are mainly due

to availing myself of the varied ' experiences ' made public

in the Journal, I feel it my duty to make them known
through your pages.

1. Hives: 10-framed, frames across entrance, Dines'

(of Maldon) pattern, but the fillets overlap hive lj inches.

2. Supers : 10-framed, two inches between centres of

frames. These frames of empty comb saved from year
to year.

3. Bees: English blacks. Can it be that those who spoke

of Abbott's large-celled foundation made a mistake 'i I

ran short of foundation last year and used some of that

in stock hives for swarms. A common remark of visitors

here has been, 'What large bees!' I believe that the

size was due to the foundation being large-celled.

Whether or no the breed is improved by increasing the
size may be an open question, but these bees certainly

did the best amount of work for me. Possibly, as

Sussex labourers run large, I may bo prejudiced in

favour of large-sized 'workers.'

4. Method : Don't disturb brood-nest if doing so can
possibly be avoided. Don't take out any honey from
the two front frames : nor from the hive at all except
from the two back frames. These, when extracted

from, if of worker pattern, may be placed one on either

side of the centre frame, once only and that in June,

after the first harvest. After that date leave stock hive

alone, and extract only from the frame or sectional

supers. Prevent swarming by adding a second super,

framed or sectioned. Take care that the supers are

placed in opposite direction to the frames of the stock-

hive. Feed early in March with thin syrup, into which
the white of one egg and the yolks of two have been
beaten up in each gallon, and a pinch of saltpetre added.

Before going to a hive take a teaspoonful of honey into

the mouth and slowly swallow it, allowing it to mix
freely with the saliva. N.B. Be careful to wipe the lips

well after. Use little, better say no smoke, but have
smoker lighted and handy, as a weapon only. In middle

of apiary place a broken pan, with a little leaf mould,
and a piece of water-cress stalk in it. Fill up with
water as often as needed. The cress spreads, keeps the

water aerated, and gives a footing to the bees while
drinking. Sugar-bags make good quilts. One the size

of top of hive less -
t\ in. all round. Cut out from it the

centre leaving the margin li inches wide. Sew over

inner and outer edges. Another quilt same size as first,

but with a 3-in. hole cut in it, a little to one side of

centre, for feeding purposes. The piece cut out from
No. 1 will do to place over the hole in No. 2, while a

third quilt of same size as No. 2, but without a hole,

will cover all three, and prove sufficient covering (in

most counties) for the winter. If not deemed enough a

chaff-cushion same size as hive-top, less 2 in. all round,

will allow of ventilation all round, while the centre of

hive will be very warm. The super minus its frames

and then the roof over all will finish the preparations for
winter.

In extracting from frame super take out the full

centre frames and replace at once with empty ones, or
preferably with those from the outer side. On no
account let the bees seal over the super frames. As there
will be no uncapping, time will be saved, comb remain
undamaged and of its full thickness, and, above all, the
bees will not weary or rest because they have sealed

stores in super. The honey extracted from super will

be thin. When extractor gets uncomfortably full (too
near cage) store in jars for sale. Place these up to their

necks in a fish-kettle of cold water, put clean but course

cloth over the tops to the depth of two thicknesses, and
raise water to boiling point, remove jars, skim, wipe out-

sides, and with white of egg, or gloy, brush the outside.

edge of the rim. Put on damaged vegetable parchment,
tie down and label. As the honey cools the parchment
will draw in a little and make a more perfect fastening

than can otherwise be got.

—

Thomas Stothard, Par/ham,
Bognor.

P.S I ought perhaps to say that the method followed
was under peculiarly advantageous circumstances as we
are south of the Downs near the sea, and last season had
quantities of clover grown for seed close by.

EDITORIAL IGNORANCE.
The following ' leader ' from the Evening Standard of

October 9th, ought to hearten up those bee experts who
have of late been thinking the demonstrations in the bee

tent were being overdone, and that the whole British

public was by this time well acquainted with the art of

bee-mastery. There is at least one person in a respon-

sible position who evidently knows nothing of the vast

labours now going on in England to educate people in

the art, and it is instructive reading how our pupils

across the Atlantic are causing wonderment, if not in-

credulity, to those who have, at all events, had an oppor-
tunity of witnessing the same thing here any day during
the last ten years. Let us, therefore, redouble our exer-

tions, and whenever opportunity occur, invite specially

our masters the editors to witness our ' amazing teme-
rity,' so that the ' gauze tent ' and its wonders may at

least be ascribed to the proper inventors. It is not so

long ago that the American Bee Journal gave a full de-

scription and plate of what a British bee tent was, with,

if I remember rightly, the expression of a hope that a
similar construction might one day be adopted in the

United States.—E. II. Bellairs, Hon. Sec. and ' Pro-

fessor ' to the Hants and Isle of Wight Bee-keepers'

Association.

' A good many persons stand in fear of bees, for the sting

these busy little insects can inflict is always painful, and
may even in some cases be really dangerous. According,

however, to an American professor, who recently gave a
rather remarkable entertainment during the State fair held

at Philadelphia, everything depends on the way in which
bees are bandied. In proof of his theory he entered a tent

swarming with bees, and, quite unprotected by head net or

gloves, opened an old hive full of bees, took out each comb
and transferred it to a new hive. He further sought out

the queen-bee, and having caught her, exhibited her to the

spectators outside bis gauze tent previous to placing her
majesty in a handsome home prepared for her reception.

The professor manipulated the insects with perfect indif-

ference to the fact that each one was provided with a
weapon of defence, and appeared to be on such good terms
with them that' no notion of danger could be entertained.
" The bees," says the American paper, " crawled over his

bald head, swarmed up his hands and amis, entangled them-
selves in his long beard, and seemed to enjoy the whole
thing as though it were excellent fun and play." The public,'

looking on through the protecting curtain of gauze, were
simply amazed at the temerity of the professor, who re-

mained for a considerable time in the midst of the crowded
insect colony, and came out of the tent unharmed.'
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JAPANESE BEE-KEEPIXG.

The following- extract from a letter of my hus-

band, just received from Japan (Nagasaki, September

14th), may interest some of your readers. It is evi-

dent that,"though not very far advanced in the art of

bee-keeping, the Japanese are yet wiser in some ways

than many of our cottage "bee-keepers in remote

country districts still unvisited by kindly teachers and

helpers :

—

'I must also tell you about the bees. I went out with

the consid, Mr. Hail, in a "jinricksha" to a Japanese

house in the suburbs. In the garden were several

little boxes, about the size of a soap-box, 2 by 1 foot

square, placed on end on posts, and covered with

a straw cap to keep off the

rain. The boxes were suffi-

ciently off the floor-board

to allow the bees t i entei

all round instead of by a

single door, only the front

had a laige alighting board,

and the ' ly un-

derstood that thi- •

front of their house. They
were clustering thickly all

round I
:

irt, and

even up the side, as it' the

hive was far too crowded

;

and the owner explained

that they kepi outside like

thatto be cool, but thai if it

came on to rain they would
all go inside. The bee is very small . lighter in colour than

outs, and striped like a wasp. I Baw no drones, and on

asking questions, soon that tl wnei knew nothing

of the interior of p hive, as he spoke of there being

several parents inside, end he had nevei heard that the

drones were killed off by the workers towards I

of the season, nor of queeni being brought up, nor any
in fact. II was very much surprised

ed to him a bar-framed hive, and the improved
system of man i

.1. In i tatober they

stupify the bees and take half the honey, which they

Bay is in the upper combs, and leave the other half foT

the bees, which is quite sufficient for them. T%
kill the lieen. When I explained about driving I

dd it was as much as his life was worth to try

and shift bees from one hive to anothi i

—but. bees from an old hive? neverl I had to talk

through the consul,who, 1 believe, speaks Japanese well,

though not perfectly, it was quite a treal to see the

little ba again.'—J. Maclfab, Oranleigh, neat

ford, November 1st.

SPLIT TOP-BARS.
Until I read the letter of A. Clayton on p. 885,

telling how to fix foundations, I was under the un-

it that my plan of fixing it by means of the

wax-spoon described on p. 185 had finally solved

ever} difficult] and that split top-bars were now out

of date. Wherever I go, I mostly find tin- sj in

use, and everj one seems delighted with it and de-

clares ii i" be the best thing out for fixing foundation :

amongst other testimonials privately sent me, I extract

from one the following remarks:—'For the first time
I i found putting in foundation a pleasant task,

and B rery rapid one, 1 wish I had had them before. . . .

Now thai I have got [j'our spoons I shall split no more

top-bars.' There is a lady on p. 200, who describes it

'perfec i,' and thai ii removes 'one of the trials of

bee-keeping.'

Besides the fact that split top-bars waste from 5 t«i

SO per ci dation, I have had very painful ex-

perience of the evil of splitting tops and letting moths in

from above ; for years I have been in the habit of

storing all spare combs in gin-case hives, and in addition

to putting in a lump of camphor, fastening all up 'moth-
tight ;

' i had one box of combs with these tops, in

which I expected moths to appear, but though I con-

sidered it impossible for moths in the wing state

to get into the other boxes, I found the worms could

eat their way in ; they got into everything, de-

stroyed even foundation, and made holes in cakes of

wax ; two boxes which had been in store over two years

and which were quite sound last Christmas, were all

one mass of moths and dsbris, not a single cell left. I

lost in all about l.'JO beautiful combs, besides my trouble

of trying to save them, at a time when I could ill

spare the time,—so much for putting away half-a-dozen

of these tops.

Let me ask all advanced and practical bee-keepers to

come forward and defend them if they run. for 1 am in-

clined to think I would rather have foul-brood in a hive

than liars with these tops. I may say it is with feelings

of satisfaction that I have given them their death-blow

bv means of such a simple thing as my wax-spoon,

which anv one can make for himself.

—

John IIk.witt,

Sheffield.

"

A HONEY-BASKET.
A want, as far as I know misapplied, is n honey-basket

ling three or five pounds of honey by Parcels

Post, There are flower-baskets and other devices for

sending flowers by Parcels Post; a cheap hi y-baske1

would in this prolific year have ensured a ready sale.

—

A e.i BB wtMn .

[low I BECAME \ BEE-KEEPER, AND SOME
OF Ml EXPERIENCES.

In the early part of 1878 I chanced to •- el hold of

e ime old numbers of the Journal of Horticulture. If

m\ memory serve me righl they w.Te about the year

1864: to my sorrow they have since horn destroyed.

Then, as now, foul brood had made sail havoc in some

districts, amongst others the apiary of the late Mr.

Woodburj suffered. The discussion carried on attracted

my attention to bees, so 1 eagerly read up everything

concerning them; amongst other manuals, Beekeeping

for the Many, bj the late Mr, Payne. \i Michaelmas,

I -7-. I purchased my first stock, domiciled ins rotten

old shop. 1 paid for thorn in gold to insure lurk; but

unfortunately for the Baid luck, the nexl daj I got my
first Btinging lesson. I determined to use Payne's skeps.

The following year, 1879, was very had; I only <jot ono

swarm, and had to feed lea\ ily. But in Bpite of my care

when the spring arrived my old stock perished. 1 think

had it been on a separate 4 <-board Ishould hav
it, but it was stuck to the block w Lth claj and b > rotten

that I dared nol moveil (by the way I may say that this

was mv first and last loss), lint to proceed. In Maj I

bought another swarm, which, with mj own increase,

enabled me to i mence (1881) with four stocks. About

this time I first hoard of lice Associations and the /.'. /,'.

Journal. I got one of Mr. AbbotfB old catalogues and

Modern Bee-keeping, with the information derivedfrom

them I determined to make a frame-hive, drive the four

old stocks, appropriate the honey, tran fer brood combs
new 1 ive, frame- 16 by 1". I p to thi time

(Aug. 1881 ) 1 had nevi
i

i en anj ono turn n skep over

i lad daylight, much less to drive or transfer; but

muffled up in veil and gloves one fine afternoon I made
the attempt, and pol ilinm^li the joh successfully in

aboul three hour-. M\ take of nm honej was about

100 lbs. I believe I did not gel a sting. I transferred

my bees from the four stocks and all the brood into tlio

frame-hive. .M\ feeling , two or three days afterwards,

when rolling back the quill to take my first peep and
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remove the tapes, can lie better imagined than described.

When the little things clambered up to the top of the

bars and peered out between the combs at the blue sky,

my thoughts ran, ' What next ?
' particularly as an old

bee dame, who stood a few yards distant, kept exclaim-

ing, 'Well, I never! they'll give it to ee presently!'

However they did not, which established my reputation

with the old lady as one who knew all about bees.

Before the autumn set in I had the opportunity of visit-

ing Mr. Abbott's apiary at Southall ; whilst there I saw
him open the Hive for Advancing Bee-keepers, which
came in for a full share of criticism about that time.

There I saw the first frame-hive other than my own.
Likewise the first expert in the person of Mr. A.
Since then I have seen many, but I have yet to see his

equal,—at least I think so. I know it is said first are

lasting impressions ; it may be so with me, I certainly

came home much edified. In the spring (1882) I made
four Copyable hives, and when swarming time came re-

moved them to their present position alongside of the line

away from a roadway, where I feared tiny would be a

nuisance. My honey productions for 1882 were not

large, as increase of stock and the sale of bees kept them
necessarily weak. The spring of 1883 found me with
four stocks in frame-hives. During the season I increased

to fourteen, and sold two swarms, one queeu, and 120 lbs.

of comb honey. 1 did not extract from body of hive as

I have not much time to extract and afterwards to fuss

about feeding. Before 1 close I would like to say that

the reading of papers at the Quarterly Meetiugs of tie-

B. B. K. A. and the discussions which follow are truly a

boon to cottagers, as everything in connexion with the

subject is brought oul by the great masters far better

than an illiterate cottager like myself could do if we
questioned the lecturer privately. If I might be allowed
to express an opinion, I would like to hear a paper read

on the ' Advantage of selected eggs for queen-rearing,'

i.e., raising all queens in the best stocks. 1 believe the

queens I have raised the last two seasons are far more
prolific than I ever had before; in fact, better than many
I have seen where no such selection is practised ; but
then you know every one thinks their crow the blackest

:

and in truth, sir, 1 love my bees.

—

The Platelayer,
Ruckinge, Ashford.

BEE FLORA: A SUGGESTION.
Among the many good and useful works on bee-

keeping and bee-farming, I have not yet seen or heard
of a good book on bee flora ; if there is no work of the

kind, I think it would be a great boon to bee-keepers,

especially to those who have ground and who keep bees

for profit, if some one who is well acquainted with bees

and bee flora, would take up the matter and get a really

good and practical work published on the subject.

Such a work might treat of fruits, flowers, trees, and
shrubs, their nature and culture and value as honey pro-
ducers, and the time of year they would be of most
service to the bees. Hoping that some of our practical

gardeners and botanists, who are bee-keepers, will take

up the subject, for I believe such a work would have a
large sale.—1). II. D.

JOTTINGS FOR THE JOURNAL.
I notice that 'IcardusV contribution regarding the

frequent flight of queen-bees is contrary to the usually
received opinions. As an additional fact, supporting the

above, another ingenious friend made an observatory
hive after a book pattern, each frame opened out, and
separated by glass into compartments

; you could read
all about the bees in fine style, inspect her majesty, and
see all the secret3 of court life. By-and-by her majesty
disappeared and could not be found in any of the com-

partments. After some days of suspense my friend

added another queen to the observatory hive, and judge
of his surprise to find in a few days that this one also

had disappeared. A careful search failed to find her.

The hive opens on to a very smooth varnished alighting-

board, at an angle of about 45 degrees, to run the wet
off. Now one of two things must have happened in her
flights ; her majesty must have been unable to come up
the smooth alighting-board, or else failed to find her way
to the proper compartment where her attendants expected
her.

Vagaries of the Honey Season.— It is rather tantalising

to read and hear from all around glorious account of

the honey season, and to know that a wee bit of four or

five miles around one's apiary has been, until the heather

commenced, a complete failure. Why. within the radius

of what I have mentioned, I found several swarms dead
of starvation. Certainly bee-keepers are a hopeful s,-t,

and look upward and onward towards future success.

The heather with us having been very fine two of my
heaviest hives, weighed at the railway-station, brought
down the scale at 17 stone the pair. Then we have
had, under the patronage of Lady Downes, of Danby, an

exhibition of honey in connexion with her ladyship's

agricultural show : the honey exhibited being very fine

indeed, both in sections and caps from skeps, run honey,

&c. The first prize was taken with a very tine cap
from a straw skep; the second a tine lot of sections, the

first in run honey, by a sample .if bean or clover honey,

which ought to have been classed-by itself; a lot of very

fine samples of golden honey from the heath being also

exhibited.

In the question of sections, even friends who do not

swear are tempted to say something strong, as a relief to

their feelings, when they find that in endeavouring to

replace full ones with empty ones, they are of different

sizes, and will not lit anyhow. Can we not have some-
thing uniform indicated by Nos. 1 . 2, -'1, &c, not those of

all sizes which fit no place until all tin- corners are

rounded off—and fancy 1 i a \ ing t< 1 do that with a pocket-

knife, as I heard a lady bee-keeper had to do whilst

visiting her bees on the moors! A man would have
been out of all patience, and condemned the maker and
his sections to eternal perdition.

I am glad to see the question of foul brood—I beg
pardon, Bacillus alvei ( Ugh ! ). It will take a set of false

teeth and an additional piece on to the tongue to pro-

perly pronounce that big word. I have met two cases

resulting from chilled brood, by the hives being over-

turned during last winter, and the cluster shifting and
not being able to return. Two other cases I have met,

evidently infection from one of the preceding cases.

A friend purchased a bottle of the Cheshire cure, price

Is. Qd., and carriage extra. I have been wondering
how many bottles it would take to cure a stock, and
whether the cure is not more expensive than the disease.

As it is given so freely as a specific, why not tell poor

bee-keepers, more especially those who cannot afford to

buy those Is. 6rf. worths, that pure phenol can be had

at 6«. Qd. per lb., which would make 100 lbs. of stock

solution, and would fill about 500 of those bottles? I do
not begrudge a fair percentage, but this isover the usual

\\\i!. to the l.s\ * Cannot bee-keepers be generous and
discard trade interests in a matter like this, and earn

the thanks of poor people if they have any thanks to

give ? Simplicity is a law of nature, and to those bee-

* You ars in error altogether, 1 lb. of absolute phenol

hydrated as it is sold by Mr. Lyon or Mr. Hollands, will

make less than twenty bottles. The object of Mr. Cheshire

has not been to make profit, but to save bee-keepers from a

spurious article. We know, indeed, that be has devoted

an enormous amount of time to, and has incurred very

heavy outlay in, the prosecution of the investigation, for

which he has (not being a trader) no possible hope of

return.
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keepers who have hives affected with foul brood, why not

place a few crystals of phenol on the botti f the hive,

and allow it slowdy to deliquesce when it uiiiHit to per-

meate every nook and cranny of the bee-hive, ami give a

cuii' pure and simple?

Another good thing for the benefit of all bee-keepers

might be undertaken by the 13. B. K. A., that is. to

di vote a fund to pay any person the necessary outlay in

bringing forward and publicly prosecuting spurious

honey-sellers in every to-.\ n in England. Since the pro-

secution in Glasgow it is not so freely -old in Scotland,

and after thai event • i. • 3 1 some of our local growers with-
drew the abominable mixtures; but as no otb

wa- brought forward thej are now again exposing it

tor -ale. [t would onlj be necessary to bring one or two
to justice, the rest would take the alarm and cease im-
posing glucose upon tin- British public. Suppose everj

bee-keeper sent l«. totbe I!. B. K. A. for the express pur-
pose of defraying the costs, it would l»- a good stroke

if business lor bee-ki epers

Bi • appear quite settled down for the winter: in

many eases packing themselves quite close. We are
inclined to wonder al this so e irlj . a I

Mem on
the wing up to Li t ( Ihristmaa.

r see from October Journal, ' 1 bique' wishes to know
if building out comb and st ring syrups will «

tissue and waste bee-life. My experience is that it does

o to larg • stent, so mu h bo thai all driven I

nav e been put on to * aled i bs. 'I

writer expresses the intenti I s under the

influeni i cbl <i of u m . fn m in peai

. both on the genua Homo, Cani't and Apis,] can
only saj .

' Don't :' tie chani I bat the
bees will unite for all eternity. W. Cnisr, Great
Ayton.

Dim
I

i bow ctiox. M r. W. It SI id .

ham, v. Mi. -
:

• Liegarding the

mark that in

i not parading on thi ab), but simplj

pp -I from the boa the) arrived in between the

d with any bei

without using Ml have done well, and are
now strong stocks full of brood. I give this testimony
with pleasure, as being hut an amateur bee-kei p

much to Mr. Sinimi, - for lii- Kind and
courteous assist ce at all 1

Mr. L. Wren, of Lowestoft, n I iti

e caging ratlx r I ban bt U r, Simmin ' method of
e roducl ion i . about equs I

through the post in pn ference to a telegram. I have
introduced a large number of queens direct, and onlj

"1- one failure, and that through m\ own iii-

tion; if [ have no bees with a queen 1 generally
moke the entrance in tl vening, let lea- run in,

again and leave them, I have not lost a singli

tl reduced in that waj
.'

Mr. Thomas lone, oi bfaldon, I ex, writes:— '1

ttroduced u Ligurian queen to a black stock, on
the iilan recommended by Mr. Simmins, and it was a

perfectly successful experiment.'

l.ieiiir o\ Bke-kkkping, (»n Monday evening,
i '-Ttli. undei til-' auspices of the Marlborough

College Natural History Society, Mr. \\ . N. Griffin,

Sec. to the Devonshire Bee-keepers' Association,

ed an able lecture on • lie,- and Bee-keeping' at

the College. Then were nearly hundred assembled
o, hi ar the lecture, the majority of whom were students.

Mr. Griffin dealt with his subject, and answered various
ting and critical questions in a masterh manner,
he conclusion tic I 'resident of the M.< '. N. II. S.

ed the best thanks of tie- meeting to him for his

tive lecture,

NOTICES TO C0RRESP0N DENTS & INQUIRERS.

Mortimer Toll.

—

Rubbing.—There is little doubt hut

that your hi\e was rohhed by one of your other lots.

The empty combs will do to put to another swarm
next year, provided you preserve them from moth.
Why not transfer the empty comb to a bar-frame
hive, and hive a swarm in it r

Q.'Q.Q. - Queen-rearing.—1. For queen-rearing we should
prefer the nuclei mi separate stands. When raising

queens in nuclei there is little danger of robbing, since

the operations are performed during the honey-flow.

For security, while introducing queens and other oper-

ations. Mr.' A. 1. Root, of Medina, Ohio. I .s., has

a small tent tbe length, height, and width
5 feet, w Inch i~ placed over the hi\ e during

manipulation, an illustrari f which is given in his

hist edition of the .1 />' C Guide. It folds up in small

compass for carrying about; weighs 6 lbs. only. The
price is 1J dollar- about 6*. 3d. sterling,and it is covered
with mosquito netting. Nuclei should never he ex-

amined while the i, ar i on their

wedding flights generally between 12 and •'). Morn-
md evening are the Lest times for examination.

J. Lamp Nursery. Yes; we should adopt the'] p
nursery,' which Mr. Root supplies complete, with lamp
large enough I everal days,for 5 dollars
-I-, Mr. Doolittle's method, to which you refer, is

merely a plan for uniting nuclei in the autumn t for

queen-raising. It i- given fullj in the American Bee
journal for October 22, 1864. '! Winter Supply.
\>i ilonies ought to have been well provisioned for

w onlv give
candy over the frames. It is worse than useless

I. Winter !'

Winl ne quite sufficient without sticks

\ It' \e||

decide on building a house tor yen- nuclei, the en-
trances -hoiild no! I

. ther than three

lower row should he abOUt the Same
distan ach enti ance being painted

Two row s will 1„. sufficient.

ii. Wood for Bee-nouses. 1, sound, white deal, if

well painted, is excellent material for 1 -houses, and
Dd ii ide tie in. which should not

l,e painted. fellow deal,
i

inc. ,\o., are re( in

for bit v. ith tier protection,

ler timberyou mention is not suitable. 7. form-
ing Nuclei. No; the ho,- would not remain. The
old p! f forming nuclei is best. -. Marking Entrant e

'• hi la el,
i be useless in this case.

I to » fever I
he attacl nt of the bee

to their queen j i pro eel plana
would most certainly tail.

A Ni.w Convert. I. Queenless Stock. It is verj

doubtful whether a queenless colony would fix trans-
i eel, and -lore syrup. \\'e are inclined to

think they would not ; certainly not at t his late period.

If yon po '
hi h a colony ,

i*\ I'm- your best plan is to

unite them to another, first having transferred them,
and then placing bees and transferred comb on tin

OUtside of the colony to which they are to he united

without smoking or disturbance of any kind. The
operation should he performed either in a moderately
warm room or on a very mild day, and the hive covered
up as quickly as possible and returned to its .stand.

2. Su/nftoux rs. No; bees do notextract poison from sun-
flowers ! Your bees were chilled by eld. .;. Number
of Beesloaded mil. Honey to fill mi ordinary Brood-cell.

We do not know
;

hut you may easilj make a calcu

lation, teeing that in an average season a bee collects

about one teaspoonful, or CO drops of honey. The other

data required will he the size of an average cell, the

number of journeys made by the bees,and the quant its

of h '\ contained in its <-.u-. It will he remembered
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that honey-cells are usually much elongated—some
more, some less—so that an average depth of cell must
be taken.

Ierne.—It is not necessary or desirable to paint the

inside of hives.

C. N. "White.—Microscopes.—X<> microscope that can
be really recommended would cost less than 51. os.

An instrument at this figure is supplied by Messrs.

Beck, 31 Cornhill, London, or Swift & Son, 81 Totten-

ham Court Road, both of which are excellent. They
have no adjustment, but the body slips in a tube lined

with velvet, and a very smooth and manageable move-
ment is thus obtained. The fine adjustment is of the

ordinary kind. They have 1 in. and -j in. objectives,

and are put into convenient mahogany cases. We
should write for the catalogues of each of these

makers, perhaps adding Browning, 65 Strand; Baker,

244 Holborn; and Crouch, (ili Barbican. If you buy a

second-hand microscope and wish to add powers (or

'objectives,' as they are called) we should earnestly .-ay.

Try Beck's j in. at 11., which is a really good lens, and
better than one costing us 51. 5s. a few years ago. All

ordinary work can be accomplished with (he instru-

ments above named. By properly managing the light,

which is a most important matter in microscopic

investigation, they are competent to determine the

presence of Foul brood and show the living swimming
Bacilli alvei ; but for special critical work the micro-

scope should be provided with a substage, and have an
achromatic condenser and powers suited to the nature

of the investigation in hand. The catalogue of the

makers named will here give all needed information,

but for highest-class objectives write to Powell &
Lealand, 170 Euston Road, London. Beside your

microscope, you will require a watchmaker's eye-glass,

which we fix round the head by a tape, and just push

up on to the forehead when it is not at the moment
needed. This will cost 1*. to Is. (id. With the

addition of a few slips of glass, .'! in. by 1, some thin

cover-glasses (of which { oz. \ in. squares, costing

Is. •'!«?., will be quite a stock) and a few needles set in

handles, you will lie set up. One or two of the needles

should be made red-hot, hammered flat, then hardened

and sharpened as knives. Add to these, a bottle of

violet and red inks as stains, and determinations of nerve-

structures, muscles, &c, will be within your grasp,

and afford endless enjoyment. "We are contemplating

an article on the best" means of roughly or carefully

dissecting bees for examination. The lens mentioned

by Cook, page 51, is, of course, American. Browning,

whose address is given above, makes one much like it,

which he calls the Orthoscopic. Its cost is about 18s.,

but it is valuable in dissection only. It. is useless for

investigation, the watch-maker's eye-glass being nearly

equal to it.—F. C.

C. L. II.—Thanks for calling attention to the matter.

We shall refer to it shortly.

G. D. Clark.— Combs bespattered with Propolis.—
Propolis is not of a nature to spatter. We should feel

inclined to think the marks were those of dysentery.

Can you send us a small piece of comb in a box so as

not to be crushed in post ?

Thos. Morgan.— 1. Moving StocJes eighty Yards.—We
should wait until the weather is less open than at

present. Do not stop the entrances, but put a board

leaning against the hives, so that the bees when going

out may notice the unusual aspect, and so mark the

new position. 2. Market for Honey.—-Refer to our

advertisement columns.

M. IIallewell.— 1. Candy.—If you fear your stocks

are insufficiently supplied, lay a piece of candy on the

frames under the quilt. You will find it a better

plan than placing a large slab in a frame at the side

of the hive, for reasons too long to enter upon here.

2. Bees Fanning.—As they remove the vitiated air

from the hive fresh air enters to take its place. The
current is so gentle that no danger exists of chilling

the brood.

Andrew Buchan.—Hives for the Heather.—You do-

not say what bar-frame hives are in use in your
district. But, presuming they are the Standard size,

probably a shallower frame, more approaching the

depth of the combs in the Stewarton, would be better,

as being less liable to breakage of combs in transit to

tin- heather, and offering greater facilities for obtain-

ing the honey in sections.

W. H. J.— Doubling.—There shoidd be J-in. space

between the bottom bars of the upper frames and the

top bars of the lower. "When separating the two
hives for extracting, a wire should be passed between
them, after very slightly wedging up the upper one.

The zinc excluder, lying close upon the frames of the

lower hive, will he securely fastened by the bees and
will remain a fixture during the extracting period.

The top bars of the frames must be ' flush ' with the

hive sides.

Matilda.—Removing Sections.— It would have been

better to have removed the sections, but we advise

you now to allow them to remain. The disturbance

caused by removing them at this late period would be
most injurious, and might prove fatal to the bees, if

the weather proved cold or frosty. Cover them as

warmly as possible, and when spring comes you will

probably find the sections consumed. Prevent all

draught through hive aud sections.

E. HlND.

—

Storing Combs.—Stow away your combs,

wrapped up in paper, in a dry room, until wanted for

use next spring, when you will find them useful for

swarms. "When given to the bees they will soon

clean them much quicker and better than you coidd do.

T. r. C.

—

Paper for packing ' Trays'—We have never

used paper for the purpose you name, nor do wc think

it suitable. "When torn into small pieces and pressed

together it would become impervious to moisture and

air likewise. There is no better material for packing

'trays' than corkdust or sawdust, and 'trays' of

C inches in depth are quite sufficient for covering hives

during the winter months.

C. O. Moox.—We should think that your stock is heavy
enough for the winter.

T. "W. Loftus.—You would get the information you
require by applying either to W. P. Meadows, Syston,

Leicester, or to J. H. Howard, Holme, near Peter-

borough.

Essex.—If you desire to have a stock of Ligurians with

your blacks, we should advise to procure one. We
are of opinion that Ligurians, if properly managed, are

better bees than Blacks. A stock of Ligurians may be

purchased for one guinea.

II. W. Davis.—1. You are quite right not to give syrup-

at this season. Your fault in making the candy was
boiling it too much. Cease boiling when a little

dropped into cold water will knead between the

fingers into a ball. Then remove from the fire and
stir until it begins to set. Turn into plates lined with
paper. If properly prepared, it will not be very hard

and crystalline, but rather soft and pasty, but opaque.

You should remove the zinc and turn the candy down
on the hole. Bees cannot eat or use crystalline sugar,

therefore, it was thrown out at the door and this also

caused the excitement. 2. The local secretary of the

Surrey B. K. A., is Dr. Walker, Lingfield Road,

Wimbledon ; who will give you every information,

and will be pleased to enrol you as a member.

Michael Quinn.—The comb is badly diseased, and mil-

lions of spores are found in the bad cells. It appears

to be Bacillus alvei of the ordinary type.—F. C.
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A VISIT TO LORD SUDELEY'S FRUIT
PLANTATIONS.

By Wm. X. (JiuFri.v, Hon. Sec. Devon and I

Bek-keepebs' Associ ltion.

Having had some correspondence with Lord Sudeley

with reference i - bis fruit-farm, and as I take a great

interest in all the minor industries, while staying at

Cheltenham a short time since, I paid a visit to Todding-

ton, ami believe I shall do well to send you a short

account of what 1 saw during my visit.

In the present day, when agriculture is at such a 1<>\\

ebb, I should recommend t <
» the careful consideration of

all farmers the example shown them by bis lordship;

and they might with advantage -• i aside a portion of

their land to the cultivation of fruit, or pay a little more
attention to their present orchards; at the sun'' time,

not omitting to k''''l> bees, as, besides being in themselves

profitable, they are absolutely necessary for the fertilisa-

tion of the fruit.

Leaving Cheltenham bj an early train, I arrived at

Beckfonl about 10 o'clock. This being a small village I

had some difficulty in obtaining a conveyance, when,

almost giving it up in despair, I learnt that a dairy

farmer bearing the ancient name of Oldacre had one.

Having succeeded in finding my Jehu, we started. The
road laj through pretty o try, nicely wooded. Arrived

at Toddington Farm, -Mr. I.ai_rlit. I.mil Sudeley 's bailiff,

Brat very kindly showed me how ensilage is made, and

pointed out 1
1 > < • five n>v. silos which are erected on the

hum.- farm. Mr. Laight disbelieved in silos ai first
;

now they have no firmer advocate, The building just

erected is built of brick, against an old stone wall, h is

di\ ided into five compartments, separated by brick walls

(the outer containing walls fourteen inches thick), and
all of them lined with cement ; and each compartment is

eight feet wide and thirteen feet high. In each case

there is an opening at A, from which the silo is filled.

There is a groove at each side of these doorways, and as

the -tuff i- thrown in, and it- level in the silo begins to

ii-'-, planks are fitted into the grooved doorwaj

above the other, until the silo is filled to the top, and the

j completely blocked by the planks. The method
employed for compressing the contents of the silo is very

simple. Two perpendicular liars of iron are firmly fixed

at B I'., the upper portion of each of them deeply woi mi I

for a screw. When the silo is full, planks are laidlength-

wi ver it- whole surface, through which the wormed
ends of the iron bar- protrude. Two joists are then

laid across these planks at H P». the wormed bars coming

up through the joists, and great pressure is exerted on
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41. 2s. Ctd. The possibility of preserving ensilage in small
quantities in casks is a matter of great interest to small

farmers, as very much that would otherwise be wasted
is well worth preserving as ensilage. Mr. Laight intends

to feed horses this year with it, as lias been successfully

done by Lord Walsingham in Norfolk ; and it is not
impossible that some day ensilage-grass may be a staple

article in the food of our London horses. Its weight,
however, will always be against it where the journej
is long.

Driving through the Park we canle to the jam factory,
which is about a mile and a half distant from the farm.
Here Mr. Beach, the proprietor, courteously conducted
me through the works, which were originally a farm-
house, and I was greatly surprised at its extent, promis-
ing annually to increase. The whole product of Lord
Sudeley's fruit-plantations is purchased by Mr. Beach,
the well-known manufacturer of Ealing, and for the most
part converted into jam. The purity of the jams is a

speciality of the h'rrn, the highest awards having been
secured by it for the excellence of their manufac-
tures. The material for making the best of jam- is

obtainable at Toddington, for the fruit, instead of being
packed and having to travel a considerable distance ex-
posed, for part of the time at least, to the heat of the sun,
or perhaps wet weather, is here picked from the trees,

carried at once into the factory, and converted while the
bloom of freshness is upon it into jam.

The farm-buildings have been fitted up for the purpose
of preserving fruit on a large scale,every effort being made
by Lord Sudeley to render the establishment as complete
as possible. Even the baskets and hampers are made by
his lordship's men on the premises, there being fourteen to

fifteen acres of osiers planted on the estate for use in this

respect. My first visit was to the boiling-room, where I

witnessed the process of jam-making by steam. Attached
to this room is a boiler of over 30-horse power. It is

22 feel long by oft. Cin. in diameter and weighs over
seven tons. The works at present are not in full opera-
tion, but as showing the extent of what is now done,
Mr. Beach has made over 150 tons of jam this

year. In the strawberry season he filled 1(300 jars,

each holding 1:? lbs. of jam, in four days. The fruit is

boiled up in eleven great copper pans, into each is poured
a jug of water and into the water 28 lbs. of white sugar,

—best Dutch-crushed, as it is called, being a mixture of

half-and-half cane and beet-root. (This year 90 tons

have been used.) When the sugar is dissolved 24 lbs. of

raspberries (to give an illustration), some of it gathered
perhaps only an hour or two previous, was thrown in, and
then the crimson mixture, foaming and bubbling under
the heat of steam (50-lb. pressure to the square inch)
from the great boiler is for about eight minutes stirred,

and critically examined, with the aid of a long wooden
ladle, till, being pronounced ready, it is run off iuto

another copper and carried into the shed, fitted up with
dressers and shelves, where it is adroitly transferred to

30 bottles, each now containing ]j lbs. of the most
brilliant raspberry jam. As soon as the air-tight covers
are tied on, these bottles are ready to be despatched to the
four corners of the globe. Materfamilias, who thinks that

the proper way to make jam is to let it gently simmer
for an hour or more over a slow fire, would be astonished
at Mr. Beach's process and the rapidity with which the
fruit is boiled. Connected with the engine are pipes
leading to shells underneath the pans, so fitted that the
steam cannot escape : these pans act on a kind of swivel
or pivot, and when the fruit is reduced into jam, in addi-
tion to the method described, in some cases it is run into

large pans and conveyed to the cooling-room. This plan
saves skimming.

Another process is to boil the fruit without sugar, and
when scalding hot to place it in stone bottles (each hold-
ing 40 lbs. of jam) and cork down immediately. In this

way it will keep any length of time and be fit to make

into jam when required. This is called laying it down in

pulp. By this arrangement , if the quantity of fruit re-

ceived exceeds the means of reducing it at once into jam,
it can be made into pulp, and utilised at leisure without
detriment to the quality of the fruit, thus affording
employment to the ' hands 'during the winter. If fruit

be over-ripe, in the least decayed, or gathered in wet
weather, it will not make good jam,—a point on which
Mr. Beach appeared very careful. Another fact which
add* to the quality of Mr. 1 leach's jam is that the jelly

is left in with the fruit. It was explained that when
the growth of the plantations enforces it, the boiling-

room will be considerably enlarged and that as many
as twenty pans will be in operation.

Leaving the boiling - room, I was next shown the

cooling process, and then passed on into the bottling de-
partment—a room 100ft. by 2-"if t. Here the jam is ladled

into pots, which are duly covered and put away for

market. Around the room were stored innumerable
bottles of jam of all kinds. Those engaged in preserv-

ing know the extreme difficulty of keeping the fruit

whole, but Mr. Beach appears to have no difficult}' in

this matter, for he showed me a huge bottle of straw-

berries, everyone of which was perfectly whole— this

being a special feature in their manufacture. We next
came to the store-room, around which it is intended to

lay hot-air pipes for the better preservation of the jam.
Beyond this room are three other rooms used for packing,

&c. Turning through the one to the right, we emerged
into the receiving and sorting-shed—a large building

about 100ft. square. Here the fruit is brought in from
the plantations, between 30 and 40 children being em-
ployed to strip the stalks, &c, from the currants and
' snuff ' the gooseberries. In this room over 100 gross of

glass bottles were stored. Since June 16,000 have been

used ; they are especially prepared for this firm, consist-

ing of toughened glass, so as to be impervious to heat.

At the farther end there were rows upon rows of stone

jars containing fruit in pulp. It is intended, however, to

shortly convert an adjoining building into a pulp storing

room. At the farther end of the factory, near the boiler,

is another store-room stocked with jam. The building

facing the factory has been converted into a women's
mess-room, men's mess-room, and cloak-room; and at the

entrance near the road are the offices used by Mr. Smith,

who superintends the delivery of the fruits from the

plantations into the factory.*

Mr. Smith, in company with Mr. "White, the bee ex-

pert, next conducted me to the fruit plantations. They
are about two miles in extent, lying in a valley surrounded

by hills backed by the Malvern range, about twenty

20 miles off. This plantation originally was an ordinary

arable farm, which nobody would take, consisting of over

300 acres and rented at 1/. an acre. The soil for the

most part is clay. This in Mr. Smith's opinion is prefer-

able for strawberries in a dry season. 1 was informed

that 111.'! plum-trees go to an acre and 1740 bush trees to

the same space and that 75 tons of all kinds of fruit have

been gathered this year. In different parts of the plant-

ation are large sheds, the centre of which is for running

the fruit into in wet weather after picking. On one side

is acoffee tavern (no beer or cider being allowed), and on

the reverse side is the sleeping department for the pickers

fitted up as a cabin on board ship with twenty-one

berths.

In a conversation Iliad with Lord Sudeley he informed

me that he was perfectly satisfied with the results of the

fruit-plantations ; of course, at present he was unable to

say wliether the tree-fruit would yield very large returns,

as' they would not come into full bearing for some years;

but bush-fruit had entirely come up to his expectations,

* For many details of the jam-factory I am indebted to

extracts from the Pall Mall Gazette and Evesham Journal

and Four Shires Advertiser.
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and he could confidently recommend their culture; the

present had not been such a good season as might have

been expected, owing to the late frosts in the early part

of the season.

Walking through one of the largest plantations we
next came to the apiary, and I was very pleased to have

the opportunity of inspecting a bee-farm worked en-

tirely for profit, and to hear what Mr. White, the

courteous expert, had to say on the subject. Lord
Sudeley had previously told me, ' That he considered it

was a step in the right direction, and, although only in

existence a comparatively short time, it had entirely

paid its way.' The apiary originally had been started in

Lit they might ensure sufficient ina

the pollen in the spring to the vario this had

perfectly succeeded: and then his lordship turned his

attention, not only to this matter, but to make the 1 -

return a fair income on their own account. At
p

there are I70hives arranged intworows. They are, with

a trery few exceptions, of the same pattern; bar-frame

hives with flat roofs, sloping backwards, painted

colour. The frames are the standard of the British bee-

BJeepers
1

Association, without any skouldi

worked crossways to the entrance. When I

the stocks had been prepared for winter; the fn n

been reduced to the Dumber the bees could cover, a chaff

dummy had been inserted between the first fra

the entrance, the back of the hive filled v

a chaff quilt, two inches thick, placed on the top. Mr.

White intends to work the first en the

English and l.igurian bee.-, a- In

better « orkers and honey gatherers, and more abl

tect themselves against robbers. The apiary was

last April with about seventi stocks, mostlj in skeps:

which, h\ transferring and making ai ns,have

brought the number up to thi ir pi th. Mr.

White had many difficulties to contend with ; but, besides

increasing the colonies, he was able to obtain a large har-

vest of honey, both in i b and extracted. He had ex-

perienced "ian\ cases of robbing, but alwaj

stopping it, bj inserting info the entrance of the hive at-

tacked a tni f perforated zinc, thi an inch

in dia ter and six inches !'>n.r ; and if the hive from
which the assailants cam'- was turned around, gii

entrance a different directioi Hi bothered the

robbers. With regard to feeding, Mr. White liked the

bottle arrangement for Bpring, but found it perfectly

useless when building up stocks or for autumn fi

and had adopted o deep ; newhal on the

float principle, without that appi adage. Thi

of Bacillus alvei, w bid

by feeding with medicated syrup

Mr. Cheshire in his instructive paper at the Heal
In the midst of tin- apiary was the bee h u e, abrick

building in which were stored hundreds of frames with
i ihs ready for next spring; an extractor which bad

done much service: it was of the Cowan type, but con-

structed much stronger than any I had set a, and was fit

for considerable work. Here were also innumerable

section crates, bottles, and all appliances i

scientific apian ; but onlj such articles as would be of

real service and nothing for show. I inquired it' they

ever had any trouble with bees at the jam-factory, and

learnt that the distance, nearly two miles, was enough
to keep them away. The bees never (as is often laid I i

their charge) attempted to attack the fruit. With
such bee farms as tlii j and many others that are now
being started in England, it will not I"- necessary to

travel to America to learn how apiculture is conducted
..ii g large scale; we are not afraid of our cousini

the water, and we shall not object to their sending us

over the produi f their bee-ranches; but we do

ibject to glucose, under the na ( 'Table Honey,'

1 1
1

a.
i

;
I

ii « ,' or other such disgusting conn, Is,

I lit Tuddington much impressed with what I bad

seen and learnt ; and feel obliged to Lord Sudeley for
allowing me to carefully inspect the various industries

which he is so ably promoting at Toddington.

ELECTION OF COMMITTEE-MEN FOR 1885.

The time is rapidly approaching when the Secre-

tary of the British Bee-keepers' Association will be
sending out his annual inquiry to the life members
and to the prqperly qualified subscribers as to

whether they are willing to offer themselves for

i tn the Committee of 1885. Every life

i i, and each subscriber of U. per annum, are

qualified for this election; but any member who
• in offer himself as a candidate can do so by

raising his subscription to 12., and announcing his

Mr. Suckle. We hope that a g 11 v list

of names "ill be submitted to the members for this

election, and that these latter will choose a bodj of

[i men who will be both willing and able

to attend the monthly Committee Meetings, and to

give their best attention to the various branches of

work which are sure to lie before them. No one

who can give time and attention I i the business of

thi Association need be diffident in eoming forward

from a fear that he will have too anj competitors.

It i- by ii" means easj to find candidates, the only

acknowledgment "1 whose services will be the
l vote of t hanks passed at the < leneral Meet -

Nor if a candidate should fail to be in< luded

first fifteen, need he therefore despair of a

ii the Comi ft hat any vacancy

which i during the
3

irding to

Rule VIII., to i"' filled up from the unsuccessful

Ug tO the prii 1
-

/. i if x utes nil

tained at the election. It will be remembered also

that at th.' la^t General Meeting m iddition was

, made to the number of the C mittee by taking

in the si\ unsuccessful candidates who had re-

I the highest number of votes. We cannot

say whether such an addition will again be made,

but if the work devolving upon the Committee
e as it has done of late years,

we think that it will be difficult to furnish all the

ary Sub-Committees from the present num-
1

: of fifteen, us it would be better if members
not required to serve on more than one Sub

<
'1. Milliliter, as all the Sub < !ommittees 3 bi

called togi ther for the I hour. The
Work which up to the present tune has fallen

mainly upon a few of the members of the Com
should certainly be di\ ided equally bet ween

all.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY SHOW
AT PRESTON.

We wish to call the attention of our readers to a

1; ivi 1
1 v in the schedule of the bee department at

iow of the Royal Agricultural Society for 1885,

which we hope will form a permanent privilege to

thosi County Associations within whose reach a

'RoyalShov ie to be held in, The resolution passed

runs thus:—'That the affiliated Associations in
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Cheshire and Lancashire be allowed to compete at the

same rate of entry fees as members of the B. B. K. A.'

We are sorry to be informed that no affiliation

fee has been received from the Lancashire Asso-

ciation for the last two years, and that unless the

Association amends its ways and amalgamates itself

with the Parent Association, according to the advice

of ' Theta,' the Cheshire Association is the only one

likely to benefit by this privilege.

PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
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able points. We feel that bee-keeping in tbeir hands

is safe, and we shall be pleased if their example

would kindle a like enthusiasm in the other affiliated

Associations.

CORNWALL BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
This Association is making a strenuous effort to

clear off a debt which is a great discouragement to

the members, and which is an obstacle to its on-

ward progress. For two seasons the Committee
hired a tent for the purpose of giving p

lessons in bee-keeping, and to avoid the recurrence

of this expense this year, the Committee decided t"

purchase a properly construct! Tins

i
'.. and this expenditure, with -

at cue or two shows, has left a deficiency upon this

year's work of 11/. In this are included 1 •">/. awarded

in pri/ show at Truro, which for want of

11 unpaid. An appeal has been made
to the county to ase

We aie pleased that the appeal lias been n sponded

keepers in < lornwaU ;
and

wc trust that the debt may be cleared off, bo that

the Association may be able to extend its in

into every part of the county. Should any friends

iwall ilesil

bretbri a there a helping hand t

this difficulty, they an

municate with the Hon. See., Mr. C. Ken'
• Gazette < office, Truro.

RAILWAY SLOPES \M> WASTE I'l.

We notice that the Midland Railway Company
i of Inn/, annually.

to be distributed in prizes for the en< m
Itivation of railway slop, places

ml at and in tli

in their line. Th
direction and one which cannot Bui to ;

to the travelling public We trust that

mastei

! this offer.

LOAN EXHIBITION OF WOMEN'S
[ND1 ST1

\ loan exhibition of women's industries will he

The promotei • 'hat its
1

1

features should he specimens of such 9

by women in in-

dustries demanding chnical and artistic

training. It is \<

hibited representing what are termed tie Minor

work, &c. inquiries Bhould h
I Ion. Si '.. Exhibition of Worn
Park Strei t. Bristol.

I SEF1 I. BINTS

The weather din

whole favourable to bees, the ti mpi rature being low

'.,< in quii ' w!nle numerous line

days have given opportunities for cleansing flights.

As regards the bees themselves there is nothing
to be suggesteel except that they should he left alone.

No disturbance of the hives must be allowed on any
account.

Roofs must be looked to if any cracks shoui i be

found after heavy rain.

Snow, if we should have any. must be el

away from the entrances, and in hives in which tlu

frames are end on to the entrances shading must k
pnt to them, to prevent the reflected light from the
snow shining in and tempting the Kees out to their

'lest ruction.

IING W iX- ''
I : line for this I

tion. After boiling the old combs and obtaining thi

wax it will be found more or less impure from pollen.
• tngled with it. If boiled with watei

acidulated with sulphuric aeid the impurities will

ore readily than with plain water; but a

caution is necessary, when aeid is used tie

I
i-s or earthenware as acid acts upon

all the common met Mine;, the wax must
ho washed by remelting and boiling with plain watei

ve any trace of acid. As tie gravity of the

only slightly greater than that of wax,

fornn.r has not tine' to thoronghlj settle out.

>e deep and

well wrapped up to keep tin wax liquid as I

Pi perly purified wax should, when n

taken in a v. td held up to

the light, he quite clear and bright. If muddy-
_. it must I., settl

\

like countin e they are

may advan

ned from A
'. doubl a larger harvest

Ilk. kit tli important consideration

of turning I lie hot a, mid it will be

are far mom
readily saleable ti Thie year has in

many 1 tail price of 1-lb.

i public is thai t<

cultivati I
di ire a ready

outlet I U io use l lb

Another point not t<. be losi sij lit of

i which they can In Benl about the

iii their weight are

ak oiii with a jar wliieli would 01 I

damage the one pounds. As to the shape, it will

our report of tl

be B. B. 1\. A. that tiie snli com
for I and •_' Ih. sec

ei tions Bhould

be defini -1. viz., fa- -J lb. :>[ x -, and

for I H>. section,, ]
|

- 1
j

2.'

[SSTBUI ' -• NOW that the ,

are lou are in country places few,

is the time to sow- the seed of desire for knowledge
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of the improved methods of bee-keeping by any

means which local circumstances will indicate far

better than any one ignorant of those circumstances

cau suggest. One way would be to instruct the

village carpenter how best to construct cheap hives

suitable to the locality. The cost of carriage added

to that of the hives made in the towns and the

difficulty of sending hives about absolutely ready

for use as received being drawbacks to the use of

improved hives as opposed to skeps, which can be

bought in every village ready for use. To illustrate

our meaning : we met this autumn with a skeppist

who had bought a bar-frame hime. It had been

sent with the sheets of foundation to furnish the

frames placed between the two division hoards tied

together. No doubt the seller gave the buyer credit

for knowing what to do witli them, but a swarm
had been put into the empty frames and the two

dummies with the foundation between then laid on

the top of them. Of course such ignorance is very

sad, but a local man would have put all in order

when delivering. Whenever steps are taken to

interest cottagers by all means invite the carpenter.

ASSOCIATIONS.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Committee Meeting held at 105 Jenny n Street, on

Wednesday, November L9th. Present—T. W. Cowan (in

the Chair"), Rev. E. Bartrum, the Hon. and Rev. H.
Bligh, the Rev. H. R. Peel, the Rev. F. G. Jenvns, the

Rev. F. S. Sclater, Capt. Hush, R.X., Capt. Campbell,

J. M. Hooker, H. Jonas, D. Stewart, W. O'B. Glennie

I treasurer), and the secretary.

The minutes of the last Committee Meeting were read,

ci infirmed, and signed. The Finance Committee presented

their Report, recommending the payment of bills amount-
ing to 40/. 9*. 8d.

The Exhibitions' Sub-Committee reported in reference

to the Bee Department at the International Health
Exhibition :

—

(1) That they had forwarded previous to the close of

the Exhibition, a communication to the Jury Commission
expressing their regret that the interesting and valuable

exhibit of Messrs. Abbott Brothers had not been included

in the Award Eist, and requesting that this Exhibit'

might receive further consideration.

(2) That the Exhibitors had been paid the amounts
due to them, and that a full detailed statement regarding

the Exhibition was in course of preparation. The Sub-
Committee also presented an amended Prize List for the

Bee Department of the Royal Agricultural Show, to be
held at Preston next year, recommending

—

(1) That in the classes for 1 and 2 lb. sections of comb
honey, the size of the sections should be defined, viz., for

•J lb. sections, t'^ x 5J x 2, and for 1 lb. sections,

4| x 41 x 2.

(2) That the Affiliated Associations in Cheshire and
Lancashire be allowed to compete at the same rate of

entry fees as members of the B.B.K.A.
(•'!) That in the event of the Exhibitors in the Honey

Classes not being able to send their Exhibits, the fees

should be returned, providing that fourteen days' notice

was given of their inability to tend the Exhibits.

The report, after some discussion, was adopted. In
reply to questions the secretary stated that no affiliation

fee had been received from the Lancashire Association

for the past two years.

The Chairman moved, ' That application be made to

the Postal Authorities to allow samples of honey in

glass tubes to be sent by post when packed securely in

small wooden blocks,' specimens of which were exhibited

to the Committee. Resolved, ' That the Chairman, Mr.
Honker, and Mr. Stewart, be appointed as a deputation
to wait upon the Postal Authorities, and to report their

proceedings at a future meeting.'

The secretary was instructed to prepare a form for the

purpose of collecting statistics relating to the number of

hives kept, and the amount of honey produced, through
the medium of the County Associations, and to com-
municate with each county secretary in regard to such
forms being published in their Annual Raports.

HERTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
This well-organized association has made what we be-

lieve to be another step in advance in the great onward
march of progress. The county is divided into twenty-

six districts, each having its own district secretary.

Mr. R. T. Andrews, the indefatigable secretary of the

Hertford district, called the bee-keepers of his district

together on Thursday, the 20th ult., in the public hall of

that town, at 7.30 P.M. to a ' Conference to discuss sub-

jects of interest, and compare notes on the past season.'

Although the night was a stormy one, a fairly good
number responded, by whom the two hours were profit-

ably spent, several present not being members of the

Association.

Amongst those present were—The Rev. J. Lingen
Seager, Hon. Sec. ; Mr. J. Hackle, Asst. Sec, Herts

B.K.A. and Sec. B.B.K.A ; Mr. J. P. Sambels, one of the

representatives of the Herts B. K. A. at the British

B.K.A's quarterly meetings; Major Croft, Captain Hur-
lock, Messrs. Blow, Buller, Ellis, Robinson, Tuck,

Jackson, Winn, Scales, Maffia, McMullen, &c, &c, &c.

The Rev. J. Lingen Seager being called to the chair,

invited all present to a free exchange of opinion on bee-

matters, reserving his own remarks till later on.

Mr. R. T. Andrews, Dist. Sec, said there were from
SO to 00 members in his district, who owned 250 hives,

'.) of which were stocked with Ligurian, 6 hybrid, 1 Car-

niolian, 1 Syrian, and the remainder, as far as he coidd

ascertain, with native bees, foreign bees not being popular

in his district. The season had been a very good one.

There had been four lectures given during the year, one

by the Hon. Sec. at Hertford, and also one at Bayford,

Tewin, and Hertford, by Mr. Sambels. He had visited

nearly all the bee-keepers in his district, whether members
of the Association or not, with a result of gaining twenty-

five new members.
Major Croft spoke very favourably of the present con-

dition of bee-culture in the district.

Mr. Sambels corroborated, remarking the sulphur-pit

was almost obsolete, and he believed the late plentiful

harvest was more the result of the bees being kept in

better condition, ready for the glut when it came, than to

an exceptionally large honey flow. Skeps, generally in

A.ugust, were crammed with stores, and breeding was

crowded out; but, later on, breeding was resumed, as

cells were emptied to permit of it. Cottagers generally

were not adopting bee-keeping, except the better class
;

but the bee tent at the parochial flower shows now so

general was permeating the county with a knowledge of

bee-culture.

Mr. Blow said he had purchased 110 stocks in straw

skeps this autumn ; they were invariably heavy, with

few bees, but queens had renewed breeding in September.

He also strongly condemned stimulating queens to late

breeding, as very late autumn-bred bees were actually

prejudicial to the hive, and the treatment invariably

affected the queen the following spring.

The Chairman also strongly condemned this practice,

and said last spring his hives contained very few bees,
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but he selected his best queen, and stimulated her to

laying, giving the combs, as fast a.- filled with eggs, to

his other hives. In this way he frequently got four and
five combs of eggs per week, and consequently his nine

stocks quickly got strong, and gave him 500 lbs. of

surplus honey.
Major Croft commended this plan, and inquired

members' experiences of artificial warmth.
The Chairman and Messrs. Andrews. Buller, Jackson,

and Blow condemned the practice, giving disastrous

examples from their experience, Mr. Blow further adding
he had great faith in winter packing. In his own apiary

he had a large number of stocks in slop-, but to a casual

observer they all seemed liar-frame hives, he having
placed the skeps in boxes fitted with tunnelled entrances,

the intervening space being filled with chaff. He also

remarked on the disastrous consequences of grass [and

weeds being allowed to grow around the hive., as large

numbers of pollen-laden bees in early spring dri >pped into

their midst, to find an untimely death at their own
doors.

Mr. Sambels said he was pleased to find late br Hug
had received it- 'death-blow' at the late quarterly meet-
ing of the B.B.K.A., and hoped 'spreading br I,' as re-

commended and practised, would soon follow suit. This
met with a hearty burst of approval from all advanced
bee-keepers present.

The question of used combs v. foundation was next

a. The Chairman recommending foundation;

Mr. Andrews, combs; Mr. Maffia coincided with Mr.
Andrews, Eventually it was agreed, that in spring

foundation was most rapidly filled with 1

de <i bees should be supplied with combs, filled, if

possible, in late autumn, as they invariably gave do profit

the following yearif compelled to build and fill combs
very late in the year.

Mr. Huckle next spoke of the difficulties in the past of

finding a market for the disposal of produce, the in-

ability of the BJ3.B ,A. to i . owing
tu an adverse vote at the last < leneral Meeting, and the

steps tint had recently I > taken to promote the British

Honey Company, remarking on the practice followed by
speculators of i « 1 1 1 i 1

1 l_- pieces of home-produced comb-
honey, and tilliii" tin- bottle with corn-syrup oi _

and palming this adulterated mixture on the public as

genuine honey. The British II \ Company would
commence its a London, and gradually ex-

tend it- business to every town and village in tin

Kingdom. Honey svas now being sold by grocers, dairy-
men, &c, in I. Ion I theii u reasing

weekly.

Mr. Blow said producers must be content with less

profit, aa run-honey in bulk could be sold at (W. per lb.

and give good return-, &d, being a high price, The ( 'hair-

man said liniiey at present was a luxury, but lie contended
this should not I"' bo, as it could be raised at ;

'"'
pi

i
lb .

and undoubtedly would be so in four or live more years.

This met with strong disapproval from Messrs. Maffia,

Scales, Ashwood, Bird, and others; but all admitted that
cent per cent and upwards wn- frequently the present
rate ,.f Profit.

Mr. Sambels said the system to follow In future would
be to send honey to the Company in hulk, and thusget
a quick, but certain, and relatively small return, the

Honey Company taking the trouble of packing, bottling,

distributing, risk of had debts, &c; orforthe prod t'

to take great pains in putting sections up air and iln-t

proof, in an attractive form, and finding a customer
in his own neighbourh I at a higher price, thus se-

curing the intermediate profit themselves. He had no
trouble to dispose of all his honey put up as the section

he produced to the meeting as a sample.

A lengthy discussion here followed on the superior

medicinal properties of honey to treacle for cows, and

the mi lue of 1 y as food, especially to children, allusion

being made to Mr. Cheshire's paper. ' Honey as Food,
several cases being quoted of the improvement in phv-
sique of children that consumed quantities of honey

;

but Capt. Hurlock remarked his children had recently

taken a dislike to honey, although he believed it to be "a

most valuable food.

The Chairman asked Mr. Sambels to give his advice
as to the management of bees at the present time, who
promptly replied, 'Let them alone.' he concluded, of

course, they were all carefully packed: if not they ought
to he. If short of food candy should he given at once
on the top of frames, and all carefully packed up ; by no
means give liquid food of any kind. In early spring
stocks short of food required great vigilance, but should

be meddled with as little as possible; much could be
learnt by studying the temperature of hives.

Mr. Andrews and the Chairman both deprecated fre-

quent opening hives in spring, and gave results of tests of

temperatures during the past spring.

Mr. Andrews said he proposed these district conferences

should be held quarterly, if members wen- agreeable, to

which allexpre.se,i their hearty approval.
Mr. Blow moved, and Mr. Andrews seconded, a vote

of thanks to the Chairman, who had driven eleven miles,

and had as many to return, that rough night. Mr. Seager
id he had laboured to make the

I lerts B.KA. second to none in the Kingdom, and be was
pleased to say it was at present in a most vigorous state;

m Mr. Andrews the Association had a dist. sec. that

was second to none in his willingness to work. Thus
a most pleasant and profitable evening was brought to a

BERKSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOC! Vl'lnX.

On Tuesday, Novembe: I lth, a lecture was delivered

in Reading in the ' Long Room,' Lodge Hotel, to the mem-
bers and friends of the K"ading Literary and Scientific

So,i,ty h\ the President, Rev. V. II. Moyle, Hon, Sec,
Berks B.K.A. The chair was occupied by the Mayor
of Reading, A, tlill, Esq., and on a large table in front

of the audience, the room being filled, were placed numer-
ous -ample- of all the various kind of articles in the

manufacture of which Mr. Moyle ha- procured thi

British honey, and thej includes very large deed

and not only a- food, as beverages, '
I

lilei articli . sweets, &c, a number of things

suitable for mat crown of his head to the sole

of his feet. The late I novelty were excellent British

honej lozenges, manufactured by Mr. St wholesale

and cxp ; r, Broad Street, Reading, at Mr.
Movie's suggestion, anil shown that night for the first

time.

Tim Mayor, in opening the pro< dings, referred to

general pleasure felt in Reading at Mr, Movie's

efforts being rewarded at the Health Exhibition by the

award to him of a silver medal— the only medal given

for this new- branch of industry in the whole Exhibition.

The lecturer first pointed out the derivation, and re-

ferred to the history of honey
;
then described it, and the

different kinds of pure honey chemically, subsequently
referring to adulteration of honey, and showed samples

f the same, and explained to the audience the ' Sale of

Pood and I hue i.ct,' with the view of enlisting their co-

operation with the effort- of British bee-keepers to get our

own country's genuine products in this sphere of industry
preferred to the various foreign and manufactured rubbish

vended in this country.
A very interesting discussion followed, and a very

Btrong determination evinced by all the speakers to do
their best by precept and example to .-how up the worth-

less character of the adulterated matter 80 often vended

as honey under different names.
Mr. .Movie al-o referred to the question of transit, of

-ectioual honey safely, and strongly recommended those
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of his audience who were bee-keepers to procure with-

out delay some of Mr. Baldwin's excellent ' safety

crates,' which he said were the best he had seen for the

purpose.

The recent successful annual show of the Berks Bee-

keepers' Association has been instrumental in increasing

largely the number of members of this increasingly

prosperous and promising county Association.

MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
A meeting- of the Committee was held, by per-

nission of Mr. Neighbour, at No. 149 Regent Street, on
Monday 10th November, the Hon. and Rev. Henry.

Bligh being in the chair. A proof of leaflet propased
to be issued was submitted, and ordered to be printed

and circulated. A plan for division of the county into

districts was considered, and the appointment of the

following District Secretaries was approved :—Thames
"Valley, Rev. II. Bligh ; Pinner, Mr. Leach ; Finchley . .Mr.

Harveyson ; Ealing, Mr. Kenworthy. The Hon. See.

was empowered to find secretaries for the other

districts. A proposal to appoint a collector for tin-

London district was discussed at some length, and
eventually the offer of Mr. F. Simpson to undertake the

duty was accepted. Totes of thanks to the Chairman
and to Mr. Neighbour concluded the business.

NOTTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
For the information of 'North Notts' and others, who,

like him, are interested in the subject, I shall be glad if

you will publish the following particulars.

The preliminary meeting of which your correspondent
speaks was held early in May, and was very well at-

tended, several influential gentlemen, including the Rev.
H. R. Peel and Mr. Huckle, were present. The Notts Bee-
keepers' Association was duly formed and affiliated to

the British. A Committee was chosen, and officers

elected. The Rev. A. Hulley (who had been the prime
mover in the affair) was requested to undertake the

duties of Hon. Secretary ; he only consented to do so on
the distinct understanding that he would only be able to

retain the position a few weeks, as he was shortly about
to leave our neighbourhood. He called the first Com-
mittee meeting for the 24th of May, at which only four

members were present. Some little business was settled,

such as drawing up a fist of the objects of the Associa-
tion, the choosing an expert, &c. : but the principal

thing for which the meeting was called, viz. appointing

a successor to Mr. Halley, cotdd not be accomplished,

as no gentleman present was able to imdertake the office.

The names of two or three well-known bee-keepers near
Nottingham were submitted as those of gentlemen who
might possibly bo induced to undertake the Hon. Sec-
retaryship. Mr. Halley peomised to call on them, and
as soon as he had succeeded in obtaining a promise from
either of them, to call another meeting to have the

matter settled. Now from that time I have never
heard from any one on the subject. As to whether a
new secretary has ever been appointed, and, if so, who
he is, perhaps some of my fellow-members are better

informed than myself, but from results, or rather the
want of results, I should imagine not. I, and doubtless
others, would be pleased to do anything in our power to

forward the interests of apiculture in our own districts
;

but what can we do without a leader ?

When seeking subscriptions towards the Association
in May, I was frequently met with the remark, ' It is <>f

no use your trying to form an Association in Notts, for

if you succeed it will, after a short time, share the fate

of its predecessor, which fell through a few years ago,
after a very brief existence.' By dint of perseverance, I,

however, succeeded in obtaining five new members, their

ubscriptions, ranging from a guinea to 2s. Od., I handed

in at our first and only meeting. Now I am sometimes
asked by those same people, ' Well, what progress is the

Association making Y ' The only reply I can give

(which to me seems most humiliating) is that, as far as I

know, as yet nothing at all has been done.—A Member
of the Committee.

CALEDONIAN APIARIAN SOCIETY.

^Minutes of meeting held in Mclnnes' Temperance
Hotel, 12 Ilutcheson Street, Glasgow, on Wednesday,
22nd October, 1884. Present : "Messrs. Laughland,
Johnstone, Cameron, Young, Sword, Wm. Thompson,

i R. Anderson, J. Anderson, R. McNally, E. McNally,
J. D. Ilutcheson, and R. J. Bennett. On the motion of

Mr. Bennett, Bailie Laughland was called to the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and approved of.

|

The financial statement was then read, showing that the

Edinburgh Show had given a clear gain to the Society of

20/. 4s. od. The Secretary said we were greatly indebted

to those members who had come so far a distance, at

great personal expense, to make our show a success. He
alluded more particularly to Messrs. Tait, Y'oung,

Steele, Cameron, McNally, and last, but by no means
least, the Secretary of tlie Irish Association. We had
also a visit from Mr. Alfred Neighbour, of London.
This gentleman had conn- often amongst us, and always

lent his powerful aid to the good of our Society. This

time he brought us some queens that had just arrived

from Mr. Frank Benton, and the one he had personally

made Mr. Bennett a present of was now the mother of a

strong colony. The Secretary read two very interesting

letters from* Mr. John Wilkie, who has .started a bee-

farm in Brisbane. Mr. Bennett said we may expect to

hear from him from time to time, and he was sure we all

wished him success in the land he had chosen. The
prizes gamed at the Edinburgh Show had all been for-

warded to the winners, except the Highland Society's

mi dais, which would be ready in November. The prize

schedule for the Aberdeen Show was then revised. Mr.
Leslie Tait, of Aberdeen, was added to the Committee.
The Secretary stated that as Mr. Tait resided in the

vicinity of Aberdeen, his services would be invaluable

while there. The following noblemen and gentlemen

were proposed to be added to the patron list: The
Earl of Stair, Sir John Hay, Sir Herbert Maxwell,

the Right Hon. Hugh Dalry'mple, and Thomas Dunn,
Esq. Mr. Sword proposed a hearty vote of thanks

to the Secretary. He said we could not expect to find

another gentleman to do so much for us as Mr. Bennett.

During the past ten years he had devoted much
of his time to the work of the Society, and but for his

exertions we must have been defunct long ago. It was
another proof of the influence of one man's enthu-

siasm being able to sway the whole Society along with

him, and carry everything to successful issue. A dis-

cussion arose as to the best method of disposing of our

honey. Mr. Bennett said there was a Company about to

be started in London for the sale of honey. Mr. Sword
deprecated sending everything to London, as his expe-

rience led him to believe that we got as good a price for

things at our own doors as there, beside the risk and
carriage of transit. A vote of thanks to the chairman

brought the meeting to a close.

RUTHERGLEN APIARIAN ASSOCIATION.
PRESENTATION OF CUPS.

The first annual meeting of this newly formed associa-

tion was held on Tuesday, Nov. 4, in Rutherglen. Mr.
E. M'Nallv, president pro tern., occupied the chair.

Mr. R. Nish, the secretary, read the annual report de-

scribing briefly the steps which were taken to get up the

first exhibition in connexion with the Rutherglen Flower
Show. The exhibition was a great success, and the com-
mittee were pleased to be able to present two cups to
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•commemorate the occasion. The committee also express

gratitude to other friends who spared no efforts to make
the first exhibition a success, especially to Thos. Dunn,
Esq., of Crosslea; Mr. E. M'Xaliy, senior, and Mr. Wm.
M'Xallv, Glenluce. The donations received had also

cleared all the expenses incurred during the year. On
the motion of Mr. James Hilton, seconded by Mr. J. D,

M'Xallv, the report was adopted. Mr. John Pates pro-

posed that Mr. John Steele now occupy the chair. Mr.
hteele, in a few words, called on Mr. R, Xish to hand over
the Association cups to Mr. E. M'Xallv. Rutherglen, and
Mr. R, M/Nally, Glenluce.

Mr. 1!. Niflh, on rising, said, ' Mr. Chairman and gentle-

men, I am sure you all agree with me when I say I have
a very pleasant duty to perform to-night, most "i you
know the gentlemen to whom we are about to show our
respect. None of you, 1 dare say. know so much about
their wurli a- I do, but all of you must have had the

privilege of hearing through the press about the great

success the Messrs, M'Xallv, Glenluce, have had with
bees and bee plant, not only in Edinburgh in connexion
with tie- Highland Ag] icultural Show, hut in other parts

of England and Scotland. We are all aware of the

-grand display which our society inaugurated this year
through tie- efforts of Mr. K. M'Xallv. who
neither time dot means in making the exhibition

ful. He has in this matter only carried out what I kn..w

personally of him, that is, his unselfish method of doing
good to all around him, entirely forgetting hisown ben. tit.

Many of you her.' can -:iv a- much from what you know
of his pail labours in Rutherglen. Again, our exhibi-

tion would have had rerj litl this season at

least had it not b en for the assistan f his I

Mr. I!. M'Xallv'- observatory hive was
a study of itself, .Mid

i
ui thanks to him for this displaj

i- now given in the shape of the silver <<']> bel

Mr. E. M'Xallv has no- tie- opportunities which his

brother has for experience and practical work, but bj
his experiment-, writings and addles.-.--, I can
-t:ii.- th;ii he is ne of the. first ol amateur bee-keepers in

Scotland.'

The cups were then presented to Messrs. E. and 1.'.

M'Niilly. who feelingly acknowledged the honour con-
ferred upon them.
The cups bore the following inscriptions: '

'.

r M'Nalh lor first exhibition of hi

1884.' 'Awarded I!. M'Xall\ for observatorj hive

L884. Rutherglen Apiarian Bociet] .'

Arrangements were afterwards made to get i

pleto schedule of priz--> for the show next year, and a

full committee was elect d.

[RISE BEE-KEEPERS' JlSSOCIATION.
The Annual Honey and Hive Exhibition was held at

Ball's Bridge on October the 29th and two subsequent
daySj and was the most successful ever held under the
auspices of the Association. Competitors from England
and Scotland were to be found in all tie- classes, and
many firms were personally represented, amongst whom
were Messrs. S. .1. Baldwin, Bromley, Cent; Edmondson
Brothers, in Dame Street, Dublin; W. Lonsdale, Lur-
gan; YV. R. Orr, Strabane, &c. The following is the
prize h-t

:

For tie- be-t crate of twenty-one l-lb. sections.

—

1st, I/., .Mr. Laurence M'Cormick, Swords; 2nd, His.,

Mr. \V. T. Read, Straffan; V.H.C., -Mr. I ". H.Jones,
Mullinabro', Waterford ; H.C., Mr. D'OIier, Bray. For
the best crate of twelve 2-lb. sections. 1st, U., Mr. Tom
Sells, I Ifington, Stamford: 2nd, LQs.Rev. R.Seymour,
iLTmagh; H.C.jMr. D'OIier, Bray. For the b- -t super of

•' l.-tiav.
,
or glass, or combination of anj of

these- not sectional, -l-t, l-V.. Rev. R !

Armagh; 2nd, m-., Mi-- Berts Doyne, GoTey; V". H.C.,
Mr.. loh,, B. Murphy, Littlefield, Jenkinstown ; B.C.,

Mr. W. I!. On-, Strabane. For the best twelve jars, 1 lb.
each, of extracted clover or light honey.—1st, 15.*., Miss
Isabella Lefroy, Cardenton House, Athv; 2nd, 10*., Mr.
D'OIier, Bray: H. C, Mr. Raby, Hawthorn, Blackrock.
For the best twelve jars, 1 lb. each, of extracted heather
or dark honey.—1st, 15s., Mr. Duffin, Whitechurch
House, Cappagh; 2nd, 10s., Mr. D'OIier, Dray. For
the best hive of a substantial character, for general use
in an apiary.— 1st prize, silver medal, Mr. S. J. Baldwin,
Bromley, Kent, and Messrs. Edmondson Bros., 10 Dame
Street, Dublin; 1st equal: II. C, Messrs. W. Lonsdale,
Lurgan, and W. II. Orr, Strabane. For the best and
cheapest hive on a moveable comb principle, for cot-

u-e, with arrangements for summer and winter,
price not to exceed 10s. 6i.—1st prize, silver medal. Mr.
S. .1. Baldwin, Bromley, Kent: 2nd, bronze medal, Mr.
William Lonsdale, Lurgan; V. 11. r.. Messrs. Green &
Sons, Rainham, Kent. For the best straw hive for
depriving purposes, l-t prize, silver medal. Messrs.
Edmondson Bros., 10 Ham.- Street. Dublin; 2nd, bronze

Mr. W. P. Meadows, Syston, Leicester; V. H.C.,
Mr. W. Lonsdale, Lurgan; H. C, Messrs. W. R. Orr,
Strabane, and Tom Sells, Qffington, Stamford. For the
best honey ,-xtractor for two ( ibs at a time.— Prize,
silver medal; l-t, Mr. William Lonsdale, Lurgan;
V. ll.t'.. Messrs. Edmondson Bros., Dame Street. Dublin.
For the cheapest extractor.- Prize, bronze medal: l-t.

Mr. W. P. Meadow-. Syston, near Leicester. Bee-
driving. l-t. 1/.. Jai . Tinahely; 2nd, LOs.,

W. Lonsdale, Lurgan. Comestibles were exhibited at
the show, and attracted a large amount of attention.
The Show was, for thi

'

ol\ successful,

i meeting recommended a
of additions to the prize list, including

lady exhibitors, models in wax, ra1 i hives,

THE NORTH-EAST OF [RELAND BEEKEEPERS'
ASSOC! SlTION.

The i \ ion met at ll

Waring Street, Belfast, on Friday evening, 7th nit.,

hi aring tie- Re\ . II. W. f.,-tt, of

I he Hone; lie,-; During the

. Ill Li ai(3 h 'i hi I. 'id had a
jooddealol experii nee of the want of k,,ow ledge about
Our Common nil ranks and

no apology for

pie t'aet- and remarks in hi- essay, allot which

rt as to himself.
Hi- endeavour w as to !> |p th w ho were beginning to
1»- bei -1

1

am' out the intention of the
North-East of Ireland B.K. L in providing the series of
papers of which this was the first. lb- referred to the

i tie- bee, which is tie- same a- that of am- per-
fect insect first the egg, then the maggot, w bich on the
ninth day becomes a nymph like the chrysalis of the
butterfly, and which finally on the twenty-first day, be-

I
hat gathers hon.y all the day from

• i'n opening nowi r.' He then proceeded t. . describe in

a verj interesting manner the different inhabitants of the
hive, viz., the queen, the drones or male.-, and the

. and dwelt on the patient observation of the
great lluber and hi- faithful companion, to whom,
although blind, we owe mo-t of the information which
we possess aboutthe honei bee. Tl ssayisl then -poke
of the different homes of the bee-, from the carcass of the
lion which Sams. .n -lew to tie- church-roof, or the

chimney crocks of Cashmere; and of their products,
1. on, \ . poll.-n, or lice-bread, wax and propolis, all of

which they gather from flowers or trees except the wax,
which i- secreted, Mr. Lett pr ided to relate what is

known of bee-keeping in Ireland, going back as far as the

sixth century, telling of n certain St. Dominick who
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after beiDg taught by St. David in Wales, returned to

Ireland, bringing with him swarms of bees, which, it has

been strangely said, were the first seen in Ireland. After

some remarks by different members present, the meeting

was brought to a close by a cordial vote of thanks to the

lecturer.

On Dec. 5 a lecture will be delivered by Mr. Wm.
Ditty of Newtownards on ' The General Management of

an Apiary,' and on Jan. 9, 188-3, Mr. Paul Henry will

give 'A Bee-keeper's Experiences.' The Hon. Sec. of

the Society is taking steps to ascertain the amount of

honey collected during the past season. We append the

form' which he has forwarded to the bee-keepers of his

district:

—

1884.

Kind of Bee.
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neglect that important item;' and further: 'It is so

generally understood that smoke is necessary during

manipulation, that I deemed it superfluous to give in-

structions on that point' [in my pamphlet". The said

statements were inserted hecause I had found several

bee-keepers were under the impression that smoke could

be dispensed with while introducing queens. Surely Mr.

itavnor cannot have forgotten the letter of that date,

which started all his criticisms that have appeared in this

Journal on the subject.

Mr. Raynoris mistaken in supposing that the'greatest'

confusion follows the application of smoke (as usually

given), and that the bees no longer defend themselves,

A temporary and partial confusion, of course, di es

occur, but the 'greatest' confusion is attained only

under the influence of excessive smoking, and when the

bees are being driven, or its equivalent— shaken from
imbs. Under the influence of smoke as used in

ordinary manipulation, let a robber bee hover around,

and it is at <>nc>- attacked, and even an earwig, should

it venture into the lii \ - under treatment, is imme-
diately stung and carried out (so much for the know-
ledge of the merest tyro); and yet all the time the

manipulator is untouched, because of his careful and

systematic action. And, under the Baine condition-,

with the same car.' on his part, he can insert a

of another I neat, with it- queen, and no
accident occurs.

The plan of running queens in at the entrance with a

deluge of Bmoke I have not recommended, bi I

know it can seldom be depended upon, which Mr.
liaynor admits, while apparently contradicting himself.

Th ii- we read hi- -tat omen t :
' I, with in any other-, have

n peatedly and successfully smoked in queens at the

entrance of the hive without any caging at all. . . .

Nevertheless, it i- nol a thod which 1 would recom-
mend to a novii e. I tfti a aftei thi i ffei t of tl

ha- passed awaj the queen will be sacrificed, hence great

vigilance i- required when practising it.' By all means
Let ii- ose a cage rather than trust to Buch an arrange-

ment which necessitates immediate inspection, a

the continued application of volumes of smoke, until

the whole economy of the hive i- thoroughly dis-

. ed, to say nothing of Buch waste of time. What
progress I

Mr. liaynor considers it aii eas] matter to introd

queens direct to those nuclei or other colonies I

none but young bees. Of course; l»ut then it i- a simple

(act, continual!] occurring in my apian , thai qui

direct]} inserted into an] and all colonies alike, what-
ever be their condition, whether full colonies, if with
fertile workers, bi Iless bees, or those having queen-
cells in an] stage of existence, notwithstanding a recent
editorial reply, stating that I - will never take to a new
queen while they have q in-cells,

\- a last resort, Mr. Raynor vainly endeai
withdraw fr a false position, by laying much stress

anon the fact that tho I at- n bo bavi recentlj

given favourable reports, must have used colonii in an
abnormal idition. Here, again, be unwittingly acknow-
ledges the correctness of my practice, < if course, the

colonies operated upon were in an abnormal state.

Whoever thinks of giving an alien queen to a colony,

by any Known process whatever, unless he first destroys
its normal condition by removing the original mother;
and again, the simple act of bringing a colon] under
manipulation causes it, for the time being, to be in an
al rmal condition, whether smoke be used during the
operation, or not.

While apologising for taking up BO much of j

valuable -pace, in replying to Mr. Raynor's last three

letters, I cannot conclude, without first thanking those
gentlemen who, both publicly and privately, have
given tleir testimony in favour of my Bystem. — S.
Sl.MMI.NS.

DIRECT INTRt >1 HJCTION.

I have been a constant and regular reader of your
Journal, subscribing for the same with Mr. A. I. Root,
of Ohio, U.S.A., editor of Gleanings. I am much
plea-ed, and also instructed with and by the articles and
editorials I rind in your columns. Among the many good
things I have found there, was the ' Simmins's Method of

Direct Introduction.' When I first read it, I said at once
'Eureka.' Of course I gave the method a trial. but with
fear and trembling I admit, it being so much at variance
with preconceived ideas, and the ordinary rules in regard

to the matter.

It proved a success with me, however, in the first

instance, and out of several introductions made in the
way advised b] Mr. S., I have met with but one failure.

( Hhers this side the water complain of failures in using

the method; some of them being successful 1 -keepers.

It ma] be, bowever, that they made the attempt with
no desire to succeed. However that may be, I have
succeeded with it beyond mj expectations, and for the

life of 1 can't Bee win any one should make a failure

of it.

I have a method of introduction, however, which 1 far

f

(refer, and one that I believe will be a success at the

lands of an] one, novice or expert, and its extreme sim-

plicitj commends it to all. It i- as follow-: On
the forenoon of a fine day, when bee- are living freely

and gathering bone) freely also, remove the queen from

the desired colony. At night of the -a me day, and after

all the this colony enough
i aselvesvi ith hone] .

After 1 < v . minutes or BO, or when by their peculiar

' hum ' they show themselves well idled and in a happy
mood, allow the new queen to run directly in at the

led this method man] times, and as

failure. Mj tl rj is, that the bee- having
in at the

entrance; and when the new one come- in, she is received

Daturall] . because she comes in in a natural manner, and

a- the had she simply taken a

visiting flight. 1 have satisfied myself that queens do
take an occasional flight from the hive, and this fact is a

solution of loss that cannot oftentimes b accounted for.

1 ha\e satisfied myself, too, that bees do not have any

distinctive scent b] which the] determine strangers from
their own colony, but that the actions ol botbbei and

queens, when bj chance the] get into a strange hive,

prove them enemies, and cost them their lives. I trust

yova Journal will live long and flourish, and meet the

encouragement ii so richl) deserves. Joseph E. Pond,
.Inn.. / V folk (':., sint,- of Sfastacnuselts,

U.& I
'_

DISSECTING BEES FOR K.\ \MIN V.TION.

I see in ' Notes to Correspondents,' in your last issue,

Mr. Cheshire makes a half promise to give us an article

on dissecting bees for examination. I am Bure many of

your leaders would well IB Such an article at this time

.d the year, w hen the long evenings would give them an

opportunity to work the out ; and if not

trespassing too much on Mr. I Cheshire's time a few hints

would be acceptable as to what part- would mount well

as permanent objects for the microscope; also as to the

best mean- (suitable to tin- particular object of pre-

paring for mounting, what solvents should be used, as I

imagine some of the more delicate membranes would be

entirely spoilt by the use of liquor potasses, &c.

I. for my part, shall carefully work out as far as

I can, the suggestions in Mr. Cheshire's last article on

'Structure of the Egg Organs of the Queen,' and I

believe such subjects will do a greal deal towards the

more intellectual -tud> of ' The II iy Bee.'

Will Mr. White allow me to encourage him in his

1 wish to get a microscope for the purpose, as I am sure
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when once he starts lie will find the work so exceedingly

interesting the evenings will be all too short, and the

knowledge gained well worth the trouble and expense.

C. Brown, lieirdky, Nov. 21, 1834.

TITS AND FLYCATCHERS.
I can fully bear out your correspondent, F. II. Hills,

in his remarks in the last issue of the Bee Journal,

regarding the English flycatcher, or beam-bird, having a

taste for bees. Last year was the first time I observed
this bird destroy them, and knowing that it is stated

by different authorities on birds that flies form the princi-

pal or sole food of flycatchers, I determined to watch
and observe more closely its movements this year, with
the result that I have proved it to be no small destroyer

of bees. I have three hives of bees in a very quiet and
secluded corner of the orchard. A wire fence, about
four yards in front of the hives, divides the orchard from
•1. meadow. On this fence the flycatchers take their

station, and dart upon the bees as they are passing to

and from the hives, and destroy them by scores. 1 have
seen them even swoop down and take the bees from off

the daisy flowers. I have watched at the hives for half-

iin-hour to an hour at a time, with watch in hand, and
found, on the average, a bee a minute destroyed while
the birds were there. So tantalising was it to see the
bees destroyed day by day in this fashion that, like your
correspondent, I thought a little powder and .-hot would
be the best antidote. Accordingly 1 fetched my gun,
but, by the time I got back to the hives, I had repented
of my resolution, for, having rather a weakness for the

feathered tribe, a little reflection told me that a bee on
the wing is quite as much legal a prey <>f tin 1 flycatcher

as a fly or any other insect. I tried other means to

frighten them from the spot.

While watching the flycatcher, brought to light the

fact that another bird, the 'redstart,' does not despise

a bee occasionally for food for its young ones. I observed
a pair of these birds very busy at times catching the
bees and taking them to their young ones in a nest in the
garden wall close by. They did this for about a fort-

night, till the young ones had flown. I did not observe
them to catch any more after this.

I never saw the flycatcher take the bees away, but
always appeared to eat them on the spot, generally alight-

ing on a post-top, and giving them two or three dexterous
taps, as though they extracted the sting before swallow-
ing the bee.—A Cottage Bee-keeper, Herts.

Owing to illness in niy family I did not find time to

read the Journal of the 1st inst., and it was not until I

read Mr. Hiam's letter in your last issue that I found
there was an error in the wording of my letter. It

should have been the above birds ( meaning the tits, not
the flycatchers) remain with us the whole year; the

latter generally arriving about the 12th of May, and
leaving us the latter end of September. In 1880 they
did not reach us until the 18th of May. I cannot give
any experience of the pied flycatchers, as they do not visit

this immediate neighbourhood.
In my last paper I promised to write to several orni-

thological friends on the subject and give their report,

I have written to eleven, but have only received replies

from nine. The first says, ' Though I have been a
careful observer of the habits of birds all my life, and I

am now nearly seventy, I have not, up to the present,

seen or even heard of the spotted flycatcher taking either

the humble or the honey bees.' No. 2 writes as follows:
' I should think it alinost impossible for flycatchers,

with their weak beak, to be able to master bees.' No. •'!

' never remembers to have heard of the spotted flycatcher
eating bees, but would certainly expect him so to do, as
it is his nature ; but at the same time thinks that the
worker bee would be too quick for him, and, therefore,

he would only take the drones.' No. 4 writes that

—

' Although I have stuffed birds for over thirty years, I

have no remembrance of finding any trace of bees when
opening either the pied or spotted flycatchers, and I do
not think they will take them.' No. 5, a professional

birdstuffer, w-rites to this effect— ' That I have made my
living by stuffing birds for seventeen years, and during
that time have stuffed a large number of the spotted fly-

catcher, both old and young, and am quite sure they do
not take bees, or I should have found traces of them ere

this.' No. says—'Though I have been a keen observer
of birds for many years I have not, up to the present,

seen the flycatcher after bees, and I do not think it

troubles after them.' No. 7 writes— ' The spotted fly-

catcher is pretty plentiful in my grounds, and I also keep
bees for a hobby, but neither I nor either of my gardeners
have the slightest remembrance of seeing them chase
bees. I cannot speak of the pied, it not being common
with us.' No. 8 writes as follows :

' In reply to yours,

as you are already aware. I have made it my hobby all

my life to watch the habits of birds, and the flycatcher

is a particular favourite of mine, audi am quite surpri.-ed

at your asking me whether they will take the honey bee.

I should have thought you knew better. / feel quite

sure that they do not. This year a pair has again built

in the ivy on my summer-house. I wish they would
Kill bees, for if the}' did probably they would also

kill wasps, which would be a great boon, as the

wasps this season have been an intolerable nuisance.'

The last letter 1 had contains this extract :
' I

certainly never remember seeing a bee taken by a fly-

catcher, and should exceedingly doubt their being able

to eat them. An insect the size of a bee wotdd just

about satisfy one of them, and yet they are on the wine
catching flies from morning to night, which one would
hardly imagine to be the case were they in the habit of

eating bees, <w of which is enough for a good meal. So
far as I have observed a drowsy flycatcher is an unusual

sight, very.'

1 have purposely kept back the names of the writers

of these letters from which I have taken the above
extracts, but I may say that several of them are well

known to the world, not merely by name, but by their

works, which have become a household word to orni-

thologists ; and, as you wish the correspondence on this

subject to end with this issue, I will only add that I

shall be only too glad to communicate with any one on
the subject, and hope your readers will make a careful

observation of their habits during the summer of L885,

I shotdd esteem it a great favour if Mr. Hiam would
kindly forward me through the post the dates of arrivals

and departure of the flycatcher during the past few
years.

Trusting' I have not trespassed too much on your

valuable .-pace, my plea must be that I am such a lover

of the feathered tribe, wiho will always find a friend in

—

G. J. Buller, Wehm/n, Herts.

Till this last spring, for the last seven years, I was
Vicar of Westwood, near Coventry, and my home was a

lone house under a w-ood. The garden extended some
thirty yards in front of the house, and was bounded by
iron hurdles, on the garden side of which was a bed of

prickly comfrey, much frequented by humble bees, and
occasionally by my own black bees. The flycatchers

always built in the roses against the house, and the iron

hurdles were their favourite feeding perch. Thousands
and thousands of times have I seen them rise, flutter in

the air, and catch a midge or a gnat, but never once

strike at a bee.

For the last three years the blue-tit built in the bottom

of my letter-box, laid its ten or eleven eggs, and always

hatched and reared them all, though seven or eight

letters, and sometimes more, tumbled into the box every

day. But the little architect raised the sides of its nest
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rather high, so that the letters could not toueli it, though
they came very close ; and one would have thought
would have prevented the little bird getting in or out,

for the box was very small. But no, it suited her family

exceeding? well, and Mrs. B.-T. never wished for a better

or a quieter home. The family usually spent the winter

in and about my garden, but I never saw them take

a bee.

The tom-tit I never saw in that parish, which I often

thought very singular. Here I have tom-tits and blue-

til- in the garden, and shall keep an eye on them this

winter.

Before I close this letter, permit me t.. say a word for

twci other feathered friends, who I saw a- recently as

List summer falsely accused in the Standard of sometimes
snapping up a bee, viz., the chimney swallow and the

house martin. My dressing-room at Westwood over-

looked a email bach yard.- i which was a

lean-to shed. This was a most favourite home of

swallows and martins. I counted last year do leas than
twenty-three oests, inhabited at the same time under
that one shed, besides many other uests in tin- buildings

around the houaei The swallows and martins passed in

numbers under my dres sing-room window, whicl

the first-floor, to and I'm to their nests all day lung; and
ling 'in''- -at bj the dozen, on two or three clothes-

lines that were stretched across t hat yard. In that

dressing-! i window I placed an observatory bive,
luit though I watched long and anxiously I never saw

Westwood was a famous locality for birds. On June
13, 1883,1 had tin- exceeding pli

time that year, of watchihi strong pair of

opera glasses a great spotted wood-pecker; a ben bird,
I believe, a- I could not distinguish the red on it

A friend of mini' also saw constantly a pair of thi

tvood-pecker i I that same year, but 1

never had tin them myself. J. O.
CouSSMAKEB, . Staffordshire,

I have 1" uch surprised at thi

ill- spotted Hm.ii

M.i"\ pairs have their neste i

m\ house, ami the old

capture
a bee. I have never killed one and would 1"- verj sorry
t < do so. Thi w quiet little \ i-it- . .

of mine, and I would be di -

ini bed. M j experieni

— 1 am a lover "I nature and fond of all animals and
'I she are most destructive to the

! H in watching at mj hivi -
. of which

[have eight, ami picking up everj bee thai appeared.
This work of i i r, the) !" not

the hives so tar as 1 havi - en (and I am a be< -

keeper of many year's standing) in summer. Mj advice
then i

, Bhoot the iii- but rpare the flycatchers.- II. W.
I.i it. M.A., Aidmori <;!,!„, Lurgan, Ireland,

The discussion in th< Journal about Tits and Fly-
catchers eating beesshows at any rate thai > collection
of can fully recorded facts is wanted, lint has not the
importance of individual variations been SMimw hat over-
looked? Individual variations ill hal.it as well as ill

structure have lien Bhown to exist in almost every living
pedes ; and just a- in India individual tigers occasional!)
become man-eaters, though a- a rule tigers prefer other
prey to nan, -m may it lint l.c that in England individual
birds occasionally become bee-eaters, though the rest if

their specie usually prefer other pre) to beesf Thus,
Suppose a great tit in winter, when cold and hungry, to

be searching an old skep for pupaa of the wax-moth, or
other dainty morsels, and by his vigorous tapping to fetch
a bee to the entrance of the skep, is it unllkelj that hi

would "at tie- he,.. ? and if he w> re unable to find othei

food, is it not likely that he would fetch out another bee
the next day by a similar process?—and this without its

being at all the usual habit of great tits to eat bees. To
make a wholesale destruction of such useful birds as tits

because a few individuals take to eating bees woidd be
very false economy. Let bee-keepers destroy only those
particular individuals which they find to he eating their
bees, thus not only will the innocent ones be left to
destroy the wax-moth and other harmful insects, but
the whole species will he improved, for by a constant
destruction of the bee-eating individuals, a process of
selection will be set up. and the taste for eating lees will

in future be less often d< velopi d than it is now. When
a bird talus to tapping at the hive entrance, a good thing
t" do i- to set an unbaited bird-clam in such a way that

I will stand on it whilst tapping'.

Tits have und en seen in winter eating bees
at the entrance of mv hive-. One year I believe one
came regularly ever] morning till it was shot. 1 narrow
the entrances of my ski ps with movable Mock- of wood,
and judging by the frequency with which these are dis-

turbed in winter, 1 should think that the \i-it- paid them
are m.t uncommon. I have had reason

her birds than great tits, but unfortunately I have
as yet b ccuri

still I feel sun il t,t- in the

garden.

Although Mr. 11 .mi that flycatchers

may eat Q es, I CI nnot help thinking that tin j I

often do -o, vet when he says tiny dare not eat a
work. .- line, he appari ntl)

that the, hj\ e trn d ung.

bo u
|
ects a

b n carefullj

it and examine the con', its of it- stomal b

if nn\
i id, ili.it they and the

bird'- -kin sho L the
! m.t like t,, and, ['take the

on doubtless he i M find others that would; if

hi
I

.'.' ill mj -li' gladl) dissect any bird that i

me. li seems to me a pity that the < lentral Association
i i] collecting and sifting the

,
.i b

i .. 1 1. 1 1 VV II,AMI,
St, Bartlwlomi u

'- //

A YEAR'S KErORT.
I la -i dial-

} of mj bee-keeping for

r. ,-hou Lng 1
[ to be

ll' oz., and d to my
apiary. Although this year seems to have been ,i g I

. here, I can .

. ii in a bee-keeper's

light in this district, inasmuch as from a 1st Jul) swarm
which was put in a skep, 1 only got I lbs. I oz. of honej

,

when I united it to oneof toy stocks on the 26th August,
and from a llh Juh > hived in a skep - 1

onlj tool) I lb. 8 oz. when uniting it to another stoci on

loth October. I
; idi inquiries of Bkepists in my

neighbourhood, ami the) seemed to have fared as badh
,

in fact, they say it was the w rst season they had this

long time.

Notwithstanding thai mv produce this year falls short

of last year's by aboui ! lbs., although 1 commenced
with stock more, I -t saj thai the result bovi

a
g

1 'le. 1 1 in f.i v our of bar-frame hives, for, although I

got SO little from my -lops, I was able t" take 8 lbs. 8 02.

of honey, on the 3rd of August, from a 23rd of .lime

-warm and leave it, without feeding, with sufficient f 1

for the winter of COUTSe il was supplied with Comb
foundation. \i \ diminished harvest this year I greatly

attribute to swarming, as I had two swarms from One

stock, and one from a not in a', and the old motto—'United
we stand, divided we fall may well be applied to a stock

of bees. If I had time I would have endeavoured to pre-
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vent swarming, and if I did not succeed, would then

have returned the swarm ; but, being mostly away from
where iny apiary is, except in the evenings, and, then not

always caring to spend my time in the company of bees,

I was unable to do either. I have one stock in a hive

I65" x 14" x llg" which is suited to hold a frame con-

taining four 2 lb. sections at back; and although it has

not been thoroughly cleaned since 1882, I found it to be

my best this year, producing 2G lbs. of honey, including

5 lbs. which 1 got from its two swarms, and enabling me
to unite one of its swarms to strengthen a stock in the

autumn, besides giving me an additional stock well sup-

plied for the winter.

A stock in a standard frame-hive only produced
1G lbs. oz., and a swarm and another only 18 lbs. 13 oz.,

besides six sections rilled with comb between them, which
I have stored to give back to be filled next year.

My 2-lb. section hive produced 22 lbs. 12 oz. last year,

and the sections were each time better rilled than the 1-lb.

sections at back of the other hives. I found, however>
that by taking all the filled sections out of a frame, the

bees did not seem to care to fill new ones. In bee flora

the Mellilotus alba has not been much mentioned,
although it blossomed with me profusely even when
sown in very poor ground, and was covered with bees
continually from the time the limes were in blossom up
to the second week in September: the only fault I find

with it is, that it is a biennial and only blossoms the

second year. Quantities of bees were working on ivy
and Michaelmas daisies up to near the end of October.

—

Boz.

CURIOUS COUNTRY CUSTOMS.
Some twenty miles on the north side of the Ilumber is

a small country village known as North Frodingham. It

is remote from anyrailway station two leagues, and only
on certain days in the week, when the 'bus runs or the

carrier's cart goes to market, is it possible to get to the
station without briskly exercising fine's understandings.

I lately heard of a very curious custom which is prevalent

here, and as it afforded me much interest it may also be

of interest to others.

An old lady recently came to the end of her earthly

pilgrimage who during her lifetime kept bees. Arranged
in aline at the back of the house in the garden were
four straw sleeps containing bees which were intended to

be kept during the winter for the next season. Imme-
diately the old lady died, some few weeks since, these

bees were put in mourning until after the funeral. A
piece of black cloth or ribbon was tied to each hive with
becoming reverence and sorrow, and the bees liberally

supplied with bread and cheese and ale. Being some-
what struck with this singular incident, I inquired what
these things meant, and was informed that if the bees

were not put in mourning and supplied with cheese and
ale they would die—they would not live through the

winter. Now there is no fear of them dying. The bees

are supposed to have sorrow upon sorrow on account of

the death of their mistress, like her friends and relations,

and must, like them, wear signs of mourning. On the

day of the funeral, when the last offices were performed,

friends and neighbours gathered to manifest their respect,

and, as the custom is in these remote places, refresh them-
selves with wine and provisions that are bountifully pro-

vided. The poor, sad bees must come in for a share, so

there is taken to them a portion of the good things. In
order to ascertain correctly whether these things be so in

the nineteenth century I went to the house a day or two
after the funeral and made inquiries. Posters were out for

a sale. ' You have some bees to sell, have younot Y' ' Yes,

wehavefour hives.' 'But/I said, 'the winter is coming,and
if it be severe, or if the bees have not much honey, they

will die.' The words were scarcely uttered before a

pleasant-looking housewife chimed in, ' No, they won't.

Oh, no; we put them in mourning and have given them

each some bread and cheese and ale. See, come and look

at them, it's on yet.' Saying this she led the way through
the back door about twenty yards up the garden, and
showed the strip of crape tied to each hive on the end of

the sticks that support the comb. I failed to perceive

the sorrow of the bees as they merrily sailed away to

gather honey and as merrily returned. 'Perhaps you
would kindly show me how the hives were on the dav of

the funeral,' I said, ' and bring the cheese and ale and place

them exactly as they then were.' Very gladly did she

trip into the house and quickly returned with a small

plate of ale, the bread and cheese swimming in the ale.

One of these plates was placed on the alighting-board

at the mouth of the hive, and this was how the hives

stood on the day of the funeral when the deceased lady

was taken to her last resting-place. ' But,' I said, ' the bees

did not touch what was set for them.' ' Oh, yes, sir, they

did,' replied my informer at once ;
' they ate it all.' ' But

you don't mean to say that they took the ale ?
'

' Yes,

every drop.' I jocularly replied that they might all be

drunk. On the day of the sal' 1 purchased one of these

liives still wearing its mourning habiliments ; and if any
of your readers would like to see these wonderful bees

that have tasted the elixir of life, the present owner will

be glad to afford such pleasure to any one who will call

call upon him. His house stands midway between
Frodingham and Skipsea, on the right-hand side of the

road.

When a hive swarms here a bell is rung. Often when
the bees are ' up ' you may hear the ringing, and this

outward sign has a meaning which may not be known
to your numerous readers. The bell rings to say, ' My
bees are up,' so that if they should happen to alight in a

neighbour's garden the owner may claim them. Should

he neglect to ring the bell it is believed that he cannot

claim them if they alight in another man's garden. Bee-

keepers out here stick tenaciously to the straw skep, and

many of them have never so much as seen your modern
Association hive. Millions of bees are smothered here

every year to get the honey. When I tell them 'the

price of my new Association Standard hive they say, 'I

could buy eight hives for that money.'—B. Ford.

FOUL BROOD AND CARBOLIC ACID.

In testing the curative power of phenol, the supposition

that want of success in eradicating disease might be

attributed to the use of a diseased queen was anticipated

and found to be untenable. For on the 30th of August,

when the virulently foul-broody stock was put under

treatment, its outer comb was removed and given, with

other clean empty ones, to a swarm of bees driven from

a skep in which' not a trace of foul brood could be

found. This outer comb, being nearly filled with honey,

contained only a few cells that had been used for breeding

purposes, and these were all open and dried, save one

sealed foul cell. Having extracted the honey and medi-

cated it, as directed, by Mr. Cheshire's prepared phenol,

I gave it to the driven' bees along with 14 lbs. of medi-

cated syrup. The weather being favourable and pollen

abundant induced the queen to resume her maternal

duties. On October 31st, I elevated one of the central

frames, and saw two open foul ceils amongst four or five

square inches of sealed brood. As the day was windy

and boisterous, I had to be content with a partial in-

spection. That, however, was sufficient to show the

presence of disease; not, be it observed, in the fainted

comb, where it might be rampant, but in a comb known

to be clean when inserted.

With the view of giving phenol as administered by

Mr. Cheshire the best chance of proving its virtue, I

had foul combs, from which all putrid matter was re-

moved by hand, given to a queen and bees personally

selected from an apiary at a distance, in which diseuia

does not now and never did exist. These combs, on the
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30th nit., contained several square inches of sealed foul

brood, with empty cells interspersed. But frost and

cold rendered a thorough examination of the hive inex-

pedient at present, and I am not disposed to ru ah to

conclusions which the premises do not fully warrant.

—

Questioner, Nov.

SPLIT TOP-BABS.

I think Mr. Hewitt rather sweeping- in his remarks aa

to the evils of split top-bars. For many years I have

used them, and long before they were ever sold with

the saw-cut I used to saw mine down the middle and fix

the foundation in by means of two screws, precisely as

it is done now. If Mr. Hewitt rinds that the wax-moth
larvae take up their quarters in the cut—and of course

they will—why doesn't he use a little putty over the

foundations:- We do not want any wax-spoons; but

let us keep to the effective, quick, and easy way of

inserting the foundation by means of the saw-cut and

screws. I would guarantee to till in fifty frame-; with

puttv in rive minutes, so that no wax-moth, larva, or

egg "either for the matter of that, couW possibly get

in.

I have been a large bee-keeper in my time, and I am
only too happy to come forward ami defend the split

bars, for I have never yet found anything t mal them,

though at the same time I say ' Let us live and learn !'

\i.niKi' E, B i i r-IIii.i.. The Chase,Kmr?s Lynn.

SIMPLICITY IN BEE-KEEPING.
Even one who knows anything of bee-keeping will

admit that oi f the most serious hindrances to the

bar-frame, and what i
advanced method, is

the amount of time. care, and preparation it requires.

Feeding is itself an art which requires tie -1,111 of an

experienced cook, the patience of a Job, and the purse of

a Croesus. To prepare a hive for an ordinary British

winter demands a- much care in the way of double Bides,

packing with sawdust, cushions, stuffing with bracken,

or something eke, on the top, &c, &c., as though each

ere a ship being fitted for a North-Pole expedition,

I -a\ nothing a- I i Buch rubbish a- india-rubbei

drone-traps, win-veil-, -n . antic honey-

evaporators, queen-caf
'

rs, ditto

, winter-passage cutter-, transferring-racl

tance-raeks, and many other such unnecessary app]

I never look over a catalogue of anj of our chief hive-

without feeling indignant at the am i of

monej I, in common with man) othei . penl without

cause in the early days of my bee-keeping. But

ntia docet, a- our classical friend \hl,. ii ii -

frequently to remark in the old Journal.

Now, 1 will give you my method of managing nvj

small apiary, ami if it open- tl yes of enthi

youngsters i -hall he more than satisfied.

In the first pi. ire. 1 always drive a pair, »'.«., 1 have
two hive- for each colony. Both are down in the

summer: onlv one in the winter. I find that from

twelve to sixteen hives are as many a- I require, or,

indeed, can afford the time to look after in the summer.
During the season [, of course, extract, double, and so

on. when autumn draw- near, I never dream of

sneaking into the kitchen, like one of your corre-

spondents, and in the dead of night keep the tire- burning
while I am boiling Byrup. No, 1 advance my hives in

Coupler near to eaeh other, then -ome line aftern I

pour a few drops of essence of peppermint into eai h

hive, followed by a pull of - ke, and quietly -hake and

brush the ii,,- of on- hive before the entrance of the

other time about five minute-. If the hive which is to

remain is Bhort of stop- a rare event I lill up with a

few of the frames of the hive taken away there will be

plenty left for the extractor. So with the other-. I

leave down eight hives, crammed with bees and honey,
strong as lions, and ready to swarm early in the spring.

Xo feeding, no sticky syrup, no buying of sugar, no
anxiety. The spare hives and frame- are put by, the

latter extracted, then the propolis scraped off, and the tops

rubbed over with soap and hot water, containing a small

quantity of strong ammonia. This removes all trace of

propolis, and settles any grubs that may be in the frame-
slits. The hives having been painted and cleaned during
the winter months are in the spring taken into the

orchard and substituted for those which have stood the

storms of winter, giving me an opportunity of seeing the
condition of the stocks, and the bees with fresh and whole-
some homes. These winter hives are m iw renovated, and as

the swarms arrive, they receive a hive filled with frames,

all worked out with last year's comb. No feeding, no
foundation, no candy, no mould] pea-flour, no robbing;

above all, very little trouble. 1 have taken about two
cwt. of hone] this year from twelve hives, and my total

expense has been three and sixpence, which 1 gave for a

dozen pound- of sugar im bees never received for the

best of reasons. Occasionally during the season my man
and I have a big day at extracting, und we are glad
when it is over. Sometimes we go in for artificial

swarms, so called, but 1 prefer the natural on the whole.

If on cape- now and then, w ell, good luck to it ;
• it i-

au ill wind. &c., &C.
\ iw, a word as to hives. 1 am all for simplicity.

it Itanium'- K tk-me-down Stewarton, Blow's

Anglo-Cyprian, or Cowan's hive. Look at the illustra-

tion- of the latter as ' packed for winter.' I hat the

pile- of rubbish -ho! all over top and side-. Look at the

mysterious hollow- with letter- dotted all about. The
rement equally fearfully and wonderfully

made. \nd w hat for ': Why, to shelter a sb el. .1 I.. .
-

ii. c tent with a hollow tree, without anj

special ' packing.' Beginners, hew are of these wonderful
hive-' )i i- the bees that make the honey. 1 onlj use

g I, stout deal, an inch thick, for aides, half for top, and
thev hold Bixteen frame- when tilled. I tried to gel a

well-known hive-maker to suppl) me with hive> of the

tv pe described, and he replied. It i- impossible ' to make
ides for broad-shouldered frames! -Mine are made

thus: The covers rest on a ledge and just pass outside the

ends of tie- frames go id high cover, capable of holding
two row- of sections, No packing, onlj an extra cloth

or two above frames, and I back them to pass tin

Canadian or Arctic winter without flinching,

lively enough when the golden crocus blooms. Spring
' If properly put up with sufficient -tore- they

nit it. Stimulate them! Do no Mich thing.

I.et them alone. Thej are the be.-t judges when to

breed, and at what rate. Don't be too clever. Drone-

traps, too! What nonsense! Let the drones alone.

Remember the humanitarian tl" in res] ting burning
bee-, win Bhould - the gentlemen P The

tter than you do w heii to abolish their

If [86 of Lords.

Ligurians, Cyprians, Palestinians, Syrians, Carniolans,

and other microbial! bacillician foul-brooded foreign

When tempted, say, 'Get ye behind me, I'll

nn honest, sober, hard) Britons.' I might say

b it I refrain, a- I know I a:n hut ' the voice of one

crying in the wilderness.'

—

John Pbbl,

DLL FLOWERS.
In late vol-, of British Bee Journal and other works

on i,e, -culture I do not find the common bro (Cytisu*

scoparius) and the bird-eherrv {Prunut padus) men-
tioned as members of the bee-flora.

Tin' bird-cherry flowers in May in long axillary

raceme-, the individual flower is not unlike a havvthoru-

bloom both in form and colour, and are easily accessible

to bees. The flowerin period lasts about three weeks,
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and during that time bees are all day busy on the trees

in vast numbers.

The broom is another valuable bee-flower coming-

in a little later than the bird-cherry. It produces a

considerable amount of pollen, the bees in fact are

literally covered with golden pollen-grains after visiting

yellow-broom.

—

Hy. Dobbie.

BEE-KEEPING IN QUEENSLAND.

II. Visit to Messrs. Spry's, Flmverdate Apiary, Brisbane.

Through the introduction of Mr. Wright of the Queens-

lander Newspaper,! was kindly invited to visit the above

o-entleman's place, which is south from Brisbane about

six miles. I gladly availed myself of the imitation on

Thursday last, when I proceeded by 1ms for about five

miles, where I was met by Mr. Spry with his trap, who

drove us the remainder 'of the distance. As on my
visit to Sweet Home Apiary, Captain II. accompanied

me. Flowerdale may be said to be quite in the bush,

surrounded on every side by a dense forest of gum, tea,

and other honey-yielding trees, the site fur the residence

and apiary having only 1 n cleared within the last two

ysars. The ground is in the form of a square, contain-

ing about three acres, securely fenced by a high w km

paling. On entering the gate you are confronted by an

array of square frame-hives painted in stone colour, and

numbered consecutively from 1 upwards; these are all

arranged in rows, and almost occupy the whole ground.

The day being dull and threatening rain, there was not

such a display of bees as we should have liked to have

seen: as it was there was a very audible sound produced

by bees on the wing. To give the day a chance of clear-

ing up, Messrs. Spry in the first instance conducted as

into their workshop and extracting room, where we had

appliances shown and their uses very minutely described.

First came the foundation machines (Roofs), 6-inch and

10-inch, the description of which to your readers is un-

necessary: next their tinning apparatus: what with

bolts, acids, tins made and in progress, gave it quite a

tinsmith's workshop appearance, in fact it almost is such.

as Messrs. Spry do a very considerable portion of their

own tinsmith work: afterward- capping cans, wax

drainers and extractors. In this room we were alsi

shown a very neat Observatory hive, with glass super

attached on top, which has been specially get up for the

Exhibition here on L'Oth instant; this, however, cannot

be called an observatory hive proper, as it is neither

more nor less than a Langstroth hive (made to suit their

frames, 17.'. by9| by |) glazed on the four sides, through

which a side of each of the outside combs ami the ends

of the frame, can be seen ; the same applies to the super,

which is made for 1-lh. sections: these/however, Messrs.

Spry do not use largely, as their demand is almost ex-

clusively for extracted honey, which is put up in 1-lb.

tins, with very neat label- in gold Letters, and packed in

6-do: :i cases for shipment to market. The samples

of honey were very fine, of a very sweet taste and

peculiar fragrance, altogether different from anything at

home. Here, as formerly stated, the honey harvest

extends over nine months, during which time last season

this firm, from ninety stocks, sent out upwards of

11 tons of honey, for which they received almost 700.'.

Their stocks at present number 120, which they mean to

increase till they have not less than 500. From the

stocks they now have and their swarms they expect this

season to have a revenue of close upon ^000/.

Having seen the workshop, we inspected a few of the

colonies, which were all beautifully clean, healthy, and

in general good order. The bees are all pure Ligunans,

Messrs. S. having great faith in them as honey-gatherers

and best adapted for this climate. From my experience

at home, and what I have since seen here, I hold to my
old opinion, that first-cross hybrids are the best for all

purposes. The hives are in the honey season wrought on

the storifying principle, often as many as five boxes being

piled on top of each other.

Messrs. Spry are both prornisin°; young men, who only

commenced bee-keeping about eighteen months ago, and

deserve great credit for the energy with which they have

gone into this profession.

—

Jno. Wilkie, Arthur Terrace,

RedhiU, Brisbane, Qth Aug., 1884.

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE STRUC-
TUKE OF THE EGG ORGANS OF THE QUEEN.

By Frank R. Cheshire.
(Continued from page 392.)

Egg Fertilising Punch. Drone Eggs.

We have now reached a point immensely in advance

of anything previously achieved, but the dissections are S3

exacting and the parts in question so minute and complex

that I do not doubt but that some may fail in making

the first and finding the second ; while others, who have

here succeeded may be unable to unravel the working

of the muscles and valve previously described. And
such experience has shown me many doubt my con-

clusions, such doubt being partly justified by the to,.

common fashion of using the imagination more than the

microscope. Oa this account and some others I have

been exceedingly glad in receiving a visit from Mr.

Cowan, to whom I had an opportunity of showing the

two sets of glands, the double sphincter muscle* the

muscle for opening the valve and the pair for propelling

the glandular secretion and spermatozoa on their course,

the nerve ganglion in situ, and many other parts, upon

which I shall now have his corroboration.

To resume. If an egg be carefully removed from either

a worker or drone cell by the wetted point of a camel-

hair pencil, and then microscopically examined in water

or glycerine, its surface will be found beautifully netted,

almost as though a tiny pearl had been covered with

what the ladies call 'blonde,' hundreds of meshes of

which were required to coat it completely. Towards

one end the netting makes its cells long and narrow, and

pointing towards a circular spot, just as the cordage of

a balloon points towards the aperture by which the gas

is allowed to escape. This circular spot is really an

into the interior of the egg, and is called the

' micropyle.' At the time of fertilisation the active

spermatoz i introduces itself at this micropyle and

unites its material with the germ cellf derived from

I
,. queen. This fusion of the male and female elements

o-ives origin to a worker which will possess qualities of

both father and mother; and what children we must

feel ourselves, how utterly baffled and confounded by

the reflection that this tiny spermatozoon, eight or ten

millions of which the queen may carry in her microscopic

spermatheca, has about it somehow and somewhere that

which shall determine, not sex merely, but all dis-

tinctions of species, such as the external form of the

body, the length and modelling of the tongue, the

arrangement of the pigment-cells, the colour of the

covering plates, the tint of every hair, and the general

tempei'
C
and disposition of the resulting insect, besides a

thousand other peculiarities. We speak of what the

microscope has revealed, and without gainsaying it is

surpassingly wonderful, but how little have we found

compared with what lies behind! No scrutiny can

detect a difference between the spermatozoon of the

black, the Ligurian, and the Cyprian drone, but difference

there must be, and yet this only opens a greater marvel

in family resemblances, for the why of which all must be

dumb.
,

The question as to how the spermatozoon finds tne

micropyle may well be asked. It does it, and there our

knowledge ends, for the spermatozoon immediately after

* Sphincter muscle—a muscle for shutting an aperture.

t Oerm cell, the essential vital point of the egg.
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the deposition of the worker-egg is found within. This

puzzle, however, is not greater than that presented by
every flower that blooms. The pollen placed upon the

stigma immediately begins to throw out a thread-like tube,

which grows down into the interior of the central organ,

and here hidden travels on and on, seeking, and always
finding, the tiny hole every seed possesses, which also in

this case is called the micropyle. If a bean, after

soaking in water for a few noun, he wiped, and then
squeezed, a tiny drop will ooze from a spot near the end

of the -car, which marks the attachment of the bean to

its pod. This drop has passed from within through
this aforesaid aperture, thus revealing it-

;

The micropyle once entered, the pollen-grain transfers

its contents to the embryo, and so accomplishes the act

of fertilisation in a manner closely resembling that of the

ich we are now considering. Some twenty-five

years ago I worked with the late Mr, Woodward, of the

British Museum, in investigating the fertili- I

ferns, and then had the opportunii

.

mething
analogous to this which but •

1 have
witnessed, the anthi

resembling Bpermatozoa in functions) wriggli -

jling, and at last entering the archegomum of the
fern. \ im having a tiny aperture which is,

• •
i the tnic on} ! if the egg. I Low

wondrously d . amidst infinite variety,

!
•

1 1 r. - !

We now the necessity for the comparative narrow-
on Bead. It is that it should be

able to pass the mie this movement
time ni time given ?

'

I think the I

.it the junction "f tl

oi nt of the common duct, I

find a pouch, which hitherto seems to have entirely

ation. This pouch i- dotted over w it!i

ill spines, tin r four lying together, and into

ich the mixture of Bpermatozoa and glandular
is led by the upper fork of the spermathecal

duct (the lower fork, it wiD be remembered,] supposed
by which the spi rmatic fluid is conducted

to the jperrj I find al

in the two
li ion must oblige the i

I

have no
i ce the

egg would be delayed and time given for the e

but this i- not all. I

. bich is being

which I fully beliei
I to the poucl

described, remains unfertilised and produci

quenceadi
, \ roluntary, instinctive or reflex nervous

i. by which h relaxed, will i

being laid from worker to drone formers; and it

is worthy of remark that this relaxation would
tend i" an im rea < in abdominal length,

ie m inositol

This exp : moves

of Siebold' theoi ie b} uppl} ing the long-need
i imical confirmation of bis position.f

I am perfectly satisfied I that lias gone
before, but here, in detail at li i.-t, no over-positivi

ist be made, until many virgin queens liave been
examined, and of winch next apring I can easily keep up a

tin, no doubt, kindly remembering me
when useless ones are about.

t It would afford in are to be able to com-
pare wa nil hive-bees here, and
any queen-wasp [ should reo

tally.

The nerve-structure of these several parts is most
marvellous. The last large abdominal ganglion lies

immediately beneath and in contact with "the oviducts
and -permatheca, and from it branches of nerves run in
abundance into the oviducts, the spermathecal valve
muscles, the sting, and ovipositor, while small ganglia*
are distributed in profusion, a considerable one lying
over the valve and sending branches forward to the
fertilising pouch. All this teaches that the whole
genital system works in harmony like the parts of some
complex machine, so that that which each section
furnishes is yielded in time and quantity just as the
work on hand demands. Oh, lie. fie, upon us! if we
can be so dull and careless as to think of our bees as
the fanner issaid to have thought of the caterpillarwhen
lie described it a- 'an ugly beast all skis and squash.'
It might have been so to him perhaps, but it and our
bees, too. are miracle- of creative -lull which to a better

but third} veil the Worker whose under-
;

is infinite, and we are not in our weakest
moments when lie, 'clearbj -ecu l,\ the things that

are mad . 'iow- the head ami worship.
(

'/'.. lie i;,i)t,'...

echoes from tbc *l)iucs.

NTo. I is a

swarm of this year, which ha- yielded n.e .:il|l> ., not-
withstanding much blundering; No. - is a community of
three d) i o on lie 28th I >i t. to
put all i

;

: patch of
.-•aled br liu No. -. while No. I had brood.

frames, some i

j had been stimulated early
in the autumn with drj sugar until the Tth.

began feeding upon syrup. The of! sveather earlier in

the ith led to i on the I it li

;

but owing to the influx of pollen ;ii„| hone} during the
warm weather which followed, most of them he

- i'\ the --tn. \| \!u n \

II u.t i.u ill,

A I .i. I I lo. the Journal bee-
keeping is looking up d to see the
format i

, u
j

, ,\ ,,
I

i hi pi
i mam

in Btarted. It

of the I j . I thin I [induced the

era in this 1 t birtj to fort}

bods of managemi oi , the} u d
to bring I

I Was H them, having market
for them, and it has been
but I hope the pro] I Ho I it j' i

The past season has been fairly sit
I

I have a
quantit}

me. I have been
i papers by Id

' -"ni i,r i, i, ,11
i : i,i hi,,, i ,

,.

respecting the origin of it. You
know • Prevention is better than cure;' and if the} could

ithout the liability to !

w
. T. B.

/. . Cumberland, Nov. 7. The n

this part of tl i ba been a splendid one for

bee-keepers. We have had the pleasure of reaping •; I

from our bees, particularly those thai

p the ban-frame hive
; but the lal

thinly used as yet iii this neighbourhood, as thi

ling generally known. It will require ti

convince main of them that the} are behind th

iany of them May obstinate i
i

I heir id a s, and
cling to the straw hi\o; whil-l oilier- are anxiousl}

* Ganglia may be described as isolated masses of matter
quite like brain in character'.
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inquiring about the frame-hive and its management,
When they see the form in which the honey is taken
and the bees saved, they naturally take a liking- for it

when all its advantages have been explained to them.
Siime I find so bigoted in their old notions that one may
as well talk to a dog. Those I find to be the only
people that won't allow their bees to be driven and
saved from destruction. Others are the reverse. When
they get to know that I would drive and save the bees,

and them the trouble of destroying them over the
brimstone-pit, they gladly let me have them for driving.

Some were so pleased with the process of driving and
the way in which the bees had been saved, that they
wanted to pay me for my trouble. I told them I was
already rewarded with the bees, but one lady bee-keeper
insisted on me taking something. I thought this too

good. She gave me three hives of condemned bees to

drive. As I could only take two home with me, 1

united the third to a hive she intended to winter.

After finishing the driving business we had a chat
about bees and bee-keeping. She told me they have had
the same bees or the same strain in their family for over
eighty years. I thought this a wonderful thing, as

most other bee-keepers had broken in the business. I

thought this something worthy of note, as it showed
that proper attention had been paid to them all through
this length of time both in feeding and wintering.
Many of them lose their bees through late f ling in

this district. Honey at Keswick is much higher in

price than most other places; the regular selling juice is

i'.v. per pound, and not lower than 1*. 9d. for comb honey.
I found good sale for my extracted honey at Is. id. per
pound, biit the latter I did not go in for, only to empty a
few ciimbs now and then.—ROBERT PHILIPSON.

Hunts, Somersham, Nov. 24.—The month of October
was sufficiently mild to allow of feeding up to the end
of the month, by which means many stocks were placed

in good wintering condition. Where feeding has not
been resorted to since the cessation of the honey flow
after the storm in the early part of Jul}', there has been
a great diminution of stores, and late swarms are be-
coming very light. The weather of the present month
has been too cold to allow of feeding. We have bad
several frosts, hut the sharpest was this morning, when
the thermometer in my summer-house stood at 24° Fahr.
While mi a visit to Mr. Howard, of Holme, Superin-
tendent Allen, of Norman Cross, one of the numerous
converts to the modern system Mr. Howard lias made
since he has been at Holme, drove us to Stamford on
Nov. 8th for the purpose of paying a visit to the
apiaries of Messrs. Sell?, of 1'mugton. The short

space of an ' echo ' will not allow me to say all I should
like to say about our visit, but I would say that we had
a thoroughly enjoyable outing, and were very pleased
with our visit to Messrs. Sells.—C. N. White, Hon.
Sec. Hunts B. K. A.

Dunbar, KirhlandhiU, Nov. ~th.—I beg to enclose my
honey harvest report for this season. From one stock in

straw skep and its two swarms, one hived in straw skep
and the other in Stewarton, I took HO lbs. of comb-
honey, and the hives left in good condition for wintering.

< rEORGE D. ClARK.

Certificates at Reading Show.—Third-class Cer-
tificates were awaided to the following Candidates al tin-

Examination held at heading on October 1st, viz. :

—

II. Fewtrell, Cumberland Road, Reading.
Walter B. Webster, .Market Place, Wokingham.
Harry Coleby, Wargrave, Henley-on-Thames.
Thomas E. Adams, Culworth, Banbury.
Thomas s. Cambridge, Aldermaston, Reading.

Humble Dees for New Zealand.—Alfred Neigh-
bour, 14!) Regent Street, London, writes :—' Mv letter

inserted in your issue of October loth, in which I asked

for torpid humble bee queens, has been so numerously
responded to that I now have as many as I need, so take
this opportunity of stating that I am unable to receive
more at present.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS.

J. 1'.

—

Spraying Combs.—The mixture we use for this

purpose consists of the ordinary carbolic acid sold by
the chemists—one part to nineteen parts of water.

The water should be hot, and the mixture well
shaken before spraying. To wetting the combs, at

this late season, we should prefer to fumigate with
sulphur before storing them.

G. L.— Temperature of Brond-nest.—95 degrees Fahr.
See letters of ' Amateur Expert ' and (jr. 1). Haviland in

our issues of June 1st, June loth, and August 1st, of

the present year, wherein this subject is fully treated.

F. Ii.

—

Sugar Syrup.—It is presumed that your query
refers to the answer given to ' W. M. M.' in the issue of

September loth where it is stated that 5 lbs. of sugar

to one quart of water are equal to about •'! lbs. of

honey.' The latter figure, ;.!, is an error, either

printer's or a lapsus calami. It should have read
• 5 lbs.' as we consider, in actual practice, that the

weight of the water—used in making the syrup

—

should be deducted, since greater part is evaporated

by the bees before the food is sealed over. Also in

providing a stock with its winter food, allowances

shoidd be made for granulation, to which sugar-

syrup is much more liable than well-ripened honey,

and granulated sugar-syrup, in our experience, is never

consumed by bees.

W. H. J.

—

Doubling.— By all means experiment on
your proposed plan, if you feel so inclined. To us it

appears complicated. There is no real necessity for

using zinc-excluder between the hives, although many
American apiarists do, since if the combs of the upper

hive are extracted sufficiently often, during the honey
flow, and the brood-nest below is large enough, there

is no fear of brood in the upper hive. See Mr.
Cowan's advice on 'Doubling' in his Bee-keepers'

Guide, )>. 54. Although the bees will fix the zinc-

excluder with propolis it is easily removed, and with

little disturbance, on a tine day when the bees are at

work. 2. The angle at which the alighting-board is

pitched, if not too great, is no disadvantage to the

bees. Many apiarists, however, who prefer it hori-

zontal use very finely perforated zinc, which allows

the water to escape and is of no detriment to the

bees.

I 'ymuii.— Candy Feeding— Crown Boards— Winter Pass-

ages. — We never attempt to winter one colony of

driven bees alone, always putting two and sometimes

three, or even four small colonies together. As you

do not state the quantity of syrup supplied to tin-

bees, we [cannot advise you as to the probability of

their wintering. Crown -boards have entirely gone
out of use of late years, their place being supplied by
the quilt, which is easily raised, and the candy placed

over the frames, with little disturbance of the bees.

If your bees have enough food to last until February,

do not feed them at present. 2. Winter passages are

an advantage, especially when the frames are quite

tilled with comb, in which case the bees are com-
pelled to pass round the ends of the frames, but this

rarely happens, and it is quite likely that your bees

will winter well without them. Do not paint your

hives until spring arrives. Perfect rest should be

allowed the bees during the winter months.

G. H. D., Nylde Green, N. Birmingham.—The queen

appeared healthy, and careful dissection showed her

to In- completely so. The workers did not show any

sign of disease, but the cells you thought suspicious
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unfortunately are full of bacillus alvei. You need not

take any steps until the spring. The time of the out-

break is singular. Many thanks for the queen.—F. C.

A. J. • '., .v. Ebbs, Oxford'.—The queen arrived alive,

that is. she revived when placed in a warm situation,

and fed then freely. She was extremely diseased.

One ovary completely broken down. In the workers
were millions of smallBacilli, almost certainly Gaytoni,

but I would not pronounce absolutely without making
a cultivation which there was no i pportunity of doing.

The queen will be of much service for futu

ference.— F. *
'.

C. Poland.— .Sees Working.— Yes. Your bees are

evidently strung, and a- pollen has

carried in there is probably brood, which, as they are

well packed up, will hatch out.

Young Bae-fbame.— 1. Thickness of Back and 5

Hive.— Because b\ the system of packi .

back of the hive with a dummy in front forming
practically a double wall it is not necessary that the

hive it -elf should have one, while al the sides douole-

wall- are necessary, hut they may lie warm inside so

that the bees can pass round the frame-ends without

becoming chilled. -'. Meaning of Terms. I Main

frames are those made of four pi I ill >f

the -.one width with no lateral projections; these

frames require to be spaced bj the practised

the bee-keeper. Not very easy to a beginner, wide-
shouldeieil frames are. as their name- implies, those

which have wide shoulders which coi ne against

the other keeping the distances from centre to i

of frames correct. Wide-ended frames have

ban or sides widened bo as to touch those on either

side, forming a kind of inner-wall to the hive. Thi
j

are strongly recommended b} at least one eminent

bee-keeper, hut they are not generally approved of.

On tie balai f advantages and disadvantages, the

wide-shouldered frames are generally admitted to be
the best and most convenient for manipulation. 3.

Time when Drones Fig.—No; they fly when six or
seven days old. 4. Frames covered by Bees.—A stock
covering ten frames at beginning of May would be a
•very' strong stock. If seven or eight are covered at

that season the stock is a strong one.

An Infant Bee-Keepeb.—Robbing.—All the drones
would normally have disappeared long before the
date you name. We have, frequently, in our'TJseful
Hints' and otherwise, given cautions against spilling
syrup about, and the robbing was only what you
might have expected. The rubber-, no doubt, came
from some of your neighbour's hive.-. The appearance
of the slain is quite LtSU .1.

M. T.—With open country surrounding you. you maj
keep forty or fifty stocks without danger of over-
crowding.

i"oi ng Apiarian.— 1. Provision for taking away Cork-
dust. I:i some hives with loose floor-hoards, by
lifting the hive off the fl board the packing falls

out. In others it is enclosed permanently. 2.

Stands. -Stands may lie formed "f four stakes driven
into the ground, or four Mower-pots, or a regular

framed stand ma] be used if expense is bject. '.

i -ing Roofs. Zinc i- by far the best mat i ial for

covering roofs. It requires no paint, and lasts for

\ Oottage Bre-eeepbb. Moving Bees.' -You may
move your bees ilie entire i[i-1anoc at one bv the
plan you nan..

i. Cottagi Bee-keeper. Mr. Cheshire'- paper on the
• Philosophy of Hive Shape.' has not been published in

a separate form. It will be found in Vol. II., p. 7tb

C. T.

—

Refining Wax. Please refer to 'Useful Hints,'

p. til.

THE BEE & FRUIT FARMING COMPANY,
LIMITED.

rated under the Companies' Acts, wliereby tin liability of each Shareholder

is limited /" //" amount of his s/,<ik.<.

CAPITAL £10,000, divided into 10,000 SHARES of £1 each,

Payable 5s. on Application and 5s. on Allotment, and the balance when required.

/// cast of no Allotment nil Deposits "-ill be returned in full.

DIRECTORS.

JESSE GARRATT, Esq., Hockenden, St. Mary Cray, Managing Director.

LAWKKNC'K GBEEN, Esq., Tovil House, Maidstone.

JOHN M. HOOKER, Esq., Sevenoaks.

FREDERICK H. JTJDSON, Esq., Coventry Park, Streatham, S.W.

JOHN MARTEN, Esq., Dunkirk House, Eaversham.

HENRY GRAVE MORRIS, Esq., Belmont Hill, Lee, S.E.

SOLICITORS.—Messks. ASHURST, MORRIS, CRISP & Co., Old Jewry, London, E.C.

BANKERS.—Mrssns. GLYN, MILLS, CURKIE <fc Co., 67 Lombard Street, London, E.C.

SECRETARY (pro fem.)-Ma. F. M. EDWARDS. OFFICES.—DERRY DOWNS, ST. MARY CRAY.
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1882 ; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

...*x_ Unfortunately, as is the case with all

inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of

' improvements.' But there is not one

of these so-called ' improvements ' which

does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with -DR. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no'others. All

Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the small cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, Is. per doz.

or 10>\ per gross.

^\ DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.
Prize Medal, B.B.K.A., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the sight, and

cannot be blown against the

face or ears.

Price 2s. 6d. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
Is theackuowledgedltemedyforStings, especially for removing

the subsequent inflammation. Price Is. 6d. per bottle.

The above Inventions mo;/ be obtained from

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. & Holborn, London

And from all respectable Dealers in Bee-keepers' Requisites.

Dealers may obtain Wholesale Prices from the Inventor,

Mr. r. X.Y01*. 94 Harleyford Road, London, S.E.

TIEIIE

CHESHIRE CURE FOR FOUL BROOD
Is Prepared for Mr. Cheshire,

under his Personal Guarantee, by
3MCXS,. X* -5TO 3XT,

94 HARLEYFORD ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

WHO WILL SUPPLY IT,

ACCOMPANIED BY FULL DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

Price Is. 6d. per Bottle, postage 2\d.

PHENOLATED SOAP
Contains 15 per cent. Absolute Phenol, specially

prepared for Disinfecting Hives.

Price 6d. per Tablet, postage 2d.

A liberal discount for quantities of one dozen and upwards
to Secretaries of Countv Associations and to Dealers.

SPECIALITIES
TO HE OBTAINED FROM

THOS. B. BLOW, Welwyn, Herts.

ABSOLUTE PHENOL
GUARANTEED CHEMICALLY PUEE.

(MR. CHESHIRE'S REMEDY for FOUL BROOD

)

EITHER IS CRYSTALS OR SOLUTION.

"With full Instructions, Is. 6d. per bottle, postage 2W.

'HEIffOIa SOAP,
For Cleansing Hives, Gd. per cake, postage '2d.

J- 33C- 33:Q "*^r -A- It 33 ,

MANUFACTURER,

HOLME, near PETERBOROUGH.

ASSOCIATION STANDARD BAR-FRAMES,
Is. per doz. SIMMINS' HIVES, CRATES, SEC-

TIONS, and DRY SUGAR-FEEDERS, water provisioned

or otherwise. Catalogues free. (82)

CHESHIRE HIVES
AND APPLIANCES.

Sole Appointed Makes—

W. HOLLANDS,
HARRISON RISE, CROYDON

PHENOLATED CANDY CAKE, for Autumn and I

Winter use, as recommended by Mr. CHESHD3E on page
,

337 of B. B. J. Price Gd. per lb.; 6 lbs., post free, 4s.

CHESHIRE QUEEN CAGE. -The very best for

Introducing. Price 6<J., postage Hi/.

THE CHESHIRE CURE for FOUL BROOD,
Supplied by Mr. Cheshire, with full directions for use.

Price Is. 6<1. per bottle, postage 2d.

The Trade supplied on t!ie most liberal terms. Price Lists

on application.

BLOW'S REMEDY FOR BEE STINGS,
\s. Grf. per bottle, postage 2\d.

BLOW'S
^J REMOVABLE METAL ENDS,

For BAR FRAMES.
The best in the market, Is. per dozen.

BLOW'S WIRE AND NET VEILS.
Will not Rust, 2s. (id. each, postage 2hd.

THOS. B. BLOW, Welwyn, Herts.
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GATHER HONEY FROM YOUR FLOWERS.

NEIGHBOURS' CELEBRATED BEE-HIVES,
For taking Honey without Destroying tho Bees.

SILVER and other MEDALS awarded at following International Exhibitions :—London, 1861, 1862, and 1878;

Paris, 1866, 1867, and L878; Philadelphia, 1876; £»£&>, 1863, 1865; Cologne, 1880; Edinburgh Show of
Caledonian Society, Silver Cup, 1877; alio at all Shows of the British Bee Association, tyc.

NEIGHBOURS'
Improved Cottage Bee-Hive,

THE GUINEA BAR-FRAME HIVES.

As originally introduced by George
Neighbour .v Sons, working either

Tin. ' or tray of Sec-

tional Supers, as represented in

is neatly

and strongly made of Straw ; ami
1ms Three Windows in the lower

! This Hive will be found
to possess many

,

has been introduced.

The above recommendations,
with its rustic appear-

ance in the garden, render this

:

, it is needful to

specif; whether Glasses or S.je-

tions are preferred.

a placed in i

cu'uparti.

two inch space u'

l>y using

other wri

Price, as exhibited £1 15

Stand for ditto ... 10 6

cloths to keep the vrnrmth

alighting ! ;

maj be > in© I o

.!u-
:

t, ..ii !

on and firm base i

d when the Api:try ia iu an
' JR ; rflso Bar-frame Hivo

|

1 .)-'. 6d., to -V. each.

able to cra\\ ] I
.. hi

DOTJDI.E WAILED HIVES, with Cork Dust or Chaff between.

Comb Foundation, Smokers, Sections, and aU requisites for Bee-culture of own and Foreign Manufacture.

Importers of Italian, Cab.nioi.an, Oypeian, Syrian, slid all FoBSIGN Bees. ENGLISH Beks also supplied.

'THE APIARY,' by Alfred Neighbour, price 5s.

co 6d., ii.-./ bj Poet 7d.
Contributor to Journal of

LUKHWut^-IO-mUSS DOUGLA.SII.
Not is the righttimefor planting this exceUenl Honey-yielding 1'lant. Price per thou and, 8*.6rf.; per hundred,

Is. id. Also Arabia Ainhina. L». 6*. per hundred. Packing included from Boxmoor Stun,,!,, L. & N.W
.
Railway.

ff. X. A- Sons have been awarded Silver x Bronze .1/. daisfor Bee-hives .V Honey at the International Health Exhibition.

A newly arranged Illustrated and Priced CATALOGUE sent on receipt of Two Stamps.

CHESHIRE'S CURE for FOUL BROOD, Is. 6d. per bottle, free by Post la. 8{d.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, 127 High Holborn, W.C. ; or 149 Regent Street, W., London. (1)
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DR. PINE'S

Registered Removable Metal Frame Ends.
Prize Medal, H.B.K.A., 1882; and numerous other Prizes.

BY the use of this valuable invention the making of

Frames is simplified. No metal runners are required,

all systems of frames are rendered interchangeable, and
propolization is reduced to a minimum.

jtv^ Unfortunately, as is the case with all

"" inventions of merit, numerous substitutes

are being introduced under the name of

*'%^fei ^""ilH 'improvements.' But there is not one

of these so-called 'improvements' which

does not possess defects from which the

original invention is free.

It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

when ordering Hives to specify that the Frames are to be

fitted with 'DR. PINE'S ENDS,' and with no other.'. All

Hive-makers will supply Hives fitted with them, and gene-

rally without extra charge, the email cost being saved in

diminished cost of labour.

Price of the Ends, It, per doz.

or 10». per gross.

DR. PINE'S

Woven Wire Veils.

Prize Medal, /.'./:. A".. I., 1879.

Do not confine the breath, do

not obstruct the si
I

cannot be blown against the

face or cars.

Price 2s. 6<J. each.

DR. PINE'S BEE-KEEPERS' LOTION
IstheacknowledgedBemedyforStings,especiallyforremoving

the subsequent inflammation. Price 18. 6d. per bottle.

Tlte "

Messrs. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, Regent St. k Holborn, London

And from all respectable Dealers in Beekeepers' Requisites.

Vealcri may obtain ' i from tlte Inm ntor,

Mr. F. LYON, 94 Harleyford Road, London, B.8.

J. H. HO'WARD,
MANUFACTURES,

HOLME, near PETERBOROUGH.

ASSOCIATION STANDARD BAR-FRAMES,
U, per do/.. SI.MMINS' HIVES, CRATES, SEC-

TIONS, and I'KV BUGAB-PEEDERS, water pro

or otherwise. Catalogues free.
1
82

1

CHESHIRE HI V E S
AND APPLIANCES.

Sole Appoini ed Makeb—

W. HOLLANDS,
HARRISON RISE, CROYDON

PHENOLATED CANDY CAKE, for Autumn and
Winter use, as recommended by Mr. CHESHIRE on page
:t:i7 of /;. /.'. J". Price CW. per Ib.j 8 lbs., post tree, U.

CHESHIRE QUEEN CAGE. -r The very beat for

THE! CHESHIRE! CURE for FOUL BROOD,
Supplied by Mr. Cheshire, with full directions for use.

Price I*. Or/, per bottle, postage 2d.

Tlte Trade supplied on the most liberal terms. Price Lists

on applii ation.

CHESHIRE CURE FOR FOUL BROOD
Is Prepared for Mr. Cheshire,

under his Personal Guarantee, by

3VER. LYON,
94 IIARLEYFORD ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

WHO WILL SUPPLY IT,

ACCOMPANIED BY FULL DIRECTIONS FOR CTSB.

Price Is. 6d. per Bottle, postage 2\d.

PHENOLATED SOAP
Contains 15 per cent. Absolute Phenol, specially

prepared for Disinfecting Hives.

Price Qd. per Tablet, postage ~<L

A libera! discount for quantities of one dozen and upwards

to Secretaries of County Associations and to Dealers.

SPECIALITIES
TO BE OBTAINED FBOW

THOS. B. BLOW, Welwyn, Herts.

ABSOLUTE PHENOL
GUARANTEED CHEMICALLY PURE.

(MR. CHESHIRE'S REMEDY for FOUL BROOD I

EITHER IS CRYSTALS OB BOLTJTIOK.

With full Instructions, Is. Qd. per bottle, postage -]<i.

PHENOL SO-A^E»,
Fbr Cleansing Hives, Qd. per cake, postage 2d.

BLOW'S REMEDY FOR BEE STINGS,
It. Qd. per bottle, postage fyd.

BLOW'S
REMOVABLE METAL ENDS,

For BAR FRAMES.
The best in the market, I*, per do7,en.

BLOW'S WIRE AND NET VEILS.
Will not Rust: 2*. Qd. each, postage SJrf.

THOS. B. BLOW, Welwyn, Herts.
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ABBOTT BROTHERS,
MANUFACTURERS of BEE-HIYES, COMB FOUNDATION, Ac,

Inventors of most Appliances now in use

in the Bee World,

SOUTHALL, Bfl-3ESA.it IiOAnjOIff,

OEG to inform the Public that they intend adding to their Catalogue for 1885,

"^ as a speciality, a TOOL CHEST, containing all first quality well-

selected Tools that are necessary for Hive-making, &c. Any Tools that are of

extra value to Bee-keepers they intend having specially manufactured.

ABBOTT BROTHERS were induced to offer this Collection through

meeting Special Terms from a noted Sheffield Firm, and as they contemplate a

large sale of the same, they hope to give the Public any benefit that may be

derived from buying in quantity.

The working of all the machinery lately erected has been so thoroughly

satisfactory that all the Warehouses are^ already overstocked, ABB< >TT BROS.

therefore advise [Manufacturers and Dealers to apply at once for Special Teems

for their FOUNDATION, SECTIONS, &c.

The largest Consignment of SECTIONS ever imported into England is

now on its way to Southall, and judging from samples they are the finest

quality Sections ever imported.

Professor HEHNER drew special attention to their BEES-WAX, after

carefully analysing Samples of all qualities, and reported all ABSOLUTELY
PURE ; showing that their Markets are good, and that they use the proper

amount of caution in buying.

CATALOGUE for 1885 will soon be Ready, FREE.

ABBOTT BROTHERS beg to thank their Patrons for all past

favours, and hope that the attention given to all their Orders Avill ensure their

recommendation.

FAIBLA *TOT INT, SOUTHALL.
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END OF VOLUME THE TWELFTH.
The conclusion of a volume brings us into closer

relationship with our readers. It 2

opportunity of tendering our sincere thanks to our

many friends who have durin .

us with their patronage and assistance ; and ii

nables us to acl i

i we have received of ympathetic appreci

t ion of our labours and of approval of the mode of

conduct of the Journal. Though our thin volume

lias, in consequence of its bi-monthly ap]

ti tided to S poi t U

derably augmented,

it has scarci ly permitted us to keep abreast with the

many contribul ions v, hich I forwarded to

us ; ami in many instano 9 we fear that we have

considerably trespassed on the p our con-

tribators by the post] i lement <>f the appeal

their letters. We have endeavoured to avoid tliis

to thi extent of onr ability, and we trust th

kind friends will hold us in this excused. \

.it the index which icco number n ill

show the- great extent and variety of th

before us. Apiculture is d< i lop i

m, and the present year has I

ile interest and importance. It has been one

of prosperity to all bee-keepers. For many months
the Bee Department of the International Exhibition

has been open and lias been visited by many thou

Bands, and it- educational value has been

The Eoney Company—the offspring of the

Beason of this year is now being formed, and

will prove of great assistance to both honey con

Burners and honey producers, and we shall feel a

deep interest in its progress.

We hope that during the coming year we may-

he favoured with a continuance of the assistance

hitherto given to us, and it will he our constant

endeavour to promote every scheme which has for

its aim the advancement of bee-keeping. We trust

that the season of 1885 may be as prosperous to

bee-keepers as that of 1884. And we take this

opportunity of wishing all our readers and friends

a cheerful Christmas and a happy New Year !

THE BEITTSII EONEY COMPANY.

In our issue of October 15th we endeavoured to

shadow forth the necessity of a Eoney Company,

—

the growth, in a great measure, of the grand honey

of L884. v
. ched I he method in

which we considered thi l nj should be

worked, as also the objects to be aimed at, and the

difficulties i R e axe pleased to

of Our r< marks the

my has been eady progress, and is

rapidly becomi il : and as it

, . ippro iching

li al we i in n pen i ayed
i ive meeting

of i In-
|

Id at 105 Ji rmyn Sn-eet,

thi ei le Lord Sudeley, whose

fruit and I farm i ae Ii agl h

in our I .i
I . and who, as one of the I

and a

warm interest in tl of the Company.
Lord Sudeley, in bis opi rks, here his

ii mat ion of a

I his opinion that

with .: 1 it would undoubtedly

The <

' impany, by pi "',
i

lj and a reli

: oubt i upplj '

want which b been 1 ing felt by all honey pro-

i eady to puree ti e pure hi

of all qualities at it marki I ralue . and as its

; : iii cash, this will

lly to small bee-keepei

iii- the coi i of honey may rely on the

t of I he I [ n\ , and will knew u here t"

pure ai I icle.

hi in quarters we have heard that exception

in taken to the amount of capital mine d
;

but wilii QOt think that this will bear investigation,

for if 150 ton and this may be tab

estimate of the business to be tran I

in the first year were purchased, it would
iiMHi.i/. The nominal capital of 20,000?. will allow

of any leg Itimate i <• < ion of bu . The amount
tal h.i bi - of the points which has

i ed tu a great degree the attention of the

pri imoter and with a vi. « to sa ve expense here-

afti i, the ii ien1 toned will permit the Company
to in' established on a br 1 basis.

The mode of calling up the capital has bee

arranged that persons of small means may have
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the opportunity of becoming shareholders, and not

be subject to be called upon to meet additional

calls on their shares at undesirable intervals.

We understand that a number of shares have

already been applied for ; but the number of shares

(20,000) is large, and it is hoped that bee-keepers

and those interested in the promotion of bee-keep-

ing will do their best to render the Company a

success by taking shares themselves, and recom-

mending their friends to do so likewise.

The statistics upon which the Company is being

formed, and upon which its success is based, have

been keenly studied and frequently discussed, and

it would appear that there is every reason to an-

ticipate that the Company will be able to pay a sub-

stantial dividend.

The Directorate are men of probity, stability,

and intelligence, and conversant with commercial

undertakings, and their names will, we feel assured,

inspire general confidence. We trust that the

Company may meet with much success, and that

both the honey producers and the honey consumers

may derive much benefit from its establishment.

NOTICE TO SECRETARIES.

We hope that secretaries of Affiliated Associations

will at their approaching annual meetings be care-

ful to elect representatives to attend the Quarterly

Conferences with the Committee of the Centra]

Association, and that such representatives will

attend the Conferences regularly. It may be well

to remind our friends in the country that repre-

sentatives need not necessarily be residents in the

count)- which they represent. The Rev. A. H.

Halley represents the Nottinghamshire Association,

though he is a resident in the Metropolis.

The Annual General Meetings of Affiliated

County Associations should all be held in the month

of January, and the reports and balance-sheets

shoidd be" in the hands of Mr. Huckle before the

General Meeting of the British Bee-keepers'

Association in February.

BLIGH COMPETITION, 1884-5.

Now that the first of the two seasons over whicli

this Competition extends is fully past, it may be

well that we should report progress. The entries

were far more numerous than on the former

occasion, and the following thirty -three were

registered :
—

1. Rev. J. A. Kempe, Bodmin, Cornwall, skep.

2. W. A. Bishoppe, Isle of Sheppey, frame.

:;. Jas. lleddiiifr, Sawston, Cambridge, frame.

4. S. Sprinks, llorskani, Sussex, frame.

.5. Fredk. Woodley, Steventon, Berks, frame.

6. C. Brown, Bewdley, frame.

7. Thos. Owen, Corsham, Wilts, frame.

8. Rev. T. B. Garland, Retford, Notts, frame.

0. Douglas Cooper, Normanton, Derby, frame.

10. Douglas Cooper, Normanton, Derby, skep.

11. Lionel Harris, Bradenham, Bucks, frame.

12. R. W. Davis, Braintree, Essex, frame.

13. W. Seabrook, Sutton, frame.

14. VV. Baker, Hawkhurst, Sussex, frame.

1-5. Mrs. N. M. Mutlow, Ledbury, frame.

10. Jas. Arnold, Molesey, Surrey, frame.

17. Rev. F. C. Dillon (withdrawn).
18. Miss M. L. Gayton (withdrawn).
10. Arthur Cooper, Normanton, Derby, frame.

20. Thomas Sells, Uffington, Stamford, frame.

21. Thomas Sells, Uffington, Stamford, skep.

22. Henry Cobbe, Wallingford, Oxon, frame.

23. William Woodley, Newbury, frame.

24. II. E. Roberts, Hitchin, Herts, frame.

25. E. C. Youens, Dartford, Kent, frame.

26. Arthur Felstead, Rempstone, frame.

27. H. V. Edwards, Mackworth, Derby, skep.

28. Thos. F. Ward, Highgate, frame.

29. William Sells, Uffington, Stamford, Stewarton.

30. Rev. G. Shipton (withdrawn).

31. W. D. Slade, Cheltenham, frame.

32. W. D. Slade, Cheltenham, skeps.

•'i.'i. Fredk. II. Cfidd, Stately, Chislehurst, frame.

< )f these, however, we regret to say that no fewer

than fourteen (Nos. -1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 20,

27, 28, 30, 31, 32) have already withdrawn from

the Competition. Of the remaining nineteen, only

eleven (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 15, 16, 19, 23, 24, 33)

have sent in their two-monthly reports up to the

end of October. No reports for October have been

received from Nos. 13 and 25 ; none for August or

October from Nos. 20, 21, 22, and 29 ; none at all

from Nos. 6 and 14. Should any of the missing

reports have miscarried, or should the Competitors

have had any reasonable explanation for the delay,

they should at once inform the Chairman of the

Sub-committee (Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, The Vicar-

age, Hampton Hill, Middlesex), and their names will

not be struck out of the Competition.

Competitors are also informed that according to

the rules, reports (however short they may be) are

required at the end of December and February, as

well as in the spring and summer months. To save

trouble in future, it will be well that the reports

shoidd be sent as soon as flt'i/nr* due, direct to Mr.

Bligh.

CHESHIRE FUND.
J. E. Briscoe £1 1

E. Bostock 10

R. Thorpe 2 6

The Trustees of the Fund have purchased an

'Objective,' and have handed the balance to Mr.

Cheshire for a ' Condenser ' and any other requisite

for his scientific researches.

Correction : In last issue, fur J. P. Jackson, 1/., read

F. R. Jackson.

READING-BOOK FOR SCHOOLS ON
BEE-KEEPING.

We are given to understand that a reading-book

for schools on the subject of bees and bee-keeping

is being prepared by a member of the Committee of

the B. B. K. A.

NOTTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

We hear that a gentleman has at last been found

able and willing to undertake the duties of the

office of Hon. Secretary to this Association, vacated

a few months ago by the Rev. A. H. Halley, upon

his removal from that county.

These is to be a general meeting of the Asso-
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.elation at Nottingham, ou the 18th inst., for the
purpose of the election of .Secretary, and other

business. Mr. Godfrey, Hon. Secretary of the

Lincolnshire B. K. A., is expected to be present, and
to deliver an address. We hope that the Associa-

tion may be able to move with vigour under its

new auspices.

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IXTO THE STRUC-
TURE OF THE EGG ORGANS OF THE QUEEN.

Bx Frank R Cheshire.
{Continuedfrom pane 423.)

Fertilisation of Queen Cells. Analyst'* of the whole
matter.

Woodcuts commonly represept the oviducts as simple
membranous tubes, bul we must entirely dismiss this
notion if we would understand the case. They are I ubes,
but of fairly large diameter and of great complexity.
Muscular fibres and nerve-threads brought into view by
proper staining are Men to cross them in every direction.

An egg entering them is conducted by nerve-impulses
and muscular contractions much after "the manner a
woman passes a bodkin through a hem. while all is

executed at the rate and in the directions tie

movements of the queen and the Deeds of the hive de-
mand. This is not denying, however, that if a queen be
interrupted in her work, her eggs having passed a cer-

tain point in their maturation must be dropped, even if

'ii- are at b md to receive them, but tie failu

in the organizatii f the insect, but simp]} the result of

accident or our art ificial

Although some havi three sperma-
tozoa have been f 1 within oi gg, I. \-\

parenthesis, cannot forbi at expressing my strong opinion
th.it • spermatozoon and never more passes the mi-
cropyle when a worker is to and everj ob-
servation .-hows that th.' protoplasm of the egg imme-
diately the spermatozoon enters grows t
the aperture.
Some time >iiicr I noticed in Gleanings in Bee Culture,

an American publication, son in reference
to what was called 'the fertilisation of queen-cells.'

Writers con icated that the] had opened queen-cells
at the upper ends i after sealing lid been c mpleted
in the natural way b] tie' bees, and that into the open-
ing thus made the} had introduced a living drone larva,
and linn a- tldih and catK a- possible had i I

up. Thej add that in man] cases the queens batched
out in due course, but that they were already fertilised,
and c nenced, within a few hours of leaving their
cells, laying eggs which produced worki
compliment an] of these correspondents upon tic clear-

ness of their explanations. Tueirextremi
details makes one caution- m receiving evidence which
-..II.- utterly at variance with c nonh accepted ideas,

and at first I admit I was full \ inclined to join in the
.-mile of supreme derision in which a friend indulged
wleu I mentioned these artificial fertilisation experi-
ments to him, hut my recent microscopic examinations
of drone larva lead to think that at least the whole
matter isworthy of systematic and painstaking inves-

tigation, and possibly man] on thi- side of the At-
lantic may feel disposed to experiment in the coming
year. Let one of these American bee-keepers speak for
himself. Mr. Price says—' I commenced to doctor or

fertilise the cells in forty-five nuclei to teal its advantages
over tie- usual wa] of raising queens, with a view to its

con reial value to queen-raisers, both buyers and
sellers. Out of forty-five nuclei I raised twenty queens
from fertilised cells : the other nuclei either had all the

Professor Siebokl.

doctored cells destroyed or the unfertilised cells hatched
out first, as the average time for fertilised cells to hatch
with me was a little over twelve* days—the shortest six
days

; longest sixteen days. Of the 'twenty queens from
fertilised cells two had imperfect wings, and although
large, fine queens, looking like laying queens, they m
three or four days came up missing, six laid egirs within
twenty-four hours, three laid a few eggs the first day,
then quit until the fourth day. when they commenced to
lay regularly as other laying queens, three commenced to

lay as fertile queen- from the first without any inter-
ruption.* The others, according to the account riven,
had no remarkable peculiarities. Beside this method,
others insert the drone larva, but crush it, so that the
• juice ' tarries the virtue. Although the season for drone
and queen raising was reall] over beforemy attention was
drawn to thi- matter, I determined to sift the question us
far a- circumstances permitted, when, to my gTeat sur-
prise, upon <»refuuy opening the body of a drone larva,
which had only very recently been 'scald, [ found the
genital organs already so advan 1 that spermatozoa.
abounded, and getting some of the spermatic tubes in

ft, half-formed condition upon a cover-glass, I

obtained the spermatozoa, exhibiting under the micro-
their well-known characteristic movements.

Thi- opens the way to ;1 possible explanation. All
studious bee-keepers know that a maturing queen lies in

tie- it]. per part ..f the cell, with th. posterior part of the
bod] upwards in contact with the 'loyal jelly.' and
trom tin- 1 have for man] years held she i- constant!]
drawing nutrition bj that absorptive process known as

,' and to thi fad i- mainly due her difierentia-
n tie- worker.") Vdmitting thi-. for the

nt, the sperm it .. fei red to from thi

rva would be possibl] taken int.. her body some
In - after th.- • dot coring ' .d th 11 above re! I to,

for tie- marvellous vitalit] of Bpermatozoa i- well known
to physiologists. Tl f cattle will maintain an in-

lit hf.- for many days, and will not onlj resist

a.-id- hut endure freezing without dying; those of the
1 wo have abundant . \ idence, live m the queen during
the term of her existence fit e\ en more, and

the cell bj this curious and novel

IliceS and ' royal jelly
'

would undoubtedly maintain full energy until the queen
'.

i. nth develo] ed to receive them. Their in-

crutable power in directing their course, to which I

have prej iousl] draw a attention, n ould conve] therii to
th.. forming spurmatheca, ami we should have at once a

queen fertilised from the birth. Thi- attempt to explain
It] upon th erica] grounds m

until th.. ipring, l.ni then man] experiments will be
tnd no doubt curious and most interesting points

will come under our observation.

^fertilisation be possibl] thus obtainable, it seems
ii tble indeed whether the number of sperm-

. • ived would be at all adi quate to keep the queen
going fur any considerable period; and here again the

ipe would at once supply a satisfactory answer,
since the examination of the spermal sac would show
how well it had been stored by tl ssential motile

threads,

Let us now endeavour to gather up the main points of,

and derive practical conclusions from, this investigation.
I. No squeezing of the queen's abdomen, no roughness
-hoit of fatal pinching, can force out the contents of the
spermatheca, which rupture- in its sides before its valve

Our writer does not say from what point he starts his

calculation.

t The developing queen usually falls from contact with
the jelly about thirty-six boars before she commences
gnawing out. Her last moult then occurs, and a skin of

extreme tenuity is thrown off. With this fall the absorp-
tive process of course ceases.
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is opened by external pressure. But notwithstanding

this, the parts of the body here are so complex and so

slightly protected that a queen should never be touched

except by the thorax, while she can always be best held

by the wings taken near their insertion. Mr. Neighbour

a short while since kindly sent me a queen, which con-

tinued to lay well, and was for all practical purposes per-

fect, although the back of her thorax was crushed in.

This part of the body may be described as of secondary

importance in a queen, as it is principally of service in

giving attachment to muscles which move the legs and
those which brace up the wings, so that this queen

would probably have failed in flight, but her egg-pro-

ducing powers were unimpaired.

2. Queens do lay eggs in royal cells, and these are fer-

tilised. The evidence here is so strong that no one would

have attempted to contravert it except with the idea of

saving the pressure theory ; but since this itself is now
beyond saving, it is only needful to point out that the as-

sertion that queens hate rivals, and therefore would never

deposit eggs with the object of producing such, goes for

nothing. .Might it not be said the queen desires to swarm,
and the raising of a successor is a normal requisite iu the

process ? Instinctive acts, seeming to us to indicate feel-

ing, vary ace irding to external conditions

—

e.g., the young
sparrow, tenderly nurtured, is soon to be driven from the

nest and its piteous cries disregarded. Thestatement given

above is a fancy which suits the purpose of the disputant,

but which is unworthy of any serious attention, since it

is not based on observation. The examination of evidence

shows its contrary to be true.

3. Queens mate once, and once only. After absorption

of spermatozoa a physical change ocelli's, the cli

the large avenue to the spermatheca, which would render

subsequent mating inoperative. Some authorities have

described this to be the drying up of some part of the

organism, but this is certainly an error. The bursa to

receive the drone organs remains as large and decided

in old queens as in those a few days old. This bursa

extends laterally, and the horns of the drone are here

firmly fixed and torn off.

4. The spermatozoa are so distributed in the duct

through which they pass by the addition of glandular

secretion that but few in comparison with the number
rised are wasted. A queen of fine quality might lay

1 ,.300,000 eggs, a sufficient quantity to fill" a half-pint

measure; even were these eggs put into the smallest

possible space by close and systematic packing, these

would require nearly that number of independent fer-

tilisations. A problem of wondrous complexity is pre-

sented, but the solution is as beautiful as it is surprising.

The five muscles (one to close the gland, another to

close the spermathecal duct, another to open the sperm-
athecal aperture, and two more to shut the same),

together with the two glands, and the three ducts, lie

in a space ^ of an inch in diameter, while the ten-

dons terminating the two shutting muscles are only unj^
of an inch across, or about -jV of the thickness of an
ordinary hair, while within the same small space are also

included all the necessary and very numerous nerve
fibrils.*

.3. A mated queen is a perfect combination of two
sexes. She carries the glands physiology commonly
ascribes to the male. The spermatozoa she holds iu

* Surprising as this minuteness seems, it is as nothing in

comparison with what might be cited. This valve is about
the size of the whole body of the Anaphes, the smallest

known member of the order of insects to which the bee
belongs. This ' little wonder ' does not weigh more than
the TuluiT of a grain. It has four wings, six legs, with their

full complement of joints. Two antenna; with thirteen

joints each, multiple eyes, and so on and so forth. It per-

forms all vital acts, lays eggs, carrying all essential parts
which in turn produce grubs utterly invisible to unaided
vision.

store are continually nourished, as is evidenced by the
abundance of air-vessels (trachea?) which surround the
spermatheca. Oxidisation means vital energy and nu-
trition also, unless exhaustion follow.

6. Drone-eggs are so conducted as to avoid all contact
with the fertilising pouch, and so drones are produced
parthenogenetically.

I leave now this subject until the spring, hoping then
to resume it in another connexion, suggested to me by
some bees kindly sent by Mr. ~\Vm. Thomson, of Blan-
tyre. I trust that the work this matter has exacted will

not be without some influence upon practical apiculture,

and that it will supply some ennobling reflections to

those not less fond of natural history than myself.

ASSOCIATIONS.

HONEY SHOW OF THE ESSEX BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This show was held at the Chelmsford Corn Exchange
on November 19 in connexionwith the Chrysanthemum
Show of the Chelmsford Horticultural Society. The
l!ev. George Eaynor, Hector of Ilazeleigh, was the

judge of the honey and wax. The quantity of honey
staged exceeded 240 lbs. in weight, and most of the
exhibits were of fine quality. Besides those who took

prizes, some fine sections were exhibited by Mr. G. II.

Viibrey.of Springfield Villa, and Mrs. Tufnell Tyrell, of

Boreharn H°use. Extracted honey was also exhibited

by Mrs. Fillbrook, Galleywood Common, Mr. C. R.
Einch, Great Baddow. and Thos. Salmon, Great Leighs.

Some good beeswax was exhibited, also some fine

sections were sent by Mr. E. Durrant, of High Street,

Chelmsford, not for competition. The glass super of

of Mrs. Cobb and the extracted of W. Delmam were
especially admired by the visitors.

The following are the names of the prize-winners :

—

Honey.—Six 21b. or 121b. section of honey comb : 1, Miss

Owen, Bradwell Rectory ; 2, W. 1'ebnam, Primrose Hill,

Chelmsford ; 3, C. R. Finch, Great Baddow. Super of

honey: 1, Mrs. Cobb, Great Waltham ; 2, W. Deonam.
121b. of extracted honey : 1, W. I'ebnam ; 2, Rev. F. M.
Sparks, Billericay ; 3, G. Gray, Rocking. Finest sample of

beeswax: 1, W. Debnam ; 1, G. H. Aubrey, Springfield

Villa ; 3, Geo. Gray.

W. Debnam, Assistant Secretary and Expert, E, B. A.

NOTTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting was held in the last week in November
at RadclirTe-on-Treiit, with a view to resuscitate the

Notts B. K. A. There were present Mr. E. Price,

Mr. E. Eerneyhough, Mr. R. II. Rushton, Mr. W. Hose,

Mr. B. G. Turner, Mr. W, II Pumfrey, Mr. Richard

Rose, Mr. II. H. E. Price, Mr. S. Rose, and others. .Mr.

R. R. Godfrey, of Grantham (hon. sec. Lincolnshire

Bee-keepers' Association), was also present. Mr. E.

Eerneyhough was voted to the chair, and iu his opening

remarks said the object of the meeting was one of great

moment, and he hoped that all present would advance

their opinions, so that they might arrive at some satis-

factory and favourable conclusion. He hoped the result

of the meeting would be the determination to support a

good county Association.

Mr. R. R*. Godfrey spoke strongly against the formation

of a small rival Association, and thought the best course

to pursue would be for a deputation to wait upon the

gentleman who had kindly consented to act as hon. sec.

to the Notts Association until some one was duly ap-

pointed, and ask him to arrange a meeting of those bee-
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keepers who had been elected as the committee, and to

learn what was the exact position of affairs, lie further

counselled that the deputation should go prepared to

offer for election one who would undertake the office of

hon. sec, and concluded by proposing- that the chairman
of the present meeting ( Mr. E. Ferneyhough) be asked to

head the deputation, and offer himself for t li-- position of

e. This proposal was seconded by Mr. Rose, and
agreed to unanimously. The latter gentleman I

with Mr. Price, offered to nndertaki the duties of district

sees., and promised to interest themselves in securing

district hon. sees, in other parts of the county.

—

Notting-

ham Daily Guardian, Noaeml
[We beg to acknowledge the receipt of a report of the

meeting from Mr. Thomas B >- , Radcliffe-on-

NORTH-EAST OF IRELAND BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

On Friday evening, 5th . was read at

II Waring Street, Belfast, in connexion with the above
tion, by Mr.Wm. Ditty of Newtownards, on ' The

General Management of the Apiary.' The Rev. II. W.
I. t.\|.\

, occupied the chair. Mr. Ditty first di

the site "f the apiary, stating that it should be located

in a spot sheltered a- far as possible from the strong

and piercing winds of winter, a; id irds the

south and south-east, and that, if space was no object,
; ml 1 be placed from twelve to eighteen feet

apart every way; that the ground in front oi the hives

! w< eds of all descriptions,

and cuv red "I'll gravel, Bawdust, or bog-mould, as may
i ve was next described, and

then the bees. Thi i

' thai after due con-

sideration he had come to the conclusion that Ligurian
hybrids are t

:

I ir the production of

honey either in the comb <t extracted. The next subject
he brought under consideration was the spring b
of bees, recommending that, if necessan . the bees should

rdi d on to fivi nes, and
that an examination should be mad.- about once a-week,
and a memorandum kepi of the d I lion, the
number of frames covered with bees, how the breeding

. ii, d the quantity of food in the hii I

• assist in bearing I in mind, Mr.
d an index n

The square shaped index repr—nts the days of the

month, and as the first examination was made on the

(say) loth March, time the index pin to 15 on the square
figure, representing the days of the month. The round
figure is numbered from I to 1". which may represent

the ten . or the frame- for extract

may be used for other purposes as may be thought "f,

the figures on the inside of the circle ma] represent the

br I combs or supers quarter, half, or three-quarters

filled. To make these 'Bee-keeper's Forget-me-nots'
all that is required is irbite cardboard
and put the figures on as shown; the hands can be cut

out of a piece of tin with a pair of scissors. The index
may then be tacked on the inside of the roof.

Mr. Ditty then went fully into thi ubject of rearing

queens, making artificial swarms, &c, and concluded by

remarking that life to :
[

I ae long day of

continual joy, reminding us as they gather homewards
of the goodness and bounty of an All-wise and Divine
Providence in teaching His creatures to lay by a store

for their earthly want-. Some discussion followed, and
a vote of thanks brought the meeting to a close.

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Committee met on Tuesday, 2nd December, in

the rooms of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animal-. 369 Westmoreland Street, Dublin. It was
resolved to hold the spring -how of hives and bees in

m with the Royal Dublin Society's Cattle Show
at Halls Bridge, on the rth, 8th, 9th, loth April next.
The annual general meeting to be held as usual on Thurs-
daj .the 9th April. It was decided to advertise the names
of establishments who -, 11 honey obtained from members
of the Association. Letters and other communications
having been considered, cheques were passed and drawn,
and the Committee adjourned until January next.

In the report of the Annual Honey Show, Class 78,
best bar-frame hive for summer and winter use,

price not I I
'.'/. 2»., was accidentally omitted.

The first prize and silver medal was awarded to Mr.
s. J. Baldwin, The Apiary, Bromley, Kent ; second
prize, bronze medal, Mr. W. I -dale, 1 Wynne fler-

. Lurgan; V.H.C., Messrs, Edmondson, Bros., 10
Dame Street, Duhhn. II. 1 1 Mr, w . Lonsdale. 1

I
i

i

: i.
i ported that they

considered Mr. Baldvi 1 merit, and a
most perfect hive in even respect. Cn aiii.ks Fhf.h-

bsjucx Knight, M.D., Hon. 8ee., 33 Harcourt Street,

Dublin.

CHESHIRE COl MA BEE-KEEPERS'
LSSOC1 \ TION,

The above Association has during the pa-: season held
four principal -how- indifferent parts of the con

assisted at two others with the manipulating tent, Ch -

exhibition held at i Iheadle on 16th and 16th August last,

by kind permission of, and in connexion with, the I

.. proved a success in even way.
The driving competit i tent of the Associa-

tion excited gn I upple-

bj the able and interesting remarks of Mr. Carr,

of Newton Heath, and Mr. Mi
as judge of exhibits, i paras ii is pleasing to
note, gave entire latisfaction. A o [ Huntley and

its and hones drops, Itindh lent by Mr.
int re I of the exhibition. Tho

tocked w ith bees and queen, were
objects of general attention from the numerous visitors.

inks of the committee are due to Mr. E. D. stone,

t e li in. Secretary of the Cheadle Horticultural Society,

and off. ring facilities

to the Association wl i il of holdings mow
t made, and I in carrying it out.

IS offered and the awards were as follows (in

isses), viz.:

—

For best stock of bees, Mr. Franks, Bowdon. For best

collection of hives and beo furniture X> entry. For best

observatory hive, stocked— 1, Mr. Cotterill, Malvern House,
Bowdon. For best hive of honey in straw skep, without

bees—1, Mr. Cotterill ; 2, Mr. Franks, Bowdon. For best

exhibition of honey from one apiary 1 , Mr. Cotterill. For
best super of honey, not being a sectional super, <i

-
c.— 1, Mr.

Hewitt, High Leigh, Knutsford ;
•-', Mr. O. Stocks, Winsford.

For best Mb. Sections I, Mr. (i. Stocks ; 2, Mr. Cotterill.

For best 2-lb. Sections— N'o entry. For best exhibition of

12 to 'Ml lbs. of run or extracted honey, in 1 -lb. glass jars—
1, Mr. Cotterill ; 2, Mr. Stocks. For best exhibition of run
or extracted honey, in 2 -lb. glaas jars—1, Mr. Cotterill ; 2,

Mr. Stocks. For best g'as3 super of honey in comb—1, Mr.
Hewitt; 2, Mr. Bush, Ashley Heath. For best 2-lbs. of
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bees-wax, in 4-oz. moulds, to have been obtained from exhi-

bitor's own bees—1, Mr. Cotterill. Driving competition

—

1, Mr. Cotterill; 2, Mr. Franks. In cottagers' class for

best stock of bees—No entry. For best glass super of

honey—1, Mr. Hewitt; 2, Mr. Franks. For best straw
super of honey—1, Mr. Nicholson, Vicarage Lane, Bowdon.
For best six 1-lb. glass jars of honey, ran or extracted—1,

Mr. Stocks ; 2, Mr. Hewitt. Driving competition—1, Mr.
Franks ; 2, Mr. Hewitt.

The exhibition held at Davenham in connexion with
the Horticultural Society was marred by a thorough wet
day. tlie ram never ceasing falling. Prizes to the amount
of 151. were offered and were awarded as follows:

—

For best stock of bees— 1, Mr. Cookson, Sandbach. For
best observatory hive— 1, Mr. Cotterill, Bowdon. Hive of

honey in straw without bees—1, Mr. Cotterill ; 2, Mr. Franks,
Bowdon. For best exhibit from one apiary—1, Mr. Stocks,

Winsford. For best super, in wood, glass or straw—1, Mr.
Stocks ; 2, Mr. Hewitt, High Leigh. For best 1-lb. Sections—1, Mr. Stocks ; 2, Mr. Cookson. For best run honey, in

lib. glass jars—1, Mr. Stocks; 2, Mr. Cotterill. For best

glass super— 1, Mr. Hewitt. For best exhibition of bees-

wax— 1, Mr. Cotterill; 2, Mr. Stocks. Driving competition
—1, Mr. Stocks ; 2, Mr. Cotterill.

Cottagers' Classes.—For best stock of bees—1, Mr.
Franks, Bowdon. For best glass super—2, Mr. Franks.
For best hive of honey—2, Mr. Franks. For best 1-lb. glass

jar of honey—1, Mr. Stocks ; 2, Mr. Hewitt. Driving com-
petition— 1, Mr. Franks.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Rev. J. Lingen Seager, the Honorary

Secretary of the Hertfordshire Association, has

promised to read a paper ou 'The Judging of
Hnuey,' at the next Quarterly Conversazione.

CntTcsjjflnacncc.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION.
Since Mr. Simmins, in the opening sentences of his

last letter on this subject, has seen fit to accuse me of
something very like falsehood, and has introduced base-
less inferences and insinuations, I must henceforth decline
to discuss the matter further with him. With your per-
mission, sir, I will make to you a few short statements
on points which appear to require elucidation.

First, I am accused of 'not following Mr. Simmins,'
by which I presume that he means I have not strictly

followed his instructions when making the experiments,
the disastrous results of which I reported in your columns.
He is mistaken. The bees were slightly smoked, the
(jtteens quietly removed, and the alien queens as quietly
introduced, with their bees and frames of brood, and the
hives were immediately and carefully closed, without
any further disturbance. Of the queen encasements I

was quickly made aware by the disturbed state of the
bees at the entrances—wildly rushing in and out of their
bive.s, over the alighting-boards, and up and down the
front of the hive, as if in search of something which they
were unable to find—the sure signs, to any one who has
ever witnessed a queen-encasement, that such had actually
taken place. Then, and not till then, did I again open
the hive, only to find the poor queens encased. They of

course were immediately released and saved from death,
but in two instances I was too late, and the queens were
sacrificed. There was no 'fussing,'—whatever that may
mean,—nor interference of any kind with the hives or
colonies. Truly ' the job was done,' as Mr. S. observes,
but not in the manner I wished.

Again, Mr. S. states in his pamphlet that by his

method 'fertile workers, no matter how bad the case
may be, even if they have queen-tells, will subside im-
mediately on the insertion of an unprotected queen on
her own comb of brood.' Not very long ago I had a

queenless colony which became possessed of fertile

workers, and having a couple of fertile black queens to

spare, I determined to try this plan again. On opening
the hive I found two queen-cells, doubtless containing
drone-brood, but they were left intact. On a comb of

her own brood, with her own bees around her, a queen
was quietly introduced into the centre of the hive. The
hive was ' closed at once.' In ten minutes the queen was
cast out dead. I allowed the hive to remain in statu quo
for three days, when I again introduced the remaining
queen in precisely the same manner, except that the
queen-cells this time were removed. In about half-an-

hour this queen also was cast out dead.

I then resorted to the old method of removing the
frames and bees to some distance from the stand, shaking
off the bees and allowing them to return to the hive.

The combs were also returned, and towards evening I

removed a valued queen from another colony, and caged
her on a comb near the centre of the hive. On the
following morning, finding the bees kindly disposed,

I released her, and she is still a prolific queen at the
head of the same colony.

Your predecessor, sir, Mr. Abbott, used constantly to

remind us of that trite maxim, ' Bees do nothing
invariably;' but Mr. Simmins appears to have reversed

it, and holds that the opposite is the truth, since, on
the title-page of his pamphlet, he states that 'his

process ensures success in every instance,' and his

pages are interlarded with utterances of similar import,
as, for instance, 'absolutely without risk' (in capitals )-
' a failure is an impossibility even to the merest novice.'

Mr. Simmins triumphantly announces a large majority
in his favour. This, again, I dispute, and assert that
the weight of testimony is on tbe other side. The value
of testimony in practical bee-culture depends upon its

quality, and by no means upon its quantity : e. <j.

the testimony of a Cheshire or a Cowan on queen-
introduction, or spontaneous foul -brood, is of more
value than that of a thousand infantile Smiths, or of

those who only publish partial results of their trials

or experiments. I have in my possession sufficient

private testimony to convince any reasonable person ;

but my friends have no mind to be subjected to the

same amenities, with which I have been favoured, by
speaking out. in public. And yet, sir, forgive me if I

venture to remind you, and your classical friends and
readers, of those beautiful lines which I am sure you
have not forgotten:

—

' Non quisquam fruitur veris odoribus,

Hybla;os latebris nee spoliat favos,

Si frontem caveat, si timeat rubos,

Ornat spina rosas, mella tegunt apes.'

Perhaps, however, you and they may justly retort,

' Sic vos non vobis melliticatis apes ;

'

the truth of which I fully admit.

And here let me refer to the statement of Mr. T. Isaac,-

of Maldon, in your issue of November loth, page 405, to

the effect that he had successfully introduced an Italian

queen by Mr. Simmins' method. Mr. Isaac mentioned
this fact to me, but he also stated, that on a second

attempt to introduce another queen, by the same process,

she was cast out dead within the hour. These, I understood,

were the only attempts at queen -introduction which he

had made by this process. Mr. Isaac, in fairness, should

have stated in your columns his failure as well as success.

Perhaps the estimation in which he holds the process

may be better arrived at by his letter to me of the 11th

October last, which now lies open before me. and was
written subsequently to his queen introduction, in which
he states that ' having a son in Australia, to whom he

wishes to send two of my pamphlets on Queen Introduc-

tion, he should feel obliged if I would send him two
copies, for he says, " I thought I could not do better than
send him your pamphlet."' If Mr. Isaac is so much in

'
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favour of the so-called ' Simmins' method,' I should have
thought that he would have preferred to send to his son

Mr. Simmins' pamphlet.

Respecting Mr. Simmins' attention being called to the

matter of the use of smoke, Mr. S. states that ' so far

from him calling' (excuse the grammar, Sir, it is not

mine) ' my attention to the matter, he did not even refer

to it in these columns until afh-r my letter on p. S4.

vol. x., wherein I distinctly said that I always use

smoke,' kc. I wa-s not aware < if this fact , and I admit that

[ was in error here. As my vol. \. is in the binder'shands
I cannot refer to it, but take it as stated.

When Mr. Simmins published his letter entitled

'Silence gives Consent '

(vol. xii. p. 85), I was under the

impression that in it he aUnded to my strictures on his

non-use of -moke in tin- second edition of my pamphlet :

and when I wrote in my letter i vol. xii. p. :)7^), 'in your
columns dome time ayo,' I ought to have -aid 'in my
pamphlet some time ago,' for 1 had reason to believe, if

not to know, that before .Mr. Simmins penned hi-- latter,
• Silence gives Consent,' he had Been a copy of tie

edition of my pamphlet, and I naturally supposed thai

what lie ,-aid was in allusion to my strictures; and in ni\

letter, published in your columns in reply to his, I as-

sumed this tart, which Mr. S. never denied. Hut this

alters no material fact. My statement in tie- san

(quoted above) that, 'as far a- I was aware Mr. S. had
not yet recom nded smoke,' was in allusion to the

American experiments, as the context plainly -hows; and
to the statement of hi- method set forth in tie- American
Bee Journal, and which I supposed to be taken from bin

pamphlet, where I perceived there was still no mention
ike. For tin- error, and also tor assuming that

Mr. Simmins had himself sent it for publication, I beg,
sir, through you, to offer him an apology.

It was done unwittingly, Inn I cannot see that it has
tin- slightest hearing on tie- final issue.

Then, a- to mj 'admissions' in this matter of the

Americans ami smoke. Tie queens having been inserted
ii In Simmins, and tie- tees smoked to partial stupe-

which i- customary in America -these experi-
ments might i onverted into 'Simmins' suc-

cesses.' And tie- Same may l»- said bad tie- -

i sisted of young bees alone. To the English triumphs
tie- same rule applies, 1 some evil-disposed person

might have remarked ironically, perhaps that with-
out smoke tie- whole ' Simmins' method would end in

.- ke. Hut we don't all things in the -am.- light. Quot
,
h,i .,, ntentia. Suffice it to false po-

sition' has to bo taken 14' before it can In- aband <\.

In conclusion and as far a- I am concerned t'o- dis-

cussion now closes 1 "ill merely add that -neb men as

Dzierzon, Berlepsch, Vogel, in Germany— Langstroth,
Professor Cook, Alley, Root, in America and out own
Abbott, Cheshire, and Cowan men who have given np
their whole lives to the .-huh ami culture of the hoiiey-

l and -om. of thrni more particularly to queen-breed-
ing, and who have experimented on every possible form
of qui -en-introduction men of wide reputation as

authors on their favourite subject, and skilled in all bee-
Ion- nil these, to a man, recommend and use tie- 1

prescribe intimidation or partial stupefaction, With the
result of their experience my own entirely tallii -. ai -I 1

recede not, by one iota, from tie- position originally taken
1111. Standing with, and under the regis of, such men as

these, and coinciding with them in theory and practice,
I can afford simply to -mile at the charlatanry, sophistry ,

aiel angry vapouring of any modern Didaskaloe of a

' ne'er-do-wrong-never-fail school. Fours, -Vc. George
l!\v.\(in, Htizi-lfiijli "Rectory', December 1st, 1884.

[Tlii- controversy is now closed.—En.]

IN A BEE HOUSE.
This year has hardly been a good one for honey. The

last week in .May and the first fortnight of June were

cold with a great deal of east wind. The whole of July
was cold and wet, with the exception of the first few
days. As usual, no sooner did the limes come out into

blossom than the cold damp weather began. This makes
the sixth year in succession that my bees have been
unable to collect honey from the limes. Notwith-
standing this loss. I have achieved tin- present summit
of my ambition. I had set before myself the hope of

obtaining 100 lbs. weight of honey from one hive. It

will be seen below that three hives have produced over
this weight. I attribute my success to having been more
at home this summer and making a discovery. The
usual fault is to keep supers too cold, as can be seen by
the outside sections not being so well tilled out and

as the inner ones, obstinately, this year, did I

stick to tie- Other extreme, till one day my wife per-

suaded tie- to unpin the blankets on one hive where the

te hanging oul and the super not full. Magic!
Behold the result. When it is cold pin up the blanket-

tight. When it is hoi unpin the blankets and lei them
1 now always observe the following rule.-:

Never put on a super till the hive is overflowing with
lie, , and honey coming in. When the super is quite

tight full of bees and thej are hanging out. put on
another and again another, and if necessary another still.

Do not take a super till ad tie- sections an- sealed over.

If the super i- not full of bees and they an- not hanging
nut. it is too (--Id. [f the super is not full and the bees

are hanging out. it i- too hot. The whole thing is so

beautifully simple. My ambition now i- to obtain an

of I'M* lbs. from each hhc. If I could only
- I know it 1 Id be done. Here is the

l
" N " ,rl:1 -

:
"''''

I "I- Comb. Rxtr. Total.
No His. Ho. 11.-.

1. English. Swarmed twice 36 II 47

2. Ligurian. Swarmed twice 94 B 102

3. English 81j 5 36|
I. Hybrid -

•">. Hybrid. Swarmed OU08 80 '•' 05
II. English. Swarmed e 18 l

i;l 64
". Ligurian swarm — 13 18

8. Hybrid. Swarmed once 07 II \ 10SJ

0, Ligurian. Swarmed three times ... '•'•'•'. !'!'. 1 (|
~

Totals 186 87i 573J

Thi- i- an average of 63 1 11 -. per hive. If the -warm-
arc left out the average of effective hives would be

. The hone\ i- carefully weighed, all

made for the i a -i and iinfinianed sections (of which
there were a large n ber this year), no! counted. The
extracted is taken onlj fi i the frame- thai are removed
iu the autumn, or IV those given for the purpose.

The real of the honey, whatever the quantity, is lefl for

the bees' consumption. No. 3 lost the queen in the

winter and raised another from a frame of brood from
Nn. I. No. i also l"-t tie- queen and could not be

i to raise another nil too late in the season.

No. 7 did not arrive till June 1 1, which was too laic to

store an\ honey.

By referring to an article 'Four Year- in a Bee

House,' in the number of April loth of this year, the

tables of results for the prei four years will In- seen.

Looking at these it really does look as if the black bees

are quite out of it. They cannot stand a catchy sea80n,

tin-, seem to give up heart at once. In 1882, which was
a bad year, they did nothing. This year the cold, dull

weather of June and July made them quite listless.

No. o. which -ua- English last Mar. somehow became

Hybrid this year. N". •'., which has always been Hybrid,

became English this year. These two hives seem to

give the finishing blow, but it does not do to be too

hasty. After all. this is only Ave years' experience with

very few hive-. The English bees an- much pleasanter

to handle. I have noticed thai the more vicious, restless,

ami quick iii their movements the bees are, the more.
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honey they store. I have forwarded two photographs
of the exterior and interior of the house. The door
faces south.—Gr. C. E.

[The photographs have been received, with thanks.

—

Ed.]

THE AWARDS AT THE HEALTHERIES.—
SILVER MEDAL TO ABBOTT BROTHERS.
I could not help noticing in your report on pp. 389-90

how very carefully you avoided all expression of opinion
on the merits or demerits of the exhibits for whicli

awards had been made, and it occurred to me that you
must have had in your mind some sort of misgiving- as

to the justice of the judgment that left our exhibit ' out
in the cold.' Until after the close of the show I was
not aware that any awards would be made, and, when
ordered to do so, sent our men to fetch our exhibit

away, but to my surprise they were sent back again
and our goods retained, to be rejudged; some of the
officials at the Ilealtheries having discovered that a

glaring injustice had been don." to us in passing over
our exhibit altogether, while others had received awards
of greater or less importance. I offer no suggestion as

to the relative merits of the various exhibits, but when
I heard that awards had been made, and that my name
had no ' mention,' I felt that there was a screw loose,

somewhere, and, having made inquiry as to who were
the judges, was informed that a gentleman had gone
round accompanied by Mr. Cheshire. That our exhibit

was not unobserved I am confident, for the 'gentleman'
called Mr. Cheshire's attention to the number of silver

and bronze medals displayed in our show-case, but
beyond this I prefer not to enlarge on the conversation
that ensued.

I must, however, very respectfully call the attention

of the British Bee-keepers' Association Committee to

the grave injustice that may possibly arise from what,
to use the mildest term, I w'ill call the o&belessness
of the special experts appointed (I naturally suppose by
the said Committee) to accompany judges (?) who really

know very little, if anything, of the subject they are

employed upon. The present editor and proprietor of

the II. B. Journal will remember a flagrant case that

occurred at a Surrey Exhibition, after which it was
distinctly undertaken by the said editor and proprietor

that the offending party should not be permitted another
chance of airing the personal ill-feeling so palpably
shown on that particular occasion. I put in this re-

minder for what it may be worth, and with every
confidence that its value will he appreciated. I ask of

Mr. Cheshire that he will be as fair and above-board as

was Mr. Otto Hehner in respect of the exhibits at the

Reading show this year. Mr. Hehner went round with
the judges there, and, as he himself admits, through a little

carelessness, caused us the loss of the first prize for wax-
foundation. You were good enough to publish -Mr.

Hehner's explanation of how the mistake occurred, and
that, and his private letter with certificate to us, re-

moved all feeling in the matter, though they did not
regain us the prize. In the present case, however, there

is something unexplained, and I trust Mr. Cheshire will

be frank enough to give a reason why our exhibit was
not considered worthy of notice.

I beg to hand you the certificate of award, and,

thanking you in advance for the favour of insertion,

remain your obliged servant. C. N. Abbott, (trading as

Abbott Brothers), Southall, Dec. 2, 1884.

Jrr.v Department, South Kensington, S.W.,

November 27, 1884.

Sir,—I am instructed to inform you that the Jury Com-
mission have decided to award you a Silver Medal in

Class 1.—I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Thomas Winter,
Messrs. Abbott Brothers. Jury Superintendent.

FOUL BROOD.
The bee-keeping fraternity are anxiously awaiting the

further investigations in the physiology of the bee, and
the nature and cause of foul brood and other bee diseases

by Mi. Cheshire, and all may now look upon him as the
chief pioneer in the various scientific investigations con-
nected with bees and bee-keeping.

Will Mr. Cheshire kindly give his opinion on the dis-

covery by Mr. Langstroth in 1832, see page 125 of his

book ?—R. Thorpe, Langrich.

FOUL BROOD : ITS CURE BY FASTING, WITH-
OUT THE USE OF DRUGS OR CHEMICALS.
There has been so much said of late on this subject

that it woidd seem to be pretty well worn out ; but there
are yet many apiaries suffering from the malady, where
a simple and effective treatment would be gladly tried if

known. I have experimented considerably, and found
that the disease can bo cured without any difficulty,

without any medicine, and without any possibility of its

ever returning.

Perhaps I may be allowed to describe the disease as I

have found it in Canada. In speaking of foul brood I

would first distinguish it from all other diseases, such as

chilled brood, over-heated or scalded brood, neglected

brood, starved brood, dead brood caused by shipping-

bees, and another land of dead brood which resembles
foul brood in some respects, and is doubtless what some
call a mild type of foul brood. It would make this

article too long to describe minutely the appearance of

the various kinds of dead brood above referred to, and
the various causes of its appearance. I also do not wish
to interfere with any other person's system of curing

fold brood, but simply to give my own, which has

proved successful with myself and scores of others, in the

hope that those who have tried various remedies unsuc-
cessfully may be encouraged to try once more with no
further expense, and, witli but little trouble, rid their

apiaries of this fold desease. I do not believe with some,
that there is only one method of cure (and that their own).
I know by experience that it can be cured in various ways,

and I intend to continue my experiments with the aim of

still further simplifying, if possible, the method of cure.

Some imagine that foul brood may be discovered by
the foul smell arising from the diseased colonies. This

is true as far as it goes ; but if one waits until then,

there is a probability that very many, if not all the

colonies in his apiary, have become diseased. Before

such a condition had resulted, the disease would have

been running for a long time in some one or two colonies,

from which, especially in spring or fall, when robbing is

carried on more or less, the surrounding hives would
surely be contaminated and become centres of infection.

A single drop of honey taken from a diseased hive, if fed

to the larvas of a healthy hive, is sufficient to start the

work of what, unarrested, is inevitable destruction.

When the disease becomes very bad, much of the brood

dies before it is capped over; and never is capped, after

it once dies. I have frequently seen colonies that had

become so diseased that a very large portion of the

brood had died just before it was capped, and some of

the larvae before they had got their full growth.

In examining the larva just before and after it dies, I

find that a dark spot first appears about its centre, and
increases in size very rapidly. Shortly after its appear-

ance, short threadlike veins extend from this centre to-

wards both extremities of the larva, and appear to plant

two new spots, from which more veins soon radiate. The
veins and spots gradually enlarge until the entire larva

is uniformly affected. The skin of the larva also com-

mences to wrinkle and shrivel up on the top side, the

larva flattens down, and gradually recedes to the back

of the cell, and finally becomes the brown, putrid mass
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which distinguishes foul brood so markedly from all

the above-mentioned maladies.

This brown ropy matter has a sticky and tenacious

—

almost elastic—consistency ; and if a pin-head be inserted

in it and drawn slowly out it will stretch like india-

rubber, and jerk back into the cell again. The b( es

make efforts to remove it, but after a few trial- give

up in disgust, and philosophically endure what even
they find too incorrigibly obdurate to cure. Allowed to

remain, this viscid substance in time dries up at the

bottom of the cell, and woidd not be noticed except by a

close observer.

A diseased larva that is capped over is indicat.il l.\ a

sinking of its capping compared with the fnller appear-

ance on the capping of healthy larva. A small puncture
isalso made by the bees in the capping in size from a pin-

point to pinhead. This seems to satisfy them thai there

is nothing to expect, and the cell is left to itself. If the

apiarist opens such cells carefully, and finds the contents

as above, he may be sure he has foul brood ; but if the

larva retains its shape and size, and the skin seems
perfect, even though somewhat shrivelled, that i- not

foul brood. These punctures are sometimes mad.' in

ni.i.l'. dead-brood capping, their non-emergence at the

proper time being doubtless noticed by the bees and thu-

investigated. Whenever foul brood exists in a

dining t lie brooding season, the brown ropy mat
tli. a !!- may be found.

I could describe several methods of cure, but the
following I think will be ample: and as it i- very simple
and easily performed, it comes within the reach ofevi ry-

body. It' the bees haveanj brood, I do nol destroy thai

brood. I remove all the bees that .1 from
the hive, leaving only sufficient to take care of the br 1

while it is hate ''"' queen with the bees. I

endeavour to have them all filled with honey before
vem.i\ ing, Thej are then shaki a into a box with a wire
screen lid, and placed in a box in a dark and o ol cellar.

The box should be turned down on its aide; the bees will

cln-t. i' on the other side, fl bich w ill then be upp<

and the wire screen, forming a side for

will allow of a free ventilation. They should be left

thus from three to six days, according to the temperature
and condition inch may be determined bj

watching; and when a few bees fall down and I

crawl in a weak, stupid manner, and those -till elu

appear to have shrunk, they maj then be n

placed in a hive, and supplied with comb or foundation,
the same as a -warm. A little bonej or Byrup should he

given them, when they will soon be out foraging again
for themselves. I have not been aide to -.• any dif-

1 arms bo fasted until the fad honey
in the abdomen has I n consumed and an ordinary
swarm of similar size. Both seem to go to work with
the determination that characterises their

Some -;i!l a\ this fa-ting plan i- a failure: hut where
that has been >aid it cannot have been properh tried,

Ass i as the brood, which was left in the foul-brood
hive with bees, as directed, is hatched out, they should
be treated like the others, the combs rendered into wax,
ami the hive and frames boiled for a few minutes in hoi

water. The wax in the form of founds
inserted in the frames, and he ready in the purified hive

to receive with perfect safety the former inmat.. a.- smii

as their purification is complete. The honey in the

foul-brood comb, if extracted and boiled for ten minutes,
can l>e fed to bees without any fear of bad results.

Only bailing will HI] the germs of the disease. I have
subjected foul-brood combs to a temperature of 36
below zero, and allowed them to freeze all winter, then

placed e of them in a healthy nucleus ; and as si i-

it v. a- filled with brood and commenced to hatch, 1 have
found at Hi -t examination a very large number of larvte

i with foul lir .ml. Prosl will, therefore, not kill

the disease.

I search out every case of foul brood in this part of
Canada, and have never failed to effect a cure at the
first attempt. In fact, there are a great many in Canada
now who no longer dread foul brood as they used to,

knowing they can cure anyr colony with one or two hours'
labour.

We have had some good and valuable bints on foul

brood in the journals, and some sheer nonsense. Fine-
spun, scientific theories are sometimes good, but solid

facts from extensive practical experience are what suit
me best. — D. A. Jones, Beeston, Canada (American
Gleanings in Bee Culture.)

PEICB ( >F HONEY.
J. O. Goussmaker, on p. 398, asks, Is section honey

only worth 8rf. per lb. f and states that he saw Scotch
honey for sale in Loudon not two years ago at -'is. per lb.

—quite likely, and from a report of ' A Lanarkshire Bee-
i.i a recent issue of the Journal of Horticulture,

1 -ee that Glasgow wholesale houses are giving 2*. per
lb, i'l' Stewart

i 'ii heather honey supers (whole-ale I. so it is

quite possible when it reaches London, 3s. will again be
i be price of Se itch honej -comb.

Bee-keepers should remember that there is a vast dif-

between heather-comb honey and other kinds;

this honey-comb maj be laid on a bread-platter and cut

up into thin slices, without any of the honey draining
away, as clover honey will do; this tact, and it's superior

appearance, make it . the hone) "i all

"ii the table in the comb : and as the

supply is limited, owing to the fact that to obtain it

I 1 and back, t\ ith the

and risk attendant thereon, while amongst the

cla— tin- demand is unlimited; the natural

i things ju-t live- the price according to the
. done have fell from 2». Bo. to srf.

There i u. I se,., a lot of people setting themselves
ii)i a- honey merchants to relieve people of their hard-

harvests; when such people are going about

offering Bd. <• '•'</. per lb. for sections, it would lie as

w.ll to remind bee-keepers that foreign honey in large

hich varies from line strained (no extracted), to

a mixture of honey, cm -lied In- I. pollen ami .1. ad be ,

is at present fetching -V. t'. fyd. per lb. in the London
market, from the brokers who supply the wholesale

houses, who in turnsupph the bopkeepers. Thegreal
drawback to selling to bopkeepers is, that th \ will

tic juice- they paj to their wholesale houses,

from whom thej gel perhaps six months' credit; a bee-

keeper to them is • on! of the trade,' and thus fairgame
to pluck. [ am rather curious to know, hov thi II \

Company' will gel along unless tiny supply wholesale

houses only, it' so, thej will requires verj clevi

to effect iiusine-- and always ee) the full market price

for the honey.

I do H"t See why hee-keepers C'l I iheirown
honey; a card stuck in tin- window 'Honey for Sale'

for passers-b] to Bee, will do wonders, as everyoi

a if ire to buj ai firs! hand, not so much for cheapness,

as to be convinced regarding puritj and quality; if your
house is not seen by passers-by, then fix it where it can

, adding such words as,'Up this Road,' as may be

: if this cannot lie done, you might arrange with
some one in your nearest town to sell it for you, in the

-ane way. Now, before any honey is sent away to

other markets, JUSI Bel] what you can at home, and then

you can -hip the balance which, from my experience,

will he nothing. If the qualitj i- good and the price not

too high, you will he surprised at the number of cus-

tomers you will e'et.as one will tell another where to

get ome splendid honey at a low price—and depend on
it, they will give it more praise than you would; as a

't fact, I don't know a single bee-keeper who
adopts this plan that ever lias any honey to sell at
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Christmas, mine is generally all gone by October ; they

begin selling as soon as they get any in spring at Is. per

lb. for extracted in the buyer's own pots ; which -will

compare favourably with selling sections at Sd. and Or/,

in the bulk.

The advice of Mr. Lyon for ' bee-keepers to use a

little commercial common-sense,' is very good if properly

applied, that is, first try your nearest marhet before

sending to a distant one ; if everyone will send their

honey to Beading or London, they must expect to force

down the market in these places, while they and their

neighbours are no better off for it.

Mr. (Joussmaker thinks it will pay better to sell

swarms at 1/. each than to raise sections at Sd. ;
but

who will be so foolish as to buy swarms at all, if raising

honey will not pay; if it comes to this, not only will

bees be valueless, but all kinds of hives and bee-gear

also, as they only represent plant or means of producing

honey and wax—the only two articles of ultimate use.

—

John Hewitt, Sheffield.

QUERY ON THE PRODUCTION OF
EXTRACTED HONEY.

Mr. W. Ditty, jun.. writing on this subject in II. B.J.
(page 50), in February 1st, >ays :

' I use a lung hive con-

taining twenty frames on the Combination or Longitu-
dinal principle, having double sides and front, with one-

inch space between the sides, packed with chaff, and the

back of the hive is single.' . . . .
' The best hive for the

advancing bee-keeper.' . . . .
' My bees have tilled

twenty frame-hives every season, nay, more, I have
been obliged to put a crate of supers to keep them from
swarming. I have tried the doubling principle, and put

this hive far before any double-story hive for extracting

honey, [t is unnecessary here to state my objections to

the double-story system. The great secret of successful

honey-getting is to have strong hives ready to take ad-

vantage of a flow of honey when the weather answers.'

I should be pleased to know why Mr. Ditty disap-

proves of the doubling principle. As an amateur, J am
anxious to know, so that my new hives may be made
accordingly. I have tried one hive mi each principle

during the summer. A ten-framed hive I doubled from
another hive. I procured from the former 105 lbs. of

extracted honey; but the bees swept back on foundation
into the hive from which the brood was taken, nearly

all left and went into another hive, and after a short

time swarmed out again. 1 put them back in the

original hive, but they did very little during the season,

only giving 8 lbs. of extracted hone}'. The bees in the

longitudinal hive filled twenty frames, but I could not

keep the queen before the excluder. This hive gave me
63 lbs. of extracted honey. Both of these I consider

partial failures. I pi'ocured 000 lbs. of honey from ten

colonies; three of these colonies swarmed two or three

times, in consequence of which they produced but little

honey.

—

Mid Cobnwall.

JUDGING
' An Occasional Judge ' deems it prudent to defend

judging, and explains the great difficulty judges labour

under while endeavouring to give satisfaction ; my wish

is to have those difficulties removed as far as possible.

He says I am vexed, I will only say I have a pure aim
to set judging on a clear and sound basis. I am not

alone in this, others agree with me that there is the

greatest possible necessity for some standard of excellence

to be adopted, both to guide the exhibitor in competing
and the judge in judging. And what I ask is that the

judges of the B. B. K. A. should decide the various

standard points of merit, and let the bee-keeping world
know that all exhibits will be tried by this standard.

The judges are not infallible, they do make great

mistakes, and even after a standard is chosen there will

errors, but they will be minimised. I have very little

faith in the judgment of some of them, their judgment
varies at different shows, even upon the same exhibits, as

can be proved. I think a judge makes a great mistake

in deciding in flavour only, particularly as the different

judges have such various tastes. My opinion is that the

judges' tastes should reconcile itself to public opinion.

That which finds preference in the market, so far as taste

is concerned, should receive the merit. Then should

follow the other standard points upon which his dis-

cision is based, colour, consistency, clearness, &c. For
each standard point I would allow so many marks, and
where the points failed in each exhibit I would erase

them according as deserved.

I consider it unfair that the public who come round
the shows to look at the class wishing for light to guide
them in purchasing, should see such a diversity of judg-
ment , B0 conflicting and misleading. I could furnish the

clearest testimony of what I assert, but it would only

lengthen the correspondence.
I may say there are many producers of honey who are

quite as competent judges, knowing as much and more
in some instances of the fitness of exhibits, and I may say

they know better than to send a section with only one
side to the show as I infer from' An Occasional Judge's'

letter. He, however, does prove one thing plainly, that

is, that connoisseurs vary, one preferring heather, and
another pins the ticket of merit on apple-blossom, and
this illustrates the necessity of a reliable, unvaried
platform : it is of more consequence than a connoisseur's

whimsical fancy.

I agree with hiin on the merit of clover honey, its

purity of taste is excellent, its rich golden colour is

attractive ami tempting, I find it irresistible and make
special effort to get it.

There are a few pens with much more energy and
culture than mine that are interested ill promoting a

standard of merit for honey, and 1 do trust it will be
urged to a successful issue bv them.

—

StATIONMASTEE.

ROYAL AGRICULTUBAL SOCIETY
FOR 1885.

I see from the report of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society that the county meeting for 1885
will be held in the district which includes North "Wales,

Cheshire, and Lancashire. Would not the Committee
of the British Bee-keepers' Association be inclined to

adopt this arrangement, and to allow members of affili-

ated Associations in North Wales to enter at half-fees

as well as those in the counties of Cheshire and Lanca-
shire F North Wales would, 1 suppose, include the

counties of Anglesea, Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Mon-
mouth, and Montgomery. I do not know how many of

these counties have ajfihated Associations.

—

Royalist.

HUMBLE BEES FOR NEW ZEALAND.
I have received the enclosed letter respecting the

above subject. Perhaps it may interest some of your
readers. If any one wishes for further information, or

to make arrangements for sending out bees, I advise

him to communicate with ' Mr. R. Bernard Williams,

New .Zealand Shipping Company, 138 Leadenhall

Street, E.C, not sooner than the end of December, or

the beginning of January next, as he will not be in

England before that time. Respecting the terms of

granting the reward, I have not been able to obtain

further information, except, as Mr. Flatman mentions,

that the Agent-General for New Zealand has referred

the matter to the Government in New Zealand.

Mr. Hewitt thinks that Mr. Neighbour and myself

are ' at sea ' respecting the natural history of these bees.

Well, perhaps we are ; I, for one, shall be very glad
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if the result proves Mr. Hewitt to be correct, and,

sbi n-tlv to learn, that lie, with his ' ship, literally

freighted with fertile dormant queens,' is not only ' at

sea,' but safely handed in that ' El Dorado ' of the

honey-bee—New Zealand,—having obtained the just

reward of his knowledge, energy, perseverance, and skill.—Geoi»;f. Rayxob.

To the Rev. G. Raynor.

'Dear Sib,—It occurs to me (though I am very

ignorant of such matters) that there are two ways in which
humble bees might be taken to New Zealand.

' 1st. Supposing a hive were placed in a glass cage with

feeding-troughs of honey covered with perforated zinc to

prevent the bees drowning, would it not be possible by
regulating the temperature to take them out alive in this

way.
' If I took any thus, I should keep them in my own

cabin, and when the weather became too cold, should

remove them to a warmer atmosphere, which could lie

easily found in a steamship. Of course, in order to carry

this out it would be necessary for me to know the temper-

tare at which bees begin to hybernate, as I imagine
hybernation does not necessarily begin at a certain time
every year, but is regulated by the change of temperature.

Ton must please bear in mind that I am profoundly

ignorant in this matter, and that I am seeking advice and
not for one moment pretending to offer it.

'2nd. If bees were given me in their winter state, I

should place them in our cooling chamber where there is

a steady temperature of, say, > br. This would
keep them. 1 fancy, all right till our arrival in New Zea-

land ; but there is this to he considered, that l>y leaving

England in January, we should arrive in New Zealand in

March, which in that country is the end of autui

that the poor brutes would have but a short life before

i going into « state of hybernation.

Would this affect them, do you think? With
this difficulty would be obviated, for they would on arrival

be fit to hybernate.— Yours faithfully, .'

Humble Bees fob New Zealand, —Mr. S. J. Bald-

win writes: 'The advertisement for humble bees t..r

.\V« Zealand has, bo far, had the desired effect, and I

now beg to inform the readers of the Journal that I

have obtained and shipped all that I required, and cannot
take any more at present. The collection of these coveted

fertilisers for New Zealand lias I ro

help to many, and I have heard of Borne persons who
be i e I" > i)

i oabled to commence bi

the • shillings' thu- obtained.

THE PEEL TESTIMONIAL FUND.
1'crmit me, through your columns, to express my
o"-"" on learning, through a circular note from Mr.

that our President has deemed it (and most
wisely so) important to summon a i til

what further steps should !" taken with the \iew of

completing 'The Peel Testimonial Fund.' That Mr.
Peel has deserved well of all bee-keepers and others

interested in the work, must be patent to all, for an- his

d Is u< ii written in Hie book; and is it not bef us

that it was only after much pressure on the part of the

promoters of the scheme that Mr, Peal yielded to their

wishes, and then only conditionally that the testimonial

should take such form as to benefit bee-keepers : Why,
then, 1 would earnestly ask, should there be such back-
wardness in acknowledging bis arduous labour- and -.•11-

sacrifice, coped by unbounded liberality in promoting
our work P I sincerely hope the response to any further

appenl may be such as will enable the executive to place

on record the value and esteem in which Mr. Peel is

held bj bee-keepers generally, and that in a form worthy
of his acceptance, II. 1!. Gobtbey, Grantham, No-
vember 27th,

NOTTS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Seeing the letter from ' A Member of the Committee"

in the last number of the Journal, I venture to suggest a

very simple remedy for the awakening of the Notts Bee-
keepers' Association. Let the 'Member of Committee'
call his brother members to a meeting himself. I feel

sure that a meeting is all that is needed to set the

machinery in motion. There does not appear to be any
acting Secretary, and the question 'What can we do
without a leader?' must always receive the answer
' Nothing at all,' or ' Not much,' until some leader is called

into existence by '.he necessity of the case. Let the

Committee chosen in May last be called together by the

member who wrote to the Journal, and let them hold

regular meetings. Meetings are the life and soul of an
Association. Some one will surely be found to act as

Secretary ;//•> tern. 1 should advise the Notts Associ-

ation to begin in a small way, without incurring any

expense, confining it- attention at first to enlisting

members before attempting anything in the wax of

sending about an expert and bee-tent, or circulating the

Organisation should In' it- first work; the rest

will follow in due time if only meetings are held i-i-i/ii-

larly. No further assistance can I"- expected from the

British Bee-keepers' Association until the Notts Bee-

bave thrown off their apathy and shown some
indication of self-help, [f the latter will set to work at

once tli> \ sociation organized by the

spring. Rot II I brett.

BEE CENS1 s.

A- th (

' aii '\.- subj ei bi raised in the /•'. A'. ./.

ested for all t !ount\ Associations, it

of -one assistance to show the kind of Form used
-' Association. We

. n the back of the first is printed

thus :

i i i ;etei

29th November, 1884, It ha been leemed desirable (in the

culture) to take a oi nsus of stocks, and to

obtain other inf. pel the attached form. The
returns will be published 'enbloo' and not individually.

If you have no stocks please Btate the fad and still return

Wiui. the < louncil rateful for the

extra information as to non i that the

return may not > . l.'.th of December.

—

\V. N. (;i:n i in. .1. (.. Danoab, Hon. Sect.

On the n plj po I card i | te I the na and address

of the officer of the society tow! i the returns are to
i" in. and on the reverse side information is invited

on the following matters:

—

1. The total No. of stocks owned on Lady-day, 1884.

2. Total No. of stocks owned on November 1st, 1884,

The No. of stocks owned on November 1st, 1KK1:
a. In bar-frame hives; /<. In straw hives ; c. Other hives.

i. tin No. i.i Bwarma during the past season.

nt of honey obtained during 1884, in lbs.:

a, Comb honey ; b. Run honey.

6 I he amount of bees' wax in lbs. obtained during
1884.

I do not an to -,i\ -hat we .-hall arrive at an exact

census, as, although the form is carefully mapped out,

the people are rery stupid, some even writing across the

card; but, at all events, it will help the object in view,

of knowing the am. unit gathered in the British Isles.

W. N. Gbiffw, Son. Sec. I), .v B. B. K. A.

THE HONES HELD OF 1884.

Now that the I y harvest of 1884 is at an end it

would be M'f.\ interesting if all readersof the BeeJournal

sent in accounts of the ai tnt of honey they have taken
this year from their hives, i'or the purpose of corn-

paring our own table with that of our fellow bee-keepers
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and also of seeing the average yield per hive over the

whole country, I suggest that a tahle be made out in a

future number of the Journal (say March 1, 1885) on
some such lines as I have sketched below. I have filled

in two imaginary cases as examples. No notice should

be taken in the table of observatory hives, nor of any
which have been used for experiments in connexion with
foul brood, Ac., but all other hives and the honey from
theni should be reported. A blank form might be sent

out with the Journal in January to insure having a large

number of returns, in the same way as mentioned in the

Journal for December 1 for North East Ireland. If

tables were thus annually made out a far better estimate

could be formed of the productiveness of each year.

X. Y. Z., Stamford ... Yorkshire
John Jones, Cowbridge Glamorgan

X. Y. Z., Stamford ...

John Jones, Cowbridge

£
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least suspicion that the position of the hive has changed
Abo examine at intervals and correct any irregular

combs that may occur befi ire too far advanced, though
this will seldom happen with strong colonies. And, too,

on removing finished sections, it is absolutely necessary

that all less advanced combs should be kept together in

proper order—the most forward at the centre, and so on
with those thinner towards the ends of the row, adding
sections with foundation at the outside as required.

A lot of trouble some will say, but the question i -.

'Is it more trouble, and is more time occupied than
when manipulating with separators?' My own ex-

perience is that there is less trouble, less time occupied
when manipulating, less propolis used, and no separators

to clean ; and while I can obtain ninety-live per cent of

combs that can be glassed, I shall not return to their

use.

—

Samuel Simmins.

/amp.

SWITZEKLAXD.
The Bulletin cFApiculture publishes e lengthy report

upon an apicultural journey made through Alsace b] its

edit it and Mr. Cowan, in the course of which thej have
visited several bee-keepers of note. According to the

same journal the apieultural classes, held at Zoug by
Mr. J. Jeker in the course of the summer, were attended
by fifty pupils.

The Socitti Romande cTApiculture held a i

meeting of members at Vevey, with .M. Bertrand in

the chair. In the cour f his address he stated thai

their greatest enemies were the manufacturers of honey
and the hotel-keepers who sold it in their establishments.

The injury, he said, thej make is very considerable,

for through their instrumentality the good name of ,nr

honey i- compromised even abroad. It is not, lie re-

marked, sufficient to produce honey in large quantities

anil then wait until people call for it at our doors. We
must follow the American- and the English, who are

_ quite a demand for 1 I their bees by
offering it to die public put up in marketable and attrac-

tive forms, and contrive to have tbeir honey mentioned
by the public press, lie closed his speech by calling

apon every hearer individually to u

to increase the comsumption of honey wherever that
•wis possible.

FRANCE.
A general Agricultural Exhibition, including Api-

culture, is to be held in the 'Palais de L'Industrie' of

Paris, between the 2nd and the 1 Ith of February, 1885.

Honey exhibits must not weighli -than I kilos. (10 lbs.),

and wax. LOkilos. (-'•"> lbs.)

lIn.NEV.

t ine gold, four silver, and six bronze mi dais.

1st group -Honey in the comb for the table.

2nd ditto—Kun honey from tie- heather district .

3rd ditto— „ „ from artificial meadow districts.

4th ditto— „ ,, from the mountains.

Wax.
One gold, two silver, and two bronze medals.

Besides the above, the Ministry of Agriculture has
already decided to grant special prizes OJ honour, con-
sisting of gold medal- of various sizes; gjao special silver

ones for improvements in the cultivation of the honey
bee.

Further particulars will be published shortly; in the
meantime notice is given that all applications "for space
will have to be addressed to the French -Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce in Paris, not later than the
1st of January, 1885.

ats from % |jibcs.

Devonshire.—For some months I have been unable to
send you any echoes, but all the readers of the B.B.J.
will have seen that during this time I have been work-
ing in different parts in the cause of apiculture and thus
prevented.

First let me make up the deficit of the rain-fall as
follows :

—

1884. 1883.
July 3-00 i-7i

Greatest amount in twenty-four hours, -in on the
loth. There were nineteen wet days. In 1883 there
were twenty-four wet days.

1884. 18S3.
August 2-17 2-15
September 2-14 fra;
October 1-19 3-97
November . ... 2*03 3-97

Number of wet days, 15. Number of wet days, 16.
Winter weather has now set in, and bee-keepers are

discussing the result of the past grand season — \Y.\i

X. <;., Hon. Sec., 1>. ami K. Ii.K.A.

Abingdon, Dec. ith.—The weather has been vein cold
for a long time in Abingdon, and last Saturday night
there was a verj sharp frost. I pjao A ,1 >, !l ,w dish out
in the garden filled with water, near the bees, and in
the morning it was a solid block of ice. Thinking my
bees must have suffered from the frost I went to ;l straw
skep, and to mi surprise thej were all of s gentle hum,
which proved they were ,• fortable. A -light tap on
the flight-board brought about e dozen t 1 the entrance
which had a look round and returned in the hive. Now
I have left one of my improved super- on will] I I'll,-.

I

of honey on this skep for the bees to winter on, and I

have taken away in super 50 lbs., not including the
I-' lb-, left Mil the skep. lb Bmckland.

Essex. I commenced with a bar-frame hive and
one skep, which cost 28».; feeding through tie

, j
and I bought since three bar-frame lm..- and

tceps, which cost 21. LI*.—the total outlay, with
a few extra expenses, being about •"/.. and this outlay is

fully balanced by the present Btock in band. Thus the
1 honey—which was 186 I

1

. dent to a
<\ value of nearly 10/. Is clear profit. One bar-

frame hive yielded 48 lb-, sections and :.-j lbs. of run
honey.—SciNTEtiA.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS & INQUIRERS

A. II. P.

—

Sugar.—In your list of different kinds of
sugar, the centrifugal, or 'coffee' or 'white crystal'
(at one time called Finzel's) is tiie Dearest tothatmen-
ti ned by us, and will answer your purpose. 2. Small
portions ofioaa: The -mall portions of wax on the
division-board had been placed then bj the bees, pro-
bablv in Late autumn, -with the intention of uniting it

to the next comb by Strips, or side props, ,,f wax.
This is generally done in strong colonies. Ho not dis-
turb tin- bees at this season.

GllEAT Ci.acton.— 1. Enamelled Cloth.—Of the two
samples of cloth the best for your purpose is the
darkest—American enamelled. Tl t her specimen

—

imitation mahogany—is the common • table oil-cloth,'

and would not answer for this purpose. Do not put
it into us,, until late February or early March. The
propolis must be removed from the top-bare of the
frames so that the cloth—enamelled side downwards—
may be laid upon a smooth level surface. It will be
of advantage "to the bees. 2. Thin Honey. —The
thin honey surrounding the brood-nest had not been
'ripened,' i.e., evaporated by the bees. If mixed with
honey of thicker consistency it would rise to the
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surface, and, in a warm atmosphere, would gradually

ripen. We prefer allowing the bees to ripen the

honey in the hive, and to extract only sealed, or

partially-sealed, combs ; never those containing brood

—

believing that the centrifugal force, requisite for cast-

ing out the hone}', injures the eggs, larvse, and

pupa?, removing the very stores intended for these.

."!. Extractor.—We have no experience of the ex-

tractor to which you refer, but do not believe in the

principle.

Constant Reader.— Cyprians and Syrians.—1. As to

docility and temper, there is little difference between

Cyprians and Syrians. The latter, perhaps, are the

quietest to manipulate. With gentleness and judg-

ment there is no difficulty with either. 2. We think

Syrians the best honey-gatherers. •'!. There is little

difference in the swarming propensity of
,

the two
races. The Syrians we think most prolific, and,

therefore, productive of most swarms, if allowed full

liberty. 4. In an amateur's, or, indeed, in any apiary,

we recommend the Syrians.

AY. T. B.

—

Granulation of Sections.—The granulation of

comb-honey is generally caused by a low temperature.

Sections should he stored in a dry room in which the

temperature should not be below 50° Fahr. The

honey collected from certain flowers granulates much
sooner than that from others. The late frosty

weather has, no doubt, solidified your sections, and as

such they are generally unsaleable. Honey taken

from the top of hives is not more liable to granulation

than that from the body or outsides of the hive. In

severe winters we have known the whole hive-stores

to become crystallised, and the bees to perish in the

midst of plenty. In your case we advise you to melt

vour sections, skimming off the wax as it rises. If

too much heat is not applied the honey from light-

coloured sections will be superior, and will not be

liable to granulation after the process.

A. F. Ramsdex.— 1. Moving Bees.—Wired foundation:

this will be less liable to break down, but as it is not

so good for the bees we should not recommend its use.

If you prepare your hives properly and give plenty of

air,' ordinary combs will travel safely in October next.

2. Hoofs should tit on to the hives so closely a- uo1 to

admit robbers, the necessary ventilation being obtained

b\- holes under the eaves covered with perforated zinc.

J. E. L. Gilbert.— Candy.— 1. Of the samples you send,

the darker is the best made, but being from raw sugar it

is not so good for bees. The other is made from better

sugar, but too much boiled, therefore too hard and

crvstalline ; use refined sugar and do not boil so much.

2. The Rev. T. Sissons, Beckenham, will be happy to

explain bis modus operandi. Citric acid, or cream of

tartar ( bi-tartrate of potash) , will prevent crystallisatii in.

''}. Yes. 4. Mr. Hewitt recommends caudy and, we
believe, condemns Mr. Simmins' dry sugar feeding,

-which others speak well of . •'>. Mr. Simmins uses hives

•on the old-fashioned plan, with frames end on to the

entrance. In ' Combination ' hives put the dry-sugar

feeder at the back of the frames. G, 7. The rearing of

queens is pr itty well decided in the book you name.

Pending the publication of another work, you had

"better keep abreast of the current literature, British and

American. Have you read Alley on Queen-rearing !

J

*<. To fully describe a section rack would take up too

much space ; write to the principal makers, such as

Abbott Bros., Baldwin, and Neighbour, for catalogues,

and make vour selection.

M. T.— Transferring from Skeps to Frame-hire?. It is

generally recommended to wait until twenty-one days

after swarming and then transfer, and this is very good

advice to novices, as the omission of certain precau-

tions mav lead to disaster. Experienced bee-keepers

have no hesitation in transferring at any time when
the weather is warm ; and if your object is to build up

an apiary from a few stocks, you can do that better

when you have that command of your bees which bar-

frame hives give you. 2. Ligurians, or the first cross

between them and blacks, are the best bees all round.
Syrians and Cyprians are at present very expensive and
their superiority not yet established in so marked a
degree as to recommend them.

Geobg-E Morrison.—As your address is in Glasgow,
we would suggest that you should consult Mr. R.
J. Bennett, aO Gordon Street, Glasgow, who
will be happy to give you all the informa-

tion you seek. The agent for the Journal is Mr. R.

M'Xally, Glenluce. We do not know that there are

in Scotland any 'experts' similar to those the County
Associations have in England, but there are many
advanced and skilful bee-keepers there'.

L. M. L.— War-moth.—The safest guard against the

wax-moth is to have strong stocks. The larvae of the

moth can be destroyed by means of sulphur. If all

the eggs are destroyed, the combs may be utilised

;

but now that foundation is so cheap it would prevent

many risks by melting the old comb and making the

bees build new.
J. M. S. — We have not been favoured with the

details of the arguments which have led the gentle-

men you mention—many of whom are advanced
bee-keepers— to the conclusions at which they have

arrived; but the methods which they condemn have

been, and are, adopted and recommended by some
of the most scientific and practical men we have, and
to their opinions we should incline. Sulphur fumes are

not beneficial to the combs themselves, rather the

reverse, but they destroy wax-moth grubs, and tend to

prevent fermentation of stores, if any.

Th. 1'ii.ter. — Commencing Bee-keeping in Africa.—
The climate of Tunis is a most favourable one for bees,

and the rosemary yield- In mey of tine aroma and quality

;

it is in fact the plant from which the justly celebrated

Narbonne honey was originally collected, although at

the present time there is little, we believe, to be found
in that part of France. We should advise you to pro-

cure thoroughly sound, well-made, English Combination

hives, of pine-wood, double-walled, and well painted,

containing at. least 14 Standard English frames, and
to aim at extracted honey only. You could not do
better than to take out Cowan's Automatic extractor.

Go to a first-class English dealer in hives for these

articles. Your apiary will require shade in such a
climate as that of Tunis. If you cannot obtain natural

.-hade, you may procure artificial by raising trellis-

work for each hive, and training vines over it—

a

practice much in vogue in the hotter parts of the

United States of America. When established we
shall hope to be favoured with a report of your success

for publication in our columns. It is most important
that the hives should be double-walled—more so, indeed,

in a hot than in a cold climate—and the spaces between
the walls should be filled with cork-dust—a practice

common in England now. Commence with Italian

bees, and when established cross them with Syrians.

Busy Bee, Birmingham.—Be pleased to favour us with

your name and address.

The letters directed to ' John Peel' have been forwarded
to the correspondent assuming that nom de plume.

A number of Subscriptions expire with tlie present issue.

The expiry is indicated to the Subscribers in the usual

icay. An Order Form for the reueirol of the Subscription

accompanies the Journal, tchich is sent in a coloured

wrapper.

The Volume for 1884, hound in cloth, will be ready shortly.

Price Seven Shillings. Covers for binding can be supplied

at One Shilling each.
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jurist Iftepaib ^bbcrttscments.

for Sales and Purchases of Bee Appliances, Honey, Books,

Pamphlets, Diagrams, &c, Exchanges and Situations.

Terms: Tuelre words and under, Fourpence ; for every ad-

ditional tliree words. One Penny extra; no reduction can

be made for continuous insertion.

Advertisements will not be received for insertion Tinder this

heading from Manufacturers or Dealers in Bee Furniture,

except for the Sales of Honey and Bee Literature.

S3" SPECIAL NOTICE.—We cannot under any circum-
stances be responsible for the truth of statements
made in Advertisements, or for the trustworthiness
of either Buyers or Sellers.

THE SIMMINS' METHOD OF DIRECT INTRODUC-
TION. Enlarged to 32 pages. Price 6W. Post free,

of the Author, Rottingdean, Brighton: Messrs. Neighbour ,v

Soxs. 149 Regent Street; and Mr. J. Hcckle, Kings
Langley, Herts. (53)

BEE-KEEPING, Plain and Practical : How to
Make it Pay. By A. Rusbbidge, Is. 6A, post free,

Is. 8d. Address J. Hn ki.k. Kings Langley, Herts.

BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE by Swift. Good as New.
Mechanical stage, 1} in. Three Eye-piect-. Stand,

Condenser, l'olariscope. Selenites, Spot Lens, Live-box,
Three pairs Forceps, Side Reflector, Camera lacido, &c.,

in Mahogany Cabinet, fill, lowest. Apply Editoi.

Bee -'"<

1 1TANTED about in Hives, frames across entrance;
\ \ 2 cwt. Tliick Foundation, some Super ; lot of

American Sections, Smokers, Super Section Crates, F< I di rs,

ivc. Address J. S. Bobeham, Colchester, i 100

J710B SALE, ahn.it i cwt. Pore English Honey, in bulk
or lots to suit purchasers, *./. per lb. Apply J.

Chubi hill, Dowh'sh Wake, Dminster, Bon
'

i 1

PIGHT EEWITT'S EXCELSIOR BITES,
.£.1 56 ich-„ also COMB STAND and SO SIM-
MINS' FEEDEBS, cheap. Address Mastbb, St. James,
Northampton.

[MNANTHES, Strong Plants, I*, per LOO, free.

- iNDS, Monument Lane Wharf, BirmL
FOR SALE.— LIMNANTHES, Plants very

Is. i'"'.
i

i t 100, carriage free. Address H. E.,
The Lod i Swell. b 99

7>/,7 '/'/>// BEE JOURNAL, 1875, 1876, Cs.

pel or 10«. 6<J. for two years.

LIMNANTHES, besl Food for Bees in Spring,
''<'. !« r inn. Is. 'J,i. i»

i LOO©, Address E. Jackson, Welwyn,
Herts.

Jackson's Rheumatic Embrocation.

Mrs. P. writes :— ' I am gaining the use of my hand since

using your Embrocation.'

Cures Rheumatics, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Tic,

Lumbago, &c.

Post free for 1*. id. from J. B. Iackson, Welwyn, Herts.

WiU he unit pott free on receipt of Two Stamps,

THE AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN BEE-KEEPING.

Imported Carniolans and Italians.
Sent post paid, with safe arrival guaranteed.

I have several times visited both Carniola and Italy, inspecting
each time a large number of apiaries, and am thus enabled to make
the best selections of stock.

Grades & Prices of Queens.

Finest Selected Queens, each
Fine Proline Queens, each ... L'.s 8-.-. 7... 6s.

Any -ix qneens, 5 per eent discount; ten queen-. 10 p
twenty queens, 12 per cent ; forty queens, 15 per cent.

A SPECIAL OFFER.
From any cash order mailed before Jan. 1st, 10 per cen;

taken off. H six or mora Queens are ordered this deduction te to be
made after the regular discount abovo mentioned has been aubtraoted.

Remittance by blank postal notes, international postal order, or
by bank iiui 1 letter.

A- Or- T> A. -W S O Iff,

ALMA BUILDINGS, MACCLESFIELD. (78)

Spring. June. July & An?
12s. 10s. 8s.

Fall.

7s. 6ct.

FRANK BENTON, Munich, Germany.

FEEDER DUMMIES.
TEE GREATEST SUCCESS has followed the

use of HOLE'S NEW FEEDER DUMMY. A large
number are being sent out daily, ami in consequence of
the general satisfaction they are giving I am extending
arrangements for a more rapid supply, confident that

vi up-feeding is practised the old method of inverted
bottle, or the various float-feeders, will be discarded by
most Bee-keepers who have tried the Dummy Feeder.

;
. An adaptation oi SIMMINs' SI GAB

FEEDEB, post fie 84; three, 1». 6<I. Either kind of
Feeder cheaper in quantity.

HEREFORDSHIRE SCHOOL OF APICULTURE,
TARRINGT0N, LEDBURY

The only Weekly Bee Paper in the Win Id.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Established in 18G1.

Ni mux, al 925 West
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., and will be sent
to European Subscribers al 10>. Bd. pet annum for the
Weekly, or 5s. for the Monthly, including Postage. The
money may be sent by International Postal Money Orders
on Chicago. London Agents: Messrs. Geo. Neighbour &
Sons, l IS 1 1, W.

Publications of the British Bee-keepers' Association

:

om;y \s FOOD, By Fbase B. Cheshire, Esq ,

F.B.M.8. Price 3d.II

A

FOUL BBOOD : 'I'm Mi LN8 Of ITS 1 I .. l\l>

if ii Ccee. By 1 1. -.1. 1; .
<

i iibi

Esq., 1 i:.M s. Prio

DULTERATION OF HONEY. By Otto Hehner,
. F.C.S., F.I.C. PrieeoU

THE (HEMISTUY OF THE lll\E. By Mr. Otto
Hehneb, F.I.C., F.C.s. Price 3d.

THE BEST WAY 01 tNSTBUCTING COTTAGEBS
IN THE AIM' OF BEE-KEEPING. By th< Rev.

W. E. Burkitt. Price

r>

rTTTNTEBING BEES. By Thomas W. Cowan. The
> > most complete work on the subject of Wintering

published. Price 3d.

BE HOUSES ANH HIVES. By Itc-v. Gicuim; Raynur
Second Edition (enlarged), Price Bd.

THE SOCIAL INSTINCTS OF BEES. By G. D.
Hatiland. Price 3d.

MODERN BEE-KEEPING. An Illustrated Handbook
for Cottagers. Fourth Edition, considerably enlarged.

The soundness of its information, the simplicity of its

instruction, combined with cheapness, make this Hand-
book invaluable to all intending Bee-keepers. Price Id.,

post free.

Address J. BUCKLE, Kings Langley, Herts.
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RITISH HONEY COMPANY.

PROPOSED CAPITAL, £20,000

IN 20

(WITH LIMITED LIABILITY),

,000 SHARES OF £1 EACH
5s. per Share proposed to be called up.

rT,IIE Directorate has been formed, and Offices have been secured

-*- in th.3 immediate neighbourhood of Charing Cross. The

Memorandum and Articles of Association have been finally approved,

and the Company will be duly registered in the course of the next

few days.

9
CAPITAL £10,000, in 10,000 SHARES of £1 each,

Payable 5s. on Application, 5s. on Allotment, and the balance when required.

DIRECTORS.
*JESSE GARRATT, Esq., Hockenden, St. Mary Cray.
LAWRENCE GREEN, Esq., Tovil House, Maidstone.
JOHN M. HOOKER, Esq., Sevenoaks.
FREDERICK H. JTJDSON, Esq., Coventry Park, Streatham, S.W.
JOHN MARTEN, Esq., Dunkirk House, Faversham.
HENRY GRAVE MORRIS, Esq., Belmont Hill, Lee, S.E.

SOLICITORS.—Messes. ASHURST, MORRIS, CRISP & Co., Old Jewry, London, E.C.

BANKERS.—Messrs. GLYN, MILLS, CURRIE & Co., 67 Lombard Street, London, E.C.

SECRETARY (pro tern.)—Mr. F. M. EDWARDS. OFFICES.—DERRY DOWNS, ST. MARY CRAY.
* Mr. Garratt ^ ill join the Board a? Manaoin^ Director after the allotment has been made.

The principal object for which the Company has been formed is to assist Bee-keepers by providing a ready
means for disposing of the Honey and Wax now being produced on a large scale, and to meet the difficulty

experienced by so many of finding a quick market for their produce. The Company will purchase Honey, Wax,
and Bees, direct from its Shareholders, and will also sell upon Commission when preferred.

A DVERTISER, First-class Amateur Carpenter
j\_ and Practical Bee-keeper, having spare time, will

MAKE ANY DESCRIPTION OF HIVE, charging only
for time and material. Awarded Second Prize for Hive,
Lincolnshire Show, 1884. Address Jas. Gilbert, Apiarian,
Stamford. 3044

EDEY & SON'S
HUMANE BAR-FRAME HIVES,

And BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
Manujacturcd on Scientific Principles, ?.ii an experienced Staff of Joiners,

with the aid of Modern Stea ui-powcr Machinery.

ENGLISH and FOREIGN BEES and QUEENS,
HONEY and WAX, at Market Prices.

SPECIAL OFFER. — Having purchased Manufac-
turer's Stock of WOVEN WIRE for VEILS, can offer 20 per
cent off list prices for pieces of ten yards. Veils, 2/- each.

Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue per

STEAM JOINERY WORKS, ST. NEOTS.

HONEY.—Having facilities for the sale of large
quantities, I am prepared to receive offers (accom-

panied by samples carriage paid) of Sections and Ex-
tracted Honey, in quantities of not less than 30 lbs.

of one quality. Address F. Lyon, 94 Harleyford Road,
London, S.E.

Important Notice to Amateur Hive-makers.

Standard Frames in the Flat,
Tenoned and Morticed, requiring no block to make, with
17 in. solid Top-bars, per gross 10s.; with split Top-bars,

per gross 12s. 6d. Can be used with Metal Ends.

SECTION CRATES,
Dovetailed, in the Flat, for 4J by 4} Sections.

To hold 71b. per doz. ... 7/6 Sections & Dividers ... 3/9

„ 141b 9/0 ,, „ ... 7/6

., 211b 120 „ 11/0

No less quantities supplied, and we do not undertake to fill

orders at above prices after March. Terms Cash.

E. M. HART & Co., The Longstock Hive Manufactory,

STOCKBRIDGE, HANTS. (90)

London : Printed by Stranof;
in the County of Middle

Kit Soss, at their Printing Office, Tower
and Published for the Proprietor by K

treet, Uri'er St. Martin's Lane, in the Parishof St. Giles'i.in-the-Fielde,

ENi & Co., :!3 Paternoster Row, in the same county.—Dec. 14, 1884.
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